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Camels are

milder than any

other cigarette

IVe ever

smoked!''
MRS. AI.EXAXDER HIXON

Pasadena, California

HIXON, whose husband is

the Army, takes a deep in-

terest in United States defense work

and social welfare movements. For

relaxation, she rides . . . plays golf

. . . studies modern art. \^ orking or

playing, young Mrs. Hixon finds a

lot of pleasure in smoking Camels.

"Less nicotine in the smoke means

a milder smoke." says Mrs. Hixon,

"So Camels are my favorite. Mild as

can he— really gentle to my throat—
and full of marvelous flavor! I sim-

ply veier tire of smoking Camels."

THE SMOKE'S THE THING!
Mrs. Hixon, "enjoy

CameVs marvelous flavor"

Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia

Mrs. Gail Borden, Chicago

Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston

Mrs. Charles Carroll, Jr., Maryland

Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge 2^0, Boston

Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel 3rd,

Philadelphia

Mrs. John Hylan Heminway, New York

Mrs. Brooks Howard, Baltimore

Mrs. Edward M. Mcllvain, Jr., New York

Miss Polly Peabody, New York

Mrs. Riifiis Paine Spalding III. Pasadena

Mrs. Oliver DeGray Vanderl)i]t III,

Cincinnati

Mrs. Kiiiaen M. Van Rensselaer,

New York

R. J. Reynokis Tobacfo ('oinpitiiy. Winston -Salcm. X.

By Bi'RMNG 25% SLOWER than the

average of the 4 other largest-selling

brands tested— slower tium anv of tiieni

— Camels also give you a smoking plus

equal, on the average, to

/r EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

The Smoke of Slower-Burninf!; Camels gives you

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR and

28^ Less Nicotine
than the average of tlie four other largest-selling cigarettes tested — less tlian

any of them— according to independent scientific tests 0/ tlw sntokr itself

LIGHT UP A CAMEL and see what it"s like to smoke

the slo^^er-burning cigarette—the cigarette that gives

you less nicotine in the smoke, the cigarette that gives

you real mildness. Yes. according to independent scien-

tific tests, the smoke of slower-burning Camels contains

28% less nicotine! (See statement ahoie.j^ hetheryou

smoke quite often, or just occasional! v, it's nice to

know tiial with Camel cigarettes—so grand-tasting and

full of flavor- you get less nicotine per puff. Extra

mildness from the first puff through the last! Extra

flavor, too! Buy Camels by the carton—the thrifty way!
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LISTERINE TELLS YOU

WHAT THE MASTERS SAY

ABOUT KISSING

The anatomical juxtaposition of two orbicu-

Inris oris muscles in a state of contraction.

DR. HENRY GIBBON^

W'hal is a kiss? Why this, as some appro, e

The sure sweet cement, glue, and lime of loi e.

ROBERT HEBRICK

A kiss, when all is said, what is it?

. a rosv dot

Placed on the "i" in loving; 'tis a secret

Told to the mouth instead of to the ear.

EDMOND ROSTAND

The sound of a kiss is not so loud as thai of a

cannon, but its echo lasts a great deal longer.

O. W. HOLMES

Kissing dont last: cookery do.

GEORGE MEREDITH

Lord' I wonder what fool it was that first

J 7 • „ SWIFT
invented kissing.

And when my lips meet thine,

Thv very soul is wedded unto mine.
' H. H. BOYE5KN

Say /'m weary, say Vm sad.

Say that health and wealth have missed me:

Sar Vm grou ing old, hut add

Unny kissed me. LE.GH HUNT

A man had given all other bliss.

And all his ivorldly worth for this.

To waste his whole heart in one kiss

Upon her perfect Hps. tennyson

Excerpts from-The Home Book of Quolalions''by

Irnon Stevenson; Dodd. Mead & Co.. I'ul.l.shers

HETHER it's the ki.s.s given in

the first fine rapture of love s dis-

covery, the kiss you give your hus-

band of twenty years as he rushes out in

the morning, or the kiss of mother and .son

— don't be careless. Remember . . . nothing

is so intimate or so levealing as a kiss.

FOR LOVE'S SAKE

So—for love s sake!— don't ever be guilty

of offending HIM with halitosis (bad breath).

It freezes love . . . yet anyone may liave it at

some time or other.

Wouldn't any woman be foolish to chance

lo.sing this regard unnecessarily when it's

often .so easy to make breath sweeter, i)urer,

with Listcriue .Vntiseptic.^

Halitosis is sometimes due to svstemic con-

ditions. U.sually, however, say some author-

ities, it is caused by the fermentation of tiny

food particles in the mouth. For that condi-

tion, a good rinsing of the mouth with refresh-

ing Listerine .\nti.septic morning and night

works sweet wonders!

Li.sterine Antiseptic halts such fermenta-

tion, then overcomes the odors it cavises. ^ our

breath becomes sweeter, less likely to otfeiid.

I'.se Listerine .Vnti.septic as a mouth rinse

night and morning.

f f Y

"I*«S," T<> MlCrV: Don I imagine you're im-

mune from halitosis! (Who is?) Keep Listerine on

hand—make it a morning and nightly ritual! .7/-

ways remember to rinse your mouth with this delight-

ful, hreath-sweetening antiseptic deodorant before any
important business engagement—or your date with

Her. It pays. Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

LET LISTERINE LOOK AFTER YOUR HKEATH

JULY, 1941 1
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Folks, take a friendly tip. Keep your

hands out of your pockets and your

proboscis clean. Billy the Kid is dustin'

into town 1

His real name? William Bonney. He's

quick on the draw. Shoots with his left

hand. Can hit a wart on a lizard. Asks

questions later. He's Wanted for

Murder! ^ ^ ^
Garbed in black—to match "Hassie",

his horse— Billy the Kid will lift you

out of your seats with his ways and

means. He's a one-man prosecutor and

a one-man court. He's a menace. And
handsome as Bob Taylor.

M-G-M 's "Billy the Kid" is a "Western'

'

true enough. But you gotta use those

words "saga" and "epic". Real gal-

loping tintypes and buckets of blood.

Never was Technicolor so magnificent.

The sunlit freedom of the open plains,

the glory of the canyons, the steel blue

of the revolver, the jet black in horse

and rider, the peachbloom of the fair

damsel. Folks, tonight's the night!

You can have your "Easterns" with

their villainous demitasses, your
"Northerns" with their relentless man-
getters, your "Southerns" with their

crinoline coyness

—

But give us a "Western" like "Billy the

Kid" any time. And now's as good a

time as any other.

Somehow w'e can't help sending along a

fan note to Robert Taylor for his splen-

did performance. Bob, you're a really

great star and this he-man role fits you

the way you fit that horse. Which is

better than a glove.

No time for elaboration, but would just

like to toss a sprig to author Gene
Fowler for the way he does it.

It's another
big hit from

irirJ

n HI HI ® m

ERNEST V. HEYN
Executive Editor

HELEN GILMORE
Associate Editor
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ROBERT TAYLOR as BILLY THE KID (IN TECHNICOLOR)

with BRIAN DONLEVY • lan Hunter • Mary Howard • Gene Lockhort • Lon Chaney, Jr.

Screen Ploy by Gene Fowler • Direefed by David Miller • Produced by Irving Ather • A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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HND LONG SHOTS

. , . Harold Lloyd, who
took a gamble . . .

Evidence of new aims

Hedy Lamar r. . .

Despite the blessedness of our

climate and the sheer distance sep-

arating us from the outer world and

therefore from the worst of the war

nerves . . . Hollywood is being af-

fected by today's history-in-the mak-
ing ... is changing its pattern . . . but

typically . . . with the rest of the

world tending more and more toward

mass movements . . . mass thoughts

. . . mass reactions . . . Hollywood is

doing quite the opposite . . . with every

passing fear-wracked month . . .

Hollywood is becoming more strongly

individualistic . . . more free from its

own peculiar laws . . . and much more
alive and interesting. . . .

The most powerful force at work
(if you exclude the European war)

. . . the force that is making this

change is the income tax . . . the in-

come tax has been a Hollywood head-

ache for years but up until now . . .

it hasn't meant much more to our

stellar darlings than not getting an
extra mink coat or an extra car . . .

this year, however, it was so really

tough on big incomes that its inroads

have been dictating a fundamental
change in the whole Hollywood
attitude. . . .

As for instance ... in one stellar

family that I know (I cannot reveal

their names since these facts which I

have checked and found to be true

were told to me in confidence) . . .

this year's income tax ate up exactly

half of the couple's joint eai-nings . .

.

In this household both the husband
and wife are stars . . . and big ones

. . . but the income tax for 1940 left

them financially in exactly the same
spot that they would have been if one
or the other of them had not

worked. . . .

This .couple on March 15 did no
more than the normal amount of

grumbling that all of us do who shell

out anywhere from a dollar to a

BY RUTH WATERBURY
thousand for the same reason . . . this

pair are deeply patriotic Americans

and like all of us they are not only

willing but tremendously glad to do

anything and everything they can to

help win this battle for freedom which

we are all fighting in our own way
. . . nevertheless, merely as two in-

dividuals, they began wondering if

they were not to keep the wealth they

were earning ... if it was wise to

work as hard as they had been doing

. . . they love their work . . . they are

keenly ambitious and spectacularly

successful . . . but they began to ex-

amine their future plans more closely

... if they couldn't pile up wealth and
security for themselves, what could

they accumulate? ....
They decided they could take to-

day's happiness . . . just this day of

living as completely and as satisfac-

torily as possible ... to be followed

by the same routine the day after and
the day after that . . . they knew they

couldn't do that by being entirely idle

. . . but they knew they couldn't do it,

either, by working continually, which
was about what they have done up
until now . . . the result of it all is that

they have rearranged their studio

schedules . . . one of them will work
only when the other does (they don't

work together, being under contract to

different firms) ... if this means los-

ing a few roles . . . taking a few lay-

. . . Carmen Miranda,

the latest crush

of?s . . . they don't care . . . they are

going to have their leisure together

. . . their life together. . . .

Now this attitude . . . which is the

attitude of all married lovers outside

of Hollywood . . . has never been the

Hollywood one ... in Hollywood
careers have definitely come first . . .

and almost without exception the

word " career" out here has really

meant "money". . . .

Today "career" doesn't mean
"money" any longer in Hollywood . . .

today it may mean "art" ... it may
mean "fun" ... it may mean "satis-

faction" . . . but "money" . . . No. . . .

Consider Hedy Lamarr ... a glori-

ous consideration at any time . . .

recently Hedy turned down a role at

Metro and went on suspension . . .

that is, was taken off the pay roll . . .

she didn't go off the pay roll because
she has suddenly turned arty or

temperamental . . . she went off the

pay roll simply because she was tired

. . . she had gone steadily from picture

to picture in the last year . . . but

when this newest production came
up ... it was spring in Hollywood,
which is the most vivid, most ex-

aggerated, most seductive springtime

you ever experienced . . . Hedy had a

new house inhabited by her adored
baby . . . she wanted to enjoy the

spring, the house, the baby altogether

. . . money {Continued on page 6)
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BLONDE

BOMBER
. . . (America's new-

est glamour girl,

VERONICA LAKE)

raids the hearts of

four flyirig aces . .

.

Paramount Producer

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, Jr.

and Paramount Director

MITCHELL LEISEN

who created "Arise, My

Love," set this daring

story of tangled loves

against the roaring back-

ground of America's

great flying legion to

give you the biggest and

the best of all air pictures.

starring

WILLIAM WAYNE

MILLAND HOLDEN MORRIS DONLEVY
w,>h CONSTANCE MOORE • VERONICA LAKE • HARRY DAVENPORT

Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN • A Paramount Picture

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING
JULY, 1941 5



Tailored to size: "The Devil and Miss Jones," with Jean Arthur

and Robert Cummings, is a measure-to-fit film for Miss Arthur, who
plays a shop clerk in love with Robert Cummings, the radically

minded head of the shoe department. The outcome: Outsize laughs

{Contimied

and career got silly weighed against

the loss of those things ... so Hedy
braved the studio's wrath . . . did a

little economizing . . . and took the

layoff . . . confidentially, the studio

wasn't really angry ... it, too, under-

stood. . . .

EVEN love is being helped by this

new appreciation of leisure . . . it's

doubtful . . . for all their young in-

fatuation with one another ... if

Nancy Kelly and Edmond O'Brien, for

example . . . would have married this

spring if there hadn't been this new
attitude about happiness around the

town. . . .

Tliey probably would have thought

of "careers" . . . believed those stories

that it is better for young picture

people not to be tied down . . . but
this year they gave love its chance
. . . and eloped . . . and really you
could light up a whole city with the

beam on their faces these days. . . .

I think, too, it's this kind of reason-
ing that is behind Hollywood's current
ci'ush on Carmen Miranda . . . the

place could eat Carmen off a spoon
. . . it's that fond of her . . . the

real reason is that she is at once so

sweet and so amusing ... I know
that adjective "sweet" is one that

makes most women boil ... it sounds
sticky and old-fashioned . . . and the
Brazilian bombshell is explosive, ex-
otic, vivacious and everything that is

not old-fashioned and sticky . . . but
I still insist that she is "sweet" . . .

there is more warmth in her smile
. . . more friendliness in her hand-

froyn page 4)

clasp . . . more genuinely "from the

heart" friendliness about her . . . than
in any star discovered in ages . . .

with the result that when she is

filming a scene . . . the set is packed
with everybody in the studio . . .

when she appears for charity in our
local night clubs . . . and she appears
all the time for charity . . . you can
only secure tables from which to

watch her at the most fabulous

prices. . . .

Yet all these effects on individuals

in Hollywood would have no effect

upon Hollywood itself ... if they
didn't in turn . . . aflfect production

here . . . after all, as much as we all

of us in the town like to forget it . . .

it's still true that all that counts out

of this place is what gets into the

finished cans of film and is shipped

out to the world . . . but production

is being effected . . . and affected. . . .

THE fact that today, on big incomes
you come out about the same if you

lose money rather than make it . . .

is encouraging experimentation . . .

darned if the producers aren't tending
more and more to make pictures just

for the fun of it . . . or for the self-

expression. . . .

There's Preston Sturges at Para-
mount Studio having a wonderful
time (and giving it to us, too) having
his own way. . . .

There's Harold Lloyd, retired from
acting, unable to invest his gi-

gantic fortune in anything safe . . .

taking a gamble and producing the

delightfully zany "A Guy, A Girl

And A Gob " . . . which is no master-
piece, no solemn treatise, but a lot of

laughs . . . and what do we want
more than a lot of laughs these days
. . . there are Frank Ross and Nonnan
Krasna . . . the former, Jean Arthur's

energetic, intelligent husband . . . the

latter, one of Hollywood's cleverest

writers . . . these two pooled resources

and produced the larksome, delightful

"The Devil and Miss Jones" . . . which
could equally well be called "To
Jean. With Love" ... so flatteringly,

perfectly and charmingly has it been
tailored to fit Jean's individual talents

(Jean returns the compliment by giv-

ing her most enchanting performance
masterly seconded by Charles Coburn
who plays a very rich man, who, by
way of pleasing novelty, is also a wise

and kind man). . . . On the other

hand . . . there is an actor like Fredric

March who last year could have
played seven pictures at §100,000

each but who turned down all but two
of them . . . "Victory" and "So Ends
Our Night" . . . neither of which
turned out to be a box-office hit but

which still were no reflection on Fred-
die's judgment that their stories had
deeper than average values . . . and
finally, there is Orson Welles' "Citizen

Kane" the greatest experiment of

them all . . . this is definitely one of

the most provocative, most original,

most compelling pictures ever made
... I do not guarantee that you will

like it . . . but it is excitingly the

product of today's Hollywood mood
... of experiencing and experimenting

... to get as much out of every day
as possible . . . since today is more
important than any "today" that has

ever dawned, since we cannot fore-

see what "tomorrow" may mean for

any one of us. . . .

Actor who can look down his nose

at $500,000: Fredric March, who
forgets about dollars and uses

his own sense in choosing the roles

he will portray on the screen

PHOTOPLAY combined icith movie mirror



PI ar-

MILLION
DOLLAR
BABY
will be shown
immediately!
Hollywood fell head over

heels for this wonderful

story of a girl who falls

into a million dollars!
(You should read those preview raves!)

It's SO good, and so gay,

and so lovable that

theatres wouldn't wait a

single moment to play

it for you! Watch for it

and don't dare miss it!

f



Charity with a broad "a": A bowling
party for Bundles for Britain. Front-

row turnout by reason of birth inter-

ests: Herbert Marshall, who's saying

"Ah" with a British accent; Ronald
Colman, pointing prettily; Cary
Grant, dreaming of Barbara Hutton

Below: Power in

position. Ty was
head of a team as

were Ronald Col-
man, Cary Grant,

Olivia de Havil-

and, Paulette
Goddard, Reg-
inald Gardiner

Concentration on pins

(both kinds): Ida Lu-

pino, who cuts a
pretty figure at any

bowling-alley party

PARTIES — Events — Excursions!

Bowling! The sport of the hour
in Hollywood! And maybe you

think mobs of people didn't turn out

for that bowling tournament given

for the "Bundles for Britain" benefit.

Practically every British star and
many who weren't British sponsored

a team and the excitement i-an high

with the Ronald Colman team, the

Cary Grant, Olivia de Havilland,

Tyrone Power, Paulette Goddard

and Reginald Gardiner teams racing

neck and neck to a finish.

The onlookers were welcome and
could ask for all the autographs they

desired if they produced a program
of events to be autographed. And
with programs selling at fifty cents,

all of which went to the cause, a

grand sum plus a grand time was
accumulated.

Hollywood was busy with fun and
entertainment this month with one

event crowding another. M-G-M's
luncheon (see picture on page 18)

for Father Flanagan of Boys Town
fame started off the activities with

the studio's beautiful dining room
crowded with stai's and visitors who
came to pay honor to the Father of

Boys Town.
Rosalind Russell in smart chapeau,

and Norma Shearer, with the busy
Mickey Rooney buzzing about, were
the center of attraction. Lana

8 PHOTOPLAY conibnicd tcith movie mirror



Left; Anna Lee
keeps her eye on
the ball, lends an
ear to Bart Mar-
shall. Mr. Colman
points (again !) .

Binnie Barnes and
Livvie de Havil-
land just look
pretty and listen

If you're smart enough to read be-

tween the lines, you'll find here a top-

notch tip-off on some private doings

Above: Limbering-up act by
Paulette Soddard who wore
black shorts, white blouse

and an intense expression

BY CAL YORK
PHOTOGRAPHS BY HYMAN FINK

A- 1 catches of autograph hounds were
Gory Cooper, Mrs. Ronald Colman,
Sandra Cooper. Onlookers could get

any fifty-cent program autographed

Turner, glorious in her Ziegfeld cos-

tume, and Ann Sothern as just Annie,

listened with rapt attention to the

amazing voice of newcomer Kath-
ryn Grayson.

"I'm looking this soulful because

I'm about to be murdered," Donald
Crisp told us from aci-oss the table.

"By whom?" Cal gasped, wide-

eyed. "By Spencer Tracy over

there," he chuckled. We glanced

over at Spence, spiritually at peace

in his robes as the priest of Boys
Town. "We're going to do the scene

in 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' this

afternoon, where Spencer as Mr.

Hyde goes berserk," Donald said.

"I hope he makes rny death as pain-

less as possible."

Enchanting place, this Hollywood.
An old-fashioned ice cream social

right in the midst of Hollywood was
next on the program with Ty Power,
resplendent as a Gay Nineties blade,

dishing out the ice cream. The
party was held in Susan Hayward's
own ice-cream store on Santa Mon-
ica Boulevard and proved a riot,

with hostess Barbara Jo Allen (Vera
Vague) and guests spinning the

bottle like village cut-ups.

Jane Withers capped the climax
of good times with a circus party for

the younger set. How those kids did

celebrate! Clowns, bearded ladies,

ringmasters and bareback riders

JULY, 1941 9



Tv/o excn

party were ^^u. TV^e

pound cake 0\ona
VyUWers

B\on \00-

Scene of a super party for the Quiz Kids was Disney's

studio. Above are Quiz Kids Joan Bishop, Cynthia

Clive, Richard Williams, Gerard Darrow, Jack Lucal

and Claude Brenner with Jane Withers (right, back row)

Featured attrac-
tions — besides
the cake—were
models of Disney

characters. Right:

Gerard Darrow
with Clarence
Nash, the voice
of Donald Duck

packed the grounds and lobby of the

beautiful Beverly Hills Hotel.

Jane was a beautiful little hostess

with Freddie Bartholomew (Was that

long underwear, Freddie?), Bonita

Granville and Jackie Cooper, Joe

Brown Jr. and others having the time

of their lives. And guess who won the

jitterbug contest? None other than

Virginia Weidler and Larry Nunn.

By the time Deanna Durbin's beau-

tiful wedding to Vaughn Paul rolled

around, the town was keyed up for a

grand finale. The event didn't dis-

appoint.

No more beautiful bride ever

breathed than Deanna who walked,

like a flower herself, to the altar with

Vaughn.
Yes, it was a big month in Holly-

wood and, as you can see by Hymie's

pictures, we didn't miss a single trick.

Thisa and Thata: Sweaters are no

longer being worn, on the screen, by

our Hollywood beauties. The Hays
office says they are—er—naughty.

The town is still in hysterics over

Gable's gift to wife Carole Lombard
on their second wedding anniversary.

When Carole, all atwitter with excite-

ment, opened the gorgeously wrapped
box, there lay the dc.rndest set of

calico panties, brassiere and petticoat

you've ever laid your eyes on. Clark
took that "calico for the second year"
edict literally and had a studio dress-

maker whip up the ruffled numbers.
Carole is now trying to think up a

comeback gag.

And speaking of fashions—well,

weren't we?—Joan Crawfoi-d's adopted
baby, Christina, wears pinafores upon
which are embroidered "God Bless

America, Mommy and Me."
And speaking of Joan, the instant

"A Woman's Face" was completed, the

star, with her baby, embarked for

New York for another six-months
stay. Joan's true love lives in the big

town. God bless Joan, New York and
Romance.

For Wives and Maybe Husbands,

Too: We've maintained and always
will maintain the same old troubles

(plus a lot of other ones) that pop up
in the lives of wedded couples every-

where happen to people in Holly-

wood.
Now take the problem of Louis

Hayward's old hat. And doesn't that

sound familiar, you men who love old

battered hats?

Well, recently Ida and Louis were
making a short trip and that old hat

of Louis' was a sore spot thi-oughout

the joui-ney.

"I won't let you take that hat back
to Hollywood," Ida scolded and. while

Louis wasn't looking, she hid it under
the cushions of the davenport in their

hotel suite.

Louis almost lost his mind trying

to locate his hat but finally gave up

—

to Ida's great delight.

But the actress hadn't reckoned
with American efficiency. A week
later back came the hat to Louis,

cleaned, blocked and refurbished by
the hotel.

Louis couldn't be more pleased. Ida

couldn't be more chagrined.

French for Sex Appeal: Hollywood
is adither. For once it has been shat-

tered out of its blase indifference into

teeming, fuming, fussing, feverish

(^Continued on page 12)
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ANNA
NEAGLE

1941*9 Greatest Dancing
Show, Featuring Famous

JEROME KERN
Hlu, Including "Who",
"Sunny", "D' You Love Ma"

Songa that stole the heart of America

.... in America's favorite musical

romance, now filmed in splendor

with a host of stars and eye-widen-

ing novelties! .... No wonder Holly-

wood's saying—"Sunny's a Honey!"

With

RAY BOLGER-JOHN CARROLL
Edw. Everett HORTON • Frieda INESCORT
Helen WESTLEY • And The HARTMANS
Produced & Directed by HERBERT WILCOX

Screen Play by Sig Her%ig • From the Muaicnl Comply "Sunny"

Book and Lyrics hy Otto Hnrbach and O^car Hammer§lein II

RKO RADIO PICTURE
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Long and the short of It:

Rita Quigley in gauze, Fred-

die Bartholomew in woolens ^'^ fhe ^^.'f'
ond i'""^: V!r.

5 con/es^

(Co7ifinued /rom page 10)

interest. Why? Jean Gabin is in town.

Literally he is taking the place by
storm. He is the man of the hour with

every celebrity in town breaking his

neck to get near him.

So far Dietrich and Pat Morison
are the only lucky ladies to win his

attention, Gabin being a bachelor.

He will be taught to speak English

by—guess whom? None other than

our own Gable with his good old

Middlewest twang. Oh now, Clark

himself won't actually teach Jean, but

Gable's pictures have been chosen as

the ones Gabin must see and study,

as Hollywood believes Clark most
nearly approximates average English

as it is spoken in America.
S. R. Mechnich, a linguist, will do

the actual teaching and hopes to have
Gabin letter-perfect in three months.

Gabin, in French, says no, it will be
six months, for first he must think in

English.

And gals, we've seen him and can
only say oooo la la, how you ladies

will rave. For more personal data on
him, see page 36.

Tidbits About Bigbits: Alice Faye
and Phil Harris, the orchestra leader,

are so in love Alice couldn't stay

away from Hollywood long enough to

take that long-awaited vacation.

Now that that dark 'n handsome
agent, Vic Orsatti, is caught in the

draft, half the lovely blondes in Holly-

wood will be dateless. And eligible

men in Hollywood are at such a pre-
mium, the gals tell me.
But don't look at me, you lovelies,

Popular corner was where Gloria Jean
told fortunes. Above: She has tough
ringmaster Joe Brown Jr. speechless

Cal doesn't make that kind of money.
One of the sights of the month was

Gary Cooper, in carpet slippers yet,

slipping into a Santa Monica Boule-
vard dance studio for a rhumba lesson.

Swing it there. Coop, old boy.

Nose Dives for the Dive Bombers:
The most embarrassed star in Holly-

wood is Errol Flynn, who is filming

"Dive Bomber" at the U. S. Navy air

base, San Diego, California.

Flynn, like all other players in the

Technicolor epic, has to wear the reg-

ulation Navy life preserver for certain

scenes. They are made of soft rubber-
impregnated cloth, air-tight, and are

inflated by the release of gas con-
tained in an attached metal tube. Like
soda siphons.

But Errol made the mistake of pin-

ning his identification button to his

life preserver. He now owns the life

preserver. He had to buy it. But it

isn't any good. It leaks.

Which reminds us of the dear old

ladies who live the year around at the

famous Hotel del Coronado near
San Diego where the "Dive Bomber"
cast, including Errol, Fred MacMur-
ray. Regis Toomey and others, are

staying.

Instead of cutting their usual swath,

the troupe is looked upon as rank
intruders by the rich old guests. Errol

himself told us the story of overhear-
ing an elderly bellboy (everything

seems old down there) consoling a

sweet old thing wearing pounds of

diamonds and yards of black lace.

"Yes, we all feel the same way
about these actors," the elderly bell-

man said, shaking his head, "but we'll

just have to try to make the best

of it."

This 'Orrible Wicked 'Ollywood:
A visit to the "Flight Patrol" set

revealed an odd thing, or at least it

seemed odd to Cal. Between every
take Ronald Reagan would literally

race off the set and breathlessly race

back in time for the next scene.

"What's got into you, Reagan?" we
demanded. "We remember way back
when you were glad to stay put so

long as you were on a sound stage."

"Come along,'' Ronald said after the

next scene. "I'll show you how come."
With the actor we entered the joint

dressing rooms of Ronald and his wife

Jane Wyman and then stopped short.

There, in as complete a nursery as

you can imagine, lay the couple's new
{Continued on page 14)
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We believe in

swimming for our figure's sake...

we believe in Jantzen for our figure's sake ... so we put

the two together and have a wonderful summer looking wonderful.

There's ^^Smoothie'^ (right) in the new seal-sleek, 4.95; ^^Surplice'^ (left) in lush Velva-Lure,

6.95... and plenty more, all in those heavenly figure-fixing ^^Lastex^'' swim suit fabrics, with the wonderful

Jantzen foundation control, and the new Beauty-lift Bra. The colors are divine. At the leading stores or

write for illustrated style folder.

JANTZEN KNITTING MILLS A/^ PORTLAND, OR EG O N...VA N C O U V E R , CANADA
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Below: Aftereffects of the Durbin

wedding: Guests Dove Rose and Judy
Garland act out love's old sweet

song at the Mocambo—with gestures

First shot at a Hollywood lion: Awarded
to Pat Morison who dances at Giro's

with Jean Gabin. (See story on page

36.) Background nnan is Spencer Tracy

(Continued from page 12)

baby, Maureen Elizabeth.

"We never got to see her at home,"

Ronald explained. "She was asleep

when Jane and I left for the studio

and asleep when we got home at night.

Now that we're both working out

here we've fixed this up as a nursery

and we can see her often during the

day."

Next time you hear any of those

fantastic stories that emanate from
Hollywood, remember this story of a

young couple who just couldn't bear

to be away from their baby.

Notice to Brides-To-Be: Sit down,
all you engaged or about-to-be-en-

gaged girls, while we ask this all-

important question. Otherwise you
might faint on old Cal's hands.

Now then, how would you like a

solid-gold wedding ring as a gift from
Bing Crosby and Tyrone Power?

Absolutely, we're not kidding. It's

all on the gold standard, believe us,

and here's how it can be gotten.

Ty and Bing, along with some other

Hollywood biggies, are about to build

a new million-dollar hotel near Las
Vegas, Nevada, to be called "The
Desert Ambassador." Now right on

the grounds is a real honest-to-good-

ness gold mine with gold in it and
evei'ything.

Well, the boys have conceived the

idea of turning that gold into wedding
rings and giving one as a gift to every
bride who comes there to be married.

Cozy? Why sure. So if you want
one of those Crosby-Power rings,

girls, just stall along the wedding till

the hotel is completed. Here's wishing

you happiness.

Blondie takes a back seat as Ar-

thur Lake (Dogwood) concentrates

on the real Mrs. Lake at Giro's

Love and Stuff: The old Dietrich-

Garbo struggle is liable to break out

anew since Garbo annexed for her

own Marlene's former escort, Eric

Remarque. The two can be seen any
day riding through the Hollywood
hills with Greta's former beau, Gay-
lord Hauser, left to stew in his vege-

table juices, at least temporarily.

Incidentally, the Garbo talks, Garbo
laughs slogans have developed into

Garbo sings (Cal can't wait) for her

new picture, "Anna and Anita."

Love, great gobs of it, has hit Wally
Beery, the prune-faced box-office

draw of Hollywood. Wally will marry
his lady love, one Mrs. Robinson, a

wealthy widow with (hold your hats,

friends) five children.

With Wally's adopted two, that

promises to be .some household.

Re Bill Holden and Brenda Mar-
shall, the cutest sight of the month
was Bill toddling off to kindergarten

with Brenda's little girl (by a former

marriage) by the hand. Her mother
had an early studio call and couldn't

be on hand to enroll the child in the

summer session. Bill, who is rapidly

developing into one of Hollywood's
best actors, made a solicitous daddy.

Babies, Bless 'Em: Mary Martin, the

gal who rose to fame because her
heart belonged to daddy, is going
to have a brand-new baby of her
own and husband Richard Halliday

couldn't be happier. Mary is the

mother of a nine-year-old boy by a

former marriage.

No, kind friends, the Errol Flynns
will not call their new offspring

Mickey Flynn or even Sirocco Flynn
after his boat. Wife Lili Damita will

have something to say about that.

They tell me the sight of Boris
Karloff pushing his baby up Fifth

Avenue, New York, in its hooded
perambulator is almost too much for

the natives.

Papa Frankenstein!

London Calling: "War or no war. 1

miss silk stockings!" writes Ann
Dvorak from London. "And not that

I care, but, believe it or not, the boys
in the service actually want the girls

who drive ambulances to wear good-
looking hose."

Well, war or no war, a good-looking

leg is a good-looking leg; or is Cal
speaking out of turn?

The story of American-born Ann
and her director husband, Leslie Fen-
ton, is a worthy one. At the time of

their departure from Hollywood to

wartorn England, Leslie was coming
into his own as an ace director, a life-

long ambition about to be fullj'

realized.

Ann had just been offered S500 a

week on a Warner studio contract and
Leslie, who is British, had persuaded

{Continued on page 16)
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THIS OIP ?MTO
OF IS ^IN
OUT

Of My ALBUM

Don't Let Ugly, Poor-Fitting Eye-Glasses

Rob You of Your Beauty

TUOI'SANDS upon thousands of men and women permit
ugly, cumbersome, ill-fitting eye-glasses to rob them of

their natural attractiveness.

Many years ago Bernarr Macfadden had a most trying

experience with his eyes. The idea of wearing glasses was
intolerable, so, always willing to back up his theories by
experimenting upon himself, he immediately started upon a

course of natural treatments that he fully believed would
help him.

Tlie results were so satisfactory that he associated himself
with a great eye specialist of the day and together they
entered upon a period of research and experiment covering
many years.

The essence of their findings is contained in Mr. Macfad-
den's great book. Strengthening the Eyes. Here, in plain,

simple language the author describes a series of corrective

eye-exercises. If you already wear glasses, find out for
yourself how this treatment may be beneficial to you and how
you may possibly spare yourself the agony of wearing glasses.

If you do not wear glasses, but feel that your eyes are failing,

then find out how vision may be strengthened without the
use of glasses.

Send No Money
You need send no money now—simply mail coupon below

and upon receipt of book pay postman $3 plus postal charges.
If, after reading this remarkable book for 5 days, you decide
that you do not care to follow the simple instructions—return
it to us and we will refund your $3 at once and without
question. Sign and mail coupon below—NOW.

td by Fixi/essional Model

"Discards Glasses"

Here is a woman who writes: "After
following the instructions in Strengthen-
ing the Eyes, I have discarded my glasses

and read more now without them than
I could with them."

"The Happiest Moment of
My Life"

Another lady writes: "I must confess
that it was with very little faith that I

followed your instructions and began daily
routines of eye exercises. But to my sur-
prise I soon noticed improvement. Greatly
encouraged, I went ahead with it, until

one day I discovered I

could lay oflf my glasses
for good. It was the
happiest moment of my
life."

These inspiring re-
sults bring a message
of hope to many who
are troubled with weak
eyes or poor sight.

Over 80,000 Copies of this Book Sold

Macfadden Book Co., Inc.. Dept. WG-7
205 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Money-Back
Offer

Send me a copy of Strengthening the Eyes. I will pay the
postman $3, plus postal charges, upon delivery of the book.
It is understood that if I am dissatisfied with the book. I can
return it within five days and you will refund my S3 at once.

(We pay postage on all cash orders)

Name

Address..

City State
Foreign and Canadian orders cash in advance. Approval

privilege applies only to continental United States.

From This Unique Book
The methods suggested herein are not

'only practical, they are scientific and have
been proved capable of so strengthening
the eyes that "eye-crutches," as I have
learned to call eye-glasses, will in very
many cases not be needed.
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hei- to remain here when he departed

to join England's Navy. But he'd no

sooner gone than Ann knew she had
to be near him.

Today, Ann is bi'oadcasting on the

radio to cheer up British soldiers for

the sum of $26 a week, which isn't $500

a week any way you figure it. Leslie,

she writes, has obtained special per-

mission from the government to make
a picture starring David Niven.

And so it goes. Brave, selfless peo-

ple, Ann and Leslie, who didn't have

to go but couldn't be kept away.

Here's luck to them.

Tut-tuI Department: Cal's eagle eye

rested on an item in June Photoplay-

Movie Mirror that sent a blush to his

faded old cheeks. The name of Cedric

Gibbons, prominent designer for

M-G-M, appeared as Cedric Adams
in a caption. The staff of Photoplay-

Movie Mirror is herewith standing

on its head in the corner. It won't

happen again, Mr. Gibbons—you bet

it won't!

Special Treat: Curious, the inter-

esting bits and pieces of a story that

come to light months later. Hitting

1941 right on the nose was the news
break of Bette Davis' marriage to

Arthur Farnsworth. Now we have

this charming little account direct

from the pen of Bette's mother, tell-

ing of their 750-mile trip to the altar:

Writes Mrs. Davis: Our secret

plans seemed to be going smoothly.

Then as we were sitting before the

fire at Bette's house on a cold rainy

16

Mixed doubles: Dorothy Lamour and
Greg Bautzer (who used to go with

Lana Turner); Lana Turner and Tony
Martin at Hollywood Stars Ball Park

night, a horrible thought came
to me. How could we get the wedding
bouquets and not be found out?

Bette's friend, Ruth Garland, who,
with her sister, was to stand up with
her, saved the day. "I have a plan,"

she said.

Benny, "The Parisian Florist," had
always kept Bette's house filled with

such perfect flowers that we felt it

only fair to let him do this, too, even
though we must try to keep him from
suspecting our secret. Benny himself

greeted Ruth as she entered his shop

the next morning. "Benny," she said,

"I want you to help me. I have a little

friend who is going to be married
New Year's Eve. She's way up in the

hills and she doesn't have very much.
The flowers are to be my contribu-

tion. She must have the most beau-
tiful flowers you have ever made

—

THE most beautiful." He fell hard

for her sincerity and eagerness. She
then told him the disturbing fact that

these flowei-s must travel twenty-four

hours by motor. This meant that the

lilies of the valley we so much wanted
would be impossible to use. Finally

white roses and white orchids were
decided on for the wedding bouquet,

and pale pink carnations for the at-

tendants, green orchids for the bride's

mother and a corsage of white orchids,

which, if he had only known, were to

be for Jane Bryan, now Mrs. Justin

Dart, our hostess. He could give her

PHOTOPLAY combined with MO\^E mirror



Hollywood homework: Roz Russell and
Cary Grant rehearse "His Girl Friday"

for the C. B. S. Screen Guild show

no assuiance that even these flowers

would be fresh after such a long

journey, but he promised to pack
them as well as possible and she had
to take the risk.

Through rain, snow and landslides

went the flowers. Bette and her party

had left Monday morning, but due
to the falling of a huge boulder in

Jerome they were obliged to make
a one-hundred-fifty mile detour

through Flagstaff and only arrived

at the ranch three hours before the

wedding was scheduled. Ruth Gar-
land and I had left Sunday and so

were lucky enough to avoid the de-
tour, but we spent the extra day
worrying about the rest of the party
AND the flowers.

At eight-thirty a horn blew and the

boys in something faintly resembling
a car, but mud from top to bottom,
drew up at the door. With bated
breath we bore the huge boxes into

Bette's room.

Removing the covers we lifted the

still damp cotton, layer after layer,

and there, crisp as the day they first

bloomed, lay the wedding flowers.

Bette gasped, as did we all, and Ruth
G.'s face was wreathed, not in smiles,

but grins. Her plan had worked.
Jane had brought with her by plane
from Phoenix a bunch of lilies of the

valley. These we tucked in among
the roses and the orchids, so Bette
even had her much-wanted lilies of

the valley after all.

Finally at nine-thirty all was in

readiness and the service, so beauti-
fully read by Dr. Price, was per-
formed.

And so ends the tale of the flowers.

RUTH F. DAVIS.
P. S.—Benny wrs gratified.

JULY, 1941

Mum is

quick,

safe, sure!

SAVES TIME • CLOTHES • CHARM!

DAY-LONG DAINTINESS starts with a touch

of Mum under each arm, for bath freshness

vanishes quickly unless you prevent the for-

mation of future odor. Mum is sure, depend-
able . . . preferred by millions of women.

SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS GIRLS have this red
letter rule..."Be a pleasant olfice companion,
never let daintiness down!" Gentle, creamy
Mum protects you for hours, yet Mum won't
hurt skin or clothes. Mum is safe

!

DINNER DATE TONIGHT? Surprise invita-

tions are fun ! Carry a purse-size jar of Mum
for your "five o'clock freshener" and go

straiglit from shopping or business, confident

that Mum protects your charm!

HELP ROMANCE ALONG! Romance ... how
precious to find, how easy to lose through one
careless fauh ! Popular girls, girls who dance
every dance, never risk offending. Let Mum
be the safeguard of your charm, too

!

Mum prevents underarm odor all day!

ADOZEN AIDS to charm may crowd your

bathroom shelves. But not one is

more important than the underarm deo-

dorant you use.

And today, with so many deodorants to

choose from, isn't it significant that more

women in offices, in hospitals, in schools

and at home prefer Mum. Mum is pleas-

ant to use—prevents odor instantly and

does it without stopping perspiration.

Smart women never trust a bath alone

to bring them lasting daintiness. Under-

arms need special care to prevent the for-

mation of future odor . . . that's why so

many women use Mum every single day.

A quick dab under each arm and under-

arms are safe all day or all evening long.

Safe, dependable Mum makes you safe

from the risk of ever offending. It's a fa-

vorite with thousands of men, too.

MUM IS SAFE. A gentle, soothing cream
that won't harm clothes or even tender

skin. Safe even after underarm shaving.

MUM IS SURE, Without attempting to

stop perspiration, Mum makes the for-

mation of underarm odor impossible for

hours.

MUM IS SPEEDY. Takes only 30 seconds

to smootli on Mum. You can use it even

after you're dressed

!

• • •

FOR SANITA R Y NAPK/AS-Thoitsan ds of

women use Mum for this important purpose.

Try safe, dependable Mum this way, too!

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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Be utterly Irresistible in pink rose, Irreststible's flirtatious

new lipstick. It's a deep pink, keyed to the new summer

fashions . . . dromotic for daytime . . . seductive for eve-

nings. And so s-m-o-o-t-h, creamy ond long-lasting . . . a$

only our secret whip-text process con moke it. pink ROSE

Rouge odds that delicate naturol glow while matching

Irresistible air-whipt Face Powder and Foundation brings

out thot fresh, velvety look that men find so Irresistible.

Only 10< eacfi at 5 & 10< stores.

IT

LASTS LONGER

SMOOTHER

USE IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME
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<y ADAM HAD FOUR 5OiV5—Columbia: Un-
usual is this beautifully enacted story dealing with
a father's love for his four sons. VVarner Baxter
plays the father; Ingrid Bergman as the governess
and Susan Hayward as the unfaithful daughter-in-
law are outstanding. Richard Denning and Johnny
Downs as the two older sons are splendid. (May)

ALDRICH FAMILY IN LIFE WITH HENRY,
THE—Paramount: This tries very hard to be very
funny, but it's pretty corny. Jackie Cooper causes
everyone a lot of trouble and grief in his efforts to

earn a hundred dollars. Eddie Bracken is Jackie's
pal; Hedda Hopper and Fred Niblo his parents.
(Apr.)

ANDY HARDY'S PRIVATE SECRETARY—
M-G-M: We prophesy stardom for newcomer
Kathryn Grayson who becomes Mickey Rooney's
secretary during the high-school commencement
week. Her lovely voice, good looks and acting
ability make her a sure bet. Mickey fails his ex-
aminations and gets into plenty of trouble. It's a
hundred percent entertainment. (May)

ARKANSAS JUDGE, 7//£ — Republic: The
Weaver family play straight in this story of a small
town divided into two factions by vicious gossip.
The Weavers are good and Roy Rogers is a 6ne
hero. Homey melodrama. (Apr.)

]/'^ BACK 5T/?££r—Universal: Margaret Sul-
lavan is superb as the woman who lives only for a
few stolen moments with her lover, Charles Boyer,
who is married to another woman. I?oyer, too, is ex-
cellent as the selfish lover. It's a tear-jerker so bring
plenty of handkerchiefs. (May)

BAD MAX—M-G-M: Wallace Beery's fans are
going to be pretty disappointed in this story of a
Mexican bandit who plays Cupid. Beery's per-
formance throws the whole story out of gear and
despite the presence of Lionel Barrymore, Ronald
Reagan and Laraine Day, it remains a fair-sized
dud. (June)

BLONDIE GOES L^r/^'—Columbia: Dogwood's
boss decides to take the Bumpsteads on a vacation
to South America, with much fun and havoc as
the result. Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake and
Larry Simms play their roles with the ease of
long experience and it's a treat for the Biimpstead
fans. Tito Guizar sings beautifully. (May)

BOWERY SOF—Republic: Strictly routine is this

story of an underprivileged boy, Jimmy Lydon,
who falls in with racketeers, but is saved by ideal-
istic doctor Dennis O'Keefe and Louise Campbell.
(Apr.)

\/ BUCK PRIVATES—Vmversa\: Abbott and
Costello find themselves in the Army in this hilari-

ous comedy high-lighted by their amazingly funny
routines. Wealthy Lee Bowman and his chauffeur,
Alan Curtis, are also in the Army and the Andrews
Sisters contribute plenty of songs. (May)

\^\/ CHEERS FOR MISS B/5HOP—United
.Artists: Beautifully told tale of a young school-
teacher in a Midwest college who meets and re-

nounces love and goes through the years giving of
herself to the young students eager for knowledge.
Martha Scott is wonderful in her transition from
youth to age. and William (Jargan as her lifelong
suitor is perfect in his role. It's a tear-jerker, and
a triumph. (Apr.)

COME LIVE WITH ME—M-G-M: Smart
and gay is this cute little story of an Austrian
refugee. Hedy Lamarr, who marries struggling
young writer Jimmy Stewart in order to stay in
America. Hedy's boy friend, publisher Ian Hunter,
causes much of the complications in spite of the
fact that he's married to Verree Teasdale. You'll
love it. (Apr.)

DOUBLE DATE—I'niversal: Almost every pos-
sible laugh-getter has been thrown into this light-
hearted little comedy about Rand Brooks and
Peggy Moran's efforts to break up the romance of
Edmund Lowe and Una Merkel. The result , is

really very funny. (June)

One getting ready, one all set:

Kathryn Grayson, who hit the fame
jackpot in "Andy Hardy's Private

Secretary," and Mickey Rooney,
who doesn't need to hit jackpots

any more, at the M-G-M luncheon

for Father Flanagan of Boys Town

ELLERY QUEEN'S PENTHOUSE MYSTERY
—Columbia: Ralph Bellamy is the famous detec-
tive who wades through danger and international
intrigue to solve the murder of a ventriloquist on
a secret governmental mission. Margaret Lindsay
is his pretty secretary. (May)

FOOTSTEPS IN THE DARK—Warners: Errol
Flynn's first modern picture in three years has
him an amateur detective who runs headlong into
a real-life murder and almost loses his life and
his wife, Brenda Marshall. It's heavy-handed
comedy and we prefer Flynn in his swashbuckling
roles. (June)

\y GIRL. A GUY, AND A GOB. ^—Harold
Lloyd RKO-Radio: Lucille Ball is the girl, Ed-
niond O'Brien the guy and George Murphy the
gob in this bright, amusing comedy that clicks
in every department. It's packed with chuckles and
good cheer; you'll enjoy every minute of it. (June)

GOLDEN HOOFS — 20th Century-Fox: Jane
Withers falls in love with Buddy Rogers, helps her
grandfather establish a local hospital and saves
her homelands for the breeding of trotting horses,
and does it all with the greatest of ease in this
Withers specialty. With Buddy Rogers, Katherine
Aldridge and Buddy Pepper. ( May)

^HARD-BOILED CANARY, TH£—Paramount:
A grand musical treat is this film with Allan Jones,
as the son of the head of Camp Interlochen, rescuing
a young burlesque singer, Susana Foster, from a
raid and placing her in the camp, with havoc as
the natural result. (May)

HIGH S!ERRA—Warners: Entertainment is

yours in this absorbing story of a paroled convict,
Humphrey Bogart, who goes back to his racket. Ida
Lupino is grai\d as Bogart's girl and Joan Leslie
shows great promise. Bogart's iJortrayal of the
gangster is terrific. The whole picture has great
dramatic impact. (Apr.)

I WANTED W/A'C^—Paramount: This
thrilling story of men and planes, laid against the
background of America's own flying fields, is a
smash hit. Ray Milland. Wayne Morris and Wil-
liam Holden as the three young cadets who become
fliers turn in their best work, as does Brian Don-
levy as a flight instructor. Sirenish Veronica Lake
makes her screen debut. (June)
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)/ INVISIBLE WOMAN, THE—Universal : John
Barrymore is splendid as the scientist who invents

a machine that causes lovely Virginia Bruce to

become invisible and thus have herself a lot of fun.

Oscar Honiolka as an exiled gangster is very clever,

but the gag of invisible people walking about is no

longer a novelty in pictures. John Howard falls in

love with the invisible Virginia. (Apr.)

KEEPING COMPANY^'U-G-U: Too much ad-

herence to routine material and hokuniy situations

spoils this homey little picture about the tribulations

of an average young married couple. John Shelton

and Ann Rutherford are the young husband and

wife and you'll also see Frank Morgan, Irene Rich

and Virginia Weidler. (Apr.)

i/y LADY EVE, rH£—Paramount: Bright, gay,

charming and funny is this latest Preston Sturges

story with Henrv Fonda as the young millionaire

who is almost hooked by card-sharker Barbara

Stanwyck and her father Charles Coburn. How
Barbara gets her revenge on Fonda is wondertul

and Barbara herself is excitingly glamorous.

( May)

LAND OF LIBERTY^U-G-M: The color-

ful history of the United States is told in scenes

from feature pictures, shorts and newsree s. it s

impressive and exciting, although occasionally dull.

AH the profits go to war-relief chanties, so seeing

it is part of being an American. (Apr.)

LONE WOLF TAKES A CHANCE. THE—
Columbia: No sooner does Warren William bet that

he can keep out of trouble for tiventy-four hours

than he becomes embroiled in a mail robbery, a

killing a kidnaping and all sorts of mayhem that

keep him dashing all around. Eric Blore is very

funny, as usual. (June)

^ MAD DOCTOR, TH£—Paramount : One of the

best horror films we've seen in some time. Basil

Rathbone is wonderful as the mad doctor who
marries rich women and leaves them dead. \\ hen

Ellen Drew falls under his spell, her fiancee John

Howard suspects the worst. Brrrr! (May)

1/ MAISIE WAS A L^DK—M-G-M: When play-

boy Lew Ayres causes Ann Sothern, as the hard-

boiled Maisie with a heart of gold, to lose her job,

she's given the job of maid in his home and what she

doesn't do to that family! For sheer down-to-earth

comedy, you can't beat this Maisie series, and this is

one of the best. (Apr.)

MAN BETRAYED. ^—Republic: John Wayne is

the young lawyer who arrives in town to discover

who murdered his friend in a gambling joint. He
also discovers crooked politics and grafters. Be-

sides that, he meets lovely Frances Dee, who
provides the romance. (June)

MAN WHO LOST HIMSELF, rH£—Univer-

sal: Pretty unbelievable is this farce about a wife

who can't tell two absolutely strange men apart,

even though they both look alike and live m the

same house. Brian Aherne plays the dual role of

the wealthy husband and his double, and Kay Fran-

cis is the bewildered wife. S. Z. Sakall is the scene-

stealer. (June)

MEET JOHN DOE—Warners: Another of

Frank Capra's brilliant successes is this story whose
theme is the power of love over hate. Barbara

Stanwyck is superb as the newspaper girl who
invents a John Doe and Gary Cooper's performance

as the ex-ball player who's hired to be John Doe
and becomes a great humanitarian is his best.

Edward Arnold, Walter Brennan, James Gleason

and Regis Toomey are also outstanding. (June)

.MEET THE CHUMP—Universal: Ridiculously

funny, this silly little dilly, with Hugh Herbert hav-

ing himself declared insane because he's swindled
his nephew, Lewis Howard, out of $5,000,000 and
wants to avoid explanation, as who wouldn't?
The whole thing gets battier by the minute, but

it's full of laughs. (May)

l,^ MICHAEL SHAYNE, PRIVATE DETEC-
TIVE—20th Century-Fox: Another first in a new
series about a private detective, with Lloyd Nolan
do'ng a swell job as the smart detective who outwits
a bungling police captain to solve a murder mystery.
Marjorie Weaver is very pretty as the girl who is

addicted to gambling. (Apr.)

\/' MR. AND MRS. SM/TH—RKO-Radio: Hap-
pily married Carole Lombard and Robert Mont-
gomery discover they aren't legally wed so Bob
starts in to court her all over again. Gene Ray-
mond, his law partner, is his rival. It's pretty
trite, but there are enough comedy moments to keep
you amused and give you much fun. (Apr.)

MR. DYNAMITE— Vn\\-ersa.\: Baseball pitcher
Lloyd Nolan goes out for an evening of fun and
is tossed headlong into a sabotage plot and a mur-
der charge. His amateur detective work involves
him with secret-agent Irene Hervey. Ann Gillis

and J. Carrol Naish are also very good and although
the story's none too well constructed, it's acceptable
entertainment. (June)

You'll find a Thrilling Promise of

Loveliness in the Camay

'MILD-SOAP'DIET!

Photograph by David Berns

This lovely bride is Mrs. George J. Langley, Jr.. Bronxville, N. Y. "The Camay 'Mild-

Soap' Diet has done so much for my skin." says Mrs. Langley. "I know it has helped

me to look more beautiful. I advise every woman who wants a lovelier skin to try it."

Even girls with sensitive skin can

profit by exciting beauty idea—
developed from advice of skin spe-

cialists, praised by lovely brides!

So MANY WOMEN cloud their beauty

through improper cleansing . . . use a

soap not as mild as a beauty soap should

be. "My skin is so responsive to the

Camay 'Mild-Soap' Dietr says this lovely

bride. "It seems so much fresher-looking"'

Mrs. Langley is so right. Skin special-

ists recommend a regular cleansing rou-

tine with a fine mild soap. And Camay
is milder by actual test than 10 other

popular beauty soaps. That's why we say

-"Go on the 'Mild-Soap' Diet."

Every single day, twice a day, give your
skin Camay's gentle cleansing care. Be
constant— put your entire confidence in

Camay. And in a few short weeks you
may hope to see a lovelier you.

Trade Mark
Itua. U. S.
Pal. Off.

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

Camay is milder by actual recorded test— in tests against ten

otiier popular beauty soaps Camay was milder than any of them!

W

Go on the

CAMAY
MILD
SOAP'
DIET!

V
W ork (;auiay

over your skin, paying special

attention to nose, base of the
nostrils and chin. IJiiise anil then
sixty seconds of cold splashings.

Then, « liile you slet |>, the tiny
pore openiiijis are free to func-
tion for natural beauty. In the
niorninp—one more quick ses-

sion \\ '\\\x this milder Camay.
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did he

mean . . . doggy

legs

or doggie legs?

Was his remark candidly canine...

or was he being sweet and compli-

mentary?
If there is any question in your

mind, lady, then you'd better get

NEET, today! For NEET cream hair

remover will quickly remove both

uncomplinienlary hair and doubt

simultaneou.-ly.

Sim|)ly apply this cosmetic cream

hair remover to your legs, or under

your arms, or forearms ... leave it

for a few minutes . . . then rinse off.

NEET leaves the skin satiny, while,

and pleasantly scented. No sharp

razor stubble to mar the contours of

lovely legs, or create runs in sheer

hose when NEET is used. INor does

NEET encourage hair growth. Buy a

tube of new NEET today from your

department, drug, or ten cent store.

MONSTER AND THE GIRL, THfi—Paramount:
Another horror tale, incredible and unbelievable
but still pretty fascinating. A man's brain is trans-
planted into a gorilla's skull in order that the beast
may avenge the man's murder. Ellen Drew. Robert
Paige and Paul Lukas are very good. (May)

MURDER AMONG FRIENDS—20th Century-
Ko.\: The beneficiaries to a multiple insurance policy
die suddenly and mysteriously and John Hubbard
and Marjorie Weaver race like mad from suspect to
corpse to prevent more murders and solve the ones
already committed. In spite of all the murders,
it's a gay little offering (June)

^^ NICE G/i?L.f— Universal: Although there are
several gay moments, this is the weakest Durbin
film to date. Deanna is a small-town nice girl who
throws herself at Franchot Tone and then re-

bounds to Bob Stack, the boy ne.Kt door. Bob Bench-
ley is Deanna's father and .Ann Gillis her cute kid
sister. ( May

)

PENALTY. THE—M GM: Edward Arnold is a
ruthless criminal who teaches his son. Gene Rey-
nolds, to follow in his footsteps, but (jene is sent
to reform school and then released to farmer Lionel
Barrymore where slowly he's regenerated. Veda
Ann Borg is the moll. (June)

PRIDE OF THE BO(r£RK—.Monogram: A
C.C.C. camp in Arizona is the background for this
latest picture of New York's East Side boys. Leo
Gorcey is tricked into joining the camp and causes
everyone a lot of trouble. Despite its low cost, it's

good film fare. (.Apr.)

i/^ RAGE IN HEAVEN—M-G M : Gripping fare is

this dramatic picture of a psychopathic case, played
by Robert Montgomery, who marries refugee In-
grid Bergman and eventually involves her and his
best friend. George Sanders, in a murder scandal
It's exciting and novel and the performances are
outstanding. (June)

RIDIN' ON A RAINBOW—KepuhMc: Gene Autry
joins a showboat troupe in order to track down a
gang of bank robbers, but we prefer Gene back on
his horse and riding the prairie. Smiley Burnett,
Mary Lee and Carol Adams help Gene along. (May)

ROAD SHOW—Hi\ Roach-U. A.: John Hubbard,
eligible young millionaire, joins Carole Landis'
broken-down carnival, with some amusing moments
as the result. .Adolphe Menjou as a harmless luna-
tic and Patsy Kelly are fairly funny. (May)

ROAD TO ZANZIBAR—Pa.T!imount: Bob Hope
and Bing Crosby are a couple of sideshow lads in
Africa who take Dorothy Lamour for a trek through
the jungles. The story doesn't matter because of
the gay antics of Hope and Crosby and the gags
and ribbing between the two are the whole show.
Bing's and Dorothy's songs are tuneful and Eric
Blore is fun. (May)

ROMANCE OF THE RIO GRANDE — 20th
Century-Fox: In this episode of the adventures of
the Cisco Kid. Cesar Romero pretends to be the son
of a rich ranch owner in order to bring a gang
of thieves to justice and there's quite some ex-
citement. Patricia Morison and Lynne Roberts
are very pretty. (Apr.)

ROUNDUP. T//£—Paramount : Richard Dix again
proves himself one of the best Western actors in
this triangle picture of the old West. Preston
Foster is the e.x-fiance of Dix's wife, Patricia Mori-
son, and his return to see her creates doubt and
jealousy. Betty Brewer and Ruth Donnelly add to
the doings. (June)

\y SCATTERGOOD B^/.V£5—RKO-Radio: Guy
Kibbee brings to the role of Scattergood all the
human qualities you've imagined in this fictitious

character. He's humorous, shrewd and under-
standing as the small-town sage who foils pro-
motors and aids a young couple's romance. With
Carol Hughes, John Archer and Francis Trout.
(May)

^ SEA WOLF. 7H£—Warners: Too brutal for
top entertainment is this remake of Jack London's
sea story with Edward G. Robinson as the psycho-
pathic, bestial captain who terrorizes his crew. Ida
Lupino plays the derelict waif rescued by John
Garfield, member of Robinson's crew. (June)

SIS HOPKINS—KepuhWc: Judy Canova sweeps
this musical on to success as the Hoosier girl who
goes to college with her rich cousin Susan Ha>-ward,
with Charlie Butterworth financing the education.
The story's full of gags and Bob Crosby adds the
music and Jerry Colonna the nitwit comedy. (June)

Repeat performance: The team that made laugh history In "The

Awful Truth," Irene Dunne and Cory Grant, turn their minds to the

problem of adoption in Columbia's current "Penny Serenade"
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SIX LESSONS FROM MADAME LA ZONGA—
Universal: This weak little number teams that pair

of funsters, Leon Erroll and Lupe V'elez, but noth-
ing much comes of it. Helen Parrish is cute, but

altogether it belongs in the "too bad" files. (Apr.)

SLEEPERS WEST—20th Century-Fox: Lloyd
Nolan, as detective Michael Shayiie, does his

sleuthing on a fast train in this second of a new
series. Lynn Bari's the girl reporter, Mary Beth
Hughes a defense witness, Edward Brophy and Don
Costello detectives, but the plot's awfully compli-

cated. (June)

SO ENDS OUR W/CHT—United Artists:

This tells of the bitter plight of European refugees,

willumt i)assports and tossed from country to

country. Glenn Ford and Margaret Sullavan as

the homeless couple who face their situation together

are wonderful, as is Fredric March, who flees

Germany, leaving his wife Frances Dee behind.

Despite the weakness of too much story, this is a
memorable picture. (Apr.)

l^l/- STRAWBERRY BLONDE. rf/£—Warners:
This picture of the Gay Nineties has a nostalgic

charm that will delight you. Jimmy Cagney is

excellent as the tough little mug who imagines
he loves the Strawberry Blonde, Rita Hayworth,
only to find real happiness with Olivia de Havil-

land. Olivia is sparkling and gay in her role. (May)

TALL, DARK AND HANDSOME—20th Cen-
tury Fox: Softhearted gangster Cesar Romero locks

up his rivals in his private prison, while pretending
to have rubbed them out. Virginia Gilmore, night-

club dancer, falls hard for him, and Milton Berle
and Charlotte Greenwood add to the fun and gaiety.

(Apr.)

U^t^ THAT HAMILTON WOMAN .'—Korda.-V.
A.: Powerfully wrought and beautifully executed
is this historical picture of a great and tragic love

that defied traditions and nations. Vivien Leigh
plays the beautiful and notorious Lady Hamilton
who desperately loves England's naval hero, Lau-
rence Olivier, and both their performances are
magnificent. It's a great picture. (June)

THAT NIGHT IN RIO—2Qth Century-Fox:
Lavish color, risque dialogue. Carmen Miranda's
songs and much whoop-la are all part of this gor-

geous musical that's a riot of fun. Don Ameche
plays a dual role as an American entertainer who's
hired to impersonate a South American baron. Alice
Faye is.the luscious wife of the Baron, which leads

to many complications. (June)

THAT UNCERTAIN FEELING—Luhitach-
U. A.: The Ernst Lubitsch touch is again evident
in this gay, frothy, comedy of marriage, with
Merle Oberon as the wife who, bored with husband
Melvyn Douglas, becomes infatuated with erratic

pianist Burgess Meredith. Adult and sophisticated.

(June)

\/' TOBACCO ROAD—20th Century-Fox: Vivid,
though reiiellent, still-life sketch of the shiftless,

ignorant people of Georgia's "Tobacco Road."
Charley Grapevvin as Jecter Lester and William
Tracey as his son give great performances, but
Gene Tierney has little chance to display her talent
as the half witted EUie May. Depressing. (May)

\/ TOPPER RETURNS—m\ Roach-U. A.: One
third mystery and two thirds comedy is this newest
"Topper" story, with ghost Roland Young aiding
ghost Joan Blondell solve the mystery of her mur-
der. The two departed spirits materialize all over
the place. Billie Burke is still the confused Mrs.
Topper and Dennis O'Keefe and Carole Landis
have the romantic leads. (June)

TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN. THE — MG-M:
Laraine Day proves herself worthy of complete
stardom as the innocent woman on trial for mur-
der. Robert Young is excellent as her lawyer
lover who defends her case. It's well done, sus-
penseful, and Tom Conway, Frieda Inescort and
the rest of the cast do fine work. (May)

I/' VIRG [NIA — Paramount : For sheer pictorial
licauty and gorgeous scenery, for the delightful
pi-i fnrmance of little Carolyn Lee, you should see
tliis. The story deals with the return of Madeleine
( .11 roll to her old home in Virginia, where she be-
comes steeped in the traditions of the South and
falls in love with Fred MacMurray. Stirling
Hayden is destined to become a star. (Apr.)

WESTERN UNION—20th Century-Fox; Good
old rootin'. tootin' Western, built to a formula that
never fails—two men. Randy Scott and Robert
Young, who love one girl, Virginia Gilmore, with
marauding Indians, gun fights and plenty of ex-
citement. (May)

YOU'RE THE OW£—Paramount: Bonnie Baker,
the "Oh, Johnny" girl, and handsome Orrin
Tucker are in this picture, but nevertheless it's a
dull and silly movie. And that fine actor, Albert
Dekker, is completely wasted. The plot's about a
singer's attempt to land a job with a band. (May)
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PALE WHITE damsels

fade out of the picture

today t

Fatal charmers this summer

wear powders

A glad huzzah for Pond's vivacious rosy-beige powder shades!

You'll never know how dangerously, electrically glamorous you

can look till you try them. One minute you're the same old you,

with the same weekday face. The next minute—with a couple

of swoops of your powder puff— you're a changed woman!

Radiant with sweetly subdued rosy color. Disarmingly younger

—enchantingly human! Try Pond's rosy-beige star dust—and

bedazzle every male you meet!

Pond's 3 lovely

rosy-beiges

Rose Cream
frou-frou rosy-beige

—

IT SWEETENS

Rose Brunette
vibrant rosy-beige

—

IT BRIGHTENS

Dusk Rose
sun-struck rosy-beige-
IT GLOWS

TEAR OUT COUPON for Free Sanfiples!

POND'S, Dept. KM\I-f(;. Clinlon, Conn.

Please send me—lickely-split—free samples of Pond's 3 ex-

citing rosy-beige powder shades— the same shades that smart

society beauties like Mrs. John Jacob Astor, Mrs. St. George

Duke and Miss Geraldine SpreckeU wear. I want to see what
they do for my looks I

Nan

Street-

City— Static
Offer f^ood in U. S. only
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Their love

burned all the

brighter-because

it flamed in the

shadow of death!

TYRONE POWER
as Juan, the matador of

Vicente Blasco Ibanez' immortal novel...

Blood.

with N TECHNICOLOR! 1
LINDA DARNELL RITA HAYWORTN
Nazimova • Anthony Quinn • J. Carrol Naish • lohn Carradine • Lynn Bar! • Laird Cregar -^cente Gomez

Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK • Directed by ROUBEN MAMOULIAN
Associate Producer Robert T. Kane • Screen Play by Jo Swerling • A 20th CENTURY-FOX PICTURE
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Nelson Eddy: He gets a logical

pat on the back from an aroused

Indiana "MacDonald-Eddy" rooter

$10.00 PRIZE

Editors' Note: Because this letter

contains a really creative idea which

some Hollywood producer would do

well to adopt, we are awarding it first

prize. Let's have more such creative

ideas from you Speakers!

I'M
a very regular theater-goer, but

I never see any novel ways of

introducing the cast, etc. I see the

same old thing—just a little scrib-

bling.

Now, I've thought of a new idea

that I'll let you fellows in on. It may
not be very practical, but I promise

you it'll be something different. Here
'tis. When introducing the stars why
not flash their individual pictures on

the screen and pronounce their names
so we won't be calling them every-

thing but the right thing? And why
not flash a picture of the playwright,

director, producer, designer of gowns,

etc.? There are those of us who just

can't imagine how those geniuses loo!

really and truly.

Walter G. Jones,

Salisbury, N. Car.

$5.00 PRIZE

Critique on Capra

I
DID "Meet John Doe" and derived

no pleasure from the encounter,

since he but carbon-copies his famous

twins, Mr. Deeds and Mr. Smith.

Why this undeviating insistence

upon the ignobility of the rich, the

powerful, the successful, the hard-

working? Are tramps and hoboes, the

inept and weak, the only ones who
love God's laws? The popularity of

Capra's one track viewpoint frightens

me. This glorification of the nobodys,

this gospel of defeatism has so often

marked the decadent period of a

nation. It flourished among the

literati just before the French Revolu-

tion ... so when liberation came it

was used destructively and not wisely

as did our virile pioneer patriots use

their new freedom. This "culte de

moi" was prevalent in France just

before Hitler came. He conquered not

because he was so strong but because

the French were the victims of their

own psychological frailty. Is the

popularity of the Capra theme an in-

dication that America has gone soft?

No, I think America's own uninflu-

enced choice would still be the go-get-
ter Horatio Alger hero who doesn't

contemplate suicide when things go
wrong but sweeps all obstacles from
his path by grit and hard work.

Emily Lee Dove,
Washington, D. C.

$1.00 PRIZE

True-to-Life Endings

IT'S refreshing to see movies with

true-to-life endings. They're end-

ings such as we saw in "Flight Com-
mand." The story isn't brought to a

"wishful thinking" conclusion. It ends

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards the

following prizes each month for the best

letters submitted for publication: $10 first

prize; $5 second prize; $1 each for every

other letter published in full. Just write in

what you think about stars or movies, in

less than 200 words. Letters are judged

on the basis of clarity and originality, and
contributors are warned that plagiarism

from previously published material will be

prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Please do not submit letters of which

copies have been made to send to other

publications; this Is poor sportsmanship

and has resulted, in the past, in embar-
rassing situations for all concerned, as

each letter is published in this department
in good faith. Owing to the great volume
of contributions received by this depart-

ment, we regret that it is impossible for

us to return unaccepted material. Accord-
ingly we strongly recommend that all con-

tributors retain a copy of any manuscript
submitted to us. Address your letter to

"Speak for Yourself," PHOTOPLAY-
MOVIE MIRROR, 122 East 42nd St., New
York City, N. Y.

on a note of stark reality—the hus-
band isn't "killed off" conveniently, so

the leading man can marry the

heroine.

A movie with a true-to-life ending
always leaves me with a sensation of

complete satisfaction. It's often per-

fectly permissible to escape from
reality, to absorb the rays issued forth

from a planet of make-believe, but it's

also stimulating occasionally to step

back and view existence as it really is.

Movies have become our greatest

teacher. They've extended knowledge
in every field over a wide expanse of

territory. Every group of the earth's

people has felt the weight of this

pleasant form of education. Isn't it

fitting that the message carried by this

medium should parallel life as closely

as possible?

The recent popularity of stories such
as "Grapes of Wrath," "The Good
Earth" and "Tobacco Road" proves
that plots with social groups as a back-
ground are catching on quickly. This
shows that we are realizing that life

can be the most fascinating subject for

portrayal.

Ruth May Knell,
Bellerose, L. I., N. Y.

{Continued on page 86)
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THE SHRDOW STHGE
REVIEWING MOVIES OF THE MONTH

A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, outstanding

Artistically different entertainment: Orson Welles Gripping intensity: Conrad Veidt, Joan Craw-
and Dorothy Comingore in "Citizen Kane" ford and Melvyn Douglas in "A Woman's Face"

»^>^ Citizen Kane (RKO-Radio)

It's About: The lije story oj a promi-

nent publisher.

THE question of whether twenty-

six-year-old Orson Welles is a

genius or an accident seems to be set-

tled for all time by his very first screen

effort, written, produced, directed and
acted by Welles himself. The verdict

is Genius with great capital letters,

with Hollywood paying homage to the

skill and artistry abounding in "Citizen

Kane"—an absorbing tale, told in

strange flashback method, of a man
who bought a newspaper and created

an empire of his own.
Welles plays the unhappy news-

paper publisher as a youth, a middle-
aged man, and as an aged and lonely

recluse. He plays every period of that

man's life with amazing understand-
ing. As the men associated with the
publisher, Joseph Gotten and Everett
Sloane give amazingly keen and dif-

ferent performances.

In her first role Dorothy Gomingore
proves a brilliant young actress. In

fact, everything about "Citizen Kane"
is rare and wonderful to behold.

Your Reviewer Says: A masterpiece.

The Best Pictures of The Month
Citizen Kane The Great Lie

Penny Serenade Ziegfeld Girl

A Woman's Face

Best Performances
Orson Welles in "Citizen Kane"
Joseph Cotten in "Citizen Kane"
Everett Sloane in "Citizen Kane"
Dorothy Comingore in "Citizen

Kane"
Lana Turner in "Ziegfeld Girl"

Judy Garland in "Ziegfeld Girl"

Cory Grant in "Penny Serenade"
Bette Davis in "The Great Lie"

Mary Astor in "The Great Lie"

Spencer Tracy in "Men of Boys
Town"

Mickey Rooney in "Men of Boys
Town"

Jean Arthur in "The Devil and Miss

Jones"
Robert Cummings in "The Devil and

Miss Jones"
Charles Coburn in "The Devil and

Miss Jones"

Robert Benchley in "The Reluctant
Dragon"

Jack Oakie in "The Great American
Broadcast"

Wendy Hiller in "Major Barbara"
Joan Crawford In "A Woman's

Face"
Conrad Veldt In "A Woman's Face"

A Woman's Face (M-G-M)

It's About: The rebirth oj a woman
scarred physically and spiritually.

WE dare you to face this almost

repellent story and not find

yourself held by its gripping in-

tensity. To director George Cukor, to

Joan Crawford and Conrad Veidt. to

Melvyn Douglas and the rest of a

splendid cast, we owe unending thanks
for the talent that lifted this so far

above the usual pattern of films to

a unique standard in motion-picture
making.

Crawford gives a perfoi-mance of

almost masculine strength. There are
no tricks, no false bits to mar it. As
the woman hideously scarred who
fights back at a world that shuns and
hates her, she is simply magnificent.

Conrad Veidt rates equal honors as

the man who teaches her love and
who takes horrible advantage of that

love.

To tell the story would ruin the
suspense for you, so we shall only
say it's one of the best films to come
out of Hollywood in a long time.

Your Reviewer Says: Fascinating.

(Contimied on page 89)

FOR COMPLETE CASTS OF CURRENT PICTURES SEE PAGE 99
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e-up

for Betty
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1
'Mary Martin, starring in the Paramount Picture, 'Kiss The BoyS Goodbye,' with make- up by Wally Westmore. '

I had a date witii Boh to gn to

tlie movies . . . his attentions had
hecii sort of half-hearted so it

worried ine when 1 noticed that

my complexion was having one
of its '"dull" davs.

I remembered what an ad said

alioiit Westmore Foundation
(ircam and Powder . . . how it

covered up that salh>w. spotty

look, tliose tired shadows, wilfi

a flattering "film of beautv.*'

I decided to try it . . . found there

were four skin tones in the

Foundation Cream, and eight

blending tones in the Face Pow-
der to choose from. 1 took the

shades most flattering to me.

Honestly, it was remarkable what

a diHcrence it made in my looks

. . . smoolh. fresh, glowing— "slar-

loveb"! I really felt glamorous

when Bob came for iiie! .And the

look in his eves told me lots!

We went to see .Mary Martin in

the Paramount picture."KissThe

Bovs (ioodbvc"— and there on
the screen I sau the film credit.

"Make-up by Westmore." The
same make-u|) I was using!

it was a w'ondertui evening. Boh
held my hand when the (ticturc

made me t r\ a little. But the tears

didn'i hurl my make-up 1 found,

when I glanced in my mirror. It

was fresh and lovelv as ever I

Afterward!

beautiful. I thought (hut didn'l

sav)."\Vhy shouldn't I . . . using

the same make-up as .Mary

Martin.-'" I used N\ estmorc rouge,

lipstick and eye make-up, tool

I honestly believe, as W csliiiore

savs. that using the combination

of Westmore Foundation Cream
and Powder will inakeurMcrr^ look

lovelier.They're jinly each . .

.

Sinallersizesat varictv stores. 25e'.

'wunm
HOLLYWOOD

New fork Office ... 730 Fifth A«*nu«

i*H4 lor \\V»Ini.iu"v .MdLr-ii|i (.iiidr. Sli.iw*

wliK h i>l lilt *>cvrii U( r l> |>r^ >«*u liatc. and liow
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F you have seen the much-pub-
licized, much-discussed "Citizen

Kane," inevitably you must be ask-

ing "Who is this Orson Welles?" The
man who conceived that picture, pro-

duced it, directed it, and played the

leading part of the scapegrace but

idealistic millionaire newspaper pub-
lisher transformed into the self-

willed, super-ambitious, ruthless ty-

coon: that man is, as I designated him
on the opposite page, the "man of the

moment"—and I should like to be

able to find a very few words, be-

sides those thousands already written

about him, that may convey his curi-

ous spirit to you.

I feel that there hovers about Welles

—I might better say swirls about

him—the bitter and doubting reaction

of Hollywood, which early branded

him as "phony." He earned that

epithet principally, I think, because he

took so long to produce. He arrived

in Hollywood in August, 1939, started

to work on Joseph Conrad's "Heart

of Darkness," got as far as sending

camera crews to the bayous of Louis-

iana to find a war-time substitute for

Africa; the exact fortune expended

we are not told, but the picture was
abandoned. Then he tackled the Eng-
lish thriller, "The Smiler With a

Knife," but the feminine star whom
Welles desperately wanted declined

the invitation on the grounds that if

the picture failed, which was probable

(she thought), her reputation would
suffer, but in the unlikely event of

success Little Orson Annie would get

the credit.

At last "Citizen Kane" was begun

a year ago this coming August. There
were delays, problems, uncertainties.

("Won't he ever start?" . . . "They
better send him back to Mars!" . .

"Who does he think he is?") Then,

final indignity, Welles sprained his

ankle while shooting a scene. Topper:
He fell in love with lovely Dolores
Del Rio, and vice versa. Final proof

of his "phoniness": The picture was
going to be shelved because the fa-

mous publisher who thought it was
modeled on his life was bringing

pressure on RKO ... or was it the

whole frightened industry?

I think that Charles Foster Kane,
with all his faults, is deeply moving,
understandable, a kind of Hamlet
without rhetoric. I have been won-
dering if those who are protesting

have really seen the picture.

AT any rate, the picture has been

released and no one can doubt
that it is one of the most important
ever produced. It reminds you, in its

impact, of an earlier picture, "The
Scoundrel," which offered the film

audience Noel Coward for the last

time. That, too, was a novelty, daring

in its story and its approach. If there

is a complete parallel, it means that

"Citizen Kane" will fail at the box
office, that Orson Welles has starred in

his last picture and that we are witness

to another Pyrrhic cinematic victory.

I don't believe that. A few years

ago, when Orson Welles had produced
and starred in his modern version of

"Julius Caesar," I sat in the eighth

row orchestra, unable to hear the

gentleman (Mr. Welles himself) who
was playing the role of Brutus. Sud-
denly, during Brutus' most famous
speech, a voice from the top balcony

could be heard shouting, "Louder!"

Then Welles' voice was at last audi-

ble, practically for the first time

—

clear and impressive. Later, after the

show, we learned from a member of

the cast that Welles was in despair.

"Stay with me," he had asked his

friend. "This is awful! Did you hear
him? He shouted 'Louder!' I'll never
get over this!"

I have since been told that ever
thereafter Welles' voice could be
heard from the last row of the
balcony.

That is the difference. Welles be-
lieves in the audience. He would take

from a man in the balcony criticism

he would not have tolerated from a

Reinhardt. With all his advanced
ideas, with all that terrific sense of

novelty and shock, he always believes

the audience knows best. But, most
important of all, he wants the audi-

ence stirred up. As Roger Hill, head-
master of Todd School which young
Orson attended, put it: "From the day
Orson landed at my school, he was
searching for some bizarre way to

disturb people."

THE audience first! That is why I

believe, contrary to many prog-

nostications, that the American public

is going to go for "Citizen Kane" in

a big way; that it will make money.
Orson Welles has taken Hollywood's

don'ts—and made them do's! He has

dared to be different in casting (vir-

tually all the actors in this picture

are new), in subject matter, in the

setup of his organization. He has

made exciting entertainment out of

an adult theme, once and for all

silencing the cry "Why can't we have
better movies?"
More than that, he has proved him-

self utterly fearless, bucking Holly-

wood and Hollywood's concern for

itself and its reputation; making the

town like his ideas.

He has said "The audience comes
first . . . and the audience has the

sense to like art . . . and art is not just

a graceful imitation of the other guy."
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CAY STEVENS was startled

Vv'hen the red plane swooped
down out of nowhere to fly be-

side her.

She had thought herself alone in

the sweet blue sky; and that the early

morning was all hers. She had been
enjoying her isolation, the smoothness
of her engine, the perfection of the

new mechanism and the sight of Cal-

ifornia lying in the brilliant sunlight

a mile and more below her.

She had just touched the new button

for its final test-—when presto!—there

was the red low-wing monoplane.
"Move over," she cried, and laughed

at herself because of the outburst.

There was a man in the plane and
he was waving to her.

"Fancy that," she said aloud. "Even
a mile above the earth a girl's not safe

from peeping Toms."
She banked suddenly and circled to

the left. But the red plane banked
and circled too. And its pilot con-

tinued to signal her.

Gay gave her little white and gold

ship the gun and smiled encouraging-

ly at her instrument board. Two
hundred miles an hour. Two hundred
and ten. Two hundred and twenty-
two. Two hundred and forty. But
the red plane wasn't shaken off.

On the contrary, it put on speed. It

flew ahead, wings glinting beautifully

in the sun. It zoomed upward a thou-

sand feet or so and rolled over on
its side.

"We are not amused," Gay said

grimly to the instrument panel. "Go
show off before some other girl, little

boy. I have other plans for me."



She banked again, merely to show
her indifference, and turned again to

the left. But she had scarce com-
pleted the maneuver when she saw
the red plane ahead and above,
swooping down directly at her.

"You fool!" Gay screamed.
For the barest fraction of a second

she could think of nothing to do, so

filled with fury was her mind. Then

Some women have the courage to love even though they

know they'll be hurt, badly hurt. Gay was such a woman.

A smashing twentieth-century story of Hollywood In the air

BY EDWARD D D H E R TY
ILLUSTRATION BY CARL MUELLER

fear tinged that emotion and forced

her to dive downward.
"What are you trying to do?" she

murmured, half -defiant now, and
half-alarmed. "Kill me? Frighten

me? Force me down?"
Suddenly the solution came to her.

"He's a spy!"

He must be a spy. In some way he
might have got wind of the test job

she was flying. She was unarmed
and she couldn't get away. His was
the faster ship, the better all-i-ound

ship. Gay pulled her plane out of

the drop and levelled out.

The red plane was at her side again

and the pilot was waving once more.

He was waving her down.
There was just one chance to es-

cape, Gay lemembered suddenly. In

the mountains east of San Diego there

was a level space, long but narrow.

She had never landed there, but had
many times thought of doing so.

"He'll never follow me," she
thought, and banked suddenly to the

right, racing only a few feet below
the red plane's undercarriage. But
when Gay looked again, there was the

red plane and the gesticulating pilot.

There was no chance of making that

mountain pass, that lovely level place

of refuge. She must land where the

sheep dog drove her, that gravelly,

rockj', cactus-strewn mesa at the base
of the mountains. And then?
Gay was nervous, but no longer

afraid. She knew what she must do.

And if she died doing it, well, that

wasn't such a bad way to die. She
wasn't too nervous to make a perfect

landing in this imperfect landing

place. She waited until the plane

stopped—in a little clump of flower-

ing cactus. Then she put her right

hand fii'mly on the lever her father

had installed only a few hours before

—ready to (Continued on page 77)

"Get out of that plane,

you crazy little goof!"

Bob shouted at her
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For the first time Diana Lewis 4

-J

has been persuaded +0 tell the I

real story and the real problems J

of her marriage to the suave ]

and sophisticated William Powell

BY SARA HAMILTON l
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Handholders at Giro's: Diana and Bill. "From Mr. to

Mrs." record: Bracelet, first month; brooch, second;
earrings, third; watch, fourth; ring, Diana's birthday

DIANA LEWIS POWELL stood

before the telephone and hesi-

tated, her hand on the receiver.

She wanted so badly to make that

call and yet, perhaps, it would be

better if it were never made at all;

if she really never knew whether

Bill's friends would like her and ac-

cept her, the little unknown stock

player, years younger than Bill, who
had now become his wife.

It was Bill's birthday in a few days

and she did want Bill's friends to be

there with him. If only she'd gone

right ahead and done it and not let it

grow out of all proportion this way.

Then, two days before his birthday,

she stole from the set and telephoned.

"Tliey all accepted," this mite of a

girl told us as we sat talking there in

her beautiful bedroom in the Powell

home. "You see, I was afraid they

might resent me, those friends of

Bill's who had seen him through so

mucli.

"But they all came, everyone I'd

invited—Merle Oberon and her hus-
band, Alexander Korda, the Richard

Barthelmesses and the Herbert Mar-
shalls and everyone.

"It was a success, I'm sure, for the

last guest didn't leave until four-thirty

in the morning!"
A success? Of course it was—the

hostess was Mrs. William Powell, a

young girl who has made of her
marriage an enduring companionship.
That marriage, a little over a year

ago, had rocked Hollywood on its heels.

FINK

"Well," the town had said, shaking
its head sadly, "it's too bad. That's

one marriage that wiU end on the

rocks with a great deal more unhap-
piness added to Bill's already large

store of troubles. The diflference in

their ages alone, to say nothing of

different stations in their careers,

their ideals and ideas would be enough
to wreck the experiment."

Oh j-es, they called it that—an ex-
periment. They called it several other

things, too, such as "Bill's attempt to

eradicate memories." Even his closest

and dearest friends were unhappy
about "Bill's strange adventure."

The columnists had their say, too.

They intimated, first, a misunderstand-
ing; then a quarrel; and lately there

have even been bold statements as to

the weakness of the marriage itself.

"Is it true the Bill Powells are fight-

ing? Is it true?" they have queried.

Throughout all conjectures not one
word of denial or affirmation has come
from the Powells. Night clubs, pri-

vate parties, seldom have seen them.

It has been exactly as if they had
suddenly been shut off from the world
—until this moment. Then, this after-

noon, tiny Diana Lewis Powell sat up
in the privacy of her lovely bedroom
and for the first time poured out this

story, a firsthand description of the

Bill Powells fifteen—no, sixteen

—

months after their marriage.

Thiough the entrance hall we had
glimpsed the lovely pool in the garden
at the rear and our mind flashed back

to the moment when Bill Powell first

set eyes on the girl who was to be his

wife. The M-G-M studio frequently

borrowed his pool when they wanted
to shoot publicity pictures. This day
they were making "bathing-suit art"

of a new little contract player, Diana
Lewis; a youngster who was strug-

gling hard to grab some sort of foot-

hold in the movies.

She wasn't, by any stretch of the

imagination, a particularly striking-

looking girl. For one thing, she was
so very tiny, scarcely over five feet.

The best feature her face boasted
was an engaging pair of dimples.

Her figure, however, was slim and
well-rounded, which to Hollywood
was a natural for bathing-suit art.

The pubUcity men were busy pos-
ing Diana that afternoon, when Bill

strolled out casually to watch the

proceedings. The result of that ges-

ture gave Hollywood one of the big-

gest jolts it has ever known.
Now, today, here in her pretty bed-

room, that little unknown of sixteen

months ago sat and talked, as Mrs.
Bill Powell, of her husband—and of

her marriage.

She didn't need to say, "We're
happy." It was apparent in every-
thing she did, every word she spoke.

"My marriage means more than all

the world to me—much more than a

career. I've been in show business

all my life, but this is more important
to me than anything else."

Diana Powell was talking now as a
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natural, honest woman should talk,

but seldom does in Hollywood. And
as she talked, we understood more
and more why Bill Powell chose this

girl, so young and inexperienced in

the hoity-toity ways of Hollywood.

Bill was tired of show; he was
seeking honesty—and believe

you me, he found it in Miss

Diana Lewis.

The first evidence of that

honesty we had noticed a few

minutes before when, in the

downstaii-s sitting room, we
had been waiting for Bill to

arrive. When he entered the

room, instantly Diana was in

his arms. There was no freez-

ing reserve or stately dignity

such as we've encountered in

other couples out here. It was
as if they hadn't seen each

other in weeks, so genuine was
their joy at being there to-

gether in the same room.

"I had to go slowly as a mis-

tress of a home," Diana said

now, "because I knew nothing

of bills or managing servants.

So we kept the housekeeper
and servants Mr. Powell had
when we were married. I

learned to know the things he

liked to eat, how he liked

things prepared and served,

and then, six months ago, I felt ' '

'

ready to take over the manage-
ment of the home myself."

PRIDE shone from her eyes

as she talked. "We have
new servants now. I order the

meals, the flowers for the

house, go over monthly ac-

counts. It's just working out

wonderfully!

"After our marriage, Mr.
Powell and I talked over my
going on with a career. He told

me I could stop right then, if I

chose, and he'd assume all re-

sponsibilities, but I felt I

wanted to go on as long as it

didn't interfere with our mar-
riage. So far it has offered no
problems.

"Mr. Powell has the wonder-
ful gift of being able to amuse him-
self when alone, reading or shop-

ping. Quite frankly, he's really only

getting his strength back now and
tires readily, so we go out very little.

We usually dine at home, just the two
of us, and go to a movie or stay home
and read, as we feel like it. We need
nothing outside, it seems, to make us

any happier than we are.

"Naturally, I'm so embarrassed
when Mr. Powell sees me on the

screen I could die," she laughed.

"There wasn't much to my role in

'Andy Hardy Meets Debutante' and
in fact, badly as I wanted the role, I

thought the studio was making a mis-
take in casting me in it. I'm not a

debutante. I come from show people,

you know. I've worked really all my
life. But the studio insisted I play the

part and Bill went with me to the pre-

ents as though she loved them as her
own and of Bill's fifteen-year-old son.

"We get along fine," she said, in

speakmg of the boy. "When Mr. Pow-
ell was rehearsing nights for his radio

show, I had his son over for dinner

and afterwards we went to the

movies and had a grand time."

There is plan and system
to their marriage. Diana spoke
of the thoughts and discus-

sions and exchange of ideas

they'd had about the build-

ing of strong foundations

for marriage. Of the obliga-

tions of hiisband and wife in

keeping a marriage safe. "I

made one promise to myself

and to my husband then," she

said. "I told him I'd never ask
his help or direction in how to

play any role I was called upon
to play upon the screen. Never
to feel his great talent and suc-

cess were mine to draw upon
simply because he was my
husband. In that way I felt we
could keep our work and our
love apart. I've kept my word.

w

Standout couple on the Hollywood
scene: Diana and Bill, who don't

hide love behind false dignity

view. Afterwards he said, 'Darling, I

thought you got everything out of that

role that could be gotten. You neither

overplayed nor underplayed it. But
I'll tell you frankly, it will never make
you a star.' Of course, I knew that

already and was too pleased with his

praise to worry over the role."

We learned, from little things she

said, of his kindness and goodness to

her family, of his happiness in giving

them pleasure. She spoke of his par-

E'VE agreed, too, not to

let the rumors, printed

or otherwise, that we are

quarreling or unhappy upset

us. We talked that ov'er one
morning at the breakfast table

when we read in one movie
column that question, 'Are the

Bill Powells quarreling?' It

was so unexpected to two peo-
ple so much in love as we are,

it really stunned us for a

minute. Then came the other

printed questions— "Are the

William Powells expecting a

baby?' and 'Are the William
Powells adopting a baby?" All

with no foundation at all.

"We talked it over after our
anger had died down and de-
cided to deny no rumors of

quarrels or anything else. Just

ignoring them is the one right

way to keep happy, we be-
lieve."

"And about the baby?" we
ventured, pretending to dodge

behind a lamp shade.

"I'd love nothing better," she said

simply and we noticed then that,

as she talked, the feeling of youth
and girlishness th^t had surrounded
her had somehow grown into woman-
liness, and strength, and understand-

ing; and her mere prettiness had be-

come loveliness as the sweetness of

her mouth, with its dimples, took

second place to the honesty of her

eyes and her words.

And that's the girl Bill Powell,

star, scholar and sophisticate, calls

''wife."

Bill Powell is a luckv man.
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Subject: How to make a man say "I love

you"—and keep him saying it always

T seems to me marriage
primarily means the

need of one particular

woman for one particular

man and the natural result is chil-

dren."

The pleasant little bombshell ex-

ploded in well-modulated tones

among the soft greens and muted
golds of the Park Avenue apartment
of Loretta Young Lewis. Mrs. Lewis
had been engaged in hiring a maid
when the discussion arose which
brought forth from her this observa-

tion on the marriage relationship.

Two questions which most frequently

BY HELEN GILMORE

confront the romance department had
been posed: How to make a man say

"I love you" and how to keep him
saying it through those crucial years

after marriage. On special invitation,

as one eminently fitted to reply, Lor-
etta sailed into the latter of the two,

being in the first year of her own
marriage to Tom Lewis, successful

young executive in the

advertising business.

"That, of course, is sim-

ply the way I figure things

out for myself," continued Mrs. Lewis,

pulling the long graceful white house
robe more closely around her slim

hips. "It would be the most inexcus-

able presumption on my part to say

how other people ought to figure for

themselves. The only important point

is that they do figure. If we're going

to do an intelligent job of getting

what we want, obviously we've got to

know what it is. Once the goal is es-

tablished the difficulty of getting there
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isn't nearly so great. It's amazing how
many of us pass up this perfectly self-

evident fact and spend our lives mess-

ing around with things we don't want.

"For instance, a girl has a frank

conversation with herself and realizes

that what she wants from her mar-
riage is a playmate rather than a

mate. Perhaps her life has been lone-

ly and limited by the circumstances

of her home. What she longs for is a

good time and a companion to share

it with her—at least for a fling before

she settles down to the graver respon-

sibilities of marriage. She probably

works, since the majority of girls

nowadays do, and she's willing to con-

tinue so that her twenty or twenty-

five dollars a week added to her hus-

band's income will make it possible

for them to have some of those good

times.

"She'll have the occasional better

dress for a bit of night-clubbing and
more money for beauty parlors. The
family budget will accommodate some
dinners out and the more expensive

short-order food for fast meals at

home, such as steaks, chops and frozen

vegetables. And it seems to me that's

fair enough provided the boy she

marries understands and agrees.

"But let them both consider care-

fully the matter of children before

it's too late; before they've cultivated

34

tastes in living which make the sac-

rifices necessary to fit the budget to

babies seem out of the question.

"I believe in large families. Both
my husband and I come from large

families—six children in his, five in

ours. We learned to stand on our
own feet and scrap it out among our-

selves without continually running to

Mother, as an only child is apt to do,

and we acquired a sense of proportion

as to our own place in the scheme of

things."

"How about the career girl and
marriage?" we asked.

"Ah, now there I'm on a little firmer

ground," Loretta laughed, "because
for fifteen years I've been a Holly-

wood career girl. I know what it

means to struggle through years of

apprenticeship, learning the tools of

your profession the hard way—by do-

ing it wrong more often than right.

Where how you did your lesson

wasn't a matter of whether or not you
won a pat on the head from the

teacher but whether you won the next

good part or lost it—along with your
bread and butter.

"Yes, I'm continuing with my ca-

reer, because now that the preliminary

hard work Ls over I should like to

have the opportunity to prove that

the finished product is worth the pains

of production. But perhaps I have no

right to inject my own experience
into the discussion, since this decision

has been no problem in my marriage,
due to the understanding of my hus-
band. We both walked into it vriih

our eyes open. His business is in the
East, mine is in the West. That's an
inconvenience to us and a great one,

we've learned. But do you know
anyone whose life is completely with-
out inconvenience? I don't. Adult
people face their problems without
whining or magnifying them and the

very act of facing a problem often is

as good as overcoming it. There's a

price tag on anything you want in this

world.

"So you see. I have sat myself down
and figured out that nothing is so im-
portant to me as my marriage. That's

obvious, of course; otherwise I

wouldn't have gotten married."

BRAVE words, these, for Career Girl

Loretta Young, who plays another

kind of career girl in Universal's "The
Lady from Cheyenne." According to

this lively picture, told with the per-

sonal enthusiasm of Frank Lloyd, its

noted director, a valiant little school-

marm made Wyoming the Rocky
Mountain cradle of woman suffrage,

whence it spread to the cradles of the

rest of the United States. Not that

she intended it to be a world move-
ment. Goodness, no! She was merely
interested in cleaning out a dirty

politician. Once the job was finished,

she turned back to her dreams of a

home and a fireside and the man she

loved. In this respect she and Lor-
etta, who loved playing the part, had
much in common.
How much in common, however,

has the career girl who continues with
her work after marriage not so much
by choice as by financial necessity?

Loretta considered the question,

then said slowly, "I think necessity is

a word which each individual must
define for {Continued on page 76)
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You have heard many refugee

stories, but this you will re-

member as long as you live.

It is about "the Spencer

Tracy of France": Jean Gabin

ILLUSTRATION BY SI MESEROW

I

MORSe.JR.
I F YOU refuse, it may mean a con-

centration camp!"
The thin, nervous little emissary of

the Paris Nazi propagandists looked

up at tall, bushy-haired Jean Gabin
to see what effect this threat would
have on the actor's obstinacy.

For an hour, the Paris agent had
been vainly arguing with Gabin, in his

Riviera retreat, attempting to per-

suade France's most p>opular motion-
picture idol to take part in a series

of French language fUms which the

Germans proposed to produce in a

campaign to calm the fears and allay

the hatred of the defeated country.

"You seem to forget, Monsieur Ga-
bin, that it is not a German habit

to tolerate unfriendly lack of co-

operation."

"And you, monsieur," repUed the

screen star, rising angrily, "you seem
to forget that I am still a Frenchman!
I tell you again, and for the last time,

I will not make these propaganda
pictures ... no matter what the

punishment may be for my refusal!"

And as the messenger from the

Nazi headquarters in Paris discreetly

departed, Jean Gabin, hero of a hun-
dred screen escapes, began to plot his

second real-life flight from his Ger-
man enemies within a year.

KQs first escape from the Nazi con-

querors had been in May, last spring,

when Gabin, a sailor on leave from
duty with a French minesweeper at

Cherbourg, had been caught up in the

bhtzkrieg on Paris, bombed out of his

home in near-by Dreux and evaded
capture by the invading German
Army by only fifteen minutes.

Then he had fled to Toulon, in the

South and, after the Armistice and
his automatic demobilization, had re-

mained in Unoccupied France, safe

so long as he restrained himself from
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FROM THF NHZIS

any outright act of antagonism against

the hated Hitlerism.

Now the Germans had sought him
out in his quiet retreat at Cap Ferrat,

near Nice, and were putting on the

first pressure that could end only in a

concentration camp or his surrender

to their demands that he aid their in-

sidious propaganda campaign. With-
out funds, without a passport to leave

the country, Gabin knew that his

rescue this time must come from the

outside.

Accordingly, he cabled Andre De-
van, his fi-iend of many years and
foiTnerly a prominent French film

producer, who a few months before

had been signed by Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox as a producer in Hollywood.

Could Devan arrange from America
for the proper visas and transporta-

tion to get him to Hollywood, Gabin
queried.

While he waited for a reply, Jean
ironically mused on the number of

times Hollywood had cabled him be-

fore the war, each tissue-thin billet a

more generous offer than the last,

urging him to leave his beloved Paris

to make pictures in America. Now
the plea was reversed. Hollywood,

which he had once rejected, was his

only hope of succor.

Back from Devan came a cable re-

porting that not only would he ar-

range for Cabin's evacuation from
France, but that Darryl Zanuck
wanted the French star to , come to

act in his movies. This time the actor

eagerly accepted.

So it was that when the liner Exeter

nosed up through New York harbor

one blustery morning in March, a tall,

muscular man in a black turtle-

necked sweater, a dark suit and an

old fur coat, stood on deck eagerly

watching the distant dock where he

knew Devan awaited him. His once
blond wavy hair had turned grey.

There was in his eyes the look of a

man who has seen death and destruc-

tion and despair. But on his lips was
the broad smile that has ingratiated

him and his simple sincerity to so

many French film-goers in the years

gone by.

That smile was a smile of triumph.

For the second time he had escaped

seizure by the Germans!

JEAN GABIN told me about those

escapes over a leisurely luncheon
at the famous Colony Restaurant a

few days after he arrived in New
York. Around the room, the smartly

dressed, faultlessly groomed women
who make up the top layer of Man-
hattan's cafe (Continued on page S8)

"Pepe Le Moko" the French ver-

sion of "Algiers": Jean Gabin
in his great success, playing the

role refused by Charles Bover

JULY, 1941





By GLADYS HALL

C EORGE CUKOR wanted me
for a second lead in one of his pic-

tures," (Annabella speaking) "but

Tyrone advised me against it. To say

no to Cukor ..." Annabella raised

hands and eyebrows in a gesture of

dismay . . . "to Cukor," she repeated,

"whom I adore. I was sick- for three

weeks. I am still sick when I think

about it."

"You don't want your wife to return

to the screen, then?" I ^sked Tyrone.

"Oh," he said comfortably, "as far

as I'm concerned, it's entirely up to

her. If it would make her happy to

work, by all means. If she prefers to

stay at home, also by all means."
I said—reasonably, I feel—that I

didn't understand. The statements

seemed at odds. Annabella felt "sick"

because Ty said "no" to a screen offer.

Ty said that, so far as he is concerned,

it is entirely up to Annabella. Which,

I wanted to know, is what? Or what
is which?

That's how we got into it, there in

the Powers' living room over the tea

things, one of the most friendly family

arguments to which I have ever been
a privy third party. . . .

Tyrone: It is a mistake, I feel, to

tell a person who has had a career

whether or not to continue with it.

The responsibility is more than any
one individual has any right to as-

sume. I'm afraid (smiling) I could

never play a tyrant or a dictator

convincingly. I can't impose my will

on others. I detest giving orders. If

I have any credo, it's 'Live and let

live.'

Annabella: But because I am your
wife—maybe that makes a difference

. . . maybe?
Tyrone: No. That makes no dif-

ference whatsoever. It drives me
insane when I hear actors say, 'If

I had a son or daughter, I'd never let

him work in pictures!' or 'I wouldn't

allow my wife to have a movie
career!' It drives me insane because
it's snobbish. It's snobbish because it

is the prerogative of the successful.

You never hear an unsuccessful per-

son say this. The ones who say it are

always in a position, financial or

otherwise, to enforce what they say.

That's why it's snobbery and I

{fiercely) detest snobs!

Annabella: But the Cukor offer,

then. Perhaps Miss Hall does not

quite understand about that.

Tyrone: I simply felt, and I feel,

that it is no use Annabella's going

back to the screen at all, unless the

part is a big part, a really important

part in an important picture. I was
asked for my advice about it—as you
will recall, Madame?—and advice is

what I gave. I did not lay down
an ultimatum. I am not an ultimatum-
layer-downer (laughing), either in

my marriage or elsewhere. No, I'd

never try to influence Annabella
against screen work. For if you have
been in professional life, as she has

been, the urge remains. I understand

that too well to. . . .

Annabella (coming out of a rev-

erie): But . . . pardon me, Ty, but

is it not so that a woman is more
glamorous, more exciting, more stimu-
lating to a man when she works
than when she just stays at home,
darning the socks?

Tyrone (laughing): And do you
darn the socks, Annabella? If so,

you must hide under the rugs while

engaged in this womanly occupation!

But to answer your question: Not
necessarily. I think a man likes to

be able to discuss business matters

with his wife, yes. A woman who has

worked, or who is working, is more
understanding, naturally. But that a

woman who works is more glamorous
—no!

Annabella: When have I looked

most glamorous to you, sir, tell me
that!

Tyrone (winking at me): In the

bathing scene you did in "Wings of

the Morning.'

Annabella: Ahhhh, you see!

Tyrone: . . . and one night, cook's

night out, when you got the dinner

and had smudges on your face and
hands. You looked like a little chim-
ney sweep and were enchanting.

Annabella: Now you are making
fun with me.
Tyrone: No, I'm not. Both times

you looked as if you were having fun.

You looked happy. A woman is al-

ways most beautiful when she is

happy. A woman is never more
beautiful (Continued on page 74)
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An "oh boy!" angle

on Sanford Stock Esq.

and his co-worker,

Miss Greer Garson of

M-G-M's "Blossoms

In The Dust." Things

start out pleasantly

enough at the top,

with Mr. Stock show-

ing a typical male
reaction to red-
haired, green-eyed
beauty. Then he
changes his mind,
thinks dark thoughts

(above) and closes

the matter (right)

with a definite stroke

of finality no lady

could but love

Photographs by

Clarence S. Bull



HOLLYWOOD'S 6RERTEST LOVE STORY

BY ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS

T,

The world saw and loved their

marriage. But the world has

never before been allowed to

see how Deanna and Vaughn

made of a first attraction

an all-enduring married love

HEY were both shy, both com-
pletely inexperienced, Hollywood's

young riovers, Deanna Durbin and
Vaughn Paul.

For a time neither of them made
a move, content with their dreams,
happy in their knowledge of the

miracle that had come to them, look-

ing forward to each day because they

would see each other on the set. They
would speak a few words that would
sound casual enough to the many
listeners but to their ears would be all

the love speeches of Romeo and Juliet.

They danced a stately little minuet
of love, those two, a step forward, a

step back, and created their own
scenery and music out of imaginations

tuned to beauty by their beating

hearts.

So this was love—this knowledge
that they belonged together. Yet no
one suspected anything. Deanna was
only sixteen—and she was so ab-
sorbed in her work, so busy with her

music and her studies. They kept

their secret well.

It happened in Hollywood where, of

course, a very . different kind of love

affair flames up often for the public to

see. But both these children were
fortunate. The little star had grown
up in a happy home, with a mother
and father who had married in Eng-
land when they themselves were very,

very young and who had loved each
other through sickness and sorrow
and poverty and trials. Deanna had
always hoped for such a love in her

own life. So had young Paul.

To a close friend Deanna once ex-
plained their love. "Each of us had
an ideal—I had an ideal boy I hoped
to meet someday and he had an ideal

girl. That's all. ^hen we found each

42

other, we knew it had come true."

Any sixteen-year-old girl—any boy
at twenty-one—finding romance, find-

ing love. That's why this is such a

great love story. So often it doesn't

happen that way. So often the young
in heart have to compromise for so

much less, so often the dream is

sullied or hurt or broken before it can
come to reality.

Perhaps Deanna began to be a Uttle

afraid, or perhaps she knew that the

time had come to bring on the nearer

and truer part of love. It couldn't

just go on being a dream. There is,

I find, a strong and steadfast courage
in the Uttle Durbin. Life is to be hved
and faced, and like all people of her

race she knows that everything must
be put to the test of everyday living,

even dreams. Can you trust your life

to it—that would always be her test.

And she doesn't expect Ufe to be all

happiness, any more than she expects

to go on being a' great movie star

without hard work and hours of study

and grind and effort.

She was the star—a Hollywood
princess. Necessary then for her to

make the first advance. After all,

even the nicest young men are very

shy where Hollywood stars are con-

cerned. I know myself of many a

pretty young thing in Hollywood who
hasn't as many boy friends as the

everyday girl because men are shy of

approach, they feel they can only

adore from afar.

Moreover, the picture on which
Deanna was working was finished. It

was the last day on the set. What
would happen? Maybe when she

came back for the next one, there

would be another assistant director

and Vaughn {Continued on page 72)
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n Script

If you roll in the aisles at

the movies, you can't always

blame it on the million-dollar

script writers. Sometimes,

as in these six saucy scenes,

you're chuckling at a few pure-

ly accidental monkey tricks

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON
\0
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YOU CRN

WHEREVER

YOU ARE

A man who meets you
on your home ground

—orchids and calico:

Fred MacMurray

Errol Flynn: All
girls who squeol at a

mouse moke a quick

exit at this point

George Brent: If you
have what he likes

vou're a briaht aal

BY WILLIAM F. FRENCH

ANY girl can star in her own life if she has the right

qualities, or sets about to develop them!
^ That's what fourteen of Hollywood's top men say

of the opposite sex. And their reasons are highly en-
lightening in this poll on feminine charm from the man's
viewpoint. Not one of them, strange as it may seem, gives

beauty as a requisite to success, popularity or happiness.

Robert Taylor, for instance, leads of? with this: "No
matter what a girl hopes to do or be," he says, "I beheve
business experience is the greatest asset she can have.

Because she can use it every day, in everything she does.

Whether she works as a secretary, a salesgirl, a receptionist,

a clerk or a cashier, she learns to meet people, to discipline

herself and to develop a system in everything she does.

"That training will help her crash the movies, climb to

stardom, run a home, scale the social ladder or fascinate

the man that interests her. It curbs her temperament so

that she won't rail at her fellow workers if she's a star or

rant at her husband if she's a wife. It makes her think

straight and understand that she can't expect all the breaks.

It drives home the fact that she must work for what she

gets. It teaches her to read character and to understand

human nature. In other words, it prepares her for anything

she wants to attempt and gives her a big advantage over

the girl who sets about to get what she wants in a hit-or-

miss fashion."

But perhaps you get enough "soimd business talks" in

your office, shop or home and would like something subtle,

with a Hollywood tang to it. For that sort of advice you'd

probably pick someone like Douglas Fairbanks Jr.

"I don't believe the average girl reaUzes that nature

intended she should draw things to her, not go out after
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be wholesome; then
follow up with

"You can marry the

man you want to
marry if . . ." and
the "if" is sup-
plied by Cary Grant

When is a girl a headliner in everyday life?

When she pleases men. How do you do that?

Find what they like. What's that? Read on!

them. The quality which I think most valuable for a girl

to possess is the impression of always holding back, of

having something in leash, of being a bit mysterious. The
art of capitalizing that 'inner something' we are always
hunting in women—that intriguing something that leads

us on.

"I'm especially intrigued by the woman whose eyes hold

mystery and lure. Not by the individual who works her

eyes. I don't hke the flirtatious use of eyes and I can't

bear the aggressive type of woman. Dignity and restraint

—

and the quahty of not wearing her emotions on her
sleeve—will give even a young girl poise and an air of

mystery and charm that will open many doors to her."

Clark Gable and Bing Crosby pass out identical advice.

If you want to be popular, successful and happy, say they,

develop a sense of humor.
"Because a sense of humor will let a girl be natural,"

specifies Clark Gable. "It will act as a shock-absorber for

the rough spots a girl's going to find wherever she goes.

And because it's a pleasure to work with jolly people, she

will find herself in demand everywhere."
"A sense of humor makes affectation impossible," ex-

plains Bing. "A sense of humor and a sincerity set off

a girl's wholesomeness. That's the best bit of happiness

and success insurance any girl can have."

Robert Young also puts a sense of humor as the most
valuable asset a girl can have. "Provided," to quote him,
"it doesn't express itself in screwy hats or a bubbly giddi-

ness that makes her act as though she's been carbonated."

George Brent specifies mental stability as the most
valuable asset a girl can have and suggests that its ac

quisition be put ahead of anything (Continued on page 70)

Melvyn Douglas:
Get your minds on
your work, ladies!

JULY, 1941

isil Rathbone:
You won't be a
bit surprised at

what he thinks
gets girls places
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Girl who's called a lot of

nice names on the set of

Universal's "Beyond The

Law": Anne Nagel, who
can be caught with her sew-

ing nnost any day in the week

A matchmaker on the beach
is the two-piece white U. S.

Rubber itwim suit. The belted

shorts have front pleats and
separate white rubber under-
pants: the bra has white wool
straps. The I'. S. beach bafi

is blue and white: the rap is

a Howtand mtnlel : the shoes

are Strollers, multi-striped

Labeled lady is Anne Gwynne
of Universal's "Tight Shoes."

The label: "T. N. T. Girl"

(Trim, Neat and Terrific);

labelers: Sigma Chi Fraternity

Beach outfit is "T.N.T." too.

It consists of a red Sea Ray
U. S. Rubber suit with white

wool straps, modeled princess

style and having maUhing un-

derpants. Essential extras:

Strollers beach shoes and
smart Howtand siiini cap

'it

Possessor of the face that

made a million ads:
Georgia Carroll, now hit-

ting Hollywood's pace

in Warners' "Navy Blues"

Pretty picture on the sand
is the li. S. Rubber W aler

W ear one-piece suit in yel-

loir. white and aqua, with

fitted underpants, trimly

flared skirt. .Addenda: H<m'-

tand ."iwim cap and striped

Strollers Bench shoes



DIIU6HT[RS
—who with figures not mathematical play their cards the

right way on the beach and end up with trumps in all suits

Good bet no matter how
you look at her is Mary
Howard, champion diver

of Oklahoma, now busy

winning more prizes in

M-G-M's "Billy The Kid"

A best beach bet is this Jant-

zen suit of Seal-Sleek fabric

made of rayon and Lastex
with its self-shoulder straps
and V back, ideal for action

Reason why a lot of

Hollywood bache-
lors are all calling

the same number
these days: Cobina
Wright Jr. (right) of

Fox's "Moon Over
Miami," import
from N. Y. lociety

i

Something to cause

M a ripple on the
$ loaves it this yel-

1 low Jantzen two-

f piece suit with
f knitted bra, quar-

ter panel trunk
with a soft bow
and an adjustable
draw cord that an-
chors the trunks
at the loaistline.

The material is

body - molding
Velva-cord with
hnit-in Lastex yarn

Recipe for ladder-climbing:

A famous name, a pretty

face and an engaging role

In Warners' "Million Dol-

lar Baby." Girl who has

all three: Lucile Fairbanks

The suit—"Jack Tar," a red
Jantzen eye-catcher with

white nautical trim, bnast-

inn princess tines, a flared

skirl and joundiitinn panties 49



His wife looked like a little

girl, but the trouble was

she didn't act like one

Fiction Version

LEE PENNINGTON
An RKO-Radio picture. Screen ploy
by John Van Druten and Arnold Bel
gard. Based upon the play by Louis
Verneuill and Georges Berr. Execu
live producer. William Hawks. Pro-

ducer-Director, Lewis Milestone.
"We're going to the races," Bliss said significantly.

Anthony just cocked an eyebrow and grinned; Caroline

looked wistful; Paul tried to seem totally unconcerned

THE airport shimmered green and
silver under the insistent Florida

sun as a sleek cabin plane dropped
onto the incoming runway and floated

gently to a stop. A tall dark-com-
plexioned man was at the controls.

"You can take over now, Bill," he
told the pilot. "Get her into the

hangar, then bring my bags up to the

house."

Without waiting for Bill's "Okay,
boss," Anthony Mason slid to the

ground and set off at a brisk long-

legged stride for the airport waiting

room, but when he reached it, instead

of going into the lounge he ducked
behind a pillar and observed in secret

three people seated at a table near
the bar.

They were a very blonde and very
lovely girl—Anthony's wife, Caroline;

an elderly rotund man—Caroline's

father; and a younger man with black

hair and close-clipped mustache,
whom Anthony had never seen before

but who, he reflected with amusement,
was the real reason for his own un-
expected plane trip.

Anthony relaxed at the discovery

that his efforts to complete his trip

before Caroline could begin hers had
succeeded. When he had received

Caroline's wire announcing that she

was flying to New York to see him
he had realized that it meant one
thing and one thing only—Caroline,

in her usual impetuous, ingenuous
fashion, had fallen for another man

—

and the purpose of her New York
visit would be to ask Anthony for a

divorce.

Now Anthony was madly in love

with his wife in spite of her romantic
inclinations—perhaps even partly be-

cause of them, as he would have
acknowledged cheerfully—and he
knew that the one chance of saving

their marriage was for him to circum-

vent Caroline's plans before they

reached such a stage that through

sheer stubbornness she would feel

herself obliged to go through with

them. So he had immediately hopped
into his own plane and headed for

his winter home in Florida where
Caroline and her father were vaca-

tioning.

From his strategic position behind

the pillar the first words Anthony
caught were his father-in-law's, "Give

Anthony my love.'"

"Father!" Caroline's tone matched
the reproof in her blue eyes. "I'm not

taking this trip just for a social visit."

The young man, equally reproach-

ful, spoke up. "I don't believe you
take Caroline and me—our plans

—

seriously, Mr. Bliss."

"I take you very seriously indeed,"

Bliss retorted plaintively. "I've had
to, with all Caroline's talk about go-

ing to New York."

"But I have to see Anthony,

Father," Caroline said seriously, "to

make him realize how important this
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is to me. Make him understand how
I've been stifled by that big house,

the silly parties
—

"

"You were always the last one to

leave," Bliss observed mildly.
"—make him understand," Caroline

ignored the comment, "that Paul has

opened up a new world to me, the

world," she went on dreamily, "of

beauty
—

"

Bliss drew a pencil and notebook

out of his pocket, wrote for a mo-
ment then tore off the page and
handed it across the table to the

young man. "When Caroline starts on

one of her long-winded speeches,

Paul," the latter read, "the only way
to get a word in edgewise is to write

it." Paul crumpled the note reprov-

ingly, then turned to Caroline who
was still talking.

"I feel that I never really Hved
before I knew Paul, knew that he

needed me—

"

"To be my (Continued on page 82)



WE'RE putting you out on a linnb

this month by asking you these

seemingly harmless questions you'll

find at the right. From your perfectly

honest (we hope!) answers, we'll dis-

cover for you your clothes bugaboos

—

the trends in your character that may
influence your clothes-buying code.

Group I

1. If you went to visit your

best beau at camp would you

wear those pretty high-heeled

pumps he has always especially

admired?
2. If you were wearing a green

dress that did things for you and
you entered a room in which two
chairs were vacant, one gold, one

blue, the blue one directly be-

side an attractive man, would
you choose the blue chair?

3. If with some hard-earned

pennies, you bought a most be-

coming evening dress for a spe-

cial party, then found at the last

moment that the rest of your

crowd weren't dressing, would
you wear the evening dress as

planned?

Group III

I. Do you always wait to have

o man light your cigarettes for

2. Did you ever make any-

thing—sweater, hat, dress—for

yourself to wear?
3. Do you always (not count-

ing emergencies) wait for your

escort to come around and help

you out of a car?

Group II

1. If you see an acquaintance

on the street and he doesn't see

you, are you inclined to let him
slip by without speaking?

2. If you have a hat that looks

very well on you, are you prone

to try and find something similar

when you shop for the new sea-

son's model?
3. If you were going to a gath-

ering of "ultra ultra" people
and were reading a sensational

book that you know they think is

common, but which interests you
for personal reasons, would you
ditch the book before meeting
the people?

Group IV

1. Do you always have at least

one hat with flowers on it every

spring?

2. When you're drinking from
a cup do you look over the brim

and never down into the cup?
3. Do you know the difference

between knit and purl, single and
double crochet, basting and
French seams?

BY MARIAN H. QUiNN

Group I

IF
you answered yes to at

least two questions in

Group I, beware this clothes

bugaboo—you don't dress

for the occasion. Don't wear
what you'd like to wear,

wear what you should wear,

and remember that old ox-

fords are better for muddy
camps. Remember, too, that

a green dress against a blue

chair will kill your chances;

and that being overdressed

at a party will only get you
the wrong kind of side

glances. Hint for summer:
A yellow pique sports dress

and matching tailored straw;

the material is right night or

day; the color will set an.\

pace anv place

Group II

IF
you answered yes to at

least two questions in

Group II, you're apt to be
too conservative, too stand-

ardized, in choosing your
clothes. Don't always stick

to the same type hat; a tri-

come may be becoming but

may also make you look as

if you didn't know what
gives in the new styles. For-
get your inhibitions, go out

and buy something you've
probably never worn before

—i.e., an old-fashioned black

and white striped linen sun-
bonnett with a yellow rose.

You'll be surprised as to

how much it breaks down
barriers—your own and
other people's

Group III

IF
you answered no to at

least two questions in

Group III, better watch
out—that masculine instinct

of yours, if it isn't curbed
when it comes to buying
clothes, may turn you into a

woman who never dresses

to please a man—and you
know the result of that. Try
turning feminine, be sure to

sit back and get all the at-

tention you deserve, play

aroimd effectively with some
needlecraft and deck your-

self out in a pale pink mar-
quisette dress. It's new for

summer and it's a good
counteracter for your inde-

pendent impulses

Group IV

IF you answered yes to at

least two of the questions

in Group IV, you're well on

your way to looking like the

type woman Billie Burke
plays. Remember that frills

and feathers sometimes only

serve to annoy other people

and that too feminine clothes

may get you a lot of places

without really getting you
anywhere Try buying a

pastel plaid silk suit, satisfy

that feminine side of you
with a little lace bib at the

neck, leave your knitting

home and talk about Orson
Welles. Incidentally, if you
really want to have some-
thing to say on that subject,

see page 27.
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".
. . by the dawn's early light . .

."

To be seen in the best early-morning

swim circles: This four-piece out-

fit designed by Mobs and worn by

Rita Hayworth of Columbia's "You'll

Never Get Rich." You take your be-

fore-sunrise dip in fitted lastex trunks

and bra top; then you switch on a

-_-c+fCulcfr scarlet shirt, zip yourself

into a fitted white lastex jacket and

win on any tennis court you choose

Schofer ^ ^



".
. . And the rockets' red glare . .

."

Explosive addenda for a Fourth of July

picnic is this pastel plaid slack suit de-

signed by Connie Foster to be worn by a

girl like Rita Hayworth. The secret be-

hind this number-one sunnnner sports outfit

lies in three cardinal points: First, the

ft—a sleekly tailored line that gives

you a one-in-a-nnillion figure; second,

the pockets, large patch ones that

make the suit a somebody; third, the

hand-stitching on the trousers and jacket,

sure sign of "good goods" anywhere

Lippman



".
. . bombs bursting in air . .

." Re-

sounding note in the summer fashion

air is gabardine; smooth example is this

belted gold coat dress of that up-and-

coming material. You'll hang one like

this in your closet right away because

the brown buttons travel so smartly down

the front; because the notched collar

and faked flap pockets are two new high

signs in the summer fashion picture; and

because when you wear it you'll feel

exactly the way Rita Hayworth looks
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the land of the free . .
." Product of the international dennocratic spirit is

Miss Hayworth's white crepe Bagheera dinner dress that gives a distinctive

bow to Grecian influence. Definite "look-sees" in this Robert Kalloch model

the unusual side draping and the black lace epaulets that match the wide

than-wide lace belt. Lovely to look at, nice to have, is the Paradise fox



ment on the bodice and set-in squares on the sleeve—a perfect outfit

to take care of the fresh-as-a-daisy business
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For girls who crave a mane
to woo

There are lions in the zoo.

BY FREDDA DUDLEY
ILLUSTRATIONS BY GREGORI

Constant talk of babies' weight
Will quickly turn man's love to

hate.

I T is a moonlit night; a soft breeze, sweet with honeysuckle,
crosses the garden; from somewhere issues the lilt of a love

song. It is a romantic moment if there ever was one.

"And you want me to tell how a girl could spoil a mood
like that?" demanded John Howard in a tone rich with horror.

"Oh, no. Nothing doing. Don't I have trouble enough without
putting my neck in a noose?"

When it was pointed out to him that there wouldn't be half

so many lovelorn editors, spinsters or divorcees as there are

if every girl in the world didn't—at some time in her hfe

—

muff a romantic moment, he relented a httle. When it was
added, furthermore, that he couldn't have Uved for four years

in the Deke house at Western Reserve without having heard
sundry complaints about feminine behavior from the brethren,

consequently his conmients needn't be construed as personal

revelations, but simply as general opinions, he broke down
completely.

Teetering on the back two legs of a chair (he can do more
things with a common four-legged straight chair than the

Flying Canzonieris can do with a slack wire) he said, "Well,

there's nothing that throws a man off his sentimental beam
as much as a gal who kids the moment. That may sound like

an unnecessary observation, but it's astonishing how many
girls nowadays wisecrack their way out of a romance that

they have given every evidence of encouraging. After all,

it's next to impossible to get that thrilled feeling when a girl

keeps you laughing."

Surreptitiously, we made a note of this information, to wit:

Laughter is fine and nice in its place,

But she who gets kisses wears no grin, on her face.

"Another thing you might mention," John added, chuckling,

"is that the average man has an aversion to having his hair

mussed. Or his tie disarranged. Every once in a while, so

the lads tell me, they meet up with some girl who thinks the

way to a man's heart is via scalp {Continued on page 94)
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John Howard and Our Cover Girl,

Dorothy Lamour, give some versions as

to why "old maid" and "jilted swain"

are still in the romance dictionary

E CAUGHT Dorothy Lamour on the set of "Caught
in the Draft," where she was caught in a whirlpool of men.
"Only a traitor to her sex would pass up an opportunity

to reveal how men muf? a romantic moment," she said, trying

to find a comfortable position in one of those canvas chairs.

"I think the very worst sin of mankind against a sentimental

evening . . . well, I'll tell you about it."

It happened several years ago, when Dottie was living in

Chicago. Through mutual friends she had met a young
viking: one of those terrific torso boys with all the muscles
that rubbing alcohol pictures, and then some added for good
measure. He had blue eyes, a mass of curly blond hair and
a voice that did things to the feminine spine.

When he asked Dorothy for a date, she said "yes" and
rushed away from the telephone to buy a new dress—a feat

that took a bit of budgetary planning in those days.

The evening started auspiciously enough. When Viking
was presented to Dorothy's mother, his manner was properly

deferential and Dorothy received one of those okay telegrams
by eye from her mother. So far, so good.

In the car on the way to the club, he explained who was
featherweight boxing champion and why; how the lightweight

situation stood; what the crucial problem in the welterweight
department was; and then, having primed himself, he
launched a blow-by-blow description of every heavyweight
hostility that had taken place since the days when what John
L. Sullivan thought about hobble skirts was news.

For dinner they had the Olympic games; during the first

dance Viking revealed all known football strategy; second
dance—basketball; third dance—track and field with a com-
plete recital of records and record-holders. He was going

into the perennial problem of the Brooklyn Dodgers when
Dorothy begged to be taken home.

"I had Charley horses for a week, just from listening,"

confided Dorothy. "It would have (Continued on page 95)
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What girl can exhibit that

appeal known as "sox"

With her teeth rattling

'round like dice in a box/

Muscles are nice—just look

at Gable
But who wants them ver-

bally flexed at table?





-ady with a keynote: Jean Arthur of "The Devil and Miss Jones" whose trick voice is preferred stock in Hollywood trade
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—comes this story of Honk, one of the grandest we've ever

printed. It ought to be. It's by his sisters and it brings to

lighf some things only a sister would remember— and tell!

HAS Hank changed much?"
Schoolmates, members of his

Boy Scout troop, girls he danced with

in high school and older folk who
knew him as a boy are constantly

asking us if Henry has changed since

the cloak of Hollywood glamour fell

on his shoulders.

You'd expect an answer in the

negative from his sisters, younger
sisters to whom Henry was always

pretty much of a hero even before

movie scripts provided him with the

halo of histrionic heroics.

But recently we've had occasion to

see emphasized just how little change
there has been in Henry through the

years since he staged his first back-
yard circiis; change, that is, in the

fun-loving simplicity and the earnest-

ness of enterprise which are the es-

sence of his character.

Not long ago Henry wrote us ask-

ing that we forward to him in Holly-

wood the trunkful of old letters and
photographs which Mother had saved,

that traced, in yellowing notepaper
and fading snapshots, the story of his

Omaha boyhood.
As we sorted through the memora-

bilia of a family that has always
saved souvenirs, there were hundreds
of reminders of Henry in the days
when movies were a Saturday after-

noon treat and not a Monday morn-
ing job.

Here was a picture of Henry at six,

taken in the back yard of his grand-
father Ten Eycke Fonda's house, with

Henry all dressed up in his Sunday
school suit, with Buster Brown collar

and wide bow tie and a crushed hat

like the one Percy Crosby's "Skippy"
wears, looking longingly at a baby
chick in a brood of white leghorns.

It may have been that same after-

noon that Henry inadvertently stepped

on a newly hatched chick and rushed
upstairs to his grandmother's room,

closed the door and fell on his knees
beside the bed to offer up an eloquent

prayer for the recovery of the injured

chick. That prayer lasted forty-five

minutes by the clock and Henry
would not leave the room until he was
assured that the chick was going to

live.

There was another prayer of

Henry's that was answered, though
not so promptly.

One of the first shows he did at the

Omaha Community Playhouse when
he was twenty, and on a summer va-
cation from the University of Minne-
sota, was "Merton of the Movies." In

the play, one of the most touching
lines is the prayer of the film-struck

farm boy who is trying to crash

Hollywood. Tearfully he petitions:

"Oh, God, make me a movie actor

. . . one of the best . . . for Jesus'

sake, Amen."
Henry often has said it was when

he played that role, the role Glenn
Hunter made famous, that he decided

on a theatrical career and his earnest

reading of those lines may well have
been an unconscious prayer that he,

too, might touch film fame. It was
ten years before he was to face a

camera, but when success came it was
on a grander scale than even Merton
could have wished for.

It was, however, not as an actor

that Henry first showed talent. His
ability at writing and drawing won
his earliest distinctions. At eight, he
won the first prize of $2 in a short

story contest conducted by the Dundee
News, a neighborhood newspaper in

the section of Omaha in which we
lived. His flight into fiction was
called "The Mouse's Story," and on
receipt of his prize, and the pubUca-
tion of his brain child, Henry there-

after signed all his letters: "Henry
Fonda, author of 'The Mouse's Story.'

"

That was about the time that Henry
began a long and regular correspon-

dence with his other grandfather,

Henry Jaynes, Mother's father, who
lived in (Continued on page 103)

In cahoots: Younger sister Jayne and
older sister Harriet in the process of

finding some gay skeletons in closets

Family portrait: Jayne, Harriet and Hank, a promis-

ing group that made things hum in the Fonda home
on the shaded street in Omaha (see other page, top)





Douglas Fairbanks Jr

Joan Crawford

can Bennett

Gary Cooper

Clark Gable

THE TRHTH
about

STHRS' flCES

•BY " FEARLESS" Claudette Colbert

Hollywood's mo++o on ages is "Bigger fibs

make better box-office." We think

A COUPLE of years ago Clau-
dette Colbert, who is a fantas-

tically honest soul, went around
Hollywood telling whoever asked her

that she was thirty-one. Actually she

was thirty-one, which constitutes a

kind of feminine miracle, not only in

Hollywood but anywhere on earth.

After she had told her age to several

inquirers her family, her agent and
her best friends began ganging up
on her.

"You can't do that," they all

ordered.

"But why not? It's the truth," said

the ex-Miss Chauchoin.
"Okay, okay, but nobody will be-

lieve it is the truth and everybody
will automatically add at least two
years to what you tell them."

All of which is a solemn and well-

known fact in Spotlight Center, a fact

that has led to much gnashing of

records, much laughter and a croco-
dile tear or two.

Take the cases of Joan Crawford
and Irene Dunne as regards their

personal histories. La Crawford has
been in Hollywood and pictures ever

you'd rather know the facts

since 1925, some sixteen years ago.

Let the subject of age arise, Crawford
will look you straight in the optics

and remark, "I don't see why women
are so silly about revealing their

years. I don't mind telling anybody
how old I am. I'm thirty-one."

Before Hollywood, Crawford was a

chorus girl on Broadway; according

to some reports, a chorus girl in

Chicago; before that, according to

her own statement, an attendant at

Stephens College in Missouri before

she invaded the world of the theater;

and prior to Stephens a resident of

Kansas City; and a bit before that

little Billie Cassin of Texas, which
adds up to a crowded fifteen years,

certainly.

We defy anyone to be able to check

up even that much on Irene Dunne,
however. Beautiful, delightful, tal-

ented, Irene is more elusive than a

super-Raffles when any attempt is

made to tie her down to any of the

time factors of her life. Vaguely you

can prove that she was a prima donna
on Broadway before she came into

Hollywood for "Cimarron" in 1931.

Enchantingly, but indefinitely, she
will admit that she was married befoi-e

she came West. Obviously, she was
born, but try to nail Irene down to the
vital statistics and you will suddenly
discover the subject switched to pe-
tunias, the careful raising of leading
men and what on earth is really

going to happen in the ASCAP-BMI
quarrel.

Dunne is so self-protective on all

this that once when an interviewer
tried to find out the type of house
she was born in, the star refused to

remember even that and this past fall

when a Los Angeles paper published
the mere fact that it was her birth-

day and then Garson Kanin, who was
directing her at the time, started

teasing her about it, the atmosphere
on the set became so tense that even
that debonair young man backed
hurriedly out.

Probably Irene is somewhere in

her middle thirties, that region where
so large a (Continued on page 98)
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If you've ever wondered what

men soy to each other in pri-

vate on this subject, you'll wont

to read what George Raft

said so openly to Herb Stein

The girl In Raft's present: Betty

Grable. Says George: "When I'm

with her I'm completely happy."

Says Hollywood: "hie's never been

so crazy about any girl before"
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Women In My Life"

I

DON'T know what Betty Grable's

got, but I do know she's got me!"
And that's how George Raft

admits what all Hollywood has been
buzzing for months. Since that night

at Giro's several months ago when
Betty danced her way into George's

life, there hasn't been a more dis-

cussed twosome in the film capital

since Bill Powell knocked the town's

prognosticators for a loop with his

sudden marriage to Diana Lewis.

Lots of folks agree that Grable is

George's last romance, but she's far

and way from being his first.

What has Raft that gals from every

walk of life go for? Why does this

former Broadway dancer rate the

"rep" with his friends of never want-
ing for a beautiful lass? "George
never had trouble with girls. He
never will," they'll tell you.

"The women in my life," Raft ad-
mitted to us in his first gab session on
the subject since he's been in Holly-

wood, "have ranged from theatrical

nobodys to society bigwigs; from col-

lege girls to movie stars; from dizzy

career seekers to the kind of gal one
should never have dated in the first

place. I know I'm not the smartest

guy in the world, but I do know what
I like. And I like class—whether it's

food, horses or women—they gotta

have class!"

Take the case of Norma Shearer.

Staid, proper, intellectual Norma—the

"First lady of Hollywood"—fell head
over heels for the first guy from Tenth
Avenue. As George would probably
tell you, "Little did I dream when I

was flipping coins as a lug in 'Scar-

face' that I would ever know, let alone

date the girl who was that far on the

other side of the Hollywood tracks."

The country at large was long under
the impression that the Raft-Shearer
romance was a smartly conceived
publicity stunt to give Raft class and
bring Norma down to earth. It was
nothing of the sort. Press agents had
no more to say about it than advisors

of the Duke of Windsor when he took

"the woman I love."

As George tells it, "The first time I

met Norma was at a party three years

ago at Jack Warner's home. We
talked, danced and later I drove her
home. I never attempted to date her
after that one meeting because I

—

well, I just felt it wasn't the thing to

do with the 'first lady of Hollywood.'

The really first chance I had to know
her was a year later in New York.

Norma was with Charles Boyer and
his wife, Pat Paterson. Boyer called

me at my hotel one day and asked me
if I wouldn't care to join the three-

some on a tour of the World's Fair.

Naturally, I was pleased at being asked
and promptly accepted the invitation."

A round of the New York night

spots followed. Shearer, utterly new
to this whole routine, was fascinated

by it. She found a new world in

Raft's friends and habits. Where
Shearer and Boyer were always for-

mally addressed as Miss Shearer and

Member of one of the first families of

Chicago was Virginia Peine with whom
George went for years. He says now: "It

wasn't fair for me to continue seeing

Virginia however much I loved her"

in the past: Norma Shearer,

staid, proper, intellectual. In

her ice box there were kept

special steaks just in case
Raft should drop in to dinner
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1

Predecessor of Virginia

Peine in Raft's life:

songstress Helen Mor-
gan. This romance made
sparks fly on Broadway

Mr. Beyer, people ran up to Raft with,

"H'ya Georgie, how's dat Hollywood
life? . . . How ya doin', Georgie?"

Raft became a new experience for the

woman, a regular guy, one of the boys,

a chap who not only knew his way
arovmd but all the folks along the way.

Norma envied all this. She wanted

to become a vital part of it.

Her past had consisted of very inti-

mate parties at the homes of close

friends. A movie to her was of the

private, leather-cushioned seat pro-

jection room type. She hardly knew
what audience reaction to a picture

was like, because she seldom went to

a movie house.

"If I opened Norma's eyes to the

world of night clubs and ball games,"

Raft says, "she opened the pages for

me to the blue book of Hollywood
society. On our trip to Europe with

the Boyers, she was a wonderful guide

for me through the museums and art

galleries. By the time we had re-

turned to Hollywood, I was wearing
formal clothes more often to dinner

and she was becoming more carefree

and at ease in public."

They split fifty-fifty on everything.

She taught him to enjoy quiet dinners
and he taught her to roar with the

mob when her horse ran in the lead

down the stretch. "If I was her

fourth at bridge," George relates, "she

was the first to dance a rhumba. We
not only went to quiet dinners at the

Zanucks, the Warners, the Leroys and
the Fairbanks, but we went to Giro's

and Victor Hugo's for gay times."

Before the year's romance was over,

Shearer was very attached to George
and he to her. She was wonderfully
generous in so many w'ays. She'd

bring crazy knickknacks to his home,
rearrange little things here and there

to give the place a woman's touch.

"You'll never hear about or know
a more thoughtful and more kindly

person," Raft says of Shearer. "And
you'll find no mother more wonderful
to her children. And as with her chil-

dren, so with her friends. When any-
one is ill, she's the first to call and
suggest old-fashioned remedies."

Raft is notorious for packing away
at least a steak a day, every day.

Shearer, at her home, always had
special steaks in the ice box in the

event he dropped in for dinner. Pho-
tographs of Raft were all over her
place. When she returned from New
York after a five-day visit, she went
right from the airport to visit him on

the set of "They Drive By Night"

which was then shooting.

What broke up the romance? No
one knows, and the two most con-
cerned about it won't talk. On a trip

to New York, Raft was linked in the

columns again with former heai't-

thiob Virginia Peine. But he and
Shearer are still excellent friends.

So much for Raft's experience with
the lady of a Hollj'wood first family.

HE HAD a much longer romance six

years ago with a girl of a first

society family of Chicago. This was
the chic, smart, vivacious Virginia

Peine. This was Raft's first experi-

ence with society and it knocked
Hollywood haywire.

"If ever there was a girl I would
have married, Virginia is that girl,"

Raft told us. But he couldn't marry
Ginny. Raft's wife, from whom he's

long been separated, so far has refused

to give him a divorce.

"It wasn't fair for me to continue

seeing Virginia however much I loved

her,"' Raft relates. "I was not only

mad about Ginny. but I was crazy

about her daughter. Joanie. There
wasn't a thing I wouldn't do for that

little Joanie. Maybe I'm softhearted.

Maybe I'm a sissy, but I got more of

a kick out of buying that kid gifts

than seeing my horse win a race." To
this day Raft still sends Joanie all

sorts of presents, while she's in New-

York with her mother, who is in "Lady
In The Dark.''

"How did I meet Virginia? Oh, it

was at the Clover Club in Holl>"^vood

one night. Some friends introduced

us. I thought she was a very sweU
gal, but I didn't dare think of asking

her for a date. All the advance bally-

hoo was that she was a society girl

from Chicago and who was I at the

time to make a pass at a girl like

that? But the next day I almost fell

off my feet when she telephoned and
invited me to one of her cocktail par-
ties. From then on we saw each other

regularly. Yeh, it lasted four and a

half years. You're darned right—

I

took plenty of ribbing from the boys.

They said I was going social, high-hat

and that sort of stuff. To hear them
talk, you'd think I'd gone North
Hollywood. But they didn't know at

the time what a peach of a kid Ginny
was. They found out, though, just as

I did. I'd never met anyone like her

before. She taught me more about
the finer things than anyone before

or since. To be with her constantly

was the greatest thing that could have
happened to me. I'd do anything for

Virginia—she's a swell girl.''

Before the Peine girl. Raft's great

love was Helen Morgan. When Mor-
gan was sitting on a piano doing her
stint, Raft was sitting at her feet

adoring every (Continued on page 96)
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EVERYWHERE SHE GOES ADMIRING EYES OPEN WIDE AT HER SLIM, YOUNG BEAUTY. . . HER GLAMOROUS COMPLEXION!

Golden Girl of the Golden West

Swing into the glamour routine lovely Geraldine Spreckels adores!

Whisk through this brisk little Pond's Beauty Ritual every night—
and for daytime pick-me-ups. Help make your skin look fresh and
sweet as a rain-washed rosebud!

SItither Pond's Cold Cream all over your face. Pat it

in for all you're worth! Wipe off with Pond's Tissues.

Then "rinse" with more Cold Cream, to soften again, and

slick off every trace of dirt and old make-up. Happy note!

Little "dry" lines show less—pores seem smaller!

A good big splash next, of Pond's cooling, astrin-

gent Freshener.

Extra specialnow—the
1-Minute Mask of Pond's

Vanishing Cream all over your clean, glowing

face. Wipe off after one full minute. A smooth,

smooth performance! The mask zips off little

roughnesses—gives your skin a caressably soft

feel—a lovely mat finish! Now—a fluff of your

powder puff! You're glamorous as a dream girl! Glamorizing
1-Minute Mask

Lovely clean!

SHE'S infatuated with life, and

infinitely lovely—this madcap

California heiress, Geraldine

Spreckels. Red-gold hair and gold-

flecked eyes are precious accents to

her soft, luminous, exquisite skin.

The care of her lovely, clear com-

plexion is not left to chance. She

follows the simple Pond's Beauty

Ritual every day.

for your Pond's Ritual Kit

PON D'S. Dept. a M M -C V (

;

Clinton, Conn.

I^ii keen to start Geraldine Spreckels'

^l.tiiiour care. Please send right off Pond's
|{.-.uily Ritual Kit containing Pond's

i -IM cially soft Cold Cream. Skin Frcsh-

!i<-r. Tissues and Vanishing Cream
for the glamorizing 1-Minute Mask. I

enclose lOd for postage and packing.

{Offer good in U.S. only)
Address
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touts, truck drivers and newsboys alike

You Can Star Wherever You Are
{Continued from page 47)

else. So Brent lines up with Robert Tay-
lor in listing self-discipline and a sane
viewpoint as infinitely more important
than beauty or any subtle feminine art.

"I think mental stability will do more
for a girl than anything else," George
says, "regardless of her ambition or goal.

Without it she can't balance her desires

with reason or success professionally, in

business or as a wife.

"If a girl hasn't mental stability she
not only can't handle her business af-

fairs, but she doesn't know how to pro-
ceed with her career, her job or her
everyday life in an intelligent manner.
Not only girls, but men, too, must fight

flightiness and keep their feet on the
ground if they hope to succeed.
"Mental stability prevents a girl from

getting too lightheaded over a good break
or bright prospects, or too heavyhearted
over delays and disappointments.

CRROL FLYNN names a Spartan qual-
^ ity as the most important single as-
set to help a girl "star" in her own life.

"Not all girls remember to include
courage when they outfit for their con-
quest of life. Some of them forget that

it must be the pivot around which their

whole campaign, whether professional,
business, social or romantic, must revolve.

"I speak with authority, because I've

been fighting fear all my life and I

know that it is the greatest menace to

a man's hopes and peace of mind. So it

must be to a girl's ambitions and plans.
For a girl on her own has more things
to fear than has a man and, I imagine,
she needs greater courage.
"A girl need not be ashamed to be

afraid. Fear is all around us and is as
natural to us as love. Only fools never
know fear. The shame—and the folly-
is in not fighting it, not pushing ahead in
spite of it.

"Terror isn't the worst trick in fear's

bag. Terror hits us most often and hard-
est in the form of embarrassment, self-

consciousness and lack of confidence. It

works black miracles with little things

—

like putting us ill at ease among strangers,
making us afraid to speak our minds.
"These days the most important thing a

girl can possess is the courage of her con-
victions and the courage to carry on to
the goal her ambition sets in spite of
obstacles, of criticism or of fear of con-
sequences. The courage to take a chance

when she feels she is right."
Gary Grant also named courage as

the "top" quality for a girl these days.
But a courage of a different type than
that described by Errol Flynn.

"I think more girls marry the man they
want to marry, get the jobs they want to

get and do the things they want to do
because they have courage than because
of any other reason or quality. The cour-
age to hold to their course and hang on
in spite of obstacles is all-important. Give
a girl an idea of what she wants, a little

common sense and the ability to hang on
in spite of disappointments and you've
presented her with the quality that will

make her star wherever she is.

"Another quality I would recommend
acquiring, if I'm entitled to a second
choice, is the ability to see yourself as
others see you. The habit of looking into

a mental mirror not to see if your lip-

stick is on right but to look yourself in

the eye. Recognize and analyze your
faults. Then call in your courage and
keep pecking away at them until they
are whipped."

IN my opinion," says Edward G. Rob-
' inson, "self-honesty is the quality that

will win popularity for any girl. By
facing facts squarely and not cheating
herself with alibis, illusions or self-sym-
pathy she avoids the burden of pretense
and can be herself. And being herself,

she can head straight for her goal, with-
out having to cover deception or put on
an act to keep in character.
"When a girl shows respect for herself

by being herself, she gains the respyect of

others. They take her and her aims
seriously. When she pretends to be what
she is not, others grow suspicious of her.

"Too many girls undertake a profession
or a job or a romance with their bag full

of tricks and depend upon their wits to

keep people fooled. A girl goes to a lot

of useless trouble doing this, because as
many people will like her for herself as
would like her for being someone else.

But in aping or pretending she can't be
convincing enough to impress anyone."
Don Ameche raises a point none of the

others mentions. "In life, as in motion
pictures, sound is as important as action
or appearance. The girl who realizes this

has a secret to charming and persuasive
personality. To men gentleness and
warmth are synonymous for women. So

the girl who develops the qualities of

warmth, sincerity and gentleness in her
voice possesses an incalculable asset.

"Millions of men have fallen in love

with women's voices. Millions of em-
ployers have found a girl's 'voice with a

smile' a tremendous commercial asset.

Any girl can develop and put warmth
into her voice. Every girl should."

Fred MacMurray meets the girls right

on their home ground. He says:

"I think the ability to dress well—in-

telligently, not expensively—is a valuable

asset to any girl. But she shouldn't just

follow fashion, regardless. She should
make the study of dress an important
part of her life. She should know that

extreme and bizarre clothes not only

cheapen her but actually detract from
her personality. A beautiful girl loudly

dressed is like an orchid wrapped in red

and yellow calico. She should learn how
to dress to reflect her personality and her

character. I think that when she has

done this she will have attained a

great quality for success, popularity and
eventual happiness."

TO me," says George Raft, "a girl needs
two qualities to star in her own life:

Feminine charm and sincerity. In other

words, if a girl is what she is supposed to

be, she will do all right.

"A girl should be sincere for two rea-

sons—because everyone wants sincerity

in a woman and dreads the thought that

it isn't there; and because she needs sin-

cerity for her own protection. Sincerity

breeds sincerity and respect. And a girl

needs sincerity and respect from others

more than she needs anything else on
earth.

"Sincerity doesn't mean prudishness.

The honestly sincere girl is the most
democratic and most free of her sex. She
can mix with bankers, politicians, artists,

men-about-town, newsboys, truck driv-

ers and race -track touts and be equally

welcomed and respected by all. In her
sincerity and feminine warmth men of

every type see the qualities they respect

and cherish.
"Feminine charm and sincerity are not

only a girl's most important spiritual

quality but the safest commercial asset

she can possess."

Basil Rathbone says he thinks the most
important qualities a girl can possess are

intelligence and real sophistication. By
real sophistication he means understand-
ing and the result of intelligence, not a

wise attitude or a show of bizarreness.

He thinks that intelligence not only at-

tracts but holds friends and loved ones
with an ever-tightening grip.

Melvyn Douglas says: "I believe the

most valuable qualities a girl can have are
sincerity and its inevitable companion,
application. I believe that no girl who
is genuine in her interest can help but
absorb a certain amount of professional

efficiency, regardless of what she is doing.

"There is considerable difference be-
tween enthusiasm and sincerity. One can
be enthusiastic about success and en-
thusiastic about a job in hand and yet not
be willing to take the licking and the
disappointments and stick with it. If a

girl is truly sincere and really puts her
mind to work and follows what she be-
lieves to be a systematic method of pur-
suing her course I don't see how she can
help but be successful, within the limit

of her natural capacity. But definitely

successful. Only genius or the breaks
will carry one beyond that point.

"That goes not only for the professions

that lead to fame but for every walk in

life. Sincerity makes plants to grow and
happiness to be."

And there are the tips from the stars

on how to star, wherever you are!
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to fit with freedom

to control with comfort

It doesn't matter what tspe of

figure you have or wliat style of

swim suit you fancy. You'll look

and feel and swim better if you in-

sist on a suit made with "Lastex
'

yarn. You can iiave its advantages in one-

piece or two-piece suits, in romper models or in

the various skirted and dressmaker designs. You can

benefit by that famous stretch in woven or knitted

fabrics, in silk, cotton, wool or rayon, in mixtures of

these or in the new swim fabrics shirred with "Lastex
'

yarn. Ask to see the new swim suits made with 'Lastex
"

yarn at the stores you usually patronize, under the

name of your favorite maker, if you have one. In any

case, the most important thing to remember in shop-

ping for a suit is to insist on the elastic yarn that makes

the American bathing figure the envy of the world.

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

THE MIRACLE YARN THAT MAKES THINGS FIT

An elastic yarn manufaclured exclusively by United Slates Rubber Company,

makers of "Lalon" yarn, Rockefeller Center, New York City
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Happiness Ahead
(Continued from page 42)

Paul would be somewhere else, working
with another star, and she might not
see him at all.

That thought brought her out of her
dreams. Very shyly, she spoke to him in

passing. "Tomorrow," she said, "is Labor
Day and—that's a holiday. Wouldn't you
like to come and swim in our pool?"
Vaughn Paul said he would like to very
much and Deanna went home in ecstasy.

He came—and the day was one of those
perfect California days, with the scent
of the hills and the sea mingling and
the sunshine warm gold over everything.
They swam in the pool, diving and laugh-
ing at nothing at all, and lay in the sun
and talked and found with a sort of awe
that they liked the same things, that
they had the same viewpoints, that they
wanted the same things from life—

a

home, a family, work and friends.

"Would you—like to come back on
Sunday—and swim?" Deanna said shyly,

looking up at him from under her wet,
curling dark hair. And young Vaughn
Paul looked down from his height into

the blue eyes that were so honest and
said he certainly would.

The little princess had opened the door
—and so, of course, after Sunday he

asked her to go out to dinner and to see

"Boys Town," which had just opened.
They didn't have any agreement then

about going out with "anybody else."

Only—they just never wanted to. They
didn't declare their love or speak of the

future, just at first. It was enough to be
together and to explore, as though they
were the first two who had ever fallen

in love, and to discover each other.

Soon they began to talk of marriage.

Inevitably. It was that kind of love, as

they were that kind of people.

Of course, their families said they

were too young. The studio protested

that Deanna was too young. They could

not see their little starlet as a married
woman—not realizing that this love story

would entrance a disillusioned and suf-

fering world.
They agreed. They could wait. They

would learn to know each other better.

Too, it was necessary for Vaughn Paul

to make his way up in the world a little.

He wouldn't like being "Deanna Durbin's
husband," and there was always the im-
movable fact of Deanna's huge salary.
That is one of the things that makes

this such a great love story. Everybody
knows that it is sometimes very easy to
keep the sweetness and the charm of first

love when you can keep it in a flowering
garden, with a full moon, with fragrant
spring flowers, with loveliness shielding
it. But these two have kept theirs in

the turmoil and the trouble and the diffi-

culties and never lost its magic. They
have faced things honestly.
They know, for instance, that they face

a real injustice where Paul's work is

concerned. I made some rather thorough
investigations around the Universal lot.

The old-timers, whom I have known for

years, and who are plenty hard-boiled
about Hollywood and its fables and its

customs, tell me that Vaughn Paul has
real and definite talent as a producer.
Steeped in Hollywood tradition from the
day his eyes opened, he is a second-
generation member—and the second gen-
eration is doing very well out here.

His judgment is unusually sound and,
as the old-timers told me, the boy is a
worker. That counts.
As soon as the studio knew of the

romsince between their star and the
young assistant director, they took him
off her pictures. That was natural and,
even Deanna understood, wise. Since
then Paul has worked his way up to be
an assistant producer with a very bright
future.

VET it is inevitable as he goes ahead
' that some people will say—for some
people love to say unkind things, I don't

know why—his success is due to the fact

that he is married to a great star.

It won't be true. For Deanna, with
her clear young wisdom, knew that the
man she loves wouldn't be happy unless
he could do his own work, unless he
would find it possible to achieve in his

own field.

After those first days when Deanna
asked him to her house, the court-
ship was Vaughn Paul's always. And it

wasn't long before it became obvious
to everyone who knew them well that

A picture that would

ordinarily speak for

itself; being of Ab-

bott and Costello,

they both talk

through their straws

thus:

Costello: I just

cot a bottle of milk.
" Abbott: Is it A
milk or B milk?

Costello: Bee
milk? Do bees give

milk?

Abbott: No-
honey'

Thank

you're
awfully sweet to me.

Costello

you, dear,

Vaughn Paul, to use a slang expression,
wore the pants in that combination. They
went with his friends, they followed his
habits, they did what he would have
done had he fallen in love with Sally
Smith instead of Deanna Durbin.
In many ways, that was the best thing

that ever happened to Miss Durbin.
I find it very significant that the

"crowd" they go with calls her Edna,
which is her real name, and not Deanna.
They are young people—some young
married couples, some fellows Vaughn
Paul knew in school and their girl friends.
They are completely normal, everyday
young Americans. Apparently they are
not impressed by the fact that Deanna
Durbin is one of the great box-office
movie stars of our time—in fact, that is

a handicap if anything.
When a beautiful young girl—and by

the way, it is too bad that Deanna Durbin
movies cannot be photographed in color,
she is so much prettier off the screen
than she is on, which, I may tell you, is

somewhat rare among movie queens

—

when a beautiful young girl becomes a
star, it is natural and almost inevitable
that she find herself surrounded by older
I>eople.

Co little Deanna, a child wonder, was
^ drawn more and more into groups of

older people who always regarded her
as just that—a child wonder—because
of her great artistic achievements.
But the crowd her boy friend took her

to see and with whom they kept dates
regarded her simply as a girl their own
age—and she had to make good on her
own. One sign of snootiness, one bit of

Hollywood up-stage tactics, one taking
advantage of her name and position, and
they would have regarded her as a dope
and not good enough for Vaughn.
They had all lived in or near Holly-

wood all their lives and they were used
to seeing screen luminaries about. Movies
were by no means the beginning and end
of existence to them. Most of them
were vitally interested in sports, many
of them were experiencing in their own
lives the great changes in work and
economics going on in our democracy.
All of them, I find, were active in politics

in some way—keen and eager to follow
the new trends, anxious about world
events and how their own lives would be
affected by them.
Edna made good in that crowd, as she

had made good in her own. And it has
helped to make her different from a
great many Hollywood girls. Her mind
is keen, alert, she is intelligent about
everything that is going on, you can talk
with her for hours without ever mention-
ing Hollywood or motion pictures.

So—their engagement became a fact,

they set a date for their marriage and
changed it when they realized how close

it was to the date upon which Deanna's
mother and father had taken the vows
they had never broken.

Two things they have deep in their

liearts that make for real companionship.
Motion pictures as a life work—a big
opportunity. They are serious about that.

Pictures, they feel, are a real influence

in the life of a nation. The other thing

is music. Vaughn isn't a musician, but
an honest music lover—and I think that

music as part of a home, great music as

an everyday companion, gay music as a

Triend at the hearth is one of the finest

things that can happen.

The greatest love story in Hollywood.
That's what everyone thought in the
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gardenia-laden Wilshire church as the

bride, clad in long-trained ivory satin,

swept up the aisle on the arm of her
father to meet the clean-cut lad waiting
for her at the steps of the altar. At the
altar itself, Deanna and Vaughn, in a

double-ring ceremony, placed the wed-
ding bands on each other's fingers. Then
the bridegroom took into his arms his

chosen bride and before the eyes of 900
friends and studio workers placed a kiss

full on her lips—a kiss which in thirty

seconds was to seal the rest of their lives

to each other.

I suppose the ideal in every heart is

that a first love, with all its wonder and
magic, all its exquisite tenderness, should
go on forever. That it should be perfect

and lead to a love marriage, and carry
on through the years.

That's the ideal. I don't say that great
love doesn't come when people grow
older. It does, often. I have never seen
two j>eople more deeply in love, happier
in their understanding of and companion-
ship with each other, than the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor. She had been mar-
ried twice before, he certainly had been
in love with other women before they
met, and they are both past forty.

But the scars are there, the memories
of wasted years, the fear as well as the
faith that comes from experience in love.

Deanna Durbin and Vaughn Paul don't

make for great drama, that must be true.

But they make for great romance and in

a world already too full of drama it is

a delightful thing to see them. Their
love has a great quality of fact about it.

They face the future with a sort of pride.

THERE is, I find, a strong domestic
strain in Deanna. They own the ground

upon which their home is to be built,

ready for them not so long after they
return from the honeymoon at Santa
Barbara. It will be a house not big and
not little, according to young Mrs. Paul's
plans. There will be a garden and a

swimming pool, of course. A swimming
pool has delicious memories for these two.
And it will be Deanna's house—they are
going to select everything in it them-
selves and she intends to run it herself
and not leave it, ever, to servants.
There are things they will both miss,

because of her work. The old conflict

of every woman who has a career, big

j
or little, is bound to be there. Their

I

problem is on a different scale from that
of any young American couple who say,

"Shall she keep on with her job after

we're married?" and they recognize it

as the same. Deanna is going to keep
her job—she couldn't very well do any-
thing else. But she realizes that she will

have to be a wife, too, and she wants
to be a good one.
And there will be a nursery in the new

home and someday a family. A woman,
in Deanna's opinion, who doesn't become
a mother misses perhaps the crowning
glory of life.

Hand in hand these two young lovers
look ahead to a life together, a whole
life. Ready to take its trials and its joys,

its difficulties and its delights, sure of a
deep spiritual happiness because of their
love for each other. Sure of never being
lonely as long as they live.

We can use some of that kind of hap-
piness nowadays. We can stand to be
reassured in the matters of love and
of the heart and to know that wars and
changes and revolutions cannot alter the
most wonderful thing, the greatest thing
in the world—true love.

That's why the story of Deanna Durbin
and Vaughn Paul is today Hollywood's
greatest romance.

The End.

JULY. 1941

Absence...

Dear Mary:—Your swell letter was here when I got home from

work tonight. Glad you're enjoying the beach so much. It must be

doing the kids a world of good to be out of this heat . .

-makes the Husband Wiser...
—This sister of yours knows a trick or two about washing

you could use. You know how I crab about the way our

laundress does my shirts. They never look clean. Well, since

I've been over at Anne's, you wouldn't think they were the

same shirts. Honest, they're so white they make me blink!

There's something about a clean shirt— I mean really

clean. I come home completely fagged out, shower, slide

into a crisp shirt, stow away some of Anne's gorgeous

grub—and darned if I don't feel like stepping out and

doing the town. (Relax, baby, I only said I feel like it.)

Just three weeks till my vacation starts

and I can join you. Take it easy and don't

worry about me. I'm doing fine—Love, Bob.

P. S.—Asked Anne about the shirts.

She just looked wise and said

'Fels-Naptha Soap'. Does that

iS"** mean anything to you?

//
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The Tyrone Powers Fight It Out!
(Continued from page 39)

about Body-Beauty is that many
girls who wouldn't for a minute go

without a perfect make-up pay no
more attention to glorifying their

bodies than a mere dunking in the

tub. Bodies need beautifying, too.

Now, if you've really set your heart

on capturing Tall, Dark and Hand-
some, begin your bewitching ritual

by showering your body from top to

toe with lovely Mavis Talcum. It

clothes you in a gossamer-like web
of flower -fresh fragrance. White,

Flesh and Boditan (Rachel) Shades.

750, 5(¥, 25>!, W.

M-AVI

S

[the fragrance/ op /flowers

la/cu/rL,

than when she is in love. But to get

back to my thread of thought: I think
any girl who has a point of view, an
objective in life, is more interesting than
a girl who just lops about doing nothing.
Annahella: Then you do think the

working girl is more attractive?
Tyrone: I don't think a girl is more

attractive or more glamorous just be-
cause she works for pay. A housewife,
for example, who really works at her
job is doing something quite as vital and
is quite as glamorous as an actress.

Ayinabella: Can you say, then, what is

this glamor?
Tyrone: I cannot. All I know is that

it's not something you put on in the

morning and take off at night. It's eager-
ness, perhaps; it's being curious; it's be-
ing altogether alive.

Annabella (anxiously) : But do you
think, then, I would be taking some-
thing away from you if I should go
back to the screen, if I should go out
of the home?
Tyrone (ivith another wink): I don't

know. Can't say. You haven't been out
of the home since we were married.
Annabella (earjiestly) : And we've

been completely, what you call one hun-
dred per cent happy, haven't we?
Tyrone (his eyes on her eyes) : Com-

pletely and absolutely. In fact, one hun-
dred and one per cent.

Annabella: Yes . . . that is why I would
be a little bit . . . afraid.

Tyrone: Afraid? Of what?
Ayinabella: Of the risk. I would be

thinking. Should I take this risk? You
see, I think happiness is such a rare,

wonderful thing. You have to think of

it as something that grows new every
day, and is very tender. It is such a fra-

gile thing, happiness.
Tyrone: I don't agree, darling. I do

not agree that happiness is such a fragile

thing that you must hold it like a soap
bubble in your hands, afraid to take a

step in a new direction for fear it may
break. I think happiness puts down
strong roots, is a sturdy perennial.

Annabella: But there might be times
when we would be apart. If I should be
working, for instance, when you are not
working, you might wish to go away
for a trip, for a vacation.
Tyrone: I would not go away. You

don't go away; why should I? When
husband and wife have careers, it should
be fifty-fifty. The man should expect
no more privileges than the woman.

Annabella: If I should have to go away
on location. . . .

Tyrone (promptly) : I'd go with you,
just as you go with me. Just as you
went to Mexico City with me on location
for "Blood and Sand."
Annabella (doubtjully) : I don't know

. . There might be evenings when we
could not have dinner together. . . .

Tyrone: That is not important. I think
marriage goes deeper than that, whether
you have dinners together or not.

Annabella (still doubtfully): I have
seen such things hurt so many marriages
out here in Hollywood—separations,
jealousies—I am not so sure . . . and
then, I have sometimes this thought.
It is fantastic, but just supposing, for the
sake of argument, that I should resume
my career and, by one of those turns of

the wheel of fortune that can happen
here in Hollywood, by what you call the

"fluke," I should become a bigger star

than you, a bigger name. What then?
Tyrone (promptly) : That would be a

dreadful situation. A very difficult situa-

tion. A woman who has a greater position

than her husband in the same field, a

woman who takes precedence over her
husband in the same field—that, I think,

would be both difficult and dangerous.
Annabella: I think so, too. But why

do you think so, Ty?
Tyrone: Because it offends the male

ego. Because it is neither normal nor
natural.
Annabella (teasingly) : Then you do

think men are superior to women?
Tyrone: I think women are superior

in the home, functioning as women. I

think that, in the home, the husband
should defer to the wife. I believe that

in business or in the professions the hus-
band should have the upp>er berth in

order to insure the contentment and
happiness of both. I know there are
cases, many of them, where women are
superior to their husbands in the pro-
fessions and on jobs, but I say that

when such is the case it's difficult and
it's dangerous. I wouldn't want any part

of it. I shouldn't think a woman would
want any part of it, either.

Annabella: Why do you say that? Why
wouldn't a woman want it to be like

that?
Tyrone: Because I don't believe a

woman is happy with a man who is sub-
ordinate to her any more than a man
is happy with a woman to whom he is

subordinate. Besides, I don't think the

Postscript to o mar-

riage: Constance Ben-

nett and Gilbert Ro-

land, her long-tinne

friend and escort,

pose for Hyman Fink

after their sudden
elopement to Yuma
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instinct to work is as strong in a woman
as it is in a man.
Annabella (quickly): Oh, I think you

,

are wrong there, Ty, completely wrong.
Tyrone: Sorry, but I doitt think I

[
am. After all, we have to be our biologi-

j
cal selves. Women's bodies have women's

1 minds. The combination differs from the

! male combination. I mean, a woman who
;

has no work outside of her home is a

! perfectly normal, natural individual. A
I man who has no outside work is a

i

pitiable, totally unnatural individual,

f Annabella: No, Ty, inside her heart a

[ woman's work is as important to her

I
as a man's work is to him. The only

( dirrerence is that if she does not work,

i her pride is not involved.

; Tyrone: And that's the heck of a dif-

I

ference. Hurt pride makes a toothache

I a pleasure.
Annabella: Yes, but it is merely a

matter of the conventions, this difference

you say. Mrs. So-and-So can take the

money from her husband every Satur-
' day night, but Mr. So-and-So cannot

i take the money from his wife. A man
I

must work because convention says he

must take care of his family. But this

does not mean his work means more to

him in his heart. It does not mean he

loves his work more greatly.

Tyrone: Sorry again, but I'm afraid

, it does. Pride, convention and the tra-

i ditions are not to be Si.:ezed away,
Madame. For instance, you have no ob-

i jection to being called "Mrs. Tyrone
' Power," have you?
I

Annabella (eyes shining): Objection?

i No. I am very proud to be called that.

! Tyrone (laughing) : But 1 would ob-

j

ject very much indeed to being called
' "Mr. Annabella." In four words, I would

detest it.

i Annabella: But I still say these things

do not have to do with how a woman
I

jeels about her work, how 7 feel. Why,
when producers talk stories with me, I

feel drunk, like on wine. You say to

i

me it does not mean as much because you
I

have not ever seen me when I am crazy

I
about a picture I am making.

j

Tyrone: I saw you when you were
' making "Suez" and you were crazy then.

! Annabella (laughing): But that is

I not the fair test. Because we made
that picture together and—we were in

love. You have not seen me when I

am, heart and soul, only for the work
I am doing. If I work, I would not be
thinking of our home. And a house
without a woman in it is like a body

I

without a soul.

( Tyrone (making a Karloff face) : "If

j
we have to come to such a pass as a body

j

without a soul, all the more reason for
! your doing something that is really im-
' portant when you do go back.

I Annabella: I think it will be like this:

! I will go back and make a picture only

j
when we are both excited about the

story.

Tyrone: But before that, don't forget

our plan. Don't forget that we plan to

j
do a play together, a play either on

I

Broadway or on the road, or both.

' Annabella (happily) : That would be
the best of all. To be together in our
work. If we do that, a play together, I

will not mind if I have the smaller part.
Tyrone (rising and kissing the top of

the cropped gold head): What did I

tell you? We have to be our biological
selves. It is natural with women to defer
to men, to . . .

Annabella: But I did not mean that
. . no, no ... !

So then it began all over again, the old,

old battle between the sexes to which
there is neither victory nor defeat, but
only armistice, a truce sealed with a kiss.

Ty and Annabella sealed it with a kiss.

JULY, 1941

I
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PERSPIRATION-CHECK.

TEST IT 1 PUT IT

UNDER THIS ARM.

J

PUTFRCSH*2,THENEV/
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UNDER THIS ARM

'

SEE WHICH STOPS
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DRESS DESIGNED BY OMAR

Use pf^ESH'^Z and stay fresher !
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herself. I can only offer a iew thoughts
for consideration. Any girl who puts
her shoulder to the family wheel is tak-
ing a certain amount of responsibility
from her husband. A man's pride is a
strange and definite thing. Endanger that

pride and one of two situations is bound
to arise. If the man is strong, he will

fight for his pride—fight even to the
point of breaking up the home which
has become to him no longer his castle.

If he is weak, he'll let his end of things
slide, accept more and more from his

wife until matters come to such a pass
that if they are to have a home at all,

the girl fintis she must be the one to

furnish the major support. One day she
realizes this and she feels injured. How
fortunate she is that in feeling sorry for

herself she will never find time to feel

the guilt of selfishly robbing a man of

his right and ruining his life!

TOO many women today, it seems to

me, are throwing away the protection

which marriage as an institution was cre-

ated to give them, in an admirable but
shortsighted desire to share the family
responsibilities.

"To take onto your own shoulders the
responsibility that is rightly another's is

doing that person no kindness. Let me
give you a specific example. I knew a

husband and wife in Hollywood who
had been happily married for some
twenty years. There were three sons.

The husband had had a good job with
an insurance company for a number of

years. Meantime, the boys had grown
up and had begun to earn salaries which
made things very much easier at home.
"One day the husband had a serious

difference with his superiors. He con-
sidered he was being asked to do some-
thing which didn't quite live up to his

code of business ethics and when it

became a matter of either do it or leave,

he left. And I say more power to him
for that! So did his family.

"But this is what happened. The boys
generously came forward and took over

the household expenses while Dad was
looking for another job. When it was
a question of the family's getting a new
car which would have to be done on the

installment plan with the husband's
greatly reduced budget, they said, 'Why
pay more in installments when we've

got the cash? Let us buy you the car!'

"And so it went until Dad was no
longer looking too hard for a position.

Months stretched into years. Finally the

wife could stand the change in her hus-

band no longer. She left him and a

home of more than twenty years' stand-

ing broke up. The husband's fault? 1

say no. It was the children's; they stepped

in where they should have stayed out.

"We hear a great deal of talk now-
adays about one's personal and in-

dividual rights. Good thing too, and a

healthy sign. The Good Lord in His

Wisdom gave us among our other rights

the personal privilege of standing on our

own two feet and working out our own
problems without interference until they

become too big and then He gave us a

voice to call for help when we need it.

"I
CAN remember when I thought I

' needed an ermine coat to make my
life complete. It was in my early years

in pictures. The time had come when
I had to have a fur coat. In those days

my fur bracket was something like skunk.

But the man in the shop showed Mother
and me a long white ermine wrap. I

thouuht i WIS 1'-'° most beautiful thing

-State

.

I had ever seen. Mother, ignoring my
look of unabashed longing, gave the clerk
a firm no and we left with the skunk
I decided life just wasn't worth living
if I couldn't have an ermine coat. I

used to dream about it.

"Years later the dream was realized.
But by that time the thrill was gone; the
coat had become merely an item of ward-
robe necessary in my business. So 1

hadn't really needed it. after all.

"You know," Loretta's face, devoid ol

Hollywood make-up save for a touch of
lipstick, was lovely in its earnestness,
"a very dear friend who is a doctor said
something which I shall never forget.
He said, 'Appreciation is the gift without
price.' Diamonds and pearls are no more
than rocks by the roadside unless there
is appreciation to give them value. A
sunset can have more breathless beauty
to the appreciative eye than a painting
done by a master, which cost thousands
of dollars . . Or falling snow!" she
added excitedly. "For the first time in

my life I saw snow fall here in the East
a few weeks ago. Think of having beauty
like that every winter!"

" 'Only those who have appreciation are
truly rich,' said the doctor. And little

by little I've come to understand what
he meant. The richest person I know
is a woman who lives just outside ol

Hollywood. Her wealth is her home,
simple, unpretentious, radiating harmony
Her husband earns about seventy-five
dollars a week, which takes care of the
two of them and their five children beau-
tifully. To some people it wouldn't be
much, I suppose, but in her hands it's

a fortune.
"During the months that followed my

break with the studio under whose ban-
ner I had been serving for more than ten
years—when I was low in spirit and beset
by doubts as to the wisdom of my step,

when Hollywood suddenly seemed a ter-
rifying place of sticks and stones to break
my bones—I used to go to her house.
There all the tension relaxed and as she
talked to me, her hands always busy
with some household task of mending or

darning, my sense of human values was
restored. I could once more see the

things that were worth while."

I

ORETTA suddenly leaned forivard with
^ intensity.

"Can you tell me that she hasn't done
a bigger job than just to play a part
well? I know she has and so do you
"And now while were talking sen-

sibly, let's admit that women are pretty
practical creatures. We are, in the main,
more practical than our men. I never
thought I'd admit that, but I do. Dur-
ing the dreamy period when we're plan-
ning the little cottage with the roses

over the door, the news leaks through tc

us of our prospective husbands' income
in dollars and cents. We change tlie

specifications from American beauties tc

ramblers. But we make good on those

roses because our husbands expect good
housekeeping.
"The truth of the matter is this. Any

thoughtful woman who loves a man
enough to put her life into his hands—
and take his into hers—thereby puts hei

seal of confidence on him—on what he

is, what he does and what he makes—
that last item meaning, girls, his income.'

And there you have from the lips of

Mrs. Lewis a fine definition of marriage
whose finest point is that with her it L-

not just a thing of words but of dailx

living. Bon voyage, Loretta. You de-

serve your happiness!

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mirrof



Flight into Nowhere
(Coritinued jrom page 29)

set in operation the machine that would
blow the plane to bits and destroy all

evidence of the device they were testing.

She sat calmly in her seat, watching the
red plane come to earth. It seemed to

float down. It didn't just land. But it

wasn't a red plane now. It was a sooty
black. Gay smiled grimly at that and
wondered how far away she would be
when her ship exploded.
The pilot was coming toward her, a

tall young man with a scowling face.

Gay expected to see a pistol in his hand
and was somewhat reassured when she
saw both hands were doubled into fists.

"Get out of that plane, you crazy little

goof," he yelled at her.

Gay forgot all about spies. She forgot
about everything except the insult from
this flying maniac. Pure fury obsessed
her. And, as always at such a time, she
became quite the lady.
"And if I don't, you'll—ah—roll me

in a block of cement. Isn't that what you
do?"
"For Pete's sake, sister, jump," an-

other voice bellowed.
Gay looked over the pilot's shoulder

and saw a short, stocky, grizzly, red-
faced man in the door of the other plane.
"Come on, come on," said the pilot. "Or

must I come in and drag you out?"

THE air was heavy with dust and smoke.
' Gay's throat was irritated, but she
would not cough. Her eyes were almost
blinded with tears, but she would not
wipe them.

"The pilot of the red ship was coughing
and weeping, but he was coming toward
her just the same, his hands thrust out
toward her, groping. "You've been
smoking all over the sky," he managed
to say.

"A sky traffic cop, eh?" she retorted.

"I didn't see any 'no smoking' signs up
there. Did you?"
With her left hand she touched a but-

ton and turned on a fan. When she
looked at the pilot again she almost
laughed. His face was blackened and
glistening and there was a look of won-
der and chagrin around his mouth and
his eyes.

"You're not on fire?" he asked.
Gay stared at him a long time before

she took her hand off the lever.

"You poor thing!" she said then. "So
that's why you forced me down!"
"You saw my smoke and thought I

was on fire and didn't know it," Gay said.

"And I show my gratitude by blinding
you and choking you half to death. I'm
sorry. But I didn't know what you were
—spies, kidnapers, killers, gangsters, or
smugglers. It never occurred to me you
might be gentlemen."
"You mean you deliberately made that

smoke?"
"With my smoke wings. Little gadgets

under each wing. I press a button, and
there's a smoke screen. I press it again
and the smoke stops."

The pilot was wiping his face with a
handkerchief, taking evident care not to

rub the soot into his eyes.

Gay reached into a compartment and
brought out her vanity case. Her face
was as smudged as the pilot's had been,
she noted with great dismay.
"I'm so sorry," she said, speaking into

a wisp of cambric and looking into her
mirror. "I wouldn't have dreamed of

making the experiment if I'd seen you
first. I didn't know there was anybody
else up at this hour."
"We were flying to Hollywood."
"Oh!" She looked at him, but his face
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was partly covered with the handker-
chief and she saw dimly because of the
effect of the smoke.
"You were experimenting with smoke?"
'Yes. A chemical non-evaporating

smoke. For the Army and the Navy. My
father invented it."

"Is that so? Your father's an inventor!
Well, you can tell him you met a smoked
California ham."
Gay saw him clearly then, the tall

frame, the broad square shoulders, the

vital face, the piercing blue-gray eyes.

"Robert Fuller!"
"Himself in person," and Fuller smiled

his strong, masculine smile; the smile
that had made him the dream and the

despair of millions of women; the warm-
ing, intimate, hypnotizing smile that had
thrilled Gay so many times in the movies.
"The flying star," he went on, "the

synthetic hero of the cinema, Holly-
wood's holdout from the draft."

Gay's first impulse—after the thrill of

meeting him had passed—was to pity

him; to say, "Don't mind what everybody
says, I don't believe you asked the studio

to get you deferred and I certainly don't

think you're a coward."
But something went wrong and an-

other impulse forced her to say, "I

wouldn't pity myself if I were you."
The smile didn't leave Bob Fuller's

face, but it shifted from his eyes to his

mouth, twisting his lips wryly.
"I see. You think that where there's

smoke there must be fire. I can't blame
you. Miss—

"

"Miss Stevens. Gay Stevens."

"I can't blame you at all. Miss Stevens.

I thought so myself, until a few minutes
ago. Well, it was nice—almost rescuing

you from a fire that didn't exist. Good
luck to your experiment. I may need
that smoke screen myself some day. So
long."
He turned and walked away. Gay sat

watching him, furious again, furious at

herself. The red plane roared down the
gravelly runway and took off. Gay did
not stir until it had vanished into a cloud.

"I wouldn't pity myself if I were you,"
she repeated aloud, mocking herself.

"What a thing to say! What a thing to

say to him!"

BUT within the hour her fury had taken
another angle. She hated Bob Fuller.

He was just a stuck-up actor, after all.

He didn't have to misunderstand like

that; he didn't have to walk away with-
out giving her a chance to explain; he
didn't have to make her feel such a

slimy worm.
By the time she had returned to the

airport at San Diego, had made her
report to her father. Major Henry Stev-
ens, and had seen the gold and white
speedster rolled into its hangar. Gay was
half-convinced that Bob Fuller was the
most insipid, the most odious, the most
detestable specimen of manhood to be
found anywhere in the three Americas.
She said something of the kind to her

father at dinner that evening and was
unduly provoked when he said maybe
she was right.

"That reminds me," Major Stevens said.

"We've been invited to visit his studio
tomorrow. He is with Elwood Studios,
isn't he?"

Gay tried to say something, but no
sound came out of her throat. That an-
noyed her.

What annoyed her more was to dis-
cover that she was gripping the edges
of the table with both hands and that
her palms were moist and trembly.

"I didn't know hate could take such
hold of me," she thought.
"They're trying out one of our ships

at Elwood tomorrow," the Major went
on calmly. "But they don't know it. All
they know is that the Army has been
kind enough to let them photograph a

squadron of planes in battle maneuvers.
Our Intelligence division arranged it. A
public demonstration is not likely to

attract the attention that would be given
by various foreign agents to any private
test. Paradoxical, but clever."

He took off his spectacles, wiped them
and put them on.

"Queer you mentioned Robert Fuller,"

he mused. "Until you mentioned him I'd

forgotten all about the invitation. Of
course, it's not important, exactly. You
don't have to expose yourself to this

handsome young poltroon if you don't

want to."

"I never said he was handsome."
The Major grinned diabolically.

"You didn't have to. No girl hates a

man so virulently unless he's handsome
and strong.

"If you think
—

"

"Miss Sphinx, I don't think of much
these days but work."

"All right. All right. We'll go to

Hollywood. We'll motor up tonight."

CAY was moody and untalkative on the
drive up to Hollywood, but the next

morning she was full of nervous excite-

ment, excitement that persisted as they
walked through the studios with their

guide, a young man hatching his first

mustache and thrilled to be showing such
distinguished people through the lot.

"In a way," the guide said as the trio

went into the commissary, "I'm kind of

sorry you're not just tourists. It's fun to

take green tourists around. But maybe
there's something I can show you, some-
body you'd like to meet."
"Nobody, thanks," Gay said.

"Isn't that Robert Fuller over there?"
the Major asked mildly.

The guide followed the direction of

the Major's glance. "Sure," he agreed,
"with Muriel Cowley and Greg Fenton."
Suddenly he shot back in his chair and
a look of pain and astonishment came
over his face.

"I'm so sorry," Gay cried. "I meant
to kick my father's shins, not yours. But
unfortunately I couldn't see under the
table."

"That's all right." the guide said. But
he did not resume his seat. Instead he
bowed a trifle, by way of saying "excuse
me." and limped over to Bob Fuller's

table.

Gay felt her face getting hot. "You
wait till I get you home. Father darling.

Of all the deliberate, dastardly, unpar-
ental, snake-in-the-grass things to do!"
"Hush, my lamb, the destroying angel

approacheth." The Major rose to grasp
and wring Fuller's hand.
"Hey, why didn't you tell a fellow you

were coming?" Fuller demanded. "I'd
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have rolled out the red plush cai-pet, the
one we keep for visiting royalty. This
calls for a celebration!" He summoned a

passing waiter and ordered a table for

six. "I have some friends at my table.

You'll love them, and they'll love you."
He tiu'ned with almost boyish excitement
to Gay. "Miss Stevens, I didn't dream
I'd see you again so soon. This must
be my lucky day. And you, Major, I've

been wanting to meet you ever since I

heard about you. You will honor me,
won't you? And you, too, Shorty?"
"Me?" said the guide.
"Sure. You brought them here, didn't

you? You belong." Bob excused himself
and went over to collect Muriel Cowley
and Greg Fenton.

^ AY liked Greg Fenton. He was a^ weak character, she decided, but a
wholesome sort of man. She couldn't
make up her mind, at first, about Muriel
Cowley. She had seen her often on the
screen. There had been something about
her in a recent Hollywood column, but
Gay couldn't remember exactly what it

was.
Muriel seemed as friendly and as nice

as Fenton, until she turned her attention
completely on Gay.
"So you're studying to become a pilot,"

she said. "I do hope you don't become
the usual type of woman aviator. My
dear, did you ever see a frumpier lot of

women than our female pilots? Bob,
darling, light my cigarette."

She took the cigarette languidly from
her mouth, thrust the blushing end of it

into Fuller's lips and handed him her
lighter. When the cigarette was glowing
she took it from him and puffed it

daintily.

Watching this little byplay. Gad sud-
denly remembered the gossip item she
had seen. Miss Cowley had threatened
to divorce her husband. And he had
threatened to file an answer. No action
had been taken yet. It was supposed that
if and when the divorce was granted,
Muriel would marry Bob. Oh yes, and
there was a baby. An adopted baby.
And there was some speculation as to

what would happen in the event that

its foster parents were divorced. The
Child Welfare people might reclaim the
child, one paper had hinted. Gay had
paid little attention to this gossip—or
dismissed it as probably exaggerated.
So it was all true! Anyway, it was

true about Mr. Fuller and Miss Cowley.
Apparently, at least; the way she looked
at him; the way she made him light

her cigarette; the way she patted his

hand. It was like the way you pat a
good dog—something you own and are
fond of.

"Fly away, fury," Gay commanded
herself fiercely. "Let me be a lady, even
if it hurts."

Aloud she said, sweetly, "But I'm not
studying to be a pilot. Miss Cowley. I've

been flying for several years."
"Really? What an exciting life you

must lead. And please forgive me. I

was speaking generally, you know."
"Perhaps you were right," Gay ad-

mitted. "Some of us are pretty dowdy.
I'm afraid we're devoted entirely to avia-
tion and not at all to our glamour."

"I understand that, naturally," Muriel
said, blowing her smoke in Bob's di-
rection.

"And I'm also afraid," Gay hurried on,

"that we're unduly proud of our inde-
pendence. We don't rely on dressmakers,
hairdressers, beauty experts, or diets.

We don't go to charm schools."
"Evidently not," said Muriel.

"Speaking of oysters," the Major inter-
jected solemnly in a valiant effort to turn
the conversation, "even the worst of them,
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you know, have their good points. Some
even have their Blue Points."
"But we weren't speaking of oysters,

Major," said Muriel, angry smoke racing
out of her nostrils.

"We were talking of flying," Gay said.

"Miss Cowley, I'd love to teach you to

fly."

Muriel's apparent anger changed slowly
into something like amusement, and even
reluctant admiration.
"You wouldn't do one of those loops

and drop me out, would you?" she
laughed.
Gay's fury slowly dissolved in the

quick-silver change of Muriel's mood.
"Not now," she said. And everybody

laughed.
Luncheon proceeded smoothly after

that, but Gay kept thinking
—"Muriel

Cowley and Bob Fuller. Bob Fuller and
Muriel Cowley. I'm a jealous cat. I'm a

fool. I'm a stuck-up prig with prisms
and prunes in my mouth, a pussy smile

on my face and petty malice in my heart.

No, it isn't malice. I don't hate her. Un-
fortunately, I could like her."

And she kept thinking, "I'm going to

be hurt. I'm going to be badly hurt. And
I'm not even going to try to prevent it."

"I'm sorry to break up this party," the

Major said, looking at his wrist watch,

"but I want to see the planes take off

this afternoon."
"There's plenty of time," Bob Fuller

said.

"They're on location in the San Fer-
nando Valley," her father remarked

—

and Gay stared at him. He could have
said that last night. They could have
gone directly there. They needn't have
visited the studios at all.

"Let me take you to your car." Bob
jumped up.
"Thanks," Gay said quickly, before

Muriel could get her breath. "Will you
excuse him?"

TO the guide, as they started out, Gay
' spoke hurriedly aside. "Do you mind
going ahead with my father and sort of

hold his arm? He may be a little testy,

but don't mind that. After a full meal
like this—well, anything can happen to

him. You understand?"
"Oh yes. Miss Stevens. I'll be very

careful with him." He moved on to join

the Major.
Purposely she stopp)ed to put on her

gloves and to look into her bag.

"I had to be alone with you for a

minute or two, Mr. Fuller," she began
lamely.
His quizzical eyes held something more

than curiosity in them. "I'm flattered,

Miss Stevens," was all he said.

"I wanted to apologize. I didn't mean
to be nasty to you the other day. When
was it? Only yesterday? It seems longer
ago than that. What was it I said that

made you march away like a wounded
brave?"
Bob Fuller brought a grin to his face

that didn't want to come there.

"It was really nothing. I guess I was
pretty rude, leaving you like that."

But Gay wasn't to be sidetracked. "I

said 'I wouldn't pity myself if I were
you.' And you said something about
where there's smoke there's fire. You
thought I meant that there must be some
truth in what people said about you
and that you didn't deserve any pity. I

didn't mean that at all. Honestly I didn't.

I meant that, after all, in spite of every-
thing, you had the satisfaction of knowing
you were still Bob Fuller. Therefore
you didn't need any pity."

"Thanks," the actor said soberly. "It's

nice to know I have one friend. I guess
everybody in America thinks I'm yellow.
Even the kids." After a moment he

The fantastic gets tripped:

Barbara Stanwyck and Jack
Benny burn up Giro's boards

added with quiet bitterness, "Especially
the kids."

Gay felt as if she must rush on to
cover his discomfort. "And Miss Cowley
—really, I have the most poisonous
tongue."
"Aw," Fuller laughed abruptly, "Muriel

had that coming to her. She gets out of
hand a lot. But she has her good points,
too, like your father's oysters."
"So I'm forgiven?"
An easy banter came back into his

voice. "On one condition. That you let

me take you out somewhere tonight."
Gay flicked her eyes up at him. "Why,

Mr. Fuller, don't rush me. I couldn't
possibly go before eight o'clock. The
dear old Major, you know. I always tuck
him in."

"I like girls who put their fathers to
bed at eight Thursday nights," Fuller
grinned.
They stood outside the car, seeing no

one but each other, laughing at nothing
at all, laughing just to be laughing.
Presently the Major came upon them.

"Can I give you a lift, young lady?"
Gay stepped happily into the car. "See

you at eight-one, Mr. Fuller!"' The car
pulled away from the curb. "The Beverly
Hills Towers," she shrieked back at the
waving figure of Bob.

THEY went to the Mocambo for dinner.
' And it started out to be a wonderful
evening. The Major had stated he was
driving back to San Diego that night,
whereupon Bob had promised to deliver
Gay there in his plane. During dinner
they talked of aviation, of planes, of
experiences in the air, of crackups and
of races. They spoke of the Major, and
his inventions, and how sweet he was,
and how funny he was, and how wonder-
ful he was. They spoke about the movies.
They danced. And they had little silent

spells, wherein they looked into each
other's eyes, wherein they laughed,
wherein they wondered and were lost.

But as the hour crept toward midnight
and the place grew crowded. Gay be-
came aware of reality, of unpleasantness.
A sudden tensing in Bob's arms, as they
danced, a sudden stiffening of his car-
riage, a sudden hardening of his face
gave warning.

Until she noticed these signs she had
seen nothing unusual about her, nor felt

anything out of the ordinary. Now she
noticed the faces of people. Faces star-
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ing. There was no particular malice or
derision in them. But there was a

strained curiosity in the eyes of most
that made her flush with indignation.

They were polite enough, those staring

faces, but she knew the thoughts they
didn't express—or thought she did. They
were passing judgment on Bob, or pre-
paring to. They were wondering why a

man so powerful, so intelligent, so com-
manding, should be exempted from the
draft.

"Let's go," she said. "I've got a head-
ache."
"No. Thanks just the same. Let's pre-

tend I'm still a hero to my beloved
public."

"Yes, let's," she said, pity for him
surging through her. Pity and a quick,
warm admiration.
She was glad when she saw Muriel

Cowley coming through the tables with
Greg Fenton. Here, at least, were friends

marching to the rescue; but it took only
a moment to convince her that she wasn't
quite correct in that assumption. There
was battle in Muriel's brown eyes.

"So nice to see you again," she greeted
Gay. "And what a lovely gown! They
do have nice shops on Main Street, don't

they?"
"Oh this," Gay couldn't help saying.

"Of course it isn't Paris. But I like it.

You have nice shops in Hollywood, too,

Miss Cowley. You look adorable."

MURIEL held out her arms to Bob and
he danced away with her. Greg sat

down with Gay.
"She's on the warpath tonight," he said.

"She had another row with her husband
and that started her drinking. She's

really a right guy when she's in her
right mind. But when she starts to drink
she does the darnedest things!"

"You like Bob, don't you?" Gay said,

not caring to discuss Muriel Cowley.
"You bet. And so do you." He waved

aside her instinctive remonstrance to

speak in grave earnestness. "Bob needs
friends, Miss Stevens. Especially now.
If he'd only unbutton those stubborn lips

of his and talk, he'd
—

"

"Talk?" Gay leaned forward, her eyes
eager.

"If he'd only tell everybody why he
was deferred."
"Why was he? You can tell me."
"His lungs. He was asphyxiated a

couple of years ago, rescuing a dog from
a fire in the studio. Just a cur dog, but
Bob risked his neck to save him. The
fire burnt out his lungs.'"

The horror staring out of Gay's eyes
made Greg laugh.

"Oh, of course I didn't mean that ex-
actly. I mean it weakened his lungs. The
doctors say he'll be perfectly all right

again in, say, six months or so. But
meantime he can't get into the Army.
When the time comes, however, he'll go
into the air corps. Until then, so long

as he insists on keeping mum, he'll just

have to swallow all they hand him.
Hey—what's going on?"
The music had stopped, but only a few

couples had left the floor. The others
were grouped in a circle, some of them
laughing. Some woman was making ve-
hement clamor.

"Muriel!" Greg said. Gay rose with
him, sensing an approaching crisis. She
and Greg pushed their way through the
crowd, to see Muriel and an elderly

woman with thick glasses engaged in a

controversy over a black straw hat with
a white plume on it. Each was holding
part of the hat and pulling with boih
hands. Bob stood by, making no effort

to intervene.
"But, my dear old girl," Gay heard

Muriel say, "I don't want the entire hat,

of course. I wouldn't dream of taking
such a lovely hat away from you. It's

only the feather I want. The beautiful
white feather."
Her voice was a little thick, though

her face seemed good-natured. And there
was an impish grin about her lips.

"Let go," the other woman cried. "And
don't call me your dear old girl!"

"I just want the feather, the lovely
white feather," Muriel insisted. "I want
it for a dear old friend of mine." Her
eyes raised slowly, impudently to Bob's.
He met them squarely, his face as blank
as a mask.
Gay walked forward, smiling, placat-

ing. "It's all in fun," she assured the
angry woman. "The stars are sometimes
so weary of souvenir hunters, they turn
souvenir hunters themselves. And if

Muriel Cowley took your feather, well,

it would be a feather in her cap. You
see? It's really just a joke."
"Muriel Cowley?" The woman's jaw

dropped and she stared hard through her
heavy glasses. "Goodness! Why didn't
somebody tell me? Of course you may
have the hat, Miss Cowley."
Muriel handed the hat, not to its owner,

but to Gay.
"Thanks," Gay said. "It's a lovely hat."

She dropped it on a chair, took Muriel's
arm and walked with her, laughing and
talking, out past the cloak room into

the street. The men followed in a few
seconds. And, while the doorman opened
the door of Greg's car. Gay leaned
swiftly toward Muriel.
"You acted like a spoiled child," she

said and slapped the film star hard, aci'oss

the cheek.

ALL the way back to San Diego in

Bob's plane she indulged her anger.
"It isn't fair," she said again and again

to Bob Fuller. "You're so grand, and
kind, and brave. Really brave. Yet you
let a lot of crawling worms despise you
—and a world of children lose faith in

you. It isn't fair."

Bob said nothing in answer to this,

until he had set the plane down on the
field in San Diego and taxied to Major
Stevens' private hangar.
"No," he said then, "it isn't fair. But

there's nothing I can do about it—except
take it."

"You could tell the truth."

"Sure. 'Listen, everybody. I'm really

a hero, you know. That's why I have
to stay out of the Army.' Who'd believe
that tripe?"
He laughed, bitterly.

"It hurts that much?" she asked him.
"You let them hurt you that much?"
"Sometimes," he said simply, "I wish

I had died in that fire. That's how much
it hurts."
He bent and kissed her quickly. Then

he put his arms around her and kissed
her again—not so quickly.
"Thanks for everything," he said, "es-

pecially for slapping Muriel. She needed
that."

Without another word he climbed into

his plane, taxied away and took off. She
watched him, her mind in a whirl. Did
he wave to her? She wasn't sure. Maybe
he'd dip his wings to her. She watched
the plane a long time, until it was almost
a speck in the moonlit sky. And then
she screamed.
He wasn't flying back toward Holly-

wood. He was headed out to sea!
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in more definite fash-
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inspiration," Paul broke in ardently, "to

save me from my idle, useless existence."
"That's all very well for you two,"

Bliss said querulously, "but what about
me? I'm very fond of my son-in-law."

"He's spoiled you," Caroline said. "He's
given you more money than is good for

you, paid your racing losses
—

"

"He has been very generous," Bliss said
with dignity. He looked at Paul hope-
fully, but Paul ignored the hint.

From the amplifier overhead a metallic
voice announced that the New York
plane was ready to depart. The three
rose from the table and walked toward
the doorway and at the same moment
Anthony Mason stepped from behind the
concealing pillar.

"Anthony!" Caroline and Bliss spoke
in unison, but while the girl's voice held
only surprised consternation her father's

was tinged with relief.

"Hello, darling," Anthony smiled. He
kissed her lightly, then tucked her hand
beneath his arm and turned to Bliss.

"Hello, Father." He nodded toward Paul.
"Isn't anyone going to introduce me?"
"Oh. Oh, yes," Caroline replied in

confusion. "This is a friend of mi—of

Father's and mine. Mr. Paul Martindale."
The two men shook hands with exag-

gerated heartiness, then Anthony ges-
tured to a porter. "Get Mrs. Mason's
bags out of the plane and put them in

the car—that is," to Caroline, "I suppose
the car's here?" She nodded and with
a "Well, then

—
" Anthony, who seemed

to have taken charge of the party, mar-
shalled them back across the room and
out the opposite doorway.
When they reached the white stucco

My Life with Caroline
(Continued from page 51)

villa which was Anthony's winter home,
the butler and housekeeper rushed down
the steps and greeted him with obvious
affection. Under cover of their conver-
sation, Paul whispered to Caroline, "You
haven't told him."

"I will," she whispered back, "as soon
as I get him alone. You come back in

an hour and I'll be a free woman, waiting
for you with a cocktail."

"If she isn't," promised Bliss, who had
listened unabashed to their whispering,
"I'll take you to the races with me."

A S soon as Paul left and Caroline was
'* alone with her husband she faced
him squarely and said, "Anthony, there
is something I want to tell you."

In her smartly simple travel frock with
its round white collar, she looked, An-
thony mused, like a little girl who has
made up her mind to confess a naughty
deed, unaware that the deed had really

not been very naughty but that confes-
sion would bring disaster.

"Can't it wait, darling?" he asked gent-
ly. "After all, I haven't seen you for two
months and I'd just like to sit back and
look at you for a while!"
"No," she answered positively. "It's

important. I was going to fly to New
York just to tell you. And that reminds
me—what are you doing here when I

wired you I was coming to New York?"
"I thought it would be nicer," Anthony

said easily, "since we wanted to see each
other, for me to come down here instead.

Now that I'm here, I think I'll stay a

couple of weeks."
"Oh," doubtfully. Then, with deter-

mination, "What I wanted to tell
—

"

"You know," Anthony broke in, rub-
bing his chin, "I believe I need a shave."
He started toward the stairs.

Caroline looked exasperated, but said
doggedly, "I'll come up and talk to you
while you're shaving," and pattered after

him.
In his huge bedroom on the second

floor Anthony drew her into his arms.
"I've missed you, sweet," he said huskily.
When he released her, Caroline went

to stand at the window with her back
to him. For a moment she didn't speak
and when she did the words came halt-
ingly, as though she was finding them
more difficult than she had expected.

"It's about Paul, Anthony. He's—he's

a sculptor, you know—or no, you didn't,

did you? He's changed my whole out-
look on life. I know now that I need
to be important to a man and to his

work—and I'm not important to you
that way, Anthony. You don't really

need me—and Paul does. He needs me
to be an—an inspiration to him." She
took a deep breath then plunged on.

"He wants me to marry him, Anthony,
and I want you to give me a divorce."

There was no answer and after a mo-
ment Caroline said, "Well, aren't you go-
ing to say anything?" Still no answer.
Caroline whirled around. The room was
empty.
"Anthony!" she cried.

"Coming, darling." Anthony called

cheerfully and emerged, wearing a bath-

robe, from the dressing room.
"Anthony!" Caroline wailed. "Did you

hear anything I said?"
"Sorry, darling," contritely, "I didn't.

I'll tell you what," he added gaily, "you
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go down and have Father stir us up a

cocktail. I'll join you in a few minutes
and then you and I—just the two of us

—

are stepping out for lunch."

He ducked into the bathroom and
Caroline, shrugging helplessly, went down
to the game room where she found her
father behind the bar. A little later Paul
came in.

"Everything all set?" he asked eagerly.

Caroline shook her head. "Every time
I try to tell him he starts talking about
something else," she complained. "I've

got another plan, though. If we go
away—

"

"That's what I've wanted you to do
all along," Paul reminded her.

"I know," Caroline said, "and I've de-
cided that it's the best way after all."

"We'll leave tonight," Paul said vig-

orously. "Now this is what we'll do. . .
."

\A/HEN Anthony sauntered into the
' room a few minutes later he cocked

a surprised eyebrow at Paul. "Nice to

see you again so soon," he observed.
Paul gulped his cocktail hastily. "I

just—just stopped in," he floundered. "I

live next door, you know," he added
brightly.

"Paul's going to the races with me,"
Bliss said.

"Fine," Anthony said with enthusiasm.
"We're going to the races," Bliss re-

peated significantly.

Anthony nodded. "I understand." He
pulled out his wallet and handed it across
the bar. Bliss took out some bills and
handed the wallet back.
"Thank you, son."

Anthony looked at the wallet, discov-
ered that there were some bills still

remaining in it and said with pleased
surprise, "Thank you, Father." He turned
to Caroline. "Remember our lunch date?''

Her answering smile made his heart
beat faster. "I'll get my hat," she said
and scurried out of the room.
"We might as well be going, too, Paul,"

Bliss suggested, but when they started
away Anthony detained his father-in-
law.

"Well," he said reproachfully when
Paul was out of earshot, "don't you think
you might have warned me about Caro-
line and your little friend Paul?"
"How could I?" Bliss protested. "I've

had everything in confidence."
"Don't tell me you're going moral on

me,'" Anthony said unbelievingly.
"It's not a question of morals. If you

kibitz all the hands in a card game you
can't go on giving tips—that's all. Be-
sides," he chuckled, "I knew as soon as
you got that wire from Caroline you'd
be down here before she could get away
—you seem to have a sixth sense which
makes you turn up whenever Caroline
goes romantic." Anthony didn't answer
and Bliss asked curiously, "Why didn't
you let her tell you?"

"I don't quite know," Anthony admitted,
"except that I had a feeling that if she
did tell me I'd try to argue her out of
it—and you know nobody has ever got
the best of Caroline in an argument. I

figured that the only way to handle
things was not to let them come to a

head, but let them drift along—try to
prove to her that she's wrong but do it

so she'll think she worked out the answer
herself."

Bliss nodded agreement.
"But," Anthony said, "I don't know how

I'm going to do that, playing shots in

the dark as I'll have to do."

Bliss looked uncomfortable.
"I love Caroline, you know," Anthony

said, "but maybe I'm not the right man
for her. Maybe," reflectively, "she does

need someone more—well, more like

Paul."
Bliss snorted. "You're a sentimental

sap," he declared. "Caroline needs you

—

the way a balloon needs ballast." He
paused, then went on reluctantly, "Maybe
I'm a sentimentalist, too—or a heel for
breaking their confidence—but here's the
plan. Helen's in on it."

"She would be," Anthony snapped.
Helen Hamilton, brittle and self-suffi-

cient, was Caroline's best friend and the
wife of Ned Hamilton, Anthony's partner
in the publishing firm of Mason-Hamil-
ton, Inc.

"\AyHILE you and Caroline are at

""lunch," Bliss said, "Helen will come
over here and pack Caroline's bags and
take them to her place—Caroline phoned
her just before you came downstairs.
This evening she'll call for Caroline—
they've worked out something to tell

you about going to a strictly feminine
cocktail party—and then," he hesitated,
"then Caroline and Paul are going
away!"
Anthony's dark eyes misted with pain.

"So it's as serious as that, is it?"

"Yes," Bliss said sympathetically. "They
don't want anyone to know what's up,
of course, so Caroline will take the train

at West Palm Beach at nine and Paul
will get on at Hobe Station at nine-thirty.
You've got all afternoon to make her
change her mind, son," he concluded
encouragingly.

Caroline and Anthony chose a fashion-
able inn overlooking the ocean for lunch.
When they had found a table on the
crowded balcony, Anthony said, "This
is very pleasant—the sun—the sea—and
the loveliest girl in the world. Even the
music," he added. "Do you know what
the orchestra is playing?"
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"I don't believe
—

" Caroline began list-

lessly, then memory flooded her. "Why,"
delightedly, "it's the song the orchestra
used to play at Monte Carlo when we
were on our honeymoon."

"I've always thought that was a rather
nice honeymoon," Anthony said teasingly.

Caroline's eyes and mouth were three
round o's of incredulity. "Rather nice!

Why, Anthony Mason, that was the most
beautiful honeymoon in the whole world.
Don't you remember. . .

."

Only when both the luncheon and tea
crowd had disappeared and the restau-
rant was filling up with dinner cus-
tomers did Anthony and Caroline tear
themselves away.

^\ N the drive home, Anthony remem-
bered his father-in-law's "You've

got all afternoon to make her change
her mind." Had she changed her mind,
he wondered? Did her gaiety and ten-
derness of the past few hours mean that
she really loved him, or were they a
clever camouflage, hiding her desire to

be with Paul?
They rushed into the house, hand in

hand, laughing like school children. As
the door slammed behind them the clock
struck seven and Caroline instantly
sobered.
"What is it, dear?" Anthony asked.
"N-nothing," Caroline stammered,

"only I didn't know it was so late. I'm
supposed to go to a cocktail party with
Helen at seven-thirty."' She shook her
head indecisively and a worried frown
appeared between her eyes.
Anthony's heart began to race, but he

forced himself to say casually, "Well,
you don't have to go if you don't want
to." She didn't answer and he said, "Do
you want to go?"
Caroline fiddled with her purse, re-

luctant to meet his eyes. "Oh, I don't
know," she burst out. Unexpectedly she
threw her arms around his neck. "Do you
love me very much. Anthony?"
"Very much indeed, darling," he an-

swered. For a moment she clung to

him tightly, her kisses as ardent as his

own, then she pulled herself out of his

arms and ran into her own room.
She was lying face down on the bed,

trying to stifle her sobs in the pillows,
when Helen Hamilton walked in. For a
moment Helen surveyed the unhappy
figure before her with a mixture of

impatience and fond amusement, then
she asked briskly, "What's all this?"

Caroline whirled over and sat cross-
legged on the bed. "Anthony and I,"

she sobbed, "had lunch together—and we
had such a beautiful time—and—" she
sniffled disconsolately.

"—and you're falling in love with An-
thony all over again," Helen finished
sympathetically, "and you're still in love
with Paul," Caroline nodded. "Well,"
curiously, "are you going—or staying?"
For a moment Caroline remained un-

decided, then she hurled herself off the
bed. "Going, I guess," she said without
much conviction and pulled Helen with
her out of the room.
From his own room Anthony heard the

girls descending the stairs and his heart
fell. He'd been so sure, when Caroline
kissed him there in the hall, that he had
won her back.

If there was only some way, he told

himself desperately, in which he could
turn Caroline against Paul—but that was
out of the question now that Caroline had
gone.
That meant that there was only

one hope left—he must keep Paul from
taking the train. Paul must be at home
now—Anthony could see his lighted villa

through the trees—and Anthony, flinging

himself excitedly out of the house, de-
termined to keep him there.

pAUL was at home—and in a very per-
' turbed state. Anthony's unexpected ar-

rival that morning had upset not only
Paul's plans but his peace of mind as

well. He had drunk nearly a whole
bottle of nerve tonic—with no benefit to

his nerves. Anthony's entrance into his

living room with one hand stuffed into

his coat pocket as though it held a re-

volver shattered what little was left of

Paul's morale and his "Good evening,"
was decidedly apprehensive,
"Good evening," Anthony replied non-

committally, "Caroline isn't home."
Paul turned slightly green. "She isn't

here," he said wildly.
"Of course not," Anthony said pleas-

antly. "She's gone to a cocktail party, I

thought, since I had some time on my
hands, I'd drop in and perhaps you would
give me a drink. Oh,"' drawing his hand
out of his pocket, "have one?" He held
out a cigarette case.

Paul, letting out an audible sigh of

relief, accepted a cigarette, then went
to the bar in the corner and began mix-
ing a drink, but his fright returned when
he turned around and found Anthony

"You're sure," said Anthony, "you understand exactly what I

want you to do?" Bill answered with a slightly bewildered nod
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fingering the antique keen-edged dagger
which served Paul as a letter opener.

"Interesting dagger," Anthony com-
mented. "Spanish, I see. It could prob-
ably tell us fascinating stories of revenge
—and jealous husbands—and faithless

wives. It has an inscription, too. What
does it mean?"

" 'D-do not d-draw me,' " Paul trans-
lated stammeringly, " 'except to avenge
y-your honor. D-do not replace me,
except with satisfaction.'

"

"Charming," Anthony said. "And so

right. As a weapon of revenge," he added
with emphasis, "give me a dagger."

Paul dropped into a chair and mopped
his brow and Anthony, apparently ob-
livious to his host's nervousness, pointed
to a sculptured head which stood on a

near-by table. "That's very fine," he
said enthusiastically. "Who did it?"

Paul pulled himself together. "I did,"

he said overmodestly.
"No!" Anthony exclaimed admiringly.

"Is it supposed to be anyone?"
Paul hesitated. "As a matter of fact,"

he answered uncomfortably, "it's Caro-
line."

"My Caroline?" Anthony demanded
incredulously. Paul nodded. "Why is

she wearing a helmet?" Anthony asked.
"It's—er—symbolic. Courage, you know

—the Crusader spirit."

"But why has she got one eye shut?"
Tliat, Paul explained, was to show that

Caroline saw only the beautiful in life

and was blind to everything ugly.

"I see," Anthony repeated. He spoke
so quietly that Paul got up the courage
to murmur apologetically something
about having an appointment, but before
he had said more than two words An-
thony, surprisingly, was between him and
the door, the dagger in his hand. Paul
collapsed into his chair again.

Repeatedly during the next couple of

hours he tried to break in on Anthony's
incoirsequential conversation with refer-

ences to his evening's engagement, but
each time Anthony picked up the dagger
suggestively and Paul returned to his

chah. When it was too late for Paul to

have any chance of catching the train,

Anthony left with polite assurance of a

most enjoyable visit.

For an hour Anthony paced the moon-
lit streets near his home. He had suc-
ceeded in keeping Paul off the train, but
he still didn't know whether Caroline
was on it or whether, alarmed at Paul's
non-appearance, she had gotten off and
gone—where? At last he turned into his

own gate and met Bliss coming out. In

one hand Bliss carried a powder compact.
"I was just starting to look for you,"

the older man said. "Caroline's home.
She must be upset—she ran right up to

her room and she di-opped her compact,"
he held it out toward Anthony.
"Thanks," Anthony dropped the com-

pact into his pocket. He turned around
and started back along the street.

"Where are you going?" Bliss de-
manded. "Don't you want to see
Caroline?"

"I think," Anthony said, "we'll see her
quicker this way."

WITH Bliss tagging at his heels he led
the way back to Paul's where, mo-

tioning the older man to silence, he tip-

toed across the moon-drenched lawn to

the concealing shadows of a large tree.

"I hope you know what you're doing,"
Bliss muttered.
"So do I," Anthony whispered fer-

vently. "Look!"
Up the sidewalk sped Caroline, a de-

termined Caroline, evidently in the grip
of emotion, though whether it was fear
or anger the watchers could not tell.

They hurried toward the open windows

of the living room, reaching them just
in time to see Caroline burst in on Paul
and hear her say, "So you're alive!"
"Of course I'm alive," Paul said in

surprise.

"You've no business to be," Caroline
snapped. "You were supposed to be on
a train

—

"

"I know, Caroline," Paul said sooth-
ingly. "Let me explain."

""There's nothing to explain," Caroline
retorted. "When a man persuades a
woman to leave home for him there's
only one explanation if he isn't on the
train and that is that he's dead.

"I got on the train," Caroline went
on, "just as we'd planned. When you
didn't join me at Hobe Station I was
frightened—I went through the train
looking for you—

"

HAUL abandoned his efforts to make
' himself heard and picked u;> a pencil

and paper and began to write.
"—so I got off at the next station,"

Caroline rattled on, "and came home.
Anthony wasn't there—I thought he must
have killed you and given himself up to
the E>olice—so I rushed over here

—

"

Suddenly she realized that Paul was
writing. "Don't you dare start writing
notes the way Father does," she yelled,

but when Paul handed her the paper
she took it automatically and read aloud,
"I missed the train because your husband
made me miss the train."

"Anthony?" she said unbelievingly.
"He was here?" Paul nodded.

"I guess this is my entrance cue," An-
thony whispered and, leaving Bliss alone,
he started toward the door. By the time
he had been admitted to the house, Paul
was alone in the living room and An-
thony pictured, in imagination, Caroline
concealed in an adjoining room, her ear
glued to the door.
"I'm worried about Caroline," he told

Paul abruptly.
"Y-you are?" Paul faltered.

"Yes." Anthony strode about nervously
and managed to slip Caroline's compact
out of his pocket and onto a table. "She
hasn't come home. I've telephoned
everywhere—" he broke off and pointed
to the compact. "That's Caroline's," he
turned on Paul threateningly.

IN consternation, Paul's gaze followed
the pointing finger. He went completely

to pieces.

"How did it get there?'' he shouted
hysterically. "You put it there," he ac-
cused wildly. Anthony grinned sardoni-
cally and in a flash of understanding Paul
saw everything clearly. "It's another one
of your tricks! Everything was a trick

—

to keep Caroline from leaving you!"
"Yes," Anthony said quietly.

In her excitement at hearing this ad-
mission, Caroline forgot all about remain-
ing hidden and burst into the room. "So
you admit it!" she cried furiously. "It's

just as Paul said," she blazed. "You
knew what I was trying to tell you—and
you wouldn't listen—you let me get on
the train— Everything that's happened
all day was just as you planned it

—

oh-h-h—" and she burst into tears, "that
was part of the plan, too!"

"What was part of the plan, too?" An-
thony asked.

"All the nice things today," she wailed.
"Our lunch—being so sweet to me just

so I'd fall in love with you again

—

Well, I know now I don't love either of

you!" and she stormed out of the room.
She didn't get very far. Blinded by her

tears she tripped over a rug in the foyer
and fell full-length on the floor. Anthony
was at her side instantly.

"Did you hurt yourself, darling?" he
asked anxiously.

EVERY MAN

ADMIRES HAIR

WITH SPARKLINfi

R,a(Jiant hair— dancing with

spari<ling highlights, gleaming with

glamorous sheen— men can't help

admiring such glorious feminine

loveliness. Let Colorinse help you
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the magic-like rinse created by

Nestle— originators of permanent
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hair in beauty .... gives it a new
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too. It leaves hair silky soft, easier
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flattering colors on the Nestle

Hair Chart. Try Colorinse tonight
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with Nestle Liquid Shampoo.
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Switch to SiP CREAM DEODORANT
STOPS PERSPIRATION

A dainty snow-white cream. Simple
to use. Destroys body odors. Harmless
to clothing. Delightfully refreshing.
Large jars 19c & 33c. Also 10c size.
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Brush that CURLS
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holds cylinder of tear-proof,
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cara— black, brown or blue.
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"Yes," she sobbed, "but not as much as
you hurt me."
Anthony dropped down beside her. "I

didn't mean to hurt you, dear."
"You did, though," she sniffled, "and,"

irrelevantly, "I was so happy this after-
noon."
Anthony wiped the tears from her face.

"I was happy this afternoon too," he said.

"Do you suppose," eagerly, "that we were
happy together because we really love
each other?"
Abruptly, Caroline stopped crying.

"Anthony," she said slowly as though
awed by the discovery, "that is the rea-
son. We really love each other and,"
delightedly, "you knew it all the time,
didn't you?"
Anthony's only answer was to take her

into his arms.

Two years later Anthony set his plane
' down on the landing field at Alpine
Lodge, the newest, smartest rendezvous
for skiiers.

"You take over now, Bill," he told the
pilot. "Sure you understand exactly what
I want you to do?"

Bill nodded and Anthony set off toward
the waiting room. There he slipped be-
hind a pillar. Seated at a table near the
bar were Caroline, Bliss and a younger
man, who, like Anthony, was slim and
tall and dark. The young man, although
Anthony did not know this as yet, was
Paco del Valle, a millionaire ranch owner
from the Argentine.

"All my life," Paco was saying, "I've

dreamed of the woman who would be my
wife. A woman who would gallop with
me across the pampas."

"—with the wind blowing through our
hair
—

" Caroline took up the chant.
Anthony smiled indulgently.
"The sun beating on our faces, ' Caro-

line continued dreamily, "and—

"

The amplifier announced that the New
York plane was ready to depart. The
three rose from the table, then Caroline

halted. "You know," she said frowning
in concentration, "I have the funniest
feeling as if all this had happened be-
fore
—

"

Anthony grinned understandingly, then
glanced anxiously toward the landing
field. Where in the world was Bill?

"—perhaps," Caroline was still talking,

"in some former life
—

" she broke off in

astonishment as Bill, Anthony's pilot,

entered and marched slowly toward the
opposite doorway. In his arms he car-
ried the sculptured head of a woman
wearing a gladiator's helmet beneath
which one eye was open and the other
tightly closed. As if hypnotized by the
bizarre figure, Caroline turned and fol-

lowed after it. Anthony stepped non-
chalantly from behind the pillar and
Caroline walked blindly into his arms.
"Anthony!" she cried unbelievingly,

then in involuntary delight, "Darling!"

Muttering, Paco had started forward,
but that "darling" stopped him. He looked
questioningly at Bliss, then turned away
despairingly at the older man's satisfied,

"Yes, that's her husband."
Caroline freed herself from Anthony's

embrace. "Did you," she asked slowly,
"get my wire saying I was coming to New
York?" Anthony nodded. "That's why
you're here," she said accusingly. "You
knew—that I that Paco and I

—

"

Anthony's lips twitched but he didn't
answer.

"That's why," in a sudden burst of

understanding, "you made Paul give you
that hideous head of me. two years ago,

so that you'd have it—to remind me

—

the next time I got interested in a man—

"

Slowly, teasingly, Anthony smiled.
"Yes, darling," he answered gently. He
caught her in his arms again then and
she felt the pounding of his heart. For
a moment she tried to ignore its message,
then suddenly she was clinging to An-
thony, halfway between laughter and
tears, and lifting her lips to his.

Speak for Yourself
{Continued from page 23)

MODERN EYES
Cake Mascara

$1.00 PRIZE

Well, Why Not?

AMI sick of all these magazine articles

as to whether Judy Garland should
or should not get married!
As a pretty consistent movie-goer (at

least twice a week) and a happily mar-
ried woman I say what if she does
marry Dave Rose? He looks like a
gentle attractive sort of guy, they're both
interested in music and apparently
they're in love—so why not? As for
alienating her fans—what nonsense!
Prize or no prize, won't you please

print this to encourage the poor kids?
Helen Garden.

San Francisco, Gal.

$1.00 PRIZE

Take a Memo, Hollywood!

WE constantly hear about the money
producers spend in obtaining au-

thentic details when making pictures. But
they slip plenty wherever secretarial
work is involved—and as a long-suffering
stenographer, I'd like to voice my com-
plaint.

I take lots of rapid dictation—and
haven't time to rewrite anything. But if

I followed the example of our movie
heroines, I wouldn't get to first base!
They either cross shapely legs, notebook
on their lap, airily drawing little lines

therein (while their employer talks at a
speed only a court reporter could follow)
or else they stand up. notebook in one
hand, writing a long involved letter with
the other. I say

—

"C'est impossible."
In the first place, shorthand is a series

of little characters which must be the
right shape in order to be read back
properly. And a girl standing up most
certainly can't write these characters cor-
rectly! It's barely possible one could get
by with the "notebook in lap" p)olicy—but
not for long. I tried it—and wound up
with a pair of aching shoulders and some
awfully messy notes—after five minutes!
To take notes properly, a stenographer

must put her notebook on a nice, flat

desk. Then she writes clear-cut char-
acters—not just "M"s" and "U's" across
the page—and that not too nonchalantly.
As a typewriter-pounding "Kitty

Foyle," I know!
Elizabeth Sturns,

Denver, Col.

$1.00 PRIZE

Anybody See If?

j
RECENTLY saw "The Westerner" and

' tried to forget it. I sat calmly in the
theater enjoying the picture when it hap-
pened. The lamp globe disappeared. It

disappeared before my eyes. I saw it!

Mr. Cooper came into the room. Miss
Davenport rushed to meet him. In her
left hand was a stick which her father
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took, in the right was the lamp globe.

Mr. Cooper spoke, she replied, my hair

stood on end. The lamp globe was gone!
The table was too far away for her to

put the lamp globe on it. If she had
dropped it, we would have heard it. What
did happen to it?

The rest of the picture was spoiled for

me; even when Judge Bean met Lily

Langtry. I was more interested in what
happened to the lamp globe.

Helen Spellman,
Phenix City, Ala.

$1.00 PRIZE

Everything But Oscar

I
AM going to speak my piece about a

very great actor who deserves to win
an Academy Award, but never does

;

James Cagney. I just can't understand it.

He's got everything—personality, looks,

technique—and yet he never gets an
Oscar. Why? Is it the type of role he por-

trays on the screen? If so, why not give

him other parts where he can display his

talents more convincingly? I have not

yet, in all the years I have been attending

movies, seen any other actor who could

compare with Mr. Cagney. That guy
knows how to move around in front of

a camera.
Mrs. Connell,
Philadelphia, Pa.

HONORABLE MENTION

IAM very glad that most of us evi-

dently do not agree (according to the

box-office reports) with the gentleman
whose letter in your May issue so rants

and raves against the MacDonald-Eddy
musicals. Like millions of other fans, I

find them attractive and something that

comes all too infrequently in movie fare.

I find music delightful. I am tired to

death of gangster pictures and high school

jitterbug pictures and South Sea Island

sarong pictures, and I like some relief

from these.
Mrs. Pearl Green,

Fort Wayne, Ind.

i WAS amazed at Ida Lupino's acting in

' "The Light That Failed," even more
thrilled at her role in "High Sierra" and

sat spellbound through "The Sea Wolf,"

but now I want to see her in a new light.

I want to see her in modern clothes,

modern make-up and in a modern world.
Margaret Hutto,

Mobile, Ala.

ROBERT TAYLOR has certainly turned

the tables on a lot of us who judged

him only by his looks. His performances

in "Escape" and "Flight Command" were

great and we are happy for Bob that at

last he is getting the breaks he deserves.

If he continues to get the right pictures

and give out with such performances as

he has shown in his last three pictures

we see an Oscar coming his way soon.

Onda Lee Krueger,
Elwood, Ind.

OF all the stories which have been
published about her since Rosalind

Russell struck Hollywood, none has come
anywhere near hitting the nail on the

head or given an inkling to the real Roz
as the article by Howard Sharpe has.

From what I know of watching her

grow up summers at a Connecticut beach,

it gives a truly adequate picture of her.

The last time I saw Roz was on the

other side of a tennis court.

She talked a good game and I ached
from laughing. I'd advise her directors

to give her plenty of rein and let her be
herself—that's where she shines.

Lesley Alderman,
Milford, Conn.
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Torrid Test in Palm Springs proves

a Dab a Day keeps P. 0! away!
(*Underarm Perspiration Odor J

This amazing test was one of a series,

supervised by registered nurses, to

prove the remarkable efficacy of

Yodora—a Deodorant Cream that's ac-

tually soft, delicate and pleasing!

1. /n the morning. Miss A.D. ap-
plied Yodora to underarms.

a. Played 2 sets of tennis—at 91 " in

the shade!

3. Examining nurse pronounced un-

derarms sweet — not a taint of
P. O.—Perspiration Odor!

Yodora gives positive protection!
Leaves no unpleasant smell on dresses.

Actually soothing. 10«', 25((, 60^.

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

300 NAMES FOR YOUR BABY

WHAT SHALL I BUY BEFORE BABY COMES
TIME SAVING WAYS TO DO BABY'S LAUNDRY

These and 9 other practical baby helps, now available to read-

ei-s of this magazine. Written by Mrs. Louise Branch, our

own Baby Page Editor, all 12 yours for just 10c in stamps or

coin to cover costs. Just give ages of your children and

address

Readers Service, Dept. PH075
Photoplay-Movie Mirror Magazine
205 East 42nd Street. New York, N. Y.

• Now you can help relieve pain,
remove corns while you walk!

Here's how: First the soft felt

pad helps relieve pain by lifting
off pressure. Then the Blue-Jay
medication gently loosens the
corn so that in a few days it

may be easily removed, includ-
ing the pain-producing "core"!
(Stubborn cases may require
more than one application.)

Blue-Jay Corn Plasters cost
very little—only a >.^=JJ=*v
few cents to treat
each corn— at all ^^^^^
drug counters.

BAUER €
BLACK

Felt pad (0) helps
relieve pain by
removing pres-
sure. Medication
(D) acts on corn.

In a few da y

s

corn Is gently
loosened so it

may be easily
removed.

BLUE JAY
CORN

PLASTERS

GRAY HAIR
KILLS ROMANCE!

/^T^jjtk'QoTC X. let tell-tale gray hair put
j^j"* you on the sideline of Life. In thisy

'J '"^ streamlined business and social world

f /MSi-^ *" —you've got to look young!

^/tM^Kft " " And why not ? Millions of men and
/J^^^

*" women have licked the handicap of

1 i. \ Gray Hair — quickly, easily and

''i ') > V> inexpensively.
Right today, in the privacy of

your room, you can comb through
your hair a color that will take years off your appear-
ance. Gradually, you can give your hair the desired
shade. It won't rul) off. wash off, change the texture of

your hair or interfere with your wave. Your friends

will never guess.
And it 's so easy. Just go to your drug or department

store and ask for a bottle of Mary T. Goldman Gray
Hair Coloring Preparation—just as millions have been
doing for 50 years. Competent medical authorities have
pronounced it harmless. No skin test is needed.
Make up your mind to look YOUNG I Get that

bottle of Mary T. Goldman's today I It has a money-
back guarantee. Or, if you want further proof, clip out
the coupon below. We'll send you ABSOLUTELY
FREE a complete test kit for coloring a lock snipped
from your own hair.

Mary T. Goldman Co., 7620 Goldman Bldg.

St. Paul, Minn. Send free test kit. Color checked.

Black Dark Brown Light Brown
Medium Brown Blonde Auburn
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Escape from the Nazis
{Continued from page 37;

FIGHT
HEADACHES
^ways afsame f/me/

Break Headache's Vicious Circle

this proved, sensible way
• A splitting headache disturbs your nervous
system; with jumpy nerves often goes an up-

set stomach— all tending to aggravate the

headache. That's headache's "vicious circle."

That's why a mere single-acting pain re-

liever may prove so unsatisfactory. It may
deaden the pain, and still leave you feeling

dull, sickish.

Millions break headache's vicious circle

with Bromo-Seltzer because it works 3 ways
at the same time; not only helps STOP THE
PAIN, but also CALM THE NERVES and
SETTLE THE STOMACH. Next time you get

a headache, try Bromo-Seltzer.*

"Just use as directed on the label. For persistent

or recurring headaches, see your doctor.

•J FOR EVERYW OCCASIONP
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society turned at their tables to stare in
admiring appraisal at the big, broad-
shouldered Frenchman.
Many of his pictures, films like "Pepe

le Moko," "Grand Illusion" and "Port of

Shadows" have played extended runs in
New York's "artier" movie theaters and
Gabin long has had a coterie of feminine
fans among the patrons of the little

foreign-language theaters.
"The Spencer Tracy of France," his

discoverers in this country dubbed him.
He was, they effused, more vigorous in

appearance than Charles Boyer, more
vital in manner than Chevalier, with an
earthy quality about him, a promise of

tremendous power and drive not usually
associated with a Parisian matinee idol.

But after the long months of rationed
food in France, Jean Gabin was too busy
evidencing appreciation of the rich fare
before him to notice the furore his pres-
ence created. When he had finally dis-

posed of his second dessert helping of

cheese and wafers, Jean leaned back, lit

a cigarette and gave me the dramatic
story of his adventures in war-wracked
France.
"When the war broke out in September

of 1939," began Gabin, "I was in the
midst of a picture in Paris. A reservist

in the Navy, I was called up in the first

general mobilization and was assigned to

duty as a gunner on a minesweeper,
operating out of Cherbourg. Ours was
the dangerous task of searching out the
steel eggs of destruction laid by the

Nazis in the Channel's shipping lane.

"In May, I was given my first extended
leave and journeyed to the home of my
sister in Dreux, outside of Paris. I arrived
in Dreux the day the Germans occupied
Paris but communications were so poor,

we had no idea the enemy were so close.

"Then, the third day I was home,
Dreux was the target of a terrific air

bombardment. At one of the town's
shelters I learned the invading German
Army was within just a few miles.

"As a sailor, I would have been made
a prisoner of war, if I were overtaken by
the Germans, so I abandoned the shelter,

managed to reach our house safely and
there quickly changed from my navy
uniform to civilian clothes. My sister

and her family already had departed for

the South, leaving behind a small road-
ster. I jumped into this car and started

to head back toward my ship.

"AT the first town west of Dreux, I

learned that the German drive had
cut off any possibility of my reaching
Cherbourg and rejoining my unit. A
military officer advised me to head for

Toulon, the nearest French naval station

not yet threatened by the Germans.
"That trip from Dreux to Toulon,

ordinarily only a two-day drive, took me
almost three weeks . . . three weeks I

shall remember as long as I live!

"You cannot imagine, without actually

having seen it, the chaos and confusion
of that flight of terror of the millions of

refugees pouring Southward from Paris.

There were not only French civilians on
the road but hundreds of thousands of

Belgians and others from the Low Coun-
tries. They were fleeing in every sort

of conveyance imaginable. Taxis, buses,

bicycles and horse carts crowded ordi-
nary cars for space on the roads. Gas-
oline was at a premium and when a car

ran out of fuel it was abandoned.
"Most pitiful were the weary women,

pushing along baby carriages heaped
with their few possessions, their chil-

dren painfully trying to keep up in that

pathetic parade. So great was the crush,
like a solid mass of ants inching along
the roads, that some days I could make
but a mile a day. The towns along the
path of this great exodus were filled with
ten and twelve times their ordinary
population. There was not a bed to be
had in any of them. Food was almost
as scarce.
At the end of almost three weeks of

slowly pushing along in the middle of
this great parade of human misery, Gabin
finally pulled into Toulon, the very day
the Armistice was signed. As a sailor,

he was automatically demobilized and
without even waiting to learn more of the
details of the surrender, Gabin moved
on to Cap Ferrat, between Nice and
Monte Carlo, where he knew he would be
welcome in the home of his friend
Jacques Menier, candy manufacturer.
Here Gabin took refuge in the dark,

uncertain months that followed France's
fall. To the soldiers and sailors who had
fought on to the bitter end with no
thought of surrender, the Armistice came
as such a treacherous shock there
seemed to be no future, Gabin says.
"You didn't ask: 'What now?' or

'What shall I do?' You just sat and
waited in stunned silence. In Marseilles
there was some talk of trying to resume
production of motion pictures, but the
last thing in the world I wanted to face
just then was a camera."
These rumors of reviving commercial

production in unoccupied France proved
to be mere idle speculation, but later
there came to Gabin the overtures from
the German propaganda agencies which
prompted his cable to Devan and his
second flight from the Nazis.

JEAN was born in Paris, May 17, 1904,

the youngest of six children of a minor
music-hall comedian who billed himself,
as French performers prefer to do, by
his single surname of Gabin. When Jean
was still a child, his family moved to the
small village of Montataire, on the out-
skirts of Paris, and here the boy, relish-
ing the outdoor country life, built up
a magnificent physique.
From the time Jean was a small boy,

his father hoped his son would join him
in the world of the Caje Concert. Jean
had a fair singing voice and a gift of
mimicry that the old clown Gabin be-
lieved would bring him fame in the
music halls of Paris.

But Jean's personal inclinations leaned
toward a more prosaic trade, where one
could work with tools in his hands and
axle grease, not paint and powder, on his
face. At thirteen, when his father first

tentatively included the boy in a vaude-
ville skit he was preparing. Jean ran
away from school and succeeded in get-
ting a job as a cement mixer in a Paris
factory. Next he was an apprentice
mechanic at the Renault auto works for

two years. When, at seventeen, he re-
turned home for a visit, he believed he
had established the right to shape his

own career.

The older Gabin, however, still nursed
the dream that his son would keep alive

the family name on the bill posters of the
music halls. He persuaded Jean to ac-
company him to an interview with the
manager of the Folies Bergere. and when
that worthy offered the young man a bit

in a revue at a salary many times his

mechanic's wage, Jean accepted, princi-

pally to please his father.

"Little by little. I began to Uke the
theater." Gabin recalls. "One role led

to another. I played with Elsie Janis in
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a second revue. Then I was cast oppo-
site Mistinguette at the Folies Bergere
and soon I had offers from a number
of leading producers."
Jean was on his way to becoming a

ranking favorite on the musical-comedy
stage when he was called up for his year
of required military training and elected

to spend it in the Navy. On his discharge,
with a taste for travel developed by a

few cruises in the Navy, Gabin joined
an opera company about to start on a

tour of South America. In a tenor's

tights, he serenaded dark-eyed senoritas

from Rio to Lima.
Back in Paris once more, Gabin de-

cided to try his acting ability in a straight

drama and proceeded to make stage his-

tory in the title role of "Arsene Lupin,
Banker." It was during the run of this

play that he was sought out by a French
film company and began on the movie
career that was to bring him his greatest
fame. It is interesting to note that when
"Pepe le Moko" first was being cast, the
title role was offered to Charles Boyer.
Boyer turned down the part and Gabin
was engaged for it.

"Pepe le Moko" was the turning point

of Cabin's screen success and the film

that finally established his popularity.
When Hollywood bought the American
rights to the story and prepared to pro-
duce it as "Algiers," Gabin was asked to

come here and play opposite Hedy La-
marr. As he had done with previous
Holl3rwood bids, Gabin declined and this

time it was Boyer who, as second choice
for the role, used it to clinch his status

as a star in American pictures. Today
Hollywood is watching curiously to see
if Gabin once more will supplant Boyer
as the film-goers' favorite Frenchman.

Naturally, after the months of darkness
and dull despair in Frcmce the prosi>ect

of the blazing lights, the gayety and the
glamour of the shining city of Holly-
wood, had a tingling appeal for the pleas-
ure-loving Parisian. But above all that,

Gabin told me, he felt the same stimula-
tion to be getting back into a studio,
that a mechanic, long idle, feels when he
first picks up his tool bag.
"What was your most vivid first im-

pression on reaching New York after the
blackouts, the rationings, the wartime
regime of Europe?" I asked the actor.
He thought a minute and then replied:

"The cars . . . the endless stream of cars
... all moving about the city. It had
been months since I had seen more than
one automobile on the road at a time."
The chic, slim girls on Park Avenue

. . . the food at the smarter restaurants

. . . the hilarious high humor of such
stage shows as "Arsenic and Old Lace"
and "Lady in the Dark" . . . the flash

of the legs of the Rockettes in Radio
City Music Hall . . . the luxury of hot
water in his bath In his hotel suite . . .

these were the things that made his first

few days in America seem like a lovely,
restful dream after a disturbed night-
mare, Gabin declared.
After a week's stay in New York, Gabin

left for Hollywood and was immediately
set to studying English by Zanuck who
hopes the French actor may be ready for
his first American film in about three
months.
As his official tutor in English, the

studio has engaged an elderly retired
schoolteacher. What power Gabin will

have at the box office in Hollywood-
made movies remains to be seen, though
this reporter is willing to go out on the
limb with a prediction that he will be
terrific. One thing is certain. Personally,
Jean Gabin already is Hollywood's new-
est sensation.

The Shadow Stage
(.Continued jrom page 24)

^ The Devil and Miss Jones

(RKO-Radio)

It's About: The adventures of a million-

aire in the workaday world.

FUN, based on a logical premise, pro-
vides just about the best entertain-

ment there is.

In this Devil and Miss Jones (what a

charming couple) we have that coveted
combination of sound basis and grand
humor; the result is riotous.

Now take the idea of an immensely
wealthy old dodo who, furious at the

idea of being burned in effigy by em-
ployees of his department store, decides

to get to the bottom of the trouble by
becoming a store clerk himself. Can't

you just picture the softening process

of that bewildered business tycoon?
What happens to him should happen to

everyone, it's so humanizing. And
Charles Coburn in this role is just per-

fect.

Jean Arthur, as the shop clerk in love

with Robert Cummings, the radically

minded head of the shoe department,
proves again she's one of the top actresses

of the screen. And with Cummings as

competition. Miss Arthur must neces-
sarily shine brightly. That Cummings
boy has everything.
Spring Byington and Edmund Gwenn

are delightful in their scenes. In fact,

it's one of the best little movies to come
along in a coon's age and we're sure
you'll love it.

Your Reviewer Says: A honey.

JULY. 1941

They Dare Not Love (Columbia)

It's About: An Austrian refugee who
finds love amid political turmoil.

\A/ITH a more deft handling by writer
'
" and director, this would have, un-

doubtedly, resulted in a gem of a little

picture. As it is, the slow tempo and
faltering direction leave George Brent
and Martha Scott more or less at sea.

However, two such performers as these
can not fail to hold one's interest and
George as an Austrian prince and Martha
as an Austrian refugee inject plenty of
human interest in this tale of Nazi inva-
sion. George, as the Prince, bargains with
the Germans in America for the release
of seven friends in German concentration
camps, with himself as the prize. The
ultimate outcome of this proposed trans-
action has its exciting moments.
Paul Lukas and Roman Bohnen as Ger-

mans are very good.

Your Reviewer Soys: Newsreel events
played in heart time.

'^Major Barbara—Gabriel

Pascal-U. S.

It's About: The struggle between the
spiritual and material way of life.

THE second George Bernard Shaw pic-
' ture ("Pygmalion" was the first) ar-
rives from the midst of bombshelled
London to entertain, amuse and confuse.
We say confuse because the theme, espe-
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cially the end, seems blurred in purpose
and reams upon reams of words are sub-
stituted for action. The cast, however, is

terrific, with such splendid artists as Rex
Harrison, Wendy Hiller, Robert Morley
and Robert Newton contributing adult,

charming and sophisticated performances.
Wendy Hiller as the Salvation Army lass

who loses ideals to find them again in a
blazing, teeming munitions factory, and
Rex Harrison as the Greek scholar who
loses her, are especially clever. For
average everyday entertainment, how-
ever, we question its value.

Your Reviewer Says: Oddly different but
comp>elling.

^ The Reluctant Dragon
(Disney—RKO-Radio)

It's About: A man with an idea in search
of Walt Disney.

ONE of the cleverest ideas ever to pop
into that fertile mind of Walt Disney

results in this rare combination of a
Cook's tour through the Disney studio,

a behind-the-scenes glimpse of Mickey
Mousedom and two of Disney's latest

cartoon features.

Cleverly thought out and executed, this

story of Robert Benchley roaming at will

through the studio was a happy one, for

through Robert's bulging eyes everyone
gets a peep at the inside goings-on of

the famous cartoon plant. It all begins
when Benchley 's wife insists he try to

sell Disney the idea of filming "The
Reluctant Dragon." Bob's mission even-
tually lands him in a projection room
with Walt viewing—you've guessed it

—

the Dragon story that has already been
filmed.

Long, and even a bit wearisome in

spots, it nevertheless keeps up its interest

due to the cozy cleverness of Mr. Bench-
ley. Without him the Dragon would
have been just another cartoon. And
speaking of Dragons, this one is a riot

—

a bit on the—er—sissy side, shall we say?
For new, novel and so different enter-

tainment we urge you to see this film.

Your Reviewer Says: The whole family
will love it.

Ziegfeld Girl (M-G-M)

It's About: The fate of three Ziegfeld
beauties.

HOLLYWOOD at its lavish, gorgeous,
musical best! Gowns, beauty, settings

whirl and twirl before one's eyes to lure
and fascinate. But when it's all summed
up in the cold light of reason, the picture
in our opinion does not stack up against
the former Ziegfeld picture for either

beauty or appeal. Yet it's good enough
to rate a two check best—make no mis-
take about that.

Quite openly and even a bit cruelly,

three players have been sacrificed for

the sake of one. That one is Lana
Turner, who emerges a star. Lana is so

good one can almost overlook the shov-
ing around accorded Hedy Lamarr,
Jimmy Stewart and that potential star,

Philip Dorn. As for Judy Garland, she
holds her own and sings her numbers,
especially "Minnie From Trinidad," with
all the punch Judy can put into a song.

The thread of the story upon which
all the beads and baubles are strung
tells of three girls who enter the Follies

at the same time and what befalls them.
Two of them find happiness, one defeat.

Jimmy Stewart as Lana's truck-driving
sweetheart hasn't a chance to do much
emoting but makes his every moment

count. Hedy does nothing but look beau-
tiful and does that well, also. Judy romps
through her role to success, but it's

Lana who scores and to whom belongs
the glory.

Charles Winninger as Judy's father is

marvelous. Tony Martin sings several
sure hit songs but has, quite obviously,
been cut from many scenes. Jackie
Coop>er, Ian Hunter and Philip Dom, who
has a pathetic excuse of a role, all come
through with colors aloft.

It's big, mind you, and a whooper-
dooper show, so don't miss it. It's more
show for your money than you've seen
in a long time.

Your Reviewer Soys: A big-time musical
extravaganza.

Washington Melodranna
(M-G-M)

it's About: A blackmailer in Washington.

C EVERAL shots of adrenalin have failed

to revive this old story taken from
the studio shelves. Even though it's

padded with a few timely features, it's

still too wobbly to stand on its own,
for our money.
But one or, no, two things it does

reveal: Frank Morgan never gives a bad
p>erformance and Dan Dailey Jr. is an
up-and-coming star. As the slug-nutty
prize fighter in "Ziegfeld Girl," Dan
smacks down Lana Turner to the count
of nine. In this minor epic he flattens

Anne Gwynne as no heroine has been
socked before and he does it with such
realistic villainy. It's good acting, Dan
being such a nice lad.

The plot's all about a kindly Wash-
ington millionaire (Morgan) who be-
friends a chorus girl (Miss GwjTine) and
finds himself blackmailed by Dailey. Ann
Rutherford as Morgan's daughter and
Kent Taylor as her best beau are very
good.

Your Reviewer Says: Any similarity to

good entertainment is purely coincidental.

Penny Serenade (Columbia)

It's About: Parents who adopt a child.

A HUMAN document, so true, so ten-
'* der and expressive, lives and breathes
unon the screen in "Penny Serenade.'"

which, by the way, is a most incongruous
title. Seldom does a picture remain so
simple and lifelike in its story. There
isn't a single glaring exaggerated moment
to ruin its plain homey forceful message:
That children tie and bind two people,
cementing their love in one common
bond.
Right here we want to go on record

as saying Cary Grant gives one of the
finest performances we've ever witnessed
on the screen. Every joy, disappoint-
ment and sorrow of Cary s is shared by
those out front. Not far behind is Irene

Dunne as his wife; but it's Cary s pic-

ture, somehow, and to him we give the
honor. In his first picture Edgar Buchan-
an scores roundly as Applejack and
will undoubtedly find himself much in

demand. The children portraying dif?er-

ent ages of the little adopted child are

outstanding in their roles.

A bit slow getting under way and lag-

ging in spots, the film emerges, for all

this, a truly wonderful picture, one
women, and especially mothers, will re-

member a long, long time.

Your Reviewer Says: A picture that
touches the heart.
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The Cowboy and the Blonde

(20+h Century-Fox)

It's About: A cowboy meets and tames a
temperamental screen star.

\A/HEN a badly spoiled Hollywood
blonde meets an immovable, cool-

tempered cowboy—hi yi yipee! Exactly
that happens when Mary Beth Hughes,
a misbehaving actress, meets tall "n hand-
some George Montgomery, a rodeo-rid-
ing Westerner. Because Montgomery
is the first man who fails to yield to

her tantrumy charms, the actress falls

in love with him, even chasing him down
in his own corral to get him.
The action pops from behind the Holly-

wood scenes to the wide open places,

humor giving way to romance with the
greatest of ease. The two newcomers
make a great showing and are definitely

on their way. We predict Montgomery
will be another beeg moment in the lives

of feminine fans.

Your Reviewer Says: Zippy and Yippee.

^^Jhe Great Lie (Warners)

It's About: Two women, one man, one
great lie.

THERE is news in "The Great Lie";
' news that is reassuringly heartwarm-
ing; news that that star of stars, Bette
DavLs, permits lovely Mary Astor to share
with her the very brightest spot in the
limelight and even, at times, to place the
talented Miss Davis in the shade.
Make no mistake, Bette could have

forestalled that event, for the star's re-

quests are commands in Hollywood. But
no, Miss Astor, as the musician who mar-
ries George Brent and then chooses her
career in preference to marriage, is per-
mitted to all but steal this picture.

George Brent, as the man who finally

chooses Bette for his wife when a technic-
ality absolves his first marriage to Mary, is

also terrific. The struggle over the rightful
parentage of a child born to one of these
wives becomes the Lie.

It's a trio of performers worth watch-
ing, a story adultish and sophisticated,

abounding with drama, lines of smart-
ness and even humor. It's a story
women will love and men will like in

spite of themselves.

Your Reviewer Says: A three-way triumph.

Reaching For the Sun

(Paramount)

It's About: A mans struggle against the
machine-made world.

r\IFFICULT to classify is this strange
little comedy drama of a man's yearn-

ing to be away from the city of machines
and in the country where all things

reach for the sun. In spots it becomes
intensely intriguing; in others, unbeliev-
able and dull.

There is no question, however, but that
Joel McCrea, a man happy just digging
clams, gives a sterling performance.
Ellen Drew, the wife who attempts to

hold him to the wheels and cogs of a
great automobile factory, shows marked
improvement in her work. Albert Dek-
ker as the heavy seems lost in the
shuffle of a little story not quite strong
enough to overcome its too-whimsical
motive.

Your Reviewer Says: Off the beaten path.

JULY, 1941

The Lady From Cheyenne

(Universal)

It's About: How women acquired the vote
in Wyoming.

CREAKISHLY different in theme and
r manner of telling, this amusing little

story is a puzzler. While meant to be
a pioneering type of narrative, under-
neath it's really a lighthearted trollop,

robbing the serious theme of its well-
meaning message for the sake of co-
quettish gaiety. What's more, it's a
Western beneath its frivolous petticoats
and no two ways about that.

Loretta Young is the determined young
lady of 1860 who helps women win the
vote in the Wyoming state legislature,

which defeats the town scoundrel, Ed-
ward Arnold. Both Loretta and Edward
are good. Robert Preston is the hero
who loves Loretta and foils Arnold's
bandits. To tell the truth we hadn't
realized it was all so corny until this

minute. So maybe the picture is a lot

cleverer than we imagined.

Your Reviewer Says: Strange little thing.

The Flame of New Orleans

(Universal)

It's About: An adventuress who meets her
fate.

THE flame flickers quite a bit in this
' off-color little film that too obviously
attempts to be naughty and gay. The
dialogue, in one or two spots, crackles
like a firecracker but otherwise it's a
blackout.

Dietrich is, of course, too beautiful as
the adventuress who moves in on New
Orleans in the early days and captures
the town's richest banker, played to a
turn by Roland Young. Bruce Cabot, the
virile sailor, makes quite a come-hither
lover.

Spotted about the cast in mere bit roles

are such players as Andy Devine, Mel-
ville Cooper and Mischa Auer. They
don't help much, however. French Rene
Clair has directed his story with a broad
mind but slow tempo. Maybe he's not
in his American stride yet. Anyway

—

Your Reviewer Soys: Little

mend it.

to

^ Pot O' Gold (Roosevelt-U. A.)

it's About: A feud that ends in a radio
program.

PRODUCER James Roosevelt offers his
' first feature-length film in this little

movie and it isn't bad at all. It's no new
deal, however, for all the old tried-and-
true gags and situations abound through-
out the story. And why Jimmy Stewart
should be scampering around in this par-
ticular piece is beyond us. After his

Academy Oscar you'd expect bigger
things for Jimmy.
The story has Jimmy a musician with

an irascible old millionaire of an uncle
who is constantly waging war on his

neighbor, boardinghouse keeper Mary
Gordon. Charles Winninger, the uncle,

covets her property and wants to be rid

of the infernal din of the band that lives

there. The band, of course, turns out to

be Horace Heidt and his boys who, along
with Paulette Goddard, literally raise the
roof.

How harmonica-playing Jimmy and
Paulette take over Winninger's radio pro-
gram and launch the famous Pot O' Gold
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program forms the crux of the story,
with lots of music flying about in all

directions. It's cute, entertaining and
amusing and a real treat for swing lovers.

Your Reviewer Says: Pert and lively.

The Wagons Roll at Night

(Warners)

It's About: Romance among circus jolk.

THEY can roll right on for all of us,
' those wagons. When they come rolling
in with a little better entertainment we'll
be tickled pink, for Humphrey Bogart
and Eddie Albert are favorites of ours
and we enjoy seeing them, but not in
such hackneyed business as this.

This story has Humphrey, hard, steely
owner of a flea-bitten circus, grabbing
up country boy Eddie Albert and making
a lion-tamer of him. When Eddie falls

in love with Humphrey's young and in-
nocent sister, Joan Leslie, Bogart arranges
a neat little exit for the young lover that
proves, we admit, quite exciting for a
moment or two.

Sylvia Sidney as the circus fortune
teller is good.

Your Reviewer Says: Keep on rolling along.

Model Wife (Universal)

It's About: A marriage that must be kept
secret.

CANS, if you are planning to wed in
'secret, race to the nearest theater
showing "Model Wife" and view the dire
but comical consequences.
That already married pair, Dick Powell

and Joan Blondell, is the distracted
couple who dare not reveal their mar-
riage lest their boss (who is against
married women's working) fire them
both. That in itself wouldn't be so bad;
but along comes Lee Bowman, the boss'
son, who will not be denied dates with
Miss Blondell and who, of course, can-
not be told of her marital standing.

So there you have the groundwork
for some hilarious goings-on, with Dick
and Joan hitting on all cylinders. Charlie
Ruggles, Lucile Watson and Ruth Don-
nelly are very good.

Your Reviewer Says: A cozy little honey.

Footlight Fever (RKO-Radio)

It's About: Two theatrical producers in
search of an angel.

P HOOEY, this picture is awful. It

' should never have been born, as a
matter of fact, for it certainly does noth-
ing to advance the cause of anyone con-
cerned, not even the motion-picture in-
dustry.
Alan Mowbray and Donald MacBride,

a down-and-out stage director and a
moth-eaten stage producer, try to find
a backer for Mowbray's play and finally

light on Elisabeth Risdon, the widow of a
sea captain. Miss Risdon, who sees
through their scheming, pyermits herself
to become their angel.
Mowbray and MacBride ham all over

the place.

Your Reviewer Says: See at your own risk.

^ Men of Boys Town (M-G-M)

It's About: That jamed institution for
hoys and the tragedy and comedy within
its walls.

CPENCER TRACY as Father Flanagan
and Mickey Rooney as the Boys Town

mayor take up the story of the previous
Boys Town picture and again stir our
hearts and emotions with their truly
wonderful p>erformances. The stars have
never been better and Mickey in his

subdued sincerity outdoes himself. What's
more, he has plenty of competition in

Bobs Watson, Larry Nunn and that un-
believable tot Darryl Hickman, who is

said to be a counterpart of just such a

boy in Father Flanagan's retreat.

The cruel atrociousness of guards in

Something that seldom happens: Dick Powell and wife Joan

Blondell, both working in "Model Wife," have luncheon together;

eat Dick's favorite tuna fish salad by way of celebration
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ii ious reform schools and the unending
:Torts of everyone to bring a smile from
ttle Larry Nunn, whose back had been

roken by a cruel guard in such a school,

: the abiding theme. No effort has been

lade to overstress the philosophy "there

; no such thing as a bad boy" that be-

)ngs to this kindly priest. In fact, there

; no overdoing on any score and the

3sult is a box-office melody.

our Reviewer Says: A sincere and beau-
ful story.

Power Dive (Paramount)

f'$ About: Two brothers in aviation.

ilOT in a class with the more preten-
^ ticus air pictures, this one is, never-
aeless, a mighty entertaining little num-
ler with a whiz-bang climax that's bound
a thrill. Richard Arlen is the older

rother who tries to dissuade the younger
rother, Don Castle, from following in

is footsteps. Castle, a newcomer, is

Dlendid. Helen Mack, Jean Parker and
'lift Edwards are right in there pitching.

our Reviewer Says: A good second-best.

Ride On, Vaquero
(20+h Century-Fox)

l-'s About: The Cisco Kid cleans up a

and oj kidnappers.

J ERE he comes again, Cesar Romero as
' the Cisco Kid.
In this he is an engaging out-West Rob-

1 Hood who steals only to help others and
^ho loathes kidnappers and, shall we say,

3gitimate crooks. Well, when some such
irnery varmints cross his path, the Kid
are gets busy. Mary Beth Hughes
> the dance-hall girl again and Chris-Pin
ilartin as Gordito, the Kid's pal, is right

n hand. It's all turrible exciting.

our Reviewer Says: Hero stuff.

Scotland Yard
(20th Century-Fox)

s About: A crook who impersonates
other man.

HEY surely went far afield for this

I

one; if memory serves, they thumbed
|ack through the files and remade the
tory, implausible as it is.

For instance, Henry Wilcoxon, a crook
i^ounded at Dunkirk, emerges from the
ray with his face remodeled to look
xactly like the lost banker, Sir John,
,'layed by John Loder. The crook finds

t very easy, indeed, to fool the banker's
/ife, Nancy Kelly, and even Scotland
'^ard for a time, but eventually Inspector
Cdmund Gwenn gets his man. Today's
empo in London is carefully maintained
h this timely version, but there are too
'lany unbelievable situations to make for
ntelligent entertainment.

*our Reviewer Says: Cops and Robbers in

! modern London setting.

|.as Vegas Nights (Paramount)

f's About: A quartette oj vaudevillians
}ho go West to collect an inheritance.

T'S the style to feature orchestra lead-
ers and their bands in movies. We, for

jne, will be glad when the fad hits the
imbo of yesterday's fashions, for while
re love music, swingaroo or bugaroo, we
ike our movies straight—no chasers.
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However, Tommy Dorsey and his band
do give out with some sweet melodies,

we admit. Bert Wheeler amuses and
Phil Regan, who can sing like a whiz
but doesn't have a chance to warble, is

very good. Constance Moore is beautiful

and Virginia Dale supplies the laughs.

But it's music, Tommy Dorsey's music,
that holds the fort.

Your Reviewer Says: Music everywhere.

A Very Young Lady
(20th Century-Fox)

It's About: A schoolgirl's crush.

DEMEMBER Simone Simon in "Girls'

Dormitory," her first American talkie?

Well, vision Jane Withers in a modified
remake and join us in the chorus of

"Why do they do things like this?"
Jane is cute as the schoolgirl who has

a crush on John Sutton, a professor in a
fashionable girls' school. Jane's crush,
her rowdy tomboyism that grows into

gooey feminine softness, causes the fac-
ulty quite a bit of concern and provides
audiences with no little amusement. But
Jane deserves better.

Nancy Kelly is the girl who gets
Professor Sutton.

Your Reviewer Soys: Strictly second-bill.

Repent At Leisure

(RKO-Radio)

It's About: A runaway heiress who grabs
ojj a husband.

SOMETHING old, something new.
Something borrowed, something blue.

It's all here in this bride's story. The
old and the borrowed have been snitched
from a dozen such picture plots. The new
is the splendid performances of Wendy
Barrie and Kent Taylor and the audience
grows blue when the whole story de-
velops into a clownishly unhappy climax.
You know the time-worn plot: The rich

bride-to-be walks out on the gold-hunting
husband-to-be and marries the poor boy
who loves her for herself.

However, we've seen worse. And so
have you.

Your Reviewer Says: One story, slightly
used, for sale cheap.

^ The Great American Broad-

cast (20th Century-Fox)

It's About: The romantic history of radio.

THAT surefire trio of "Tinpan Alley"
' fame, Alice Faye, Jack Oakie and John
Payne, now step up to the microphone
and tell us the semihistorical story of

radio, its beginning and its growth.
Not quite up to the standard of "Tin-

pan Alley" this is, nevertheless, a mighty
entertaining little picture with its catchy
songs put over as only Alice can put
them over and its broad humor slapped
on as only Oakie can slap it. John Payne
as the lad who wins Alice is a personable
young man and gets into the spirit of

the story in fine style. Cesar Romero
is plain charming in his scenes, but hasn't

nearly enough to do.

Those three weird little mushrooms,
the Wiere Brothers, the sinking Ink
Spots, and the dancing Nicholas Brothers
trim up the story like a Christmas tree.

Your Reviewer Says: Tune in on this.

If Underarm

Odors Cling
TO YOUR CLOTHES

1. UNDERARM PERSPIRATION, unlcSS

checked, soaks into the fabric.

2. THIS HINDERS evaporation —
causes perspiration to turn

embarrassingly rancid.

Avoid It

This Simple Way
1. CHECK THE FLOW of perspiration

safely and effectively with
Liquid Nonspi.

2. NONSPI CHECKS ODOR . . . dficS

quickly.

3. APPLY AS OFTEN as needed.
Nonspi is harmless to skin or

clothing when used as directed.

4. SEND tot for trial size of Liquid

Nonspi to The Nonspi Co., Dept.

F-2, 113 W. 18th St., N. Y. C.

ALSO IN CREAM FORM

NONSPI
A REALIY EFFECTIVE DEODORANT!

WHiniING SPRAY
SYRINGE

<Vl Women

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., Dept .405. New Haven. Conn.

WITH EVERY RING WHEN
ORDERED AND PAID FOR

Seven J«wel Elgin Wr.sf WaUh YOURS! ^^^^^^ ^^'^^

New sfY'cd sixe C2SC. Rcconsttucrcd
movement. Accuracy guaranteed. Given
with every Simulated Diamond ring when
ordered and paid for on our purchase
privilege plan. Payments: $3.50 down,
within 20 days after arrival, at your post

office. Balance of $3.50 anytime within

a year 'total only $7.00 > . You pay noth-

ing morel Extra surprise free gift en-

closed for promptness. Send NO money
with order. Just rush name, address, ring

jixe. It comes by return mail in spei

gift box, postpaid.

A. KENDALL JEWELERS
Dept. WG-71 Topeka, Kan.

BLONDES
TRY T41IS11 MINUTE

SHAMPOO

AT410MC
TONIGHT!

Blonde hair is so lovely when it shines wiih cleanli-

ness. That's why I want you to go to your nearest 10c
store and get the new shampoo made specially for you.
It is a fragrant powder that whips up into lavish

cleansing suds. Instantly removes the dull, dust and
oil-laden film that makes blonde hair drab-looking.
Called Blondex, it helps keep light hair from darken-
ing and brightens faded blonde hair. Takes but 1

1

minutes and you do it yourself at home. Blondex is

absolutely safe, costs but a few pennies to use. May be
had at lOc or drug stores. Get a package today.
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am YOUR VACATION
You can have a better time with young-looking

hair. So, if you have gray hair, just wet it with
Canute Water. A few applications will completely
re-color it, similar to its f^ormer natural shade . . .

in one day, if you wish. After that, attention only
once a month will keep it young-looking.

Your hair will retain its naturally soft texture
and lovely new color even after shampooing, salt-
water bathing, perspiration, curling or waving. It
remains clean and natural to the touch and looks
natural in any light.

SAFE! Skin Test NOT Needed
Canute Water is pure, colorless and crystal-clear.

It has a remarkable record of 25 years without
injury to a single person. In fact, scientific research
at one of America's greatest Universities proved
Canute Water to be perfectly harmless.

Easy to Use — Experience NOT Necessary
Try it and you will soon understand why lead-

ing dealers in most of America's largest Cities sell
more Canute Water than all other hair coloring
preparations combined.

No Other Product Can Make All These Claims
6 application size $1.15 at drug stores everywhere.

CANUTE WATER

ii'iica s lai.i;i'st Dli.ilriKi.ipliK' ...ihiul uttt'i's vmi the
full time liersonal alttiiticm uf some iit the toiiiUry's
leailiiii; phiilcigraphers. Inili\ idual. practical in-
struction. So classes. Start an.v time. Kesident or
home stiid.v lourses. FREK lincili sives iletails.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Dept. 37,

10 West 33 St.. New York. N. Y. (31st Year)

STOPPED in JlJt'ffy
Relieve itching of eczema, pimples,
athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes
and other skin troubles. Use cooling
antiseptic D.D.D. Prescription. Grease-
less, stainless. Soothes irritation and
stops itching quickly. 35c trial tiottle

proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription.

IfiHi'ili znnm^
WHOEVER YOU ARE— Fa Set. thp

new tissue form will enchant you with

the firmness and beauty it will brinq lo

your face and neck. Pa Set is worn by
many actresses and charming women of

society. It is scient'flcolly developed,
soft, pliable, porous, delightfully com-
fortable to wear. Works whileyou sleep.

Adjustable, on and oPF in a moment,
con be used with or without your fa-
vorite cream. FiTSet is not sold by stores, con only be obtalrt*

ed direct. Send no money, pay postman $1 plus small postage.

FaSET CO.. DEPT.P, ROCKVILLE CENTRE. L. I.. N. V.

AN
APPROVED
FIRST-AID

KIT

COOLING,

SOOTHING

Send
for

FREE*
SAMPLE

CAMPHO-PHENIQUE
for SMALL CUTS •SCRATCHES
SUNBURN •MOSQUITO BITES

Insist on the

ORIGINAL
lames F. Ballard, Inc., Dept. M'7,St. Louis, Mo.

Apply Compho Pheniqoe Liquid then Campho-
Phenique Powder to cuts for best results.

How to Spoil a Romantic Moment (John Howard)
{Continued from page 58)

massage." He thought this over, shaking
his head. "Funny thing," he agreed.

Note: For girls who crave a mane to

woo
There are Hons in the zoo.

"Of course," John went on, "my pet
peeve concerns persons, men or girls,

who insist on pretending to be author-
ities on some subject they know only
fairly well. I remember that when I was
in college, I was pretty much impressed
with a girl I had met on a trip to Wash-
ington, D. C. She knew I was interested
in music, so she gave me the impression
she had studied quite widely. Well, on
a picnic one night one of the fellows
was chording on a guitar and singing
'Ole Man River.' When he finished, my
girl friend said, 'That was wonderful.
Play something else of Stephen Foster's.'

"I was so surprised that I gulped before
I remembered my manners. A few mo-
inents later she whispered, 'Wasn't that
silly of me to say Stephen Foster when
I knew all the time that George Gershwin
wrote it!' I didn't gulp that time; I was
floored completely."

OF COURSE, nearly everyone stretches
his or her actual knowledge rather

thin on occasion, but this particular girl's

greatest error was in choosing to be an
authority on music when that was Johns
forte. She should have pretended to be
an expert on modern French painting,
where it's every man for himself.
"While we're on the subject of con-

versation," John continued, "I've often
wondered whether girls realize how much
they talk about other girls. About other
girls' clothing principally, or where some
girl has been and how she got there. Or
about some personal peculiarity of a

woman friend; this one is extravagant
and that one gossips; this one plays up
to every man she meets and that one is

a cold fish.

"Another favorite subject of feminine
conversation that isn't too interesting to

an unmarried man is baby lore. Gosh,
I've listened for hours to a debate on
how many ounces a baby should gain the
first month, and so on. I've heard all

about how soon a baby starts to focus its

eyes and how soon it can sit up alone;
how many times it gets fed a day and
what the doctor said about that skin
rash." He broke ofE suddenly to laugh.
Apparently, while he had been diagram-
ing these maternal conversations, he had
been operating a side train of thought as
well. That business of doing two things
at once appears to be characteristic of

the alert Mr. Howard.
However, he sticks to the point. No

matter how far the conversation digresses,
he accumulates the various strings of

dialogue and knots them into a neat
bundle of conclusions just when everyone
else in the room has forgotten the crux
of the discussion.
"Funny thing about Gary Cooper. We

used to get our heads together about the
nursery talk we had to endure. Then,
first thing I knew, Gary had become a
parent and you never heard anybody in

your life who was more an authority on
the care and feeding of the young
than he. So maybe if I were married,
I'd be all fascinated by this talk about
babies."
When he was asked if he had any more

complaints about feminine tongue exer-
cise, he said, "Boy, am I getting myself in

deep! I might as well admit—now that
I've damaged myself this much—that

long-winded telephone conversations
throw me for a loss. When I'm talking
face to face with a person, I can be as

voluble as can be, but I never recover
from the mechanical awareness of a tele-

phone. I simply swallow all the small
talk on my tongue. I like telephone con-
versations to be brief, rapid and to-the-
point."

We took time out to light another
cigarette. He is a virtuoso of a cigarette
smoker; he doesn't simply singe one after

another, mainly letting them burn of

themselves, he smokes. He smokes partly
because it gives him a casual occupation,
but mainly because he enjoys the flavor.

Grinning, he admitted that a pip>e was
really the thing and he said he had tried
to get several nervous women friends to

take up the habit, but they seemed to

have an aversion to the idea. "Probably
because old grannies used to do it and
nobody wants to be a granny nowadays."
After several puffs, he said, ''Oh, say,

there's something else that girls should
know. They should be careful about
choosing perfume. It would be better to
use a good cologne than to reek of some
concoctions."

Note: Constant chatter, noxious fumes
Seldom create brides and grooms.

"I hope," admitted John, his gray-green
eyes twinkling, "that I'm being helpful.
There are two other things—related, as a
matter of fact—that completely muff a
romantic moment and I know this from
my own experience.

"I don't think there are very manj' men
who really like to go to night clubs on
Saturday night. The spots are alwaj's
crowded and frequently the ceilings ai-e

low so that the air gets thicker than
barley soup and two degrees hotter.
"There you go—stumbling around with-

out enough room to dance, and you begin
to get sticky with perspiration . . . and
Good Night! Where's there any pleasure
in that? Yet lots of girls seem to enjoy
the confusion and the noise. Of course,
they're dressed so differently from the
men that they don't suffocate.

"But suppose the girl happens to see
this Saturday-night problem in a sensible
light and agrees to go dancing early in
the week, say Tuesday or Wednesday.
Even then, plenty of girls want to dance
every dance instead of sitting out a few
so that the two of you can stay at the
table and take advantage of the soft
lights and sweet music, getting in the
mood."

Note: A marathon, come Sat'dy night
Quickly puts a lad to flight.

"Well." sighed John, doing an Immel-
man turn on his chair, "that's all the con-
structive criticism on the subject of ro-
mantic moments that I can think up. Just
wait until some vigorous girl gets busy
and tells what men do to ruin a lovely
evening and then you'll realize how fair
and conservative I've been."
We explained that the wait would be

a short one as Dorothy Lamour was going
to take over for the girls and Mr. John
Howard strolled away, thinking happy
thoughts about his new contract with
Columbia Studios. Girls may come and
girls may go, but it looks as if John's
screen stock is going up and up and up.

Note: Romantic moments should be
showered

On men as chai'ming as John
Howard.
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How to Spoil a Romantic Moment (Dorothy Lamour)
(^Continued jrom page 59)

9in!

^een easier to work up a romantic fever

"h an exercise bar in the gym than with

lat lad."

Note to be painted on all sweat shirts:

f;
Muscles are nice—just look at Gable,

But who wants them verbally flexed

at table?
"Second on my list of male menaces is

|.fie boy who gets behind the steering

|'»heel of a car and sets out to prove that

'e has descended from a long line of race

livers. To be fair, I don't think many
len realize how frantic or how helpless

girl is in that sort of a situation."

A man has the steering gear to steady

imself when he whirls around a corner

a two wheels, but the lady in the case

an hold to nothing but her composure.
To matter how palpitant a girl might
ave been when she started out on the

ate, no tender sentence like, "Darling,

think you're the most beautiful girl in

16 world," is going to produce a thrill

,t ninety miles per.

"Then for heaven's sake, watch the

'jad and keep me fit to look at," is the

'nly answer possible from a girl putting

n a Mexican jumping bean act in the

ont seat.

Note to be engraved on gear-shift

-^ndle:

What girl can exhibit that appeal

known as "sox"
'With her teeth rattling 'round like

dice in a box?

SOCIAL sinner number three, in my
opinion, is a chap who doesn't like

!ie gay life at its gayest. By that I mean
"lat there are times in every girl's life

then she wants to go to the smartest spot

i town on the night when things are

Dsiest. I like excitement and crowds
'id lots of laughs. I don't care particu-
irly about dancing every dance, but no
latter how jammed a dance square is,

3U can always manage to rumba a few
mes without being trampled."
We had purposely kept John Howard's
de of the story away from Dorothy for

^ar she would skip any controversial

ibjects and—after all—what good is the

attle of the sexes if it never comes to

lows?

j
"I'll bet," she said suddenly, "that there

In't a man in Hollywood who hasn't

[lised his voice in protest against going

i> Giro's on Saturday night. But," she
dded with an independent nod that

/ery emancipated woman in the world
•ould applaud, "I still think a girl is

ght in liking to be taken places where
lere's lots of hustle and bustle and fun.

's much more natural to be romantic
fter you've had a whirl and decided by
lose secret processes that a girl goes
irough at a night club that you're out
ath a Grade A, sixteen-cylinder member
t the escort species."

A/HILE on the night-club subject,
" Dorothy added Anathema No. 4 to

le list: The table hopper. This type gets
is girl friend cozily seated at a table,
len abruptly espies a bosom friend five

^bles over, excuses himself with the ex-
planation that he has to ask good old
,oe a question, but will be right back.
"The first time I saw a girl stranded

ji the desert island of a night-club table,
never forgot the experience," Dorothy
pnfessed. It happened in New Orleans
hen Dorothy was visiting en route to
1 eastern personal appearance.
Everyone in the night club had been
juipped with crazy paper hats, horns,
cklers, confetti and serpentine and
ottie thought it was a whale of a party
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until, from the dance floor, she spotted a
lone girl seated at a table for six. Obvi-
ously the other two couples were dancing,
and the light of her life was giving a
group at a distant table a wonderful time
with a series of stories.

The girl he had left behind was wearing
one of those I'll-look-as-if-I'm-having-
a-wonderful-time-if-it-kills-me smiles; a

paper hat was perched on her hair at

a determined angle and she clutched a
paper horn in both hands as they lay on
the lonely expanse of the table top.

"Come on. Tommy," Dorothy said to

the boy who was dancing with her, "I

don't know that girl, but you and I are
going over to get acquainted. I'm not
going to have her sitting there like the
last Republican on a Washington com-
mittee."
Note to be embroidered on gentlemen's

evening scarves:
Night clubs are fun when entered
with gusto.

But stick with your date or the eve-
ning's a busto.

"PxON'T you think that's about enough
complaining from me?" Dottie asked,

squirming in her chair. "To sort of even
things up, I'd like to tell about some of
the really considerate things I've known
men to do."
For some time, Dorothy went out with

a well-known chap in Hollywood who
was the sort of escort girls dream about
after an evening lightly touched by all

the above experiences. He always made
his dates a week in advance (Oh, Allah,
what a man!) and in addition to this

benison, he made it a habit to telephone
Dorothy the day before the scheduled
date and check on arrangements.
Sample conversation: "I just wanted

to tell you that I'm looking forward to

tomorrow night. Say, have you ever
eaten Turkish food? Would you like to

try some? Good. I've ferreted out a new
place down near the University and the
reports about it are good, so I thought it

would be something different for us to

experience. Afterward we can catch up
on our dancing at the Trocadero."
According to Dorothy there is nothing

so much fun as exploring new places that
the man has reasonably scouted in ad-
vance.
"That reminds me," she laughed. "I'll

have to go back to the complaint section
with one more item. It's about this busi-
ness of a man's helping a girl out of a car.

I know this is the age of self-reliant

womanhood, but anyone who thinks it's

easy to climb out of one of those low-
hung bodies, wearing a tight suit skirt,

or thirty yards of chiffon formal, is crazy,
and a man to boot. Every girl knows
what those hazards are."

It seems that Dorothy took a friendly
interest in a newcomer to the studio a
few months ago and accepted a date with
him. They drove out to a small suburban
town to catch a preview; the boy got out
of the car, stepped onto the curb and
strolled toward the movie.
Noticing Miss Lamour's absence from

his side, he turned around to find her
still seated in the car. "What's the delay?
Hoist the body, babe, or we're going to

miss the screen credits," shouted Sir
Galahad over his shoulder as he con-
tinued to move in echelon toward the box
office.

Note of surprise.

In spite of woes beneath both male
and female headings

You'll find your daily paper still

announces weddings.

with MINER'S LIQUID MAKE-UP.
Gives stockingless legs eye<atching
glamour and the same velvety attractive-^

ness it does to face, neck and arms. Stays
on for hours and hours. Will not rub otl or

streak! Waterproof!

Try "Hawaiian", the new Summer (one

... or one ot the other 4 //ottering shades.

^mV/ MAKE-UP
At cosmetic counters 50c
At dime stores 25c & 20c

FREE Generous Sample
Sepd^Coupon and 3c Stamp
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RACHEUJ:
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MINER'S • 12 E. 12lh St., Dept. E37. New York. N. Y.

I enclose 3f stamp to cover mailing cost. Send me
generous sample of Miner's Liquid Make-up FHEE!

NfTTTIP

ATTENTION/

SUFFERERS
Don'f give up! Try soothing Resinol
for the itching, burning torment of
eczema or local irritation. For 4 5

years it has given comfort to many
sufferers and it's ready to help you.

Buy and lr>' 't today. For free sample write
Resinol, MG-4, Baltimore, Md.

RESINOL At all

' druggists

YOU'LL BE MORE AT HOME ... AT THE

BILTMORE HOTEL
IN LOS ANGELES

If you like service without fault . . . comfort

without complaint . . , the grandeur of sur-

rounding acres of beautiful tropical parks

. . . the convenience of being in the heart of

Los Angeles' great shopping and theatre

district . . . it's the Biltmore.

Breakfast in the world's largest Coffee

Shop, luncheon-dance in America's fore-

most "Nite Club in the Afternoon," dine

in the "Supper Club of the Stars," the

famous Biltmore Bowl . . . yet enjoy sensible

rates for every service.

Single Rooms S4-5-6 • Doubles S7-S-9 • Suites Si2-i5-20
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BOYf
you CAN T
BEAT THAT
SAYMAN
LATHER.

Want a really delight-

ful surprise? Just get

yourself a bar of iSayman's Vegetable Won-
der soap and use it . . . for your bath, sham-
poo and toilet. See the rich, creamy lather it

gives . . . feel it quickly whisk away dirt,

grease and grime... revel in that soft, smooth,
clean feeling! Sayman's Vegetable Wonder
Soap lathers at a touch in hard water, soft

water, hot, cold, mineral or alkali water . . .

even in salt water. Get a bar and try it. You'll
say it's WONDERFUL. At drug, grocery,
department and variety stores.

SPECIAL OFFER: Mail 25 cents COIN and
wrapper from Sayman's Vegetable Wonder Soap
to SAYMAN, 2125 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.,
and we will send you a pair of lovely 3-Thread
Sheer Silk Stockings in newest shade of Bali

beige . . . with picoted hem and reinforced mer-
cerized heel and toe. PRINT name, address and
stocking size on wrapper from Sayman's Vege-
table Wonder Soap. Send one wTapper and 2oi
COIN for each pair wanted. NO LIMIT.

SAVAtTlNS Vegetable

. Wonder SOAP
FREE

...Weddinq RING

"The Women in My Life"

(Contxnue'L jrom page 68)

Mth lated dia*

FREE
BOOK

Clip this ad for

free 28 - page
book.•How to

Take Better
Pictarea."

ry 9. mi
mond engagement ring
Tordered now. Smart, new.
beautifully embossed,

" " A'cetheart design, yellow
-•sold plate wedding ring-

'',*"Kiven as get acquainted gift
•FREE with every Flashing slm-

. ulated Diamond Solitaire Engage-
lent ring ordered at our Anniversary

Sale offer of only SI. SEND NO MONEY
with order, just name, ring size. Wear 10 days on money
bacK guarantee. Your package conies by return mail.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 219-P. Jefferson, lowa

QUAUTYPHOrOPRiNTS

MOiNCR^ASEiHPR/CE
Any 8 exposure film roll, devel-

oped and printed over-size only ^
25c. Finest quality, genuine^
Ray-Kraft,deckle-edge.never-

'

fadeprints.New24hourservicc-.

Duo roHs, 16 exposures, 5^0

One negative size print of
^

' each exposure plus two double
|

weight gloss enlargements,25c I

'^Two prints, negative size
f

of each exposure , . „ 25c. Rosa R, Ray

RAY'S PHOTO SERVICE
Dept*4-B La Crosse, Wisconsin

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 15
miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acida and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it inay cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swcUi^ig, pufEness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times enows there is something WTong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan's Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give liappy relief and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-

X»'8 waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pill&
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move she made, melting with every note
she sang. In 1925 and 1926, when Raft
was playing four different spots at the
same time, the big thrill was being with
Morgan at the Playground (Morton Dow-
ney was on the same bill). "I wanted
to marry Helen," Raft says, "but my
wife wouldn't give me a divorce then
any more than she will now."

But the Raft-Morgan romance blazed
all through the halcyon days of Prohibi-
tion. George, then, as now, never touched
a drop of liquor. He had merely to look
at Morgan and he was ga-ga! She went
for him in a big way, too, because he was
one of the rightest guys on Broadway.
Raft rarely turned anyone down on a
"touch" no matter how phony the re-
quest. "My friends tell me I'm a sucker
for giving five- and ten-buck bills away
to every 'chiseler' in town, but I tell

those friends that even if I get stuck
ninety-nine times out of every 100
touches—the one deserving fellow makes
up for all the phonies who may call me
a soft touch."

If there are a few people who don't
like Raft, they dislike him because of his
caustic tongue. Raft is straight-from-
the-shoulder. He hates phonies. He de-
tests liars. If he has anything to say
about anyone, he does it to his face. Once,
when dancing at the Playground Club
during Prohibition, the orchestra leader
tried to break up Raft's act with a sour
note. Despite the jammed house. Raft
pitched right into the band stand, battled
his way through a maze of twelve sets

of fists. "I don't remember all the details

of that one," Raft recalls, "but I do know
one thing—I won!"

THERE were others in Raft's life, girls
' from different walks of life; girls from
Broadway, Hollywood and the whole wide
country in between.

But never once in all the time he's
been going out has Raft been so daffy
over anyone as he is today over Betty
Grable. Even his best friend. Mack Gray,
has never seen George this happy. "If I

sound screwy when I say this or that
girl is the best girl I've ever known, I

mean just that," Raft says. "But when I

talk of Betty then I'm talking of the very,

very best! I like her because she's really
my type. We talk the same language.
She's down-to-earth, good fun and a
swell sport. Betty doesn't mind if some
mug blows some cigar smoke in her eyes
at a prize fight. Norma and Virginia had
all the class in the world. But Betty's
class is different—and I like it. There's
no fuss or bother or primping about
Betty. She's as comfortable in an old
pair of slacks and no make-up at the
Brown Derby as she is in evening clothes
at the Academy banquet.
"That kid is the dancingest gal in the

country," Raft told us. "And that was
the first think I liked about her." Raft
and Grable only knew each other to say
hello in all the time they were at

Paramount. He was a big star and she
was the stock girl married to Jackie
Coogan. "One night," says George, "we
went dancing at Giro's. We had a whale
of a time on the dance floor." Some smart
producer would be wise to team Raft and
Grable in a dance picture, because cafe
ringsiders know the couple to be dream-
iest, snappiest on any dance floor.

Raft takes Grable to dinner one night,

then to the fights; he takes her to dinner
the next night and then to the baseball
game; he takes her to dinner the next
night and then dancing. The romance
has grown rapidly, until today they spend
every available minute together. If Raft
isn't working on the "Manpower" set at

Warners, he is over at 20th Century-Fox
lunching with Betty.
"Betty is the first girl I ever went out

with who could make me laugh," he con-
fides, "and I mean really laugh. When
I'm with her I'm completely happy and I

don't give a hoot if the whole world
topples on my shoulders—as long as she's

with me and we're laughing."
Easygoing, good-natured George Raft

usually gets what he wants. And he
wants Betty Grable. So don't be sur-

prised if one of these days Walter Win-
chell tells Mr. and Mrs. America—"After

many years of separation, the George
Rafts (she's the former Grace Mulroo-
ney) will Renovate it."

And if and when that happens, you car.

make book that the next Mrs. George
Raft will be the blonde, dancing Betf
Grable.

Three heads are better than two: Norma Shearer Is flanked at the

Mocambo by handsome heroes Gene Markey and Arthur Hornblow Jr.
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Are Heroes Born or Made?

I

The reception Lindbergh received upon his return from his

conquest of the North Atlantic will go down in history. Over-

nighty he becanfie a national hero. Upon him were bestowed

honor, wealth, high position, by an adoring public. Anne
Morrow, charming daughter of one of America's oldest and
wealthiest families became his bride.

What has happened since? Did Lindbergh prove equal to

the greatness thrust upon him?

Does he still hold the affection of the public?

Is his lovely lady still as happy as ever at the choice she

made?
You have probably asked yourself these and many other

^^^^^4questions about the Lindberghs and now you can determine

J^lff^f^ fhe answers for yourself. In True Story for July is a deeply
^ '

' penetrating article titled "The Mystery of Lindbergh and
Anne," which whether you approve or disapprove of Lind-

kp bergh, will be more than worth your while to read. Take no
T chances, get your copy today.

The Spirit of St. Louil-
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as its title-

OVERFLOWING WITH HAPPINESS
In these clays of weep and the world weeps with yon,
langh and you langli alone, it is a real joy to read a
true story filled to overflowing with human happiness.
"From This Day Forward" is about a boy, a girl, a
mother-in-law and an old, old problem. A battle in
which both sides win, it will warm your heart to read
it. You will find it among the wealth of absorbing true
stories and helpful departments in True Story for
July, on sale wherever magazines are sold.

^ HUMAN NATURE DOES NOT CHANGE but con-

ditions and influences governing human life change end-
lessly. Because True Story is written largely by its readers its

pages reflect such changes almost as soon as they have taken
place. Physically True Story keeps pace. Important changes
have been made in the July issue. It has been revitalized,

streamlined, modernized into a magazine that will charm you
with its appearance, thrill you with its contents. Recognize it by
its gorgeous cover in full color. Get your copy today.

July Issue

Now On Sale

p3
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r IF YOU SUFFERS
DISTRESS FROM

FEMALE WEAKNESS
which makes you
TIRED, NERVOUS

If painful distress of
functional monthly dis-
turbances makes you feel

weak, dragged out,
cranky at such times —
start taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound at once.
Pinkham's Compound-made especially

for women — not only relieves monthly
pain (headache, cramps, backache) but
helps build up resistance against such
tired, nervous feelings. Hundreds of thou-
sands of women remarkably helped.
WORTH TRYING!

NEW!
1941 MODEL!
Packet Radio!

Plug in

OURaBLE PUISTIC CUBIIinS

Dual Bands-Magiclenna-Microdial
1 ir. v".ir rn- or purse— Wt.

patented' power REcrrf-
FIER. Hi-r.,r>„ e„v lunins
•MICRODIAL". M. L. OF
ILL. SAVS: ••MIDGET RADIO
WORKS FINE!" ONE YEAR
SERVICE GUARANTEE! Sei]t

uruw, ' .1 Ni,
, ,,h,mf for iiee in

hotels, in bed, elc. SIMPLE TO OPERATE—NO
ELECTRICITY NEEDEDl SEND NO MONEY! I iv postman onlv
$2.99 pluB poslaiie charKea on arriv,.! ... ..-.l ^ J 'iM (Check. M, O..

Ca.shj and vours n ill be sent postpaid. A MOST UNUSUAL VALUE!
FREE! •MAGICTENNA"-ELIMINATES OUTSIDE WIRES!
ORDERNOWl MIDGETRADIOCO.,Dept. L7.Kearney. Nebr.

EACH
BOTH FOR]

$179

DIAMOND RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send yon smart new yelluw guld

plate cnRagement ring or wedding ring. Rumance design engage-
ment ring set with flashing, simulated diamond solitaire with six

eide stones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite

Honeymoon Design mounting. Either ring only $1.00 or both for

51.79. SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring size*

\Vear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. . Rush order nowl

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. 948M Jeflerton. lowo

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Livep
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10(f and 25^.

'"/.'r' PSORIASIS
(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE!

^D€RmOIL

Don't mistake eczen
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
no n • staining Dermoil.

ir scaly
Kpots on bmiy or scalp.
Grateful users, often after

of suiTerlng, report
cales have gone, the

red patches gradually disappeared
and they enjoyed the thrill of a
clear skin again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is
backed by a positive agreement to give dfJintte benefit In
2 weeks or money is refunded without riuestloii, flenornus
trial bottle sent FREF: to those who send m tlieir DrvinKisfs
name and address. Make our famous ••(inv Spnt Test " your-
self. Write today for vuur test l-uUU-. I'rint n;Miir pl.iinlv.
Results may sun>risc you. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett
and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box
547. Northwestern Station, Dept. 2104, Detroit, Mich.

The Truth about Stars' Ages
{Continued from page 65)

percentage of today's women stars are

—

but also the age range where a lot of

stars are said to be and are not, being
either younger or older, though appear-
ing in similar, vaguely dated roles.

It is a theatrical rule that the longer
you have been before the public, the
older the public's memory makes you,
which is tough on those who did start

when they were genuinely young. For
this reason, they are already editing the
ages of Deanna Durbin, Mickey Rooney
and Shirley Temple, but "veterans" like

Loretta Young and Douglas Fairbanks
Jr. are victims of the natural conclusion
of the paying customers that if you have
been around for a long while you must
be antique. It seems a little fabulous that

you can have been in pictures for

eighteen years, as young Doug has, and
still be only thirty, but that is true; or

fifteen years, as Loretta has (if you
count her service from the time she
signed her first long-term contract with
what was then First National pictures

and is now Warner Brothers and ignore
her actual childhood appearances) and
still have that thirtieth milestone ahead
of you.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE is only a year older

than publicized, having been born in

1928 rather than 1929, and Deanna Dur-
bin is only two years older than regis-

tered, having been born in 1920. These
"professional fibs" are harmless enough
deceptions, but the case of years vs.

Mickey Rooney is practically a tragedy.

This is because of Mickey's shortness,

which would seem to limit him to play-
ing adolescents exclusively. Andy Hardy,
Mickey's masterpiece and meal ticket, is

airily indicated as being around seven-
teen or eighteen. Mickey is more than a

bit past twenty. Can Mickey manage to

ride over the space that is bound to

widen between the youth of Andy Hardy
and Mickey's real age?

Casting, as in Mickey's case, has a lot

to do with making stars seem older or

younger than their real years. Tyrone
Power, still in his twenties, seems,
through absolutely venerable casting, to

be fifteen years older than Mickey and
reversely, until he made the error of

playing a mere strip of a poet in "If I

Were King" in 1939, Ronnie Colman
managed to convey the impression that

he was still a gay blade, even though
he is so close to fifty that it hurts. The
draft board's revealing that he was thirty-

two dispelled the impression Jimmy
Stewart always gave of not being dry
behind the ears, leaving Gary Cooper
triumphant in appearing gangling, shy
and bewildered, despite his first picture

having been made in 1926 and his better

than forty birthdays. And in this gents'

department, let it be said that male
actors are just as coy as females in

revealing the starting date of their lives,

though occasionally an honest one to

match Miss Colbert pops up. One of

these is Clark Gable.
This little episode took place several

years ago, just after Clark had clicked at

M-G-M. He was learning to ride and
mighty proud of it and he took an inter-

viewer along one day to watch him
among the horses. It so happened that

the riding academy brought out a very
tall mount that day and Clark jumped
on its back so effortlessly that he was
justifiably boastful about it.

"Not bad for a guy of thii-ty-one, am
I?" he asked, grinning.
"Wonderful," sighed the interviewer,

who was a woman, anyway.

"Not even bad for a guy of thirty-five,

which is what I actually am," said Big
Ears, making the poor dame's heart crack
wide open with desire.

Children are like roles, either aging
or youthifying, and many a press agent
has had many a sleepless night because
of them. It was all fine and dandy when
a gray-haired, bald guy like Guy Kibbee
suddenly became a father to his first-

born about six years ago and thus is

temporarily bracketed in the public mind
with a genuinely young father like Bob
Young, but it's brutal when a fellow like

Power turns out to have an in-the-teens
stepdaughter or even when a young
woman like Joan Bennett has to present
tall, beautiful Diana Markey (nee Fox)
as her own thirteen-year-old. Joan hon-
estly was that story almost all profes-
sional mothers tell, a mere sixteen when
this first-born made her debut into

existence.

COMETIMES, as in the cases of Marlene
Dietrich and Walter Pidgeon, it is the

studio rather than the player who tries

to hide the second generation to do away
with those age-betrayers. Back in the
days when Marlene was still Paramount
glamour girl, she kept on talking about
her "baby," despite all press department
caution to the contrary.
The next year, when she returned from

her annual trip abroad, she brought
"Baby" with her. Imagine Paramount's
horror, when "Baby" turned out to be
the beautiful but very leggy and decid-
edly close-to-the-teens Maria Sieber.
The poor guy from the Paramount press
department who was assigned to see that
the reporters and Marlene discovered
each other at the dock had to spend all

his time hiding the bewildered Maria
behind funnels, deck chairs and passing
throngs.
Somewhat similar and equally delib-

erate is the thick shadow M-G-M throws
over the daughter of Walter Pidgeon, a

grand girl whose only crime is that she
,

is a young woman rather than a child, I

though it must be said in Walter's favor
I

that this hiding is none of his doing,
j

He's proud of his girl, just as he is proud
of his World War record, even though
both of them serve as tip-offs to the

fact that he's long since waved good-by
to forty.

BUT when it comes to the stories of

years, one of Hollywood's favorites
concerns the two character actresses who
met each other on Vine Street one day
recently. Here they must be nameless,
since they are both still prominent m
pictures, but suffice it to say they are now
at the stage where it makes a better

story to add to the number of their years
rather than to subtract.

On this occasion they ran into one
another while shopping and fell upon
each other with glad cries, started rem-
iniscing and reminding one another of

this happening and that.

"To think,"' said the one of them, "that

we two, once the toasts of Broadway,
are now sixty."

"Sixty?" snorted the other, drawing
herself to her full height. "You know ,

perfectly well we are eighty."

A casting director who was passing b\

grinned at both of them. He happened
to have a long memory and he knew
that they were both seventj--one.
Which makes age in Hollywood, as ago

in any place, a matter that is dependent
upon the point of view and upon who is

doing the looking.
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Casts of Current Pictures

"CITIZEN KANE"—RKO-Radio. Original
screen play by Herman J. Mankiewicz and Orson
Welles. Directed by Orson Welles. Cast: Jede-
diah Leland, Joseph Cotten; Susa>i Alexander,
Dorothy Comingore; Mr. Bernstein, Everett
Sloane; Jim W. Gettys, Ray Collins; Walter P.
Thatcher, George Coulouris; Mrs. Kane, Agnes
Moorehead; Raymond. Paul Stewart; Emily Nor-
ton, Ruth Warrick; Mr. Carter, Erskine Sanford;
Thompson, William Alland; Matiste, Fortunio
Bononova; The headzvaiter, Gus Schilling; Mr.
Rawlston, Philip Van Zandt; Miss Anderson,
Georgia Backus; Kane's father, Harry Shannon;
Kane III, Sonny Bupp; Kane, age eight, Buddy
Swan; Kane, Orson Welles.

"COWBOY AND THE BLONDE, THE"—
20th Century-Fox. Screen play by Walter Bullock.
Original story by Walter Bullock and William
Brent. Directed by Ray McCarey. Cast: Crystal
Wayne, Mary Beth Hughes; Lank Garrett, George
Montgomery; Phineas Johnson, Alan Mowbray;
Don Courtney, Robert Conway; Bob Roycroft, John
Miljan; Gilbert, Richard Lane; Mr. Gregory,
Robert Emmett Keane; Murphy, Minerva Urecal;
Skeeter, Fuzzy Knight; Melvyn, George O'Hara;
Maybelle, Monica Bannister; Franklin, William
Halligan.

"DEVIL AND MISS JONES, THE"—RKO-
Radio. Original screen play by Norman Krasna.
Directed by Sam Wood. Cast: Mary, Jean Arthur;
Joe, Robert Cummings; Merrick, Charles Coburn;
Hooper, Edmund Gwenn; Elisabeth, Spring Bying-
ton; Ccorije, S. Z. Sakall; First Detective, William
Demarest; Allison, Walter Kingsford; Harrison,
Montagu Love; Oliver, Richard Carle; Needles,
Charles Waldron; Withers, Edwin Maxwell; Police
Sergeant, Edward McNaraara; Tom Higgins,
Robert Emmett Keane.

"FLAME OF NEW ORLEANS, THE"— Uni-
versal. Original screen play by Norman Krasna.
Directed by Rene Clair. Cast: Claire, Marlene
Dietrich; Robert, Bruce Cabot; Giraiid, Roland
Young; Zolotov, Mischa Auer; First Sailor, Andy
Devine; Second Sailor, Frank Jenks; Third Sailor,
Eddie Quillan; Auntie, Laura Hope Crews; Bel-
lows, Franklin Pangborn; Clementine, Theresa
Harris; Samuel, Clarence Muse; Brother-in-law,
Melville Cooper; Sister, Anne Revere; William,
Bob Evans; Cousin, Emily Fitzroy; Cousin, Virgi-
nia Sale; Cousin, Dorothy Adams; Opera Singers,
Gitta Alpar, Anthony Marlowe.

"FOOTLIGHT FEVER"—RKO-Radio. Screen
play by Ian Hunter and Bert Granet. Original
story by Bert Granet. Directed by Irving Reis.
Cast: Don Avery, Alan Mowbray; Jeff Crandall,
Donald MacBride; Eileen Drake, Elyse Knox; Aunt
Hattie, Elisabeth Risdon; John Carter, Lee Bon-
nell; Spike Morgan, Charles Quigley; Imogenc,
Georgia Backus; Harvey Parker, Bradley Page;
Willie, Mantan Moreland; Holly, Chester Clute;
Miss Hughes, Jane Patten.

"GREAT AMERICAN BROADCAST, THE"—20th Century-Fox. Original screen play by Don
Ettlinger and Edwin Blum, Robert Ellis and Helen
Logan. Directed by Archie .Mayo. Cast: Vieki
Adams, Alice Faye; Chuck Had'ley. Jack Oakie;
Ri.r Martin, John Payne; Bruce Chadwick, Cesar
Romero; Secretary, Mary Beth Hughes; Singer,
James Newill; Specialties, The Four Ink Spots,
Nicholas Brothers, Wiere Brothers; Madame Rinal-
di, Eula Morgan; Foreman, William Pawley; Jus-
tice of the Peace, Lucien Littlefield; Pianist,
Edward Conrad; Announcers, Gary Breckner, Mike
Frankovich, John Hiestand; Jimmy, Eddie Acuff;
Jennie, Mildred Gover; Farmer, Arthur Ayles-
worth; Brakeman

, Syd Saylor; Headwaiter. Eddie
Kane; Mr. Porter, William Halligan; Shampoo
Sam, Harry Seymour; Counter Man, Frank Orth;
Doorman, Herbert Heywood.

"GREAT LIE, THE"—Warners. Screen play
by Lenore Coffee. From the novel by Polan Banks.
Directed by Edmund Goulding. Cast: Maggie,
Bette Davis: Peter, George Brent; Sandra, Mary
Astor; Aunt Ada, Lucile Watson; Violet, Hattie
McDaniel

; Jefferson, Sam McDaniel; Joshua Ma-
son, Grant Mitchell; Col. Harriston. Russell Hicks;
Worthington James, Thurston Hall; Senator,
Charles Trowbridge; Jock Thompson, Jerome Co-
wan; Maid, Doris Lloyd.

"LADY FROM CHEYENNE, THE"—L^niver-
sal. Screen play by Catherine Scola and Warren
Duff. Original story by Jonathan Finn and Theresa
Oaks. Directed by Frank Lloyd. Cast: Annie
Morgan, Loretta Young; Stephen Lewis, Robert
Preston; Jim Cork, Edward Arnold; Elsie, Gladys
George; Hank Freeman, Frank Craven; Mrs. Mc-
Guinness, Jessie Ralph; George, Willie Best;
Stever, Stanley Fields.

"LAS VEGAS NIGHTS"—Paramount. Orig
inal screen play by Ernest Pagano and Harry Clork.
Directed by Ralph Murphy. Cast: Bill Stevens,
Phil Regan; Stu Grant, Bert Wheeler; Norma
Jennings, Constance Moore; Mildred Jennings, Lil-

lian Cornell; Patsy Lynch, Virginia Dale; Katy,
Betty Brewer; Hank Bevis, Hank Ladd; and
Tommy Dorsey and his Orchestra.

{Continued on page 101)
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Heduce By Inches

DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO LOOK
• DIET AND EXERCISES FOR GEN-
ERAL REDUCING • WHEN FAT IS
LOCALIZED—Too Much Hips, Lumps
of Fat on the Hips, Reducing Abdo-
men, Reducing: the Breasts, Firming
the Breasts, Fat Pudgy Arms, Slender-
izing the Legs and Ankles. Correcting
Bow-legs, Slimming the Thighs and
Upper Legs, Reducing Fat on the Back,
Squeezing Off Fat, Where There's a
Will. There's a Way—to Reduce • RE-
DUCING FOR THE ANEMIC • GAIN
FIFTEEN OR MORE FOUNDS A
MONTH • IF YOU'RE THIN IN
PLACES—Enlarge Your Chest, Develop
Your Legs • PEOPLE WHO SIT ALL
DAY—"Desk Chair Spread," Drooping
Shoulders. Luncheon Warnings! • irHE
"IN-BETWEEN" FIGURE • KEEP
THAT PERFECT FIGURE • CLOTHES
TIPS FOR STRUCTURAL DEFECTS •
A FIRM, LOVELY FACE • CORRECT-
ING FACIAL AND NECK CONTOURS
—Off with That Double Chin! Enlarg-
ing a Receding Chin, Slenderizing the
Face and Jowls, Refining Your Nose,
Smoothing Out a Thin, Crepy Neck,
"Old Woman's Bump" • SKIN
BEAUTY DIET AND ENERGY DIET •
BEAUTIFUL HANDS AND FEET •
ACQUIRE POISE AND GRACE —
OVERCOME NERVOUSNESS • AD-
VICE FOR THE ADOLESCENT—To
Mothers—To Girls • THE WOMAN
PAST FORTY.

IF you are overweight, don't take dras-

tic, harmful measures to lose ugly,

cumbersome fat. It is dangerous to use
damaging medicines or devitalizing diets

in order to reduce superfluous weight.

Nor is it necessary to exhaust yourself

by faulty and hit-or-miss exercises that

merely deplete your energy. But there

is a way to reduce and reduce safely!

That way is The Common Sense Way.

There is no magic about The Comrnon
Sense Way to an alluring figure. But if

you follow suggestions Sylvia of Holly-
wood has for you in her book No More
Alibis you may, perhaps, challenge the

beauty of the loveliest movie stair!

In this amazing book Sylvia tells you
how to lose those unnecessary pounds—
and lose them safely. You won't have a

drawn, flabby face. You won't feel half

starved and you won't feel weak. In ten

days you'll have new life and vitality

You will see the texture and tone of your
skin improve. You will have an alert

mind and your eyes will be clear and
sparkling. And best of all you will see

daily improvement in your figure.

In No More Alibis the author tells you
how she helped many of Hollywood's
brightest stars with their figure prob-
lems. She names names—tells you how
she developed this star's legs—how she
reduced that star's waistline—how she
helped another star to achieve a beauti-

ful figure!

Just picture how beautiful you would
look if your hips were not so broad . . .

if your legs were not so heavy ... if your
ankles were not so thick . . . if your
weight were 20 to 30 pounds less! It's

easy to see how beautiful you would be
if you could change your figure faults.

Well, No More Alibis tells you exactly

how you can correct your figure faults

. . . how you can mold your body into

beautiful, alluring proportions.

Send No Money
Although the price of this amazing book
is ridiculously small—only $1—you need
send no money in advance. Just mail

coupon and upon receipt of your book
pay postman ?1 plus postal charges. Or,

if you send remittance with coupon we
will pay postage. Don't wait another
minute, send for your copy of this book
TODAY.

Macfadden Book Company, Inc., Dept. WG-7
205 East 42nd St.. New York, N. Y.

Send me a copy of No More Alibis. I will pay the
postman $1 plus postal charges upon receipt of
the book.

(We prepay postage on aii cash orders)

Name

Address

Foreign and Canadian orders cash in advance. SEND NO MONEY
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iss Simmer ...and IVliss Dietrich

SHE'S Beauty in July; In the midst of

ever-rising temperatures, a calm,

cool, collected lady who looks the way
you long to feel when "cool" is just

a word In the dictionary. Probably

because . . .

She always uses bubble baths In hot

weather for their luxurious cool-as-a-

cucumber effect.

She wraps her bath towel In paper

and cools it in the ice chest.

She keeps her cologne—a lovely

light scent—in the ice chest too, and

sprays her whole body, with an

atomizer, directly after her bath.

She cleanses her face carefully, using

a different cleansing tissue for each

section so she won't grind the dirt Into

her skin; then she gives her face a new
outlook on life by saturating tissues

with a cooling skin freshener and bath-

ing face and neck.

Sometimes she likes to use a liquid

foundation because it keeps her skin

from that moist summer-sun feeling

and, most Important of all. Is a dewy
fresh base for make-up.

She keeps a box of cleansing tissues

in a handy drawer and every hour or

so she saturates a tissue with cologne
and dobs it on her face, wrists, neck;

whereupon she feels and looks as if

she didn't know the thermometer stood
at 94.

She does a thorough job of making
over her face just twice as many times

as she would on a winter day.

She's the girl who makes you think

of Christmas in July.
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SHE'S Beauty bedraggled, and o
worse sight you couldn't find on any

summer day. Her hair is straggly, her

eyes are dull, her whole attitude says,

"It's a scorcher." Just looking at her

you con feel the mercury rising. That's

because . . .

She puts her heavy winter perfume
on her crisp organdy and wonders why
the air always seems a little heavy.

She just lets her hair hang, because
brushing is such an effort in hot

weather, not remembering that she can

rid her locks of heavy dirt and oil

easily just by wrapping tissues damp-
ened In cologne over her hairbrush and
brushing gently.

She comes In from a week end look-

ing sunburned and miserable and when
you wonder why she lets herself get

that way she says, "I can't look pale

in summer! I just have to get a tan

and this is what I have to go through

for that." She never caught on to that

marvelous trick of sun tan that comes
right out of a bottle, a liquid make-up
that gives you a lovely even tan and
is the boon of all fair-skinned sisters.

She counts sheep all through a hot

summer night Instead of giving herself

a cooler than cool rubdown with rub-

bing alcohol before going to bed. It

reduces body temperature in two
seconds, any doctor will tell you that.

She's the girl that makes you won-
der if you wouldn't rather live in

Alaska, anyway.

BY GLORIA MACK

SHE'S the girl who upset the Holly-
wood glamour applecart.

She's the girl, too, who shines so
triumphantly in her new "best yet," a
film called "Manpower."

She is Marlene Dietrich, who knows
her business. She looks the way every
woman should look. Probably because
of this idea of hers:

"For any woman young or old," she
says, "make-up is her success or her
defeat. If she uses it well, she does
much for herself; if she uses it badly

—

oh, but that is such a pity, because It

need not be. If she doesn't use it at
all—but what can you do with a wo-
man like that?

"I have success with make-up be-
cause I work for It. Where do I begin?
It Is like this . . . very simple. Sit your-
self before a stern mirror, pull yoy
hair bock, and look. Look a long time.
See what is the most arresting feature
of your face. For me, I exaggerate
my cheeks. I use a darker foundation
cream and darker powder just under
my cheekbones. I exaggerate my eye-
brows, too. But do not copy what I

do unless you resemble me.
"Also, I use mascara on the outer,

upper lashes of the eye and that is

really good for many women— It makes
the eyes appear longer.

"I think, too. It is helpful to study
photographs of yourself.

"It Is true that we motion-picture
people hove opportunity to study our

own 'camera angles,' but I do not see

why others should not do the same."

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mirror



(Continued
"MAJOR BARBARA"—Pascal-U.A. Scenario

and dialogue by George Bernard Shaw. Directed
by Gabriel Pascal. Cast: Major Barbara Vnder-
shaft, Wendy Hiller; Adolphus Cusins. Rex Har-
rison; Andrew Undershaft, Robert Morley; Bill

Walker. Robert Newton; Snobby Price, Emlyn
Williams; Mrs. Baines, Sybil Thorndike; Jenny
Hill, Deborah Kerr; Lomax, David Tree; Sarah,
Penelope Dudley-Ward; Lady Britomart, Marie
Lohr.

"MEN OF BOYS TOWN"—M-G M. Original
screen play by James K. McGuinness. Directed
by Norman Taurog. Cast: Father Edward J. Flana-
gan, Spencer Tracy; Whitey Marsh, Mickey Roo-
ney; Peetvee, Bobs Watson; Ted Martley, Larry
Nunn; Flip, Darryl Hickman; Mr. Maitland.
Henry O'Neill; Mrs. Maitland, Mary Nash; Dax'e
Morris, Lee J. Cobb; Mo Kahn, Sidney Miller;
The Judge. Addison Richards.

"MODEL WIFE"—Universal. Screen play by
Charles Kaufman, Horace Jackson and Grant Gar-
rett. Original story by Leigh Jason. Directed
by Leigh Jason. Cast: Joan Keating Chambers,
Joan Blondell; Fred Chambers, Dick Powell; Mr.
Mito Everett, Charlie Ruggles; Ralph Benson, Lee
Bowman; J. J. Benson, Lucile Watson; Mrs. Milo
Everett, Ruth Donnelly; Dominick. Billy Gilbert;
Janitor, John Qualen; Jitterbug, Lorraine Krue-
ger; Jitterbug, Glen Turnbull.

"PENNY SERENADE"—Columbia. Screen
play by Morris Ryskind. Story by Martha Chea-
vens. Directed by George Stevens. Cast: Julie
Gardiner, Irene Dunne; Roger Adams, Cary Grant;
Miss Oliver, Beulah Bondi; Applejack, Edgar
Buchanan; Dotty. Ann Doran; Trina. age 6. Eva
Lee Kuney; Doctor Hartley, Leonard Willey; /wdff^,
Wallis Clark; Billings, Walter Soderling; Trina,
age one. Baby Biffle.

"POT O'GOLD"—James Roosevelt-U. A. Screen
play by Walter De Leon. From an idea by Haydn
Roth Evans and Robert Brilmayer. Story by
Andrew Bennison and Monte Brice. Directed by
George Marshall. Cast: Jimmy Haskell, James
Stewart; Molly McCorkle, Paulette Goddard: Hor-
ace Heidt, Horace Heidt; C. J. Haskell. Charles
Winninger; Mo McCorkle, Mary Gordon; Jasper,
Frank Melton; Mr. Louderman, Jed Prouty: Willie
McCorkle, Dick Hogan; Lt. Grady, James Burke;
Parks, Charlie Arnt; Donna McCorkle, Donna
Wood; Larry Cotton, Larry Cotton; Samson. Henry
Rockquemore; Chalmers. William Gould; Judge
Murray, Aldrich Bowker.

"POWER DIVE"—Paramount. Screen play by
Maxwell Shane and Edward Churchill. Based on
a story by Paul Franklin. Directed by James
Hogan. Cast: Brad Farrell, Richard Arlen; Carol
Blake, Jean Parker; Mrs. Coles, Helen Mack;
Dan McMasters. Roger Pryor; Doug Farrell, Don
Castle; Squid Wat kins. Cliff Edwards; Brad Coles,
Jr., Billy Lee; Professor Blake, Thomas Ross;
Johnny Coles, Louis Jean Heydt.

"REACHING FOR THE SUN"—Paramount.
Screen play by W. L. River. Based on a story
by Wessel Smitter. Directed by William A. Well-
man. Cast: Russ Eliot. Joel McCrea; Rita. Ellen
Drew; Benny Hogan, Eddie Bracken; Herman,
Albert Dekker: Amos, Billy Gilbert; Rita's Mother,
Bodil Ann Rosing; Norm, James Jurke: Johnson,
Charles D. Brown; Little Benny, Michael Duggan;
Interne, Regis Toomey; Front Office Man, Hobart
Cavanaugh; Truck Driver, Charles Williams;
Nurse, Nella Walker; Percv Shelley, Warren Hy-
mer; Butch Svoboda, Billy Fletcher.

"REPENT AT LEISURE" — RKO-Radio.
Screen play by Jerry Cady. From an original
story by James Gow and Arnaud D'Usseau. Di-
rected by Frank Woodruff. Cast: Emily Baldzvin,
Wendy Barrie; Richard Hughes, Kent Taylor;
Prince Paul, Rafael Storm; R. C. Baldwin, George
Barbier; Mrs. Baldwin, Nella W^alker; Jay Buck-
ingham, Thurston Hall: Mr. Morgan. Charles Lane;
Mrs. Morgan, Cecil Cunningham; Miss Flynn, Ruth
Dietrich; Rufe, "Snowflake" Toones.

"RIDE ON VAQUERO"—20th Century-Fox.
Original screen play by Samuel G. Engel. Suggested
by the character the "Cisco Kid" created by William
Sydney Porter. Directed by Herbert I. Leeds.
Cast: Cisco Kid, Cesar Romero; Sally, Mary Beth
Hughes; Marguerita, Lynne Roberts; Gordito,
Chris-Pin Martin; Carlos, Robert Lowery; Watch-
man, Ben Carter; Barney. William Demarest;
Cavalry Officer, Robert Shaw; Clark, Edwin Max-
well; Sleepy, Paul Sutton; Redge, Don Costello;

Sheriff, Arthur Hohl ; Baldy. Irving Bacon; Curly,
Dick Rich; Colonel. Paul Harvey; Dolores, Joan
Woodbury.
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"SCOTLAND YARD" — 20th Century-Fox.

Screen play by Samuel G. Engel and John Balder-
ston. Based on the play by Denison Clift. Directed
by Norman Foster. Cast: Lady Sandra Lasher.
Nancy Kelly; Inspector Cork, "Edmund Gwenii

;

Sir John Lasher, John Loder; Dakin Barrolles.'
Henry Wilcoxon; Dr. Crownfield. Melville Cooper;'
Sir Clive Hcathcote, Gilbert Emery; Lady Heath \

cote. Norma Varden; Henderson, Leyland Hodgson;
Hugh Burnside, Lionel Pape; Ladv Constance,
Lilian Bond; Craven, Leo Carroll; Kinch, Frank
Dawson; Tony, Eugene Borden; Pickerinq, Ed-
ward Fielding; Jeffries. Robert De Bvuce;' Scott-
Bishop. Denis Green; Cockney, Jimmy Aubrey;
Lorry Driver, Yorke Sherwood; Dr. Gilbert, Les-
ter Matthews; Miss Hareourt. Doris Lloyd.

"THEY DARE NOT LOVE" — Columbia.
Screen play by Charles Bennett and Ernest \'ajda.
Original story by James Edward Grant. Directed
by James Whale. Cast: Prince Kurt von Roten-
burg, George Brent; Marta Keller, Martha Scott;
Baron von Helsing, Paul Lukas; Professor Keller,
Egon Brecher; Baron Shaffer, Roman Bohnen;
Captain li'ilhelm Ehrhardt, Edgar Barrier; Bar-
bara Murdoch, Kay Linaker; Captain, Frank
Reicher.

^ "VERY YOUNG LADY, A"—20th Century-
Fox. Screen play by Ladislas Fodor and Elaine
Ryan. From a play by Ladislas Fodor. Directed
by Harold Schuster. Cast: Kitty Russell, Jane
Withers; Alice Carter, Nancy Kelly; Dr. Mere-
dith, John Sutton; Miss Steele, Janet Beecher;
Tom Brighton, Richard Clayton; Aladt/e, June Carl-
son; Bri.rton, Charles Halton; Professor Stark-
zvcather. Cecil Kcllaway; Susie, Marilyn Kinsley;
Linda, JoAnn Ransom; Jean, Catherine Henderson:
Sarah, Lucita Ham; Beth, June Horne.

"WOMAN'S FACE, A"—M G-M. Screen play
by Donald Ogden Stewart and Elliot Paul. From
the play "II Etait L^ne Fois" by F'rancis de Croisset.
Directed by George Cukor. Cast: Anna Holm,
Joan Crawford; Dr. Gustaf Segert, Melvyn Doug-
las; Torsten Barring, Conrad Veidt; Vera Segert,
Osa Massen; Bernard Dalvik, Reginald Owen: Con-
sul Magnus Barring, Albert Bassermann; Emma
Kristiansdotter. Marjorie Main; Herman Rund-
vik, Donald Meek; Christina Dalvik, Connie Gil-
christ: Lars-Erik. Richard Nichols; Eric, Charles
Quigley; Gusta. Gwili Andre; Wickman, Clifford
Brooke; Defense Attorney, George Zucco; Judge.
Henry Kolker; Associate Judge, Robert Warwick;
Associate Judge, Gilbert Emery; Public Prosecutor,
Henry Daniell; Police Matron. Sarah Padden;
Court Attendant, William Farnum.

"WAGONS ROLL AT NIGHT, THE"—
Warners. Screen play by Fred Niblo Jr. and Barry
Trivers. Suggested by a story by Francis Wallace.
Directed by Ray Enright. Cast; Nick Coster.
Humphrey Bogart; Flo Lorraine. Sylvia Sidney;
Matt Varncy. Eddie Albert; Mary Coster. Joan
Leslie; Hoffman The Great. Sig "Rumann; Doc,
Cliff Clark; Snapper. Charley Foy; Tc.v, Frank Wil-
cox; Arch, John Ridgely; Mrs. Williams, Clara
Blandick; Mr. Williams, Aldrich Bowker; Gus,
Garry Owen; Bundy, Jack Mower; Wally, Frank
Mayo.

"WASHINGTON MELODRAMA" — MG-M.
Screen play by Marion Parsonnet and Rov Chan^lor.
Based on a play by L. du Rocher MacPherson.
Directed by S. Sylvan Simon. Cast: Calvin Clay-
more. Frank Morgan; Laurie Claymore, Ann
Rutherford; Hal Thome. Kent Taylor; Whitney
King, Dan Dailey. Jr.; Ronnie Colton, Lee Bow-
man; Mrs. Claymore, Fay Holden; Teddy Carlyle,
Virginia Grey; Mary Morgan, Anne Gwynne; Mrs.
Harrigan. Sara Haden; Parry, Olaf Hytten; Don-
nelly. Douglass Dumbrille; Simpson, Cliff Clark;
Logan, Hal K. Dawson; Senator Morton, Thurston
Hall; Phil Sampson, Joseph Crehan; Dean Lawford,
Frederick Burton; Bishop Chatterton, Howard
Hickman; Mrs. Curcon. Virginia Brissac.

"ZIEGFELD GIRL"—M-G-M. Screen play by
Marguerite Roberts and Sonya Levien. Original
story by William Anthony McGuire. Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard. Cast: Gilbert Young, James
Stewart: Susan Gallagher, Judy Garland; Sandra
Kolter, Hedy Lamarr; Sheila Regan, Lana Turner;
Frank Merton, Tony Martin; Jerry Regan, Jackie
Cooper; Geoffrey Collis, Ian Hunter; "Pop" Gal-
lagher, Charles Winninger; Noble Sage. Edward
Everett Horton; Fran:: Kolter, Philip Dorn: John
.Slayton. Paul Kelly; Patsy Dixon. Eve .^rden;
Jimmy Walters, Dan Dailey, Jr.; Al, Al Shean;
Mrs. Regan, Fay Holden; Mischa, Felix Bressart:
Mrs. Merton, Rose Hobart; Nick Capalini, Bernard
Nedell; Mr. Regan. Ed McNamara; Jenny, Mae
Busch; Annie. Renie Riano; Perkins, Josephine
Whittell; .Xative Dancer, Sergio Ort:i.

WE KNOW—
one reason for the record-breaking demand for Photoplay-Movie

Mirror is our series of full-color portraits—portraits surpassing nnany

that have already been framed. So

YOU'LL WANT—
next month's selection—the most dynamic yet offered:

CLARK GABLE CLAUDETTE COLBERT BOB HOPE ROSALIND. RUSSELL
Be sure to reserve your August issue now!

NOW!

NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE

NEW! Smart, long
tapering nails for

everyone ! Coverbroken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
anydesiredshade. Defies
detection. Waterjiroof.

Easily applied ; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.

Set of Ten, 20c. All 5c and 10c stores.

ARTIFICIAL
FINGERNAILSNU-NAILS

462 N. Parks. dc. Drpt. 16-G. Chicago

MY 12 BABY HELP LEAFLETS—Yours for Only 10c
My 12 most popul.ir booklets on baby care now available to
readers of this magazine for only 10c to cover costs aniJ

All these title
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Books,
That Appeal to Children

Time Saving Ways to do
Baby's Laundry

Ten Commandments
for Good Child Training
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Louise Branch. Baby Page

PHOTOPLAY-IWOVIE MIRROR MAGAZINE. Dept.
205 East 42nd Street. New York, N. V.
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QUICKER WAY!
All Druggists
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HOLLYWOOD
ENLARGEMENT

Just to yet acquainted, we will make a beautUul PRO-
FESSIONAL enlargement of any snapsliot, photn.
kodak picture, print, or negative to 5 x 7 inch FREE.
Please include color of eyes, hair, and clothing for
prompt information on a natural, life-like color en-
largement in a FREE FRAME to set on the table or
dresser. Your original returned with your FREE
PROFESSIONAL enlargement. Please send 10c for

return mailing—Act Quick.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
6777 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. 82
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

LIPSTICK
Stays On—when it s

DON JUAN
. . . stays on though you
eat, smoke, drink or kiss, if

used as directed. Lasting:
loveliness for your lips . . .

natural . . . soft-looking-,
appealing . . . Not smudgy
or smearing. Young-, viva-
cious, seductive shades.
Only $1.00. Rouge and
powder to match $1.00
each. Large trial sizes lOd.

New Shade!

MILITARY
RED

..Real Red Red

Exclusively

DON JUAN
Try it Today!

BOB {/HAIR PINS

Best Bob Pins for C\K\9r%

FREE ! Send penny postcard for pack-

et of Sta-Rite Pins: Double-Dipped,
Blend- Rite, Ginnie-Lou and Para-

mount. Instructions for holding hair

in placewhileyou sleep included . State

J color of hair. Sta-Rite Ginnie-Lou,
Inc., Dept. 14-G. Shelbyville, 111.
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Recommended to you by Judy,

the cereal -conscious Canova

BY ANN HAMILTON

.VERY once in a while it seems to me
that the Hollywood publicity writers need
a shot of Vitamin B-1 in their type-
writers. A new face appears on the
screen and right away we're flooded
with stories about said new face and then
little Miss New Star has her hands full

trying to live up to—or live down—the
reports.

Well, Hollywood's new young star,

Judy Canova, will never have to worry
about that. Judy is nobody's overnight
discovery—she's been in there plugging
since she was twelve.
She began her career by going on the

radio and her hillbilly style of singing

—

it's essentially Judy's own and once
you've heard it you won't accept any
substitutes—was just about the most
laugh-making thing that had ever hap-
pened to the air waves. That success
would have been enough for most young-
sters—but Judy, even at that age, was
different. Instead of going to her head,
success went to her feet; result, she
worked like the little trouper she is at

dancing lessons (there's nothing hillbilly

about the Canova dancing technique)
and singing lessons.

First thing she knew she was singing
in New York night clubs and making
vaudeville tours and literally slaying the
customers. She went to England, too,

and those staid English loved her.
On her return, Broadway became

Canova-conscious through the hilarious
hillbilly musical comedy, "Yokel Boy,"
with the lanky Buddy Ebsen. Then along
came Republic and the picture "Scatter-
brain." It was right up Judy's alley

—

and as a result of the drumbeating it

rated Judy is going places very, very fast.

Republic didn't lose any time about put-
ting her into "Sis Hopkins," in which
she played the title role, the same role
which Mabel Normand had played when
Judy was in pigtails. This picture was a
riot and Judy was riotous.

Since she is a Southerner it isn't sur-
prising that Judy has a gourmet's ideas

on food. More than that, stored away
under that dark hair is information about
what is good, what is good for us and
how to prepare it.

"The most important thing about food,
'

she told me while we were lunching at

the Republic commissary a few days ago,

"is eating the right thing at the right

time. Like this," she indicated the bowl
of crisp puffed cereal, served with sugar
and milk—a favorite combination of hers
—which she was eating.

"Cold cereals," she went on, "are good
for breakfast, of course, but fine for a
pickup when something heavier wouldn't
be so good. I found that out when tour-
ing in vaudeville and also here when
making a picture. Cereals give energy
with no hangover of 'too well fed' feel-

ing to interfere with work the rest of

the afternoon or evening. And did you
ever," she added, ''use 'em in candy?
Wonderful!"

Just to prove to you that Judy is right,

here is her own recip>e for puff balls.

PUFF BALLS

1 cup corn syrup
1 cup sugar
2 tbls. vinegar

2 tbls. butter

1/2 tsp. vanilla extract

4 cups puffed cereal

Boil together syrup, sugar and vinegar
until a drop of the liquid poured into

cold water will form a brittle thread
(265 to 270 degrees F.). Remove from
heat, cool two to three minutes, then add
butter and vanilla. Pour mixture onto
puffed cereal, mix well and as soon as it

is cool enough to handle roll into small
balls. Place on waxed paper until hard.
Even in summertime we need hot

dishes, but they must be light as well as
nourishing, a combination which is easily
achieved by serving lamb croquettes on
pineapple slices.

LAMB CROQUEnES

V2 cup chopped celery

1 cup milk
1 cup cold cereal

2 cups roast lamb, chopped fine

V2 tsp. salt

1 egg

8 slices pineapple

Simmer celery in milk for three min-
utes. Remove from heat, add cereal, lamb
and salt and mix thoroughly, then add
egg which has been beaten lightly. Form
into eight croquettes, using additional
cereal if mixture is too moist to handle
easily. Roll croquettes in crushed cold
cereal, then dip into beaten egg to which
has been added one tablespoon of pine-
apple juice, then roll in crushed cereal
again. Arrange pineapple slices in shallow
buttered casserole, top each slice with a
croquette and bake in moderate oven
(375 degrees F.) until golden brown.
Serve with sauce made by cooking to-
gether over low flame one tablespoon
flour, one teaspoon butter and one cup
pineapple juice.

Another recip>e which is a favorite of
Judy's—and will be one of yours, too,
as soon as you've tried it—is biscuit
tortoni made with cold cereal.

BISCUIT TORTONI

2 egg yolks

6 tbls. powdered sugar

V2 tsp. almond extract

IV2 cups cream, whipped
cup crushed cold cereal

Beat egg yolks lightly, add sugar,
almond extract and half the crushed
cereal. Whip cream and fold into first

mixture. Pour into small paper cups and
sprinkle remaining crushed cereal on top.

Place in freezing tray of automatic re-
frigerator until firm, about three hours.
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Out of Henry Fonda's Attic
(Continued from page 63)

St. Paul. Grandfather Jaynes, for whom
Henry had been named, did much to en-
courage Henry in his first groping efforts

to express himself and guaranteed a re-
ward of ten cents for every letter Henry
wrote him.
Grandfather Jaynes himself was some-

thing of a poet and many of his letters

to Henry were in verse, a hobby Henry
was quick to imitate. Long letters in

rhyme, profusely illustrated with cray-
on sketches of the subjects touched
upon, passed between the two. One of

the drawings Henry sent his grandfather
which brought the warmest praise was
a sketch of ex-President William Howard
Taft.

When Henry was twelve years old, he
was a Boy Scout usher in the auditorium
at some civic event which was addressed
by the former President. All through
the distinguished visitor's speech, Henry
sat in the first row industriously sketch-
ing Mr. Taft. When the former President
had finished his address, Henry climbed
up on the platform and joined the dig-
nitaries crowding around the guest of

honor. Henry was the only boy on the
platform. Mr. Taft noticed him and
called him to his side and, on being
shown the pencilled sketch, complimented
Henry and autographed it for him.

CHYNESS was a word that just wasn't
^ in Henry's vocabulary or make-up.
Bob Ellick, one of his boyhood cronies,
tells an amusing story of how Henry and
he were riding on a trolley car one day
when two quite elderly ladies got aboard
and took seats directly opposite the boys.
The women looked so much alike that
Henry ventured a guess they were twins.
Bob was doubtful. Somehow the idea

of twins seemed reserved for little girls

with identical hair ribbon bows. A whis-
pered but heated argument developed.
To settle it, Henry suddenly jumped to

his feet and walked over to the elderly
ladies, who, Bob recounts, were at least

sixty years old.

"Say," demanded Henry, "are you two
girls twins?"
At this flattering designation of "girls,"

the two ladies giggled delightedly and
announced they were indeed sisters the
same age. So pleased were they at

Henry's discounting their grey hairs in

his salutation, they launched into a long
family history that lasted until the end
of the line, several stops beyond their

usual point of alighting, Henry and Bob
suspected.

In fact, nerve was Henry's strongest
suit. It was Henry who always was first

to dive from the highest board at the
swimming holes, Henry who was given
the meanest mannered pony to ride,

Henry who tested the rafters in that ex-
citing pastime of investigating buildings
under construction.
There were four or five families, all

with children about the same age, who
lived in our immediate neighborhood
and Henry was accepted as the leader
of the "gang," if it might be called that.

It was Henry who organized our back-
yard circuses and, dressed in the high
silk hat and long coat of the ringmaster,
directed the ambitious acrobatics per-
formed on clothes poles by the rest of us.

That happy faculty of being able to

organize and direct games was to stand
Henry in good stead later on, for at

the University of Minnesota he helped
earn his tuition by acting as a resident
director of Unity House, a boys' settle-

ment house in Minneapolis. But even at

college, Henry steered shy of any theatri-

cals that involved anything more pro-
fessional in setting than a back-yard
lawn.

In his freshman year he was approached
by the director of the "Masquers," the
college undergraduate dramatic organi-
zation, and asked to try out for a part.

"I st-t-t-uh-uh-stutter," glibly fibbed
Henry and thereafter his extracurricular
activities at Minnesota were confined to

an occasional drawing for the college
paper and his exacting duties teaching
wood carving, scouting and basketball
to the youngsters at Unity House.

I
T was the summer of his second year

' at Minnesota that the incident oc-
curred which was to change the whole
course of Henry's life.

One of Mother's friends was Mrs. Sam
Burns, a director in the Omaha Com-
munity Playhouse, the "Little Theater"
group in Omaha. A week before the
scheduled opening of the Philip Barry
play, "You and I," the juvenile lead fell

ill. Mrs. Burns prevailed upon Mother
to send Henry down to the Playhouse
and he, thinking the job they wanted
him to do was something like painting
scenery, reported at a rehearsal to find
the whole cast waiting for him to read
lines with them.
Henry declares he was so nervous he

could hardly find his voice, but he man-
aged to get through the first rehearsal
and by opening night was taking the
whole thing in his stride and waving
his arms about in gestures that, if not
eloquent, were at least energetic.
With the first layer of grease paint,

Henry succumbed to the spell of the
footlights and the land of make-believe.
For the rest of the summer he spent
all his spare time, away from his odd
jobs as telephone "trouble shooter" and
garage helper, at the Playhouse. He de-
signed and painted sets, he helped with
the costumes and played everything from
walk-ons to leads.

When college reopened, Henry decided
to stay in Omaha and go on with the
Playhouse and by the end of the year
he had been made assistant director of

the company at a salary of $100 a month.
He remained with the Playhouse three

seasons, with a three-month interlude
during which he toured vaudeville houses
of the Middle West in an act with George
Billings, the famous impersonator of Lin-
coln. It was in his Playhouse days that
Henry was involved in two pranks that
are still remembered in Omaha.

Shortly after his flight to Paris, Lind-
bergh came to Omaha and was honored
by a parade and a celebration. Visiting
Harriet at the time was a boy from Wis-
consin, tall, blonde and very closely re-
sembling Lindbergh.
Henry had an old ramshackle jaloppy.

He let down the homemade top in back
to form a raised seat on which he placed
Harriet's friend and, just as the crowds
were gathering on Dodge Street to greet
the famous flyer, Henry and this tow-
headed Wisconsin boy drove down the
line of march, bowing and waving and
acknowledging the cheers of the eager
public.

If memory is not remiss, Henry even
stopped at one point and mounted the
back seat beside his guest to give a
glowing speech extolling the virtues of

the Lone Eagle.
The other episode also concerned an

early-vintage car.

At a picnic in Valley, a little town in

Nebraska near Omaha, at which Harriet
and Lida Whitmore entertained some

Doctor's New Quicker Relief!
Stop suffering! If you have painful bun-
ions, enlarged or tender joints, you'll
get quick relief with the New Super-
Soft Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads. Feel the

world of difference these thin, soft, soothinK,
cushioning pads make . . . now much they
lift shoe pressure off the sensitive spot. New
in design and texture and 6i0% softer than
before ! Do not come off i n the bath. More eco-
nomical! Cost but a trifle. Sold everywhere.

N_,.,
. /, Insist on genuineEW SuS&lSo^ Dr. SchoU s!
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eK^VP " "service after trrad.i:,ti,,„. Y 1..,, ,-n,.,-d a.|.^P vanced ediieation. Send for Big New Free Book,
and my"PAY TUITION AFTER GRADUATION" PLAN.

H. C. Lewis. President. COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
SOO South Paulina Street, Dept. Bl-64. Chicago. III.

Sparkling— Clean — Odorless

FALSE TEETH
Without scrubbing .... Without brushing!
RETTO DENTURE CLEANER, de-
veloped especially and only for false teeth, removes
stains, scum and decaying food particles jiisl by soak-
ing! RETTO banishes 'Denture Breath"— is harm-

less to finest teeth—recommended by dentists.

5gnS)\ Avoid embarrassment of SLIPPING,
SLIDING TEETH with RETTO
ADHESIVE. Keeps plates firm and

_ tight. RETTO CLEANER and
RETTO ADHESIVE on sale at all 10c stores
and drug stores. Send card for FREE sample

!

RETTO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. H, CLEVELAND,©.

DIAMOND RINGS
-lllul In trol ^fi.iit.nl nA :ll . _a II ...1.1Jusi to get acquainted we will send you smart new yellow gold

plate engagement ring or wedding ring. Roinnnce design engage-
ment ring set with flashing, simulated diamond solitaire with six
side stones. Wedding ring ha?, band of brilliants set in exquisite
HoueytTwon Design mounting. Either ring only $1 00 or both for
$1.79 SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring size
Wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order now!
CMPrRE OrAMONO CO.. Dtpf. 957 fVI Jefferton. towo

£ASY WAY....

%MMTBLACK
This remarkable CAKE discovery.

TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo, washes out
dirt, loose dandruff, grease, grime and
safely gives hair a real smooth JET BLACK
TINT that fairly glows with life and lustre.

Don't put up with faded dull, burnt, off color hair^
a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Cake works
gradual . . .each shampoo leaves your hair blacker lovelier, sofier.

easier to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full cake
50c (3 for $1). TINTZ comes in Jet Black, light, medium and dark
Brown, Titian, and Blonde. Order today! State shade wanted.

SEND NOMONEY
ance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage
if remittance comes with order ) Don't wait - Write todav to

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 844, 207 N. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO
CANADIAN OFFICE: D0pl.844, 22 COLLCGE STREET. TORONTO

MAKE THIS MAN

Prove to Yourself You Can
Learn to Draw

ANARTIST
BY SPARE-TIME TRAINING
rifPitio lor u laifer lliiiiu;;!!

(Hir practiral. pioven nu-thod

—

at home in your spare time.
lOMMKKrl.\L .\RT, CAR-

TOO.M.NC II,I,I STli.\TlN<; all in one loinplete lourse.
Trained arlists are lanalile of earninc $30. $50, $75 a week.
Write tor FKi;i-; liOOKI.KT. ' An for I'leasure and I'lotit"

—tells all uliout our tourse. opi)ortunil ies in art. and
describes TWO AHT OVTI'lTS irulu.led witli training.
Mail posti'anl today. .\o ohIiKalinn Slat.' as.'.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Studio iSTT
1115— I5th Street, N. W. Washinoton, D, C.
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Treasure from the Fonda
attic is this family snap-

shot for which Henry, Mrs.
Fonda, hiarriet, Jayne and
Mr. Fonda struck a parlor

pose in their Omaha house

Knee-pants view of Hank
in a Buz or Brown collar

and a rural atmosphere:

He feeds the chickens with

Grandfather Ten Eycke
Fonda and some assorted

neighborhood small fry

twenty-five or thirty young boys and
girls, Henry organized an impromptu
funeral procession for a mythical "Mr.
Jones."
From the running board of an old

car, followed by the rest of us in other
machines, Henry set up a doleful dirge
that "Jones is dead." From the other
cars came a mournful echo, "Oh, no!
Say it isn't so!"

"Yes, by gory, Jones is dead!" Henry
shouted to a startled populace of peace-
ful Valley who, unable to determine
whether this was one of those strange
Irish wakes they had read about, or
merely a noisy bunch of youngsters,
summoned the town constable.
Henry and two or three other boys

were arrested and languished in jail

for several hours until parents sum-
moned from Omaha bailed them out
with promises to the town magistrate
that fitting punishment would be meted
out at home.
Although he was an excellent dancer

and popular with the girls, it was not
until he had gone East to storm the
citadels of Broadway that Henry was
what you would call much of a ladies'

man. All through high school, and his

years at the Community Playhouse, his

dates were more scattered than serious.

In fact, often it was one of us that
Henry squired to high-school dances.
These events were always preceded by a

formal invitation with Henry using the
downstairs phone and one of us answer-
ing on the upstairs phone, while he very
stiffly asked if Miss Fonda would do him
the honor of accompanying him to what-
ever function it was.

CROM the University Players Guild at

'Falmouth, on Cape Cod, where Henry
spent several summers acting with a
group of Harvard and Princeton boys,
Henry made winter sorties into the
theatrical world of New York. But the
going was hard the first few years. Walk-
ons and tiny parts in shows that quickly
closed were his meager fare until the
winter of 1935 when his work with the
Westchester Playhouse at Mount Kisco
brought him the lead in "The Farmer
Takes a Wife," from which Broadway
hit he was catapulted to Hollywood.

Big-time star in small-town role:

Hank plays in "A Kiss For Cinderella,"

done by the Omaha Community Play-

house. The girl is Dorothy McGuire,
now starring in Broadway's "Claudia"

Those lean winters, during which Henry
subsisted on rice and cereals, eked out
a bare existence by writing and drawing
for the New Yorker and other magazines
to add to his slim earnings in the theater,

have been widely publicized. What prob-
ably isn't so well known is the fact that

he turned down several earlier film bids
because of a tenacious desire to make
good first in the theater.

Through it all, and through his sub-
sequent success in Hollywood, Henry has
remained the same earnest, hard-working
and utterly uninflated person he was
when he thought $50 a week was a for-
tune and a single line in a review mag-
nificent publicity.

Last year both of us visited Henry and
his wife Frances in Hollywood. These
days Henry's talk is not so much of tim-
ing in acting, but the proper spacing of

trees for the new ranch he is building.
Always fond of childi'en, Henry is

effusively happy with "Lady" Jane Sey-
mour, his four-year-old daughter. Peter
Henry, his year-old son, and Frances
Brokaw, his stepdaughter. If ever there
was a man who was the symbol of a
proud papa it is Henry and all the affec-
tion and spirit of family unity that he
once showed in our closely knit family
life in Omaha is now lavished on his
wife and three children.
Mother did not live to see Henry real-

ize his stage ambitions. She died just as
he was rehearsing for his first big New
York hit, "The Farmer Takes a Wife."
and Father died shortly after Henry
went to Hollywood. Father, however,
lived long enough to see—on a special
screen in his sick room here in Omaha

—

Henry's first two film triumphs.
Were they alive, I am sure they would

join us in our answer to that oft-repeated
question, "Has Hank changed much?"
No, he's still Hank . . . and a very

lovable Hank!
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• So many women wlio prize that <;ra-

cioiis air of pt)ise and cliarin, have

made Modess their sanitary napkin.

• For poise depends so much on com-

fort—and Modess is a miracle of com-

fort. Inside the snowy sur<iical gauze

covering of every Modess pad is a

filler so downv and soft we call it

"fluff." This airv Hutl filler is very

(Hfjcrciil from llic lilirr found it) most

other napkins.

• That's whv there's nothing like

Modess for comfort! Atid Modess is

wonderfidlv safe, too. Read why in

the pam{)ldet inside every Modess

package. Buy Models at your favointe

stoie. It costs otd)' 2()f^ foi' a box ol

Iwclvc napkins.



Its Chesterfie
. . . t/ie coo/er, beffer-fasf/ng, definitely milder cigarette ^

Join up with the satisfied smokers the country over

and share in the enjoyment of Chesterfield's right

combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos.

Chesterfield's exclusive blend gives you a balance

of mildness and taste in just the way you want it.

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

Copyright 1941, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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I CANT PRINT THAT ABOUT HOLLYWOOD! By Dorothy Kilgallen



• Put comfort on your shopping list. Write down the name

"Modess."

• You'll soon appreciate the difference Modess Sanitary Nap-

kins can make in your comfort. For inside the snowy white

surgical gauze covering of Modess is a filler so airy-light, and

downy-soft that we've named it "fluff." Fluff is very different

from the filler found in most other napkins.

• And because fluff is so soft and gentle, there's nothing quite

like Modess for comfort. You'll find Modess is wonderfully safe,

too! Read why in the pamphlet inside every Modess package.

You can buy Modess at your favorite store. It costs only 20fS

for a box of twelve napkins.



HEARTS WILL SKIP., if your Smile is Right!

Smiles gain sparkle when gums
are healthy. Help keepyourgums
firmer with Ipana and Massage.

COMPLIMENTS and popularity—a sol-

itaire for your finger—phone calls,

dances and dates. Even without great

beauty they're yours to win and possess.

Just bring your smile to its sparkling best

and eyes and hearts will open to you!

Beauty, you know, is only smile deep.

A sparkling smile lights the plainest

face—lends it priceless charm. Without
one, the loveliest face is shadowed! Help

your smile. Never forget—a smile, to be

sparkling and attractive, depends largely

on firm, healthy gums.

If you see "pink" on your tooth brush

—make a date to see your dentist imme-
diately. You may not be in for serious

trouble—but let your dentist make the

decision.

Very likely he'll tell you your gums
are weak and tender because today's

soft, cireamy foods have robbed them of

work and exercise. And, like thousands

of modern dentists today, he may very

likely suggest "the healthful stimulation

of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."

Use Ipana and Massage
Ipana not only cleans teeth thoroughly

but, with massage, it is especially de-

signed to aid the gums to healthy firm-

ness. Each time you brush your teeth

massage a little extra Ipana onto your

gums. That invigorating "tang"—exclu-

sive with Ipana and massage—means cir-

culation is quickening in the gum tissues

—helping gums to healthier firmness.

Get an economical tube of Ipana

Tooth Paste today. Help keep your smile

charming, attractive, winning.

A LOVELY SMILE IS MOST IMPORTANT TO BEAUTY!"
Beauty Experts of 23 out of 24 leading magazines agree

Yes, of the nation's foremost beauty editors, representing

24 leading magazines, 23 agreed that a sparkling smile is

a woman's most precious asset.

"Even a plain girl," they said, "takes on charm and

glamour if her smile is bright and lovely. No woman can

be really beautiful if her smile is dull and lifeless."

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE
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Published in

this space

every month

Boy, we're tired of the old high-pressure

salesmanship. None of this hurry hurry

hurry stuff for us.

*

We're relaxing during the dog days.

Swinging in our old hammock and tak-

ing an occasional mint julep.

Yes, we're willing to talk but campaign-

ing is out. Our voice is soft, cooing,

mellow.

Especially since we're just going to drop

a hint about two great films that are

getting their final editing at those

streamlined M-G-M studios.

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and "Lady
Be Good." One is an unusually gripping

drama, the other an unusually rippling

musical. Opposite, but twin, poles.

Victor (GWTW) Fleming produced
"Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde," the

famed Stevenson
yarn. Of course,

he had no talent

to work with—
only Spencer
Tracy, Ingrid
Bergman and
Lana Turner.

Director Fleming

It is something to write home about,

this Spencer Tracy interpretation. Or
if you are at home, it's something to

write away about. Mark our words.

*
And "Lady Be Good." Nobody in that

one either. Only Eleanor Powell, Ann
Sothern, Robert Young, Lionel Barry-

more, John Carroll, Red Skelton, and
Virginia O'Brien.

Norman (Comedy) McLeodhasdirected.

We told you to mark our words about
"Dr. JekyU." Mark 'em as well about
"Lady Be Good."

We won't have to eat them.

Even though we like alphabet soup.

Advertisement for Mttro-Goldwyn-Mayer Fieturet

n m m ® m

ERNEST V. HEYN
Executive Editor

HELEN GILMORE
Associate Editor
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'SSirn WATS MAKING A/5#WW

Raymond Walburn - Virginia Dale • Barbara Allen • Elizabeth Patterson

Jerome Cowan * Directed by yiClOR.$CHERTZINGER • Screen flay by Hirry Tugend and Dwight Taylor . Based on a Play by Clare Soothe.

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING
AUGUST, 1941
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REVIEWING MOVIES OF THE MONTH
A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, outstanding

A fine, intellectually told movie: Geroldine Fitz-

gerald and James Stephenson in "Shining Victory"

Number one funny man in a number one picture: Bob
Hope and Dorothy Lamour in "Caught in the Draft"

^ Shining Victory (Warners)

It's About: The love story of a fa-

vious psychiatrist.

RATHER heavy in pace, a bit slow

in its unfolding while skirting

dangerously over the foreboding topic

of insanity, this nevertheless emerges

a fine, intellectually told movie.

Whether it will appeal to audiences

favoring whoop-de-la is problemati-

cal, but for those who relish well-

done, deeply thought out stories, this

is a treat.

James Stephenson as the surly doc-

tor advances his cause in the direc-

tion of stardom one long step further.

Mr. Stephenson is not only a splendid

actor but a possessor of great charm.

We predict an avalanche of approval

will roll over his head after this pic-

ture's release.

Geraldine Fitzgerald is so very

good as his assistant. Barbara O'Neil,

Donald Crisp, George P. Huntley, Jr.,

all fellow doctors in the Scotland

asylum, are splendid.

We cannot recommend this excel-

lent movie too heartily, providing you
like different and quiet pictures.

Your Reviewer Says:

tuie capably acted.

A capable pic-

The Best Pictures of the Month

Blood and Sand Shining Victory

Sunny Billy The Kid

Caught in The Draft

Best Performances

Tyrone Power in "Blood and Sand"

Rita Hayworth in "Blood and Sand"

Linda Darnell in "Blood and Sand"

Anna Neagle in "Sunny"

Ray Bolger in "Sunny"

James Stephenson in "Shining Vic-

tory"

Geraldine Fitzgerald in "Shining

Victory"

Bob Hope in "Caught in the Draft"

Robert Taylor in "Billy The Kid"

Abbott and Costello in "In the

Navy"

^ Caught In the Draft

(Paramount)

It's About: A movie actor who lands

in the Army.

BOB HOPE is the Hope of the mo-
tion-picture industry, no matter

how bad the pun. He's the number
one funny guy on the screen today

and people somehow just laugh to be
in tune with the infectious good hu-
mor of the lad who so obviously en-

joys his role of clown.

The very idea of Bob, a spoiled

movie actor who is afraid of loud

noises, getting himself hornswoggled
into the Army, is funny to begin with.

By the time Bob gets through with

the infantry, the lank corps, the para-

chute division and the potato peeling

brigade, the fun has grown into a

mess of plain old hysteria.

It could have been funnier but it

needn't be to pack in the customers.

Hope is just that good. Dorothy La-
mour, the Colonel's daughter, is Bob's

girl friend; Eddie Bracken and Lynne
Overman, his pals. Its a picture that

you won't want to miss.

Your Reviewer Says: A riot hits the

Army.
(Continued on page 101)

FOR COMPLETE CASTS OF CURRENT PICTURES SEE PAGE 106
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GINGER
ROGERS

DICK and
HARRY
with

Geo. Murphy ^

Alan Marshal

Burgess Meredith

u

WE GUARANTEE
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN
A LOVE STORY LIKE IT!

Directed by GARSON KANIN

Produced by ROBERT SISK
Sfory and Screen Ploy by Poul Jorrico

AUGUST. 1941



All you'll know after reading

this is the "Keep-lt-Quiet" news

that you don't find in the papers

They're saying . . . that

this is the guy who has

Mickey Rooney tearing

his hair. An intrepid

soul, Bob Jolley takes

out Linda Dc-nell, the

Rooney's best girl, has

a wonderful time at

the Cocoanut Grove

They're saying . . . that these two bluebloods
are taking a romantic detour on the Holly-

wood road. They're Cobina Wright Jr.,

N. Y. deb; Bob Stack, Los Angeles socialite

NEWS From the Heart Front:

Judy Garland is expected to

announce her engagement to Dave
Rose any minute. While all Holly-

wood concedes Dave is a fine fellow,

they definitely feel the difference in

ages is a difficult handicap to over-

come. Dave, the divorced husband of

Martha Raye, is quite a bit older than

Judy, who has just turned eighteen.

Sentimental and romantically minded
Judy has worked long and hard to

reach stardom. Her studio feels mar-
riage right now to an older man would
jeopardize her career. . .

Since the marriage of Alice Faye

and Phil Harris in Ensenada, Mexico,

rumors are growing stronger and
stronger that Lana Turner will an-
nounce her engagement to Alice's

ex-husband, Tony Martin.

"No more elopements," Lana has

promised, so we'll see. Lana's divorce

from Artie Shaw will become final in

September. . .

The newlyweds, Deanna Durbin
and Vaughn Paul, are living in a

Beverly Hills apartment until their

new home in Brentwood is completed.

They couldn't be happier. . .

"No marriage," Priscilla Lane told

us when we met her at the Warner

lot recently. The romance stories be-
tween Priscilla and John Barry,
young Victorville newspaper man,
have been growing warmer in Holly-
wood these days. "Besides. John is

leaving for an Army camp soon,"

Priscilla said, "so this is no time to

talk marriage."'

But mark you, Cal has long since

given up any Nostradamus claims.

We're no prophets where the heart is

concerned.

We only report the news as we get

it. A lady can change her mind, you
know. And some of them have, much
to old Cal's embarrassment.

6 PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mirror



They're saying . . . thai

Ginger Rogers is a pre-

ferred name in French

Jean Gabin's new Eng-

lish vocabulary. The
way they look at the

Rhum Boogie Club is

the way they look any
night at every night
spot in Hollywood

They're saying . . . that the girl Cesar Romero likes

to sit next to nowadays at the movies is Carole
Landis, the pretty who used to date Franchot Tone

A Mystery—Solved: "What hap-
pened to Shirley Temple at M-G-M?"
has been the question of the month
in Hollywood. Such great plans had
been made at the studio for the little

star when the contract was recently

signed. But before we knew it, Shir-

ley, with no picture to her credit, was
no longer at the studio. What had
happened to all those plans for a big

musical with Judy Garland and
Mickey Rooney, the town wondered.
Vague talk of a picture called "Kath-
leen" was hinted at and there the

mystery stood.

Well, the answer is simple. When
AUGUST. 1941

it came time for the tests, it was dis-

covered Shirley had actually grown
taller than the star, Mickey Rooney,
and wham, the picture was dropped
like a hot potato.

Shirley has now been signed by
producer Edward Small, for (now
hold on, everybody) a picture called,

"Little Annie Rooney." Shirley can't

get away from the little Rooneys, it

seems.

Events of the Month: Testimonials,

slapstick frolics, previews and parties

filled the month with exciting inter-

ludes.

The most fun since the Keystone
Cops tore down Hollywood Boulevard
was had at Milton Berle's old-fash-

ioned swimming party held at the

Beverly Hills Hotel.

Clad in Gay Nineties bathing suits,

the guests cavorted about as Grandma
never did—we hope.

Judy Garland, who received a

lovely gooey pie in her lovely young
face, was the hit of the party. As long

as boy friend David Rose threw the

pies, it was okay with Judy.

Errol Flynn, Cesar Romero and that

cute couple, Jackie Cooper and Bonita
Granville, were all over the place,

I
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Two "dress-allkes" who showed off se-

quins of Hollywood Guild's Red, White
and Blue Ball at the Ambassador:
Norma Shearer and Sylvia Fairbanks

with Joan Davis and Billy Gilbert

furnishing the comedy relief—the re-

lief from Berle's comedy, as Joan
put it.

And hey there, Mickey Rooney!
Bob Stack was most attentive to your
girl friend, Linda Darnell. You should

have been thei\e, Mickey. . . .

Ten years in radio was the reason

for Hollywood's biggest turnout to

honor Jack Benny, the ace of the air

funsters.

George Burns and Gracie Allen

rivaled Bergen and McCarthy for

sheer wit and everyone voted Rudy
Vallee the best master of ceremonies

to date. Even Bop Hope whispered to

us, "Hey, that guy's getting good."

Praise from Caesar, yet.

Greer Garson, her red hair dressed

in a long bob, Judy Garland with her

tresses tied with a ribbon, the Gary
Coopers and Tyrone Powers, Claud-

ette Colbert and just about £very star

in the business were there to pay
tribute to Jack and Mary. Even
Jimmy Walker, former New York
mayor, was on hand for the occasion.

And, oh yes, Rochester had a better

time than anyone there. For once he

didn't have to worry about Car-
michael, Jack's polar bear.

The Long and "The Shorts" of It:

Hollywood dotes on feuds. If there

isn't a feud around handy, you can

bet they'll whip one up, just for the

fun of it. At the moment the question

of who first thought up shorts for

evening wear—Joan Crawford or

Paulette Goddard—has become an

issue of vital importance between
two factions in movie town.

Two who came to listen to Bing Crosby
and a host of other celebrities go
corny for charity were Mr. and Mrs.

Jon Hall. She is Frances Longford

One who came to be a streamlined

part of the oldtime burlesque line-

up was Marie Wilson, who had the

first ten rows cheering lustily

Two who came to buy peanuts from
Henry Fonda, George Burns, Jack
Benny and the other miilion-dollar

butchers were Mr. and Mrs. John Payne

Joan's loyal adherents claim she

originated the idea over a year ago

and Paulette's clique claim the out-

landish idea is her very own. To cinch

matters, Paulette appeared at a formal

party recently in sequin shorts, if j-ou

can bear up under it. (See page" 108.)

Joan in New York is silent on the

subject of Paulette's appearance. All

we can say is, formal shorts, in our

opinion, is the silliest idea yet and in

the wrong hands, or should we say,

on the wrong legs, would add nothing

to our national defense. Or would it?

Who Is Fond of Whom at the

Moment: Norma Shearer has a new
beau in Baron Hubert Von Panz.

Only Norma could make the graceful

leap from George Raft to a Baron and
make it seem logically simple. . . .

Joyce Hunter becomes the bride of

Mischa Auer when he is legally

free. . . .

Odd situation, that of the Auers',

ladies, and one to ponder over. The
minute Mrs. Auer grew svelte and

smart, Mischa roamed from home. To
further complicate the problem. Miss

Hunter is smart and svelte, too.

Cal gives up. . . .

Folk out here claim Cesar Romero's

attention to Carole Landis is only a

cover-up for his real heart interest,

socialite Priscilla Stillman. Despite

the fact, Cesar and Mrs. Stillman. re-

cently divorced in Reno, are seen

dancing together at all the spots.

{Continued on page 10)
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IF
SOMEONE told yoLi that you

were guilty of halitosis (bad

breath), you'd probably feel humili-

ated beyond words.

Unfortunately, friends do not tell

you . . . the subject is too delicate. So

you go blindly on, perhaps offending

needlessly. Remember, halitosis is one

of the commonest and most offensive

conditions which anyone may have.

Every woman should realize this

threat and do something about it.

Clever ones do so and their reward

is an easier path to popularity. Wall-

flowers who overlook it can't com-

plain if wallflowers they remain.

Take This Precaution

Instead of taking your breath for

granted, remember that it may be "off

color" and use Listerine Antiseptic

everyday as a mouth rinse. It is such an

easy, delightful, and effective precau-

tion . . . one which helps you to appear

at your best socially or in business.

Some cases of halitosis are due to

systemic conditions, but most cases,

say some authorities, are due to fer-

mentation of tiny food particles on

teeth, mouth, and gums. Listerine

Antiseptic quickly halts such fermen-

tation and then overcomes the odors

It causes. Your breath quickly be-

comes sweeter, purer, less likely to

offend.

A Hint to Men

Men can be bad offenders in this

matter, so it you adroitly suggest the

use of Listerine Antiseptic to them,

you'll be doing them a real tavor.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Lou is. Mo.

Let LISTERINE look after your breath
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Straight-Shootin' Talk

about a

BIG PICTURE

"NEVADA CITY". . . in the days
WHEN that was where the law
STOPPED and adventure began . . .

THAT'S where ROY ROGERS
TAKES you for his newest round-up

v.

OF thrills,

ROMANCE and
ACTION! ride

WITH Roy! This

DESERVEDLY
POPULAR Western
STAR will take you
ON a gallop that

WILL make your

BLOOD race

THROUGH your ~

VEINS with

EXCITEMENT!
HE'LL show you

RECKLESS jousts

WITH danger. .

AND then calm

YOUR nerves as

HE sings your

FAVORITE songs,

BOTH old and new,

IN the fashion that

MADE him famous.

ROMANCE, too . .

OF this tale is none other than

LOVELY SALLY PAYNE— the

DREAM-come-true of many a

HARD-RIDIN'
RANCH-HAND
AND, of course,

THERE'S plenty of
"

LAUGHTER—
BECAUSE GEORGE
"GABBY" HAYES
IS here to make

He'll bring you
for the heroine

YOU chuckle even while you hold

YOUR breath in tense expectation

OF the action-filled moments that

AWAIT you at every turn with ROY
ROGERS in "NEVADA CITY". . . It's

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Table talk with a

Spanish accent and
important govern-
ment undertones:
Norma Shearer and

Vice Admiral Jose

Machado de Cas-

tro e Sllva of Brazil

. . . and Loretta

Young with Vice
Admiral Jose Gui-

sasola of Argentina

at the M-S-M lunch-

eon for Latin-Ameri-

can naval chiefs

(Continued from page 8)

Cesar loudly (methinks the lad pro-

tests too much) proclaims the fact he

is Mr. Stillman's friend, too, and there

is no romance between him and Pris-

cilla. Besides, Cesar claims, all these

rumors may lead to Mr. Stillman's

doubting Cesar's true friendship.

Why do things out here have to get

so complicated? Tell us WHY, oh,

pretty please. . . .

Wayne Morris announces pretty Pat

Stewart will become Mrs. Morris,

Number Two. Number One was
pretty Bubbles Schinasi.

How's Your Emotional Reaction,

Lady? Do you know they are actually

measuring the emotional kick in kisses

in Hollywood? Yes, sir, Professor

Joseph Cattron has invented a ma-
chine for measuring the—er—emo-
tional reactions of a kiss, and they've

tried it out on no less a person than

Marlene Dietrich and young Bob
Moore, a San Francisco State College

lad. Zowie!

When the machine failed to register

any emotion whatsoever for young
Bob when kissed by the pretty co-eds

of his school, the professor grew wor-
ried and brought both Bob and the

machine to Hollywood to try it out

with Dietrich.

The darn machine almost blew a

fuse, Bob's reactions were so terrific.

Now, Dietrich says she's taken the

machine home to try it out on—poor

lamb—Jean Cabin.

Ooo-la-la-la.

Autographers Everywhere: Dorothy

Lamour told us about an incident that

happened recently while the star was
vacationing at Arrowhead Springs.

Early Sunday morning, Dorothy drove

down to San Bernardino to church. A
little girl in the seat ahead kept whis-

pering to Dorothy for her autograph.

"Sh-h-h," Dorothy said, "I have no
pencil."

Undaunted, the little girl leaned

over and asked a well-dressed woman
in the pew ahead for a pencil.

After church, Dorothy admonished
the child, saying, "Aren't you ashamed
asking Irene Dunne for a pencil in

church?"
The child's mouth flew open. "Irene

Dunne?" she gasped. "Say, if I'd

known that was Irene Dunne I'd have
borrowed a pencil from you to get

her autograph."

Corporal James Stewart Reporting:

All the trials and tribulations aren't

confined to Army camps. Corporal

James Stewart discovered recently on

a week-end furlough home.
First, Jimmy had to spend most of

his Saturday off at a luncheon where
he delivered a speech on the spiritual

and physical needs of the boys in

camp. Sandwiched between generals,

sailors and lieutenants (See picture

on page 64) Jimmy stood up in the

Biltmore Bowl where only a few
weeks before he'd delivered a differ-

ent sort of speech. On that occasion

he'd accepted an Academy Award
Oscar.

After the meeting Jimmy eventuall\-

made for his home in Brentwood, now
occupied by his good friend. Burgess
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Guard your Charm all Day
with quicks convenient Mum

HELPS BATH FRESHNESS LAST. Even the most MUM HELPS SOCIALLY. What use is your most
glorious bath can't prevent risk of offending. glamorous make-up, your loveliest frock, if

A quick dab of Mum under each arm pro- underarm odor is a constant threat ? Play
tects charm all day or all evening long. safe! Guard charm every day—with Mum.

Prevent underarm odor—-make a daily habit of Mum!

t Meredith. At the house, three dogs

j

raced at him from several directions,

i

barking, baring their teeth and block-

ing his path. Up on the roof sat a

I huge stuffed ape and over the door

1
hung a sign, "Anti-War Head-

j

quarters."

! Once inside, Jimmy discovered

j

Meredith's tricks had backfired just a

httle, for the extra players hired by

f
Burgess to litter the house had had

I such a long wait (Jimmy was de-

tained) they and Meredith had im-

;
bibed freely and were feeling so-o-o

good, no one wanted to leave.

That night he went out celebrating

—no, not with Olivia de Havilland

—

but with one of his oldest friends

^

—Henry Fonda.

Tidbits: The horn on Ginger Rogers'
'. new car plays ""The Old Oaken

j

Bucket," if you can bear it. . . .

I

Men are rapidly becoming the best-

I dressed women in Hollywood. Jack

I

Benny goes Gay Nineties in his female

j

attire for "Charley's Aunt," Bill

Powell goes ultramatronly in his femi-
j

nine get-up for "Love Crazy," Bob
Hope is too vampishly fetching in his

j

marabou-trimmed negligee for "Noth-
ing But The Truth" and Richard
Carlson is a dream in his flannel

nightgown for "The Little Foxes."

Cal Reflects: Beautifully arched

i

eyebrows were lifted skyward over

I
the recent court dispute between Mrs.

! Douglas Fairbanks Sr. and Douglas
Jr. concerning the amount of money

1 due the widow each month from

j

Douglas Sr.'s estate. . . .

Cinema town is becoming more and
more curious over the "disappear-
ance," as they term it, of Hedy La-
marr. On suspension from her studio

The pleasure was all his: Captain
Julio Diez Arguelles y Fernandez
Castro of Cuba, gets assigned
table duty next to Marlene Die-

trich at the M-G-M luncheon to
the visiting chiefs of the Naval
General Staffs of Latin America

AUGUST, 1941

YOUR CLOTHES, your hats and your
cosmetics. How careful you are to

choose the alluring line, the smartest

style, the most flattering shades to en-

hance your attractiveness. But are you as

careful about choosing your deodorant—
the safeguard of your daintiness and
popularity?

Why take chances with your job—risk
popularity— when Mum is so quick, so

safe, so sure. One quick dab of creamy
Mum under each arm after your bath-
even afteryou're dressed—and your charm
is protected all day or all evening.

Ask for Mum at your druggist's today.

See if Mum's convenience, Mum's speed.

Mum's effectiveness don't give you greater

protection, a greater confidence.

SO HANDY! Only 30 seconds are needed
to smooth on Mum, yet it guards bath-

ireshness all day or all evening.

DEPENDABLE! Mum is 5Mre—prevents risk

ol offending—does not stop perspiration.

SAFE! Harinless to skin. Use it right after

iMiderarm shaving—after you're dressed.

It won't injure fabrics, says the Ameri-
can Institute of Laundering.

• • •

FOR SANITARY NA PK I.\S-Thousaruis of
ivomen use Mum for this important purpose.
Try safe, dependable Mum this way, too!

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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with MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE UP. Gives
stockingless legs eye-

catching glamour and
the same velvety attractiveness

it does to face, neck and arms.

Covers blemishes! Saves you
"hosiery headaches", too! No runs

. . . no twisted seams . . . when you
"pour yourself a pair of stock-

ings". Stays on for hours and
hours! Will not rub off or streak!

Waterproof!

Try "Hawaiian", the new Summer /one

... Of one of the other 4 flattering shades.

U MAKE-UP
lOc, 25c and 50c at
all Cosmetic Counters

FREE Generous Sample
Send Coupon and 3c Stamp

MINER'S, 12 E. 12th St., Dept.E38.New York, N. Y.

I enclose 3c stamp to cover mailing cost. Send
me generous sample of Miner's Liquid Make-Up
FREE!

Name -

Address

1^
Hawaiian Suntanu Brunene^ Rachelleu Peach

"I never +hough+ I'd live to see the day" picture: Priscilla Lane turns

chorus girl in an Earl Carroll show. Star of Warners' "Million Dollar

Baby," Priscilla had a conference with the show girls over the matter
of the Warners' title, taken from the "Million Dollar Babies" club

organized by Earl Carroll girls; was assured that all rights would be
given graciously providing Pat became a show girl for a night and
joined the club. This is the process of initiation with the Lane
buried in a bevy of beauties. P. S. The audience never caught on!

due to a tifif over salary, the gorgeous

Hedy has gone into complete retire-

ment and emerges only rarely with

John Howard, and, most recently,

with Howard Hughes in hideaway
spots.

Hedy's love for her adopted boy
whom she nearly lost when she sepa-

rated from Gene Markey is rather

wonderful to see. . . .

Hats, big and small, are off to Annie
Sheridan for her good sportsmanship

in defending George Brent from those

who would like to blame George for

Ann's recent and prolonged lay-of?.

There are those who accuse George of

having egged Annie on.

"The responsibility was mine and
mine alone," Ann says. "I used my
own judgment and if it was wrong,

no one was to blame but me."

There's good sportsmanship for you.

Incidentally, those marriage rumors
between Ann and George continue to

buzz about. . . .

Love Me, Love Weedy: Linda Dar-
nell was mad as a wet hen—or no,

an insulted rooster, shall we say—the

day we met her out at Twentieth. She
had just heard her neighbors were
objecting to her housing her rooster,

"Weedy."
"Why, I've had Weedy since he was

a few days old," she stormed. "He's

a member of the family and I won't

get rid of him!"

Which reminds us of an amusing
incident concerning Linda and Weedy.
Linda, her rooster wrapped in a

shawl in her arms, was strolling on
the lot when she met a famous Holly-
wood beautician. He all but burst
with delight when she cried, "Oh,
Mr. , I want to tell you how
wonderful I think your face cream
is."

"Y-you really like it?" he gul^jed.

"Oh yes," said Linda, "I use it

every night on Weedy's comb. Just
see how lovely it is!"

Vas You Dere, Charlie?: The flower

show at the Uplifter's Club had all

Southern California flower lovers, to

say nothing of hundreds of tourists,

in attendance.

A charming lady visitor stopped
before the Charles Laughton display

and spoke to the gardener (naked to

the waist) bent over his work.
"Does Mr. Laughton do any of the

actual work on his flowers?" she

asked in a lingo supposed to be un-
derstood by our Japanese gardeners.

The gardener straightened up from
his task and, wiping his perspiring

forehead, replied in a cultured English

voice.

"I assure you he does. Madam."
She gasped a little, swallowed hard,

walked away, came back, stared again

and finally fled.

And Mr. Laughton giggled and went
back to work.

The Sight of the Month: A small

red motor scooter whooped into a

Beverly Hills service station and the

white-clad attendant rushed over to
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A tu + - + ut attitude by Margaret

Sullavan who lets the audience file

out at the "Citizen Kane" premiere,

stays to have her picture taken with

her agent-husband Leiand Hayward

get the occupant's order.

I

"Fill 'er up," grinned the rider, "and

please hurry. Have an appointment
i at ten."

The tank filled, the little scooter

i shot down the boulevard and on its

i
way.

The rider once drove an ambulance

t
at the French front.

He was, to the amazement of pass-

j

ing motorists, Robert Montgomery.
I

Whose Face Is Red Now Depart-

{
ment: When a man takes himself a

\yife and even a lovely little step-

I

daughter, you'd think he'd at least

have reached his full growth, wouldn't

you?

Well, you can imagine the embar-
rassment of William Holden, who
is about to marry Brenda Marshall,

j
to discover he's still growing,

j

Bill, a lad in his middle twenties,

;
had to face the disconcerting fact

!
when he decided to save himself a lot

I

of wardrobe fi tings by using the
' Western costumes he wore in "Ari-

;
zona," for his new picture, "Texas."

j

In the wardrobe department of Co-

I

lumbia studios, Bill tried on one out-

i fit and looked in the mirror, aghast.
i

"This thing has shrunk," he said.

I

But every other costume revealed

I

that, instead of the suit's shrinking,

j

Bill himself had grown exactly two
I inches in a year, with no indication

he's reached his full growth even yet.

"And I've been blaming the tailor

for making my pants too short!" Bill

said.

The First Yearlings: Remember how
mother always said the first year of

marriage was the hardest? How each

AUGUST, 1941
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Wake your skin to New Loveliness

with Camay — Go on the

'MILD-SOAP'DIET!

This lovely bride, Mrs. John B. LaPointe of Waterbury, Conn., says: "I can't lell

you how much Camay's 'Mild-Soap' Diet has done for my skin. Whenever I see

a lovely woman whose skin looks cloudy, I can hardly help telling her about it."

Even many girls with sensitive skin

can profit by this exciting beauty

idea— based on the advice of skin

specialists, praised by lovely brides!

YOU CAN BE lovelier! You can help

your skin—help it to a cleaner, fresh-

er, more natural loveliness by changing

to a "Mild-Soap" Diet.

So many women cloud the beauty of

their skin through improper cleansing.

And so many women use a soap not as

mild as a beauty soap should be.

Skin specialists themselves advise reg-

ular cleansing with a fine mild soap. And
Camay is milder by actual test than 10

other popular beauty soaps.

Twice every day—for 30 days—give your

skin Camay's gentle care. It's the day to

day routine., that reveals the full benefit

<if Camay's greater mildness. And in a

few short weeks you can reasonably hope
to liave a lovelier, more appealing skin.

6^
rnia,> Mark
Ren. I). 3.
Pat. I) II.

Camay is milder by actual

other popular beauty soaps

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

recorded test— in tests against ten

Camay was milder than any of them!

W

Go on the

CAMAY
MILD-
SOAP^
DIET!

Work Camay's milder lather

over your ekin,, paying special

attention to nose, base of the

nnstrils and chin. Kinsc and then

sixty seconds of cold splashines.

1 lien, while you sleep, the tiny

pore openings are free to func-
tion for uatural beauty. In the
morning— one more quick ses-

sion with this milder Camay.
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This is the Lipstick that may very well change

your Lipstick /ife . . . Coty "Sub-Deb"!

"Sub-Deb / gives you more than alluring

color ... it hplps you avoid "Lipstick Parching"!

Yes, bleniled through every Lipstick is a soft-

ening ingredient that helps keep your lips

tenderly soft and sweet. So why risk rough,

harshlf chapped lips—ever? Today get a Coty

"Sub/Deb" Lipstick, SLOO or 500.

Fotir of the 9 exciting Coty shad

dfishirifl **fiipsy" shu

a dramatic red red

smart , jUnt er-soft red

(illiii itiH "Latin" shade

Judy Garland and Dave Rose get

togged up as a Gay Nineties bath-

ing beauty and a Keystone cop,

go to Milton Berle's old-fashioned

swimming party at the Beverly

Hills Hotel, do some clowning that

makes Hollywood party history

CRLYQBHS

Leggy line-up at the party included

Bonita Granville, mustachioed
Jackie Cooper, Mary Anderson,

Buster Keaton and hat, and Mrs.

Keaton. The gentleman belonging

to the garter at the left lost his

head completely in the fracas

individual must learn to adjust him-
self to the other?

In thinking it over, Cal wonders if

this new generation is remembering
that warning, or if, perhaps, they just

haven't Mother's stamina?
Now, take bride Nancy Kelly and

her bridegroom, Edmond O'Brien, for

instance. No sooner had they married
than, boom, Nancy was home with
Mother.

A clash of temperament? A strug-

gle to understand each other better?

Nancy and Edmond had known each
other for years. They met back in

New York when Nancy was doing
radio work and Edmond was a young
Shakespearian actor. They knew
every trait, habit and characteristic

of each other. Yet at the first clash

—they separate.

Of course, they may go back to-

gether, but has their marriage been
strengthened or weakened by such
an early separation?

Another example: Arleen Whelan
and Alex D'Arcy kept company for

several years. We encountered Alex
backstage one night after a personal

appearance by Arleen. We've encoun-
tered them shopping together, with

Arleen modeling frocks for Alex's

approval. And yet, in a few months
after their marriage, Arleen left his

home for her home, though, again,

reconciliation shortly followed.

Remember we are not scolding.

We're only wondering if maybe even
the older generation isn't making it

easier for the younger to forget the

old adage, "The first year is the hard-

est." Certainly running away from it

won't help.

14
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Home in Hollywood on a short leave from his post

aboard a submarine chaser, one of the most danger-

ous jobs in the Royal Navy, Officer John Farrow now
does his bit for Hollywood night life, takes his

decorative wife, Maureen O'Sullivan, out dancing

Last-Minute Glimpses of Hollywood: The apparition

on a bicycle dressed in full dress, his coat tails flying

and one hand clutching his topper, turned out to be John
Garfield riding to the set of "Out Of The Fog."

Olivia de Havilland, said to be suffering from a nervous

breakdown, is really carrying a terrific torch for Jimmy
Stewart, according to local and reliable reports.

Errol Flynn and Fred MacMurray are killing the peo-

ple by relaying director Mike Curtiz's recent request in

"Dive Bomber." Mike, looking at the boys as cameras

turned, commanded: "Both of you please sweat."

Joan Crawford's renunciation of Hollywood for New
York as her permanent home after her greatest success,

"A Woman's Face," has the town a-wondering. Inci-

dentally, one hears Joan will adopt a little boy to keep

daughter Christina company.

Mickey Rooney and Linda Darnell have made up their

little spat and Mickey couldn't be happier.

Cal Thinks Out Loud: Funny what happened last night

at the Mocambo: Gary Grant getting out of his car

and asking the headwaiter kind of humbly if he and

Miss Barbara Hutton might come in and dance without

being photographed. And the grateful grin on Gary's

bronzed face when he was promised they could.

Watching them dance together like that, so in love,

we got to thinking about this rich girl—Barbara. Money
hasn't brought much of anything but trouble to her.

And now they say it's standing in the way of love again.

That most of her money is invested in England and if

she marries Gary, a British subject, she'll forfeit the

bulk of it.

For one of the richest girls in the world, she even looks

sad.

COOL-WATER SOAP ENDS HOT-WATER FADING!

TRY AMAZING NEW IVORY SNOW!

Ivory Snow bursts into suds in 3 seconds

in cool water! Safer for bright colors!

COLORS HAVE A BRIGHT FUTURE, with the

new Ivory Snow to give them SAFE washing care!

Ivory Snow's a brand-new soap that bursts into

suds in 3 seconds in cool water! And cool water is

safe for the bright colors of all your washables!

Imagine! Ivory Snow doesn't need hot water! So
you don't risk the heartbreak of watching pretty

colors fade out and get dull from hot water. Be-

sides, Ivory Snow is pure! So colors get double

protection

—

pure suds and cool

suds! Ask for Ivory Snow today
—in the large economy size or

the handy medium size.

2-MINUTE CARE FOR
STOCKING WEAR!

Plenty of cool, pure

suds pile up in 3 sec-

onds! (No waiting for

hot water.) Nightly care

with Ivory Snow helps

stockings wear!

WHAT A PICNIC FOR
PRINT DRESSES!

Yes. ..Ivory Snow means
happy days for pretty

washables! Wash 'em

time after lime in those

c<)ol suds and see how
colors stay bright!

rO. U. S. PAT. OFI PROCTER t C
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Shining examples of Hollywood
oversights: George Brent in

"They Dare Not Love" . . .

SAY goodbye to external pads on your vaca-

tion this year . . . Tampax helps you to

conquer the calendar, because Tampax is u'orn

internally. Even in a '41 swim suit, it cannot
show through; no bulge or wrinkle or faintest

line can be caused by Tampax. And you your-
self cannot feel it!

A doctor has perfected Tampax so ingeni-

ously it can be inserted and removed quickly

and easily. Your hands need not even touch the

Tampax, which comes in dainty applicator.

You can dance, play games . . . use tub or

shower. No odor can form; no deodorant
needed—and it's easy to dispose of Tampax.

Tampax is made of pure, compressed sur-

gical cotton, very absorbent, comfortable, effi-

cient. Three sizes: Regular, Super, Junior. Sold
at drug stores and notion counters. Introduc-
tory box, 2Qi. Economy package of 40 is a

real bargain. Don't wait for next month!
Join the millions using
Tampax now!

Accepted for Advertising by
the Journal of the American
Medical Association,

TAMPAX INCORPORATHD mwg-si-d
New Brunswick, N. J.

Please send me in plain wrapper the new trial package
of Tampax. I enclose lot (stamps or silver) to cover cost
of mailing. Size is checked below.

( ) REGULAR ( ) SUPER ( ) JUNIOR

Name

Address-

City

George Sanders, who
plays the bad man instead

of the girl-winner . . .

-Stace-

THE Hays office, that usually wise

arbiter of movie morals, has, as

you may have read, entered a ver-

dict against "sweater girls" (see page

41) . . . Lana Turner, while she was
still a beautiful unknown at Warners,

was the original "sweater girl" and the

meaning of the phrase was set at the

time that Lana's first publicity por-

traits were taken ... in Hollywood
slanguage the phrase means a girl

with a beautiful figure . . . not that

Hollywood was then, or is now, con-

cerned with sweater technique as a

matter of mere beauty ... to Holly-

wood such highly feminine architec-

ture shouted sex appeal . . . and the

extent to which Hollywood prizes a

good figure as a standard of attrac-

tiveness . . . can be figured by the

manner in which all the newcomers
. . . and outstandingly Veronica Lake
in "I Wanted Wings" and Jane Rus-
sell in "The Outlaw" . . . are con-

stantly photographed to emphasize

this phase of their appeal ... let a star

or a starlet arise who lacks in this

department and nature's ei'ror is im-

mediately corrected by the wardrobe
department ... to such an extent, fre-

quently, that from the feminine fan's

point of view, some newcomers are so

buxom as to be ridiculous. . . .

Not that women think much about

the figure business . . . women have

always known that there are many
varieties of sex appeal (thank heaven)

. . . movie-makers never admit it but

every woman knows from her own
observation that men like short girls

and tall girls and thin girls and fat

girls just as they themselves like

short or tall or thin or fat men . . .

that undernourished, over-bosomed,
hollow-cheeked movie girl ideal is

just one of those unrealistic Holly-

wood standards (incidentally I've

heard more disappointment than
cheers over the news that Sonja Henie
has become thinner ... I think Sonja's

distinctive chubbiness was an impor-
tant factor in her highly individualistic

appeal) . . . but now the Hays office

comes out and bans "sweater girls"

... on the grounds that their photo-
graphs, widely circulated, endanger
public morals . . . they claim that and
then they let a picture like "A
Woman's Face"' get by. . . .

What kind of a moral yardstick

arrived at such a measurement? . . .

on the proven basis that most people
are normal, surely the reaction, to

sweater girls will be in almost all

cases a normal and sane reaction . . .

yet this natural response is censored
... at least censored to the extent of

removing the cause of it . . .while the

story of a perverse man and woman
who plot to kill a little child for money
is airily passed. . . .

SURELY the sickness that afflicts the

world today . . . the war and death
and destruction . . . comes much more
from the poison that was given men's
minds rather than any poison that was
ever given their bodies . . . ours is,

in fact, an era of physical health . . .

and no nation has deified health more
than the Germans have in the last

decade . . . but the subtle mental
poison that has been generated! . . .

well, look at the results of that in the

headlines and hear it in the newscasts

on your radio every fifteen minutes
day after day ... I

The strange case of "A Woman's
Face" is that it is in many ways a

truly "artistic" picture . . . Joan Craw-
ford rises to great personal heights

in it . . . the sensitive, distinguished

George Cukor blesses it with some of

his most beguiling direction . . . the
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BY

RUTH WATERBURY

scholarly Conrad Veidt magnificently

plays a villain without one redeeming

speech, thought or action . . . but why
Miss Crawford wanted to star in it

. . why Cukor consented to direct

it . . . why Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ever poured its gold into it ... is

completely bewildering ... if the

Hays office reasons that dressing a

woman in a sweater is dangerous . . .

what about the danger of making
sympathetic a girl who is a black-

mailer, in the power of a blackguard

(and what his power over her is, you

are never left in a shadow of doubt),

a potential murderess, and finally the

beloved of a married man. . . ?

It can't even be argued ... as it

sometimes is in the case of other un-

comfortable stories . . . that this is "a

slice of life". . . it isn't . . . it's a slice

of melodrama ... it wouldn't, in fact,

be worth talking about ... if it didn't

illustrate so sharply the way Holly-

wood sometimes misunderstands what
we, the paying public, want to pay
for . . . first, last and always, we will

pay for good stories . . . we prefer to

get good stars in good stories but if

we can't have both . . . we'll take the

story first and the star next ... as

witness the first Cagney picture . . .

and the "Little Miss Marker" which
launched Shirley Temple . . . and the

Hardy series ... so what does Holly-

wood do . . . {Continued on page 105)

. . . Laraine Day, who's the

practically speechless
Mary of the Kildare films

French's Bird Seed

is the Favorite,,,

Canaries . . . Hollywood's newest
hobby sensation! In the homes of
screen stars— in studio dressing
rooms and on movie sets— these
happy httle bundles of cheer have
reached a new high in pet popu-
larity! You, too, will find it a joy
to own a Canary !

French's Bird Seed and Biscuit
also is winning new popularity in

Hollywood! That's because
French's is a song-tested, proven

recipe of 11 aids to song and
health! In every package is a
French's Bird Biscuit (in itself

worth 10c). Canaries love it—and
it's so good for them! It gives
their diet an extra lift and com-
bines with French's Bird Seed to
supply an 11-conrse balanced
recipe meal

—

all in one package!

LARGEST-SELLING BIRD SEED IN THE U.S.

Send for Movie Stars' Canary Book

The eame beautifully illuHirated 76-page book
that movie stars keep handy for expert

advice on the care, treatment and breedii»g

of canaries. It's yours— Free! Simply mail
Coupon, with your name and address.

MAIL THIS FREE COUPON/
The R. T. FRENCH CO.
2428 Mustard St., Rochester, N.Y.
Send me Movie Stars' Canary Book—Free !

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY _STATE_
(Paste copy on penny po.<tr,ird and mail)
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lovely lips ore keyed to costume colors,

that's why the prettiest and smartest women
ore choosing Irresistible's complete lipstick

color range, pink rose, a rich, rosy red for

an enchanting effect with pastels, flowery

prints and off-whites! camdy stbipe, a bril-

lianf red-red, for a dashing contrast with

blazing white, navies and sheer summer
blacks. WHIP-TEXT the secret Irresistible way
to be creamier, smoother ... to stay on
longer and keep lips lovelier. Matching
Rouge, Powder and Foundation.
Only 10c each at all 5 and 10c stores.

LASTS LONGER

SMOOTHER

FOR YOURSELF

USE IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME
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$10.00 PRIZE
You Can't Laugh That Off!

WHY this derogatoiy cam-
paign against Shirley Temple?
Do we have to wreck one star

in order to build another?
Newspapers and magazines are

flashing such captions as, "Exit Song
and Dance Shirley! Enter a Natural!"

and " 'Bonnie Mae' Topples Queen
Shirley." Then the writer proceeds to

tell what the new star has that Shirley

lacked. If she had weaknesses, then
perhaps the new moppet should have
a few. After all, Miss Temple had the

unparalleled record of being box-
office "tops" for three years. They
can't laugh that off.

Unquestionably, Shirley's star has
dimmed because of her normal growth
from her winsome babyhood charm
and beauty. We cannot recapture the

lure of her onetime sparkle; and we
dislike such pictures as "Susanna of

the Mounties," which terrified chil-

dren but wearied grownups with its

superficiality.

Nevertheless, I see no reason for

comparing every newcomer to Shirley

by belittling her skill.

Yes, I know that admirers of "Curly
Top " were supposed to be under
twelve, over twenty-five, or just plain

morons; but I resent stars who climb

to heights on the shattered statues of

another great artist.

Lillian Hanson,
Lexington, Neb.

$5.00 PRIZE
Accent on Accents

A CLASSIFICATION of types
would be interesting in regard

to those who attend the movies, but I

shall confine myself to one group only.

This group is worth consideration.

Their chief weakness is a desire for

impeccable habits of speech both in

themselves and others. They choose

their words meticulously and are ex-

tremely susceptible to good diction as

well as allergic to mispronunciations.

They do not expect gangster films and
Westerns to be free from jargon, but

they do dislike hearing beautifully

gowned women and handsomely
dressed men in a supposedly cultural

background say exquisite and hos-

pitable!

I once started to caunt the number
of times this offense occurred, but

finding this to be the wrong road to

Question from Nebraska with a
new Temple angle: Will Shirley

be sacrificed so that some new-
comer will get quick star rating?

happiness, I abandoned my crysade
and am finally resorting to this letter

instead, in behalf of all those purists

who strenuously object to such lib-

erties with our language.

Since movies are our chief diver-

sion we wish to be released from the

gripping fear that a lovely lady will

ecstatically pronounce a gift from her

lover to be exquisite or a genial host

will be lavishly praised for being so

hospitable.

Mrs. G. L. Brown,
Hannibal. Mo.

$1.00 PRIZE
We Want Blondes

LAST week I went to see "I Wanted
Wings." Since then, Veronica Lake

hasn't vanished from my thoughts.

She is, as I myself see her. the most
beautiful thing alive.

She might not be such a great beau-

ty, but that long blonde hair alone is

a wow.
So now I can't see why Ginger

Rogers, Joan Bennett and a host of

other stars have changed from blonde

to brunette.

Why don't we all get together and
confess that a blonde is still the dream
girl of nearly all Americans?

Freddy Weil.

New York, N. Y.
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If you're interested m reading more
about Mr. Weil's Veronica Lake, "the

most beautiful thing alive," turn to

page 46.

$1.00 PRIZE

Jolly Good Actor?

LET'S see more of Kay Kysei's pic-

tures. Not only do I think that he

is a born orchestra leader, but I think

he is a born actor as well. I saw
him in the movies and I also saw him
during his personal-appearance tour

when he stopped in Portland. Never
have I witnessed a more jolly and

perpetually high-spirited entertainer.

He took special delight in kidding the

audience. When one lady rose and
made her way out of the auditorium,

he spotted her. "Say, lady, it gets

better after a while," Kay exclaimed.

He stood in the center of the stage,

blinking his eyes while he declared

mournfully, "Golly, I'm hurt."

The auditorium fairly shook with

laughter and applause and I'm certain

he made numerous fans in Portland.

Agnes Rehder,

Vancouver, Wash.

$1.00 PRIZE
Roman-Coin Profile

HEDDA HOPPER came out recent-

ly in Photoplay-Movie Mirror for

Bob Taylor as the "handsomest male"

and for Errol Flynn as the one who
"thinks he is." For my own choice

I would go way into the upper
reaches of the age-brackets and select

C. Aubrey Smith and Lewis Stone.

Can you imagine any face more im-
pressive than that magnificent craggy

face of C. Aubrey Smith's, especially

when it tops a uniform, as in "Lives

of a Bengal Lancer" and "Waterloo

Bridge" {Continued on page 90)

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards the

following prizes each month for the best

letters submitted for publication: $10 first

prize; $5 second prize; $1 each for every

other letter published in full. Just write in

what you think about stars or movies, in

less than 200 words. Letters are judged

on the basis of clarity and originality, and

contributors ore warned that plagiarism

from previously published material will be

prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Please do not submit letters of which

copies have been made to send to other

publications; this is poor sportsmanship

and has resulted, in the post, in embar-
rassing situations for all concerned, as

each letter is published in this department
in good faith. Owing to the great volume
of contributions received by this depart-

ment, we regret that it is impossible for

us to return unaccepted material. Accord-
ingly we strongly recommend that all con-

tributors retain a copy of any manuscript
submitted to us. Address your letter to

"Speak for Yourself," PHOTOPLAY-
MOVIE MIRROR, 122 East 42nd St., New
York City, N. Y.

BRIGHT m ARU

JOAN BLONDELL
Star of Columbia Pictures

says "One of the BIG little things

movie life teaches you is to keep

your teeth spic and spruce . . . yes,

I'm another Calox user!"

NO ART CRITIC NEEDED to point out how Joan's

flashing smile perks up her pretty face. She's

lucky to have good teeth, but her "beauty

polish" anyone can use . . . it's Calox Tooth
Powder, famous for its 5-way cleansing.

life.
STARS ARE ONLY HUMAN . . . they like to use

things they like, just as the re.st of us do. The
pleasant, refreshing flavor of Calox makes it

a joy to use, keeps your daily brushings from

being just a tedious chore. You'll like Calox!

AUGUST. 1941

CALOX HELPS TEETH
SHINE LIKE THE STARS'
BY BRINGING OUT NATURAL LUSTRE

1. CALOX CONTAINS 5 CLEANSING AND POLISHINB AGENTS,

A real tooth powder, promotes a brilliant gloss!

2. EXTRA SOFT AND SMOOTH because it's double-sifted

through 100 mesh silk screens.

3. FRESH-TASTING—no strong medical taste. Your whole

family will like its clean, tangy flavor. Children love it.

McKESSON & ROBBINS, INC., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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New under-ann

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses, or men's
shires. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being
harmless to fabrics.

Arrid is the Largest

selling deodorant

... try a jar today

ARRID
39^ a jar

AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS

(AIjo in 10 cent ond 59 cent ian)

.CLEANSiNG TISSUES

softer! Say "Sit-True"
for tissues that are as soft

as a kiss on the cheek.

Stronger 1 As strong as a

man's fond embrace.
Sitroux is made only
from pure cellulose.

more absorbent 1

They drink in moisture.

Ideal for beauty care.

Useful everywhere.

</' ADAM HAD FOUR SONS—Columbia: Unusual is this
beautifully enacted story dealing
with a father's love for his four
sons. Warner Baxter plays the
father; Ingrid Bergman as the
governess and Susan Hayward
as the unfaithful daughter-in-
law are outstanding. Richard
Denning and Johnny Downs as
the two older sons are splendid.
(May)

\^ AXDY HARDY'S PRI-
VATE SECRETARY—M-G-U:
We prophesy stardom for new-
comer Kathryn Grayson who be-
comes Mickey Rooney's secre-
tary during the high-school com-
mencement week. Her lovely
voice, good looks and acting
ability make her a sure bet.
Mickey fails his examination and gets into plenty
of trouble. It's a hundred per cent entertainment.
(May)

^\/' BACK STREET—VmveTsa\: Margaret Sul-

lavan is superb as the woman who lives only for a
few stolen moments with her lover, Charles Boyer,
who is married to another woman. Boyer, too, is ex-

cellent as the selfish lover. It's a tear-jerker so bring
plenty of handkerchiefs. (May)

BAD MAN—M-G-M: Wallace Beery's fans are
going to be pretty disappointed in this story of a
Mexican bandit who plays Cupid. Beery's per-

formance throws the whole story out of gear and
despite the presence of Lionel Barrymore, Ronald
Reagan and Laraine Day, it remains a fair-sized

dud. (June)

BLONDIE GOES L/JT/A'—Columbia: Dogwood's
•boss decides to take the Bumpstcads on a vacation
to South America, with much fun and havoc as
the result. Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake and
Larry Simms play their roles with the ease of
long experience and it's a treat for the Bumpstcad
fans. 'Tito Guizar sings beautifully. (May)

\/ BUCK PRIVATES— Vniversal: Abbott and
Costello find themselves in the Army in this hilari-

ous comedy high-lighted by their amazingly funny
routines. Wealthy Lee Bowman and his chauffeur,
Alan Curtis, are also in the Army and the Andrews
Sisters contribute plenty of songs. (May)

CITIZEN KANE—RKO-Radio: The skill and
artistry abounding in this absorbing tale of a man
who bought a newspaper and created an empire of
his own prove that Orsoti Welles, actor, writer, pro-
ducer and director of this masterful picture, really
is a genius. Joseph Cotton, Everett Sloane and
Dorothy Comingore prove themselves brilliant per-
formers. In fact, everything about the picture is

wonderful. (July)

COWBOY AND THE BLONDE. THE—20th
Century-Fox: When cowboy George Montgomery
meets temperamental screen star Mary Beth
Hughes and fails to yield to her charms, Mary Beth
pursues him to his own corral in her efforts to get
him. Both newscomers make a great showing and
there's plenty of humor and romance. (July)

DEVIL AND MISS JONES. THE—RKO
Radio: The riotous result of a sound story and
grand humor, this is delightful entertainment.
C"harles Coburn is the wealthy owner of a depart-
ment store wlio decides to become a clerk himself in

order to find out why his employees hate him. Jean
Arthur, as the clerk in love with Robert Cuxn-
minss, head of the shoe department, helps to hu-
manize the bewildered tycoon. (July)

DOUBLE DATE— Universal: Almost every pos-
sible laugh-getter has been thrown into this light-

hearted little comedy about Rand Brooks and
Peggy Moran's efforts to break up the romance of
Edmund Lowe and Una Merkel. The result is

really very funny. (June)

A guy who rates a "best performance"
by getting along swimmingly in his first

Hollywood film: The Reluctant Dragon
of Walt Disney's "The Reluctant Dragon"

ELLERY QUEEN'S PENTHOUSE MYSTERY
—Columbia; Ralph Bellamy is the famous detec-
tive who wades through danger and international
intrigue to solve the murder of a ventriloquist on
a secret governmental mission. Margaret Lindsay
is his pretty secretary. (May)

FLAME OF NEW ORLEANS. THE—Universal

:

Marlene Dietrich is the beautiful adventuress who
descends upon New Orleans and captures the
town's richest banker, Roland Voung, by posing as
her own sister. Bruce Cabot is the sailor who also
falls in love with Dietrich. Although the film at-
tempts to be naughty and gay, it's really much too
dull and slow for good entertainment. (July) *

FOOTLIGHT FEVER—RKO-Radio: A hammy
little number, with Alan Mowbray and Donald Mac-
Bride, both broke, trying to find a backer for Mow-
bray's play. They finally hit on Elizabeth Risdon,
who sees through their schemes but becomes their
angel. See it at your own risk. (July)

FOOTSTEPS IN THE DARK—Warners: Errol
Flynn's first modern picture in three years has
him an amateur detective who runs headlong into
a real-life murder and almost loses his life and
his wife, Brenda Marshall. It's heavy-handed
comedy and we prefer Fiynn in his swashbuckling
roles. (June)

\y GIRL. A GUY. AND A GOB. ^—Harold
Lloyd RKO-Radio; Lucille Ball is the girl, Ed-
niond O'Brien the guy and (jeorge Murphy the
gob in this bright, amusing comedy that clicks
in every department. It's packed with chuckles and
good cheer; you'll enjoy every minute of it. (June)

GOLDEN HOOFS — 20th Century-Fo.x: Jane
Withers falls in love with Buddy Rogers, helps her
grandfather establish a local hospital and saves
her homelands for the breeding of trotting horses,
and does it all with the greatest of ease in this
Withers specialty. With Buddy Rogers, Katherine
Aldridge and Buddy Pepper. (May)

^ GREAT AMERICAN BROADCAST. THE—
iOth Century-Fox: Alice Faye, Jack Oakie and
John Payne give us the story of the growth of
radio in this tuneful and entertaining musical pic-
ture. John is the lad who wins Alice: J.ack Oakie is

responsible for its broad humor; and Alice puts over
its catchy songs in fine style. The Wiere Brothers,
the Ink Spots and the Nicholas Brothers add to the
fun. (July)

GREAT LIE. r//£—Warners : Adah and so-
phisticated is this drama of two women, Mary Astor
and Bette Davis, who both love George Brent.
Mary all but steals the picture as the musician who
marries Brent and then goes back to her career, but
Betie. too, does great work as his second wife.
It's one of George's best performances and the pic-
ture is a triumph. (July)

^HARD-BOILED CANARY, 7"//£—Paramount:
A grand musical treat is this film with .\Ilan Jones,
as the son of the head of Camp Interlochen. rescuing
a young burlesque singer, Susana Foster, from a
raid and placing her in the camp, with havoc as
the natural result. (May)
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1 WAKIED (!7.Vi;5— Paramount: This
thrilling story of men and planes, laid against the
background of America's own flying fields, is a
smash hit. Ray Milland, Wayne Morris and Wil-
liam Holden as the three young cadets who become
fliers turn in their best work, as does Brian Don-
levy as a flight instructor. Sirenish Veronica Lake
makes her screen debut. (June)

\/^ LADY EVE, 7H£—Paramount: Bright, gay,
charming and funny is this latest Preston Sturges
story, with Henry Fonda as the young millionaire
who is almost hooked by card-sharker Barbara
Stanwyck and her father Charles Coburn. How
Barbara gets her revenge on Fonda is wonderful
and Barbara herself is excitingly glamorous.
(May)

LADY FROM CHEYENNE, THE— Universal

:

Loretta Young, crusading suffragette for women's
rights, defeats the town scoundrel, Edward Arnold,
and helps women win the vote in Wyoming in the

1860's. It's a gay little Western and Loretta's very
good in her determined role, as is Robert Preston as

the hero who loves her and helps to foil Arnold's
bandits. Pretty corny, but amusing. (July)

LAS VEGAS NIGHTS—Paramount: This tale of

vaudevillians who go out West to secure an inheri-

tance features the swell music of Tommy Dorsey
and his band. Bert Wheeler and Virginia Dale
supply the laughs; Constance Moore looks beau-

tiful and Phil Regan is very good. (.July)

LONE WOLF TAKES A CHANCE, THE—
Columbia: No sooner does Warren William bet that

he can keep out of trouble for twenty-four hours
than he becomes embroiled in a mail robbery, a

killing, a kidnaping and all sorts of mayhem that

keep him dashing all around. Eric Blore is very
funny, as usual. (June)

]/" MAD DOCTOR, THfi—Paramount: One of the
best horror films we've seen in some time. Basil

Rathbone is wonderful as the mad doctor who
marries rich women and leaves them dead. When
Ellen Drew falls under his spell, her fiance John
Howard suspects the worst. Brrrr! (May)

^ MAJOR BARBARA—Gahriel Pascal—U. A.:

Oddly different but compelling is this George Ber-

nard Shaw picture which may confuse you because
the theme seems blurred in purpose and too many
words are substituted for action. Wendy Hiller as

the Salvation Army girl who loses her ideals is

superb, as is Robert Morley as her sophisticated

father. Rex Harrison as a Greek scholar who loves

her, and Robert Newton. (July)

BETRAYED, ^4—Republic: John Wayne is

the young lawyer who arrives in town to discover

who murdered his friend in a gambling joint. He
also discovers crooked politics and grafters. Be-

sides that, he meets lovely Frances Dee, who
provides the romance.' (June)

MAN WHO LOST HIMSELF, T/f£—Univer-
sal: Pretty unbelievable is this farce about a wife

who can't tell two absolutely strange men apart,

even though they both look alike and live in the

same house. Brian Aherne plays the dual role of

the wealthy husband and his double, and Kay Fran-
cis is the bewildered wife. S. Z. Sakall is the scene-

stealer. (June)

^^^^ MEET JOHN /)0£—Warners: Another of

Frank Capra's brilliant successes is this story whose
theme is the power of love over hate. Barbara
Stanwyck is superb as the newspaper girl who
invents a John Doe and Gary Cooper's performance
as the ex-ball player who's hired to be John Doe
and becomes a great humanitarian is his best.

Edward Arnold, Walter Brennan, James Gleason
and Regis Toomey are also outstanding. (June)

MEET THE C//t/MP— Universal : Ridiculously
funny, this silly little dilly, with Hugh Herbert hav-

ing himseif declared insane because he's swindled
his nephew, Lewis Howard, out of $5,000,000 and
wants to avoid explanation, as who wouldn't?
The whole thing gets battier by the minute, but
it's full of laughs. (May)

/' MEN OF BOYS TOWN—U-G-U: Spencer
Tracy as Father Flanagan and Mickey Rooney as
the Boys Town mayor carry on the story of the
previous Boys Town picture and again stir our
emotions with their sincere performances. Bobs
Watson, Larry Nunn and Darryl Hickman give the
stars plenty of competition. (July)

MR. DYNAMITE—Vn'wersa]: Baseball pitcher

Lloyd Nolan goes out for an evening of fun and
is tossed headlong into a sabotage plot and a mur-
der charge. His amateur detective work involves
him with secret-agent Irene Hervey. Ann Gillis

and J. Carrol Naish are also very good and although
the story's none too well constructed, it's acceptable
entertainment (June)

MODEL I*'/F£—Universal ; The dire but hilari-

ous consequences of a secret marriage are revealed
herein when Joan Blondell and Dick Powell dare
not reveal their marriage because they'd both lose

their jobs. But Lee Bowman, the boss' son, falls

in love with Joan and insists upon taking her out,
much to her and Dick's dismay. (July)

THE STARTLIIVG XEW IIPSTICR SHADE
CLEAR and brilliant, Tangee red-red is, we believe, the most outstand-

ing make-up development of the past 20 years.

This breath-taking shade, keyed to the season's fresh fashion colors,

accents the loveliness of your lips and the "whiteness of your teeth.

Tangee red-red goes on smoothly and stays smooth for hours. And the

famous cream base helps to prevent chapping and that dry, "drawn"

feeling. Ask for red-red ... its matching rouge and your own shade of

Tangee Face Powder.

REALLY STAYS ON!
Another Tangee lipstick —theatrical red ... a bright and vivid shade

with the same famous Tangee cream base. Matching rouge, of course^
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^Meds

— by a swimming teacher

I spend most of the summer in a bath-

ing suit, and internal sanitary pro-

tection is practically a must! So when
I heard that Modess had brought out
Meds— a new and improved tampon
— I tried them right away. Improved?
Why, I've never known such glorious

comfort! And such grand protection,

too— for Meds are the only tampons
with the "safety center." As for thrift,

Meds cost only 20c a box of ten—an
average month's supply. They're the

only tampons in individual applicators

that cost so little

!

MENTHOLATUM
serves

10 DAILY
NEEDS teafiSi

• Mentholatum brings delightful relief

for the discomforts of:

1. Summer Colds. 2. Superficial Burns.
3. Minor Cuts. 4. Nasal Irritation due to
colds or dust. 5. Sunburn. 6. Cracked Lips.
7. Surface Skin Irritations. 8. Scratches
and Bruises. 9. Stuffy Nostrils. 10. Chaf-
ing—Prickly Heat. For generous free trial
size write to Mentholatum Company,
20 Harlan Bidg., Wilmington, /t:=^
Delaware.

MENTHOLATUM
a/res COMFORT Dmlly

MONSTER AND THE GIRL. THfi—Paramount:
Another horror tale, incredihle and unbelievable
but still pretty fascinating. A man's brain is trans-
planted into a gorilla's skull in order that the beast
may avenge the man's murder. Ellen Drew, Robert
I'aige and Paul Lukas are very good. (May)

MURDER AMONG FRIENDS—20th Century-
Fox: The beneficiaries to a multiple insurance policy
die suddenly and mysteriously and John Hubbard
and Marjorie Weaver race like mad from suspect to
corpse to prevent more murders and solve the ones
already committed. In spite of all the murders.
It's a gay little offering. (June)

fc^ NICE GIRL?— Universal: Although there are
several gay moments, this is the weakest Durbin
film to date. Deanna is a small town nice girl who
throws herself at Franchot Tone and then re-
bouiids to Bob Stack, the boy next door. I5ob Bench-
ley is Deanna's father and Ann Gillis her cute kid
sister. (May)

PENALTY. THE—M-G M: Edward Arnold is a
ruthless criminal who teaches his son. Gene Rey-
nolds, to follow in his footsteps, but Gene is sent
to reform school and then released to farmer Lionel
Barrymore where slowly he's regenerated. Veda
Ann Borg is the moll. (June)

\/'\^ PENNY SERENADE—CoUimhia: Simple
and lifelike is this tender, human document of two
I>eopIe who adopt a child and find happiness and
sorrow. Gary Grant gives one of the finest per-
formances we've ever seen and Irene Dunne as his
wife is not far behind. Edgar Buchanan also
scores roundly. It's charming and heart-touching, a
picture that you'll long remember. (July)

y POT O' COLD—Roosevelt-U. A.: Lively and
entertaining is Producer James Roosevelt's first
full-length film all about how Jimmy Stewart and
Paulette Goddard take over Charles Winninger's
radio show and launch the famous Pot-O' Gold pro-
gram. The music of Horace Heidt and his band is

a treat for swing lovers. (July)

POWER DIVE—Paramount: Lacking the preten-
tiousness of most air pictures, this is neverthe-
less a mighty entertaining little number with a
whiz-bang climax that's bound to thrill you. Rich-
ard Arlen is the aviator who tries to prevent his
young brother Don Castle from following in his
footsteps, and Helen Mack, Jean Parker and Cliff
Edwards round out the cast. (July)

RAGE IN HEAVEN—M-G-M: Gripping fare is

this dramatic picture of a psychopathic case, played
by Robert Montgomery, who marries refugee In-
grid Bergman and eventually involves her and his
best friend, George Sanders, in a murder scandal.
It's exciting and novel and the performances are
outstanding. (June)

REACHING FOR THE 5- L'A'—Paramount: This
comedy drama of a man's yearning to be away from
the city of machines and out in the country is very
interesting in spots, but in others, unbelievable and
dull. Joel McCrea is the man who wants to get
a%vay from it all and Ellen Drew is his wife who
tries to hold him to his work in a great automo-
bile factory. Albert Dekker is the heavy. (July)

\y RELUCTANT DRAGON. THE— Di ney-RKO-
Radin: Robert Benchley's roaming through the Dis-
ney Studios gives you a behind-the-scenes glimpse
of the famous cartoon plant. It all be?'ns when
Benchley's wife insists he try to sell Disney the
idea of filming "The Reluctant Dragon" and of
course it ends with Bob in a projection room view-
ing the finished picture. The whole family will
love this new, novel and different entertainment.
(July)

REPENT AT LEISURE—'RKO-Radio: It's all
been told before, the story of the rich bride-to-be
who walks out on her fortune-hunter fiance and

marries the poor boy who loves her for herself, but
the splendid performances of Wendy Barrie and
Kent Taylor redeem the timeworn plot and make it

a pretty good little picture. (July)

RIDE ON, VAQUERO—20th Century-Fox: Ce-
sar Romero, as the Cisco Kid, cleans up a band of
kidnappers in his usual engaging way. Chris-Pin
Martin is the Kid's dependable pal and Mary Beth
Hughes again plays the dance-hall girl. (July)

RIDIN' ON A RAINBOW—Repubhc: Gene Autry
joins a showboat troupe in order to track down a
gang of bank robbers, but we prefer Gene back on
his horse and riding the prairie. Smiley Burnett,
Mary Lee and Carol Adams help Gene along. (May)

ROAD SHOIV—Hal Roach-U. A.: Tohn Hubbard,
eligible young millionaire, joins (Carole Landis'
broken-down carnival, with some amusing moments
as the result. Adolphe Menjou as a harmless luna
tic and Patsy Kelly are fairly funny. (May)

ROAD TO ZANZIBAR—Paramonnf. Bob Hope
and Bing Crosby are a couple of sideshow lads in
Africa who take Dorothy Lamour for a trek through
the jungles. The story doesn't matter because of
the gay antics of Hope and Crosby and the gags
and ribbing between the two are the whole show
Bing's and Dorothy's songs are tuneful and Eric
Blore is fun. (May)

ROUNDUP, r//£—Paramount : Richard Dix again
proves himself one of the best Western actors in
this triangle picture of the old West. Preston
Foster is the ex fiance of Dix's wife, Patricia Mori-
son, and his return to see her creates doubt and
jealousy. Betty Brewer and Ruth Donnelly add to
the doings. (June)

^ SCATTERGOOD B^WES—RKO-Radio: Guy
Kibbee brings to the role of Scattergood all the
human qualities you've imagined in this fictitious
character. He's humorous, shrewd and under-
standing as the small-town sage who foils pro-
motors and aids a young couple's romance. With
Carol Hughes, John Archer and Francis Trout.
(May)

SCOTLAND YARD—20th Century-Fox: Cops
and Robbers in today's London, with Henry Wil-
coxon as a crook who's wounded at Dunkirk and
has his face remodeled to look e.xactly like lost
b.inker, John Loder. Both Nancy Kelly, Loder's
wife, and Scotland Yard are fooled by the imper-
sonation until Inspector Edmund Gwenn gets on
the trail. (July)

SEA WOLF, 7//£—Warners: Too brutal for
top entertainment is this remake of Jack London's
sea story with Edward G. Robinson as the psycho-
pathic, bestial captain who terrorizes his crew. Ida
Lupino plays the derelict waif rescued by John
Garfield, member of Robinson's crew. (June)

^ SIS H(9PK/.V5— Republic: Judy Canova sweeps
this musical on to success as the Hoosier girl who
goes to college with her rich cousin Susan Hayward,
with Charlie Butterworth financing the education.
The story's full of gags and Bob Crosby adds the
music and Jerry Colonna the nitwit comedy. (June)

SLEEPERS WEST—20th Century-Fox: Lloyd
Nolan, as detective Michael Shayne. does bis
sleuthing on a fast train in this second of a new
series. Lynn Bari's the girl reporter, Mary Beth
Hughes a defense witness. Edward Brophy and Don
Costello detectives, but the plot's awfully compli.
cated. (June)

STRAWBERRY BLONDE. THE— Warners:
This picture of the Gay Nineties has a nostalgic
charm that will delight you. Jimmy Cagney is

excellent as the tough little mug who imagines
he loves the Strawberry Blonde. Rita Hayworth.
only to find real happiness with Olivia de Havil
land. Olivia is sparkling and gay in her role. ( Ma} '

Two ladies with their minds on one man: Pat Morison and Madeleine
Carroll cluster around Fred MocMurray in "One Night in Lisbon"
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\/y THAT HAMILTON WOMAN !—Kor(ia.-V

.

A.: Powerfully wrought and beautifully executed

is this historical picture of a great and tragic l9ve

that defied traditions and nations. Vivien Leigh

plays the beautiful and notorious Lady Hamilton
who desperately loves England's naval hero, Lau-

rence Olivier, and both their performances are

magnificent. It's a great picture. (June)

L^/' THAT NIGHT IN i?/0—20th Century-Fox:

Lavish color, risque dialogue, Carmen Miranda's

songs and much whoop-la are all part of this gor-

geous musical that's a riot of fun. Don Ameche
plays a dual role as an American entertainer who's

hired to impersonate a South American baron. Alice

Faye is the luscious wife of the Baron, which leads

to many complications. (June)

)/ THAT UNCERTAIN FEELING—Luhitscb-
U. A.: The Ernst Lubitsch touch is again evident

in this gay, frothy comedy of marriage, with

Merle Oberon as the wife who, bored with husband
Melvyn Douglas, becomes infatuated with erratic

pianist Burgess Meredith. Adult and sophisticated.

(June)

THEY DARE NOT LOF£—Columbia : George
lirent is an Austrian prince and Martha Scott an
Austrian refugee who meet and fall in love in this

tale of Nazi invasion, but the excellence of their

performance cannot overcome the slow tempo of

the picture and its faltering direction. (July)

)/' TOBACCO ROAD~20th Century-Fox: Vivid,

though repellent, still-Iife sketch of the shiftless,

ignorant people of Georgia's "Tobacco Road."
Charley Grapewin as Jeeter Lester and William
Tracey as his son give great performances, but

Gene Tierney has little chance to display her talent

as the half-witted Elhe May. Depressing. (May)

TOPPER RETURNS—Ha\ Roach-U. A.: One
third mystery and two thirds comedy is this newest
"Topper" story, with ghost Roland Young aiding

ghost Joan Blondell to solve the mystery of her mur-
der. The two departed spirits materialize all over
the place. Billie Burke is still the confused Mrs.
Topper and Dennis O'Keefe and Carole Landis
have the romantic leads. (June)

TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN, THE — M-G-M:
Laraine Day proves herself worthy of complete
stardom as the innocent woman on trial for mur-
der. Robert Young is excellent as her lawyer
lover who defends her case. It's well done, sus-

penseful, and Tom Conway, Frieda Inescort and
the rest of the cast do fine work. (May)

VERY YOUNG LADY, /i—20th Century-Fox:
Jane Withers deserves better than this modified
remake of Simone Simon's picture, "Girls' Dormi-
tory," in which she plays the schoolgirl who gets

a crush on professor John Sutton. Jane's crush
causes the faculty much concern and the audience
no little amusement, but it's Nancy Kelly who gets

Mr. Sutton. (July)

IVAGONS ROLL AT NIGHT, 7"H£—Warners

:

This hackneyed story has Humphrey Bogart as the
hard-boiled owner of a second-rate circus who picks
up Eddie Albert and makes a lion-tamer of him.
But Eddie falls in love with Bogart's innocent
little sister, Joan Leslie, so Bogart tries to get rid
of him. Sylvia Sidney is the circus fortune teller.

(July)

WASHINGTON MELODRAMA—U-G-M: 'When
millionaire Frank Morgan befriends chorus girl

Anne Gwynne, be finds himself blackmailed by
Dan Dailey Jr. Not that you care very much,
though, since this wobbly worn-out story should
have been left on the studio shelves. (July)

WESTERN UNION—20th Century-Fox: Good
old rootin", tootin' Western, built to a formula that
never fails—two men. Randy Scott and Robert
Young, who love one girl, Virginia Gilmore, with
marauding Indians, gun fights and plenty of ex-
citement. (May)

]/\/ WOMAN'S FACE, ^—M-G;M: You'll find
yourself completely held by the gripping intensity
of this almost repellent story. Joan Crawford is

magnificent as the scarred woman who fights back
at a world that shuns her and Conrad Veidt rates
equal honors as the man who teaches her love. It's

one of the best films to come out of Hollywood in
a long time. (July)

YOU'RE THE 0W£—Paramount: Bonnie Baker,
the "Oh. Johnny" girl, and handsome Orrin
Tucker are in this picture, but nevertheless it's a
dull and silly movie. And that fine actor, Albert
Dekker, is completely wasted. The plot's about a
singer's attempt to land a job with a band. (May)

ZIEGFELD GIRL—M-G-M: Lavish and gor-
geous is this musical extravaganza which tells of
three girls, Lana Turner, Judy Garland and
Hedy Lamarr, who enter the Follies and meet hap-
piness and defeat. Hedy looks beautiful, Judy
sings two extravagant numbers, but Lana
emerges a star. Jimmy Stewart, Charles Winninger,
Philip Dorn and Ian Hunter are all very good, but
it's Lana's picture. (July)
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Is soap to blame ifyour

Your skin may be sensitive to one certain soap, yet

Cashmere Bouquet Soap may prove mild and agreeable

It's
one of the mysteries of the

human skin, that a perfectly

good soap can prove irritating to

certain complexions. One woman

out of two reports that difficulty.

And yet these same women

may find Cashmere Bouquet Soap

entirely agreeable to a sensitive

skin. Yes, generations of lovely

women have relied on this mild

soap. And because it's so nice to

be like peaches and cream all over

. . . and to be glamorously scented

with the fragrance men love . . .

you'll glory in bathing with

Cashmere Bouquet Soap, too.

Get three luxurious cakes of

mild, fragrant Cashmere Bouquet

Soap for only 25 cents, wherever

good soap is sold.

WITH THE FRAGRANCE MEN LOVE
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IN
a recent striking article in Fortune, Edmond Taylor

proposes that America can take the offensive in a

gigantic propaganda program which will put emphasis

where Hitler puts it: on political and psychological

factors. His reference to Hollywood in this connection

is strikingly unfavorable. The basic program seems to

me to be so right and important that I want to quote

that part of his article which considers the contribution

motion pictures can make to his plan.

He says that when this "foreign-propaganda" sei'vice

has been set up to work in close co-operation with the

State, Navy and War departments, one of its important

purposes will be as follows:

"A particularly hard-boiled section of the foreign-

propaganda service should see to it that Hollywood pro-

duces American propaganda films of all kinds that really

are American propaganda films—the present crop of semi-

commercial, semipatriotic efforts from Hollywood is a

menace to American morale and American propaganda

abroad."

These are harsh words and I don't know to what ex-

tent Mr. Taylor is justified in his attack on the industry.

I do know that, as I have mdicated in a previous issue,

the attempt at making Latin-American pictures to

strengthen the friendship between South and North
America has been a miserable failure. I know also that

there was a very unfavorable foreign reaction to pictures

like "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington." It seems that

when such apparently childish and haphazard devices as

the filibuster are dramatized they become ludicrous to

the modern world, with the obvious exception of our own
country.

It may be that Mr. Taylor referred also to the anti-

Nazi films, some of which may have been too obvious

in their antagonism and therefore lost their propaganda

effect. My impression is that this would be an unfair

accusation. I think the American people became thor-

oughly aware of Nazidom's cruelty as a result of pic-

tures like "Escape" and "The Mortal Storm."
If I read the spirit of Hollywood right, there is prac-

tically a unanimous wish to contribute to the Government
and the people of the United States all the resources of

the industry—and I am certainly sure that all affiliated

publications such as ours are anxious to contribute their

resources—in the support of a "foreign-propaganda"

service of the sort Mr. Taylor proposes.

When President Roosevelt said, "The nation will ex-
pect all individuals and all groups to play their full parts,

without stint, without selfishness, and without doubt that

our democracy will triumphantly survive," he offered a

challenge to eveiy industry and individual.

I have no right to speak for this industry, but I feel

sure that the movie fans of America will support and
the motion-picture industry will eagerly devote its ener-

gies to a dynamic program—if only the word is given.

Specifically, what kind of picture could be made in sup-
port of such a program? Well, perhaps an installment of

the Hardy Family showing how each member devotes his

time and energies to some aspect of our great national

effort would do more good than any other. Perhaps a

story which dramatized the real application in everyday
life of "the four freedoms": freedom of speech and ex-

pression, freedom of every person to worship God in his

own way, freedom from want and freedom from fear. Or
even a dramatic picturization of how civilian defense can

and must protect our cities in the event of attacks.

When will such a propaganda service begin? I'm in

favor of it—right now.
I feel sure that the motion-picture industry awaits the

call.
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"MY BRIDE,

Photoplay-Movie Mirror is the first to record these frank

statements made by handsome bandleader Phil Harris

about his wife, "the only girl who ever made me cry"

II

Alice with Phil, a young man
in his thirties who still says

"Yes ma'am" and means it
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AT 3 o'clock on a warm May day,

Alice Faye became the wife of

i Phil Harris, the bandleader,
i The setting was Ensenada, Mexico,

; and no two happier people in all the

world returned across the border that

evening to these United States than

Alice and Phil.

' Theirs had been one of those love

on sight, whirlwind courtships. So
much in love were these two, in fact,

I they could not wait until Phil's Amer-

I

ican divorce from his former wife,

Marcia Ralston, became final in Sep-
! tember.

]
"We're going to be married all over

]
again then," Phil told us, his grin

! wider than usual.

Several weeks ago, we sat with Phil

in his dressing room at the Paramount
Theater where he had a two weeks'

I engagement and talked of Alice, the

I

girl he frankly admitted he loved. All

;
about his dressing room were re-

' minders of Alice, little things she'd

j

bought for that dressing room, kid-
i ding signs painted by members of

! Phil's orchestra on doors and mirrors,

I

a huge wreath of dried vegetables

j

outside the door, a gag present from

I

Alice to Phil, and something else,

j

something almost indefinable—a feel-

ing, or aura perhaps, of the happiness
and joy that radiate from those who
have found love.

And Phil Harris has found it in

Alice. And Alice has found it in

AUGUST, 1941

Phil. "I know everything will work
out," this famous bandleader told us,

"but you see our love is so new and
it happened to us so suddenly, and
with Alice away for three weeks and
me on tour, we can't seem to under-
stand yet just what's happened to us."

That's how deeply in love Phil and
Alice are, with each seeming to know
and recognize this is not just the usual

Hollywood romance with dates and
gay times. It's more than just that.

It goes deep into their hearts and a

meeting ten years ago. It has its roots

in an affinity of unspoken yearnings

for companionship and home and
simple things.

It's exactly as if, after a long and
heartbreaking journey, Alice had
come home at last.

She tried to express that yearning

when she bought a ranch home out in

the Valley. Alice, the bright-light

girl from New York, on a ranch! It

seemed incredible to Hollywood. But
we who understand Alice Faye knew
that some unexpressed longing for

peace after stoi'ms, for rest after tur-

moil, was sending Alice in search of

a permanent haven.

Now she's found it. Found it in a

man who also came through success

with all its accompanying noisy fan-

fare to find true happiness in the

BY SARA HAMILTON

simple things of a simple life.

They met for the first time ten

years ago. Phil remembers every-
thing about that meeting. It hap-
pened on the roof garden of the

Pennsylvania Hotel when Rudy Val-
lee beckoned over the little blonde
that sang with his band.

ALICE, this is Phil Harris. His
band is going to follow ours

here for an engagement." They sat

down at a table, Phil recalls, and
talked for fifteen minutes about noth-
ing much at all. Alice was beginning
her career then and so was the new
bandleader. Neither knew or dared
to dream of the success that lay ahead
for each of them, of the amazing
events that would carry them on.

Certainly they couldn't foresee that

ten years later, in a little Ventura
Boulevard restaurant out in Califor-

nia, they'd look at each other over
their midnight sandwiches and say
"Hello" as if those ten years had never
been.

They were neighbors in the village

of Encino and yet they'd never met.
Alice could look over from her garden
and see Phil's place and yet their

paths had somehow never crossed
since that night ten years ago. Alice
had gone on to stardom and Phil's

band had become a part of Hollywood,
appearing weekly on Jack Benny's
NBC radio {Continued on page 74)
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The hostess opened
the closet door and
there, silhouetted in

the light, stood . . .

HARKEN to these tales of Holly-

wood, a town full of stories that

can't be told with names be-

cause they're too true to print. Each
and every one is about a star you
know well. They are stories told over

cocktails at bridge parties in Beverly
Hills and whispered of over the mixed
green salads of glamour girls lunching

together, and talked about by firelight

in the evening at a star's ranch in the

San Fernando Valley.

And that's all right.

But you can't print them, sometimes
because they are too intimate, some-
times because they would fashion an

i

She fell madly in love with a young
business executive, took him every-

where, introduced him to everybody
who was Anybody. He had a wonderful

time . . . then the inevitable happened
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Oh, can't we, though! A daring insider's glimpse of censorable facts

impression of Hollywood that isn't

typical of Hollywood at all, often be-

cause the heroes and heroines of the

stories have forgotten them and never
want to recall them again.

O. Henry would have loved these

tales. So de Maupassant would have.

O. Henry and de Maupassant would
have changed the real names to Mary
and John and Celestine and Raoul,

and told the stories anyway.
And that's what we will do.

So if you find in these accounts

any resemblance to actual persons,

living or dead

—

you've probably
guessed right!

Barbara was considered by many
the most beautiful star in Hollywood,
Martin the most brilliant and promis-
ing young director. Barbara had a

husband, Jim, whom she adored, but
when she met Martin a new love

flamed into the picture and the old

domestic adoration grew stale.

But she never told Jim, and he never
guessed. He was perfectly happy, as

he'd always been—until the night on
which this story begins and ends. . . .

It was one of those lavish Holly-

wood parties. After an excellent din-

ner, the proud hostess of the new
mansion wanted to show her guests—

especially the feminine guests—the

appointments of her beautifully dec-

orated house. Her husband, and Jim
and a few of the other boys stayed

in the bar, chatting, while the rest

of the famous assemblage went on the

tour of inspection.

"This is the linen closet," explained

the hostess. "It's padded with satin,

and the light clicks on automatically

when you open the door."

She flung open the linen closet

door, and there, in the brilliant light,

as in a crystal candy Easter egg,

stood Barbara and Martin, in a close

embrace. {Continued on page 108)

BY DOROTHY KILGALLEN

THE AUTHOR
Twenty-seven-year-old Dorothy Kil-

gallen is one of America's fore-
most journalists, the girl who has
had the most startling rise of any
woman in the newspaper business.

The first woman to fly around the
world, she circled the globe in 1936,
to win a time race over two male
newspapermen competitors. Her
daily column, "Voice of Broadway,"
is read from coast to coast; her
radio broadcasts are favorite lis-

tening to millions of people; her
articles and stories have appeared
in America's leading magazines

She's in love with a lad who was
just jilted by a prominent star.

It's o romance all right—but not

the kind her fan club imagines . . .

"Look," he bargained, "introduce me
as a society pal from the East.

I'll do some fast dealing and . .
."
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) Gathering place of the Ameche clan of fifteen is the pool, high-

lighted here by Don, father of Donnie, Ronnie, Tommy and Lonny

IF
YOU should pass a house near

Encino, from which sounds of un-
inhibited hilarity issue, it's prob-

ably Don Ameche's house. If you
should sneak across the lawn and peer

through the window, you might be
greeted by some such spectacle as

this.

The furniture has been pushed
against the wall to clear a space for

football practice. Brother Louis starts

a ten-foot dash from the dining room.

Don leaps at him for a flying tackle.

Ameches of assorted sizes, shapes and
ages form an interested audience.

Prominent among them, because they

squeal the loudest, are two towheaded
youngsters. Grandpa has to hold their

squirming bodies tight to keep them

30

from hurling themselves under their

father's heels.

"Nuts!" says Don. "Louis's not

heavy enough. Betty, you climb on

his back."

Brother Jim's young wife is hoisted

to Louis's back. Don leaps again and
Betty takes a header into the fire-

place. Honore—Honey to her hus-
band, and well named both by reason

of her hair and her disposition—is

first to reach Betty's side. But not

before that young lady has risen,

dusted herself oflF and observed
calmly: "Not so hot. Let's do it

again." Honore departs for the kitch-

en, to help Irene and Annie rustle

dinner for the mob.
The Ameche house is run for

Ameches. and not for show. It's a

kind of rallying center for the whole
clan, which is large enough to keep
things lively. There are Don and
Honore and their four young ones

—

Dominic junior, seven, Ronald, five,

and Thomas and Laurence, two and
one respectively on July 20—they

were born just a j'ear apart. Don's
father and mother live close by. So
do Jim and Betty, so do Louis and
Polly.

Jim is the brother you've heard on
the radio, whose voice sounds so like

Don's. Louis is the brother who used

to walk the floor with the first baby,

so Don and Honore could catch a

couple of winks. He was married a

couple of years ago to nineteen-year-

PHOTOPLAY cojiibined tvith movit: ^TI n



According +o Hollywood Hoyle, o house Is run for show. The

Ameches play another way. This unceremonious visit lets you in on

one ofA^ost magnificent family performances you've ever seen

Tough guy of the four Ameche sons Is

Ronnie (right, with Don and Honore).

Usually nnud-snneared, he calls himself

"Butch," rates nnore attention in the

woodshed than any of his brothers

BY IRENE ZARAT

old PoUyanna, with Honore's brother

officiating and Don as best man. Polly

was an orphan and can't get over the

wonder of having a family.

Catherine and Mary Jane and Anne,
Don's little sisters, go to boarding
school, but come home for week ends.

Only brother Bert, studying architec-

ture in Paris, and a married sister

in Kenosha are missing from the

Ifamily circle. Intimates like Chet and
Harriet Lauck—he's the Linn of "Lum
and Abner"—trail in and out.

Irene and Annie and Gabe work
there, "but they're not servants," says

Honore. "They live with us and they
eat with us and they're free to bring
their friends in, like any member of

the family." Honore took Annie on

AUGUST, 1941

in Chicago as a mother's helper.

Irene, Annie's friend, came to them
two years ago to do the cooking.

Gabe was a Belgian war baby,

adopted by the nuns at the school

Don attended in boyhood. They be-

came close friends and when the

Ameches were newly married in Chi-

cago, Gabe would come in to wash
windows for Honore. Once they were
settled in Hollywood, they lost no
time in sending for him.

To celebrate Don's first birthday

after their marriage, Honore cooked
a festive dinner, invited Louis and
hired a little country girl to serve it.

This essay into elegance was meant
as a surprise to her husband. The
effect was marred by the handmaid.

who entered giggling, spilled the soup,

flopped a deprecatory hand and said,

"Sha!" Instead of pretending with
dignity that nothing had happened,
Don and Louis exploded into yells of

joy. "All right, my lad," thought
Honore. "If you like it that way, that's

the way we'll have it."

Actually, she takes no more kindly

than does Don to formality. When
formal entertainment is indicated, the

Ameches go to the Vendome. The
tempo of the house isn't suited to

stateliness. They don't believe in

shushing the kids. They want Grand-
pa to feel free to drop in for a game
of Call Rummy when the notion takes

him. If they're not in to play with
him, Gabe and the girls will be. Soup
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is no longer spilled, but at Christmas

dinners, with thirty round the board,

"we more or less throw things at each

other."

Don is ready for anything at any

hour. "He'll fall flat on his face," says

Honore, "before he'll go to bed." A
day at the studio doesn't begin to

exhaust his energy. Turning in at the

gate, he yells, "Hey, Pete! Hey, Mike!"

and the kids come running for foot-

ball. They're the footballs. "You
threw him higher!" shrieks Ronnie.

"Throw me again."

ON fight nights the radio is dragged

into the dining room. After din-

ner they play games or dance. Since

Don learned to tap for "Hollywood

Cavalcade," they stage tapping con-

tests. Later they'll sit down to a bout

of Call Rummy. The big loser gets

taken for as much as fifty cents. Or

they'll run homemade movies. An
outfit, supplied by Honore as a birth-

day gift, turned Don into a camera

fiend, with the children as preferred

victims. He'll lie in wait to catch

Donnie's toothless grin or Ronnie,

mud-smeared.

According to his mother, Donnie

has a trace of manners. Ronnie's the

tough guy. The tougher, the better,

says Don, who can't abide a sissy. Not

that his sons show any lilylike symp-

toms. But he feels you can't start

them too young on the right track.

He has exercise periods with Tommy
and Lonny, who grab their father's

fingers in manful attempts at jiujutsu.

Thomas Anthony, by the way, was to

have been Anthony straight, till his

parents reflected on what his future

schoolmates could do with "Tony

Ameech." Laurence Michael was

to have been Michael Joseph, but

they decided his nose would be out of

joint unless he had a nickname to
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rhyme with those of his brothers.

At two and a half, Ronnie's head

was a mass of fair curls. Unluckily

for Honore, Don overheard a visitor's

comment. "The little boy's cute, but

the girl's a darling."

"Imagine calling that hulk a girl!"

fumed his father. "Have those curls

cut off right away."
Honore, who keeps her sentimental

side under control, took Ronnie to

the barber but quailed at sight of the

shears and brought him home intact.

Don sent him back in charge of Gabe.

"Have him just bobbed," Honore
pleaded.

"Have him shaved," yelled Don.

Trying to strike a happy medium,

Gabe brought the lamb back well

trimmed but wi'.h the shadow of a

curl over his forehead. Don surveyed

him that evening. "Come here, Boo-

boo, I want to show you something."

They disappeared into the bathroom

and presently emerged with Booboo
shouting, "Boy, do I look like Daddy!

Am 1 cute!" Daddy had hacked at

The tempo of the Ameche house,

not suited to stateliness, is set by
the chintz and sunshine atmosphere
of the living room (left). Below:

Don and hlonore hold Tommy and
Donnie respectively. Don, as a father,

is ready for anything. "He'll foil

flat on his face," says golden-haired

Honore, "before he'll go to bed"

his hair with a nail scissors till it

resembled a nest of unrelated straw.

His mother, who knows when she's

licked, took him. down to the barber
herself next day.

If you want to curry favor with the

boys, don't call them by their given
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Leading "will they marry or won't they"

couple is Judy Garland and Dave Rose.

Her chart shows her husband nnust be a

sophisticate. Does that mean Dave?

The stars say "no" to the

Lana Turner and Tony Mar-
tin duet. Will it be mar-
riage—and then divorce?

B'LANCA HOLMES is one of the

two or three top-flight astrologists in

Hollywood. Her clientele embraces
the most glittering names in the social

and motion-picture world.

She is the wife of Stuart Holmes,
who made a name for himself in silent

pictures. In 1924 they moved into a

house among the Hollywood hills,

formerly occupied by the Krotona In-

stitute, a theosophical society. Mrs.
Holmes found herself poring over
books on theosophy and astrology left

behind by the previous tenants. Her
interest was stirred, she continued to

study and presently to teach. Occa-
sionally, at the request of a student,

she would write someone's chart.

When 1928 knocked the pinnings from
under the silents and 1929 from under
the general financial structure, she

could no longer afford to pursue
her hobby as a hobby and turned it

instead into a lucrative profession.

The eminent astrologer Blanco Holmes takes the seven

top Hollywood couples, tells you whether they

will or won't marry— and why

She's especially grateful to Mrs.

Jack Warner, an eager student of as-

trology, who introduced Mrs. Holmes
into her large and brilliant circle, and
to Sidney Skolsky, the first column-
ist to remove his tongue from his

cheek before writing about astrology.

She's small, dark, businesslike and
serene-looking. The following article

reports some of her findings on the

romances of some of your favorite

movie stars. Her conclusions are

based solely on the readings of the

celestial bodies. Astrology maintains

that, according to planet placements,

certain courses are likely and advis-

able at one time, unlikely and inad-

visable at another.

Under this phase, an action may
culminate favorably: under that

phase, disastrously. There is nothing

inevitable about either outcome. The
stars, Mrs. Holmes says, don't cross

us up. It's we who cross them up.

Lana Turner—Tony Martin

Mrs. Holmes Believes: They will not

marry. If, contrary to astral indica-

tions, they should, the union would be

dissolved.

Reasons: Lana is an Aquarian, as
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Most definite of all Mrs.

Holmes' predictions is the one

she nnakes about the future of

George Brent and Ann Sheridan

Vividly attracted to each other now
are Greg Bautzer and Dorothy Lamour.
But the sarong queen is inclined to

exaggerate her emotions greatly; so . .

.

BY IDA ZEITLIN

are half of the players under contract

to Metro. She is best suited to a man
born between the middle of February

and the middle of March. Artie Shaw
was born on May 23, Tony Martin on

Christmas Day. Incidentally, on the

heels of Lana's surprise marriage to

Artie, Mrs. Holmes made two predic-

tions: That they would be divorced

and that Lana would waive alimony.

Both forecasts proved accurate.

According to her own horoscope,

Lana would be smart to postpone

marriage for several years. She is

entering a period crucial to her career,

which is of the fii-st importance to

her and which promises to be highly

I
successful. It was this which broke

!up her marriage to Shaw. Their tem-
peraments clashed, it's true, but they

clashed most fiercely against dat ole

debbil, career, which meant more to

each than the other.

Well, Tony was born under a sign

which makes him even more ambi-
tious than Artie and gives him greater

faith in himself. He'll let nothing

—

ihut nothing—come between him and
professional advancement. Tempera-
mentally, too, he and Lana are op-
posed. He's cagey, dehberate, mulls

;things over, reaches conclusions
) through the processes of sober logic

;and careful thought. She's quick, im-
pulsive and acts on instinct. Like her

speech and gestures, her mind is

labrupt. The stars say no to marriage
with Tony, but Lana who, Uke all

(Aquarians, is somewhat erratic at

^times, might defy them and say yes.

jin which case, the marriage would be
likely to peter out into a sister

-

viand-brother {Continued on page 85)

Temperamentally suited

like ham and eggs are Betty

Grable and George Raft.

But is their object marriage?
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"I'll m% 10 B[ imm

She started out to be the first woman

president. Which gives you a pretty good

idea as to why this story of her life

turned out to be such a riotous chronicle

BY

RUTH WATERBURY

H ER two grandmothers were
hanging over her cradle on that

mid-September day in 1915 when she

was born, so they named the red-

headed, precious curly-haired bundle

from heaven Martha and EUlen after

the two old ladies. Martha Ellen, they

called her, Martha Ellen Scott, the

little angel. Whereupon the little

angel started lying and being a tom-
boy almost at once.

Being a tomboy was intentional.

She wanted to keep up with her two
small, excessively male cousins. The
lying was mere dramatic instinct. She
knew from the moment of her earliest

consciousness that she was going to

be somebody in this world. Her
dreams then were even greater than

They called her Martha Ellen Scott, the

little angel. The redheaded little angel

started telling fibs almost at once

her present triumph that has made
her, at the end of her first year on

the screen, a candidate, if not a win-
ner, for an Academy Award.
Today's Martha Scott, sUm, small,

and most deceptively delicate, gets a

bit misty-eyed at the thought of all

the acclaim that has come to her for

"Our Town," "The Howards of Vir-

ginia" and "Cheers for Miss Bishop."

She gets wide-eyed at the heights

she is told lie before her. She gets

starry-eyed whenever she mentions
her husband, Carleton Alsop (which
is every two sentences). But back
there in 1915 and for the next twelve

years onward, she expected to be
nothing less than the first woman
president of the United States. It was

this conviction of her spotlighted

destiny that made her choose Gee's

Creek, Missouri, as her birthplace.

Gee's Creek was not her birthplace.

It was actually Jamesport, Missouri, a

near-by and larger town. But Martha
always declared, and even told her

original Hollywood interviewers, that

she first saw the light of life in Gee's

Creek, because she thought that

sounded better. Gee's Creek was just

what you'd expect, a tovra vdth a

store, a couple of streets and a little

white church, much like "Grovers
Corners" in "Our Town" which intro-

duced her both to Broadway and
Hollywood.

She had a wonderful little girlhood

there on the farm in Jamesport and
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\n entrancing frills-and-

lounces view of Martha, the

vorst tomboy on the block

she probably would have grown up
and married and Hved happily and
unknown forever after if it hadn't

been for her father's bent for ma-
chines and engines taking all the

Scotts to Kansas City, and Martha's
encountering love and an inferiority

complex all at once.

In Jamesport, she had asked no
more of life than the constant society

of two little boy cousins and one
"nintimate" girl friend. You know,
perhaps, how it is with little girls.

They find one other pal in school and
sidle up to her and say, "Will you be
my nintimate friend?" By which they
mean practically a soulmate, who
shares secrets and candy bars and
walks home (Continued on page 82)
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She gets misty-eyed and wide-eyed and
starry-eyed by turn. You would to, if

you had her past, present—and future
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Villain at the bottom of this last-

chance business is the Hays ofRce

who blew their censorial trumpet and
banned sweaters from films forever.

So gaze ruefully at Sheila Ryan. . . .

. . . and Brenda Joyce, who's a

dressed up in what the censors call

a degrading element. She's think-

ing of the days when the wardrobes

of sirens were the bare essentials

Ckme. at SwEATERS

!

now on ISForbidden fruit from
an evening sweater like this one of

Brenda's, which makes the code
critics blush and Hollywood sing a

blues song about the good old days

Take a last-minute look at Brenda,

then send your regrets to Holly-

wood—and Mr. Gable, who's now
engaged in tearfully packing away
all his favorite turtle-neck sweaters

>



NOWHERE

AT Gay Stevens' scream the hangar door opened

and disappeared into a space at the left. Axel,

i the mechanic, stood there looking at her, his

red-veined hands rubbing at his sleeping eyes, his

mouth wide open. Anyone would have thought the

scream had issued from his mouth, not from Gay's.

"Axel, warm up a plane."

Major Stevens, in dungarees and a woolen army shirt,

appeared suddenly at Axel's side.

"The old O. J. is ready," he said. "Hop in."

Gay all but wept.

"That pile of junk? That's all you have?"

The Major patted the nearest wing and blew a tiny

cloud of dust off it.

"It's all we need," he said calmly. "It's an old

observation ship with a new radial engine in her and

the Gay supercharger."

Gay stepped hastily into the plane. The pilot's cock-

pit was just below the wings, she saw. Her father

seated himself, thrust his arms into an old leather

coat and kicked the engine into life. The plane roared

out toward the wide gray sea.

There was no moon and the stars were dull and

gave no light. The heavens were littered with dark

clouds, black against the dark gray of the sky. There

was nothing but gloom ahead, nothing but gloom below,

and to the right, and to the left. . . .

Gay's hands were cold and niamb. She kept tight

hold on the back of the pilot's seat. She had no words
now, but little half-shaped prayers came tumbling up
from the depths of her consciousness to warm her

hopes. Would they ever find Bob Fuller, flying some-
where in the murky night, flying out to sea?

She lived over again in her mind those terrible mo-
ments at Hollywood's Mocambo where Bob had taken

her to dinner that very night, saw again the stricken

look on his face, when Muriel Cowley, the Muriel

Cowley, brilliant film actress, had tried to take a white

feather from a woman's hat and give it to him. Muriel

Cowley, close friend of Bob's, whose name had been
linked with his in the columns, should have known
better. She must have known that the reason Holly-

wood's top male star wasn't in the draft was because

he had injured his lungs saving a dog in a studio fire.

She must have known, too, the unfair criticism he had
had to stand just because he couldn't—or wouldn't

—

explain his deferment.

Gay was glad, now, that she had slapped Muriel. It

had at least brought her to her senses again, for Muriel,

drinking, was a hard person to manage. No wonder.
Gay mused, when Muriel had threatened to divorce

her husband, the husband had threatened to file an
answer. She remembered reading that if the Cow-
ley divorce went through, Muriel would marry Bob
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BY EDWARD D D H E R T Y

ILLUSTRATION BY CARL MUtLLEk

Muriel threw herself at Bob as soon as he got out of the car. "Oh, Bob
darling," she cried, "I think I should have gone stark staring mad if you

hadn't conne!" It was as though Gay and the Major weren't even there

Fuller, Hollywood's biggest male star.

Was she out here, flying through

darkness, trying to save a man from
suicide just so that he could marry
another woman? For Bob's mind was
on suicide; she knew that. She could

still see the look on his face as he
had said good-by to her after he had
flown her home to the little house in

San Diego where she lived so quietly

with her inventor -father, Major
Stevens

"It isn't fair," she'd said. "It isn't

fair that you should let people despise

you. You could tell them the truth."

"Sure, but who'd believe it?" His

laugh had been bitter.

"It hurts that much?" she'd said.

"It hurts so much," he'd answered

her quietly, "that sometimes I wish

I'd died in that fire."

Then he had bent and kissed her

quickly and, without another word,

had stepped into his plane and
taken off.

Her mind in a whirl, she had

There is more than one way

to defeat the "other wo-

^ man." Gay knew them all.

But this was something she,

or any other honest girl,

wouldn't even try to fight

watched the plane until it was almost

a speck in the sky. And then she had

screamed. For Bob Fuller wasn't fly-

ing back to Hollywood. He was
headed out to sea!

SHE came back with a start to the

present. The sky ahead was
flooded with white light. It was the

Major's new invention, destined for

use in the Army—a beam that would
hght up the sky for thousands of

yards ahead.

But there was nothing in the heav-

ens—only cloud drifts

The plane soared up to ten thousand

feet and the beam was playing now
in wide circles.

A spark drifted into her sight, high

up and to the right; a sight as soul-

stirring as the first glimpse of land

must have been to Columbus.
"There he is," she cried, digging

her fingers into her father's shoulders.

"Don't point," he said calmly.

"Thank God!" Gay whimpered and

let the tears fall where they might.

"When a girl weeps like that," her

father observed, "an old man begins

to wonder how many grandchildren

will bless his declining years.
'"

"Do shut up." Gay gulped. "He
doesn't see us. He doesn't see any-

thing.''

The Major indicated a receiver-like

object over Gay's right shoulder.

"There's a mike in it," he said. "Take
it off the hook and speak into it

naturally.''

"And he'll hear me? Over the roar

of two motors".'"

"He'll hear you distinctly." The
Major switched a beam of light full

onto the red plane and Gay spoke

into the mike. {Continued cm page 87)
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Popular member of a set that has plenty of

sock appeal is Marilyn Thorpe, eight years

old. Her assets are a pug nose, alluring

freckles and a mother named Mary Astor. Her
father is Dr. Franklyn Thorpe, Mary's first

husband. The photographer is—Mary Astor

Good bet for a I960 collar ad is Tono

del Campo, two-year-old son of Mary
Astor and Manuel del Campo, cutter

for M-G-M. His golden-brown hair and
dark Latin eyes rate him a good profit

in the daily graham-cracker business

Wag of the major minors is Beverly Wills, whose airy

nothings keep Hollywood supplied with after-dinner stories.

Daughter of comedienne Joan Davis and ex-vaudevillian Si

Wills, she made her screen debut in "Love Affair," poses

here in approved Hollywood fashion with a grin and two

pets, Sonny, a Boston bull, and the thoroughbred Big Boy

il[[T OUR

Thinking about spinach is Jackie Jones (left), three-

year-old son of Allan Jones and Irene Hervey. He sings

like Papa, looks a lot like Mama and wonts to be a police-

man when he grows up. Below: Standout in the class where
dimples are a dime a dozen is Virginia ("Ginger") Gaines,

bouncing-baby daughter of Brenda Marshall and her

divorced husband Richard Gaines. New York stage actor



Brother and sister beach act by nine-year-old Shirley Anne
and five-year-old Guy Jr., children of Guy Kibbee. Heavy

press of business takes their minds off Papa Guy's camera

at Laguna Beach, California, makes Mr. Kibbee a rival of

Hyman Fink in the informal candid class. Kibbee offspring

antics make Guy's eyes rounder than they ever were in movies

Jllustra+ed invl+a+ion "from the star overlords of

Hollywood to meet the people who lord it over them.

^*rivate pictures token by the stars themselves

brunette: Dorothy
race Singleton, five-year-old

Fspring of Penny Singleton,

)ee Gee" to the lollypop gang,
fie point of dissension be-

een Blondie and the brunette

that Penny doesn't understand
lent kindergarten French

Papa's pride and joy is Joan

Benny, "Joonie" to Jack. She's

a girl with the best radio tie-up

in the world—her father always

broadcasts good-night to her

when he's away from home. Be-

ing a Benny, she plays backgam-
mon at the tender age of six

Woman of action is Susie Tracy, daugh-

ter of Spencer, who swings from trees

with the greatest of ease. She's red-

headed, goes for overalls and braids,

concentrates on being a tomboy in

all the San Fernando Valley bock yards

Big shot of the carriage trade is

year-old Daniel David, son of the

Millands. Snapped at four months by

his father, he is the reason why ladies

check on babies' weights before sitting

down next to Ray at any dinner table

/
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BY VERONICA LAKE
SOMETIMES in the midst of this

strange, exciting existence that

has been mine since I was given

my role in "I Wanted Wings" and
became a part of Hollywood, I stop

and think to myself,. Ronnie, is this

you? And I marvel—not so much
because I find myself in pictures at

last after just about breaking my
heart trying and never succeeding at

all, but because it was after I had
given up trying that I achieved the

success I had strived for so long.

You see, there was a time when I

said to myself, Ronnie, my girl, you're

a fool! The price on what you're after

is too high. Forget the whole thing!

And I did. And then success sought
me out. Hollywood came to me. That
is the way things work, sometimes.
You get what you want only after

you've stopped caring whether you
get it or not.

But I cared for a while. For two
years and a half I cared. And because
I did, I made sacrifices—not of money,
perhaps, but of happiness and peace
of mind. I suffered embarrassment
and shame. I went through a good
many trials I wish I might forget.

It is the story of those trials I

should like to tell now. Perhaps some
other girl may profit by my experi-

ences. Perhaps some other girl may
decide, as I did at last, that the game
is not worth the candle. It so often

isn't, you know—so terribly, heart-

breakingly often.

True, my own case seems to con-

tradict that, but it only seems to. I

had my dreams and ambitions and
bright hopes, but I lost them. Now,
if life appears wonderful—and it does

—career is not the sole reason, nor
even the main reason. There is some-
thing else bigger and better. But I

am getting ahead of myself. That
comes later.

I was born at Lake Placid, New
York, and my father is H. A. Keane,
the commercial artist. Dad and
Mother are the kind of people to

whom a daughter was from the be-

ginning someone, not to "bring up,"

but to make friends with. They never
talked baby talk to me. They never
"shushed" me when I asked embar-
rassing questions, as children will.

They answered me honestly, seri-

ously. Nor was I lectured on right

and wrong, with candy a reward for

being good, spanking the penalty for

naughtiness. It was just assumed
around our house that because we
three loved and respected each other

we would be good—that we wouldn't
hurt each other, wouldn't do any-
thing shabby or mean.
Perhaps this may sound pretty far

afield from my story, but I don't

believe that it is. Because when we
had moved to Cahfornia and I be-

came identified with the Bhss Hayden
School of Dramatics and subsequently

decided to try my luck in the movies,

that background of affection and trust

gave me something to tie to. And I

needed something, at times.

I

MEAN in instances Uke this: Early

in my pursuit of a career, it was
suggested I hire an agent. So I did.

Of course, I couldn't get a very im-
portant agent because I was an un-
known, but I found this one and he
said the very first thing to do in a

campaign to win over Hollywood was
to "be seen around."

"Go places and do things, " he

advised me. {Continued on page 97)
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HOW TO BE A GOOD HOSTESS

ANO HOW TO BE A GOOD GOEST

Rosalind Russell: A
prominent hostess who
knows how to get the

most out of party life

NOT only are you the star of your
life but, for ttie most part, you

write ttie story and direct the action,

too. Consequently, life's going to be
just what you make it—no better, no
worse. Obviously, any good thing you
don't reach for you're going to miss.

This brings us to social graces. For
social graces lead straight to popular-
ity, one of the shortest and surest

roads to happiness. Also, to bring

men into it, men are predisposed
towards the girl who is popular and
knows her way around socially

—

even
the men who insist they don't care

about such things. It's right they
should be, too! For the girl who is

socially well-adjusted makes the best

wife. She can entertain her husband's

Myrna Loy: Leader in

Hollywood's sophisti-

cated set, she has

miracle suggestions

business friends. She can make a fine

place for her family in any com-
munity.

Let's play Truth for a few minutes.

Are you one of those happy human
beings who master social grace in all

of its five phases? In other words:

Do you have pleasing importance in

your community, church, club or

school?

Do you have happy relationships

with your friends?

Do you make a desirable impres-

sion upon acquaintances?

Do you shine as a hostess?

Do you find yourself sought as a

guest "i"

If you can answer these questions

with an honest affirmative, turn to the

Bette Davis: A hostess

with a flair for in-

formal entertaining

of the "artiste group"

next story, this isn't for you. If, on

the other hand, your answers to these

questions convince you there's some-
thing wrong somewhere, read on—it

was for you we went to Hollywood
to ferret out the social secrets of the

stars.

It takes no social magic for a star

to appear to social advantage on the

screen. The supporting cast darn well

have to buzz around her like bees

around a big, fragrant flower. It's in

the script! But off screen the stars

like everybody else, have their owri

way to make. It was those girls who
make their way most brilliantly whom
we sought, whose social life we dis-

sected and whose clever tactics we
preserved in shorthand notes in order
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We think this is one of the most

valuable articles that has ever

been printed—the second in a sig-

nal series designed to show you

how to find your place in the sun

BY ADELE

WHITELY FLETCHER

ILLUSTRATION BY SI MEZEROW

Claude+te Colbert:
One of Hollywood's
"400," she gives the

dinner party perfect

to help you get over on the happiness

side, too.

One thing our investigation proved
—definitely! When you're out of

kilter socially a few minor adjust-

ments usually will have you ready to

take the toughest kind of a social

grade in high. You don't have to be
born with social grace.

First of all, say our Hollywood
social leaders:

Be Somebody in Your Community
Don't be footless, like a gypsy.

Make up your mind what you're go-
ing to do in the way of civic, charita-

ble, church, or school work and do it

efficiently and graciously . . . Rosa-
hnd Russell.
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Joan Bennett: Her
hints are priceless for

all married or about-

to-be-nnarried girls

Fill out the various forms that are

sent to you at different times and
mail them—it won't kill you . . .

Rosalind Russell.

Co-operate with your town by
hanging out a flag on holidays and
lighting the tree at your door at

Christmas . . . Rosalind Russell.

Don't Be Proud
Beware of the stiff-necked pride

that keeps you from making an effort

to please people.

Take the attitude, "If people don't

like me for myself I don't want their

friendship" and you'll get nowhere

—

fast! People will like you for yourself

only if they find you charming. And
you won't be charming-—count on

Ouido Bergere Rath-

bone: Famous social

leader, the gracious
wife of Basil Rathbone

this!—unless you make an effort to

please . . . Rosalind Russell.

Give people a chance to talk about
those things which interest them and
about which they talk well and be
quick to applaud verbally, to say,

"How very clear you make it!" or "I

hadn't thought of that!" or something
of the kind . . . Ouida Bergere.

When you're responsible for a

charity bazaar or a club dinner or

any similar activity ask people to help
you. For when you try to do every-
thing yourself you don't corner all

the glory, you corner all the criticism,

as you deserve to do. Be generous, too,

with the credit you give those who do
the least thing for you . . . Ouida
Bergere. (Continued on page 77)
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V

—sung to the tune of skis, skates

and hearts in this charm-packed romance

of the little refugee skater who gets her man

Fiction version by NORTON RUSSELL
Copyright 1941 by Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation. Screen play by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan

Produced by Milton Sperling. Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone

iT the time, adopting a refugee

baby had seemed a smart way of

getting pubUcity. Winchell had de-
voted a whole half-column to it.

There was something irresistibly ap-
pealing about the thought of a dance
band's opening its collective arms and
heart to a little homeless tot fiom
Europe. Nifty Allen, press agent and
general roustabout foi' the Dartmouth
Troubadours, was rather smug be-

cause the stunt had been his idea.

But all that was before the baby
actually arrived. In fact, six months
before. And when a man from the

Immigration Service handed Ted Scott

a paper saying that day after tomor-
row he had to be at Ellis Island to

receive his infant charge, it came as

a shock, since everyone in the band
had forgotten all about it.

"This was your idea," Ted, who
played the piano and sang choruses,

said darkly to Nifty. "And I'm stuck
with the kid because I was the only

one in the outfit that had a iountain

pen to sign the application. Well, it's

out. We don't need tiie publicity now
—we got a job. We'll tell 'em we
don't want a baby

"

"You can't," said Phil Corey, the

band leader, bUnking distressedly be-

hind his spectacles. "You're respon-

sible. It says so, right here on the

notice."

Nifty tried to comfort Ted. "After

all, didn't you tell me you wanted to

be a father"'"

"Yeah," Ted admitted. "But 1 want
to do it my way."

Nevertheless, he was at Ellis Island

two days later, backed up by the full

personnel of the Dartmouth Trouba-
dours and a brace of newspaper pho-

tographers. Solemn, quaintly dressed

children, each with a big numbered
tag attached somewhere, were being

parcelled out to embarrassed Amer-
ican adults. When the loud-speaker
trumpeted "Number thirty-six." Nifty

pushed Ted toward the gate. "That s

yours," he said; then added, at Ted s

glare, "I mean ours."

Ted's eyes focussed at aboui the

distance from the floor you'd expect

a four-year-old's head to be. All the.\

found was a full skirt of green wooi

Apprehensively, they traveled upward
and discovered a blonde young pei -

son with dimples and a complexioi

you seldom see outside of a colore(

ad for cosmetics. Hanging from tin

lapel of a jacket that had obviousiv

been made by hand was a tag which

said plainly "3G
"

"This gentleman.' a sour-laced offi-

cial said, "is your sponsor
'

"How do you do." the young persoi;

said to Ted, stepped forward, put hei

arms around his neck and kissed hini

on the cheek

The photographers Nifty had
brought along raised then cameras,

flashed lights, and took pictures, grin-

ning ghoulishly
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The young person stood back and
beamed, taking in Ted's flustered face

with evident pleasure. "That," she

announced, "is how we greet our

friends in Noi-way. My name is Karen
Benson.'"

Ted led his new acquisition back to

the other members of the band. Some-
thing seemed to have happened to his

vocal chords. They were paralyzed,

or something. Nifty Allen rose to the

occasion. He performed introductions

all around, babbling only a very little,

and finally gathered luggage and con-

voyed Ted and Karen to the ferry slip,

where he pushed them into a cab.

Ted, crumpled into one corner of

the leather-upholstered seat, realized

that Karen was looking at him as if

she were trying to commit his face to

memory.
"You are very young," she said,

"to have a wife and three children."

Ted jumped. "Where did you get

that idea?" {Continued on page 92)
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Ted had thought

that taking a ref-

ugee baby would

be a swell pub-

licity stunt, but

—





Her hair is red, her eyes are green and she's on speak-

ing ternns with leprechauns. She's Geraldine Fitzgerald

—

be careful or she'll git you ef you don't watch out!

A
f \ LADY who receives strangers

in a blue and white pinafore and

serves them potato pancakes of her

own manufacture—young, redheaded

and beautiful, though she be—is un-

disputably quaint

A lady who yearns to spy on people

behind lighted windows (especially

where the shade is pulled down),

who's eternally walking under ladders

just to annoy the evil spirits, who's

constantly straightening pictures in

other people's houses and who's on

more than mere speaking terms with

the "little people" is a pixie and no

two ways about it.

Multiply the two words and you

get quaint pixie, an apt description of

Geraldine Fitzgerald, the Warner Irish

Rhapsody Number One who is with

us once more, after taking time out

to have a baby whose name, we may
as well tell you, is Edward Lindsay

-

Hogg Jr. or just plain Ed. if you

insist on being folksy

If you think that Hollywood isn't

delighted to have her around, you

are, in all probability;

A. Positively loony.

B. Confusing a pixie with a wack,

a specimen with which Hollywood is

sure-enough surfeited

Her champions are the screen's top

names
James Cagney admires her forsak-

ing all others and hails her for her

modesty and shyness, which commod-

When gues+s told the pixie her living

room was lovely she twinkled, "It's love-

lier upstairs—so much more shabby!"

ities, so he says, are sadly lacking in

Hollywood,

John Garfield regards her as "qual-

ity" and wishes to heaven that Hal

Wallis would let him do a picture

with her

Bette Davis calls her Fitz, describes

her as e pluribus unum, which, ac-

cording to a knowing friend of ours,

means one among many.

Burgess Meredith regrets that the

Honorable Edward Lindsay-Hogg met
her first. Olivia de Havilland thinks

she's "incredibly mad but wonderful"

As for the rest of Hollywood which

is not quite so eloquent, it is content

to blink its collective eyes and pre-

tend to be numb with astonishment,

albeit pleasant astonishment

That Geraldine Fitzgerald would
never turn out to be your run-of-

the-mine G-girl (G like in glamour)

ought to have been evident right from

the beginning

Before she arrived in town for the

first time, 'Warners, loath to overawe

the new import, planned to give her a

B-minus welcome. No point in spoil-

ing the young lady, was there? Even
if she had practically vanquished

Broadway as an Orson Welles pro-

tegee. Which is how it happened that

a brace of publicity boys—instead of

the Warner high command—was on

hand to meet the plane when it taxied

to a stop at the Los Angeles airport

to disgorge its pay load

To the consternation of the greet-

ing committee, the only likely girl on

board was a radiant somebody with

modulated curves and caparisoned in

a gray-blue suit resembling a uniform.

the last passenger to pile out of the

cabin. On close examination she

turned out to be the flight hostess.

The denouement came on the fol-

lowing day, after Warners had sent

out a general alarm. Miss Fitzgerald,

seems like, had sneaked into town a

day earlier and had been spending

the time learning her way around

town.

"But why all this excitement? " she

calmly demanded of a frazzled Wai-
ner lieutenant.

After this little episode it was as-

sumed by what is known as Holly-

wood society that Miss F. would settle

down and live by the book, white

polo coat, dark glasses, frantic kisses

and "Darling, I'm so glad to see you's"

every time she bumped into a friend,

and, of course, a life membership in

the Brown Derby

NOTHING of the kind. Miss Fitz-

gerald promptly rented herself

an unostentatious little manor house

and began being herself in a fashion

positively unheard of.

She tossed no spectacular party,

held no Gargantuan open house,

staged no mass interview for the press.

In fact, she shied away from every-

thing that even faintly resembled the

world colossal and proceeded to

acclimate herself in the gods" good

time and in her own fashion

When she {Continued on page 72)

She walks under ladders, entertains in

ginghams and is inordinately proud of

her freckles and husband Lindsay-Hogg



— or you could soy "man-

made," since you're going

to analyze your men on the

sly and come out with cues

that will double your dates

BY MARIAN H. QUINN

Z^aeJ tAe man in ifout li^e evet ureat a Itow tie?

If he does, comfort comes first to him; he wants to do just what

he wants to do when he wants to do It. Better fit into his casual

pattern or you'll find yourself at the end of his date line. If you

want him, just relax and don't wear linen collars that you'll have

to fuss about.

Clothes bait for him: He'll think you'll look fine and you won't

have to worry about the park bench's being dirty if you get yourself

an all-round summer dress of the new mattress ticking, gaily striped,

easy to get into, easy to get around in.

he apt to itatt casual convetiationi uritk Sttan^etS,

anif time, antjpLace?

This type is a wanderer at heart. He wants adventures and
probably dreams about being a beachcomber someday in the

romantic future. He'll ask you to comb beaches with him if you
give him a lift and dream along too. If you turn your back on
his fine-feathered pickups, you'll find his back turned on you.

Counteracter for his impulses: Go practical when you buy, get

yourself a standout dress that will keep his mind off his neighbors

and on you. The dress for you is a summer pique, cut smartly—but

not in a pastel shade. Choose it in one of the new bright colors

—

orange, red, green—-ond watch him forget the strangers!

^oes ke, at etretif oppottunitt^, explain kii point via

ike pencil andpaper (at talrleclotkJ^ metkod?

If he does, he's a brass-tacks man. He's a lover of detail; he'll

analyze and argue you right out of^he picture unless you turn into a

good little girl, speak only when you're spoken to and can't get

out of it.

Clothes cue: You're lucky with this man when it comes to clothes.

There's not one small thing about your outfit that escapes his

analytical eye. So you can indulge your fancy, wear those new
earrings—made of three gold links, each spelling out one letter

of U. S. A.—and rest assured he'll notice them.

^te kii ^in^ets ikott and i^uatiik, ot ate tkeif mote

on tke lon^, tkin iide?

ILLUSTRATION BY

MARY HORTON

If they're short and squarish, he's a practical man of action, the

"I like a girl neat but not gaudy" type. You can have him humming
love songs by wearing what most of your other sisters won't dare to

wear this summer—a white blouse, dark skirt and a bright sash

tightly girded about your midriff.

If his hands are longer and more tapering, he has a lot of the

artiste in him even though he does get a haircut once a week. So

here's your chance to wear the most romantic bonnet summer has

brought forth—a soft white hat of Irish linen trimmed with Irish

lace. It's a sure bet to satisfy his sensitive soul.

iPoei ke kold hands at tke movies?

He's the type that will never care what other people think, a

man who has the courage of his convictions. He hates gossip, loves

you and doesn't care who knows it.

As far as your clothes go, this type Is a heaven-sent outlet. You
can be as outstanding as you like and he'll love it, providing the

men on the corner just look and don't go any further. So, with your

white suit or dress, wear a big rolled-up-brim hat of block and white

stripes that will leave a chorus of amazed and admiring Ah s

behind you.
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DATE LINES

The Oavis has a date for a
party. Meaning that Bette

Davis, star of Warners' "The
Bride Canne C.O.D.," is play-

ing pretty hostess for a Sun-

day-night supper. Prinne in-

surance that all heads will turn

towards Mrs. Farnsworth is her

summer marquisette formal:

Sheer black top with deft

little cap sleeves, skirt of

black and white stripes; sash

that's an inspiration— jade
green and white stripes. It

looks like Paris; it's from Pa-

tricia Perkins, Los Angeles

Photographs by Welbourne



Miss Davis has a dafe to talk about

the rice in China. In other words,

she's going to be the featured at-

traction at a "Help China" bene-

fit. She goes on her spectacular

way in a black linen dress that

helps China too—by having the

new Chinese motif scrolled in

powder blue on a pocket that will

be picked by all females. Her
bolero jacket is of powder blue

linen; so is her big coolie hat

that will get more charity
checks from more men everywhere



Miss Davis has an ax to grind. That

is, she's going to a business confer-

ence with a few weighty male
minds. Guaranteed to get the

gentlemen's eyes off facts and
onto figures is her ixinana yellow

wool jersey suit. Female business

strategy is the blouse of red tie

silk splashed with white stars,! with

the red talcing a bright encore as

a headband on her natural straw

hot. I. Mognin's, Los Angeles

iUGUST, 1941







MOVIE MIRROR

OJfWUfUX
One night two newlyweds went dancing. They started to do the fox trot

and . . . Look out that what happened to them doesn't happen to you!

H ERE IS a very modern 1941

fable for you: We once knew a

young newlywed couple who felt that

their great love and their superb pat-

tern for the future lacked only one
thing; they did not dance well to-

gether. Bob said it was his fault and
Linda insisted it was hers—although

each felt, secretly, that the other was
simply inept and should take a few
lessons.

Anyway, they decided, finally, to go
to one of the Murray schools and
brush up. Bob said to himself that he
would just go along to make Linda
feel better and Linda sincerely be-
lieved she was taking the course
merely to keep Bob company.

So, in the next weeks, they learned
the conga, and the rhumba, and somr
jitterbug steps, and the Viennese
waltz and we don't know what all

fancy turns. They didn't bother with
the fox trot, of course, because that

was basic and they knew it in any
case; and the real trouble was (they
felt) that perhaps they were bored

Conducted by HOWARD SH

THE MAGIC STEP

ARPE

®6) 0®- 0®

4
00

BOY STARTS HERE
(Girl does opposite)

with the same old monotonous step.

Well, sir, on the day they finished

the course, Bob and Linda rushed

home, put on their best clothes, called

up a downtown supper club to reserve

a floor table and started gayly ofT to

enjoy their new mutual accomplish-

ment. The music started, they looked

at each other across the table, put

down their napkins, stepped to the

floor and started fox trotting

They fox trotted, for that matter,

most of the evening, for the simple

reason that ninety per cent of the

tunes that orchestra played were fox

ti-ots. Furthermore, Bob and Linda

weren't dancing together any better

than they had before. Of course, when
a rhumba came on they were superb

and you should have seen them dur-

ing that one tango they requested

Where there's a fable there's a

moral, of course, and it is that you

go on reading this dance lesson, which

tells you some brand-new stuff about

fox trotting

We took our photographer, gath-

ered up famous Broadway dancer Ray

Bolger (who's co-starring now with

Anna Neagle in RKO's "Sunny") and

went out to Rita Hayworth's new
house in Westwood to get the illustra-

tions you see on these pages. Of

course, Rita was a professional dancer,

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mhoiob



oo, before the movies decided to make
ker a siren, and Ray and she had a

frand time just relaxing with the fox

rot. Bolger had been doing fancy

iccentric stuff all day and Rita had
>een doing a cape dance for "Blood
iind Sand," with bullfighter Tyrone
}*ower looking on.

Now for the first lesson, beginning

vith what Arthur Murray calls the

^agic Step.

V I O one appears to have broken
^ down the modem fox trot into

acre essential shape than that Mur-
ay guy, who made a fetish (and
everal milhons of dollars) out of

imple everyday dancing. He an-
ounced that no matter how you do
t, the fox trot is merely a matter of

wo slow and two quick steps. Speak-
ing from the man's viewpoint, it

] mounts to this:

You stand with your feet together.

You step forward slowly with your
jaft foot.

I

You walk slowly forward with your

Something extraspecial to do is

the Swing Step. Rita and Ray show
it off here; the diagram at right

shows you just how to "swing" it

right foot. Those are the two slow steps.

In this position, you step quickly

to the left side with your left foot and
quickly draw your right foot up to

your left. (See diagram on the oppo-
site page.)

There, children, you have it. It

sounds simple and it is simple. If you
do it with the correct essential rhythm

(and all you have to do is put any
reasonably fast contemporary fox

trot on the phonograph or touch the

radio push-button that'll bring you
Glenn Miller or Artie Shaw) you are

fox trotting. Of course, you are fox

trotting in the vaguest possible man-
ner and when you reach the end of

the floor you will crash into a table,

with no less than the boot from the

headwaiter.

To avoid this contretemps you learn

to turn out of the way of that table;

which, of (Continued on page 76)
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Taken for granted by the American
public is the probable deferment

of Tyrone Power. Hollywood
thinks differently, bases its de-
cision on what Power has chosen

to do every morning at sunrise

James Stewart s case put

Hollywood on guard abou+

the draft, accounts for

the cover-up imposed by

studios, disclosed now
by "Fearless." Below:

Face front to Hyman Fink's

camera are William H.
Freeman; U. S. N.; Jim;

L G. Lewis. U. S. M. C.



Is there anything strange about the conscription situa-

tion in the filnn capital? Are the stars you know being

called? "Fearless" tackles Hollywood's touchiest subject

S Hollywood doing its share in the

\

draft?

Or are the stars getting preferred

undling?

With a million and a half sweet-

earts and a million and a half

iothers seeing a million and a half

bys off to camp and an uncertain

ature, we have heard these questions

^ked with increasing frequency,

hey're natural questions, fair ones

nd, above all, important ones. For

I

democracy is to continue as a good
ling to live by, we cannot have a

ivored few getting the nod and the

;st of us getting the dirty end of

le stick.

"Sure," people say, "Jimmy Stew-
rt's in the army. But who else?"

Offhand I venture to say hardly one
ut of ten of you can name another
ig star who has been inducted into

''ncle Sam's service at the time I am
riting this. So "Fearless" has made

i his business to check up on the film

jpital and give you a report without
ivor and without prejudice.

Let's begin with Tyrone Power,
ho is a fairly prominent young man
round Hollywood, I'm sure you'll

jree. Under ordinary circumstances

e might expect to be automatically

eferred. But he doesn't.

So what is he doing? Without wait-
ig to receive his questionnaire and
nd out what his classification will be,

e is driving ahead in preparing him-
.'If to become an aviator.

JGUST, 1941

i

Ty's enthusiasm for flying has long

been established. He was the first

star to tour South America by air

and his trip inadvertently turned into

the granddaddy of the good-will "va-
cations." Later, Annabella and he
were passengers on the first commer-
cial flight of the Atlantic clipper.

When he begins to punch Uncle Sam's
time clock he wants to be sure he'll

be in the branch of the service he
loves—flying.

To that end he's taking heroic

steps: A flying lesson at the airport

every moi'ning at six o'clock before

checking into the studio at eight for

his current picture, which in itself is

not beside the point, being "A Yank
in the R.A.F." Then two nights a

week he has an instructor come to the

house for studies in aeronautical navi-

gation, meteorology and similar re-

quired subjects. Not easy to tackle

these technical studies on top of a

long day at the studio that was pre-

ceded by some two hours' work at

the airport.

But young Mr. Power is determined

to be a pilot. So without the flutter

of a single flag, in fact, in the most
matter-of-fact way, he is going about

the business of making himself one

by the time his Government taps him
on the shoulder and says, "Okay, son.

You're next."

Wayne Morris, the likable hulk

flyer of "I Wanted Wings," is closer

to reveille than any of the other

Hollywood boys. By the time you
read this he may already be listening

daily to the doughboy's dirge. More
likely, Morris will aim for a berth in

the Navy.
There is a fine irony to Wayne's

case. After a spectacular start on his

career in "Kid Galahad," he married
the wealthy socialite Bubbles Schi-

nasi without duly conferring with his

studio. Warner Brothers raised a

pained brow at the ingratitude of their

young eligible upon whom they had
spent so much publicity and decided
to let him dangle. His pictures grew
increasingly unimportant. But the

joy of becoming a father took the

sting out of his disappointment until

it became evident that along with a

languishing career his marriage also

was languishing. At length Bubbles
departed with the baby—and Mama

—

and life hit a new low for Wayne.
Meanwhile, Warner Brothers farmed

out their once bright prospect to

Paramount, who proceeded to make
good use of the farming. They banged
Morris into a couple of B pictures

which nevertheless gave him a chance

at the fans and the results were such

that the studio determined to give

him his break in "I Wanted Wings."

His performance in that picture sent

his stock soaring. Warners sat up,

decided the harvest was over for their

neighbor. Paramount, and promptly
yanked back their property. Wayne
was scheduled {Continued on page 75)
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What every woman wants to

be, Fred MacMurray's Lillian

is—a successful wife. Her
fornnula calls for a lot of

talking on the woman's part

A nine-years "happy marriage" is

that of Eloise and Pat O'Brien. Her

theory is based on the right answer

to that famous wrong question, "What
did he ever see in her?" Know it?

" * ^^'C^
^^^^^^

BY MARIAN RHEA

ELOISE O'BRIEN said, "You must
never be jealous. . .

."

Lillian MacMurray said, "For-

get your own ambition and be a wife,

first, last and all the time. . .

."

Mayo Methot said, "I never let the

sun set on a quarrel. . .

."

Joan Blondell said, "Home and chil-

dren are everything. Careers must
come second. . .

."

They call Hollywood "Heartbreak
Town." They call it that not only

because it so often spells broken am-
bition and shattered ideals, but be-

cause—or so they say—no happiness

can live there long. They say love

can't walk hand in hand with careers

built on fame. When a star gets mar-
ried, especially a male star, people

shake their heads and say, "Too bad.

He was going good. This will hurt

him at the box office." Or, "It won't

last. She'll never hold him. Too much
competition."

Well, maybe they're right. The
problems of a movie star's wife are

tough, sometimes—tough as they
come. Still, Hollywood has its happy
marriages! The only thing is, we don't

read about them much because they

aren't exactly news. Or perhaps not

the kind that makes headlines. Be-
cause they are news, all right—news
that is good to hear about, too, and
from which every wife can learn a

lesson. Because if a movie star's wife

can make her marriage go, with all its

problems and difficulties, other women
can make a success of theirs.

So we give you the experiences of

four wives of Hollywood screen stars,

whose wisdom and tact have made

their marriages ideal and enduring!

Mrs. Pat O'Brien, Mrs. Fred Mac-

j

Murray, Mrs. Humphrey Bogart,
|

whom you know as Mayo Methot, i

and Mrs. Dick Powell—Joan Blon-

;

dell.

Eloise O'Brien, happily married for

nine years, sat curled up in a great,

deep chair in the library of the

O'Briens' new home in Brentwood.
She wore an exquisite ice-blue satin

negligee. Her hair was as shining and

as smartly coiffed as any glamour
girl's. She was camera-slender. You
wondered why she herself wasn't in

pictures. She had been successful on

the New York stage. She was charm-

ing, pictorial. But—she was telling

you why not.

"Perhaps you know that, just as we
were about to be married in New
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husband dating

her every eve-

ning is Joan
Blondell, vife

of Dick Powell

-OR TO ANYBODY

FOR THAT MATTER

York, Pat was offered a contract to

star in the screen version of 'The

Front Page.' Well, he came to me and
said, 'Honey, shall I go to Holly-

wood?' and I said, 'Of course.' No, I

didn't hesitate. I was sufficiently in

love to let Pat's interests come first.

And besides
—

" honestly, "I thought

that I, too, might find a place in pic-

tures. I didn't know—then—that if

you want a real break in pictures you
must let Hollywood come to you.

"And so," she went on, "although

I was happy in Pat's success, I was
miserable, too, those first two years
out here, because I could get nothing
to do. I wept bitter tears and devel-
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oped an oversized inferiority complex
before I finally realized that, after all,

it was nothing but vanity that made
me want a career for myself, when
Pat was doing so well. Now I would
not go back to the other life for any-
thing in the world! We have our

home and children and—well, life

seems very full and very good."

"And easy, too?" we asked her.

But she shook her head. "No, not

easy. I don't believe being married

to a celebrity is ever easy for any
woman. There are always problems."

"Such as— ?"

"Well, fans for one thing, especially

women fans. You go to a premiere,

for instance, and they recognize your
husband and think, because you are

with him, you are Somebody, too.

They ask for your autograph, but
when you obligingly sign it, they say,

'Oh, that's nobody!' Or maybe, 'For

the love of heaven, what does he see

in her! He ought to be married to

Hedy Lamarr!'

"I used to get furious over things

like that," she went on. "But Pat
would be so upset and anxious and
solicitous that—well, one night I sud-
denly made up my mind to stop being

so silly! We had been to a preview.

'Why did he ever marry her?' some
fresh little snip had said and I
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had boiled over as usual. Then, as

we were driving home and Pat was
trying to console me, I remember the

sti-eet light shone on his face. He
looked so worried and harassed and
unhappy that I stopped being sorry
for myself and was sorry for him!
He couldn't help it if the fans had
mobbed him. It wouldn't have been
very flattering if they hadn't! I

stopped fuming and laughed.
' "Incidentally, how do you feel

about being married to a nonentity
and a frump?' I demanded.

''Well, his relief at this new attitude

of mine was so obvious I was thor-
oughly ashamed of my former tan-
trums. After all, any man loves peace
and in my opinion, the surest way to

lose one is forget it!

"Yes, of course, funny things

have happened to me since. One
night after we had been to the

fights a woman caught me by
the arm and whirled me around,

demanding, 'Well, dearie, just

what did you do to get him?'
"

"And what did you say?" we
asked Eloise.

"I told her I had baited a trap

with cheese!

"After all," she added, "jeal-

ousy has no place in the lexicon

of a movie wife. You might as

well get used to that fact. Not
only is your husband going to

be mobbed by feminine fans,

but he is going to be thrown
with beautiful women in pic-

tures. And if you can't laugh

off that situation, too, you're

lost.

"For instance, during the

filming of a certain picture Pat

was exceptionally helpful to a new
player who showed a great deal of

promise. Whereupon followed a

period during which she was hovering

around him every chance she could

get, telling him about her progress,

asking his advice, until at last she got

a contract.

"As it happened, the next night or

two Pat and I saw her at a night club.

Immediately she sallied over to our

table; spoke directly to me.

"'Oh, Mrs. O'Brien! I want to

thank you for your husband, but now
I give him back to you. I won't need

him any more!'
"

Eloise laughed, just, she said, as she

had laughed that night. "Time was,"

she admitted, "when I probably

should have wrung her neck. But I

had learned restraint. And when I

saw the relieved look on Pat's face,

relieved because I hadn't said some-

thing nasty, I realized how much a

man can suffer from his wife's jeal-

ousy, innocent though he may be.

No, I am not one of those blind wives

who would believe in her husband's

faithfulness though contrary evidence

were flung in her face. But I do know
that the average decent, self-respect-
ing man is not going to chase around
after every woman who makes eyes
at him, be he in pictures or not. And
I believe that he is still less likely to

do it if his wife has faith in him!"
Lillian MacMurray, a happy wife

for something over five years, says
that her formula for a successful mar-
riage is twofold: "Forget your own
ambition; two careers in a family
don't jibe." And . . . "Never neglect
your appearance. Never!"
Like Eloise, Lillian had a career

once upon a time. She was one of

New York's most beautiful show girls.

When she came to Hollywood (be-
cause Fred was out here), she had
offers to go on the screen. But she

HEDDA HOPPER

braves the Hollywood lions

by choosing

"THE THREE NICEST MEN IN

HOLLYWOOD"

In next nnonth's Photoplay-Movie

Mirror

and Fred were in love and were to

be married soon. So she let her own
career slip by. "And I've never been

sorry," she says. "You see, husbands
like to take care of their wives."

Rather tragically, fate put this

theory to the test right after the Mac-
Murrays were married. Lillian, still

ailing from an appendectomy, became
quite seriously ill and was in bed for

months. But, she says, now that she

is well again, she has never re-

gretted it.

"Fred was so sweet to me. He took

care of me as one would a child. And
I have a theory that when a man
must work extra hard for his wife,

whether it is against financial odds or

because she is ill and requires special

attention, or for any other reason, she

becomes extra important to him—that

is, if he is the right kind of a man.
And Fred is.

"Our marriage," Lillian said, "is

rather peculiarly remote from Fred's

work. To us, his career is a business

at which he works as hard as he
knows how. But we don't worry
about the box office or whether his

leading lady is going to steal the

show or whether his latest picture was
good or bad. He comes home at the

end of a day and we sit in the garden,
if it is summertime, or by the fire if

it is winter and perhaps have a cock-

tail and talk about the news of the

day or how the garden is doing, or

maybe about the new Duncan Phyfe
table I found in an antique store. I

usually do most of the talking and he
just stretches out in his chair and re-

laxes. I remember one day last sum-
mer, during some very hot weather
... I had a change of clothing laid

out on his bed upstairs and the cock-

tail shaker and glasses ready on a

tray in the garden. He came home,
went upstairs, showered and changed
and came back to me. We just sat

there, not saying much of any-
thing until I caught him looking

at me rather strangely. When I

asked him what was on his mind,
he came over and dropped a

kiss on my head.

"I'm glad I'm married to you,"

he said.

"Well, it was a little thing, but
that quiet moment was worth all

the careers I might have had. It

made me feel happy and safe.

Because I knew that he was
happy."

Lillian smiled. "I don't think

the wife of a movie star should
ever feel too safe, though," she

added, "competition being what
it is. Therefore, I pay a lot of

attention to my appearance. I

don't forget that my husband
meets dozens of girls, far better-

looking than I, makes love to

many of them on the screen. I

believe it is very foolish for any
wife to neglect herself. A man is at-

tracted to her in the beginning for a

certain set of reasons. Quite possibly

her appearance is one of them, and
she shouldn't ignore this the minute
she has him "hooked.'

"

Mayo Methot. blonde, voluptuou-
intelligent, sophisticated, sat befoi

the Bogart fireplace and admitto

frankly, without crossed fingers, the

her marriage is ideally happy. ""Ar

I mean to keep it so." she said simpl;

Mayo believes that a marriage is

wife's responsibility. She believes i;

the essential decency of the average

man—that decency which keeps him
from philandering, "cheating" if you

will, if all is right with wife and home.

Furthermore, to her, '"Bogie" is not a

"celebrity" to be handled with kid

gloves. He is just a sensitive, senti-

mental, attractive man—and her hus-

band. But she doesn't just "blunder

along" in steering her ship of mar-
riage—not Mayo. She has a Plan.

One of its mainstays is preventing the

bitterness which colors every domes-

tic quarrel {Continued on page 70)
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The tough Jim Cagney's on a tear^

Those dames are getting in his hair.

We don't see ivhy he's grouching so —

Perhaps it's that he doesn't know

It's Livvie and the Davis. Woiv !

We'd like to hare them fan our_ brotv!

Olivia de Havilland, who appeared with James Cagney in

"The Strawberry Blonde"; Jomes Cagney; Bette Davis, with

whom Cagney is curren tly playing in "The Bride Came C.O.D."
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(Continued jrom page 68)

(and she admits that she and "Bogie"
have them, even as most married
couples) from taking root.

"There is nothing that cannot be ironed

out between two people who love each
other," she told me, "and I never forget

it. But I don't forget, either, that for

most men it is difficult to say, 'I'm sorry.'

So, I say it. Sometimes I say it even
though in my heart I don't think I'm to

blame. I remember one time in partic-

ular, although (and isn't it often the

case?) I don't remember now what we
quarrelled about. Anyway, Bogie was
sorry and I knew it, even though he
never put it in words. You see, his

manner told me so—the way he looked
at me, the way he spoke to me, the

way he did things for me. So, after

dinner, as he was sitting before the fire,

I went over and sat on the arm of his

chair.
" 'I'm sorry,' I told him. And his arms

around me and the way he said, 'Mayo,
you're sweet,' told me I'd made things

right in a way that a dozen apologies

from him might not have.

"You see," she added, "I don't think
pride—the kind of pride that needs must
save its face at any cost—has a place

in marriage. I know it's trite—but give

and take has got to be the rule!"

ANOTHER old-fashioned rule of Mayo's
for a successful marriage—and par-

ticularly a successful marriage to a movie
star—is to make him a home. She has
done that; you know it the instant you
walk into their small but lovely living

room. It's not so grand as half the homes
in Hollywood, but it kind of reaches out
and welcomes you.
"Bogie loves his home," Mayo said with

quiet pride.

Yes, a success on the New York stage

and in screen character roles as well,

Mayo Bogart has, since her marriage,
relegated her career to the background.
"I learned that would be necessary not
more than two weeks after our honey-
moon," she said. "I had gone to work
upon our return and it seemed I was late

getting home every day. When I would
finally arrive, there would be Bogie wan-
dering around like a lost soul. Our
houseboy told me, 'Mist' Bogart not en-
joy hisself until you here.' And it came
over me that a wife whose husband
'not enjoy hisself until she is with him
is luckier than the most successful 'career

woman' in the world. So, now I work
occasionally—this because I like to have
my own money to buy Bogie's Christmas
and birthday presents with—but that

is all.

"Meanwhile," she went on, "I find my
time as full as it ever was when I was
working steadily. I plan the meals and
do the marketing. I take care of Bogie's
clothes—attend to buttons and mending
like a most admirable hausfrau—" she
smiled

—"and I garden like mad. Bogie,
who, until we were married, didn't know
a chrysanthemum from a carnation

—

well, scarcely—is as proud as punch over
my horticultural achievements. Just the
other day, I heard him talking to Boris
Karloff about them. 'That Mayo,' he
was saying, 'she's a wonder. She grows
petunias seven feet high!"

"Yes, he meant hibiscus, but it gave
me a warm comfortable feeling to hear
him bragging about me. 'It's hard to be
married to a movie star, isn't it?' some
movie wives say to me. 'You never know
when you might lose him to a more
beautiful woman.' But I sort of think
that as long as your husband is bragging
about your seven-foot petunias, you're
safe."
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IN THE STORES
BY MARION HAMMON

MONOGRAMANIA: Anne Shirley
goes in for monograms in a big way.
Most original are the initials on her
slack suit. Letters are made with rows
of tiny white pearl shirtwaist buttons.
Cute idea, and inexpensive, too.

* * *

MOCCASINS—that wash! It's an
old American custom—wearing moc-
casins—that goes back to the Indians.
The new, trim, wall-toed moccasins
are designed for play clothes, slacks
and snorts dresses. They're com-

fortable, but not
sloppy. Best of all,

they wash as easily

as a hanky. Called
Kedettes, you'll
find them for
about $2 at your
local shoe or de-
partment store.

BE A SISSY: A froth of ruffles

and dainty bows make Sissykins a
charming bit of summer whimsy. It's

a trim little pantie
that controls your
curves and fits your
figure as if it were
moulded on. It's

cute and oh-so-femi-
nine. Won't make a

dent in your budget,
either. Only 59c at

your local store.
» * *

SUMMER SORCERY: Summer
means a new shade of lipstick—one
that makes your eyes brighter, your
teeth whiter and your tan deeper. If

you're the golden-girl type. Pond's
Honey lipstick is a shade you'll want
to wear and wear. It's a bright, sunny
red. Creamy smooth in texture, it

I will endear itself by
staying on for hours
and hours. Pond's
Honey lipstick is 55c
at drug and depart-
ment stores and
there's a trial size

at the dime store.
* * *

NATURALLY: Practically every
star you see has healthy, natural-
looking eyebrows—heavy, even a bit

shaggy. Evidently, Hollywood has
turned "brows down" on thin,

plucked-out-painted-in eyebrows. But
you'll notice that the glamour girls of

the screen are careful to tweeze out
all straggling hairs. Try professional
Twissors if you want to pluck out
those offending hairs with hardly a

twinge. 50c at department stores.

AT the Dick Powell residence in the
Hollywood hills fully fifteen square

feet of floor in front of the fireplace had
been taken over by toys, including a
most intricate electric railway system.
"Dick's present to himself," Joan told

us, "he says it was for Normie on his

birthday, but you see who's playing
with it."

I saw. Normie was engaged in piecing
together a jigsaw puzzle. Miss PoweU
(Baby Ellen, aged two, is known in the
household as Miss Powell, being too ro-
bust a personality for a mere Ellen, Joan
and Dick contend) was scooting an auto-
mobile across the floor.

"I can't imagine a real home and real

married happiness without this sort of

thing," said Joan above the din. "Chil-
dren are everything.

"No," she went on, "I don't lie

awake nights figuring out rules and
regulations to 'hold' Dick. We are just

here in our home, with our children,

and it is impossible for me ever to see

us anywhere else. I can feel our roots

digging in every time I see Dick put a

caressing arm around Normie's shoulders
or speak of him, proudly, as 'my son.' I

feel it when I see him take Miss Powell
in his arms and hold her close; when I

see him look at her with love and pride
written all over his face. I feel it when
he reaches out a hand to me to draw me
into our family circle.

" 'It is our home,' this gesture says.

'These are our children. And it is our
love that is responsible!'

"No,'' Joan explained, ''I don't think

children can or should keep two people
together who no longer love each other;

who are quarrelling constantly; whose
marriage has become bitter and hateful.

But I do think that in a marriage made
by love, children are the cement that

strengthens and beautifies it.

"It seems to me," she said, seriously,

"that it is little things building into big

things which ultimately spells divorce.

And it seems to me that children, the

sense of responsibility they give any nor-
mal father and mother, is the greatest .

safeguard any marriage can have.
'"Yes," she admitted, '"the wife of a

movie star has her problems. I remem-
ber one night when we were in Cleve-
land and Dick was acting as emcee at

some sort of convention. During the

evening, he introduced a young girl who
had won a beauty contest.

"Of course, he took her hand and told

the audience: 'Here is a very lovely lady

whom I am privileged to introduce
—

'

or something like that.

"Whereupon," Joan said, "a woman ir

the seat back of me gave me a whack o:

the head. 'Aren't you jealous?' sht

screeched. Everybody turned and starea

at me. Well," Joan admitted, "this wasn't

so very long before Miss Powell was
born and I undoubtedly didn't look m
best. It was a little hard to see thosi

stares and to hear such remarks as, "S

that's the girl who got him!'
"Still," she recounted, smiling. "I wasr.

too upset. I knew how Dick felt abou
our having a baby. I knew he wantea
one more than anything. I wanted to turn

around and announce to those assembled,
'Yeh. I'm the girl who got him. And
watch me! I'm the girl that's going to

keep him!'
"Of course, nothing ever is certain in

this world." she concluded, "but"—with

eyes on Dick and his electric train.

Normie working on his jigsaw puzzle and
Miss Powell throwing gleeful monkey
wrenches into the whole setup—"dollars

to doughnuts, if I had made that little

speech, I would have been speaking the

truth!"
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Pixie

got around to it, she began having people
over for tea. Nothing pretentious, mind
you. Quiet little affairs, old silver,

Wedgwood china, bowls filled with wild
flowers and wondrous odors escaping
from the kitchen. No flossy maid came
around every minute with crumpets. In

fact, there was neither maid nor crum-
pets. There was, however. Miss Fitz-

gerald, demure and mischievous-looking
in a dirndl or little gingham job, gliding

about and distributing potato pancakes
and Irish wit.

It was only natural that her departure
from Hollywood after reeling off four

superlative performances in "Dark Vic-
tory," "Wuthering Heights," "A Child Is

Born" and "Till We Meet Again" should

be sorely regretted. And it was equally

natural that her return should touch off

a minor Mardi Gras on the part of her
admirers who looked forward to seeing

her in "Flight From Destiny" and now
"Shining Victory."
Warners' Geraldine Fitzgerald is a

curious cocktail, part naivete, part so-

phistication, part elf, and part ivory-

tower princess (Irish) with a long dash
of joie de iiivre.

She is inclmed to baffle casual callers

—such as this reporter—by her contra-

dictions.

For example, her wonderful pallor is

set off by a myriad of freckles, of which,

by the by, she is uncommonly proud.

Again, her general air of reserve is foiled

by the expression of her eyes, half

critical, half arch. Poker-faced as Buddha
at times, she can lapse into enthusiasms
that remind you of Hepburn. On the

other hand, when her face is lit up with

a leaping smile she is quite apt to be

talking in a voice that rings with mood
indigo. This is the pixie in her, the mis-

chievous element that delights in con-
founding people, especially strangers.

ONCE when an interviewer called on
her, was struck by the quiet beauty

of the living room—the colors, alive and
harmonious; the furniture, gracious and
comfortable; and, above all, by the cozy,

lived-in atmosphere of the place—and
piped up, "How simply lovely!" she

hurdled the compliment in typical Fitz-

gerald fashion.

"It's still lovelier upstairs—it's so

much more shabby," she remarked, eyes

a-twinkle.
Shy and sensitive like no one else in

Hollywood, she has a wonderful sense

of humor, which she loves to direct

against herself.

She loves to tell how, hard on the heels

of their first meeting, Ida Lupino began
yipping, "Geraldine, darling, you've just

got to come over and meet my mother.

You'll seem-plee love her." It went on
for weeks, this invitation, until it got to

be a major embarrassment. Finally,

loath as she is to go calling, there was
nothing to do but drive over to Ida's

chateau to meet the dear old lady. All

the way over she kept nervously fum-
bling with a nice bottle of cologne, just

the thing for a giftie to a sweet, elderly

matron.
Well, imagine her consternation when

she met Ida's dear old mother, a glam-
orous somebody who looked like Ida's

sister, none other than the former Connie
Emerald, darling of British musical com-
edy, yesterday's toast of London and
owner of the finest pair of legs in the
kingdom. She, herself, can be whimsical.
One of the pixie's most frequent visi-

tors is Olivia de Havilland. For Christ-

(Continued from page 55)

mas Miss de Havilland received an ele-
gant kit, complete with toothbrush, her
favorite powder, rouge, etc., and a key
to the house.
The P'itzgerald sporting instinct is a

little less than astounding.
A few weeks back she kept a dinner

engagement at the Haywards in the teeth
of a coming siege of influenza. When the
chills hit her, she got up to leave. The
guests protested. Louis Hayward (who is

always saying, in jest, of course, that
he's going to get wife Ida and husband
Edward Lindsay-Hogg Jr. out of the way
so that he and the pixie can be together
forever) gallantly fetched a blanket and
threw it over her. An hour later when
her condition got worse, she started to

beg off again. Mr. H. rustled up another
blanket. Practically buried with blan-
kets and miserable, she stuck it out right

to the end, telling stories with the rest of

them and laughing that hearty Irish

laugh of hers, deep and gusty, that never
ceases to amaze her hearers.
Not even her husband knows what

she's going to do next. One week end
last winter, the Lindsay-Hoggs Jr., Fran-
chot Tone and date, et al, drove over
to Lake Arrowhead to get away from
everything. The Irish one had said she
was out to be gay, to forget Hollywood
for the nonce.

The complete

story of

THE LITTLE FOXES"

The most tolked-of pic-

ture of the season with

one of the most tolked-

of stars in Hollywood

All that Saturday night while virtually

the entire movie colony whooped it up
on the dance floor she just sat there at

the table and watched. Mr. Lindsay-
Hogg Jr. got to fretting. Where was all

this gayety she wanted to unleash on
the world?
He got his answer when everyone had

gone. A signal from his lady and the
orchestra went on playing. Then the
quaint pixie got up to do her dancing.
She did it solo, a curious little number,
a melange of ballet, modern and satiric

dancing. When it was over. Tone blinked.

"I didn't know you could dance," he
said.

"Neither did I," she said gayly.

All things considered, you will not be
bowled over by the information that

orchids are her "least favorite"' flower.

She's devoted to camellias. With such a

passion as to delight florists and bewilder
those friends who receive their first

Fitzgerald gift. All awards, presents and
donations have a camellia pinned to them.

She's beautifully superstitious and talks

of banshees, leprechauns and the "little

people" of her precious Ireland as know-
ingly as if they were fellow toilers Ron-
ald Reagan and Jane Wyman. Her favor-

ite lost cause is the Atlantis myth—that

somewhere there is a lost continent, that
it will be found someday.
She may resemble an ivory-towei

princess but incredibly enough she's a
practicing mother in excellent standing.
Her prelude to maternity Warner Broth-
ers wUl never forget. According to the
schedule, "Till We Meet Again" was to

be finished in time to let Miss Fitzgerald
and her husband, Edward Lindsay-Hogg
Jr., take off for Ireland or some other
safe haven, there to await the grea-
tidings. But no! The "little people" sud-
denly got a peeve on. Whether it was
against the studio or Miss Fitzgerald or
both it may never be known. Anyhow,
Miss Oberon up and took sick. The pic-
ture slowed down. Next, George Brent
was stricken. The production began to

crawl at a snail's pace. Then, to top things
off. Director Goulding was attacked by
the microbes. The opus bogged down
completely. Weeks, even months passed.
When operations were resumed things

were at a somewhat indelicate pass. At
least as far as camera profiles and Miss
Fitzgerald were concerned. For a mo-
ment the Warner minds were stymied.
But a "conference" saved the day. Some
wonderman suggested that they change
the story around, so that instead of its

being spring and Miss Fitzgerald traipsing
around in flimsy little silk numbers, it

would be winter and Miss Fitzgerald
would be sporting a fur coat.

"Even at that," Miss Fitzgerald admits,
"I had to stand behind chairs on the
slightest provocation."

THE object of all this ingenuity, young
' Master Edward Lindsay-Hogg Jr., one
year old, is his mother's delight. She's
eternally disappearing from her social

gatherings to sneak into the nursery to

see that the "little people" are on the job.

According to town wags she got her most
enthusiastic gurgles from young Master
Edward when she recited to him the
fable of Orson Welles, whom she admires
and defends against all comers, not only
because he gave her the momentous part

in "Heartbreak House," which made her.

but because of what she regards as his

"infinite worth."
Not given to party-going herself, she >

fond of entertaining her friends. One o:

the favorite Fitzgerald whimsies is to

round up these friends at a dinner party
The equilibrium of these carefulh
planned affairs is certain to be disturbed
every other invitation by Burgess Mere-
dith, who never fails to arrive on th^

scene with an uninvited, ravishin_

beauty. The last time he did it Mis-
F. counted heads and found they wei
thirteen. She sat on the edge of ht

chair, mortally certain that tragedy wa.~

in the offing.

It's three to one that the dinner would
never have been served were it not for

the intervention of her friends, the "little

people," who arranged to have one of the

male guests, a script writer, called to

the telephone where he discovered tha;

the studio wanted him to report back
immediately for a story conference. ^

The only casualty of the evening hap-
pened when one of the lady guest.-

dropped a spoonful of pudding into her

lap—where a napkin wasn't.

As a result of which Mr. Burgess Mere-
dith received a bill for the cleaning of

one evening dress and, at Christmas time

the latest edition of Mrs. Emily Post >

book on etiquette.

Who sent them to Mr. Meredith?
The "little people," of course!
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There's something youthful, lighthearted, lovely about nails that

wear Dura-Gloss nail polish. Something that marks a woman as

deliciously feminine— like her gossamer stockings, frivolous little

compact, amusing hats. Each time you brush on your favorite shade

of Dura-Gloss remember you're adding to your charm, so brush on

a second coat for good measure—and extra long wear! Dura-Gloss

will give your nails such a high luster you'll almost be able to see

yourself in them! Why not try Dura-Gloss today?

Protect your nails—make them more beautiful with

DURA-GLOSS

•V\\\VVVVVVVV\VVV\M/VV\VVVV\\VVV\\VVVVVVV\V\V\TjVVVV^ •

THE DIFFERENCE

between NAIL POLISHES

Brush Dura-Gloss on your nails. You'll

be absolutely astounded by its bnlUancel

Dura-Gloss glows with all the fire of a

priceless ruby, because Dura-Gloss is

made from a superior polish formula.

Other polishes put color on your nails,

but Dura-Gloss makes them strikingly,

excitingly, lustrously brilliant! Discrim-

inating women cherish Dura-Gloss for

its rich deep color, its sparkling incandes

cence, this unbelievable brilliance. No
other polish gives your nails the beautiful

"effectiveness" of Dura-Gloss—select one

of its 20 exquisite shades today

!

It's good for Your Nails 10^ I.orr Laboratories, Pater.ion. N. J.

Founded by E. T. Iteynolds
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"My Bride, Alice Faye
—

"

show and playing nightly at the Wilshire
Bowl.
After the Bowl had closed Phil would

wander home by himself, stopping nearly
every night at Charlie Foy's on Ventura
Boulevard for a sandwich. One night

Alice and her secretary were sitting by
themselves in a corner. Alice had worked
late at the studio making added scenes

for "The Great American Broadcast."

She was tired and weary; Phil looked
over, grinned his wide friendly grin and
said, "Hello."
"We're neighbors,'" Phil went on.

"Strange we haven't run into each other

before this."

Before she left Alice had been invited

to Phil's for dinner and Alice promised,

as soon as her picture was finished, she'd

come.
Three weeks later he phoned her.

"How about that dinner?"
Alice came the next night. She met

Phil's mother. Then an event of deep
importance happened to Alice.

She met Tookie.
Tookie is Phil's little boy, just six,

with all the independence and self-assur-

ance of a little boy who makes up his

own mind about people. Never demon-
strative, Tookie looked long and hard at

Alice and Alice looked at Tookie.

He walked over and put his arms
around her neck.

It's been Tookie and Alice ever since.

"He never did that with anyone else,"

Phil said. "But right off he loved Alice

and, of course, Alice is out of her mind
about Tookie, loading him down with
gifts and presents all the time.

"He's a swell little guy," Phil says,

and then with a father's usual pride he
tells of his boy's accomplishments. "The
smartest thing I ever did was to have
a sports instructor come out to the house
three times a week to teach Tookie swim-
ming, fencing and boxing. Why, he can
dive right now into the nine-foot mark
in the pool!"
Tookie, of course, will divide his time

with Marcia Ralston, the former Mrs.

Harris, screen actress who has recently

been signed by Universal. But right now
he's with Phil.

Almost instantly Alice and Phil's

mother liked each other and now once
every week Alice and Phil go over to

his mother's house near her own little

(Continued jrom page 27)

corner grocery at Sixth Street and Nor-
mandie.

"Couldn't do a thing with her," Phil
grins. "Brought her out to my home
and begged her to stay, but no sir, she
wanted a little business of her own and
darned if she didn't buy a grocery on a

corner that has chain markets on each
of the other corners.
"Mother's putting them right out of

business," he laughed, "because she
thinks she's still in a little town back
east. People come in on Saturday nights
to pay their bills and mother never misses
that sack of candy as sort of reward."

It's those small-town, homey, simple
qualities of Phil's mother's character that

have been passed on to one of the na-
tion's leading orchestra leaders.

"Alice wants to do all the things I love

to do—fishing and hunting. We're going
to do them, too."

"Your marriage," we suggested, "will

be like the Gables."
"That's what I hope for," he said,

"sharing the same love for things like

that."

HE means it. For years Phil has lived

on his ranch, visited his neighbors,

sat on fence rails at farm auctions with
Gable and Andy Devine and bought farm
tools and saddles. When his Wilshire
Bowl stint was over Phil went home and
no gay spots ever saw him. Now Alice,

who spent so many years of her young
life in night clubs, is eagerly following
Phil in his life.

Free evenings—and they have been
few—are spent visiting Phil's close

friends, the Andy Devines and the Goffs

(Abner of the Lum and Abner radio

team)

.

Children, the Devine and Goff children,

have taken Alice to their hearts just as

Tookie has. Dinner and card games are

about the wildest diversions on these

ranches. Alice Faye has never known
such content.

Alice's life with Tony Martin, her
former husband, was a hectic, trying one.

It began with ten strikes against it, with
Tony and Alice constantly quarreling

and making up and quarreling again.

Separation and Tony's spectacular and
sudden success tore them farther apart

than Alice's success ever could have and
proved the finishing blow to their mar-

riage. Alice's divorce is now final.

"It's like going back and living part
of my life over," Alice told us during the
struggle for adjustment in her marriage
with Tony. "I've done and am finished
with all the things that Tony loves—
the night clubs and glitter. I want to

go on from there."
And now Alice is going on—with Phil

Harris.
"Alice Faye is the only girl who ever

made me cry," Phil says quite unasham-
edly. "There has always been something
about Alice on the screen that has
touched me and I admit quite honestly,
in that scene in the cab before Carnegie
Hall in 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' I

wept right out with Alice."
For months Alice had begged for a

vacation from the studio. She was tired,

weary and wanted to go to New York.
She wanted to stay there for three
months and rest.

That was just before she met Phil.

When her boat sailed through the Canal
they both knew that their meeting just

a week or two before meant something
wonderful to each of them. Every day
Phil telephoned the boat while he and
his orchestra were making one-night
stands throughout the West.
She stayed in New York—not three

months but three weeks—and then came
home to be with him.
"My Faye't is in your hands," "Faye

as you enter," were some of the signs
the boys of the band hung about to greet
Alice when she stepped into that Para-
mount dressing room. Outside his door
that montrous horseshoe of beets, carrots
and artichokes, all dried now, that Alice
sent him on his opening day, still stands.
Phil can't bear to let it go.

THEY laugh at the same things. "We
' seem to have so much in common,"
Phil says. "And she's such a swell girl.

From every side I meet people who tell

me some story of Alice's kindness. I

never knew or met a girl who thought
constantly of other people the way Alice
does. She's wonderful. I'm crazy about
her."
Undoubtedly in the hands and heart of

this boy from Nashville, Tennessee, the
half-frightened, submerged ego of Alice's,

that has endeared her to all of us who
know her, will find a place to blossom.
In the heart of that boy that still says,

"Yes, ma'am,'' and means it.

Phil's story is the American way of

success. While attending the Hume-Fogg
military academy in Nashville, Phil and
four other students organized a small
orchestra and toured in the summer. In

Denver, Colorado, a theatrical man heard
the lads and later sent for them to play
in his theaters in Honolulu. The boys
left school and stayed a year in the
islands.

Phil next became a drummer in bands
up and down the West Coast and later

organized his own band that opened so
successfully at the St. Francis Hotel in

San Francisco and then followed 'Vallee

on the Pennsylvania Roof in New York.
He's been a success ever since and is

still a young man in his thirties.

His admiration for Jack Benny, his

simpleness of heart and love for simple
living, his music and his boy have been
the biggest things in his heart.

But now it's Alice, his wife. And with
Alice it's Phil—her husband.

Until September, they will live in their

separate and neighboring estates with all

Hollywood pouring upon them their best

wishes for a happy, happy marriage.

She used to be the

bright life of the
night spots; now she's

the companion of hus-

band Phil Harris at

the fights; at quiet
visits on friends'
ranches. Is Alice Faye

happy? Look at the pic-

ture and, incidentally,

at bridegroom Harri:
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The Truth about the Draft

In Hollywood

(Continued from page 65)

for another buildup at the Burbank lot,

as well as another buildup at the romance
business with Pat Stewart, whom he ex-

pects to marry soon, when along came
the fruits of the selective service act.

Now his buildup will be done under the

auspices of forty-eight stars and thirteen

stripes.

The case of Orson Welles has been
watched with a good deal of interest.

' After two and a half years of being on

I
the Hollywood firing line, where he good-

i
naturedly bore the jibes of filmdom's

' bigwigs, he has now come into his own
! as the genius of "Citizen Kane," just

!;
released. Among the bids for his services

I

pouring in from all the studios he re-

I
ceived an inconspicuous invitation with a

government stamp which took precedence
over all others.

There was a possibility of his being de-

ferred. Welles supports his three-year-

old child, who is in the custody of

his former wife, since remarried, and up
to the time his picture was actually

shown, he was virtually broke. For under
the terms of his contract with RKO he

' received operating expenses only until

the release of the picture, at which time

j
he receives twenty-five per cent of the

, gross receipts. Curious to go around
with your pockets full of glory and no

j

money. The condition is being rem-
. edied by the popularity of the picture

! in the several key spots where it is being

j
shown. However, Citizen Kane is not

i destined to become Private Welles, at

i least for a while. His physical examina-

\
tion disclosed an asthmatic condition and

1
Uncle Sam has rated him in the 1-B

I class.

I

THIRTY-THREE-year-old Fred Mac-
' Murray has not yet received his ques-
tionnaire. (This article was written before

j
^11 Questionnaires had been mailed out.)

' Fred, however, expects no deferment.

5 Despite the fact that he has a wife

who is a nonprofessional, the annuities

which they have been carefully salting

away will amply take care of "Lill," as

Fred calls her.

Also, Robert Preston's wife, Kay
Feltus, constitutes no deferment for

him, since she is a Paramount contract

player. Bob has received his question-
naire and doesn't anticipate difficulty

passing his physical examination. He
shouldn't!

Already Franchot Tone is listed as a

casualty to Hollywood night life. He has
received his questionnaire and, since he
has no dependents and the pace he main-
tains precludes any question of his

physical stamina, the girls and boys
about town are lining up the entertain-

ment committee for a royal send-off.

Cesar Romero, Hollywood's number
one escort, is beyond the probability of

being called because—oddly enough for a
bachelor—he has dependents. Mother,
father, sister, aunt, two uncles and a
brother (he's putting him through col-
lege), all look to him for support.
This string of dependents is character-

istic of many Hollywood celebrities. We
might not unnaturally look to our he-
men cowboy stars as good rootin' tootin'
defenders. But Gene Autry, the greatest
cowboy bet since Tom Mix, is the sup-
port of a wife, a mother and father and
numerous relatives. And there was a
time not so long ago when you might
also have included on the list his studio.
However, Gene is anxious to help by

A '^UST 1941

— Sure, you look a mess.

Feel a little queer inside, too,

don't you? But mother'll take

care of your tummy and I'll

have that suit looking like new
before you can say Fels-Naptha

And if you get in any more

'jams', just remember those three words

—

Fels-Naptha Soap. They're wonderful for

keeping mothers in a good humor. . . .

When you've a house and a family to keep
spic-and-span, there's nothing like Fels-Naptha

Soap to relieve the daily strain on your

disposition. No washing job will worry you
when the two Fels-Naptha cleaners—gentle,

active naptha and richer, golden soap— are

on hand to help.

With this cleaning combination ready to

take over tiring tasks and do your dainty

things with gentle care, you'll find your

household ticking along like

clockwork ! . . . . Next time you're

at the grocer's, remember

—

Fels-Naptha Soap.
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rf4e sntoe t^one AiAt//s
to assure her comfort and feminine ''^j*

sweetness. Mavis is the talcum /
that clothes your skin in satin

smoothness . . . makes you comfortable on
warm days when you'd like to be wearing
only your birthday suit. The flower fragrance

helps you stay sweet as you are even when
the thermometer sizzles.

Keep Mavis in your bathroom, always,

and if you're a bride, be sure to take Mavis
on your honeymoon.*

In White, Flesh and Boditan Shades,

IH. 50)!!, 25fi, 10^.

P.S. /Men Wke Mavis, too!

taking on a heavy program of entertain-
ing at the camps.
Two more sole-supporters are John

Howard, who has a mother and father

dependent upon him, and Glenn Ford,
bright new star from "So Ends Our
Night," whose mother is entirely depen-
dent upon him.
Eddie Norris, last seen in "Here Comes

Happiness," was so unprepared for the
rapidity with which questionnaire, draft

board summons and physical examina-
tion descended upon him that his board
gave him six months' deferment. This
was for the purpose of completing his

course as an instructor of the air corps,

because recruits are so badly needed in

that field.

ROBERT CUMMINGS, whose career
since "The Devil and Miss Jones"

seems at last to have been unleashed
from the bonds that held it back, is one
of Hollywood's leading aviators. He now
has his third plane, called Spinach III,

has organized a group of friends to build
hangars of their own, has just had a new
flying field named for him and is a lieu-

tenant in the reserve air corps. As such,
he is subject to active duty at any time,

despite the fact that he has a wife and
mother dependent upon him.
Ray Milland and Stirling Hayden have

both received their questionnaires, but
Milland's number is very high, so he
doesn't expect to be called for some time.

Blond giant Hayden would make a mon-
key out of the toughest physical exam-
ination. He has, however, a mother to

whose support he contributes.

Good-looking young Robert Stack has
no dependents and no visible ailments.

He should be a setup for the board and
the joy of the camp, but not for a while

because his number is toward the end
of the list.

And speaking of new husbands and
wives, everyone has been wondering if

the world situation was going to come
knocking on the door of Deanna Durbin's
honeymoon idyl. But Vaughn Paul's
number, 8670, is so high—or so far down
the list, if you want to put it that way

—

that in all probability he won't be called

for a year.
There has come to my attention only

one instance of a deliberate attempt on
the part of a star to circumvent the
draft. This young man, scared at the
prospect of facing military action, hast-
ily settled a dispute with his studio so

that he could be thrown immediately
into a picture. On that basis the studio
got him a deferment. But deferments
can't last forever! The ironic fillip of the
incident is that one of the most effective

parts the actor ever played was that of a

real World War hero!
Bill Holden presents a welcome con-

trast. In spite of his impending marriage
to Brenda Marshall and the happy new
solution of his contract troubles with
Paramount, Bill has been pestering his

board to find out when he'll be called.

Part of his eagerness is undoubtedly a

desire to know how to plan his life for

the immediate future. But the other part
is an earnest conviction that there's a big

job ahead and he doesn't feel at all put
upon in being asked to do his share.

By this time you should have found
the answer to how some of your favorite

stars stand in the matter of the draft.

The list is by no means complete, but it

gives a fairly representative cross section
of how Americanism is operating in

Hollywood. You have the personal as-
surance of "Fearless"—it's okay!

Photoplay-Movie Mirror Dancing School
(Continued jrom page 63)

course, you do by putting your left foot

back instead of forward and simply fol-

lowing it; and you also learn a variation

called the Junior Glide.

Now that's a very fancy name for a

vei'y uninvolved step, so don't be dis-

couraged. This is how you do it:

1. Do the Murray Magic Step.

2. Then, instead of going forward to

repeat, do the same step backward

—

and as you start backward, lead your
partner to your lejt, so that instead of

simply following your feet she steps to

the left of them. In other words, she
dances under your left arm.

3. When you have completed the steps
backward, start over again, moving
ahead; and, having maneuvered your girl

to the right, lead her in such fashion
that she dances to your right—that is,

you dance under her right arm and she
dances backward under your right arm.
Vary this in any fashion you care to.

THE next lesson brings you to what
Mr. Murray, in his off moments, likes

to call the "'Twinkle." However coy and
corny its name, the step itself is indis-

pensable. We are still talking directly

to the man: How else can you instruct

Pleasant varia-

tion in any dance
but ultraspecial

in the fox trot

is a dip. Left:

The facts of the

Closed Dip, illus-

trated by Rita
Hayworth and
Ray Bolger; at

right, the figures

\ (3)/\ A®

®,

BOY STARTS HERE
(Girl does opposite)

T

t \
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the execution of a turn? And this is

how he does it:

Stand with feet together.
[ Step forward on your left foot, slowly.

Walk forward with your right foot

quickly and at the same time turn your
body to the left.

Bring your left foot up quickly, turn-
;ing to the left at the same time.

Cross your right foot over your left,

to the left—turning your body at the
same time.

Step left with your left foot and bring
^your right foot up to it, turning once
I again to face forward in the same direc-

•tion in which you started.

I

NOW we come to the Swing Step. This
little business is like eating shredded

wheat to learn and like an extraspecial

dancing sauce to do, actually. It gives

beautiful service in getting out of the

;way of the inevitable other dancers who
careen about and it's fun to do.

Step slowly to the left, with your left

foot, swinging your right foot up to the

left, but not stepping on it.

Step slowly to the right with your
right foot, swinging the left foot up to the
right.

Take two quick steps to the left, cross-

ing your right foot over your left.

Repeat, with step to the left with the
left foot.

There are at least three ways to dip,

which is always a pleasant variation in

any dance, but especially in the fox trot.

We're going to show you two—the simple
collegiate or closed dip, and the open dip.

Here's how you do the closed dip:

. 1. Slow walking step forward, left foot.

2. Slow walking step forward, right

I

foot.

3. Quick step to left.

I

4. Draw right up to left, quickly. So
, far this is the forward Magic Step.

5. Slowly step back on left, dip.

! 6. Slowly step forward on right, draw-
i
ing left foot up to right.

, 7. Quick step to left.

The open dip is the same combination
I of steps, except that the girl goes to her

;

partner's right and dips beside him.

To Make You Happier
{Continued from page 49)

Use Flowers for Your Ambassadors

Say it with flowers in my book is

much more than a florist's motto to drum
up trade. Flowers serve so many social
exchanges. They give sincerity to the
note with which you refuse an invitation.
They please a hostess the day after her
party. They say thank you, eloquently,
when someone has done you a favor.
And they woi'k miracles for friends who
have recently lost someone who was dear
. . . Claudette Colbert.
When you send flowers to your friends

don't let the florist scribble your message
on a card. If you can't get a note to
his shop ask him to stop for it. This
seems trifling but remember how impor-
tant trifles can be . . . Ouida Bergere.
A box of flowers, a basket of flowers,

or, better still, a bowl of flowers ar-
ranged by the florist is a pleasant way
of welcoming a friend visiting your city
—whether your friend stops at a hotel
or with another friend . . . Bette Davis.

When it comes to entertaining, our
experts, as one woman, advise:

Don't Pretend Beyond Your Income . . .

Learn to say, "I can't do that just now"
AUGUST, 1941

ARE YOU SURE OF

YOUR. PRESENT
pERSPiRATION-CHECK?

TEST it! PUT IT

UNPERTHIS ARM.

DRESS DESIGNED BY OMAR KIAM

Use pf^ESH'^Z and stay fresher !

PUT FRESH #2 vnder one arm— 'put your

prt-ieni noii-perspirant under the other.

And then . . .

1 . See which one checks perspiration bet-

ter. We think FRESH #2 will.

2 . See which one prevents perspiration

odor better. We are confident you'll

find FRESH #2 will give you a feeling

of complete under-arm security.

3. See how gentle FRESH #2 is— how
pleasant to use. This easy-spreading

vanishing cream is absolutely grease-

less. It is neither gritty nor sticky.

4. See how convenient FRESH #2 is to ap-

ply. You can use it immediately before

dressing—no waiting for it to dry.

5. And revel in the knowledge, as you use

FRESH #2, that it will not rot even

the most delicate fabric. Laboratory

tests prove this.

FRESH *2 comes in three sizes— 50c for

extra-large jar; 25e for generous medium
jar; and 10^ for handy travel size.

Free offer— to make your own test!

Once you make this under-arm test, we're

sure you'll never be satisfied with any
other perspiration -check. That's why
we hope you'll accept this free offer.

Print your name and address on postcard

and mail to FRESH, Dept. 4-D,Louisville,

Ky. We'll send you a trial-size

jar of FRESH #2, postpaid. ^^^^

Companion of FRESH #i is FRESH
#1. FRESH #1 deodorizes, but does

not step perspiration. In a tube in-

stead of a jar. Popular with men too.
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or "That's a little too grand for my
budget" easily—even if you have to work
on this the way you would work on the
lines you were going to read in a play
. . . Joan Bennett.

Apologies for anything that indicates

limited circumstances are out of order

—

always! . . . Bette Davis.

When you shop for a present don't try

to compete financially; realize how much
imagination is worth. Don't say to your-
self, "There's nothing I can give So-and-
so." For even if So-and-so is a bird in

a gilded cage and able to spend ten times
for your present what you can spend
for her present, you can charm her. Re-
member the random remarks she has
made at different times and give her
the crock of Cheddar cheese in port wine
or the sachets she loves so well but
never quite gets around to buying for

herself. Or, if she lives in the country,
give her a flowering shrub to plant be-
side her driveway or a baby apple tree

. . . Bette Davis.

Put On An Act

Unless you're a paragon of all the
virtues, your social life, our mentors in-

sist, will benefit tremendously by a little

acting now and then.

Both happiness and harmony and re-
sentment and anger are contagious things.

If you've had a quarrel with the boy
friend or the husband before a party,

never let anyone guess it! Avoid acting

cold or superior or strained. And don't

take as much as one pot shot! Put on an
act if it kills you! It won't. In fact, by
the time the party is over your quarrel
probably will be over, too . . . Joan
Bennett.
When you have a difficult guest you

must stick with him or her. And be
very sure your eyes don't wander, long-

ingly, toward a gay group at the other

end of the room. The best approach to

the difficult guest is a flattering one,

something like, "At last I can come over
and talk with you"—in a voice that

suggests this is the thing you most want
to do . . . Joan Bennett.

Train children to put on an act, to

have party manners, and to bring them
along when they come into the living

room to meet your friends. Give the

children pride in any entertaining that

goes on in your house even when they

have no part in it. And before children

go to a party it's an excellent idea, in-

stead of nagging about what they should
not do, to say something like this: "I'm

so happy you're going to this party be-
cause I know I'll get a telephone call

this evening telling me how kind and
polite you were." Children adore to show
off. And they'll show off in a construc-

tive way if this is suggested to them
beforehand . . . Joan Bennett.

Don't gush. Gushing is nervous-mak-
ing . . . Bette Davis.

Set Your Stage

Give a thought to the colored paper
streamers, the Jack Horner pies and the

snappers that are so essential at chil-

dren's parties. Then seek adult effects

that will induce the same gala mood in

your guests that these things induce in

children.

Cocktails before dinner are a must!

They need not be alcoholic. In a pre-

vious issue Photoplay-Movie Mirror
published recipes for several teetotaler

cocktails that are great favorites in

Hollywood. Pull the curtains, light the

lamps . . . and let your winter party open
with cocktails by the fire or, in this

season, with cocktails in the garden . . .

Myrna Loy.
A bowl of nuts in their shells, with

nutcrackers handy, a bowl of chewing
gum and hard candies, a bowl of choc-
olates, a bowl of fruit. . . . Never under-
estimate the way such things will come
to the aid of your party! Place them
conveniently in your living room in the
evening and irrespective of how much
dinner was enjoyed you'll find your
guests nibbling and there's something as
relaxed and comfortable and friendly in

the act as in the word . . . Claudette
Colbert.

Candlelight in the living room as well
as the dining room, even if it has to be
supplemented by lamps, is a great asset.

Candlelight is flattering, as every woman
knows. So it puts the girls in a benign
mood at once. And it also has the magic
that causes people to talk intimately . .

Claudette Colbert.

It isn't how much money goes into a
party, it's how much hostess. If a party
is to be successful the guests must feel

the thoughtfulness of their hostess every-
where—in the filled match boxes and
cigarette containers, in the arrangement
of the flowers, in the fresh cake of soap
and the box of powder and the indi-
vidual powder puffs and the supply of

guest towels in the bathroom, in the
porch lamp turned on to greet them,
in the door's being flung wide as they
approach . . . Ouida Bergere.

Consider the tastes and diets of your
guests . . . Ouida Bergere.

Don't attempt to entertain formally or

elaborately unless you're equipped to do
this. Instead, lay your table with a bright

cloth and gay dishes and let your guests
help—really help! Give the girl or the
man who boasts about the salad he or she
throws together a bowl, salad ingredients,

oil and vinegar, and the seasoning. Lead
the man who knows how to broil steak
so its charred a little on the outside and
just rare enough in the center to your
ioroiler. Heat potato chips or a casse-

role of macaroni au gratin that has
been prepared beforehand. And arrange
a large tray of assorted crackers and
cheeses for dessert. If you'll do this

no one will work hard, everyone will

have fun and one or two friends will

have a gorgeous chance to exhibit. How-
ever, insist the fine co-operative spirit

end when dinner is on the table. The
dishes should be your responsibilitv when
the party is over . . . Rosalind Russell.

It's stupid to say the best parties are

the hit-or-miss affairs that aren't planned
beforehand. Sometimes a spontaneous
party works out great fun. But the par-
ties that have "laid an egg" because they
weren't planned! It depends upon your
guests whether bridge or another game
or conversation is in order. Be prepared
to direct your party along specific lines.

But don't be arbitrary about this. If

those people you expected to sit glum
and silent begin to talk stimulatingly or

amusingly cross your fingers and hide

the parchesi board . . . Bette Davis.

A small table before the fireplace or

in the garden is charming for a little

luncheon or supper, for evening refresh-

ments or for tea . . . Ouida Bergere.

Cast Your Parties Carefully

The wrong guests will ruin a party as

quickly and as thoroughly as the wrong
players will ruin a picture.

Different friends appeal to different

facets in our personality. But this doesn't

mean—as you may have discovered—

•

they always will appeal to different facets

in one another's personality. Therefore,

any time you throw all of your friends
together indiscriminately you can expect
antagonism or yawns and early depar-
tures. It's much smarter to plan different
parties for different groups and to be
completely honest with your friends
about this . . . Bette Davis.
Always invite one or two extroverts.

Extroverts will talk about themselves,
tell funny stories, play the piano, sing,

stand on their heads . . . some way,
somehow they'll entertain everyone and
have a gorgeous time doing it. Whereas,
if all your guests are introverts—the
quiet type with no urge to exhibit—your
party, very easily, can die a most un-
seemly death . . . Claudette Colbert.

If the guests at a large party don't
divide into groups naturally a little stage
direction is in order. Set up a bridge
table and four chairs and lead the Cul-
bertson addicts to it. Get the badminton
or skiing or bicycling enthusiasts to-
gether in a comfortable conversational
corner. Sort your guests! . . . Bette
Davis.

Irrespective of how carefully you cast

your party you're likely to have one
guest who will arrive late. Don't delay
dinner more than fifteen minutes. This
saves your other guests from a dinner
that has been kept in the warming oven
and it saves your late guest greater
embarrassment . . . Bette Davis.

When You Accept An Invitation You
Hove a Job

What kind of a job? First Aide to your
Hostess, of course.

Keep things pleasant. It's not up to

you to check on anything that is said.

Don't parade your memory by recollect-

ing unpleasant or embarrassing incidents.
And don't parade your honesty by saying
disagreeable things. Kind and flattering

incidents and comments are just as in-

dicative of a good memory and honesty
but, unfortunately, most people who
pride themselves on their memory or
honesty overlook this completely . . .

Rosalind Russell.

When a game is proposed, never say,

"Oh, are we going to play that again!"

Get into the spirit of the party and
you'll come out best three different ways
. . . you'll be a joy to your hostess,

you'll appear more attractive to the other
guests and you'll have a better time
. . . Rosalind Russell.

Whenever you find yourself left out of

things, remember this doesn't indicate

any inferiority on your part; it indicates,

instead, inferiority on the part of those

around you. because they are being
thoughtless or rude to you, another guest.

Include yourself in a group or a con-
versation at any cost—and save your
hostess the concern she would feel about
you had you continued to wander around
alone . . . Joan Bennett.

You're not chic or important when
you're late for a party; you're rude and
annoying. If you can't help being late,

telephone your hostess, explain your
difficulty and ask her to go ahead with
bridge or dinner or whatever is sched-
uled . . . Myrna Loy.

When you're a house guest, whether
your visit is to last a week end. a week,
or a month, be self-sufficient! Don't trail

your hostess all over the house. Sit down
with a bag of needlework or a book, or

take a walk. Look contented and com-
fortable . . . Bette Davis.

All right, you're on your own! We wish
you luck. But with these social secrets

of the stars stowed away in your bag of

tricks we doubt that you'll need it.
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BUDDY PEPPER

Feather In Buddy Pep-

per's cap is this date

with Jane Withers, her

first unchaperoned one

DEAR JUNIORS:
First of all I want to say "hello"

to you for Jane Withers, who told

me to be sure and do so because she
made so many friends when she was
guest editor of this department. Jane was
the one who really got me my real chance
in Hollywood and she and her family are
swell people and real friends. I was
playing in a revue, "Meet the People,"

in Hollywood and Jane and her mother
came to see it. They told 20th Century-
Fox about me and it was through that

that I got the part of Jane's boy friend
in "Golden Hoofs."

I've been in Hollywood a little over
two years now; I came out when I was
fourteen with Florence Pepper and the
two of us did an act together. I was

I
born in Kentucky and though there was

no theatrical background in my family, I

played the piano and sang by ear and
got on the radio when I was about eight.

Gus Edwards and his vaudeville unit
came to Louisville when I was twelve
years old and I got to meet him and
joined the unit. Through him I met Jack
Pepper and he and Florence and I put
on our own act in which I sang and
danced and played the piano. Florence
worked as his sister and I was supposed
to be his brother, so that's how both
Florence and I got the name of Pepper.
My real name's Jack Starkey, but I

couldn't use Jack because that was Pep-
per's name. He wanted to call me
Johnny, but we finally compromised on
Buddy.

I'd like to change it again because I

think I'm getting too old to be called

Buddy. It was all right when I was
younger, but I'm sixteen now and I think
I ought to have another name, don't you?
My first Hollywood break was due to

our appearance on one of the Sunday
night shows at the Trocadero. Joe Pas-
ternak saw us that night and signed both
Florence and mo for Deanna Durbin's
picture, "That Certain Age."

After "Golden Hoofs" I got into Walt
Disney's new picture, "The Reluctant
Dragon." I play the office boy who takes
Bob Benchley throug/i the studio. Bench-
ley goes into every department trying to

get away from me and in this way you see
the whole Disney studio.

I hope you like me in the picture.

Sincerely,

Buddy Pepper.

P. S. I think it would be swell if you'd
all write to me, too. And I'd welcome
your help in choosing another name. As
I told you, I think I'm getting pretty old

to be called Buddy, so if you'll write
and tell me what you think about it or

what name you suggest I take instead,

I'll be very glad to hear from you. I'll

give an autographed picture to the ten

boys or girls who write in the most in-

teresting letters and Miss Betty Turner
will help me judge them. Please write
to me in care of Movie Mirror Junior,
7751 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia, and be sure to mail your letter

before July 25, 1941.

Owing to the great volume of contri-

butions received by this department we
regret that it is impossible for us to

return unaccepted material. Accordingly,
we strongly recommend that all contrib-

utors retain a copy of any manuscript
submitted to us.

Vacation Days Are Here Again

Summer Days are Precious and Fleeting ... So make the most of

them! With Fibs (the Kotex tampon) you can wear a bathing suit or shorts

every blissful, summer day . . . regardless of the calendar! Worn internally.

Fibs can't show. And they mean no belt— no pins— no chafing— no disposal

problem. No packing problem either! For a whole dozen Fibs take up less

space in a purse than one sanitary napkin!

A Dozen Fibs Cost Only 20^^! (You get not 8-not 10-BUT 12.) And
Fibs are quilted for greater comfort and safety . . . easy to insert without
artificial means. (When you buy Fibs, you pay for no mechanical gadget to

aid insertion ... for none is needed!) Get a package of Fibs today! They're
so convenient for motor trips . . . week-end visits . . . days at the beach. Inex-

pensive, too! And they'll bring you chafe-free comfort these hot, summer days.

Trade Marks Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

FIBS*- the Kotex* Tampon

Not 8-Not 10-but

12 FOR 20(2^
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How Don Ameche Lives

names. Ronnie was Booboo till last year,

but that's out. "I'm Butch, and he's Spike.

Lonny, that's our brother, he's got a

name, too. It's the Killer."

Spike is the gentler of the two. He
mothered his mother before the baby
was born. "Keep away from her. Butch.

You're too rough." So long as he's fed

and warm, nothing bothers Butch. His

single weakness is Annie, whose special

charge he's been from infancy. Tem-
peramentally averse to sappy stuff, he
will nevertheless lie abed like a lug in

the morning and coo, "Annie dear, come
fetch your baby."
The difference between the boys is

well marked by an engagement which
took place shortly before Honore went
to the hospital. Knowing that their

mother was less active than usual, they

were more boisterous. They'd been quar-

reling all morning in the back yard. Fed
up, Honore called from her bedroom win-
dow. "If you two don't quit that, I'm

coming down and knock your heads
together."
Spike lifted reproachful eyes. "Is that

a nice way to talk to a little boy?"
"Don't you care," chortled his brother.

"She wouldn't come down those stairs

for anything."
Once Butch said, "I don't like you,"

and it sounded ugly. Honore spanked his

hand. "I still don't like you." This went
on for several minutes, while Butch's

hand grew redder and he racked his

brains for a method of saving said mem-
ber without hauling down his colors. "All

right, all right, you just wait and see if

you come to my birthday party—if I have

a birthday party," he faltered.

While their mother doesn't pull her

punches, they realize that she can some-
times be charmed into laughter.

"I know you're acting," says Spike. "I

see a little smile." And Butch will cock

his head, the cherub complete with sun
suit, to inquire winningly, "Aren't I the

rascal, though?"
They also realize that these tricks make

not the slightest impression on Daddy.
"Of course they're smart," says their

mother. "They don't do anything they

shouldn't when he's around." But a

promise made in the household is a prom-
ise kept. If Mamma says she's going to

tell Daddy, she tells him. And if Butch
takes doom by the forelock and murmurs,
"I was naughty. Spank my hand," Daddy
doesn't say, "How cute." He spanks it.

THE Ameches have reason to hope, how-
ever, that Butch has through sad ex-

perience attained the age of reason. He's
huskier than Spike, also more impetuous.
One day he socked his brother with a

roller skate. This was serious. Don
talked to him that night, explained the
heinousness of his sin, told him that

Spike was to be removed from his dan-
gerous neighborhood and sent to stay
with Grandma for a while. Butch bawled.
When Spike returned, he treated him
like a bijou wrapped in lamb's wool. Till

there rose an argument over a toy steam
shovel, which Butch settled by clunking
Spike over the head with it. Now all

either of his parents need say is: "Do
you want Daddy to spank you the way
he did that night?" "No," says young
Butch, "did that hurt!" He's just started

his formal education at nursery school.

Honore is prepared to see him led home
by the ear any day, with a not too

polite, "Here, you can have him."

Watching his father with his children,

Don can only wonder. The senior

(Continued jrom page 32)

Ameche was in his day a stern discipli-

narian. "I didn't dare look cross-eyed,"
complains his eldest. Now Grandpa's
gone soft. He can't stand hearing his

grandsons cry. "Ah, g'wan, he's only a

baby, leave him alone." A wail from
Lonny's bassinet and Grandpa lays down
his rummy cards to sneak upstairs. He's
not supposed to pick the baby up and
meets all suspicious glances with the
same grin and the same story: "I just

look at him. He says, 'Okay, Grandpop'
and goes to sleep."

Don thinks his father's the grandest
guy he's ever known. "He was strict all

right, but I've never heard him say or
do a mean thing." He's not much of a

talker, but his eyes are Italian, dark and
expressive. "When he laughs," says his

son, "they dance all over. When he gets

mad, you get paralyzed." In this Don
resembles him. Honore says she's seen
him lose his temper only two or three
times, but "when he does, watch out for

him." Grandma's fair and blue-eyed,
and there's nothing Italian about her but
her spaghetti. Honore is also authority
for the statement that when Don lifts his

head, sniffs and streaks out of the house
it's because the breeze has blown him

This scion of the Ameches is Tommy
(obove with Honore and Don) whose
activities are as yet confined to

playing jiujutsu with Father's fingers

a whiff from down the road of Grand-
ma's spaghetti.

The elder Ameches live a quarter of a

mile away in a white ranch house, built

for them by Don long before he bought
a house of his own.
Grandpa planted fruit trees and built

chicken coops. At the moment he's

flushed with creative pride, for after two
years of sweat and strain he's produced
a crop of prize tomatoes. He keeps the
family supplied with plums and apricots,

with fowl and eggs.

THE family is naturally grateful to Don,
who considers that he's pleasing him-

self and there's nothing to be grateful

for. "He's a good boy," says Pop—his
highest praise. Mom is more articulate.

Because he s so much older and has
lived apart from them so long, the
younger children tend to put Don in a
class with their father and he can't laugh
them out of it. It's to Honore they turn.
It was Honore's car Louis borrowed
when he hadn't one of his own. It's

Honore who helps the girls with their
dress and school and boy problems.
She has what some wise man called

the grace of living—the humor to enliven
routine existence, the courage to meet
emergencies without losing her humor.
Golden-haired and unruffled, she moves
through life, creating a sense of strength
and serenity on which others draw. And
if this makes her sound like some remote
goddess, then we've done her wrong. No
one is warmer or more approachable
than the gay Honore.
She knew that Tommy would have to

come by Caesarean birth. He was due
about the middle of August. She tried

to make a deal with the doctor to bam-
boozle Don and get him out of the way
while she went to the hospital. The doc-
tor refused the responsibility.

It happened, however, that Don was
away on a fishing trip when Honore, in

her own words, started feeling goofy a
month ahead of time. The doctor ordered
her to the hospital. "What! And get
stuck for two weeks?'"
"You do as I tell you, young woman,"

he roared. "And—hey, wait a minute.
Take some phenobarbital."
She took some phenobarbital. She took

a shower. The girls were out. She called

to Gabe to bring her bag up. Harriet
Lauck helped her pack and drove her to

the hospital. It was seven o'clock. Har-
riet was so jittery that Honore sent her
home. The doctor decided on immediate
operation. "Better phone Don," he said.

"What for?" said Honore calmly.
"Well, there ought to be someone—

"

"Look, you're here, I'm here—that's all

we need. What good will it do me to

have Don chewing his fingers off in the
corridor? I'll sign for the operation."
She was taken to the delivery room at

eight. The baby was born at eight-forty.
Don got the wire at camp next morning.
"Honore and baby son doing well."

With Lonny it went less easily. She
was under anesthetics for two days be-
fore his birth and in the hospital for six

weeks after. Despite which, she keeps
talking about the girl they want and
haven't got yet. Don says if they get her
at all, it will be by adoption.
Butch and Spike got a little bored

with the baby business. They were over-
heard discussing it. "Mom gave all of

Bridget's puppies away. Why doesn't she
get rid of a couple of the kids?"

Now that the kids have grown into

recognizable individuals, they've changed
their tune. What they're proudest of is

the fact that their handprints in plaster

cast adorn the wall of their father's

dressing-room at Twentieth Century-
Fox, where he is currently making
"Week-end in Havana'" after his suc-
cessful voyage over to Paramount for

"Kiss The Boys Goodbye." One day they
came to their mother with a petition.

"Can we give Daddy the kids" handprints
for his birthday present?"

Honore hasn't yet recovered from this

display of sentiment in her two eldest.

Four plaques now hang on the wall of

Don's dressing room. Proving that as far

as their brothers are concerned, Tommy
and Lonny have made good.
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Special work for women:

O v«u wiint lots of extra
' cash? If you have spare

time and are ambitious, here is an easy way to get money—quick!

Because our extensive national advertising is creating such

a great demand for famous Fashion Frocks we need more women to

demonstrate our 140 smartly st\led, lo\cly dresses for Fall. All

sensational values because direct from factory. Many are as low as

2 for S3. 29. You can earn up to S23.00 weekly and in addition

get all your own'dresses free of any cost. Hundreds of women are

making big successes and are enjoying this pleasant, easy, dignified

way to make money. The same opportunity that enabled Lauria

Flack of North Carolina to earn $12.90

in four hours— or Mrs. Mabel Wagner
of Idaho to earn Sll.OO in two hours

—

or Amelia Jacobs of New Jersey

to earn S22.00 her very first

week— is now open to )Ou.

Mail coupon below for this

imazing Free money - making
opportunity and Free dress offer.

ii jii^tt\ i>r'jiul oj her
luo-tfjJicJ /rock uilh

pocket fl^p boJicr.

SrVlE 350

Yes! Absolutely
Free! Not a penny
to pay now or any
time. You can get

your entire Fall

wardrobe without
a cent of cost, and
earn money be-
sides.

Ready —

All DRESSES
many a* low at

am
' YourOwn t

Jm Dresses I

1st* *1>
EASY TO START!

No experience or /Money Required and
No House-to-House Canvassing Necessary

You can start a dress husioess right at home in your spare hours. Just

let your friends and neighbors know that you have the latest Fashion

Frock line of gorgeous dresses. Once you show them America's

smartest display of dresses, equal in styling, fabrics and workman-
ship to dresses worth much more, they will gladly give you their

orders. And every order means a nice cash profit for you. The sm.irt,

last-minute styles arc really breath-taking. The low, direct factory

prices are truly sensational—as low as two dresses for S3.29—and

appeal to every woman. And the complete line is absolutely Free to

you—all without a penny of cost or obligation.

AUTHENTIC STYLES
Approved by Prominent fashion Authorities

and Worn by Many Ht^lywood Movie Stars

The advance Fall and Winter Fashion Frock styles are thrilling.

They are the last-minute fashion ideas that have just been released

at (II the famed style centers. They have the acceptance of fashion

editors of leading magazines for women, and are worn in Holly-

wood by many prominent screen actresses. Thev aie authentic styles

reflect future as well .»s present style trends.

Complete Style Portfolio Sent FREE!
^'ou will bt- Jelijchted and plc3>cd to ko through this clalKiract >ivle

p^e^enIatiun. ^'ou will rave over iht: gorgeous Mvles jnd marvel ui

oundinfE value*. It s all yoj need lo make nuiney with this

oppuriuniiy—a^ much a\ $23 00 weekly, and in addition to a

^ular incume, get all your iiwn dresses Free <if any ct>*!. And
ivr—you don't need to spend one cent, now- or ever. Fverv-

V furnished you l-REH. Just All in the coupon, ftiving vour

: dress size. Paste it on a postal card and mail at once.

fASHION FROCKS, Inc., Desk 22039

iZincinnati, Ohio A

^Oplail Coupon for

; OPPORTUNITY^

^ fRH DRESS

OFfERi ^

In National Demand
Because Nationally
Advertised i jshion 1- rocks
arc known to v^omen every-
where because ihcy are adver-

d in Ladies' Homejouroal,
•man's Home C.ompanion,
Call's Maga/ine, Vo|£ue,
usehold. and other peri-
cals in biu pages and in

coli»r. Tne demand lor
in is growing so rapidly
need more ambitious

omen to help us take care
t. Mail coupon at once.

frocks,
»nc.

Cincinnott.
Ohiofashion

>.We .o ^^Kc^- presses rr.* lr« of >"V

/> 'ifrrwtrlHiir. „

firm v/.'^.v/,/, r, ,.' i.'.-u

Jolmun-iUt itt! froc^
CJkf^ht ot t-r .tl /ront

STTIE 320

San"

AJdr"'
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from school while ogling the boys.
Martha was careful that her nintimate

friend wasn't too pretty, or cleverer than
she was; but it made a dandy foursome,
the two boy cousins and the two girls,

and her loveliest memory is the time
she and her friend walked six whole
miles over to the town where the boy
cousins lived and they all swung from
the barn pulley that was intended only
to yank hay up into the haymow. Today,
she shudders at the thought, not only of

walking twelve miles to see any human
being, but also at the memory of two
little girls swinging up into the air, while
the boys pulled the ropes, swinging up
over pitchforks, and horses, and open
holes in the hayloft through which they
might have fallen and broken arms, legs

and necks.
Ah, yes, life was perfect until she came

to Kansas City, Missouri. Then it was
heartbreak.

C HE went into high school. She was
*^ that smart, even at twelve. She went
with her hair in curls, twenty-six of them
that her mother brushed each night and
curled around her finger each morning.
She went with her freckles all over her
tiny nose, and her homemade dresses
and her rambunctious manners, and she
saw The Boy sitting there, the most
popular "man" in the class, and she
heard, too, the giggles of the other girls,

who all had bobs, and city ways, and
city clothes, and she wanted to die, be-
tween love and humiliation. She was too
young, too sensitive, to know that their
superiority came from the mere fact that
they were all two or three years older
than she. She was too young to realize

he wasn't too bright, and certainly not
as bright as she, being a freshman of

fifteen to her twelve. She only knew
that he was wonderful and that he didn't

know she existed.

She got him to write in her memory
book. He wrote, "Yours till a Hershey
Bar becomes a saloon," and she thought
it was the wittiest thing she had ever
heard of. She got him to exchange a
stamp with her and she put that stamp
in her collection and voluptuously kissed
it goodnight every night. She hung
around after classes and sat in the seat
he had sat in, just to get a sense of his
nearness. But he simply continued to be
unaware that she was within miles.

Her father, who had been wretched as

a farmer, was supremely happy as the
superintendent of the maintenance de-
partment of a Kansas City factory. To
this day, Martha says, he can look at

any piece of machinery and diagnose
just which lost nut or bolt is putting it

temporarily out of repair. Martha's small
brother, whom she ignored because he
was so much littler and got into her
sphere of influence, was a riot in the city.

But she continued miserable.
She tried going in for athletics because

"her man" was the school's best athlete.

But at games she was always the smallest
one, right at the tag end of the line

always. She was too feeble for tennis,

not strong enough for basketball, though
eventually they made her "running cen-
ter" of the team, even though Martha
can't recall what duties that entailed.
She hated being short. She haunted the
gymnasium and hung on the bars and at

night she practically stretched herself
apart in bed, hoping to grow, but she
never did until she got into her first

high-school play. Then she shot up,
straight through scarlet fever, her infe-

'I'm Going to Be Somebody*
(Continued from page 39)

riority complex and her love frustration.

She sincerely believes she started
growing at sixteen because she suddenly
found her p>ersonal means of expression,
but just before it she nearly lost her
life. She had been cast for the lead in

the high-school play, opposite that Man
of Her Dreams. She rehearsed franti-
cally, magnificently, and then the day
before the play was to be shown, she
came down with scarlet fever. They told
her that meant she couldn't possibly be
in the play and her agony at that thought
was so great that she sank into a coma
and lay there, close to death, for days.
Her parents were frantic. Her doctor
was grim. The school authorities finally

came to feel responsible. They put the
play off and her teacher. Miss "Thomas,
came to her bedside and whispered that
if.she would only get well, she could play
in the prologue of the show, which she
had just written and in which Martha
wouldn't have to say a word. That was
when she started recovering and she was
the star of the show in that speechless
prologue. Heaven knows what she might
have done then, if her father hadn't
been taken to the Detroit branch of his
factory to be superintendent and if the
Scotts hadn't moved there and imme-
diately encountered the great depression.

I
F it hadn't been for the depression, she

" probably would have dashed for Broad-
way that summer when she graduated
from high school and Ksinsas City and
was sixteen. But because even her
father's work seemed about to go glim-
mering, she faced a dreary future and,
except for Miss Ida Lilly, she would have
looked for any sort of job herself.

Miss Lilly was an ex-schoolteacher of
Martha's and a distant relative besides.
You've seen her on the screen, too, if you
saw "Cheers for Miss Bishop," wherein
Martha tried to reproduce her inspira-
tion, her unselfishness, her instinctive

nobleness of character. It was Miss Lilly

who came forward and said Martha must
go to college at the University of Michi-
gan and who advanced her $2,000 for that
purp>ose.

Martha admits now that she has hither-
to dramatized that story also in the
telling. "What I didn't tell was that

my parents put up an equal amount,"
she confesses. "That steady, selfless sac-
rifice that thousands of parents make
for their children because it is usual,
rather than rare, doesn't sound so won-
derful, but they deserve that I give them
all the wonderful credit that is due them,
too."

She was in heaven and in love all the
time she was at the University. She cut
off her hated curls. (Her mother still

has the whole twenty-six of them, care-
fully wrapped in tissue paper.) She grew
straight and slim, if not very tall, and
she was the uncontested ingenue of the
University Dramatic Society and defi-

nitely a belle. There were always seven
or eight boys pursuing her and even
girls liked her; and life, except that there
was almost no money at home, was com-
pletely blissful.

When she graduated, she got a chance
at summer stock in Detroit and with two
other girls (and whisper it, one of the
boys from the University) she moved
into an apartment and they all worked
their heads off, and lived chiefly on cokes
and hamburgers and dreams. All three
of the girls, including Martha, thought
they were in love with that boy, who
slept on a couch in the front room and

shared a fourth of the expenses, so that 5

made everything perfectly moral, for

nobody dared try so much sis a come-
hither smile with the others always
watching like hawks.
When the summer stock season ended, •

she got, magically, a chance at playing
Shakespeare at the World's Fair in Chi-
cago. The pay was infinitesimal; the
work was prodigious. They did seven
shows a day, seven days a week, and had i

a repertoire of eight Shakespyearean plays.
The big idea had been to bring Shakes-
peare to "the masses," but the result, as

far as Martha was concerned, was to

learn how to read lines rapidly but ac-
curately; how to dress rapidly but ac-
curately; how to eat rapidly and whatever
was at hand; and to be everlasting in cird

about and of the theater, which she loved.

Of course, she got no sleep and no rest,

but she did learn. She put in two soUd
years that way, until the Fair closed.

She headed then for Broadway. Her
cash capital was exactly $150 and by
the time she got her railroad fare out

of it, she had only $50 left. But she had
heard of "The Rehearsal Club," that ex-
citing, friendly club for theatrical aspi-

rants that you saw on the screen when
it was pictured in "Stage Door." She
found she could live there for a whole
month for that $50, so she turned it over
forthwith and went out to haunt the

agencies. Here she was in America's big-

gest city, part of it, walking its streets,

seeing its sights, listening to its romantic
sounds. She adored her two roommates
and thought every girl in the Club a

darling. Life seemed utterly friendly and
fascinating imtil she invaded the real

managers' offices and then it was Kansas
City all over again.

THERE in those majestic offices, her hair t

was once more grinned at, her defi- 1

nitely small-town clothes were smiled at. ;

Whenever she could get past the office
'

boys, she foimd her summer stock no-
tices smiled at, but mostly, like her first l

love, these men ignored her. The end of
|

her first month was only a few days I

away. She knew she couldn't send home
|

for money—because there wasn't any
there. She couldn't ask Miss Lilly for

more, since that original $2,000 loan rep-

resented all Miss Lilly's savings.

So finally when the new month
davmed, she gave up her dreams. She
had been a star in Detroit, but she was a

|

flop along Broadway. She would re-

nounce acting. She would get a job, any
kind of a job. She haxinted employment
agencies and finally she got a job, as a

salesgirl in Macy's basement, the lowli-

est department in New York's biggest

department store. She stood on her feet

for limitless hours six. days a week and
made only enough to exist on, and her

seventh day she spent in bed, trying to

rest. But she didn't cry any longer. She
didn't do anything, because she had no

feeling left. She was only twenty-two,
an old maid. Her life was finished, and

she was an absolute failure.

The way Martha Scott finally got her

first professional engagement: the way
she got into her first Broadway show
and became a star overnight; the way
she came to Hollywood: and how she

met Carletcm Alsop and married him

(the true story of which she says has

never been told before) you will find "i

the concluding installment of Martha
Scott's serio-comic life story in the next

issue of Photoplay-Movie Mirror.
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Love Ms What Yon Make It!

>^ True Story has been made over,

modernized, revitalized, stream-

lined. Note its gorgeous cover,

beautiful new art technique, its re-

fined type effects. One of the most

attractive magazines you ever saw.

Get your copy today.

Wifh fanatical zeal, with blind, unthinking obedience to

the "High Command" he flew to England, dropped his ter-

rible bombs, machine gunned men, women, children, even

babes in arms, returned to Germany and found himself a

hero, and the father of a baby boy.

Bui if brought him little joy. He thought of the women and

children in England whom he had seen writhing and scream-

ing under his savage bursts of machine gun fire. He had a

vision of his wife, his baby writhing and screaming. Thus was

he awakened to the tragedy—the horror of modern war.

And he made his decision, a mad, desperate decision which

resulted in a true story being lived such as you have never

read. It came to us from a Canadian prison camp and you

will find it complete in True Sfory for August. You must not

miss it. Love is indeed a great worker of miracles!

l°'^°^s
""^^ it. Later J her ^ ^°"'^^^d .^ f "^'^^'^n

^° Quet, /oyer/ L the . . °^ One of a P^i^o/s J

Benny Goodman's hvorife Love Story

There's one love sfory that Benny Goodman loves because he

knows it's true and because he feels thai he personally had much to

do with making if come frue.

It's about a boy and girl who mef by chance af a jifierbug dance
where he was playing — about a quick wooing, a knock-down and
dragouf fight which, instead of winning the lady's hand, fumed her

heart against him. There came another night, fhough—but read 'Call

For Liza" as fold by Benny Goodman in True Story for August. Heart-

warming, blood-quickening, you'll love every word of if.

Love is a beautiful and wonderful thing!

DO NOT MISS ''What Are .4nne Lirulbergh's Secret
Thoughts?" Second of the "Mystery of Lindbergh and
Anne" series which millions are reruling breathlessly.

August
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Jack Oakies' it's probably apple butter

be put up in jars by Jack himself

BY ANN HAMILTON

MAYBE the government never is go-
ing to get around to conscripting
Jack Oakie—that decision probably

will depend on whether the gold-braid
boys think of him in terms of his Napo-
loni in "The Great Dictator" or his new
Warner Brothers assignment in "Navy
Blues." But when and if they do con-
script him, there's no sense wasting time
wondering what to do with him. All
they need to do is pop Jack—quick

—

into the Conservation Department.
For Jack is the best little conserver

that ever conserved; he can't remember
the date when he first caimed a jar of
fruit, but the good old-fashioned habit
of preserving and canning fruits and
vegetables has been his hobby for years.
Look wise if you want to and say this

is just another "little-known hobbies of
famous comedians" gag. This hobby of
his certainly isn't well-known—but don't
make the mistake of thinking it's a gag.
In the kitchen of the new home in San
Fernando Valley into which he and his
wife, the lovely Venita Varden, have just
moved. Jack conserves and preserves
with the same skill which has earned
him top acting honors. You're still skep-
tical? Then take another look—this time
at the jars of canned fniits and preserves
in the Oakie storeroom—every last jar
put up by Jack according to recipes
handed down by his grandmother.

lACK'S apple butter specialty is quite
J a story in itself—Jack told it to me
the other day at Warners.
"Long before anyone ever heard of

Jack Oakie," he said, "my paternal grand-
mother made the name of Offield (Jack's
name is really Lewis Offield, you know)
famous throughout the width and breadth
of Pettis County, Missouri, by copping
the blue ribbon for apple butter seven
years hand nmning at the Pettis County
Fair.

"Shortly before my grandmother died
she made a will leaving all her worldly
goods to my father with the exception of
her cookbook and cooking recip»es, which
she left to my mother. Arnong these was
the formula for apple butter which in
years to follow made my mother the
unchallenged apple butter champion of

Pair with a nose for news

—

cooking news—Jack Oakie
and his wife Venita Varden

Pettis County. Today, though far from
the place of my birth, I intend to carry
on the apple butter tradition."

Other delectable recif»es from Grand-
mother Ofiield's cookbook are bread and
butter pickles, and two desserts made of

canned frviit^—<;herry cobbler and gin-
gerbread peach shortcake.

APPLE BUHER
4 gals, prepared apples
1 gal. sweet cider
4 pts. sugar
1 tsp. allspice

1 tsp. cinnamon
Boil sweet cider imtil it is reduced to

half its quantity. Peel, core and slice

apples—there should be four gallons after

slicing—and add to boiling cider. Cook
over low heat, stirring frequently to pre-
vent scorching, until mixture begins to

thicken. Add spices and sugar and con-
tinue cooking slowly ujitil a spoonful of

the mixture will remain in a smooth
mass when cooled on a saucer. Pour into

sterilized Mason jars and seal.

BREAD AND BUHER PICKLES

15 medium-sized cucumbers
4 large white onions
1 sweet pepper

V4 cup salt

2% cups sugar
1 tbls. mustard seed
% tsp. tumeric

tsp. ground cloves

2y2 cups cider vinegar
Wash, but do not peel, cucumbers and

slice very thin. Chop onions and p>epp>er

and add to cucumbers. Cover with salt

cind let stand three hours, then drain.
Bring vinegar and dry ingredients to a
boil. Add cuciunber mixture and heat
thoroughly but do not boil. Pour into hot
sterilized Mason jars and seal.

CHERRY COBBLER
1 qt. canned cherries
1 tbl. butter
1 tbl. cornstarch

Sugar to taste

1 tsp. almond extract
Bisciiit dough

Drain cherries and place in casserole
or baking dish. Blend cherry juice, but-
ter and cornstarch (adding sugar if ber-
ries are too sour) and cook over low heat
vmtil thickened. Add almond extract and
pour over cherries. Cover with biscuit

dough and bake at 350 degrees F. imtil

biscuit crust is done.

GINGERBREAD PEACH SHORTCAKE

1 beaten egg
1 cup molasses

% cup melted butter

% tsp. salt

2 tsps. ginger
1 tsp. cirmamon
1 tsp. soda dissolved in

1 cup boiling water
2 cups sifted flour

1 qt. canned peaches
Beat egg, beat in molasses, then butter,

salt, ginger and cinnamon. Add soda
dissolved in hot water. Add flour a little

at a time. Beat until smooth. Bake in

two buttered cake tins at 350 degrees F.

until done (25 to 30 minutes). Spread
well-drained canned peaches between
layers and on top. Serve plain, or with
whipped cream, while stUl warm.

Wotdd you like to know more
about the delightful and practical art

of home canning? Would you like

to take advantage of bargain prices

for fresh fruits and vegetables this

summer by putting them up for

winter rwe? It's easy if you will

follow the recipes of canning experts
in ^ the booklet, "Ten Easy Lessons
in Home Canning," containing meth-
ods of canning fruits, vegetables, jel-

lies, juices, even meat and fish. This

booklet, together with "Let's Eat," a
collection of 300 new and delicious

recipes, will be sent to you free of

charge. All you need to do is mail

your request for these booklets (a

letter or postcard will do) to Ann
Hamilton, Photoplay-Movie Mirror,

122 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
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What Is Their Romantic Future?

^lationship and terminate in a good-
atured divorce.

Sidelight on Tony: There's something
1 his chart which indicates that he wins
is women by playing hard to get.

Barbara Hutton—Cary Grant

Mrs. Holmes Believes: That there is no
eason why they shouldn't marry and
nd themselves compatible in marriage.
Reasons: Cary was born under Cap-

icorn, Miss Hutton has the Moon in

.'apricorn—which, according to astrology,

onstitutes a marked attraction.

Barbara has been criticized for marry-
ig foreigners and for giving up her
imerican citizenship. Mrs. Holmes con-

iders such condemnation foolish. With
lanet placements like Barbara's, mar-
iage to a foreigner becomes almost in-

vitable. As an Englishman, Cary falls

/ithin that group. And as to the sur-
ender of citizenship, Mrs. Holmes points

ut that Thomas Paine, born under Bar-
ara's sign of Scorpio, said: "The world
i my country, All mankind are my
rethren. To do good is my religion."

Barbara's chart indicates that she will

Iways meet the men to whom she's at-

racted through a mutual friend. Cary
/as introduced to her by Dorothy
i Frasso. It also indicates that the

oughest problem of her life has been and
/ill be to find happiness in marriage,
because of a divergence in background
nd interests, this will hold true if she
larries Grant. By the stars, however,
e is better suited to her than either of

er former husbands.
Like most Capricorns, Cary started at

(Continued from page 35)

the bottom. Capricorns, astrology says,
are born with a broom in their hands.
Which means that they have to hustle
for what they get. Which gives them a
sense of the value of money. Cary hung
on to his till Britain went to war, then
he donated his salary for "The Philadel-
phia Story" to the British War Relief
Fund. Indicating that, Capricorn or no,
he does recognize values beyond those of

wealth.
Barbara, born with a silver spoon in

her mouth, has always given lavishly
and is now pouring out her shekels for
the British cause. She has dignity, re-
serve and abhors familarity on short ac-
quaintance. She's distinguished, on the
other hand, by an old-fashioned courtesy
learned from the governesses of her
childhood and rare in young women of
today. She stands aside at a door, for

example, to let older women precede her.

With people she cares about, she's gen-
erous to an extreme, meeting them not
half but all the way. Cary is less out-
going. She loves Chinese poetry, the
arts and all forms of culture. Cary, the
earthy and practical, loves prize fights.

Despite these differences, they are so
strongly attracted that marriage may
follow. At the present writing, Babs is

still undecided. Unless they take the
plunge within two or three months, an-
other man may come along to change the
picture.

Sidelight on Cary: His chart shows
him to have supergood taste in clothes.

Mrs. Holmes found him a somewhat
skeptical subject. He answered questions
warily and seemed to take the whole
procedure with a certain lightmindedness.

Dorothy Lamour—Greg Bautzer

Mrs. Holmes Believes: That they will

not marry. If they do, the marriage won't
last.

Reasons: The planets in their charts
are moving toward a position where what
was once an attraction might become a

repulsion. A repulsion, that is, matri-
monially speaking. They'd remain
friends, because Bautzer is the kind of

person who keeps the respect and liking

of anyone who's known him and Dotty's
the kind of girl who, exit romance, could
still be a man's pal.

Dotty's inclined to exaggerate her emo-
tions. Her friends are the most wonder-
ful in the world. If they let her down,
her disillusion is proportionately violent.

Which doesn't keep the resilient sarong
queen from forming new attachments,
about which she's just as enthusiastic.

Like Lana Turner, she's gregarious, en-
joys a crowd better than a small circle,

where friction is likely to develop.
In common with most Sagittarians, she

has foresight and tolerance, and will de-
fend your right to a viewpoint which
clashes with her own. She's a nice girl,

Bautzer's a nice guy, but they're not for

each other. Stay a bachelor girl, Dotty,

say the stars—for quite a while yet.

Sidelight on Dotty: As she grows
older, she'll develop a certain eccentricity

in dress.

Sidelight on Bautzer: He'd be a suc-
cess in politics.

Dolores Del Rio—Orson Welles

Mrs. Holmes Believes: That they are

BETWEEN CAMERA CLICKS...

CLICKS WITH THE

MOVIE stars!
And when it's time for a pood,

big drink . . . Pepsi-Cola clicks

with millions all over Ameri<-a.

For finer flavor and better taste

. . . enjoy a frosty Pepsi-Cola.

12 full ounces in every bottle

. . . plenty to chase the biggest

thirst. And all for one nickel.

Down a Pepsi-Cola today.

Pepsr-Cola is made only by

Pepsi-Cola Company, Long

Island City, N. Y., and is

bottled locally by Authorized

Bottlers from coast to coast.

Rosemary Lane and Richard Lane,

featured in "Time Out For Rhythm".
1
A Columbia Picture.
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WHAT CAUSES

Perspiration

Odor?
1. YOUR ARMPITS Contain 128,000

tiny sweat glands which are con-

stantly giving off perspiration.

2. TRAPPED in these hollows, per-

spiration, unable to evaporate,

turns disagreeably rancid.

How Can You
Avoid It?

1. SAFELY CHECK BOTH perspiration

and odor with Liquid Nonspi.

2. APPLYNONSPi as often as needed
— harmless to skin or clothing

when used as directed.

3. NON-IRRITATING. ..will not sting

or smart.

4. SEND I0{ for trial size of Liquid

Nonspi to The Nonspi Co., Dept.

F-3, 113 W 18th St., N. Y C.

ALSO IN CREAM FORM

NONSPI
. A REALLY EFPECTIVE DEODORANT!

SELL PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
The line that offers value and quality. Show 98 Per-
Bonally Imprinted Christmas Folders, 6 exclusive
series. low as 50 for$l, with name. Extra earnings
with new big value WONDER BOX Assortment of
21 Christmas Folders $1. Cost you 50c. Can be im-

printed. 8 other assortments. DeLuxe
Personal Christmas Cards. Write which
lines interest you. Samples on approvaJ.

JANES ART STUDIOS, Inc.
714 Anson Place Rochester, N.IT,

STERLING SILVER BLOCKS

INLAID AT POINTS OF WEAR

GIVE LIFETIME BEAUTY TO

THIS FINE SILVERPLATE.

50 PIECE SET $54 95.

OTHER SETS AS

LOW AS $31,75.

AT AUTHORIZED DtALERS.

HOLMES ^EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID'

SILVERPLATE

If 1941. Inl»'no>>onol S.Ucr Co . Holm*, & Cd»ord> OU-. Mvrxlo/t. C«WV

A Conodo. Th« T. tolon Co.. lid . *>»g U- S. Pot. OK.

likely to marry and be happy.
Reosont: Dolores is a Leo and Welles

a Taurus which, according to astrology,
is not a good setup. What takes the
curse off, however, is that Dolores has
the Moon in Taurus and is therefore
attracted to Taurus people, as they are to

her. Each of their charts indicates mar-
riage and, despite the surface opposition
of their stars, they have something deep-
seated in common.
Mrs. Holmes made a startling predic-

tion to Dolores, whose chart she read at
a garden party given by the Jack War-
ners. "You're going to meet another man
and divorce your husband."
"But I'm a Catholic," protested the

delectable Del Rio. Mrs. Holmes stood
her ground. Dolores met Orson Welles,
an electric current vibrated, Mrs. Gibbons
sued for divorce, Jack Warner was con-
verted to astrology. He says in some
bewilderment: "I used to be interested
only in the stars that walk around on
their feet. But I heard it with my own
ears."

Like Barbara Hutton, Dolores has
charming manners. She's almost fanati-
cally fastidious about her person, her
clothes and the food she eats. The exotic
and patrician in her appeal to Welles'
complex nature. Mrs. Holmes lifts her
brows at people who call Welles a
genius, haha! There's no haha! about
it. He is a genius. His horoscope says
so. Despite the difference in their ages,

these two should make a go of marriage,
provided Dolores retains an eager interest

in his work.
Sidelight on Orson: There's nothing he

can't do. If he thought it would prove
anything, he could even cut his own
hair in the back and do a better job of

it than Max the Barber.

George Raft—Betty Grable

Mrs. Holmes Believes: That, like all

of Raft's romances, this will terminate
in nothing.

Reasons: Neither Betty nor George is

taking it seriously. There is always the
circumstance, of course, that Raft is still

undivorced. Nor does marriage at the
moment enter into Betty's scheme of

things. Like Lana Turner, she's con-
centrating on career. Raft's chart indi-

cates that when he falls hard, it's for

Leo women. Virginia Peine and Norma
Shearer are both Leos.
With him and Betty the object is

gayety. They understand and feel at

ease with each other, both knowing that

neither seeks more than good companion-
ship from the association.

George is a fatalist, doesn't believe in

hoarding happiness and lives for the pres-

ent. There's an honesty in Betty which
responds to the honesty in him. They
have lots of laughs together. In fact,

temperamentally, they're suited like ham
and eggs. But the stars say no.

Sidelight on Raft: His approach to

women is such an expert blend of ten-

derness and he-man, consideration and
authority, that few can resist him.

Judy Garland—Dave Rose

Mrs. Holmes Believes: That Judy may
marry Dave Rose but won't stay married
to him.

Reasons: Her chart indicates a strong
inclination to marry. It also indicates

that she'll go to the altar twice, so the
divorce prediction carries no reflection

on her first husband, whoever he turns

out to be.

When Judy's mother visited Mrs.
Holmes to have her own horoscope read,

she gave the astrologist the birth dates

of two of her daughters, keeping mum

86

on which was whose. After a few mo-
ments, Mrs. Holmes tapped the papeij

:

that bore the date June 10 and saidii

"This one could be famous." That hap-."

pened before Judy's rise.

Later, having read her chart, Mrsi
Holmes advised Judy not to marry tod
early. She thinks, however, that the
little singer, romantic and emotional:
may ride down advice and marry Mri
Rose either this year or next. SheV
intense enough to believe that her f..-^-

important romance will prove the
love of her life.

Her chart indicates with inexor;
clarity that Judy will never be attrat

by a boy of her own age. The man v.nc,

moves her deeply must be one of ex-l*

perience and sophistication, prefers
'

one who has been married before.
Rose fills the bill. On the other he
far fields look greenest to Judy. Sh«
likes what she's not sure of. Once ~\\<

gets it, she's not sure she wants it.

turbulent spirit may be tranquillizeci

the disciplines of life, but not before s

taken some hard knocks. She'll

them with her chin up. The stars

wholly detached in their assurance tha.

one of these knocks will lead her to seeli

dissolution of the bond from Mr. Dav»
Rose or Mr. X.

Sidelight on Judy: An astroloi
would hesitate to marry a girl wit
horoscope like Judy's, because it i:

cates that she will be the boss.

Ann Sheridan—George Brent

Mrs. Holmes Believes: That th
should marry and that their marr;
would literally be one of those madi
heaven.

Reasons: Brent was born on March i;

Ann on February 21. Brent has h

Moon in Pisces, Ann has the Sur
Pisces, than which there can be
stronger combination. These placen.

are even more favorable than thosi

Barbara Hutton and Gary Grant, for

signs are better when the man has
Moon in his horoscope.
With one exception, their likes and

likes run parallel. Ann enjoys havi:

lot of p>eople around, George doesn't, s;.

wouldn't make an issue of it, howe.e'
being good-humored and flexible enc
to adapt herself to his wishes. If Ge
couldn't get along with her, he c

get along with no one.
She has no veneer, no affectations .

feminine coyness. If she likes you. sl^

shows it. If she doesn't, she makes thi

plain. She dislikes few people and h(

weakness lies in allowing herself to I

taken advantage of. To push hersel

either personally or professionally, gCK

against the grain.

It was only after being pushed aroun
beyond endurance that she feuded wit

the studio. The stars, incidentally, aj

proved her course, though she took

without consulting them. Eventuall;

they say, her increased salary will mal
up for the time lost and she'll find hei

self riding higher than ever.

Brent is more complex, more difBcu

to get close to, but a fine character und(

his shell. Generous to a degree, 1

loathes having his generosities publicize

But he can't keep grateful people froi

talking. In helping people, he shows
rare consideration for their self-respet

Instead of merely forking out money. \

exerts himself to find them jobs.

Annie and Brent could hunt the loi

corners of the earth and find no mati

so ideal as Brent and Annie.
"In fact," said Mrs. Holmes firmly, "I

go on record." Which she hadn't sa:

about any of the others. "It will be a

astrological calamity if they don't marry

pnoTOPL.\Y combined with movie mirik



Flight into Nowhere

I

(Continued jrom page 43)

' "Bob," she said. "This is Gay Stevens,

tou're going to get wet, travelling west,

.nd I don't think you have an umbrella.
/Qn't you turn back, please? I'll meet
ou at Clover Field. I want to talk to

ou. Bob. Please!"
Her heart was beating fast. She could
ear it. If Bob Fuller hadn't waved a

and and banked his plane to the right,

lat heart might have choked her, she
lid—a long time afterwards.
To Gay's intense surprise the two
lanes were over the field in perhaps
half an hour. They were only a hun-
red miles or so off the coast, though
had seemed to her they were almost

\ the middle of the ocean. She reflected

ley had flown northwest out of San
iego, whereas she had believed the

yurse to be due west.
Robert Fuller was waiting at the side

f the red plane when their ship landed
ray wanted to run to him, but managed
:) control herself. Just barely managed,
)r her walk was almost as fast as a

;Drint.
' "What do you mean, Bob Fuller," she
^emanded, "flying out over the ocean at

lis time of the night? Trying to kill

ourself just because you can't stand
le sight of a white feather?" The words
'ere now tumbling out beyond her con-
ol. "And I said that I wouldn't pity

lyself if I were you! I take it back."
Bob's hands came down slowly onto
er shoulders. They gripped her, and
look her. His face was impassive, but
lere were lines of bitterness on it.

"Snap out of it," he commanded. "Who
lid I was trying to kill myself?"
"Nobody," Gay said, still rocking under
le pressure of his hands. "I just thought
), I guess."
"I wasn't even thinking of suicide. I

as just—oh—making a flight into no-
here. Relaxing. Trying to think things

Lit. I was in no danger. I had plenty
E gas. And I had plenty of time," he
nished shortly.

Major Stevens came forward, grinning.
"Sorry you had all this trouble, Major,"
'ob said.

"It's all right. Girls will be girls. But
)rget about the beam and the loud-
"jeaker, boy. Those are secrets the Army
'ould give lives to keep."
"Right," Bob said. He shook hands
ith the Major and walked toward a

link of automobiles. "Good night," he
lalled, as he got into a car. "And thanks
l)r everything."
Gay's shoulders slumped as the car
)ed away, and she walked back to the
I. J. with her head bowed.
"I guess I had that coming to me,"
le confided to her father. "Once he
lought he saved me from being charred
) a crisp when I wasn't in any danger,
^nd I bawled him out for it. Then I

'liought I kept him from killing himself
rhen he had no idea of doing anything
f the kind. And he bawls me out. Well,
•t's go home." Her voice trailed off in

tter weariness.

N the days that followed. Gay spent
much time at the Major's experimental

^angar at the airfield. But she was of

||o help to her father. Each twenty-four
I ours was like the one before it. She
i'oke early in the little white house ten
dies from the field and lay awake won-
ering until it was time to get breakfast
)r her father. She saw him off, pulled
chair to the window of the front room
id tried to read the morning papers
hile she waited for the mailman. When
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he passed she went to the phone and
told the long-distance operator to have
all Hollywood calls transferred to the
hangar number. Fine piece of optimism
in view of Mr. Fuller's departure at

Clover Field, she reflected, but put on her
prettiest sports clothes, notwithstanding,
got into her car and motored to the air-

field. She returned in time to meet the
mailman on his afternoon rounds. She
told the telephone operator she was home,
got dinner and read the newspapers until

it was time to go to bed.
There were no letters from Hollywood,

no telephone calls. There were no red
planes flying into San Diego from the
north. But there was news of Bob in

the papers, sly cracks in the gossip col-

umns, cartoons, comment in the editorials,

letters from readers.

ONE morning, after the mailman had
passed by without even looking

toward her front door. Gay shrugged and
went upstairs to dress. She put on a new
blue polka-dot frock, then tore it off and
kicked it under the bed. She went to

the mirror and glared at herself.

"Now you know how it feels to be a

sour old maid," she said. "You think
you can't take it, don't you? But you'll

take it and like it!"

She put on her old sprigged linen and
drove slowly out to the field.

And there was Bob Fuller, talking to

her father.

He turned quickly, hearing her step,

and started toward her. She halted,

frozen with joy too great to bear, and
with fear that she might somehow reveal

that joy to him.
"Oh," she said. "Good morning, Mr.

Fuller. Nice to see you again. Hi, Major."

"Gay, don't be like that," Bob said.

"I had to see you. I had to talk to you.

I motored down last night."

"I don't mean to sound banal," the

Major said, taking Bob by one arm and
his daughter by the other, "but two's

company and four's a crowd. Axel and
I want to be alone."

Bob and Gay walked slowly to Bob's
blue coupe.
"You don't believe in modern methods

of communication, do you?" Gay tried

to keep her voice light.

Bob's face was tense. "Blame it on
rehearsals. Work. The draft board. Pick-
ing millions of feathers out of envelopes.

It was frightful. I thought I'd never get

away to see you."
"It was worse than frightful. I thought

I'd never see you, either." Gay laughed
shakily.
He helped her into the car and sat

beside her.

"I couldn't bear going through all that

again."

"Dodging people, you mean?"
"I mean not seeing you. Gay, I found

out something during these last few
weeks. I love you—love you more than
any man in my position has a right

to love a woman." His head was bent
down close to hers, his eyes on her face

like a hungry man at a feast.

"But I thought—that last time—you
despised me," Gay breathed.

"That's because I was trying to get
away from you and couldn't. Because I

wanted so much, so very much, to marry
you—and was trying to kid myself that

I didn't. I felt that—if you should say
yes and we did get married—every news-
paper in the country would intimate I

married you to keep out of the draft.

You'd be hounded as I've been hounded."
He captured her hand and carried it to

his lips.

"It was all I could do, that night, to

keep from picking you up, throwing you

into my plane and carrying you av.a'.

some place, any place—say some liitk

island where no one would ever find us.'

"Why don't you do it now?" Gay's eye;
were two naked stars.

pOR answer Bob turned the key in the
' ignition and stepped on the starter jusi

as the Major came running toward hirr:

"Your friend Scupper Davis is on -r

phone," the Major called. "He says he l.c

something terribly important. You bette;

talk to him."
Gay opened the door for her father

and moved closer to Bob as the car sho;
across the field.

When Bob had left them, Gay whis-
pered, "Dad, we're going to be married

'

The Major's reply was in the twitch:
of his facial muscles. His daughter had
called him "Dad'' since she was six. Ar.L

now that he was going to lose her. . .

"I'm very glad, Baby," he said. "God
bless you both."
More they would have said, had not

Fuller, anxiety and excitement written
all over him, come rushing toward them.

"It's Muriel," he said. "She's on the,

rampage again. She's at my valley ranch
with the baby. And a woman from thet

orphanage is on her way to visit her.

She'll lose that baby sure. Major, is

there a plane I could borrow or hire''

I've got to get to the ranch as soon as

possible."

Before Gay could volunteer to give

him her plane, the Major spoke.
"The O. J. is gassed up; and it'll ca:\

three."

"You'll come with me, you and Ga
That's swell. I'll need you. Both of yc.
They were in the air before Gay r--

sembled her thoughts. "Who is t: .5

woman, and what is she to him, that sne

can take him away from me like this^'

As they charged through the blue o:

the heavens, Gay felt that her newfound
happiness was being mysteriously, wa.n-

tonly, surely stolen from her; and that

she could do nothing about it.

THIS feeling, crystallized when she car.^

face to face with Muriel Cowley at t

ranch house. Muriel was not intoxicatt: ^

as Gay had expected to find her. Nor was
she so wild and hysterical as Scupper
Davis had reported.
She was putting on an act. Gay sur-

mised, to make Bob come to her. Bu;

why?
And, with a start that disturbed the

rhythm of her heart beat, she realized

for the first time that Muriel, in her

smartly tailored pastel pajamas, looked
young and unnaturally, diabolically

beautiful.

Muriel threw herself on Bob as soon

as he got out of the car.

"Oh, Bob darling, I'm so glad you've

come. I've been in such a state. It's too

quiet here. I couldn't stand it. I went
all to pieces. I told Scupper not to

bother you. I pleaded with him. But it's

good he did. I think I should have gcr.e

stark staring mad if you hadn't comt
"And maybe I'd be married now," G,

thought wi-yly.

"Miss Stevens!" Muriel almost shouted

the name. "My dear. I didn't see vi :

How sweet of you! And Major Steve:

This is a most unexpected pleasure,

wonderful break in the monogamy,
one of my maids used to say." She turiu

possessively to Fuller. "Bob, dear, we

must celebrate. Run in and tell Chico

we have guests for dinner."
Bob, who had been as speechless -

the others, laughed—and it seemed :c

Gay that he expressed a great relief

with that laughter.
"You look all right now," he said.
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"Oh," Muriel said, with a sly look at

jay, "I began to be myself as soon as

heard you were coming." She released

ler hold on Bob, took Gay's hands and
>ecked at her cheek.
"Do forgive me for that night at the

ilocambo and let's be friends."
"I'm sorry I slapp)ed you," Gay said

amply.
"I'm not sorry," Muriel answered.

Really, I'm not. It was what I needed."
"I have some news for you, Muriel,"

3ob said, looking not at her but at Gay,
md at the Major.
"Not now. Bob dear, if you don't mind,"

i/Iuriel said quickly, also looking at Gay
ind her father, and keeping her back to

iob. "Later. If it's bad news I can stand

tl^t

better after dinner."
c "But it isn't bad news."
"And if it's good news, I'm not in the

iiood to appreciate it now. I'm still a

'lervous wreck, but I'm simmering down.
Do give me a chance. And do go explain

Chico. He doesn't understand a word
say."

"Chico's my Chinese-Mexican cook,"

3ob explained to Gay. "You'll get a kick
)Ut of him. And out of the kitchen,

^ome on, let's go talk to him.''

"Why Bob," Muriel said, 'how stupid

(f you. Gay's tired. She's had a long
rip. Give her a chance to freshen up.

Take the Major with you, and pour him a

Irink. I'll bet his throat is lined with
ilkali. Isn't it. Major?"
The Major looked helplessly at his

laughter before he answered.
"I don't know how alkali mixes with

>cotch," he said, "but I'm willing to find

>ut."

"Gallantly said," cried Muriel.

She took hold of Gay's arm, cuddling
igainst her, and led her toward the main
juilding.

"It was ridiculous of me, creating all

his furor. But when I heard that woman
vas coming here to see the baby, I was
rightened. I'm afraid I made a dreadful
cene. But I couldn't help it really. If

hat baby were taken from me—do you
ee what I mean?"
"Of course," said Gay, who didn't see

it all.

"HE didn't like being so close to the
J movie actress. She didn't like the
roma of amber perfume and gin. She
lidn't like Muriel's syrupy accents. And

1

he didn't like the way she had been
eparated from Robert Fuller. But what
ould she do about it?

She was silent, therefore, letting Muriel
alk all the way up to the house.
"In just a moment you may have a
hower. Gay dearest, if you like. But
irst, you must see my baby."
Her face lit up at that. Gay saw, and

he felt that she. Gay, was a hardhearted
nd suspicious person.

"I'd love to see him," she replied.

Muriel rang for the nurse and led Gay
icross the room to an alcove that had
leen hidden from her by heavy drapes.
?he baby lay in a white wicker portable
rib. He was awake, and laughing.
"He's adorable," Gay exclaimed. "Is he
Iways like this? May I pick him up?"
Muriel took the child from the crib

ind put him into Gay's outstretched
rms.
"Oh he's so warm and sweet," Gay said.

The baby reached up a hand toward
ler face, and she bent and kissed his

ingers and hugged him gently. Emo-
ions strange to her stirred in her.

"You can see what he means to me
low, and to Bob, can't you?" Muriel
uggested.
"To Bob?" Gay stiffened.

"If they took that baby from me I

hink Bob would kill me," Muriel said
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"Here's where I find out how they

work those tails! Lucky fish! Just think

—they're splashing around in a bath all

the time!"

"But of course they do miss the best

part — rubdowns with soft, satiny-

smooth Johnson's Baby Powder! Won-
der how they'd like it?"

What, Mommy ? Not for goldfish? ... Oh well— I guess they're sort of slippery to

begin with. Thank goodness I'm not! I can always use a sprinkle of velvety-smooth

Johnson's to help chase away chafes and prickles. How about one now, Mommy
—while we're on the subject?"

"Hot days can be happy days for babies

who get sprinkles of Johnson's Baby Pow-
der! It's so downy-cool and soothing for

prickly heat—grownups are crazy about it,

too! Johnson's doesn't cost much, either."

JOHNSON'S
BABY POWDER

Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J,
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earnestly. "It isn't me he cares so much
about, you know. But the baby—you see
how he flew to me the moment he heard
about that woman from the orphanage."
"What are you trying to tell me?"

Gay stared hard into Muriel's eyes and
something in her attitude must have
frightened the child for it wailed.
The nurse entered just at this moment

and Gay handed the baby to her.
"Take him into the other room and

quiet him," she said, her eyes still bor-
ing into Muriel's. She waited until the
maid had gone through the door.
"Now," she demanded, "tell me."
Muriel flared up passionately. "Why

should I tell you anything?" she asked,
larding her voice with rich insolence.
"Who are you that I should make you
my confidante? What do I care what
you think? What do I care what any-
body thinks? When two people love each
other—"
She deliberately left the sentence un-

finished. Her eyes ceased to flame. She
looked at Gay with shocked surprise,
then with understanding that shaded into
pity.

"Oh you poor child," she purred. "You
didn't even suspect, did you? And I

thought everybody knew—about Bob and
me. But you didn't even dream the baby
was my own flesh and blood, did you?"
She broke off abruptly. "You love Bob,
don't you?"

^ AY felt as though her knees had given^ way and fire and ice were fighting
for control of her brain, while a voice
within her shrieked, "No, no, no!"
She made no reply to Muriel. Calmly,

proudly she walked away, rejoicing only
in this, that she could be crushed so
cruelly and not show it.

The Major and Scupper Davis were in
the patio and Scupper was talking about
Santa Anita.
"Will you drive us back to our plane,

please?" Gay asked.
"Glad to," Davis said, yanking off his

cap. "Car's right outside the gate. You

forgot something, I'll bet a dime. A suit-
case maybe, huh?"
"Stormy weather, I see," the Maio^

whispered as he escorted his daugh-er
through the gate.
He saw her bite her lip to keep it h'^rr.

quivering. "As bad as that? e/
shouldn't you see young Fuller bef'
you go?"
"Don't ask any questions. Please. Just

get me out of here. Quickly. Before I

blow up with a bang."
Scupper Davis seated them in the car

and sauntered around to take his place a-

the wheel.
"Step on it, Mr. Davis, if you do

mind," the Major said. "We're in qu
a hurry."
"You're the boss," said Scupper. '

:

give you all the speed the heap has-
if you don't mind the dust."

"Dust!" Gay laughed at that. Ho.-
father thought she was crying, but s

wasn't. She was really laughing. "Dl
is clean compared to some things!"
Just as Scupper jammed his foot

the starter the kitchen door banged a:^
Bob came running through the patio.
"Hey," he yelled. "Where you going
Gay gave one panicky look over h

shoulder at his approaching figu:

"Please, Scupper, get us out of here fas:

she commanded.
Davis gazed dumbfounded from her

the rapidly nearing Fuller. "But M;
Gay—

"

"Fast! Didn't you hear me?" she
screamed.
Out of pure shock reflex Scupper shot

the car forward.

When Gay comes face to face age
with Boh Fuller, she will know mn
more about him than she knows now.
the next installment of this headline star

they meet dramatically and that meetii.g

is marked by a hair-raising kidnap scei e

in the air. Watch for September Photo-
play-Movie Mirror.

Speak for Yourself

(Continued from page 19)

or more benignly urbane than Lewis
Stone's as he smiles benevolently on
Mickey Rooney's escapades in the Hardy
Series? It's easy to be handsome when
you're young. But these two men have
run the gantlet of the years and emerged
with profiles as clean-cut as the images
on Roman coins.

So, bottoms up to the two best-looking
males in Hollywood!

Ralph M. Jones,
Boston, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE
Admission—One Child

WHEN are the producers going to

awaken to the possibilities in the
field of children's movies?
Seven-eighths of the movies of yester-

day or today are strictly suitable for

adult entertainment only. There should
be a children's theater or theaters in

every town and city where pictures for

their amusement and education only are
shown. Adults could attend when ac-
companied by a child.

It seems to me there are tremendous
possibilities in this field for the improve-
ment of youth and with improved youth
will come an improved world.

Mrs. M. S. Snow,
Alexandria, Va.

$1.00 PRIZE
Love, Laughs—and Benny

I

OVE is fine! So is Jack Benny! But
'~ mix the two of them in a movie and
what do you get? Spinach!
"Love Thy Neighbor"' might have been

a grand picture, if it hadn't been fcr

romance gumming up the works! Nt

;

that Jack can't handle the moonlight
and roses. He can! But the public

doesn't want that. We want what onl

Benny and a few others can give .

these days—laughs, and plenty of thei

So please. Jack, leave the woo-pitcl
ing to juveniles who can't do anythi:

else and go back into business at yoi

old stand, cheering us all up!
Marian E. Smfth,

Milford, Conn.

HONORABLE MENTION

VICTOR JORDAN'S prize-winning let-

ter, complaining that the newsreels

and movies depicting the horrible condi-

tions in war-torn Europe depressed his

delicate sensibilities made me see red.

He asks: "Why must we have all this

propaganda stuffed down our throats?

Where does the gent get off calling this

propaganda? How could anyone be so

callous as not to care to know what s

going on when civilization is crumbling

'
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Mr. Jordan asked Hollywood to stop

war pictures and newsreels. I beg of

them to give us more and more informa-
tive movies and newsreels to arouse the

American people. FOREWARNED IS

FOREARMED.
MiNNETTE Miller,

j

Charlotte, N. C.

HATS of¥ to Preston Sturges! I have
just returned from seeing "The Lady

Eve." It was terrific. Eugene Pallette's

remarks were riotous. Henry Fonda ex-
2elled all his other performances. Bar-
bara Stanwyck, to me, before the picture

ivas just another actress. Now she is my
'avorite.

Virginia Wight,
Woodbridge, N. J.

]
COULD be a lot more patient waiting

' for James Stewart's return to movies
f George Murphy were given more and
oigger roles in the meantime.
In my opinion, a smile as heart-warm-

ng and sincere as Murphy's should be
'shared with the world.
|; Bernice Hearne,
\\ Ajo, Ariz.
[l

1^

FlJATS off to the bold, eye-winking free
'^11 thinker, Olivia de Havilland in "The
Strawberry Blonde." She fairly brought
.:he house down! I'm still laughing. Oh,
ihe was good! And she has a demure
iweet smile, too. I never would have
oelieved it of her, if I hadn't seen for

Tiyself.

Evelyn Boehmer,
Seattle, Wash.

BOUQUETS are regularly handed to

stars. Much is written about pictures.

Producers who are mainly responsible
or what's good in pictures get compara-
ively few bouquets.
But let a producer err with an off-

;olor picture and the clean-up brigades
ire on the warpath. The producers
should be praised for the remarkably
;lean quality of motion pictures. This
nay be forced on them. But isn't it odd
ve stand for censorship of pictures and
lot of the press?

Paul J. Lichtenfels,
Hollywood, Cal.

I
now it's dentists. Three dentist films

^ in a row I've seen—three! First "The
Strawberry Blonde," in which James
agney was an old-fashioned tooth-

/anker; next "Murder Among Friends,"
n which one of the members of a tontine
nsurance plot was a dentist and we
vere treated to the all-too-familiar view
)f the waiting room; and third, "Foot-
;teps in the Dark," in which Ralph Bel-
amy played a nonchalant dentist who
njected a fatal fluid through his novo-
:aine needle. When I go to the movies
do not want to be reminded of the

ientist.

Estelle L. Katz,
Brockton, Mass.

CAN YOU STAND A
STIFF SHOCK?

Then be prepared, for next month

"FEARLESS"
goes to town on the truth about

the stars' figures—and we mean

anatomical, not financial!

prefer the flavor of Beech-Nut Gum
100 out of 151 Lifeguards, who
were interviewed in a recent

coast -to -coast test, reported

that they preferred the deli-

cious peppermint flavor of

Beech-Nut Gum.
An independent fact-finding

organization made the tests.

Various brands ofchewing gum
of the same flavor were bought
in local stores and identifying

wrappers were removed. Each
Lifeguard was given two

You, loo, will sing the

praises of Beech Nul

BEECHIES — those
templing squores of

condy •cooled gum.
Peppermint, SpeorminI,

Pepsin and Cinnamon.

different brands (Beech- Nut
and one other, both unidenti-

fied) and was asked to report

which stick he preferred. 3

out of 5 Lifeguards said that

they preferred the flavor of

Beech-Nut to that of the other

brands.

Find out for yourself how
delightful chewing gum can

be. Get a package of Beech-Nut

Gum. The chances are you'll

prefer it, too.

The yellow pockogc

wifh /he red ovof . . .

Beech-Nut Gum
. . . with the preferred flavor
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a Dab a Day keeps P. 0! away!
( Underarm Perspiration Odor J

This amazing test was one of a series,

supervised by registered nurses, to

prove the remarkable efficacy of

Yodora— a Deodorant Cream that's ac-

tually soft, delicate and pleasing!

^. In the morning. Miss A.D. ap-

plied Yodora to underarms.

2. Played 2 sets of tennis—at 91 " in

the shade.'

3. Examining nurse pronounced un-

derarms sweet — not a taint of

P.O.—Perspiration Odor!

Yodora gives positive protection!
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Sun Valley Serenade
(Continued from page 53)

"Haven't you?" she inquired.
"Not yet."

She gave him a pleased smile. "Then
you are single," she observed. After t

thoughtful pause she added, "Perhaps
will be a burden for you to have ot

more mouth to feed."
"Well—nothing to worry about," Tt

said uneasily.
"Oh, then you're rich!" she said hap-

pily. "I'm glad."
"Look," Ted said desperately. "That's

the Manhattan skyline. Isn't it beau-
tiful?"

"Yes," Karen said without taking her
eyes off his face.

The taxi argued its way crossly through
the Manhattan traffic and eventually
stopped at the hotel where the band was
playing before it left for a season at Sun
Valley. Ted took Karen into the elevator
and up to the room that had been pre-
pared for her on the fifteenth floor. It

was nicely furnished with a crib, teddy-
bears, dolls, an electric train and a
nurse in a starched white uniform. The
nurse took one look at Karen and left

in a temper.
"I'll have all these—things—taken out,"

Ted offered. "We thought you'd be
younger."

"It's beautiful," Karen said and kissed
him again before he had time to ward
her off. "It's going to be very pleasant
for us here together,'' she continued.
"Only one of us," he said hastily. "I

live upstairs." Obviously it was best to

change the subject. "Now, Karen," he
said briskly, "we have to think about
your future—make plans for you."
"Oh," Karen said sunnily, "I have plans

made already."
"That's fine. What are they?"
"I'm going to find a man I like and get

married," Karen confided. "Isn't that

what every girl should do?"
"Um—yes, sure. But what I meant was,

what did you do back in Norway?"
"The same thing. Only I didn't find

anyone I liked." She smiled winningly.
"But didn't you ever do anything like

beating a typewriter, or working in a

beauty parlor, or
—

"

"Oh, no,'" Karen said. "My father was
a schoolmaster and I kept house for him.
I'm a very good cook, you know. But
when the war came, first I lost my father

and then I lost my house. But I could
learn," she said willingly, "to beat a
typewriter, I think.'"

"Oh, no . . , no," Ted said. He backed
to the door and retired, defeated, just

in the nick of time. Karen had been
about to kiss him good-by,

THAT evening, after she had had dinner
in her room, Karen put on her best

dress and went downstairs to the Lido
Terrace, where the band was playing.

The headwaiter glanced at her frostily

and asked if she had a reservation. Of
course she hadn't, but she told him that

she was living with Mr. Ted Scott in the

hotel. He looked shocked, but he led

her to a table marked "Reserved"" near
the bandstand.
She watched Ted at the piano. After

a minute he stopped playing and came
to the microphone to sing. It was a very
pretty song about a broken heart and
he sang it well. Karen listened adoringly.

Ted came to the table and stopped in

amazement when he saw Karen. "Didn t

you have dinner?"' he asked.
"Oh, yes. But I wanted to see you,"

Karen said, "I've made up my mind."
"You . . . have?"
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Karen nodded firmly. "And nothing

will ever change it. I've found him!"
"Found who?"
"The man I'm going to marry."
"Already?" Ted was surprised, but

relieved. "Well, that's swell. I'm sure

you'll be very happy."
"You will be, too," Karen told him.

"You'll make a wonderful husband."
Ted had been about to sit down, but

the chair suddenly skidded out of his

hand. "Hey! Wait a minute!" he said.
' "I was sure of it when I first saw you,"
i' Karen said, "and just now when you sang

!
that song I knew I was right."

Ted recaptured the chair and subsided

into it, weakly.
"But I already have a girl!" he said

in desperation.

"Only one?" she asked.
"Only one. And I happen to be very

fond of her."

"You're not married yet," Karen said

calmly. "There's always time for you to

change your mind."
While he stared, opening and closing

his mouth helplessly, a girl came up to

the table. She was tall and slender in an
evening dress that hugged her figure

lovingly; she had coolly amused eyes

and a sulky mouth and her complexion
was as startling as Karen's, though per-
rhaps not so natural.

Ted leaped to his feet. "Hello, Vivian,"

he said. "This is Karen Benson, the

young lady I was telling you about.

Karen—Miss Dawn. She sings with our
band—she's going to Sun Valley with us
tomorrow."

- Karen looked at Vivian Dawn care-

fully.

"Why, Ted," Vivian said, "she's lovely!

5o pretty! You'll be terribly popular
Afith your men friends, having such an
•attractive young—ward—in tow. I'll have
;o go along to protect her."

"I won't need protecting, thank you,"
Karen said.

Ted ran a finger around the inside of

lis collar, which fitted him perfectly and
fvas not a bit too tight. "I think it's

ilmost time for our next number, Vivian,"

le said.

ATER that evening Ted had a private
- conversation with Nifty Allen. Nifty

eceived strict instructions to take Karen
he next morning to his Aunt Rosie's

louse in Weehawken, New Jersey, and
eave her there. The band was to start

ior Sun Valley that night and Ted was
letermined to get Karen off his hands
)efore then.

He breathed a sigh of relief when,
iate in the afternoon. Nifty reported that

Caren had been safely delivered into

he comfortable arms of Aunt Rosie.

^or a while, it had looked very much as

f she would be a real problem.
Ted boarded the train to Sun Valley

vith a light heart. It was the band's
irst big break, this season's engagement
t the Lodge. And Vivian, the most
leautiful girl he had ever known, was
oing along.

They reached Ketchum Station in the
ate afternoon and it was dark by the
Lme they had all driven to the Lodge,
larly the next morning Ted was up,
ulping down his breakfast and putting
n ski clothes. Rehearsal wasn't until

oon. There would be time for a good
un down Mt. Baldy. Whistling, he
)ped down the corridor to Vivian's room.
She was in front of her mirror, put-
ng the finishing touches to a handsome
•ci costume. "Like it?" she said to Ted's
dmiring face.

"Like it! You look marvelous! Are
our skis downstairs?"
Vivian laughed. "You don't really
link I'm going out there sailing over

the hills and dales, do you?" she asked.
He made a puzzled gesture toward the

ski costume. "Isn't that what you're
dressed for?"

"Darling," Vivian said, "I never skied in

my life and I don't plan on starting now."
"Why not let me teach you? Once

you got the feel of it, you'd be crazy
about

—

"

"That's right," Vivian said. "I'd be
crazy. But," she added tolerantly, "I

won't spoil it for you. Run along and
play shoot-the-chutes."
Ted took her hand, looking down into

her eyes. "You're the most regular girl

I've ever met," he said feelingly.

"That's what I think of me, too." Her
voice was light, caressing. He pulled
her closer.

"Darling, what are we waiting for?'"

he pleaded. "Why don't you give in?
Say yes and marry me."
"Aren't you afraid we'd spoil a beau-

tiful friendship?"
"There's only one way we can find

out."

Vivian reached up and patted him on
the cheek. "Let's practice a little longer,"
she said. "Now run along and play. I'll

see you at rehearsal."

OUTSIDE, the sun was dazzling on
wide stretches of snow. The air

stung dryly in Ted's nostrils and he felt

light, as if he could fly. He took the lift

up Mt. Baldy and when he got to the
top stood still a long moment to look
around in delight before poling off. After
a preliminary run down the slope he
paused again. Some fool in a green suit

shussed down beside him and past, miss-
ing him by only an inch or so. He yelled
angrily after the disappearing figure.

The next time he stopped, the same
thing happened—same green suit, same
speed, same frightening near-collision.
Five minutes later, he was herringbon-

ing up a hill when Green Suit shot
down behind him and scared him into
catching the edge of one ski on the other
and toppling himself into the snow. This
was too much. Angrily he started in

pursuit.
Green Suit, who seemed to be a girl,

was an astonishingly good skier. The
chase led down practically vertical hills,

through trees and brush, up and down
and around and over until they reached
the bottom of the lift. Green Suit skipped
nimbly into a chair and Ted had to
take the next one or lose her. Halfway
up the slope her trailing ski caught in

the snow and tumbled her out into a
drift. Ted jumped out of his own chair.
When she sat up he saw her face for the
first time.
"How did you get here?" he asked

incredulously.
"Hello," Karen said. "Didn't we have a

wonderful chase? Let's do it again."
"Wait a minute." He laid a firm hand

on her shoulder. "I said
—

"

"You're a wonderful skier," she inter-
rupted. "Your people must have come
from Norway."
"By way of Dublin. I picked it up

when I was in college. Now—

"

"I learned when I was in kindergar-
ten," Karen said chattily. "I learned to

skate then, too. I can skate better than
I can ski." She dug her poles into the
snow. "Are you ready?"
"You answer my question! How did

you get here?"
Karen hung her head. "Nifty," she said

defensively, "didn't have anything to do
with it."

"So that's it," Ted said grimly.
"All he did was tell me which train

to take and lend me money for the fare
and tell me where to hide so you
wouldn't see me," Karen said.

I

Little Jack Horner sat in a corner
eating his Christmas pie. He
'found a package of Dentyne on
)his plate too, (Dentyne — the

warmly delicious chewing gum
that helps keep teeth bright).

"What's this.'" said little Jack.
And since no one answered, he
went on: "Hm-m, nice looking
package — flat — convenient to

carry — easy to open."

He opened it. "Looky, six sticks

— that's generous." Then he
tasted. "Say — what a flavor —
blended just right—not hot— not
sweet—but mighty good and re-

freshing. That flavor lasts, too,

not just a few minutes but as

long as you'd want it."

Just then in popped his dentist.

"Good boy, Jack," said the den-

tist, "chewing Dentyne is a pleas-

ant, practical way to help keep
your teeth clean and sparkling."

And little Jack smiled with satis-

faction.

{Moral: You too will smile with
satisfaction when you taste

Dentyne's luscious goodness and
see how it helps keep your teeth

bright.)
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PSORIASIS
Under no circumstances say "yes" to that ques-
tion until you have tried SIROIU. SIROIL may
change the entire picture for you. SIROIL tends
to remove the crusts and scales of psoriasis which
are external in character and located on outer
layer of skin. Think of what this would mean to

you all this entire summer. If or when your
psoriasis lesions recur, light applications
of SIROIL, will help keep them under control.

Applied externally, SIROIL, does not stain cloth-

ing or bed linen nor does it interfere in any way
with your daily routine. Offered to you on a two-
weeks" satisfaction - or - money - refunded - basis.

FOR SALE AT ALL

DRUG STORESSIROIL
Write for interesting booklet on psoriasis direct to—

•

Siroil Laboratories, Inc., Dept. M-14, Detroit, Mich.

Siroil Loborotories of Canada, Ltd., Box 488, Windsor, Ont.

Please send me your booklet on PSORIASIS

Nome

Address.

City .State.

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted with

new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
one snapshot print or negative, photo or pic-
ture to 8x10 inches—FREE—if you enclose
this ad with 10c for handling and return
mailing. Information on hand tinting in
natural colors sent immediately. Your orig-
inal returned with your free enlargement.
Send it today.

Geppert Studios, Dept. 546, Oes Moines, Iowq

DIAMOND RINGS
Just lo eel arijuuinled we will send you smart nvw yellow gold

plate engactrncnt ring o( wedding rinR. Romance design engage-
ment ring set with fla.shing. simulated diamond solitaire with six

side stones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite
Honeymoon Design mounting Either ring only $1.00 or both for

$1 79 SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring size

Wear ring IOday.s on money-back guarantee. Rush order now!

CMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. 0«pt. 968M Jvffartttfi, towa

HAVING A BABY?
Regular medical care during
pregnancy is vitally important.
Your doctor can regulate diet to
provide minerals, iron and vita-
min content so essential to good
teeth and sound physical
development in the baby.
Ask his advice on feed- \
ing infant.

SrcYour
Dcclor Regularly

"I'll murder that guy," Ted promised.
"He was going to tell you this morn-

ing. I was out on the rink skating and
he was going to your room and just sort

of happen to have you look out of the
window, so you'd see me and recognize
me," Karen explained. "But you'd al-

ready gone. So I did all my skating
for nothing."
"Look here," Ted said, "haven't you

any idea of the spot you've put me in?
After all, I'm responsible for you."
"Won't it be easier to be responsible

for me here than in Weehawken?"
"No!" he shouted. "People'U get the

idea that—that— If you were a kid, it'd

be different. But you're a grown-up
girl!"

Karen eyed him innocently. "What can
we do about it?" she inquired.

"Just as soon as I get paid I can send
you back," he declared. "In the mean-
time I guess you'll have to stay. But
don't get the idea I can spend all my
time skiing with you. I've got a job-
Great Scott!" he moaned. "I forgot
rehearsal!"
There was a noticeable chill in the

rehearsal room when they finally got
there. Most of the frigid atmosphere
came from Vivian, even before she saw
Karen. After that she became positively

glacial. Ted had to apologize several
times for holding up rehearsal before she
forgave him.

XHE next day Karen and Ted skated.
' Karen had told the truth. She was
even better on skates than on skis. The
following day they skied again. The third

day they skated some more, and the
fourth day was Sunday.
On Sundays the band didn't play at

the Lodge, so Ted invited Vivian, Nifty
and Phil to dinner at the Round House
on the slope of Baldy. He and Karen
would take a short run Sunday afternoon
and meet the others there, he said, about
seven.

It was eight when they arrived.
"Gosh, I'm sorry to keep you waiting,"

Ted apologized. "But have we had a
time! The snow's softening up on the
other side of Baldy and that slowed us
down. Then we got lost and—

"

"Weren't there any wolves?" Vivian
asked.
"No wolves. But Karen thought she

knew a short cut back to this side and

—

well—we got lost."

Vivian glanced at Karen and Karen
looked back at her in wide-eyed
innocence.
"I'm so glad, darling," Vivian said

"that you didn't have to spend the nigh
in a deserted shack. The hero alway.
has to sleep outside in the storm, you
know."

"It was all my fault," Karen said.

Ted put his arm around her, big-
brother fashion. "No it wasn't," he in-
sisted stoutly.

Vivian dug the burning end of a cig-

arette into an ash tray as if she were
trying to poke a hole with it.

"Is there any reason now we can't eat?"
Phil inquired pitifully. "I want a steak."
"And some champagne," Vivian said

offhandedly.
Nifty whistled in amazement. "Whose

birthday?"
"In Norway," Karen said, "we only

have champagne for a christening or
a betrothal or a wedding."

"Darling," Vivian said, "you're psychic.
I'm going to let you all in on a secret.

I've accepted Ted's proposal. We're get-
ting married."

TED started, then began to grin in de-
lighted amazement. Karen said nothing,

while her head and shoulders drooped
slowly and she took her hands away
from the table and put them in her lap.

"I wish you all the happiness in the
world,'' she said quietly. "Skajaara—
that means good luck."
"Thank you, darling," Vivian said.

A waitress came up and apologized, "I

don't want to hurry you, but if you want
to use the lift you'll have to be ready
in twenty minutes. They're only running
it for one trip."'

"Twenty minutes!"' Phil growled. "I'll

get indigestion!"

"Don't rush," Vivian advised. "It'll take
quite a while for the lift to accommo-
date all these people."
Karen lifted her head. There was a

kind of determined look in her eyes.

"You and Phil and Nifty will have it all

to yourselves. A skier never takes the

lift unless he's carried down on a

stretcher."

"That's right," Ted agreed. "It's an old

Norwegian tradition."

Vivian said, "Haven't you had enough
skiing for one day—and night?"

Warning! You'll be singing two songs this sumnner—the two

Glenn Miller and his band bring to the big time in "Sun Val-

ley Serenade." Above: The three headliners of the Twentieth

Century-Fox film: Glenn Miller, Sonja Henie and John Payne
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"It isn't that," Karen told her. "But
1 everyone would think Ted was an ojaak-

ibergaassum. That means a softy."
' "There you are," Ted said with a smile

Ho Vivian. "We'll meet you at the Lodge."
' "But I'm a little worried about your
^skiing after dark."

'i
"Think nothing of it," Ted said.

'"There's a swell moon tonight."

]

"That," said Vivian, "is what I'm wor-
ried about."
There was, as Ted had said, a swell

moon. Its light was as crisp and spar-

kling as the snow under their skis when
Ted and Karen started out, having seen
the rest of the party into the lift chairs.

They made a short run. Then Karen
stopped on a crest. "My skis are iced

up," she said. "Will you fix them?"
Ped bent down and undamped his

-own skis, stepping out of them to move
I more easily. Balancing on her poles,

I

Karen lifted one leg so he could get at

the underside of the ski.

Ted scraped at the ski. Karen swayed,
then yelped as she overbalanced and
slipped. As she fell, her foot hit Ted's
discarded skis, and sent one of them
shooting down the hill. Gathering speed,

it soon disappeared from sight.

"Oh," Karen said. "What a shame!
I'm so sorry! Couldn't we have the ski

fpatrol bring you up another one?"
"I hate to make 'em all that trouble.

We'll have to use the lift."

"It's stopped running. But I could ski

"down and ask them to start it, while you

I

wait." She pointed to a shelter- cabin

ithat stood, unlighted, a couple of hundred
feet away.
"Umm ... I guess you'll have to," Ted

agreed. "But take it easy."

Ted waved good-by to her before turn-
ing and floundering through the heavy
snow to the cabin. There he set a match
to the ready-laid fire and settled down
to wait. He caught sight of a telephone
on the wall and with an exclamation of

annoyance went over to it. But it was
dead.

LONG before he could expect the lift

to start he heard Karen's voice out-
side, calling him. He opened the door to

find her on the steps.

"My knee," she said. "I hurt it. The
clamp on one of my skis broke and I

fell."

He leaped to take her arm as she
llimped into the room. "Did you bang
it up much?" he asked solicitously.

"It hurts when I walk on it. But it'll

be all right if I don't have to use it for

a couple of hours."
"In a couple of hours," Ted said gloom-

ily, "the moon'll be on the other side of

the mountain and we won't be able to

find our way down the run." He thought
i minute. "Are both your skis out there?

' [f I could make your clamps fit my
shoes

—

"

"You couldn't," Karen said. "Besides,
;the other ski is broken. I guess we'll
iiave to stay here all night."

"Oh well," Ted said more cheerfully,
I don't suppose there's really anything
to worry about. They'll wonder pretty
oon why we don't come back and send
the ski patrol out after us."

Karen started.

"But they might search all over the
mountain before they think of coming
lere ... I think I'd better rig up a
signal of some kind. There's a lantern
jutside I can put up high."

He started for the door. Karen sat up.
Oh—er—wait. You—might fall down,"
ihe said.

Ted grinned reassurance, shook his
lead and went on out. He saw Karen's
;kis a few feet from the door. One was
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QUICK RELIEF
FOR

SUMMER
TEETHING

PXPERIENCED Mothers know that
summer teething must not be

trifled wilii— that summer upsets due
to teething may seriously interfere
with Baby's progress.

Relieve your Baby's teething pains
this summer by rubbing on Dr. Hand's
Teething Lotion—the actual prescrip-

tion of a famous Baby specialist. It

is effective and economical, and has
been used and recommended by mil-

Buy Dr.Hand'sfromyour druggist today

Just rub it on the gums

DR.HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION

FREE
Weddinq RINO—"' *~ ' with every simulated dia-

mond engagement ring
:ordered now. Smart, new.
beautifully embossed.
Sweetheait design, yellow
old plate wedding ring

',-"U'iven as get acquainted gift
FREE with every Flashing sim-

ulated Diamond Solitaire Engage-
...ont ring ordered at our Anniversary
offer of only SI- SEND NO MONEY

rin" size. Wear 10 days on money
package comes by return mail.
. Dept. 223 P. Jefferson. Iowa

Ray's

Photo
Servile

1 . 8-exposure rolls, developed,
one negative size print of each
exposureplustwodouble OC|%
weight enlargements, fcilv

2. Two prints, negative size of
each exposure, 25c in coin.
3. Any 8-exposure roll devel-
opedandprintedoversize, 25c.

Duorollsl6exposures, 50c
These are all genuine Ray-
kraft deckled-edge never-
fade prints. New 24-hour
service. Established 1920.

RAY'S PHOTO SERVICE
Dept. 4-A, La Crosse. Wis.

• Now. :it iKiiiic. you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—Irom lightest

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a .small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-
sands of women (men. too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent la

purely vegetable. Cannot allect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it iu. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

COc at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.
Retain .vouryouthlul charm. Get BROWN.^TONT today.

broken, as she had said. He picked it up
in both hands. It looked exactly as if it

had been snapped over someone's knee.
He thought a minute before he tossed it

down and went around to the back of

the cabin. A telephone wire dangled
disconsolately from its insulator under
the eaves. There were fresh ski tracks
leading to the spot and away again.

He came back into the cabin. "Kick
off your shoe,"' he ordered Karen. "And
roll up your pants. I'm worried about
that knee."

"I—I can't," Karen quavered. "They're
too tight."

"Which knee is it?"

"The—left one."
He bent down and quickly unlaced her

shoe. One jerk ripped the trouser-leg
open to the knee. He shook his head
gravely. "Pretty bad. Looks inflamed.
Hurt when I bend it?"

"Ow—no," Karen said.

"It needs loosening up," Ted diagnosed,
working the leg up and down vigorously.
After several minutes of this he left her,

dug in the first-aid box and brought out
some splints and gauze, with which he
made a huge, ungainly bandage around
her knee. "There—that's got it. Just rest

until I get back," he ordered. "I'm going
to walk down and tell the ski patrol

where we are. I'll follow the lift, so I

won't get lost. You'll be all right if you
keep the doors and windows locked."

Karen started to get up. "I think I'll

go with you."

"With that leg?" He pushed her back
on the divan and went out, making sure
the door was latched after him. Grinning,
he crept around to the side of the cabin

and after a minute's silence emitted a

long, quavering howl. He hoped that was
how a wolf sounded. He heard a startled

gasp from inside and the scurry of feet.

Going around back, where the windows
were shuttered, he howled again.

CHUCKLING silently, he sat down on
a pile of logs before continuing his

impersonation. There was a snap, and
the next second he was on his feet,

howling some more, and this time not
imitating anything except a man who has

sat down on the jaws of a steel trap.

Simultaneously the shutters flew open
and one of them caught him smartly on
the side of the head.
"What's the matter?" Karen asked.

"Get it off!" He whirled to show her
the trap. Karen rose to the occasion.

She climbed out of the window and pried

the trap loose.

"I suppose you're shaking hands with
yourself," Ted said sourly when they

were inside again.

"No," Karen said. "Why?"
"Didn't you frame this whole thing?

Didn't you kick my ski away and cut

the telephone wire and pretend you'd
hurt yourself and break your own ski?"

"Oh yes," Karen admitted. "I did."

"And you have the nei've to stand

there and admit it! If we stay here all

night do you know what Vivian will

think?"
"Yes," Karen said again. "That's why

I did it."

Ted clapped a hand to his aching head.

"Of all the cold-blooded confessions!

Haven't you any shame? Don't you care

what people say about you?"
"I hope they say bad things," Karen

told him. "Then you'll have to marry
me." She set an absurdly small jaw. "I

don't care. If you marry that girl she
won't make you happy. She won't let

you have any fun. She doesn't want to

do anything you like to do. And she
wouldn't keep house for you."

"Can't you get it into your head I don't

want a housekeeper? I love her!"
"I don't believe it," Karen said, anc

added with an air of dismissing the wholf
subject, "Shall I fix you some supper?'

"I don't want any supper!" Ted saic

savagely. "Leave me alone."
Silence, except for the purring of th(

fire, settled down over the little cabin
Ted fidgeted under Karen's constant,
adoring regard. Finally he stood up and
arranged two chairs at one side of the
hearth.

"If you think," he said, "I'm going to

sleep outside and freeze, you're crazy."

She got up eagerly. "Here. I'll help
you."

"I can do it myself! Fix your own."
"All right." She began to push the

divan up to the hearth.
"That's close enough," he said sus-

piciously.

KAREN subsided. He blew out the lamp
on the table and settled himself in

one chair with his feet on the other. They
were too close together and he tried to

push the foot chair farther away without
getting up. It went too far. In reaching
for it he overturned the chair he was
sitting in. A smothered giggle came from
the divan.
Furiously, he grabbed the divan cover

and yanked it, pulling Karen off onto the

floor. She seized a pillow and fired it at

his head. He caught it and threw it back.

She tackled him around the legs. He
realized he was laughing as they both
rolled on the floor.

After a minute, Karen said softly, "You
wouldn't have fun like this if ... if you
married someone else."

He might have answered. But the door
of the cabin flew open.
"Well, how pretty!" Vivian said. Be-

hind her were Nifty, Phil and two mem-
bers of the ski patrol.

Ted scrambled to his feet. "We—had an
accident," he said.

Phil cleared his throat nervously. "Well,

I'm glad we found you. And—er—as long

as Karen isn't compromised
—

"

"Oh, but I am." Karen said, from her

position on the floor.

"Hey—wait a minute!" Ted cried.

"If I don't know what happened,"
Karen pointed out, "who does?"

"I think / do!" Vivian said. "It's ob-
vious that you trapped Ted into this

situation."

"Oh, he knows that." Karen said. "I

told him."

Vivian advanced on Ted. "Either you
send this designing little Scandinavian
hillbilly back to New York—or I'll go

instead!"

Phil moaned. "Tell her you'll send
Karen away, Ted! We can't let Vivian

go—the band needs her!"

Ted opened his mouth and shut it

again. He looked at Karen, then at

Vivian, then at Karen.
"Well?" Vivian said.

"Well," Ted said. "I'm sorry I caused
you so much trouble coming up here,

Vivian. But it's a lot better to get this

thing straightened out. So let's be

frank. . .

."

Vivian turned and walked out of the

cabin.

"Now what'U we do?" Phil wailed. "Our
star attraction's walking out on us!"

Nifty snapped his fingers excitedly.

"Who cares? We'll put on a bigger show
without her! There's lots of singers, but

Karen's the only girl I know that can

dance on skates. She's wonderful, Phil

—honest. I've seen her
—

"

"Go away," Ted said to them all.

"Please go away and leave us alone.

I've got some unfinished business with

the girl I'm going to marry."'
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I Almost Gave Up
(^Continued from page 46)

Jut since I was a comparative stranger

i
Hollywood, the question of an escort

I
sented something of a problem.

] lally, Mother suggested a certain "man
i )Ut town" whom I had met shortly

£ 3r my arrival here and who seemed

i know everybody. He had asked to

1 e me out several times previously,

i ; I had always refused. Still

—

Since he is so persistent, why not go

\ h him?" Mother said. "Certainly it

( 't do any harm!"
{ut I didn't have a very good time!

1 was kind of fat and too bluff and

t breezy; the kind of man who always

c ,s you "Baby" and just can't quite

1 p his hands off you. Oh, yes, it was
J -ays in a very fatherly way. There
\ 3 always an excuse for an arm around

J
ir shoulders—he was just helping you

c with your coat; or a plump hand on

} ir elbow—he was just helping you
J OSS a street. There wasn't a single

( mse you could put your finger on,

I Uy, but I didn't feel quite comfort-

i i with him, somehow.
till, we were "being seen" and my

s nt was delighted with the arrange-

r it. We would go to Giro's, for in-

s ice, and he'd introduce me to pro-

d ers and directors and other important

p pie as "the little girl who is going to

b a sensation." Whereupon, they'd look

n over, often without the slightest sign

nterest, and I'd feel like a monkey in

a DO. Or maybe some producer would
s n flatteringly interested; would sort

move in on us and I'd think. Well,

n /be you're getting somewhere. . . .

T all too soon I'd find that what I

thought he was interested in and what
actually was interested in were two
jrent things. So I'd put him straight.

1 after I had put him straight, he'd
of fade away. And I'd go home that

it feeling bored and humiliated. But,
ourse, unless I was ready to give up,
I wasn't yet, I had to be "seen." My
it was certain about that,

ut I wasn't seen with that particular
•rt after a certain episode which, even
igh it took place a long time ago, is

a nightmare to me. This escort

—

:all him Joe—had won a lot of money
the races and he was determined to

ebrate." And "celebrate" he did, in

s of all I could say. I don't drink
!ill and I must say that I had never
ire seen him take more than a couple
:ocktails, but now he seemed to be
ng, deliberately, to get drunk. It was
usting. Not that he was any noisier
1 usual. He was always noisy. But
e was something revolting about the
he kept downing those cocktails, his
getting redder and redder and his

. regarding me queerly. I tried to
uade him to take me home. He
Idn't do it.

i.11 right," I told him, "I'll go by my-
" But—
)h, no, you won't. Baby," he told me.
lyou do I'll go after you and carry
back." And he reached a hand

ss the table menacingly. I felt faint
so furious at finding myself in a

tion like this I could scarcely keep
tears back. But I just had to sit

e until suddenly his head slumped
on the table. I don't remember how

t out of there, but I do remember
I felt, riding home alone in a taxi-

I

I wanted to chuck the whole HoUy-
ji business, then and there. But I

i i not seeing things through, so I con-
;d myself with the vow that I would
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Alix works with Jergens

now ... to give YOU
a lovelier complexion

GONE is the hit or miss, or "maybe" way
' of choosing face powder.

For now comes the great House of

Jergens with a new, exquisitely fine pow-

der, especially styled by Alix to glorify the

5 basic skin types. Jergens Face Powder is

so fine, it appears like a natural tissue of

loveliness on your skin. But the entranc-

ing Alix -styled shades are its greatest

beauty service. Among the 5 shade crea-

tions is one designed to glamorize your skin

type. You'll want to change to this excit-

ing new Jergens Face Powder now

!

FREE: ALL FIVE THRILLING SHADES
(Paste Coupon on a Penny Postcard . . . Mail Now!)

The Andrew Jergens Company, Box 1403, Cincinnati, Ohio
(In Canada: Perth, Ontario)

Please send free Alix' 5 shades in Jergens Face Powder.
Also, free sample of Jergens new Face Cream.

The new Jergens Face Powder now on sale at

toilet goods counters, $1.00, 25^, 10^ a box.

Slreet_

City_

I
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SPECIAL OFFERA wmmjiiiiiiii^

3-TmEADSIlK
STOCKim

. . . and wrapper from

SAYMAN'S
VEGETABLE WONDER

SOAP
For a limited time, you can get
lovely sheer silk stockings at a BIG
SAVING. These silk stockings
have picoted hems and reinforced
mercerized heel and toe . , . are
beautifully tinted in smart new
shade of Bali beige . . . Just PRINT
name, address and stocking size on
wrapper from bar of Sayman's
Vegetable Wonder Soap. Mail
wrapper with 25c in COIN. This
offer is made to acquaint you with
Sayman's Vegetable Wonder Soap,
which lathers at a touch in hard
water, soft water, hot, cold, min-
eral or alkali water . , , rinses

completely . . . leaves no soapy
film. Send Sayman Soap wrapper,
name, address, stocking size and
25c to Sayman Products Co.,
2126 Locust, St. Louis, Missouri.

SAV/VITll^^S Vegetable

Wonder

GRAY
FADEDHAIR

FREE BOOKLET tells how to shampoo and color your hair at the
same time with SHAMPO-KOLOR, quiolily, easily, yourself
at home. Any shade, no dyed loolt. Will not rub off. Permits
Permanent. Valligny Prod. Inc., Dpt. 43.N, 254 W. 31, New York

LISTEN-Here's easy Utay lo

MAKE MONEY
SELL CHRISTMAS CARDS ^
Take easy orders for Personal Christmas Cards untti ^
Bender's name, 60 for $1. Also season's finest 21 -card $1
Christinas assortment. You make 50c. Nine other assts.-

I
Satin-Glo. Religious, Gift Wrappings, etc. De
Luxe line Personal Cards. Start earning now.
Also special money - raisinR plan for clubs,
church groups, etc. Get FRtE SAMPLES.
WETMORE&SUGDENJnc.Dept. 58

I 749 Monroe Avenue, Rochester. New Yortc

50for«l
WITH NOME
INSCRIBED

Lighter Complexion
by using

Mercolized
Wax Cream

A simple way to remove the dull,
drabness of your complexion and
reveal the lighter. lovelier skin tones.
Just use Mercolized Wax Cream aa

directed. Its active ingredients help to flake off the older,
darkened surface skin in minute, almost invisible par-
ticles, revealing the fairer, younger-looking underskin.

SAXOLITE ASTRINGENT tigh tens 1 oose surface
skin. Gives a delightful sense of freshness. Reduces
excess surface oil. Dissolve Saxolite Astringent in one-halJ
pint witch hazel and use this tingling face lotion daily,

PHELACTINC DEPILATORY removes superfluous
lacial hair quickly. Easy to use. No unpleasant odor.

^ FOR EVERY

OCCASION

S«nd r*r

FREE BOOKLIT

•AND RUBBCK CO.. B'KLVN. N. V. CHAIN t DEPT. STORES

never, never go out with anyou* again,
just for the sake of being "seen." I

never have.
That resolve didn't seem to make

things much easier, though. In fact, I

had to be more persistent than ever,
keeping appointments my agent made for
me with casting directors, trying to speak
up cleverly for myself, trying to gloss
over my inexperience, trying to appear

—

well, how should a girl appear who is

trying to catch on in the movies? "Glam-
orous," I guess, "individual," "success-
ful." I don't exactly know. I don't be-
lieve anyone does.

I finally got a couple of bit parts

—

one in RKO's "Sorority House" and one
in one of Twentieth Century-Fox's "Jones
Family" pictures. I don't think anyone,
not even the directors, knew I was on
the lot. Then, one day, I went out to

Metro for what they call a "group inter-

view" in connection with the casting of
"Forty Little Mothers."
With more than a hundred other girls,

I stood on a low platform while directors,

assistant directors, casting directors and
so on—about fifteen in all, and all men
—looked us over. Somehow, it was as
though prize stock were being cut out of

a herd. I felt the slow color rise in my
face. I felt ashamed and a wild impulse
came over me to run out of there, out of

the Hollywood scene, and never come
back. I think I might have done it, too,

but just then I was "chosen." And I

suppose that's fate.

MOT long after "Forty Little Mothers"
' ^ was finished, I was sent by my agent
to see a certain producer who was casting
for a new picture. I shan't mention his

name, nor even his studio. But he will

know whom I mean if he reads this.

As it happened, I took Mother along
that day. When I was ushered into his

sanctuary, however, she remained in the
waiting room. Well, this may sound like

fiction, but it is the gospel truth. I hadn't
been with him five minutes until he began
to make advances. Not subtle advances,
either. He came at me exactly like a

movie bad man. I remember there was
a bag of golf clubs standing in the corner
toward which he was backing me and

it came over me that perhaps I cou^
protect myself with a mashie. Then I ha
a better thought.
"Mother," I screeched. "Moth.er\"
Mother came rushing in there like

small cyclone. But—and I say this wit!
pride—after she arrived and I knew I wf'
safe, I recovered some of my poise.
"Mother, I want you to know Mr.

I said.

Well, it almost sent me into hystericl
to see the amorous Mr. gather himi
self together and shake hands with hej
We all chatted, oh, so pleasantly for

few minutes. Then Mother and I left-

without (need I add? ) a role for me i

his picture. Yes, we giggled over
incident all the way home, but just

same, I wondered again if a screen c&: e.

were worth putting yourself in a pK)si:io

where such a thing could happen,
wondered again, if the game were wor:
the candle.

CTILL, it was a very different circu

stance that finally made me give
trying to have a movie career. It was
test I made at Metro, and what happt
to it. While working in "Forty L.

Mothers" I met Freddie Wilcox, Mei. _

test director, and Lillian Burns, ih(

dramatic coach, and they both seeme'
to like me and to be interested in

So much so, in fact, that they insi

I make a test and gave up many, ma:.,

hours of their own time to help mi'

prepare for it. You see, it wasn't to b«'

just an ordinary test. It was to be on«;

as perfect as time, thought and rehearss

'

could make it. They selected a sc

from the English play, "Springtide."
me and, every day or so, when th>

have a minute to themselves, or at n _

when they'd finished work, they
give me a ring. Whereupon, I'd :

right out and we'd work until all he

It was scarcely remarkable, there:

that when the test was finally madt
was good. That isn't my opinion, it

theirs. They were in ecstasy over
"It will give you a contract! It

make you a star!" they told me jubilar.

They were as happy for me as the _

this good fortune they spoke of v,

their own. I was delighted, too, not al .

4^ '
^m
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because I seemed to be on the brink of

success, but because I had found two
such wonderful friends. Hollywood is a

grand place, after all, I told myself. . . .

But I spoke too soon. You see, although

most of the so-called "higher-ups" at

Metro liked my test, there was a certain

man, very powerful in the organization,

who did not.

"That little blonde—a dime a dozen in

Hollywood." he announced. "Phooey!"

And so Louis B. Mayer, head of M-G-M
Studios, never even saw my test.

And that, I said to myself bitterly, is

Hollywood! That is really Hollywood!

Yoii work and try. Yo^ir good friends

help you. tirelessly, unselfishly—and one

man kills your efjort! Well—I don't

want any more of it! There's no happi-

ness in it. 1 am through!
But the ways of fate are strange and

inexplicable. A few weeks later, my tele-

phone rang. It was Murray Fell, the

well-known Hollywood agent. Freddie

and Lillian had shown him my test, un-
beknownst to me, and he had liked it

and agreed to see what he could do for

me. Now he said:

"Arthur Hornblow, of Paramount, has

seen the test you made at Metro. He
wants you for "I Wanted Wings.' Meet
me at Paramount as soon as you can!"

As it happened, I was preparing to sham-
poo my hair and had it soaked in oil

1
when his call came. So I bundled it up
in a turban; slapped on some lipstick

,and presented myself at Paramount,
'where Murray took me in to see Mr.
Hornblow. As I signed my contract, a

drop of oil seeped from under my turban
and ran down my cheek. We all laughed.

So that is the story of how I almost

gave up my pursuit of a career, or rather,

how I did actually give it up, and what
happened then.

After I was signed at Paramount, they

wanted to "build" me into a glamour girl.

"We must prepare the public for your
screen debut," they said. But I set my
foot down. I had been engaged for sev-
eral months to John Detlie, an art di-

rector at Metro. And so, one day before
Wings" went into production, we slipped

off and were married.
My bosses at Paramount were pretty

outraged. Here they were about to launch
a new "glamour girl," only to find she'd

X[uietly become a married woman. But I

think I made them see my point of view.

If I'm good in 'I Wanted Wings,' I

oelieve the public will be interested in

Tie, anyway," I told them. "If I'm not

—

ivhat's the difference?"
I told them something like that, when,

just before I went to work in my new
picture, "Sullivan's Travels," I broke the
news that John and I are going to have a

baby next October.
"I shall do my best in any role you

may give me," I said. "I shall work and
study and be on time every day and do
what the director tells me. But I shall

also reserve time for my marriage. I

know that fame is fickle and fleeting. I

know that it will trick you and hurt
you . . . just as I know that the happi-
ness that John and I have, the love and
companionship and trust, will, if we
cherish them, endure as long as we live."

True, I hope that for a time I can
tiave both career and all of the beauty
that marriage can give me. I hope that

shall be as successful in "Sullivan's
Travels" as they tell me I was in "I
Wanted Wings." But if I am not, it won't
break my heart. I had a dream about
Hollywood, once. But I haven't that
3ream any more. I'll never care too much
again about what Hollywood has to
give me.

I'll save my all-out regard for my
husband and home.

Watch younStep

Jean Selon of Arthur
Murray's Fifth Avenue
Studio, exquisite, fairy-like

in her dancing, is the per-

sonification of daintiness.

A,L.RTHUR Murray's famous dancing teachers

never miss a beat— in rhythm or in daintiness!

Their living depends on perfection— that's why
they love Odorono Cream. They can depend on

it to guard against underarm odor and damp-

ness. They smooth it on while dressing— remain

flower-fresh till the studio closes at night.

Your day may not be so strenuous— but

you'll value Odorono Cream just as highly. It

checks perspiration safely 1 to 3 days. Non-
gritty, smooth as satin . . . non-greasy, harmless

to fabrics. And— blessed thought! — it's non-

irritating, can be used right after shaving! Try it

and you'll agree with Arthur Murray girls on

its superiority. Generous \0<t, i'bi and 50«^ sizes

at your favorite cosmetic counter.

The Odorono Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

Kaye Hanlon faces grilling

Kansas City heat with serene
confidence in her daintiness.

Moya league, English-born
charmer, keeps that band-box
freshness lesson after lesson.

FULL OZ. JAR— ONLY 35<

Odorono Cream gives you

50% TO 100% MORE
FOR YOUR MONEY

ather
Creams

ALSO LIQUID ODORONO—REGULAR AND INSTANT
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Being the dramatic story of a girl who

forgot the two "d's" of feminine nicety

THE night was dark and stormy, but Mehitabel's mind

wasn't on the weather, because Mehitabel had been

asked to a party. Mehitabel is Our Heroine, a wistful

golden-haired beauty with big blue eyes that you'd think

would moke any man put his hand to his heart, drop to his

knees and do you-know-what.

Well, on this dark and stormy night Mehitabel was

doing everything that everybody said any girl should do

when she'd been asked out to drink some lemonade. That

included relaxing in her bubble bath, creaming her face

carefully, making up her face just as the beauty columns

said. To top it all off, she used her new perfume, which

was guaranteed to turn all heads like weathervanes. You

see, this was sort of a Last-chance Gulch business for

Mehitabel, because although she'd gone to a lot of

parties, she'd never had any luck, if you know what we
mean—and we think you do.

The time come and Mehitabel sallied forth with her

umbrella (the night was dark and stormy—remember?)

and high hopes. She didn't bring her sewing because all

the lovelorn columns said she should devote all her atten-

tion to Capturing the Male and Mehitabel was certainly

sick of never having come within ten yards of a wedding

ring. She was determined that this night something would

happen. It did.

THERE were a lot of nice men at the party and Mehitabel

started out, in a ladylike fashion, of course, to snag one

of them. But horror of horrors, she didn't make a dent.

That is, she didn't make a dent on anyone but the

Villain, who had a big black mustache and a checked suit

and one gold tooth that gleamed every time he smiled

at Mehitabel.

She didn't like him, of course, but a girl just can't sit,

so she rolled her eyes and rolled them again. It wasn't in

vain. The villain took her and her umbrella home and

there on the front porch he dropped to his knees, put his

hand over his heart and . . . well, Mehitabel married him.

Pity, wasn't it, what
happened to poor Mehit-
abel? But what would
you have done? Well, not

being a dope like Mehit-
abel, you would not have
omitted the two basic

"d's" in your make-up.
You would have known
that all the perfume in

the world is of no use

unless you have first used

a deodorant. You would
have known that sheer

stockings won't do a thing

for you unless your legs

are smooth—meaning a

depilatory—always!

You have your choice

in the deodorant field

—

cream or liquid that can

be applied as often as you
wish; or liquid, one ap-

plication of which will

last for two or three days.

But unless you want to

end up like Mehitabel,

don't face hot-weather
hazards without those
two basic "d" treatments.

As Jean Parker says:

"I guess I have always
been meticulous about
little things. Maybe liv-

ing in California helps to

make you that way . . .

We wear shorts and
bathing suits out here

and we do have a lot of

grand hot weather—and
you have to be careful

then. I don't know what
people did before they

began making the good
deodorants and depila-

tories we have now."

BY GLORIA MACK

The girl who could have
tipped off poor Mehitabel:

Jean Parker, appearing in

Paramount's "Power Dive"
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The Shadow Stage
{Continued from page 4)

^ Billy the Kid (M-G-M)

t's About: The notorious outlaw
Mkes the law into his own hands.

who

lA/E seldom explain our rating of a
' " picture. With us it either is or isn't.

3ut this time we feel we should warn
eaders who use this department as their

;uide to movies that the award of "Best
,)icture of the month" is based, not on
he story, which is strictly hokumy corn,

lout on the sincerity of Bob Taylor's

.jerformance as Billy plus (of all things)

(he breath-taking scenery enhanced by
I' rechnicolor.

They have whitewashed, alibied and
leaned up the character of this notorious

oung outlaw who actually lived but
efused to let live, until his own grand-
nother wouldn't know him. And still Bob
Taylor makes him a convincing, under-
standable and even menacing character.

Ian Hunter, Brian Donlevy and Mary
ioward are splendid as the people who
jefriend the outlaw. Gene Lockhart's
(villainy is somehow deadlier for his

ound-faced pudginess.

But it's the color, the purple-red of

:^ew Mexico's dramatic scenery that

eally catches the eye, holds the interest

md sends one from the movie with a

/earning in his heart for the old west.

(our Reviewer Says: A colorful melo-
Irama.

^ Adventure in Washington
(Columbia)

it's About: The reformation of a toughie
hrough his work as a United States

Senate page hoy.

rHIS reviewer believes that any rancor
felt in Washington's Capitol, especially

n the Senate, over Columbia's picture

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" should be
lispelled by this sincere story that deals

)bliquely with that great body of men.
The casting of the very British Herbert

Vlarshall as a United States Senator is

)ne of Hollywood's amusing little whim-
;ies, but somehow, on the screen, Her-
bert's English accent is forgotten in his

/ery fine performance.
But it's Gene Reynolds who steals the

';how as the wrong-side-of-the-track lad

vho is brought to Washington as a Senate
)age boy by Marshall. Gene chaffs at

he demands of his job and finally brings

lisgrace to his benefactor.

The manner in which he redeems him-
ielf provides material for a heart-touch-

,
ng scene that Gene meets like a veteran.

Here is a truly fine young actor.

Virginia Bruce, as a radio commen-
ator, is very pretty.

^our Reviewer Says:

;tory.

A novel and tender

1^ Million Dollar Baby (Warners)

t's About: A department store clerk who
nherits a fortune.

3EMEMBER the old song, "I Found a
^ Million Dollar Baby in a Five and Ten
^ent Store?" Well, Warners have taken
hat startling statement and built it into

kn amusing little story of a pretty de-
partment store clerk who actually be-
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came a million dollar baby.
Priscilla Lane is cuter than a bug's ear

as the baby who becomes millionaireized
when eccentric May Robson, in order to

right a wrong done Priscilla's family,

bestows upon the blonde head of the
little clerk—one million smackers.
So what happens? So Priscilla dis-

covers the money stands between her
and her true but poor love Ronald Rea-
gan, who runs away rather than marry
money. The moral is, we suppose, money
doesn't bring happiness, which should
render us poorer mortals a bit more
contented.
The story is punctuated with sock 'em

down vitality that keeps it bobbing along.
May Robson, Jeffrey Lynn and a grand
supporting cast complement the splendid
work of Priscilla and Ronald.

Your Reviewer Says: Daydreams become
paydreams.

^ Sunny (RKO-Radio)

It's About: Rich boy kisses poor girl.

Rich boy marries poor girl.

CHALK up "Sunny" as the best of Miss
Anna Neagle's three musical pictures

—the others being "Irene" and "No, No,
Nanette." The music, so liltingly gay and
tunefully catchy, the dancing of Miss
Neagle and Ray Bolger, the colorful
settings, the gilt-edged work of the sup-
porting cast, all tend to make this an
event of complete charm.
Miss Neagle continues to amaze with

her versatility. Her singing and dancing
are superb. Ray Bolger all but steals

the picture and the heart of the audience
with his terrific stepping. John Carroll
sings well and Edward Everett Horton
clowns perfectly.

The Jerome Kern songs "Who" and
"Sunny" bring back those nostalgic mem-
ories. Grace and Paul Hartman are a
riotous dance team.

Your Reviewer Says:

and "sunny."
Bright and shining

^ Love Crazy (M-G-M)

It's About: A husband's attempts to

thwart his wife's divorce.

IT'S a Myrna Loy-Bill Powell special,
' with double whipped cream and lit-

erally polluted with nuts. In fact, it's so

nutty the audience staggers out a bit

dazed from laughter and half-mad at

itself for howling at such silliness.

Still, it's funny, and a bit of fun never
hurt anyone. However, in less competent
hands, we're quite sure it could have
been terrible, but the deft performance
of Bill Powell keeps the comedy right

on the beam.
Mr. Powell, a husband of four years'

standing, is about to be divorced by wife
Myrna for a slight case of cheating with
lovely Gail Patrick. In order to thwart
her plan. Bill pretends to be crazy and
is committed to an asylum. He escapes
dressed as his own sister and finds haven
in Myrna's bedroom. Let your own
imagination take it up from there.

Jack Carson as Bill's rival is good.
Florence Bates as his mother-in-law is

doubly good.

Your Reviewer Says: Laugh and grow
happy.

ANNE SHIRLEY in "THE DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER"

AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

I
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BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg pains are making you miaer-

sble, don't just complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess

acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters duo't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelhng, puffiness under the eyes, head-
aches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with
smarting and burning sometimes shows there is some-
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan'a Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

Sell NYLON HOSIERY
With Famous Long-Wearing Snag-Protected
Silk Hosiery, Sensational money-making opportuni-
ty. Experience unnecessary. Write fully for sample silk
stocKlDg. AMERICAN MILLS, Dcpt.A-18, indianapelft.

!:[^Scratchinq
Insect Bites - Heat Rash
Relieve itching of insect bites, heat
rashes, athlete s foot and other skin
troubles.Usecooling antiseptic D.D.D.
Prescription. Greaseless, stainless.

Stops itching quickly. 35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 X lO inches
or smaller if d*sir*d.
8ame price for fall length
or boat form, ^out
BcapeB. pet animal
or enlargementB of any
part of ffToup pictare. Safe
return of original photo _ _ ^ ^ _ _
traaranteed. 3 for $1.00
SEND NO MONEY ^^-^TJp'.'h'ol
(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, (ruaranteed fade-

Pay postman 47c plus postage - or send 49c

47
ntage of this

with orde
Inch enlargement t _ _ _

age or eend 80c and we pay postage. Take adv
oner now. Send your photos today. Specify ^ize wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
113 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1551-K CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

00
EACH

I BOTH FO

.»1I2

4°

DIAMOKD RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send yoa smart new yellow guld

plate engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance design engage-
ment ring set with flashing, simulated diamond solitaire with siK
•ide stones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite
Honeymoon Desipn mounting. Either ring only Jl.OO or both for
11.79. SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring siie.
wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order now)
QylPlRC DIAMOND CO^ Dept. 97eM Jefferson. Iowa

MostWOMEl^
ii

MIDDLE AGE

38-52
Yrs. Old

Suffer Distress
AtTtiisTime—

If this period in a woman's life causes you
to get easily upset, cranky, nervous, blue
at times, suffer weakness, dizziness, hot
flashes, headaches, distress of "irregulari-

ties"

—

Try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound—made especially to relieve female
distress due to this functional disturb-
ance. Pinkham's Compound helps build up
resistance against annoying symptoms of

"middle age." Famous for over €0 years!
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Blood and Sand
(20+h Cen+ury-Fox)

It's Abou-f: The rise and fall of a famous
matador.

AGAINST the trumping, tempting
sounds of soft guitars, the louder

beating, wailing throbs of Spanish music,
the color, the glamour, the horror of

Spain's greatest sport—bullfighting—is

laid a story of a boy with one ambition
burning in his heart, a boy who grew to

realize that ambition and then to taste

deeply the bitterness and loneliness of

success.

Tyrone Power gives one of his finest

performances as the ignorant, swagger-
ing, defiant matador, the boy who grew
to become Spain's hero—for one brief

moment. The scene in the bull ring is

one of great suspense, thrills and color.

It will make the heart beat faster and
pulses bound with something like horror.

In this scene Tyrone is triumphant.
Rita Hayworth, the siren who lures

Power away from his wife, Linda Darnell,

is beautiful and alluring. Linda does her
best work for our money.
Against any comparison to the picture

made by Valentino, this one easily rates

equal merit, and in many instances, sur-

passes it. John Carradine, Nazimova,
Laird Cregar and J. Carrol Naish are

perfectly cast. The musical score really

lifts the story far above the level of

average story-telling. It's the best music
heard in a long time.

Your Reviewer Says: A double-check hit.

^ One Night In Lisbon

(Paramount)

It's About: An American screwball who
woos an English frigidaire.

MAY we rise up on our two feet and
demand to know why American

young men abroad are constantly de-
picted on the screen as zany half-wits?

Do we really behave so idiotically, imi-

tating duck calls in London air raid

shelters, lunching on sidewalks 'mid shot

and shell, climbing in and out of strange

windows a la Romeo?
Well, maybe if we don't we should, for

audiences ate up Fred MacMurray's odd
goings-on to the tune of much laughter,

that's certain.

While we're quizzing, is it possible in

this day and age, we wonder, for any
young lady as comely as Madeleine Car-
roll to be so excruciatingly naive?

Well, maybe we're being a bit too

fussy, for this odd adaptation of "There's

Always Juliet" certainly has its gay, light

and amusing moments. Interesting, too,

is its locale of London in wartime, that

switches, in some queer manner, to Lis-

bon, Portugal, and ends up as the locale

of a bedroom farce.

The dialogue is coy and suggestive.

Fred MacMurray as the breezy (windy,
even) American is appealing and John
Loder as Madeleine's English suitor is

something, believe us.

Your Reviewer Says: Incendiary love.

Her First Beau (Columbia)

It's About: Puppy love and its cure.

CHALK this up on the black board as

a Jane Withers' honey. Note, also,

that Jane had to wander away from her
own studio, Twentieth Century-Fox, in

order to get a vehicle halfway worthy
of her.

While it pains the victim and is really
no laughing matter, there is something
screamingly funny to adults about puppy
love. Poor Jane is its victim when her
youthful uncle, William Tracy, brings
around the handsome Kenneth Howell,
who innocently steals Jane's heart.

Her first backless evening dress, the

bewilderment of her steady beau, Jackie
Cooper, the boy next door, her aggra-
vated father, Addison Richards, all add
to the hilarity.

Edgar Buchanan and Una O'Connor
are swell. But it's Jane and Jackie who
lead the grand march of fun.

Your Reviewer Says: A chuckle a minute.

She Knew All the Answers
(Columbia)

It's About: The show girl, a playboy a

his guardian.

lOAN BENNETT is a show girl who sets
J out to convince old Mr. Stuffed Shirt,

Franchot Tone, that she would mcike a

proper wife for his ward, John Hubbard.
In order to be near Tone, the stern

guardian, and thus be able to break down
his resistance, Joan takes a job in his

Wall Street office. From then on it's

everybody for himself as far as the love

interest is concerned. This isn't a verj'

good movie nor is it a bad one. Nestling

comfortably somewhere between these

two extremes it's a cozy little picture

with several good corny laugh-provok-
ing moments.
Tone is outstanding and Mr. Hubbard

threatens to be very good one of these

days.

Your Reviewer Says: Good summer fare.

The Black Cat (Universal)

It's About: Murders in an old mansion.

IT'S all been done before—the murdeis
' the eerie old manse, the heirs who
become suspects, the blundering you -

man (this time it's a real-estate sale-
man) who eventually solves the myste:>
—but for some reason it still remains
good entertainment.

It is even better entertainment than

usual with such actors as Basil Rathbo: e

Hugh Herbert, Broderick Crawford a: c

Bela Lugosi to raise goose pimples
the customers. Herbert, of course, tick

the funny bone when the others are

"spooking," and even when they are, : ;

that matter.
Gale Sondergaard, as the housekeep

is the scariest dame you can imagine.

Your Reviewer Says: Boo! It's a scary-

cat.

Too Many Blondes (Universal)

It's About: A jealous wife and siju

husband who save up for a divorce.

THIS is definitely the worst picture :

come out of Hollywood in a ripe old,

coon's age. It's simply unbelievable that)

anyone should expect customers to viewi

this picture and not walk out. Here, in|

a nutshell, is the handwriting on vm
wall; Hollywood had better wake up
it and wake up fast.

Rudy Vallee, a nice guy and one wd
admire, should rush back to his radio

microphone and stay there Lf this is

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie Mim i



. . . Refurns from

forbidden land

io tell of strange

experiences.

DO THE DEAD RETURN?

lir sample of his acting ability. Helen
arrish, his jealous wife, has been badly
jst and has no opportunity to click.

Whether the fault lies with the pro-
ucer, the director or the story we
ouldn't know or care. All we're con-
jrned with is the result and that, ladies
nd gentlemen, is nil.

our Reviewer Says: Picture, stay 'way
•om my door.

Scat+ergood Pulls the Strings

(RKO-Radio)

s About: Our sviall-town sage rescues
^{runaway waif.

^UY KIBBEE is so human, so natural
in his role of Scattergood Baines, the

nail-town Mr. Fixit, it's difficult to
;alize where Scattergood leaves off and
^ibbee begins.
Second in the series, this story keeps
ace with the first one and, in some
istances, surpasses it. For one thing the
ory of a runaway boy (Bobs Watson)

fas many appealing possibilities and
".ibbee and young Watson make the
lost of them.
Emma Dunn is very good in her role

f Mirandy. The whole cast, in fact, fit

leir homey comfortable roles like gloves.

our Reviewer Soys: Something for big-
)wners and small-towners alike.

affectionately Yours (Warners)

's About: The attempts of a divorced
usband to win back his wife.

J AS Hollywood lost its fine old touch
' when it comes to farcical comedy?
ertainly the recent crop of comedies
ould indicate this to be a fact, with
^ectionately Yours" one of the clum-
est, unfunniest of the lot.

For one thing, everybody tries too hard,
ituations are so obviously and labori-
'usly concocted the audience really
eels sympathetically embarrassed for the
ctors.

The cast is good and even the premise
; fair. It tells how Dennis Morgan, a
)reign newspaper correspondent, tries
nd tries to win back Merle Oberon,
I'ho has divorced him. But, somehow,
misses, despite the splendid support

f Ralph Bellamy, Rita Hayworth and
ames Gleason.

our Reviewer Says: Frankly—no.

Rookies on Parade (Republic)

'$ About: Playboy, bad boy who be-
omes good hoy, soldier boy.

i LOT of talented people mess around
in this unimportant little movie that

'ill do nicely for hot-weather trade

—

'hich means audiences won't be required
) do a single bit of thinking. They can
sten to Bob (Bing's brother) Crosby's
garbling; laugh at the antics of Marie
/ilson, Cliff Nazarro, William Demarest
nd Eddie Foy, Jr.; enjoy the singing of
Luth Terry and Gertrude Niesen; and
len go home, if no wiser, at least a bit
lore refreshed.

J The Army camp routines are cute,
[ill Shirley, a newcomer, is the surprise
if the show.

our Reviewer Says: You've seen worse.

jcusT, 1941

A strange man in Los Angeles,

known as "The Voice of Two Worlds,"

tells of astonishing experiences in

far-off and mysterious Tibet, often

called the land of miracles by the few
travelers permitted to visit it. Here
he lived among the lamas, mystic

priests of the temple. "In your previ-

ous lifetime," a very old lama told

him, "you lived here, a lama in this

temple. You and I were boys together.

I lived on, but you died in youth, and
were reborn in England. I have been

expecting your return."

The young Englishman was amazed
as he looked around the temple where
he was believed to have lived and
died. It seemed uncannily familiar, he

appeared to know every nook and
corner of it, yet—at least in this life-

time—he had never been there be-

fore. And mysterious was the set of

circumstances that had brought him.

Could it be a case of reincarnation,

that strange belief of the East that

souls return to earth again and again,

living many lifetimes ?

Because of their belief that he had
formerly been a lama in the temple,

the lamas welcomed the young man
with open arms and taught him rare

mysteries and long-hidden practices,

closely guarded for three thousand
years by the sages, which have en-

abled many to perform amazing
feats. He says that the system often

leads to almost unbelievable improve-
ment in power of mind, can be used to

achieve brilliant business and profes-

sional success as well as great happi-
ness. The young man himself later

became a noted explorer and geogra-
pher, a successful publisher of maps
and atlases of the Far East, used
throughout the world.

"There is in all men a sleeping
giant of mindpower," he says. "When
awakened, it can make man capable
of surprising feats, from the prolong-
ing of youth to success in many other
worthy endeavors." The system is

said by many to promote improve-
ment in health; others tell of in-

creased bodily strength, courage and
poise.

"The time has come for this long-
hidden system to be disclosed to the

Western world," declares the author,

and offers to send his amazing 9,000-

word treatise—which reveals many
startling results—to sincere readers
of this publication, free of cost or ob-

ligation. For your free copy, address
the Institute of Mentalphysics, 213
South Hobart Blvd., Dept. 45E, Los
Angeles, Calif. Readers are urged to
write promptly, as only a limited
number of the free treatises have
been printed.
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NO
DULL
DRAB
HAIR

when you use this amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation,

LOVALON will do all of these 4

important things for your hair.

1. Gives lustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not dye or bleach.

It is a pure, odorless hair rinse, in

12 different shades. Try LOVALON^
At stores which setl toilet goods_

for 5 rinses

for 2 rinses
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SUNSHINE ART STUDIOS. 115 FuMon St.. Dept. MA. New Tork City

VJe66\nq Ring
or Engagement

Ring $1 .00 each
or bofh for only Ic
more.

L.ADIES—Know the happiness
and pleasure of wearing a spark-

ng. yellnw GOLD PLATE. Simulated
uond Solitaire EnKayement Ring or

smart, new. he autifuUy emljossed Weddinj; Ring at our
Anniversary Syle cffer of $1.00 for either nng or both
rings for only Ic more iTotal $1.01). Rings make beauti-
fuliv matched Bridal Pair. Send no money. Rush order for
this Double-Valui- on our 5 day approval, money-back-guar-
:inte.- Your lin-;^ rnnie in gift box bv return maiL
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO. Dept. I03C. Jefferson. Iowa

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER RILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-

cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver

Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to

make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.

Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow free-

Iv. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. I Oft and 250.

mMm
If your skin is reddened and parched

from exposure, use soothing Resinol for

quick relief. Its medication and its oiliness

are specially agreeable to sun-scorched
skin. Resinol Soap is mild and refreshing.

Buy both at any druggist's. For sample of each,
write Resinol, MG-5, Baltimore, Md.

OINTMENT

fr^TMTMTMX^r^ AND SOAP.
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Lady From Louisiana (Republic)

It's About: Lottery rackets of the Old
South that rival modern racketeering.

JOHN WAYNE, given the proper vehi-
cles, is a good actor, and Ona Munson

a fine actress, but this one proved too
much for both of them.
The color of the Southern city of New

Orleans in the early '90's and even the
climax when the mighty Mississippi floods
its banks, fail to rescue this story from
mediocrity.
Wayne, of course, is the upstanding

young attorney who attempts to erad-
icate the lottery racket. Ona, with whom
he falls in love, is the daughter of the
main offender. Write your own ticket

from there on in.

Your Reviewer Says: Much ado about
nothing worth while.

I'll Wait For You (M-G-M)

It's About: A smart young crook who
finds rejuge and love in the country.

A LL those who remember that tiptop
'* picture, "Hide-Out," please hold up
your hands. Good, you'll be happy to

know it's here again—the story of a night-
club racketeer who flees the police and
finally finds refuge on a Connecticut farm.
Robert Sterling is a sure-fire comer as

the crook and Marsha Hunt is so good
as the girl who cares for him. Virginia
Weidler, Fay Holden and Paul Kelly add
plenty of strength.

Your Reviewer Says: Human little docu-
ment.

The People vs. Dr. Kildare

(M-G-M)

It's About: Dr. Kildare on trial.

UT of the hospital and into the court-
room goes Dr. Kildare to stand trial

for malpractice. The suit is instigated

by Bonita Granville, an ice skater, who
emerges from an operation a paralytic.

The unpleasant theme is relieved in

odd spots by the comedy of Red Skelton
and Eddie Acuff as internes, but for our
money it's far below the standard of these
series. Lew Ayes as Dr. Kildare, Lionel
Barrymore as Dr. GiHespie and Laraine
Day as nurse Mary Lamont stand up
under the ordeal rather well.

Your Reviewer Says: Passing fair.

Roar of the Press (Monogram)

It's About: Murder that interrupts a

honeymoon.

A MAN can't even honeymoon in peace,
according to the movies. Here's

Wally Ford, for example, a crack news-
paper reporter who marries his sweet-
heart, Jean Parker, and finds himself

assigned to a murder story before he
can so much as kiss the bride.

'There's more darned complications al-

ways setting in that somehow, only don't

press me for the details, get ironed out.

Wally Ford is a good actor and de-
serves better. For that matter, my
friends, so do you.

Your Reviewer Says: Everyone means
well, but

—

Naval Academy (Columbia)

It's About: Three boys who are "re-

deemed" hy the Navy discipline.

IN the rush of pictures dealing with
' some phase of military service we find
this one just one too many.
The story deals with three lads, Freddie

Bartholomew, Jimmy Lydon and Billy
Cook, who is each a problem child in his
own right (or is it wrong?). Due to the
strict discipline of a naval academy, they
find themselves bigger and better boys,
ready to carry on the work with new
problem plebes.
The three boys are good. Unfortu-

nately, the story isn't.

Your Reviewer Soys: A weakie.

^ In the Navy (Universal)

It's About: Pandemonium in the Navy.

IN which direction the wind is blowing
' can best be judged by the actual title

of this picture which is "Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello and Dick Powell in the
Navy." Try that on your marquee.
Our contention is that while the boys

are good they're not that good and unless
snappier, more unusual routines are im-
mediately forthcoming this sure-fire box-
office team (don't ask us how Dick
Powell landed in the title) will be deader
than a dodo bird.

"In The Navy" is not quite so funny as
"Buck Privates," the team's Army pic-
ture, but it's funny enough to keep any
audience amused and entertained. Some
of the gags are hilarious, such as Cos-
tello's nightmare.
Dick Powell, Dick Foran, the singing,

stepping Andrews Sisters and Claire
Dodd add class to the antics of this pair
of nitwits.

Your Reviewer Says: A real blues-chaser.

Time Out for Rhythm (Columbia)

It's About: Two New York agents who
find success only as a team.

HERE is a B musical with an array of

talent from here to there that goes to

town in a big way, only to leave the pic-

ture right where they found it—in the B
minus bracket.
Rudy Vallee sings; Ann Miller, the hit

of the show, dances; Glen Gray and his

Casa Loma Band along with Eddie Du-
rant's Rhumba Orchestra supply the

rhythm; and Six Hits and a Miss con-
tribute some fine warbling.
Brenda and Cobina and the Three

Stooges annoy the audience with corny
attempts at humor. Allen Jenkins sur-

prises with his fast stepping. Joan Merrill

sings well and Richard Lane and Rose-
mary Lane handle the straight parts.

With all those people you'd expect
bigger and better things, wouldn't you?
Well, brother, you don't get them.

Your Reviewer Says: Good talent wasted.

Men of the Timberland

(Universal)

it's About: A plot to despoil a timber
tract.

THE big outdoors is crowded into a little

indoor movie that emerges well-mesin-

ing action drama. It has Richard Arlen,

a forest ranger who singlehanded frus-

trates a plot to despoil a timber tract, and
Andy DevLne as the lumber boss. Both

are good.
Linda Hayes is a pretty heroine.

Your Reviewer Says: Little but peppy.
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Close Ups and Long Shots

' (Continued from page 17)

It gives us, right now, Spencer Tracy and
Lana Turner two very "today" person-

alities in that creaky old "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde" . . . can't the movie-
-nakers realize that the basic thing that

interests anyone in any story is "how
ioes it come out?". . . can anyone today

lave any doubt, after the number of

;imes it has been made and remade, how
'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" comes out?

The loss to a star's value by being cast

n a bad story is almost impossible to

jverestimate ... if you admire that

;reat actress, Martha Scott, don't go to

;ee "They Dare Not Love" (George Brent

s also in this one, but Brent has already

;urvived so many horrors as to be abso-

utely turkey-proof) . . . the throwing
iway of Humphrey Bogart in such stuff

IS "The Wagons Roll At Night" . . .

he ignoring of thousands of women
)ractically drooling every time Mr.

Jeorge Sanders comes on the screen

ind yet casting him again and again as

iihe heaviest of cads. . . .

WONDERED the other night as I sat

at the terrific and amazing tenth anni-

ersary dinner that NBC gave to Jack
Jenny . . . celebrating Jack's triumphant
uen years in radio . . . what would hap-
pen to our movie stars if they could each
f them have teams of writers working
onstantly and exclusively for them . . .

s constantly and understandingly as

ack has had Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin
/orking on his air shows . . . writers

ringing out the star's best talents to

laintain him year after year. . . .

^ Stars make mistakes on stories cer-

linly . . . Carole Lombard, with absolute

lay-so on her vehicles, chose both those

uds, "They Knew What They Wanted"
nd "'Vigil in the Night". . . but Irene
'unne and Cary Grant, together and
jparately, know how to cast themselves
jorrectly ... so does Charles Boyer . . .

.5 does the majority of stars who migrate
^rom studio to studio . . . but the ones
;-iat are under contract all too often

lifer . . . Walter Pidgeon, for example,
fter his delightful work in "It's A Date"
ipuld have done much better for himself
I'lan Metro did for him when they put
im merely into another Nick Carter
:ory, and a bad one at that ... or when
iter Laraine Day's brilliance in "My
on, My Son!" they cast her once more
i the practically speechless Mary in the
iildare series. . . .

tOf course, sometimes in their choice of

)les there is more than meets the eye
. as far back as two years ago Jeanette

{acDonald was talking about doing a

fmake of "Smilin' Through". . . talking
ioout it . . . being for it . . . for the heart-
jjarming reason that she knew there was

' fine role for Gene Raymond in it . . .

!anette and Gene, both, want to work
gether to show the world one happily
arried Hollywood couple . . . just as
•cently, and so very successfully, Joan
londell and Dick Powell revealed them-
Ives in "Model Wife" . . . and as Ilona
'assey and Alan Curtis will appear in

flew Wine" . . . thus . . . even if our
ovie-makers balk at showing us love
ories on the screen ... at least we
ive them off screen . . . which really
les balance the threat of the "sweater
rls" by more than enough to keep us
1 safe . . . just as our grandfathers sur-
ved the threat of the "bloomer" girls

id if you can recall any of their pic-
res you will know how truly terrifying
ey were . . . whoops!

Combination Gas.

Coal or Oil Range

Get Factory Prices! Fresh from the press
— 1942 KALAMAZOO CATALOG— FREE to

you. See newest streamhned styles— see amaz-
ing new features— terms as httle as $5 Down,
up to 18 months to pay. Choose from 136
styles and sizes of Ranges, Heaters, Furnaces.

Many illustrated in full color.

More Bargains than in 20 Big Stores
— Gas Ranges, Combination Dual-Oven
Ranges for Gas and Coal, for Gas and Oil, for

Electricity and Coal; Coal and Wood Ranges,
Oil Ranges, Oil Heaters, Coal and Wood
Heaters, Furnaces. Latest features.

1,700,000 Satisfied Users— In business 4i

years. Factory Guarantee. FREE CATALOG
saves you money. Mail Coupon. Today!

AllKalamazoo GasRangesandCombination Ranges
approved by Am. Gas Assn. for BOTTLED GAS.

J^i^ Now over 287 Kalamazoo Stores in 15
^k States. Consult telephone directory.

M-
Kalamazoo Stove & Furnace Co., Manufacturers

469 Rochester Ave., Kalamazoo, Michigan

Dear Sirs: Send FREE FACTORY CATALOG.
Check articles in which you are interested:

G Combination Gat, Cool and Wood or Oil Ranges
Cool and Wood Rang** Gas Ranges
Coal & Wood Hoator* Oil Heaters

Oil Ranges Furnaces

COAL AND WOOD RANCa:
Name

(Print name plainly)

AKaiamazoa
w:,;,v." Direct to You'

.iddress

City Stale.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
^
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old

^
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
Bwollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe yoor
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
)
140 North Dearborn Street Chicago, lltlnoto

"Earn Extra Income daily.
il Christmae Cards with name

for $1 , Another big money-roaker— ulamoroaa Box 25 a

sorted Christmas Folders. Sells for$l. 100^^ profit.
Manyotherboxee. Amazing values . SampleHonapproval

.

WALTHAM ART PUBLISHERS, Dept. 411
160 North Washinston Street Boston. Mass.

BLme UUcdia
Thrilling moments that every girl longs for, dreams
about. Why not make them real? Invite adventure
and romance with the magic frogrance of Blue

Wolti Perfume, the haunting bewitching scent thai

no man can resist. Its subtle intoxicoting fra-

grance whispers your chorm, gives you new con-
fidence In your own loveliness. Just try it and tee!

BLUE WALTZ PERFUME lOf at all 5 & 10« Moret
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SUIUMER SIREIM
Try this New and Ex-
citing Coiffure. Your
lovely natural hair-

line clear, your hair
brushed up in soft

curls on top, your
shell-like ears deco-
rated with earrings.

DeLong Bob Pins
make this Coiffure
fKjssible . . . they just

won't slip out.

ROLLS DEVELOPED
25c Coin. Two 5x7 Double Weight Professional
Enlargements, 8 Gloss Deckle Edge Prints.

CLUB PHOTO SERVICE. Dept. 19, LaCrosse, Wis.

m
Ki^;^ Show friends
m '^^^^^^ others beautiful big value Christ-

tnas Cards with sender's name. 50 for $1. Earn
big cash profits daily. Other fast-sellinK PersonalChris

maa Cards, Personal Stationery and $1 Box As^ts. boost
earninisrs. No experieoce needed. Write for FREE Personal
Samples and request 21 Card Assortment on approval.
PHILLIPS CARD CO., 105 Hunt St., Newton. Mass.

.

''GUARANTEED JEWELRY\^^^^
Solid 9t«rlingeilver BirthBlone Ring.

or lovely 13 Bet sparkling Dinner Ring:
or an Ail-Occaaion Ring with simulated'

Ruby and 8 brilliant marcaaites; FOR selling 4 boxes of
Rosebud Salve at 25c each. Send No Money. Order 4 salve.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX U. WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

V
'.'r.;ai..c..'-.°'"-'f.

CORNS Go Fast!
Doctor's New Double -Quick Relief

New Super-Soft Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads in-

stantly stop shoe friction; lift shoe pressure. Relief

is then immediate. These thin, soft-as-down, sooth-
ing, protective cushioning pads ease new or
tight shoes . . . positively
prevent corns, sore toes.
Separate Medications in- | i

eluded for speedily removing
corns or callouses. Cost but
a trifle. Get a box today!

NEW ^tU^ez-^o^
^

Casts of Current Pictures

'•ADV^ENTURE IN WASHINGTON"— Co-
lumbia. Screen play by Lewis R. Foster and Arthur
Caesar. From the story by Jeanne Spencer and
Albert Benham. Directed by Alfred E. Green.
Cast: Senator John Coleridge, Herbert Marshall;
Ja>ie Scott, Virginia Bruce; Marty Driscoll, Gene
Reynolds; Senator Henr\ Owen, Samuel S. Hinds;
Senator Cumminys, Ralph Morgan; Bundy,
Vaughn Glaser; Collins, Charles Smith; Abbott,
Dickie Jones; Frank Conroy, Pierre Watkin; Jirrt

O'Brien, J. M. Kerrigan; Peewee Haynes, Tommy
Bond; Chubby Wells, Billy Dawson; Lenny Root,
Charles Lind; Miss Nolan. Mary Currier.

"AFFECTIONATELY YOURS" — Warners.
Screen play by Edward Kaufman. From the story
by Fanya Foss and Aleen Leslie. Directed by
Lloyd Bacon. Cast: Sue Mayberry , Merle Oberon;
Richard Mavberry, Dennis Morgan; Irene Mal-
colm, Rita ftayworth; Ou'en Wright, Ralph Bel-
lamy; Pasha. George Tobias; Chester Phillips.
James Gleason; Cynthia, Hattie McDaniel; Cullen,
Jerome Cowan; Butterfly, Butterfly McQueen;
Mrs. Snell, Renie Riano; Tom, Frank Wilcox;
Miss Anderson. Grace Stafford; Anita, Carmen
Morales; Blair, Murray Alper; Matthews, William
Haade; Harmon, Pat Flaherty.

"BILLY THE KID"— M-G-M. Screen play
by Gene Fowler. Story by Howard Emmett Rogers
and Bradburv Foote. Suggested by the book, "The
Saga of Billy The Kid," by Walter Noble Burns.
Directed by David Miller. Cast: Billy Bonney.
Robert Taylor; Jim Sherwood. Brian Donlevy; Eric
Keating, Ian Hunter; Edith Keating. Mary How-
ard; Dan Mickey. Gene Lockhart; "Spike" Hudson,
Lon Chancy, Jr.; Tim Ward. Henry O'Neill; Ed
Branson, Guinn Williams; Sheriff, Cy Kendall;
"Buss" Cobb, Ted Adams; Judge Blake, Frank
Conlan; Pedro Gonzales, Frank Puglia; Bart
Hodges, Mitchell Lewis; Kirby Claxton, Dick Cur-
tis; Ed Shanahan. Grant Withers; Milton, Joe
Yule; Jesse Martin. Earl Gunn; Pat Shanahan.
Eddie Dunn; "Bat" Smithers, Carl Pitti; Thad
Decker, Kermit Maynard.

"BLACK CAT. THE"—Universal. Original
screen play by Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo, Eric
Taylor and Robert Neville. Suggested by the story
by Edgar Allen Poe. Directed by Albert S. Rogell,
Cast: Hartley, Basil Rathbone; Mr. Penny. Hugh
Herbert; Hubert Smith. Brod Crawford; Eduardo,
Bela Lugosi; Abigail Doone. Gale Sondergaard;
Elaine Winslow, Anne Gwynne; Myrna Hartley,
Gladys Cooper; Henrietta Winslaiv. Cecilia Loftus.

"BLOOD AND SAND"—20th Century-Fox.
Screen play by Jo Swerling. Based on the novel
by Vincente Blasco Ibanez. Directed by Reuben
Alamoulian. Cast: Juan. Tyrone Power; Carmen
Espinosa. Linda Dariiell; Dona Sol. Rita Hayworth;
Scnora Augustias. Nazimova; Manolo de Palma.
Anthony Quinn: Garabato. J. Carrol Naish; El
Nacional. John Carradine; Encarnation. Lynn Bari;
Natalio Curro. Laird Cregar; Guitarist, Vicente
Gomez; Don Jose Alvarcc, Pedro De Cordoba;
Pedro Espinosa. Fortunio Bonanova; Priest, Victor
Kilian; La Pulga, Michael Morris; Pablo Gomes,
Charles Stevens; Carmen (as a child), Ann Todd;
Encarnation (as a child), Cora Sue Collins; Mar-
quis. Russell Hicks: El Milquetoast. Maurice Cass;
Juan (as a child). Rex Downing; Francisco, John
Wallace; Attendant, Albert Morin; Engineer.
Harry Burns; Gachis. Jacqueline Dalya, Esther
Estrella, and Cecilia Callejo.

"CAUGHT IN THE DRAFT"—Paramount.
Original story and screen play by Harry Tugend.
Directed by David Butler. Cast: Don Bolton. Bob
Hope; Tony Fairbanks, Dorothy Lamour; Steve,
Lynne Overman; Bert. Eddie Bracken; Col. Peter
Fairbanks. Clarence Kolb; Sergeant Burns, Paul
Hurst; Yctta. Ferike Boros; Margie. Phyllis Ruth;
Cogszvell. Irving Bacon; Director, Arthur Loft;
Recruiting Sergeant, Edgar Dearing.

"HER FIRST BEAU"—Columbia. Screen play
by Gladys Lehman and Karen DeWolf. Story
by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements. Directed
by Theodore Reed. Cast: Chuck Harris. Jackie
Cooper: Penny li'ood, Jane Withers; Milly Lou,
Edith Fellows; Mrs. Wood. Josephine Hutchinson;
Merz'xn Roberts. William Tracy; Julie Harris.
Martlia O'DriscolI; Elmer Tutflc. Edgar Buchanan:

Effie. Lna O'Connor; Mr. Harris. Jonathan HaJe-
Roger Van VIeck, Kenneth Howell; Dr. Wood
Addison Richards.

"I'LL WAIT FOR YOU"—M-G M. Screen
play by Guy Trosper. Based on a story by Maur'
Grashin. Directed bv Robert B. Sinclair. Cast
"Lucky" Wilson, Robert Sterling; Pauline Miller
Marsha Hunt; Lizzie Miller, Virginia Weidler-
Lieutenant McFarley, Paul Kelly; Mrs. Miller
Fay Holden; Mr. Miller, Henry Travers; Seraear.l
Brent. Don Costello; Sally Travers, Carol Hughes
Tony Barolli, Reed Hadley; Dr. Anderson, Ben
Weldon; Cassell, Theodor von Eltz; Lapagos Leo'\
Belasco; Al, Mitchell Lewis; "Butch", Joe Yule
Joe, Eddie Hart; Pete, Jerry Jerome; Xapktit
Counter, Steve Darrell; Driver, William Tannen

"IN THE NAVY"—Universal. Screen play bv
.\rthur T. Horman and John Grant. Original stor.v
by -Arthur T. Horman. Directed by -Arthur Lubin'
Cast: Smokey Adams, Bud -Abbott; Pomeroy Wc
son; Lou Costello; Tommy Halstead. Dick Powell
Dorothy Roberts, Claire Dodd; Patty, Maxene, La
Verne, The Andrews Sisters; Dynamite Dugan
Dick Foran; Butch, Billy Lenhart; Buddy, Ker
neth Brown; Dizzy, Shemp Howard. Dance spec
lalties by The Condos Brothers.

"LADY FROM LOUISIANA" — Republic
Screen play by \'era Caspary, Michael Hogan and
Guy Endore. Original story by Edward James and
Francis Faragoh. Directed by Bernard Vorhaus
Cast: John Reynolds. John Wayne; Julie Mirbeau
Ona .Munson; Blackie Williams, Ray Middleton
General Mirbeau, Henry Stephenson; Mrs. Brunot
Helen Westley; Cuffy. Jack Fennick; Felice, Doro
thy Dandridge; Gaston, Shimen Ruskin; Pearl
Jacqueline Dalya; Judge Wilson, Paul Scardon;
Senator Cas.udy, Major James H. Macnamara:
Littlefteld, James C. Morton; Edwards, Maurice
Costello.

"LOVE CRAZY"—M-G-M Screen play bv
William Ludwig, Charles Lederer and David Hertz
Original story by David Hertz and William Lud
wig. Directed by Jack Conway. Cast: Ste-^c
Ireland. William Powell; Susan Ireland, Myrna
Loy: Isabel Grayson, Gail Patrick; Ward Wil
loughby. Jack Carson; Mrs. Cooper, Florence Bates:
George Renny. Sidney Blackner; Dr. Wuthering
Sig Rumann; Dr. Klugle. Vladimir Sokoloff; "Pin
ky" Grayson. Donald MacBride; Cecilia Landis
Sara Haden; Mrs. Bristol, Kathleen Lockhart:
Martha. Fern Emmett; Judge, Joseph Crehan; De
West. George Meeker; Robert, Clarence Muse:
Elez'ator Boy, Elisha Cook, Jr.

"MEN OF THE TIMBERLAND"—Universal.
Screen play by Maurice Tombragel and Griffin Jay
Original story by Paul Jarrico. Directed by John
Rawlins. Cast: Dick, Richard Arlen; Andy. .And>
Devine: Kay, Linda Hayes; Jean. Francis "McDon
aid: MacGregor. Willard Robertson; Lucky. Paul
E. Burns; Tex, Gaylord Pendleton; Dudley.'Hiriie
-Albright; Withers, Rov Harris; Ranger, John
Ellis.

"MILLION DOLLAR BABY" — Warners
Screen play by Casey Robinson. Richard Macaulav
and Jerry Wald. From a story by Leonard Spigel
gass. Directed by Curtis Bernhardt. Cast: Pamela
McAllister, Priscilla Lane; James Amory, Jeffre.v

Lynn; Peter Rowan, Ronald Reagan; Cornelia
Wheelwright. May Robson; Josic La Rue. Lee
Patrick; Mrs. Galloway, Helen Westley; Marlin.
George Barbier; Flo. Nan Wynn; Dr. Patterson,
John Qualen; Mr. Simpson. Walter Catlett; Mrs
Grayson. Fav Helm; George. Richard Carle; OIlie
Ward, John Ridgely; Diana Bennet, Maris Wrixon:
Callahan, James Burke; Parkinson , Charles Halton;
Alvie Grayson. John Sheffield.

"NAVAL -ACADEMY"—Columbia. Original
screen play by David Silverstein and Gordon Rigby
Based upon a story by Robert James Cosgriff. Di
rected by Erie C. Kenton. Cast; Steve Kendall
Freddie Bartholomew; Tommy Blake, Jimmy Ly
don: Dick Brewster. Billy Cook; Ca(>tain Davis.
Pierre Watkin; Lieutenant Brackett. Warren .Ashe:

Jimmy Henderson. Douglas Scott; Ray Cameron
Warren Lloyd; Matt Cooper. James Butler; Bii
Foster, Joe Brown, Jr.; Fred Bailey. David Durand;
Jnex Slartin. Tommv Bupp; John Frazier. lohr
Dilion: r. P. O. Cafdzi-cll. William Blees.

To all Olivia de Havilland and Joan Fontaine fans!

Don't miss

"SISTER ACT"
The never-before-told dramatic story

of the screen's two most famous sisters

IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE

D^SchollsZinopads
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MOTHERS! send for

OUR BABY HELPS
A dozen helpful booklets of

time-saving and health-building

advice on infant care.

i^umcs 1 vr 1 uur uuuy
Tntt Firct Pivo lAnr^lilt; 1^1131 live

How to Travel With Baby

Convalescent Child

Rainy Day Fun

Bathing Baby

What Shall 1 Buy Before Baby

Comes
Helping Your Child to Help

Himself

How to Take Good Baby PIc-

tures

Books, Stories & Poems That

Appeal to Children

Time Saving Ways to do Baby's

Laundry

Ten Commandments
for Good Child Training

All 12 are yours for only lOc.

Wrap stamps or coin securely,

and tell number and ages of

your children. Address:

Reader Service, Dept. PH-088

MOVIE MIRROR
205 East 42nd Street,

New York. N. Y.

"MINE IS THE POWER"
—A simple, unfailing way by which unusual
ability and happiness may be assured. $1.00.
Margaret Range, 624 Brondeis Theatre Blc^.,
Omaha, Nebraska.

MONEY,
HMCARDSJ,!! ;

SELL NEW CHRISTMAS CARDS
1 It's easy—just show friends, others these big
valuePersonal Christmas Cards, with name,
60 for$l. Make quick profits. Also sell famoua
"Beauticraft" 21- cara Christmas Assortment,

I
$1. Your profit 50c. 14 money-makers-Gift

aps. Etchings, etc. No experience needed.
Write for samples on approval todav.

JOHN A. HERTEL CO., 305 W.Adams St.. Dept. 88. Chicago. III.

%99 NATURAL TONE««

2 ENLARGEMENT
only 2;»c plus pust
57c. Just send th
photo. Send No M-

th
nly

FREE
ey but pay on

a e I i V e ry . Free
6x9" Folder with
each Oil Colored
E n I argement.
Studio Fal'ler
22c. Dept. M-72

k Art Service. 5800 Mosholu a"

'S"' PSORIASIS
ISCALV SKIN TRGUBLEI

^DCRmOIL
? It yourself no matter
long you have suffered
what you have tried.
tlful hook on Pso-

isis and Dermoil with
aniazintj true photo,
er.'iphic proof of r«-
suits also FREE.

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubtiorn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
no R. staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
pots on body or scalp.
Srateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches eradually disappeared
and they enjoyed the thrill of a
clear skin again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and it
backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit In
2 weeks or money is refunded without question. Generous
trial tmttle sent FREE to those who send in their Druggist's
Dame and address. Make our famous "One Spot Test" your,
self. Write today for your test bottle. Print name plainly
Results may surprise you. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett
and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES. Box
547, Northwestern Station. Dept. 2204, Detroit. Mich.
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"ONE NIGHT IN LISBON"—Paramount.
Screen play by Virginia Van L pp. liased on a

play by John Van Druten. Directed by Edward
H. Griffith. Cast: Leonnra Pcrrycostc, Madeleine
Carroll; Dwiijht Houston, Fred MacMurray; Cathe-
rine Enfildcn, Billie Burke; Peter Walmsley, John
Loder; Florence, Dame May Whitty; Gerry Hous-
ton, Patricia Morison; Sausalito Joe, Akim Tami-
roflf.

"PEOPLE VS. DR. KILDARE, THE"—
M-G-.M. Screen play by Willis Goldbeck and
Harry Riiskin. Based on an original story by
Lawrence P. Bachmann and Max Brand. Directed
by Harold S. Bucquet. Cast: Dr. James Kildare,
Lew Ayres; Dr, Leonard Gillespie, Lionel Barry-
more; Mary Lament, Laraine Day; Frances Mar-
lozvc, Bonita Granville; Molly Byrd, Alma Kruger;
Vernon Briggs, Red Skelton; Mr. Reynolds, Paul
.Stanton; Fay Lennox, Diana Lewis; Dr. Walter
Carew, Walter Kingsford; Nurse Parker, Nell

Craig; Mr. Channing, Tom Conway; Sally, Marie
Blake; Clifford Genet, Eddie Acuff; ConoTcr,
George H. Reeed; Dan Morton, Chick Chandler;
Mike Ryan, Frank Orth; Maisie, Gladys Blake.

ROAR OF THE PRESS" — Monogram.
Screen play by Albert Duffy. Original story by Al
Bloch. Directeed by Phil Rosen. Cast: H'ally ll'tl-

liams. Wallace Ford; Alice H'illiams, Jean Parker;
Gordcn Macewen, Jed Prouty; Angela Brooks, Su-
zanne Kaaren; Harry Brooks, Harlan Tucker;
Louis Dclmar, Robert Frazer; Robert Mallon, John
Howland; Sparrow McGraun, Paul Fix.

"ROOKIES ON PARADE"—Republic. Screen
play by Karl Brown, Jack Townley and Milt
Gross. Original story by Sammy Cahn and Saul
Chaplin. Directed by Joseph Santley. Cast: Duke
IVilson. Bob Crosby; Lois Rogers, Ruth Terry;
Marilyn Fenton, Getrude Niesen; Cliff Dugan,
Eddie Foy, Jr.; Kitty Mulloy, Marie Wilson; Joe
Martin, Cliff Nazarro; Mike Brady, William Dema-
rest; Augustus Moody, Sidney Hlackmer; 1 iger

Brannigan, Horace MacMahon; Bob Madison,
William Wright; Tommy, Jimmy Alexander;
Harry Haxom, Louis Da Pon; Bill, Bill Shirley.

SCATTERGOOD PULLS THE STRINGS"—
RKO-Radio. Screen play by Christy Cabaniie,

Bernard Schubert and John Kraft. From the

stories by Clarence Budington Kelland. Directed

by Christy Cabanne. Cast: Scattergood Barnes,

Guy Kibbee; Jimmy Jordan, Bobs Watson; Ruth,
Susan Peters; Lrban Downs, James Corner;
Mirandy, Emma Dunn; Pliny Pickett, Dink Trout;

Hipp, Paul White; Homer Savage, Gordon Hart;
Clara Potts, Fern limmett; Ed, Lasses White; Ben
Mott, Monte Blue; Emperor, Rex; Squire, Carl
Stockdale.

• SHE KNEW ALL THE ANSWERS"—Co-

lumbia. Screen play by Harry Segall, Kenneth
Earl and Curtis Kenyon. Based on the story by
Jane Allen. Directed by Richard Wallace. Cast:

Gloria IVinters, Joan Bennett; Mark Willows,
Franchot Tone; Randy Bradford, John Hubbard;
Sally Long, Eve Arden; Benny, William Tracy;
George Wharton, Pierre Watkin; Elaine Wingate,
Almira Sessions; /. D. Sutton, Thurston Hall;

Ogleby, Grady Sutton.

"SHINING VICTORY"-Warners. Screen
play by Howard Koch and Anne Froelick. From a

play by A. J. Cronin. Directed by Irving Rapper.
Cast: Dr. Paul Vcnner, James Stephenson; Dr.
Mary Murray, Geraldine Fitzgerald; Dr. Drewctt,
Donald Crisp; Miss Deeming, Barbara O'Neil; Dr.
Blake, Montagu Love; Professor Hermann Von
Reiter, Sig Ruman; Dr. Thornton, George P.

Huntley, Jr.; Dr. Hale. Richard Ainley; Dr.
Bentlcy, Bruce Lester; Foster, Leonard Mudie;
Mrs. Foster, Doris Lloyd; Dr. Esterhazy, Frank
Reicher; Miss Hoffman, Hermine Sterler; Chivers,
Billy Devan; Miss Dennis, Clare Verdera; Dr.
Corliss, Crawford Kent; Jeweler, Alec Craig.

"SUNNY"—RKO-Radio. Screen play by Sig
Herzig. From the musical comedy "Sunny." Di-
rected by Herbert Wilcox. Cast: Sunny Sullivan,
\w\\a Neagle; Bunny Billings, Ray Bolger; Larry
Warren, John Carroll; Henry Bates, Edward
Everett Horton; Juliet Runnymede, Grace Hart-
man; Egghead, Paul Hartman; Elizabeth Warren,
Frieda Inescort; Aunt Barbara, Helen Westley;
Maj. Montgomery Sloan, Benny Rubin; Muggins,
Muggins Davies; Reporter, Richard Lane; Queen
of Hearts, Martha Tilton.

"TIME OUT FOR RHYTHM"—Columbia.
Screen play by Edmund L. Hartniann and Bert
Lawrence. Story by Bert Granet. Based upon a
play by Alex Ruben. Directed by Sidney Salkow.
Cast: Daniel Collins, Rudy Vallee; Kitty Brown,
Ann Miller; Frances Lewis, Rosemary Lane; Off-
Beat Davis, Allen Jenkins; Joan Merrill, Herself;
Mike Armstrong, Richard Lane; James Anderson

,

Stanley Andrews; The Three Stooges; Brenda
& Cobina; Six Hits and a Miss; Eddie Durant's
Rhumba Orchestra; Glen Gray and His Casa Loma
Band.

"TOO M.^NY BLONDES"—Universal. Screen
play by Maxwell Shane and Louis S. Kaye. Original
story by Maxwell Shane. Directed by Thornton
Freeland. Cast: Dick Kerrigan, Rudy Vallee;
Virginia Kerrigan, Helen Parrish; Marvin Gimble,
Lon Chaney, Jr.; Wally Pelton, Eddie Quillan; Ted
Bronson, Jerome Cowan; Hortense, Iris Adrian;
Hotel Manager, Edgar Kennedy.

IMPROVED CAKE MASCARA!

• Special Spiral Brush darkens

of/ sides of your lashes— curls

them automalically!

• Smart new "lipstick" metal case

holds hollow tube of Mascara.

• An unusually generous
amount, de luxe quality.

• Tearproof—non-smarting.

Modern eyes Mascara

10
f your 5 & 1 Oc store has not yet

^ received "Modern Eyes/'senda

dime arid 2c stamp for mailing.

MODERN COSMETICS, INC..
Disfribulors, Depf. L 30

75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago
EyeS

Trade-mark "Modern Eyes" Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

WOMEN MUST SPARKLE!
Attract men's attention—women's envy witli
dazzling fiery ZIRCON diamoniis imporleil
from exotic Siam. Rare beauty. So effective,
so inexpensive. See this FREE Ijoolilet.

KIMBERLY GEM CO.. Dept. B4, m Stb Ave., N. Y C

Trained artists are capable of earning $30.
tSO. $75 a week, by oui pnirtical method,
tep by step we Icacli \'<.u COMMERCIAL ART.
ILLUSTRATING and CARTOONING all in ONf: '

complete course. FREE BOOK— \i-t for Pleas
ure & Profit" describes .itul opponun
ities in ait. No oblm^ilM.ri .if^e.

STUDIO I58T. WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115— 15th ST.. N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

LOOK AT THIS AMAZING
UlflTCHii^RINO

'iSL*.l,/>

SJ 50 do-n, -ilh.n JO d«v>
ywjf post oK.ce. SdUnce o( $3.SO anytime
within 6 yedr (tol<)l only $7.00). Remember,
tt-e cost o( .alch ,i included in price o( the

ring. Eitra lurpiiie free gilt encioied lor

_ promptneii. Send NO money -ith order.

"'^dE*'' * '^^'"'A'-'-' JEWELERS
Topeka. Kansas Dept. WG-81

Earn ^25 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed! I-carn al

in your spare time as thousands of men and— 18 to 60 yearsof age—have done through Ch1C.\GO
School of Nursing. Easy-to-understand lessons
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of lO-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer, of Iowa, now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn $2.5C
to S3.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C. of Texas, earned S474.25 while taking

course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after

her 7th lesson; in 14 months ehe earned $1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.

High school not necessary. Equipment included.

Easy payments. 42nd year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 18S. 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, 111.

Pleaae Bead free booldet and 16 eample leeeoQ pagee.

Name__ .

City_
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You Can't Prinf That about Hollywood!

The guests caught their breaths. One
"friend" rushed down to the bar and said

to Jim, "You'd better come and see
what's going on upstairs!" Jim went up,
and pulled his wife away from the party
by her beautiful hair.

The next day, Barbara left home. A
few weeks later, they were divorced, and
the whole nation read of it with surprise
over the breakfast coflfee cups. Surprise,
because no breath of scandal had ever
touched either Jim or Barbara. They
were supposed to be one of the few
Very Happy Couples.
But you cant print that. Those things

happen in Oskaloosa, too, hut people
would never think of that. People would
just say, "Well, there's Hollywood jor
you." And it isn't.

JEANIE is the kind of girl you expect
to know all the answers. For years

she was the screen's foremost exponent
of the good-natured, wisecracking, flip,

glib, now-I'll-tell-one type of celluloid

heroine. She won't see thirty again, and
although she's smart and attractive, she's

far from beautiful. And she's much too
hail-fellow-well-met to be anybody's
Dream Girl.

She should have known better, but
three years ago Jeanie fell madly in love
with a young business executive, and
she wore her heart on her sleeve to the
tune of headlines and romantic inter-

views in the fan magazines. Dick—the
object of her affections—was so dazzled
by the publicity and the reflected glory
that he led Jeanie to believe he cared
much more than he really did.

When he visited Jeanie on the Coast,

she introduced him to everybody who
was Anybody—and partly because they
adored Jeanie, partly because Dick was
good-looking and a nice fellow, every-
body took him up socially. He had a

wonderful time, and the columns kept
predicting wedding bells for him and
Jeanie.
Then the inevitable happened. Dick,

who loved the glamour of it all, met one
of the most glamorous stars of all—let's

call her Eve. Eve was everything Jeanie

was not. She was beautiful, dreamy, wist-

ful, and clinging. Dick fell madly in love

with her. Their wedding was one of the

most elegant ever to take place on the

West Coast.

Poor Jeanie was so stunned by this

sudden switch in events that she turned
her back on her career in pictures and
went to New York to forget. Before long,

she had captured the star part in a

Broadway show.
But she threw herself into her work

with such a vengeance that she seemed
to be on the verge of a collapse. The
press agent of her show summoned a

doctor to attend her—a nice friendly

fellow named Dr. Smith. The doctor

treated Jeanie, nursed her back to health,

fell in love with her—and, to provide the

happy ending, married her.

But you can't print that. Dr. Smith
knoios he cured Jeanie's physical ail-

ments. He's not aware that he mended
a broken heart, too!

A FEW years ago Red was one of our
best known amateur sportsmen, a

lad whose chief weakness was dice.

Red's losses over the gambling tables

mounted into thousands of dollars every
year, and he was constantly looking

around for new sources of income so he
could pay his debts.

One day Ronald, a movie producer,
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offered him a film contract at close to

$2,000 a week. Naturally Red grabbed
at it. And equally naturally, the night be-
fore he was to leave for the Coast he
visited a gambling room over in New
Jersey and wound up $14,000 in the red.

Jerry, who ran the gaming place, was
known to be a bad boy when it came to

handling welshers, but Red gave him
some fast talk. He explained that he was
heading for Hollywood the next day and
would mail back a thousand dollars a

week until the debt was paid.

After a month in Hollywood, Red found
he was unable to pay even the first in-
stallment, thanks to a couple of Los An-
geles dice games he had discovered.
Jerry, furious by now, decided not to

wait any longer. He flew to the Coast
prepared to collect or pass out a bit of

lead.

After some searching he located Red at

a smart country club, where Red was
playing poker with Ronald, his producer,
and three other famous cinema biggies.

When he saw Jerry, he excused himself
from the game, pulled the gambler into

a quiet corner, and began to unwind a

long series of excuses.

Revolutionary fashion in Hollywood:

Paulette Goddard's evening shorts

Jerry wasn't listening. "Who else is

sitting in on that game? " he asked. Red
named the players and pointed each out.

"Well, look," bargained Jerry. "I need
some fast cash. None of these guys know
me, so introduce me as a society pal from
the East—I can get away with it. I'll do
some fast dealing, and if I can knock
off twenty thousand in the game we'll

foi-get what you owe me."
Red agreed. Jerry sat in and started

to use all the little tricks so easy for a

professional gambler. It was easy to get

the stakes raised, and within two hours
he was ahead $110,000, with Red and his

boss, Ronald, still even, and the losses

split among Ed, Dave and Abe, the other

players.
That night Ronald summoned Red to

his home. "That was a pretty dirty thing

you did this afternoon—ringing in a pro-

fessional card shark to take us," he said.

Red, flustered, protested, but Ronald
brushed off his explanations. "In a way,"

Ronald said, "you did me a favor. Ed is

short of ready cash, and he was cleaned
out today. So now I can buy my way
into his studio, along with Abe and Dave.
I'm really not mad. But don't think I

like what you did. You're finished in

Hollywood as soon as you finish your
picture."

Red figured he'd been let off easy. He
was egotistic enough to think that once
his picture had been released he'd be in

demand at every other studio in Holly-
wood. But he reckoned without Ronald's
contempt for him. Ronald released the
picture—but before he did, he cut every
good scene Red had played, and it was
one of the year's worst turkeys.
Red never made another picture. But

Ronald made plenty. He's now one of

the industry's greatest producers.
Still, you can't print that. It would

shock the more upright members of the
movie colony, who wouldn't consider it

cricket for a lad—even a genius—to step
into power because a friend had gone for

a sleighride in a poker game. They might
start snubbing Ronald, and he couldn't
hear that. Because Ronald is a social

climber. That's why he hired Red in the
first place!

LITA'S fortune lies in her face and her
form. On the screen she's a femme

fatale, and when she kisses her celluloid

sweethearts, brother, they stay kissed.

If you read the columns, you know that

Lita has as many romances off screen as

she has in pictures. In fact, a casual
glance at the record V/ould lead a gulli-

ble soul to guess that Lita makes Cleo-
patra look like a wallflower.

Well, newspaper chroniclers are kinder
than you might suspect. Sometimes they
choose not to print all they know, if the

information isn't too important and if it

would hurt someone's career. And there-

by hangs Lita's tale. . . .

Lita was married to a husband she
loved dearly, and she was thinking of

quitting the screen and settling down to

have a family when suddenly something
happened. She and her husband were
divorced, and before many months had
passed he married a beautiful non-pro-
fessional girl.

Lita fell in love then with a handsome
orchestra leader who looked a lot like

her ex-husband. This, she thought, was
real. This would last. But it didn't. It

was over before you could say. "What,
again!"' and a few weeks later the band-
leader married a lovely blonde.

After a bit of torch-carrying, Lita

fastened her heart onto her new leading

man. He was charming, handsome, de-

voted. Everyone predicted they'd be

married—you could see the lovelight in

their eyes, couldn't you? Well, you could

see it in Lita's. Not so brightly in the

actor's. And after breaking it very gently

to Lita, he eloped with another sweet-
heart.

As we go to press, Lita's in love again.

This time it's a lad in the producing end

of the business—a lad who was just jilted

by a prominent star. He met Lita just

after she'd been jilted, too, and they've

decided they can forget with each other.

Oh, it's a romance all right—but not

exactly the kind Lita's fan club imagines.

But you can't print that. Every school-

girl in the country thinks Lita is a per-

fumed kiKer-diller, eligible for honorary

membership in the Northwest Mounted
Police. They'd never again believe her

scenarios if they knew that actxially. Lita

is just another girl who's unlucky in love.

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mirror



ENLARGEMENT
Jusf fo Gef Acquainf-

edWe Will Beautifully

Enlarge Your Favorife

I Snapshot, Photo, Kodak

Picture, Print or Nega-

tive, to 5x7 Inches AbsO'

lutely FREE!
Everyone admires pictures in natural

colors because the surroundings and loved

ones are so true to life, just the way they

looked when the pictures were taken, so

we want you to know also about our gor-

geous colored enlargements. Think of hav-
ing that small picture or snapshot of

mother, father, sister or brother, children or

others near and dear to you enlarged to 5

by 7 inch size so that the details and features

you love are more lifelike and natural!

Over one million men and women
have sent us their favorite snapshots

and pictures for enlarging. Thousands
write us how much they also enjoy

their remarkably true-to-life, natural

colored enlargements we have sent

them in handsome black and gold or

ivory and gold frames. They tell us

that their hand-colored enlargements
have living beauty, sparkle and life.

You are now given a wonderful oppor-

tunity to receive a beautiful enlargemant
of your cherished snapshot, photo or kodak
picture FREE. Look over your pictures

now and send us your favorite snapshot,

photo or kodak picture (print or negative)
and receive your beautiful free enlargement. Please include the
color of hair and eyes for prompt information on a second enlarge-
ment beautifully hand tinted in natural, lifelike oil colors and
placed in a handsome free frame to set on the piano, table or

dresser. Your original is returned with your enlargement ( 10c for

return mailing appreciated). This free enlargement offer is our
way of getting acquainted and letting you know the quality of our
work. Just send the coupon with your favorite snapshot, print or

negative right away, as this free enlargement offer is limited. Write

DEAN STUDIOS. Dept. 557, 118 No. 15th. Omaha, Nebr

Enclose this coupon with your favorite snapshot, picture,
print or negative and send to Dean Studios, Dept. 557, 118
No. 15th, Omaha, Nebr.

I

Address

State

Color of Hair I

I

Color of Eyes
|

I



to get lighter, milder leaf like this! says Ray
Oglesby, tobacco auctioneer of Winterviile, N. C.

LISTEN to the bidding at 'most any tobacco auction

t — and you'll see right fast that Luckies pay

higher prices to get the finer, lighter leaf. Like any

smoker, that's the tobacco I want— so naturally, I

choose Luckies for my own enjoyment!"

Yes, Luckies pay higher prices to get the finer,

the lighter, the naturally milder tobaccos. No wonder

that with independent tobacco experts—auctioneers,

buyers and warehousemen— Luckies are the 2 to 1

favorite over all other brands combined. So smoke

the smoke tobacco experts smoke. Next time, ask

for Lucky Strike!

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO
BEST- IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1
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^ Clare Potter is a great

American designer. And
she looks the part. Note

her distinctive pill-box

hair-do, sloping shirt-

waist. She excels in de-

signs that suit the needs

of American living —
sportswear, street suits,

simple dinner clothes. For

inspiration, she turns to

fabrics . . . has prints and

colors made to order.

2 Unlike most designers,

Clare Potter works on a

living model . . . cuts her

original pattern out of the

fabric itself. At right, she

rests . . . smokes a Camel . .

.

critically eyes pyjamas-to-

be, as an assistant pins and

measures. Says Clare
Potter: "I like Camels best.

They're milder—they con-

tain less nicotine in the

smoke, you know!"

The smoke of sloiver-hitrning

Camels contains

28%
LESS

NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other

largest-selling brands tested —
less than any of them — according

to independent scientific tests

of the smoke itsell.

7?te cc^a^e/lSe

AMERICAN
DESIGNER^

"Camels give me what I want in

a cigarette . . . real smoking

mildness plus fine taste"

5 "Persian Bouquet"— striking dinner -at-

home pyjamas of printed sharkskin, a Clare

Potter original. Here the finished design is

being modeled for her approval while she en-

joys another Camel. "I never tire of smoking

Camels," she says. "They're the finest-tasting

cigarette I could ever want."

Clare Potter is outstanding among designers

who are making America the center of fashion.

A hard worker, she spends week-days at the

shop . . . week-ends at her farm. "My friends

prefer Camel cigarettes, too, " she adds. "So I

buy Cartlels by the carton. More convenient!"

R- .1 I; I "') Co.^ Winston >:.;. in, N C.

A few of the many other

distinguished women u ho

prefer Camel cigarettes:

"Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia

Mrs. Gail Borden. Chicago

Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston

Mrs. Charles Carroll, Jr., Maryland

Mrs. Randolph Carter, Virginia

Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge 2nd,
Boston

Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel 3Rt),

Philadelphia

Mrs. John Hylan Heminway,
A'eu' York

Mrs. Alexander Hixon, California

Mrs. Oliver'DeGray Vanderbilt III,

Cincinnati

Mrs. Kiliaen M. Van Rensselaer,

New York

BY BURNING 25 ^ SLOWER than

the average of the 4 other largest-

selling brands tested — slower than

any of them — Camels also give you a

smoking phis equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!



A Darling Girl...A new Party Dress-

but the Same Old Question of a Dote!

No girl should risk underarm odor when Mum so surely guards charm!

No ART OF DRESS, no natural loveli-

ness, no beauty aid a girl could com-

mand can make up for the fault of per-

sonal undaintiness—for the offense of un-

derarm odor.

A girl may have an enchanting skin and

lovely lips—clothes in the peak of fashion.

But one offense against personal daintiness,

one moment of unguarded charm and

I

even the most eager admirer receives an

^ impression that a girl may never change.

] Too many girls trust a bath alone to

j keep free from offending. But no bath,

I
however fresh it leaves you, can guarantee

you lasting charm. A bath corrects the

faults of past perspiration— it cannot pre-

vent the risk of underarm odor to come. Un-
less you give underarms special care you

'\ can be guilty of offending and never know it.

That's why so many popular girls use

Mum daily. A quick dab under each arm
and your charm is safe—safe for business,

safe for dates, safe all day or all evening
long. Play safe—guard your precious charm
with quick, safe, dependable Mum.

More women use Mum than any other

deodorant. Housewives, business girls,

movie stars and nurses know that their

husbands, their jobs, their friends are too

important to offend. They prefer Mum for:

SPEED—When you're in a hurry. Mum
takes only 30 seconds to smooth on.

SAFETY —Mum won't irritate skin. And the

American Institute of Laundering assures

you Mum won't injure even fine fabrics.

DEPENDABILITY — Daintiness is lasting

with Mum on guard. Without attempting

to check perspiration. Mum protects

against underarm odor for hours to come.

Start now to guard your charm—get a jar

of Mum at your druggist's today.

. • .

FOR SANITARY NAPKINS-You need a

gentle, safe deodorant for Sanitary Napkins—
that's why so many women use Mum. Always

use Mum this important way, too.

SEPTEMBER, 1941
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Left: Virginia O'Brien,
who brought down the

CLOSE UPS

but missed out on whistles

AND LONG SHOTS

RECENTLY the MPTOA (that is,

the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners Association ... or in

simpler language, the exhibitors,

those busy, hard-working gentlemen
who own the theaters that show the

movies in your town and mine) . . .

met in Hollywood . . . they told the

producers what was wrong with to-

day's films . . . they gave their rea-

sons for the box-office slump that is

now hitting Hollywood . . . they

blamed it on several causes ... all

the way from allowing critics to see

previews (thus being able to warn
you, the public, off the bad films)

. . . down to that old bugaboo, the

double bill (which the exhibitors

started themselves and now seem un-
able to get rid of) ... so here I

come in with my two cents' worth . . .

I think I saw one reason for the

box-office slump recently when I had
the great good fortune to go to a

couple of soldier camps near Holly-

wood while Hollywood shows were
being given there for the amusement
of our boys now in service. . . .

Certainly there couldn't possibly

be an audience more hungry for

laughter and entertainment . . . more
eager to respond to performers . . .

more naturally generous with their

applause . . . than were those audi-

ences of lads at Camp Ord and at

March Field . . . thei'e they were . . .

receptive, youthful, eager . . . yet I

saw them be bored . . . oh, so politely

bored ... by those whom Hollywood
regards and rewards and coddles as

BY RUTH WATERBURY
top performers . . . and be brought

up standing with eagerness by players

whom Hollywood neglects. . . .

Now these shows at Ord and March
Field were merely the beginning of

the shows that Hollywood is lining up
for the various encampments . . .

right now, the_ boys in the Hollywood
vicinity are getting all the breaks . . .

as the center both of radio and movie
producing, a score of top names are

always available . . . radio is doing

more than its bit ... it isn't pro-

hibitively expensive, anywhere in

California, for NBC or CBS to "put

in a line" at a camp and let a regular

broadcast go out to the air from there,

while the soldiers can be "in on the

inside" and watch the show as it

goes out over the airwaves ... it

costs the movie studios nothing but

player transportation to provide some
stars . . . and as for the performers

themselves . . . well, they are acting

as performers have always acted from

the beginning of time . . . they are

giving of their time, their money, their

talent, their gift for laughter . . .

without any thought of recompense
... as for the boys in service in

other parts of the country ... I

know, from talking to the generals in

charge of the morale department, that

a "circuit" is now being worked out

... a "circuit" that will soon mean
that every camp will have its regular

quota of such shows . . . also the actors

in Hollywood, particularly those be-
longing to the Screen Actor's Guild,

are working along these same lines

... so very soon, the fun will be
equally shared . . . but right now,
there isn't much of this all-star cast

entertainment being shown far from
Hollywood . . . but even the two
shows I saw should be enough to

reveal to the producers themselves
several uncomfortable truths. . . .

Personally, I should be much hap-
pier if I could boast that I wasn't old

enough to remember movies before

sound came in in 1929 . . . but I am
old enough . . . and I remember that

at that time there was at the box
office a situation that isn't unlike

today's . . . there were fine pictures

then . . . but there was a "slump" . . .

prosperity was all over the place j'et

people weren't going to the movie the-

atres at all unless they provided a big

stage show or something "extra "
. . .

Well, at the top in 1929, there was
a bunch of stars who had been at the

top for a long while ... at that time

. . . just as now . . . top players had
(Continued on page 17)
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ALOMA LOVE PRIZE OF THE ISLJPOS!
Men fight for her heart . . . kill for her

kisses! Romance that sends your heart

racing . . . excitement that thrills you

to the marrow ... in the screen treat

—--^ that brings together again

X z"^**^ the stars of "Hurricane". . . the

love team you never forgot!

4i

'I'

lYNNE OVERMAN • PHILIP REED • KATHERINE oeMILLE

FRITZ LEIBER • DONA DRAKE • Directed by alfreo santeu^

Screen Play by Frank Butler. Seena Owen and Llllie Hayward

Story by Seena Owen and Kurt Siodniak

From tin Ptay by LeRoy Clemens and John B. Hymer

1^) .

SEE the pagan rites of SEE in exciting Techni- HEAR the pulse-racing SEE the eruption of the

a South Seas wedding .. . color, all the wondrous, rhythms of Dotty Lamour huge volcano ... a whole

ceremonies never before lush beauty of a tropic singing "The White town buried under a sea

seen by white men! paradise. Blossoms of 'Tah-Ni'!" of red-hot lava!

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING
SEPTEMBER, 1941 5



One Sunday afternoon thenne:

Hollywood turns out for

the engagement party of

Judy Garland and Dave Rose

uii.c j; Arnny Inspection of the

third finger, left hand was carried

on efficiently by Jimmy Stewart,

resplendent in a corporal's uniform

JUDY Gets Her Ring: It was a

beautiful California day—a Sun-
day afternoon, to be exact—and

Hollywood's youngest bride-to-be,

Judy Garland, stood in the garden of

her home and greeted the several

hundred guests who came to help

celebrate her engagement to Dave
Rose.

Jane Withers, with Freddie Bar-
tholomew as her escort, and looking

as glamorous as any young sub-deb
could, was all over the place. Lana
Turner and Tony Martin couldn't

wait until Judy opened their gift of

cocktail mugs. Joan Crawford, glam-

Small-town gossip about big-time

Hollywood from a veteran reporter

noted for strictly private scoops

orous in her latest finery, was on
hand to shake Judy's hand—not the

one that wore that big new diamond
placed there by Dave, of course.

Those in-love youngsters, Jackie

Cooper and Bonita Granville, with

Bill Lundigan, Ann Sothern, that cute

couple, John Payne and Anne Shirley,

were all there to view the engagement
cake.

And, oh yes. Acting Corporal Jimmy
Stewart, resplendent in uniform,

brought along his sister Virginia, visit-

ing here from the East.

No one could have been happier

than Judy, we promise you, and all

Hollywood, Cal included,

a long and a happy life.

wishes her

Bette Takes the Spotlight: The most
talked-about star this month is our

own Bette Davis who has been mak-
ing "The Little Foxes" (see page 44)

at Sam Goldwyn's studio.

When Bette retired from the set for

a two weeks' rest in the midst of pro-

duction, rumors flew thicker than

swallows on their way to Capistrano.

"Bette has walked out and will not

return. Bette's lawyers are consulting

with Goldwyn's lawyers. Bette is

feuding with {Continued on page 8)
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Secretly engaged Bonlta Gran-
ville and Jackie Cooper came to
provide additional love interest

to the Garland-Rose ring fete

The engagement ring, a square-cut

diamond, was the center of attention

—even took the spotlight away from
Joan Crawford's matching jewel set

Director William Wyler. Bette refuses

to take off her long false eyelashes.

Bette is having a baby. Bette's mar-
riage is on the rocks."

These were just a few of the juicy

tidbits that cluttered up the atmos-
phere. Naturally, we couldn't let a

situation like this hang up in the air

unsolved, so we went over to Gold-
wyn's to have lunch with Bette in her

portable dressing room.

The air most certainly was charged
with unspoken and even unmentioned
tenseness. Mr. Wyler, it seems, is a

perfection fiend who embues his cast

with such a desire to come up to his

expectations that they sometimes over-

do themselves. That's what happened
to Bette in the case of the role of

Regina Giddens (although she didn't

say so). This, added to the uncom-
fortableness of her costume, sent

her to the beach for a two weeks
rest.

We can assure you Bette's marriage

is sounder than a dollar in good
times. "Companionship means so

much," she said, "especially in Holly-

wood."
"We—er—hate to mention this," we

finally hemmed and hawed, "but

rumors have it—er
—

"

Bette grinned at our embarrass-
ment. "You can say the only little

things I'm knitting are these."

And she proudly held up a pair of

socks intended for husband Ai'thur

Farnsworth.

Stars at Ploy: When movie stars get

together, it may not be fair weather,

but it's fun, we promise that. No group

of people anywhere works harder and

plays harder, as witness the last cos-

tume party at the West Side Tennis

Club.

First prize for the most original cos-

tume went [Continued on page 10)
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DOES THE WIFE
GIVE FOR CHARITY
-BUT

(Like that
S500 kiss I)

^500

DOES SHE FIND IT HARD
TO OIVE ARTISTS THE

hat sculptor "^4

^uy rrinstancel)

^Thaf's Caroline,

inlove a^ain

with the lastman
fo kiss her!

SEPTEMBER, 1941

/N A /MODERN-DAY, ROMANTIC COMEDY
FRISKY AS A FRENCH FARCE . . .

Caro//he
i JnhsJmtK^ ANNA LE E
I with CHARLES WINNINGER °nd REGINALD GARDINER

I GILBERT ROLAND • KATHERINE LESLIE

F HUGH O'CONNELL
Produced and Directed by LEWIS MILESTONE

Screen Play by John Van Druten and Arnold Belgard



Cfll YOHK

Jean Arthur, who seldom comes out

to ploy, wins the costume prize, os

Robin Hood, at the West Side Tennis

Club party. Ida Koverman presents

the present; Bob Montgomery m.c.'s

{Continued jrom page 8)

to Miss Jean Arthur, who appeared

as an alluring Robin Hood. Or should

we say Robin Hoodess; and did Jean

strut for that prize!

Robert Montgomery, as master of

ceremonies, worked so hard at the job

Mrs. Montgomery kept dusting her

husband's perspiring brow with a

hanky.

Among the merrymakers were that

newest twosome, Laraine Day and

Ray Hendricks, George Murphy as an

English music-hall laddie, Cesar Ro-
mero with Priscilla Stillman, Ann
Sothern and husband Roger Pryor,

the Fredric Marches, Claire Trevor

and, laugh of laughs, Ruth Hussey as

a pickaninny. And if you think that

party didn't last until dawn's early

li^ht. think again, kind friends.

The new Laraine Day-Ray Hendricks

twosome had all romance reporters

making swift notes on the cuff

Cupid Reports: Jackie Cooper and
Bonita Granville secretly engaged and
so happy.

Roz Russell introducing Freddy
Brisson to her family in the East.

Could that mean . . . ?

The reason Eleanor Powell and
Merrill Pye can't make up their minds
is family disapproval, so one hears.

Pat Dane, pretty M-G-M newcomer,
is going to marry Cedric Gibbons

when the divorce between him and
Dolores Del Rio is final.

Everybody kept looking at her all

night long—show-stealer Eloise Hart

with Warners executive Bob Taplinger

Cesar's Wife: Ever since this mag-
azine appeared with the stoi-y "Empty
Bridal Suite" in which Cesar Romero
revealed he had an empty bridal suite

waiting to be filled by some young
lady, letters have poured in upon the

chagrined head of Mr. Romero.
Cesar, who is a good sport, as well

as an eligible bachelor, withstood the

avalanche of mail in good style until

he came to one that stumped him.

Cal thinks it so amusing we pass it

on, omitting names, of course.

It reads in part:

"Dear Mr. Romero:
"I am thirty years old, modest, at-

tractive and different from the women
you meet in Hollywood. I have never
had a drink in my life, but if you are

as crazy about gin-rummy as I've read

I might take one."

Incidentally, girls, Hollywood is

pretty sure attractive Priscilla Still-

man will be Mrs. Romero one day, so

don't get up any false hopes.

Young Fry Doings: Well, we've given

up. Just when Cal was sure this

j'ounger generation could never jolt

our poor old minds again, out they

come with a coon himt yet. Yes
man, we said coon himt, with Jane
Withers and Freddie Bartholomew as

organizers.

The kids sent out invitations to the

younger set to meet at a certain time

at the Beverly Hills Hotel and to wear
slacks and sweaters. From there they

proceeded to a near-by canyon where
the coon and hounds waited.

Once the coon was released the hue
and cry of dogs and starlets startled

the natives half out of their wits.

Mingled with the yelping dogs were
Freddie and Jane, Rita Quigley, Rand
Brooks, Joe Brown Jr., June Carlson,

Gene Reynolds and a dozen other

teen-age kids.

{Continued on page 12)
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One you'll guess, one you won't:

Claire Trevor, a study in black

and white; and the girl who skipped

the white to win laughs—Ruth Hussey
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""DEFORE trying to get her into the club,^ you'd think Agatha would have told

her . .

."

"A delicate subject, my dear—and any wo-
man her age who has to be told deserves what
she gets."

So it was "thumbs down" on the newcomer
trying to make a place for herself and her family

in the community that was to be their home.
She had yet to learn the importance of first meet-

ings, when the sizing up can be so critical . . .

had failed to realize that one can't be too care-

ful in guarding against halitosis (unpleasant

breath).

-One little "slip" that you may never live

down, is that of offending with unpleasant

breath. And the insidious thing about this con-

dition is that you yourself may not realize

when ^'0// have it.

Why not take the delightful breath-sweeten-

ing precaution that so many use—Listerine

Antiseptic!

Some cases of bad breath are due to systemic

conditions. But most, declare some leading

authorities, are due to the fermentation of tiny.-' "^ -

food particles that cling to tooth, gum and

mouth surfaces.

Listerift€_Aiitiseptic halts such fermentation, .

'

then overcomes- the odors it causes. Your breath
*'

becomes sweeter^ purer, less likely to offend.

Remember, when you want to put your best

foot forward, rinse the mouth with Listerine

Antiseptic. It may pay you rich dividends in

friendship and popularity.

Lamber'i' Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Before all engagements tise Lhterine to

combat Halitosis [unpleasant breath]

SEPTEMBEF, 1941
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Footloose and fancy free: Mr. and
Mrs. John Wayne leave the small

Waynes home on parents' night out

(Continued from page 10)

They had so much fun, in fact, that

once the coon was treed they brought
him back and started all over again.

Come to think of it, why not a

coon hunt in your set? A note to

Jane or Fieddie will bring you de-

tails of this unusual barrel of fun,

we're sure.

Hollywood Incongruities: Artie
Shaw, ex-husband of Lana Turner,

collaborating on a song called "If It's

You" for Tony Martin, the present

beau of Lana, to sing in a movie.

That feud between two top cowboy
stars in Hollywood that reached such

an impasse this month one star fired

an extra for working in the other

star's pictures.

After all, you'd expect the gals to

feud, but the he-men cowboys—well!

Ginger Rogers, big star, writing a

fan letter to Jean Gabin before he
left France. A friend wrote it in

French for Ginger. And then Gabin
comes to Hollywood and, like any
adoring little fan anywhere, Ginger
meets her idol. They have dates every

once in a while.

Flashbacks: Just when our super-

abundance of Hollywood beauties

was preparing to pounce upon the

returned prodigal, Victor Mature,

after his New York stage success in

"Lady in the Dark," he ups and mar-
ries Martha Kemp, the pretty widow
of Hal Kemp, the orchestra leader who
was killed some months ago in a motor
accident. You never saw so many
disappointed countenances in all your
life as there are in Hollywood where
bachelors are scarce and so much in

demand. . . .

Ciro customers look over Count Oleg
Cassini, new husband—by elopement
—of Gene Tierney, a marriage that

rated some lively pros and cons

The honeymoon took the cake at the

wedding of comedienne Martha Raye
to Neal Lang, hotel man from Florida.

See page 13 for a doleful sidelight

Dorothy Lamour's agreement to ex-
change letters with every soldier

whose draft number corresponded to

the number drawn in a lottery re-

sulted in fifty boys' (so far) wildly

cheering over the lucky draw.
The lucky number was 8962. But

here's the kickback. Most of the boys
who informed Dottie of their luck

asked for a sarong worn by the star

as a trophy. Now Dorothy's wonder-
ing how to scare up a couple dozen
sarongs in a hurry.

What Next Dept.: Greer Gars on
tells it on heiself and Cal thinks it's

just too good to keep.

It seems when Greer and her

mother were moving frOm one house
to another she thought it would be a

good time to send her two French
poodles to school so they would learn

good manners and how to act in the

new house. Well, last week she

brought the pups home, but coax as

she would she couldn't make them
obey a single command. So Greer
called the school.

"Oh, you'll have to come to school

here, too," airily explained the in-

structor. "We have ten days of train-

ing for dog owners so they can give

commands the pups have become ac-

customed to!"

Hollywood Is Talking About: Bob
Hope's indefatigable efforts to amuse
the boys in local camps by riding long
hours in buses with his entire radio

unit for broadcasts at camps. And
then riding all hours to get back be-
fore reporting on sets for early calls.

The happy grin on Errol Flynn's
face when he talks of his new son,

Sean Leslie, born to him and his wife,

Lili Damita.

Hollywood Street Scene: It hap-
pened on the corner of Hollywood
Boulevard and Highland Ave. with
Cal a sidewalk observer.

Judy Garland and her mother were
driving west on the Boulevard the

day after Judy announced her en-
gagement to Dave Rose. A newsboy,
recognizing the star, called, "Hey.
Judy, your picture's in the paper
about getting married."

"Oh, quick, I want a paper." Judy
said, fumbling for change. But she

had none—nor did her mother.

"Oh, well," the kid grinned, "let me
give you your first wedding present,

Judy." With that he thrust the paper
through the window as the car

rolled on.

Cal hopes Judy remembers to send

a "thank you" card.
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cflL mn New Loveliness can be yours

Go on the Camay

'MILD-SOAP DIET!

Rumor—and Cal York—hove it that

the girl who'll hong the cur+oins in

Cesar Romero's unfinished bridal

suite (see June issue of Photoplay-

Movie Mirror) is Priscillo Stillman

This Is Hollyv/ood Department:
A pair of long legs that stretched out

flat on the green and seemed to be
utterly detached from their owner
met the eyes of a certain visitor who
was touring the Twentieth Century-
Fox lot.

A movement among the bushes that

hid the owner of the legs from view
caused the tourist to pause and stare

in amazement. Next, a long body wig-

gled out into view, shot up the steps

of the dressing-room building and out

onto the balcony.

"What—say
—

" the visitor stut-

tered, struck dumb at the strange

goings-on.

"Oh it's nothing," the guide said.

"It's only Henry Fonda. You see, he

I comes to the studio every day to make
home movies of a hummingbird fam-
ily that nests under his dressing-

room balcony. He likes to shoot them
from every angle."

"Oh I see," said the visitor, but it

was quite obvious he didn't see at all!

A movie star filming a hummingbird
family, indeed!

Ding, Dong, Wedding Bells: Martha
Raye has taken unto herself a third

husband in Neal Lang, a hotel man
from Florida. Martha was previously

the wife of Dave Rose, now engaged
to Judy Garland, and Buddy We:t-

SEPTEMBER, 1941

This lovely bride, Mrs. Frank Morell, Jr., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., says, "I'm really thank-

ful that I went on a 'Mild-Soap' Diet. All my friends tell me how lovely my skin

looks—and I'm sure it's largely due to Camay and the 'Mild-Soap' Diet."

Try this exciting beauty idea

—

praised by lovely brides— based

on the advice of skin specialists!

So MANY WOMEN dim the beauty of

their skin through improper cleans-

ing. Others use a beauty soap not as mild

as it should be. "My constant beauty care

is Camay and the Camay 'Mild-Soap'

Diet," says Mrs. Morell, a bride whose
lovely complexion makes her an expert.

Leading skin specialists we've con-

sulted advise a regular cleansing routine

—daily cleansing with a fine, mild soap.

And Camay is not only mild—but milder!

Yes, milder by actual test than ten other

popular beauty soaps. That's why we say,

"Go on the Camay 'Mild-Soap' Diet."

Every single day— twice a day— for 30

days—give your skin Camay's gentle care.

Don't miss a single day. It's the regular

cleansing that will help you in a few

short weeks to see a more appealing skin.

Trade Mark
Kej. U. S.
Pal. Off.

Camay is milder by actual

other popular beauty soaps

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

recorded test— in tests against ten

Camay was milder than any of them!

W

Go on the

CAMAY
MILD
SOAP"
DIET!

Work Camay's milder lather
over your skin, paying special

attention to nose, base of the
nostrils and chin. Rinse with
warm water and follow with 30
seconds of cold splashings.

Then, while you sleep, the tiny
pore openings are free to func-

tion for natural lieauty. In the
morning—one more quick ses-

sion with this milder Camay,
Follow this routine faithfully.
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Two who can't make up
their minds about marriage:
Eleanor Powell and Merrill

Pye—and Cal finds out why

Two who do make up their

minds about dates: Rand
Brooks and Martha O'Dris-

coll at Cocoanut Grove

more, the fiance of Rosemary Lane.

Just before Martha quit work in

"Navy Blues" on a Saturday to fly to

Las Vegas for the wedding, director

Lloyd Bacon said, "Remember, Mar-
tha, be back on the set Monday morn-
ing at 8 o'clock."

"But what about my honeymoon?"
Martha asked.

"Oh well," said Director Bacon,
"make it 8:30 then."

Thus does Hollywood marrj' and
honeymoon. Annie Sheridan flew

with Martha to act as matron of honor.

The elopement of nineteen-year-old

Gene Tierney and Count Oleg Cassini

left both her parents in a rather un-
happy state. Cassini (yes, he's a bona
fide count) who is much older than
his bride, is a dress designer and once

ran a dress shop. Gene declares him
one of the most perfect gentlemen she

ever met.

Gene's former beaux, her studio and
her parents couldn't be unhappier if

they tried. Cal wishes both Martha
and Gene much happiness.

Too Busy for Courtship: Of all mar-
riage proposals received by Priscilla

Lane (and they are legion) the one
found in her mail right after the

release of "Million Dollar Baby" takes

the cup custard.

Upon opening the letter Priscilla

found a one-way train ticket to

Cleveland.

The enclosed note read:

"I am a gentleman farmer and live

on the outskirts of Cleveland. I

haven't time to come to California so

I am sending you a ticket for you to

come to me. Will you marry me?"
Priscilla's answer was terse.

She returned the ticket with the

enclosed message:

"I'm busy, too!"

What, Mr. Farmer? No time for

romance!

Breathless Moment: Movie town just

can't wait. The usually blase burg is

in such a dither over the announce-
ment Garbo will wear a very scanty

bathing suit in her next movie, as yet

untitled! The suit will be midnight

blue, very snug in the—er—righ

places and, hold on everyone, it wi i

disappear completely in the middle,

leaving Miss Garbo bare in the mid-
riff.

Oh yes, we know there's nottmi_

new in bathing girls on the screen, bi

Garbo has become such a familit

figure in dresses cut like bags t

sloppy slacks, wagers are going aboi

there's no figure beneath the disguise

Well, we'll see. And our money got

on Garbo's showing a figger to wrr
home about.

Stork News: Not without reason d

they call Paramount Studios Th
Stork Club these days what wit:

practically all their stars about to be-

come parents. The latest stork an-

nouncement comes from. Robert Pres-

ton whose wife Kay Feltus will joi

Veronica Lake, Mary Martin ar.

Constance Moore in becoming moth-

ers. . . .

Very soon now the beauteous Vir-

ginia Bruce will become a mothe;

Virginia is married to producer Waltc

Ruben. Virginia has a daughter by he:

former husband, the late Jack Gilbert

Putting up nice family front at Pulling down stares of approval
the Ambassador: Gilbert Ro- at the Grove: Norma Shearer and
land, sister-in-law Joan Bennett dinner partner Charles Boyer

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mirro-



Idon't care ifyou never

come home/
'

HOW A YOUNG WIFE OVERCAME THE "ONE NEGLECT"

THAT WRECKS SO MANY MARRIAGES

I. I thought my husband was all tn liiaine. He'd been leaving me home alone night

after night. Our once-blissful marriage seemed headed for the rocks. I was almost frantic.

The happiest man in Hollywood

I these days is Broderick Crawford whose

I lovely little wife Kay Griffith will pre-

sent Brod with an heir in a few months.

I Brod is wearing a smile that can't

feven be blasted off.

TO Tyrone Retrospects: It was over the

luncheon table at Twentieth Century-

^Fox Tyrone Power told us this story,

jl Only the day before, Ty said, he

[stood at his dressing-room window and
Watched a truck back up to the build-

'^ng. Then, one by one, pieces of furni-

ture and personal belongings were
tarried out and stored in the truck.
' "I had the strangest feeling as I

:
'watched," Ty said. "It was a feeling

ihat part of my life was being blotted

[put, as if it hadn't been at all, for you

[see those were Sonja Henie's belong-

ings and that meant Sonja was no

[longer here, with us.

\ "I thought back to the time four

f'years ago when Sonja and Alice Faye
'and Don Ameche and I were all young
'hopefuls filled with ambition and
plans and hopes. And how every-

Ithing seemed so absolutely vital to

our futures.

"And now—well, it's as though that

;part of my life had never been some-
I'how, as if a circle of time had ceased

rto exist. Sonja's gone now and things

f;have changed. The studio was young
'With us, too, for we all came in right

after the merger. It doesn't seem pos-

isible that in so short a time things

''could have changed so quickly."

: Ty and Sonja, Cal recalls, were ro-

I'lmancing at that time and now each

'is happily married—Ty to Annabella,

iSonja to Dan Topping. But they're still

'such good friends, and still bound by
'young hopes so fired with ambitions

jthat even a moving van can't take

''them away.

Good luck, Sonja, wherever you go.

jCal knows Ty feels the same.

The team that gets Hollywood hand-
claps gives them now in a rare double
pose: Anna Neagle of "Sunny" and
the man who's guided her career,

Director Herbert Wilcox, at a char-

ity swim meet at Beverly Hills Hotel

SEPTEMBER, 1941

2« In despair, I went to see my sister-in-law—
Sarah's been so happily married foryears. When
I told her about our troubles, she said: "I'o?/

may be the guilty one, Sis. Often a husband's

love grows cold just because a wife is careless

—or ignorant—about feminine hygiene. It's

one neglect few husbands can forgive.
"

4. I understand now why so many thousands
of modern women rely on "Lysol" for feminine
hygiene. It's gentle—yet so effective. And
costs so little to use. I'll never risk losing my
husband again. Yes, he comes home now—
and brings me flowers!

3. "My own marriage once in danger,"

Sarah said, "until my doctor set me right. He
advised 'Lysol' for intimate personal care.

He told me it does more than cleanse and
deodorize. Being an efficient germicide.'Lysol'

kills millions of germs instantly on contact,

and without discomfort to you."

For FREE booklet (in plain envelope) about Feminine Hygiene and other "Ly.sol" u.ses,

send postcard to Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. PMM-941. IMoomtield, N^I., U.S..\!
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Check this with your Doctor

"Lvsol" is NO.N C.VL SriC— irentlo and
efficient in proper dilution. Contains no
free all<ali. It i.s not carl)olic aeid.

EFFECTIVE— a powerful geriniride,

active in presence of org:anic matter
(such as mucus, serum, etc.). SPRE.XD-
ING— "Lysol" solutions spread nud
virtually scan-h vut ofriiis in deep
crevices. ECONOMICAL—small bottle

makes almost 4 gallons of solution for

feminine liyfciene. L.\S'riN(i
—

"Ljsol"
keeps full strength indetinitely no mat-
ter how often it is uncorked. CLEANLY
ODOR—disappears after use.

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

Copr.. 1941 hy Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
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WHO WANTS TO SAVE FACE

The girl who
made Fred Mac-
Murray lose
foce in '"One
Night in L i s -

bon"—Parannount's

Patricia Morlson

BY GLORIA MACK

WHEN your face looks dully out on the wrong side of life, give it a
shining translucence by using two shades of powder, a dark one

beneath, a light shimmering one on top.

Keep in mind that the surest way to lose face is to let your
skin get clogged. So be sure you use enough soap on your face cloth to]

have a quantity of creamy bubbles that will seep into your skin.

If you'd like to be extra pretty, use pads of cotton to clea

your face, a different pad for each section. That way, you won't spread

soot and dirt from one section to another and you'll finish the cleaning

job in double-quick time.

Once a week at least, tie your hair up under a shower mop
cap, use your bath as a steam bath. Let the steam soak luxuriously ar

effectively into your face and neck.

Your neck will save face for you, too. Don't ever stop at thel

chin line in the make-up process. Cream your neck and throat carefully!

and watch how beautifully they respond to a little loving care.

Of course, you'll never apply powder over an old face; youH
always remove old applications before making up anew. And you won't

be stingy with your cleansing cream either. You'll give your face two
or more applications.

You'll use a little skin lotion after the cleansing cream treatment
just so you won't miss that wonderfully stimulating tingle it gives.

You're an ostrich if you think you can apply powder without
using a foundation of some sort. You must have a powder base always on
hand—and on face.

When you hear people talking about a "matte" effect, you'll

look wise and know that it means the type skin texture Patricia Morison
has, a texture even and smooth. You can get the same effect by never
forgetting foundation cream. If you haven't noticed this "matte" effect,

don't tell anyone, but go see how pretty the Morison looks in "Government
Girl," her new Paramount picture.

Perc Westmore, that Hollywood make-up expert, says that if

you're bothered by a masky feeling after using a foundation cream, a

nice way to get rid of it is to go over your face with a cool damp hand towel.

If you'd like your skin to look oh, so much clearer, you'll be
sure to apply all your creams with a molding movement because that's

the way you increase circulation and give your skin a gentle glow. To
mold, you just use a gentle but firm pressure of the balls of the fingers,

lifting the fingers from the face slightly after each pressure and working
rhythmically.

Let all lights shine brightly when you're making up. And if

you're wearing dark clothes you can use much more make-up than when
you're wearing pastels, which call for sweetness and light.

Save your face every night by swearing on a stack of beauty
columns that you'll never, never go to bed without a thorough soap-and-
water cleansing.

Don't be a silly and think that no one looks at your elbows.

Suds and cream them every day and watch them as carefully when it

comes to make-up as you do your face.

You won't lose face ever if you lend an ear for a minute to

what Patricia Morison says: "The English climate is so kind to one's skin

I was a little afraid when I came over here that I'd have trouble with

mine. But I didn't. I just kept on my usual routine of soap and water,

for one thing, and a good cream powder foundation for another. Caring
for one's complexion really is very simple, once the habit is established:

complete cleanliness with the soap you find agrees with you, and good

cosmetics. Fortunately, almost all cosmetics are 'good' nowadays, and

safe to use."
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Close Ups and Long Shots
{Contimied from page 4)

the power to get their own way . . .

^nknown players, not having this

jpower, had to take what they could

get . . . then sound came in . . . with

its new players ... the box-office

[revived and hadn't really slumped

|)adly until recently when it has be-

come very, very sick indeed. . . .

il What I am trying to say ... in this

quite involved manner ... is that

'today's screen is too loaded with too

inature people . . . portraying too ma-

nure ideas, amusements, points of view

j.
. . that what we need is youth . . .

hot in the actual performers them-

[feelves but also in the minds of the

||)eople who write their stories, who
produce their pictures or their radio

phows, in the people who dress them,

(and make them up, and exploit them

. that is the thing that is visible as

fire on a prairie ... if you listened

carefully to the laughter and the ap-

plause of those military boys. . . .

A really terrific show went to Camp
Ord . . . Colbert . . . Dietrich ... the

Ritz brothers . . . numerous others . . .

but do you know who brought down

the barracks? ... it was Virginia

O'Brien, that talented, pretty young-

ster whom Metro has had under con-

tract for moi-e than a year and buried

twice in terrible B's . . . Virginia, who
sings blues, completely dead-pan, but

in the most beguihng voice ... at

March Field through the courtesy of

NBC there were Edgar Bergen and

Charlie McCarthy . . . Donald Dickson

. . R(?bert Armbruster and his or-

chestra . . . Carmen Miranda and

ber South American way and South

American band . . . those absolutely

zany men, Bud Abbott and Lou Cos-

tello ... so who wowed them at

March Field? . . . some kids you never

heard of . . . (neither did I until that

afternoon) . . . five very young, very

pretty girls known as Lorraine Pierce

and her Saxophone Four . . . Lorraine

was announced as the best girl hot

trumpet player in the world . . . hav-

ing heard her, I don't question that

. . . nor did the boys . . . they screamed

and whistled and whistled and shout-

ed for more. . . .

Thus, I hope, from doing its good

deed for our service lads, Hollywood
will learn this much-needed lesson

. . . give us more youth, treated youth-

fully on the screen . . . Mickey Rooney
and Judy Garland are popular because
they are young people, youthfully

handled . . . Deanna Durbin has been
kept such a real young girl on the

screen that her public's loyalty never
wavers . . . there can be more like

them if Hollywood will only be smart
enough to make gay, colorful, laugh-
laden pictures for people as fine,

healthy and natural as our wonderful
young service lads of today.
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Captivate Hollywood Stars

.„am/m9/iMfu/ooc/ Frencks Bird Seed

Canaries in the homes of Holly-

wood celebrities ! Canaries in

studio dressing rooms! Canaries

on movie sets! Canaries every-

where, spreading cheer with

their joyous song. Hollywood's

newest hobby sensation — and

one which all America can share.

Feeding canaries is no problem

for movie stars. They use

Frenches ! Yes, it's Hollywood's

favorite ... 4 to 1 . . . because

French's offers 11 aids to health

and song. In everj' package

of French's you'll find a

French's Bird Biscuit

(worth 10c). It gives the

diet anexfra lift and com-

bines with French's

Bird Seed to sup-

ply an ll-course

balanced meal

— all in one
^ ^

package. -jiiB

LARGEST - SELLING BIRD SEED IN THE U. S. •

Illustrated, 7i-page book

that movie stars keep
handy tor expert advice on

care, treatment and breed-

ing of canaries. It's yours—
FREE ! Simply moll coupon,

with yourname and address.

MAtl THIS FKCE COUFONI
The R. T. FRENCH CO.
2433 Mustard St., Rochester, N. Y.

Send me French's Canary Book— Free!

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

(Paste on Penny postcard and mail)
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INDICATES PICTURE WAS RATED "GOOD" WHEN REVIEWED

V INDICATES PICTURE WAS RATED "OUTSTANDING" WHIN REVIEWEL

L/- ADVENTURE IN
IVASHINGTON — Colum-
bia: Although very British,
Herbert Marshall is cast as a
United States Senator, his

English accent is forgotten
in his very fine performance,
but it's Gene Reynolds as the
tough lad who is brought to

Washington as a Senate page
boy by Marshall who steals

the show. Virginia Bruce is

very pretty as a radio com-
mentator. (August)

AF F E CT I O NATELY
years'—Warners: Every-
body tries so hard to be
funny and the situations are
so obviously and laboriously
concocted, that the result is

clumsy and very unfunny.
The story's about ho\y Den-
nis Morgan tries to win back
his divorced wife, Merle
Oberon. Despite the support

of Rita Hayworth and Ralph
Bellamy, the whole thing

misses. (August)

BAD MAN—M-G-U: Wal-
lace Beery's fans are going
to be pretty disappointed in

this story of a Mexican ban-

dit who plays Cupid. Beery's performance throws

the whole story out of gear and despite the presence

of Lionel Barrymore, Ronald Reagan and Larame
Day, it remains a fair-sized dud. (June)

\/ BILLY THE KID—M-G-M; The character of

the notorious young outlaw has been so white-

washed tliat you won't recognize him, but Bob Tay-

lor's sincere performance makes him a convincing

and understandable person. Ian Hunter, Brian

Donlevv and Mary Howard are the befrienders of

the outlaw and Gene Lockhart is the villain. See

it for Bob's performance and for the breath-taking

and dramatic scenery, enhanced by Technicolor.

(August)

BLACK CAT, THE — Universal: Nothing new
about this—murders in a spooky old house, suspect

heirs, a scary housekeeper, the blundering young
man who solves the mystery—but it's still good en-

tertainment, especially with such actors as Basil

Rathbone, Hugh Herbert, Broderick Crawford and
Gale Sondergaard. (August)

u's/ BLOOD AND SAND—20th Century-Fox:
Tyrone Power as the ambitious, ignorant boy who
becomes Spain's greatest matador. Linda Darnell as

his loyal wife, and Rita Hayworth as the siren who
lure^ him away from Linda, all give their finest

performances in this colorful, glamorous and sus-

penseful picture of Spain's greatest sport, bullfight-

ing. (August)

^ CAUGHT IN THE DRAFT—Furamonnt: The
very idea of Bob Hope as a spoiled movie actor who
finds himself in the Army is funny enough, but

what Bob does to the infantry and the tank corps

and the whole Army is a riot; he herewith proves
himself the number-one funny man on the screen

today. Dorothy Lamour is his girl friend and Eddie
Bracken and Lynne Overman his pals. Don't miss
it. (August)

\/^]/' CITIZEN KANE—RKO Radio: The .skill and
artistry abounding in this absorbing tale of a man
who bought a newspaper and created an empire of

his own proves that Orson Welles, actor, writer, pro-

ducer and director of this masterful picture, really

is a genius. Joseph Cotton, Everett Sloane and
Dorothy Comingore prove themselves brilliant per-

formers. In fact, everything about the picture is

wonderful. (July)

COWBOY AND THE BLONDE, THE—2m
Century-Fox: When cowboy George Montgomery
meets temperamental screen star Mary Beth
Hughes and fails to yield to her charms, Mary Beth
pursues him to his own corral in her efforts to get

him. Both newcomers make a great showing and
there's plenty of humor and romance. (July)

DEVIL AND MISS JONES, THE—RKO-
Radio: The riotous result of a sound story and
grand humor, this is delightful entertainment.

(Tharles Coburn is the wealthy owner of a depart-

ment store who decides to become a clerk himself in

order to find out why his employees hate him. Jean
Arthur, as the clerk in love with Robert Cum-
mings, head of the shoe department, helps to hu-

manize the bewildered tycoon. (July)

DOUBLE DATE—Universal: Almost every pos-

sible laugh-getter has been thrown into this light-

hearted little comedy about Rand Brooks and
Peggv Moran's efforts to break up the romance of

Edmund Lowe and Una Merkel. The result is

really very funny. (June)

FLAME OF NEW ORLEANS, THE—Universal

:

Marlene Dietrich is the beautiful adventuress who
descends upon New Orleans and captures the

town's richest banker, Roland Young, by posing as

her own sister. Bruce Cabot is the sailor who also

falls in love with Dietrich. Although the film at-

tempts to be naughty and gay, it's really much too

dull and slow for good entertainment. (July)

FOOTLIGHT F£FHi?—RKO-Radio: A hammy
little number, with Alan Mowbray and Donald Mac-
Bride, both broke, trying to find a b,acker for Mow-
bray's play. They finally hit on Elizabeth Risdon,
who sees through their schemes but becomes their

angel. See it at your own risk. (July)

FOOTSTEPS IN THE DARK—Warmers: Errol
Flynn's first modern picture in three years has
him an amateur detective who runs headlong into

a real-life murder and almost loses his life and
his wife, Brenda Marshall. It[s heavy-handed
comedy and we prefer Flynn in his swashbuckling
roles. (June)

GIRL. A GUY, AND A GOB, ^—Harold
Lloyd-RKO-Radio: Lucille Ball is the girl, Ed-
mond C)'l!rien the guy and George Murphy the

gob in this bright, amusing comedy that clicks

in every department. It's packed with chuckles and
good cheer; you'll enjoy every minute of it. (June)

GREAT AMERICAN BROADCAST, THE—
20th Century-Fox: Alice Faye, Jack Oakie and
John Payne give us the story of the growth of

radio in this tuneful and entertaining musical pic-

ture. John is the lad who wins Alice; Jack Oakie is

responsible for its broad humor: and -Mice puts over
its catchy songs in fine style. The Wiere Brothers,

the Ink Spots and the Nicholas Brothers add to the
fun. (July)

GREAT LIE, THE—Warners: Adult and so-

phisticated is this drama of two women, .Mary Astor

and Bette Davis, who both love George Brent.

Mary all but steals the picture as the musician who
marries Brent and then goes back to her career, but

Bette, too, does great work as his second wife.

It's one of George's best performances and the pic-

ture is a triumph. (July)

HER FIRST B£^ a—Columbia: Jane Withers is

the victim of violent puppy love when she meets

handsome Kenneth Howell, to the bewilderment 6f

her steady beau, Jackie Cooper, in this honey of a

little picture. lane's first evening dress, her aggra-

vated father, Addison Randall, and Edgar Buch-

anan, all add to the fun. (August)

^^^^ / WANTED [{'/.VGi'—Paramount: This

thrilling story of men and planes, laid against the

background of America's own flying fields, is a

smash hit. Ray Milland, Wayne Morris and Wil

liam Holden as the three young cadets who become

fliers turn in their best work, as does Brian Don-

levy as a flight instructor. Sirenish Veronica Lake

makes her screen debut. (June)

I'LL WAIT FOR KO L"—M-G-M: Robert Sterling

is the smart young night-club racketeer who flees

the police and finds refuge and love on a Connecticut

farm. Marsha Hunt as the girl who cares for him.

Virginia Weidler, Fay Holden and Paul Kelly add

plenty of punch to this human little document.

(August)

IN THE NAVY—Universal: Not quite so

funny as "Buck Privates," Abbott and Costello's

Army picture, this is funny enough to keep you

amused and entertained. Some of the gags are

hilarious and Dick Powell, Dick Foran, the Andrews
Sisters and Claire Dodd add class to the antics of

this pair of nitwits. (August)

LADY FROM CHEYENNE, THE—Universal

:

Loretta Young, cru.sading suflPragette for women 3

rights, defeats the town scoundrel. Edward Arnohi.

and helps women win the vote in Wyoming in the

1860's. It's a gay little Western and Loretta's very

good in her determined role, as is Robert Preston as

the hero who loves her and helps to foil Arnold's

bandits. Pretty corny, but amusing. (July)

LADY FROM LOUISIANA—KepuhWc: Mediocre

story laid in New Orleans of the early '90s, with

John Wayne as the upstanding young attorney who
tries to eradicate the lottery racket and Ona Mun-
son as the daughter of the main offender. (.Vugust)

LAS VEGAS NIGHTS—Varamount : This tale cf

vaudevillians who .go out West to secure an inheri-

tance features the .swell music of Tommy Dorsey

and his band. Bert Wheeler and Virginia Dale

supply the laughs; Constance Moore looks beau-

tiful .and Phil Regan is very good. (July)
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•O.V£ WOLF TAKES A CHASTE. THE—
i i liimbia: No sooner does Warren William bet that

, can keep out of trouble for twenty-four hours

it he becomes embroiled in a mail robbery, a

lling, a kidnaping and all sorts of mayhem that

lip him dashing all around. Eric Blore is very

iniiny, as usual. (June)

1/ LOVE CRAZY—^I G U: You'll laugh yourself

lizzy at this riotous bit of fun. with Myrna Loy

lii.ut to divorce husband Bill Powell. In order to

thwart her plan, Bill pretends to be crazy and is

committed to an asylum. He escapes dressed as his

own sister and the fun gets whackier. (August)

\/ MAJOR BARBARA—G3.hrK\ Pascal—U. A.:

Oddlv ditTerent but compelling is this George Ber-

'nard'Shaw picture which may confuse you because

the theme seems blurred in purpose and too many
words are substituted for action. Wendy Hiller as

the Salvation Army girl who loses her ideals is

'superb, as are Robert Morley as her sophisticated

'father. Rex Harrison as a Greek scholar who loves

ier, and Robert Newton. (July)

'MAN BETRAYED, /I—Republic: John Wayne is

'tlie young lawyer who arrives in town to discover

^ho'murdered his friend in a gambling joint. He
also discovers crooked politics and grafters. Be-

feides that, he meets lovely Frances Dee, who
j)rovides the romance. (June)

''MAN WHO LOST HIMSELF. THE—Vnh'er-
sal- Pretty unbelievable is this farce about a wife

who can't tell two absolutely strange men apart,

feven though they both look alike and live in the

same house. Brian Aherne plays the dual role of

the wealthy husband and his double, and Kay Fran-

cis is the bewildered wife. S. Z. Sakall is the scene-

stealer. (June)

^1/ MEET JOHN Z)0£—Warners: Another of

Frank Capra's brilliant successes is this story whose

fheme is the power of love over hate. Barbara

"Stanwyck is superb as the newspaper girl who
invents a John Doe and Gary Cooper's performance

as the ex-ball player who's hired to be John Doc
ind becomes a great humanitarian is his best.

.Edward Arnold, Walter Brennan, James Gleason

^and Regis Toomey are also outstanding. (June)

/ MEN OF BOYS TOWN—M-G-U: Spencer

Jracy as Father Flanagan and Mickey Rooney as

the Bovs Town mayor carry on the story of the

breviou's Boys Town picture and again stir our

»motions with their sincere performances. Bobs

SVatson, Larry Nunn and Darryl Hickman give the

ptars plenty of competition. (July)

ilf£.V OF THE TIMBERLAND—Vniversa\: This

kction drama has Richard Arlen as a forest ranger

Evho single-handed frustrates a plot to despoil a

•imber tract. Andy Devine is the lumber boss and
inda Hayes the heroine. All three are good.

August)

y MILLION DOLLAR B.^BF—Warners: Pris-

^illa Lane, department store clerk, becomes mil-

lionaireized when eccentric May Robson gives her a

million dollars, but Priscilla finds the money stands

petween her and her true but poor love, Ronald
'Reagan. The story's got plenty of vitality that

Jceeps it bobbing along and May Robson and Jeffrey

Lynn complement the splendid work of Priscilla and
Ronald. (August)

\lR. DYNAMITE—Universal: Baseball pitcher

(L,loyd Nolan goes out for an evening of fun and
s tossed headlong into a sabotage plot and a mur-
ler charge. His amateur detective work involves

lim with secret-agent Irene Hervey. Ann Gillis

ind J. (iarrol Naish are also very good and although

]he story's none too well constructed, it's acceptable
' •ntertainment. (June)

HODEL WIFE—Universal: The dire but hilari-

lus consequences of a secret marriage are revealed

lerein when Joan Blondell and Dick Powell dare
lot reveal their marriage because they'd both lose

heir jobs. But Lee Bowman, the boss' son, falls

n love with Joan and insists upon taking her out,

inuch to her and Dick's dismay. (July)

MURDER AMONG FRIENDS—20th Century-
"qx: The beneficiaries to a multiple insurance policy

J:e suddenly and mysteriously and John Hubbard
ind Marjorie Weaver race like mad from suspect to

Jorpse to prevent more murders and solve the ones

Iilready committed. In spite of all the murders,
t's a gay little offering. (June)

\^AVAL ACADEMY—Cohimhia: Three problem
:ads. Freddie Bartholomew;. Jimmy Lydon and Billy
^ook find themselves redeemed and regenerated due
the strict discipline of a naval academy. The three

loys are good, but the story isn't. (August)

y ONE NIGHT IN i./5S0.\"—Paramount: Fred
|tIacMurray, zany American, chases aloof Madeleine

^^arroU all over wartime London and Lisbon in this

jght comedy. Although it's pretty farfetched, it

|as its gay and amusing moments. John Loder does
swell job as Madeleine's English suitor. (August)

ENALTY. THE—M-G-M: Edward Arnold is a
uthless criminal who teaches his son. Gene Rey-
lolds, to follow in his footsteps, but Gene is sent
reform school and then released to farmer Lionel

iarrymore where slowly he's regenerated. Veda
inn Borg is the moll. (June)

(Continued on page 100)
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YOU TWINKLE,

PRETTY STAR

!

MERLE OBERON, . . star of the Alexander Korda production

LYDIA," says: "I don't think anything does

more to create a sparkling impression than teeth that simply glisten

enough for me to use CALO.X TOOTH POW DER!"

FANS ADORE Merle's look ..l ,-\,,ni-,i.- lu i-

lection. So between takes, her hair gets a new
"do." Her make-up gets attention. And her

teeth? ^ ell, you may be sure tiiey get the fin-

est care Hollywood can provide . . .

MERLE'S GLAMOR REGIME is planned to in-

clude daily e.\ercise, sensible diet, frequent

check-ups with her dentist. And for daily

care, a dentifrice notable for its superb polish-

ing action— (Zalo.x Toolh Powder.

CALOX HELPS TEETH
SHINE LIKE THE STARS'

BY BRINGING OUT NATURAL LUSTRE

1. CALOX CONTAINS 5 CLEANSING ANO POLISHING AGENTS.

A real beauty toolh powder, promotes a brilliant gloss!

2. EXTRA SOFT AND SMCOTH because it's doubled-sifted

through 100 mesh silk screens.

3. FRESH-TASTING— no strong medical taste. Your whole

family will like its clean, tangv flavor. Children love it.

McKESSON & ROBBINS, INC., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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$10.00 PRIZE

Eye Opener for Certain People

HAVE just seen "The Devil and
Miss Jones" and am more than

a little disgusted with the whole
picture. I have no sympathy with

strikers who see an opportunity to

cash in on a good thing; and I

dislike more to see this condition

presented sympathetically in a mo-
tion picture. With conditions as

they are in the world today

—

London bomb -shattered, millions

starving on the Continent and our

own men and boys giving up good

jobs and leaving families to serve

their country for $21 a month, I

think it time these so-called "sym-
pathetic strikers" wake up and
realize just how precarious is our
position in the world today.

Is it asking too much that each

do his share to preserve this

democracy of ours with as little

grumbling as possible?

Too bad these strikex's couldn't

spend one night in an air-raid

shelter only to emerge the next

morning to find their homes and
their possessions just so many
ruins; or spend one week in one
of Hitler's concentration camps.
Perhaps then they would realize

that a little sacrifice today insures

untold benefits tomorrow.
Marion Morrison,

Rye Beach, N. H.

$5.00 PRIZE
To the Stars

Because we cannot be
Great stars as they.

Burning a brilliant light

Along our way,
Gay, lovely women swathed

In silk and gold.

Men as alluring as

The knights of old;

Because we shall not ever

See our names
'

Spelt out in boldly bright

Electric flames,

Nor ever hear them whispered, ,

Talked, and sung
In every given land .

•

And spoken tongue;

Because each day we may not

Play some part

Where youth and golden romance
Fill the heart.

And know that through the fragile

Dream we build

FOR YOURSELF

"Tiny, but she'd never go
unnoticed in a crowd," says

Miss Galuska of Vivien Leigh

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards the

following prizes each month for the best

letters subnnitted for publication: $10 first

prize; $5 second prize; $1 each for every

other letter published in full. Just write in

what you think about stars or movies, in

less than 200 words. Letters are judged

on the basis of clarity and originality, and

contributors are warned that plagiarism

from previously published material will be

prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Please do not submit letters of which

copies hove been made to send to other

publications; this is poor sportsmanship

and has resulted, in the post, in embar-

rassing situations for all concerned, as

each letter is published in this department

in good faith. Owing to the great volume

of contributions received by this depart-

ment, we regret that it is impossible for

us to return unaccepted material. Accord-

ingly we strongly recommend that all con-

tributors retain a copy of any manuscript

submitted to us. Address your letter to

"Speak for Yourself," PHOTOPLAY-
MOVIE MIRROR, 122 East 42nd St.. New
York City, N. Y.

A million joys are found
And sorrows stilled;

We love the stars for things

We cannot do,

But most because they're just

Real people, too.

Frances Love,

Georgetown, Texas.

An Open
$1.00

Letter

PRIZE
to Victor Jordan

N the June issue of Photoplay
Movie Mirror you bewailed the

fact that Hollywood is putting far

too much emphasis on the heroic

struggle of Britain. Perhaps it has

never occurred to you that movies
are primarily adult fare and that

any appeal to the intellect at all

must be mature. "Grapes of Wrath
and Steinbeck's other book-movie
as well as "Tobacco Road," are

much more morbid and depressing

than any war movie so far released

Such movies as "The Primrose
Path" and "Dead End" contained

very grim social significance that

made them far from amusing. I'ml

under the impression, Mr. Jordan^

that reluctance to face realities

at the bottom of your trouble,

suggest that you accompany yoiiH

children to the next Gene Autryt

picture; I'm sure you will find thati

refreshing. And the news tha

Shirley Temple is making a come-i

back will doubtlessly thrill you nc

end.

Meanwhile, kindly permit Holly

wood to make sane and mature pic^

tures. I would rather see a bomb fal]

any day than have to sit through

another one of those football-musica]

atrocities that were mass-produced
year or so ago. In "Escape" I saw ;

intelligent presentation of the graves'

problem in the world today and ar

eai'nest effort to bring the facts vividlj

before us who have not (Thank God
Mr. Jordan) had to witness them sc

far at firsthand.

David Earle Lewis,
Nova Scotia, Canada

$1.00 PRIZE
That Leigh FHomilton Woman

I

HONESTLY think the words hav«

I not been—shall we say
—

"invented'

to describe and give justice to thai

charming person, Vivien Leigh. Ther<

is some almost ethereal quality abom
her, something deep and hard to read

that makes it an almost impossiblt

r
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isk. Her physical qualities are simple

nough to discern, after, of course, one

ets over the shock of her first breath-

Aking appearance on the screen.

She's tiny, but she'd never go un-

oticed in a crowd. Her heavenly

lay-green eyes first draw, then hold

our attention. They express her

very mood—they are so dreamy, yet

alive.

Her hair is beautifully soft and

ark. You'd imagine it smelling faint-

,• of some dainty flower, lily-of-

le-valley, perhaps. She's like a

aughty child, sulky and pouting;

le's like an angel, radiant and pure,

here are so many sides to this

iquant, restless creature. She gives

ou the impression of knowing some
elightful little secret, but it is her

nile, her absolutely charming smile,

lat completely wins you over.

And, to top all this, she can act!

eally act! I don't think there is any

tress on the screen today who equals

ivien Leigh, in either "looks" or

oility.

Helene Galuska,

Id
Clinton, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE
Fun Preferred

;ACK OAKIE, you slay me! You

J

ham and mug and are more fun

jian a half-dozen sad-eyed lovers. No
iar is safe in the same movie with

pu, for you steal scenes with the

jreatest of ease.

!You are about as romantic as an

!;erstuf?ed chair, Mr. Oakie, but you
(•e an artist, a master of buffoonery.

|ou have a swell sense of humor, a

ig of tricks and you do me more good

an the tonic the doctor ordered.

jjKeep us laughing. Jack.

Ethel Morris,

Kansas City, Mo.
iThe Oakie keeps us laughing right

)w—on page 48.

$1.00 PRIZE
'

Feel the Same?

"NUITE often one hears a piece

«< of music played intermittently

roughout a production. Such music
(IS haunted me for days because I

tuld not think of the name of the

:ece; I have even lost the trend of

iought in the film trying to satisfy

ly curiosity about the music.

jCouldn't there be a short explana-
[m at the beginning of the picture,

jving possible the history or connec-
j)n—at least the name of the stock

]usic used? The music is quite evi-

ntly played for a reason, so why
t reveal it to interested movie fans?

Sue De Wees Hancox,
Knoxville, Tenn.

(Continued on page 23)

Smart girls avoid unsightly complexion flare-ups caused by soap

irritation. Thousands use mild, gentle Cashmere Bouquet

AFTER the heartaches that go with

soap irritation— a trouble re-

ported by one woman out of two

—

what a thrill to discover Cashmere

Bouquet Soap may be your lucky

skin care! So try the mild soap three

generations of women have found

agreeable to sensitive skin.

Daily refresh and rejuvenate your

tired complexion with the Cashmere

Bouquet Facial.

First: Cream your face thoroughly

with the luxuriously mild lather of

Cashmere Bouquet. Work it gently,

but well around large-pore areas of

nose and chin.

Next: Rinse with warm water;

then a dash of cold. Pat your face

dry, don't rub. Now, skin is glow-

ingly clean and refreshed.

For bathing too, the exotic lather

of Cashmere Bouquet is heavenly.

Leaves you scented all over with the

fragrance men love.

Buy it today at 3 cakes for 25c.

WITH THE FRAGRANCE MEN LOVE
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for more entertainment—
FOUR NEW SEASON HITS!
Ask your local theatre when they're coming your way

!

3ACK ^}^^\

°.
, .n NNhelo" alter •!>'*'>"'

Way by
Oeorge

Seoton

Screen P™' '

\ YAW

no re« V/ore =""'.^!'cro««-o''

Directed by '"'"a ^„,90«o«

StorV bYProduced *';'_'^:^.w^bWSTONE .

'rndTobert
Heron

^r:::cV cordon o

7'

He's the girl

of the year
"

Jack Benny as

"Charley's Aunt"
Tyrone Power as

"A Yank InTheR.A.F.'

with Betty Grable

John Payne in

'Sun Valley Serenade"
with Glenn Miller
and his Orchestra

Randolph Scott

and Gene Tiemey
#n "Belle Starr"
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$1.00 PRIZE

Beauty In Action

IF
THE stars could only realize how

weary their public is with sunken

fi cheeks, pseudosoulful expressions,

over-painted upper lips and protrud-

ing hip bones, they surely would snap

out of it and go on a calorie spree or

something! That is why Lana Turner,

•with her cocky little strut and deli-

ijciously feminine body, was the main

'jeye-appeal in "Ziegfeld Girl." Even

as to beauty of face, to my way of

'hinking, she far surpassed the immo-
loile countenance of Hedy Lamarr.

Without seeming too unkind, I must
I fail to appreciate the much

auded beauty of the latter. Hedy is

agood to look at, to be sure; but real

iDeauty is as rare as a flawless gem and

lew women in Hollywood possess it.

Getting back to Lana, her dramatic

lepth in scenes where she depicted

jetulance or remoi'se was (again to

ny way of thinking) on a par with

)avis or Hepburn. The girl has some-
hing—verve, personality, a sort of

;olden. sheeny dewiness. Don't let

hem tone her down into the usual

tale Hollywood mold!

Helen Bard,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

HONORABLE MENTION

IKE a breath of reportorial fresh air

i_ after too much arsenic hypocrisy

>as the article, "The Truth About
iitars' Ages." The tragedy of it all is

16 Hollywood delusion that we fans

ssociate the gay, the glamorous and
jie bright things only with youth,

''hey forget how many of us are our-

elves past thirty. We like to think

Kat we, too, are living exciting and
jital lives. Why don't the stars relax,

Jlebrate their birthdays and look for

ti audience among their contempo-
iries?

Mae H. Ashworth,
Mt. 'Vernon, Ind.

|"\RCHIDS to Ingrid. Enclosed find

'J one triple wild orchid I found on
le top of our iron range in payment
r three beautiful performances by

> jiss Bergman; "Intermezzo, " "Adam
I dad Four Sons," "Rage in Heaven."

Davis gives me the jitters, SuUavan
iikes me hungry. Then along comes
normal, sane, healthy person with

j

ain eyes—neither pop-eyed nor
nken—who can act. Her hair is

ort and her legs are long—where,
I where has the glamour girl gone?
Thanks, Miss Bergman, and may
u be Maria in "For Whom the Bell
ills."

Otto J. Becker,
Minnesota Lake. Mmn.
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Speak for Yourself
(Continued from page 21)

WHY, OH WHY? We go to a Fred
Astaire show to see him dance

and in "Second Chorus" we sit through

two hours of pretended horn-tooting

and get about fifteen minutes of danc-

ing.

And George Murphy in "Little

Nellie Kelly"—what happened? Noth-

ing. The two grandest dancers in

movies, doing everything except danc-

ing.

We don't want to hear them sing

—

we don't care a thing about their act-

ing—but we love to see them dance.

Donna Gale,

Seattle, Wash.

Pleasant subject of a reader's com-
plaint is George Murphy, seen here

wIthCharles Farrell who beaued Janet

Gaynor in the good old screen days

WHY DO we still consider it a

"treat" to see a play with live

actors? The answer is—actors on the

stage are aware of an audience they

are trying to please. After a clever

line they pause until the laughter dies

down. But a talking picture "grinds

on" like a phonograph record. We
hear a funny line and the comeback
is drowned in our laughter.

Do the actors in a movie have to

keep talking every instant? We love a

funny movie. Give us time to laugh.

Edna Swift,

Washington, D. C.

AS A FINAL tribute to one "real

human" let us dedicate some
token which will keep his greatness

and courage in the heart of every

American. Hollywood has thrilled

us by depicting on the screen the lives

of such people as Emma Hamilton,

Father Flanagan, Victor Herbert, etc.,

but now I am certain she will have a

fine biographical film if she reveals on

the screen the life of the "Iron Man of

Baseball"—Lou Gehrig. The "Iron

Man" may be gone, but what he has

contributed to the world and us

Americans will live until eternity.

Nella Santoni,

Baltimore, Md.

LET'S GO American in the movies!

Let's film American scenery,
American people, American problems
in American homes. No more foreign

stories in across-the-ocean settings.

Everyone concedes the powerful

influence movies have on our millions

of movie patrons. Why not turn that

influence into a more powerful

weapon for American defense? Fans
now, more than ever before, raise

their cheers when the Stars and
Stripes flash on the screen.

Please, Hollywood, fan this flicker-

ing flame!

Mrs. Maude Smeike,
Lambertville, N. J.

IF
THEY'RE going to send convoys to

Britain, I wish they'd bring back

some English films with some advice

to our Hollywood producers included!

I believe in America First too, but

when ii comes to choosing between
English pictures and ours—I'll take

theirs anytime.

The British don't make the fatal

mistake that we constantly do, of

creating a star of someone simply be-

cause she is physically attractive. Why
don't we take a tip from them and
have a smaller star list with every

one of them a real honest-to-goodness

actor? Films such as "Night Train,"

"Vanishing Lady" and "Blackout" ap-

peal to the public's intelligence and,

what's more, they've got action, sus-

pense and mystery.

June Edmiston,
Maywood, 111.

BEFORE it is too late I want to cry

a halt to the revival of conven-
tional film types who bored me even
in their heyday twenty years ago.

One is the masterful caveman: the

other is the gamin, spitfire, child of

nature, hoyden, or French Canadian
wildcat restored with such dreadful

fidelity by Paulette Goddard in

"Northwest Mounted Police."

The spitfire is in every sense im-
possible. Her mixture of fiery tan-

trums and naive egotism are over-

drawn and her pidgin-English is a

most tiresome affectation.

Caveman and spitfire, avaunt! You
died years ago; cease hauntin? uaI

Elizabeth Fletche:?,

Blackpool, England.
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REVIEWING MOVIES OF THE MONTH
A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, outstanding;

A touching, sincere picture: Walter Pidgeon

and Greer Garson in "Blossoms In The Dust"

Breezy, bright annusement: Mary Martin and
Don Ameche in "Kiss the Boys Goodbye"

Blossoms In The Dust

(M-G-M)

It's About: A woman who devotes her

lije to nameless children.

TO Edna Gladney of Texas, M-G-M
has erected a beautiful monument in

the story of "Blossoms In The Dust."

No finer actress than Greer Garson
could have been chosen to enact Miss
Gladney, the woman who devoted her
life to providing homes for nameless
children.

Miss Garson is not only beautiful,

and doubly so in Technicolor, but
seems to catch perfectly the deep
heart motives of the mother who
lost her own child and who hence-
forth sacrificed her personal life to

the care and advancement of these

little children, even to erasing,

through state legislature, the word
"illegitimacy" from their records.

Walter Pidgeon as the hearty West-
erner who woos and wins Miss Gai-son

for his wife, Marsha Hunt as her dear-
est friend, Felix Bressart as the doc-
tor, all create memorable portraits.

In all, it's a touching, sincere picture
that probes deep into the heart.

Your Reviewer Says: Tender and ap-
pealing.

The Best Pictures of the Month

Sergeant York

They Met In Bombay
Underground
Moon over Miami
Shepherd of the Hills

Man Hunt
Blossoms In The Dust

Best Performances

Clark Gable in "They Met In

Bombay"
Philip Dorn in "Underground"
Jeffrey Lynn in "Underground"
Kaaren Verne in "Underground"
Mary Martin in "Kiss the Boys

Goodbye"
Harry Carey in "Shepherd of the

Hills"

Betty Field in "Shepherd of the

Hills"

John Wayne in "Shepherd of the

Hills"

Beulah Bondi In "Shepherd of the

Hills"

George Sanders In "Man Hunt"
Walter Pidgeon In "Man Hunt"
Joan Bennett In "Man Hunt"
Greer Garson in "Blossoms In The

Dust"

Bette Davis in "The Bride Came
CCD."

James Cagney In "The Bride Came
CCD."

Gary Cooper In "Sergeant York"

Joan Leslie In "Sergeant York"

^ Kiss the Boys Goodbye
(Paramount)

It's About: The search for a South-

ern belle to star in a New Yo-Jd

musical.

IF
you've seen the stage play, jiist

forget all about it, for Hollywood's

"Kiss the Boys Goodbye" is something

else again. Instead of the origin; I's

search for a Scarlett O'Hara, we now

have stage producer Jerome Co\v<.n,

musical composer Oscar Levant and

stage director Don Ameche searching

for a naive Southern girl for a Broad-

way musical show.

Of course, it goes without say:ng

that Mary Martin, chorus girl out ol

work, goes back home to Dixie in

time to stage a show that sweeps Mr.

Ameche into a tantrum and Mi\

Levant into a dither.

Audiences love Oscar, the incorrigi-

ble; Ameche rates cheers as well; but

it's Mary's picture. Her Southern

belle burlesque, her good looks and

bright singing of the peppy songs

bring the movie into the homestreich

with bright, frivolous flags flying.

Barbara Jo Allen and Elizabii

Patterson are very good.

Your Reviewer Says: Breezy as thej

sea air.

(Continued on page 96)

FOR COMPLETE CASTS OF CURRENT PICTURES SEE PAGE 104
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For k I raJor hair oi radiant Lovelinesslovel

lOj! for package of 2 rinses

of 10^ stores.

25^ for 5 rinses at drug and

department stores.

Completely enchanting—hut
that is soft and lustrous— radiant with

sparkling highlights—gleaming with

glorious sheen. Let Colorinse help you

possess this glamorous feminine love-

liness. Colorinse—the magic-like riose

made by Nestle, originators of per-

manent waving—gives hair a warmer,

richer tone— fills it with dancing high-

lights—makes it silky soft, easier to

comb, easier to manage. Not an ordi-

nary dye nor a bleach, Colorinse does

not brush or rub oflF but washes out

easily with shampooing. Yes, there's a

shade of Colorinse that will help make
your hairmore lovely. Take your choice
from the 14 flattering colors on the

Nestle Hair Chart. Try Colorinse today.

For a perfect hair-do use Nestle Shampoo BEFORE—
and Nestle Superset after Colorhising.

COLOklNSE





PHOTOPLR IMIRROR

''Dearest Deanna -and Benito

RECENTLY our little industry was suddenly gro-

tesquely involved in the world news. There ap-

peared in the daily press a letter which Benito

Mussolini had supposedly addressed to the Italian people's

favorite movie star—not a German, not an Italian, but a

little Canadian-born girl who is now an American.
"Dearest Deanna," the letter began. "In the past we

always had a soft place in our heart for you. However,
today we fear that you, like the remainder of American
youth, are controlled by the President and perhaps to-

morrow will see fine American youth marching into

battle in defense of Britain. If this is so, you don't yet

know how hard life will be for the youth of tomorrow.
Why doesn't American youth break the chains which
are blindly dragging the entire nation into a war in

which it will be defeated? To be able to gnaw the Axis,

steel-tough jaws are necessary and not rosy ones used
to chewing gum. If you only knew how good and beau-
tiful are the children of Rome and Berlin and how much
poetry there is in the youth of Europe, then you wouldn't
listen to your and our enemies."

Many people reading this letter must have itched to

reply to it for Deanna. Even Deanna herself must have
formed answering phrases in her mind before she and
her advisors decided they would not dignify the dis-

paragement of our country with a response from her own
lips.

The editorial staff of this magazine was in the process
of obtaining a comment from her or concocting one of

its own when it happened upon someone else's answer.
Certainly, if Deanna had wished to acknowledge this typi-
cal propaganda epistle, she couldn't have chosen a better
spokesman than Mr. H. I. Phillips who, in his daily col-
umn in the New York Sun, undertook an imaginary
reply. He has given me permission to reprint it, and
here it is:

"Dear Benito:

"I have received your letter to me through one of your
newspapers chiding me for being among those young
people of America who stand 100% behind the President,
and it makes me feel quite uncomfortable. The idea of
me, a little girl in the movies, getting a warning from a

great big dictator like you! It's all so sudden. I had no
idea you cared.

"I always thought you were so busy answering orders

from Hitler and trying to find out what you were expected
to do next that you had no time for movie actresses. It

would have made me awfully self-conscious just to have
thought that, even on the screen, I was being glared at

disapprovingly by you. I tremble even now.
"You say I am making a big mistake in being against

the Axis because—you and Adolf are unbeatable, and
that all Americans, like me will be left behind the eight

ball, which hurts you because you like young people

and hate to think of having to devour little American
boys and girls. You think I should keep out of any anti-

Nazi movements and set that kind of example for the

young people of America. You say the boys and girls

of Berlin and Naples are much happier and face a brighter

future than those of my country. . . .

YOU wouldn't fool me, would you? I hope not, but I

have read about your Italian boys and girls. It seems
to me I have read that boys are trained for war from the

cradle up. I've seen pictures of little school kids drilling

in the hot sun when they ought to be out making mud
pies or laughing at Mickey Mouse. And haven't I read
about the duty of a little Italian girl being to do all the
housework early, marry young and have more children
than the Old Lady Who Lived in the Shoe?
"Anyhow, Mister Mussolini, you are not half so sorry

about me as I am about you. I know you are unhappy
with Adolf. I know you would rather play in somebody
else's yard.

"I'll bet you would like to be a little boy or girl and
come right out and give your honest opinion about
Nazism, Hitler and German aggressiveness. I'll bet that
if you could do it without anybody's knowing it you would
love to go into a movie theater and boo newsreels of
Hitler.

"You're sorry for little girls like me, mister! Well,
am I sorry for big boys like you!

"Sincerely,

"DEANNA."

SEPTEMBER, 1941



A million men will be
surprised when they

read what "Fearless"

has to say about Ann
Sheridan. Gary
Cooper (below with

co-star Barbara
Stanwyck In "Meet
John Doe") always
keeps his torso cov-

ered. Of necessity?

WHEN Loretta Young played in

"Clive of India," she found
great amusement in showing

her girl friends who visited her at the

studio the absolute construction job

that had been built into the front of

her formal evening costumes. It wasn't

any conventional "padding" but a sort

of satin bridge on which her pretty

bosom could rest so that it might
be pushed up into the plump and visi-

ble position demanded by dresses of

the late Eighteenth Century, the time

which "Clive of India" reflected.

Everybody in the studio—it was the

old United Artists lot—was aware of

this artistic deception. Everybody re-

28

garded it as an effect a girl achieved
for that kind of a costume picture.

Nobody dreamed those five short

years ago that all this chest expansion

was about to become something the

director would order in every film,

demand in every star, regardless of

time, situation or the star's actual

figure.

But it did so work out and just in

case you have been wondering how
it happens that every starlet coming
into movies today, plus some stars long

established, suddenly have the most
wonderful sweater-fillers ever out-

lined, we rise to remark that it just

ain't so, pal, it just ain't so. Loretta,

at least, was working with the real

article, but today in Glamour Corners
time and bosoms have changed.

There are Hollywood figures as

made by nature and there are Holly-

wood figures as made in the fitting

rooms and you'd be surprised how
often the twain do meet. What's more
all the fitted, and fitted-up, figures art

not female.

There is many a he-man hero on

the screen who off the screen and

out of his rugged tweed coat and his

slick slacks looks like a forgotten

order of macaroni. You have often

seen the Errol Flynn, the George

Brent, the Clark Gable, the Tyrone

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mirrob



Joan Bennett
left) worries

because she has

something sister

Constance
hasn't; JInnnny

Stewart ( below)

preferred bath-

robe to bathing

suit in the pool

scene with Hep-
burn in "Phila-

delphia Story"

Stenographers and Myrna Loy
have the same figure problem;
but Myrna doesn't care at all

Power, the Gary Grant torso exposed
without even the benefit of undershirt,

but have you ever seen Gary Cooper's

or Jimmy Stewart's? (Even in that

swimming pool scene in "The Phila-

delphia Story," you may recall, Jimmy
was always snugly wrapped up in his

bathrobe.) You have seen many a

camera shot featuring Joel McCrea's
trig waistline, but have you ever seen

a camera linger on the midriff of

Freddie March (in the last few years,

that is)?

It is, however, much easier to cheat

on a man's figure than on a woman's.
A lot of shoulder padding, a good
"drape" at (Continued on page 76)
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A daring disclosure that calls a spade a

spade, names names and reveals hitherto closely

guarded secrets of the Hollywood fitting rooms

29
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nn Sheridan and I won't marry

Rarely has any Hollywood man made such a statement; never

before has any star had the courage to give his reasons openly

ANN SHERIDAN and I

are not going to be
^ married!" With a

grin, George Brent was answering my question.

'I say this," he added, "despite the persistent

[rumors that we are ah-eady married, or that we
^re about to elope.

"We don't even discuss the question because we
know the answer. We reaUze that the combina-

tion of a film career and marriage causes diffi-

ulties that few have been able to surmount.

We've both tried it. We've both failed."

The Sheridan-Brent romance has excited Holly-

wood—for Ann and George are such genuinely

harming people, both on the screen and off. Now,
for the very first time, the truth about this love

jstory is being told.

"We're very happy as it is," George Brent said.

j'We are perfectly congenial and we have fun

Eogether, so why risk clouding a grand friendship

oy assuming new responsibilities? Happiness is

more abiding if it can be spontaneous and not all

lied up in 'musts' and 'don'ts.' No other profession

ibsorbs one so completely as acting in motion
iictures. It demands your time, your energy and
/our emotional resources and leaves little for a

aersonal life. It is exhausting enough for a man,
JUt it must be much more so for a girl.

"Ann and I are both under contract to Warner
Brothers and working hard, going from one picture

nto another, so we have little time for plans. Any-
vay, what incentive is there to plan for a future

BY MAUDE CHEATHAM with the world in this state

of chaos? We don't know
what vidll happen next week,

let alone next year!

"Ann isn't looking for marriage," continued

George. "She has a brilliant career before her

and is tremendously ambitious to prove herself.

She has seven years to go on her present contract

—when that is over, who can tell? It all depends
on how this experience will affect her as a woman,
what it will make of her.

"There is no doubt that if she is given half a

chance she will become one of the foremost screen

actresses. She has all the star qualities: beauty,

vividness, intelligence, talent, and above all, a

reabiess that the cameras capture. But there's

hard work to be done, she knows this, and she

would never be satisfied to give it up until she

reaches the top. Who can blame her? Not I,

because I understand her viewpoint. It's a colorful,

exciting life. One can't toss it aside even when
one knows the day of triumph is brief and that

a long anticlimax awaits after the applause dies

down.
"Ann's not of a nervous, high-tensioned tem-

perament so she will weather this screen life

better than many girls. She's very wise. She never
strains at the leash, never wastes energy over
trivial issues, or makes demands. Instead, she

takes and gives as it comes. Oh yes, she has her
moods, but she quickly rises above them, for she

has a boyish vitality and (Continued on page 89)
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BY BARBARA BERCH

THEY live in a five-room cottage

on the side of a hill in Los An-
geles and are showing their neigh-

bors, and the rest of the world, what
this business of being happy is all

about. They've cornered the market
on it and since Julie Anne, their little

blonde, now year-old youngster, has

moved in with them, all an outsider

can do is purr and beam and glow

along with them.

Unbelievable, incredible, that they

could have happened to Hollywood.
They should be in Boise or Butte or

Burlington, except that they're a little

more sunburned and a little less naive.

But they're just as stared at and just

as revered in their own home town.

Kids in love—attractive, bright-eyed,

levelheaded kids—get their share of

attention anywhere.
Everything about them, everything

they do, everything they've done, is

so right, so prearranged. They de-
cided that after they were married a

year they'd move into a house some-
where in the hills. They did, almost

to the day. Then, after three years,

they would have a baby. Check, Julie

Anne. They can tell you exactly what

they'll be doing fifteen years from
now, or how they'll be living when
they're ninety-nine. Nobody doubts
for a second that every part of it will

come out as planned.

Even their house "happened"' that

way. They started to look for a com-
fortable place some ten months after

they married. They motored through

Bel Air, through Brentwood, out to

the beach; not right. Then, one day,

the house turned up sitting on the

side of that particular hill and Anne
and Johnny moved in.

They transformed the simple little
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You'd never believe that love, marriage, happiness

itself could come about this way. But it does—in

Hollywood—with Anne Shirley and John Payne. It

can happen where you live, too— if you'll let it

ouse into a functional, modern home,
j)lanted a garden, rigged up a pint-

iized swimming pool in a few feet

ff empty ground they had in the back

i'ard, tacked up rose trellises along

|he walls and then stood back and
lurveyed their work. Under their

^pervision and care, it had become

I

dream house, something a little out

:f the world. Especially when Johnny
5 puttering around with his car in

ae driveway and Anne is sitting on
ie fender, Julie Anne in her lap,

matching him.

Anne loves to tell the story of how

SPIEMBER. 1941

she and Johnny met. Another one of

those instances in which Fate was
winking at her favorite children. She
was all set to go to a picnic one
Sunday afternoon, but since she had
been out rather late the previous
night, her mother decided that she

had better sleep Sunday morning and
get her rest. So, instead of the picnic,

Anne went to a small party that after-

noon—and there was John Payne.
Phyllis Fraser, who was living with

Anne and her mother at the time,

relates how Anne came home, liter-

ally danced home. "I met the most

wonderful man—wonderful," she gur-
gled. "He promised to telephone me
this week." Anne stayed home every
night waiting for his call.

"She just about died when Johnny
didn't phone," says Phyllis. "Finally,
the following Monday, she got some
tickets to a preview and asked me if

it would be all right for her to call

him. I don't think she even waited
for my answer, because she was al-
ready dialing his number. And he
said he had another engagement!
Anne broke down and wept, the only
time I've ever seen her cry."
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The next day a dozen gardenias ar-

rived—from John Payne. And the

following week, a dozen camellias,

then a dozen orchids and then roses.

Johnny claims he wanted to play

hard to get at first, but once the

campaign started, he wasn't fooling.

He fell just as hard as had Anne.

IT'S a first romance for both of them,

this great love affair that the town
talks about in hushed whispers and

muted sighs. Anne had had her share

of dates, but nothing real until Johnny
came along. As for him, he had never

paid much attention to girls. Anne
wasn't plain girl, though. She was

—

well—she was—you know

—

They've been married almost four

years now and they still act like

newlyweds. You see them on Holly-

wood Boulevard walking along, hand
in hand, dropping in to a movie,

maybe, or just window-shopping. Or
they stop at a drugstore and have a

couple of ice-cream sodas, or ham-
burgers. If he's working, he calls her

three or four times a day to see how
she is, what she's doing, or to ask,

"Is Julie Anne a good girl?" They
call each other every day at lunch-

time and if the shooting on his picture

doesn't break until late, Anne waits

for his call, regardless of appoint-

ments, business engagements, lunch-

eon dates.

In their well-regulated household,

Johnny is the boss. He hires the ser-

vants, takes charge of the bills, keeps

the business machinery running

smoothly. Anne orders the meals,

watches over Julie Anne and keeps

the house comfortable and right for

him. Occasionally, though, when the

baby weai's her mother out, Johnny
steps in and takes over. Friends who
have seen him with her declare it

makes the most amusing sight in cap-

tivity: Big, masculine Johnny Payne
holding that baby in his two hands,

singing to her, bouncing her, pinching

her. Oh yes, he does all of these

things, and with the proper amount
of gusto. Call him on it and he'll

come back with something like, "Julie

Anne is a very special kind of baby.

This won't spoil her."

Julie Anne's future will be hers to

decide for herself. Her mother and
father are not going to make an

actress of her, or a writer, or a debu-
tante—unless she chooses to be, when
she grows old enough to decide for

herself. She'll have proper schooling

and guidance and advice, but she is

going to be an individual and make
her own life. Anne and Johnny will

see to that.

"If anything ever happened between
those kids," says Phyllis Fraser, who
is Julie Anne's godmother and who
knows the Paynes best, "I'll lose my
faith in romance. There never was

anything like this before and there

will never be anything like it again.

They're perfect together. A whole
complete little world in themselves."

If people invite them out, fine, they

go. They're invited to the Jack
Bennys', to the Barbara Hutton
soirees, to all the right social func-

tions. But people aren't essential to

their happiness; unnecessary alto-

gether if the two of them are not

accepted as a singly functioning unit.

The other night some old friends of

Johnny's called up and asked him to

join them at the fights and maybe for

a poker game later on. "Sorry, fel-

lows," he answered, "but I never go

anywhere without Anne."

Julie Anne's arrival in July of last

year is further proof that everything

happens to them the way they want
it to, the way it should. Anne knew
she was going to have a daughter.

So did Johnny. She was so sure that

when Phyllis was betting another

friend of theirs the baby would be
a boy, Anne quickly called her into

the house. "Don't bet on that, honey,"

Anne cautioned. "It's going to be a

girl, Julie Anne." They already have
the name selected for their next child,

which, of course, will be a boy.

They've decided upon Jonathan, a

composite of both their names, and
he'll be born in a couple of years, when
everything is right and ready for him.

THEY'RE quiet people, these Paynes,
living their lives fully and well.

Johnny, in spite of his fame, his suc-

cess, his talent, is a shy, somewhat
untalkative boy. He knows what he
wants out of life and he knows what
he has to do to get it. Anne is quiet,

too, but it's a different kind of quiet-

ness, a deep, almost spiritual quality.

If she hasn't cured him of his in-

feriority complex (though why John
Payne should have one is a major
mystery) she has succeeded in sub-
merging it, since he knows that he is

the most important person in her life.

He doesn't make friends easily. He
demands perfection and absolute loy-

alty, but once he makes a friend, he

is as loyal and unswerving as he ex-

pects the friend to be. Phyllis may
have been Anne's best friend, but

Johnny had to know her and like her

for himself before he could accept

her, too. Now she's as close to both

of them as she was to Anne, before.

But she didn't fall into his affection

through pull. She had to earn it.

Johnny had been looking for a girl

like Anne all his life. He knew she

would be about five feet two inches

high, slim, fragile, lithe as a rod, with

light brown hair and peachy skin and
everything else that makes up Anne.
Anne would have told you before

she ever heard of Johnny that the man
she was going to marry would be very

tall, very dark, very handsome, verj-

strong, very much like John Payne
And either of them would have beer,

just as quick to tell you all about
Julie Anne long before she was born.

She's no "little stranger" to them.
For all their youth, they're making

perfect parents for that child. Johnm
boasted that he would take no pic-

tures of his daughter until she reached
|

the photogenic age, say, of six or

eight months. But. quite naturally,

two days after her birth, papa Payne
was photographing her from all!

angles.

Anne Shirley has changed, too. She
has developed into a mature, beau-
tiful woman, she wears her hair dif-

ferently and she weighs 110 pounds,
where she used to balance the scales

at 96. It's made such a change
in her that over at RKO, the studio

where she was contracted as a child

star some eight years ago and where
she has lived most of her screen life,

the head of the publicity department
failed to recognize her. "Who is that

gorgeous girl?" he asked someone, as

she entered the commissary. This,

from the man who took the first pub-
licity stills of her as "Anne of Green
Gables," replete with pigtails and
middy waist!

Marriages in Hollywood, or any-

where else, come and go. So do film

stars, and careers, and ohildren. and

love. But the John Paynes of Holly-

wood will probably go on forever.

They're that kind of people.

PHOlOPLAy-MOVIE MIRRORS

Pour-Color Series:

Appearing In Twentieth Centurv-

Fox's "Swannp Water

page
'

Appeoring in RKO'sl

"Before The Fact"

pagtSi\

?^ZLicilla. J!a.ne

Appearing in Warner;

"New Orleans Blues

page i
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This gay commentator fore

goes the alkaline to become

sentimentalist in naming her

choices—but she can't count!

"More than just a nice man," says

columnist Hopper of Edward Arnold.
"Just listening to that laugh of his

is enough to put you in good humor."

I

HEARD a good gag on myself the

other night. A friend said, "Hedda,
I know why you've never de-

veloped a double chin. It's because
you stick your neck out so much."

Well, be that as it may, here I go
again and I love it—I mean, sticking

my neck out.

The three nicest men in Hollywood
. . . that's a tall order because the

woods are full of them. But if you'd
pin me down, I think I'd pick Edward
Arnold, Jimmy Cagney and Henry
Fonda.

Edward Arnold is more than just

36

a nice man. He's about our most
distinguished citizen, to boot. He's a

good husband, father and a man with
an active civic conscience and that's

a rare animal in these woods. Elected

president for the second time of the

Screen Actors' Guild, Eddie is always
in the forefront of any worth-while
undertaking and has done fine work
for the Community Chest, Motion
Picture Relief and every cause for

betterment of local conditions. He
was also the originator of the "I Am
An American" movement. In real life

Eddie is the same bluff, jovial fellow

that he used to be on the screen

before they began making him into

those "economic royalists" that he
seems always to play nowadays . . .

I guess because he's so different.

I know how he feels. I played bad
women on the screen for twenty
years. Finally I begged Louis B.

Mayer for a good-woman part and
guess what he said. "A bad woman
can't play a bad woman on the screen,

Hedda. She'd be too unpleasant, our
audiences wouldn't stand for it!"

Eddie's a man with whom you're

instantly at ease . . . always brimful

PHOTOPLAY combined with jviovie ivhrrob



Idol of the Twentieth Century-Fox
lo^ from top executives down to the

gatetnan Is Henry Fonda, Miss Hop-
per's third choice, "the lovable type"

Label awarded Jimmy Cagney is "a
big 'little guy.' Anybody can talk to

Jimmy any time about anything and
be sure of an interested audience"

|if jokes, though just listening to that

faugh of his is enough to put you in

good humor for the rest of the day.

Jimmy Cagney is probably the most
Jown-to-earth actor in town. Any-
lody can talk to Jimmy any time

fibout anything and be sure of an
pterested audience. He almost never
lioes to the Warner Studio Green
).oom, a private dining room reserved
!:>r the stars and executives. Jimmy
|iither eats out with the hoi polloi or

|ts on the set during the noon hour,

Ijiewing the rag with the workmen
llid sharing the lunch from their

iliPTEMBER, 1941

boxes. They all swear by him and he
does an awful lot of kind things for

people in his own quiet way. He has

the complete simplicity of manner that

all "big people" share and his frank-

ness is as comforting as a hand-clasp.

Just a big "Httle guy". . . .

HANK FONDA is the same lovable

type off the screen as on. There's

something perennially youthful about
him without being the least bit sappy.

His friendliness and unfailing thought-
fulness in small things have made him
the idol of the Twentieth Century lot,

from the top execs down to the

gateman.
Hank came -up the hard way. He

got his early training in stock with
the "Falmouth Players" on Cape Cod
in the summers, the same group
who played in Baltimore during the

winters imder the title of "The Uni-
versity Players." Jimmy Stewart was
in the same company and he and
Hank are stiU buddies. Hank has
never forgotten those early lean days
and when any of his friends of that

period are in trouble, Hank's always
there to tide {Continued on page 87)
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Three looks at two triumphs: A girl who's the

hit of the Hollywood dance floor; and a dance
that's destined to have you thinking in Spanish,

talking in conga rhythm and being the life of

any party. The girl is Ann Miller, a pretty little

person who's stepping high in Columbia's
"Time Out For Rhythm"; if you dance the Pan-

Americonga the way she does you'll be able to

start some Pan-American relations on your own





WHHTlS WRONG

-4outju)o

BY HARMONY HAYNES

Dr. Gayelord Hauser, who has been Garbo's constant companion, exposes an ominous defect

ARE motion-picture stars moi-c

beautiful, more charming than
^ women in other walks of life?

Do they enjoy better health? Do
they give themselves better care? Are
they more poised or better able to

cope with life'?

Such questions as these have for

years been argued pro and con by
both experts and nonexperts. Now
comes Dr. Gayelord Hauser, interna-

tionally famous dietitian, and casts his

vote—No.

Now don't get the idea that Dr.

.Hauser is prejudiced against Holly-

(Vood. On the contrary, he loves it.

Has home is here and his friends in

•;he picture city are numbered in the

;housands. It isn't that he doesn't

oiow beauty, glamour or charm when
le sees it, for he is dietitian and per-

;onal friend, not only of screen stars,

)ut of a great many glamorous ladies

he world over

At a luncheon given him by Lady
];harles Mendl (Elsie de Wolfe) in

-"aris before the fall of France were
he Duchess of Windsor, Lady Charles
Cavendish ( Adele Astaire) , the Count-

Two years ago, Gorbo went to Dr.

Hauser to consult him about her

health, a visit that was the be-

ginning of a headline romance

ess Montgomery, Princess Karam of

Kapurthala, Princess de Beaumont,
Mrs. Harrison Williams, Mmc. Keun
Hedervary, wife of the Hungarian
Ambassador to France, Mrs. Arturo
Lopez, Mme. Andre Dubonnet,
Princess de Fauciny-Lucinge and

Mme. Ralli, wife of the Greek Ambas-
sador. How did those women inter-

nationally famed for their chaiTn com-
pare with the motion-picture stars?

Dr. Hauser, strikingly handsome on

a six-feet-two-and-a-half-inch scale,

smiles and shakes his head a bit

sadly.

"I do not like to speak against

Hollywood, but since you make it a

general question, I feel that I must
give an honest answer. No place else,

and I do lecture all over the world,

have I found such an appalling state

of restlessness as I find among
motion^picture people.

"They move to the beach, the hills,

the valley, the desert, but they never
quite get Hollywood, or should I say

motion pictures, out of their systems.

They never quite relax. Until they

do they cannot hope to come under
the heading of healthy people and
without health they cannot radiate

charm as we know it on the Continent.

For every charming woman is a calm
one and calmness seems foreign to

Hollywood.
"Perhaps (Continued on page 77)
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There's intense rivalry and antagonism between them—
Joan Fontaine and Olivia de Havilland admit it. Here,

for the first time, is the explanation of the paradoxical

love that exists between Hollywood's most famous sisters

BY ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

Highly strung, vola-

tile, Joan and LIv-

vie are two of the

nnost delightful and
stimulating girls Hol-

lywood has known
Photooraph hv
John Swope

DURING the last year Olivia

de Havilland and Joan Fon-
taine have made the headlines.

Newspaper and radio columnists have
informed us there's no love lost be-
tween these sisters; that they are, in

fact, having a feud. And, remarkably
enough, ninety odd percent of aU the

incidents that have been quoted to

prove this point have been true.

There's no denying them. Even as

children Olivia and Joan quarreled

often and violently. But it wasn't

because there was no love lost be-

tween them, ever. Rather it was
because they loved each other ex-
ceedingly, were over-possessive and
reacted to everything concerning each
other far too violently. And all of

this still is true.

Always when I read about the

de Havilland-Fontaine feud I remem-
ber the Saturday afternoon John
Swope took pictures of Joan to illus-

trate a story I had written for Photo-
play-Movie Mirror. Brian was up-
stairs working with his secretary.

Olivia, responding to the admiration
in John Swope's eyes, was acting

frisky. I can still hear her answering
the telephone in a pseudo-elegant
voice. And I can still hear Joan fuss-

ing, "Livvie, please! Brian doesn't

like that sort of thing! And I don't

either!"

That may seem trifling. That might
be trifling to some sisters. But other

sisters—Uke Joan and Olivia—love

each other in a way that makes them
tinder boxes.

There was no further exchange be-
tween the girls that day. They
wouldn't quarrel before John Swope
and me. Their exceedingly beautiful

breeding is evidenced always. But it

was apparent that things weren't what
they would have been if we hadn't

been there. The atmosphere was as

sultry as it is before a thunderstorm.

And I think everyone was relieved

when the tea tray arrived.

Brian came downstairs. Joan took

her place behind the silver service,

like a gracious queen. Olivia curled

up in a corner of the cherry red sofa,

nibbled speculatively at a sandwich
and made outrageous eyes at John
Swope. John, a little nervous, I

thought, but with his eyes glued on
Olivia, began telling how wildflowers

now grow on the banks of Boulder
Dam, once desert land. That some-
how cleared the air and everybody
relaxed. Whereupon Joan began tell-

ing charming stories about Ohvia as

a little girl. And Olivia began telling

even more charming stories about
Joan as a little girl.

Joan said, "I always admired Livvie

so much. She always could prove the

thing she wanted to do was the thing

to do. Even then she had powers of

logic and analysis which I, depending
upon instinct, have always lacked.

"Once, I remember, she decided we
must clean our room—although it was
ninety-eight in the shade on a July

day. I was frantic when I couldn't

find any way of getting out of helping

her. And I started pummeling her."

Olivia interrupted, "I got more than

one spanking for trying to bully

Joanie. But even though those spank-
ings were the result of Joanie's com-
plaining to Mother about me she

never took any satisfaction from them.

She stood by, pale and trembling, be-
seeching Mother to whip her instead."

I began to wonder—this being my
first encounter with these highly

strung, volatile sisters together—if I

hadn't imagined their flashing eyes,

the anger ready to leap into their

measured voices, the tension that had
existed in that room only a few min-
utes before.

"Joanie's illness," Olivia went on,

"was forever a thorn in my side. I've

always been a ham at heart, I guess.

I thought her illness made her roman-
tic and interesting. It also got her
out of things."

"Like that convent we hated so,"

Joan said. "I became quite ill and
had to be sent home. The day I left

we prayed Livvie would get ill so she

would have to be sent home, too. But
all our prayers produced for her was
hives and she had to stay on."

Brian chuckled and passed his cup
for more tea. (Continued on page 85)
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One of the most famous \

characters in the drama comes \

to the screen: Regina Giddens

as played by Bette Davis

There is probably a woman like Regina Giddens

in your town. You envy her her breeding, her

position — but would you envy her her heart?

Fiction version by NORTON RUSSELL

t>roduced by Samuel Goldwyn. Directed by Wllliom Wyler. Distributed by RKO-Rodio pictures.

Screen play by Lillian Hellman from her stage success os produced by Herman bhumhn.
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HORACE GIDDENS was coming
home. For half a year he had
been in a Baltimore hospital,

being treated for the heart disease

that had struck so suddenly and
violently. He had found the hospital

strangely restful. Away from Regina,

his wife, away from his bank, he'd

been able to think.

But now Regina had sent Alexan-
dra, their daughter, to bring him
home. "Mother misses you," Zan had
said. "She wants you to come home."
He almost believed it, because he
wanted to believe it, but deep inside

him he knew it was not true. Regina

wanted him back for some purpose.

Once he'd thought that Regina's

beauty, her stately, gracious beauty,

was a sign of inner loveliness, but

twenty years of marriage had taught

him that it was only a mask. Actually,

Regina was as grasping as her brother

Oscar, as hard as her brother Ben.

The journey down from Baltimore

was long and tiring, and he and Zan
stopped overnight in Mobile to rest.

It was good, the next morning, to have
only a short ride in the gritty, hot

train before he was home, riding in a

station hack up the quiet Southern

street, stopping in front of his own
house, having Zan and Addie, the

colored housekeeper, fuss over him
and install him in his old room, next

to Regina's. That w£is a pleasant sur-

prise. He hadn't slept there since

—

not for a long time. And now Regina
had fixed the room for him herself.

Perhaps she really had missed him

—

And then Regina was standing in

the doorway, smiling, coming swiftly

toward him with a rustle of silk skirts,

kissing him and saying, "Horace! I'm

very happy to see you. What hap-
pened to you and Alexandra—why
weren't you here yesterday, when we
expected you?"
"We stopped overnight in Mobile,"

he said. "I didn't feel good. Just a

httle weak, I suppose."

"Well," Regina said briskly, "you're

going to get much better, now that

you're home."
"I didn't have a bad time in the

hospital," he said. "Oh, maybe at first

—when the doctors told me—but after

I got used to the idea, I sort of hked
it there."

Regina bridled. "You liked it

there?" she asked coldly. "You liked

it so well you didn't want to come
home?"
Thus, within a moment of their

meeting, they were on the verge of a

quarrel. It was almost with relief that

he heard Ben and Oscar Hubbard,
Regina's brothers, coming up the

stairs. Ben, the elder, was grizzled

and hearty and jovial—until he
wanted something you had. Oscar
was smaller than Ben, more pompous,
with a way of meeting your eyes and
then looking away quickly, as if afraid

you'd see something there he didn't

want you to see.

Southern aristocrats, 1900 style, Ho-
race thought wearily, and no improve-

ment at all on the pre-Civil War type.

Birdie, Oscar's wife, who came
rushing in soon after the others, was
the real Southern aristocrat, and how
they all despised her for it! Once
Birdie's family had owned Lionnet,

the biggest and most beautiful planta-

tion in Paltou County, but first the

war and then the reconstruction had
ruined them, and now Oscar Hubbard
owned both Birdie and Lionnet. She
was a foolish, sweet, pathetic kind of

woman. Horace had always felt sorry

for her—for her gentleness which
made her so vulnerable to Oscar's

cruelty, for her periodic "headaches,"

and for the weak and vicious son, Leo,

whom she and Oscar together had
brought into the world.

Oscai- rebuked her sharply, now, for

having run across the street from their

house wearing a kimono. When she

had retired in confusion, Ben lost no
time in looking meaningly at Regina.

At the cue, she said, "I don't like to

worry you today when you're tired,

Horace, but there's something very

important that Ben Wcints to talk to

you about. And I think his news will

be better for you than all the doctors

in the world."

"I hope so," Ben said, adding insin-

cerely, "but my news can wait."

Regina laughed. "What an old

faker you are! You know it can't

wait. You know that the deal has got

to be closed."

Horace leaned back in his chair and
closed his (Continued on page 80)
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Completely natural is this

pose of Deanno Durbin

and Vaughn Paul on their

first date as "Mr. and
Mrs." at the Cocoanut
Grove. Reason: They
know it's Fink shooting
and that therefore they'll

be given a chance to

okay the finished pic-

ture before he releases it

After years' experi-

ence, Fink has ferreted

out the places people

go. Here he spots

Tony Martin and Lana

Turner in a gold-star

pose at the fights.

Stars follow such Fink

cues as: "Take off that

glittering lipstick, it

will photograph
black," knowing he

is protecting them

4R

In the flashlight's white glare

at the Pirates Den are Mrs. Fred

MacMurray and Henry Fonda.

Entry Into Hollywood night

spots Is assured Fink because

he's always as well-dressed as

the guests; is known as the

photographer whose rule Is:

"Be square with the stars; show
them off, don't show them up"

t



Mfor
'You can trust Hymie," says Hollywood of

^hotoplay-Movie Mirror's Fink. That's why

ie has the stars' confidences— and that's

^hy he can get you pictures like these!

Considered by Fink as the nnost beau-
tiful woman in Hollywood and rating

with Crawford on his preferred list

is Marlene Dietrich, caught here with

Jean Gabin at the Mocambo. She is

grateful to Fink because he always

keeps his camera high when shooting

her. In any other position, she

looks as though she had a double
chin—which is an optical illusion

At the present writing,

Hyman Fink has entry into

every private home on the

Coast except Garbo's, is

welcomed at any public

place. Here he gets a
full-face front of Lupe
Velez and John Shelton at

Ciro's, a close-up that

proves he is the top
cameraman of Hollywood
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OAtCIE

On the Spot

He's so honest, it'll make

you blush. Some lively double-

talk about— and by— the

beloved "old Oakie bucket"

THINGS WE LIKE ABOUT JACK

THOSE clothes: The breath-taking

nerve behind the man who dares

wear them. His mugging. His

"beeg mouf" good humor.
Those things we like about Jack

Oakie.

Crazy as it seems, we go for his

burgundy slack suits (red, neighbor),

his red suede shoes (the glorious ham
in him) and bright yellow scarf that

sets the whole thing off like a cock-

eyed sunset going down for the count
of nine.

We like his outsized exhibitionism

that livens up a town like the glow on
W. C. Fields' nose. His never-ending
flow of gab, a rich ripe humor that

couldn't be shut off with Hitler's se-

cret weapon, whatever that is.

His everlasting cry of "Well, this is

show business for you," is as familiar

BY SARA HAMILTON

to Hollywood as the call of the bull

moose in mating season. We even
get lonely for it when Oakie's not
around.

We confess to a healthy respect for

Oakie's abiUty as an actor and firmly

beUeve, as do others, he knows more
about the technique of motion-picture

acting than most any other veteran in

the business today. And as a scene-

stealer, well, there's no one in the

business can touch the old Oakie
bucket.

He has no more dignity than a low-
brow goat and on him it looks good.

It tickles us pink, the way he shocks

Hollywood with his easy familiarity

with visiting dignitaries from the

outside world who never forget hir

Bosses, executives, big shots are a

one and the same bag of peanuts •.

Oakie. He's as easy, as loud ai

raucous with his boss, Darryl ZanucK.

as he is with the motorcycle cop out

in the Valley.

You can't impress Oakie, the Mayer
of old West Van Nuys, and people

have simply stopped trying. They

know only too well what will happen

to portions of their anatomy.
Recently Lieutenant Colonel Zar-

uck brought onto the set of "The

Great American Broadcast" his com-

manding officer. General J. O. Maxi-

borgne, Chief Signal Officer of the

U. S. Army. Oakie, always the first

to greet all visitors, had no more

idea that this man was an army big

shot and Mr. (Continued on page 91)
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THINGS I DONT LIKE ABOUT MYSELF

rHE gal sits me down to a type-

writer and says, "Now, Oakie,

write down the things you don't

ke about yourself."

I give a quick double take and yeU,

ey, wait a minute, I'm an actor.

Vhat do you mean things I don't like

bout myself?

You should have seen that Hamilton
('Oman wither me with a glance.

Well, make 'em up," she says and
'aves me flat!

So here I am, an actor with pages
) fill up about why I don't like me.

BY JACK OAKIE

"old fo Sarrj h^anniltonl

It's against nature, that's what it is.

Well, now let me see. I gotta put
something down or that dame will

kill me. [ could put down I don't like

myself for not wanting to get up in

rhe morning, I suppose. Yep, I'll start

nut with that.

1 (ion't like to get up in the morning
and I don't like it because I don't.

Ingratitude in others is my first and

I'avorite hate. 1 don't Uke it in myself,

oither, so right here's a good time to

express my gratitude to a couple of

4uys who helped me out of good jobs

and into success. First is Paul Adler,

who worked with me when I was a

telephone clerk on the Stock Ex-
change. Yep, old Oakie, the Wall
Street tycoon. My antics, especially

t^he time I got mixed up in a fellow's

itder and .sold instead of bought (will

I ever forget it) must have tickled

Adler f)r maybe he was ti-ying to get

'id of me: {Continued rin page 91)
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This is a story about a rising star. Neither story nor star will be what

you expect. So take a deep breath—and nneet Betty Field

MEET Betty Field for the first

time and you feel a little

cheated. She doesn't behave
according to the formula. She doesn't

even look the part.

By all odds, any twenty-three-
year-old miss who has behind her a

long stage history, but brilliant, and
a screen debut so promising that she
was immediately entrusted with the
lead in Joseph Conrad's "Victory," op-
posite Fredric March, ought not to go
around disillusioning people, even
briefly. Especially those who happen
to be awed by the fact that when
Paramount offered her a job as a full-

time star she said no dice and offered

a counter proposition (instantly ac-

cepted) whereby she'd toil six months
annually for the studio and the other

six for her true love, the stage.

Thus it happened that a short time
ago, Broadway, the invincible, had
been agUtter and ablush with the name
Betty Field. On one side of the street

a huge blue banner had shrieked her
presence in the film "Of Mice and
Men." Across the street a marquee had
announced that she was starring in'

"Seventeen," And a few hundred feet

north by east an electric sign had

BY JOHN R. FRANCHEY

twinkled brightly with her name in

box letters under the legend, "Two on
an Island," the Elmer Rice stage smash.

And here she was greeting us with

a lackadaisical "Hi," after her brilliant

stint in "The Shepherd of the Hills,"

which has thi'own her up as a hot

contender for the role of Maria in the

famed "For Whom the Bell Tolls."

She was caparisoned in a little brown
suit with a white ascot tie and her

honey hair tossed back over her head
with such unpremeditated art that our

mind wandered to Brenda Frazier and
how she'd rather die than be caught

with her hair so charmingly akimbo.

"Gad," we {Continued on page. 94)
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The girl that sends hostess ^^^^
Maxwell out into the garden ^^^K
hunting roving males that are

'

trailing her is not the glannor-

ous beauty. She's three other

things that pack a stag line smash

After reading this, all beautiful women will wish they weren't;

ail homely girls will be glad they are; and ail men will

shout, "Social leader Maxwell certainly knows her stuff!" BY WILLIAM F. FRENC

"IF you really want to have a good
I time and be successful," advises

Elsa Maxwell, "don't try to be
beautiful. Because feminine beauty is

the most overrated commodity in the

world today. Pulchritude, glamour or

whatever you want to caU that thing

so many women strive for won't help

you have fun in life, be popular or

win success.

"On the other hand, I claim that the
girl without glamour, without much
money, without ultra style and with-
out scintillating brilliance can have
more fun than any other person. Pro-
viding she has a sense of humor."
A radical statement, but coming

from America's foremost authority on

how to be popular and have fun in life,

it's one you can't laugh off. As for

what this woman knows about win-
ning success—well, let's take a peek
at her accomplishments. Most of these,

incidentally, are the fruit of her re-

luctance to accept maxims as gospel

merely because they have whiskers.

She started disagreeing at the age

of three, when she took exception to

the way Adelina Patti, who was visit-

ing her home, sang "Coming Through
The Rye." So Elsa taught her how it

ought to be sung. In return for her

criticism she received a poke bonnet

which the famous Patti sent her from
Paris, with the hopes that it pleased

her youngest singing teacher.

Elsa didn't agree that the French

Riviera was exclusively a winter re-

sort and set out to prove to the worlc.

that it was also a summer playground.

Before she was through she was re-

sponsible for building the beaches, the

tennis courts and summer pavilions at

Monte Carlo and for bringing the

smart set of Europe there for the

summer as well as the winter. She

didn't agree, either, that a certain

patch of Florida wilderness was fit

only for Seminole Indians, water moc-
casins and alligators. So she intro-

duced Addison Mizner to Paris Singer,

its owner, and the Everglades Club

and Palm Beach resulted.

Elsa Maxwell started her varied
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Without 'Beauty

career writing music, first in New
York and then in London. Later she

became a successful writer, special-

izing on the subject of human nature

and how to enjoy life—at which she

has always been an expert.

Staid English society took to her

originality and humorous view of life

and she soon became one of the

"musts" at many English parties. Re-
turning to America, she proceeded to

introduce such novel and unusual
parties to the social sets of New York
and other American cities that she

succeeded in breaking down the wall

of distinction between the stiff shirts

and the common people. As a result,

she is credited with creating what is

now known as America's cafe society

—a sort of blend of shirt sleeves and
high hats.

Naturally, the unpredictable things

she did convinced Hollywood that she

was its kind of person and soon she

was pitching filmdom's most ambitious

parties.

Then the movies took a hand. Elsa

put her writing, her social activities

and her lecture tours on the shelf long

enough to make "Elsa Maxwell's Ho-
tel for Women" for Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox. Then Warner Brothers con-

vinced her she should do a series of

half a dozen shorts under the title

"How to Get Fun Out Of Life." In

these pictures she writes and stars

ILf-USTRATED BY RALPH ALSTON

both. Meanwhile, Fox studios have
signed her for two more pictures and
she has a contract to go on the air.

When we asked Elsa Maxwell
how she accoimts for her own suc-

cess, she replied with a knowing grin:

"Oh, you mean in spite of my 200

pounds, my funny face and my fifty

-

six years?

"Well, it's certainly not my sex ap-

peal," she laughed. "And you wouldn't

think it was my svelte grace, my
glamour, my looks or my youth, would
you? So it has to boil down to my
sense of hvunor. I'm in this studio

today, starring in my own pictures,

because I never took myself seriously.

"WOU suggest I pass a little advice
I along on how to be popular and

get ahead. I'll be glad to. I want to ad-

vise all girls, and women of all kinds,

not to take themselves too seriously;

and to understand people. Also, don't

adopt a sophisticated attitude. Any
time you have to affect sophistication

you're being anything but that. Be
vmafTected at all times and see the

other fellow's viewpoint. Get a sense

of proportion. And get experience the

natural way—by rubbing shoulders

vdth people and learning to .under-

stand them.

"If you have a sense of proportion

and a sense of humor you won't be

handicapped by an inferiority com-
plex, especially if you don't let not

being beautiful worry you. You don't

have to have beauty to get ahead. The
most successful women I know are

all plain. I think I'm a pretty healthy

proof that you don't need 'looks' to

be acceptable. {Continued on page 103)
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I
N the spring of 1935, toiling away

I
in the basement of a gigantic New
York department store, the ob-

scure, ambitious Martha Scott refused

to forget her dreams of theatrical

triumph. She, who had been the pride

of high-school plays in Kansas City,

Missouri, the uncontested ingenue of

the University of Michigan presenta-

tions, she who had done a season of

Shakespeare at the Chicago Fair, now
spent her mornings and afternoons

seUing kitchen utensils and her hur-
ried lunch hours invading managers'
offices.

She had moved from that shelter

of imknown actresses. New York's

Rehearsal Club, together with the two
close friends she had met there, Joy
Hathaway and Victory Abbott. Where
it had cost each girl fifty dollars

monthly to Uve at the Club, they now
pooled their resources and found an
apartment in an old brownstone house
on Beekman Place, an aristocratic,

old-fashioned street that faces New
York's East River. This cost them

fifty dollars and they manoeuvered
their dates for most of their meals.

For all their penny pinching, life

was very wonderful to the girls. They
could sit in their tiny living room
and hear the boats tooting on the

river. When they gave their addresses

at various agencies, they were aware
of the elegant sovmd of it. They
wrote home fulsome, glowing letters

and they had, best of all, more dates

than they could live up to. Joy was
working quite regularly on the radio.

Vicky became a fashion model.

MeUlha threw into their pool her small

department store wages, while they

all waited for that eventual Broadway
triumph that was to land them in

lights, wealth and fame.

It was midsummer before Martha
got her first break, a mere two weeks
at the Dennis Cape Playhouse on
Cape Cod. She threw up her depart-

ment store job without hesitation and
so good was she in those two brief

weeks that she got hired, at the end
of them, for another two at the Locust

Valley Playhouse, down on Long
Island, and from there she got her

first movie offer.

She was smart enough to turn it

down. From the experiences of her-

self and Joy and Vicky, she knew
of many other fledgling actresses who
had gone to Hollywood, at their very

first opportunity, only to get lost in

the movie shuffle and to return to

Broadway, defeated forever after.

Besides, Martha was now sure that

she would keep on working regularly.

But the two weeks at Locust Valley

ended and nothing happened. She
went the roimds again. She tried to

see this manager and that. She got

nowhere. Finally she landed a ten-

dollar job opposite an unknown named
Orson Welles. "Orson was frightening

people even then," Martha now says.

"He was doing "The Sunday Night
Ghost Stories' over CBS and I got

the chance to be the girl who was
scared to death by one of them."

Martha hoped that bit, with her

summer stock (Continued on page 92)

Mar+ha with Sol Les-

ser, who brought her

to Hollywood for "Our
Town," and husband
Carleton Alsop (at her

left), whom siie first

hated, then loved. Be-

low: She and her
mother visit James
Gleason of "Mr. Jor-

dan Comes to Town,"
starring Bob Mont-
qomerv. who wrote the
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How to soy what you want to say

when you want to say it—wordlessly

BY MARIAN H. QUINN

Well, leave it to the primrose . . . You're
not ready to settle down and you'd

like to tell the constant suitor not to be so

constant. So, next time he presses his suit

too ardently, tuck a few fresh primroses

in the belt of your dress or slacks. They mean
"inconstancy" and with a bit of pointing up,

he'll get the point, too.

-(Qj a rndttet ^/ pto(ya.lj[i^ tetaliate uuitk

ILLUSTRATION BY

MARY HORTON

A white camellia, which means "loveliness"—or why did

you think they called Madeleine Carroll "camelUa-puss" in

"One Night in Lisbon"? You'll then wear the camellia as the
only decoration on your starched black chiffon dress, plus a
hat of black meline and black gloves to your elbow, thus bearing
out every syllable of what the camellia says.

Some dutf, iome gentleman ufill

iut if) mate ^ivei

iome plain

^Lve ifou

Which means, of course, "Be mine." If you're ready
to cut the cake at his wedding, you'll sally forth to

your next date dressed in a beige shantimg suit and carrying a

little bunch of rosebuds with myrtle, which is a confession of

love. On the other hand, if you don't Uke the ties he wears, you'll

put an end to this serious business by wearing a white carnation,

which means disdain. You'll wear it the way clever gals are wearing
their flowers—in a little gold flowerpot that looks

like an important clip, but is so designed that it holds water, will keep
fresh flowers fresh and will look knockout on your pastel linen suit.

{ou a ifeLlou/ toie . .

.

You'll know he's jealous of you. Now maybe he thinks he has reason

to be. If he's wrong, you'll then unfurl your parasol—every summer
siren carries a httle printed one—and . . .

^ iimpU daiiiei . .

.

Wire them on little invisible hairpins and tuck several of them in

your hair. Thus, without a lot of expostulations, explanations and
what-have-you, you'll get your point across, because a daisy al-

ways means "innocence."

anc

'Tkii, o^ coutie, u/ill ptoiralrlif all end
A present of deep red roses which says—ah, victory

—
"Will you

marry me?" So you'll then assemble a trousseau which will include

a bright flannel box-length coat and a Chinese house suit of shiny black

cotton that you'll wear to bake your first biscuits. And on your
wedding day you'll have the earrings that Hollywood is raving

about—tiny ones constructed to hold water and fresh flowers. In

them you'll have some lily of the valley which means, as Grandma
would say, "You've fascinated me completely." But when you get

to that point, you probably won't need the lily of the valley—you'll

be talking double-talk yourself!
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This is the way a lady looks

when she knows she's going
to be looked at. Claudette
Colbert takes the center of
the stage in Paramount's
"Skylark," has herself a
wonderful time in a white
suede crepe evening dress

designed by Irene. The
handclaps and hurrahs from
the fashion-minded audi-
ence are due directly to

adroit embroidery—a lotus

design in gold and copper;
and to the classic draping
that says "Come follow

me" to Miss Colbert's pres-

ent co-star, Roy Milland,
and a lot of other people
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This is the way a lady con

be cool, calm and rol-

lected when the t^er-

monneter starts plb>

tricks and takes a ncs

dive of a summer eve.

Miss Colbert wears the

pride of Irene's hear'—

a wool fingertip jac

and skirt suit of Ind

brown overplaid on

beige background. If

"Skylark" customers con

take their eyes off C C.

they'll see the way +he

plaids are matched; the

diagonal treatment on

the slit pockets and the

lynx collar that will

make the suit a special

under an autumn rroon







. . . and this is the way
to pose informally of an
Indian summer day—in

a dove grey crepe slack

suit with a tunic coat

that buttons on the side

and has an applique that

is a dextrous accent

by the deft Irene. The
crisp white collar is

just the touch for the

square neckline; the
wedge-soled grey shoes,

laced ghillie fashion,

match the pace Miss Col-
bert sets in "Skylark"'.
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A beautiful young girl ... a swerving car—and tragedy. Veda Ann Borg speaks

of it now for only one reason, a reason as inspiring as her story is appalling

AFTER the accident, they took

me to the receiving hospital. I

kept screaming for a mirror.

Finally the nurse gave me one. She
(walked out of the room. They all left

me, the two doctors, too. Hard-
boiled as they were, accustomed as

they were to the sight of pain and
mutilation, they couldn't take it. I

looked into the mirror. It isn't a

pretty story to tell. It wasn't a pretty

sight. I didn't have any face. Not any
face at all. . .

."

But that comes later. That is just

one of the horrifying headlights in

such a story of agony and courage, of

ruin and of faith as I have never
heard.

I said to the girl sitting opposite me,

fair as pale gold, and flawless, "Please,

if you can bear it, begin at the

beginning. . .
."

She did. I sat motionless, except for

the moving of my pencil taking down
every word she said. I spoke scarcely

a word. I don't believe I breathed.

This is the story she told me:
Her face was all she had when she

came to Hollywood. Her face and her
figure. She'd had no dramatic expe-
rience of any kind. "I didn't even do
high-school plays in Boston." She
was doing commercial photography in

New York. She needed only a face

and a figure for that. Beauty, that

was all she needed, anyway, wasn't

it?

Then Paramount made a test of her.

By GLADYS HALL

They signed her to a contract and
before she realized what v/as happen-
ing to her, she was on her way to

Hollywood by plane.

She felt absolutely numb and she

took it pretty big. She was very

young, remember. And remember,
most of all, that she was dazzlingly

beautiful. She earned her living by
her face. Now, on her way to Holly-

wood, she became even more con-

scious of a mirror than she had ever

been before. Her hair had to be just

so. A tiny mark on nose or chin were
catastrophes. This was to make what
happened later on all the more terri-

ble, of course.

In a town where beauty-glutted

eyes would look dully upon "the

beauty that was Helen's," eyebrows
lifted at the sensational sight of Veda
Ann Borg. She was in Hollywood
only three days when they handed
her a script. She played the second

lead opposite John Halliday in "Three
Cheers For Love."

AT the end of six months, Warner
Brothers signed her to a term

contract. They started her off with sec-

ond leads, in "San Quentin," "Kid
Galahad," "She Loved a Fireman"
and many others. They began to

groom her for the build-up they later

gave Ann Sheridan. The biggie exec-

utives had conferences with her and
about her. She was told what to do
and what not to do about her social

life. No night-clubbing except with
the right people. No romances in her

life except such as the studio would
"build" for her with the young men
in her pictures. They began to send
out publicity about her, all over the

United States, South America, Eng-
land. They had two or three pictures

ready for her. One of them Ann
Sheridan did later on—when Veda
Ann was "written out of the script."

"I was riding the world and the

bets were on the nose. I was sit-

ting up there among the stars. Nothing
could stop me. I bought clothes and
more clothes. I did what many new-
comers do in their first six dizzy

months, I {Continued on page 72)
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As the bomber rushed by, Gay screamed.
"Bob!" she cried. "Something's wrong.
That smoke. That's my father's signal!"

FUGHT^NOWHERE
The sfory so far:

Gay Stevens, who lives in San
Diego with her father, Major Stevens,

a retired Army officer, serves him as

a test pilot in tryouts of his secret in-

venMons for Army and Navy planes.

She is in love with . . .

Bob Fuller, top Hollywood star,

about whom there has been much
gossip since his deferment from the

draft. Only Gay and a few of his close

friends know the truth—that Bob's

lungs were injured in a studio

fire and that he is unfit for service.

Gay had agreed to marry Bob and
they were on their way to apply for

the license when Bob was summoned
to his Valley ranch by . . .

Muriel Cowley, Hollywood actress,

with whom Bob's name had been
linked. Muriel, on the verge of hys-

teria because the orphanage was send-

ing an investigator to check up on the

baby she had adopted, fell into Bob's

arms when he arrived with Gay and
the Major after a swift and nerve-

racking flight. But Gay realized

that the hysteria had been merely
a trick to bring Bob to the ranch. It

was while Gay and Muriel were alone

with the baby that the actress looked
straight at Gay and said, "You're in

love with Bob, aren't you—poor child.

And I thought everyone knew about

Bob and me. But you didn't even
dream the baby was my own flesh

and blood, did you?" Without a word
Gay rose, walked out of the house

and straight to . . .
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She thought she could fly owoy from love. She didn't know

that's one way a man finds out when a woman really cares

BY EDWARD D H E R T Y

ILLUSTRATION BY CARL MUELLER

Scupper Davis, Bob's pilot. Quietly

she asked him to drive her and her

father back to the plane. As Scupper

jammed his foot on the starter, the

patio door banged open and Bob
came running after them. "Hey," he

yelled, "Where you going?" Gay
leaned over Scupper's shoulder, "Get

us out of here fast," she said. "Do you

hear me? Fast!"

IN
the next few weeks Gay Stevens'

white and gold plane kissed many
landing fields in the West and the

Midwest—kissed them, and held them

a little while, and bade them farewell

without regret.

And Gay wrote many postcards to

her father. Messages like this:

"Having wonderful time in this

quaint old city of Chicago. Please

send check. Gay. Oh yes. P. S. How
I;
are you? Love."

1^ She wrote these in lonely little hotel

rooms late at night, or in strange and

dreary hangars or airfield offices, or in

such restaurants as served postcards

with the menus.
Occasionally she wired.

"Ceiling zero funds ditto hope your

erysipelas better moving on tomorrow
love to Axel."

In Detroit she received a long let-

ter from the Major which was all

about his work on a new bomber, and
which she hurried through until she

i
found the important paragraphs.

"By the way, there was a red plane

that used to fly in here every day,

\ carrying a most importunate young
man. At first I thought him a bill col-

lector, he was so insistent on seeing

you. I explained you were taking an
extended course in geography, and he
hasn't come back.

"When are you coming home? I'll

bet the old folks miss you. And I'll

bet you'd have a lot of fun helping

your asthmatic old father in his work.
The old boy hasn't been the same
since you left. In fact, nobody has.

And quit sending love to Axel. I had

aa>TEMBER, 1941

to let him go. As I told you once be-
fore, he talks too much. Well, so do I.

So be reasonable, and sweet, my dear.

Come on home."
Gay read the letter in the lobby of

her hotel, and went immediately to

the telegraph desk. ,

"Will come at my own sweet time,"

she wrote. "See you at breakfast to-

morrow."
As she finished writing she became

aware that a man was looking over
her shoulder, reading the message.
She turned and looked into the face of

Scupper Davis.

"Aw, Miss Smoky," he said, "I mean
Miss Stevens. It's swell you're going
home. The boss'll be glad when I get

him on the phone."
"Down, fury, down," Gay said to

herself.

Aloud she said, "How long have you
been following me, Mr. Davis?"
"Only a few days."

Against her will. Gay laughed—and
with genuine amusement. She sud-
denly realized that Scupper was a

likable person.

"You might have let me know," she
said. "We could have gone places. I'm
really glad to see you, Mr. Davis. I

didn't know a girl could be so lone-

some."

Scupper thrust out a hand to her, a

big red hand.

"And me thinking you a dumbbell,"
he grinned. "But then the way you lit

out, without a good-by or anything

—

and the way the boss went cuckoo

—

say, won't you say hello to him?"
Gay shook her head.

"That's all over, Mr. Davis. I don't

want to talk to him, nor do I want to

talk about him."
She had a sudden, and condensed,

recollection of all the lonely hours in

the last weeks when she tried not
even to think of him and then went
out to walk through the streets of

some strange city to find herself star-

ing at his name on the marquee of a

theater; or picked up a newspaper to

lose herself and her own troubles for

a little while, and saw his name or
his picture staring at her.

"He's a sick man," Scupper said.

"The papers won't quit riding him.
People in Hollywood give him the ice

when they don't turn on the heat. He
still gets white feathers in every mail.
He doesn't care' about that. But when
you walked out—

"

"He sent you to find me?"
Scupper sighed. "And what a job!

Look, can't you give the guy another
chance? It looks to me like you ain't

exactly having a picnic, running away.
And here's how I figure it. If a dame
really hates a guy she snoots him, but
she sticks around the old diggings.

She don't care whether she sees him
or not. But when she wants to get far

away, well maybe she can't trust her-
self being near him."
Gay looked at her wi'ist watch. "I'll

tell you what I'll do. I'll go up and
pack, and comb my hair. I'll meet
you here in the lobby in fifteen min-
utes. You can take me to the airport
and buy me a hamburg and a cup of

coffee. And when you see Mr.
Fuller—"

"Yeah, I know," Scupper inter-

rupted, "I'll tell him you're coming
home—but you don't want to see him."

"Right. See you later."

Fifteen minutes later, as Gay and
Scupper headed for a taxi, she
stopped and bought a pipe for her
father.

"The poor invalid," she said, "has
four pipes now, and he calls them
after the Evangelists, Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John. I guess we'll have to

call this one Paul. You think he'll

Hke it?"

Scupper examined the beautiful

briar and lit a cigarette.

"I wouldn't know," he said. "The
boss likes pipes. He's got a hundred
at least, and he's always buying more.
But me, I got to be careful of my
health. So I smoke cigarettes."

In the taxi Gay started to sing;
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and Davis joined in the song, surpris-

ing her with the sweetness of his

voice.

"Cahfornia, here I come
Right back where I started from.'"

All the way across the skies Gay
sang snatches of that song, shouted it

to the brilliant stars and to the sallow

moon. It made her happy, and it

made her sad.

She tried to sing it as her plane

landed at San Diego and she saw her

father striding toward her. She tried

valiantly. But a lump came into her

throat and choked the song; and all

she could do when she threw herself

into her father's arms was to say

over and over again, "Oh, it's so good
to be home; it's so good to

be home!"

and sat in his lap, as she hadn't done
in years.

"You're keeping something from
me," she accused him. "There's

danger."

The Major stroked her hair and
blew down the back of her neck and
held her a little closer to him.

"No," he said. "Get that out of your
mind. There's no danger, but I'll feel

a lot better once the bomber and the

pursuit ship are properly protected.

There are things of incalculable value

to the United States in those planes

and nothing must happen to them. In

an emergency, the planes must be
blown up. They must never be cap-

tured!"

EVERYTHING seemed so

strange, in spite of the

fact that it was so familiar.

The house seemed to have
shrunk, and to have grown
more beautiful. The garden

had never been so lovely,

or so vast. And her fathei'

had never seemed so young,

so gay, so very very dear.

"Everything is so differ-

ent," she exclaimed.

"So? I hadn't noticed

that. Except the hangar, of

course. Our hangar."

"The hangar? What's
wrong?"

"Nothing's wrong, exact-

ly. But we're taking no
chances. We don't know
what Axel may have told in

his cups, or how many peo-

ple he may have talked to.

So we've taken most of the

gadgets out and put them
in the Army hangar, which

is protected day and night.

We have nothing but the old

O. J. and the new bomber.
The General's having them
moved tonight. We'll put

dummies in the hangar, and

a cot."

"For heaven's sake,
Major. A cot?"

"A man's got to sleep sometimes.

I'll have to work nights now, at the

Government hangar—and make be-

lieve I'm working all day in my own
place."

"You think there are spies watching

you?"
"Perhaps not. But we can't take

too many precautions. Those two
planes are loaded down with secrets.

If any spy tampered with them or

—

or anything
—

"

"Dad! Why, I've never seen you so

serious in all my life. You're really

worried. I'm worried, too."

She shoved herself away from the

table, pushed her father's chair out

THE BIGGEST NEWS OF THE YEAR

Phctoplay-Movie Mirror has succeeded In

capturing for its readers one of the prize

plums of 1.941. It's—

I WAKE UP SCREAMING!

by Steve Fisher, young top-flight writer of

Liberty and Cosmopolitan magazines.

• Twentieth Century-Fox Studio thinks so

much of it that they are assigning a name-

packed cast of their biggest stars.

• We think so much of It that we are bring-

ing you the complete novel.

• You will think so much of it that you'll

wake up screaming, too, when you read this

most exciting story ever to be born of the

flesh and bones of Hollywood in the
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"The ships go to the army at sun-

down?" Gay asked.

"Figuratively speaking. As soon as

it's dark. Want to go down to the

hangar and wait with me? There

won't be much to do except sit and
read, but we'll have to stay there and

pretend I'm working."

It was cool in the hangar, and quiet.

Gay hadn't slept in twenty-four hours

and now she fell quietly asleep. The
Major pulled down a window blind to

shade her from the too-brilliant sun

and then tiptoed across the floor to

the wall telephone, as though he ex-

pected it to ring.

It did ring, before he reached it.

He looked guiltily around as he took

the receiver oft the hook and smiled

to see that Gay had not stirred. He
spoke gently into the mouthpiece.

"Hello. Yes. Yes. All worn out,

poor kid, but happy. Yes. Sound
asleep. Oh, any time. I expected you
sooner. Well, give her time to wakt
up and primp."

The receiver clicked. Gay opened
her eyes and closed them again. "Why
did you tell him to come?"
The Major spoke quietly. "Because

I think my girl is a big enough woman
to accept an apology."

"Whose apology?" said Gay cau-

tiously.

It was a moment before the Major
answered. He was, seemingly, intent

on filling his pipe. Then

—

"Muriel Cowley's."

Gay jumped to her feet,

faced her father squarely.

"Dad," she said, "it isn't a

matter of accepting any-
body's apology. I just don't

think or act or feel the way
they do. They're in another

world whose standards are

different. I can't ever be a

part of that world!"

"Oh, I don't know," said

the Major quizzically.
"Leaving Muriel out for the

moment, I don't know that

your standards are so much
more exalted than young
Fuller's."

Gay's voice was a whis-

per. "I don't know that they

are either. Dad. But he's

Muriel's. Or if he isn't, he

ought to be."

"Not at all," said the

Major, with surprising
flatness.

"What do you mean?"
"Gay," said the Major,

gazing out the window at a

car that was pulling up on

the field, "in the next few

moments you're going to

learn some interesting
things. Your future happi-

ness will depend on how
good a sport you can be.

how big a person you are."

Gay's eyes followed his gaze out

the window. The door of the car

opened and with tight lips and a sink-

ing heart. Gay saw Muriel Cowley
get out. Hungrily she searched for

another figure, but there was none.

"Snap out of it. Sergeant,'' the

Major said softly. "And remember
your dad would love to have you as

an old spinster to keep his home all

the days of his life."

Gay stepped through the door and

with her father's words ringing in

her ears, "Your future happiness
—

"

moved forward. Trying desperately to

sound cordial, she extended her hand

to Muriel. {Continued on page 70)
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Your January Face Powder is a

"Beauty-Thief" in Summer!

Last winter's powder was right with your fairer winter

skin. But as the summer sun deepens the tone of your

complexion, don't cover its rich, new summer-time

beauty with a pale winter-time powder!

Dramatize your summer skin . . . wear a powder that

seems part of your new beauty. Put away that old

winter face powder. Find your lucky summer shade

now in Lady Esther Twin-Hurricane Powder!

Find your Lucky Summer Shade In My Twin-Hurricane Powder

Haven't you noticed how your com-

plexion has changed in the past

weeks—how it has deepened, taken on

rich new tones?

Summer brings an exciting beauty of

its own to the skin! But so many women
innocently spoil this new beauty by fad-

ing it out with a winter-time powder.

This summer, be fair to your new
beauty. Be dazzling instead of drab. Wear
a powder that does things for you—that

really dramatizes your summer skin!

\ears ago I was first to use a mighty

air-current to refine face powder, to make
it more enduring in its cling, more flat-

tering to you.

Blown to Exquisite Softness—
by my Twin-Hurricane Method!

Today, Twin-Hurricanes buff and smooth

my powder to almost unbelievable fine-

ness—making it softer and more even-

textured than any I've ever known.

That's why my powder goes on so

smoothly—why its clinging flattery stays

with you 4 long hours or more.

Women by the thousands tell me that

my Twin-Hurricane powder brings out

all the natural beauty of the skin—makes

it look softer, smoother, fresher—yes, and
even younger. . . sometimes mtich younger!

Try all nine shades FREE

Every shade of Lady Esther Face Pow-
der is a miracle of color perfection. One
particular shade will help to bring a magic

glow to your face . . . new light to your

eyes and hair. . . new loveliness to you!

That is your lucky shade. Wear it gaily,

happily. Send the coupon right now—and
receive all nine shades FREE!

FACE POWDER

( You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther,

7134 West 65th Street, Chicago, III. (71)

Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your

9 new shades of face powder, also a tube of

your Four Purpose Face Cream.

1

Ifyoulive in Canada, -.frit^ Lady Esther, Tor .OnL
I

1

TEMBEE, 1941
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Flight into Nowhere
{Continued from page 68)

"It was good of you to take the trouble
to come down here, Miss Cowley."
"Thanks," Muriel clung to the hand

gratefully. She couldn't speak for a
moment. "I couldn't have done what
you just did if you had done what I

did a few weeks ago."
"Let's not talk about it." Gay found

herself swallowing hard.
"But that's what I'm here for," Mu-

riel interposed. "I'll be honest with you.
I probably wouldn't have come if Bob
hadn't made me. He said I owed it to

my baby to clear his name of that
frightful mess I got us all into."

"Then suppose you tell the baby,"
Gay said, a little stiffly.

"No, please. Gay. I know who really

needs to be cleared. It's Bob. He's
been in hell ever since you went away
—all on account of me. Muriel Cowley
has found something she can't have and
she's got to be fair enough to see that
the woman who should have it gets it.

"VOU see," she continued almost plead-
' ingly, "Bob and I are sort of thirty-

second cousins. We were practically
raised together. He's been a combination
of big brother and beau to me ever since

I can remember."
"But you maiTied someone else, didn't

you?" Gay prompted.
"Yes, Bob's best friend. Bob didn't

approve of the marriage because he
didn't think I was the type to make a

go of it. Then when it showed signs

of going on the rocks. Bob suggested
adopting the baby. That baby has been
the most wonderful thing that ever hap-
pened to me."
"Then the baby isn't really yours

and—" Gay couldn't bring herself to say
the words.
"No, Gay. I've never been so ashamed

of anything in my life as I am of what
I said that day. I don't know v/hat

got into me. Devils, I guess. I told

a lot of half-truths that were horribly
misleading. You see, I'd never seen
Bob look at another girl as he did at

you. I'd always considered him as my
property in a sort of way. 'Well, that

isn't right. It isn't fair to him—or you."
Muriel reached out an impulsive hand.

"I hope you'll be very happy, my dear."

Gay took Muriel's hand gratefully. She
was about to reply when a voice spoke
behind her.

"How's the appeasement party coming
on?"
Gay whirled to find Fuller's powerful

fipure towering over her. "Wonder-
fully!" To save her soul, she couldn't

have kept the glad leap out of her voice.

"It's the most successful appeasement
drive in history."

"Swell." His tone included both girls

but his eyes were for Gay alone. "Look,
Muriel, Scupper's due in any minute
with the plane. How about

—

"

"I know," Muriel smiled gallantly.

"Pardon me while I scan the skies." She
walked away, pointedly swinging her
parasol between herself and the two she

had brought together.

"I^AH—SORT OF missed out on the
I kind of greeting old friends usually

give each other when they haven't met
for a long time." Bob's eyes were on
Gay with the thirst a man brings to a

cool spring.

Gay felt her face go crimson. "What
kind of greeting?" she asked softly.

"This." He swept her into his arms
and pressed his lips hard against hers.

"Promise not to fly away again—at least,
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not without me."
"Never," Gay whispered. "Hold me

tight, darling."

"I'll hold you forever and ever." Bob's
voice was low and husky. "I'll never let

you go again."
Gay managed to free a hand long

enough to put a finger against Bob's
mouth.
"Don't talk of that. Don't ever refer

to what I've gone through, away from
you. We have all the rest of our lives

to live together, but not a minute to

waste on the misery that has passed."
Bob kissed the finger, and spoke

against it.

"If it was awful for you," he said,

"think what it must have been for me.
But no, you're right. We'll never have
time to remember all that. After we're

Atmosphere as ordered: The ro-

mantic Dorothy Lamour and Greg
Bautzer (at her left) get the tra-

ditional romantic welcome of leis

and pineapple juice upon their

arrival in Hawaii. They are ac-

companied by Jack Huber, a

friend of Attorney Bautzer's

married—and what's the matter with

being married today?"
Gay shut her eyes. "It's the most won-

derful day ever made for a wedding,"

she said. "The most wonderful day ever

made."
A sound from the dii'ection of the

hangar made her start suddenly. She
looked over towards it and saw a num-
ber of men strolling in through the

open door. One of the men. she no-

ticed, was in uniform. Maybe that was
the general her father had mentioned.

He was too far away for Gay to note

his rank.
She heard the sound of motors warm-

ing up inside the near-by hangar.

Yes, those must be the pilots the Ma-
jor expected. But they were early.

Hours early. She felt uneasy.
"Queer," Bob said.

"What's queer?"

"Your father's warming up the motors
while the ships are in the hangar."
Gay laughed in her relief. "Oh, he

always does that. He's been studying
smoke and fumes for years. He has a

suction gadget that draws up the smoke
into some kind of tank. His idea is

there may still be some value in it.
"

Over the sound of the motors, they
heard Muriel s voice. She was walking
towards them with Scupper Davis.
"Look what I found," she called gaily.

"Well, well, well," Scupper shouted,
waving to Gay. "Fawncy meeting you
here. Everything okie dokie? Say

—

"

The bombing plane, a great gray mon-
ster, shot out of the hangar. It rushed
across the field and was gone, leav-
ing little jets of black thick smoke be-
hind it.

Gay screamed and paled.
"Bob!" she cried. "Something's

wrong. That smoke. That's my father
signaling."

She started running toward the hangar.
Bob and Scupi>er keeping pace with her.

There was blood on the cement floor

and a man lying there.

"Axel!"
She shook him, hard.
"They shot me," he said. "But I

got one of them. They made me bring
them here. They made me. Gay."

"Spies," Bob said. "They've kid-

napped the bomber."
He leaped toward the pursuit plane

and saw a dead man there, slumped in

the cockpit.

"My father's in that bomber." Gay
said. Her voice was calm and steady.

She was beyond all screaming now
She rushed toward the telephone. Scup-
per and Bob removed the dead ma:
from the plane. Bob jumped in.

"The phone's dead," Gay called

"They cut the wires."

"Jump into the car and notify the

Army."
"No. I'm going with you."
"I'm taking Scupper. He can handle

a machine gun."
For the first time Gay noted the old

O. J. had been made into a two-seater,

and that the rear seat was provided with

an ugly-looking gun on a swivel.

"I can handle one too. And thert

are ten guns in the wings. You touci

a button. You aim the plane and touc!

a button. Bob, that bomber must be

shot down. You hear? My father's in

it, but it must be shot down."
"We'll shoot it down. For God's sake.

Scupper, get in. Get in."

"No," Gay said. "I'm going. Scup-
per, get out of my way.''

Scupper brushed by Gay and pulled

himself onto a wing. He motioned tc

someone back of Gay. Gay wheeled
around, not knowing what to expect,

and found herself in Muriel's arms
Before she realized it, the pursuit plane

was streaking across the field. Gay
broke away and ran after it.

"Follow the smoke." she screamed,

"and leave some smoke of your own.

There'll be a hundred army pilots look-

ing for you in ten minutes."

She stopped running, and waited un-

til Muriel reached her.

"They couldn't hear me," she said

bleakly. "They couldn't hear me."

Don't miss the thrilling conclusion o;

this up-to-the mimtte story of Holhjwooc

171 the air. Watch for your copy of Octo-

ber Photoplay-Movie Mirror.
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Popular Girls Everywliere

take her lip...

jit's as simple

as

I NEVER NEGLECT
My DAILY Lux Soap
ACnVE-LATHER
FACIAL. PAT THE
LATHER LIGHTLV IN

RINSE WITH
WARM WATER,
THEN A DASH

OF COOL

3
PAT yoUR SKIN DRy
NOW IT FEELS

SMOOTHER, SOFTER.
LOVELy SKIN /

WINS ROMANCE !

STAR OF RKO S

MR. & MRS. SMITH'

This lovely Hollywood favorite shoves you
how to give skin screen star care right in your

own home! Lux Toilet Soap's ACTIVE lather re-

moves dust, dirt, stale cosmetics— gives skin

- gentle, thorough care it needs. Why don't YOU
try ACTIVE-LATHER FACIALS for 30 days!

9 OUT OF 10 SCREEN STARS USE LUX TOILET SOAP

SE ;mber, 1941
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"I Didn't Have Any Face!"
(Continued from page 65)

went hysterically Hollywood. I bought a

silver fox coat the first minute I could.
Why not? Lots more where that came
from ... I bought myself a beautiful
diamond wrist watch.
"My agent told me, 'They're going to

give you this build-up. You'll have
interviews, they'll want home sittings,

you'll have to entertain, you must live

as a star should live.' That was fine

with me. I went out to Toluca Lake
and leased but a mansion.

"I was vei'y gay. I went out with
Eddie Norris, with Wayne Morris occa-
sionally, was practically engaged to

Everett Crosby, who has since married.
I was reported engaged to Bob Ritchie.

I didn't know the man, hadn't even met
him. No matter, I was one of The Girls.

I was walking along the highway Jean
Harlow had walked before me, Joan
Crawford, Ginger Rogers, Hedy Lamarr,
all the beautifuls and brilliants.

"My mother advised me to take sing-
ing lessons, dancing lessons, advised me
to 'better myself.' Did I? I did not. I

thought I didn't need any 'bettering.'

"I was just five days in production on
'One More Tomorrow' when the accident
happened. Someone on the set, I remem-
ber, made some crack about the title's

being 'unlucky' because, they said, no
one can be sure of any tomorrow, not
even one. I tossed it off. Nonsense, I

thought. I have millions of tomorrows.

"(^ N the night of the accident, I went to^ the fights with Dick Purcell. We had
dinner at the Brown Derby first—every-
one in Hollywood has dinner at the Derby
on fight nights. George Raft was in there
that night. He called over to m.e, 'Baby,
you're looking wonderful!' Eddie Albert
told me, 'Gee, you look marvelous!' I

remember having a sudden realization of

how divine it is to be young and to be
considered beautiful.

"We went to the fights. After the fights,

we stopped a couple of places and danced

and wound up for coffee at Travaligni's.
Then we started home. I was dead tired.

We were driving along Cahuenga Pass,
about forty miles an hour, and just be-
fore you come to a drive-in called The
Berries, there is a little red stoplight. We
didn't stop. Not because we didn't see it,

but because there seemed to be no other
traffic and almost no one ever stopped for

it, anyway.
"Then we saw one other car coming

down the other side of the road, going
toward Hollywood. I remember noticing
the white line in the road between us.

Then—something happened. What, we
will never know. Not even at the inquest
was the cause of the accident determined.
It must have been that one of us skidded.
The smash happened right in front of

The Berries. It is a pretty long place,
but when we came to a stop at last, we
were 150 yards beyond it, headed toward
town, having turned over and around
three times.

"I was catapulted through the wind-
shield which was not shatterproof glass.

I snapped back out of that mess of

broken glass and into the car again, with
terrific force. Then my face smashed
against the dashboard, then snapped back
again and smashed against the handle of

the door. I was knocked out. Un-
conscious.

"\A/HEN I came to, it was all very
" ' vague. I didn't know where I was.

I didn't know what had happened. I

heard voices all around me . . . now and
then words would detach themselves
from the hum . . . 'Oh, she must be dead'

. . . 'She is badly hurt' . . . 'Look at all

the blood' ... 'If an ambulance doesn't

come' . . . 'Poor thing.' ... I remember
feeling a little sick, not so much from
pain as from the gloating I seemed to

sense in their voices . . . someone handed
me a towel ... I realized I was alone in

what was left of the car ... I felt a lot

of holes in my face. But I still didn't

Double-punch picture: A close-up of Veda Ann Borg as she will look

in her new picture, "Down in San Diego"; and a first look at a

"first"—Ray McDonald, who has front offices concentrating on him

as a result of his spectacular work in the newest Andy Hardy film
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know ... I kept going out and coming
back again. . . .

"They took me to the receiving hos-
pital. I still didn't get how badly I was
hurt. Cuts, I thought vaguely, cuts . .

they kept mopping my face. Mascara, I

heard them say, mascara is all there is

left on her face. That must have been
intended to be funny. Somebody laughed.

"I finally asked for a mirror. I still

wasn't frightened, but I was curious. No
one paid any attention to me. I said,
'Will you give me a mirror?' No one
answered me. Two nurses and two doc-
tors were working over me. They kept
whispering, "Get the sutures, get the clips,

get the basins.' I said, 'I'm going to

scream my head ofT if I don't get a
mirror!'
"The nurse finally handed me » mir-

ror, then she walked out on me while I

looked. They all left me—the two doctors,
too. They left me alone in there—with-
out a face.

"Because I looked and I saw—what was
almost hamburger, ground round. I'm
sorry to give such a gruesome descrip-
tion, but it's the only one that fits. And
to understand the miracle that is to come,
it is necessary to understand how bad it

was. It was raw flesh, that's all. My nose
was gone. My right eye was so badly
cut it looked gone, too. Simply, there
was no face there at all.

"Still it didn't really get through to me.
I know, now, that I'd had a concussion
and my mind wasn't functioning nor-
mally. Which was merciful. I

"By the time my mother and father got

there, they had sewn up my face. They
took sixty-eight stitches. "They had me
bandaged. It was not possible to give me
an anesthetic or even a shot. In accident
cases, they are afraid to, for they don't

know what condition the heart may be in,

"Meantime, they had got in touch with
the studio. Instructions were given tc

take me to the Cedars of Lebanon Hos-
pital where all emergency expenses
would be taken care of. Meantime, also

my own doctor had been called. I got to

the Cedars about 4: 30 in the morning
By 6: 30 I was in the ambulance again
sirens shrieking, on my way to the Queer
of the Angels Hospital where my doctoi

operates.

I
WAS not to leave that hospital agaii

' for thirty-two weeks.
"They got me up to the operating room

at 10:30 that morning. I was there undl

4:30 that afternoon. The most painiul

part was when he broke my nose and

set it again. No, no anesthetic, no shots

I'd lose consciousness for a few minutes
then come to again. I lost my fear ol

dying during those five hours. There \i

something so beautiful about release fron

pain and fear. Release from anything, .

think, must always be relief. I knew
then, that that is what Death is—release

"And during those five hours, towan
the end of them when it did begin ti

seem more than I could take, somet\w^
happened to me. I don't know that I cai

describe it very clearly. I can only tel

what I felt. And I felt as though some-

thing had been put into my hands, some-

thing tangible, something I could hold oi

to, something firm and strong. I don'

know what to call it. I think I'd jus

name it Faith, faith that I would be al

right, faith in miracles."

They took her back to her room afte

five hours of such torture as few humai

beings live to tell. And then, for twi

months, she didn't know anything at aL

The concussion (Coiiii)U(ed on page "4
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Off to ask a personal question. These girls are

all professional investigators. Between May 23rd

and June 9th of this year, they conducted a soft-

ness test in Erie, Pa. 0\ er a thousand women
made the test. They were asked to feel two nap-

kins—and say which was softer. One was a lead-

ing brand of "layer-tj-pe" napkin. The other was

Modess, a "fluff-tj^e" napkin. All these women
were users of the "layer-type" napkin. Yet 870

out of 1036 said, "Modess is softer"!

These Girls Ask Questions for a Living!

' In Erie, Pa., they found that 870 out of

1036 users of another napkin said, "Modess Is softer!"

They didn't know which was which. Women mak-
ing the test had no way of knowing which

napkin they were voting for. All identifying

marks were completely concealed. The inves-

tigator simply asked each woman to feel both

napkins and say which was softer. And Modess
won—870 to 166!

Investigator Arlene Larson relaxes while checking

her reports. They so overwhelmingly favored

Modess that each investigator was asked to

sign an aflSdavit swearing her report was accu-

rate and that she had conducted each test in

an impartial manner. The investigators them-

selves didn't know who sponsored the test.

Astonishing figures. When theresult'i were added
up, 870 out of the 10.'?6 "layer-type" users

had said, after feeling both napkins, that the

"fluff-type" napkin (Modess) was softer! Isn't

it amazing that women could go on using one
type of napkin without realizing that another

and newer type might be softer,^

Does softer to the touch mean softer in use? That is some-
thing you can answer only by actually trying Modess.
Buy a box of Modess today. Learn for yourself if it gives

> ou the same comfort that has won millions of loyal users.

You can buy Modess in the regular size, or Junior Modess
—a slightly narrower napkin—at your favorite store.

Modess
870 OUT OF 1036 ERIE, PA. WOMEN SAID-"IT'S SOFTER!"
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(Continued jrom page 72)
caught up with her. She was more in
coma than out of it. That, she beUeves,
saved her nerves.
During that two months of almost total

unconsciousness, they kept Veda's face
bandaged because of the injury to her
eye. When, finally, they took the band-
ages off, again she asked for a mirror,
but this time she was afraid to ask. This
time her mind was clear, the state of

shock had passed. She said:

"They handed me a mirror. I can see
myself now, sitting up in bed, bright
sunlight painting the room, glinting on
the mirror. It took me a long, long time
to look into it. I'd raise it halfway to

my lace, then put it down again. I heard
the nurse say, 'Shall I hold it for you?'
Her voice didn't sound natural. I looked
at ner. She was standing with her back
to me. That should have warned me.
That, and the fact that the doctor, too,

had gone after removing the bandages.
It aid, I think.

"I looked. I think that was the brav-
est act I ever did in my life. I looked
and I could swear I screamed. But I

couldn't have. The nurse didn't seem to

hear anything. I think it is that the worst
screams make no noise. My nose was all

out of line, all crooked. The scars were
bumpy and hideously disfiguring. The lid

of one eye drooped because of the scar
tissue that was pulling it down. I said

to myself 'Cooked!'
"It's funny, the silly things you think

of at such a moment. I thought of George
Raft's saying, that last night in the
Derby, 'Baby, you're looking wonderful!'
. . . the night before Winchell had had
it in his column that 'Veda Ann Borg
will never face a camera again' ... I

laughed when I read that. I felt like

writing him that, for once, he didn't

have the whole story; that he should
have added, 'If she does, she'll break it!'

I began to get the going-down-for-the-
third-time feeling. I had a living to earn
and I had only one way to earn it—my
face. So what? My father's business had
gone absolutely to pot. It was up to me,
all of it. True, the studio had been won-
derful. They had taken up my option

—

and after the accident. That was more
than a beau geste; it was a beautiful

and a generous thing to do. But my op-
tion would expire at the end of six

months. Not even a studio could con-
tinue to take to its heart a girl with a
shockingly disfigured face.

Then, again, as if something had been
slipped into my hand as I was drowning,
something to hold on to, that Thing again,
that strength, that Faith . . . and this

time I actually seemed to hear words
spoken, too. 'You've got a job to do,'

the voice said, 'do it.' I knew what
that meant. I did have a job to do, the
job of getting myself a miracle.

"I
LAID down the mirror (I must have

' been staring into it all that time) and
said to the nurse, 'Send for Dr. Ginsberg,
please, nurse.'

"At first I couldn't figure how I knew
about Dr. Ginsberg, then I remembered
words I had heard while I was semi-
conscious, words that came back to me,
then, in fragments ... a name, the name
of Dr. Ginsberg . . . 'He is really sen-
sational, he can fix any face. . .

.'

"Dr. Ginsberg was away, I was told.

He would not be back for six weeks. I

don't believe I'm exaggerating when I

say those were the longest, the hardest,
the most painful weeks of them all. Day
after day, week after week, lying there
alternating between hope and despair.

"All the while, a voice kept going on
and on inside my head, saying. He will be
able to help you!
"He came back. He came in to see me.

m THE STORES
BY Marion hammon

NEW HAIR-DO; There's nothing
that gives more lift to your spirits than
a new hair-do. If you're seeking in-
spiration, look at Ginger Rogers in

"Tom, Dick and Harry.'' Her top hair
is brought forward in a bang and
the ends .slitjhtly curled. Side hair

is brushed up
and ends turned
forward to add to

the curled bang.
The back hair is

brushed straight
down and the ends
curled casually for
softness.

KID STUFF: If your fittle daughter
persists in biting her fingernails or
appears at the dining table with grimy
hands and nails, take a tip from the
child psychologists—appeal to her
femininity. Few little girls can resist

the manicure set the Cutex people
have made especially for them. It

holds cuticle oil, nail shampoo, hand
cream, orange-wood stick, nail file

and emery board. No colored polish,

of course, but a buffer and some
powder polish
instead. Cutex
Child's Set
"Your Very
Own" is $1.25

at drug and
department
stores.

DON'T GET THE CREEPS: If a

creeping collar gives you the fidgets,

here's the answer: It's a Dickee-
Bra—a combination collar-vestee and
brassiere, all in one piece, designed to

be worn with sweaters, street suits

slacks. It opens in back and is

slipped on so your
hair is not dis-

turbed nor lipstick

smeared and it

stays in place with
nary a bulge or

wrinkle. The
Dickee-Bra, only
$1.00 at leading
department stores,

UNMASK YOUR BEAUTY: It's a

good idea to pamper your face occa-
sionally with a mask treatment. Prim-
rose House Make-Up Mask does won-
ders in erasing tired lines and smooth-
ing the skin. You just smooth on the
fluffy pink cream mask and lie down
for fifteen minutes or so. When the
satiny film is washed away, your face

and neck will look fresh, dewy and
radiant. Only $1.25 for a fat jar hold-
ing at least a dozen treatments. At
leading drug and department stores.

I hadn't had my face washed in two
months. A nurse had been detailed to
watch me while I slept just to make sure
I didn't bump my nose. Dr. Ginsberg
came in, pulled my face about, poked it

and pushed it.

"Then he said, 'Dot's all right, I fix it:

"There may be more beautiful words
written, said or sung. But in all my life

I shall never again hear words so beauti-
ful to me."
Three days later, Veda went up to the

operating room again. Dr. Ginsberg gave
her a local anesthetic. He refractured her
nose. He cut out a piece of cartilage
behind her ear to remake her nose. I

didn't grow. The next time he took
piece of her rib to make the new nose
In time, that did grow. Ten separate time;
she went into the operating room. The
face, she explained, can stand only s

much of the local anesthesia so that tht

work has to be done a little at a time.
Sometimes she had to wait six to eight
weeks between operations because, i:

they are done too closely together, tht

patient is liable to a condition similar h
skin cancer.
During one of the waits between opera-

tions, Veda Ann went home for one week.
The studio had begun to ask when she
was coming back. Veda went to the
studio, a veil covering the upper half of
her face. She said, "They saw that I

would never photograph again." She
knew the work was progressing, she
knew a miracle was slowly coming to

pass because she knew what it had been
like in the beginning. But there were
still scars, some of them unhealed . . .

and it had been a long, long while.
It was then that her studio dropped

the option. A little more of her heart
was broken. Because, although the
break was made as kindly, as gently
and as generously as possible—the studio
paid her all she would have earned
for the next six months—a dropped
option is bitter medicine, however sugar-
coated.

THEN, at last, at the end of thirty-tw.
' weeks. Dr. Ginsberg took off the las-

bandage. Then, for the third time, Ved.
Ann was handed a mirror. And beholc
the miracle! A miracle of science, c

miracle of surgery, a miracle of faith, too.

and patience and pain borne without a

whimper. For where there had been "no
face at all."' there was a beautiful face,

more beautiful than the face that had
been destroyed. This time, as Veda Ann
stared into the mirror, the tears did

come, tears which told the great plastic

surgeon what words could never say so

well.

"I . . . why, I looked younger," Veda
Ann told me. almost whispering. "My face

was softer than it ever had been before.

My eyes seemed to be larger than they

had been before. My nose was just a

shade shorter, which was wonderful. And
there was something in my face that

hadn't been there before."'

That "something" Dr. Ginsberg, grea'

sculptor of htiman flesh though he i?

did not put there. Tm svn-e. That was put

there when Veda Ann, in the midst of

tragedy, found something strong to hold

on to, had faith enough and courage
enough to hold on.

"So, at last, I went home," she said, "I

was very happy about my face but very

depressed about financial things. I still

had a few scars and I didn"t know how
long it would take them to fade. I knew
I couldn"t do screen work. People havi

asked me, 'Why didn"t you go back t>

Warners?' But Warners had Ann Sher-

idan by that time. I had been 'writter,

out of the script.' I looked better thar.

I had ever looked, true. But I knew,
then, that beauty was not enough. And
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that's all I was known for, pictorial qual-
ity. Ironically, I also knew now that I

could act as I had not been able to act

before.

"Now I wouldn't need directors to

put emotions into me. They had been
put there by the greatest Director of all.

But how to prove it? I knew I couldn't

model, either. Both jobs require the

same thing—the face. I thought of trying

for a salesgirl's job.

"Then I had my picture made for the

doctor. It came out so beautifully that

the photographer asked me if he might
display it.

"So I could pthotograph, I did photo-
graph . . . possibly, maybe, could it be
that—Winchell was wrong?

"A talent scout saw the picture and
asked who I was. He came to see me.
He was enormously excited when he
knew who I was. He said, 'You can
make a tremendous comeback.' He talked

me into getting an agent. I still thought
I had nothing to gain, but, on the other

hand, I had nothing to lose, either. I got

a small part in a picture called 'The
Shadow' with Victor Jory.

"Then nothing happened except days
and weeks of going from studio to studio,

sitting in casting offices, being told, 'We
have no okay to give you a test. Very
sorry. Very sorry.'

IT was around the first part of last

January that my agent, a new agent,

called me. He said, 'Dress up as sharp
as a tack and meet me at M-G-M in an
hour.' I was there. Director Harold
Bucquet interviewed me for the part of

Julie in 'The Penalty', starring Lionel
Barrymore and Edward Arnold. I found
that Virginia Grey, who had been cast

for the part, had joeen taken ill. Two
other girls were up for the part and as

I came out another girl went in. I went
home wondering whether I'd had any
answer to my department store appli-

cations.

"I just got in the house when the phone
rang. I was told to return to M-G-M
for a fitting.

"I was given a chance at the part.

The arrangement was that I was to work
,the first day on a day-check. If I didn't

suit them, they would get someone else.

:Next to the six weeks of days I waited
for Dr. Ginsberg, that was the most
nervous day of my life, I know. That was
a Monday. On Tuesday, they saw the
rushes. "They must have liked me be-
jcause on Wednesday I was signed to a

[thirty-day option. Thirty days is an aw-
hfully long time to wait, too, under such
'circumstances.

' "The picture was previewed and the
'reviews the next day were terrific. I

was 'sensational.' I was 'Queen of the
Sweater Girls,' I was the 'Blonde Bomber.'

"Still nothing happened. Another tense
week.
"Then a call from Mr. Benny Thau's

office. Would I come over to see him?
When I walked out of Mr. Thau's office,

I had a seven-year contract in my hands.

"Now, once again," said Veda Ann,
slowly, "thanks to a miracle, thanks to a
great man, I am walking along the high-
way again, the highway Jean Harlow
walked, and Joan Crawford, and the
others.

"But now I walk at a different pace.
Not only my face is changed. I am
not so cocky as I used to be. Now I

don't care any more about running
iround. Now I just want to work, that's

all, just work. I want time to savor this
Tiiracle that has happened to me. I want
ime to thank the Great Director."

*^jr' ^ '\

]VO DISHES
You have just bought a piano, a living-

room rug, a fine watch, or some similar,

substantial adjunct to your home or your

scheme of living. What extra induce-

ment was "thrown in" to influence

your choice?

The answer, of course, is

—

nothing. In

fact, you'd be suspicious if something extra

had been offered! You are satisfied the article

itself is worth the price you paid.

Most Fels-Naptha Users feel the same

way about laundry soap. They know that

a bar or box of Fels-Naptha Soap is worth

every penny of the purchase price— in

extra washing energy. They don't

want any other extras "thrown in."

As one woman aptly puts it,

"the soap that's cheapest at the

counter isn't always cheapest

when the washing's done."
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'PIGTAILS, BLXK-TEETH
AxXD FRECKLES...

"WHEN I WAS 16 and ready to graduate

from the awkward stage, I bought my first

lipstick...TANCEE NATURAL. And I've used

TANGEE NATURAL ever since ! I'm always

thrilled by the way it changes from orange

in the stick until my own most flattering

lip-tint of warm blush rose is produced."

"ON MY WEDDING DAY I gave each of

my bridesmaids a beauty kit ... a Tangee
Natural Lipstick, the harmonizing rouge,

and their own correct shade of Tangee
Face Powder. To each of them Tangee
Natural Lipstick gave a different lip color."

"TODAY, my 16 year old daughter and I

both use Tangee Natural. Its pure cream

base keeps our lips smooth for hours. And
Tangee Natural is so economical — the new
de luxe cases hold much more lipstick

than before!

T/INGEE

Peach
Rachel

"WORLD S MOST FAMOUS LIPSTICK"

SEND FOR COMPLETE MAKE-UP KIT
The George W. Luft Co.. Dist.. 417 Fifth Ave.,
New York City. Please rush "Miracle Make-
up Kit" of sample Tangee Lipsticks and
Rouge in both Natural and Theatrical Red
Shades. Also Face Powder. I enclose \0i
(stamps or coin). {\H in Canada.)

Check Shade of Powder Desired:
Light Rachel Flesh

Dark Rachel Tan

Name-

Street.

Citv— -MA91

The Truth about Stars' Figures
{Continued jrom page 29)

the waistline will right most masculine
wrongs, but when it comes to the dollies,

you begin to understand how it is that

Adrian and Travis Banton and Edith
Head and Orry Kelly and the rest of the
designers rate those salaries that run into

thousands of dollars a week apiece.

All a designer has to do when con-
fronted by Betty Grable, Claudette Col-
bert and Paulette Goddard is to say a
prayer of thankfulness. Nothing needs
to be added, nothing needs to be hidden
away. However, it is something else

again when you talk of Myrna Loy, Ann
Sheridan, Hedy Lamarr, Rosalind Russell.

Constance Bennett, Joan Bennett, Merle
Oberon or some twenty odd others. And
as for Mae West and Sylvia Sidney!

Definitely the bad figures of the lattei

two had much to do with their decline
from popular favor. A nice point arises

here. Neither was co-operative around
her respective studio. Sylvia, in par-
ticular, was temperamental and some-
what antagonistic. Mae's temperament
was never of that type. Hers was rathei
the stubbornness of a woman who, having
been sp>ectacularly successful on the stage
and in her first picture, thought, there-
fore, she knew just how things should be
done to make terrific hits.

Speaking entirely of Sidney for the
moment, however, there had to be con-
stant vigilance exercised in photograph-
ing her. Her face was enchanting, par-
ticularly when she smiled, but her figure

was excessively top-heavy. It was an
awful problem to dress her and a tougher
one to photograph her. That was why
the original Sidney pictures were so
lavish with close-ups or very long shots.

Her figure was kept out of camera range
as much as possible. But when her pic-

tures stopped drawing as well as they
had, the cameramen stopped trying as

hard as they had. You have to have
people fighting all along the line for you,
in any studio, to keep you at the top, no
matter how big a star you are.

A S witness Myrna Loy. Myrna has a

'^bad figure, too, but you never have
noticed it because dress designers, lead-
ing men, cameramen, publicity boys, one
and all they adore Myrna and work de-
votedly to bring out that warm charm
of hers.

Myrna has bad legs, but those legs are

not what drives her dress designer
craziest. Myrna has hips. Myrna even
has what is sometimes called "stenogra-
pher's spread.'" This comes from exactly
the same cause it comes from with real

stenos. Myrna is a sitter. Myrna is also

an eater. Myrna loves her food and she is

going to enjoy it if it means giving up all

the roles in all the super epics ever de-
vised. As it works out. the appealing Miss
Loy is really sensible by being thus de-
fiant of Hollywood's usual edict of diet or

die out. She is one of the rare stars who
look well-fed, content and happy. She is

just that and it is the major factor in

her very real charm. Still, that quite

wide waistline, those definitely wide hips

and that "spread" take real skill tr

conceal.
Of course, a dress designer can't do

it all on his own, try as he will. There
was, for instance, the case of Travis
Banton vs. Alice Faye in "That Night in

Rio." The Faye figure is basically pretty
good, a bit overweight above the waist

and a bit underweight below (a figure

which is harder to dress, incidentally,

than the reverse). Still, there is nothing
to turn a designer grey about the Faye
figure. What gets them is the fact that
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Alice simply refuses to be fitted. She
will make a dozen fitting appointments
and break them all, then insist upon
puttLng on the clothes "as is" and unles."^

watched constantly she will get the
"dressy" hat with the tailored suit and
fur scarf on top the sweater frock.
Not so the clever Hedy Lamarr. She

fits and fits and wears just what she is

told to wear, and a very good thing, too
In Hedy's case, apparently nature de-

cided that having given her that face it

was okay to relax. The Lamarr figure

is no more the figure you see on the

screen than Hitler is Santa Claus. Where
Lamarr should be slender, that is in the
hips, she is not, and where she should be
rounded, that is in the chest, she is also

not. But she is both slender and round
in the right places when she gets on thr

screen. Yes, verUy.

THE same goes for Rosalind Russell
Irene, who also dresses Loretta Young

Irene Dunne, Claudette Colbert and Mar-
lene Dietrich, dresses Roz and what a

build-up she has given Miss R. above
the waistline! Irene it is who also knows
how to "drape" Loretta and Marlene tc

conceal their absolute skinniness. Witf
both these stars, the underweight is de-
liberate. Both think they look more
distinguished and glamorous this thin

They do, too, in Irene's clothes. But ir

a bathing suit—ouch!
Also, though this may shatter a million

men's dreams, the truth is that in a bath-
ing suit you quickly see that Armit
Sheridan's curves are largely something
dreamed up in Warners' publicity depart-
ment. Annie has a beautiful face, glo-

rious hair and the most regular, warm
personality in all Hollywood—but when
it comes to those "dangerous curves" you
don't even need to beware. She hasn't

any more of them than an ironing board
has except in front of the camera.
However, there is no thinness to equal

Constance Bennett's. She outstrips all

Where sister Joan has to go to the mosi
extreme lengths to conceal her curves
particularly her definite top-heaviness
above the waist, Connie has to be built up
not only in the sweater department bui

also in that department that goes intc

chairs. The interior of Connie's screer

costumes looks like the storage depart-
ment of a baby pillow factory. Wher.
you realize that she is better than five

feet four in height and yet weighs less

than ninety pounds most of the time
you'll know why this is necessary.
Completely the reverse was true ol

Mae West, however, throughout hei

whole movie career but particularly or

her last picture for Paramount. "Ever\--

day's A Holiday." Mae is a girl who is

always looking on the table when it is

loaded with calories and at the time ol

"Everyday "s A Holiday" she was really

puffed out. She was so overweight thai

not even the most artful corset, the mosi
subtly designed gowns could conceal it

Every time she moved, it was as earth-

shaking as a hill going out for a walk
Finally, in desperation, Travis Banton. the

script writer and the set designer go;

together in a huddle. The script write:

saw to it that Mae was always sitting

reclining or standing completely still ir

the various scenes. The scenic designe:

agreed to put her always against dark

grounds and Banton planned all he:

clothes in dark colors, so that her out-

lines would be generally lost against tht

settings. It was up to the other actor.<

in the film to do the moving around Mae
Carmen Miranda does her own movinc
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around and plenty as you very well know
if you saw "Down Argentine Way" or

"That Night in Rio," but that slim,

slender height of the Miranda's is all

something she whipped up out of her own
busy little head. It's all an optical il-

lusion.

Maybe you remember that when Car-
men and Alice Faye played scenes to-

gether the Brazilian Bombshell was just

as tall as the songbird from New York.
You could see it even in the long shots,

hut what you could not see were those

[• lur - inch - high - soled, six - inch - high -

heeled shoes that Carmen wears. You
probably didn't even stop to consider

how those six to eight-inch-high turbans
Carmen totes on her head give you the

impression that her head is that high
above her shoulders, too. Actually

Miranda is less than five feet tall. On
the screen or the stage she makes her-

self look five feet six or seven. No
Hollywood designer gave her this routine.

She had it when she landed here. Smart
girl, Miranda!
But of all Hollywood stories about this

kind of physical deception the best one
concerns a new star, female, and an
established star, male, meeting one morn-
ing on the same lot.

"I guess I'm going into a picture," said

the girl star. "The front office just called

me and told me to stop by the wardrobe
for my figure."

"I know I'm going into a picture," said

the man star. "This morning they de-
livered my new teeth and my new toupee
at my house."
We swear that is a true story, but if

you think we're going to tell you who
those two stars were, you're crazy. How-
ever, the story does go to prove that

there's a lot more to all stars' glamour
than you see on the screen—more or less,

that is.

In case you like puzzles we will give

you a tip, though. "The girl is considered
one of the screen's leading figure girls

and the man is regarded as one who
makes women swoon with joy at mere
sight of him.

What's Wrong with

Hollywood Women?
(Continued from page 41)

this tension has its roots in fear—fear of

the camera which is, at best, an unkind
taskmaster since it adds ten pounds and
ten years. To remove the extra ten
pounds as well as the ten years is really

something to worry about, something to

become upset and nervous over, because
it means that the lady facing the camera
must actually look ten years younger
than she is and at the same time be ten
pounds underweight.
"There are, of course, a great many

If other fears in connection with the daily

^ life of a motion-picture star. It seems

S that, for them, every day is just one fear
after another—fear of what the public
will think, fear of the candid camera,
fear of kidnappers, robbers, everything.
These combined fears result in anything
but a calm person.

"Life is lived in Hollywood much faster

than it is any place else in the world and
by fast I do not mean immoral. I mean
everything is speeded up to the nth de-
gree as if there were no tomorrow coming
and everything had to be accomplished
today. They say that the average reign
of a motion-picture star is five years. I

am surprised that it lasts that many days
at the rate they travel both physically
and emotionally.
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Use pl\ESH^2 and stay fresher

PUT FRESH #2 under one arm— put your

present non-perspirant under the other.

And then . . .

1 . See which one checks perspiration bet-

ter. We think FRESH #2 will.

2. See which one prevents perspiration

odor better. We are confident you'll

find FRESH #2 will give you a feeling

of complete under-arm security.

3. See how gentle FRESH #2 is—how
pleasant to use. This easy-spreading

vanishing cream is absolutely grease-

less. It is neither gritty nor sticky.

4. See how convenient FRESH * 2 is to ap-

ply. You can use it immediately before

dressing—no waiting for it to dry.

5. And revel in the knowledge, as you use

FRESH #2, that it will not rot even

the most delicate fabric. Laboratory

tests prove this.

FRESH #2 comes in three sizes— 50d for

extra-large jar; 25i for generous medium

jar; and I0(* for handy travel size.

Free offer—to make your own test!

Once you make this under-arm test, we're

sure you'll never be satisfied with any

other perspiration -check. That's why
we hope you'll accept this free offer.

Print your name and address on postcard

and mail to FRESH, Dcpt.5-D,Louisville,

Ky. We'll send you a trial-size ^^s^^^j^-^v.

jar of FRESH #2, postpaid.

Companion of FRKSH #2 is FRESH

r^ii #1- FHKSH #1 deodorizes, but does

^^)| not slop pcrspirution. In a lube in-

stead of a jar. Popular with men too.
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is there an ''Age of Romance'' for a Woman's Hands?

YOUR HANDS are romantic while they're

smooth, invitingly soft. Which means

"a/wajs" for you who use Jergens

Lotion faithfully.

Almost like professional hand care.

Only simple and easy! Two of Jergens'

ingredients are the same as many doc-

tors select to help rough, ill-used skin

to divine smoothness.

And Jergens Lotion takes the curse

of water-dryness, weather-dryness, from

your hand skin; furnishes new softening,

beauty-bringing moisture. Use after

every hand-washing, and you help prevent

age-lending roughness and chapping. No
stickiness! 50f!, 25?;, 10(5— $1.00. Start

now to use this favorite Jergens Lotion.

"MRS. HOCKENBERRY'S HANDS ARE THE

HOME-LOVING TYPE"

"This lovely hand sTiows generosity,

.'success in human relationships,

a marked sign of happiness," says

Sonia Harrington, well-known palmist.

Mrs. Hockenberry, New York City, says, "I

use Jergens Lotion to keep my hands soft."

"My home is in Hollywood, away up ir.

the hills a long way from any of the city's

turmoil. If it were not, I could not live

in Hollywood a week. One party, pre-
miere, or concert wears me out. Wha-
must it do to those who are in the thick
of things every day?

"j HAVE a great many students among
' the screen stars. Every one of them

is beautiful to look at, a joy to know, bu-
they are not restful to be around because
they radiate tenseness. My advice is al-

ways the same, 'Relax! Relax.' And the
answer is always the same, 1 haven't
time.' Nonsense—they should take time.

Everyone in the world should take time
to relax.

"People have queer notions of what the
word means. To most of them it means
a darkened room, a soft bed and a moist
cotton pad on the eyes. If one can dc
that and force all worry from the mind,
all right. But if one is going to lie there

and worry, it doesn't do any more good
than working.
"The Duchess of Windsor has an inter-

esting way of relaxing. She leads a rather
strenuous life, yet she is always poised
and calm. Her plan is based on the old

adage that the way to a man's heart is

through his stomach. Every day that it

is possible, she retires to the kitchen and
busies herself with the preparation of

some typically American dishes that de-
light her husband. That is not resting

but it is relaxing.

"In all other ways, Holl3rwood womer
give themselves the best of care. Foi
one thing, they know a great deal about
diets. They gained their knowledge the

hard way. Broken health and, in some
cases, the death of a fellow star were
their teachers. They've learned how tc

take the die out of diet.

THERE was a time, and not too lonp
ago, when Hollywood women—and

some of the men, also—embraced any
new diet that came along. Imagine any
one with intelligence enough to be a star

thinking he or she could live for a week
on three glasses of orange juice plus four
ounces of castor oil a day and retain his

or her health! Yet that diet was very
popular a few years ago.

"Hollywood people eat more intelli-

gently than do most other people and yet

even they are not intelligent eaters. If

that sounds as if I were contradicting my-
self, let me explain. In Europe a dinner
is a festive occasion, in Hollywood it is

very apt to be a business conference.

And if one is conducting a big business

deal over the dinner table what dif-

ference does it make that the food is

selected to do the most good for the

human body?
"If they do not happen to be carrying

on business at the table, then they are

cramming their food down in a hurry
to get back to business. In either event,

they are not getting the benefits they

should from eating. The first rule they
should learn is that eating is a most pleas-

ant pastime. Forget about the interviews

and the business deals and anything else

that incites tension or fear and most par-
ticularly forget about the food. Kriow
that it is right for you before you sit

down before it and then know that diet

is not denial.

"The rules of diet are easy to follow.

My first rule is: Eat what you need.

My second rule is: Eat what you want. A
great many people seem to want what is

not good for them, so by making them eat

what they need first, they haven't much
room or much taste left for what they

want.
"Eating for normal people is very sim-

ple to teach. Have fruit for breakfast, any

PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

(Paste on a penny postcard, if you wish)

The Andrew Jergens Company, 3523 Alfred Street

Cincinnati, Ohio (In Canada: Perth, Ontario)

Please send my free purse-size bottle of the famous
Jergens Lotion.

Name

Street

Cily Slate

FOR SOFT,

ADORABLE HANDS
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fruit you want and as much as you want.
Lunch time should always be salad time.

Any greens that are in season can go into

this salad.

Make a dressing of lemon juice and
oil, a little vegetable salt, a bit of garlic

if you like. Eat all you can hold—you
cannot hold too much. Dinner naturally

calls for proteins, but with it be sure

you have plenty of vegetables, cooked
or raw, and eat them first. Eat the

starches and sugars last.

"For people who wish to lose weight,

the diet is the same as for normal people
except that the salad dressing should be
made of two parts lemon juice and one
part oil, all fat should be cut from the

meat, leave out the nuts, and skip starches

and sugars. From twelve to fifteen

pounds should be dropped in a month
on such a diet and that is a safe amount
to lose.

"I find that many people, especially

women, who are overweight have a sweet
tooth. They crave candy and pastry, or

think they do. What their system really

needs is calcium—lots and lots of it. Three
glasses of cabbage juice every day, taken
between meals, will help to get rid of that

craving.

FOR people who are trying to gain
weight, and a great many motion-pic-

lure stars are, the diet is a bit different.

Starch taken first thing in the morning
is more fattening than it is any other
time of the day because the body is better

able to assimilate it. Oh, no, no, don't
dash for the doughnuts and pastry; they
won't give you anything but a dull head-
ache. There is an old-fashioned Swiss
breakfast which I have introduced to the
ladies of the screen and they love it. So
will you, and it is so easy to prepare.
Soak over night one tablespoon of any
whole grain cereal in three tablespoons
of cold water. In the morning mash into

the cereal any fresh fruit you like

—

white seedless grapes or bananas are
most delicious—add a teaspoon of honey
and as much cream as you want and
there's your breakfast! A drop or two
of lemon juice will give it a piquant
flavor.

"Thin people should not eat so much at
line time but should eat more often. At
midmorning, midafternoon and before
retiring at night, they should drink a
large glass of fruit or vegetable juice,

especially those rich in vitamins and
.sugars. Carrot juice is particularly bene-
ficial; so is a banana whipped in pineapple
juice.

"For luncheon they should stick to the
fslad but make the dressing of two parts
oil and one part lemon juice. Add to
ibis salad some starchy food with plenty
of butter and honey.
"Dinner is the same as that for normal

people with the starch added in the form
of rice, beans or baked potatoes, all eaten
with plenty of butter. Complete the din-
ner with some rich dessert such as cus-
tard or ice cream.

. "Before starting any diet regimen, I

recommend a seven days houseclean-
ing and nothing but fruits and vege-
table's.' ~ - - .

"All this looks like a far cry from the
original questions as to whether or not
motion-picture stars are more glamorous,
more beautiful, more healthy, more
poised and generally better able to cope
with life than women in other walks of
life.

"My original answer to those ques-
tions was no. But if they ever learn to
relax, I'll be the first to change it to a
great big yes because I have learned
that what Hollywood needs is not so
much a diet as a knowledge of how to
relax."
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The time to guard against early Dry-Skin

Wrinkles is before they begin

"f TERY DRY SKIN," a famous skin spe-

V cialist says, "may tend to wrinkle

early, and so look old too soon!"

But, don't worry! Jergens skin scientists

— bless them!—have made a new lace

cream for you. Jergens Face Cream! It's a

"One-Jar" Beauty Treatment that helps

you have skin as smooth as satin.

This one Jergens Face Cream serves you

(t) for cleansing; (2) for softening your
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eyes. So this was it. He might have
known. This was why Regina had sent
for him, why she had put him back in his

old room, knowing it would please him,
why she had tried at first to be thought-
ful and sweet.
Regina had vrritten him about it.

Hadn't she written! It was a scheme of
Ben's. He and Oscar had interested a
Northern capitalist in building a cotton
mill here. The Northerner—Marshall was
his name—was to put up $400,000 as his

share of the mill's cost. Ben and Oscar
were to supply $225,000 and what was
politely called "certain benefits we can
offer because of our local position." That
meant free power, secured through some
judicious bribery at the state capital.

Marshall was to have forty-nine percent
of the stock in the mill, the Hubbards
fifty-one i>ercent—a controlling interest.

And Regina wjuited him to invest $75,-

000 in the scheme—one-third of the Hub-
bards' total share.

I
T wasn't the money. In his strong-

' box at the bank, of which he was still

nominally president, there were bonds
worth $90,000. He scarcely ever touched
them, didn't want them. A dying man
has little interest in money. But he knew
what would happen. The mill would be
built, and this sleepy, beautiful town that

he loved would become a place of smoke
and noise, of sordid shacks filled with
half-starved, exploited, miserable people.

It was no particular secret that one ex-
cellent reason for building a mill here
was the local average wage scale, which
was lower than any in the country.
He didn't want all that to happen here.

He didn't want Ben and Oscar and—yes,

and Regina!—to grow rich because it

happened. They were all rich enough
now—richer than they should be. And
he was too.

"I'm tired," he said. "Let's not talk

about it now."
"But you see, Horace," Regina said

eagerly, "the deal is about to be closed

and Ben must move quickly—so if you
could just listen for a few minutes more,
then I could take care of everything—

"

"Not today, Regina," he said. "Some
other time."
"Some other time!" she exclaimed, and

he saw that her temper, never very sure,

was beginning to go. "This is important.

Important to all of us. Can't you under-
stand? I've been waiting for months for

you to come home—

"

"So that you could invest my monej',"

he said slowly.

Ben was quick to realize Regina's mis-
take. He rose, saying, "Well, we'll go
now, Horace. There's time to talk about
it tomorrow. Come along, Oscar."

The two men left the room. After one
furious, impotent glance at him, Regina
followed.
But she came back. Again and again.

All week long. Arguing, cajoling, im-
portuning, explaining, until his head
ached with his heart.

A fact that Reguia had evidently

counted on as a trump card failed com-
pletely of its purpose. She revealed that

she had bullied Ben and Oscar into

agreeing that for his $75,000 Horace
should have a full half of their share of

the mill, instead of a third.

"But—why?"' he demanded, and Regina
smiled complacently.
"Of course they don't want control of

the mill to go out of the family. They
need that $75,000 badly. It's only right

they should pay for it."

"Who's getting less, then?" he asked.

"Oscar."
At the time he had wondered how it

happened that Oscar was suddenly be-
coming generous, but when black Addie
dropped a hint that there was talk of

Alexandra's marrying Leo, Oscar's son,

everything suddenly became clear—dis-

gustingly clear. Oscar could afford to

give up some of his share if he could be
sure that Leo and Zan would marry and
thus bring him a much greater share,

eventually.

HORACE GIDDENS' soul turned over
at the thought of Regina's forcing

Zan into a marriage with Leo. Zan—his

lovely, innocent, gallant Zan—tied to that

weakling! He knew Leo rather better

than he liked. Nominally, Leo worked as

a teller in the bank, but he didn't really

give much thought to his duties there.

Most of the time he was planning how to

arrange surreptitious trips to Senateville,

where girls and liquor could be had if

you had money. . . .

Horace believed that Zan, though she
did not know it, was in love with yovmg
David Hewitt, who wrote practically

everything published in the Paltou
County ¥ress. He liked David. There
was a quiet, clean strength about him,
and the boy was intelligent. He would
make Zan happy.

It took only the gossip about Leo and
Zan—although Regina nervously denied
its truth when he asked her about it—to

harden his resolve not to invest in the

mill scheme. On the night that Ben and
Oscar and Regina came to him, saying
that Oscar must leave for Chicago the
next morning with the money, he gave
them his final answer: a positive refusal.

Regina sent Ben and Oscar out of the
room. She pleaded, then stormed. Pac-
ing the floor, she spat insults at him. She
called him a fool, a coward, an un-
natural husband and parent because he
would not provide for his wife's and
daughter's security. To it all, his an-
swer was still no and at last, speechless

with fury, she left htm.
His heart was laboring painfully and

he felt as if all strength were gone from
him, but after a time he roUed his wheel-
chair into the hall. From downstairs he
could hear voices.

"You're lying!" Regina was saying.

"You're trying to scare me. You haven't

got the money. How could you?"
Ben's rumble: "Nevertheless, my dear

Regina, Oscar is going to Chicago to-

morrow with the $225,000 for Marshall.
We're sorry to see you lose such a good
chance, but naturally we couldn't wait
forever."
Regina's voice rose to a shriek. "Ben!

Come back here! I don"t believe you—

I

want to talk to you."
Ben said jovially, "You're getting out

of hand, Regina. Since when do I take
orders from you?" The front door closed

behind him.
Horace looked over the railing at

Regina. She was in the hall, staring at

the door, her hands clenched into fists

at her sides.

"It's a great day when you and Ben
cross swords." Horace said quietly. "I've

been waiting for it for years. And so

they've found out they don't need you
and so you will not have your millions

after all."

At the sound of his voice, Regina had
whirled to face him. Her head tilted

back, she looked up and under the hall

light her eyes sparkled venomously.
"You hate to see anybody live now,

don't you?" she said through clenched
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to marry me! My family was good—that
was part of it—but the cotton on Lion-
net's fields was better. Ben Hubbard
wanted that cotton, and Oscar married it

for him. Everybody knew that was why
he married me. Everybody but me.
Stupid, stupid me."
"You go on talking this way, Miss

Birdie," Addle warned, "and you get a
headache sure."

Birdie whirled upon her. "I've never
had a headache in my life! You know
it as well as I do!" She began to cry.

"That's a lie everybody tells for me. I

drink. All by myself, in my own room,
I drink. When they want to hide it, they
say Birdie's got a headache again."

She was sobbing softly, pitifully. With
a new, mature dignity Alexandra stood
up and put her arm around Birdie's
shoulders, led her out of the garden and
into her house.

U GRACE watched them go. Quietly he
' ' said, "Have you read what it says in

your Bible, Addie? It applies to people
like the Hubbards, I think. 'Take us the
foxes, the little foxes that spoil the
vines; for our vines have tender grapes.'

"

That afternoon—it was a few days after
Oscar Hubbard had returned from his

business trip to Chicago—Horace visited

his bank. He was not well enough, really,

but he wanted to get his will from the
strongbox there and he had himself
pushed downtown in his wheelchair.

The men in the bank—the clerks, the
depositors, and old Sam Manders, the
cashier, who had taken over most of

Horace's duties as President when he
had had to leave—clustered around him,
smiling, shaking hands. In the back-
ground, Horace caught sight of Leo Hub-
bard; it crossed his mind that the boy
was looking upset. Then Leo came up
and added his congratulations to the rest,

and Horace forgot.

In his private office he opened his

strongbox and took from the miscella-
neous papers it contained his will. He
had just unfolded this when Leo burst
into the room.
"Er—excuse me. Uncle Horace," he

stammered, "I—I want to see you a
minute."

"Yes?" Horace said pleasantly. "What
about?"
Leo, his eyes on the litter of papers

Horace had taken from the box and laid

on the table, said, "About—about—about
Bert Pembrook."
"Yes?"
"He's—er—one of the standing renters

over at
—

"

"I know who Bert Pembrook is, Leo,"
Horace interrupted. "What about him?"

"It's—it's his note, sir." Leo nervously
fingered the buttons of his coat. "I'm

worried about it, Uncle Horace."
Absently, as he returned the papers

to the box, Horace asked, "What's wrong
with the note?"
"Why-—I mean, do you think the crop

lien is sufficient collateral to
—

"

The boy's babbling, Horace thought,

closing the lid of the box and snapping
it shut. "All right, Sam," he called to

Manders, who was in the safe-deposit

vault, "you can put this back now."
As Manders entered, he added, "I don't

know anything about Bert's note, Leo."

"What's wi-ong with it?" Manders
asked.
Leo, who now seemed to be anxious

to leave, smiled weakly and said, "Oh,

it—it's nothing. I just thought
—

"

"Sam, Leo doesn't think the crop lien

is sufficient collateral."

"What's the matter with you?" Man-
ders inquired of the boy. "We haven't

got a crop lien. We've got a chattel

mortgage. And Bert's met every payment
so far. Why, that note will be amortized
in sixty days."
Leo looked from one man to the other.

"Why, yes
—

" Suddenly: "That's right.

So it will!" He bolted for the door.
"Leo's facts seem a trifle hazy," Horace

remarked when they were alone.

"It's not the facts that're hazy," Man-
ders commented dryly. "It's Leo."
Horace was fumbling in the drawer of

his desk. "Aren't my insurance policies
in here, Sam?"
"Oh, I put them in the box." Horace

reopened the box and picked out a
bundle of papers tied together with tape.
Suddenly he stiffened, untied the tape.
These were not his insurance policies,

as he had thought. They were his Union
Pacific bonds—and there were only three
of them, $15,000 worth instead of 890,000.

"Anything wrong?" Manders asked,
seeing him hesitate.

"No—oh, no—I—" His thoughts whirl-
ing dizzily, he dropped the bonds back
into the box. "I just thought these were
my insurance policies—•"

He hardly knew what he was saying;
all his attention was concentrated on the
bonds. The keys to the box were al-

ways kept in Manders' desk—but Man-
ders wouldn't—he was too honest, too
faithful a friend. But anyone could have
filched them.
Seventy-five thousand dollars worth of

bonds missing. Not aU of them, just

$75,000—
That was the sum Ben and Oscar had

wanted from him, as his share of the
mill scheme. Exactly the sum. And
then they hadn't needed it, after all. He
remembered, now, Leo's strange be-
havior—his ridiculous excuse for coming
into the office, his obvious relief when
the box had been closed.

It all fitted together. He knew, with
terrible certainty, that Leo had stolen the

bonds and Oscar had taken them with
him to Chicago. Probably he'd put them
up only as collateral; once the mill was
running and making money they could be
redeemed and replaced. As a rule he
did not inspect the bonds more than once
in six months. The deception could
easily have been carried out without his

knowledge.
Horace drew a deep breath. "On sec-

ond thought." he said quietly to Manders,
"I think I'll take the strongbox home for

a few days."

|—
I E made his plans. The important thing

' ' was that Zan should get away from
her mother. That would not be easily

accomplished. But he could count on
David Hewitt, after he himself was gone,

to help Zan.
That night, in defiance of Regina's

wishes, he had himself wheeled and car-

ried downstairs, into the living room,
taking the strongbox with him.

"I felt I should tell you," he said to

Regina, "that, after all, we have invested

our money in Hubbard Sons and Mar-
shall, Cotton Manufacturers."
She stared at him, her anger giving

way to amazement.
"When did you change your mind?"
"I didn't," Horace said pleasantly. "It

was changed for me." Emotionlessly, he

explained.
When he had finished, Regina broke

into a peal of delighted laughter. "Well!"

she exclaimed. "This will make a fine

little scandal. A fine little scandal to

hold over their heads."
Horace smiled. "But I'm not going to

hold it over their heads."
Regina stopped laugliing abruptly.

"What do you mean?" she asked appre-

hensively.
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"rm going to let them keep the bonds
—as a loan from you. A loan, Regina,
not an investment. An investment would
mean a share in their profits. A loan is

simply returned."

"I see/' Regina said slowly after a
I moment. "You are punishing me. But I

' won't let you. If you won't do anything,
i I will."

; "You won't do anything," Horace told

j
her, "because you can't. You can't make
trouble because I shall say and go on

J
saying that I lent them the bonds. There

' is absolutely nothing you can do. To-

I

morrow I am going to make a new will,

leaving you exactly $75,000 in Union
Pacific bonds. The rest, and my insur-
ance, will go to Zan. In the meantime,
Ben and Oscar will have returned the
bonds, I'm sure—and be very grateful
to you for the loan.''

Regina nodded, not looking at him. her
lovely profile sharp against the darkness
beyond the lamp. "And you will never
say anything."

^
"Never as long as I live."

i ''You must hate me very much."

i

Horace closed his eyes, as if in pain,

*and took a handkerchief from his pocket
to wipe the beads of sweat from his fore-
head. "No," he said, "I don't hate you.
Perhaps because I remember how much
I was in love with you—once."

"I don't hate you, either," Regina said
with a sigh. "I've only contempt for
you. When I married you, I thought
you'd get the world for me. But I was
wrong. You've stayed what you always
were—a small-town clerk, with small-
town ideas. When I found out my mis-
take, it was—it was as if I couldn't stand
the sight of you. I couldn't bear to have
you touch me!"

"It was as bad as that," Horace said
bitterly, almost to himself. He put his
hand to his throat and glanced at his
bottle of medicine, standing on a table
s few feet away.
"But I'm lucky," Regina whispered,

eaning forward in her chair, so that her
boulders seemed hunched. "I'm still

>oung, and you have heart trouble . .

."

\gain Horace's hand went to his throat.
Jnable to move from his chair, he put
lut his other hand for the medicine bottle,

•"umbling, he knocked it over and it fell,

triking the projecting foot of the table
snd breaking.

He gasped. "Please!" he said in a
•hoked voice. "The other bottle—up-
stairs!"

Involuntarily, Regina started from her
hair. Then, checking herself, she sank
jack and turned her head away as if she
ad not heard him.
For an instant of thunderous silence

lorace looked at her—her immobile body,
ler averted face. Then, in realization,
le tried to scream for help, but only a
)anic-stricken whisper came from his
rembling lips. Calling up all his strength,
le leaped from his wheelchair. His im-
letus carried him as far as the staircase,
;ip the first two steps. And still Regina
at there, the lamplight softly gleaming
n her white skin, her eyes, ears and
thoughts all shunning what was happen-
ing to him.

I

On the third stair Horace stumbled.
Hutching at the hand rail, his face dis-
^rted with agony. Hearing him fall,

iegina felt her gaze pulled around to
im. He could not speak, but it seemed
) her she heard one shouted word clang-
ig in the air:

"Murderess!"
Then his eyes closed and he slumped
wkwardly on the steps. Regina stood
p. She ran to him, calling, "Addie!
al! Come here!"

The servants came running and be-
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tween them they got Horace into the
bedroom next to Regina's.
Oscar and Ben and Leo came as soon

as they heard. Edgily nervous, eye-
ing the strongbox which still stood on
the table, they were in the living room
when Regina came down. She inter-
rupted their conventional words of sym-
pathy:

''Horace told me about the bonds. He
said Leo stole them and gave them to
you and Oscar, Ben."
Leo burst out, "I don't know what

you're talking about! What would I—
why—

"

Wearily, Regina said to Ben, "Isn't it

enough that he stole them? Do I have
to listen to him into the bargain?" There
was silence, and Regina went on, "Then
he told me that he was going to pretend
he had lent them to you."

"I told you he'd lent them!" Leo ex-
claimed, but Regina ignored him.
"So I'm very badly off, you see," she

said sadly. "As long as Horace lives
he'll say he lent you the bonds." She
took a deep breath. "But," she said in a
new, strong tone, "Dr. Sloan doesn't
think Horace is going to live. And if he
doesn't, I shall want seventy-five percent
of the business in exchange for the
bonds!"

Ben whistled. In a voice he tried to

make jovial, he said, "My Regina, you're
greedy!" The attempt to be gay failed

miserably; he faltered, and was silent.

Regina's lips lifted in a demure, sweet
smile.

"Leo," Ben said angrily, "stop hanging
around. Go get Dr. Morris. He's a

smarter doctor than that Sloan!"

But Dr. Morris was not able to save
Horace Giddens. He died a few hours
later.

Regina came downstairs with the news
to the Hubbards, leaving Alexandra
alone, at the girl's request, with her
father.

"Horace is dead," Regina said coldly.

"Shall we take up our conversation
where we left off? I have already said I

want seventy-five percent of the new
firm in exchange for the bonds. This I

have not said: if I don't get it I'm going

to put all of you in jail."

Furiously, Oscar started to protest, but
Ben cut him short. "And on what evi-

dence would you put Oscar and Leo in

jail?" he asked.
Regina laughed merrily. "Oscar, listen

to him. He's getting ready to swear that

it was you and Leo! But don't worry.
I'll see that he goes with you."
"We'll deny that we ever

—

"

"Deny your heads off. The bonds are

missing and they are with Marshall.

That will be proof enough. If it isn't, I'll

add what's necessary."
"I'm sure of that," Ben said dryly.

Oscar lost control of himself. "What
kind of talk is that, Regina?" he
screamed. "You couldn't do a thing like

that! We're your brothers! How can you
talk this way when upstairs not five

minutes ago
—

"

YES!" They all whirled. Alexandra
was on the stairs. "Not five minutes

ago, Mama!" she said, and laughed hys-
terically.

Oscar said with pious gravity, "We
know how you feel, Alexandra. The
whole town loved and respected your
father."

Slowly, looking at each one in turn,

Alexandra said, "Did you love him. Uncle
Oscar? Did you. Uncle Ben? And you.
Mama, did you love him, too?"
She came farther down the stairs, pay-

ing no attention to Regina's efforts to

calm her.
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Searchingly, she asked Regina, "Wha:
was Papa doing on the staircase?"

Regina stiffened. Ben, the muscles
his face tensing, looked at her, then s

the stairs, then at the broken medicir
bottle.

"Go and rest, Alexandra," Regina sale

"I want to talk to you. Mama," the gii

.

replied firmly. "I'll wait."

With a shrug, Regina turned to he
brothers. "Well—where was I? Ye
they'd convict you. Now, I don't wt
to bargain any more. I'll take my se

enty-five percent and we'll forget *

story forever. That's one way of dor
it, and the way I prefer. But you knr
me well enough to know I don't mi:
taking the other way."
After a second, Ben

^ mused, "None
us has ever known you well enout
Regina." He sighed. "Very well. Ji.

as you say. I'll draw up the necessa:
papers tomorrow."
Oscar and Leo left, looking whippec

.

But Ben lingered a moment. "I agre ;

with Alexandi'a," he said softly to Re-
gina. "What was a man who couldn
get around except in a wheelchsdr doir_
on a staircase? I ask myself that."

"And what do you answer?" Regi:
challenged.

"I have no answer—j'et." He smile .

and patted her arm. "But when I do, I .

let you know. Remember that."

When he was gone, Regina faced he

daughter. "You're tired. Alexandra." sh

said affectionately. "But don't grieve t

much. You'll feel better when we get

Chicago. I'm going to get you the woi
I always wanted."

"I don't want the world. Mama." Za:

young face had become that of a worn
who was strong, sure of herself, "fm n

going to Chicago with you."

"VOU'RE very upset, Alexandra. We
' talk about it tomorrow."
"There's nothing to talk about. I

going away from you. Because I wa
to—and because I've got to.''

"And if I say no?" Regina demande ;.

"Say it. Mama, say it." Zan told he.-.

"And see what happens."
Regina, her hand on the newel post,

swayed. "Alexandra. I've come to the

end of my rope ... I don't know—some-
where there has to be what I want, to v

Somewhere . . . I'd like to keep yt u

with me, but too many people used ;o

make me do too many things. No, I won t

make you stay."

"You couldn't, Mama," Zan promised
her.

"Well . . . we don't want to be br.d

friends. I don't want us to be bad friends.

Would you like to come and talk :o

me?" Regina asked, almost pleadingly.

"Would you like to sleep in my roo:n

tonight?"
"Why, Mama?" Alexandra asked. "Aie

you afraid?
'

Regina drew herself up. "I've never
been afraid in my life." she said firmly.

"Then good night. Mama. David's here.

I'm going over to stay with his mother
tonight. Later, we're going to re

married."
Without answering, Regina went on i;

-

stairs. In the dim upper hall she hc-

tated outside the door of the room wht
Horace lay, wanting to go on past. F
she set her jaw and walked in to cli

windows and draw shades, keeping 1

face turned away from the silent figi;

on the bed. At the wind»w she sa

through drifting rain, two p>eople gett;

into a carriage outside—Zan and Dav
While she watched, the carriage dri

away.
Regina was alone. Alone with the m .-

lions she would have someday very see n.
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Sisfer Act
(Continued /rom page 43)

"Which of you was more popular?" he
asked.
"Joanie always made a better first im-

pression than I did," Olivia said. "We
were both frightfully shy. But she was
more extroverted and so, of course, she
showed to better advantage. Which made
me even more miserable and self-con-
scious and filled me with a resolve to

take her down a peg' immediately we
were alone."

OPPOSITES attract but they rarely
have a calm time together. . . .

Joan always wants to wear new clothes

the minute she buys them—or Olivia buys
hem. Olivia likes to save things for

:pecial occasions, even Joan's things.

Joan goes shopping with a list of ten

terns. And she is on her way home while
Dlivia remains undecided about her first

purchase. They wouldn't think of going
)n a shopping expedition in the saine

;ar. In fact, they've almost given up
hopping together entirely.

Olivia loves adventure, but she wants
ecurity, too. So she's careful to put a

ittle money aside. Joan's a complete
;ambler as far as life is concerned. She
las no interest whatever in saving.

Joan is more conventional than Olivia,

he also has a more active sense of social

saonsibility. She and Brian frequently
isit in Saratoga where the girls grew up
nd where their mother lives. And sit-

ing in the living room of one old family
: iend or another, sipping tea, she always
-.anages to ask all the right questions.

)livia rarely goes home for a visit. And
he lives in such a perpetual state of

uilt about this that one word of re-
icach from Joan is likely to precipitate
quarrel that will last for days and

ssurrect a dozen past differences the
;i ls had vowed to keep forever to them-

t Ives.

Both Joan and Olivia find the after-
lath of quarrels pretty trying. When
ley were children and Olivia went off

1 a "huff" Joan used to follow her about
nd tease her, well aware if she could
lake her giggle they would be friends
yain—and ready for another scrap,
liter, when they lived together in Holly-
nod and Joan came home from the
tudio and had her tray upstairs, Olivia
ould mope around trying to think up
jmething that would force Joan to talk.

1 fact, they've frequently been known
I resort to another quarrel solely for
it sake of talking again.
There are, naturally, some ways in
iiich "the girls," as their family friends
.!! them, are alike. Both have a fine,

alistic point of view. Both have great
itellectual honesty. Unfortunately, these
e not qualities with a pacific influence,
uite the contrary. They do, however,
'p to make them two of the most de-
tful and stimulating girls the film

i^ny ever has seen or ever will see.
The very fact that Joan and Olivia
ew up possessive about each other and
lat the only qualities they have in com-
on are aggressive qualities would make
ouble enough. But they also are in-
nsely competitive, eternally eager to
ore even a slight advantage.
When Joan married Brian Aherne she
obably got ahead of Olivia for the first

lie in her life. Olivia, being a year
der, went to school first and had the
Ivantage all through childhood. She
so was the first to make a name in
jllywood, although the Saratoga neigh-
irs had insisted it was Joan who would
lotograph and who should go after a
vie career.
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Undoubtedly, as Olivia would be the
first to admit, this last fact had a great
deal to do with her giving up the Mills
College scholarship she valued so highly
and sticking at a picture career.
However, instantly Olivia was en-

; trenched, the first to be on her way to

fame, thereby showing the people in

Saratoga they didn't know everything,
she wanted Joan to have a picture career,
too, and she had her mother and Joan
come to Hollywood and live with her.

Joan, the beautiful sister of beautiful,
successful Olivia de Havilland, had no
difficulty whatever in getting a contract.
But she didn't sign that contract Joan
de Havilland. You wouldn't catch her
giving anyone—Olivia especially—

a

chance to say she had coasted to success
on Olivia's name. She borrowed her
stepfather's name and signed her contract
Joan Fontaine.

pVEN trifling issues find both girls with
»- a fierce determination not to play sec-
ond fiddle to each other. When they
shared a room in a Hollywood hotel they
argued for days over who should have
the bed beside the window. Later when
they rented a house together the battle

as to who should have the bedroom with
the biggest closet was unbelievably bit-

ter and prolonged.
For a time, I think, Joan ruled it over

Olivia because she was Mrs. Brian
Aherne and mistress of a gracious Bev-
erly Hills home while Olivia remained a
bachelor girl, living alone in the little

house they once had shared. If this is

true there undoubtedly were more quar-
rels and more furious quarrels than ever.

For Olivia would resent pressure from
anyone, especially from Joan. And she's

neither passive nor mute when her re-
sentment is aroused.

Nevertheless, it's because Joan did
marry that she and Olivia are now find-

ing the friendship they always have
wanted but never attained. Because they
previously were so closely bound to each
other and saw so much of each other
that they never were able to regard each
other objectively and, consequently, they
got in each other's hair.

Recently, when Olivia was working at

Paramount with Charles Boyer in "Hold
Back the Dawn" and Joan was working
with Cary Grant in "Before the Fact"
at the RKO studios next door, Olivia

often popped over to lunch with Joan,
upon invitation. And when she didn't

have to rush back she would go with
Joan to see the rushes of the scenes
Joan had done the day before. A year
ago this would have been impossible! A
year ago Olivia would have been sure
to make suggestions. She will tell you
herself, "I'm a very informative person."
A year ago Joan would have resented
the least thing Olivia said as patronizing.

And there would have been fireworks.
It's ironic that it should be now, when

Joan and Olivia are better friends than
ever before, that there should be talk

of their being enemies and feuding. It's

also understandable. For all this talk

stems from the time Olivia, convalescing
from an operation, stayed with Geraldine
Fitzgerald instead of with Joan.
The inside story of that episode is

amusing.
Olivia first became ill at Santa Fe, New

Mexico, where, with other Warner stars,

she was scheduled to appear at the grand
premiere of "Santa Fe Trail." When her
blood count indicated a high white cor-
puscle content and the attending physi-
cian thought an emergency operation was
indicated Olivia insisted upon returning
to Los Angeles.

It was bad weather. All planes were
grounded. The odds were against Olivia's

reaching California in time if she tr

eled by train. Frantic, she telepho: c

Howard Hughes and he had a plane t

leased to fly her and Bob "Taplin:
publicity chief at the Warner Stud
home.

Taplinger, with a keen sense of n-

from way back, realizing this flight

life would put Olivia and her new
;

ture, "Santa Fe Trail," on the front pa
of newspapers all over the country
indeed it did, wired his office to h
reporters and news photographers at
airport and to ask Joan Fontaine to
there, too.

Taplinger 's assistant, suspicious
whole thing was a publicity stunt, c

veyed this idea to Joan. But just

case Livvie was really ill Joan and Bi
decided to go to the field anyway.

' A BOUT half an hour before we w
due at Burbank," Olivia says,

began to feel much better. My fe

went down and my pain grew 1

Which made me feel guilty, conside;
all the excitement and expense
caused."
When she told Taplinger she was f<

ing better he groaned, not pleased at

"Look," he said, "you'd better act s

and no fooling! If the newspaper ci<

get any idea this was a frame-up the

be off both of us for life."

Before Olivia had any opportunity 1

talk to Joan, the photographers crowde
into the plane and took charge. "Hoi
Miss de Havilland's hand, please, Mi
Fontaine," they told Joan. "Look dew
at her with concern, but smile a littlt

And Mr. Aherne, would you stand be
hind Miss Fontaine, please, and loo

down at Miss de Havilland, too."

Joan's eyes were blazing. She grippe
Olivia's hand fiercely. "I think," sh
whispered, "this is perfectly horrible
you! Cheap, too! And 77iost inconsid
erate!"
Then Olivia's eyes blazed. She cease

feeling guilty. She remembered how des
perately ill she had been a few hour
before. "So sorry," she muttered. "I in

If Joan Fontaine weren't Mrs. Brian

Aherne this luncheon date wouldn't

have happened. Now she comes to

visit Olivia de Havilland on "Hold!

Back the Dawn," on event that wouldi

hove caused fireworks a year ago
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convenienced you—by almost dying!"

However, when the cameras clicked

there was no sign of any quarrel. Olivia

and Joan looked exactly as they were
supposed to look under the circumstances

and exactly as they looked—without
benefit of theatrics—a few minutes later

when explanations were made all round.

,
Olivia was fortunate. After a day's

rest in the hospital she was able to return

to the studios. However, her physician

j. advised an operation immediately she
finished the picture in production, to

;
avoid a similar future experience which
might very well end less happily.

She could have gone to her own house
to convalesce. But she felt she would be
happier and make a more rapid recov-
ery if she had people about her. Ger-
aldine Fitzgerald and her husband, Ed-
ward Lindsay Hogg, implored her to

come to them. They pointed out they
had a suite for her and her nurse, that

she wouldn't upset their living arrange-
ments in any way. The Ahernes, on the

other hand, have no guest room and at

that particular time Brian and Joan were
doubled up in Joan's room because a

house-guest had Brian's room.
Nevertheless, newspaper and radio col-

umnists persisted in asking, "Why didn't

Olivia de Havilland go to her sister's

home to recuperate?" And, of course,

stories of the battles royal Olivia and
Joan have been having for years were
all that was needed to substantiate the
implication that Olivia hadn't gone to

] Joan's because they dislike each other
intensely and are feuding.
"No use to deny the stories, denials

lever are believed," said Joan and Olivia,

n complete accord for the moment. How-
ever, we offer no guarantee that one
nstant later, in complete disagreement
.bout something else, they weren't ready
o fly at each other again.

For that's the way it goes ....
Olivia and Joan, dearly beloved

enemies.

The Three Nicest Men in

Hollywood
(Conti7iued from page 37)

hem over. He never figures he was any-
hing but lucky. "I got all the breaks,"
16 says, "they didn't." Whenever there's

I part for any of those former stock
ilayers in his pictures, believe me, they
et the jobs. He's taken people off relief,

iven house jobs to refugees. In fact he
ehabilitated a whole family of "Okies"'

nd I understand they're still with him.
''one of this gets into his press releases

. . he won't stand for it.

Hank's the secret heart throb of more
Ills than you can shake a stick at, be-
Liuse he's got that peculiar type of

.asculine helplessness combined with
irility that all you gals i-ll f '.

I wasn't asked to give my choice of

lore than three of Hollywood's nicest
len, but I've got a running start now
nd can't stop. You can't mention well-
ked men out here without including
obert Montgomery. He kids with every-
ie on the set and the newsmen go for

im because he's never in a rush to get
Afay. The other day when workmen on
is set were getting up a pool for the
entucky Derby, Bob and the director
ich put up fifty dollars and then gave
leir chances back to the men. He has
le breezy kind of personality which
akes everyone glad to see him and
ippier still to work with him.
Gene Raymond has a talent for remem-
ring names and the people who go

(yi£a/ed ^/m; lo ??ta/eA (in^^/oti^ ^mc^ own

j^^/n toTted. '^/It'e of t/ie^^ encArni&n^, A^^-hue
^/^^ A^a{/ed cne n^o ami//a^ in
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with them. He is one of the most appre-
ciative people I know and never forgets
a kindness done him. He loves to pick
up small gifts for people that strike him
as appropriate and he doesn't wait for
Christmas, either.

Here's a story about Gene that I think
you'll enjoy. The mother of a little

girl, an ardent fan, wrote to Gene, tell-

ing him that the child was in the hospital
with a serious illness and asking for his
photograph. Gene sent the picture and
then phoned to ask if there was anything
he could do. The mother replied that if

Gene could drop in to see the child when
she was well enough, it would make her
deliriously happy. So, on the day she
was ready to leave the hospital Gene
arrived with an armful of gifts, carried
the child down to the ambulance, rode
home with her and carried her up to her
room. And that's a day she'll never for-
get. Now, you know only your best
friends will take time out to do things
hke that!

Victor McLaglen is another who is

crazy about children. He has a "sports
center" out at his ranch which he main-
tains for the really underprivileged chil-

dren. He teaches them how to ride and
do all sorts of healthful outdoor exer-
cises and also teaches them to be good
sports and self-reliant. Each year the
kids take a trip to Catalina which Victor
insists they must pay for themselves with
money earned. So he helps them to put
on corny little shows for which they
charge a small admission fee, the pro-
ceeds being turned over to Victor for

their "expenses." Of course they never
know that what they make is only a small
percentage of the cost. Victor makes up
the difference, but the important thing
is that the children feel they are paying
their own way. . . .

j
GUIS HAYWARD is another softie who
gets a kick out of helping others. Not

long ago he heard of a kid who was
going through college on a scholarship
and had a job waiting on tables but was
handicapped by lack of decent clothes.

Louis hunted him up and sent him an
adequate wardrobe. He and his wife, Ida
Lupino, are just as softhearted over
animals. Their home is a real refuge for

stray dogs and cats in distress and they
fatten up the waifs and then find them
good homes.
And here's a story I like about Otto

Kruger, that quiet retiring soul who
doesn't get nearly enough acting jobs for

my pleasure. His hobby is gardening and
his flowers are famous. Last year, just

before Memorial Day, the papers carried

a story that there would be few, if any,
flowers on the soldiers' graves at Saw-
telle. Otto and a little neighbor boy
cleaned out his entire garden, canvassed
all his friends' gardens and ended up by
taking two station-wagon loads of flow-
ers out to Sawtelle where they decorated
every soldier's grave.

I can hear you say, "Has Hopper gone
sentimentalist on us, or what?" Well,

suppose I have . . . does us all good once
in a while and I'm not ashamed of it.

. . . Oh, sure! I can go on the alkaline

side, too—but only when the subject
warrants it!

The stories one could tell are as end-
less as the list of "nice guys" in our
town. You all know Bob Hope, the time
he so cheerfully gives to any benefit

that asks his services, his unfailing

thoughtfulness and generosity . . . Then
there is Gary Grant who does so many
generous things that don't get noised
about. He's already given three parties

for the crippled children at the Ortho-
paedic Hospital. . . . Edgar Bergen goes
down himself, with his pal Charlie, to

help entertain the kids at hospitals.
Rudy Vallee is another who is not onr

generous with contributions but who h;
taken his whole troupe down to t\

hospital to give the kids a show. He ^

issued orders to Pat Hertzog, who work^
all of her time on behalf of these crippk

'

children, that she is never to hesitate
call on him, as he considers it a privilet
to give his time to such work. Clark ai

Carole Gable and Nelson Eddy are othe.
who have also put on parties for the^
children.
And Kay Kyser, who is such a fall-gu

for a sob story, is now, and has been f.

the past two months, entertaining o
draftees in the various camps. Puts <

his radio shows at flying fields or ar
place big enough for his gang and
microphone . . . Kay's a complete darliri

THERE'S Brian Donlevy, who came i

' the hard way and has never exchangta
his old friends for a new set. He's a
great homebody and loves to give stag
dinners at which the guests include
everybody he likes from prop men to
top directors. You never see Brian's
guest list in the society column—he's too
busy remembering people who have been
good to him in years gone by. No, that's

not a Hollywood custom, but to do the
men credit (and I'm not trying to curry
favor, either), men in our town aren't
nearly the snobs the women are. But
then, society always has seemed a
woman's game . . . guess they have more
time for it. . . .

Fred Astaire, quiet and reserved, de-
voted to his family and almost never
seen night-clubbing, is adored by all of

his co-workers, who speak of him as "a
real gentleman."' &rol Flynn, who seems
to be calming down from the "playboy"
type, now that he's become a father, is

well liked by his fellow workers. While
in San Diego on "Dive Bomber" recently,

he housed several of the workmen on
his yacht.
Robert Taylor, Ronald Reagan, Fran-

chot Tone, Bill Lundigan ... all of them
get high marks from those super-critics,

the technical staff—and, believe me, they
are a group that nobody can fool. You
can have the best publicity man in the

world and a fan mail that would choke a

horse, but if you're not a "right guy" to

the boys on the set, you're a bum and
not getting by with the people who count
My goodness! I almost forgot Guy

Kibbee. Kind and jolly and generous to

a fault. Years ago in a musical picture

which wasn't very successful, I played
Kibbee's wife and he stopped at my house
every morning and drove me to location.

One Sunday morning he phoned to ask

if I could be ready a half-hour earlier.

And what do you think we did? Drove
all over town before finally locating a

former actor pal who needed a financial

lift. And Guy wouldn't go to location

until he'd found him.
Here's another story on Guy that I got

from a clerk in a sporting goods store.

Guy's favorite pastime is fishing and

every week or so he would come into

the store and lovingly select the most

elaborate equipment, enough to last him

for years. Finally the clerk got so curious

he asked Mrs. Kibbee about it. She

laughed and told him that every time

Guy goes fishing he runs across so:^it

young kid, a fellow enthusiast, fish

with the old string and bent pin equ

ment, with the result that Guy arri

home sheepish but happy, having tak

a liking to the kid and presented h

with his entire outfit!

Now. the next time you heave a r^

at Hollywood, I hope you'll stop, 1<

and listen . . . there's gold in them ti..^

guys.
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George Brent Tells: "Why
Ann and i Won't Marry"

(Continued jrom page 31)

a glorious sense of humor that keep her
balanced."
So George Brent talked in his dressing

liroom during the filming of Edward
ifSmall's picture "International Lady."

!j
"The screen career girl," he went on, "is

i'a special product of today. I've known
limany of them and their reactions are
always the same. This career girl is

absorbed in the excitement of her suc-
cess and she basks in the dizzy inde-
pendence it brings. Marriage must wait
because it might interfere.

^1
"Sometimes the career girl makes an

'attempt to leave her career, but seldom
is it a success. The monotonous round
)f domestic duties and the simple plea-
sures afforded her in what we may call

;he ordinary life pall on her. She can't

adjust herself to this new tempo and it

proves a poor substitute for the thrills of
acting in motion pictures.

"Film life is difficult, often it is cruel
ind heartbreaking, but it is never, never
lull. It comes nearer spelling adventure
han anything else that most people ever
neet."

Once George told me that an impor-
ant element in love was tenderness.
\s every woman knows, this is the vitaliz-

ng spark that imbues his film love
: ;cenes and today, talking to him, I caught
his same persuasive quality. It spoke
'olumes for his understanding of femi-
line reactions.

i Oddly enough, George Brent and Ann
iheridan were at the same studio for

live years, seeing each other frequently,
|i)Ut never meeting. Then came the day
ivhen they were introduced and, sud-
denly, a spark flamed—they discovered
ach other!

There is no doubt that they are sin-
cerely and deeply in love, but I really
lelieve the foundation is a congenial
liendship, made up of rare understand-

V figure that rates the whistles of
ill Saturday-afternoon knee-pants
ludiences: Buster Crabbe, starring

1 the Western series, "Adventures
f Billy The Kid," for the Producers
leleasing Corporation of America
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s PARIS FASHION SHOES,"
says Rita Hoyworth ... co-sfarring in

"YOU'LL NEVER GET RICH"
a Columbia production

Follow Hollywood's lead for a

glamour "build-up"— in exciting

PARIS FASHION SHOES. Sparkling

design . . . exquisite materials . .

.

faultless craftsmanship. Styled

for the stars . . . priced for Young

America's budget. Widths AAA

to C. Write Dept. P-7 for Style

Booklet and name of dealer.

WOHL SHOE COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Genuine Alligator, in

brown, blue, green or w

T'D'PPI HOLLYW
ir\CL.J LESSON

I

LYWOOD DANCE
S, hy Sunnie O'Dea.

Tango and Rhumba easily learned from sim-
ple diagramfi;also"Aloha Lowdown," Sunnie
O'Dea's new dance. Send for free book today
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RARE is the skin that comes home from a
summer vacation without a hangover of sun-

burn, windburn, skyshine, and a general weather-

beaten look.

Now's the time to get after that summer skin

hangover. Put Phillips" Milk of Magnesia Creams
to work on it

!

And also give these special creams a chance to

help if you are bothered with such blemishes as

rough scaly dryness, oily shine, and enlarged

pore openings.

PHILLIPS' MILK OF MAGNESIA SKIN CREAM
(Formerly Texture Cream)

Get the full benefit of this cream by using both as

a night treatment and as a day foundation. It

softens and neutralizes accumulations often acid

in nature in the external pore openings. It also

contains cholesterol which by retaining moisture

acts to keep your skin more supple and pliant.

As foundation women agree that Phillips' Skin
Cream "does something extra." It removes excess

oiliness and softens dry rough skin so that powder
and rouge go on evenly and adhere for hours.

PHILLIPS' MILK OF MAGNESIA CLEANSING CREAM
A new experience awaits you in the way this dif-

ferent cream cleanses ! You see it not only loosens

and rolls away the surface dirt and make-up but
penetrates the outer pore openings and cleanses

away the accumulations which daily lodge there.

Leaves your skin clean, softened, and refreshed

!

SKIM CREAM
(formerly texture cream)

30c and 60c

CI.EAW§IWG CREAM
30c, 60c and $1.00

PMlllH'

0^^ CREylMS
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ing, something very satisfying. Differer.-.

in temperament, they yet share many or

the fundamental qualities. Ann from
Texas has won her own way. She's hon-
est, frank, direct and devoid of all pre-
tenses, she takes life as it comes with-
out harboring the hurts and disappoint-
ments of yesterday. Brent from Ireland
has touched life in its most exciting
phases and now he is enjoying the com-
parative calm that comes after battle

This romance has steadied Ann,
she's gained poise and assurance from
George's strength and masculinity. It

has left its imprint on George, too. He's
more approachable, laughs easily and
often, and the old hurts seem to have
faded away. I'd say that Ann is a senti

mentalist who always keeps her sen
timentalism under cover, while George is

a romanticist touched with a bit of cyni-
cism to keep his romanticism balcmced.

^ EORGE told me he had again leased
the charming vine-covered English

house on Toluca Lake, where he lived
when he first started his film career at
the near-by Warners studio.
He insists it is a happy house. He

felt this when he first stepp>ed into it

years ago and even more definitely when
he returned recently from his wander-
ings, which included owning a San Fer-
nando Valley ranch and a Beverly Hills

estate. It was like coming home and
being welcomed personally by the cheer-
ful living room that opens on tranquil
gardens dipping into the tree-lined lake
at the far end, the cosy dining room
where dinner is always served by candle-
light.

"I'm domestic in my tastes,"' George
told me, "and I revel in the privacy of a
home. Being quite self-sufficient I never
become lonely. How could I when there
are so many interesting things to read?
I m not good in a crowd where there are
a lot of people milling around and
much prefer having a few good friends
drop into my place to enjoy a congenial
conversation.
"Ann"s San Fernando Valley home

not far away and while we frequently
dine out at some quiet spot where we
can dance, too, we like having dinner a1

her place or mine. We ride horseback
together and she's developed into a fear-

less horsewoman." Then, with a twinkle i

his eyes, he added, "Ann is a grand little

loafer, too. Thank heavens she's not one
of these restless, chattering women whc
must be up and doing every minute. We
take a couple of friends and slip do\vi

to my yacht whenever we have a chance
and lazily cruise along the Coast or drop
anchor over at Catalina Island. Complet
relaxation! Believe me, there's nothing

like it—the blue sea, the bluer sky, th<

sparkling sunshine, the salty air—it put
new life into you.

"I gave up my airplane a couple ol

years ago following a hunch. It was :

good thing I did, for three men wer
killed in that very plane a few week;
later. So. more and more I am heedinf
my hunches. I can look back and se

that every mistake I ever made was be-

cause I disregarded these silent warn-
ings."

George has never seen Ann on th(

screen, although they made "Honeymoa
For Three" together. However, he al-

ways visits her on the set when she
making a film.

"She's always fun,"' he said. "an(

though she is an exciting personality sh(

is also a most co7)i/ortnb(e companio
The future? We'll wait until it catche

up with us. But I repeat. Ann and
are not planning to be married. Instead

we shall go right on being happy a
we are."

PHOTOPL.AY combhicd with movie mip



Oakie—on the Spot

Things We Like about Jack

(Continued from page 48)

Zanuck's General than fly. It wouldn't

lave made any difference anyhow, for

dl Jack caught was the word General
A^hich he instantly abbreviated to "Gen."

Seed old "Gen."
Posing together for pictures. Jack
brew the General into hysterics by con-

iding, "No use for you to try to look

;ood. They'll only caption this picture,

Jack Oakie and Friend'."

His honesty is bigger than the man
limself, in pounds and square inches,

ie actually had the hemstitched au-
'.acity to try to steal scenes from
Charlie Chaplin, the man who brought
iLm back in "The Great Dictator." And
e's so gosh-darned honest he sits up
jid tells you about it.

^HARLIE first suspected something
was going on when he asked for a

ilayback of some dialogue just spoken
)y him and Jack. The conversation
prang forth from the machine while
Charlie listened attentively. Finally, turn-
ig to Oakie, Charlie said, "What are you
oing to me? Something's going on."

,
"Oh sure," Oakie grinned back. "I'm
tealing your lines. You see, I begin my
ialogue before you quite finish yours,

'hat throws the attention to me."
From then on it was a race to see who
ould pick up the other's lines first.

Yes, we're dumbfounded at that hon-
sty of his that has him saying, "Listen,

oney, comedians are a peculiar tribe,

hey speak of each other as clever per-
jrmers, but they don't like each other,

ever have, never will—and don't let

nyone ever try to tell you differently."

Now you beat that one for freshness
ad deep-rooted honesty and we'll move
ut of town.
His patience! It's a revelation, really.

e'll go over and over a scene with
ewcomers, anxious to help unless (and
DU newcomers note this) they feel they
now enough to put one over on Oakie.
nd then heaven help them.
Recently a starlet giggled coyly, "You
m't steal a scene from me. Jack Oakie.
ve got the camera right in front of me."
Jack said nothing. When the scene
as over the newcomer taunted, "Well,

; had you that time."
"You sure did, honey, only—

"

"Only what?" Her voice held a note
suspicion.

"Well, honey, I knew this was going to
; a close-up and you see the close-up
imera was right over here on my side
1 the time."
Without a word she walked away,
abies should never try putting one over
1 Papa Oakie.

His patience in little things that usually
upset a man, any man, is wonderful to

behold.
We met at the Derby for lunch. For

one thing, the table wasn't steady and
tipped every time Jack touched it.

The waiter was nonplussed. "Now, my
good man," began Oakie in a voice quiet
as a bombardment over London, "I have
a suggestion. A small suggestion. Let
us say we take this piece of melba toast.

Thus. Now, let us take the toast and
place it thusly under this leg of the
table. Presto, it works."
The table sobered up like a stew after

ten bromides.
Then came annoyance number two. The

Danish pastry he had ordered fixed just

so (it was Jack's breakfast) turned out
to be something else again. There were
no complaints. He ate it. But about an
hour later he quietly went through all

the directions again and this time got it

right. He ate that, too.

His generosity in the thing actors least

like to give—their time—is another of the
many reasons we like Oakie. He will
and has sat for four hours with a writer
in order to give a good story. And he
never forgets to express his gratitude for
a line, a word in a written paragraph.
His intelligence is an admiration-

getter. He studies the psychology of
every director under whom he works.
He knows the type that encourages, the
type that drives with mental whips as
it were, the ones who withhold all com-
ment until the shooting's over and then
shower the deserving ones with praise.
He can analyze a scene and tell ex-

actly what it needs, why it hasn't jelled,

why it's off balance.
We like Oakie, too, for the lump that

so obviously chokes his throat, that shuts
off a stream of loud rowdiness as if a
key had suddenly turned, the peculiar
dewiness in the eyes set in that mugging
pan when the name of his mother, the
mother who adored him, is mentioned.

"It would have broken her heart to
have known I was off the screen so
long," he says. "I'm glad she never
knew."
His bewildered hurt, the almost little-

boy disappointment in not winning the
Academy Award he so wanted and his
friends hoped he'd win, endeared him to

everyone.
"Beeg mouf" Oakie. Gay. spirited,

childish-hearted, talented beyond our
consideration, he'll remain forever a
name not to be forgotten in Hollywood.
A personality. A character. An actor.

For that we admu-e him.
Okay, Oakie.

Things I Don't Like about Myself
(Contmued from page 49)

:it, anyway, it was at his suggestion that
toddled up town to see May Leslie,
ho was putting on an amateur show
r the Cardiac Society. Now that was
hat those wealthy Wall Streeters called
eir club. Don't look at me. I know
ey have no more heart than a rice
idding. All they do is cause the old
imp to go down like an elevator when it

ould be going up. Anyway, Miss Leslie
nda liked my work and first thing I

lew I took her advice and went on the
age. Yep, I left Wall Street flat and
jk what happened to it.

I don't like people who say they don't

like chorus boys. Why shucks, some
of our best people have been chorus boys.
Guys like Jimmy Cagney and Wally
Beery and Pat O'Brien and yours truly,
Louis Delaney Offield. That's my real
name, you know. When the stage folks
heard me talk so much about Oklahoma
where I used to live they started calling
me Oakie, even when Grapes of Wrath
was still a line in a song. So I put the
Jack in front of it and got kicked out of
the chorus by Seymour Felix, the dance
director. That's the second guy I'm
grateful to.

Another of those "I don't like" things

HOW TO
FIGHT HEADACHES
^ways afsame //me/

Break Headache's Vicious Circle

this proved, sensible way
• A headache disturbs your nervous system;
with jumpy nerves often goes an upset stom-
ach, in turn aflfecting the pain in your head-
thus making a "vicious circle." Mere single-

acting pain relievers may still leave you feel-

ing dull, sickish.

Millions break headache's "vicious circle"

with Bromo-Seltzer because it acts 3 u ays at

the same time; helps stop pain, calm nerves,
settle stomach.'Next time, try Bromo-Seltzer.*

*Just use as directed on the label. For persistent

or recijrririg headaches, see ynitr doctor.

BROMO-SELTZER

BABY HELPS
Reader Service

Dept. PM094
Photoplay-Movie

A dozen leaflets, written by Mrs.

Louise Branch, our own Baby Page

Editor, have been reprinted and

available to readers, all 12 for only

lOc. Send stamps or coins, mention-

ing the ages of your children, to:

Mirror
205 East 42nd St.,

New York. N. Y.
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You Should Check

Perspiration
TO AVOID ODOR

I; THE PERSPIRATION produced by
1 28,000"sweat glands"is trapped
and held in the hollows under
your arms.

2. UNABLE TO EVAPORATE, it SOOn
turns offensively rancid.

How to Check Both

Quickly -Safely
I. APPLY LIQUID NONSPI. It aCtS

i.Tstaritly, dries quickly.

2. NONSPI IS harmless to skin or
clothing when used as directed

. . . use as often as needed.

3. SOOTHING AND COOL . . . doesn't

s'.ing or smart.

4. SEND I0{ for trial size of Liquid
Nonspi to The Nonspi Co., Dept.
F-4, 113 W 18th St., N. Y C.

ALSO IN CREAM FORM

NONSPI
A REALLY EFFECTIVE DEODORANT!

&/JN!IIAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
21 rfvt n.oo

EARN EXTRA MONEY DAILY
Showtriends21beantifnlChriitn
Fnlders-with free PER.'SONAL
lNlTIALSeals-onlr$l,Makeli¥lQ
profit. Many other bitf-value Ass ta.

.

50c up; and Personal Stationery.
1
Also Christmas Cards-NAME IM-
IPRINTED-50 for $1. All fast

|

sellers. Get Samples on approval. Write today!
ARTISTIC CARD CO.. 965 Way St.. Elmira. N. Y.

MOTHERS!
Send for Our BABY HELPS

A dozen helitful book-
lets of time-saving and
health-building advice
on infant care.

All 12 are yours for only

lOc. Wrap stamps or

coin securely, and tell

number and ages of your
children. Address

:

Reader Service.

Dept. PIVI-098

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE
MIRROR

205 East 42nd St.,

New York. N. Y.
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revolutionary;

woMEii;,
BIG EARNINGS /l<^
If-DEX, an externally applied hygienic product
for HOiiten. is so new. so entirely different, that

it is causing a phenomenal surress wherever in-

trodiired. Tested in hospitals and enthusiastical-

ly received by doctors. Tremendous market of 15
million women between the ages of fourteen and
foity-five. M-DEX offers big profits for women
representatives.

AGENTS WANTED
Write today for a FKKK package of M-DEX

and complete details of my unique moncy-
mabint; plan

—"One Woman to Another."

Maurine Jones. Director of Sales
M-DEX Corp.. Dept. 21.

3636 Beverly Blvd.. Los Angeles, Calif.
PACKAGE

is being mean and bitter. Am I mean
and bitter to Seymour for kicking me out
of the chorus? Am I sore because he
said I was ornery for trying to do a solo
instead of keeping in step? Am I hurt
because he hated me for trying to be
an individualist and do a little specialty
in the lineup?
Am I? Well, anyway I'm not ungrate-

ful. For after that job I got to know
an awful lot about dogs. Not that I had
a pooch, but times was just so tough I

got down to eating dog food three times
a day. It got so I took to chasing cats
in the neighborhood. Even the lamp-
posts along Thirty-sixth Street

—

I

LIKE a guy who is grateful to vaude-
' ville, good old vaudeville that I helped
lay in its grave, heaven bless it. I don't
like those actors that turn up their done-
over noses at the good old variety halls.

They saved my life when Lulu McCon-
nell engaged me as her partner and we
toured the circuits.

Now right here I'd hate myself if I

said Hollywood called. Why, it couldn't
even yap in those days and it didn't even
glance in my direction, either. But
nevertheless, old not-too-daunted Oakie
took a slow boat through the Canal for
movie town.

I don't like myself for being modest.
(I put that in for laughs.) I don't ap-
prove of modesty in others, either. So
when I met Wesley Ruggles at a party
I persuaded him I was the people's choice
for his new picture, "Finder's Keepers,"
and I was on my way and his way and
Clara Bow's way and every newcomer's
way that came on the Paramount lot in

those days.
Those were the days! Bing arrived and

I went into his first picture. A Frenchie
named Chevalier hit town and I went into
his first picture. A team called Burns
and Allen arrived and I went into their
first picture.

I house-broke every newcomer on that
lot. Once, when I misbehaved, they
brought out a guy named Hope to take
my place. I'm still going and so is he.

I don't like some of the things I did.

I wouldn't like myself if I pretended I

did. But we had fun in those days. We
worked hard. I made something like

seventy-five pictures in all and I'm just
getting my second wind.
Maybe I shouldn't like myself for be-

ing called a scene stealer. But a fellow
has to take care of himself out here and

there's some pretty stiff competitif
Once I remember when I was giving \'

McLaglen the old shove-around, wit
my hand on his arm to kinda keep hii
off balance, he picked me up an
slammed me through two tons of scener;
Ned Sparks is another guy you gott

watch. He can take a fellow's scene ju
by giving him the old fish eye.
Here's one I should put myself in th

corner for. It was in "Little Men" thi
we made recently. I felt there shou!
be a close-up when I opened the saf-

The director says no, so I reached ff

the knob of the safe with my left han^
Well, of course, it didn't match any <

the other scenes when it was all pi

together, so what was left to do? .

close-up, that's all.

K| OW I know you're wondering why I

don't say I don't like myself so ft .

Well, it ain't so bad. Course, it slows n
up a bit in the strenuous scenes. I do:
dive off cliffs more than once, but otht.
wise me and my 185 poimds manage tj

get around.
I don't like anything that keeps rr.e

from my golf—except work. I pb. .•

thirty-six holes every day I'm not at th

studio and I don't like it when my see
climbs the eighties.

I don't like the idea of not havi
more time for my job as Mayor of Wt
Van Nuys. It's the real McCoy, too, r ,

kidding about it. I've even got station-
ary with my name—Jack Oakie—May r

of West Van Nuys on the letterhead. We
have meetings twice every week and :

make speeches. One time I didn't li'.-

myself was when I was up there tell:

'em how I was going down to the L
Angeles Council and demand a new stre

light and some guy from the audier
yells, "Suppose they say no?" I could:
think of a comeback fast enough.

I know this isn't the theme song of thisi

story, but I must put in a do-like here.
Here it is. I'm glad I like this simple,
honest small-town way of life. Honestly

I don't like unhappiness in others or
in myself. I don't like to cause it, either.

I wouldn't like myself two cents' worth
if I didn't tell you the happiness you've
given me in your welcome to me after

my absence from the screen. You've been
so wonderful I—well, do you mind if

just say, it's a bit too close to Mr. Oakie 's

Cardiac Club to even talk about?
Thanks, folks. Look for me in "Nax-y

Blues."

Tm Going to Be Somebody"
(Continued from page 57)

experience, might turn the theatrical tide

for her. She did get further, but widely
spaced, radio jobs, but though she was
often called to try out for Broadway
shows, she was never chosen.
The Dennis Cape Playhouse, however,

remembered the little Scott girl and when
the summer of 1937 came around, she
was signed as its leading lady. Imme-
diately she was in heaven. "I was play-
ing really big-time roles in a big-time
company.'' Martha says.

It was at Dennis that summer that she
met Evelyn Varden, the character actress,

who was to see to it that Martha got the
role of Emily in "Our Town," the role

that was to make her a star both of the
theater and Hollywood. Of course,
neither Martha nor Miss Varden knew
the miracle of "Our Town" was going to

happen that summer and our small
heroine went through an awful autumn,
after the Dennis company closed, when
once more she couldn't get a look-in.

But finally, in the first week of January,

Martha Scott got engaged—but not signed
—for her first Broadway show.
The show was being put on by an un-

important theatrical manager who was
operating on a shoestring and playing

safe by not signing up any of the actors

who were rehearsing for his play. This
left the manager free to hire or fire the

actors as he might wish. It also left

Martha free to walk out of the play,

though neither the manager nor Martha
dreamed such a thing would happen.

It did, though, through the interven-

tion of EveljTi Varden and through
Martha's meeting with Jed Harris, the

producer of "Our Town."
Now the stage production of "Our

Town" was a much more exp>erimen-
tal proceeding than was the movie of

the same story. Jed Harris, a strange, dy-
namic producer, who had made millions

producing such sure-fire material as

"Broadway" and other comedy-melo-
dramas, saw in "Our Town" a poetic

study of life and death. The most impor-
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tant and terrifically difficult role in it was
that of a young girl who grows up, mar-
ries and dies in childbirth. Harris knew
he had to have an extraordinary, sensi-

tive girl for this role. Evelyn Varden,
already engaged for the play, told him
about Martha Scott. Harris immediately
sent for Martha.
In her wild excitement Martha forgot

that she had eaten no breakfast or lunch

that day and when she walked in and
saw the whole company waiting for her

at five, and looked hastily at the script of

Emily and saw what a glorious part it

was, she also forgot about dinner. The big

scene of the play, the scene that would
break it or make it, depending entirely

upon the j>erformance, was the graveyard
scene, where Emily enters the world of

Jeath. It was this scene that Harris gave
.Martha to read.

She does not know now how she ever
;ot through that scene or what kept her
rem fainting with hysteria at the end of

t. She does know that her tears and her
lerves were nearly out of control when
;he finished and she could not sleep at

ill, when she got home that night, with
iarris' contract tucked away in her
lurse and the awareness of the awful
cene she would have to face next morn-
ng when she told the other manager she
vas walking out on him.
Worse scenes were in prospect for her,

lowever. Harris forged "Our Town'' from
he steel of Martha Scott's ambition and
motions. The days passed over her like

igonized dreams as hour after hour, day
ifter day, Harris worked with her. The
)lay was produced with no scenery and
vhen the company went to Boston for

he tryout they worked for two solid

lays and nights, with only three hours
lut for sleep. But Martha Scott was
qual to it, more than equal, and by the

time the show got to Broadway all the
street knew that a new star was born.
But for all its beauty and persuasion,

"Our Town" was too saddening for a
record-breaking run. This time when the
movie offers came to Martha, she listened
to them and signed with David Selznick
to test for Melanie, in "Gone With the
Wind."

"I
CAME to Hollywood and just sat for

' three awful months," Martha says.
She discovered she was merely one of a
bunch of Melanies, who were thrown in

with a bunch of Scarletts. Finally, at the
end of a day, when some dozen other
Melanies had been tested, she was put
through her test. She was given a wig
that was too big for her and a gown that
was too small. Martha was as completely
horrified as was Selznick at the result
and she rushed back to Broadway, her
newly found confidence once more com-
pletely destroyed.
Now before "Our Town," she had been

a member of a radio serial called "Pepper
Young's Family" and from that she had
advanced to a serial written especially
around her, "The Career of Alice Blair."

She had given up Alice when she tried

out for Melanie, but now she discovered
through the producer of the show, Carle-
ton Alsop, that he wasn't satisfied with
the girl who had replaced her as Alice

and that she, Martha, could have her old

job back.
"It was so wonderful returning from

that Hollywood snubbing to the warmth
and friendliness of Alice," Martha says.

"There I was, suddenly. Miss Importance.
The writer of the show wanted to hear
about my Hollywood experiences and
wove some of them into the script of

Alice. Joe Cotton, the leading man, was
there, as he had been before, to help me

through all the scenes and tell me how
wonderful I was, and there, for the first

time, was Carl Alsop smiling at me a
little. I had never liked him at all until
then and he had never liked me either."

The thing was that handsome Carleton
Alsop was bitter at that time with the
tragic disillusion of an unhappy first

marriage and wanted no part of romance.
Martha, with a dozen swains dancing at-

tendance on her, didn't have to bother
flirting with a man who seemed hard to

interest. Yet now, for the first time,
she realized she had missed the guid-
ance of Carleton Alsop all during her
Hollywood stay and he realized for the
first time that he had missed her on the
show.
They began, then, a strange courtship.

More and more, as the five-times-a-
week show went on the air, little Martha
Scott became aware that she was playing
her scenes more to the tall man watching
her in the control booth than she was to

her invisible air public and more and
more that man in the control booth be-
came aware that he was listening to the
sound of her voice, not with his detached
critical mind, but with his rapidly beating
heart.

ENTER now, Sol Lesser, who decided to

make a movie of "Our Town" and who
demanded, despite the awful Melanie
tests, the original Emily. Martha and
Carleton, facing another separation,
talked it over with the sponsor of "Alice
Blair" who promptly played Cupid and
moved the whole radio serial to Holly-
wood.
That made everything wonderful, par-

ticularly since Martha went into "Our
Town" and emerged a star. Frank Lloyd,
seeing her, demanded her for "The How-
ards of Virginia" and she went into that

I

mmS^ GOES BIG WITH HOLLYWOOD'S YOUNG SET

Because ofPepsi-Cola's finer flavor, better taste and bigger
size . . . millions prefer this tall drink every time. Pour
yourself a glassful today. See how much more Pepsi-Cola
you get foryour nickel. 12 full ounces...plenty forany thirst.

'cpsl-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y. and Is bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers from coast to (
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and emerged an even greater star.

Neither picture was a box-office hit, but
her personal triumph was terrific. "Alice
Blair," however, had not benefited by the
move to Hollywood. It was really too
highbrow for the product it advertised
and the sponsors decided to close it

down. Anyhow, those kindly people
probably decided Alice had served her
real mission since by now Carleton and
Martha were completely in love. When
Frank Lloyd asked Martha to go to

Virginia for personal appearances with
"The Howards" there, she begged Carl
to go too and, with her mother, they
made a pilgrimage to that exquisite state.

It was spring and they were young and
by the time they got to New York, they
knew their love could only be fulfilled

by marriage.
They were married in the Fifth Ave-

nue Presbyterian Church, choosing it be-
cause it was the church across the street
from the radio station where they had
met.
They had to leave for the Coast that

night, because Martha was due for
"Cheers for Miss Bishop," and for the
first five weeks after their arrival they
never saw each other for more than
five or ten minutes during the day, so
busy were they. But they knew that
none of that mattered, since they were
going to have all their lives together.
"Miss Bishop" emerged another Martha
Scott triumph and she went hastily into
"They Dare Not Love" at Columbia and
one day Carleton rushed into the studio
and onto the set, a thing he had declared
he would never do.

"I've found it," he cried to Martht
"Found what?"
"Our home. I've bought it. Can you ;<;

away right now to come see it?"

The director let her go and Mar h

rushed to their car. Carl drove so rh

twenty miles away from Hollywoo(
down into the peaceful Valley, to a spc
where the mountains ring the cloudle:
sky completely, to a spot where F
golden hills roll gently and where
nature seems to be singing an ete:

love song. There on a hillside M&:
saw a low white rambling ranch h
being put up, with trees and a pooi
one side of it and stables for two h'.

on the other.
"That's it," said Carl, watching m

shining eyes.
"Oh, darling, it's perfect," said Mai •!

as Carl, who is six feet three, carried v

over the doorstep.
It is Bob Montgomery who prov

the tag line to Martha Scott's story,

had come out to look at the Alsop r,

and Martha said they might buy an
ditional seven acres.

"All this and seven too," said the v.

Montgomery.
So that, currently, is what Martha c

>'

her home. The only change is that si

and Carl have decided not to buy !
extra seven acres. They are hoping f

seven children instead.
For the brilliance of the career h

lies ahead of her is assured. "So if I

just have Carl and children, it wi!
perfect. Though how it can be any :

perfect than my life is now I l

imagine," says Martha Ellen.

Casual Cyclone
(Continued. ]rom page 53)

murmured, taking a quick look at the
Field face, almost without make-up,
"wouldn't Wally Westmore throw a suit

if he were here to see how Paramount s

darling received a caller!"

If Miss Field does a spot of mind read-
ing now and then, she chose to be gallant

and ignore our thought waves. Instead,

she motioned us to a nice comfortable
seat. No odor of incense hung on the
air; no phonograph record filled the
place with Gilbert and Sullivan operettas;

no evidence of last-minute prop-fixing,
that eternal accessory of planned inter-

views, hit the reporter in the eye, Betty
Field was going to play the role

"straight,"

We noticed that the lady has soft, doe-
like eyes, high arched brows, a face

nicely chiseled but angular and a figure

that would rate a double look even by a

man sprinting for a street car with the
rain pelting him in the face.

HER manner is casual. She elects to

plop down on a footstool over which
there hangs a Picasso reproduction. Let
her get started and in a trice she's gal-

loping along with gusto on the theme of

why I like New York, why I prefer it to

Hollywood. Pin her down to her personal
history and she's equally agreeable, al-

though she's inclined to reel it off for

you in a delicious clipped twang (a rare

combination indeed!) one -two- three,
telescoping important events into a single

line and brushing aside high spots as if

they were autograph hounds. This, mind
you, from a girl so alive to dramatic
values that as a moppet she rewrote
Shakespeare so that she could play all

the parts herself. The other kids were
either extras or ticket sellers.

"It all started back in Morristown,
New Jersey," Miss F, said, finally, sub-
mitting to the inevitable, "although if

you really want to be literal-minded
ought to say something about B.

where I was born and Newton whi
was educated—vaguely. We move
New Jersey just in time for me to e

as a sophomore in the Morristown !

School.
"In Boston, come to think of

learned impromptu acting, I guess >

call it that. Anyway, when I was t

maybe nine, I'd stop {>eople on the >

and pretend I was someone else. If

believed me, I knew my pretending
good. In time I got to feel like a nu:
edition of Helen Hayes. Once I prete
I was Uncle Tom. but instead of b«

ing me the man only laughed. No t'

heaven forbid—will ever be able to i

near that moment of high tragedy,
"As a sophomore at Morristown

I must have traipsed around like a '

logical student who has felt 'the

I knew Bernhardt's life history 1

than I knew the details of the W
the Roses or the list of American i

dents as far as Abe Lincoln.
"Now and then touring companii

Broadway shows would land in Mc
town and there would be George F
daughter lolling around the stage

waiting to catch a glimpse of the

as they hopped into a cab or swung
the alley, like Bert Lytell, for ins:

gay as j'ou please and as friend!

. , , well, a Fuller brush salesman.
"It got so that good folk in Mor^i^

were offering up prayers for my s;

recovery, I guess. Meanwhile, the \>.

continued to grow worse.
"Then I took to writing letters—

U

to anyone who had ever dreamed o: l

ing a producer. I'd write pages tt'lli

them about how I could act, how I did

give a fig about salary and alwa

omitting the fact that I had just turn

fourteen. Very seldom they'd write bat

PHOTOPL.^Y combiixed with movie



lostly they wouldn't. It didn't matter

uch. I kept up this literary blitzkrieg

full tilt."

I At this point, Miss Field interrupted

i ;r story to ask us how the writing trade

as coming along these days. She was
)out to get started on Picasso when we
d her back, subtly, to the subject at

ind. But Miss Field had lost the spirit,

developed. She was ready to complete

r epic with:

"After that you might just say I was
cky. I did a few shows on Broadway,
meone in the picture industry caught
show one night and here I am."
From here on out it was strictly a

and A. struggle along, but eventually

e wonderful story emerged.
Betty's parents emphatically did not

ve to call in a psychiatrist to mend
2ir wayward daughter. Dii'ect action

is spared by a tip-off from one of Betty's

urns that the secretary of Rowland G.

Iwards, whose stock company was at

at moment encamped in near-by New-
k, lived next door to the theater. What
i our Betty do? Why she wrote a

: ier, of course, a magnificent letter akin
the storied message that Leonardo
Vinci composed to a potential sponsor,

scribing the virtues, charms and attri-

tes of the sender.

-fJo message came by return post, car-

r pigeon or dog sled. But these literary

d manners on the part of producers
i not discourage Betty. It was old hat
now. She was eating a piece of ice-

X cake one night at dinner when the
ephone rang and she jumped up to

swer it at her mother's suggestion.

'U could have swatted her down when
; found out who was on the wire. It

is Mr. Edwards' secretary, no less, and
irmuring something like, "How would
u like to be one of our extras next
ek? We're doing "Shanghai Gesture"

with Florence Reed and . . .
."

"Sold," said Mistress Betty, hanging up
on him.
Opening night Betty Field will relive

until Gabriel blows his horn. There
she was actually on stage, looking like a

Shanghai little Miss Muffet, watching the
dazzling Miss Reed reel off her celebrated
interpretation of Madame Goddam. Our
heroine was stationed there beside a lat-

ticework, hands in sleeves and swooning
over the Reed lady's performance, when
the aforementioned latticework came
crashing to the floor, ker-plop. Not even
that brought our Betty out of her trance.

THANKS to her colossal success as a
' mute celestial, the company director
called on her often the next few weeks
to help out. Her most spectacular role,

with sound, no less, was in a whoopse-
daisy thriller when Betty, playing an
Irish maid, strolls into Suite 28-D and
finds the mysterious guest a welter of

gore and wounds. Whereupon it was her
duty to come flying out and shriek,
"Murder! Murder!"

It was this fat part that made up
Betty's mind, which means that the
wishes of her parents were as durable
as cellophane. She booted education out
of her life. Instead of finishing up the
curriculum of Morristown High, Betty
Field, flushed with success, steam-
rollered her father into sending her to

the American Academy of Dramatic Arts
in New York, where, to say the least, a
fourteen-year-old actress can do starring
roles, even if they are only workshop
propositions.
How much Betty Field got out of the

American Academy can best be judged
by this statement of hers:
"There I began to learn what real

acting is."

On the other hand, directors over at

the Academy will regale you for hours
on the theme of the little Morristown
typhoon who zoomed through the place

with such gusto that the faculty could

never get enough of her. She listened to

everything that was said in class as

though it were scripture, turned in her

assignments long before they were due
and cavorted with such zest in the acting

roles given her that you'd have thought
she was playing to a first-night audience
instead of some twenty supersophisti-

cates.

The dilTerence between Miss Field and
her stage-struck chums at the Academy
is that the little dynamo never showed
up graduation night to get her diploma.
The reason for her absence, as a proud
director made quick to explain, was that

Betty had her a job—on Broadway—and
was probably right this minute on stage.

Everyone cheered.
"Sing and Whistle" lasted just about

that long and Betty Field, alumna of

the American Academy, was on the loose

again, hounding the producers' offices

and telling about her triumphs in Mada-
gascar, Madrid and Montevideo. In vir-

tually no time she was signed up again.

This time she was packed off to London,
at sixteen, mind you, to do a few minor
chores in "She Loves Me Not," all about
those valiant Princeton men and what
they wouldn't do for alma mater.

S. L. M. N. did not linger in London
long enough for anyone in the cast to

pick up a British accent. Betty was back
before she had even gotten around to

making that jaunt tp Shakespeare's grave
at Stratford-on-Avon.
She was hardly impacked before she

landed a job in "Page Miss Glory," a

play with real speaking lines for Bettj',

according to the original script. By
opening night her part was cut down to

where she could recite her whole stint
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WONDERFUL WAY TO REMOVE

LOOSE DANDRUFF
If you want hair that's free from ugly loose
dandruff, get a bar of Sayman's Vegetable
Wonder Soap at any drug, grocery, depart-

ment or variety store. Cut bar into thin
slivers and dissolve slivers in quart of luke-

warm water. This makes a full quart of a

fine liquid shampoo that will thoroughly
cleanse your hair of loose dandruff, dirt,

grease and grime . . . that rinses away com-
pletely without leaving any soapy film. One
bar makes enough liquid shampoo for eight,

ten or even twelve scalp cleansings ... at a
total cost of not more than 10c. Ask for

SAYAt/ll^S Vegetable

Wonder
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in fourteen seconds. But it didn't matter
much. Miss Glory wasn't paged many
nights, thanks to the lacing it took from
the critics.

LJ ERE the good fairies deserted her.
' ' Now were ushered in the years of
the locust, when she lived the galling life

of a fugitive from rent tariffs, food bills

and assorted levies. Never one to take
a rebuff lying down, she hunted up odd
jobs, posing for fashion pictures and toil-

ing as a model.
In time the pressure eased enough so

that she was able to snag acting parts
again. They were all understudy assign-
ments. She didn't see an audience for
almost two seasons.
What sent her soaring up into the

stratosphere again was the announcement
that George Abbott, her favorite pro-
ducer, was sending out a road company
of "Three Men on a Horse." Wasting no
time, she barged in on Mr. Abbott, re-
minded him that she had been in "Page
Miss Glory," which he had directed,
and notified him that she wanted a part
in the saga of the three men.
Mr. Abbott blinked with surprise. He

was sure she had made a mistake.
"I was the girl in the green dress,"

she reminded him. "Now do you re-
member?"
Mr. A. grinned.
"Of course, I do. You played the

little sub-deb who lisped: 'Really, Mr.
Schnitzel!'

"

"The very one."
"Do you have any particular part in

mind, Miss Field?"
"Uh huh. The lead."

Mr. Abbott almost choked on his cigar.

Were his old ears deceiving him?
They were not, as his caller made

quick to explain. But forcefully.

Betty Field got the job.

George Abbott has never rued the day
that Betty Field talked him into handing
her a lead role in his boisterous comedy.
Hinterland critics showered her with rave
notices. Audiences guffawed at the an-
tics of the demi-soubrette. She even
panicked the actors with her constant
ad-libbing.
When she returned from the grand tour.

James F. Ballard. Inc., Dept. M-9, St. Louis, Mo.

Apply Campho - Phenique Liquid, then Campho-
Phenique Powder to cuts for best results.
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her acting career was settled for good
Over the next three or four years
appeared in six Abbott productions,
portant roles every last one of th
The goofy waitress in "Boy Meets G
who longs to go to high school as
as she's had a baby; the wacky darr.

"Room Service," who doesn't know i

nothing; the silly, difficile maider.
"What A Life," who makes life so h>

for Henry Aldrich. Et cetera. Et ce-

lt was her deportment in "Wha
Life" that sent Paramount scouts to

telegraph offices with frantic memor;
that both play and leading lady be bo
and signed up, respectively. The S -

brought quick results.

THE day Paramount snared Miss E
' Field her heart, emphatically, did
stand still as she set down her autogtapi
on the contract. As a matter of fact, st
was wondering how long it would b
before she would be back in New Yor.<.

top-drawer town in the Field notic
life.

This same nonchalance she ca:

with her to Hollywood. She did not ; a

into town. She did not bring alor_
retinue. She did not hire an adv;

man.
Betty Field drop{>ed into HoUyAvoot^ c

casually as a summer cloud drifts ove
a green field, as they say, put up i

sepulchral residential hotel and rep^

for work.
That was before "What A Life," "Sev

enteen" and the magnificent "Of Mir
and Men," which catapulted her ac

the public ken. And before "Vict
which clinched her reputation. Ni
mention, "Shepherd of the Hills," v
outlined it in red.

Today it's the same Betty Field who
back in Hollywood to do "New Orlear
Blues" for Warners.

She's totally unknown in the night

-

sectors. She does not belong to the Cav.

patrol that greets the California su

dressed in white tie and long dres

She makes none of the la-de-da partie

She steers clear of gossip columns. She

not going steady. She's not eng. _

In fact, she's not even in love.

Betty Field is busy being an actress.

The Shadow Stage
(Conti7iued /ro7?i page 24)

Sergeant York (Warners)

l+'s About: Tlie lije of A^nerica's great

hero of World War I

EVEN if being an American has never
given you any special glow, we guar-

antee you'll go forth from this picture

ablaze. The story of Alvin C. York,
simple-hearted Tennessee farmer, who
single-handed cleaned out a nest of Ger-
man gunners, killing twenty and captur-

ing 132, has been told many times but
never with the driving conviction of this

superb film. As a conscientious objector

at the start, York's experience is all the

more powerful to those of us who have
questioned war as a moral solution.

Gary Cooper, as York, portrays the

living hero with moving dignity. You'll

spot a new star in lovely Joan Leslie, his

sweetheart. Walter Brennan, as pastor

of the hills, Margaret Wycherly, as Ma
York. Stanley Ridges, as York's com-
manding officer, in fact the entire cast

are splendid.
Seeing "Sergeant York" is an adven-

ture into the soul of America.

Your Reviewer Says: One for the Hall of

Film Fame.

^ Shepherd of the Hills

(Paramount)
It's About: The return of a father t

mountain folk who hate him.

STRAIGHT from Harold BeU Wr^
beloved novel come the people c:

hill country to tell their story of love ai

hate, superstition and greed, with r

softening of purpose or aim.
Harry Carey, the Good Shepherd wl

comes home to find hate for his dese:

tion of a girl and her son, years befor,

is perfectly cast. Carey is the Go^

Shepherd. John Wayne as the son g
with one purpose—revenge on the

who deserted his mother—is force!

his simple directness. Betty Field

girl who loves Wayne. Beulah Bond:. ;.

aunt who instills hate in him and Ma
Lawrence, the simpleton of the fanii

are just about tops.

Coupled with the tremendous sii-

ness of story is the beauty of the -

shots. Seldom has there been such

color perfection on the screen.

It's a different story, something to :

one out of today's chaos and one we i--

you'll thoroughly enjoy.

Your Reviewer Says: A straight-to-:

heart film.

PHOTOPL.AY coinbincd with movie



^ Out of the Fog (Warners)

It's About: The revolt aryiong the weak
and the long-suffering.

IRWIN SHAW'S play, "The Gentle
' People," has been rewritten and re-

themed, may we say, to fit the needs of

the screen. It emerges a beautifully exe-
cuted picture, splendidly acted and di-

rected, vitally conceived and sustained.

But whether it will satisfy your enter-
tainment hunger is another question. It

is a bit on the arty side, you know.
Gentle little people are Thomas Mitchell

and John Qualen, who find themselves at

the mercy of a cheap racketeer, John
Garfield. But Garfield doesn't stop at

his bleeding of the pair—oh no, he must
add to their troubles by upsetting the

happiness of Mitchell's daughter, Ida
Lupino.
When the pair can endure no more,

Fate steps in and helps, as we are led to

believe it always does with gentle people.

Eddie Albert is good in a small role.

Your Reviewer Says:

fare.

Thought-provoking

1

Underground (Werners)

It's About: The operators oj the illegal

radio in Germany.

ONE of the best of the so-called propa-
ganda pictures dealing with condi-

tions in Germany is this story telling of

that brave band of German men and
women who fight against the Nazi system.
It is good because its premise is built on
fact we know to be true. There are no
attempts made to color conditions or to

exaggerate brutality. In a straightfor-

ward manner the story tells of a young
German chemist, Philip Dorn, who, un-
known to his family, is the voice of the
illegal radio, that voice that speaks out
of the night telling honest Germans of
their betrayal. When Dorn's brother,
Jeffrey Lynn, returns from the front, he
falls in love with Philip's accomplice and
in an attempt to rescue her from the
underground workers he unknowingly
plunges his brother and family into

horrors.

It's gripping, timely, thrilling from the
very first moment to the last. But we
must warn those who will have no part
of pictures dealing with subversive activ-

ities, this is a picture of Germany and its

times. If you welcome that sort of fare,

prepare for a fine treat.

Your Reviewer Says: A chiller.

^ Moon over Miami
(20th Century-Fox)

It's About: Poor girls in search oj rich
husbands.

ATYPICAL Hollywood musical of the
better type, bright, gay, glittering,

glorifious, with hummable tunes and
eye-filling color is Mr. Zanuck's box-
office darling, "Moon over Miami."
The story has Betty Grable and Carole

Landis, Texas car hops, inheriting just

enough long green to get them, in com-
pany with Auntie Charlotte Greenwood,
to Miami in search of a rich husband for

} Betty. Sister Carole acts as secretary,
Aunt Charlotte as maid.
Who should be in Miami ready and

waiting for the harvest time but Robert
Cummings and his friend Don Ameche,
play boys extraordinary. Just which girl

gets which is something you'll find out
for yourself. Anyway, the story itself is
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dered now. Smart,
engraved. Sweet-
heart design, yel*
low gold plate
wedding ring elven
as get acquainted
gift FREE with ev-
ery FlashlnjT simu-
lated Diamond Sol-
itaire Entfagement
ring ordered at our
Anniversary Sale
offer of only SI.
Just name and rtnic

»lxe. 10 days' approval. Tour packaEre comes by return mall-

EMPIRE DIAMOND 00.. Dept. 23S P, Jefferson. Iowa
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CALLOUSES
^BURNING or TENDERNESS
• on BOTTOM of your FEET

DOCTOR'S NEW
QUICKER RELIEF!

Get the New Super-Sojt Dr.
SchoU's Zino-pads if you
have painful callouses, burn-
ing or tenderness on the bot-
tom of your feet. Experience
the quicker relief they give
. . . how they soothe, cush-
ion, protect the seiisitive

area. Absolutely new in de-
sisn, shape, texture.
Heart shape. 630%
softer than before.
^Thin Scalloped Edge.
Separate Medica-
//onsincludedfor

,
removing callouses.
Cost but a trifle. Sold
everywhere. Insist on

Dr. ScholVs!

D^Scho//sZinopads

Sell NYLON HOSIERY
With Famous Long-Wearing Snag-Protected
Silk Hosiery. Sensational money-making opportuni-
tv. i:\|..'rh'ri(c unnecesgarv. Write fully for sample siik

Gtijrkiir^. AMERICAN MILLS. Dept. B-18. Indianapolis.

It's easy to take orders fo

ese amazing Personal Christma;

irds. Colorful designs, sensational
lues.Friendsandothersbuy quickly.

Make extra earnings with unequalled
$1 Assortments of 21 Christmas Cards

ReiijiTious.EverydayCards.GiflWrap-
pings. Also Deluxe Imprinted Christ-
masCards. Special money -raisintr plan
forclubsand churches. FreeSamples,

WETMORE & SUGDEN. Inc., Dept. 59
749 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

* THE *

BILTMORE
IN LOS ANGELES

Western America's Greatest Hotel

*
1500 ROOMS • 5 RESTAURANTS

Singles $4, $5, $6* Doubles $6, $7, $8

Fifth At Olive • Los Angeles, California

00

SI IviUUAtED

EACH
on

BOTH FO

<ii2

DIAMOND RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send jpou smart new yellow gutd

plate engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance design engage,
ment ring set with flashing, simulated diamond solitaire with six

Kide stones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite
Honeymoon Design mounting. Either ring only $1.00 or both for

$1.79. SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring size.
Wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order now!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO. Dept. 993IV1 JcHerson. Iowa

• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
Btroaks of pray to natural-apprarinf; shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatonc and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Kasy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youtMul cbarm.tJetBROWNATONE today.

sublimated to music, rhythm, color, song
and such scenery!
The cast is just right for its roles, with

Jack Haley a comic riot.

Your Reviewer Says: The musical of the
month.

Man Hunt (20th Cen+ury-Fox)

It's About: The Nazis pursue an English
hig-game hunter.

FOR sheer melodramatic tenseness, you
can't beat this edge-of-the-seat-picture.
The direction of Fritz Lang, himself a

German who fled the Nazis, is brilliant.

English George Sanders plays the Nazi
who pursues Walter Pidgeon (an Amer-
ican who plays an Englishman) better
than any German could possibly play it.

Pidgeon will soar right to the top after
this one. Surprise of surprises, Joan
Bennett, as the little Cockney who be-
friends Pidgeon in his escape from
Sanders, rates a "best."

We won't reveal the plot, but you'll go
home with something you didn't bring
with you and that, my friends, will be
goose pimples. That we promise you.

Your Reviewer Says: A thriller-killer.

^ They Met In Bombay (M-G-M)

It's About: The adventures of )ewel
thieves in the far East.

FOLK, we'll be honest and tell you right

off it's the same old story of two jewel
thieves, a glamour gal and a he-joy boy,
trying to outsmart each other and ending
up regenerated as all get out. In fact,

we've lived all through it in many a

little B. But you put Gable in there with
Rosalind Russell as a partner and you
have a picture the audience will love.

There are several amusing twists in-

volving Gable with an English garrison in

China. In fact, spots of freshness keep
popping out at the most unexpected
moments.

Your Reviewer Says: Amusing, tongue-in-
the-cheek entertainment.

^ The Big Store (M-G-M)

It's About: The Marx Brothers carry on
in a department store.

IF THIS really be the cinema swan song
' of the Marx Brothers, as threatened,
they are retiring on a high note of com-
edy and one they can be proud of. It's

the Zanies at their best with plenty of

able support in the golden-voiced, melt-
ing-eyed Tony Martin, the stony-faced,
warbling thrush, Virginia O'Brien, who
kills 'em with her "Go to Sleep, My
Baby" number, to say nothing of side-

wheeler Henry Armetta.
The plot? Since when have Marx

riots had plots? Anyway, this time the
boys find themselves in a department
store, so Heaven help the working girls,

is all we can say.

Chico and Harpo give out with a terrific

piano duet, Groucho sings and contorts
weirdly (could that have been dancing?)
and Harpo harps delightfully.

Your Reviewer Says: A panic in every de-
partment.

^ The Get-Away (M-G-M)

It's About: A secret agent who poses as

an imprisoned criminal.

A REMAKE of the old picture, "Public
Hero Number One," this rapid-paced,

snappy-actioned prison drama is still

good entertainment. It's good not only
because the story still bears up but be-
cause it is so very well acted by such
newcomers as Dan Dailey Jr., Donna
Reed and Robert Sterling. Here are three
winners or we miss our guess.
Charles Winninger, the drunken doctor,

plays the role made so memorable by
Lionel Barrymore and Charles plays it

for all it's worth. Sterling is the young
agent who makes a prison friend of
Dailey and even escapes with him in

order to discover the top ringleader of

the mob. Dailey is a most convincing
thug.

It's chockful of suspense and twisty
plot corners and unless you're too fed up
with gangster fare, you'll like it.

Your Reviewer Says: Cops and Robbers,
only more so.

West Point Widow (Parannount)

It's About: A nurse u'/io conceals her
motherhood to protect her husband.

A VERY nice little movie that gets a
'» very nice little pat on the back

—

that's our verdict. Anne Shirley is

pretty, attractive and talented. As the
nurse who keeps secret her motherhood
in order that her West Point husband
may graduate, Shirley is very good. Very
nice, too, is Richard Carlson as the
amorous young interne who has no idea
of Anne's dilemma. And very cute are
Sharon Lynne and Deanna Jean Hall
who play Shirley's baby at various ages.
Richard Denning is quite handsome as

the West Pointer. We admire the cute
little romantic twist at the end of the
story, too.

In fact we are quite pleased and con-
tent with such a goodish little "B."

Your Reviewer Says: A well-behaved and
well brought-up little movie.

''^ Tight Shoes (Mayfair-Universal)

It's About: The awful consequences of
wearing shoes that pinch.

IT'S a small-sized panic, a Damon Run-
yon click, translated to the screen with

all the Runyon flavor intact. Even gang-
ster Broderick Crawford talks like a
Runyon-conceived racketeer and the re-
sults of Crawford's purchase of a pair of

too tight shoes from shoe clerk John
Howard are typical of Damon's special
brand of droll nonsense.
The rise of Howard to a p>osition of

political achievement, his near marriage
to the wrong girl, Binnie Barnes, that
results in a bride and groom free-for-all,

are plain ridiculous. Anyway it tickled
us pink and left us with a jolly, to say
nothing of a contented feeling that all

was right in the little world of the B
movies.
Crawford is too wonderful in his role.

Anne Gwynne is cute as Howard's girl.

Your Reviewer Says: If this shoe pinches
put it on immediately.

Knockout (Warners)

It's About: The iips and downs of a young
fighter.

ARTHUR KENNEDY seems hardly the
type to be playing a hard-fisted

young fighter, yet he comes through in

believable form. Anthony Quinn as the
manager who double-crosses young Ken-
nedy when he marries Olympe Bradna
and retires from the ring is quite a
menace.
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Tired Kidneys

Often Bring

Sleepless Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny

tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy. When they get tired and don't

work risht in the daytime, many people have to get

UP nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smart-
ing and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder. Don't neglect
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.

When disorder of kidney function permits poison-
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may also

cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,

loss of pep and energy, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years.

They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles

of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

ROLLS DEVELOPED
25c Coin. Two 5x7 Double Weight Professional
Enlargements, 8 Gloss Deckle Edge Prints.
CLUB PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. 19. LaCrosse, Wis.

I BRAND NEW DOUBLE FEATURE

Sesis CHRISTMAS CARDS th'/».'7vSr
: See se
i earning rash now. Gork'fuus Christmas
> Cards with sender's namt-. I'.u foi

ap. 9 other profit as-^ortments
\ features— clever ideas palore. _

CjV'i-'^ "Oit-Paintinp" effect designs. Up to
|

r,.--'''^ lOO^c profit. Samples on approval.
"THE PURO CO., INC.,3041 Locust, Dept. K, St. Louis. Mo.

FALSE TEETH
W'^ithouf Scrubbing.' Without Brushing.'

RETTO DENTURE CLEANSER removes
stains, tartar, decaying food particles quickly
and easily. Banishes "Denture Breath"— leaves

mouth refreshed. Recommended by dentists.

Hundreds of thousands of cans used. More for your
j?!^ money. Don't be satisfied with any cleanser until you try

Retto. You'll hke it better or your money back.
I

Insist on Rctto Cleanser and Retto Adhesive at all

10^ Stores and Drug Stores

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size SxlO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-

,

ecapea, pet animals
or enlargementa of any '

pari of group picture. Safe

^u'a"4"„.e°/d.°"^°^
""""^ 3 for $1.00

SEND NO MONEY ^f\Ta'U*lfo'^
fany sizel and within a week you will receivi
your beautiful enlargement, gruaranteed fade
less. Pay postman \lc plus postage— or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20-
inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus post-
age or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this ajnazlnff
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wantea.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
113 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1S51-L CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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WITH EVERY RING WHEN
ORDERED ANO PAID FOR

ScvLH Jewel Elgin Wrist Watch YOURSf
New styled size case. Reconstructed
movement. Accuracy guaranteed. Given
with every Simulated Diamond ring when
ordered and paid for on our purchase
privilege plan. Payments: $3.50 down,
within 20 days after arrival, at your post
office. Balance of $3.50 anytime withm
a year Itotal only $7.00) . You pay noth-
ing morel Extra surprise free gift en-

closed for promptness. Send NO money
with order. Just ruth name, address, ring

size. It comci by return mail in special

gift box, postpaid.

A. KENDALL JEWELERS
Dept. WG-91 Topeka. Kan.

i^^/Jv/ FROM POLLEN-

/V^*n/ AGGRAVATED

ASTHMATIC ATTACKS

THE SEVERITY of those attacks ol Bronchial

Asthma, intensified by pollen-laden air, may
be reduced at this season of the year . . . use
Dr. R. Schiffmann's Asthmador just as thou-

sands have done for 70 years. The aromatic
fumes help make breathing easier... aid in

clearing the head. ..bring more restful
nights of sleeping. At druggists in powder,
cigarette or pipe-mixture form. Or you may
send for free supply of all three. Dept.M42,
R. SCHIFFMANN CO., Los Angeles, Calif.

If all this sounds overly familiar to

you, believe me you're not imagining it.

This is probably the oldest movie formula
in existence.

Your Reviewer Soys: Little programmer.

Angels With Broken Wings
(Republic)

It's About: A couple who can't marry.

JUST everybody at Republic, it seems, is

in there, including Mary Lee, Billy
Gilbert, Jane Frazee, Leo Gorcey, Tom
Kennedy and Leni Lynn. The ado con-
cerns a couple in love, Sidney Blackmer
and Katharine Alexander, who are afraid
to marry for fear Sidney's Mexican di-
vorce from his former wife, Binnie
Barnes, proves illegal.

The way everybody pitches in to

straighten things out is a caution.

Your Reviewer Says: Stay home and knit.

The Richest Man in Town
(Columbia)

It's About: Small-toion rivalry between
banker and publisher.

^ERTAINLY there are no such goings-^ on as these in small towns.
Oh well, who cares, when Frank Craven

and Edgar Buchanan people the cast. In
fact, these two old rivals in love and civic
affairs make up for the puny little story
that ain't worth a nickel.

Your Reviewer Says: The poorest story in

town.

^ The Parson of Panamint
(Paramount)

It's About: The adventures of a fighting
parson hi the great West.

HOLLYWOOD'S little white father of
the Old West stories, producer Harry

Sherman of the "Hopalong Cassidy" se-
ries, has brought us another grand story
of the West, a story dealing with a young
preacher who dares to do his duty among
the best and worst of the people of a
small Western town.

Phillip Terry as the fighting, fearless
parson is a comer if we ever saw one.

Your Reviewer Says: A new idea in West-
ern drama.

Paper Bullets

(Producers' Releasing Corp.)

It's About: The ultimate fate of three
orjjhanage children.

I
T ISN'T such a very bad little picture

' despite its short scope, its tiny budget
and its cast without a draw name. The
story follows the life thread of three
people who, as children, lived in an
orphanage. Jack LaRue becomes a
racketeer, Joan Woodbury serves a prison
term for the worthless playboy she loves
and John Archer becomes an engineer.
Linda Ware sings two songs that could
have been left unsung as far as the
picture's advancement is concerned.

Your Reviewer Soys: Nothing to write
home about.

San Antonio Rose (Universal)

It's About: How entertainers revive a
night club.

Momatic'OillleatTInt

CIRCULATES

and RADIATES!

I

000

HEAT

PER
HOURJ

See How America's Largest-Selling Oil

Heater Gives You Warm Floors— Plus

"Hot Stove" Radiance— Close-up!
Here's the nation's favorite oil heater

—

the popular Coleman that circulates and
radiates, both! . . . Gives warm floors and
steady temperatures in one to four rooms!
No other oil heater can match its low-cost,

low-draft efficiency! Perfect for small
homes, stores, service stations, etc.

!

^Automatic Controls Save Time, Money!
Complete with automatic fuel and draft
controls; high efficiency Coleman burner;
low-flame fuel saver; beautiful stream-
lined grille cabinet. 30,000 B.T.U. output
per hour! With New Coleman Blower,
only $49.90. See your Coleman dealer nowl
FREE! Mail postcard for FREE "Hot News" folders,

and name of nearest dealer! Mail to nearest office.

THE COLEMAN LAMP & STOVE CO.. Dept. PM-919
Wichita, Kans. Ciiicago.lll. Pbiladelpbia, Pa. Los Angeles, Calif.

(1919)

COLOR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK

Gives a natural, youthful

appearance. Easy to use in the clean

privacy of your home ; not greasy ; will not

rub off nor interfere with curling. For 30

years millions have used it with complete

satisfaction. $1.35 for sale everywhere.

I
FREE SAMPLE

BROOKLINE CHEMIC.\L CO. Dept. Mc 9-41

I 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.

[
Name
Street

I City State

I
GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR

FARR'S FOR GRflV HfllR
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EASY. QUICK WAY
Wrap cotton around the end of" an orangewood
stick. Saturate with Trimal and apply it to cuti-

cle. Watch dead cuticle soften. Wipe it away with
a towel. You will be amazed with the results.

On sale at drug, de-

partment and 10-

cent stores. TRIMAL
SUNSHIMfeJU y^ir/t senDER'S NAME $ i

rjt .1 IteeignB. 50 for $1 to 25
II I iiiioije 21 ChristmaB foldere
i-irriiin fpirit, ExpenBive Satine,
Exclusive Etchinge. Cift-wrape.

Orders salore. "Super A -
I I n

for $1.95. Name imprint. ,J r- il

$1. Coste 50c. Worth Vz>:, j<.

Micas. Tip-ons. die cut?i, foil ine

Religious, Evervdaye. 55 EngravinEB— Personal. Bueinepe, 21 aes t on
approval. FREE SAMPLE Super Value. Pereonal line. No investment.

SUNSHINE ART STUDIOS. 115 Fullon St., Dept. MA. New York City

<ir<< in CtmbiMtion Ori/er In
Wear Hose We Furnish With Large Outfit
Women almost crazy nver Nylon Hosiery and this sen.
eational half price combination offer, with (fuaran-
teed silk hose. Read these exceptional first week
eaminfJTS. E. L. Andrews, Iowa. $35.97: Stella Scott
Okla. . $36.74:W. C. Stock. Pa.. $36.25. Guaranteed
by Good Hotisekeepini? as advertised therein. Rush
name and address on penny postal,

Wilknil Hosiery Co.. Midway 8- B9, Greenfield. Ohio

DIAMOKD RINGS
Just to get acquainted we Hill send you smart new yellow gold

plate engasement ring or wedding ring. Ro„<finrf design engage-

ment ring set with flashing, simulated diamond soliUire with six

side stones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite

Honeymoon Design mounting. Either ring only $1.00 or both for

$1.79 SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring siie.

Wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order now!

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dtpf. 999-M Jefferton. Iowa.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-

cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to

make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.

Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow free-

ly. Ask for Cai-ter's Little Liver Pills. 10(S and 25<t.

The special medication of time-tested

Resinol acts quickly and effectively to

relieve irritation and thus hasten

nature's healing.

Foi Mmple, write Resinol MG-6, Baltimore, Md.

OINTMENT
I^AHOSOAP^RESINOL

THE Merry Macs and their distinctive
' vocalizing carry most of this musical
picture and if you're fans of theirs, then
you're bound to enjoy it.

When a night club is closed by a band
of racketeers, an orchestra consisting
mainly of the Merry Macs and Robert
Paige take over the place and with the
help of Jane Frazee and Eve Arden,
chorus girls, they manage to put it over.
The night-club background serves as a
good excuse for the almost uninterrupted
singing and music.
Jane Frazee and Robert Paige as the

hero and heroine are both very attrac-
tive and their singing, too, is very charm-
ing. The comedy is carried capably by
Eve Arden and Shemp Howard.

Your Reviewer Soys: No plot, much music.

I Was a Prisoner on Devil's Island

(Colunnbia)

It's About: The eternal triangle on, of all

places, Devil's Island.

QUITE a lot takes place in this incredi-
ble little melodrama, all about a

sailor, Donald Woods, who's sentenced to

three years on Devil's Island; the crooked
prison doctor, Edward Ciannelli; and the
doctor's unhappy wife, Sally Filers, who
is in love with Woods. Everybody has a
terrible time until a fever epidemic
breaks out on the Island and it's dis-

covered that the doctor has been selling
the drug needed to cure the epidemic.
Both Sally Eilers and Donald Woods

are okay in their roles, but their dialogue
doesn't make the story believable.

Your Reviewer Soys: Dull thriller.

^ The Bride Came C. O. D.

(Warners)

It's About: An aviator and an eloping
heiress stranded in the desert.

U EADLINES—Bette Davis goes slap-
' ' stickl What's more, Bette never pulls
a single punch—falling into cactus beds,
seat first; having cactus needles extracted
from her—er—piosterior; howling and
yowling and carrying on like crazy. With
her in bedlam is Jimmy Cagney, the
aviator who agrees with Bette's father,
Eugene Pallette, to foil his daughter's
elopement with Jack Carson, stuff-shirt

orchestra leader. When Jimmy's plane
bearing the bride-to-be comes a cropp)er
in the desert, the pair seek refuge in a
ghost town. Even the ghosts are dum-
founded at the ensuing proceedings.

It's not the best comedy in the world
by a long shot, but it will do until a better
one comes along. Harry Davenjwrt is a
love of an old desert character.

Your Reviewer Soys: Bright as the desert
sun.

Brief Reviews

(Continued jrom page 19)

\/</' PENNY SEREN.4DE—Co\um\na: Siinple

and lifelike is this tender, human document of two
people who adopt a child and find happiness and
sorrow. Cary Grant gives one of the finest per-

formances we've ever seen and Irene Dunne as his

wife is not far liehind. Edgar Buchanan also

scores roundly. It's charming and heart-touching, a

picture that you'll long remember. (July)

PEOPLE VS. DR. KILDARE. 7H£—M-G-M:
Far below the standard of the Kildarc series is this

installment. Dr. Kildare goes into the courtroom
to stand trial for malpractice, the suit being brought
against him by ice skater Bonita Granville who
emerges from an operation a paralytic. Lew Ayres,

Lionel Barrymore and Laraine Day do their best.

(August)

POT 0' GOLD—Roosevelt-U. A.: Lively and
entertaining is Producer James Roosevelt's first

full-length film all about how Jimmy Stewart and
Paulette Goddard take over Charles Winninger's
radio show and launch the famous Pot-O' Gold pro-

gram. The music of Horace Heidt and his band is

a treat for swing lovers. (July)

POWER DIVE—Paramount: Lacking the preten-

tiousness of most air pictures, this is neverthe-

less a mighty entertaining little number with a

whiz-bang climax that's bound to thrill you. Rich-

ard Arlen is the aviator who tries to prevent his

young brother Don Castle from following in his

footsteps, and Helen Mack, Jean Parker and Cliff

Edwards round out the cast. (July)

\/ RAGE IN HEAVEN—U-G-'Sl: Gripping fare is

this dramatic picture of a psychopathic case, played

by Robert Montgomery, who marries refugee Iri-

grid Bergman and eventually involves her and his

best friend, George Sanders, in a murder scandal.

It's exciting and novel and the performances are

outstanding. (June)

REACHING FOR THE 5 Paramount: This

comedy drama of a man's yearning to be away from
the city of machines and out in the country is very

interesting in spots, but in others unbelievable and
dull. Joel McCrea is the man who wants to get

away from it all and Ellen Drew is his wife who
tries to hold him to his work in a great automo-

bile factory. Albert Dekker is the heavy. (July)

RELUCTANT DRAGON, TH£—Disney-RKO
Radio: Robert Benchley's roaming through the Dis-

ney Studios gives you a behind-the-scenes glimpse

of the famous cartoon plant. It all begins when
Benchley's wife insists he try to sell Disney the

idea of filming "The Reluctant Dagon" and of

course it ends with Bob in a projection room view-

ing the finished picture. The whole family will

love this new, novel and different entertainment.

(July)

REPENT AT LEISURE—HKO-RnA'io: It's all

been told before, the story of the rich bride-to-be

100

who walks out on her fortune-hunter fiance and
marries the poor boy who loves her for herself, but
the splendid performance of Wendy Barrie and
Kent Taylor redeem the timeworn plot and make it

a pretty good little picture. (July)

RIDE OX, VAQCERO—20th Century-Fox: Ce-
sar Romero, as the Cisco Kid, cleans up a band of
kidnappers in his usual engaging way. Chris-Pin
Martin is the Kid s dependable pal and Mary Betb
Hughes again plays the dance-hall girl. (July)

ROAR OF THE P/f£55—Monogram : Newspaper
reporter Wally Ford finds himself assigned to a
murder story right after his marriage to Jean
Parker, with complications setting in one right
after the other. Wally Ford's a good actor and
deserves better; as a good audience, so do you.
(August)

ROOKIES ON PARADE — Republic: You'D
listen to Bob Crosby's warbling, laugh at the antics
of Marie Wilson and Cliff Nazarro, enjoy the sing-
ing of Ruth Terry and Gertrude Niesen and go home
refreshed. The Army camp routines are very cute
and newcomer Bill Shirley is the surprise of the
show. (August)

ROUNDUP, T//£—Paramount: Richard Dix again
proves himself one of the best Western actors in

this triangle picture of the old West. Preston
Foster is the ex-fiance of Dix's wife, Patricia Mori-
son, and his return to see her creates doubt and
jealousy. Betty Brewer and Ruth Donnelly add to
the doings. (June)

SCATTERGOOD FULLS THE STRINGS —
RKO-Radio: Second in the series, this story of a
runaway boy, Bobs W.itson, maintains the high
standard of the first. Guy Kibbee is so human and
natural as Scattcrgood Baines. the small-town Mr.
Fixit, that it's a homey, comfortable picture every-

one will enjoy. (August)

SCOTLAND YARD—20th Century-Fox: Cops
and Robbers in today's London, with Henry WU-
coxon as a crook who's wounded at Dunkirk and
has his face remodeled to look exactly like lost

iianker. John Loder. Both Xancy Kelly. Loder's

wife, and Scotland Yard are fooled by the imper-

sonation until Inspector Edmund Gwenn gets on

the trail. (July)

\/ SEA U'OLF. 7H£—Warners: Too brutal for

top entertainment is this remake of Jack London's

sea story with Edward G. Roljinson as the psycho-

pathic, bestial captain who terrorizes his crew. Ida

Lupino plays the derelict waif rescued by John
Garfield, member of Robinson's crew. (June)

SHE KNEW ALL THE .4 .Y.9H''£i?5—Columbia:

Showgirl loan Bennett takes a job in stuffy Franchot

Tone's Wall Street office in order to convince him

that she'd be a proper wife for his ward. John

Hubbard, but before she gets through. Tone is

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mirror



--YOU eiRLS! —
WHO SUFFER FROM
DYSMENORRHEA

which makes you

WEAK, NERVOUS-
If you suffer headache,
cramps, backache, feel

"dragged out," blue,
cranky, with dark circles under your

eves -due to functional monthly dis-

turbances-try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound!
Pinkham's Compound is made espe-

cially to relieve such female distress-

it helps build up resistance against such
tired, nervous feelings. Hundreds of

thousands of women remarkably helped.

Try it!

ffhow FfiendsNewest
CHRISTMAS CARDS

:s the gufKeuus new
. . d $1 Assortment. Pays

50c easy profit. Smartest Personal Christmas
le 50 for $1. Complete line fast-seilin^
-ReliRnoos, Etchings. Everyday Cards,
needed. Samples on approval. Write

CHAS. C.SCHWER CO., Dept. C-2 , Westfield, Mass.

PHOTD RinC
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE
of Sweetheart, Rela
reproduced pemrj;
nently in this beau-
tiful onj'X like rin
featuring the Nei

Magnified Setting! Will last a lifetime! Indi
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of papt
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents(f|pgrtl»naintBc(
postaee. If you send cash we pay postage. f« ,

Canadians: Send Money Order! (Photos Returned)
Photo Movette Ring Co., Dept. C-10, 519 Main St.,Cincinnati,0.

48.

!I^Scratchinq
Relieve Itch Fast

Relieve itching of eczema, pimples,
rashes, athlete s foot and other skin
troubles. Use cooling antiseptic D.D.D.
Prescription. Greaselsss, stainless.

,f Stops itching quickly. 35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

NEW KIND OF MAN'S SHOE
The new sensation in men's
shoes — The Chippewa
("Upper. It zips on and off

in a "jifty". Right now Is

the right time to get into a dig-
nified and highly profitable shoe
busin&ss of your own with tliis

fast seller, and a complete
line of almost 250 Btylesot
dress, work and sports shoes.
Prices aslowasS1.98a pair.
Free 10-second demonstra-
tor sells sui)er-comfort air-
cushion shoes like magic.
Be the MASON Factory Shoe Man in your locality.

Manufacturer established 38 years will send complete line
on request including factory-fitting shoe ser\ice training.
Xo experience needed. Write for big FREE sales kit.

Mason Shoe Mfg. Co., Dept. I S. Chippewa Falls, Wis.

'"^r"' PSORIASIS
(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

^DCRmOIL
I matter

g you have suffered
what you have tried,

autifui Ijonk on Pso-
isis and Oermoll with
amazing true plioio.
graphic proof of re-
sults also FREE.

Apply \

non- staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
^pois on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared
and they enjoyed the thrill of a
>-lear skin again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is
backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit in
2 weeks or money is refunded without tiueslion. Generous
trial bottle sent FREE to those who send in their Druggist's
name and address. Make our famous "One Spot Test" your-
self. Write today for your test bottle. Print name plainly.
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humanized and his otTice nearly wrecked. It's good
summer fare. (August)

\/ SHINING VICTORY — Warners: Although
rather heavy and slow in pace, this love story of a
famous psychiatrist is a fine, intellectually told

movie. James Stephenson as the surly doctor is a
splendid actor and shows much charm; (Jeraldine
Fitzgerald, as his assistant, Donald Crisp and
George P. Huntley Jr., as fellow doctors in the
Scotland asylum, are all e.vcellent. (.'\ugust)

^ SIS HOPKINS— Republic: Judy Canova sweeps
this musical on to success as the Hoosier girl who
goes to college With her rich cousin Susan Hayward,
with Charlie Butterworth financing the education.
The story's full of gags and Bob Crosby adds the
music and Jerry Colonna the nitwit cometly. (June)

SLEEPERS irEST—20th Century-Fox: Uoyd
Nolan, as detective Michael Shaync. does his
sleuthing on a fast train. Lynn iiari's the girl

reporter, Mary Beth Hughes, a defense witness.
The plot's awfully comjilicated. (June)

\/' 5r.V.Vr—RKO-Radio: The gay, lilting music,
the dancing of Anna Neagle and Ray Bolger, the
colorful settings, the singing of John Carroll and the
clowning of Edward Everett Horton combine to

make this a picture of complete charm. (August)

THAT HAMILTON IVOMAN !—Kou\a-V

.

A.: Powerfully wrought and beautifully executed
is this historical picture of a great and tragic love
that defied traditions and nations. \*ivien Leigh
plays the beautiful and notorious Lady Hamilton
who desperately loves England's naval hero, Lau-
rence Olivier, and both their performances are
magnificent. It's a great picture. (June)

L^l< THAT NIGHT IN RIO—20th Century-Fox:
Lavish color, risque dialogue. Carmen Miranda's
songs and much whoop-la are all part of this gor-
geous musical that's a riot of fun. Don Ameche
plays a dual role as an American entertainer who's
hired to impersonate a South American baron. Alice
Faye is the luscious wife of the Harmi, which leads
to many complications. (June)

THAT UNCERTAIN FEELlNG — huhitsch-
C A.; The Ernst Lubitsch touch is again evident
in this gay, frothy comedy of marriage, with
Merle Oberon as the wife who, bored with husband
Melvyn Douglas, becomes infatuated with erratic
pianist Burgess Meredith. Adult. (June)

THEY DARE NOT LOr£—Columbia : George
Brent is an .Austrian prince and Martha Scott an
-Austrian refugee who meet and fall in love in this

tale of Nazi invasion, but excellent performances
cannot overcome the slow tempo. (July)

TIME OUT FOR RHYTHM~Columbia: Rudy
\'allee sings, Ann Miller dances. Glen Gray and
Eddie Duchin's orchestras supply the rhythm,
Brenda and Cobina and the Three Stooges are
pretty corny. Rosemary Lane and Richard Lane
sujiply the love interest, but all this good talent

is wasted in this B musical. (August)

TOO MANY BL0A'D£5—Universal: One of the
worst pictures to come out of Hollywood in a long
time is this bad little number about a singer, Rudy
X'allee, and his jealous wife, Helen Parrish, who
save up for a divorce. (.Vugust)

\/ TOPPER RETURNS—Ha] Roach-U. A.: One
third mystery and two thirds comedy is this newest
"Topper" story, with ghost Roland Young aiding
ghost Joan Blondell to solve the mvstcry nf her mur-
der. Billie Burke is still the confused Mrs. Topper
and Dennis O'Keefe and Carole Landis have the
romantic leads. (June)

VERY YOUNG LADY. .4—20th Centry-Fox:
Jane Withers deserves better than this modified
remake of Simone Simon's i>icture. "Girls' Dormi-
tory," in which she plays the schoolgirl who gets
a crush on professor John Sutton. Jane's crush
causes the faculty much concern and the audience
no little amusement, but it's Nancv Kelly who gets
.\Ir. Sutton. (July)

WAGONS ROLL AT NIGHT. 7H£—Warners:
This hackneyed story has Huniiihrey Rogart as the
hard-boiled owner of a second-rate circus who picks
up Eddie Albert and makes a lion-tamer of him.
But Eddie falls in love with Btigart's innocent
little sister, Joan Leslie, so Bogart tries to get rid

of him. Svlvia Sidnev is the circus fortune teller.

(July)

WASHINGTON MELODRAMA—M-G-M: When
millionaire Frank Morgan befriends chorus girl

Anne Gwynne, he finds himself blackmailed by
Dan Dailey Jr. You won't care very much. (July)

^]/' WOMAN'S FACE. .4—M-G-M: You'll find

yourself completely held by the gripping intensity
of this. Joan Crawford is magnificent as the scarred
wom.an who fights back at a world that shuns her and
Conrad Yeidt rates equal honors as the man who
teaches her love. (July)

l/i^ ZIEGFELD GIRL—M-Q U : Lavish and gor-
geous is this musical extravaganza which tells of
three girls, Lana Turner, Judy Garland and
Hedy Lamarr, who enter the Follies and meet haj)-

piness and defeat. Jimmy Stewart, Charles Win-
ninger, Philip Dorn and Ian Hunter are all very
goocl, but it's I,ana's picture. (July)

Safe Sew If oy in Feminine Hygiene
Gives Continuous Action for Hours

9 It is every woman's right to know certain
facts. Her greatest happiness, her physical and
mental well-being may be at stake. She can-
not go by what others tell; .she must know.
Today thousands of informed women have

turned to Zonitors—the safe, new way in

feminine hygiene. These dainty, snow-white
suppositories kill germs instantly at contact.
Deodorize—not by temporarily masking

—

but by destroying odors. Spread greaseless,

protective coating to cleanse antiseptically
and give continuous medication for hours.

Vet! Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues.

Powerful—yet non-poisonous, non-caustic.
Even help promote gentle healing. No appa-
ratus; nothing to mix. At all druggists.

EDEE* revealing booklet of Intimate
" fc^* fads, in plain envelope. Send
r^ame, address to Zonitors, Dept. 3906
370 Lexington Avenue, New York Cit

EXCITING OFFERS:
REPRINTS 3c—Prompt Careful Service.
1. UU Ultra Fine Cram and Vaporsted. 36 exp.

$1.00— 18 exp. 60c— 16 exp. 50c— 12 eip. 35o.
exp. 50c— IS p»p. ;>5c (With Freeh EaetmaoRELOADS

Free Mairers—Work Guaranteed
MAY'S PHOTO. Box 870-G. LaCrosse. Wise.

Gold plate; vour size, your choice, FOR selling 4 boxes of
Rosebud Salve at 25c each. P;itriotic Lapel Pin FREE with
eachringforpromptseliing. Order 4 salve. SendNoMoney.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 52. WOODSBORO.MARYLAND.

Earn ^25 a week
AS A TRAINED * — /

PRACTICAL NURSE! ^
Practical nursi^s are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 years of age—have done through Chi'- \go
S( Hoot, OK Nl'rsi.ng. Easy-to-understand lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of 10-bed hospitaL Nurse Cromer, of Iowa, now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn S2.50
to S5.no a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mra. B. C, of Texas, earned 5474,25 while taking
course. Mrs. K. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; iu 14 months she earned $11)00?

You. too. can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included
Easy payments. 42nd year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 189. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago. 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pasee.

Name_

City

_Aite_
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TOUR CHILDREN

HAVE INHERITED

A FORTUNE!

WHEN HISTORIANS look back on the

first forty years of this century
they will see two totally different pic-

tures.

One shamefully dark. The other glo-

riously bright.

On the one side they will see war,

suffering and ignorance. On the other

they will see the dawn of a new age . .

.

an age of greater health and happiness

for millions.

A contradiction? Yes, but history is

full of them. During the darkest days

of the Napoleonic Wars the vaccine

for smallpox was made famous. Pasteur

and Lister revolutionized medicine
while armies were marching in Europe.

Some of surgery's greatest advances

were made during the last World War.
Today the world is again torn with

strife. Yet here in America we are tak-

ing our first steps toward that better,

happier life of which humanity has

always dreamed.
No one man is responsible. Hundreds

of "hunger fighters" in hundreds of

laboratories have worked for years at

tiie problems of nutritional chemistry.

Since the turn of the century they have
learned more about our food and its

relation to health than in all the cen-

turies that went before. And now, what
they found is beginning to affect the

lives of one hundred and thirty million

people in this land.

Americans are going to be the first na-

tional faniilv of buovanllv healthy people

that the world has ei er knou n.

People are being educated to eat the

right foods. New methods of processing

are helping to keep many good foods

good. Scientific methods are being applied

to improve the nutritive value of the

staples. The farmer, the manufacturer,

the distributor, the scientist are joining

hands to put abundant health within

the reach of all.

It's a big job. One of the biggest that

America has ever imdertaken. But from
it will come the biggest of all possible

rewards. We are building an impreg-

nable defense of national health today

and ensuring for our children the great-

est heritage that one generation has

ever bequeathed to the next.

Everv child in America today has in-

herited a fortune . . . the fortune of bet-

ter health.

FOOD WILL BUILD A NEW AMERICA
This advertisement is approved by the office of Federal Security Administrator. Paul V.
McNutt. Coordinator of Health. Welfare and Related Defense Activities; and donated
by PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR as its contribution to national nutrition defense.
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How to Have Fun without Beauty
{Continued jrom page 55)

"I've been overweight all my life and
heavens knows I'm nothing to look at,

but I've always had fun. That's because

I didn't waste my opportunities in front

of a mirror.
"You simply can't be yourself and have

a balanced sense of values if you must
keep scanning yourself in the mirror all

the time, looking for something wrong
and wondering if you are as glamorous
as Sadie Glutz down the block. It isn't

smart to make your face and body your
whole world.
"Let me give you a very valuable tip:

The less you think of youi'self, the more
interesting and popular you are going to

be and the more fun you're going to

get out of life.

"A glamour girl is always a damper
because she introduces too much self-

consciousness. She can't feel natural her-

self and no one feels natural around her.

She is also the target of envy and spite.

Unconsciously we all build up our resis-

tance at the sight of a beautiful woman.
Cattish, perhaps, but true.

"You disarm people when you have a

sense of humor, when you can laugh at

yourself and when they feel you are
unaffected and natural. After all, the

most important thing in the world is

friends. And a plain girl always seems
to have the most friends. Did you ever
wonder why?

"Well, anyone can have friends by put-
ting people at ease. So I say that if you
are too beautiful you should conceal the
fact; if you are too clever you should hide
it. Never allow the world to suspect
you're playing down to it. Humans re-
sent that.

"How can a plain girl be successful
and popular? By making herself liked

by other women. No woman can have
social success or true happiness in life

by being liked by men alone. In the old
days women got ahead by being the
favorites of men and by being admired
by men. Today that doesn't help a girl.

She must build on a less tricky founda-
tion and be liked and respected by

women to gain real popularity. She must
have the backing of women to be suc-
cessful.

"A girl can gain the friendship of

women by being unaffected, jolly and
considerate, by thinking less about her
beauty and more about how to please
others. In doing so she can have a grand
time herself. Any girl can be a success
who will remember this."

When asked what was the essence of
giving a good party, Miss Maxwell said:

"Discretion. By selecting your guests
with great care. This is the one time to

forget friendships. Each guest must mean
something to your party. There will be
many people who feel they should be
invited and may be hurt because they
are not—but in this you must be firm, if

you want your parties to be popular.

"piCK people you know will be con-
' genial. Be sure they are good mixers

and that among them are those who have
something to give to the others. Re-
member that a keen sense of humor is a
golden asset for any guest to possess.
Never forget that the responsibility for
your guests' entertainment is yours alone
and that the time to meet it is when you
make out your invitation list, not after
you are stuck with a roomful of people
whose ideas, ideals and likes are as far
apart as the poles."

"But," we suggested, "suppose a girl

wants to be popular with the men. Some
of them get that way, you know."

"Yes," agreed Miss Maxwell a bit dryly,
"it seems I've noticed that in the darker
corners of some of my parties. And it

also seems to me that it's the girl or
woman with the ready wit, the ability to

be natural and to give and take that
raises Ned with my squires and sends me
out into the garden hunting for roving
males that are trailing her. Look about
you. Who is it that makes the best mar-
riage, who has the best job, who is

always welcome for the week end? The
glamorous beauty? Not where I've been
—and Elsa's been around."

A word to the wise is sufficient, but Elsa Maxwell takes no chances
and herewith backs it up by taking glannour for a ride on a bearskin rug

Felt pad (C'jlielii.s

relievepain byre-
iiiDvlnKpressure.
Medication (D)
acts on corn.

IF YOU suffer from corns,
you should know about this

sensible treatment that has
quickly relie\'cd pain and
effectively removed the im-

bedded "cores" of corns for millions of people
— Blue-Jay Corn Plasters. They actually work
while you walk in comfort. Get Blue-Jay today.
They cost very little—only a few cents /*^^?^^*n
to treat each corn— at all drug L-fS'-lilJ

coimters. ^^JTC^
•stubborn cases inay re<]Uire more than one upplurutlon

BAUER 6
BLACK BLIE-JAY

CORN
PLASTERS

21-card Assortment I

le. Take orders for amazing-
al Christmas Cards. Also biK line of ex-

,
_,_^ite Christmas Assortments. Famous 'Prize" 21-
folder $1 Asst. Distinctive, novel, NEW. Bie profits.

Extra bonus. No experience needed. Samples on approval . Write.
CHILTON GREETINGS. 147 Essex St., Dept.G 23. Boston, Mass.

NEW!
1341 MODEL!
Pochel Radio!

NO"'""""" Plug <n

DURaeiE PLASTIC CABiwns

Dual Bands-Magiclenna-Microdiil
^Jts vour pockets or purse— Wt.
1. ors Small a8 euarette packiize.
PATENTED POWER RECTI-
FIER. Hi-rnlio e„.v tu.une
••MICRODIAL". M. L. OF
ILL. SAYS: "MIDGET RADIO
WORKS FINEI" ONE YEAR
SERVICE GUARANTEE! ^. iit

... SIMPLE TO OPERATE NO
ELECTRICITY NEEDEDI SEND NO MONEY! r . ,

., o,,iv

$2 yy plus poBtatce charees on arri\ J ^ ; m i
.

i i
, ^ M 1 1,

C3<hi !>T.d voura will ne sent no>ti>»<<l A MOST UNUSUAL VALUE!
FREE! 'MAGICTENNA''-ELIMINATES OUTSIDE WIRES!
ORDER NOW! MIDGETRADIO CO.. Dept. L9.Kearney. Nebr.

DIAMOND RINGS
Just to f;et acguainted wc hiII bend you smart new yellow ^<>ld

plate engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance design engage-
ment ring set with flashing, simulated diamond solitaire with six

side stones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite
Honeymoon Design mounting. Either ring only $1.00 or both for

$1.79. SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring size.

Wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order now!

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept 994 M Jefferson. Iowa
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FILM SHOWS
RED €RO!«»S

Pnrt in

National Defense

AMERICAN RED CROSS

THE part the American Red Cross
plays in national defense is

graphically depicted in the one-

reel film, "Marching With Old Glory",

recently released. With Narrator

Lowell Thomas, this ten-minute pan-
orama of the Red Cross in action pro-

vides a conception of this great humani-
tarian organization which, to many,
comes as a complete revelation.

It goes into army camps and homes
of draftees and shows how the Red
Cross maintains a close link between
the two. It goes into hospitals caring

for the sick and disabled service men
and shows Red Cross nurses, called to

the colors, ministering to the men, while
volunteers of the organization's Hos-
pital and Recreation Corps provide en-

tertainment and recreational programs
for the convalescent. It goes into the

thousands of Red Cross workrooms and
shows how 1,000,000 volunteers are
preparing 40,000,000 surgical dressings

for the Army and Navy, and providing

many articles for Uncle Sam's fighting

men as well as for war refugees

abroad. And it shows how the Red
Cross is establishing a reservoir of

200,000 units of blood plasma for use
by the Army and Navy in emergency
transfusions.

Excepting foreign war relief, which
is financed from special funds. Red
Cross activities are supported from

annual membership dues and gifts.

This past year tasks confronting the

Red Cross have grown tremendously
with further expansion in sight. This

year's membership campaign is the

most important since 1917, as millions

of members are needed to help carry

on the work. During the annual Roll

Call November 11-30 everyone through-

out the country is invited to join the

Red Cross and, should any persons be
missed, they are urged to call their

Red Cross chapter and arrange for

membership.

Casts of Current Pictures

"ANGELS WITH BROKEN WINGS"—Re-
public. Screen play by George Carleton Brown and
Bradford Ropes. Original story by George Carleton
Brown. Directed by Bernard V'orhaus. Cast: Sybil
Barton, Binnie Barnes; Don Pablo Vincente, Gilbert
Roland; Mary Wilson, Mary Lee; Billy Wilson,
Billy Gilbert; Jane Lord, Jane Frazee; Steve Wil-
son, Edward Norris; Charlotte Lord, Katharine
Alexander; Puncbey, Leo Gorcey; Lois Wilson,
Lois Ranson; Leni Lord, Leni Lynn; Marilyn Lord,
Marilyn Hare; Guy Barton, Sidney Blackmer; Gus,
Tom Kennedy.

"BIG STORE, THE"—M-G M. Screen play by
Sid Kuller, Hal Fimberg and Ray Golden. Original
story by Nat Perrin Directed by Charles Riesner.
Cast Wolf J. Flywheel, Groucho Marx; Ravelli,
Chico Marx; Waeky. Harpo Marx; Tommy Rogers,
"Tony Martin; Joan Sutton, Virginia Grey; Martha
Phelps, Margaret Dumont; Mr. Grover, Douglass
Dumbrille; Fred Sutton. William Tannen; Peggy
Arden. Marion Martin; Kitty, Virginia O'Brien;
Gwue/'/'!, Henry Armetta; and Six Hits AndA Miss.

"BLOSSOMS IN THE DUST" — M-G-M.
Screen play by Anita Loos. Story by Ralph Wheel-
wright. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Cast: Edna
Gladnex, Greer Garson; Sam Gladney. Walter Pid-
geon; Dr. Max Breslar, Felix Bressart; Charlotte,

Marsha Hunt; Mrs. Kahly, Fay Holden; Mr. Kahly,
Samuel S. Hinds; Mrs. Keats. Kathleen Howard;
Mr. Keats. George Lessey; Allan Keats, William
Henry; Judge, Henry O'Neill; Damon, John El-

dredge; Zeke, Clinton Rosemond; Cleo, Theresa
Harris; G. Harrington Hcdger. Charlie Arnt; Mrs.
Gilworth, Cecil Cunningham; Mrs. Loriiig, Ann
Morriss; Sammy, Richard Nichols; Tony, Pat
Barker; Helen, Mary Taylor.

"BRIDE CAME C.O.D., THE"—Warners.
Screen play by Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein. Di-

rected by William Keighley. From the story by
Kenneth Earl and M. M. Musselman. Cast: Joan
Winficld. Bette Davis; Stc^e Collins, James Cagney;
Tommy Keenan. Stuart Erwin; Lucius K. Winficld,

Eugene Pallette; Allan Brice, Jack Carson; Peewee,
George Tobias; Pop Tolliver. Harry Davenport;
Sheriff McGee. William Frawley; Hinkle, Edward
Brophy; Judge Sobler, Harry Holman.

"GET-.^WAV, THE"—M-G-M. Screen play by
Wells Root and W. R. Burnett. Story by J. Walter
Ruben and Wells Root. Directed by Edward Buzzell.

Cast: Jeff Crane. Robert Sterling; Dr. Josiah Glass,

Charles Winninger; Maria Theresa O'Reilly, Donna
Reed; Warden Alcott, Henry O'Neill: 5oiiiiy Black,

Dan Dailey, Jr.; Jim Duff, Don Douglas; 'Moose",
Ernest Whitman: Parker, Grant Withers; Sam,
Chester Can; Hutch, Charles Wagenheim.

"I WAS A PRISONER ON DEVIL'S IS-

L.^ND"—Columbia. Screen play by Karl Brown.
Story bv Osso and Edgar Van Eyss. Directed by
Lew Landers. Cast: Claire, Sally Filers; Joel Grant,

Donald Woods; Dr. Martel. Edward Ciannelli;

Guissart. Victor Kilian: Commandant. Charles

Halton; Jules. Dick Curtis: Gcrault, John Tyrrell.

"KISS THE BOYS GOODBYE"—Paramount.
Screen play by Harry Tugend and Dwight Taylor.

Based on a play by Clare Boothe. Directed by Victor

Schertzinger. Cast: Cindy Lou Bethany. Mary Mar-
tin; Lloxd Lloyd, Don Ameche; Dick Rayburn,
Oscar Levant: Gwen Abbott, Virginia Dale: Myra
Stanhope. Barbara Jo Allen: Top Rumson. Raymond
Walburn: Aunt Lily Lou. Elizabeth Patterson: Bert

Fisher. Terome Cowan: Polly. Connie Boswell;

Geornc. Rochester; John Scott Trotter, John Scott

Trotter; Uncle Jeff. Minor Watson.

"KNOi^KOUT"—Warners. Screen play by M.
Coates Webster. From a story by Michael Fessier.

Directed by William Clemens. Cast : Johnny Rocket,

Arthur Kennedy: Angela Grinnclli, Olympe Brad-

na: Gloria Van Ness. Virginia Field: Trego,

Anthonv Ouinn: Pinkv. Cliff Edwards: Tom Rossi,

Cornel Wilde: Allison'. Richard Ainlev; Louis Grin-

nelli, William Edmunds; Denning, Frank Wilcox.

"MAN HUNT"-20th Century-Fox. Screen play

bv Dudlev Nichols. Based on the novel by Geoffrey

Household. Directed bv Fritz Lang. Cast: Captain
Thorndike. Walter Pidgeon: Jerry. Joan Bennett;
Qui-'c-Smith. George Sanders: Mr. Jones. John
Carradine; Vaner. Roddy McDowall ; Lady Ris-

borouah. Heather Thatcher: Lord Risborough,
Frederick Worlock: Captain Jensen. Roger Imhof;
Whiskers. Egon Brecher: Major. Lester Matthews;
Farn.'i-i'orthy. Holmes Herbert; Postmistress. Eily

Malvon; Police Lieutenant. Arno Frey; Ambas-
sador, Fredrik Vogeding: Umbrella Man, Lucien
Prival; Reeves, Herbert Evans.

"MOON OVER MIAMI"—20th Century-Fox.
Screen play by \"incent Lawrence and Brown
Holmes. From a play by Stephen Powys. Directed

by Walter Lang. Cast: Phil O'Neil. Don Ameche;
Kay Latimer. Betty Grable; Jeffrey Bolton, Robert
Cummings: Susan Latimer. Charlotte Greenwood:
Jack O'Hara. Jack Haley; Barbara Latimer. Carole
Landis; Connie Fentress, Cobina Wright. Jr.;

Jennie May, Lynne Roberts; .1/r. Lester. Robert
Conway; William Bolton. George Lessey; Special-

ties. Condos Brothers; Jack Cole & Co.; Brcarlcy.

Robert Greig: Reynolds. Minor Watson; Mr. Pretto,

Fortunio Bonanova; Proprietor. George Humbert;
Postman. Spencer Charters; Band Leader, Mel
Ruick.

"OUT OF THE FOG"—Warners. Screen play
by Robert Rossen, Jerry Wald and Richard Ma-
caulay. From the play, "The Gentle People," by
Irwin Shaw. Directed by Anatole Litvak. Cast:
Stella Good-juin, Ida Lupino; Harold Goff, John
Garfield; Jonah Goodwin, Thomas Mitchell; George
Watkins, Eddie Albert; /. Propotpin, George To-
bias; Olaf Johnson, John Qualen; Florence Good-
win, Aline MacMahon; Assistant D.A., Jerome
Cowan; Caroline Pomponette, Odette Myrtil; Eddie,
Leo Gorcey; Officer Magruder, Robert Homans;
Sam Pepper, Bernard Gorcey; Judge Moriarity,
Paul Harvey.

"PAPER BULLETS"—Producers' Releasing
Corp. Original story and screen play by Martin
Mooney. Directed by Phil Rosen. Cast: Rita Adams,
Joan Woodbury; Mickey Roma. Jack LaRue; Donna
Andrews, Linda Ware; Bob Elliott, John Archer;
Scribbler, Vince Barnett; Jimmy Kelly, Allan Ladd;
Kurt Parrish, Gavin Gordon; Harold Dewitt, Philip
Trent: Chief Flynn, William Halligan.

"PARSON OF PANAMINT, THE"—Para-
mount. Screen play by Harold Shumate and Adrian
Scott. Based on the novel by Peter B. Kvne. Di-
rected by William McGann. Cast: Chuckawalla Bill
Redfield, Charlie Ruggles; .Mary Mallory. Ellen
Drew; Reverend Philip Pharo. Phillip Terry; Bob
Deming, Joseph Schildkraut; Jonathan Randall.
Porter Hall; Judge Arnold Mason, Henry Kolker;
Mrs. Tweedy, Janet Beecher; Crabapple Jones,
Clem Bevans; Chappie Ellerton, Douglas Fowley;
Jake Waldren, Paul Hurst; Joaquin, Frank Puglia.

"RICHEST MAN IN TOWN, THE '—Colum-
bia. Screen play by Fanya Foss and Jerry Sack-
heim. Story by Jerry Sackheim. Directed by Charles
Barton. Cast: Abb Crothers, Frank Craven; Pete
Martin, Edgar Buchanan; Mary Martin, Eileen
O'Hearn; Tom Manning; Roger "Pryor.

"SAN ANTONIO ROSE"—Universal. Screen
play by Hugh Wedlock Jr., Howard Snyder and
Paul Gerard Smith. Original story by Jack Lait Jr.
Directed by Charles Lamont. Cast: Jiope Holloa-ay.
Jane Frazee; Con Conway, Robert Paige: Gabb\
Trent, Eve Arden; Jigsaw Kennedy, Lon Chaney.
Jr.; Benny the Bounce. Shemp Howard; Mono
Mitchell, Mary Lou Cook; Harry. Joe McMichael:
Ted, Ted McMichael; Phil. Judd McMichael; Wil
loughby, Richard Lane; Alex, Louis DaPron.

"SERGEANT YORK" — Warners. Original
screen play by Abem Finkel and Harry Chandlee and
Howard Koch and John Huston. Based upon the
diary of Sergeant York. Directed by Howard
Hawks. Cast: Alvin C. York, Gary Cooper; Pastor
Rosier Pile, Walter Brennan; Grade Williams. Joan
Leslie; Major Buxton. Stanley Ridges: "Pusher"'
Ross, George Tobias; Ike Botkin. Ward Bond:
Mother York, Margaret Wycherly; Rosie York.
June Lockhart: Buck Lipscomb. Noah Beery, Jr.:
George York. Dickie Moore; Bert Thomas. David
Bruce.

"SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS, THE"— Par
amount. Screen play by Grover Jones and Stuart
Anthony. Based on the novel by Harold Bell Wright.
Directed by Henry Hatha»vay. Cast: Young Matt
John Wayne: Sammy Lane, Betty Field: Donif.
Hoivitt. Harry Carey: Aunt Mollie. Beulah Bondi:
Old Matt, James Barton: Andy Beeler. Samuel S.
Hinds; Granny Becky. Marjorie Main; Wash Gibbt.
Ward Bond; Pete. Marc Lawrence; Coot, John
Qualen; Mr. Palestrom, Fuzzy Knight.

"THEY MET IN BOMBAY"—M-G-M. Screen
play by Edwin Justus Mayer, Anita Loos and Leon
Gordon. Based on a story by John Kafka. Directed
by Clarence Brown. Cast: Gerald Meldrick. Clark
Gable; Anya Von Diiren. Rosalind Russell; Caplair.
Chang, Pete Lorre; Duchess of Beltrazers, Jessie
Ralph; The General. Reginald Owen: InspectO'
Cressney. Matthew Boulton: Hotel Manager, Ed
ward Ciannelli; Maitre d'Hotel. Luis Albemi:
Carmencita. Rosina Galli; Bolo, Jay Novello.

"TIGHT SHOES"—Universal. Screen play by
Leonard Spigelgass and Art Arthur. Original story
by Damon Runyon. Directed by Albert S. Rogell.
Cast: Jimmy. John Howard: Sybil, Binnie Barnes:
Speedy, Brod Crawford: Ruth. Anne Ciw>Tine;

Amalft, Leo Carrillo: Grover. Samuel S. Hinds:
Okay, Shemp Howard: McGrath, Richard Lane:
Mrs. Rupert. Sarah Padden; Blooch. Ed Gargan:
District Attorney, Selmer Jackson.

"UNDERGROUND"—Warners. Screen play by
Charles Grayson. Story by Edwin Justus Mayer and
Oliver H. P. Garrett. Directed by Vincent Sherman
Cast: Kurt Franken, Jeffrey Lynn: Eric Franker,.
Philip Dorn; .Sylvia Helmuth, Kaaren Verne:
Fraulcin Gessncr. Mona Maris; Alex. Peter Whit
ney; Heller, Martin Kosleck; Dr. Franken. Erwin
Kaiser, Frau Franken. Ilka Gruning; Professor
Baumer, Frank Reicher.

"WEST POINT WIDOW"—Paramount. Screen
play by F. Hugh Herbert and Hans Kraly. Based on

a story by Anne Wormser. Directed by Robert

Siodmak. Cast: A'aiiry Hull, Anne Shirley: Jimmy
Krueger. Richard Carlson: Rhody Graves. Richard
Denning; Daphne. Frances Gifford; Mrs. WiUits.

Maude Eburne: Mrs. Graves. Janet Beecher; D'.

Spencer. Cecil Kellaway; Joe .Martin. Archie

Twitchell; Sophie. Lillian Randolph; Miss Hinkle.

Patricia Farr: Jennifer. Sharon Lynne and Deanra
Jean Hall: Mr. Mctapoulos. Eddie Conrad.
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She Scorned the Neighbors Who Loved Her

HEN city-bred Christine Lawson settled down in Oakdale slie

detested the straifiht-laced traditions, the prying eyes of this

dreary town. Why, she asked, must everyone know what she eats,

how she lives, what she does? Her good-natured neighbors were ready

to accept her, but they were small town folk and she snubbed their

offered friendship. But disaster was inevitably hers . . . and when

death threatened to crush her entire world, how did those neighbors

answer her frenzied call ? What did they say to the woman who

ridiculed their most sacred customs. And how did Christine Lawson

painfully learn that the love of a neighbor is the greatest asset a man

or woman possesses?

Don't miss "LOVE THY NEIGHBOR" a stirring, meaningfu

and true story, combining heart-warming devotion and heartless

bigotry. Read it today in the September TRUE ROMANCES
Magazine, and thrill to the heroic proportions of small-town simplicity !

She made up her mind in advance that she could never learn to like her neigh-

bors in Oakdale.

AIR CORPS SWEETHEART
Here is a story uf the courageous women behind

the pilots who man our great air defenses . . .

about the women who are taught to swallow all

tears and defiantly grin over broken bodies, broken
planes . . . and broken hearts. This is the human
side of the air fore < . i pirture we seldom see. And
we see it from tin in u\<

.
inr this is a tale by a

gallant colontl'^ .l.in'.;l;ii i -.i madly in love with
the most reckless H.vir ui the force that she chal-
lenged the very creed she was reared on to keep
him near her! It is truly a great tale of great
people

!

Begin this thrilling true story in the September
True Romances Magazine. Read part one of
"AIR CORPS SWEETHEART", the most ab-
sorbing, fiery serial you have ever seen. Remem-
ber, the first installment appears in the new True
Romances Magazine. It's on sale now! Don't
miss it

!

These arc just a few of the many absorhiny true
stories—exciting, heart -warming, delightful tales

of young love—appearing in the September True
Romances Magazine, Get your copy today '

HONEYMOON FOLLY
It's usually customary for a girl to make up her

mind she loves a man before she marries him.
But once, with her new husband beamingly sitting
beside her, a two-hour-old bride thought of things
far apart from her honeymoon—sat longing for
the arms of another man! And she thought: "How
can I ever answer that yearning look in my hus-
band's eye when I know I don't love him?"

But do not miss the whole throbbing story o£
what hapi>ened on this strange and awkward
honeymoon. Read "HONEYMOON FOLLY" in
September True Romances Magazine and know
from her own lips how this yoinig bride who
thought she had stumbled into a loveless marriage
learned that the matchless devotion of a good man
can crash the portals of a woman's heart.

Tsue
Romances

^On Sole at A\t Newsstands Now



Send for your free

copy and see why

Copvn^hr 1911, Lir,(ii TT A; MvrR'i TohArro Co.

a Cooler Milder Better-Tasting smoke

Like millions who have read it. Chesterfield

believes you too will enjoy TOBACCOLAND, U. S. A. . . .

the only complete picture story telling you all about

the making of a great cigarette.

TOBACCOLAND gives vou all the interesting facts

, . . from the planting of fine cigarette tobaccos on

through to the final stages of modern cigaretteo c*

manufacture. The more you knotc about ciga-

rettes the more you II enjoy Chesterfields.

Everywhere you go . . . r ><7 * /
it's have a Chesterfield /KC^fbo^H^hf





PENNY SINGLETON

health: Canary, Poppy, Rape, Sesame

and Millet Seeds; Soy Bean Gr.ls,

Yeast, Wheat Germ (B,), Corn Syrup,

Cuttlebone and Charcoal. In every

packageofFrench'sBirdSeedisFrenchs

Bird Biscuit (in itself worth 10c). It

gives the diet an extra lift and combmes

vith French's Bird Seed to supply your

Canary an 11-course batanced meal-

all in one package!

...anain

Frencb Bird Seed

is the Favorite^ to/

CANARIES for companionship . . .

canaries for cheer ... canaries for

sunshine and song! Canaries in the

hon,e-in studio dressing rooms -«n

.novie sets! Cauariesl Cananes! llolly-

wood-s newest and most fascinaung pet

hobby- one that you, too, can enjoy.

Another Hollywood favorite is French's

Bird Seed and Biscuit- the time-iested

proven recipe of U aids to song and

fRBB
TH.S BEAUTIFUL FULL ^OLOR PR.NT

FROM PENNY SINGLETON'S PHOTOGRAPH

!ri:v^a^^^:^er;:r^=^-^
vo... . ......

LARGeSJSeil

BIRD SEED IN THI

MAIl THIS COUPON TODAY I

The R T. FRENCH CO.. 2W M-.^r-l S.-
"'r'T':,

- Penny Siiigle.on » pbi">*'

(Paste on penn >
postcard and niaU)



you'll win hearts., if your Smile is Right!

Your smile is a priceless asset.

Help to keep it bright and spark-

ling with Ipana and Massage.

VERY attractive woman isn't really

pretty. Every movie darling isn't a

classic beauty. But take to your heart this

true observation—you can seldom find

ault with their smiles.

So take hope, plain girl, take hope!

Even if you weren't born to great beauty

—you can have compliments, phone calls

d dates. Make your smile the real,

lovely YOU. And remember, healthy gums

are important to a bright, sparkling, at-

tractive smile.

If you've seen a touch of "pink" on

your tooth brush—do the right thing to-

day. See your dentist! His verdict may be

that your gums have become sensitive

because today's soft foods have robbed

them of work. But don't take chances-

let him make the decision. And if, like

thousands of others, your dentist sug-

gests Ipana and massage—take his ad-

vice and get Ipana at once.

For Ipana Tooth Paste not only cleans

and brightens your teeth but, with mas-

sage, ir is specially designed to help the

health of your gums as well.

Try Ipana and Massage

Massage a little extra Ipana onto your

gums every time you clean your teeth.

That invigorating "tang" means circula-

tion is quickening in the gum tissue-

helping your gums to new firmness.

Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth

Paste at your druggist's today. Let Ipana

and massage help keep your teeth

brighter, your gums firmer, your smile

more sparkling.

A LOVELY SMILE IS MOST IMPORTANT TO BEAUTY!"
iay heauty editors of 23 out of 24 leading magazines

Recently a poll was made among the beauty editors of 24

leading magazines. All but one of these experts said that a

woman has no greater charm than a lovely, sparkling smile.

They went on to say that "Even a plain girl can be charm-

ing, if she has a lovely smile. But without one, the loveliest

woman's beauty is dimmed and darkened."

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

A Prvduct vf Bristol-Myers Company
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sweet and lovely

Lady be good.

Lady be good

To me.

* -k -k *
We are in voice today. It's not that

hint of autumn in the air. Nor is it the

pretty compliments we've been receiv-

ing from the public about "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde."

The fact is that we've been vocally

hypnotized by Ann Sothem's song

efforts in "Lady Be Good". So please

pardon our Sothern accent.

You've seen her as "Maisie". But did

you know she could sing like that?

Neither did we. In case you don't get

around to the picture, here's the way
she does it.

I'm just a lonesome

Babe in the wood.

So Lady be good

To me.

J7

What a film! What a fine film! What a

mighty fine film! It has a plot that's

hot, a cast that's fast, comic scenes that

are anatomic, and throngs of songs.

Eleanor Powell has never been better.

Toe, ankle, leg, thigh, torso, arms,

shoulders, head. All dance together in

real rhythm.

Jack McGowan wrote an original.

Then he and Kay Van Riper and John
McClain fashioned a screen play. Then
Norman McLeod directed. Result

—

Oo-la-la!

Add music by George Gershwin, Jerome
Kern and Roger Edens, lyrics by Ira

Gershwin, Oscar Hammerstein and
Arthur Freed. Then serve.

Footnotes: Robert Young turns in a

stunning co-starring job. Lionel

Barrymore is still the old master.

John Carroll is a discovery. Red
Skelton is Joe Comic. Virginia O'Brien

is a bright flash in the dead pan.

Fan song: Leo be good
To me.

—"Biie IflaeithA
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GREAT THINGS CAST THEIR S FOR IT!

The strange desires in every man's
mind ... To the world he was a gentle-
man, cultured, handsome, suave . . .

But inside his mind there lurked
nameless compulsions, secret long-
ings, hidden loves. The most startling
story ever told ... an outstanding mo-
tion picture triumph.

tCTOBER, 1941
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ly the role: t^ary v>^oope

in Warners' "Sergeant York"

This surprised even M-G-M:
Joan Crawford and Conrad
Veidt in "A Woman's Face"

THE longer I live in Hollywood,
the more I wonder if anybody in

this town ... or out of it . . .

knows anything positive about mak-
ing pictures . . . for a great picture

is now being shown in our biggest

cities . . . and will presently be
shown in the smaller cities ... an in-

spired, inspiring, spiritual picture . . .

made by a producer who everybody
in Hollywood has said for the last

several years was a man who was
"through" . . . the man is Jesse Lasky,

one of Hollywood's true pioneers, and
the film is "Sergeant York". . . .

Hollywood has tried many times to

get the true feeling of religion on the

screen . . . the most recent trial was
"Strange Cargo," which missed com-
pletely . . . two earlier (silent) at-

tempts were De Mille's productions,

"The Sign of the Cross" and "The
King of Kings" . . . years ago there

was "Ben Hur" . . . but no film has

ever so captured the simple faith of

a simple man . . . the absolute por-

trait of "the pure in heart" ... as

"Sergeant York" captures it. . . .

Yet Jesse Lasky, who has been
kicked around by several studios in

the last several years, who was
icorned by a lot of johnny-come-
/atelys who weren't really worthy to

be in the same room with him, has had
the idea for this film for more than

twenty years . . . has tried to sell the

idea to studios for more than twenty
years . . . has seen in the epic story

of one of America's greatest soldiers

BY RUTH WATERBURY

the qualities that make stories live

forever. . . .

Even when he did sell the far-see-

ing Warners on the idea of making
the story of Alvin York . . . which,

incidentally, was produced by Lasky
in collaboration with another far-

seeing gentleman, Hal Wallis ... he

still had to sell Gaiy Cooper on the

idea of playing the role . . . Gary
was afraid of the very simplicity

of the part . . . yet in it, he gives

his supreme performance . . . even
greater than Mr. Deeds . . . and dis-

tinctly the performance he meant to

give as John Doe . . . and didn't

. . . just as "Sergeant York" contains

the message that "Meet John Doe"
was meant to contain . . . and didn't

. . . the message of the spiritual

greatness of the humble and meek
... in fact, "Sergeant York" looks

like the finished production of the

film that "Meet John Doe" was a re-

hearsal for . . . not that the stories

of these two films are similar . . .

they are totally unlike . . . but the

message and the spirit behind each of

them are the same. . . .

It hasn't the romance or the color

of "Gone With the Wind" ... but I

think "Sergeant York" will come
within shooting distance of its box-
office record . . . and will have much
more influence on all our lives in

these frightening days ... it is a

great thing to have been done by a

man who was "through" ... it is a

credit to the movies ... to Jesse

Lasky ... to Hal Wallis ... to the

Warner Studio . . . and most dis-

tinctly praise must be given to How-
ard Hawks, for his direction, at once

sensitive and dynamic . . . and to

young Joan Leslie for her sweet, ten-

der performance of a girl in love. . . .

ON the other side of the ledger . . .

and still talking about nobody's

knowing just what is what with pic-

tures in Hollywood . . . thei-e is the

comparative flop of "The Devil and

Miss Jones," that enchanting, Jean

Arthur starring picture that the

whole industiy thought would be a

hit . . . and the hit of "They Met in

Bombay," the Clark Gable-Rosalind

Russell starrer that everybody, in-

cluding Gable and Russell themselves,

thought would be a flop . . . and

which, by the way, took a lashing

from the critics everywhere . . . and

speaking purely personally, there

is my own (Continued on page 85)
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MASTER OF LOVE!...
His Words of Love Set All Women's Hearts on Fire!

^^DeHAVILLAND ^;^GODOARO in

99\

with VICTOR FRANCEN • WALTER ABEL • Directed by mitchell leisen

Written by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder • From a Story by Ketti Frings • A Paramount Picture

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING

OCTOBER. 1941
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-SHflDOWSTflGE
REVIEWING MOVIES OF THE MONTH

A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, outstanding

Delightful and brilliant: Evelyn Keyes and
Bob Montgomery in "Here Comes Mr. Jordan"

Film bargain of the month: Ann Sothern, Bob
Young and Eleanor Powell in "Lady Be Good"

Here Comes Mr. Jordan
(Columbia)

It's About: A spirit that occupies sev-

eral furnished bodies.

ONE of the most farcical, delightful

and imaginative stories ever to hit

the sci een is "Hei e Comes Mr. Jordan."

Now don't get the idea it's a spooky,

symbolic affair. Far from it, for prize

fighter Joe Pendleton, played so per-

fectly by Robei't Montgomery, is one
of the most natural, lovable guys in

the world. When Bob's plane crashes,

Edward Everett Horton, an old snooper
from Heaven, gathers up Bob's soul

before he's dead and carries him off.

Heaven is in a quandary, for Bob isn't

scheduled to arrive there for fifty

years. So Eddie and Bob hurry back
to his body to discover, alas and alack,

it's been cremated. To Bob's rescue

comes Mr. Jordan, a kindly under-
standing chief from up above, who
helps him find a new body—two
bodies, to be exact.

Claude Rains, as Mr. Jordan, is

marvelous and Jimmy Gleason, Bob's
befuddled manager, is terrific. Evelyn
Keyes is star bound for her beautiful

performance. Al Hall has done a bril-

liant job of directing. Don't miss it.

Your Reviewer Says: It's new, it's

funny, it's delightful.

The Best Pictures of the Month

Here Comes Mr. Jordan

Tom, Dick and Harry

Charley's Aunt

Lady Be Good

Hold Back the Dawn

Best Performances

Robert Montgomery in "Here

Comes Mr. Jordan"

Claude Rains in "Here Comes Mr.

Jordan"

Ann Sothern in "Lady Be Good"

Ginger Rogers in "Tom, Dick and

Harry"

Jack Benny in "Charley's Aunt"

Abbott and Costello in "Hold

That Ghost"

Charles Boyer in "Hold Back the

Dawn"

Paulette Goddard in "Hold Back

the Dawn"

Olivia de Havilland in "Hold Back

the Dawn"

Lady Be Good (M-G-M)

It's About: A song writing team that

can't make love rhyme with marriage.

IT'S a parade, a parade of M-G-M per-
sonalities through a George Gersh-

win musical with names, specialty

numbers and music that haunts, all

passing in quick review. In short, it's

a snappy, peppy, gorgeous musical
with Ann Sothern and Robert Young
the song writing team from Tin Pan
Alley that hit the divorce courts twice

before things work out.

We give you some idea of the value

you'll receive for your money when
we tell you Eleanor Powell, executing
several clever dance routines, along

with Dan Dailey Jr., Lionel Barry-
more (as the judge). Red Skelton (the

Bob Hope of M-G-M). John Carroll,

Virginia O'Brien (a dead pan in a

Tin Pan), Rose Hobart and many
others flit in and out of the story. The
music is delightful, especially Ann
Sothern's singing of "The Last Time
I Saw Paris." In fact, it's Annie's pic-

ture despite the terrific competition

and we look for more big-time musi-
cals for Miss Sothern.

Your Reviewer Says: Here's the bar-
gain of the month.

(Contivued on page 103)

FOR COMPLETE CASTS OF CURRENT PICTURES SEE PAGE 115

I
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COMING ATTRACTIONS!UST LOOK AT THESE

I Here they are! The Choice of all of Hollywood's offerings for this month

and the near future! Better check them off -you* II want to see every one!

GARY COOPER L 1 "«o.

" " DIVE^OMBER
Directed by ^ ,n Trou.™."*"

WALTER BRENNAN
JOAN LESLIE t--U

STANLEY RIOGES
^

A HOWARD HAWKS PROD-N
Directed by
MICHAEL
CURTI2 /J

THEl^^PRIME
MINISTER'

Willi

JOHN GIELGUD

DIANA vJynYARD
and

Will Fyfte • Owens Nares • Fay Compton
Directed b, Thorold Dickinson

J
Produced ol Teddington Studio.

nwuiuMii.iininiiuiw
KKS SHPiS«Stll . IM futt
m iiiMiaii.ttEiwiKjm

DtrKtolB.tfwis StILER

THE
maltL
FALCON^
HUMPHREY BOGART
MARY ASTOR Mm^
Gladys George^^
Peter Lorre ^ J^^^
Directed by John Huston
Based upon the novel by
DASHIELL HAMMETT

BlIIGS
with

PRISCILU^ LANE
BETTY FIELD

RICHARD WHORF
LLOYD NOLAN
JACK CARSON
ELIA KAZAN

Directed by Anatole Lilvak

FREDERIC MARCH
MARTHA scon

one FOOT
in HEHVEH

From tha Novel by Hart?ell Spence
Directed by Irving Rapper

IN TECHNICOLOR, „„k
RALPH BELUMY. ALEXIS SMITH \Robert Armstrong R„,, r " "

Allen Jenkins^"



BY
VORK

PHOTOGRAPHS BY

HYMAN F>HK

^^^P'n K Tav\rr and

E^^^' ^°Ln°vck help

."- ihen ore helped
glory, ,^ed Army

A sure-cure remedy for curiosity, compounded

of choicest Hollywood tidbits; to be token once

a month and guaranteed to make you movie wise

JUDY Becomes Mrs. David Rose:

They sat at a cozy table for two

at Romanoff's and talked it over,

Judy and Dave. Judy had a few free

days at the studio, and Dave was

on his vacation. "Let's get married

now," Dave suggested. "Why should

we wait when it may be a long time

before we're both free again?"

There was absolutely no doubt in

Judy's heart. And so, as we predicted,

in our May story, "The Marriage Di-

lemma of Judy Garland," when it

came to the crucial decision Judy
chose Dave above any objections

friends or studio may have offered.

"Let's go," Judy said. Without wait-

ing to finish their dinner, they rushed

to Judy's home where her mother and
stepfather agreed to accompany them
to Las Vegas.

Her mother gave Judy her own
wedding ring, the one worn when she

married Judy's father, and with the

flowers from the judge's desk, Judy
Garland became Mrs. Rose. Judy ex-

plained that all her dreams of orange

blossoms and church weddings sud-

denly seemed unimportant compared
to her love for Dave.

"Being Mrs. Rose means more to

me than anything else," Judy told

Cal over the phone. And from the

breathlessness in her voice, we be-

lieve it. After a week end spent at

El Rancho Vegas near Las Vegas, the

couple returned to Hollywood to find

themselves overwhelmed with good

wishes from a town which had really

been expecting this marriage since

Dave Rose's divorce from Martha

Raye last March. Cal says, "Good

luck, kids!" . . . and Hymie gets theii"

picture (see page 12).

(Continued on page 10)

8
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Directed by Julien Duvivier • Original story by Julien Duvivier and L. Bush-Fekete- Screenplay and dialogue by

Ben Hecht and Sam Hoffenstein • Released thru United Artists

)CTOBER. 1941
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Ba'''' the h"''

f-r.ous
ad °^ of

fHej'r

{Continued from page 8)

The Good Old U.S.O.: When Holly-

wood gets into a helping mood it

helps in a great big wonderful way.

The United Service Organization

benefit at the Hollywood Bowl, a

benefit to raise funds to build enter-

tainment centers for soldiers, was a

star-studded affair which rivaled the

leal sparklers in the blue heavens

above.

Nelson Eddy's ringing voice. Norma
Shearer's plea, Loretta Young's fine

appeal, Hattie McDaniel's heartwarm-

ing talk and the joint talk of Bob

Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck were
high lights of the affair.

Orson Welles read with feeling a

Walt Whitman poem. Gene Autry
with his guitar and Jane Withers'

singing of the "Hut Sut" song brought

echoes of applause from the surround-
ing hills.

Bette Davis, always ready when
needed, added her few words to

Tyrone Power's. That wholesale love

scene between Rosalind Russell and
Gary Grant, Irene Dunne and Gharles
Boyer, pleased the audience, who were
more like customers at a three-ring

circus—they couldn't tell where to

look next.

Herbert Marshall and Ronald Col-

man, both Englishmen, of course,

helped along the cause for Uncle Sam"s

boys by purchasing several thousana

dollars' worth of seats to be used hy

soldiers brought in from near-by

camps, and Eddie Robinson capped the

climax by contributing SlOO.OOO.

Altogether, it was the event of the

month and that buffet of army-cooked
beans, shared by all the stars after-

wards, was the treat of the evening.

Yes, when (Continued on page 12)
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NO WONDER THE BOYS GOT

"JUMP FEVER

"

When They Tackled Uncle Sam's

Most Dangerous Game!

LOOK OUT BELOW I
. WHEN AMERICA'S NEW AIR FIGHT-

ERS INVADE THE SCREEN WITH SENSATIONAL NEW SKY-

HIGH THRILLS. SHOT ON THE SPOT WITH THE BOYS WHO
LIVE TOO DANGEROUSLY TO MISS A LAUGH OR A DATE!

PARACHUTE
BATTALION

Starring ROBERT NANCY EDMOND HARRY

PRESTON KELLY O'BRIEN CAREY
with BUDDY EBSEN • PAUL KELLY • RICHARD CROMWELL • ROBERT BARRAT

And Uncle Sam's Own Parachute Troops
Produced by Howard Benedict

Original Screen Ploy by John Twin

R K O
RADIO Directed by Leslie Goodwins

and Major Hugh Fite, Air Coroi



Newlywed west: Brenda

Marshall and William
Holden as they landed
from their desert town
elopement by airplane.

(Below) Newlywed east:

The Victor (Martha
Kemp) Matures, who
were married in New
York, are now honey-
mooning in hHollywood

Brenda and Bill Get Married: Well,

the lovebirds, Brenda Marshall and
Bill Holden have finally taken those
marriage vows, as we predicted in an
article on their romance 'way last

December. But here are the details

about the wedding.
Three weeks before Brenda's di-

vorce became final on June 15th, Bill

slipped an engagement ring on her
finger. Brenda, however, wore it tied

with a ribbon about her neck untU
she was free to show it to the world.
And then several weeks later Bill and
Brenda hopped a plane and headed
for Las Vegas, Nevada. A startled

Justice of the Peace was awakened at

three in the morning to perform the

ceremony.
Brenda, who was married once

before to actor Richard Gaines, wept
all through the ceremony. William,

who was facing matrimony for the

first time, was cool as a cucumber.
The problem of where to live had

been a subject of much concern for

both Brenda and Bill had leases on
their homes. They compromised by
giving up both houses and renting

a brand-new one which they are

now furnishing, with an extra special

(Continued from page 10)

Hollywood is called upon to do its bit

it responds one hundred per cent.

That's what makes it such a grand

place in which to live.

Last Minute Happenings: The Gold
Cup Ball was the event of the month,
with such stars present as Claudette

Colbert (with a longer bob), Ty and
Annabella (with longer hair and an

upsweep coiffure), Kay Kyser and his

lovely Ginny Simms, Victor Mature
and his perfectly charming bride,

Martha Kemp, Gene and Jeanette in

one of their rare appearances, Mary
Benny, whose husband was in the

East, escorted by Cesar Romero, and
Mickey Rooney grinning and happy
with the lady of his heart, Linda
Darnell. In fact, we caught Linda

whispering a very sweet nothing in

Mickey's ear, and motioned Hymie to

snap them.

And, of course, there was Bob Hope
to manage the mythical horse races

that were run off for sweet charity's

sake.

It was gala and gay, and all Holly-

wood was there.

Mrs. Lou Gehrig, who will act as

supervisor on the film dealing with

her late husband's life, won all hearts

at a party given for her by producer

Sam Goldwyn.
Mrs. Gehrig, whose husband, known

as the Iron Man of baseball, will go

down as one of the immortals of the

game, is honest, straightforward, and

herself.

When asked why she herself didn't

play Lou's wife in the picture, she

smiled and said:

"Oh. I'm not the type."

And brand-newlyweds: Dave
Rose and Judy Garland Rose

at their Mr. and Mrs. debut

room for Brenda's three-year-old

daughter.

The best wedding presents of all

were renewed options for both the

stars—Bill's from Paramount and
Brenda's from Warners

.

"I'll feel so free now," Brenda told

Cal, "having someone to lean on. The
feeling of belonging somewhere is

wonderful."'

Cal wishes them both luck for no

two grander kids can be found any-

where.

(Continued on page 14)
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that the past—those memo
^ ries of romantic moments—can-

not be erased by a new love?

Ifs liihat every luoman knoiiis-and uion't tell!

DNIVERSAL PICTURES presents

Inem

Produced and Directed by

GREGORY

La CAVA
With all the grand comedy of his

"MY MAN GODFREY"... all the

poignant drama of his "STAGE

DOOR"... all the heart-lifting ro-

mance of his"PRIMROSE PATH" . .

!

•with.

PRESTON FOSTER
Eugene Pallette Esther Dale

Walter Catlett June Clgde

Dick Foran Samuel S. Hinds

SCREEN PLAY BY EUGENE THACKREY

1941 13



(Continued from page 12)

More About Marriages: Old Cal
seems to be wading knee deep in wed-
ding bells this month so forgive us if

we seem a bit monotonous.
This time we want to talk about

Victor Mature, the conquering hero,

who returns to Hollywood fresh—well
almost fresh—from his stage triumph,
"Lady in the Dark."

Victor, the sensation and groom of

Martha Kemp (widow of orchestra

leader Hal Kemp, who died in Cali-

fornia this winter), returned to Holly-

wood brideless. What's more he took

Gold Cup Ball celebrants: Gene
and Jeanette MacDonald Raymond
with a pair of grins which prove
that their honeymoon isn't over

up his abode in a maid's room (empty)
over the garage of a friend's home.
To thicken the plot, he seemed most

vague about his bride's return which
set everyone to wondering. Then the

story which drifted back from New
York, that Victor hadn't showed up
for his own church wedding, but had
been married several days later, had
the town in a stew. Anyway, Vic
was reported back on the old round
of night spots in no time and the town
could make out none of it.

Martha, his wife, finally joined him
in Hollywood and the pair announced
they were house-hunting and would
soon bring out Mrs. Kemp's little

daughter. The rumors then quieted

down a trifle.

It's marvelous! A boy who hadn't

had one socko screen success behind
him becomes the sensation of Broad-
way and now Hollywood; a boy who
only two years ago lived in a back
yard tent and swept out the Pasadena
Y. M. C. A. for his meals. It's too

wonderful, too land-of-the-free-and-
home-of-the-brave to be believable.

In short, it's marvelous what dark
curly hair will do.

This Show Called Garbo: If there is

one woman who can and does upend
Hollywood (and we mean the stars.

Gold Cuppers in

the super-junior

brackets: Linda
Darnell gives an

exclusive to boy-

friend Mickey
Rooney and our
own Hyman Fink

Star-finder and starlet:

Hal Roach with Marjorie

Woodworth, of his forth-

coming "Niagara Falls"

not the fans) on its dainty ears, it is
'

Greta the Grim.
The minute the Gawky Swede be-

gins a picture, stars who usuall3' be-

have with dignity become possessed

with odd urges. Ruth Hussey, for ex-

ample, went so far as to make a bet

that she could crash the forbidding

portals of a Garbo set. She hied her-

self to the sound stage and confidently

sent in a note to George Cukor who
had directed her in "Philadelphia

Story." Not a word came back. An-
other note followed, labeled "Urgent."

Again silence was the answer.

Ruth had to paj^ the wager.

Joan Crawfoi'd, who has a bowing
acquaintance from the first neck joint

SI

up with Greta, marched defiantly pasi

the doorman who was too awed ai

Joan to protest. Strolling over to the

star, with intentions of warmly wel-

coming her back to the lot, Joar

smiled and said pleasantly, "How dc

you do?"
"How do you do?" came back the

air-cooled answer and there the con-

versation died a sudden and rathei

horrible death. Joan beat it.

The four Western Union boys had

a mite more success. Unaware whose
set it was, the boys marched in to

sing "Happy Birthday"' greetings to

Director Cukor. Halfway through the

first line four pair of eyes lit on Garbc

(Continued on page 16)
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It's annoying when folks just drop in . . . but

inlectious dandmll
is more annoying still!

THE TREATMENT
MEN: Douse full strength Listerine
Antiseptic on the scalp morning and
night. WOMEN: Part the hair at
various places, and apply Listerine
Antiseptic right along the part with
a medicine dropper, to avoid wetting
the hair excessively.

Always follow with vigorous and
persistent massage with fingers or
a good hairbrush. Continue the
treatment so long as dandruff is m
evidence. And even though you'n;
free from dandruff, enjoy a Lister-
ine Antiseptic massage once a week
to guard against infection. Listerine ETiMrRi\
is the same antiseptic that has
been famous for more than 50
years as a mouth wash and gargle.

7i

Get after it with LISTERINE
at the first sign of trouble

WHAT makes the infectious type of dandruff

so annoying, so distressing, are those trou-

blesome flakes on collar or dress . . . and the

scalp irritation and itching . . . that so often

accompany the condition.

If you're troubled in this way, look out

—

you may have this common form of dandruff,

so act now before it gets worse.

Has Helped Thousands

Start right in with Listerine Antiseptic and
massage. This is the medical treatment that

has shown such amazing results in a substantial

majority of clinical test cases . . . the treatment

that has also helped thousands of other people.

You, too, may find it as helpful as it is delight-

ful. Listerine is so easy, so simple to use, and

so stimulating! You simply douse it on the scalp

morning and night and follow with vigorous

and persistent massage.

Thousands of users have marvelled at how
Hakes and scales begin to disappear, how much
cleaner and healthier their scalps appear. And
remember

:

Rills "Bottle Bacillus"

Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of germs

on scalp and hair, including Pityrosponim

ovale, the strange "Bottle Bacillus" recognized

by many outstanding dandruff specialists as a

causative agent of infectious dandruff.

This germ-killing action, we believe, helps to

explain why, in a series of tests, 76% of dandruff

sufferers showed either complete disappearance

of or marked improvement in the symptoms of

dandruff within a month.

Lambert Phakmacal Co., St. Lou 'us, Mo.

the delightful treatment
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Hollywood blackout: Huge new hats

worn by Carole Landis (left) and
Norma Shearer ainnost block out

Doug Fairbanks Jr.'s view of Giro's

{Continued from page 14)

at one and the same time. A slight

gurgUng sound told the story of a

song that died a-boining.

Cukor took command this time and
invited the lads to stay for cake and
ice cream.

Roland Young, who is playing with

Garbo, used to rush from the set at

every opportunity to visit Ann Sothern

on the "Ringside Maisie" set. "It's so

wonderful here," he kept saying,

"everyone is so alive." And yet

Roland is the actor who once pro-

claimed the Garbo too great an artist

to make light of.

We recite these various Garboisms
because we think you fans will get a

kick out of the stars themselves caught

in the hero worship act, and appreciate

how they must feel to get such an icy

leception.

Hollywood Knock-Knocks: Judy Ca-
nova, who got hit over the head with

a soft moon in Honolulu and sud-

denly married Corporal James H.

Ripley, who is stationed there, is

staging one of those "why should the

press bother me about it" things since

her return. Shucks. We say since

Judy seems unhappy, judging from

the fact that she has sued for divorce

or annulment, and obviously leaped

before looking, let her do the worry-

ing. When the press ceases being

concerned maybe Judy will wake up.

When Rita Hayworth and husband

Ed Judson suddenly sold their care-

fully planned new home, after living

in it only eight days, the hammer
carriers were out in full bloom with

the verbal knocks having Ed and Rita

separated.

A word with Rita reassured Cal

that all was well. Rita felt the respon-

sibility of running a large home too

much for her, she explained.

Pan (bewildered) and pot (alunninum)

department: Mischa Auer with part of

the aluminum drive spoils. That's a
Vultee Valiant training ship behind him

Well, that's that—B-U-T this is

Hollywood, remember, where rumors
and facts have an odd way of merg-
ing, though right now we're taking

Rita's word and wish both Rita and
Ed well.

Here Comes the Bride for a Retake:

An enormous box of flowers, with the

enclosed card reading, "Come out to

the studio to see me soon, Alice

Harris," and a letter from Laramie,

Wyoming, of all places, from bride-

groom Phil Harris, reveals to Cal that

this pair is the happiest couple to take

the fatal step in a long time.

Nothing gives us such a good
healthy glow around the ticker. Two
right people who have found the right

people in each other.

"I'm going to marry Phil all over

again in September," Alice Faye
Harris told us. "His divorce will be
final in California then. What's more
I want to tour with him as much as

Jeffrey Lynn (Cal still prefers
him sans mustache) and Margaret
Hayes (the former Dana Dale) have
the Los Feliz Brown Derby habit

1 can during the summers. My picture

schedule will have to be arranged
that way."

Alice has learned from her fonner
marriage to Tony Martin, you see,

that absence only makes the heart

grow sorer, not fonder, and with these

two so much in love, they intend to

keep that way.
Knowing Alice and Phil as we do,

our money is on Happiness to win by
a length.

Bob, the Unpredictable: Holly-
wood never knows where Bob Mont-
gomery will bob up (pun premedi-
tated) these days. His sudden decision

to become an ambulance driver in

France while abroad last year, left

his studio in a high-class dither.

Now comes another surprise. Bob
has offered his services to the govern-
ment, has been accepted and has al-

ready been ordered to report for ac-

tive duty as assistant naval attache at

the United States Embassy in London.
When it comes to ship business, it

won't be such a new experience, for

the actor, many years ago, won an

able bodied seaman's rating when he

went to sea as deck hand on an oil

tanker.

Incidentally, Hollywood is finding

out Uncle Sam is one not to be dick-

ered with these days. Needing Robert

for a few more scenes in his latest

pic, "Here Comes Mr. Jordan,'"

Columbia contacted the Navy Depart-

ment and literally got rocked back on

its heels when the answer came back

that Lieutenant Robert Montgomery
was now, under Navy orders, already

on his way to take up his London
Post.

For once, Hollywood is having to

play second fiddle and, what's more,

it likes it.

{Continued on page 18)
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STUETCH cind

COUNTED STMTCH

ai'fiieve new fi^jure flaffery

ill t/ie "Sit/e-H/iiPi"*

A NEW type of pantie-girdle designed by a prophetess of figures not with-

*• out Konor in her own country. It answers the long-felt need for a garment

to flatten the side-hip-bulge with which every figure, no matter how slender,

has to contend. The "Side-Sheer" is fashioned of satin and lace, with cotton,

rayon and "Lastex" yarns. It has Mabs' patented Unit-Control t panel, which

extends in one continuous piece from front to back, insuring a figure-conform-

ing crotch and longer inside leg. To which add a positive flattening of the sides,

due to the stretch and counter-stretch of vertical and two-way stretch panels.

In tearose or white, sizes Small, Medium, Large, at from about $3.50 to $7.30.

Worn here with Mabs' Brassiere in rayon satin, also with "Lastex" yarn,

sizes 32 to 38, at about $1.95. The "Side-SIicer" principle is also applied to

Leotards, as Mabs calls the one piece bra-and-pantie garments she originated, at

from about $7.50 to $15.00. At distinctive stores throughout the United States.

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
fu. S. PAT. NO. a, 125,462

HOLLYWOOD SILK MILLS,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

...THE MIRACLE YARN THAT MAKES THINGS FIT

Ln elastic yarn manufactured exclusively hy United States Ruhher Company, maliers of

"Liaton" yarn, 1230 Sixth. Avenue, Rochefeller Center, New York City.
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Frederics—one of the great names in pergianent

waving — announce another notable new dis-

covery! A permanent wave that looks and acts

like natural curly hair!

This wonderful new Frederics Permanent Wave
contains NO beauty-stealing, metallic salts what-

ever — cannot possibly dry your hair or make it

friiiy, dry or brittle. There Is no set "perma-

nented" look — even the first day.

And while you're getting this natural-looking

permanent, there are no disagreeable chemical

odors; no possibility of dizziness or headaches —
no painful pulling or stretching of the hair. It's

so quick, so cool, so comfortable, you hardly know

your hair Is being waved.

Don't guess, don't hope, don't wish!

Say to your hairdresser, "I want a

Frederics Tru-Curj permanent." Then

see that the Tru-Curl wrappers and

lotion are taken from a sealed individ-
FRIZZ

ij^i package. In this way you will know
^ " that you are getting what you pay for

... a Genuine Frederics Tru-Curl Per-

manent . . . America's Finest Permanent

Wave.

• Frederics Tru-Curl permanent waves,

wKen given with a Frederics controlled-

heat permanent waving machine, are 50%
cooler—50% more comfortable. Waving
with low temperature protects the hair,

preserves its life, lustre and loveliness.

See that a Frederics machine is used.
lO BRITTLE

HAIR

permgnewit mave
E. FREDERICS, INC., (Dept.?31). 44-02 Nth St., L. I. City. N. Y.

Send me a list of Frederics Franchise Salons in my com-
munity. Also FREE BOOKLET which reveals the "inside story"

on permanent waving.

Name _ — - -

Address .._ - -

City _ State

P S. Send lOc (in coin) for a Salon Size bottle of Frederics

famous Color-Perfect Nail Enamel, "It stays beautiful longer".
(Specify shade polish you now use.)

Irene Hervey, Ann Miller an:i

Marie Wilson at Martha Raye's

swim party . . . nobody could see

the tree for the limbs . . . (Below)

Ann Sheridan, guest-of-honor Monty
Wooliey, Photoplay-Movie Mirror's

Sara Hamilton and hostess Bette

Davis. Ann and Bette will appear
with Mr. W. in the film version of

his "The Man Who Came to Dinner"

{^Continxied f

Cal's Favorite Laugh of the Month:
Stu Erwin's young hopeful provided

our best laugh of the month. Stu and
his wife, June Collyer, were proudly
oated in the audience of parents at a

children's traffic school listening to the

youngsters recite traffic regulations.

When it came his turn, young Er-

win arose and with his eyes glued on
his parents recited, "Always give

Presbyterians the right of way."
It broke up the meeting.

Cupid's Ups and Downs: Like wild-

fire the rumor spread through Holly-

wood that Barbara Hutton had trans-

ferred her affections in a direction

directly opposite to Gary Grant, and
that Gary was once more courting his

former love, Phyllis Brooks.

"Nothing to it," Gary told us. "I

merely ran into Phyllis and a friend

at RomanofY's one night and sat down
with them for a sandwich. That's all

Ihere is to it."

But gossip still has it Barbara and
Gary no longer care so terribly. Any-
way we know they are both intelli-

gent enough to manage their own
hearts, and there we'll leave it.

News From Two Fronts: The stars
who return from their entertainment

stints at the various camps all report

rom page 16)

on Gorporal James Stewart station'

at Moffett Field. Jimmy, if you plea.-

has been made drill master and eve

new recruit at that camp reports

him for drill. And if you think fen

nine fans were avid in their adorati-

of Jimmy, you should know how tho.-e

j'oung flyers-to-be admire the \an].\

corporal who puts them through th.

rightabout-faces.

The reports have Jimmy looki: -

worn and those who hoped the re.L.-

mented outdoor life would do wondt ;

-

for him are disappointed to find him

thinner than ever. But not a word or

hint of complaint does anyone hear

from the corporal who is taking his

job seriously. Incidentally, on a re-

. cent furlough in Hollywood Jimriy

dined with Lana Turner, but doi.'t

get any ideas about it. While the

are rumors of Lana's and Tony M;. -

tin's cooling, Jimmy is just a frier.d.

We hear from Olivia de Havillai.ci

her romance with Jimmy is on ii

In fact, she hasn't even glimpsed h

in nine months.

And by the way, Ensign B. D. Mc -

ris is handsome in his Navy unifoi

We knew him. of course, as Wa>
Morris but there's no monkey bu -

ness with names where Uncle S.

is concerned. Wa> ne is called by i
-

right name, Bert De Wayne Mori.s

FHOTOPL.W C0J)lb!7!ed with MOVIE MIB



Look dikes: Robert Taylor and
his mother, Mrs. S. A. Brugh, at

a Hollywood Stars baseball game

From overseas we hear distressing

news from David Niven, whose wife

was expecting the stork. They have
lost their expected baby and no two
people could be unhappier. Two hours

after David fetched his wife home
from the hospital it was bombed out

of existence. So there is always some-
thing to be thankful for.

David still keeps his lively sense of

humor. Nigel Bruce was telling us of

a letter he'd received from Niven
which read: "The woods in Kent are

full of primroses and England never
looked lovelier. The only trouble is

that in Kent you can almost smell that

blankety Hitler."

Another Nivenian touch is dis-

played on his stationery, across the

top of which is printed:

Major David Niven
By Courtesy of Sam Goldwyn.

A Comeback and a Comb-Back:
It's not just the fans who are excitedly

welcoming the return of Gloria Swan-
son to the screen. Hollywood itself

has enjoyed a wai'm pleasure at see-

ing this chic star of yesteryear stride

briskly out of obscui'ity to give a

stunning performance with Adolphe
Menjou in "Father Takes a Wife."

Proof of how highly most Holly-

wood folk regard the well-groomed
woman who was the symbol of glam-
our in the 'twenties, was contained in

an incident in New York the other

•evening.

Norma Shearer, in Manhattan for a

round of show-shopping, took her
seat at a Broadway musical comedy
and recognized the lady directly in

front of her. Norma leaned foi-ward,

tapped the woman on the shoulder
and said, "Hello, Gloria! How nice to

see you!"

Referring to her high coiffure, Miss
Swanson said, "I hope this won't an-
noy you."

"Not at all," responded Norma.
"Even seeing the back of your head is

exciting!"

Two office bachelors

-but no dote for Joan!

Popularity and Jobs are Safer

if a girl remembers to use Mum every day!

Two attractive bachelors—both marked

for success. And they picked Joan

for a honey the very first morning on her

new job. But why no bantering—no bids

to lunch—none of the attention the other

girls received? Well, Joan, the truth, the

tragic truth, is—the girl guilty of under-

arm odor doesn't get or deserve the breaks.

Joan would be amazed if you men-

tioned her fault—if you deliberately said

"Mum." She bathes every morning, of

course. But she needs Mum to protect

that after-bath freshness, to keep her safe

all day—or all evening long.

Many smart girls— eager to get ahead

in business or socially—make Mum a

daily habit. They wouldn't dream of tak-

ing chances with charm when Mum is so

quick, so safe, so easy to use!

MUM IS QUICK! A touch under each

arm, before or after dressing ... in 30

seconds charm is protected.

MUM IS GENTLE! Use it right after un-

derarm shaving. So safe for fine fabrics

that it has won the seal of approval of

the American Institute of Laundering.

MUM IS SURE! Mum makes odor im-

possible all day or all evening, yet does

not stop perspiration. Get Mum today!

LIFE'S MORE FUN WHEN MUM GUARDS CHARM!

For Sanitary Napkins

Mum is so gentle, so safe that

thousands of women prefer it

for this important purpose.

Use Mum this way, too.

A Product of Bristol-Myers Company

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

OCTOBER, 1941
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RUBY RED
Jewel-tone lipsticks flash into the limelight,

leading star of this dramatic mode is

IRRESISTIBLE RUBY RED... a deep, rich,

sparkling red which blends brilliantly

with all the new fashionable clothes

colors. Softer, smoother, longer-lasting,

thanks to our secret WHIP-TEXT process.

Matching Rouge, Powder and Foundation.

Only 10c each at all 5 & 10c Stores

IT'S

lASTS LONGER

SMOOTHER

USE IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

"A symbol of present-day Britain":

Henry Wilcoxon (with Joan Woodbury
Wilcoxon) of "That Hannilton Wonnan"

FOR YOURSELF
$10.00 PRIZE

Potential Oscars

T MAY be early but I have already

docketed two of my selections for

the 1941 Academy Award.
Best Male Star: Laurence Olivier

in "That Hamilton Woman." Olivier

could have played Nelson as a Holly-

wooden Prince Charming with dentis-

try on view 100% of the time. Maybe
that would have pleased better some
reviewers who evidently were under-
read on Nelson. To his credit, he made
the "Little Admiral" a historically

veracious figure . . . stern and grim
but with the inner glow of suppressed

fire. I reached this opinion after

reading more than fifty books about
Nelson.

Best Supporting Role: ifenry Wil-

coxon as Captain Hardy in "That

Hamilton Woman" . . . despite the

limitations and brevity of his role.

He'd be my choice even if my judg-
ment weren't backed up by the re-

markable eflfect he had on the

audience. I was at the preview in

Baltimore which was attended by
British sailors from a warship then in

port. There was no demonstration

when Nelson died. But when Wil-

coxon, overcome by tears, described

the scene at Trafalgar to Miss Leigh,

those sailors cried with him un-
ashamed . . . not a bunch of senti-

mental matrons, mind you, but tough
seafaring mugs! There is nothing

so moving as a truly strong man in

tears, and Wilcoxon had created a

mood in that audience of personal

grief. With his Homeric physique,

rugged, honest face, and manly sin-

cerity, he must have seemed a symbol
of present-day Britain to those men
. . . mighty Britain in her hour of

anguish. Wilcoxon will probably get

no recognition from Hollywood (he

seems the most unappreciated actor

there) but his greater tribute has

come from the weeping hearts of

those hard-boiled, heroic warriors. I

wish he had been there to see it.

Thelma Snow,
Mt. Rainier, Md.

$5.00 PRIZE
A Plea for Variety

WOULDN'T it be wonderful if

Hollywood thought up some
new way to indicate the passing of

time? We are a little bored with

calendar leaves falling like a snow
storm and rapidly moving clock

hands.

Some day before old age creeps

upon us, we have hopes of seeing a

Western in which the hero does not

vault on his horse to chase or be

chased. We'd even like to see him
vault right over the horse and fall on

the other side—old meanie that we
are!

When A hits B on the head with a

chair we would like to see the
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chair remain unharmed instead of

spUntering to pieces. Ever try to

break up an old chair even with an

axe? It's not easy.

We girls would be quite pleased if

the lovely heroine returned from a

speedboat ride with her hair looking

the way ours does after such an oc-

casion. Not very glamorous, though!

Why is the movie effect of a blow
on the head always indicated by the

sound of twittering birds? We've had
some nasty bumps in our day but we
never heard a single twitter.

Alberta Ormsby,
Hornell, N. Y.

$1.00 PRIZE

Old Favorites and New

THIS is something like! At last a

fresh supply of leading men.

What a relief finally to see a few
pictures in which Cary Grant, Fred
MacMurray and Melvyn Douglas
don't appear! Not that I have any-
thing against these gentlemen. Indeed,

the contrary. I like them (especially

Cary) but after all variety is the

spice of life—and movies—and new
faces occasionally are a bit of a thrill,

particularly when they belong to such
attractive lads as some of the new
crop. Glenn Ford, for instance. And
Richard Denning. And Edmond
O'Brien. And John Cai'roll.

I am elated, too, to see Nils Asther
once more in the running. There's a

star. Or should be. Goodness knows
he has all the requirements—includ-

ing personality, looks, acting ability,

humor and intelligence.

Welcome, boys, you're swell.

Dee Chapman,

j

Los Angeles, Cal.

I

We're helping the cause with a

Glenn Ford story on page 38.

(Continued on page 108)

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards the

following prizes each month for the best

letters submitted for publication: $10 first

prize; $5 second prize; $1 each for every

other letter published in full. Just write in

what you think about stars or movies, in

less than 200 words. Letters ore judged
on the basis of clarity and originality, and
contributors are warned that plagiarism

from previously published moterial will be
prosecuted to the full extent of the low.

Please do not submit letters of which
copies have been made to send to other

publications; this is poor sportsmanship
end has resulted, in the past, in embar-
rassing situations for all concerned, as
each letter is published in this department
in good faith. Owing to the great volume
of contributions received by this depart-
ment, we regret that it is impossible for

us to return unaccepted material. Accord-
ingly we strongly recommend that all con-
tributors retain a copy of any manuscript
submitted to us. Address your letter to

"Speak for Yourself," PHOTOPLAY-
MOVIE MIRROR, 122 East 42nd St. New
York City, N. Y.

LOOKS LIKE A "GLITTERING"

FUTURE. VERONICA!

VERONICA LAKE, star of the forthcoming Paramount picture "SULLIVAN'S
TRAVELS"says : "Bright today and dull tomorrow isn't good enough for Hollywood.

Teeth have to gli.ston always." . . . Yes, that's why so many stars u.se CALOX.

"ONCE I FELT NERVOUS .about all those
powerful lights," Veronica confessed. "But
movie people are wonderful—they have devel-

oped a regular technique for looking one's

very best." Calox is part of many a great

star's daily good-looks technique.

"IT ISN'T VANITY. . .it's just plain common sense

for any man or woman to take the trouble to

knowhow to look immaculately groomed," says

immaculate Veronica. Since fresh, sparkling

teeth do so much to create that "polished
"

look — why not try CALOX Tooth Powder.^

iCTOBER. 1941

CALOX HELPS TEETH
SHINE LIKE THE STARS'

BY BRINGING OUT NATURAL LUSTRE

1. CALOX CONTAINS 5 CLEANSING AND POLISHING AGENTS.

A real beauty tooth powder, promotes a brilliant gloss!

2. EXTRA SOFT ANO SMOOTH because it's doubled-sifted

through ] 00 mesh silk screens.

3. FRESH-TASTING— no strong medical taste. Your whole
family will like its clean, tangy flavor. Children love it.

McKESSON & ROBBINS, INC., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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HARD-HITTING
TALK
about a

BIG PICTURE

BIG news! Republic has

SCOOPED all of Hollywood

TO bring you handsome

BILLY CONN, the man who
SHOOK the heavyweight

CROWN that rests on

JOE LOUIS' brow,

IN his first motion

PICTURE ... And
IT'S great! From

OCTAVUS ROY
COHEN'S famous

COLLIER'S

MAGAZINE seria

STORY/'Kid Tinsel,

COMES "THE
PITTSBURGH
KID,"

A smashing, dynamic

ROMANCE filled

TO the final second

WITH tense, exciting action!...

BILLY will be the outstanding

SCREEN discovery of 1941— that

IS our confident prediction. He is

AS much at home on the studio

STAGE as he is in the ring—and

THAT'S saying plenty! And this

GRAND story is made to order for

HIS talents. Playing opposite

BILLY, you'll find lovely

JEAN PARKER... and the rest

i
OF the outstanding

CAST includes

ALAN BAXTER and a host of

YOUR screen favorites! ... So

BE on hand when the bell

RINGS for BILLY CONN in

"THE PITTSBURGH KID"...

IT'S a knockout . . . and it's

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

m[\ m\[m
VINDICATES PICTURE WAS RATED "GOOD" WHEN REVIEWED

VVINDICATES PICTURE WAS RATED "OUTSTANDING" WHEN REVIEWED

Robert Taylor, Joan Crawford, Greer Garson
and Herbert Marshall—bagged by M-G-M in a
super-talent round-up for "When Ladies Meet"

ADVENTURE IN WASHINGTON—Co\nm
bia : Although very British, Herbert Marshall is cast
as a United States Senator, his English accent is

forgotten in his very fine performance, but it's Gene
Reynolds as the tough lad who is brought to Wash-
ington as a Senate page boy by Marshall who steals
the show. Virginia Bruce is very pretty as a radic
commentator. (August)

AFFECTIONATELY yOC;i?5—Warners : Every-
body tries so hard to be funny and the situations are
so obviously and laboriously concocted that the result
is clumsy and very unfunny. The story's about how
Dennis Morgan tries to wm back his divorced wife.
Merle Oberon. Despite the support of Rita Hay-
worth and Ralph Bellamy, the whole thing misses.
(August)

ANGELS WITH BROKEN M^/.VCi'—Republic

:

Sidney Blackmer and Katharine Alexander can't
marry because they're afraid his divorce from Bin-
nie Barnes is illegal, so everybody, including Mary
Lee, Billy Gilbert, Jane Frazee, Leo Gorcey, and
Gilbert Roland pitch in to straighten things out.

(Sept.)

BIG STORE, THE—M-G-M: This is supposed
to be the Marx Brothers' last picture, and they're re-

tiring on a high note of comedy. It's the Brothers
at their best, with plenty of able support from Tony
Martin and Virginia (D'Brien. Margaret Dumont
hites Groucho and Harpo to protect her nephew,
Martin, from harm; and the picture takes them
on their zany way through a department store.

(Sept.)

\/' BILLY THE KID—M-G M: The character ot

the notorious young outlaw has been so white-
washed that you won't recognize him, but Bob Tay-
lor's sincere performance makes him a convincing
and understandable person. Ian Hunter, Brian
Donlevy and Mary Howard are the befrienders of

the outlaw and Gene Lockhart is the villain. See
it for Bob's performance and for the breath-taking
and dramatic scenery, enhanced by Technicolor
(August)

BLACK CAT. TH£ — Universal : Nothing new
about this—murders in a spooky old house, suspect
heirs, a scary housekeeper, the blundering young
man who solves the mystery—but it's still good en
tertainment, especially with such actors as Basil

Rathbone, Hugh Herbert, Broderick Crawford and
Gale Sondergaard. (August)

BLOOD AND SAND—20ih Century-Fox:
Tyrone Power as the ambitious, ignorant boy who
becomes Spain's greatest matador, Linda Darnell as
bis loyal wife, and Rita Hayworth as the siren who
hirc> him away from Linda, all give their finest

performances in this colorful, glamorous and sus-
penseful picture of Spain's greatest sport, bullfigbt-
ing. (August)

BLOSSOMS IN THE DUST—M-G-M: No
finer actress than Greer Garson could have been
chosen to portray Edna Gladney of Te.xas, the wo-
man who devoted her life to providing homes for
nameless children, in this tender and appealing
picture. Walter Pidgeon as the Westerner who mar-
ries Greer, Marsha Hunt, and Felix Bressart also
create memorable portraits. (Sept.)

y BRIDE CAME C.O.D.. THE—Warners: Jim
my Cagney. aviator, foils Bette Davis' elopement
with Jack Carson by stranding her in a desert
ghost town, to the accompaniment of all kinds of
slapstick. Bette even falls into cactus beds, and in

general carries on like crazy. You'll get a bang out
of the comic proceedings. (Sept.)

y CAUGHT IN THE DRAFT—Paramount: The
very idea of Bob Hope as a spoiled movie actor who
finds himself in the Army is funny enough, but

what Bob does to the infantry and the tank corps
and the whole Army is a riot; he herewith proves
himself the number-one funny man on the screen

today. Dorothy Lamour is his girl friend and Eddie
Bracken and Lynne Overman his pals. Don't miss

it. (August)

CITIZEN K/iA'E—RKO-Radio: The skill and
artistry abounding in this absorbing tale of a man
who bought a newspaper and created a% empire of

his own proves that Orson Welles, actoi'r writer, pro-

ducer and director of this masterful picture, really

is a genius. Joseph Cotton, Everett Sloane and
Dorothy Comingore prove themselves brilliant per-

formers. In fact, everything about the picture is

wonderful. (July)

COWBOY AND THE BLONDE, THE—2m
Century-Fox: When cowboy George Montgomery
meets temperamental screen star Mary Beth

Hughes and fails to yield to her charms. Mary Beth
pursues him to his own corral in her etiorts to get

him. Both newcomers make a great showing and
there's plenty of humor and romance. (July)

DEVIL AND MISS JONES. THE—RK(X
Radio: The riotous result of a sound story and

grand humor, this is delightful entertainment.

Charles Coburn is the wealthy owner of a depart-

ment store who decides to become a clerk himself in

order to find out why his employees hate him. Jean
Arthur, as the clerk in love with Robert Cura-

mings, head of the shoe department, helps to hu-

manize the bewildered tycoon. (July)
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FLAME OF NEW ORLEANS, TWC— Universal:
Marlene Dietrich is the Ijeautiful adventiii <-^s who
descends iijion New Orleans and captuics the
town's richest banker. Roland Yoniig, by posing as
her own sister. Bruce Cabot is the sailor who also
falls in love with Dietruh. Although the film at-

tempts to be naughty and gay, it's really much too
dull and slow for good entertainment. (July)

FOOTLIGHT FEVER—RKO-Radio: A hammy
little number, with Alan Mowbray and Donald Mac-
Bride, both broke, trying to find a backer for Mow-
bray's play. They finally hit on Elizabeth Risdon,
who sees through their schemes but becomes their
angel. See it at your own risk. (July)

^ GET-AWAY. THE—M G-M: Unless you're fed
up with gangster fare, this remake of the old pic-

ture, "Public Hero Number One," will entertain
you, for it's a rapid-paced, action-full prison drama,
well acted by such newcomers as Dan Dailey Jr.,
Donna Reed and Robert Sterling. (Sept.)

1/ GREAT AMERICAN BROADCAST, THE—
JOth Century-Fox: Alice Faye, Jack Oakie and
John Payne give us the story of the growth of
radio in this tuneful and entertaining musical pic-

ture. John is the lad who wins Alice; Jack Oakie is

responsible for its broad humor; and Alice puts over
its catchy songs. The Wiere Brothers, the Ink Spots
and the Nicholas Brothers add to the fun. (July)

)/'\^ GREA7 LIE, THE—Warners: Adult and so-

phisticated is this drama of two women, Mary Astor
and Bette Davis, who both love George Brent.
Mary all but steals the picture as the musician who
marries Brent and then goes back to her career, hut

Bette, too, does great work as his second wife.

It's one of George's best performances and the pic-

ture IS a triumph. (July)

HER FIRST BEAU—Columbia: Jane Withers is

the victim of violent puppy love when she meets
handsome Kenneth Howell, to the bewilderment of

her steady beau, Jackie Cooper, in this honey of a

little picture. Jane's first evening dress, her aggra-
vated father, "Addison Randall, and Edgar Buch-
anan, all add to the fun. (August)

I'LL WAIl FOR you— M G M: Robert Sterling

is the smart young nighl club racketeer who flees

the police and finds refuge and love on a Connecticut
farm Marsha Hunt as the girl who cares for liim,

' Virtnnia Weidler, Fay Hulden and Paul Kelly add
plenty of punch to this human little document.
i.Xuyust)

1/ IN THE W^Ky—Universal: Not quite so

funny as "Buck Privates," Abbott and Costello's

Army picture, this is funny enough to keep you
amused and entertained. Some of the gags are

\ hilarious and Dick Powell, Dick Foran, the Andrews
Sisters and Claire Dodd add class to the antics of

this pair of nitwits. (August)

7 WAS A PRISONER ON DEVIL'S ISLAND—
Columbia: The eternal triangle again, this time on
Devil's Island. Donald Woods is a sailor sentenced
'0 three years, Edward Ciannelli is the crooked
lector, and Sally Eilers his unhappy wife in love

with Woods. Everybody has a terrible time until

n fever epidemic breaks out which fixes up every-

thing; not that you'll care much. (Sept.)

KISS THE BOYS (;OODB J'£—Paramount:
Stage producer Jerome Cowan, musical composer
Oscar Levant, and director Don Ameche search for

a naive Southern girl for a Broadway show, and
ihey discover ex-chorus girl Mary Martin for the
role instead. It's breezy and gay, and Levant and
.\nieche rate cheers, but it's Mary's picture. (Sept.)

KNOCKOUT—Warners: Arthur Kennedy is a

I

young fighter who marries Olympe Bradna and re-

I
tires from the ring, only to be double crossed by his

I

manager, Anthony Quinn. Virginia Field is the
hussy who takes Kennedy from his wife when he
leturns again to the ring. (Sept.)

^LADY FROM CHEYENNE. Tf/£—Universal

:

I) Loretta Young, crusading suffragette for women's
rights, defeats the town scoundrel, Edward Arnold,

r, and helps women \vin the vote in Wyoming in the
,.' 1860's. It's a gay little Western and Loretta's very
I good in her determined role, as is Robert Preston as
the hero who loves her and helps to foil Arnold's
bandits. Pretty corny, but amusing. (July)

LADY FROM LOUISIANA—RepuhUc: Mediocre
story laid in New Orleans of the early '90s, with
John Wayne as the upstanding young attorney who
jtries to eradicate the lottery racket and Ona Mun-
I'son as the daughter of the main offender. (August)

LAS VEGAS iV/GH75—Paramount: This tale of
vaudevilhans who go out West to secure an inheri-
tance features the swell music of Tommy Dorsey

;iand his band. Bert Wheeler and Virginia Dale
1
supply the laughs; Constance Moore looks beau-
tiful and Phil Regan is very good. (July)

/ LOVE CRAZY—U G-U: You'll laugh yourself
Jizzy at this riotous bit of fun, with Myrna Loy

,|about to divorce husband Bill Powell. In order to
l|thwart her plan. Bill pretends to be crazy and is
committed to an asylum. He escapes dressed as hiswn sister and the fun gets whackier. (August)

(Continued on page 110)
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when skin looks like "peaches and cream"

You're never too old or too young to

love owning a skin like "peaches
and cream". And if you're the one
woman in two who says some soap or

other irritates her skin, perhaps you'll

find Cashmere Bouquet Soap mild and
agreeable to a sensitive complexion.

So use this Cashmere Bouquet
Health Facial, daily.

First: Cream your skin with the
generous lather of Cashmere Bouquet.
Work it well around the large-pore

area of nose and chin.

Next: Rinse with warm water; then,

a dash of cold. Pat your face dry, don't
rub, and see how gloriously clean and
radiant your complexion is.

An ideal bath soap, too, because
Cashmere Bouquet Soap is scented
with the fragrance men love.

Buy it today at 3 cakes for 25c.

If soap irritation

mars your complexion^

try gentle^ agreeable

Cashmere Bouquet Soap

WITH THE FRAGRANCE MEN LOVE
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let's Compare Mental Notes

IT'S
fun to keep track of your reactions to movies,

especially the individual performances and the high

or low spots in the story development.

I wonder if we agree on certain points about pictures

which we've seen in recent months?
In my mental notebook I find that

—

While "Tom, Dick and Harry" was in many places a

vastly amusing fantasy, I was appalled at the picture it

drew of a supposedly Typical American Girl. Does the

T.A.G. really think so much about getting married that

she discusses her chances with a stranger while bowling

or blatantly tricks another stranger into a proposal in

an airplane? I wouldn't know.

The fimniest moment in that picture was when Tom
said, "If you don't say yes, I'll just commit suicide," and

Janie, with great interest, said, "How?"
And—still speaking of the Typical American Girl

—

I never grew to like the character Bette Davis

portrayed in "The Bride Came C.O.D." Her four-day

romance with the fatuous radio singer, ending in elope-

ment, wouldn't exactly endear her to an audience, it

seemed to me, and this estimate of the girl was confirmed

when subsequently she married the dope, although sup-

posedly she had fallen for the Jimmy Cagney character.

Of course it was not a legal marriage and it's all meant
to be a jolly farce—but I maintain that characters

must be believable and sympathetic even in farcical

situations.

Items from the other side of the ledger: I should like

to think that the little schoolteacher in "Hold Back the

Dawn," played so sensitively by Olivia de Havilland, is

far more nearly our T.A.G. Her clean-swept honesty.

her sound judgment and above all her generosity in

meeting the supreme ordeal of her life made her a human
being to be proud of.

Returning to the subject of farces, I found that "Love
Crazy," which was as heartily damned by the critics as

"Tom, Dick and Harry" was praised by those gentlemen,
was really a much more amusing experience. Certainly

Bill Powell topped all his previous comedy characteriza-

tions. My one reservation was that the selfsame farce

disregarded our sensibilities by making light of one of

Amercia's most serious problems: proper handling of

the mentally ill.

THE one spot in Disney's lesser achievement, "The
Reluctant Dragon," which I should like to see again

—

and again—is the riding scene. I found the battle be-
tween the horse and the man lots more sidesplitting than
the one between the dragon and Sir Giles in the later

sequence.

In "Sergeant York"—otherwise almost perfect—the
scene in which York's superior officers reason with him
in the struggle between his religion and his patriotism

strained my credulity. Would they have had time to talk

a private into accepting promotion? Admittedly a small

point in the face of bigger news, which is:

Gary Cooper is probably the finest actor on the screen

today. (Who would have thought such a thing five years
ago!) I had fault to find with his somewhat exaggerat-

edly languorous portrait of John Doe—but as Sergeant
York I thought him flawless. No wonder he is the first

important candidate for next year's Oscar!

. . . Or so it is written in my mental notebook. •
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Hedy Lamarr admitted what
makes her weep when . . .

Lionel Barrymore's

closet is a shrine

. . . Loraine Day asked for

a tip on tear technique

WELL, here I am back again to

rattle some bones. When two
skeletons found each other in

a Hollywood closet, one said to the

other, "If I had any guts I'd get out

of this!" Well, if I had any sense I'd

never have got into this. Still, where
there's no sense, there's no feeling

—

or am I becoming a bit confused?

Hollywood has an elegant variety

of skeletons. Some of them I can tell

you about, others I can't. There's the

one belonging to a glamour girl, now
happily married, who took on her first

husband because he had a Rolls Royce.

She was just dying to ride in one, but

after they'd pledged their vows, she

discovered the Rolls wasn't nearly so

comfortable as her old Leaping Tuna
she'd rattled around in for years—and
had the marriage annulled.

Hedy Lamarr 's skeleton still has

plenty of flesh on its bones. It's that

Czechoslovakian picture she did called

"Ecstasy." There's a funny story about
that one. Laraine Day, one of our up-
and-coming actresses, can't ci'y for the

screen. Hedy can turn on the tears

at a moment's notice, and Laraine,

who was dying with envy, said to a

friend, "Gee! If I only knew what
Hedy thinks about that makes her cry

so easily!" Hedy, overhearing her,

said, " 'Ecstasy,' my dear, 'Ecstasy'!"

Myrna Loy still wakes up scream-
ing over the memory that as a flapper,

she posed for a life-sized statue in

scanties, which stood as a symbol

26

of youthful pulchritude outside the

Union High School in Venice. Finally

some kind friends got together and
persuaded the school authorities to

give it decent burial down in the

furnace room. If you want to make
Myrna say "uncle," just sidle up to

her and mention Venus from Venice!

Claudette Colbert hasn't got skele-

tons in her closet, but snakes. Claud-
ette was just about fed up with pic-

tures because she always played the

sweet young maidens. She said if she

could only play the wickedest woman
in the world, she felt she could really

make good in a big way. Along came
C. B. DeMille and said he'd found
just the thing for her—Poppaea, the

wicked empress of Nero in "The Sign

of the Cross." She did it, and got her
contract renewed. But then followed

"Cleopatra"—and Claudette has a

deadly fear of snakes. All through
the picture she was a nervous wreck,
anticipating that well-known scene

where she was supposed to neck with

an asp. So C.B., who'd been out on
his Paradise Ranch, brought in a huge
king snake, harmless but revolting to

look at, and when the great day came
he walked casually over to Claudette's

death couch with the monster coiled

around his arm. Clutched firmly in

the hand behind his back, he held the

small garter snake which was the

double for an asp. Claudette took one
look at the king snake and began to

yell bloody murder, upon which the

old maestro said, "Well, if you're so

frightened of this, I guess we'll have
to use the other one." Then he pre-
sented the peewee garter snake, which
by that time looked pretty good to

Claudette. She said she'd settle for

the peewee if he'd only remove the

other from the set, so he did, and she

did, and that's how Cleopati-a finally

got it in the neck!

Norma Shearer's ever present night-

mare is the very slight cast in one of

her eyes. Normally you'd never notice

it, but when she gets overtired, that

eye goes off by itself on a tangent.

Lionel Barrymore's skeleton is a

beautiful house in Beverly Hills, com-
plete with swimming pool and gar-

dens, where he lived happily with his

last wife, Irene Fenwick. When Irene

died, Lionel moved out, leaving every-

thing just as it was—her clothes hang-
ing in the closets, perfume bottles in

place, cigarettes in the boxes. He has

a caretaker who keeps everything in

perfect order, and once a month he
revisits her shrine, spending an hour
or two in silent reverie.

Jack Barrymore's skeleton is more
like a bone pile, but then what the

heck! He had a lot of fun collecting

them, and their rattles never rattle

Jack.

Everett Crosby, Bing's older
brother, really had the voice of the

family, but funds were low and he had

to stick to his job of driving a truck.

So he took {Continued on page 82)
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Our gossip hostess invites you

to peek over her shoulder as she

opens the door on some filmland secrets

All you have
to do to make
Myrna Loy say

"uncle" is to
sneak up and
mention Venus
from Venice
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Do you sometimes buy "boners"? You won't this fall if you

follow designer Edith Head, who shows you how to have a

wonder-working wardrobe as distinctive as a Hollywood star's

BY ADELE WHITELY

FLETCHER

DRAWINGS BY THELMA MORTIMER

Edith Head, designer for Claude+te
Colbert, Carole Lombard and Made-
leine Carroll is noted for her ability

to create ultrasmart "young" clothes

ability to create ultrasmart young
clothes and to high -light conservative

costumes with imaginative touches.

One glance at her wardrobe tree

will show you the first thing with

which you must concern yourself is

the bare bones of your wardrobe. The
wardrobe skeleton illustrated here

consists of a three-piece beige suit,

including a topcoat, a basic black

dress and a long black dress. (Beige

and black Edith Head rates extra

smart.) She maneuvers these three

items, plus whatever boleros, hats and
other costume accessories your budg-
et will permit, so that overworked
phrase, "I have nothing to wear," will

disappear from your speech entirely.

Oh! Happy Day!

THE traditional time for resolutions

is New Year's Eve, but we'll bet a

Lily Dache hat, a party at the

Mocambo or a subscription to Photo-
play-Movie Mirror that there are as

many resolutions made—on the distaff

side, anyway—at the beginning of

every autumn.
All summer we relax in the sun.

Then—and usually it happens over-

night—a tang comes into the air and
we find ourselves sitting up and taking

notice—of an inadequate wardrobe,

among other things. This inevitably

proves most alarming because, our
ambition revived by a summer fur-

lough, we plan all kinds of interesting

things and dream of ourselves as the

center of attraction while we do them.
Anticipating this perennial state of

affairs, Photoplay-Movie Mirror
asked Edith Head to plan a wardrobe
that would do" things for a girl, see

her through every possible occasion

with a flourish and leave her enough
money to meet her fixed expenses and
even buy a government stamp now
and then.

Edith Head, who is fashion designer

at the Paramount Studios where she's

designed clothes for Claudette Colbert,

Carole Lombard, Paulette Goddard,
Barbara Stanwyck and Madeleine
Carroll, among others, is noted for her
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NOW for Edith Head's exciting

color suggestions. She says:

^IWith the basic black dress I suggest

a butter yellow jacket, or a wool-
trimmed jacket in chartreuse and
black.

Suede belts in two tones of black
and coral or black and yellow will do
wonders tor both the basic black dress

and the suit. You might also ti"y

leather belts with metal buckles and
studs.

Basic black dress

Wool-embroidered
jacket over bosic

block dress

To alter the looks of the block hot: A
jounty scarlet quill ... or a big blocl

velvet bow ... or jeweled hatpin?
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A striped silk blouse

for the ' beige suit

A basic three-

piece beige suit

Coral or tur-

quoise neck-
clips

^The appearance of the black hat will

be changed if you'll stick a scarlet

quill in the hat band, jauntily . . .

wear a jeweled clip . . . and a black
velvet bow . . . attach some veiling

. . . or anchor the hat with gay jeweled
hatpins . . . depending, of course,

upon the occasion and the accessories

you're wearing with the basic black

dress.

Sweaters worn with the beige suit

should be coral, lime green, or black.

With the black sweater, shoes, bag
and gloves also should be black—to

emphasize the black and beige motif.

Blouses to be worn with the suit

should be washable white crepe or

striped silk in combinations of black,

coral and white, or scarlet and beige.

SI To change the appearance of the

brown hat worn with the beige suit

wrap a paisley scarf around the hat

band and wear a matching paisley

ascot.

SI Additional skirts for the suit should
be beige and brown tweed or plaid.

The pattern and colors of the plaid

must be dictated by the slimness

you've maintained or attained—it

doesn't matter which. It's also attrac-

tive to pick {Continued on page 97)
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I
I T was a hot Saturday night and I loneliness that's like music. I was For days I was afraid to leave the

wore white flannels and one of those twenty-seven, had a play on Broad- office because the thought haunted me
blue sport shirts and sat in the Roose- way, and now a studio contract. Those that while I was out a producer might .

velt Hotel's Cine-Grill drinking Ba- first hard years were over. This was ring. I read all of the scripts. I ate

cardis. Across the street at the Chinese it, I thought. This is the works! big lunches and took naps on the

they were having a minor premiere On Monday morning I reported to couch. I became so bored that I began :

for the newest Dr. Kildare picture. the studio for work. The story editor to practise pitching pennies against

Arc lights were swinging back and was a nice guy. He said I should stand the wall. Later, I used to prop my door
forth, limousines arriving, and cops by for an assignment and gave me a open—so I could hear the phone—and
holding off the crowd. I heard the load of shooting scripts to read. He wander up and down the hall.

^

noise and I was excited. At the same conducted me to a nice big office with It was in the hall that I saw Vicky
time I felt lonely. That sweet, hot a couch and brown Venetian blinds. Lynn.
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My first thought was that she was
some star who, by mistake, had gotten

lost up here in the Writers' Jungle.

But she was a secretary. Her hair was
golden and blonde like an ad and

came to her shoulders. She was wear-

ing a soft, pleated blue skirt, and a

white middy blouse. I heard her laugh

that day, warm, rich laughter, and I

shivered.

That night I rode down in the ele-

vator with Lanny Craig. He was a big

I In Hollywood everyone is supposed

to say "yes" to everything. But

here was a girl who said "no."

To men, to dates— until one

man discovered the reason

BY STEVE FISHER
ILLUSTRATED BY SEYMOUR THOMPSON

guy with thick eyebrows, graying hair

and a limp. He had started out in

Greenwich Village, but he was not

what even he would call a success.

Here in the studio he was simply a

three - hundred - dollar - a - week d i a -

logue factory in the fast diminishing

B unit.

"I'm playing polo Sunday—why
don't you come out?"

"I'll try," I said. "Listen, that's

really a honey upstairs, isn't it?"

"Who—Vicky Lynn?"
"Is that her name?"
"Yeah. Vicky Lynn." He laughed.

"If you've an idea you can date Vicky
it's a sad thing indeed. We've all tried,

kid."

On Friday I talked to Vicky for the

first time. We were in the switchboard

room and I said something about the

weather, and then I asked her if she

had ever thought of writing a story.

It was the old line. She said she'd

written a story, or was writing one.

I was too excited to get it straight.

For three days nothing happened.
Then she came in, shyly, a four-page

thing in her hand. Our eyes met only

once, and she flushed, embarrassed,

and I thought: She knows, and I

know, that this is a game, and in the

end it will mean a date. When she had
gone only an hour I telephoned her

and said that I wanted to discuss the

story. I said it would be better if we
talked outside of the studio. She hesi-

tated, and I pretended it made no
difference to me.

"All right, then," I said, "never

mind." That was when she agreed

to meet me.

I
PICKED her up on a street corner

and we went to the Beachcomber.
We had a side table and the lights

were soft. Polynesian waiters swished

past and there was Island music.

Vicky sat there shyly, and I was

awkward, saying a lot of fool things

that echoed back in my ears. You
know how it is sometimes with a girl

that's really terrific. I couldn't get

started. My fingers walked back and
forth on the tablecloth. The waiter

came and I ordered Zombies.

About halfway through the first

Zombie we were doing swell. Vicky
laughed in sheer relief, and now she

was gorgeous. I began to talk like a

love scene.

"You're beautiful, Vicky! You're
ineffable!"

"You aren't exactly fat and bald

yourself," she said. "You're the young-
est writer in the studio-—^'except for

the fifty-doUar-a-week junior writers.

But we're starting the wrong way! A
girl doesn't tell a man what she thinks

—even in Hollywood! We'i'e going to

spoil evei-ything, aren't we?"
"Of course not!"

"But we will! People always tell

polite lies to each other at first—and
we've been so frank—you'll hate me!"

"Sure," I said. "I'll hate you in

heaven." We were merrier than Dis-

ney's mice by now. "Look, shall we
have dinner?"

"All right."

"Here—or elsewhere? Name your
favorite hash house, Vicky."

"It doesn't matter," she said. Then:
"Would you like me to cook? I'll cook
for you if you want."

"Ah—a girl scout!"

But it was a lovely idea. We left the

Beachcomber and I drove to her

apartment. It was a place on Franklin
—you know, the stone statue on the

lawn spurting water into a goldfish

pond—and she shared two rooms on
the fourth floor with her sister. It was
average. About fifty-five a month.
There were knick-knacks around, a

portable radio, and a pretty, gaudy
rag doll that sat on the floor, its head
askew. I helped her fix dinner—chops
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As we were driv-

'ng back to town,

Vicky said,"Haven't

you noticed,
baby? Jill's in

love with you."
Jill just sat
there and didn't
say anything

and fried potatoes and salad. When it

was ready I pulled back a chair.

"Voulez-vous?"
She sat down and I scrambled into

the built-in seat opposite her.

"You're such an elegant guy!" she

said.

"You're such a pretty baby, gee
—

"

"No." She shook her head. "It's my
sister that's pretty. She sings with a

band. You'll have to meet her."

"I certainly will."

"She's three years older than I am
—I'm twenty-two—and not engaged

or anything." She paused, engrossed.

"Of course—she's chased by Paul.

He's our community millionaire. Every
blonde knows one. One Sunday when
she wouldn't see him he sent over

roast pheasant and champagne—im-

agine Jill and I sitting here alone,

eating a dinner like that!" She looked

up. "And once he sent Jill a mink
coat—she returned it, of course. She's

like that."

"Would you have returned it?"

Vicky laughed. "I don't know!" She
went on: "I don't think Jill's ever been
really in love. I suppose one day she'll

fall in love so hard she'll never get

over it. Am I boring you?"
"In an enchanting sort of way."

"What a silly person I am! I'll drive

you from the place screaming!"

WE finished the coffee and went
into the other room. I sat with

the long-legged rag doll on my lap

and asked all about her.

"How come you took a studio job?"

"I always wanted to get in the

movies. I thought that might be a

way."
"Is it?"

"Apparently not. But a director

took me to dinner once."

"Who?"
"His name is Hurd Evans."

"What was wrong?"
"He—well, you know how it is. And

I—I just couldn't stand him."

"The heel." I looked up at her.

"Listen—you're marvelous, see? You'll

get in pictures and it won't have to be
thi-ough the back door."

I was just talking. But it suddenly
occurred to me that I had something.

I felt a quick surge of excitement.

"I'm going to see about it," I said.

She frowned. "You don't have to

say that. Everybody out here makes
promises!"

"Yes—sure, but—you've got the

groceries, Vicky! With a little groom-
ing—it's personalities they want and

—

you know, I really think
—

"

I ran away with myself. We began
talking about it. I'd hire a press agent.

I'd send her to dramatic school. I

knew an artist who'd paint her for a

magazine cover. Then I thought of the

idea of getting a couple of guys to go

in with me as her sponsors. That
would be the ticket!

She was a star when I finished talk-

ing. We were shouting promotion ideas

back and forth. We acted scenes we
remembered from pictures. We
walked up and down reading Shakes-
peare.

Suddenly we had stopped the re-

hearsal and I was holding her in my
arms. It was two in the morning. She
clung to me and whispered she loved

me, and she was crying. I laughed be-

cause I was happy. I kissed her warm
lips. I told her she was Cinderella.

I

MET her sister the next day. It was
Saturday and I came up at noon.

Jill was there. She wore a blue loung-

ing robe and there wasn't any make-
up on her face, but she was pretty.

Her hair was yellow and came short

of her shoulders. She was slender,

taller than Vicky. I had a little flor-

ist's box in my hand but I stopped

in the middle of the room and stared

at her. She looked at me the same
way. For a moment I felt a chill.

She looked very familiar. It was as

though I should kiss her and say,

"Darling, I've been a long time away.
How are you?" But then it passed.

I imagine it'd just been that she re-

sembled Vicky. When she spoke her
voice was pleasant. It was a low, very
soft voice.

"Hello. Vicky's talked about you
all night and {Continued on page 112)
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TIMES have changed. The feminine

world is no longer narrow, nor is

it separated from the masculine
world by the high walls of convention.

Women are no longer looked upon as

the weaker sex. They have proven
that they are strong, capable and
pretty well able to look after them-
selves in the field of endeavor. Yes,

pants have had to make way for petti-

coats. Girls have proven men's equal

in business, sports, politics. They are

not only as capable and intelligent as

men but they are as brave and daring.

They fly planes across the ocean and
hunt lions in Africa. In fact, they do

so many brave deeds collectively that

one is apt to forget that individually

they are still very feminine and resent

such cracks as, "The hand that rocks

the cradle shocks the world."

Outwardly girls have changed. In-

wardly they have not. They still want
the same feminine things from life that

Grandma wanted—a great love, a

happy home, a peaceful old age. And
they know in their hearts that the best

way to get the most out of life is to

"Be good, sweet maid, and let who
will be clever."

Many girls do seek fame and for-

tune on their own. They work steadily

and faithfully toward the top of the

ladder of success, shoving aside every-

thing that seems to stand between
them and their chosen goal. When
they reach the top, they realize that

Every girl will want to save

As told to Harmony Haynes
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the happiness they sought is not there

and once more they become just girls,

impatiently awaiting the great love

that seemed so very unimportant only

a short while before.

This is still a man's world in spite

of the fact girls have pretty generally

invaded it. Since it is a man's world,

men usually own the ladders of suc-

cess that gii-ls must cUmb. They can,

and sometimes do, tilt that ladder in

the girl's favor and make her cUmb
either easier or more rapid. It's a great

temptation not to take the easier

route, but the girl who does finds her-

self pretty unhappy when she is

perched on the top, looking backward
and knowing that past indiscretions

cast shadows on future happiness.

GIRLS, in general, could never be
called bad, but many of them are

rather careless. They just "don't

think" or they think "it doesn't mat-
ter." They go blindly along until

something happens to make them
think and then they realize that the

things that didn't seem to matter then

matter very, very much.
There comes a time in every girl's

life when she realizes that the only

.precious gem she ever possessed was
her good name. She knows that her
reputation is a lovely, beautiful thing.

I The thing she did not realize was that

it is also very fragile. If that same
iirl owned, for instance, the Hope

Diamond, she wouldn't put jl on tht-

floor for others to stumble over, to

step on, or to kick about. No, indeed,

she'd put it in a velvet box, lock it up
in a vault and insure it for all it was
worth. Yet a diamond, while beauti-

ful and lovely, is definitely not fragile.

It is one of the hardest substances

known to man. Why should it have
greater care than a reputation? A
diamond can be replaced—a reputa-

tion cannot. Remember when you
were in school you learned to quote:

"Who steals my purse steals trash . . .

but he that filches from me my good
name robs me of that which not en-

riches him and makes me poor indeed."

Perhaps it seems rather old-fash-

ioned and foolish to be good when all

about you there are girls literally

"getting by with murder." Look at

Mamie! She was the town's bad girl

and she wound up with a millionane

husband, a sable coat and a private

yacht—maybe Diamond Lil was right

when she lisped, "Goodness had
nothin' to do with it, dearie." Yet.

before you make any rash decision,

why don't you take a look into

Mamie's heart—maybe she isn't one
bit happy—maybe she would trade all

her worldly possessions for the one
thing she lost—her good name. Every
day of her life she is suffering for

her former indiscretions. She never
knows from one moment to the next

when something in her past is going to

bob up and knock her present and
hej' future right out from under hej

Fate, that horrid little trickster,

seems to be custodian of the past

How else can you explain why Jot

Doakes, an old flame of your hey-he\

days, should suddenly appeai in

Akron, Ohio, on the night of August
12th just as you are having a quiet

dinner with a brand-new beau"' Oh
Joe is a nice enough fellow An\
other time you might be glad to see

him. You could talk over old times,

part and forget. But tonight! If Joe
starts talking of old times—and he
will—that wonderful new beau will

get the wrong impression. He'll think

you were really bad when, as a mattei

of fact, you were only foolish

OF course, you hadn't considered it

foolish at the time. You were lone-

some and Joe invited you otit with

his gang and you went. There wai
no harm in it at all. You didn't really

have a good time but it was better

than sitting home alone ... or was
it? A good name, like a bad name
has its price. Often the price is lone-

liness, because too many girls do not

seem to understand that goodness can

and should demand attention

That sounds like a very complex
statement, but let's tear it apart and
see what there is to it. In the first

place, I never met a good person who
was dull. Did {Continued on page 14 )

t"his. She will read it again and again. Someday she will show it proudly to her husband
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He was too ugly for women

to like, they said. So Glenn

Ford turned out to be what

every woman wants to marry!

IT
HAS been a long time since

Hollywood has housed a personage
hke Glenn Ford.

There are those reckless enough to

go back to Rudolph Valentino for

comparisons. Others who are less

impressionable call him a Francis

Lederer gone spiritual. A third group

swears that he is Tyrone Power
crossed with Paul Muni. About the

only thing these curbstone psychia-

trists have in common is the young
man under the microscope.

Strangely enough it is the male

animal that wastes time analyzing

Glenn Ford. The female of the species

is content with admiring him. Per-

haps content isn't quite the word. Oi

admiring either. But the fact remains

that right this minute young Mr. Ford

could pick up the telephone and lint

up a date with almost any unat-

tached lady in town. Not necessarih

because evei-y unattached lady ir.

Hollywood goes to bed praying that

the good Lord will arrange it so thai

Glenn Ford will knock her down
gently the next time he drives hl^

Cadillac roadster up Sunset Boule-

vard. A good deal of the local interest

in the Ford lad springs from tht

dilemma "What Makes Sammy Run?
Everyone in town, for instance,

knows that when the bevy of belle.<
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It's the men who stop to analyze Ford;

the women just admire him. Above: He
plays tennis with starlet Patti McCarty

'4 •

from snifty Stephens College (where
Joan Crawford once studied the

poetry of Byron, Keats and Shelley)

came to Hollywood last spring and
were asked by a wag to name the

cinema idol with whom they'd love

to get lost somewhere in the bayous
of Burbank, the choice was Glenn
Ford in a walk. What everyone in

town doesn't know is that a young
lady from Stephens lost a ten -dollar

wager ail because Glenn Ford didn't

report to the studio on the day in

question. She had bet her roommate
that Emily Post or no Emily Post she

was going to plant a refined smack on
the proper spot of the Ford features as

soon as he showed up. And what was
Mr. Ford doing while scores of brave
hearts were breaking and a deter-

mined little blonde paced the sidewalk
in front of Columbia Pictures? He
was spending a quiet day at home
playing some records he had just

bought, mostly Debussy and Tschai-
kovsky, on which composers he is

something of a connoisseur.

That Stephens girls are as one with
their sisters under the skin can be
vouchsafed by the boys who toil in

the mailing room of Columbia Pic-
tures, the lucky employers of young
Mr. Ford. Not in recent studio history

has there been such a deluge of fan

mail as is pouring in, some of it sweet,

some sophisticated, some sizzling and
some startling. In the wake of his

toils and tribulations as the victim of

Nazi persecution in "So Ends Our
Night," the country's womenfolk want
to make it up to the poor boy. Some
talk of marriage. Others are less con-

ventional. A third group would de-
light the psychologists. These are the

ladies who want to mother Glenn.

They send him fruit cake and peach
preserves. They write and beg him
to let them know what his draft num-
ber is and to tell him they have their

fingers crossed. And they implore him
not to go Hollywood.
Both species of fans crave photo-

graphs. The loot in a single batch of

mail examined by this reporter was
forty-four quarters and ninety-one

dimes, which even Nelson Eddy will

tell you is phenomenal. Mostly Glenn
Ford sends pictures to all interested

parties, dime or no dime. And unlike

almost everyone in Hollywood he
autographs every picture himself, in-

stead of either turning the chore over

to a relative or using one of those

handy rubber stamps that produces
signatures which look like the real

thing. Operators of longer standing

are ready to lay ten to one odds that

Ford will mend his ways before the

year is out and learn to cut corners.

If they are right he will probably
pait with another of his charming
habits which Hollywood finds even
more incredible. Asked to sign an
autogi-aph, he does so with apparent

joy and not the usual look of bored

duty.

The topper to this is that the fab-

ulous Ford never omits thanking the

interloper, including the bore who hit

him up for an autograph one night

when he was having dinner with a

young lady, was greeted so courte-

ously that he stayed on and on, and
even ordered a spot of dessert at

Ford's suggestion. He probably would
have accompanied Ford and friend to

the movies if the lady hadn't risen to

her defense and said to the dope,

under her breath: "Beat it or I'll

commit murder."
Young Glenn Ford, 1941's brightest

comet, is a six-foot-one gentleman
who doesn't look quite that tall. In

a bathing suit he looks a trifle under-
weight. But don't go to fretting.

Friend Ford is an assassin with box-
ing gloves, a brilliant horseman and a

fierce fencer, so fierce in fact that he
wishes his next picture would be a

costume epic so that he could duel

with Errol Flynn. Not that he dis-

likes Mr. (Continued on page 77)
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Prize role was the

lead opposite Cooper
in "Sergeant York."

It went to Joon Les

lie, sixteen years o

The love of



THREE SISTERS

You think she's the tops—Joan Leslie of

"Sergeant York." But wait until you

meet the other two and hear what happened

BY GLADYS HALL

THIS is a different kind of love

story. It isn't the boy-and-girl

kind. Perliaps it is misleading to

call it a love story at all. But love

can wear many faces and if the story

of the one-for-£dl and all-for-one de-

votion between three sisters doesn't

deserve the name of love—^well, we
think it does.

It is as pink-cheeked and bright-

eyed, this story, as the cheeks and
eyes of the three sisters. And as

sturdy as their hard work and hard

knocks and ambition. It does your
heart good to hear it, this story of the

three young musketeers from Mich-
igcui who struggled, three abreast, to

conquer the world and reach the stars.

In their home town of Detroit,

schools, banquets, clubs. Amateur
Nights and Opportunity Nights came
to know them as The Brodell Kiddies.

Later, vaudeville in smaU towns knew
them as The Brodell Kids, The Bro-
dell Sisters and eventually, long be-
fore they reached New York, as The
Three BrodeU Sisters.

Hollywood knows them as Mary
Trent, Betty Brodell and—Joan LesUe.

Which means that Hollywood knows
only one of them very well, has taken
only one of them to her gemmed
bosom. But no matter. It is still aU-
for-bne . . . and it is, equally, the

story of all three. For without this

unity, it can be doubted that "one"
would have so soon become a rising

star. -

On the sound stage of "Sergeant
York," Joan Leslie, happy tears in her
eyes, went into the arms of Gary
Cooper. The big love scene. She was

The three musketeers

from Michigan: Betty,

Joan ("the kid") , Mary

acting. On the sidelines, happy tears

in their eyes, Mary and Betty watched
the scene. They were not acting. And
the tears in their eyes were as self-

forgetting tears as ever were. Because
Mary, also under contract to the War-
ners, has only played bits in pictures

thus far, has not yet had her chance.

And Betty, who hopes to be under
contract to Warners or some major
studio someday, is studying dramatics

and singing nights at Lindy's cafe.

When, a year ago, Joan's agent

phoned the news that Warners had
signed Joan to a term contract, the

sisters, all three of them, joined hands
with Mom and Pop and danced aroimd
the dining-room table, an old BrodeU
custom when the breaks come.
When Joan was assigned the role of

the crippled girl in "High Sierra,"

when she played important parts in

"The Wagons Roll At Night,"
"Thieves Fall Out," "The Great
Mr. Nobody," there were more ring-

around-a-rosie celebrations in the

modest Httle rented house in Bur-
bank. (So modest, indeed, was that

house that when the studio wanted to

make the first "home sitting" of Joan,

the prop department had to take over

chairs and drapes and rugs £md prac-

tically refurnish the house so that

"people will beheve it's a star's

home.")
When it was announced that com-

parative newcomer, Joan Leslie, "that

sixteen-year-old kid, migoUy!" would
play opposite Gary Cooper, Hollywood
screamed, "Gary Cooper, the lead

with Gary Cooper! That's reaching

the top! Does the child wear Seven

League Boots?" Her sisters, alone,

were not surprised. No, they tell you,

not Seven League Boots; Joan wears
sturdy, many times resoled little

shoes, shoes that have trudged long

and patiently the uphill route.

"We are not surprised," said Mary,
"because ever since we started to

work in the theater, when Joan was
three and we were eight and ten, it

was about Joan that people were al-

ways making prophecies. Old per-

formers we met on the road, wise in

the ways of show business, would tap

their foreheads significantly and say,

'The little one, it is there, she will go

a long way!' Betty and I felt it was
'there,' too. You see, she was so sure

of herself. Not smug or anything like

that. But when she stepped out on
that stage, she had it!"

Now, undressing together at nights,

helping Mom clear the table, sewing
on the buttons Pop busts off his vests,

he is so proud, the sisters reminisce

about "the good old days" (all of a

couple of years ago!). They laugh

and cry together, saying, "Remember
this , . . oh, gee, kids, remember
that. . .

."

THE "nice house" in Detroit where
they were bom. Piano lessons and

dancing school "just like other girls."

Nineteen-twenty-nine—and the crash.

How Pop lost his job at the bank.

How they lost their home. Mom go-
ing about with an anxious expression

in her eyes. And two httle girls

who knew it was somehow up to

them to be the moneymakers of the

family. At (Continued on page 95)
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How to get a

Fan Letter Hnswered

A correspondence course in writing to the

stars for which your diploma will be a

shiny bright letter from your favorite

BY VIRGINIA WOOD

Jeanetfe MacDonald dotes on

letters that help her to plan

her concert programs. Thanks

to a fan, John Payne (left)

cured his "athletic eyebrows"

ARE you one of those people who
write fan letters to the stars in

k which you are continually ask-

ing favors? Or are you the type that

coyly addresses the envelope in which
you send your letter by using a rebus,

a sketch, or something equally con-

fusing and then complains violently

because your letter wag mailed a

month ago and you ha\en't received

an answer?
These are just two of the common

mistakes fans are making every day
in corresponding with the stars.

We're going to try to give you a

few pointers as to why your letters

fail to receive a reply.

First of all, we want to say that the

stars enjoy receiving your letters.

Unlike stage actors, movie stars get

no applause when working before the

camera, regardless of how fine a per-

formance they give. Their only ap-

plause is the sincere appreciation ex-

pressed in your letters. And they love

it—each and every one of them!

Naturally, most of the big stars

employ secretaries or delegate some-

one in the studio to help them with

their fan mail. When you consider

that the average number of letters

received by the stars range all the

way from 1,500 to 5,000 a month,

you'll realize they wouldn't have time

to eat, sleep or act should they at-

tempt to answer each and every letter

without some assistance.

However, the secretaries of the

stars are pretty intelligent people.

They have to be. Sorting the fan
j
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Jane Withers is an enthusiastic

exception to the "don't ask for

favors" rule. Jane even sends

buttons off dresses on request

Claudette Colbert:

"Only through the

medium of letters

can we know when
we please or dis-

please our public"

mail IS one of their most important

duties. Requests for pictures are

turned over to the Fan Mail Depart-
ment, as a general rule, and orders are

filled automatically from the stacks of

personally autographed pictures the

stars have supplied.

Some of the stars send free pictures

upon request. These are usually the

post card or snapshot size. If you
wish an 8 X 10 or 11 X 14 portrait,

you are requested to send 25 cents for

the 8 X 10 or $1.00 for the 11 x 14.

This is because the stars themselves
have to pay for all fan pictures and
if you were in Clark Gable's boots,

for instance—he sent out 156,000 pic-

txu"es last year—^you would see what
m expensive proposition that would be.

j

For some strange reason—or maybe

it's just human nature in the raw

—

the percentage of honest-to-goodness

sincere letters is in the minority. In

trying to work out some kind of a

percentage, we find it works out

something like this:

Requests for photographs . . 50%
Flattering letters requesting

money, clothing or some
favor 35%

Letters asking for advice

about careers 10%
Sincere fan letters 5%

From the above, you can figure out

for yourself why more letters do not

get a personal response.

At a glance, the stars have learned

to tell the difference between an hon-
est-to-goodness fan letter and one

that is filled with flattery which is

used for the sole purpose of obtain-

ing a favor. Put yourself in their

places. Suppose you should receive

a letter, for instance, reading some-
thing like this:

"Dear Alice Faye:
"I think you are the most beau^

tiful actress on the screen. I have
never written a fan letter to a star

before and you are the only one
I am ever going to voite to.

"WiU you please send me the

diamond bracelet you wore in

'One Night in Rio'? I am sure you
have so many bracelets you
wouldn't miss just one and it

would mean so much to me to have
it just because you wore it."

Then,suppose (Continued OTipage 87

)
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The way George met his wife,

Julie, is another example of the

dance-happy creed. One day when

she was Juliette Johnson, the actress. . . .

GEORGE MURPHY has a creed.

He believes dancing is a posi-

tive cure for almost every ill

that comes along in an average day's

work. He believes that if you are

worried, sad, perplexed, you can shed

worries, sadness, perplexities if you
will just dance as hard as you know
how for even five minutes. And the

star of "Ringside Maisie" and "Tom,
Dick and Harry" knows whereof he
speaks—but definitely!

On the subject of his creed Mr.

Murphy goes to town, with infectious

enthusiasm. "Look," says he, those

Irish-blue eyes of his putting in a lot

of crinkling at the comers, "just look!

When your feet start to patter, and
your arms start to swing, and the

blood goes coursing all through you
as it is meant to course, I defy any-
body to cling to a case of the blues.

Get on your feet, in your own room,

in the kitchen, in the back yard.

Doesn't matter what kind of dancing

you do—imagine you are in the arms
of a partner, and whirl into a waltz.

Or tap out a routine or two, if that

happens to be something you can do.

Or let your arms swing easily, loose-

ly from the shoulders, and just move
around doing casual steps. Try it!

And when you stop, those mouldy
blues will have jumped out of the

nearest window—or I'm a Dutchman."
That is George Murphy's creed. He

lives up to it, himself; and his ener-

getic, busy life has proved that by
dancing on, undefeated, a man can

arrive at the top of the tree. He

needs pluck, and stamina, too, of

course. But according to George the

pluck will come, and stay, if you
make up your mind to dance the

willies out of existence. As for the

stamina, that goes with dancing, when
you take it up in the professional

sense. For dancers are the healthiest

folk alive; they have to be! They are

also the happiest, nine times out of

ten.

George and JuHe Murphy live in

a small house, in the less fashionable

section of Beverly Hills. Since their

son, Dennis Michael, was bom in

November, 1938, they have added just

one room to the house, for a nursery.

As in most Irishmen, there is a

strong streak of sentiment in George
Murphy. He is tremendously proud
of the fact that his dad was the famous
Michael Charles Murphy, athletic

coach for many years at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, and also coach
for the Olympic Games. In a house-

hold devoted to health, strength, and
athletics George grew up. To be in

training seemed perfectly natural to

him. His dad saw to it that his son

kept every muscle as it should be,

with the help of workouts in the big

family garden. George remembers
that garden as the best part of their

home in New Haven.
George and Bob Montgomery are

two of Hollywood's closest pals. Let's

give the lowdown on their friendship

and admit that they went to school

together. At Pawling School, about
sixty miles outside New York and not

very far from the place where Bob
has his farm today, young Mr. Mont-
gomery took a dive into scholastic

studies a trifle ahead of young Mr.

Murphy; and consequently left school

ahead of him. They saw nothing more
of each other, though they had been
good friends at school, until George
was dancing with his wife at a New
York night club.

Whirling in the spothght's glare it

is hard to recognize faces grouped

round the tables. So Geoi-ge never

knew who was there, until it was all

over. Came one evening when, as

they were dancing, the orchestra did

a sudden dip from fortissimo into

pianissimo, for a certain effect. In

the abrupt lull a clear voice was heard

announcing crisply
—

"It is Murphy!"
And there was Bob, enjoying the show
at a ringside table! That was their

reunion. And now, they are two

members of a little quartette that

might well be named "Hollywood's

Fpur Musketeers." The names?
George Murphy, Robert Montgomery,
James Cagney and ElUott Nugent.

When the Murphy -Montgomery

-

Cagney hxisbands-and-wives sextette

puts in an appearance at an opening,

in Hollywood, the fans get full value

for their patience. Elliott Nugent,

since he has been so busy on the

stage in New York and points East,

does not show up so often as the

others. But he is one of The Gang,

none the less. In his own house, or in

the houses of other members of The

Gang, George {Continued on page 79)
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Go on—^try it! Dance as hard

as you can for five minutes. Then

you'll frame this story about George Murphy

BY MARGARET CHUTE
45
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Ring five for this prize item in Martha Scott's jewel

box. An old-fashioned gold ring of Hungarian

design, it has five separate bands, the outer circles

set with rubies, the center band diannond-crested

Christnnas graft Is Barbara Stanwyck's topaz ring,

a last year's Christmas tree present, with a match-

ing bracelet, from husband Robert Taylor. The stone

is a topaz; the setting is of rubies and diamonds

o remind Ray Milland of Hollywood that he was born

Ray Mullane of Wales is the 18-carat gold ring worn

on his little finger. Given to him by his father when he

was but fifteen, it is a crest ring of the Mul lanes

a

A- 1 cowboy Gene Autry is an A- 1 Mason who wears his

ring steadily. Given to him by his wife when he took

the 32nd degree, the ring is silver, has the Masonic

double-eagle emblem on a separate diamond-set top

7y



Pet of jewelry designers is Mary Martin, who adores

novel rings. This one was a gift from her husband

Richard Halliday. It is a special Paul Flato design

composed of a tiny gold branch with diamond leaves

r

Third finger (but the right hand) decoration for

Dorothy Lamour is this small old-fashioned round-

cut diamond set in gold given to her by Greg Bautzer.

Once his mother's, it is now Lximour's favorite jewel

Heart-on-hand pose of Joan Bennett gives a good

close-up of the ring that Joan prefers to wear

above all others. Of a delicate heart shape, it

has a large diamond surrounded by red rubies

Some gems of pictures fhat will give

^ou a ringside look af your favorite stars

n some of their more sparkling poses



First-fiddle cast for:

a first-run pictures
Bob Montgomery, li

.Dunne. Preston Fc

She loved one man, but she married another, which was

very stupid. But the way she squared things up

was very wise. Matter of fact, it was stupendous!
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Fiction Version by

LEE PENNINGTON
A Universal picture. Screen play by Eugene Thack-
erey. Produced and directed by Gregory LaCava.

The train gave another lurch

as Nancy turned to face
him. "Here," he said, "let

me run interference for you"

YOU'RE on your way to New
York and adventure," sang the

wheels of the Chicago to New
York express as it pounded through

the deepening Midwestern dusk.

"You're on your way—

"

"—to New York," a soft voice took

up the refrain, began humming in

rhythm with the speeding wheels,

"and adventure." The voice belonged

to a blue-eyed, honey-blonde girl who
was struggling against the frenzied

swaying of the express in an effort

to get to the diner. "I'm on my way,"

she hummed joyovisly, but even as

she repeated the words over and over

Nancy Adams could hardly believe

that they were true; could hardly be-
lieve that at last she had left behind
the staidness and dullness of Messina,

the small town which was her birth-

place; could hardly beUeve that she

had exchanged the security of her

aimt's and uncle's home—which had
been home for Nancy and her younger
sister Kathryn ever since their par-

ents' death—for a new and indepen-
dent life of her own.
As far back as she could remember

Nancy had dreamed of adventure in

far places of the world, of thrilling

huge audiences with the beauty of

her voice as she had for so long

thrilled Messina audiences, but always
her dream had seemed impossible of

attainment. Then came the day when
Kathryn married, thus releasing
Nancy from her self-imposed task of

mothering the younger girl and leav-

ing her free to start out on her own.
Messina had melted into the horizon.

New York lay ahead and "I'm on my
way," Nancy sang contentedly.

Another lurch of the train almost
pitched her into the arms of a passing
porter. When she recovered her bal-

ance she asked him the way to the

diner, but before the man could an-

swer a deep masculine voice from
behind her said, "Let me show you. I

know where it is."

Nancy turned to face the speaker.

He was a tall, bronzed young man
with a devil-may-care smile.

"It shouldn't be difficult to find."

She tried for a note of dismissal and
didn't succeed too well. "I suppose it's

on the train somewhere."
"I'm not so sure," he grinned in

mock doubt, "the way we've been
bouncing arovind."

"I imagine we're still on the track,

though," Nancy observed tartly.

The train obstreperously rounded a

curve. "Here," he said, "let me run
interference for you," and somehow,
Nancy was never sure how, he had
taken her by the arm and was steady-

ing her on her journey through the

aisles.

"This is the first time," she gasped
as the train went into another trem-
bling fit, "that I've ever been on a

train with square wheels."

Almost as an answer to her slur,

the train gave a vicious jerk, throw-
ing her off her feet and twisting her
ankle so painfully that for a horrible

black moment she thought the agony
of it would make her faint.

Instantly the young man was all

concern. "I say, I'm sorry," he cried,

steadying her with a protective arm
while she tried her weight on the

injured ankle. The effort brought a

grimace of pain and the man said

decisively, "My biUet's in the next
car," and before she could protest he
had half-carried, half-led her to his

compartment.
"Please don't bother," Nancy said,

"I don't want to put you to any
trouble." But he paid no attention to

her, as he seated her carefully on the

low, wide seat, then dropped down
onto the floor and began to examine
her foot.

"A beautiful ankle," he observed,

twisting it back and forth in strong,

tanned hands. "The ankle of a thor-

oughbred."

"What are you?" Nancy laughed.

"A horse doctor?"

He shook his head. "No, but I can

recognize a thoroughbred when I see

one. There's no damage," he looked

up, his examination over, "that a few
hours' rest won't cure. I shouldn't

advise trying to walk back to the

diner, though," he went on, "so why
not begin the rest cure by having

dinner here with me?"

SOMEWHAT to her own surprise

Nancy found herself accepting his

invitation and when they had finished

dinner she realized, with even greater

surprise, that she was telling Steve

Duifcan all about herself—about her

drab life in Messina, about Kathryn
and Kathryn's recent marriage and
about her own determination to go to

New York to try her luck at a career.

She talked eagerly, leaning forward
and fingering the three strands of

pearls which encircled her neck.

Steve's eyes strayed from her ani-

mated face to the necklace and the

soft white flesh beneath it. "Why,"
he asked, "do you wear those pearls?

Why do you hide such a lovely

throat?"

Nancy drew back, a little frown of

annoyance between her eyes. "You
certainly," her tone was resentful,

"have a line."

"It isn't a line," Steve's own tones

were serious.

Nancy was spared the necessity of

making a reply by the arrival of the

dining-car (Continued on page 98)
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"Coop" of Hollywood: GaryCooper,
whose friends are legion, whose

talent, displayed in Warners'
"Sergeant York," is unsurpassed

Welbourne







"Better keep quiet about those things!" said the publicity men. But ingrid Bergman,

victorious newcomer, doesn't see why she shouldn't discuss what is closest her heart

IT
TOOK a World War to bring a

new deal in feminine charm to

Hollywood. Ingrid Bergman is a

Nordic natured who is going to make
things a little tough for Hollywood's

synthetic glamour girls from now on

out.

Ingrid doesn't use make-up, false

eyelashes, trick hair-dos, seminude

evening wear, or a so-tired-of-it-all

face. She doesn't need them. She's

fresher, more beautiful in her imre-

decorated state, more unspoiled and
real than any screen newcomer in a

year of Sundays. She's a beauty who
blushes, smiles and twinkles her eyes

without rccdizing it—and the efJect is

devastating.

After "Intermezzo," two years ago,

Ingrid Bergman was vaguely disturb-

ing to Hollywood. But outside of that

one picture she was only a lovely

legend. No one knew her when she

made it and she vanished back to

Sweden the day it stopped shooting.

But by now, after "Adam Had Four
Sons," "Rage in Heaven," "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde" and the war-isolated

4 state of Sweden have kept her around

p long enough for a good look, well

—

Hollywood knows something has in-

deed hit it.

Ingrid Bergman is the number-one
new rage in Hollywood today. And
the current movie parlor pastime is

analyzing just why. It's a Uttle baf-

fling to the home folks why this

twenty-three-year-old foreign mother
with long limbs and dairy-maid cheeks
who has no pretentious tricks or pub-
Ucity poses has lifted the limehght
right over to her natural light-brown

waves. For lack of a better answer
they're saying she's a second Garbo.

We've just spent a swell afternoon

with Ingrid Bergman and for our two
cents worth on this pressing question,

let us say that if she is the second
coming of Garbo then Ernest Heming-
way—who likes her too—^is Little Boy
Blue.

Ingrid Bergman (who calls it Eleng-

reed Bare-mahn) is slim and tall and
straight, with deep blue eyes and a

throaty voice that registers, the sound
men say, like Greta's. She can act like

divinity and she's also a native daugh-
ter of Stockholm. But if she is an-

other Garbo, she is a Garbo who
laughs, a friendly Garbo who's full of

fun and a good sport. She's a Garbo
with genuine frankness and womanly
charm. She's a Garbo with a heart.

A picture of Ingrid Bergmam's heart

is pasted on the inside cover of her

make-up kit, ready to smile up at her

every time she powders her face. She
rushed from the last take of "Inter-

mezzo," in costume and with tears

streaking her cheeks, to board a train

and journey to it. She came back to

America last year carrying her heart

off the boat in a httle wool-lined

knapsack slvmg over her shoulder.

Ingrid's heart is named Pia. The
"P" and the "a" are for her father's

first two names, Paul Aaron, and the

"i" is for Ingrid. Pia is Ingrid Berg-

man's daughter, two years old now,
golden-haired and sunny.

Nothing explains Ingrid's warm,
natxiral charm more than her devotion

to Pia and her husband, Dr. Peter

Lindstrom. At the same time, nothing

symbolizes more acutely the heart-

rending conflict her Hollywood suc-

cess has persistently posed between
Ingrid's career and her private

happiness.

The other {Continued on page 86)

Soys Spencer Tracy of

Bergman in

ekyll and Mr.: "This girl is

—and you know
om I use a two-

word like that!"
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The mode of the moment is military;

Deanna Durbin cashes in on It with

a striking white broadtail evening
cape. Effective style strategy is the
wide epaulet top with its stand-

up collar that can be detached and
worn over high-style suits or after-

noon dresses. New husband Vaughn
Paul approves tne new hairdress; all

girls endorse the jewelry— pink
tourmaline leaf clip and a pink
gold bracelet featuring emerald-
cut amethyst, round diamonds and
ubies; the Army will sanction
he cape, o telling feminine
naneuver on the autumn style front



Mrs. Paul takes an option on black

crepe for afternoon, selects a dress

with self-belted girdle waistline, nriodi-

fied dolman sleeves and a gathered

bodice to set off her brilliant diamond

pin. A little black velvet calot with

white ostrich plumes and starched black

mesh veiling shows smart Durbin head-

work and i$ a perfect pretty for p.m. fun



An "I must hove" dress for ihe star of

on "I musf see" pictwe. Universd's "AU
most An Angel": A Harvest Gold wool

two-timer with dress and jacket that work

overtime in fall weather. A tailored
high-neck dress is worn beneath a self-

buttoned collarless jacket that rates a
second look because of its pin^hicked

pockets set up high on the bodice





A double-entendre dress is first choice of Mrs. Paul for
dinner+ime dates. She goes sophisticated in black velvet,

then causes a bit of delightful confusion by wearing
her hair little-girl fashion and by preferring demure
sleeves and white eyelet-embroidered lace inserts on
her skirt. Which all ends up in high applause for the
newest hostess among the young marrieds of Hollywood



Flight^nouhere
BY EDWARD DOHERTY

60



The Story So Far:

Gay Stevens, fiancee of Hollywood
star Bob Fuller, is the daughter of

Major Stevens, retired Army officer.

Carefully guarded in the Major's

\hangar are two important planes

equipped with some inventions of the

Major's that are of incalculable tmlue

to U. S. defense. On the afternoon of

. the day they are to be delivered to the

Army, several strange men enter the

hangar and kidnap the bomber and
Major Stevens. Bob Fuller and his

pilot, Scupper Davis, pursue them in

'the other plane, leaving Gay in the

care of Bob's friend, Muriel Cowley.
\Two days have gone by with no word.
iGay waits dully for the news that she

knows must eventually come. . . .

'OCTOBES, 1941

She was flying blind into nowhere, search-

ing for hinn. And all she had to guide her

was that strange and unearthly dream . . .

ILLUSTRATION BY CARL MUELLER

THE telephone in the Stevens house

rang shrilly.

Muriel Cowley leaped out of her

chair. Gay merely opened her eyes.

"I'll get it," Muriel said.

"Thanks."

Muriel spoke in low tones into the

mouthpiece. Gay closed her eyes

again and Muriel, after she had put

down the receiver, looked at her

through a mist of tears.

"They've found his body?" Gay
asked.

"No. But they've found pieces of

the plane. The bomber. Army officers

have identified it."

"In the ocean?"

"Yes. Five hvmdred miles off San
Francisco."

Muriel went to the window and ran

up the shades.

"Dawn. Can't I make you some
coffee, Gay darling? And maybe
you'd Hke some breakfast with it.

You haven't eaten in two days. You
haven't slept more than twenty

minutes."

"I'm not hungry, Muriel."

Gay arose and circled the room
slowly, looking at the newspapers that

littered the floor, and at the pictures

of her father, and Axel, and Robert

Fuller that stared up at her, looking

at the black headlines above the

pictures.

"No news of Bob?"
"No," Muriel said. "I listened on

the radio a little while ago. But he's

a hero, thank God. The biggest hero

in America. Nobody'll call him yellow

now."
"No," Gay repeated blankly. "No-

body'll call him yellow now."
Suddenly Muriel burst out, "Oh

Gay, if you could only scream, bite

your fingers, go stark, staring crazy

—

then you wouldn't suffer so."

Gay stopped a moment in her walk.

"I know that my father is dead,"

she said softly. "The kindest, nicest,

gentlest, fvmniest, most gallant man
that ever lived. And I can't weep for

him. He died as a soldier should, as

I know he always wanted to die.

Giving his life for his country. I knew
they'd find pieces of that plane. I

knew he'd manage somehow to blow
it up, if Bob didn't shoot it down.
There's a sort of glory about his death,

don't you see?"

"No. I don't. If it were my

father
—

" Muriel shrugged her shoul-

ders. "I don't know what I'd do. I

wouldn't just sit, and hsten to the

radio, and wait for the phone to ring,

and read the newspaper stories over

and over and keep fondling that old

pipe."

Gay took the pipe out of her bath-

robe pocket, thus being reminded of

it, and caressed its bowl.

"It was still warm when I picked it

up," she said. "He must have laid it

down there on the workbench when
those men came in."

She moved to the window and
looked up into the serene blue sky.

"I had a dream last night," she seiid.

"About Bob?"
"Yes. He was flying out over the

ocean. In the dark. I called to him,

and he disappeared. I hunted through

the clouds for him and looked down
at every bit of the earth below. I

sailed over mountains, but he wasn't

there. And suddenly the mountains
disappeared and there was nothing

ahead of me or around me but smoke.

Black smoke."

"Gay!" Muriel was alarmed. "You
look like a woman in a trance. Snap
out of it."'

SMOKE," Gay repeated. "Thick,

black smoke." Suddenly she said,

"That's it—smoke. He'll make smoke
signals, wherever he is. I'll take his

plane and find him. He'll recognize

his own plane, won't he, if he sees it?

Sure he will. And he'll signal me if

he can. With smoke. That was how
we met. In a cloud of smoke."
Muriel let the papers drop from her

hands.

"Gay, listen. Every available Army
and Navy pilot of California is looking

for Bob Fuller. One of them is sure

to find him. The phone will ring any
minute to say he's been located—and
if you're not here when it rings

—

"

Gay shook her head and started to

the closet where her flying suit hung.
"No. It won't ring. I've got to find

him, or try to. It may be a flight

into nowhere, but I've got to make it,

or never know peace again."

The red plane flew north over the

mountains, circling, peering down
into the valleys, skimming the tops of

white and green and sun-seared
peaks, scudding low over patches of

woodland and {Continued on page 70)
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Arthur Kennedy; Acting with his

whiskers on in "They Died With
Their Boots On." (Right) Anne
Gwynne: A Texan, which makes her

a natural for "Ride 'Em, Cowboy"

Coming up! The latest data about

the newest hopes of Hollywood, that will

have you saying, "So that's why they hit the jackpot!"

Blond, Tousled and Going Places:'

Jimmy Cagney saw him at The
Lambs, famous theatrical club in New
York. Arthur Kennedy, young, blond,

and a mite shy, sat quietly through
the get-together and spoke hardly a

word. But you know old never-miss-
a-trick Cagney. He remembered the

lad after he returned to Hollywood
and suggested him for the role of his

musician brother in "City for Con-
quest." Arthur made an impression
with his work in that picture, and has
been here ever since, making "Knock-
out," "High Sierra" and "Strange
Alibi" and is now enmeshed in the

strangest lot of whiskers, sideburns
and eyebrows you ever saw for his

role in "They Died With Their Boots
On." He grew them all by himself,

too.

Behind him are four years of good
sound soUd dramatic training at Car-
negie Tech in Pittsburgh. He had no
idea of becoming an actor until he got

hold of a pamphlet from Carnegie
Tech and his eagle eye fell on the

drama courses. No math, no sciences,

no monkey business with the two
sides of a right angle equalUng some-
thirig pretty gruesome on the other

side, were included. And that settled

it then and there for Arthur, to the

astonishment of his parents, Dr. and
Mrs. J. T. Kermedy of Worcester
(where Arthur was bom), there hav-

ing been no actors in their family.

Immediately upon graduation he

joined the same Shakespearean troupe

that gave Martha Scott her training.

It was the pui-pose of the group to

streamline the Bard into forty-minute

vei'sions; Hamlet, Romeo, Macbeth
and the rest of the Gloomy Gusses

could jolly well get across their belly-

aching in forty minutes or stop their

yammerings.
They were really good, these kids.

They worked Uke demons, giving

seven or eight shows a day in Dallas,

Cleveland and New York, and people

paid cash on the Une to see them even

though the troupe needs must com-
pete with the summer attractions
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(Left) Ray McDonald:
The grin and the boy
behind it are features

SARA

HAMILTON

that siirrounded them in the va-
rious parks, piers and fairs where
they played.

Arthur remembers one performance
of "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
They were in Cleveland, playing in

an open-staged theater. Suddenly it

began to rain in torrents and to the

astonishment of the audience—under
cover, fortunately—out came the ac-

tors, each with an umbrella over his

head. Imagine Puck chasing down
istage, umbrella aloft, chirping, "Lord,

jwhat fools these mortals be."

Arthur's wife is blonde Mary Chef-
fey, also a graduate of Carnegie Tech.

Her greatest concern is getting used to

jher husband's (Continued cm page 90)
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Ray Middleton: Muffles

his superb baritone voice

to play "Hurricane Smith"
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"Sundown" scene: Gene
Tierney as the East
African native girl

In the Wanger film



When a man has been loved by all

who saw and worked with him, then

suddenly passes beyond, everyone

i|wants to know when — how — why

The last hours of

JAMES STEPHENSON
3Y IDA ZEITLIN

HE had taken out his first citizen-

ship papers. He loved America
and what he loved most about

t was the absence of such class dis-

inctions as exist in England. These
16 deplored as deeply as he delighted

n the shoulder-rubbing we take for

granted here. "The newsboy, the

nan at the gas station, the fellow who
lelivers the milk, they're so friendly,"

e said once. "You're their equal as

1 matter of course. It's heart-warm-
ng. If any good thing comes out of

/

"The chance I'd been hoping

for . .
." James Stephenson and

Be+te Davis in "Th** Letter"

the hell of this war it will be the

disappearance of social distinctions."

There was nothing flamboyant about
his feeling for people. He didn't talk

about it. He had the Englishman's

traditional reserve. To put what he
felt into words was difficult. To trans-

late it into acts of courtesy and con-

sideration was instinctive. ' People
recognized and responded to the

warmth behind his reserve.

He'd been on the Warner lot three

years when his performance as How-
ard Joyce in "The Letter" catapulted

him into the limelight. Before that

happened he didn't whine; after it

happened he gave himself no false

importance. The minor workers on
the lot, often badgered by the ways
of stars, rose up and called him
blessed. He was always prompt for

appointments; they could always get

him on the phone. He thanked them
for doing what it was their job to do.

At all points his sense of appreciation

was active. He got round an official

ruling that fans were to be charged

for autographed photographs by pay-
ing the charge himself. "They've paid

at the box office once," he said, "that's

enough."

Asked for a contribution to his fan

club paper he wrote: "When the

chance I'd been hoping for came at

last in 'The Letter' I was a shivering

mass of nerves. Two grand people

ICTOBER, 1941

took things in hand—Bette Davis and
Bart Marshall. I shall never forget

the help and encouragement these two
gave me during the eight weeks of

shooting; the complete unselfishness

which allowed me every chance I was
capable of taking. If only to be able

to say so, I want to thank you for

letting me write this letter."

Only a little over a year ago life

seemed fresh with new promise. He
was given the kind of role he'd been
hungering for. And Peter, his baby,

was born. He'd taken the news of

Peter's coming with a calm which
moved his wife to indignation, but she

got her own back when he turned

doting father. He was in the nursery

one morning and she in the adjoining

bedroom. Suddenly her face appeared
in the doorway. "What did I hear you
call that child? Not Coojy Woojy!"
Caught red-handed he tried to be

airy about it: "And what's wrong with

Coojy Woojy?"

CIX months brought a cloud to the

horizon. He'd been working hard,

going from "Shining Victory" to the

picture that was to be his last, "Inter-

national Squadron." He was turned

down on additional life insurance.

His doctor assured him it was noth-

ing serious; advised him to avoid

strenuous exercise. It was character-

istic that he {Continued on page 109)
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The word "flame" had special mean-
ng for Marlene Dietrich and Bruce

Cabot in "The Flame of New Orleans"

AS LONG as thei-e are such things

as tempeiament, ambition and
^ competition, as long as frailties

like jealousy and selfishness and ego-

tism alloy human nature, as long as

there are stars in Hollywood, there

will be a certain amount of discord

among them! Being, for all their

glamour and exalted position, just

people who live on this plain old

earth and not in Utopia, it couldn't

be otherwise.

All of which philosophizing is cal-

culated to keep your spirits up and
your dander down when, as you lead

on, you find out that that passionate

kiss your favorite screen lover be-

stows upon your adored screen glam-
our girl may well have taken place

in the middle of a rip-roaring row;

that those screen pals, tried and true,

really hate each other like poison:

that those screen fights which you tell

yourself were just good jobs of acting

and directing were jolly well on the

level!

In the first place, there are Ida Lu-
pino and Humphrey Bogart. They've

been feuding ever since the day "They
Drive By Night" went into produc-
tion. It began, as many feuds do,

with a tiny, insignificant circumstance.

Ida was sitting in a chair near her

dressing room, studying her lines.

Humphrey came hurrying by. Just as

he pa.ssed her, she dropped her script

and he kicked it, sending it skidding

across the floor. But he went right

on. No doubt he didn't even notice

what he was doing. After all, all

kinds of things lie around on the floor

of a set. But Ida was annoyed. She
muttered to herself about it. Came
time for their first scene together.

Ida, an unusually talented actress, did

her part so well that Humphrey's
"dead-pan" lines seemed to Director

Raoul Walsh dull in contrast.

"Get into this scene. Bogie, or she'll

take it away from you!" he remarked
with more emphasis than tact. Color

rising, Humphrej' looked at Ida and
she looked smug; or so he decided.

Irritated at her and at Director 'Walsh

as well, he put so much "into it" that

he garbled his lines and they had to

do the scene over. Whereupon, Ida
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Starlighted feuds begin even as yours and ours—sparks

set off by rubbing our neighbors the wrong

way until the blaze gets out of control

A kick which the script

didn't call for started

the famous Ida Lupino-

Humphrey Bogart battle

"Lost man wins" was the cockeyed but grim

basis of the Alice Faye-Betty Grable war.

(At right) Anna Neagle's reserve plus John
Carroll's pep clouded up the "Sunny" set

tried that old, maddening trick of the

stage—she moved upstage, thus forc-

ing Humphrey to turn away from the

icamera. That made Humphrey wild

land he complained to Walsh. But the

jlatter liked the new effect; he let it

stand.

j

Came lunch time. Still ruffled but

'valiantly trying not to allow their

[differences to get the better of them,

Humphrey and Ida ate at the same
'table with some others—and got into

j|i political argument! Well, political

{.arguments are dynamite these days,

j

[myway, and with tension already be-

-ween them, they were soon at swords'

Doints.

And that was the way it went
hroughout the picture. Nor was this

situation alleviated in "High Sierra."

To the contrary. So when Ida was
assigned to "Out of the Fog" and she

learned Humphrey was slated for the

male lead, she got on her high horse

and refused to be in it if he was.

She won. John Garfield was sub-
stituted.

And so Ida and Humphrey still are

—well, at outs. Funny how feuds

start, isn't it? If Humphrey hadn't

accidentally kicked Ida's script that

day . . . But he did. And tempera-
ment and temper, assisted perhaps by
plain allergy, did the rest. The Lu-
pino-Bogart feud is one of Holly-
wood's liveliest.

There are also Anna Neagle and
John Carroll {Continued on page 82)
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Urjfn Grayson Married

AGAR pulled up cautiously in

the electric-lighted shadow of

a tfee in one of Hollywood's

residential streets. The young man
with dark hair glanced nervously at

his wrist watch before switching off his

motor. Presently his eyes picked up
the slender figure of a girl rounding

the corner. With one last glance over

her shoulder she broke into a run for

the car. Their greeting was brief as

he swung open the door for her, then

slid the car into motion. The sleepy

street relapsed into silence, oblivious

to the. storm that was to center about

the .girl and boy who had used it as

their trysting place.

For storm there certainly was, not

only in the Hedrick home, but also

within the giant den of Leo the Lion

at Culver City, not to mention Holly-

fi8

wood police headquarters.

Meanwhile the car, bearing two ex-
citedly happy youngsters, sped across

the old 66 trail laid down by the pio-

neers across the continent so many
years ago. At Barstow they skirted

the Mojave Desert, heading for the

Nevada line, and after five hours of

wind and starlight pulled into the

gaudy wastelands of Las Vegas, boom
town of Boulder Dam.

It was well after midnight. A
county clerk had to be routed out

to witness between yawns their signa-

tures on the license: Zelma Kathryn
Elizabeth Hedrick and Edward F.

Price. By special eloquence Dr.

Albert C. Melton of the Immanuel
Congregational Church was induced

to marry them at one- thirty in the

morning.

Two who ore young face Hol-

lywood together—John Shel-

ton and golden-voiced Kitty

BY JANE ANDERS

With the final "I do." the bride-

groom took into his arms his young
bride, kissed her gently, tenderly, and.

shoulder pressed to shoulder, John

Shelton and Kathryn Grayson started

the long grind home.
There a sort of well-ordered pan-

demonium reigned. Not without rea-

son were {Continued on page 93)
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PROTECT YOUR MM
^lem ?note

^ DEA-GIOSS

"There's a lyrical loveliness about nails that wear Dura-Gloss. It lends them

a feminine charm, a fascinating brilliance and color that catch a man's eye

and move him to murmur some very pretty things. Dura-Gloss makes your

nails look like bright bits of confetti, lighthearted symbols of happy things

like popping corks, quick music and the swish of dancing feet. And no other

polish can match Dura-Gloss for the rich warm color, the amazing luster and

li/e it gives the nails.

THE DIFFERENCE between NAIL POLISHES
Dura-Gloss is made .iccording to an UN-
PARALLELED SUPERIOR FORMULA
perfected by lacquer experts for Dura-Gloss

alone. Thousands of women have switched

to Dura-Gloss because they've found it

gives their nails ASTOUNDING LUSTER
they find nowhere else, ENDURING

BEAUTY, looks lovely days a\\er it's put

on, SMART NEW SHADES that are always

CONSISTENT AND UNIFORM — buy a

bottle of your favorite shade today, buy
another six months from now the shade will

be identical. Yet all these exclusive ad-

vantages are yours for just one small dime!

DURA-GLOSS

a\ beauty counters

ei)eryii>bere

Lorr Laboratories,

Paterson, New Jersey

Founded by E. T. Keynolds

FOR THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FINGERNAILS IN THE WORLD
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desolate dark ravines. In midaiteriioon
it landed at an airport north of San
Francisco, a field Gay never could recall,

refilled its tanks and took to the air once
more.
Toward sundown the sparkling ma-

jesty of Mount Shasta came into Gay's
vision and she thought, "I've failed."

For the last time she reviewed the
calculations that had taken her on this

course. The nearest point of land—start-

ing from the X that marked the spot
in the ocean where the wreckage of the
bomber had been found—would be Cape
Mendocino. Bob, Gay figured, would
make for that Cape, especially if his gas
were getting low. Then he would come
down the coast, west of Shasta, and
south, bearing east toward San Diego.
She soared up to an elevation of 15,000

feet and circled the mountain. There was
no wreckage to be seen. She banked
and started down, meaning to head for

the landing field at Yreka. There might
be news of him there. She looked into

the glory of the sunset, and sudden warm
tears gushed out of her eyes.

"Oh, Bob darling," she cried out,

"where are you?"
She brushed the tears away and set

her jaw. "Wherever you are, in heaven,
or on earth, I'll find you. Sweet," she
promised.

"Gay," she heard his voice saying
faintly.

It was a trick of her imagination, she
knew, but she answered, "Yes, Bob. I

hear you. If I could only see you."
And then it came to her, electrifying

and glorious. She had not just made up
this voice out of her desperate need.
"The sky phone," she cried. "He's

talking to me through the sky phone!"
"Gay!"
"Oh my father," she breathed, "how

wonderful you were to invent that
miracle. Thanks with all my heart."

SHE could not tell from what direction

the voice came. She could see nothing
below her but lengthening shadows and
dying sun and great deep patches of

black night.

"Gay Stevens. Attention. If you hear
me, dip your wings."
Frantically Gay rocked the ship.

"Look for the smoke, darling," the

voice commanded.
Gay looked everywhere, but the sun

was in her eyes. She banked, headed
south-southwest. And there was the

column of smoke, black and thick, rising

straight into the still clean air.

"That's it," Bob's voice said. "You're
heading right toward us. We're all right.

Only Scupper's wounded and needs help.

I can't leave him. Make sure you locate

us properly. Gay, and then get help."

Gay swooped down as low as she
dared and the voice came to her more
clearly.

"Don't try to land. You can't land.

Circle around. Take landmarks. Come
back tomorrow morning. You're lovely.

Gay. I love you. Signing off, now. Bob
Fuller."

Gay zoomed up again and tried to take

her bearings. But she couldn't. The sun
and the tears in her eyes, the tears she
couldn't dam with her will or brush
away with her hands, all but blinded her.

She circled the smoke column, two
thousand feet above the mountain tops,

three thousand, five thousand. And it

grew fainter and fainter.

"It isn't evaporating, as it did in my
dream," she thought. "But the darkness
is hiding it. In a few minutes I won't

be able to see it at all."

Her mind was made up in an instant.

She would not try to take any land-

marks. She would not leave Bob alone

down there with his wounded friend.

She made sure her chute was properly
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Flight Into Nowhere
{Continued jrom page 61)

THE STORES
BY MARION HAMMON

GLITTER AND GLAMOUR: Quiver-
ing, jeweled floral sprays in simulated
sapphires, emeralds and rubies, and
porcupined pin cushions for day and
evening wear are destined for fall

popularity. You'll wear shimmering
spray pins with your simple black
dress. You'll pile on glitter with
a plain wool dress. Karu's Pin
Cushion spark-
ler retails for

$2.00 and the
bracelet for
$3.00 at lead-
ing department
stores.

* * *

AN UPLIFT-
ING IDEA: P
Gently sloping
shoulders, lowered waistline, uplifted,
rounded bosom—that's the new au-
tumn silhouette. Hickory's Perma-
Lift Brassiere gives a fetching femi-
nine outline. Made of sheer nylon
with a cushion inset, it holds that
firm, rounded contour without cutting
into pretty white shoulders. $1.50 at

department stores and specialty shops.
* * *

BREATHTAKING LIPSTICK: Here's
a boon to onion lovers, cocktail sip-
pers, and chain smokers—a lipstick

with deodorizing qualities. It does a
good job of coloring your lips a lus-
cious red and keeping your breath as
sweet as a baby's. The name of this
new aid to a sweet breath and ap-
pealing lips is Priscilla Parker. It

comes in seasonal shades and in three
sizes—50c and $1 at department stores
and 20c at the dime store.

* * *

IT GOES TO YOUR HEAD: Just be-
cause you have a cold or you're trav-
eling, or haven't time for a shampoo
and wave, are no reasons why you
should put up with hair that hangs
in limp, lank strands—not if you
know about that dry shampoo called
Minipoo. You just rub the dry sham-
poo preparation through the hair and

remove it with
the terry cloth
mitt provided.
Presto! Dust and
oil are removed
as if by magic and
in almost no time,
your hair is clean
and polished.
$1.00 at most de-
partment stores.

adjusted and headed the plane directly
into the smoke. Then, at the right mo-
ment, she jumpted.
There was no panic in her, as she had

always feared there would be should she
ever find herself compelled to bail out.
It seemed to her the most natural thing
to do.
She counted up to ten, pulled the ring

and presently found herseli floating down
into the darkness.
She landed on a rocky slop>e, cut her

hands and her ankles slightly, and didn't
know it. All she knew was that Bob
was coming toward her, scrambling up
the mountain side, calling her name.
They stood a long time after he

reached her, saying little, Gay's hands
wandering over his arms, his shoulders,
his face, as though to make sure he was
real and unhurt; his arms holding her.

AFTERWARDS they climbed down^ toward a small bonfire.
"There's a highway not ten miles from

here," Bob said. "I could see it. Right
through there. But I didn't dare leave
Scupper. I had to trust to luck that
someone would see my signals and come
rescue us. A pillar of smoke by day.
A beam of light by night. But you're the
first one to see anything."
Scupper lay near the fire, asleep and

swathed in blankets.
"He got it pretty bad, but I managed

to stop the blood and make him com-
fortable. He's tough. He'll pull through,
if I can get him to a hospital quick."

"I'll go. I'll find the road."
"I'll have to let you try it."'

They drew together again, and Gay
said, "My father is dead, isn't he?"

"Yes, Gay. We picked up the bomber
half an hour after we took off and
Scupper and I both fired a couple of

bursts. But there must have been armor
plate on that ship. There was none on
ours. That's where Scupper got it. The
bomber machine-gunned us and flew

away. It never let us get near again.

About an hour or so out, we saw a

tanker. At its side was a long wide
landing platform. Moored there. I didn't

know what it was at first. Scupper said.

'Look, a sidewalk on the ocean. What s

the gag?' We circled around, to get

away from the tanker's anti-aircraft. But
the bomber floated right on down. A
perfect landing. Right on that strip of

wood or cork or whatever it was. How
they must have planned this job!

"It rolled along, slowing. Then, just

as the derricks were starting to work,
there was an explosion. When the smoke
lifted, there was nothing below but

driftwood."
Gay drew in her breath and shut her

eyes tight. She remembered the Major's

voice, "That ship must never be captured!

In an emergency, it must be blown upl"

"I made for Cape Mendocino," said Bob.

"to land Scupper. But I missed it in the

fog. I didn't know where I was until I saw
Shasta. And then I discovered the tanks

were empty. I'd forgotten all about

gasoline. So here we are. Lucky your
father equipped the O. J. with such won-
derful landing lights. Only for them I

surely would have crashed. As it is I

just washed out the undercarriage."
"Thank God," Gay said, and held up

her lips for a kiss. She pressed her

father's pipe into his hands. "Sit there

by the fire, and rest, and smoke. And
keep the fire blazing."

Scupper Davis woke and saw the two

standing in a long embrace.
"Well how do you like that?" he said.

"Company for dinner! Got any ham-
burgs with you. Sister?"

"Two with onions, coming up," cried

Gay, and hurried down the incline to

find the highwav.
The End.
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How Old does your Face Powder

Whisper you are?

Can your Face Powder
Keep a Secret?

5f course your age is your own af-

toir! But can your face powder keep

;
secret? Can it hide those first sly

iigns of age? Or does it cruelly ac-

ent every tired line — make you

Dok a little older? Find your

UCKY SHADE — find your most

attering shade—in my new Twin-

turricane Face Powder!

hen someone asks your age, do you

esitate, just an instant? Do you drop

ff a year or two ? It's no crime, you

ow . . . everyone wants to look young!

But if you want to look younger, more

tractive—why use a shade of powder

at may age you—even a tiny bit?

Are you sure that the shade you are

sing is the perfect shade for you? Some
ades can hide your loveliness and
larm—just as certain harsh,unflattering

ghts can. But the right shade of powder

can give your skin new softness and

freshness—enchanting new glamor!

I hope you don't choose your powder

by looking at the shade in the box. \bu

must try different shades on your own
skin before you decide which shade is

yours, which makes you look your
youngest.

That's why I offer you this gift; I'll

send you FREE all 9 new shades of Lady
Esther Face Powder. Try them all — let

your mirror tell you which is yours!

What is the secret of Lady Esther Face

Powder? It's the new way it's made—the
first really different way in generations.

It's blown and buffed by Twin Hurri-

canes until it is softer and smoother by
far than any powder made the ordinary

way. \()u'll love it! It goes on so smoothly

and evenly, and clmgs 4 long hours or

more. Women by the thousands say it's

as loyal and flattering as any face powder
they've ever used!

Try All 9 Shades FREE!

Find your most flattering shade of Lady
Esther Face Powder—without guesswork

and without cost. Send for the 9 new
shades and try them all. You'll know your

lucky shade— it makes your skin look

younger, lovelier! Mail this coupon now,

before you forget.

I 1

( You can -paste this on a fenny postcard)

Lady Esther, (72)

7134 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.

Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your

9 new shades of face powder, also a tube of

your Four Purpose Face Cream.

FACE POWDER ^Ifyou live in Canada^tvrite Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.

^

A Q II
I

Beginning September 15th, lady Esther announces ORSON WCLUS in an entirely new kind of
' ^•^ ' ' • radio entertainment. Columbia network, Monday evening. See your local paper for time.
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. . . you're thinking about your hair. You should, you
know, because it's the one thing men's eyes light on first

and the subject that women always talk about. It's

always bothering you because lots of things get in your
hair—ends that are so brittle they break off and leave
you looking ]ike a peevish shorn lamb; ends that turn
temperamental and fuzz up blithely in damp air or
shamelessly turn to fuzz right in your own bathtub, for

that matter; hair that keeps its set for about twenty-four
hours and then disintegrates weakly into a kinky mass
of nothing, leaving you grinding your teeth in desperation.
Well, you can stop ruining your inlays and start being

happy because you now can have a soft wave that be-
haves itself beautifully and never cuts up. You can
thank a newly perfected permanent process for that.

It's the new tru-curl process and it does a lot of things:

It does away with chemical odor when the operator is

giving you your permanent; it shortens the time you sit

under a heating machine and most of all it gives you hair
you yourself' can do anything with at any time.

. . . and listen to Joan
Blondell, who shops around
when she buys a perma-
nent, as every woman
should. She wants a soft

wave that she can bnish
and brush without having
it go fuzzy. She also
wants a wave that the studio
hairdresser can play with
and delight her womanly
soul—and the director's—
by fixing it in as many
different ways as he has
ideas without the slightest

danger of its looking stiff

as the proverbial ramrod.
So Mrs. Powell gives you

this kernel of thought on
permanents: " I couldn't pos- -

sibly get the effects I like !

with my hair if I didn't keep a soft permanent in the end5
though I can't imagine this is news, as everyone in HoU> -

wood does the same thing, whether she has a natur...

wave or not. Of all the time-savers and beauty-makers
that modern science has given us, the permanent wave is

certainly one of the best!"

Joan Blondell, one of the

"Three Girls About Town"

me tke Cte6t tlii5 (2ome. OKy lye. an aa.\/e6cltop^ez

. . . This is one of the newest coiffures in the hair-styling

business. It's a slick three-in-one that works in the
morning, has fun in the afternoon and goes dancing at

night. AH you need is a tru-curl permanent that you
can handle yourself, and these simple directions:

A. M.—Pure and Simple
Using a good stiff brush, smooth the

top crown section, then brush the front

and side wave pompadour upward and
blend together over the left hand placed
flat on the head. The right side is

brushed back, then up, while the nape
hair is fluffed out.

P. M.—Suntime
Holding the front forelock section

with the left hand, brush forward and
upward. Then comb it smoothly over
the back of the hand, holding the strand
ends with thumb. Place hand at hair
line and remove from the side of the
bang pompadour and push slightly to

accent wave impression.

P. M.—Moonlight Merrymaking
Brush the forelock back and upwards.

Side sections are brushed in a definite
upward line rather than back from face.

The back crown and nape sections are
brushed up diagonally from right to left

with strand ends curling to the right.
Hold in place with combs.

. . . Women are always
skeptical, the perverse
creatures. They some-
times don't believe what
they hear, but they will

swear by what they see.

At the right is a picture
of one of the fair sex
equipped with a tru-curl
I)ermanent. We showed
the picture to a young
college boy. Said he,

grinning, "It's about time
the gals got wise and
didn't wear those sausage
curls!"

We showed it to a young
businessman who immedi-
ately said please could he
take it home to show his

bride the way he'd like

to have her do her hair.

We showed it to a young career girl. She wasted no

time. She asked us what kind of permanent the girl in i

the picture had. We told her about the tru-curl procefJ

She came right back at us and asked us where she cou.

get it. We told her. We'll send you a list, too, if you

like, of the salons in your community where you can g

feeling like satan and come out looking like an aiige»

Photograph courtesy Frederics
Permanent Wave Company
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1 do solemnly swear...

BOSTON, MASS.: INVESTIGATORS TESTIFY THAT 892 OUT OF

1019 USERS OF ANOTHER NAPKIN SAID, "MODESS IS SOFTER!"

, Professions! visitor. This woman is a professional inves-

tigator. Slie is swearing to the results of an amazing "soft-

ness test" conducted in Boston, Mass.

1019 women made this test. Each was a user of a leading

brand of "'layer-type" napkin. Not a single user of Modess,

the "fluff-type" napkin, was allowed to make the test.

Yet 89'-2 of the 1019, when asked to feel these two napkins,

said Modess, the "fluff-type" napkin, was softer!

Ihose little kits carried by investigators held

tiie napkins so that all identifying marks were

completely concealed. Women making the test

could not see which was which. The investi-

gators themselves did not know for whom the

test was being conducted.

What could be simpler? "Just feel these two nap-

kins and tell me which is softer." That s all

there was to the test. The only napkin these

women might possibly recognize was the one

they habitually used, and no Modess user

made the test. Yet Modess won by a stagger-

ing majority.

On the night of May 27th, when the final results

were in. 89'2 of the 1019 women had said that

the "fluff-type" napkin (Modess) was softer.

.\iid remember—these were all women who
were users of the "layer-type" napkin, .\maz-

ing, isn't it, that women could go along, over-

looking the fact that another and newer type

of napkin might be softer?

Does softer to the touch mean softer in use? That is

something you can answer only by actually' trying Modess.
Buy a box of Modess today. Learn for yourself if it gives

you the same comfort that has won millions of loyal users.

You can buy Mode.ss in the regular size, or Junior Modess
—a slightly narrower napkin— at your favorite store.

Modess
892 OUT OF 1019 BOSTON, MASS. WOMEN SAID-"IT'S SOFTER!"
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What baby

powder is

smoothest?

These photographs show how
3 leading baby powders look

under the microscope. Note the
superiority of Mennen (at bot-

tom). It is smoother, more uni-

form in texture, because it is

made by an exclusive Mennen
process, "hammerizing."
Being smoother, Mennen

gives better protection against
chafing. Being definitely anti-

septic, it helps protect baby's
skin against germs. And you'll

like its new, delicate fragrance.

BORATED POWDER
{/Inf/sepfic)

"I Paid HITLER'S Way to

POWER!"
Fritz Thys-

sen, who as
Germany's

greatest industrialist poured millions

into the Nazi regime, almost single-

handedly financed Hitler's maniacal
scheme to bring chaos to the modern
world. Although Thyssen has mys-
teriously vanished, he has given the

world a priceless document—his his-

toric memoirs, and secret papers about
Nazism as only he knew it!

And Liberty is now publishing this

extraordinary expose for the first time

in the world. Read this history-making

news—the unblanched truth about

Hitler—in Liberty today.

Get the Latest Issue Today

Liberty 5/^
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Is a Girl's Past Ever Her Own?
(Continued from page 35

J

you? They always have something to

talk about that seems worth listening to.

They lead interesting lives. They are
always doing something worth while and,
since they have nothing to hide, they can
share their deeds and thoughts with
others.

Here's another thing for good girls to

think about. I never met a man, in any
walk of life, who wasn't honestly and
sincerely glad to meet a good girl. Now,
don't misunderstand me. That same man
might be temporarily disappointed to

discover that the girl present was good
because a good girl could not possibly
fit in with his plans for the evening—he
probably had a bit of deviltry on his

mind. But, nevertheless, right down in

his heart he's tickled and sooner or later

he'll call that girl for a date and when he
does it will be for a date in keeping with
her goodness.
Does the word "prude" make you

cringe? It should make you beam with
pride because when someone shouts
"prude" at you, you know that the
shouter has recognized in you something
lacking in his (or her) own make-up.
Goodness, you know, always rankles with
the not-so-good and the only way they
can cover up that feeling of inferiority is

to sneer, "prude."
Too many girls stake their popularity

on the fact that they are recognized as
"good sports" and never stop to realize

that they are also staking their reputa-
tions on the same thing. When the ex-
pression first originated, it probably had
a very flattering meaning, but today it is

used to cover up most any act and there-
fore it is no longer a genuine compliment.
When you hear some girl referred to as

a "good sport" you don't know whether
she is being praised because she has just

played an excellent game of tennis or
whether she is being excused because
"she'll try anything once."

It seems to be an accepted fact that

"good sports" are popular and "prudes"
are not. Nothing could be more untrue

—

in the final analysis. Good sports are
dated every night in the week—prudes
are saved for special dates. Good sports

get plenty of rings on the telephone, but
prudes get them on the finger. Men take
good sports out—they take prudes home,
—yes, right home to Mother and Dad and
all the neighbors.

NOW we come to the question of just

what we mean by goodness. It isn't

easy to explain, but maybe this will help.

There is only one person in the world
with whom you must live the rest of

your life. That person is yourself. Be
sure that you are the sort of girl with
whom you won't mind living forever.

At all times you must like yourself

because you cannot be very happy living

with someone you don't like. Whenever
you are about to do something tonight

just pause long enough to consider
whether or not you will still like your-
self tomorrow.
Now, we're all human; therefore, none

of us is perfect. We all have foolish

faults and annoying habits. Don't be too

strict with yourself. Give yourself the

same tolerance you would give your best

friend. There are times when you might
be forced into a situation that shows you
in a bad light. If it isn't your fault and
you can't do anything about it—then

don't brood about it, but see that it

doesn't happen again. Anyone is apt to

make a mistake, otherwise experience
would not be the great teacher that she

is, but if you keep on making the same

mistakes, you're a pretty dull pupil and
teacher is apt to assign you a lesson that
you'll never forget.

Woodrow Wilson used to say, "The
truth needs no defense. It is strong
enough to stand by itself." That may
be true provided the truth is known, but
circumstantial evidence is pretty strong,

too. If you're seen with a rowdy crowd,
you're pretty apt to be considered rowdy
by those who do not actually know you.
So you not only must be good—you must
look good.

That's where doors come in handy.
You can close your door against people
who would ruin your good name. And
don't be afraid to close it! Suppose you
do sit there alone once in a while

—

isn't it better to be alone in your own
house than alone in a crowd? People
should appreciate doors much more than
they do because doors can be opened to

happiness and can be closed upon un-
happiness.
A little while ago I said that we all

make mistakes, but I feel that we can
be forgiven any mistake that did not
seem wrrong at the time it was made.

OFTEN the question arises: Should a
girl tell her past to the man she

loves?
Yes, I think so, especially if it contains

the sort of mistakes we just mentioned.
If she does not tell she is always rurming
the risk that someone else will. That
someone else might not be so tactful in

the telling and the knowledge would
come to the man as a shock. A confes-
sion can usually be forgiven—that is not
so true of a shock. Of course, no person,
man or woman, ever tells all. He or she
might honestly try to, but there is al-

ways something held back—something
personally emotional that cannot be
shared with anyone else. Perhaps it is

better to reveal the facts of the case
and not attempt to turn your soul inside

out for the world to see.

Will the man forgive you? If he truly

loves you. I'm sure he will. He should.

For, after all, when a man asks a girl

to marry him it goes without saying that

he also automatically asks her to forgive

his past indiscretions.

Some girls make the mistake of think-

ing they can run away from a past, or

separate it from a future. To attempt
such a thing is folly. It will only arouse
unnecessary suspicion. Sooner or later,

Joe Doakes will show up. If you refuse

to introduce him, you'll find your man of

the moment thinking, "Now, just why
doesn't she want me to meet Joe?'' You
can cope with an open mind that knows
the truth, but you'll be pretty helpless

against a mind filled with doubt and
suspicion.
Sometimes I think it is too bad that a

man cannot look deeply into the heart

of the girl who loves him. If he could

he would realize that no matter how
many men she may have known in the

past, she now regrets them all and wishes

that he were the only man she had ever

known.
It is too bad that girls cannot look into

their own hearts. If they could they

would realize that all the time they are

seeking popularity, they are actually

seeking love—and when love comes,

popularity is a burden and a bore.

You have asked if a girl's past is ever

her own. I would say "yes," all her

own—her own problem. No one else has

to answer for it. No one else has to

bother with it. Vory, very lucky, indeed,

is the girl whose past doesn't bother her.
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You hear a lot today about a short-

age oj aluminum.

You hear oj bottlenecks in the de-

fense industry . . . oj a scarcity oj

planes and tanks.

But one oj the greatest deficiencies

in our national dejense is a white

crystallinepowder—a tasteless, odor-

less, colorless jood ingredient that is

as vital to our national strength as

battleships or TNT.

This ingredient is Vitamin Bi.

WITHOUT VITAMIN B,, human mus-

cles tire easily, the brain does not

think well, appetite fails, we become
moody, sluggish, even lose courage.

The strength of the nation lies in its

man power, and the power of men, we
have come to know, depends to a great

extent upon Vitamin Bi. A national de-

ficiency in this essential, therefore,

means a serious shortage in national

energy—and we have had a national

deficiency!

American bakers now have ways to

supply Vitamin Bi and other members

of the B-complex ""family" plus food

iron in "Enriched Bread."

You will find "Enriched Bread" so

labeled regardless of who the baker is

who bakes it. This is the signal to you

that this white bread has been given cer-

tain qualities of the whole-wheat grain

heretofore lost.

This "Enriched Bread" looks and

tastes exactly like ordinary white bread,

yet it adds to your diet precious food

elements that everyone must have.

WHERE YOU SEE "Enriched Bread"
displayed, where you see "Enriched
Bread" advertised in counter and
window signs, those bakers and
grocers are contributing to our
national strength.

This advertisement is approved by the

Bureau of Home Economics of the United
States Dept. of Agriculture. It is brought
to vou as our contribution to National
Nutritional Defense by Photoplay-Movie
Mirror.

THE MAGIC FOODS
"Man does not live by bread alone." But it

takes only a few kinds of simple foods to

provide a sound foundation for buoyant

health. Eat each of them daily. Then add any-

thing else you like— which agrees with you

— to your table.

MILK—especially for Vitamin A, some
of the B vitamins, protein and calcium.

"Irradiated" milk— for Vitamin D—
the "sunshine" vitamin.

EGGS, lean meat and sea

food—for proteins and sev

cral of the B-compIex vita

mins; eggs and lean meat
also for iron.

sea

ita- ^'*_/-.

GREEN AND YELLOW vege-

tables—for Vitamin C, Vita-

min A and minerals.

FRUITS and fruit juices—for Vita-

min C, other vitamins and minerals.

BREAD, whole grain or en-

riched, for Vitamin B and
other nutrients.

Enough of these foods in your daily diet and

in the diets of all Americans will assure more
abundant health for the nation, will increase

its energies to meet today's emergencies.
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Brenda Joyce's short cut to

happiness is fruit in a gloss jar

Scene: The Owen Wards' kitchen.

Stars: Brenda Joyce's sister-in-

law, Janet Ward, and Mrs. Ward

ANN HAM I LTON

'LL never get over being amazed at the

versatility of our young Hollywood
stars, their superb ability to combine

a career with a number of other interests

and do a bang-up job on all fronts.

Brenda Joyce, for one. Here's Brenda
starring away like mad out at 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, finishing up "Private Nurse"
and going into "Marry the Boss' Daugh-
ter" with hardly time to catch her breath

in between—and it really isn't any won-
der that when I went out to see her the

other day I sorta expected that she might
be doing a heavy job of relaxing in the

latest fluffiest lounging attire and that

she would talk about her career. I was
mistaken.
Brenda herself opened the door and

instead of frou-frous she was wearing
something very trick indeed in the way
of a house dress, topped by the snappiest

looking fruit- and flower-motif apron
I've ever seen. Career? Nary a word did

she say about it. She just chattered
away a mUe a minute about her hus-
band, Owen Ward; their recent camping
trip up the Kern River and their new
home.
The new home is really a gem. It's a

three-room apartment, as modern as to-

morrow's newspaper, and Brenda is

going about the business of home-mak-
ing in just the competent, gracious way
you'd expect her to. She thinks the
essentials for pleasant living are comfort,
beauty and usefulness and everything
in the apartment must and does live up
to these requirements. Glass, of all ma-
terials, seems to Brenda to combine effi-

ciency and beauty to the best advantage
so she has used glass in a variety of

intriguing ways—mirrors to catch and
reflect the light and so give additional
spaciousness and brightness to a room,
ornaments and gadgets to contribute
gaiety and sparkle. Her dining table has

a glass top. On it is an inverted bowl of

glass, filled with water to magnify the

flowers which float within it. And the

cupboard shelves in her small and ship-

shape kitchen are filled with fruits in

glass jars.

When I commented on this Brenda
admitted that she preferred them to any
other kinds of canned fruit. "Only the

finest 'Grade A, Fancy, Government
Standard' fruits are used," she explained,

"so you know you are getting the very
best, even if you couldn't see the fruit

itself before you buy it. But I'd have
them, anyway," she added with a smile,

"because they're so decorative. And I'm
mad about the mint and cinnamon pears
for dessert."

These pears, incidentally, played an
interesting part in the young Wards'
camping trip. The trip was really an
adventure. They had to go in on horse-
back, since the country is too rough for

motoring, and besides the horses they
rode they had a pack mule who carried

ample provisions for the trek. Then
along came trouble—one of those unex-
pected and unseasonable bouts of cold

weather, with more snow than there had
been in that section for thirty years and
a very fancy bit of nose diving on the

part of the thermometer. It was so cold,

in fact, that it was unsafe for Brenda
and Owen to sleep out in the open, but
fortunately they were able to find

refuge with Forest Ranger Rust and
his wife.

"They were so nice to us when we
dropped in like that, half frozen," Brenda
told me. "Well, we'd had some of the
pears with us on the trip and I gave Mrs.
Rust some and she liked them so well
that I sent her a case of them."

If you've tried these super-duper fruits

in glass you can appreciate Brenda's
enthusiasm for them. She has devised a

number of recipes based on them and
the ones I like particularly and believe

you will like too are the pork chops wit:

apricots, a jellied fruit salad and cheri

and cantaloupe dessert

Pork Chops and Apricots

6 pork chops
1 jar apricots

Salt and pepper to taste

Brown the pork choos and place in

buttered casserole or baking dish. Cover
with a layer of apricot halves, pour on a

cup and a half of apricot juice and cook,

covered, in a 350-degree oven for 45

minutes. Serve with sweet potatoes or

rice and a green vegetable.

Jellied Fruit Salad

1 package lime-flavored gelatin

2 cups fruit salad

Hot water (if necessary)

Drain fruit salad and heat juice, addin?
hot water to make one pint of liquid.

Dissolve the gelatin in the hot liquid,

allow to cool and when mixture begins

to thicken fold in fruit salad. Turn into

ring mold and chill until firm. Unmold
onto crisp lettuce leaves or watercress

and fill center with mayonnaise.

Cantaloupe and Cherry Dessert

2 cantaloupes
1 jar white cherries

Juice of fresh lime

Chill cantaloupes and cut into halves

Chill and drain cherries. Fill cantaloupe

centers with cherries, squeeze a few

drops of lime juice over each portion and

serve immediately.
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No Sex Appeal?
(Continued from page 39)

Flynn. It's only that dashing Errol is

one of the choicest swordsmen in Holly-
wood and Ford likes them choice.

The Ford face is no particular master-
piece of nature. It's the Ford eyes and
the Ford smile that are the chief diver-
tisements. The eyes are dark and flash-

ing. The smile is boyish and friendly.

The Ford voice, while we're doing a
catalogue of charm, is more or less ne
plus ultra. It's low and slow. And not
overworked. Mr. Ford can sit back and
listen. There is no glamour whatsoever
to the Ford hair. It is inclined to be
stringy and the coiffure casual, the kind
you attend to by giving the head a sud-
den jerk upward or maybe by passing a
hand through it.

Glenn Ford is not your prattling pretty
boy who breaks his neck trying to sound
like Oscar Levant. Nor does he douse
his lady with compliments, ply her with
praise. He's more apt to volley words
back and forth on impersonal subjects.
The R.A.F. in which organization he has
a cousin, or Henry Fonda, his favorite
actor, whom he would like very much to

meet some day.
He doesn't like to dance—especially

the rhumba. This deficiency in the
rhumba Rosemary Lane, whom he ad-
mires no end, tried to iron out one
night at the Mocambo by giving him a

couple of lessons. They didn't take. He
has never rhumbaed since.

For a young man who preys upon the
thoughts of our American womanhood,
the Ford person can scarcely be called
typical. Far from owning a smart apart-
ment with pictures by Picasso hanging
on the walls—as members of the Isn't

Ford Fun Cluh of Smith College are cer-
tain he does—Columbia's pride and profit
lives with his widowed mother in a
modest apartment out in Santa Monica.
There are no servants. Nights when he
makes the long voyage home from the
studio he is apt to make a small detour
so as to drive by the villa of Joan Craw-
ford in Brentwood and honk just for the
heck of it. They met before the Ford
fixation hit our country. Miss C. thinks
his work is "sensitive, warm, and imagi-
native." He saw "A Woman's Face" two
times.
Some Ford partisans are a little sore

at Hollywood for taking so long in get-
ting around to Glenn. Not Glenn. An
optimist from the word go, he thinks
that Hollywood probably knows best.
That is the way with Ford. Everything
is for the best, he believes, in this best
of all possible worlds. When he talks
like this, part of Hollywood wonders
aloud whether he's sincere. Another
part wonders if he isn't naive.

THE Ford sincerity is beyond question.
' New York reporters, notorious ribbers
of young actors who come up overnight,
were all prepared to give him the works
when he hit town. But five minutes with
Ford were the tip-off. The first thing
he did was to tell the writing boys how
swell he thought they were coming over
to interview him. After that he launched
a rhapsody on the subject of Margaret
Sullavan and Fredric March who, he
thought, were wonderful to put up with
an unknown like him in their picture. He
.was going strong on the humanitarian
producers David Loew and Albert Lewin
who were nice enough to put up almost
a million dollars to make the picture
when the reporters saw the error of their
ways. They halted his talk cold and
quizzed him about himself. In their
articles which appeared the next day they

At least you are while

that wise mother of yours has

anything to say about it . . .

That funny white thing she just pinned around

your middle was washed with Golden Fels-Naptha

Soap. No wonder it feels so good and soft. It's com-

pletely, sweetly clean.

No half-way washing will do where your clothes

are concerned. No half-way soap is going to leave

dirt in your dainty things.

Fels-Naptha' s two busy cleaners—gentle nap-

tha and richer, golden soap—help your mother

every wash day. They do the hard work that

really gets the dirt out. That's why mother's

face is so lovely and gay. That's why her arms

are never too tired to pick you up and play.

You're in luck, young man. We'll bet

when you get big enough for 'baby-talk',

the first words you say will

be 'Fels-Naptha'!
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Wash-weary

TABLE
LINEN

takes on a proud
new look

when starched with

LINIT
"The Friend of Fine Fabrics"

Napery getting that limp-as-a-
dishrag look? Worse still, does it

launder up stiff as a board? Listen,

"dress" it up as fine laundries
everywhere do—with Linit! This
modern laundry starch penetrates
the fabric instead of merely coat-

ing the surface. Table linens iron

up with a smooth, even finish, a

luxury-feeling. They stay fresh
and clean looking longer.

1} fgCt and Display Prints

in an album -to full advantage

with tnqel PoC^XcfArt Vomers"
— Get the Genuine! — They
mount prints tight or loose.
Negatives may be filed in back
of prints for ready reference.
lOc buys lOO of a color -

black, white, gray, gold, silver,

sepia, red.
At your dealer or write to

Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.,

Depl. 70-X, 4721 N. Clark St.. Chlcaeo.

sounded like a bu.Tch of press agents.
His debut as an actor his mother re-

members very well. He was five when
the symptoms first appeared. Mrs. Ford
walked into the living room one day to

find that her scion had spread a news-
paper on the floor, had assumed an ora-
torical stance and was ranting at the
top of his voice, waving his hands in the
approved fashion of sp>eechifying hams.
The malady looked pretty serious for a
couple of months there. The climax came
when he was making twenty speeches a
day, mostly on the same subject. He out-
grew this flare for solo work when he
turned seven and the family moved from
Quebec province in Canada (where he
was born) to Los Angeles.
The Fords quit Canada for California

because Ford perc felt that it offered
better opportunities for his son. In Cali-
fornia the elder Ford who had been an
official of the Canadian Pacific Railroad
found no opportunities for himself, alter-
nated his talents between manufacturing
knicknacks and, later, acting as foreman
for a bus line while his son was getting
educated. The self-sacrifice of the elder
Ford (who never so much as mentioned
it to his son) was made all the more
poignant by his sudden death just about
the time that Columbia decided to put
Glenn under contract.

It was the faith of the elder Ford that
made possible the interminable theatrical
grooming that the younger Ford received.
Once he was graduated from the Santa
Monica High School, where he was Com-
missioner of Entertainment and a rank-
ing actor, he made an assault against the
little theaters of Southern California,
being at one time embroiled in the activi-

ties of seven amateur companies at a
single time. The siege was pretty long.

He must have done something like 150
plays before a Los Angeles producer
named Homer Curran got tired of saying
"No!" to him and gave him an inconse-
quential part in a West Coast production
of "The Children's Hour," marking
Glenn's first appearance as a professional
on the stage. He got rave notices for
his bit.

He was doing a stint in a play called
"Petticoat Fever," for one of the amateur
theaters, when a Paramount scout spotted
him, plunked him into a silly short sub-
ject called "Night in Manhattan." Young
Ford, who was twice as unworldly-
looking then as he is now, played a
sappy-looking and sappy-talking master
of ceremonies of a New York night club.
He got twenty-five dollars for working
almost a week, paid out eight dollars to
the man who rented him the tails he wore
in the picture. The short was a terrific

flop.

A Metro spy discovered him in "Par-
nell," another little theater opus, and
invited him to visit the studio talent de-
partment. When he did, the gentleman
had a change of heart. Seems that Glenn
was nowhere near the bargain in real

life that he was in grease paint.

They charted his ailments as follows:
A. Subject too ugly.
B. Subject minus sex appeal.
The Metro diagnosis didn't bother him

much. A few weeks a third discoverer
hove to. He was direct from Darryl
Zanuck and offered Ford a test, which,
of course, he took. The Fox people
weren't very happy over the test but they

went ahead and put him in "Heaven With
A Barbed Wire Fence," which everyone
liked but Ford. He took one look at the
phoney glamour boy which the make-up
department had created and he walked
out on Mr. Z. In fact, he served notice
on his agent, Gummo Marx, that he was
through with the movies. Gummo asked
for ten days, promised him a contract.
He kept his word. On the tenth day
Columbia was ready to sign Glenn Ford.
The starting price was $75 a week. But
strangely enough the contract provided
that Glenn Ford would do leads. Not in
A pictures, to be sure. But ieads—not
bits. He had seven pictures behind him,
including his performance in "The Lady
In Question," his best work under the
Columbia banner, when Loew-Lewin
picked him for that memorable role in

"So Ends Our Night."
The Glenn Ford whom you will next

see in the Columbia picture "Texas " is

the same Glenn Ford who got shoved
around by three major studios. If any-
thing, he's a trifle shyer. Not one to

harbor any grudges, he visits the Para-
mount commissary for lunch when he
isn't working and is promptly surrounded
by a half-dozen chums: Martha O'Dris-
coll who thinks he's "peachy": Susanna
Foster who once had tea with him at the
Brown Derby and describes him as

"super"; Don Castle who hails him as

"Little Paul Muni"; and even wee Betty
Brewer.
These are his idiosyncrasies, his quirks,

his habits: He likes ice hockey, saw a

half-dozen games at Madison Square Gar-
den when he came East last winter. He
collects pipes, smokes one that costs

$1.50. He retires early, stays up late

reading. He has never seen an opera
and he isn't sure he's sorry. He likes

dogs, isn't fond of cats, although he makes
it a point never to shoo any of the ani-

mals out of his way. He dislikes gabby
people, dislikes them so much that he is

silent out of a fierce determination not

to offend in this manner himself. He
loves the smell of bread baking, the touch
of fine leather, the sight of a sleek

thoroughbred hunter. Although he doesn't

have an inamorata at present, he prefers

the blonde of the species to the brunette,

as witness the English beauty, Evelyn
Ankers. He thinks redheads are provoca-
tive. (Of what, Mr. Ford?) He'd walk a

mile to see a good musical comedy,
would love to disenfranchise movie-goers
who rep)eat all the dialogue that the char-
acters are spieUng off on the screen. Peo-
ple whom he could get along without
most handily are phoneys. After knock-
ing on the gates of Hollj'wood for six

years he's sure he can spot one a mile off.

He isn't too fond of actors. Most of his

friends are out of the profession. Flashy
clothes he doesn't like. His wardrobe
consists of two suits and an odd sports

jacket for which he paid $65. He has
no full dress get-up. Santa Monica he
wouldn't trade for Beverly Hills. "I'm
one of the boys at Santa Monica and I

want to stay that way.'' He doesn't think
he's an actor—yet.

Philosophy of life? He isn't too sure
he has one. About all he expects out of

life is a chance to put a lot into it. What
he manages to get back in return isn't

too important.
"It's the game that counts—not the

score."

Personal to House-Hunters:

HOW LINDA DARNELL LIVES
Come and meet the family, the pets and the personal problems

of this charming young star in next month's Photoplay-Movie Mirror
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Dance if You're Blue

(Contimied from page 44)

Murphy frequently demonstrates his

theory that dancing is swell for what
ails you. With Cesar Romero as his as-

sistant he does excruciating burlesques
of the De Marcos and of Veloz and Yo-
landa.
The idea is to snatch all the silver

foxes in the powder room, turn the
lights low and stage an entrance that is

better than anything the famous dance
teams ever dreamed up. George and
Cesar twist and twirl, twirl and twist,

until George does a couple too many
twirls and starts to shout, "Butch! Butch!
S^ve me!" But as a rule he shouts in

vain; and ends up by taking a nose
a-^e over the neai'est piece of furniture,

collapsing in a welter of silver foxes and
laughter.
The story of the way George met his

pretty, popular wife—whose stage name
was Juliette Johnson, and who is known
as Julie to all and sundry—is another
example of George's faith in dancing.
George was being very active as a run-
ner on Wall Street, having tried life as

a coal-mining engineer and left it be-
cause a cage descended when it had no
right to descend and cracked him up in

a revoltingly hardhearted way. While
putting his heart and shoe leather into

being a Wall Street runner George met
Miss Juliette Johnson and liked her.

ONE day she told him she was going
into a musical show, at fifty dollars

a week. It was to open at Palm Beach.
"Huh!" mused George. "Just going to

put yourself in with a bunch of ordinary
chorus dames. I don't like it! Besides,

the money is far too little. You are
worth a lot more than that."

What, Miss Johnson wanted to know,
would Mr. Murphy suggest as an alter-

native? George replied, "We'd better
do a dance act!" Coming out of the
blue this was startling, but interesting.

So Miss Johnson made a bargain with
Mr. Murphy. She would give up the
show if he could land a job for both of

them by the time rehearsals ended. Fair
enough? Swell deal, was George's opin-
ion. So he planned a campaign to sell

himself and partner to night spots and
other places where they dance. Each
morning before leaving on his travels
he put in some vigorous dancing in his
room and walked out treading on air,

convinced he would win. After scouring
every available emporium and failing to
hit the jackpot, he marched into Num-
ber 10 East 60th Street, a very high-class
tea dansant spot, and emerged with a
job dancing with Emil Coleman's famous
orchestra.

"It came because I managed to sell

myself to the manager," is George's ex-
planation. "When I told Julie she gave
in her notice and then our headache was
to find a place to practice and some
music to swing us along. Having neither
a practice room nor music I tackled the
manager of a Chinese restaurant and
offered him our services, free, as exhibi-
tion dancers, for two weeks. He swal-
lowed the bait; so Julie and I put in our
hours of practice under the noses of
hundreds of cash customers. Little did
they guess that the couple they watched
dancing so earnestly to the music of a
good band were really rehearsing for an
act with which they intended to crash
the big money."

In 1927 George and Julie were mar-
ried. Later they went to England with
the gay musical show called "Good
News." Julie had a part; George just
did a dance with her and understudied

Use pl\ESH*2 and stay fresher !
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what is the "Age of Romance'' for a Woman's Hands?

There's Sally in her "twenties"— but

don't her hands look older? That's

because they're so often rough. But busy

Mrs. B. in her "fifties" has the gracious

soft, smooth hands that are charming,

romantic, at any age. Her secret? Just

—

simple, regular care with Jergens Lotion!

It's almost like professional hand care.

Two ingredients in Jergens Lotion are

used by many doctors to help hard,

harsh skin to rose-leaf smoothness.

Your poor hand skin—so often water-

dried, wind-dried! Jergens Lotion fur-

nishes new softening moisture it needs.

No stickiness! Easy and quick! 50i, 25p.

10^— $1.00, at beauty counters. Start

now to use this favorite Jergens Lotion.

fREE! . . PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

(Paste on a penny postcard, if you wish)

The Andrew Jergens Company, Box 3524,

Cincinnati, Ohio (In Canada: Perth, Ontario)

Please send my free purse-size bottle of the famous
Jergens Lotion.

Name —
Street

Cily State

WELL-KNOWN PALMIST "PSYCHOANALYZES"

MISS WATSON'S HANDS

"This life line is very interesting,

•

says Sonia Barrington, well-known
New York palmist, "It indicates a

changeful, colorful life."

Miss Margaret Watson, herself, writes from

Chicago, "I had a problem to keep my hands

smooth until 1 began to use Jergens Lotion."

FOR SOFT,

ADORABLE HANDS

the juvenile lead. The show went tr

Manchester, to open; and George, a keer
golfer, was delighted to find some gooc
courses close at hand. On their thirt

day the manager asked George if hi

knew the juvenile lead's part. "Why?
inquired Mr. Murphy. "Because yc
will have to play it tomorrow night!

was the answer.
"Couldn't you put it off until the nex

night?" was Mr. Murphy's plea. "I'v

arranged to play golf all day tomorrow
so I couldn't rehearse."
The answer was a somewhat violer

no. George, therefore, tried to forge

about his golf date, like a good littf

understudy. All night, after the show,
he worked away at the juvenile lead's

role, assisted by Julie and two girls from
the company, who volunteered nobly
to come to his aid. The next night he
went on for the part and says he remem-
bers absolutely nothing about the show,
nor what he did in it, from the moment
the curtain went up. He must have done
fairly well because the man he under-
studied never came back. So George
played the part for the remainder of the
tryout and right through the long run in

London.
While the show was running in Lon-

don George and Julie met Sir Francis
Towle, a very big hotel magnate. He
invited them to dine one Sunday and
during the evening they heard him in-

quiring if they would be interested to do
a dance act in a night club. "But that's

how we started. How did you know?"
said George. "I didn'tl" replied Sir

Francis. "But I have a spot open and
waiting at the Mayfair Hotel, if you'd
care to step in there tomorrow."
Things happened quickly, after that.

Sir Francis telephoned Ambrose, famous
dance band leader, who was playing at

the hotel; told him to hold his men when
the Sunday evening concert ended, as
two new dancers were coming down to

run over some numbers ready to open
the next night. A taxi took them all

to the Mayfair. Ambrose and his merry
men were there; and to their exhilarat-
ing music George and Julie swvmg into

their routines. The next night, without

Very decorous Is this George
Murphy-Cesar Romero dance

—

but in a moment George will

yell, "Save me, Butch!" and

then will come the fireworks
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any more rehearsal, they opened!
George thought it would be wise to

put a few new routines together for the
Mayfair, so what they did should not be
too like their work in the show. They
practiced hard all day Monday; and
when they hit the Mayfair dance floor

they got through the first two new rou-
tines without a flaw. Then they blew
up! It was useless to go on; so they
stopped, and George stepped forward,
nervously, to make a little speech of

apology. He explained how the break-
'

down had happened and asked the au-
dience to be kind and let them all get
nice and intimate and friendly. They
cheered, both then and later; and from
that night onwards George had to make
his diffident little speech at every per-
formance. He says that was the begin-
ning of his labors as master of ceremo-
nies.

George is proud of the fact that he is

the first person, on stage or screen, to be
Eleanor Powell's dancing partner. When
they came to work out that big number
they did in "Broadway Melody of 1940,"

the lovely dress made for Eleanor looked
fine but was long and clinging and got in

the way. It was Greorge who suggested
putting several weights round the hem,
to make it swing out as she moved. It

worked like a charm. The weights did
their job, and the dress took on a new
graceful sway-movement that had the
cameramen raving.

FOR that same dance, George made up
his mind that he wanted some long

slides built into the set, so that he and
Miss Powell could stand still at mo-
ments in their dance and go sliding down
to a lower level. The studio's arguments
against this idea were many and strong.
The set was practically ready; the slides
might be dangerous; the extra cost would
be high. "All right—I'll pay for them
myself," said George.
The slides were built; and George did

not pay for them. They proved the most
sensational and original part of the dance.
In the same film Fred Astaire and
George worked together like a couple of
demons on all their own dances and on
those they shared with Miss Powell. The
toughest number was the one Fred and
George did as a pair of hoofers, in a
night club, near the opening of the film.
It began well and moved along easily;
but they could not get a real punch into
it for a finale. For days those two ex-
perts walked about carrying canes—the
canes being part of their evening-dress
outfit, anyway.

Finally, as they were walking along
one of the studio streets to the practice
stage, George dropped his cane, Fred
dropped his cane; they picked them up
and suddenly started using them as foils;
like a couple of fencers. "That's it!"
yelled two voices, as a single yell. To
the stage they raced; and within five
minutes they knew they had found their
finale—the canes being used as crossed !

swords. The idea was so good that they
undid all their earlier work and started
to rebuild the entire number around
those canes.
Speed is George Murphy's idol. Give

him swiftness of movement, either on his
own feet, or in a car, or on skates or
skis. Not long ago he founded the
world's first Water-Ski Club, along with
Frank Shields, the tennis genius, and
Courtland Hill. Their headquarters are
at Lake Arrowhead; and there they ride
on ordinary skis lashed behind speed
boats. It's a dangerous, thrilling sport.
George says it almost beats dancing for
giving you that glorious feeling of pep
which makes you know you can fight the
entire universe—and win!

V.

Easier to act against Dry-Sk'm Wrinkles

before they start—

WRINKLES may seem a long way ofT.

But—suppose you have dry skin!

Very dry skin may tend to wrinkle early.

And it looks drab and unattractive.

So—hurrah for Jergens Face Cream!

Made by Jergens skin scientists— it helps

your skin to fresh satin-smoothness.

Use Jergens Face Cream serenely for all

these purposes

—

(I) expert cleansing; (2) softening your

sl<in; (3) a "good grooming" foundation

for your powder and make-up; (4) a fra-

grant, smooth-skin Night Cream.

Really a "One-Jar" Beauty Treatment,

isn't it? Try Jergens Face Cream yourself

ALL-PURPOSE ... FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

for just 10 days—and you'll see! 50^, 25tf,

10(i' — 75«l, $1.00, $1.25 a jar, at beauty
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.

Endorsed by
Famous Fashion Creator

"SENSITIVE SKIN NOW
SMOOTH AND SOFT ..."

"1 am delighted with
Jergens Face Cream,"
writes Mrs. Ella Cobb
Boatenreiter, Atlanta, Ga.

"It cleanses thoroughly,

leaves my skin smooth
and soft, and makes a

lovely powder base."
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New under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

Skeletons in Hollywood Closets

{Continued jrom page 26)

1. Does not harm dresses, or men's

shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used

right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the

Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being

harmless to fabrics.

Arrid is the largest

selling deodorant

... try o jar today

ARRID
39^ a lar

AT All STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS

(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent jars)

CLEANSING TISSUES

softer! Say "Sit-True"

for tissues that are as soft

as a kiss on the cheek.

Stronger! As strong as a

man's fond embrace.

Sitroux is made only
from pure cellulose.

more absorbent!

They drink in moisture.

Ideal for beauty care.

Useful everywhere.

Bing by the back of the neck and made
him dig in on his voice and Bing thanks
him for it to this day. It was Everett's

determination and patient driving that

made Bing get there. And now Everett's

one ambition is to foster the musical edu-
cation of his wife, Florence George, and
someday have the thrill of hearing her
sing at the Metropolitan. When that time
comes, believe me, the happiest person
in that team will be, not the prima
donna, but Everett, who all his life

wanted to sing, but kept his talent hid-
den under a bushel in order to foster

the success of those he loved.
John Payne paid his way through col-

lege singing in a Broadway burlesque
house for twelve dollars a week, though
that isn't exactly a skeleton, 'cause he's

proud of it and I don't blame him. Still,

I'll bet that's the reason he hates night
clubs so. In his youth he saw enough of

"Main Street after Dark" to last him a
lifetime.

A VERY funny skeleton, if you could
call it that, is in the closet of one of

our old-timers. When Vilma Banky mar-
ried Rod La Rocque, she got more pres-
ents than this town had ever seen. She
was Sam Goldwyn's top star, and he not
only gave her the wedding, but she had
twenty-two separate showers before-
hand. Vilma, a very simple Austrian
girl, was so dazzled by the splendour
that she wanted to rent the window
space of the biggest department store in
the city and place all her presents on
display along with the names of the
donors. They finally convinced her it

couldn't be done, but Vilma stuck to
her guns. She said, "If I were being
married in my own village, you bet I'd

do it!"

Recently at a benefit, I saw as dra-
matic an incident as was ever flashed on
any screen. Harry Davenport, that grand
character actor, and Wally Reid Jr.,

were to appear, and although Harry is

the boy's grandfather, they'd never met.
Wally walked over and offered his hand.
"I think we should know each other,
sir," he said, "I'm Wally Reid Jr." Harry

shook hands, said, "How do you do? I'm
very glad to meet you." And walked
away. Here's the story:

Years ago, Harry Davenport was di-
vorced from his first wife and lost touch
with that branch of the family. His
daughter, Dorothy Davenport, after the
death of her famous husband, Wally
Reid, has brought up her son without any
help from anyone, and how she's worked
to do it! She's one of the most courageous
women in this or any other town, and
few people know what a struggle she's

had. But you realize it's all been worth
her while when you see WaUy Jr. I'll

never forget the sadness in his voice
when he said to me that night, "My
father and grandfather were great men.
Miss Hopper. The world knew them
well and loved them. I never did."
There's no end to our Hollywood

skeletons. There are the ones that have
kept Conrad Nagel and Fred Niblo off

the screen for lo, these many years, be-
cause they fought for the underdog and
spoke out of turn at the right time for

the actors—which was the wrong time
for Conrad and Fred. There's the story
of why William S. Hart dropped from
sight fourteen years ago—one of the most
amazing things in all the annals of
Hollywood history. But that skeleton
isn't in Bill's closet. It's in the closet of
one of the higher-ups of Hollywood and,
when the time comes, somebody's going
to write a picture around it and it will
be put on the screen for all the world to
see!

And how about the death of that
famous director and soldier of forttme,
William Desmond Taylor? The death of
Paul Bern? And the so-called suicide of
lovely Thelma Todd, whose name still

hangs above a cafe along the great Pa-
cific, as a sad reminder of a youthful
flame which was quenched before her
radiance had dimmed? One could go on
and on indefinitely.

But my time's up now. Some day IH
teU you about our mummies. There are
more of them around this town than
skeletons, and they're more fun to talk
about!

Who Hates Whonn In Hollywood
(CoJitiJwted jrom page 67)

who played opposite her in "Sunny."
Anna is dignified, impersonal, reserved

as only a well-bred British girl can be.

John is bluff, devil-may-care, in awe of

nobody. It was natural maybe, that they

should clash. And clash they did.

It happened when one bright sunny
morning, John arrived for work feeling

particularly merry and exuberant. Long
before he appeared on the set, you could

hear him coming. "Good morning, good
morning, GOOD MORNING!" A slap

on the back for the gateman; a rousing

"Hi" for the studio cop; a tweak for the

ear of the script girl and

—

a whack,
gentle aiid affectionate, but a whack,
nevertheless—jar the—er

—

back of the

dignified Miss Neagle!
Well! She drew herself up, while

those present held their breath.

"Hiya, Annie!" roared the ebullient

Mr. Carroll, wholly ignorant of any
breach of etiquette. Chummily, he went
into the subject of what a swell day it

was and how swell he felt and what a

time he'd had at the races the day be-
fore. "There was a certain nag name
of
—

" he began.
But he never finished. Miss Neagle

didn't say a word. But quietly with ma-
jestic disdain, she went into her dressing
room and closed the door. She didn't

even slam it. But Mr. Carroll realized

he'd been out of line, all right. He
grinned uncertainly; took out his hand-
kerchief and wiped his suddenly per-
spiring brow.

"I get it," he remarked. And then,

with characteristic jauntiness, "Th' heck
with it!"

And so, throughout the production of

"Sunny" the chill never thawed out
between Miss Neagle and Mr. Carroll.

It hasn't yet.

Another pair of screen lovers who
actually would rather throw things at

each other than embrace are Marlene
Dietrich and Bruce Cabot who, as you
may remember, were in "Flame of New
Orleans" together. I am not taking sides

but I do know that Bruce had about two
strikes on him as far as Marlene was
concerned before he ever reported for

work in this picture. You see. Marlene
didn't want him for the role of the

swashbuckling sea captain who ulti-

mately wins her heart. She wanted a

bigger name—someone along the Clark
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Gable line, if possible. But Producer Joe
i

Pasternak thought differently. He wanted
Bruce and Bruce it was . . . All of which
put Miss Dietrich into a pet and she pro-

ceeded, apparently, to take it out on
Bruce. When he was introduced to her,

she put on the grande dame manner,

and, as the days went by and you'd

have thought they could have at least

built up a speaking acquaintance, she

could never seem to remember his name.

If it were necessary to speak to him
about anything, she'd either call him
"Mr. Calvert" or "Mr. Campbell" or

some such name, or she'd hesitate after i

the "Mr." as you do when you've met
someone once but can't for the life of

you place him. She even did it before

their big love scene. "Come on, Mr.

—

er—Mr. . .
." she said, as she took her

place before the camera.

All of which was pretty devastating to

Bruce, aware that in this picture was
the best break of his career. At first he
fussed and fumed plenty. But finally,

he decided he'd beat her at her own
game, and he did. When he answered
her summons for the scene just men-
tioned, he stuttered over her name! And
moreover, by the time the picture was
finished, he had stolen it from under her

nose. "Flame of New Orleans" was not

a great success, but it did a lot for Bruce
Cabot. He now has a contract with

Walter Wanger and a starring role in

what promises to be one of the best

pictures of the year
—"Sundown," which

you'll be seeing in due time.

BETTE DAVIS and Jimmy Cagney
don't like each other either, and

don't let anyone tell you to the contrary.

Their feud began when they worked
together in "The Bride Came C.O.D."
which, incidentally, Jimmy's brother,

Bill Cagney, produced. At first things

went very pleasantly. Bette thought
Jimmy was wonderful and, frank and
generous as she is, was prompt to say

so. She actually announced that he
helped her with her acting—which is

something from an Academy Award
winner twice over, wouldn't you say?
But as time went on, discord put in

appearance. Jimmy, for instance, with
his brother's okay, began to change
lines in the script, even Bette's lines

—

a word here, a line there, a whole speech
elsewhere. Bette didn't like this a bit

and with usual Davis frankness told him
so. He argued with her and she came
back with a feminine but nevertheless
telling remark: "I'm so sorry I never
.thought to fix it so my sister could pro-
iduce pictures! Perhaps if I had, I could
jchange scripts, too!"

I Which of course, made red-headed
Jimmy furious and the feud was on.

He continued to change lines, perhaps
more than he would have if he hadn't
had a "peeve" on. And Bette, who
couldn't seem to do anything about it,

withdrew into a shell of reserve

—

but
reserve. She'd do her best in each scene.
Bette Davis could not do otherwise. But
away from the camera, she ignored
Jimmy as though he wei-e a prop. She'd
jven knit when the two of them re-
learsed their lines, which seemed par-
ticularly to annoy him.

On the other hand, with that photo-
Uatic memory of his, Jimmy would read
lis script once and be letter perfect

—

md very smug when Bette needed more
ime to memorize hers.

Oh, they had a lovely time—those two
amous, talented stars! Of course, usually,
hey managed to confine their animosity

* !^|;o icy silence, or at most, brief, barbed
i' Komments. But they had a real row over
iVilieir lines just before making that scene
i^B'vhere Bette throws the pan of water in
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^Meds

— by a doctor's wife
As a doctor's wife, I've known about
internal sanitary protection for a long
time—and used it. Then, I recently

heard that Modess had brought out
Meds—a new and improved tampon!
I tried Meds—and believe me, they
are a discovery! Such comfort! Meds
make you feel as free as on any other
day. And such grand protection— be-

cause Meds are the only tampons, with
the "safety center." And best of all,

Meds cost only 20c a box of ten, an
average month's supply—only 98p a
bargain box of sixty ! No other tampons
in individual applicators cost so little!

NEW FOOT RELIEF
WTiere Yon Need It Mosi-

AT THE BALL
OF YOUR FOOT!
Now you can have quick relief

from pains, cramps, callouses,

burnins or numbing sensations

at the ball ofyour foot.

Dr. Scholl's LuPAD
does this for you. It is a new feather-light foot

cushion for relief and support of Metatarsal Arch.

LIKE WALKING ON AIR— that's how it feels wheg
you slip it over the forepart of your
foot. Has a soft padding underneath
to cushion and protea the sensitive

spot. Makes smart high heel shoes a

joy to wear. Washable. Worn invisibly.

Sizes for men and women. Only $1.00
pair at Drug, Shoe, Dept. Stores. If

your dealer is not supplied, ask him
to order a pair of Dr. Scholl's LuPADS
for you or send $1.00 direai
to us and mention size and|
width of your shoe.

Money back if not satisfied.

FREE — Dr. Scholl's FOOT I

BOOK. Write Or. Schoir(,|

Inc., Dept. L8, Chicago, III.

Jimmy's face. Remember the gusto with
which she did it? Well, she meant it, all

right! She loved it!

Ann Sothern and Eleanor Powell didn't

get along very well, either, while "Lady
Be Good" was in the making. Ann
is quiet, sophisticated and reserved.
Eleanor is exuberant, loquacious, very
much the "good trouper" type. She is

always humming a tune, or jigging, or
perpetrating some gag or other upon
someone or other. Like a true trouper
she is also possessed of a healthy jealousy
of a professional rival . . . Which prob-
ably explains why she seemed at times
to be "moving in" on Ann. I mean, when
Ann would have a conference with
Adrian about clothes, for instance, it

inevitably seemed necessary for Eleanor
to call him away. When Ann was dis-

cussing something with Director Norman
McLeod, Eleanor always seemed to find

something which required his immediate
attention. When writers and visitors

came on the set to see Ann, Eleanor in

a ladylike but efficient manner usually
managed to capture the limelight.

Ann, on the other hand, reticent as she
is, couldn't comp>ete at this kind of thing.

Therefore, like Bette, she retired into a
shell of reserve, emerging occasionally
to snipe at the lively Miss Powell, sweetly
but effectively. To wit:

Eleanor (breezily to the assembled
cast) : And how do you all like my new
lip rouge? Elegant, isn't it? And a swell
brush came with it!

Ann (whose own mouth is a perfect
Cupid's bow) : Yes, when you have to

change the shape of your mouth, it is

much easier to use a brush, isn't it, dear?
Of course, jealousy between equal

rivals is only natural, human nature be-
ing what it is. There is also that per-
petually recurring situation in Hollywood
wherein an older, or at least a well es-
tablished, star becomes jealous of a new-
comer. There is the case of Alice Faye
and her new rival at Twentieth Century
. . . Well, could you expect Alice to
embrace with open arms so obvious a
rival as Betty Grable? Just take stock
of the two of them. Alice is blonde, so is

Betty. Alice has a lovely, curvaceous
figure; so has Betty. (Do I hear you add-
ing a fervent "And how?") Alice can
sing; so can Betty. Alice can dance;
so can Betty. Put the two of them to-
gether in the same studio, sometimes in
the same picture, and it is natural that
they should mix like oil and water.
Of course, such a set-up was a natural

for the publicity department when the
two went to work in "Tin Pan Alley."

A rarin', tearin' feud! Good copy, even
though the wiseacres of the press didn't
take it very seriously. But it was true, all

right, and because of it some funny
things happened.
For instance, I walked on the set one

morning to find Director Archie Mayo
raving. Here he was, ready to shoot, and
the two feminine stars hadn't appeared.

"First one is late and then the other,"

he stormed. "And each morning, they
are later than the last. What's got into

those two?"
Well, the answer was simple. It is the

prerogative of the staR to be the last one
arriving at work. Alice and Betty knew
it. Only there was the little problem of

who was that star with the right to be
the last! The upshot was that each tried

her darndest to out-do the other in the
matter of tardiness.
Honors were about even the morning

I sp)eak of. They arrived at the same
time. But what Archie Mayo said to both
put a stop to such monkey business. An
idle camera is one expense no director
will tolerate; it looks too bad on his
cost sheet.

You undoubtedly heard much about a
feud between George Raft and Eddie
Robinson in "Manpower.'' The big fight

in that picture was another "natural" for

a publicity department. But in that case,

too—and I'm not kidding—there was
plenty of real trouble between them.

In the first place, long before the fa-

mous fight scene, Robinson kept adding
to his lines, which made George mad.
In retaliation, he, too, would try to

add to his lines, but George isn't very
good at that sort of thing and so the ad-
ditions didn't get by the director. Then
George tried every other trick he knew
in scene stealing, but again he was
blocked because Robinson, experienced
stage actor that he is. knew all the
answers.
So it seemed that all George could do

was a slow burn—until came a certain
day when Director Raoul Walsh asked
Robinson to give up one of his lines to

an extra. "Why should I?" Eddie re-
marked.
Of course, one line doesn't seem very

important. Nevertheless, if the extra
could have spoken it, his pay for the day
would have been upped about fifteen

dollars. So here was (jeorge's chance to

tell Eddie what he thought of him with-
out appearing to be merely jealous. He
did tell him, not mincing words. When
he had finished. Eddie was red and sput-
tering and it was open war between
them. It will be from now on.

This month we tokl you about who hates whom in Hollywood.
Next month "Fearless" will reveal who loves whom in Hollywood—secret, heart-warming friendships you don't know about

"Defense for
America" is the

stirring title of

Poramount's pa-

triotic short with

young Peggy Fitz-

gerald and Artie

Quinn as stars
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Close Dps and Long Shots
(Conti7iued jrom page 4)

colossal boner in thinking that "A Wo-
man's Face" wouldn't be a hit ... it is

... a terrific one . . . and about the only
thing I can say in self-defense is that at
least that one surprised Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, too . . . and for an interest-
ing reason. . . .

As you are perfectly well aware, if

you are any kind of movie fan, Metro
have always made Joan their super-
duper glamour girl . . . Joan is a glamour
girl, in fact ... so naturally Metro have
always sold her to the public on that

basis ... it remained for a Detroit theater
manager and "A Woman's Face"' to show
them that maybe they weren't entirely

right. . . .

This is how it came about . . . when
"A Woman's Face" was first released, it

was advertised as "a psychological study
of a woman's soul" and words to that

effect ... it went into the de luxe houses
and it didn't do so well . . . until the
Detroit theater manager, having booked
the film, took matters in his own hands
. . . and words . . . and advertised . . .

"A Scarred She-Devil" ... "A Female
Monster" "A Soulless Woman" . . . and
such epithets . . . and brought the public
into his theater in mobs . . . Metro used
that form of advertising thereafter . . .

dropping the glamour-girl angle entirely

. . . and they've coined money, as the

result. . . .

THE war is really beginning to get in at
' Hollywood . . . and through the cast-

ing department as well as through
taxes . . . with Jimmy Stewart and
Richard Greene gone . . . with Robert
Montgomery signed up with Washington
and Wayne Morris in the Navy . . . with
directors like Woody Van Dyke under
constant call . . . and Douglas Fairbanks
Jr. on South American good-will mis-
sions, and John Farrow stationed in

Canada . . . picture production is really

getting into a snarl . . . yet some things

go on untouched by time or war . . .

An honestly delightful touch is the
dignity of our younger set . . . and in

this case I do mean young players . . .

like the set in which Miss Jane Withers
is the reigning sub-deb, whose pleasure
is sought by such varied swains as Mr.
Freddie Bartholomew, Mr. Jackie Searle,

• Mr. Joe Brown Jr., and Mr. Buddy
Pepper . . . for while I think Hollywood
would lose much of its color if all its in-

. habitants got so dignified, it still is true
that no art can survive for long if it and
its practitioners are not in tune with their

times . . . these are serious days, days
in which we are all learning new and
simpler values—or at least the virtues
of old values we had somewhat discarded
. . . the values of our homes, our friend-
ships, of uncostly fun . . . and this atti-

tude on the part of its younger genera-
tion shows that Hollywood is learning
that lesson too . . .

Besides, the wild and colorful people
always pop up, no matter what the times
or the social pressures . . . rise up and
capture our wild hearts and dreams, too
. . . perhaps this is exactly why the best
beloved of Hollywood's younger crowd
are Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney . . .

Mickey, the madcap, and Judy, whose
heart is wrung because she couldn't have
the kind of wedding or the kind of
publicity that Deanna had . . . since she
married a divorced man. . . .

Which, I suppose, simply means that
life keeps on being just the same . . .

ven in Hollywood
But I still am not sure that any of us

ut here knows what makes hit pictures!

RITA ITAYW'ORTH
Co-Starring in C.oliimhiii's
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day in Reno, where Ingrid had flown on
her first Hollywood vacation for some
mountain skiing, reporters besieged her
en masse. A few blurted, "Are you in

Reno to get married?" and others, "Are
you in Reno to get a divorce?" Ingrid
blushed, speechless, and her eyes filled.

It shocked her to realize that, despite her
new Hollywood fame, the greatest thing
in her life was still unknown in America,
in fact, almost a secret.

INGRID BERGMAN is an orphan. Her
' parents died when she was a small girl.

She grew up in girls' schools—one, pro-
phetically enough, called "Flicker" (al-

though the term is Swedish and has
nothing to do with the movies). Her teens
were spent in the Royal Theatre of

Dramatic Arts and within the walls of

the Swedish film studios. Although
Hollywood thinks of Ingrid as a dis-

covery, she made eleven Swedish pictures
before she was twenty and starred in nine
of them. "Intermezzo," which brought
her to Hollywood, was originally made
in Sweden.

All her life Ingrid has been storing up
the maternal affection denied her in
childhood. When she married Peter
Lindstrom, a young Stockholm surgeon,
success and fame were old stuff to Ingrid.
She yearned, as every actress yearns, for
more and greater triumphs. But she also

desperately wanted the undisturbed hap-
piness of motherhood and the arrival of

her daughter was set to seal her happi-
ness.

At that point Hollywood interrupted.
Of course, David O. Selznick had no

idea Ingrid was about to have a baby.
He'd merely seen her in the Swedish
"Intermezzo" and decided that both pic-

ture and actress were what he needed
for Leslie Howard. Ingrid's first urgent
Hollywood summons arrived almost in

the maternity hospital. Naturally, she
never considered accepting it. It was
impossible.
But after Pia arrived, the cables grew

more insistent. And soon Selznick's

representative, Katherine Brown, showed
up in Stockholm personally to apply her
persuasive powers. "I have a home, a
husband and a wonderful new daughter,"
Ingrid told her. "Why should I ever
leave them?" She honestly thought she
never would.
But seven months later she was travel-

ing alone, bound for a fantastic, fright-

ening place she had never seen, thousands
of miles from what she loved most in all

the world.
Her bewildering struggles with Ameri-

can, as she is spoke, make her chuckle
today. On the funny side, too, were
Ingrid's ghastly fears of a Hollywood re-
modeling job on her features. Hadn't
every European star returned practically
unrecognizable? "I walked trembling
into the studio the first day," Ingrid
grinned, "and when the make-up man
said, 'Step this way, please,' I almost
fainted. I knew they were going to

pluck my eyebrows, dye my hair, lift my
chin and do all sorts of horrible things.

I resolved to fight to the finish. Imagine
my surprise when Mr. Selznick looked
me over and said, 'H-m-m-m-m! You
won't need any make-up.' This couldn't

be Hollywood!"
In Sweden, mothers are proud of their

babies and love to talk about them. Here
in this strange Hollywood studio publicity

men frowned slightly, shook their heads
and said, "Better not." Ingrid couldn't

understand. When something lies always
on your heart it's hard to keep it forever
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to yourself. Ingrid was puzzled but she
said nothing. She would soon leave, any-
way. She was in Hollywood, all told,

three months, and then she went home

—

to a Sweden isolated from the world,
almost, by Hitler's hostilities.

The local picture industry, never ex-
actly big-time, had shrunk under the
shadow that hung over Sweden. Ingrid
did one picture at home, discovered that
both husband Peter and daughter Pia had
thrived very nicely without her, and
wondered, on second thought, if it had
been Hollywood that was so lonely—or

just herself. When David Selznick kept
cabling for her to return and do "Joan
of Arc," a part she had always been
dying to do, Pia was old enough to travel

and husband Peter confessed he had
always dreamed of studying medicine in

America.
Adding all that up explains why Ingrid

Bergman is in Hollywood apparently to

stay. For her, it is indeed a wonderful
new career, a thrilling new life. In a

few short weeks she has become the talk

of all the movie-conscious world. Not
through "Adam Had Four Sons" and
"Rage in Heaven"—her cheering section

in America, while vociferous and solid

enough, was still small until Ernest
Hemingway wrote a phenomenal book
called "For Whom the Bell Tolls" and
the movies snapped it right up like a

second "Gone With the Wind." Parlor
casting parties gathered all over the land.

Then Mr. Hemingway had his official say.

He said Gary Cooper was his idea of

Robert Jordan, one central character in

the book. For the other, Maria, the only

girl in the world was Ingrid Bergman. Ir

fact, Hemingway allowed that he wouldn •

cooperate with the filming of his master-
piece unless Ingrid played the part. And
he sent her a copy of FWTBT inscribed

thus on the flyleaf, "To Ingrid Bergman,
who is the Maria of this book."
But after all Paramount paid $150,001

plus for the novel and they'll have some-
thing to say about who plays Marie

Already they're testing every actress ii

town.
Meanwhile, everywhere she goes ir

Hollywood Ingrid is making friends anc

influencing people. What particularly ap-

peals to everyone is Ingrid's natural hu-

manness, if that's strictly correct gram-
mar. She's naive and girlish, and at tht

same time worldly. She sees the funny

side of everything, but her heart is sensi-

tive. She can break into tears at th>

tmiest sadness and giggle like a schoolgir

the next moment. She's a great actres-

and a wonderful sport at the same time-
something you very, very rarely find.

As for the acting;

A gentleman who should know, Spence.

Tracy, told us this about Ingrid. "Whei

you see 'Jekyll and Hyde' you're nc:

going to know I'm in it. This girl is great

—and you know how seldom I use a

two-dollar word like that!" That's the

sentiment all over Hollywood. But Ingrid

isn't letting it throw her. If you mention

salaams like that to her now, she jus:

chews her blackjack gum (which sht

adores) a little more furiously, blushes

and changes the subject.

She dresses her five feet eight- and-a-

half inches and 130 pounds in smart

feminine fashions which she adores, slip-

ping into slacks, sweaters and plaid

sports coats only in her at-ease mo-
ments. At the same time she can laugli

at her size without self-consciousness.

Ingrid has taken quite a beating in

"Jekyll and Hyde." In one scene she

wrestled around with Slats Wyrick, a
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former UCLA football tackle. Look out,

Slats!" the camera crew yelled. "Don't

get hurt!" Ingrid thought that was very
funny.
Yes, it would take plenty to make Ing-

rid Bergman good and mad in Hollywood
at this point. She has both Pia and Peter
with her now. She's only a few hours
from the best ski slopes (she's swell on
skis) and the outdoor life she loves is

all around her—swimming, tennis, riding

and the sea. She has a brand-new bright
red roadster which she drives herself and
a cozy apartment. You aren't going to

hear any beefs out of Bergman. Nor is

her sensible head likely to turn with
time in Hollywood.

How to Get a Fan Letter

Answered
(Continued from page 43)

you discovered the same person had
written a similar letter to Betty Grable,
Claudette Colbert and Bette Davis?
You wouldn't feel a bit flattered, and if

you were in the star's shoes you'd do
just what she has already done, or had
her secretary do for her—throw the letter

in the waste basket!
On the other hand, if you had written

Alice Faye, for instance, to tell her how
much you enjoyed her performance in

the picture, that you thought she looked
lovely in Technicolor and should do more
pictures in color—or even if you threw
in a little honest criticism—you'd not
only get a courteous reply from Alice,

but might be doing her a good turn in

the bargain. Because fan letters pertain-
ing to certain pictures or roles are care-
fully noted and the results turned over
to the heads of the studios periodically,

so the producers can find out what you
fans really want to see in the way of

motion picture fare.

One of the most important things to

remember, when writing your favorite

star, is to be sure both the star's address
and your own is legible. Don't try to be
tricky when addressing the envelope

—

unless, of course, you don't care whether
your answer is delayed. Thousands of

letters go astray every year because the
postmaster doesn't know to whom the
letter is addressed or because you haven't
written your own name and address
plainly. If your handwriting isn't so hot,

ask your big brother or your girl friend
to address the envelope and write your
return address on the letter inside. And
write, don't print, whenever possible.

The postage is important, too. Be sure
you put enough stamps on your letter

before you drop it in the box. This goes
for packages, too. Many gifts are lost or
mutilated because they are held at the
post office for postage, or because the
wrapping paper has been torn off in
transit.

And while we're on the subject of
gifts, if you send a gift to a star, be
sure and send a letter at the same time,
(explaining that it is a gift. And don't, for
:heaven's sake, send candy, cake and other
perishables. Marlene Dietrich would just
love to sample your homemade angel
food, but can you imagine what it would
taste like after knocking about in a
freight car or mail delivery truck for a
week or so?
An awfully good practice, although you

probably won't believe us, is to address
your letter to the star in care of the
Fan Mail Department! You think the
star will never see your letter and it

will be answered by some clerk in the
studio. And that's where you're wrong!
We have seen many of the stars receive
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*A DARK SUSPICION

HAS JUST CROSSED MY MIND]''

"Wonder if grandma could have forgotten the rub-

down after my bath this morning ! !

!

"I'll admit I was still too worked up about the soap

in my eye to worry about powder at the time . .

.

"By Jupiter, though, come to think of it— I didn't get

a rubdown! It was right out of the tub and on with

my shirt! Not a particle of that delicious Johnson's

Baby Powder did I have! Not even so much as a

hasty dusting!

"I remember now— I thought 'This dressing business

is going mighty fast'. . . Fas^— I'll say it was!

"The idea of Grandma thrusting me into a romper

without even one little sprinkle of Johnson's! I'd

just like to tell her how smooth and slick and com-

fortable I haven't been feeling all day!

"Believe me—this is the last time I go visiting with-

out a can of downy-soft, soothing Johnson's clutched

in my fist. A baby can't be too careful!"

"No doubt about it Johnson's Baby Powder is the

loveliest stuff that ever soothed a baby's prickles!

Fine for chafes, too. And really very inexpensive."

JOHNSON'S
SABY POWDER

I



and answer stacks of their letters in their

studio dressing rooms, where they are
dehvered daily by the studio messenger
boys. This practice is infinitely safer

than sending mail direct to some address
which you hope and believe is the star's

home. The star may have moved by the
time your letter arrives—and surely he
or she must move if an unfriendly mag-
azine publishes a supposedly confidential

address—or he may be on a three-
month vacation. Meanwhile, your letter

remains unseen and unacknowledged.
When sent to the studio, on the other
hand, instructions are always left as to

where the star may be reached at all

times.

Most of you don't do the following but
a word in passing may throw a little

light on the subject. If you expect an
answer to your letter, don't ask for

money, clothing, and so on. In the first

place, no one but a fool would mail out
checks and money orders to a perfect

stranger just because he asks for them.
And the stars aren't fools. All of them
have their money distributed at regular
intervals to worthy charitable organiza-
tions, figuring that the really needy will

receive their share by making applica-
tion for it in the proper way.
As far as clothes are concerned, most

of these are owned by the studio to

which the star is under contract. After
the star has finished with a costume, it

is returned to the wardrobe department,
where it is passed on to the smaller
player, then to the extras, finally ending
up in a bundle for a charitable organiza-
tion. The stars' personal wardrobes are
invariably also turned over to charities,

many of which supply clothes to young
people who are trying to get a start in

pictures.

Another important "don't" is, "Don't
ask the stars to get you into pictures!"

For one thing, most of the stars do not
have this authority. Every studio in

Hollywood has a talent department.
Talent scouts are searching the country
daily for new faces and promising young
actors and actresses. This is their job,

not the job of the stars.

ON the other hand, many of the stars

are willing and ready to give you
the benefit of their experience it ^'ou ask
for advice. But when you write, be spe-
cific. Don't just say: "How can I become
an actor?" Go into detail and tell some-
thing about your background, what fa-

cilities you have for studying and why
you think you have talent.

Eleanor Powell gives an example of the
kind of letter for which a star is truly

grateful. One of her fans wrote her criti-

cizing her tap shoes. Eleanor hadn't

realized until she received his letter that

her shoes were bunglesome and unat-
tractive on the screen. As a result of

this intelligent criticism, she had a new
pair of shoes designed for future use.

Don't be unfair in your criticisms,

though. Remember that many of the
stars do not select the roles they play on
the screen but are required to act in

the screen plays that have been selected

for them. Some of the bigger stars, how-
ever, are permitted to have a hand in

story selection. These people are more
than grateful for your suggestions.

On the other hand, don't send stories

to the stars to read. It is a rule of every
studio—and the stars observe this as
well—to return, unopened, all unsolicited
manuscripts.
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy

are particularly grateful for suggestions
from the fans as to musical selections.

"The only trouble is," Nelson com-
plains, "I never will get around to sing-
ing everything the fans have requested.

All I can do is try and select the ones
requested by the largest number of
people and hope to get them all in
eventually."
Jeanette loves to hear from the people

she meets while touring the country and
welcomes each and every letter which
suggests new musical numbers they
would like to hear her sing.

"It's a tremendous help, when planning
a tour, to find out just which songs
people like the best," she says. "Cover-
ing the whole country, as I do, I never
seem to get enough material In advance
to see me through."

Jeanette, also, is always on deck to
help people who ask for advice about
careers. Her little book, "No Royal Road
to Stardom," which she has had specially
prepared, has been mailed to hundreds
of people all over the world.
Here's a tip which we almost guaran-

tee to bring results: write the stars about
their favorite hobbies. For instance,
when you know that Carole Lombard
and Clark Gable are interested in fishing
and hunting, spend a little time and
effort in finding out a good place for them
to go on their next vacation. Or if you've
heard of a new gadget in connection with
camping equipment, Clark would be
most grateful if you'd pass it on to him.
Wally Beery, for one, admits he hasn't

Star and guest-star: Louella

Parsons of Radio's "Hollywood
Premiere" and Herbert Marshall

gone on a vacation in years that hasn't

been suggested by his fans.

"The fans seem to know that I like

out-of-the-way places for vacations,"

says Wally, "especially where the fishing

is good. I'm always grateful for any
new suggestions."
As another example, Jimmy Cagney

and Errol Flynn are both gun collectors,

as is Gary Cooper. If you have any
inside tips on a new type of rifle, send
them along to Jimmy, Errol or Gary and
they'll be duly acknowledged and
appreciated.
Most of the feminine stars, we find, ap-

preciate more than anything a word of

advice from the women fans about
clothes, coiffures, make-up and other
such personal and feminine interests.

"We who work in pictures," says
Claudette Colbert, "know that the films

are being made for the public, but
ordinarily our time will not permit us
to meet and know these people. Through
the medium of their letters, we know
when we please our public and when
they are displeased we then have the
opportunity of correcting our mistakes."

It's a well-known fact that Bing Crosby
has his "Criticism File," which receives
his personal attention. Bing's father has
charge of his fan mail and goes over
each letter carefully. The letters of criti-
cism, however, are put to one side and
these Bing answers faithfully.
Ever since Deanna Durbin has been on

the screen, she has had all her fan mail
sent directly to her by the studio. She
reads each and every letter and answers
as much of it personally as time allows.
Through her fan club, Deanna has en-
abled many young people to correspond
with one another, introducing them by
letter. These she calls her " Pen Pals."
She was deeply graiified the other day
to receive a letter from two of them,
saying they had met and were engaged
to be married!

IITTLE Gloria Jean receives an amazing
amount of fan mail from children all

over the world. These letters she is

delighted to receive. Gloria has a pas-
sionate desire for knowledge, and she
feels they have given her a true picture
of conditions as they exist in other parts
of the world which she would never
have learned in any other way. Gloria
also loves to receive birthday cards.

Incidentally, you'll find that most of
the stars are most appreciative of greet-
ing cards on holidays and birthdays.
They're a sentimental lot at heart and
it's a real thrill for them to know their
admirers don't forget these dates.
Another little hint we want to pass

on to you fans is to be sure you have
spelled the star's name correctly. Most
of us are rather proud of our names
and it's most annoying to have even our
best friends misspell them, as sometimes
happens.
John Payne is extremely grateful to

the young lady who called his attention
to a mannerism of which he was not
aware.
"Even though I enjoy your perform-

ances," she wrote, "I've noticed one bit

of overacting you do. Couldn't you do
something about those athletic eyebrows
of yours?"
Johnny hadn't noticed that he had a

very bad habit of working his eyebrows
as he talked, but through this sincere

fan's criticism, his attention was called

to it and he has now overcome the habit.

If you're a "shut-in," Don Ameche and
Betty Grable will give your letters their

preferred attention. Both Don and Betty
have been corresponding with a number
of these lonely people and feel that they
have become really friends.

"Besides," Betty explains, "many of

these letters are brilliantly written.

They're the kind of letters that make
you want to take the time to sit right

down and answer them."
Jane Withers, whose fan letters number

up in the thousands each month, adores
answering them with the help of her

secretary and friend, Jo-Jo. And Janie,

being a collector herself, never fails to

oblige her fans who write to ask for

some small object such as handkerchiefs
or buttons off dresses she's worn.
As a parting warning, remember these

important pwints:

1. Don't ask the stars to do the im-
possible.

2. Be sure your letters are addressed
properly and have enough postage on

them.
3. Wherever possible, address your let-

ters to the star in care of The Fan Mail

Department at his home studio.

And, kids, don't ask Jimmy Stewart

and Lana Turner to marry you! If all

the unmarried stars in Hollywood were

to accept one out of every ten proposals,

they'd be polygamists!
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change of names. At college he was John
Arthur Kennedy, and on the stage he
was just John Kennedy. But there were
two other John Kennedys on the New
York stage, and Arthur's agents, who
were pleased with the lad's success on
Broadway, persuaded him to change to

J. Arthur Kennedy. The "J" disappeared
altogether when he Ccime to Hollywood,
and even Arthur doesn't know where it

went or what might happen next.
He likes to swim and looks the swim-

ming type. The studio likes him because
he offers not one word of objection to

the little B's they shove him into every
time he's caught looking the other way.
High on a hill over Hollywood is his

house where he lives with his wife, a

couple of dogs and a Persian cat that

has just had kittens. They called the
first born "Jocsur." The last born is

called, appropriately enough, "Caboose."

Sitre-to-Wiii Gwyniie:

On that bet we lay our last dime. The
tenacity, the determination, the do-or-die
spirit that permeates Anne's blonde love-
liness wUl reap her a golden harvest one
day, you mark our words. In fact, she
is well on her way right now, bringing
in such sheaves as "Nice Girl," "Tight
Shoes," "Spring Parade" and "Ride 'Em,
Cowboy" with Abbott and Costello. In-
cidentally, Anne in her out-west costume
is something to see.

ANNE'S the kind of kid that deserves
the breaks and had everyone on her

side right from the start. Born down in

Waco, Texas, she went in for declama-
tions and recitations all over the place.

Once she lost the declamation contest by
one vote, coming in second. "I'll get you
next year," she stormed inwardly and
with that Texas determination of hers,

she did.

When her parents moved to St. Louis,
Missouri, in 1936, Anne entered Stephens
College in Columbia, Missouri, and went
in for drama in a big way. She was wild
with joy when Miss Maude Adams took
over the drama department. During a
summer vacation in Los Angeles, Anne
was offered a job as a model. In the
evenings she attended the Bliss-Hayden
Little Theater and worked in the plays.

It was there a Universal scout spotted
her and sent for her to visit the studio.

Anne was signed to a long-term con-
tract after the shortest interview imag-
inable. It consisted of exactly three
questions.
"Have you ever acted on the stage

professionally?" she was asked.
"No," said our Armie.
"Have you ever been in pictures?"
"No."
"Would you like to be in pictures?"
"Yes," howled Anne ^jand signed the

paper.
Her greatest disappointment to date

came when she was too ill to rehearse
her role as bridesmaid at Dearma Dur-
bin's wedding. But when the time came
for Anne to march up that aisle, she
never missed a beat.

She has no intention of becoming a
bride herself until she gets that career
of hers firmly under control. "Besides,"
says Anne, "I'd be afraid to marry right

now for fear the man might be drafted.
And one thing I wouldn't do is marry
a man to keep him out of the draft.

And anyway, I haven't met the fellow."

Her studio gives her a gold star daily
for cooperation. Anne will cheerfully
break a date to make publicity pictures

any time she's asked. She never wastes
a minute foolishly but studies and
watches other players at work.
She rides well, swims, lives with her

mother in a Hollywood apartment and
works, works, works. That's why we
know she'll win. Her one bright consoling
thought is that no one so far has com-
forted her with, "Oh well, Gwynne and
bear it."

An Imp on Wheels:

Yoimg Ray McDonald, about nineteen
years old to be exact, is really just a
grin with a boy behind it; a sort of

composite picture of every kid you've
liked well enough to remember and one
who says "Sure" to practically every-
thing. Highlighted with that grin, it be-
comes a one-word riot.

"Sure," he says and grins. It's worth
paying good money to see. And you
will be paying good money to see him
when "Babes on Broadway" hits the
screens. Ray is the long-legged dancing
kid who is teaching Judy Garland her
first real dance routine and will dance
with her in the film.

A nose exactly like Mickey Rooney's,
hair as shaggy and uncut as Buddy
Ebsen's, that grin, dancing feet like Ray
Bolger's—that's the nifty package lab-
eled Ray McDonald. Roger Eden, M-G-M
musical coach, foimd him during re-
hearsals of "H'ya Gentlemen," the Max
Baer revue that didn't hit, and arranged
a test for him that turned out to be tliis

side of terrific. No one enjoyed the re-
sults more than Ray. "I didn't care for

the dancing and singing," he says, "but
I sure enjoyed the acting." The studio

enjoyed it too—all of it, in fact—and here
he is in Hollywood living with his mother
and dancing like a wild man.
His father, circulation manager for a

theatrical trade paper in New York, was
determined his two youngsters should
have a stage career, which is reversing
the usual situation a bit. Both Ray and
his sister Grace were more than willing

so they whipped up a dancing and sing-

ing act, and first thing you know there
they were at fourteen and sixteen enter-
taining at Leon and Eddy's, one of New
York's biggest night spwDts. Around about
four or fave each morning, Ray and Grace
woi'ld trek home and always the same
milkman would stand and watch them,
in dvmifounded amazement. He never
could understand such goings-on for two
such obvious youngsters.

P AY'S biggest break was a good role in

the big-time musical, "Babes in

Arms" that Broadway loved. After that

there came a series of shows that ranged
from not-so-good to plain stinky, but
Ray kept right on grinning—and look
where it got him. Sister Grace is also

making pictures, so it's still a double
success.

He was bom in Boston, but his family
moved to New York when he was a mere
babe-in-arms (no relation to the play
of the same name) and between Ray's
hoofing and acting he managed to get

himself graduated from Cathedral High
School. He claims he isn't such a hot
shot of a ballroom dancer because he
always wants to put in his own varia-
tions.

His one great idol is Fred Astaire. "If

I could meet Fred Astaire," he says,

"I'd—well, of course I won't," he con-
cludes, putting Freddie somewhere in

the realm of the imapproachables.
He still can't get over having seen and
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rspoken with Eleanor Powell. That's the

kind of kid he is.

When he wants to create new steps he
hires space in a dancing salon and
"knocks his brains out," he says.

"Gee, this is fun," he kept saying dur-

ing our interview. "I thought it would
make me nervous. Gee, this is great."

"It says here in your biography your
career was 'nipf>ed in the bud,' " we said.

"Could that be possible?"

"No," he replied, "or I'd have felt it."

O—Koy. Tillie:

She came out with her glasses on! No
one had told her that Penny Singleton

and her husband. Producer Robert
Sparks, were interested in her as a po-
tential screen star. Miss Wheeler had
said merely, "I want you to meet Miss
Singleton and Mr. Sparks before they

leave," and without waiting for make-up,
a quick glance in the mirror, or even to

remove her glasses, Kay Harris came out

of her office to say hello.

She actually said "hello" to Holly-

wood, to a brand-new career in movies,
and to the role of Tillie in Columbia's
newest serial, "Tillie, the Toiler." Only,

of course, she didn't know it then.

It all happened when Penny and her
bridegroom were on a honeymoon tour

and had stopped off for a visit in Cincin-
nati. Naturally the radio, because of

Penny's "Blondie" programs, seized on
her for a broadcast and celebration after-

wards.
"You should see my secretary," said

the sponsor of the Marsha Wheeler pro-
gram, when Penny spoke of Columbia's
long search for a Tillie. "Or is that

merely a publicity stunt?"

DENNY assured her it wasn't, and
•^agreed to see the secretary; brought
her husband along, in fact. And they
knew, when Kay—glasses, shiny nose
and all—emerged from her office, Colvun-
bia had found Tillie.

"Will you come for a test at our ex-
pense?" read the telegram that reached
Miss Harris two weeks later, and feeling

there was nothing to lose, Kay and her
mother started for Hollywood.
The test was awful. Kay didn't mind

too much. After all, she had a good job
in Cincinnati. But Producer Sparks
knew the slender, dark-haired, dark-
eyed Kay had something, and personally
supervised Kay's second test. It was
perfect, and Kay stepped into the famous
comic strip role of Tillie. It seems fitting

somehow that Blondie, another famous
funny-paper idol, should be the one to

discover a Tillie.

Kay Harris, a one-hundred-percent
American small town girl, was born in

Elkhorn, Wisconsin, on August 18, 1919.

Her father is vice-president of United
Milk Products there, and after Kay was
graduated from high school, he sent her
to Milwaxikee Downer College in North-
field, Mirmesota.
Kay agreed to two years of college be-

fore she attempted the stage career she
longed for, and when they were over,
she joined a little theater group in Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin and Grand Tower,
Illinois. When the season was over, Kay
stayed with her aunt in Chicago, model-
ing for Marshall Field tmtil the radio
job opened for her in Cincinnati.
Besides being secretary to Miss

Wheeler, it was part of Kay's job to
write and sometimes deliver commer-
cials, to take part in radio sketches, and
interview interesting visitors in the city.

Kay is one of those wholesome, un-
harried girls in Hollywood, that the
town loves and respects.

Naturally, she hopes very much to
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make good in pictures. If she doesn't,

no worlds will end, no comets fly. Be-
cause she can go back to her radio job.

Her wardrobe remains about as casual
and slender as it did the day she
arrived, her naive, straightforward
honesty constantly baffles reporters, and
her good manners won the respect of

the wolves and the lambs. Fraternity
dances and quiet parties at friends'

homes comprise her night-life.

The instant her picture was finished

she went back to Elkhom to visit her
family and friends. In fact, Kay is the
only young actress in a long long time
to go Elkhom instead of Hollywood.

Tall, Single and Terrific:

Well, sir, girls, let us tell you about a
lad out here in Hollywood that the Ciro-
going blondes haven't got hold of as yet.

As he stands (and he goes up in the air

about six feet and then some) he's the

most eligible bachelor in the whole
town and why he hasn't been grabbed
off is beyond us.

Of course, now, Ray Middleton ain't

purty, you understand. But he's got a
man's face, a man's ways and a man's
good healthy approach to life. And he's

out here in Hollywood, making such pic-

tures for Republic as "Gangs of Chi-
cago," "Lady from Louisiana" and "Hur-
ricane Smith," none of which gives him
any opportunity to display his very
wonderful baritone voice, inherited by
the way, from an uncle who was a cele-

brated opera star.

BORN in Chicago, he was graduated
from the University of Illinois with a

degree in music and a fellowship at the

Juilliard School of Music in New York.
When the play "Roberta" was the hit on
Broadway, Ray Middleton played the
lead with actor George Murphy and an
up-and-coming comic, Bob Hope, to aid

in the proceedings. A year or two later

Ray felt his luck had surely played out,

for after road-toviring with the show,
there were no more jobs. And that's

where his voice came in for Ray gave
concerts here and there and finally

joined the St. Louis Opera Company.
During the winter of 1936 he sang with

the Chicago Opera Company and then
toured with the Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra. That's just how good he is.

In fact, Ray finally had to choose be-
tween the Metropolitan Opera Company
in New York and a Hollywood contract
He made a mistake and chose the latter.

We say mistake for things didn't turn
out so well and Ray soon returned to

New York for an engagement with Wal-
ter Huston in "Knickerbocker Holiday,"
then into George White's "Scandals" and
"American Jubilee."

As a radio star, Ray takes a back seat
for nobody and has starred on the Gen-
eral Motors, the "Pursuit of Happiness"
and the "Honest Abe" programs. He
gave that up for smother Hollywood ven-
ture, and starred in the singing spot in
the Chase and Sanborn hour until Nelson
Eddy returned from his concert tour.

He swims a lot, eats Chinese food for
six and even seven nights in a row,
loves the zoo in New York and has
watched every animal baby there grow
up into adolescence.
He has unactorish brown hair, doesn't

even dress like the Hollywood lads, has
a good Illinois twang to his voice and is

so American somehow it makes you
want to wave flags. He's waiting for
the draft board to get around to his

nimiber, but in the meantime he's going
ahead with his career, enjoying the cli-

mate and maybe, for all we know, Wciit-

ing for the blondes to catch up with him.
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The Man Kathryn Grayson Married
(Continued jrom page 68)

Mother and Father Hedrick a little frantic

—their carefully reared nineteen-year-

old "Sissy," as the family calls her, out

all night! The police were asked to watch

for accident reports. And, of course, the

studio would have to be notified of the

disappearance of the girl whom they con-

sidered their greatest singing property

since Deanna Durbin slipped through

their fingers. What they would say, Mrs.

Hedrick, whose heart is wrapped up
in her daughter's career, shuddered to

think. Studios don't like their young
innocents to dash off and become young
matrons.
The morning papers solved the prob-

lem. Sharp-eyed reporters had picked

up the innocent-looking names of Hed-
rick and Price and recognized at once
their significance. John and Kathryn had
thought they might keep their marriage
secret for a month or so until they could
prepare their two families for the shock.

But all this was abandoned when, as

Sissy stood uncertainly on the threshold,

Mrs. Hedrick advanced, eyes red-rirhmed
but a smile on her lips, and gathered the

little bride to her with a prayer of

thanksgiving.
And what did she see when she beheld

the upstanding young son-in-law who
had made such a promising name for

himself in "We Who Are Young"? Obvi-
ously she saw the height of him, topping
six feet by an inch, and the breadth of

him, with his Gablesque shoulders; the

brown hair and blue eyes of him. But
these were not enough to bowl over her
quaint, sober-minded Sissy with the

golden voice and platinum future.

Could she have looked with the eyes
of Kitty at the man who had suddenly
become a magic thing in her life—her
husband—she would have seen way, way
back a bright little boy, romping the
sun-showered streets of Los Angeles and
learning to hold his own with the bigger
kids by his native gift of commerce.

'1 did regular business with the junk
nan," John spoke frankly of those years
I could spot a milk bottle a block away

Eye-to-eye and heart-to-heart:

Kathryn Grayson and John Shelton

at Giro's after their elopement
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and beat any kid in the neighborhood to

it. The bottle business carried over to

Venice where we used to spend our
summers. I'd pick 'em up on the beach
and set them down in neat rows for the
customers to knock down. Coronado was
the next jump when I was twelve. I

used the bottle scheme for a concessions
stall and business was so good I was
soon hiring three other kids to help me."

John's mother was Madge Sheppard
Price who appeared in the theater under
David Belasco's banner and from the
moment her son, at the mellow age of

four, recited a poem for a woman's club
program, life held but one ultimate
aim—to be an actor. His father, a sub-
stantial Los Angeles attorney, didn't share
that aim and John had to realize his goal

by whatever devious paths presented
themselves. Devious indeed they proved
to be—everything from digging ditches in

Tahoe to thumbing his way east. But
let not the lowly thumb be underesti-
mated. It got John his first job in the
theater, for the man from whom he got
a hitch hike had a stock company in

Ogden and took on his enthusiastic pas-
senger for the rest of the season.

THEREAFTER, John tried stock com-
panies in various parts of the country,

finally turning to radio as one of "The
Three Chords." The boys managed to get
themselves on the networks in both New
York and then Los Angeles, at which
latter point they lost one chord—the
main one. He thought he was good
enough to go on the air alone.

Out of this unhappy predicament came
John's first real break. Lela Rogers,
Ginger's mother, conducted the drama
school on the RKO lot. When she didn't

have enough students inside the studio,

she brought in likely youngsters from the
outside. One of these was John Shelton.
Pandro Bei'man, then head of the studio,

saw the lad and word got about that
John was to play the boy in "Winterset,"
a plum indeed if only it had ripened.
But Berman flew east and came back
with Burgess Meredith.
After several such instances Shelton

got himself an agent who signed him up
with Warner Brothers. It would have
been an unimportant episode, because
he was presently dropped by the studio
along with thirteen others of his agent's

clients, except that you can't call an
episode unimportant which brings about
a man's marriage. The young lady was
Sally Sage, Bette Davis' stand-in, so you
may know she is little and blonde. They
met on the set of "Kid Galahad" where
John was playing a newspaper reporter
and Sally was playing a secretary. Their
courtship was quick, their wedding quiet,

their marriage short-lived.
Not that they didn't try and try hard.

But working wives and out-of-work hus-
bands never made for happiness any-
where. John made desperate efforts to

make ends meet. He went into the agency
business. He opened a vocal school. He
even tried Culver City politics—civic, not
studio—and was well on the way to be-
coming councilman when the petition of

names necessary to be filed before he
could run for office was stolen from him.
The crescendo of failures was too much
for the marriage. Sally took the train

to Reno and, after one last fling at pic-

ures in "Dramatic School," John hitch-

hiked to New York.
In New York he again ran into Lela

Rogers. She still had faith in his ability

and arranged for him to meet the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer talent scout. Once more
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the picture game's enigma of East vs.

West was enacted. Shelton, who couldn't
give his services away when he was in
Hollywood, was signed in New York and
shipped back with a contract to play
juvenile leads for the biggest motion
picture studio in the world.

This time he determined to forestaU
the chances of oblivion by seeing to it

that he got plenty of practice between
pictures at his chosen profession. So he
sought out Lillian Burns, M-G-M's tal-

ented dramatic coach, and offered his
services in making tests for other players.

"In that way," he said, "I played the
parts taken by Gable, Tracy, Taylor and
all the best actors. Then I could go into
the projection room, see my faults and
attempt to correct them. There was only
one bad feature to the plan. When some-
one was tested for a part and failed, I felt

that there must have been something I

could have done to have helped him or
her succeed."

It was in his work with Lillian Burns
some two years ago that John first met
Kathryn Grayson. There was nothing in

the least arresting about her appearance
except perhaps the wide-set gray eyes.
But the earnestness of this seventeen-
year-old about her singing made a deep
impression on him. Miss Burns' moan
about Kitty was that she didn't want to

act, didn't like to act and probably
wouldn't act when the time came. Then
what of the long year's preparation for

the promised test?

VOU see, Kathryn, when she was still

' Zelma Kathryn Elizabeth Hedrick, had
come to the studio on the strangest agree-
ment ever to be witnessed by the picture
industry. It all came about when some-
one in the neighborhood who had con-
nections at M-G-M heard Kitty singing
away in the kitchen as she washed the
family dishes in their Hollywood apart-
ment. In due time the Hedricks were
astounded to receive a request that their

daughter come out and audition for no
less a person than Mr. Louis B. Mayer.
Kitty was the least impressed of all.

What earthly good would it do for her
to sing for a movie mogul when her goal
was grand opera? Five long years ago
she had decided on that course when
Frances Marshall, Chicago Civic Op>era
star, had caught the child singing on the
empty stage of the St. Louis Municipal
Auditorium just for the lark of it and
had given her the only music lessons
she had ever known.

Besides, she wouldn't be any good in

pictures, Kathryn reasoned; not with her
homely face. But this was a chance to

sing and Kitty, who always sang just for

the inexhaustible love of it, decided to

brave the meeting.
When she finished her aria from "La

Traviata," Mr. Mayer began to talk soft

words about a contract. Kitty listened

politely and said, "No." But, argued Mr.
Mayer, she would receive instruction in

French, dramatics, piano, dancing, plus
the finest voice coaching in the country

—

and be paid while she studied! Still

Kathryn demurred. Finally he dragged
the reason from her: It was her horror
of the camera. All right, said Mr. Mayer
who is one of the best gamblers in Holly-
wood as well as the smartest psychologist,

she would not have to go before a camera,
even for a test, until she had had a full

year of training.

That was too much. One whole year
of training before they threw her out
after seeing her test! Kitty succumbed
with a conscientious statement that she
was sure the investment would prove un-
profitable to the studio.

But one year later the bet Louis B.

Mayer laid on Kathryn Grayson to win

paid off handsomely. For the test she
was sure would be atrocious was so good
that the studio put her into "Andy
Hardy's Private Secretary" and her
glorious singing won spontaneous ap-
plause at every showing of the film.

However, neither Kathryn nor John
could know all this that first day when
Lillian Bums introduced them. John only
knew that he was desperately unhappy
over his career and the way things were
going with the picture he was then mak-
ing, "We Who Are Young," ironically the
finest opportunity he has yet had. Evi-
dently the wide gray eyes got in their
work for he found himself telling Kitty
all his troubles. Forthrightly she launched
into the very heart of his problem—he
must do this, he must do that.

Amazed to find her advice absolutely
sound, John made occasions to seek her
out for other conferences, not so much in

the first six months they knew each other,
but with increasing regularity toward the
end of the year.
Knowing studio policies, they kept

their meetings out of the limelight; most-
ly swam, played golf and went to the
movies. On the one night when they
sallied forth to the Mocambo each re-
ceived a solemn summons from the front
office and was told that Kathryn Gray-
son must not be seen in night clubs.

Thereafter John did his night clubbing
with current attractions like Ruth Hussey,
Carole Gallagher or Lupe Velez, to whom
he was rep>orted to have become engaged.
But all this time John was growing

more and more emotionally dependent
upon Kathryn. Each day that he didn't

see her, he would call three or four times
on the phone.
On one of these calls some six months

ago John suddenly had an inspiration.

The day was a dream. He was sitting

out on the lawn of his Westwood home,
talking to her over the wire. Why should
they be separated like this? "Let's get

married," he urged.
More than once in the following weeks

Kitty considered the excitingly practical

details of whether there would be time
enough for a round-trip elopement.
Finally on the night of Friday, July 11,

they climbed into John's car and sped
across the State of California to become
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Price.

BUT the great problem lies ahead for

these two youngsters, and their friends

in Hollywood are distinctly worried. What
happens to young married love in the eyes
of the studio?
For John, the issue is not so pressing.

Five months ago M-G-M, who are strict-

est about their young stars, sold his

contract to Twentieth Century-Fox w. i

the understanding that they could borrow
him whenever necessary to continue the

"Keeping Company'" series.

But how about little Kitty Grayson
and that wonderful future Louis B.

Mayer dreamed for her?
Those who are most concerned point to

the parallel case of Jean Parker. Jean,

after a brilliant start at the same studio

in "Rasputin" and her delightful per-

formance in "Sequoia," found her op-

tion quietly dropped after her runaway
marriage to George MacDonald. Despite

talent and charm, she has never since

been able to hit her stride on the other

lots where she has worked.
Is this to happen to that heavenly voice

of Kathryn Grayson's? Ear-icstly we
hope not. With all due sympathy for the

investment the studio has made not only

in training her but in buying stories to

build their girl-star singer which may not

now apply, we still believe little Kitty

Grayson has too much joy to give millions

of movie-goers to warrant oblivion.
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.The Love of Three Sisters

(Continued jrom page 41)

first, it was just Betty and Mary,
i They had studied ballet which gradually
• involved clog and tap. They had enter-
* tained at school and now they began to
' api)ear at clubs and banquets. They
graduated to Amateur Nights. They be-

i came professionals, The Brodell Kiddies,

I

entertaining at the big theaters during
1 Christmas vacations and week ends.
' But then . . . remember? . . . Joan was
] two and stood in the wings of the Mich-

igan Theater in Detroit one night, watch-
ing her sisters' act. The manager stood
there, watching, not the act, but Joan.
He asked the girls, "The baby, can she
do anything?" "No," the girls said, "she
can't, she's only two." "Pity," said the
manager, reflectively, "if she could do
something, we could use her."

"We were only kids ourselves," Betty
says, "but I think we heard premonitory
bells ring in our little belfries that night.

I think that was our first inkling that
managers and producers would always
say of Joan, 'We can use her.'

"

The next year in the same theater,
" little Joan, aged three, made her first

appearance on the stage. She made her
initial bow to the public singing, "Let
A Smile Be Your Umbrella." She did a
hula. She danced the Merry Widow
Waltz with a blade of four done up in

military costume. She also did a little

Bowery dance, as tough a little toughie
as ever did a boogie beat on the famed
street. Then, as now, she handled a
rep>ertoire of moods as dexterously as a
juggler manipulating a whole set of
china.

Years later, in Hollywood, on the set of
"Men With Wings," Director William
Wellman was to point to the lovely
Mary and ask Joan, "She your sister?

Can she act?" and Joan was to answer,
"Can she act? Sure. She taught me how
to act."

For a time the baby Joan worked in

the same show with her sisters, but
separately. Later they decided to "in-
corporate" and it was then they became
The Three Brodell Sisters. Then, too,

' that they took their sacred ritualistic

oath one windy night by candlelight, to

be "one-for-all and all-for-one—for-
ever."

"The three of us—or nothing," intoned
Mary, administering the oath, "let this be
our slogan—always."
"A-men," chorused Betty and Joan,

faces solemn above flannelette nighties.

SUMMERS on the road, then. During
the winters, school, St. Benedict's

I

Convent, with week-end engagements at

local and neighboring theaters. Winters
and summers, they practised four to five

rhours a day. "We worked out our rou-
tines by ourselves, usually." Joan began
to do her impersonations. "The regular
rigmarole," she laughs, "Zasu Pitts,

' Garbo, Luise Rainer in her telephone
scene from 'The Great Ziegfeld,' Kath-
arine Hepburn." When, not often, they
ihad a little extra money, they would hire
a coach to help them smooth out their
routines.

"Mary always wanted to be a ballet
dancer, remember . .

." says Joan, "and
Betty thought she would like to sing on
the radio. But I always wished to be a
movie star. I never dreamed it would
icome true, though. I used to stand out
on the sidewalks and spin round and
jround and round until I was dizzy and
..then I'd fall flat and I'd lie there, think-
iing. Maybe a big talent scout will come
Mcmg and see me and say, 'Why, this is

•]v3t what I want!'"
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The Kiddie Revue, then, remember . . .

and the road. How Mom made all their

clothes, for the act and for street wear,
too. How Mom did most of the cooking,
too. When they could, they took small
apartments instead of going to hotels so

that Mom could make her old-fashioned
Irish stew. They did their own laundry
. . . gosh, all the fire esca{>es where their

costumes hung to dry between shows!
They dried their hankies on mirrors
and window panes. They hung their silk

stockings, a whole pair apiece when
they were lucky, over the gas heaters.

The group of boy musicians who joined
the Kiddie Revue and how the girls had
to learn to play instruments, too. Mom
decided that Mary should learn saxo-
phone, Betty the banjo and Joan the
piano-accordion. The time when Mary
and Betty were doing a novelty dance
which wound up with a baseball act.

At the end of the routine, Betty made a
slide for home base. During the supper
dance, she came in two meters ahead of

time and, in no time at all, an irate

orchestra leader was backstage, demand-
ing, "What's the matter with you, little

one? Why didn't you follow the boom?
Tonight you make your fall before the
boom, what's the matter, huh?" And
Joan, piping up, "Mr. Leader, I'm awful
sorry, but you don't understand. We are
Artists. We don't do everything on
schedule!" ("She pronounced it 'skedge-
ool,' " shriek the girls.) And how funny
"Mr. Leader" looked as, eyeing the em-
battled midget with some alarm, he
backed away, muttering feebly, "Better
she fall with the boom!"
They had to learn to handle people.

"They got pretty annoyed with kids in

show business," Joan says. "We'd come
into a theater and there'd be thirty men
in the orchestra. They'd settle back in

their chairs and you could see them
thinking. Ouch, another kid act! Mary
thought up things to put them in good
humor. She'd draw cartoons on the
backs of our sheet-music—remember,
Betty?—and we'd hand down our sheets
of music and they'd all begin to laugh.
You've got to pretend to know a lot

you don't know when you're kids in show
business. That's why we're so old for

our ages, I guess."

Co the road unwound, year after year,
and time, too . . . and the kids grew

up. A vaudeville unit; eventually. New
York . . . Ben Marden's Riviera, the
Park Central Roof, the Club Paradise.
But in between these engagements, long,

lean intervals of days spent seeing
agents. Until that night the M-G-M
scout saw them at the Paradise, made
tests of all three of them and—signed
Joan.
"We insisted that she go," said Mary.

"She was offered $200 a week, more
than all three of us were making to-
gether. When she left, she made you
go with her, Betty, remember? She said,

'Come out with me and I'll pay a singing
teacher for you,' and you said, 'Okay,
and when I get a job, I'll pay you back.'

"

Three months. And the kids back in

New York, disillusioned about Holly-
wood. M-G-M let Joan go, after one bit

in 'Camille.' They'd let Deanna Durbin
go, too. But that wasn't much con-
solation.

In New York, Joan got a short to do
at the old Biograph Studio. It lasted two
days. She came home in tears. "I'll never
be that happy again," she sobbed. Mary
said, "Then I knew she really loved it,

that this was her work."
Mary went to Hollywood and sent for

Joan and Mom. She got enough jobs to

keep them going. She went in and fought
for Joan. At Universal, she interviewed

Casting Director Kelly, urging him to
give Joan a chance in a Durbin picture.
"She isn't young enough to play a little

kid or old enough to play an ingenue,"
objected Mr. Kelly.
"My word," cried Mary, "you make

people up for character parts, don't you?
Why can't you make her look younger
or older? She's got the stuff, 1 tell you!"
And Casting Director Kelly said, gently,
"What about your own career, Mary?"
She talked Director Chuck Riesner

into giving them both small parts in

"Winter Carnival." When it went into

production, Mary lost her part to Vir-
ginia Gilmore. But no matter, Joan got
hers.

Joan made "Laddie" for RKO. She was
beginning to go places. She got a part
in "Men with Wings." Posing as eight-
een, her real age was discovered, which
meant that she could not work for more
than an hour at nights. Mary took Joan
to the airport where the night scenes
were being shot and where Director
Wellman was going crazy because he
needed more time with Joan. His only
alternative was to find someone who
sufficiently resembled her, same color-
ing, red hair, blue eyes, natural wild
roses for cheeks.

It was then he spotted Mary and said,

"Your sister, you say? Can she act?"
—and Mary pinch-hit for Joan. A Tech-
nicolor picture, it might well have been
Mary's chance. Her skin texture, hair,

all perfect for color. The night of the
preview, Mary fought her way into the
theater to see herself. Her part came in

the last reel. But before they got to

that last reel, "The End" flashed on the
screen. The cutting room had run its

scissors through another young heart.

"That night," remembers Mary, "I

wanted to make a hole in the river, I

admit."
But next day, the reviews commended

Joan. Her part, that of Ray Milland's
daughter, had been good. So, no matter.

KJ OW things were gaining momentum
' ^ for Joan. Betty had a job with a
name band in New York, but Mom
thought she should come to Hollywood,
that they should all be together, as

always. Betty came. If the kids wanted
her ... .

When Mary got a job singing in San
Diego, an agent handled Joan. Which
brings us to the moment when the news
came, "Joan's got a contract!" Mary
came up from San Diego and the sisters

joined hands with Mom and Pop, danc-
ing around the dining-room table.

In San Diego, while Mary was singing
there, some of the kids on location with
a Warners picture had told her she
should be on the screen, they were going
to root for her . . . Bill Orr and the
others. She was calling herself Mary
Trent then and it was as Mary Trent
that the Warners signed her, never
dreaming she was Joan's sister.

Now it is said they are interested in

Betty, too. And who knows but what,
in time. The Brodell Kiddies may be
playing the Lane Sisters" screen children,

grown-up?
Now they need scrap no longer over

the one "good pair" of hose; now each
girl has her heart's desire.

Mary has a silver fox jacket ... "I

got it down to $45.00 this week. Two
more weeks and its mine, all mine.'"

Betty is "working towards" a lynx
coat. And Joan has her own car. "u-ith

a radio in it." The other morning, before
breakfast, Mary found Joan in the front

seat of her new car, in her nightgown,
the dog beside her, the radio playing.

"You'll catch your death of cold."

snapped Mary, crossly, then stopped.
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The child's face was radiant. She was
saying, under her breath, "Isn't it

lyonderful!"
"The Rise of the Sun Goddess," the

sisters say, kidding, when they talk

about Joan's success ... to Joan. She
doesn't wear Seven League Boots, but

she's not going to wear a ten-gallon hat,

either, not if they know it.

"When it was announced in Louella
Parsons' column that Joan was a star,"

laughs Mary, "we ribbed the poor kid

for a whole week. 'Miss Leslie,' we'd
say, 'how does it feel to be a star?' We'd
step back and, with low bows, let her

enter a room ahead of us. If ever she

loses her temper around the house, we
hold our noses and scream, 'Ugghh, Miss
Leslie—Cut!' She really takes it.

"The day she was photographed as the

Sun Goddess, she was so tired when she
came home, she forgot to take off her
crown and wore it to dinner. We kept
saying, 'Look at Queenie' and 'Your
Maj-esty!' And when we poured the tea,

we served her first, saying, 'The Queen
first, remember—Royal Etiquette!'

"She finally got wise to the fact that

she was wearing the crown and did she
rip it off! We went a bit too far that

night, though. She cried. So we took her
to the corner drugstore and blew her to

a soda, just like old times—a soda will fix

anything for Joan. We blew her to two
sodas, in fact, and it was all right."

"But what of you?" the girls are asked,

as they stand on the sidelines, watching
"the kid" working with Gary Cooper.
Then Joan comes off, says anxiously,

"Did I do all right in that scene, kids?

Say, Mary, will you look at my rushes
with me? Say, kids, will you go shop-
ping with me tomorrow?" And they go
into a huddle, so all-for-one you can't

tell which is which . . . and Mary looks
back to answer, "Me? Oh, I believe the
kids will help me if I ever need help."

A story that deserves the name of love,

we said . . . what do you think?

Your Wardrobe Tree
{Continued from page 29)

up one of the colors in the plaid skirt

and match it with a blouse or sweater.

^The belt for the black evening dress
should be jeweled to match the evening
bolero. Both bolero and belt can also

be worn with the basic black dress.

^ Striped sashes in combinations of black,
white, and yellow or gold and scarlet

would be very smart to wear with the
long black dress.

^As for your jewelry, choose it for color.

And remember always, one stunning clip

is a thousand times more effective than
a necklace, earrings, bracelet and clip

worn all at the same time. With the
suit use gay clips of wood or enamel.
With either of the black dresses wear
pearls or coral or turquoise beads. Wear
jewelry that is frankly costume jewelry
—and no fooling!

^Purses should be of medium size and
as plain as possible.

^Gloves, unless you can indulge in good
suede, should be the best quality wash-
able fabric gloves, handstitched. Pigskin
gloves with the suit, by all means.

In summation Edith Head says: "You're
well-dressed when you're attractive

but not conspicuous. The colors you use
can be outstanding but they should sup-
plement you, not dominate you."

/
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Unfinished Business
(Continued from page 49)
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loose Curls. The back hair is arranged

in shining clusters. Those Casual
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place with DeLong Bob Pins—they
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waiter to remove the dinner dishes. While
Steve was engaged with the waiter Nancy
furtively removed the pearls.

"I suppose you think I'm silly," she
began nervously. "That it's hopeless for a
small-town girl to go to New York and
try to find a career."
Steve didn't answer right away. His

appraising eye noticed the absence of the
pearls. He dropped onto the seat beside
her and drew her slowly into his arms.
"I don't think you're silly, Nancy," he
said at last. "I think you're very lovely—
and very sweet," and he tilted her face so
that her lips met his own.

MANCY dreamed about Steve all night
' ^ long and in the morning when the
train reached Grand Central she looked
eagerly for him in the crowd. At last,

disappointed, she went to the small hotel
he had recommended and waited there
for him to telephone her as she was
sure he would do. But he didn't phone,
that day or the next. It wasn't until

three days of unhappiness and worry had
passed that she understood the reason
for his strange silence, for it was then
that she read in a society column the
announcement of his engagement to

Sheila Winthrop. "The engagement," the
item said smugly, "comes as no surprise
to their friends."

"No surprise to their friends." The
words brought heartbreak and bitterness
to Nancy, for they told her that even
while he was making love to her he had
known—must have known—that he was
going to marry Sheila. The caresses
which to Nancy had been a promise of

love and happiness forever had been, to

Steve, only an amusing way to break
the boredom of a long train journey.
Almost as heartbreaking as her sorrow

about Steve was the discovery that the
career which had seemed so certain when
she was in Messina was farther away
than ever now that she had reached New
York. She went bravely, doggedly, from
audition to audition, only to receive the
same discouraging verdict after each one:
"Your voice is very promising, but it

needs more training." Then came the
terrifying realization that her money was
almost gone and the frantic search for a
job—any job—which would enable her to

live even though it couldn't provide the
voice training she should have. Final
humiliation was the job she finally got
at the Kohinoor, New York's newest and
smartest night club, for instead of being
hired as an entertainer, she was cooped
up at a telephone switchboard where she
had to answer calls by singing:

"This is the Cafe Kohinoor
Sterling 8-5234."

One evening when she'd sung this

inane musical greeting until her throat
ached, she was startled to hear a mascu-
line and not too musical voice sing:

"Crenshaw 9-0130
Into which booth do I go?"

She turned coldly to face the singer.

He was tall and lithe and his eyes and
mouth quirked amusingly in a face so

tanned that it reminded her stabbingly
of Steve's. He was slightly, but amiably,
sozzled and he grinned at Nancy as if he
were a little boy on Christmas morning
and Nancy a festive-looking package.
She ignored the grin, plugged in the

number he had sung out and said in her
most businesslike manner, "Booth 2,

please." Then she forgot all about him
when a waiter came up to tell her that

the boss was waiting for her in the pantry
with a birthday cake to be presented to

one of the diners.

When she reached the pantry, Ross
pointed out the man to whom she was
to give the cake. He was seated with his
back to Nancy and there was a girl with
him. The young man she had left in
the phone booth was just slipping into
the third chair at the table. The orches-
tra began to play "Happy birthday" and
Nancy picked up the cake. The lights
had been turned off and a spotlight shone
on her as she crossed the floor.

"Happy birthday to you," she sang.
"Happy birthday to you. Happy birthday
from Club Kohinoor—" she came to a
stop at the table and the man turned so
that his face was revealed in the spot-
light. For one awful moment Nancy
thought she was going to drop cake,
candles and all, then she pulled herself
together and placed the flaming offering
in front of the man. It was Steve Dun-
can and he gave her a sickly smile.
"Happy birthday—to—you—" she fin-

ished in a sob, then she ran back to the
shelter of the switchboard.

"MOW what did that lug of a brother
' ^ of mine say to you to make you

cry?'' came an angry voice from behind
her. Nancy lifted her tear-splotched face
from her hands and turned to see the
young man who had been at the table
with Steve.
"He's not a lug," she sobbed. "And he

didn't say anything at all—that's the
trouble." She was too shaken to know
or care what she herself was saying.
"Is he really your brother?" she sniffled.

The young man leaned over the ratling.

"You don't suppose I'd say so if he
wasn't, do you? It's not the kind of

thing I'd boast about. Steve," he ex-
plained, "is the whited sepulchre of the
Duncan clan and I'm Tommy, the black
sheep. Need I add, we don't love each
other?"
Nancy didn't say anything; she was

too busy sniffling into her handkerchief
to pay any attention to him. At last he
burst out, "Why don't you go off some-
where and have yourself a good cry?"
Nancy shook her head. "I can't leave

the switchboard without Mr. Ross' per-
mission."

"I'll fix it up with Ross, then," Tommy
said, "and we'll go for a ride.

And fix it up he did. so that a few
minutes later they were in a taxi, wind-
ing through the curving driveways of
Central Park, with Tommy's arm around
Nancy and her tears making a wreck of

his collar. At last her sobs quieted and
then Tommy said, "I don't know what
it's all about, but it's pretty obvious that

you've met Steve before and that you've
been carrying the torch for him."

"Yes," Nancjy admitted forlornly.

"Well, you might as well forget about
him. He's going to marry the girl who
was with him at the Kohinoor. And
Steve," Tommy added bitterly, "is a guy
who always does what he's going to do."

"I know." Nancy's voice was a faint

whisper in the darkness. "But how." she
asked mournfully, "do you make your-
self forget about somebody?"
Tommy thought it over, then said,

"Liquor helps.
'

"Then." Nancy cried in reckless des-
peration, "lead me to it."

And Tommy did. They went to a night

club in the East Fifties and drank milk
punch. They went to another one in

Greenwich Village and drank more milk
punch. When they were in the third one,

Tommy said abruptly, "You know,
Nancy, maybe you'd forget about Steve

quicker if you'd marry somebody else."

PHOTOPLAY combined icith movie mirrob



Nancy's blue eyes grew thoughtful.

"Who, for instance?" she asked.

"Me, for instance. I'm free, white and
twenty-one—and a very nice fellow."

Suddenly Nancy felt almost light-

hearted. "You are a nice fellow. Tommy,"
she said warmly. "But how," she teased,

"can I be sure you're free?"

Grinning, Tommy pulled an assortment
of papers from a pocket, shoved one
across the table. It was a legal-looking

document and it informed Nancy and
the world at large that in consideration

of $100,000 Clarissa Smith had withdrawn
her breach of promise suit against

Thomas Duncan.
"That certainly seems to take care of

that," she agreed.
"Then what about it, Nancy?" Tommy's

voice was eager. "I know a chap who
has a plane. He'll fly us down to South
Carolina and we can be married tonight."

Nancy shook her head. "Thanks,
Tommy," she said gently, "but I don't

want to marry—anybody. I want," she
forced laughter into her words, "excite-

ment—fun. I want to go places and do
things—crazy things I've never done
before."
"Marry me and we'll do them together."

"But we don't love each other. Tommy,"
Nancy protested. "We don't even know
each other."

"We don't need to be in love with each
other," Tommy retorted with a laugh.

He caught her hands and cupped his own
around them. "Come on, Nancy," he
urged, "let's take that plane."
Sometliing of his own eagerness was

transferred to Nancy. She'd wanted love,

adventure, excitement, she reminded her-
self. She couldn't have love, but was
that any reason why she shouldn't have
the other things? She made up her mind
swiftly, then jumped to her feet. "All
right, Tommy," she cried recklessly.

THE weeks that followed Nancy's mar-
riage were the gayest, maddest, most

unbelievable she had ever known, and
perhaps the most unbelievable feature of

all was Elmer. Elmer was a large, lugu-
brious individual who had, some years
earlier, attached himself to Tommy as

cook, butler, chauffeur and valet, with
occasional dashes of best friend and
severest critic. He was devoted to

Tommy—and promptly bestowed on
Nancy the same devotion.

Life was so different from anything
Nancy had ever known that at times she
couldn't really believe it was her own.
Shopping for clothes and furs and jewels,

a round of theaters, concerts, cocktail

parties and night clubs; all helped merci-
fully to ease the aching memory of Steve,
helped her to put him into the back of
her mind, "where he rattles around," she
confessed dolefully to Tommy one day,
"like a piece of unfinished business."
She saw Tommy's lips tighten as they

always did at mention of his brother
and she asked almost timidly, "Why do
you dislike Steve so, Tommy?"
"Dislike is hardly the word," Tommy

corrected. "I hate the guy. Always have.
He always had first choice of toys be-
cause he was older. He always maneu-
vered to find out which one I was crazy
for, then he chose that particular one.
And when he got tired of it, I'd get it.

Everything I wanted I got only after
Steve had discarded it first."

He broke off and looked at Nancy
shrewdly. "I suppose this all sounds
rather childish to you?" he said ques-
tioningly. Nancy nodded. "Well, I began
to think so, too," he grinned sheepishly.
"I decided it was silly to live in the same
house with him and spend my time hat-
ing him, so that's why, as soon as I came
into my own money, I got this aoartment
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of my own. I hadn't even seen him for
a year, until that night of his birthday
celebration at the Kohinoor. And I hope,"
he added decisively, "I never see him or
hear about him again."

THEN came the night when Tommy
' astonished her by dropping wearily into
a chair in front of the fireplace and ask-
ing whimsically, "Would it be too disas-
trous if, instead of going out, we'd just
sit at home and relax?"

"I've spent all my life sitting at home,"
Nancy objected.
Tommy shrugged in resignation. "All

right," he said. He bent over and began
poking at the logs in the fireplace. "But
you can't," his eyes were intent on the
flames, "go on this way forever. You
ought to give your real self a chance."
Nancy leaned forward so that the fire-

light made a golden halo of her hair and
turned her eyes into deep shadowed
pools. "I'm not sure," she said in a be-
wildered little-girl voice, "that I know
what my real self is any more."
Tommy stood up so abruptly that the

poker clattered onto the hearth. "Then
I'll tell you." He leaned on the mantel,
looking down at her with eyes which
were suddenly serious. "Your real self is

sweet and generous and fine. It's that real
self that I love, Nancy," he finished
tenderly.
"No, Tommy," Nancy protested. She

jumped up in agitation. "You mustn't fall

in love with me," she added unhappUy.
"We weren't supposed to fall in love."
"Are you sure, Nancy?" Tommy asked.

"Are you sure," his voice was low, "that it

wasn't always meant to be—like this?"
He kissed her then, his lips eager, pos-
sessive against her unresponsive ones.
Then suddenly her unresponsiveness
melted and she was returning his kisses
with an ecstasy that was sweet and new.
A few weeks later Tommy decided to

give a party. His Aunt Mathilda and her
da,ughter Nell, Tommy's only relatives
aside from his brother Steve, had re-
turned from California and Tommy was
anxious for them to meet Nancy. Nancy
thought it was a fine idea, but she in-
sisted that Steve and Sheila Duncan, who
had just come back from their honey-
moon, be included. At last Tommy gave
in, his only stipulation being that since
Nancy wanted Steve, he should be al-

lowed to invite his ex-flame, Clarissa.
Nancy was ready for the party ahead

of time, and she went into Tommy's
room to show him her new dress.

"It's a good thing you have such a
nice back," he commented, "since- you're
showing so much of it." He kissed her
lightly, then said, "Go away and leave
me alone. A white tie requires solitude
and prayer."
Nancy wrinkled her nose at him and

flung herself into a chair, pointing to a
furry toy which stood on his dressing
table. It was a black cat; its back was
arched, its tail was bottle-brushed and
its lips were drawn back in a lifelike

snarl. "That's a very disagreeable-look-
ing cat," she remarked.
Tommy grinned at her in the mirror.

"That cat," he said, "illustrates the
Thomas Duncan face-the-facts-and-lick-
'em school of philosophy."
"You sound a trifle sozzled, darling."
"No," Tommy contradicted, "cold sober.

When I was little," he explained, "I was
afraid of black cats—terrified by them.
Well, one day Aunt Mathilda decided to
cure me. She collected black cats by the
dozen. Simply filled the house with
them." He reached for his vest and coat.

"Go on," Nancy prompted.
"I got so I wasn't afraid of them any

more. I'd simply," his mood changed
swiftly from gaiety to seriousness, "got
so I could face the fact of a black cat

—

and then I wasn't afraid of them any
more. So then I got this fellow to be a
mascot. He sits there yowling at me all

the time and whenever I want to I can
yowl right back at him. Like this"—he
gave an ear-splitting howl. "And now,
Mrs. Duncan," he was gay again, "let's

face the fact that we have guests."

THE party was one of those gay riotous
' affairs where everybody knows every-
body else. Nancy liked Aunt Mathilda and
Cousin Nell. She talked music with the
old lady, screaming through her ear
trumpet; she talked horses with Nell,

night clubs with Clarissa, current novels
with Sheila.

It wasn't until late in the evening that
she found herself alone with Steve. For
a moment mutual embarrassment held
them silent and during that moment
Nancy automatically began comparing
Steve and Tommy. It was Steve who

Nancy lifted the baby in her arms. "He's had a little

cold," she told Tommy worriedly, "but he's all right now"
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suffered by the comparison. Where Tom-
my was warmth and generous good
nature, Steve, she sensed now for the first

time, was cold and selfish. And since she
realized this, it was silly for the old "un-
finished business" of Steve to pop back
into her mind and begin to nag her again.

AND she didn't want it that way, she
told herself. She didn't want her old

memory of Steve now; she wanted only
the present—and Tommy.
At last Steve spoke, a stilted, "Hello,

Nancy," that was no more constrained,
after all, than her answering: "Hello,
Steve," or than the silence which imme-
diately engulfed them again.
Then suddenly, Nancy's thoughts went

back to Tommy's black cat theory of

facing the facts and she began to wonder
crazily whether, if she were to feel again
the reality of Steve's embrace, she would
then be able to drive the haunting mem-
ory of him away for ever. If she could
do that, if the real Steve could dispel

the ghostly Steve of her imagination, if

. . . impulsively she decided to try the
experiment and she threw her arms
around his neck.
She felt Steve tense with surprise, then

she felt his arms clutching her and his

hot kiss on her mouth. For a moment
she clung to him, unable to believe at

first that the miracle had happened. But
it had happened! There was no thrill

for her in his caress, only a glorious
sense of freedom from him.
"Thank you. Tommy's little black cat,"

she giggled wildly.

From behind her there came Clarissa's

high, piercing voice. "Tommy! Sheila!"

she shrilled. "Come look. Nancy and
Steve are playing post office!"

The scene that followed was a night-

mare. Tommy lunged at Steve, accusing

him of making love to Nancy, then he
turned on Nancy just as furiously and
accused her of two-timing him with his
own brother. Sheila, too, divided her
accusations between Nancy and Steve,
then she went into hysterics. When she
recovered she dragged Steve out of the
apartment and then, one by one, in great
embarrassment, the other guests left.

As soon as everybody had gone, Nancy
said contritely, "I'm sorry. Tommy. I

didn't mean to start a scene that would
spoil the party."
Her remark seemed to infuriate him.

"Oh, you're sorry you spoiled the party,
are you?" he shouted. "You don't seem
to care about spoiling our marriage.
That's not important to you, now that
you've got Steve back!"
"But nothings happened to our mar-

riage," Nancy said soothingly. "I haven't
'got Steve back,' as you call it. I've—"

"That's fine!" Tommy blazed. "My
wife's in love with another man, but
that's not supposed to make any differ-
ence to our marriage, because she can't
get the other man. That makes every-
thing just dandy."
"Tommy!" Nancy was half-frantic with

her failure to make him listen to her.
"You've got to let me explain," she said.

"It was just your black cat theory—you
know, facing facts so you'll never have
to be afraid of them again? I thought
if I kissed Steve I'd know once and for
all whether he means anything to me or
not. And I found out

—

"

"It's no use, Nancy," Tommy inter-
rupted bitterly. "No woman like you
ever kisses a man unless she's in love
with him." She tried to stop him, tried

to put her arms around him, but he
ignored their appeal. "It's been Steve all

the time," he went on harshly. "I knew
that the first time I saw you and I was

a fool to forget it or to think you had."
He pushed her arms away then. "All

my life I've taken what Steve has dis-
carded. But I'm damned," he went on
violently, "if my wife is going to be one
of his discards!" and he stormed out.

"Tommy, Tommy," Nancy called, "I

have forgotten Steve. I've forgotten
everything except that you and I love
each other. Please come back. Tommy, so
I can make you understand."
But he didn't come back, and at dawn

Nancy, carrying a small suitcase, crept
stealthily out of the apartment.

A LITTLE more than a year later,

Tommy dropped off a train at Penn-
sylvania Station. After Nancy had walked
out of his life he had endured a torture
of self-reproach and heartbreak. He had
hired detectives, but none of them had
been able to find her. At last he'd gone
off and got blindly tight, climaxing the

binge by enlisting in the Army. He had
spent the succeeding months at camp
and this was his first furlough.
The night before he was to return, he

took Aunt Mathilda to the opera. He
yawned through the first act and part of

the second, then Aunt Mathilda thrust

her opera glasses into his hands and
pointed excitedly at the stage. "Second
row, fourth from the left," she whispered.
Tommy took the glasses and peered

apathetically at the figure she had indi-

cated. As he looked his apathy vanished
and for the first time in months there

was hope in his heart. He was shoving
his way out of the box when Aunt Ma-
thilda whispered anxiously, "Was I right?

Is it—Nancy?"
Tommy nodded, then patted her on the

shoulder. "Thanks, old girl," he said.

When Nancy came out of the stage
entrance Tommy was waiting for her.

Richard Arlen, Eva Gabor
and Nils Asther, appear-
ing in "Forced Landing,"

a Paramount Picture.
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They rushed toward each other joyously,
eagerly—then they were suddenly, pain-
fully constrained and their "Helios" were
subdued, their conversation noncommit-
tal during the short ride to Nancy's room-
ing house. When they entered the hall,

Tommy said, "May I come up? There
are things I'd like to talk about."

"I
—I'M afraid not," Nancy said in con-

' fusion. "I share a room with some-
body and—she'll be asleep now."
"Then we'll talk here," Tommy said

determinedly. "I've got to know about

—

us, Nancy. Are we still married or not?"
"That's up to you, Tommy," Nancy

replied slowly.
"It can't be up to me, Nancy," Tommy

said wretchedly. "It's up to you and the
way you feel about—Steve."
"Tommy," Nancy began eagerly, then

she stopped. A girl had come in the door
and started up the stairs. Halfway up
she paused.
"Nancy," she called, "how's Mr. Dun-

can's cold?"
For a moment there was sharp aching

silence, then Nancy said almost inaudi-
bly, "Better, thank you," and the girl

disappeared up the stairs. Nancy turned
to Tommy again and started to speak, but
he didn't give her a chance.

"I understand everything now," he said
hoarsely, "including why I couldn't come
upstairs." He was white-faced, working
himself into a rage to conceal the suf-
fering within him. "There's somebody
waiting for you upstairs—and 'Mr. Dun-
can' has a cold!" He started to pass Nancy
and go up the stairs. "All my life I've
wanted to punch Steve's head."

In the upper hall a young man ap-
peared and started down the stairs.
"What's the matter, pal," he asked, "your
girl giving you the air? Well, mine did,
too. Let's go out and get a drink, pal,
and forget about 'em," and he linked

his arm chummily through Tommy's.
Nancy grabbed his other arm and it

was as though her touch, once so dear
to him, had become hated. He felt all

energy, all hope, even all desire to fight

Steve drain out of him and he wanted
only to get away from her, to forget
what she had meant to him and could
never be again. He said to the stranger:
"Lead the way—pal."

THE next morning, after he was dressed
' and ready to take the train. Tommy
told Elmer to pack up all the clothes
and jewels Nancy had left behind her
and take them to her rooming house.
When Elmer returned, he seemed ill at

ease and at last he burst out, "When
I took the things down to Mrs. Duncan,
I saw—I saw," he gulped, "Mr. Duncan."
"What?" Tommy shouted. "You saw

that—that
—

" he broke off, then ordered,
"Get the car. That lug is going to get the
beating of his life."

Ten minutes and two traffic tickets later

Tommy banged into Nancy's room with-
out knocking. Nancy was sitting at the
window. She jumped up in amazement
when the door flew open and color
flooded her face. "Oh, Tommy," she
breathed happily.
"Where is he?" Tommy demanded.

"Where's Steve?"
The color, the happiness drained out of

Nancy's face. "I've tried to tell you—

"

"Wait a minute," Tommy interrupted.
He was staring at a child's crib in the
corner. In the crib was a very small
baby, waving his feet aimlessly in the air

and trying to catch them as they went by.
"Who—who's—that?" Tommy asked.

"That," Nancy answered serenely, "is

your son." She lifted the baby in her
arms. "He's had a little cold," she said
worriedly, "but he's all right now."
For a moment Tommy just stood there,

looking blankly from Nancy to the baby,

then with a strange soimd which was
half sob and half a shout of joy he caught
them both in his arms.
"Hey," Elmer warned from tlie hallway.

"What about that train?"
Tommy groaned, pulled his lips away

from Nancy's and freed his hair from his

son's determined fingers. "Train leaves
in an hour," he said, glancing at his

watch. He lifted the baby awkwardly
onto his shoulder. "I'll take care of this

fellow," he told Nancy proudly, "while
you and Elmer pack."
"Where?" Nancy demanded, "am I

going?"

"^AMP." Tommy shifted the baby to^ the other arm. "With me. I can't

have my son grow up without his father."

He looked at Nancy then, all his love and
longing in his eyes. "You will go with
me, won't you," he pleaded, "give me a

chance to make up for—everything?"
Nancy kissed him swiftly. "I'll go with

you," she said, "anywhere, any time."
"Elmer!" Tommy shouted. "Come in

and start packing. And," when Elmer
appeared, "meet my son."

"I met him this morning," Elmer said

blandly. "Hello, Mr. Duncan."
Mr. Duncan! Suddenly a host of dis-

connected thoughts began to chase
through Tommy's brain. Somebody had
been asleep in Nancy's room last night

—

that was the baby, of course; he re-

membered how Nancy had tripped over
saying "she's asleep." The baby had had
a cold. "Mr. Duncan" had had a cold,

too. Elmer had seen "Mr. Duncan'' this

morning—and now he had called the

baby "Mr. Duncan.'' Tommy looked at

Nancy, happily and feverishly hurling
things into bags. He opened his mouth,
started to speak, then closed it again.

He looked at the baby in his arms.
"Hello, son," he said softly. "Hello.

Mr. Duncan."
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The Shadow Stage
{Continued jrom page 6)

Arizona Bound (Monogram)

It's About: A retired marshal who re-

turns to duty to solve stagecoach rob-

beries.

THREE favorites, Buck Jones, Tim Mc-
' Coy and Raymond Hatton, band them-
selves together for a Uttle old-time
out-west shooting, scrapping, riding, and
a-carryin' on. That Buck and Tim are

about tops in their roles of Western
heroes and Raymond the best old laugh
provoker in the whole gol-derned West
is evidenced by the audience's enjoyment.
The street fight with Buck riding pell-

mell through a window is a corker.

Your Reviewer Says: A good Western.

^ Hold That Ghost (Universal)

It's About: A pair of comics who inherit

a haunted gambling house.

THEY'RE back again! Those two men
' who rioted the customers in "Buck
Privates" and "In the Navy"—Abbott and
Costello, the laugh clowns laugh of 1941.

What, when, how or where this newest
spasm is all about, we can't quite make
out. We don't even care, for that mat-
ter, for wherever—whatever—these two
are up to, they're man-sized panics.

From waiters to gas station attendants to

heirs of a deserted gambling establish-

ment, with roulette wheels springing out
of space every second—the boys traipse

their merry way.
Mischa Auer, in a wasted bit, Ted Lewis

and his entertainers, plus the singing

Andrew Sisters and Joan Davis, are all

wrapped 'round in a woolen string that
somehow knits itself into a garment of

hilarious nonsense. Richard Carlson and
Evelyn Ankers are the sweethearts, but
Bud and Lou are still the heartbeats of

the laugh-hungry.

Your Reviewer Says: A howl.

Tonn, Dick and Harry
(RKO-Radio)

It's About: A girl who viust choose be-
tween three suitors.

WELL, it's priceless. A precious glimpse,
really, into the motion picture future,

for we're positive with such smart young
newcomers as Garson Kanin to direct

(too bad Uncle Sam grabbed him off)

and Paul Jarrico to write, the old movie
formula is bound to give way. And about
time, if you ask us.

Here we have Ginger Rogers, so very,
very good as the little telephone operator,
trying to decide between violent young
business genius George Murphy; deli-

ciously zany and poverty-striken Burgess
Meredith, and charming and very rich
Alan Marshall. Her future with each is

imagined by Ginger and pictured on the
screen.
The little touches, the trimmings, the

deftness are what really make the picture
so doggone cute. And everybody in it is

just right for his role. Ginger's kid sister,

Lenore Lonergan, is one for the book,
really. Her scene with Burgess Meredith
is a riot. Ginger, by the way, is just

about the slickest young comedienne on
the screen

Your Reviewer Says: A cloudburst of fun.

Accent on Love

(20+h Century-Fox)

It's About: Tiie rebellion oj a young ex-
ecMtive against his work and marriage.

GEORGE MONTGOMERY is just hand-
some enough, young enough and vital

enough to carry this message-laden story

on his two broad shoulders. But he won't
carry it far, for the story just isn't there.

George rebels against his life and his

marriage that can't be dissolved through
reasons of family pride. So one day
George jumps into a ditch and starts

digging. He never stops digging until he's

straightened out all the social and per-

sonal problems that have troubled him.

Osa Massen, J. Carrol Naish and
Cobina Wright Jr., are nice people to

have in a movie.

Your Reviewer Says: Too symbolic to

amuse.

Forced Landing (Paramount)

It's About: The attempts of enemy agents
to wreck defense constructions.

THE two young producers, Bill Pine and
William Thomas, who created "Power

Dive" on a shoestring, have made this,

their second picture, on practically the
same length shoestring and turned out
another bang-up little movie.

^ FOR 5 OUT OF 7 GIRLS

Richard Hudnut offers a new and exciting

idea in cosmetics— "matclied malceup"— designed to

give the added glamour of harmony in makeup!

• Beauty experts say your powder,

lipstick and rouge must "go to-

gether." Yet recent studies reveal

that 5 out of 7 girls use makeup
that lacks tliis color Fiarmony—the

secret of natural beauty.

Richard Hudnut has solved this

problem by developing a new idea

in cosmetics—"matched makeup."
And based on this idea, has cre-

ated Marix>lous Matched Makeup.
Powder, Rouge and Lipstick in

beautifully harmonizing shades!

A mere three minutes to smooth
on this exquisite beauty trio—and
thrillLng new loveliness is yours!

. . . Hovf This New Powder CLINGS!
Marvelous is an exquisitely fine-

textured powder. It gives your
skin an alluring natural finish.

Thanks to two special adhering in-

gredients. Marvelous Powder stays

on smoothly up to five full hours!

These ingredients are so pure

they're often advised by doctors

for sensitive skins.

Try Marvelous Face Powder . .

.

and matching Rouge and Lipstick,

too. In true-to-type shades—one

just right for you! At your favorite

cosmetic counter. Large sizes 55(i

each (65)i in Canada).

MARVELOU
/KaZc^in^ ROUGE, LIPSTICK ANO

THE POWDER \»l<X StiM4<; 07037^<yi(^

\ Richard Hudnut, Dept. M, 593 Fifth Ave., New Yorlt City MF-10-4

Please send nie try-out Makeup Kit eontainiuf: penerous

art-metal containers of harnioni/.iiip powder, rouge and lip-

Btick. / enclose lOt to help cover mailing costs.

The color of my eyes is hair skin

Name

iSlrcet_ Xit>-.

(Good only ID U. S. A., except where leiriilly prohibited.)
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Cuticle Look

Get CUTEX Oily

Cuticle Remover
• Don't gnaw at ragged cuticle! Soften and
loosen it with Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover!
It's non-drying, contains no acid. All you do
is wipe the dead cuticle away with a towel!

Get a bottle today!

Saturday is "Manicure Day." Look for the

special display of Cutex accessories on your
favorite cosmetic counter — Cutex Cuticle

Remover, Cuticle Oil, Brittle Nail Cream,
Orangewood Sticks, Emery Boards.

Northam Warren, New York

SATURDAY IS ''MANICURE DAY

Used by more women than all

other Cuticle Removers combined

ROLLS DEVELOPED
25c Com. Two 5x7 Double Weight Professional
Enlargements, 8 Gloss Deckle Edge Prints.
CLUB PHOTO SERVICE. Dept. 19. LoCrosse. Wis.

NVLONHOSEIh.'pri"''
Wear Hose We Furnish With Large
Women almost crazy over Nylon Ho;
and this sensational half price
nation offer, with guaranteed
hose. Read these exceptional firsi

week eaminKs. E. L. Andrews,
Iowa, S35.97; Stella Scott.
Okla., $36.74. W. C. Stock.
Pa.. $36.25. Guaranteed by
Housekeeping as advertised ll
Rush name and address on penny postal,

WILKNIT HOSIERY COMPANY «
Midway 8-BlO Greenfield. Ohio.

BABY HELPS
A dozen leaflets, written by Mrs. Louise

Branch, our own Baby Page Editor, have been

reprinted and available to readers, all 12 for

only lOc. Send stamps or coins, mentioning

the ages of your children, to:

Reader Service, Dept. PM104, Photoplay-

Movie Mirror, 205 East 42nd Street, New
York, N. Y.

Torrid Test in Palm Springs proves

a Dab a Day keeps P. 0! away!
^ (*Underorm Perspiration Odor)

This amazing test was one of a series, supervised

by registered nurses, to prove the remarkable effi-

cacy of Yodora — a Deodorant Cream that's ac-

tually soft, delicate and pleasing!

1. In the morning. Miss A. D. applied Yodora to

underarms.

2. Played 2 sets of tennis—at 91° in the shade!

3. Examining nurse pronounced underarms sweet

—not a taint of P. O.—Perspiration Odor!

Yodora gives positive protection!

Leaves no unpleasant smell on

dresses. Actually soothing. Jars

10^', 25(', 604. Tubes 25'/-handy
for masculine use!

McKesson&Robbins, Bridgeport,Conn, ^jj
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Jars and Tubes

For one thing it's crowded with action
—sky action, most of it, with Richard
Arlen again the hero aviator. This time,
Richard plays havoc with enemies against
our government. With a beautiful blonde
newcomer, Eva Gabor, to provide the love
interest, what more can one ask?

J. Carrol Naish and Nils Asther are
strong additions to the exciting goings-on.

Your Reviewer Says: Entertainment made
to order.

Bachelor Daddy (Universal)

It's About: Three bachelors who find a
lady baby on their hands.

VOU never saw as many comics in one
' picture work so hard and come forth
with so little comedy. Baby Sandy who
walks, talks, makes eyes and raises h
we mean heck, is cuter than pie and
makes up for a lot of the unfunny epi-
sodes that miss fire in all directions.

Kathryn Adams, Sandy's mother, has
the bright idea of sending the child to

the Smith brothers (no relation to the
cough drop boys) to keep, while she is

involved with the law. You can imagine
the ensuing commotion when I tell you
the Smith lads are none other than
Edward Everett Horton, Raymond Wal-
burn and Donald Woods. Others present
are Bert Roach and Franklin Pangborn.
And still it isn't very funny!

Your Reviewer Says: For Sandy fans only.

^ Manpower (Warners)

It's About: Power line men at work and
in love.

THIS is the usual triangle love affair
' with George Raft and Edward G. Robin-
son, two tough power line repairmen,
fighting it out on the screen for the af-

fections of a very sexy looking Marlene
Dietrich, who doesn't seem worth it all,

for our money.
When Marlene's father, also a repair-

man, is killed on the job, Robinson be-
friends her. He does more than that

—

he marries her. And right away Raft sees
her and wants her but loyalty keeps
Marlene tied to a man she doesn't love
until a fatal accident clears the path for
the two lovebirds.
The dialogue is lively and quite oc-

casionally off the color standard. Alan
Hale is terrific as a big lug of a practical
joker.

Your Reviewer Says: Hot stuff.

Parachute Battalion

(RKO-Radio)

It's About: Parachute jumpers in the U. S.

AN interestingly done little movie of
'* those lads who leap from planes in

Uncle Sam's behalf, and bearing the dig-
nity of authorized authenticity, is this

story featuring Robert Preston as the
cocky, sure-of-himself recruit, and Ed-
mond O'Brien as the boy who fears fear.

Paul Kelly and Harry Carey are very
good in made to measure roles. It's good
to see Buddy Ebsen back on the screen
again, looking more than ever like an
animated chrysanthemum.
Nancy Kelly (now divorcing the above

mentioned Edmond O'Brien) is the girl in

the lives of Preston and Kelly.

Your Reviewer Soys:

ing.

Timely and interest-
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Ringside Malsle (M-G-M)

It's About: Maisie, a young prizefighter

and his manager.

VA/ E kept waiting for Maisie to get back
into film, but the gal we've grown to

love like a blood relative certainly seemed
to be everywhere but in the picture, with

Robert Sterling, a wholesome young
fighter, taking over three- fourths of the

story. It's okay for M-G-M to build up
their fledgling star, Mr. Sterling, but not

at Maisie's expense please—or it gives

murder, that we promise.
Ann Sothern, whose opening scene is

as a taxi-dancer, is the same whole-
hearted, on-the-level "woiking goil" who
loses two jobs before she meets Sterling

and his suspicious manager, George
Murphy. There are several exciting fight

sequences, the usual hospital scene (all

movie fighters get knocked into opera-
tions) and a whole truck load of senti-

mental bunk that has no place in our
Maisie's life.

Maxie Rosenbloom as a trainer and
Margaret Moffat as Sterling's mother are

both splendid.

Your Reviewer Says: The weakest in the

series.

^ Father Takes a Wife
(RKO-Radio)

It's About: A man who takes a bride, a
honeymoon and a new lease on life.

GLORIA SWANSON returns: That's
about the biggest news of this pic-

ture. That Gloria has all she ever had,
which is plenty, makes it good news,
indeed.
La Swanson is perfectly cast as the

stage star who retires to marry Adolphe

Menjou, expecting a life of peace and
rest. Instead, she reaps a harvest of

mad nonsensical goings-on for Adolphe
is a man with young ideas, a man who
turns over his shipping business to his
serious-minded son, John Howard, so
he can cut capers with his bride. The
contrast between playboy dad and stolid

down-to-earth son, a unique reversal of

the usual, is comically stressed.

Swanson looks beautiful, and acts the
same way. Desi Arnaz creates a Cuban
riot with Helen Broderick not so far

behind with her particular brand of
rioting. Florence Rice and Neil Hamil-
ton are happily cast, but it's Adolphe's
and Gloria's show.

Your Reviewer Says: A little honey-bun.

Murder By Invitation (Monogram)
It's About: A newspaper columnist who
solves a murder mystery.

ALTHOUGH this thriller has the con-
ventional old plot of heirs trying to

get a millionairess declared insane so
they can acquire her wealth, it's sus-
penseful and fast moving and will hold
your interest throughout.
When the court rules that Sarah Pad-

den, the rich aunt, is sane, she invites
her heirs to her country home for a
visit. No sooner do they all arrive at the
stipulated time, midnight, than several
murders follow, with almost the whole
family engaging in suspicious acts, and
therefore all suspect. Wallace Ford is

the columnist, who gets in on the house-
party by the invitation of Gavin Gordon,
and Marian Marsh is Ford's assistant.

Both do good effective work, as does
Miss Padden.

Your Reviewer Says: An excellent sup-
porting feature.

Hurry, Charlie, Hurry

(RKO-Radio)

It's About: An alibi that backfires.

IEON ERROL shoulders the responsi-
bility of this clippity-clop comedy

that moves like a freight train in quick
stops and starts of comedy.

"The story is a thrust at snobbery and
grows quite hilarious when Errol, in

order to alibi himself, invites the Vice-
President of the good old U.S.A. to a

party and three phonies plus the real

V.P. show up.
Errol's legs collapse on all occasions,

of course, and the audience roars at

every fold-up. Mildred Coles as Errol's

daughter and Kenneth Howell as her
pie-wagon boy friend are very good.
Cecil Cunningham is an overpowering,
browbeating wife.

Your Reviewer Says: A little laugh now
and then.

Barnacle Bill (M-G-M)

It's About: The reformation of a likable

old rascal.

WELL, here he is again, folks, good
old Wally Beery with the pie dough

face and the ornery but fetching ways.
If our first-ten-at-the-boxoffice hero
sounds cut to pattern, believe me he is,

with all the old familiar mannerisms that
made him a favorite in the Marie Dress-
ier days.
Marjorie Main, the capable character

actress, is Wally's foil in this story of an
old waterfront rapscallion, perpetually in

difficulties until Wally's daughter, Vir-
ginia Weidler, transforms her dad into

something fairly respectable. Naturally

How to Bid . . How to Play . . How to Win At

DUDLEY COURTENAY, world renowned
bridge expert, writer and teacher, now brings

you a new kind of bridge book—but more than

just a book. For because of its unique form
and presentation— it is really a teacher at

your elbow—and a most interesting one at

that.

Championship Systems

Here is a brand new way to learn or improve
your bridge. Easy to understand instructions

make it very simple to know all the rules on

both bidding and play, as well as all the

essential laws of modern contract bridge. This

great book also explains the standardized bids

of the CULBERTSON and other championship
systems, including the BLACKWOOD CON-
VENTION. You get all this and more for only

$1.00.

Make this big 160-page book your master
Contract Bridge guide. If you are just a be-

ginner or a once-in-while player it shows you
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step by step how to progress in this fascinating

game. If you are an average player it defi-

nitely and quickly improves your game. If you
are an advanced player it brings you the

extremely fine, intricate, finishing points that

will help you become an outstanding player,

ranking with the best in the game.

Standard Until 1947!

Just think. Here is your recognized authority

on Contract Bridge for years to come. No new
rules, laws, etc., until 1947—and this beauti-

fully printed and spiral bound volume will last

a lifetime. Only $1 at your local book store or

order direct from the publisher. Get your copy
of this big, masterful book now and learn how
to be an expert contract player.

ONLY
160 pages.
7%" X lO's"

QQ size. Durable

binding.

If you are unable to

get this book at your

own bookseller, use

the convenient coupon

on this page.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. INC.
Dept. WG10, 205 East 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.

Send me, postage prepaid, STANDARDIZED CON-
TRACT BRIDGE COMPLETE by Dudley Courtenay
—for which I enclose SI. 00.

Name

.

(Please print name and address)

Address

;
City State



\rjt^ OMARTGIRLINo
*^ "time out" for reg-

ular pain on her calen-

dar ! For she knows about Midol— how it

relieves the needless functional pain of

menstruation, and redeems "lost days" for

active living I

Among thousands of women recently in-

terviewed, more reported using Midol for

this purpose than all other preparations

combined. And 96% of these Midol users

said they found Midol effective.

Don't hesitate to try it. Midol contains

no opiates. One ingredient is frequently

prescribed for headache and muscular pain.

Another, exclusively in Midol, acts quickly

to relieve the spasmodic pain peculiar to the

menstrual process. If you have no organic

disorder calling for special medical or sur-

gical treatment, Midol should help you as

it has helped many others. At all drugstores

—large size, only 40si; small size, 20^.

IHIDOL
Relieves Functional Periodic Pain

SELL PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
The line that offers valae and quality. Show 98 Per-
sonally Imprinted Christmas Folders. 6 exclusive
series, low as 50 for SI. with name. Extra eaminpra
with new WONDERBOXAs3ortmentof2lChristiiia3
Folders $1. All with inserts. Pays you 50c. Can be

imprinted. 8 other assortments. DeLaxa
Persona! Christmas Cards. Write which
lines interest you. Samples on approval.

JANES ART STUDIOS, Inc.
164 Anson Place Rochester, N.Y.

NO
DULL
DRAB
HAIR

when you use this amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation,

LOVALON will do all of these 4

important things for your hair.

1. Gives lustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hairneatly in place.

LOVALON does not dye or bleach.

It is a pure, odorless hair rinse, in

12 different shades. Try LOVALON^
At stores which tell toilet goods^

2S<'

for 5 rinses

\Qi
for 2 rinses

Miss Main lends a large and willing hand
in the process.
Donald Meek and Leo Carrillo are

mixed up in the amusing and, at times,
very funny proceedings.

Your Reviewer Says: Rough - and - ready
fun.

Blackmer escapes from prison and starts
prowling.
Roger Pryor is a very naughty boy

throughout the whole chase-and-be-
chased story.

Your Reviewer Says: Too many bad men
spoil the broth.

Blondie In Society (Columbia) Lady Scarface (RKO-RadIo)

It's About: Blondie's crossing up Dagwood
at a dog show.

THOSE delightful Bumpsteads are with
' us again funnier than ever and all

mixed up in dogs to their eyebrows. It all

happens when Dagwood accepts an
enormous Great Dane in lieu of a fifty-

dollar loan with the promise not to place
the pedigreed animal in a dog show.
But poor Bloridie, unaware of the deal,

trots off the elephant on wheels to the
dogshow and what follows shouldn't
happen to a dog.
Baby Duvipling's sage remarks are

killing and Alvin's blank countenance
somehow kills us. Penny Singleton is

better than ever as Blondie and Arthur
Lake grows more Dagwoodish every day.
While they may not cause any riots

among the upper bracket hits, we defi-

nitely like the Bumpsteads.

Your Reviewer Says: Fun for the family.

^ Here Is a Man (RKO-Radio)

It's About: The redemption oj a man who
sells his soul to the devil.

LJ ERE is a picture that for sheer nov-
' ' elty takes its place among the best
of its kind. But whether its kind is good
box-office entertainment is something
else again.
Taken from Stephen Vincent Benet's

story, "The Devil and Daniel Webster,"
the film has been given a strong cast, a
weak title, and superb direction by Wil-
liam Dieterle.

James Craig is a sturdy young farmer
who sells his soul to old man Satan,
symbolized by farmer Walter Huston, in

exchange for seven years of wealth and
prosperity. When it comes to paying up,
Craig tries to get out of his bargain and
is saved only by the supreme oratory of

a risen Daniel Webster before a jury of

departed souls. Make of that what you
will and stop shaking. Nobody's behind
you.
Walter Huston gives a swell perform-

ance. Edward Arnold is an impassioned
Daniel Webster, Anne Shirley a sweet
and solicitous wife to poor Mr. Craig;
Simone Simon is the devil's hench-
woman. That will give you some idea of
the worthy cast that contribute their
talents to a picture that will leave you
either intensely entertained or in a
strictly "oh nuts" mood.

Your Reviewer Says: It's so-o-o-o-o dif-

ferent.

The Officer and the Lady
(Colunnbia)

It's About: A policeman, a schoolteacher
and several crooks.

BANG, bang, bang and the cops are
chasing the robbers again. Or in this

instance, the robbers chase the cops.
Rochelle Hudson is a pretty school-

teacher who refuses to marry Officer

Bruce Bennett, lest he also be injured in

a gun battle as her father was. She has
something there, for Officer Bennett
almost gets his when gangster Sidney

It's About: A honeymoon couple who
innocently lift "hot" coin.

THE last thing we expected to see in this
' world was Judith Anderson, tops in
emotional stage drama, lost in a funny
(well, no, not funny) little B about cops
and thieves and the inevitable detective
who is harassed in his work by the
female photo magazine snapper. What's
more Judith as the leader of such thugs
as Marc Lawrence, Horace MacMahon,
and Arthur Shields is simply swell.
Money, loads of it, mailed to a New

York hotel and picked up through an
error by a honeymooning couple, Rand
Brooks and Mildred Coles, motivates all

the chasing and tearing around.
Eric Blore provides a comedy bit.

Dennis O'Keefe and Frances Neal pro-
vide the fight and kiss sequences.

Your Reviewer Says: Rough stuff.

^ My Life With Caroline

(RKO-Radio)

it's About: The trials and tribulations of
a hushayid with his frivolous wife.

THE one check is for Ronald Colman
and the Colmanish charm. Sorry! We

just couldn't resist it. And while we're
alibiing, we'll say that moreover, there is

a lot of quaint charm about this story
that could easily rate that check, too.

Now, have we convinced you?
The story is a bit of fluff about a hus-

band's attempts to keep his wife from
eloping with her various admirers, chief
among them Gilbert Roland and Regi-
nald Gardiner—both admirable gentle-
men. But why the heck she should
want to ditch Colman, who never looked
handsomer, for less attractive men, is

something none of us could make out.

A blonde and foreign newcomer Anna
Lee, plays Colman's flutterbly wife and
seems most attractive and capable. Hugh
O'Connell is so marvelous as the butler
(like the frog footman in "Alice in Won-
derland") who is constantly on the wrong
side of the door.

Your Reviewer Soys: Very sophisticated
comedy, indeed, my deahs.

Hold Back the Dawn
(Paramount)

It's About: The struggle by immigrants to

enter the United States from Mexico.

CHARLES BOYER, at last, finds a role

tailored to his measure, his best since

"Algiers," in this Ketti Frings story of

immigrants in Mexico.
The romance, the glamour, and all the

things women seem to adore in Mr.
Boyer are very present indeed, and
Charles makes the most of every situa-

tion.

Not far behind is Olivia DeHavilland,
as the schoolteacher from Azusa, whom
Boyer marries in order to gain entry into

the States. And very good indeed, is

Paulette Goddard, as the nasty foreigner

who attempts to weave Boyer into her

schemes. 'The way this lass has pro-
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gressed as an actress is a caution.
Walter Abel, as the immigration officer,

is vigorous and typically American.
There is suspense, drama, and love in this

story that is sure to make every Ameri-
can appreciate more fully the blessed
gift of Americanism and the privilege it

is to live openly and freely within its

bounds.

Your Reviewer Says: Different, interesting,

dramatic.

New Wine
(Gloria Productions-U.A.)

It's About: A romantic interhide in the
life of Composer Franz Sclnibert.

FOR the glorious flood of music, the
beauty of Ilona Massey, and the set-

tings, we give this our one-check bless-

ing. The story is inconsequential, and at

times seems little needed with the music
and Miss Massey's beautiful singing of
Franz Schubert's Ave Maria to the ac-
companiment of a symphonic orchestra
and boys' choir.

Alan Curtis is a handsome, believable
Schubert, aided and encouraged by Miss
Massey who believes so firmly in his

genius and talent. In Vienna financial

trouble continually beset the composer,
who has left off his job as professor of

mathematics to compose his lovely music.
A touching and memorable incident oc-

curs when deaf Beethoven is given the
manuscript of Schubert's Urifinished
Symphony by Miss Massey. Out of the

air pours the flood of music, while the
audience realizes this is all compre-
hended in the mind of Beethoven who
pronounces Schubert a genius. Albert
Basserman is superb in this brief scene
as Beethoven.

Bits of comedy are injected by Billy

Gilbert, Binnie Barnes, and Sterling
Holloway, but it's the music that seizes

the attention and rivets it there in a
glorious burst of sound.

Your Reviewer Says: For lovers of good
music.

Charley's Aunt
(20+h Century-Fox)

It's About: The farcical troubles of a
young man masquerading as a maiden
lady.

IT gets funnier every generation. Grand-
dad adored it. Dad howled at it. Now

comes the latest version of the beloved
story of Charley's aunt (who is from
Brazil where the nuts grow) to panic the
younger generation.

Jack Benny is at his very funniest as

Lord Babbs, Oxford student, who is forced

to play the aunt of a fellow student.

There is a howl every minute with Jack
in corsets, panties and petticoats galore.

Complications set in like measles plus
whooping cough when the real aunt,

played by Kay Francis, shows up on the

scene. Laird Gregar is clever as Richard
Haydn's father, Reginald Owen amusing
as the faculty president and Edmund
Gwenn marvelous in a repulsive sort of

way as the fortune-hunting guardian.
No need to tell the old story of the two

Oxford lads, Richard Haydn and Jimmy
Ellison, in love with the two beauties,

Arleen Whelan and Ann Baxter. It's been
told so many times but never, we guar-
antee, as howlingly funny as this version.

For the best laugh you've had in years
by all means see "Charley's Aunt." It

will keep you cheered for weeks.

Your Reviewer Soys: The panic of the
month.
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AKaiamazoa
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OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe yoop
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. C. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street Chicago, lirinola

BABY COMING?
Consult your doctor regularly.

Diet and exercise should be reg-

ulated fromearliest daysof preg-
nancy. Your doctor's advice on
right foods and amount can con-
trol your weight and keep baby
the right size to facilitate birth.

Above all. ask him
about feeding
infant.

Orders Ralore. "Super Value I.iue" 20 ISoaiififul DciEns. .'iO for ?l t.i 2b
for $1.95. Name iiiiprinlcd. yell N.ilionallv Famous 21 Christnins folder
SI. Cosia 50c. Worth $2.85. Reiil Clirntraas spirit. Expensive Satma.
Micaa. Tip-or»a, die oute. foil inecrta. F^xclueivc EtchitiKd, Gift-wraps.
Religious, Everydaye. 55 EncravinKe— Fersonnl, Biisineea. 21 nRs't on
spprovfd. FRKIO SAMPLE Super Viiltie. Fersonnl lii.e. No investment.
SUNSHINE ART STUDIOS. 115 F'llton St.. Ocpt MA. New York City

'S" PSORIASIS
(SCALY SKIN TROUILE)

See Your

Doctor Regularly

i^oeRmoiL
it yourse

lon(j you h
what you

L-auUful Ixx'k on I'so.
.Isis and Dcrmoil with
ainazinj-T true photo-
ljT;iphic proof of re-
sults also FREE.

disease Psoriasis. Apply
no n - staininc] Dermoil.
Thousands do for sraly
spttts on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often afler
years of sufTerinp. repun
Ihc -sfales have Rone. the
red patches (gradually disappen
and they enjoyed the thrill < - - ^ ,

clear skin again. Dermoil is used by many doctor* and la

backed by a positive agreement to Rive definite benefit In
2 weeks or money is refunded without questhm. Gi-nerous
trial bottle sent FKEE to tho.sc who -send in their Drufniisfs
name and address. Make our fanunis "One Spot T^-sl" your-
s.lf. Write today f.>r your test be. tile. Print name plainly.
KesuHs niny Bun>rise you. Don't delay. Sold by Ligq^tt
and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES. Box
547. Northwestern Station, Dept. 2404. Detroit, Mich.
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Speak for Yourself
(Continued from page 21)

fakes its Fall trips by

GREYHOUND
In no other autumn has the life of America

reached such a tremendous tempo—with

national defense setting the pace, and with

every other activity racmg to keep in tune.

Greyhound is part of this picture, vital to it,

made to order for it ! Streamlined Super-Coaches

carry thousands of workers who are building

America's defense— thousands of soldiers,

sailors, and marines traveling between their

homes and military camps and oases—millions

of other Americans in their everydav pursuit

of livelihood and happiness. Go along with

the tempo ofthe times—takefall trips by Greyhound

!

Principal Greyhound Information Offices:
NEW YORK CITY • CLEVELAND. OHIO • PHILADELPHIA.
PENNSYLVANIA • CHICAGO. ILLINOIS • FORT WORTH. TEX.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA • SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
HOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS • WASHINGTON. DC. DETROIT
MICIITGAN • ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI • LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY
CHARLESTON. W.VA. • CINCINNATI. OHIO • RICHMOND.
VIRGINIA • MEUPHIS.ITENNESSEE • NEW ORLEANS. LA.

GREYHOUND
Send this coupon to nearest Greyhound Information

Office, listed above, for fosclnoting booldet picturing ond

describing 140 amazing things and places in the U.S.A.

If you wont rates and suggested routes to any particular

place, iot the nome of the city on the margin below.

$1.00 PRIZE

Not a Copy But a Composite

THIS is my heated response to the let-
' ter authored by an unthinking, dis-

putatious movie-goer who inveighed
against "Meet John Doe."
She said, " 'Meet John Doe' was a car-

bon copy of 'Mr. Deeds' and 'Mr.

Smith.' " Well, I don't know what is

better to repeat than "love"—and I don't

mean romance. "Love thy neighbor"

—

that's for me!
I am more in accord with the re-

viewer who said, "When the great

American picture is made Mr. Capra
will probably make it and Mr. Cooper
will probably star in it."

Rather than a carbon copy of "Mr.
Deeds" and "Mr. Smith," "Meet John
Doe" is a happy, successful composite
of the two with the distinctiveness of

the first and the impetus of the second.
I hope it takes five Oscars—best picture,

director, writer, male star and support-

ing male star (I refer to Mr. Gleason
in the last case)

.

Keith McLarty,
Sacramento, Cal.

$1.00 PRIZE

Autry Fan Clubs Take Note

I
HAVE just come home from another
Gene Autry movie. The more I see of

that man, the more I am convinced that
he deserves a break. He can act. (Wasn't
his part in ''The Cowboy and the Lady"
in DeMille's Lux Radio Theater some
time ago proof enough of that?) He has
given entertainment pleasure to thou-
sands of kids the nation over. He does
spell box-office pull at any theater.

Why, then, this constant procession of

third-rate vehicles for a first-rate hu-
man being? For that is the secret of

Autry 's success. He is completely be-
lievable, utterly human, off screen as
well as on. That is why he is the idol of

so many. It is hard to admire screen
stars and then find that they have
turned snobbish on their fans. Not so
Autry. He will always be as natural as
he looks.

Instead of working his head off, as he
does, on so many pictures a year, I'd like

to see Gene Autry make at least one
worth-while movie a year, borrowed for
the purpose by some other producer,
perhaps. He could still make his hero-
stuff if necessary, but I am hereby
issuing a call for all Gene Autry fans to

band together and insist that he get a
break.

Rachel 'Valente,
Paterson, N. J.

Name

—

Address. .MW-Ul

$1.00 PRIZE

Share the Spotlight

TWO items in the movie news interested
' me today.

1. The Marx Brothers announce that

"The Big Store" is their last film. They
confess having "lost our appeal and the
public is tired of us."

2. "In the Navy," Abbott and Costello

film, breaks box office records.

Abbott and Costello are today the No.
1 comedy team; they stand at the peak
where the Marx Brothers did a few years
ago. Let them not commit the major
mistake of the Marxes. So far they are

not guilty but dwelling in higher alti-

tudes sometimes makes stars lose their

balance.

108

The Marx Brothers are an exceedingly
funny trio; if the public tired of them, it

was only because they hogged all their

films. No player in their cast was ever

given a chance to be anything but back-
ground. On or off screen, the life of the

party can't continue to be popular if he
doesn't allow anyone else at the party

to show any life.

Ever hear of a Marx film creating a

new star? Consider Bette Davis, who
seems destined for a long reign. Other
players in her films get a chance. "The
Letter" brought out James Stephenson.
"The Great Lie" resurrected Mary Astor.

Sharing the spotlight is wonderful!
Emily Lee Dove,
Washington, D. C.

$1.00 PRIZE

Open Letter to Mickey Rooney

lUlICKEY-WICKEY, you make me
sick and tired in more ways than

one! Perhaps your studio or the script

calls for all those anything but cute pic-

tures you make on the sets, but why
spoil our magazines—which can't afford

to put a taboo on your photos—with that

definitely silly, wild-eyed, high school
freshman, stage-struck look of "not
really!" when a mere publicity shot is

being made. I certainly do not expect
everything you do to be different and
I'm almost positive the public as a whole
doesn't, so won't you, for the sake of

readers of Hollywood magazines, stop
acting like a sick horse each time you
are shot?

L. T. Sprouse,
Ennis, Tex.

HONORABLE MENTION

HERE'S my hearty congratulations to

Ian Hunter, the best supporting
actor in Hollywood! Your name in the
cast always assures me of good enter-
tainment, no matter how far down it is.

I shall never forget your performance in

"Strange Cargo."
Bertha A. Campbell,

Springfield, Mo.

THIS is something I'd like to see, and
so would countless other movie fans

—

shorts showing the comings and goings

of the stars as your magazine pictures in

"Inside Stuff" and in other articles. We'd
really enjoy seeing movie shorts of "Joan
Crawford at Home," "An Evening in the

Brown Derby," "A Day at Santa Anita,"

"Carole and Clark on Their Ranch,'"

etc., etc.

We're all curious about the private

lives of the stars, or is that nice!

Mrs. a. H. Middleton,
Brewster, Kans.

RE the loud howl emanating from
South America about our "good

neighbor" pictures: As is suggested in

an open editorial in a Brazilian daily,

directed to Douglas Fairbanks Jr., they'll

be glad indeed if we'll give them good
pictures of New York and Hollj^vood

and let them make the South American
epics. To me that makes sense. Each
would be doing what they know, and
any writing tyro could have told the

producers it is almost impossible suc-

cessfully to fake background and color.

Thg^country's stake in this matter is too

great to allow any further long-haired

experimenting!
Gay Ann Johnston,

Detroit, Mich.
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The Last Hours of James
Stephenson

(Continued jrom page 65)

jhould have kept this information to him-

self. His agent couldn't understand why
Stephenson, the least grasping of men,

should with a sense of almost feverish

jressure start campaigning for more
Tioney. He attributed it to the fact that

[immy had sent a large share of his sav-

ngs to his brother Alan, destitute as a

esult of the Coventry bombings. No
me suspected the urgency that was on

lim to provide for the future of his wife

ind child.

Last month the family went to Arrow-
ead for a week's holiday. Stephenson

lidn't feel well there. A few days after

is return he dropped in at the office

f his business manager. They noticed

nat he didn't seem up to par, that his

olor wasn't good, that his dry banter

ras conspicuous by its absence.

What they didn't know was that he
rove from there to a specialist for a

ardiograph, then home to rest. The
DeciaHst phoned Stephenson's own doc-

)r to report his findings which weren't

)0 good. They agreed to wait till next

loming before telling Jimmy that he'd

ave to quit work for three months.
After dinner that night he called his

cretary, Maud Bowman, laid up at the

jspital with a broken pelvic bone. He'd
;en visiting her two or three times a

eek. That afternoon he'd sent a basket
fruit. He wanted to know if they'd

it the cigarettes in. He apologized for

3t having been down—he didn't feel

lite fit. He'd come in a couple of days.

Then he went to bed. During the night

; awoke with a sense of oppression in

s chest. Mrs. Stephenson sent for the
ictor. An oxygen tank was ordered but
' the time it arrived Jimmy no longer
id any need for it.

He was buried quietly at Forest Lawn
e day after his fifth wedding anniver-
ry. There had always been an under-
inding between him and his wife that

len either died what remained to be
ne should be done simply. They didn't

J why people should be burdened by
2 heaviness of funeral ceremonies. "I'd

ther have them remember me," Ste-
enson once said, "as they last saw me

—

if I'd gone off on a trip."

The most grievous loss is Lorna
jphenson's. Peter will never know the
her who called him Coojy Woojy when

' thought no one was listening.

for the rest of us, our sense of be-
wement, if less acute, is as real. His
ath brought a pang of personal grief

even his most casual associates.

3am Wood, directing "King's Row," in

lich Stephenson was to have played
ctor Tower, reached the studio early
it day. He was having his shoes shined
en the studio cop told him of Stephen-
I's death. He spoke for us all when he
i: "I was inexpressibly shocked and
Tibed. I hadn't known him long, we
In't worked together except on tests,

I don't remember anyone I've met
the profession to whom I've taken a
per liking. He had that combination

]

strength and gentleness which is so
d to find—gentleness, not softness

—

kind that comes of breeding. I'll

rer forget him and I'll never stop being
liry that he went too soon."
[\Ve, too, have lost our share in a kindly
tleman; knowing we shall not see
in the grave sweetness of his smile,

^11 not exchange the few words that
ays left a pleasant taste in the heart.
; is so much the poorer. Good-by,
uny Stephenson.

BER, 1941
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iBETYOi/ BUY SOME, TOO/
Don't worry... even if the whole
neighborhood "copycats" your shelv-
ing, their kitchens won't look like

yours. For there are oodles of pretty
patterns available in royledge!

This beautiful shelving actually
brings professional-decorator charm

to bare closets and cupboards. Pro-
itects them from dust and dirt with its

smooth, flat surface; edges them smart-
ly with its colorful border-patterns.
Needs no tacks, wipes clean easily,

lasts for months . . . yet— miracle of
miracles—9 Jeet cost only 5(. Buy some
Royledge . . . and see for yourself!

Old-fashioned and new-fashioned designs to
match kitchen and closet colors. At shelf
paper counters of 5 & 10, neighborhood
and dept. stores.
5(,' & 10(? sizes.
Roy lace Inc.,
Bklyn., N. Y.

9 FT.

5»

BABY HELPS
A dozen leaflets, written by Mrs.
Louise Bran;ch, our own Baby Page
Editor, have been reprinted and are
available to readers, all 12 for only
10c. Send stamps or coin, mentioning
the ages of your children, to:

Reader Service, Dept. PM104, Photoplay-
Movie Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd
street. New York. N. Y.

oAtd £cr<rk

Try new Million Dollar

I IDCTI/^I/ T^s" Cents

LlrO I Ivfl ''or Trial Size

t Stays On -new

DON JUAN
Looks Better

NEW SHADES!
MilitaryRed

. . . stays on though you eat,
smoke, drink or kiss, if used
as directed. Lasting loveli-
ness for your lips . . . natu-
ral and soft looking, appeal-
ing . . . Not smearing—not drying. VivaciouSj
seductive shades $1 De Luxe Size. Refills 60^.
ROUGE AND POWDER TO MATCH $1 EACH.

Large Trial Sizes at lOc Stores. Try Today.

Itfal Ked Ked

N0.7RjJ,"'J'rr7

• Now, at home, you can qolckly and easily tint telltale

etreaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from llgbtcst

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent l£

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of Iialr. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.
Betain your youthlul charm. GetBROWNATONE today.

On small cuts,

burns, scratches use

CAMPHO-
PHENIQUE
Antiseptic Dressing

SEND
FOR

FREE
SAMPLE

CAMPHOPHENIQUE
belongs in every car,

every camp, every
home, every shop.

Insist on the ORIGINAL

James F. Ballard, Inc.

Dept. M-IO St. Louis, Mo.

^^^^^^^
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DON'T PUT UP WITH THE

TORMENT OF SIMPLE PILES

USE PAZO!

YOU WERE RIGHT! PAZO
RELIEVED THE PAIN, PROMPTLY

There's good reason why PAZO ointment has been used by so

many millions of sufferers from simple Piles. First, PAZO oint-

ment soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain and itching. Second,

PAZO ointment lubricates hardened, dried parts—helps prevent

cracking and soreness. Third, PAZO ointment tends to reduce

swelling and check bleeding. Fourth, it's easy to use. PAZO oint-

ment's perforated Pile Pipe makes application simple, thorough.

Your doaor can tell you about PAZO ointment. Get PAZO oint-

ment from your druggist, today.

Grove Laboratories, Inc

Dept. 202 - M'WG^.Si. Louis, Mo.

Gentlemen: I want PAZO, FREE! (Mailed m a plai

rnrr offer Limited,

rll CL mail TODAY!
(Good only in U, S A )

appcr)

I Name ...

{ Address

.

I
a,y

NEW KINrOF MAN'S SHOE
Sensation in slioes! "Clip-
per" ZIPS on and off in-

stantly. Now's the time to
builfl yourself a highly
profitable shoe business
with Clipper and 249 other
sational shoe styles for men
women . Dress—work—sport shi

Prices low as SI. 98. Ex-
tremely liberal profit for
you. Complete sales outfit
absolutely free. Write now
MASON SHOE IVIPG. CORP,

Dept. A895,
Chippewa Falls. Wise.

GIVEN ABOUT
SIZE OF DIME

NOTHING TO BUY! GIRLS! LADIES' Send name and
address. Charming Watch or Big Cash Commission- Send
No

,
Money. Given—SI MPLY GIVE AWAY FREE

Colored Pictures with famous White Cloverine Brand
Salve for mild burns and chaps, easily sold to friends at
25c a box (with picture FREE) and remitting per Catalog.
SPECIAL: Choice 25 premiums for returning only S3 col-
lected- 46th yr. Nothing to buy! Send for Salve and pic-
tures, postage paid by us.

WILSON CHEM. CO.. INC., Dept. 65-32, Tyrone. Pa.

Be a RADIO Technician
Learn at Home. Many Make $30, $40, $50 a Week
If you want better pay quick, aiul a job with a future,
learn Radio, Television. Hundretis I train jump their
pay. Radio has grown fast, i.s still growing—that's wliy
It pays many $30. $40, $50 a week—why many earn $5 to
$10 a week extra in spare time while learning. My Course
can help you get better rating, extra pay in Army, Navy.
Free e-J-page book tells about many good job oppor-
tunities Radio offers. MAIL THE COUPON NOW.

• MR. J. E. SAIITH, Dept. IKT •

i National Radio Institute, Washington, D. 0.
; Mail me vour book FREE. (No salesman will call. ;
• Write Plainly.) ;

Brief Reviews
(Continued jrom page 23)

NAME.. ..ACE..

ADDRESS

! CITY STATE..

MAJOR BARBARA—Gabriel Pascale—U. A.:
Oddly different but compelling is this George Ber-
nard Shaw picture which may confuse you because
the theme seems blurred in purpose and too many
words are substituted for action. Wendy Hiller as
the Salvation Army girl who loses her ideals is

superb, as are Robert Morley as her sophisticated
father. Rex Harrison as a Greek scholar who loves
her, and Robert Newton. (July)

MAN HUNT—20th Century-Fox: For sheer
melodramatic tenseness, you can't beat this ex-
citing thriller. English sportsman Walter I'idgeon
is caught taking a pot shot at Hitler, and the Ges-
tapo hunts him through Germany and Knj^land.
George -Sanders plays the Nazi who pursues Pid-
geon, and Joan Bennett is the cockney who befriends
him. The direction and performances are brilliant.

(Sept.)

MEN OF BOYS TOWN—MG-M: Spencer
Tracy as Father Flanagan and Mickey Rooney as
the Boys Town mayor carry on the story of the
previous Boys Town picture and again stir our
emotions with their sincere performances. Bobs
Watson. Larry Nunn and Darryl Hickman give the
stars plenty of competition. (July)

MEN OF THE TIMBERLAND—Universal: This
action drama has Richard Arlen as a forest ranger
who single-handed frustrates a plot to despoil a
timber tract. Andy Deyine is the lumber boss and
Linda Hayes the heroine. All three are good.
(August)

\/^ MILLION DOLLAR B^SF—Warners: Pris-

cilla Lane, department store clerk, becomes mil-
I'onaireized when eccentric May Robson gives her a
million dollars, but Priscilla finds the money stands
between her and her true but poor love, Ronald
Reagan. The story's got plenty of vitality that
keeps it bobbing along and May Robson and Jeffrey
Lynn complement the splendid work of Priscilla and
Ronald. (August)

MODEL IVIFE—Universal: The dire but hilari-

ous consequences of a secret marriage are revealed
herein when Joan Blondell and Dick Powell dare
not reveal their marriage because they'd both lose

their jobs. But Lee Bowman, the boss' son, falls

in love with Joan and insists upon taking her out,

much to her and Dick's dismay. (July)

MOON OVER MIAMI—20th Century-Fox: A
typical Hollywood musical, this, with music, rhythm,
color, song and scenery. The story has (parole

Landis and Betty Grable inheriting enough money
to get to Miami in search of a rich husband for
Betty. There they find playboys Robert Cummings
and Don Ameche as well as much fun and excite-

ment. With Charlotte Greenwood and Jack Haley.
(Sept.)

NAVAL /}C/!C>£Afr—Columbia: Three problem
lads. Freddie Bartholomew, Jimmy Lydon and Billy

Cook find themselves redeemed and regenerated due
to the strict discipline of a naval academy. The three
boys are good, but the story isn't. (August)

^ ONE NIGHT IN LISBON—Paramount: Fred
MacMurray, zany American, chases aloof Madeleine
Carroll all over wartime London and Lisbon in this

light comedy. Although it's pretty farfetched, it

has its gay and amusing moments. John Loder does
a swell job as Madeleine's English suitor. (August)

OUT OF THE FOG—Warners: Although this
is a beautifully executed picture, splendidly acted
and directed, we rather doubt if it will completely
entertain you. It's a bit on the arty side. Thomas
Mitchell and John Qualen find themselves at the
mercy of a cheap racketeer, John Garfield, who also
upsets the happiness of Mitchell's daughter. Ida
Lupino. With Eddie Albert. (Sept.)

PAPER BULLETS—Producers' Releasing Corp:
The fate of three people, who as children lived in

an orphanage, is followed in this not-bad little

movie. Jack I.aRue becomes a gangster, Joan Wood-
bury serves a prison term, and John Archer becomes
an engineer. Linda Ware sings two songs which
have nothing to do with the story. (Sept.)

PARSON OF PANAMINT. THE — Para-
mount: Another good Western, packing plenty of
punch and dealing with a young preacher who dares
to do his duty in a small Western town. Philip
Terry shows plenty of talent as the fighting fearless
p.arson, and Charlie Ruggles, Ellen Drew, and Por-
ter Hall contribute to the entertainment. (Sept.)

PENNY SERENADE—Columbia: Simple
and lifelike is this tender, human document of two
people who adopt a child and find happiness and
sorrow. Cary Grant gives one of the finest per-
formances we've ever seen and Irene Dunne as his
wife is not far behind. Edgar Buchanan also
scores. It's charming and heart-touching. (July)

PEOPLE VS. DR. KILDARE, THE—U-GM:
Far below the standard of the Kildarc series is this
installment. Dr. Kildarc goes into the courtroom
to stand trial for mal])ractice, the suit being brought
against him by ice skater Bonita Granville who
emerges from an operation a paralytic. Lew Ayres,
Lionel Barrymore and Laraine Day do their best.

(August)

POT O' GOLD—Roosevelt-U. A.: Livelj
entertaining is Producer James Roosevelt's
full-length film all about how Jimmy Stewart
Paulette Goddard take over Charles Winnin
radio show and launch the famous Pot O' Gol j

gram. The music of Horace Heidt and his b i

a treat for swing lovers. (July)

POWER D/K£—Paramount: Lacking the pr
tiousness of most air pictures, this is ne^e
less a mighty entertaining little number
whiz-bang climax that's bound to thrill you.
ard Arlen is the aviator who tries to preve:i
young brother Don Castle from following
footsteps, and Helen Mack, Jean Parker and
Edwards round out the cast. (July)

REACHING FOR THE 5t/JV—Paramount:
comedy drama of a man's yearning to be away
the city of machines and out in the country
interesting in spots, but in others unbelievable
dull. Joel McCrea is the man who wants
away from it all and Ellen Drew is his wife
tries to hold him to his work in a great
bile factory. Albert Dekker is the heavy. (Ju

RELUCTANT DRAGON, THE—Disney-L
Radio: Robert Benchley's roaming through the
ney Studios gives you a behind-the-scenes gii"

of the famous cartoon plant. It all begins
Benchley's wife insists he try to sell Disne;
idea of filming "The Reluctant Dagon" an
course it ends with Bob in a projection room
ing the finished picture. The whole family
love this new, novel and different entertain]
(July)

REPENT AT LEISURE—RKORadio: It
been told before, the story of the rich bride
who walks out on her fortune-hunter fiance
marries the poor boy who loves her for herse^t
the splendid performance of Wendy Barrie^
Kent Taylor redeem the timeworn plot and m;
a pretty good little picture. (July)

RICHEST MAN IN TOWN. THE—Coh.^
This weak little story of a small town coram
deals with the rivalry between a banker and
lisher. Frank Craven and Edgar Buchanan,
two old rivals in love and civic affairs, make
this puny, unreal little plot. (Sept.)

RIDE ON. VAQUERO—20th Century-Fox.
sar Romero, as the Cisco Kid, cleans up a ba
kidnappers in his usual engaging way. Chri
Martin is the Kid's dependable pal and Marv
Hughes again plays the dance-hall girl. (July)

ROAR OF THE PRESS—Monogram: New
reporter Wally Ford finds himself assigned
murder story right after his marriage to
Parker, with complications setting in one
after the other. Wally Ford's a good actoi
deserves better; as a good audience, so do
(August)

ROOKIES ON PARADE — Republic:
listen to Bob Crosby's warbling, laugh at the i

of Marie Wilson and Cliff Nazarro, enjoy the
ing of Ruth Terry and Gertrude Niesen aiid go
refreshed. The Army camp routines are ven
and newcomer Bill Shirley is the surprise
show. (August)

SAN ANTONIO i?05£—Universal : The
Macs and Robert Paige take over a nightclu
with the help of Jane Frazee and Eve Arden
manage to put it over. This background sen
a good e.xcuse for the almost uninterrupted
and music, but if you're fans of the Merry
then you're sure to enjoy it. (Sept.)

SCATTERGOOD PULLS THE STRIXC
RKO Radio: Second in the series, this storj
runaway boy, Bobs Watson, maintains the
standard of the first. Guy Kibbee is so huma
natural as Scattcrgood Baines, the sraall-towi
Fi.xit, that it's a homey, comfortable picture
one will enjoy. (August)

SCOTLAND yARD—20th Century-Fox:
and Robbers in today's London, with Henry
coxon as a crook who's wounded at Dunkir
has his face remodeled to look exactly lik

banker, John Loder. Both Nancy Kelly, L
wife, and Scotland Yard are fooled by the
sonation until Inspector Edmund Gwenn g«
the trail. (July)

\/\/ SERGEANT FORK-Warners: This
picture is an adventure into the soul of At
and a "must see" for all. Gary Cooper portra
World War hero who entered the war as j

scientious objector with moving dignity.
Leslie as his sweetheart. Walter Brennan as
of the hills, and the entire cast are splendid, (i

SHE KNEW ALL THE ANSWERS—Cfla
Showgirl Joan Bennett takes a job in stuffy Frj
Tone's Wall Street office in order to convinc
that she'd be a proper wife for his ward,
Hubbard, but before she gets through, Tc
humanized and his office nearly wrecked. It':

sununer fare, (.\ugust)
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/ SHEPHERD OF THE H/LL5'—Paramount:
straight from Harold Bell Wright's beloved novel

•omcs this story of the people of the hill country,

]/ith Harry Carey as the man who conies home to

ind hate for his desertion of a girl and her son

ears before. John Wayne is the revengeful son

ind Betty Field the girl who loves him. It's a dif-

erent story, and one we feel you'll thoroughly en-

'oy. (Sept.)

/ SHl.WhVG VICTORY — Warners: Although
ather heavy and slow in pace, this '.ove story of a

amous psychiatrist is a fine, intellectually told

novie. James Stephenson as the surly doctor is a

piendid actor and shows much charm; Geraldine
"itzgerald, as his assistant, Donald Crisp and
leorge P. Huntley Jr., as fellow doctors in the

icotland asylum, are all excellent. (August)

V 5t/iV.VF—RKO-Radio: The gay, lilting music,
he dancing of Anna Neagle and Ray Bolger, the
olorful settings, the singing of John Carroll and the
lowning of Edward Everett Horton combine to

lake this a picture of complete charm. (August)

HEY DARE NOT LOF£—Columbia: George
rent is an Austrian prince and Martha Scott an
.ustrian refugee who meet and fall in love in this

lie of Nazi invasion, but excellent performances
nnot overcome the slow tempo. (July)

!/ THEY MET IN BOMBAY—M-G-U: Clark
able and Rosalind Russell are a couple of jewel

^lieves in the far East, trying to outsmart each
her, with amusing results. There's nothing very
;w about this old plot, but the two principals give

I a big-time air, and there are several laughable
rists. Jessie Ralph and Peter Lorre contribute
rong moments. (Sept.)

n.

i TIGHT 5//0£5"— Mayfair-Universal: This Da-
on Runyon panic has been translated to the screen
ith all the Runyon flavor intact, and you'll be
artily amused at the awful consequences of wear-
g shoes that pinch. Broderick (irawford is the
ngster who buys a pair of too-tight shoes from
erk John Howard, and Brod gives a swell per-

Ji rmancc. With Binnie Barnes and Anne Gwynne
add to the fun. (Sept.)

- 'ME OUT FOR /?//yr//.¥—Columbia: Rudy
illee sings, Ann Miller dances. Glen CIray and
Idie Duchin's orchestras supply the rhythm,
•enda and Cobina and the "Three Stooges are
etty corny, Rosemary Lane and Richard Lane
pply the love interest, but all this good talent
wasted in this B musical. (August)

^^10 MANY BLONDES— Universal: One of the
'' irst pictures to come out of Hollywood in a long
' ne is this bad little number about a singer, Rudy

illee, and his jealous wife, Helen Parrish, who
1

\re up for a divorce. (August)
Ik

'V UNDERGROUND — Warners: Gripping,
lely, thrilling is this picture dealing with that
lye band of German men and women fighting
linst the Nazi system by means of the illegal

,

lie. Philip Dorn. unknown to his family, is the
ice of the radio, and Jeffrey Lynn his brother who
Is in love with Dome's accomplice, with resulting
gedy. (Seyt.)

-.RY YOUNG LADY, A—20th. Century-Fox:
le Withers deserves better than this modified
iiake of Simone Simon's picture, "(iirls' Dormi-
y," in which she plays the schoolgirl who gets
,;rush on professor John Sutton. Jane's crush
ises the faculty much concern and the audience
little amusement, but it's Nancy Kelly who gets
. Sutton. (July)

AGONS ROLL AT NIGHT. THE—Warners:
jis hackneyed story has Humphrey Bogart as the
I'd-bciled owner of a second-rate circus who picks
Eddie Albert and makes a lion-tamer of him.

i|t Eddie falls in love with Bogart 's innocent
le sister, Joan Leslie, so Bogart tries to get rid
him. Sylvia Sidney is the circus fortune teller.
ily)

iSHlNGTON MELODRAMA—U-G-M: When
lionaire Frank Morgan befriends chorus girl
ne Gwynne, he finds himself blackmailed by
1 Dailey Jr. You won't care very much. (July)

rST POINT WIDO IV — Paramount: Anne
rley plays a nurse who keeps secret her mother-
d in order that her West Point husband, Rich-
Denning, may graduate, and Richard Carlson

111 amorous young interne who has no idea of
le's dilemma in this very pleasing little movie,
pt.)

' IVOMAN'S FACE. A—M-G-M: You'll find
rself completely held by the gripping intensity
lis. Joan Crawford is magnificent as the scarred
lan who fights back at a world that shuns her and
rad Veidt rates equal honors as the man who
hes her love. (July)

I

ZIEGFELD GIRL—M G-M: Lavish and gor-
|is is this musical extravaganza which tells of

girls, Lana Turner, Judy Garland and
y Laniarr, who enter the Follies and meet hap-
>s and defeat. Jimmy Stewart, Charles Win-
er, Philip Dorn and Ian Hunter are all very

1. but it's Lana's picture. (July)

"^^^
LIPSTICK . FACE POWDER . ROUGE

MOTHERS!
Send for Our Young

Mother Help Series

A dozen helpful booklets of
time-saving and health-build-
ing advice on infant care:
300 Names For Your Baby
The First Five Years
How to Travel With Baby
Convalescent Child
Rainy Day Fun
Bathing Baby
What Shall I Buy Before Baby Comes
Helping Your Child to Help Himself
How to Take Good Baby Pictures
Books, Stories fit Poems That Appeal to

Children
Time Saving Ways to do Baby's Laundry
Ten Commandments for Good Child Training

All 12 are yours for only 10c. Wrap
stamps or coin securely, and tell num-
ber and ages of your children. Address:

Reader Service, Dept. PM-108
Photoplay-Movie Mirror Magazine

205 E. 42nd St., N. Y.

/)J:ol FROM POLLEN-

/V^*^ AGGRAVATED

ASTHMATIC ATTACKS

THE SEVERITY of those attacks ol Bronchial

Asthma, intensified by pollen-laden air, may
be reduced at this season ol the year . . . use

Dr. R. Schiffmann's Asthmadoi just as thou-

sands have done foi 70 years. The aromatic

fumes help make breathing easier... aid in

clearing the head. ..bring more restful

nights ol sleeping. At druggists in powder,

cigarette or pipe-mixture form. Or you may
send for free supply of all three. Dept.M42,

R. SCHIFFMANN CO., Los Angeles, Calif.

[ l-W ! ."^iiMi t. long
tapering nails for

I everyone! Cover broken,

I
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
anydesircdshadc. Defies
detection. Waterj'roof.

Easily applied ; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.

and 1 Oc stores.

FINGERNAILSNU-NAILS
k»ido. Dppt. 16-K, Chicago
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Wonderful Way to Shampoo

BLONDE HAIR
A fine liquid shampoo that you make at home in a few
minutes helps make blonde hair gleam with loveliness

. . , Leaves no soapy film on hair or scalp . . . Does not
dry out the hair. The rich creamy lather washes out the
dingy dirt and dust . . . removes the ugly loose dandruff
. . . brings out the sparkling highlights and lustrous
blonde beaucy. To make a full quart of this wonderful
liquid shampoo, just cut bar of Sayman's Vegetable
Wonder Soap into thm slivers and dissolve slivers in

quart of lukewarm water. This makes as fine a liquid

shampoo as you could buy for five or even ten times
this cost. ..enough for six to eight or even more
glorious shampoos. Keeps indefinitely in capped bottle
or jar. If you want truly beautiful blonde ha:r. try this

wonderful way to shampoo. Ask at any drug, depart-

ment, grocery or variety store for

IVonder

Dept. J. METAL ARTS CO., Inc., Rochester.

^GUARANTEED JEWELRY^
Solid sterlingsilverBirlhetoneRing;''

r lovely 13 set sparkling Dinner Rinp;;

r an All-Occasion Ring with simulated'
Ruby and 8 brilliant marcasites; FOR selling 4 boxes of
Rosebud Salve at i.'ic each. Send No Monfv. Order4salve.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 1 7. WOODSBORO. MARYLANO.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to

make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Effective in making bile fl<iw f ree-

ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. ln< ami

Earn '25 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed! Lcam at Iiuhr'
in your spare time as thousands of men and wunien—18 to 60 year's of age—have done through Chk aoo
School of Nursing. Easy-to-understand lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer, of Iowa now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn 32.50
to S5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI
Mrs. B, C. of Texas, earned S474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned -SiyOO!
You, too. can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Easy payments. Equip-
ment included. 42nd year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept.lSIO. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago. III.

Please eend free booklet and 16 eampio lesson pases

Name Age

City State
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I Wake Up Screaming!
(Continued from page 32)

J

most of the morning. How are you?"
"Fine," I said. "I'm glad to know you,

Jill."

Vicky came in then, wearing white
silk slacks, and I gave her the florist's

box. She opened it, very carefully, and
then she took out the flower. It was a
white orchid with a deep scarlet center.

"That's funny," she said. "Nobody ever
bought me a white orchid!"
"What's it for?" said Jill. "You two

going out?"
"I don't know." My cheeks were hot.

"I was just walking along and saw a shop
and went in and bought it. I don't know
what it's for."

Jill sat down. She had the morning
paper. I looked at her.

"I understand you sing?"
"A little."

"I always wanted to meet a torch
singer."

"That isn't what you call it," Jill said.
"That's old." She seemed nervous. She
kept watching me. It was the strangest
thing I've ever experienced.
When I arrived at the studio on Mon-

day the story editor called me in and
said the screen play they'd sent for me
to polish had been temporarily shelved
and he had a much better job. They had
just bought a story. It was about a
winter in Paris. There was a boy and
girl, as in "Seventh Heaven," only it

was an American boy caught in Paris
when the Nazis marched in. He and the
girl were trapped. They were hunted.
It was poignant and beautiful. In the
end the girl died. It was magnificent!
I was to do the shooting script.

The story editor blew his nose. He
had reached the zenith of his emotions.

"I won't see you any more," he said.

"From now on you'll work directly with
your producer. But I'll always know
what you're doing. By option time," he
went on ominously, "there'll be a dozen
reports about you on my desk. One
thing more. Always remember that your
conduct is unimportant. You can go to
the races or spend your time in Malibou.
Nothing counts except your dialogue,
continuity and timing."

I went back to my office and wrote at

white hot speed on a typewriter until it

got dark outside and the studio cop came
around locking doors, and the switch-
board girl asked me if I wanted a night
trunk line.

I

CALLED Vicky and told her I was
' going to be busy. But I didn't do any
more work after all. I was restless and
excited and I drove down to Los Angeles
and walked the streets, thinking about
the story. I was on Main Street and I

stood in front of a hock shop window.
I saw a pair of ancient brass knucks and,
remembering a friend in New York who
collected items like this, it occurred to

me that these would make a good Christ-
mas present. So I went in and bought
them and put them in my pocket. I got
back into my new Lincoln and drove to

Vicky's apartment.
There was a kid at the switchboard

half asleep. He was big, and he had a

face like cold cream. He wore heavy,
thick lens glasses, and his eyes were
monstrous—or so it seemed—behind
them. They were round, yellow eyes,

and he turned and stared at me blankly.
I looked over my shoulder to see whether
it was me he was looking at or an
escaped gorilla. It was me.
"Well?" he said. His hands were huge

and haivy.

"I'd like to see Vicky Lynn."

"At this hour?"
I said: "What do I need—your pei

sion?"
He plugged in angrily. But

Vicky came on his voice was h
"Shall I throw him out?" he asked
jerked out the plug. "You can go
Vicky had been preparing for bea

she wore a fuzzy blue robe and
white mules. She said, "Hey, it's m
night"; then she said, "But its all ri?

Honey." So I kissed her.
We made some coffee and sat in

kitchenette pushing conversation arou
I told her about my run-in downstairs
the switchboard.
"Oh, you mean Harry Williams,"

said. "He isn't quite bright. Night
fore last the manager came home
found him asleep on the board. P(

Harry! He said he didn't have to W(
in a joint like this. He said he'd a ci

from a distant cousin up in Doris
by heaven, he could always get a job
there. A man's job."
She shuddered. "Jill thinks Harry

a crush on me!"
"Competition, eh?"
Vicky laughed. We talked a wh

longer. I was ready to go when
came home. She wore a blue eveni
gown and looked terrific in it. She tc

my hand.
"Hello, Peg."
"Why the Peg?" I asked.
"Short for Pegasus," Jill explained
"That's a funny name." For the n

ment I couldn't see the tie-up betw(
me and a flying horse.

"Well, aren't you our muse of inspu
tion around here?" she kidded.

I grinned a little uncomfortably.
'

I was just going," I said.

"Don't," she said. She talked about

'

band. "Vicky, the band's going to bre

up. I don't know how soon." She loo!;

at me. "Don't go yet." But I tuin
ai'ound and kissed Vicky and left. 1

only trouble was, it was Jill I was thir

ing about.

THE next morning I went to Lan
Craig.
"Lanny," I said. "I'm in love."

I began telling him my idea ab<

sponsoring a girl in pictures. Finedlj

told him it was Vicky.
"What?"
"Yeah. Vicky Lynn."
We started talking fast. We tried

analyze Vicky's defects. We couldn't r

member any. She was p>erfect—me
chandise. AH we had to do was wi

her in glamour. Lanny picked up t

phone and put through an inter-stu(

call.

"Hurd? Lanny. Meet me in my (

flee, will you, pappy?" He hung up.

"Who's that?"
"Hurd Evans. He directs the pictm

I write and he'll go for this idea. H
in a slump and it'll get him publicity.'

"Listen, not him—he's a wolf." I sa

"I belong to that club myself," Sc

Lanny. "We'll tell him she's your p£

sonal property and to lay off."

Hurd Evans was a dandy little gi

with slicked-down brown hair, and
angelic face. On his wrist he wore
heavy slave bracelet. I didn't like hi

Lanny told him about the propositi

and I kept still. He revealed that t

Little Lady we had in mind was Vic

Lynn. Hurd Evans looked as though
had swallowed an avacado pit. 1

glanced at me.
"There's a fence around her," I said.

"Oh, sure." He laughed.
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CORNS
i

Felt pad (C) helps
relieve pain by re-

moving pressure.
Medication (D)
acts on corn.

! I

In a few days corn
Is gently loosened
so it may be easily
removed.

TOME paring only affects the top of a corn

—

usually leaves part of the corn in your toe.

It Blue-Jay acts as shown in the diagrams,
hile you walk in comfort it gently loosens the

tn so that in a few days it may be easily re-

wed. (Stubborn cases may require more than
e application.)

Blue-Jay Corn Plasters cost very
tie—only a few cents to treat each
rn—at all drug counters. —
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M\Kiwi Ct41 Rate P^ieesi
t BUY NOW! FINE QUALI'
1 FKc^E Sample card—over 1000
I new Style Buuk—over 150 latest

f
struction. Gift oflfer. (Est. 22 yc

ITY YARN!!
|Colors including I

, models. FREE in- I

years.) Write today. I

F& KYARN CO. .SSEssexSt.. Dept.A-10,NewYork.N.Y.
|

maEinjf vsIuppI Joat I
'•50 fu! :

"

'

; Cards and take
„ 1 pro __ _

: 2S Christmas Folders i

a bie money-maker for yoa. Many I

other $1 sellers.Get sampleg on approval. I

WALTHAM ART PUBLISHERS
'^t* N.Washington St., Dept.490. Boston, Mass.

M U UAT E D

00
EACH
BOTH FOR

$179

lAMOND RINGS
•-t lo pet ; imtfd ' nd you smart new yellow gold

(I enqaci nu-nl r\n\f or woddins rind. Romance design engage-
r ring ^et with flai-htng, simulated diamond solitaire with six

f atones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite
f :jmo<m Design mounting. Either ring only $1,00 or both for

J SEND NO MONEY with oider, just name and ring size,

i on arrival. Money-back Guarantee. Rush order now!

I IRE DIAMOND CO. Dept. 95IVI Jefferson. Iowa

tiANY NEVER
iUSPECTCAUSE
^ F BACKACHES

j
This Old Treatment Often

Hi Brings Happy Relief
' any sufferers relieve naggrfng backache quickly,

they discover that the real cause of their trouble
n be tired kidneys.

le kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
e a acids and waste out of the blood. They help
n people pjiss about 3 pints a day.

ben disorder of kidney function permits poison-
Qatter to remain in your blood, it riiay cause nag-
backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
energy, getting up nights, swelling, pufEness
r the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or

y passages with smarting and burning sorae-

j shows there is something wrong with your
;ys or bladder.
)n't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

n successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
e happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
ti > flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
t I'sPilla.
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'Barbed wire," Lanny added. "So how
about it? It may mean putting up coin,
you know."

"I've got a nickel saved," Hurd re-
plied.

'"Oke. You're in."

We all shook on it, and then the three
of us went over to the commissary for
lunch.
We had just finished soup when Robin

Ray came in.

Robin Ray was a young juvenile. If
you've ever seen him on the screen you
probably forgot it an hour later. He
doesn't make much impression. He was
dressed now in a checked suit and there
was a heavy silver ring on his finger.
He asked if he could sit in with us. If

you sit alone in the commissary people
think your option is being dropped. That
was how he happened to climb on
Vicky's bandwagon.
"We've got a scheme," Lanny said.

"You're just the boy we need."
We four sat around a table and made

Vicky the biggest thing in pictures.
We'd put her under our personal man-

agement for the next five years. It was
decided that I'd take her to the highest
priced flack in town late that afternoon
and get things started. Her name would
be linked romantically with Robin Ray.
I protested, but they said a writer didn't
have enough glamour. They said Robin
would take her to big functions. Laugh-
ter and champagne copy. We sat there
in the commissary until two-thirty, and
by the time we left she was a star.

I

NEVER knew what glamour could
' do. You'd think I'd have had sense
and realized it was all faked. But
no. Vicky was confused and scared more
than happy. But I regarded her differ-
ently. T couldn't believe she was quite
real. There is the story of the press
agent who built up a girl, then fell in
love with the glamour he'd made. It

was going to be like that. I could feel
it already.

Jill was at the apartment that night
and she ate dinner with us in the kitch-
enette. The band had broken up. Jill

just listened to everything we told her
and she seemed to be transfixed. Her
hair was copper under the electric light
and her eyes were very blue. She
thought it was wonderful. She wasn't
a bit jealous. She wore a yellow house
dress and a white apron. She cooked
the dinner.
"You're swell, Peg," she said.

"But this is going to be fun."
"I don't care. You're swell."
We were all crazy the next few weeks.

History was made in Hollywood. A
magic legend was created and her name
was Vicky Lynn. These are the things
I remember:
Hurd Evans: "Yes, I discovered her.

She was singing with a band in Glen-
dale . .

."

Vicky: "It was Mr. Evans who saw me
first. It was at a navy party in Coron-
ado."
The flack: "No, she was never a secre-

tary. Who ever said she was a secre-
tary? She never saw a typewriter in

her life!"

Robin Ray: "When I saw her I knew
she'd be the girl. It'll be Vicky and
me from now on. No, we haven't set

a date. Her career, you see
—

"

Jill: "You're swell, Peg. You're real."

Midnight lights. Dancing lessons.

Singing instruction. Vicky in blue tights

and a white jacket, tap dancing, worn
out, but laughing. Vicky in Victor
Hugo's with Robin. At the Grove with
Robin. At Dave Chasen's with Robin.
Vicky: "Baby, you and I can't be seen

anywhere. If they thought this romance

NOW I FEEL LIKE
SIXTEEN
AGAIN!

. . low-
the

"Droopy posture goi\c
down feeling banished
energy of a youn^ girl recap-
tured . . . Tmn-E-Lift makes me
fee! like a new woman again!"—such are the phrases to be
found in the testimonials we
constantly i('C('i\e, l'"(>r ex-
ample: "I like my Tum-E-Lift
... I feel like 16 again and I

am 37 now," says Mrs. A. S.
of Detroit.

So don't let waistline bulge
and a tired back get you down!
Lift Mi> that dragKiUK. sagging
abdomen with a Tum-E-Lift,
the controlling slenderizing
supporter belt which brings in-

vi^^or.'itini,' niiil --ectioli eninfnrl.

YOU WILL FEEL NEW, TOO!
Because you'll find Tum-E-Lift a pleasure to

wear. You'll rejoice in its energizing all-day

support. Mrs. C. T,. of .Arizona writes: "I can't
tell you how much your Tum-E-Lift has meant
to me. It made a lot of difference in my fig-

ure, and I felt great comfort wearing it. Don't
think I'll be able to do without it again." . . .

Order a Tum-E-Llft today, see for yourself how
it will make you feel and look fresher at once!

^
V/teT^^Aufftr /

WITH FRONT LACES FOR
PERFECT ADJUSTMENT

Tum-E-Lift is scientifically constructed
to provide perfect comfort, perfect sup-
port. Lightweight—amazingly strong!
Adjustable front panels, of real lustrous
satin, control your figure the way
you want it—merely tigliten or loosen
the laces—and presto! your mid-section is reshaped to
a slenderized, healthful, flat-frontod i>(>sture!

HOLLYWOOD INSPIRED! HOLLYWOOD DESIGNED!

Here's the secret of Tum-E-Lift—Ifs mad.- OMI Y
of elastic material—a lightweight "mir-
acle" cloth that's powerfully strong. C^^QQ
Washi ng actually preserves its strength. 3^
Long metal ribs in front—short ones in back
—absolutely prevent "riding-up", curling,
rolling, or bulging. Detachable garters.
Color: Nude. Detachable crotch of soft, melanese for
personal convenience. An exclusive slenderizing ab-
dominal support—obtainable only from us. Remember,
you get the same fit and comfort you would expect
from a made-to-order supporter-belt costing 2 lo 3
times the price of Tum-E-Lift. ^
LOOK INCHES SLIMMER AT ONCE
Just like E-Lift_ IS and

bulging •tummy", lending
prompt relief to weakened abdominal
muscles. You look inches slimmer in-
stantly. Yet, Tum-E-Lift is flexible— it al-
lows complete freedom of movement.
Bend. Stoop, walk, sit, recline—this mar-
vellous support is always delightfully
comfortable.

SEND NO MONEY. For thrilling satisfac-
tion, try the slenderizing Tum-E-Lift on a
IO-DaV free trial. Send no money-
just mail coupon. Pay postman $2.98 plus
few cents postage when package arrives.
If Tum-E-Lift doesn't make "a world of
difference" send it back and your S2.9M
will be refunded

.
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SMt iKlKSlnm
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FREE TRIAL COUPON

Calif.I

I

I

I

I
Lnnx." C.-ilif'>rni:iii- mnsi :..|,| 'tr S.il.-s Tmn. ^TUM. E-LIFT IS OBTAINABLE ONLY FROM US.

S. J. WEGMAN CO.. Dept. 421
6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywt
Send me for 10 days' approval a genuine Hollywood
Tum-E-Lift Supporter. I will pay postman $2. 9M. plus
postage. If not sati.sfied, I may return it for refund.
I enclose dimensions asked for tn picture above.
My present waist measure is Hips arc
(Waist sizes from 22" to 38") Height Is.....

I am accustomed to wearing a D lonje short girdle.
Check one.

Name
Address ...^

City State
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Here's your chance to try MINER'S
LIQUID MAKE-UP at out expense! Use
this wonder beautifier as complete make-up
or powder base. Gives a velvety smooth

complexion, exquisitely free from shine.

Goes on easily, hides blemishes

and stays on for hours! 4 flattering shades.

10c, 25c & 50c at dime & cosmetic counteis

Mail coupon & 3i stamp today!
PEACH D

RACHCLLC

BRUNETTE Q

SUNTAN O

MINER S • 12 E. 12lh Si . Dcpl. E40. New Yoik.N. Y.
j

I enclose 3^ slamp lo cover mailing cost. Send me I

generous sample o( Miner's Liquid Make-up FREE!
|

Name—
Address

i

MAKE MONEYCOLOMNC PHOTOS
Fascinating occupation quickly learned at home
in apare time. Famous Koehne method brings oat nat-

ural, life-like colors. Many earn while leaming.^Sena
today for free booklet and requirements.

NATIONAL ART S(;HOOL
1315 Michigan Ave.. Dept. 1387. ChtcagO,U.S.A

of Diamond - Dazzling:. Siam
Mined Zircons, the Genuine Gem thai
stands acid tests and is fulj of beau-
tiful FIRE, we will send it with the
exquisite .Sterling Silver Simulated Zir.
con Ring illustrated for this Coupon
and 25c expense in coin. Nothing' more
to pay. State size. Address;

AMERICAN JEWELRY CO.
Dept. 12 Wheeling. W. Va .

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
SizeSxlO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bast form, (n'oaps, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,

or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo

47
3 for$1.00

SEND NO MONEY J^»\rl'S,°o'i
(any size) and within a week yoo will receive

your beautiful enlargement, gTiaranteed fade
less. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20-
inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus post-
age or send SUc and we pay postage. Take advantage of this

offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS

113 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1551-fVI CHICAGO. II

£ASY WAY,..,

se. grime and .

)oth JET BUCK / y
hfe and lustre.

II. burnt, off color hair^
let Black Cake works i

%fMT BLACK
This remarkable CAKE discovery.

TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo, washes out

dirt, loose dandruff, grease, grijne £

safelv gives hair a real smooth J

TINT that fairly glows with lif

Don't put up with faded dull,

a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Cake works
gradual . . . each shampoo leaves your hair blacker, lovelier, softer,

easier to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full cake

50c (3 for SI). TINTZ comes in Jet Black. light, medium and dark
Brown. Titian, and Blonde. Order today! State shade wanted.

SEND NO MONEY
ance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage

if remittance comes with order ) Don't wait —Write todav to

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 845. 207 N. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO
CANADIAN OFFICE: Dept. 845.22 COLUECE STREET. TORONTO

Fiery
Torture

En;oy Resinol
relief from the burning and sting-

ing! Actively medicated in an oily
base, it hastens and prolongs de-
sired comfort. Use Resinol Soap
for gently cleansing tender skin.

Sample free. Resinol MG-8, Balto., Md.

RESINOL'S
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was a press build-up—they're so sick
of phony romances, and so suspicious!"
Vicky: "No, I didn't kiss Robin. Ex-

cept goodnight. That's why my lipstick

is smeared."
Vicky: "Darling, tomorrow I get a

screen test!"

j
REMEMBER the night before the

• screen test. Everything was very quiet.
It was the lull before the stardom. I went
up to her apartment.

I said: "Vicky, cook us some dinner."
She stared at me. Tomorrow she

might never have to cook a dinner again.
But I saw that she was pouting. I was
kidding her, and she'd grown angry.
So Jill and I started dinner. Vicky

got feeling sheepish and came out and
volunteered to help. We wouldn't let

her. But before the meal was over
we'd laughed it off.

After dinner we went for a drive. We
took Jill. I drove down Wilshire to the
beach. We saw the lawns and the still

palms and the stars gaudy in the sky. It

was October, and warm, an Indian sum-
mer, and I thought of Victor Herbert's
beautiful song. I was glad all the clam-
or of the build-up was over.

"If the screen test gets you a contract,
you won't have to see Robin any more,
will you?" I said.

"Oh, it wouldn't be right to break off

so quickly." She was sulky.
"No, I guess it—it wouldn't be right."

I looked over at Jill. "Will you sing,
Jill? It's so quiet it would be nice."

Jill sang. Her voice was soft and rich.

She had gotten a job singing fifteen
minute spots on the radio. But this was
different and better. Pretty soon we
were all singing, very softly, and we
drove along the Palisades, and down
past the beach, the waves crashing on
the sand, and the moon running across
the water. We sang and we didn't talk
any more. But when we were driving
back to town Vicky said:

"Haven't you noticed, baby? Jill's in
love with you."

It was as though someone had hit
Jill.

"Don't be silly, Vicky," I said.

"No, really. I've known for a long
time. She's tried to cover it up. But
I've known."
"You're jealous," I said, "and silly.

Besides, I don't love Jill. I don't love
her at all."

The silence was terrible. Jill just sat
there and didn't say anything. She tried
to hum but she couldn't. We were all

very quiet, and the car seemed empty
and dark, and the stars were white and
naked, and there was no breeze in the
palms at all.

The next day it rained and I wore my
old gray suit to the studio. I didn't wear
that suit much any more—but today it

felt good. Nothing was right. I sat and
watched the rain. A block or so away
Vicky was in another studio. She was
on a sound stage. The cameras would
be ready. They'd put a male stock player
with her. Vicky wouldn't be nervous.
She was too well trained to be nervous

I

GOT to the apartment at six o'clo<
' and used the key and went in. I r

member it was quiet. Then I saw he
She was lying on the floor, one ai
stretched out. She wore a light afte
noon dress and her figiire was beautifi
She was as white as marble but si

looked lovely. Her hair was splay
out in fine strands of gold, and her lij

were bright, rich red, and there was
green eye-shadow on her eyelids. Y
could see that because her eyec we
closed and she was lying very still. SI
was lying still and she wasn't breathin

I moved slowly and numbly aero
the room and then I knelt down, empi
and trembling, and touched both of h
shoulders.
Dead. Dead! Dead!
I heard a key in the lock.

"Peg!"
I straightened up. My back was sti

and full of electricity. My back wj
like the back of a cat. I heard Jill

footsteps across the room. But it wa
a room somewhere else. It was a ho
low room made of metal. I heard h«

scream.
A long time passed. Ten years passe<

The room was quiet. It was quiet an
dark. The windows off the fire escap
were open and the wind was cold. T.

night was cold. Traffic swished by
Franklin Avenue.
"You killed her!"

Jill, grief-stricken, accusing vie

killing Vicky! I could have turned
her with the same charge. But murdt
had never been anything to me but

icord in the newspapers. I was soon

feel its blinding light in my eyes,

scorching fire on my finger tips. Whic
still didn't answer—who killed Vicky
And Jill—what ivas she to be to me
the fear-driven days to come?

FLASH FROM TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX!

"I WAKE UP SCREAMING" is now being filmed under the

title of "HOT SPOT" and has no less than Betty Grable

and Victor Mature in the leading roles. Carole Landis ploys

Vicky and Laird Cregar takes the port of the sinister

detective, whom you will meet in these pages next month

PHOTOPL.'^Y combined with movie mirbo



IF you suffer monthly .bbb^

FEMALE PAIN
which makes you

WEAK, CRANKY
NERVOUS, BLUE-

start taking famous
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
at once. It's one medi-
cine made especially

for women that helps relieve headache,
backache, cramps, weakness, nervous-
ness—due to functional monthly dis-

turbances. Taken regularly—Lydia

I

Pinkham's Compound helps build up

j
resistance against such tired cranky

^feelings. Worth trying!

ARNEXTRA MONEY QUICK
Mazing Christmas Card Seller
Everybody wants new Jl Aaaort-
ment of 21 beautiful Chriatmas

, Cards. Extra GOLD METAL-
LIC SEALS FREE.Canbeosed

to "personalize" cards to Mother
ad. Relatives, etc. 50c profit. Extra bonus. 10
her Assortments: alsoPersonal Stationery,
nristmas Cards with name •- SO for SI.
art eaminsrNOW! Get Sample^^ on approval,
^lENDSHIP STUDIOS. 765 Adams. Elmira. N.Y.

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS

When diamond-dazzling Zircons
from the mines of far-away
Mystic Siam are so Effective
and Inexpensive? Stand acid,
cut glass, full of FIRE, true
backs, thrilling beauty, exquis-
ite mountings. Examine before
you buy. Catalogue FREE.

THE ZIRCON CO.
Dept. 12 Wheeling. W. Va.

STANDARD OFFICE MODELS
bout ' 3 MFRS. GRIG. PRICE
VnU^r* 70^ a Week
11 models roniplctely rebuilt like new.

FULL 2-YEAR GUARANTEE
!o Money Down— 10 Day Trial
'nd for FREE pr

olo . Sho all I

? before you Iniv. SEND TO DA
FREE COURSE IN TYPING INCLUDED
ITERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCH
;pt. 1003, 231 W. Monrge St., Chicago, III.

STOPPED in A Jiffy
Relieve itching of eczema, pimples,
athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes
and other skin troubles. Use cooling
antiseptic D.D.D. Prescription. Grease-
less, stainless. Soothes irritation and
stops itching quickly. 35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist today for O.D.D. Prescription.

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted 'with

aew customers, we will beautifully enlarge
)ne snapshot print or negative, photo or pic-

ure to 8x10 inches—FREE—if you enclose
;his ad with 10c for handling and return
nailing. Information on hand tinting in

latural colors sent immediately. Your orig-
' nal returned with your free enlargement.
5end it today.

-ieppert Studios, Dept. 646, Des Moines, Iowa

NEW!i

1941 MODEL|
Pocket Radio*

MR Ballerles

*'piug in

DURHBLt PLASTIC CABIMETS

Dual Bands-Magiclenna-Microdial
Fitt voiir pocketa or purse— Wt.
6 oj». Small as cmarelte pBcksje.
PATENTED POWER RECTI-
FIER. Hi-ratio e,.»v INiiini!

"MICRODIAL". M. L. OF
ILL. SAYS: •'MIDGET RADIO
WORKS FIHE!" ONE YEAR
SERVICE GUARANTEE! Sent

implete ready to liston with instruction- and tinv pt.orif for u.-e in

I >mes, office!, hotels, in bed. etc. SIMPLE TO OPERATE—NO
LECTRICITY NEEDEDI SEND NO MONEY! l av postman only
1.99 plus postage charges on arrival or H.-„d $2 'I't M ti.'ck, M (X,

. uh) and yours will tie sent postpaid. A MOST UNUSUAL VALUE!
REE! MAGICTENNA"-ELIMINATES OUTSIDE WIRES!
RDER NOW! MIDGETRADIO CO.. Dept. llO.Kearney, Nebr.
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Casts of Current Pictures

"ACCENT ON LOVE' —20th Century Fox.
Screen play by John Larkin. Original story by
Dalton Trunibo. Directed by Ray McCarey. Cast:
Johyi Worth Hyndman, George Montgomery; Osa,
Osa Masson; Manuel Lombroso, J. Carrol Naish;
Linda Hyndman, Cobina Wright, Jr.; Patrick Henry
Lombroso, Stanley Clements; Teresa Lombroso,
Minerva llrecal; f. J. Triton, Thurston Hall; Mr.
S medley, Irving Bacon; Flowers, Leonard Carey;
Maijistrate, Oscar O'Shea: Wardman. John T
Murray.

"ARIZONA BOUND' —Monogram. Screen play
by Jess Bowers. Original story by Oliver Drake.
Directed by Spencer G. Bennett. Cast: Buck Rob
crts, Buck Jones; Colonel, Tim McCoy; Sandy.
Raymond Hatton

; Tat)<icrt, Tristram Coffin; Red,
Slim Whitaker; Mack, Gene Alsace; Pete, Ben
Corbert; Bunion. Horace Murphy; Ruth, Luana
Walters; Miranda, Kathryn Sheldon; Joe. Dennis
Moore; Rogers. Jack Daley.

"BACHELOR DADDY"— Universal. Original
screen play by Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo. Di-
rected by Harold Young. Cast: Sandy, Baby Sandy;
Joseph Smith, Edward Everett Horton; F-,divard

Smith, Donald Woods; George Smith, Raymond
Walburn; Beth Chase, Evelyn Ankers; Eleanor
Pierce, Kathryn Adams; Williams, Franklin Pang
born; C. J. Chase, Jed Prouty; Ethelbcrt. Hardie
Albright; Judge McGinnis, (Jeorge Meader; Louie,
Bert Roach; Girl, Juanita Quigley; Boy. Bobby
Larson; Landlady, Mira McKinney.

"BARNACLE BILL"—M-G M. Screen play by
Jack Jevne and Hugo Butler. Based on an original
story by Jack Jevne. Directed by Richard Thorpe.
Cast: Bi7/ Johanscn, Wallace Beery; Marge Cav-
endish, Marjorie Main; Pico Rodriguez, Leo Car-
rillo; Virginia Johansen, Virginia Weidler; "Pop"
Cavendish, Donald Meek; John Kelly, Barton Mac-
Lane; Mamie, Connie Gilchrist; Aunt Lctty, Sara
Haden; Joe Petillo. William Edmunds; Dixon, Don
Terry: MacDonald, Alec Craig.

"BLONDIE IN SOCIETY"—Columbia. Screen
play by Karen DeWolf. Story by Eleanore Griffin.

Based upon the comic strip created by Chic Young.
Directed by Frank R. Strayer. Cast: Blondie,
Penny Singleton; Dogwood, Arthur Lake; Baby
Dumpling, Larry Simms; Daisy, Himself; J. C.
Dithers, Jonathan Hale; Alvin Fuddle, Danny Mura-
mert; Waldo Pincus, William Frawley; Doctor,
Edgar Kennedy; Cliff Peters, Chick Chandler;
Mailman, Irving Bacon; Announcer , Bill Goodwin.

"CHARLEY'S AUNT"—20th Century-Fox.
Screen play by George Seaton. Based on the play
by Brandon Thomas. Directed by Archie Mayo.
Cast: Babbs, Jack Benny; Donna Lucia, Kay Fran
cis; Jack Chesney, James Ellison; Amy Spettigue,
Anne Baxter; Stephen Spettigue, Edmund Gwenn;
Mr. Rcdcliffe, Reginald Owen; Sir Francis Chesney,
Laird Cregar; Kitty Verdun, Arleen Whelan;
Charley Wykenham, Richard Haydn; Bassett, Ern
est Cossart; Harlcy Stafford, Morton Lowry; Bab
bcrly, Lionel Pape; Messenger, Will Stanton;
Elderly Man, Montague Shaw; Spectators, Claud
Allister and William Austin; Octogenarian, IVlaurice
Cass.

"FATHER TAKES A WIFE"—RKO Radio.
Original screen play by Dorothy and Herbert Fields.
Directed by Jack Hively. Cast: Senior, Adolphe
Menjou; Leslie Carter, Gloria Swanson; Junior,
John Howard; Carlos, Desi Arnaz; Aunt Julie,

Helen Broderick; Enid, Florence Rice; Vincent
Stezvart, Neil Hamilton; Tailor, Grady Sutton;
Henderson, George Meador; Secretary. Mary
Treen; Miss Patterson, Ruth Dietrich.

"FORCED LANDING"—Paramount. Screen
play by Maxwell Shane and Edward Churchill. Di-
rected by Gordon Wiles. Cast: Dan Kendall, Rich-
ard Arlen; Johanna Van Deuren, Eva Gabor;
Andros Banshek, J. Carrol Naish; Colonel Jan
Golas, Nils Asther; Doctor's Housekeeper, Evelyn
Brent; Christmas, Mikhail Rasmuny; Hendrick Van
Deuren, Victor Varconi; Gerteral Valdane, John
Miljan; Zomar, Frank Yaconelli; Petchnikoff . Har-
old Goodwin; Felig, Thornton Edwards; Nando,
Bobby Dillon; Major Xanders, John Gallaudet;
Doctor Vidalek, Harry Worth.

"HERE COMES MR. JORDAN"—Columbia.
Screen play by Sidney Buchman and Seton I.

Miller. From the play, "Heaven Can Wait," by
Harry Segall. Directed by Alexander Hall. Cast:
Joe Pendleton, Robert Montgomery; Bctte Logan,
Evelyn Keyes; Mr. Jordan, Claude Rains; Julia
Farnsworth, Rita Johnson; Messenger 70 IS, Ed-
ward Everett Horton; Max Corkle, James Gleason;
Tony Abbott. John Emery; Inspector Williams,
Donald MacBride; Lefty, Don Costello; Sisk.
Halliwell Hobbes; Bugs, Benny Rubin.

"HERE IS A MAN"—RKO-Radio. Screen play

by Dan 'Totheroh and Stephen Vincent Benet. Story
by Stephen Vincent Benet. Directed by William
l5ietcrle. Cast: Jabcc Stone, James Craig; Mary
Stone. Anne Shirley; Daniel Webster, Edward
Arnold; Mr. Scratch, Walter Huston; Ma Stone,
Jane Darwell; Belle, Simone Simon; Squire Slos-
sum. Gene Lockhart; Miser Stevens, John Qualen;
Justice Hawthorne, H. B. Warner; Sheriff, Frank
Conlan; Daniel Stone, Lindy Wade; Cy Bibber,
George Cleveland.

"HOLD BACK THE DAWN"—Paramount.

• The youHK woman who is sure of certain facts
can feel happily secure. In feminine hygiene her
physical and mental health, her very happiness
itself depend on accurate information. Over-
strong solutions of acids which endanger her
health are a thing of the past.
Today thousands of informed women have

turned to Zonitors—the safe new way in fern
inine hygiene. These dainty snow-white sup-
positories kill germs, bacteria instantly at
contact. Deodorize—not by temporary masking
—but by destroying odors. Spread a greaseless
protective coating to olean.se antiseptically
and give continuous medication for hours.

Yet! Zonitorsare.sa/cfordelicate tissues. Pow-
erful against germs—yet non-poisonous, non-
caustic. No apparatus; nothing to mix- Come
12 in a package, each sealed in individual glass
bottles. Get Zonitors at your druggist today.
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gt^CC/r COMPLETEC • TREATMENT
{0i> DANDRUFF • ITCHY SCALP

ROCHELLE HUDSON, Columbia Star In

"The Stork Pays Off," Uses GLOVER'S

• You, too, can actually feci the
exhilarating effect of Glover's
Mange Medicine at once! And
so we offer you this hermeti-
cally-sealed bottle containing
one complete application,
FREE ! Try it with massage.
See the results of this famous
MEDICINAL treatment!

Learn how effective it is for
Dandruff, excessive Falling
Hair, Itching Scalp — how it

brings out the natural loveli-

ness of your hair! Glover's is

sold by drug stores everywhere.
Free sample and booklet on
Scientific Care of Scalp and
Hair sent FREE on request.

GLOVER'S
GLOVER'S, 460 Founh Ave , Dept. 5510 NewVork.
Send FREE the two sample bottles. I enclose loff

to cover cost of packaging and mailing.

Name .

Add ress .

A New Face in 1 Days

For every woman who really cares about
her appearance and the impression it makes
upon others, there is a marvelous new plan
by which any woman can have a new face in
ten days. This simple plan has been evolved
by Francesca Doane after extensive ^urvevs
of the systems used by famous authorities
in America's leading beauty salons. What can
be accompl.shed is based upon pure common
sensf Judiciously used. Now's the time to get
in the ground work when one's skin is in a
sad staff' from the effects of outdoor life in
summer sun. I~^ow's the time to give your-
self a new outlook. You can ao it f you
will read and abide by this exceptionally fine
article. "Ten Day Beauty Plan" in the Oc-
tober issue of Physical Cultwhe. the Intimate
Magazine of Beauty and Health.

YOU'RE THE DOCTOR
By Victor Heiser, M. D.
One of the highlights of the new October Phys-

ical Culture is a condensed version of "You're
the Doctor" by Victor Heiser. M.D., famous
author of the best seller, "An American Doctor's
Odyssey". No woman can afford to miss it.

Also in the October Issue
Is Your Thyroid Sleepy • Steps For Growing
Younger • If We Are Bombed • Wake Up Smil-
ing • I Never Gave Up bv Gloria Swanson • I
Was Warned Not To Have a Baby • How To
Make Him Live Longer • What You Don't Know
About Caesarian Births • Faces Made Over
By Dental Magic • Menus and Recipes for Vita-
min C.
For inspiration, education, fascination and in-

finite entertainment turn to Physical Culture,
the magazine that glorifies American womanhood.
Get a copy of the October issue today.

// your newsdealer is sold out, take advan-
tage of our special introductory offer—
6 issues of Physical Culture for $1.00.

Phv.sicnl Culture Magazine
Dept. PM-10. 205 East 42nd Street,
New York. N. Y.

Attached is one dollar for which please send me
Physical Culture Magazine for 6 months.

Name

Address

Screen play by Charles Brackctt and Billy Wilder
I'r9m a story by Ketti Frings. Directed by Mitchell
Leisen. Cast: Georges Iscovescu, Charles Beyer;Emmy Brown, Olivia DeHavilland; Anita Dixon
Paulette Goddard; Van den Luecken, Victor Fran-
cen; Inspector Hammock, Walter Abel; Bonbois,
Curt Bois; Berta Kurs, Rosemary DeCamp; Joseph
Kura, Eric Feklary; Flores, Nestor Paiva; Lupita,
Eva Puig; Christine, Micheline Cheirel; Anni
Madeleine LeBeau; Tony, Billy Lee; Mechanic,
-Mikhail Rasumny; Mr. Saxon, Mitchell Leisen.

"HOLD THAT GHOST"— Universal. Screen
play by Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo. Original
story by Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo. Directed by
Arthur Lubin. Cast: Chuck Murray, Bud Abbott;
Ferdinand Junes, Lou Costello; Doctor Jackson,
Richard Carlson; Camitle Brewster, Joan Davis;
Grcfjory, .\lischa Auer; Norma Lind. Evelyn
Ankers; Charlie Smith, Marc Lawrence; Soda Jerk
Sliemp Howard; Bannister, Russell Hicks; Moose
Matson, William Davidson; Ted Lewis; The An
drews Sisters.

"HURRY CHARLIE, HURRY"—RKO Radio.
Screen play by Paul Gerard Smith. From the story
by Luke Short. Directed by Charles E. Roberts.
Cast: Daniel Boone, Leon Errol; Beatrice Boone
Mildred Coles; Jerry Grant, Kenneth Howell; Mrs.
Boone, Cecil Cunningham; Horace Morris, George
Watts; Wagon Track, Eddie Conrad; Poison Arrow
Noble Johnson; Michael Prescott, Douglas Walton;
Josephine Whitley, Renee Haal; Mrs. Whitley,
Georgia Caine; Frozen Foot, Lalo Encinas.

"LADY BE GOOD"—M-G-.M. Screen play by
Jack McGowan, Kay Van Riper and John McClain.
Based on an original story by Jack McGowan. Di-
rected by Norman Z. McLeod. Cast: Marilyn Marsh,
Eleanor Powell; Dixie Donetjan, Ann Sothern;
Eddie Crane, Robert Young; Judge Murdoch, Lionel
BarryiTiore; Buddy Craiiiord, John Carroll; Joe
"Red" Willet, Red Skelton; Lull, Virginia O'Brien;
Mr. Blanton, Tom Conway; Bill Pattison, Dan
Dailey, Jr.: Max Milton, Reginald Owen; Mrs. Car-
ter Wardley, Rose Hobart; Master of Ceremonies
Phil Silvers; The Berry Brothers, (Tames Berry',
Warren Berry, Nyas Berry); The Singer, Connie
Russell.

"LADY SCARFACE"—RKO-Radio. Screen
play by ."Xmaud D'f'sseau and Richard Collins
Directed by Frank Woodruff. Cast: Lt Mason
Dennis O Keefe; Slade, Juditli Anderson; Ann
Rogers, F'rances Neal; .Mary Po-mcU, Mildred Coles;
Mr. Hartford, Eric Blore; Lefty Landers, Marc
Lawrence; Onslow, Damian O'Flynn; Seidel An-
drew Tombes; Ruby, -Marian Martin; Jimmy'Pow-
ell. Rand Brooks; Matt. Arthur Shields; George
Lee Bonnell; Semenoff. Harry Burns; Mullen
Horace MacMahon.

"MANPOWER"—Warners. Original screen
play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald. Di-
rected by Raoul Walsh. Cast: Hank McHenry, Ed-
ward G. Robinson; fay Duval, Marlene Dietrich;
Johnny Marshall, George Raft: Jumbo Wells Alan
Hale; Omaha. Frank McHugh; Dolly,' Eve
-Arden; Smiley Quinn, Barton MacLane; Ed-
die .4dams, Ward Bond; Sidney Whipple, Wal-
ter Catlett; Scarlet, Joyce Compton; Flo,' Lucia
Carroll; Pop Duval, Egon Brecher; Cully, Cliff
Clark; Sweeney, Joseph Crehan; Al Hurst, Ben
Welden; Polly, Barbara Pepper: Wilma. Dorothy
Appleby.

"MURDER BY INVITATION"—MoHOf7>-am.
Story and screen play by George Bricker. Directed
by Phil Rosen. Cast: Bob White. Wallace Ford:
Nora O'Brien. Marian Marsh; Aunt Cassie, Sarah

Padden ; Sheriff Bogas, George Guhl
; J-tdge Uoori

Wallace Clark; Garson Denham, Gavin Gordt
Maxine Denham, Minerva Urecal; Tro'.cbna
Arthur Young; Eddie, Herbert Vigran; Mary Dt
ham. Hazel Keener.

MY LIFE WITH CAROLINE"—RKO-Radio
Screen play by John Van Druten and Arnold Bel-
gard. Produced and, directed by Lewis -Milestooe.
Cast: Anthony, Ronald Col man; Caroline Ann-
I^e; Bliss, Charles Winninger; Paul, Reginald
Gardiner; Paco Del Valle Gilbert Roland: Helen
Katherine Leslie; Muirtiead, Hugh O'Connell;
Jenkins, Murray Alper; Walters, Matt Moore.

"NEW WINE"—Gloria Productions-United Ar
tists. Original screen play by Howard Estabrac
and Nicholas Jory. Directed by Reinhold Scbuozd.
Cast: Anna, Ilona Massey; Franz Schubert, Ala-
Curtis; Countess, Binnie Barnes; Beethoven, Albe
Basserman; Poidi, Billy Gilbert; Bookkeeper, Ster
ling Holloway; Hasslinger, Richard Carle; Clerk
John Oualen; Duke, Barnett Parker; Maestro, Si
.'\rno; Principal, Gilbert Emery; .\Iit:i, Ma-
Martin; Moritz, Forrest Tucker; Peppi, Gear
O'Hanlon; M^i7/i<?/»7i Maynard Holmes; Karl, Ern
V^erebes; Foreman, Paul Sutton; Soldier, Lou Mer
rill; young Girl at Carnegie Hall, Ann Stewart
Youna Man at Carnegie Hall, Kenneth FerriD
Playboy, Lane Allen; Playgirl, Patricia Farr.

"OFFICER AND THE LADY, THE"—Col
bia, .Screen play by Lambert Hillyer and Josep
Hoffman. Story by Lambert Hillyer. Directed D
Sam White. Cast: Helen Regan, Rochelle Hudson;
Bob Conlon, Bruce Bennett; Johnn\ Davis. Roeei
Pryor; Ace Quinn. Richard Fiske; Blake Standu
Sidney Hlackmer; Bumps O'Neil. Tom Kennedy
Dan Regan, Oscar O'Shea; Frank. Joe McGuian
Captain Hart, Charles Wilson; Dawson, Willia
Hall.

"PARACHUTE BATTALION"—RKORadi
Original screen play by John Twist and M^j-
Hugh Fite, Air Corps. Directed by Leslie Grr
wins. Cast: Donald Morse. Robert Preston; K'
Richards; Nancy Kelly; Bill Burke, Ed™
O'Brien; Bill Richards, Harry Carey; Jeff Ho...
Buddy Ebsen; Tex, Paul Kellyi Spence. Ricia
Cromwell; Col. Burke, Robert Barrat: Chief of I

~

fantry, Edward Fielding; Pa Hollis. Erville Alder
son; Thomas Morse, Selmer Jackson; Captai~
Grant Withers; Private, Jack Briggs; Medit
Officer, Walter Sande; Ma Hollis. Kathryn She"
don; Private, Lee Bonnell; Private, Robert Smith
Staff Officer, Gayne Whitman; Radio Announce
Douglas Evans; Recruiting Sergeant, Eddie OnBn

"RINGSIDE MAISIE"— -M G Grig
screen play by Mary C. McCall Jr. Directed b
Edwin L. Marin. Cast: Maisie Razier, Ann Sott
ern; Sheets Maguire, George Murphy: Terry Data"
Robert Sterling; Virginia O'Brien, Virgmi
O'Brien; Cecelia Reardon; Natalie Thompson
Mrs. Dolan. Margaret Moffat; Chotsie, Maxi
Rosenbloom; Ricky Du Prez, Jack La Rue; Vic
"Rags" Ragland; Conductor, Oscar O'Shea
Peaches, John Indrisano; Jitterbug, Roy Lester;
Jachie-Boy Duffy, Eddie Simms; Dr. Kramc
Tohnathan Hale; Dr. Taylor. Purnell Pratt.

"TOM, DICK AND HARRY"—RKO-Rad..
Storv and screen play by Paul Jarrico. Directed
by Garson Kanin. Cast: Janie. Ginger Roaer<;
Tom. George Murphy; Dick, Alan Marsha!;
Harry, Burgess Meredith; Pop, Joe Cunningham;
Ma, jane Seymour; Babs, Lenore Lonergan; Pan.}.
Vicki Lester; Ice Cream Man, Phil Silvers; Gc-
trude, Betty Breckenridge.

Horse opera heod-

liners: Frances
Farmer and Robert

Stack malce "Bad
Lands of Dakota"
good screen fare
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A check-up

with nurses shows

i i i t i

A A A A A
3 5

prefer the flavor of

Beech-Nut Gum

7HE delicious flavor of Beech-Nut Gum is preferred by

420 out of 634 nurses! This fact is based on a recent

survey made by an independent fact-finding organization.

Here's how they made the test: Various brands of chew-

ing gum of the same flavor were bought in local stores. All

identifying wrappers were removed. Each nurse was given

two of the different brands (Beech-Nut and one other, both

unidentified) and was asked to report which stick she pre-

ferred. 3 OUT OF S nurses said they preferred the flavor of

Beech -Nut to that of the other brand.

Most people seem to prefer the fine, distmctive flavor of

Beech-Nut Gum. Get a package. See if you don't too!

The yellow package

with the red oval . .

.

CALL FOR BEECHIES at all candy
counters I You'll enjoy this delicious

Beech-Nut condy-coated gum. There

ore Peppermint, Spearmint, Pepsin and
Cinnamon Beechies.

I ... wHh the preferred flavor

3

Beech-Nut Gum
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"I get a lot of fun out of smoking Camels...

Grand -tasting

and mild as can he !

artin Oshorn

"I'm blsy i.\i.k\ mi.nlie ot tlie day, " s.iys Mrs. Osborn.

Besides running a household, Mrs. Osborn finds time

to do Red Cross work . . . enjoy sailing, golfing, riding.

She entertains occasionally with garden parties, fre-

quent!)' with barbecues. • • "Camel cigarettes are such a

favorite with my guests," says this California matron,

"that I order Camels by the carton. Of course, 'I'd walk a

mile' lor my Camels, but I prefer to have them handy!"

BY BURNINC; 25% SLOWER than the aver-

age of the 4 other h\rgest-seUing braiuls tested

—slower than any of them—Camels also give

you a smokhig plus equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

In the color photograph above, Mrs. Osborn wears one

of her favorite dinner casuals, a printed silk jersey . . . and

she smokes her favorite cigarette, a Camel. • • "When any-

one asks me what cigarette I smoke," she says, "I say

'Camel.'^i've been smoking Camels for ten years and I

never tire of them. Their flavor tastes just right and they're

mildeT to smoke than anj^ other cigarette I've ever tried.'"

The smoke of slower-burning Camels

contains

28^ Less Nicotine
than the average of the 4 other largest- selHng

.^^3 brands tested— less than any of theiR— according

to independent scientific tests of the smoke its?///

A few of the many other

distinguished women who

refer Camel cigarettes:

Mrs. Nicholas Biddle,

Philadelphia

Mrs. Gail Borden, Chicago

Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston

Mrs. Charles Carroll, Jr.,

Maryland

Mrs. Randolph Carter, Virginia

Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge 2nd,

Boston

Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel ?rd,

Philadelphia

Mrs. John Hylan Heminway,

Neu) York

Mrs. Oliver DeGray Vanderbilt III,

Cincintujti

Mrs. Kiliaen M. Van Rensselaer,

Xetc York

CAMEL
the cigarette of

costlier tobaccos

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Wlnston-Salem. North raroUna



LUCKY, LUCKY YOU. • if your Smile is Right!

Let your smile win you admira-

tion. Help keep it sparkling with

Ipana vind Massage.

BE/ 'l i'Y editors agree! Beauty special-

;:t- give their approval and men
from me days of Adam have endorsed

with their eyes and sealed with their

vows every single word: "Nothing adds

more charm to a girl than a bright, spar-

kling, appealing smile."

Take hope, plain Sue, and take heart.

Even if you weren't born to beauty, you

can win beauty's rewards. Help your

gums to health and bring out your
smile's sparkle. Start today with Ipana

Tooth Paste and massage.

Guard against "Pink Tooth Brush"

Play safe! If you ever see a tinge of

"pink" on your tooth brush— .fee your

dentist immediately. He may simply tell

you your gums have become sensitive

because they need more work—work
denied them by today's soft, creamy

foods. And like many dentists these

days, he may suggest "the healthful

stimulation of Ipana and massage."

For Ipana Tooth Paste is specially de-

signed not only to clean your teeth to a

brilliant lustre but, with massage, to

help bring new strength and firmness to

your gums.

Massage a little extra Ipana onto your

gums every time you clean your teeth.

You'll like its clean, freshening taste.

And that invigorating "tang" means cir-

culation is quickening in the gum tis-

sues—helping your gums to new firm-

ness. Keep your smile your most appeal-

ing asset. Get a tube of Ipana Tooth

Paste at your druggist's today.

A LOVELY SMILE IS MOST IMPORTANT TO BEAUTY!"
say beauty editors of 25 out of 24 leading magazines

Recently a poll was made among the beauty editors of 24

leading magazines. All but one of these experts said that a

woman has no greater charm than a lovely, sparkling smile.

They went on to say that "Even a plain girl can be charm-

ing, if she has a lovely smile. But without one, the loveliest

woman's beauty is dimmed and darkened."

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

A Product of Bristol-Myers Company
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The greatest

star of the

screen

!

We are about to usher in a most usher-

able morsel. It is called "Smilin'
Through", that timeless classic of

American theatre annals written dra-

matically by Janes (Cowl and Murfin)
and screenatically by Donald (Ogden
Stewart) and John (Balderston).

Those who have bathed their eyes in

the romance of Moonyean Clare will

be interested to know that in this moon-
drenched incarnation, the director,

Frank Borzage, has rendered us a musi-

cal version.

NOVEMBER, 1941 VOL 19, NO. 6

Starring the incomparable Jeanette
MacDonald. And co-starring the logi-

cal choice—Brian Aherne as Sir John
Carteret.

*

Gene Raymond and Ian Hunter must
be emphasized, for they are major
curves in a rounded cast.

As the theatre darkens and the travel-

ling curtains part, leaving an after-

image of the main title, the strains of
"Two Eyes of Blue Come Smilin'
Through" pleasantly massage our
hearts and a lovely wistful story of

honor and chivalry unfolds.

Many of us are in love with the spirit of

"Smilin" Through". Many more of us
will be when we see and hear Jeanette's
Moonyean in perfected Technicolor.

There are songs that no one can deny.
All of us will react soulfully to Miss
MacDonald singing "Drink ToMe Only
With Thine Eyes" and "Just A Little

Love, A Little Kiss".

And to the more rousing, gayer melo-
dies that throng through this visit to
Nostalgia.

Or, reducing ourselves to show parlance,
"Smilin' Through" has everything.

That includes

A(lvertiHrtna*»nt far Mftro-GoUiwyn-Siixytr Fietur»»

ERNEST V. HEYN
Executive Editor IK^ EI IS. 1112.

HELEN GILMORE
Associate Editor
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Deanna Durbln's story-

book wedding was an in-

fluencing factor in mum A«0 10.CSH0H

You won't believe it but:

Dietrich's present career
problenn is the result of
Kathryn Grayson's marriage

. . . Judy Garland's sudden

elopement to Las Vegas

with bandleader Dave Rose

Kathryn Grayson, who eloped
with John Shelton and
thereby mixed up Marlene BY RUTH WATERBURY

EVERYTHING in Hollywood . . .

but everything ... is interrelated

. . . that is both the strength and

the weakness of the movie capital . . .

and that is why there is always much
more than meets the fan's eye in any

story that gets into the headlines. . . .

As, for instance . . . you read about

Marlene Dietrich's breaking her ankle

on a movie set x'ight down to the last

detail . . . but you never heard a

whisper about the connection between
Kathryn Grayson's elopement and the

Dietrich career . . . and there is a

connection, an astounding one. . . .

You might not realize that the en-

trancing dignity of Deanna Durbin's

wedding was the influencing factor in

Judy Garland's eloping to Las Vegas
. . . but it was. . . .

You probably would never connect

the fact that Wendell Willkies having

been nominated for the Presidency

last fall had a lot to do with Robert
Montgomery's now shelving acting to

become a naval lieutenant on the

stafT of the United States Embassy in

London . . . yet the two events are

definitely connected. . . .

And the real reason that Rosalind

Russell, offered terrific contracts by

every major studio, has decided to

free-lance instead . . . well, let me
tell you the first three stories, and
then I'll tell you about Roz. . . .

There is no minimizing the shock
that the Grayson-Shelton marriage

was to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer . . .

there have been a lot of harsh stories

written about studio interference

with players' romances . . . but the

honest fact that Metro didn't want
Kathryn Grayson, who is still in her

teens, to get married is very under-
standable. . . for one thing they felt

she was too young to know her own
mind . . . for another, they have had
her under contract for two years, dur-

ing which time she has not only been
paid a good salary but has had a for-

tune invested in her ... in voice

training ... in acting lessons ... in

general education ... in exploitation

. . . and the like. . . .

Enter, now the plot and Miss
Dietrich. . . .

Over at Universal, Joe Pasternak,

the producer, was making a million

every few months with Deanna Dur-
bin . . . the girl Metro has never been
allowed to forget having dropped from
their payroll . . . Metro believed they

had a second Durbin in Kathryn
Grayson ... so they began casting

covetous glances at Pasternak and
Pasternak began casting interested

glances at Metro because his Uni-
versal contract was about to run out

and he didn't know whether or not

he wanted to sign up again at that

particular shop. . . .

Along with his success with Dur-
bin, however, Pasternak was regarded

as the individual most responsible for

the Dietrich "comeback" in "Destry

Rides Again" . . . true, this had been
followed by "Seven Sinners'" and
"The Flame of New Orleans" which
had died at the box office faster than

j'ou can say Douglas Fairbanks Jr.

. . . but still, Pasternak believed in

Dietrich and Dietrich believed in

Pasternak to such an extent that

Dietrich signed up with Universal to

do still another picture, "Hilo Hattie"

. . . at which time, Pasternak did

move to Metro, with the announced
intention of making the same prima

donna of Miss Grayson that he had

made of Deanna Durbin. . . .

But now the little girl whose scripts

were to present her as dewy Miss

Innocence is {Continued on page 94)
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CHARLES BOYER sa/s:

"\ am a man of many loves in 'Hold

Back The Dawn'— a sort of international

'heel'— a man who lives by his wits and his

way with women . . .

"Frankly, I was worried about playing a role

which could be compared to my Pepe le

Mokoin'Algiers.' But when
Mitchell Leisen told me the

entire story...how the rogue,

Georges, who has known
many loves, is at last taught

the meaning of true love by

the sweet, unsophisticated Emmy . . . then I

knew that the role promised to be one of the

best I have ever had. I was sure of it when
Mr. Leisen cast lovely Olivia de Havilland

as Emmy . . . and the fiery

Paulette Goddard to play

the role of the dancer who
plays such an important

part in Georges' life.

"'HOLD BACK THE DAWN' is finished

now . . . and I am proud to have had a

part in its making, for Paramount feels

that this is one of the greatest emotional

dramas ever to be put on the screen."

CHARLES BO^
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND PAULETTE GOOD

HOLDBACKTHEDAWM
with VICTOR FRANCEN • WALTER ABEL* Directed by mitchell leisen 1|H
Written by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder • From a Story by KettI Frings • A Paramount Picture

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING
NOVEMBER, 1941
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REVIEWING MOVIES OF THE MONTH
A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, outstanding

Enchantingly fresh little comedy: Fred Mac-
Murray and Mary Martin in "New York Town"

A laugh-provoking winner: Bob Hope and Roul-

ette Goddard in "Nothing But The Truth"

New York Town (Paramount)

It's About: A New Englander who
learns the ropes of Big Town from a

seasoned New Yorker.

FRESH as a daisy, well-scrubbed be-

hind the ears and wholesome as

mush and milk, this enchanting little

comedy takes Mary Martin out of the

"Heart Belongs to Daddy" theme and
places her, a naive little girl in big

old New York, in the field of straight

comedy drama. She has never been
better, and no wonder, for look who
awaits her in the very first reel—none
other than clever, likeable Fred Mac-
Murray, as a sidewalk photographer.

He shows Mary how to eat free,

gather together free raiment and live

of? the town, as it were. When Fred
attempts to marry her off to prosper-

ous Robei t Pi'eston, he learns all the

best things in life are really free

—

L-o-v-e among them.

Akim TamirofE, an alien who wants
to become an American, and Lynne
Overman as the cheerful but crippled

war veteran aid MacMurray in his

happy work of getting Mary citified.

Your Reviewer Says: A little honey-
bun with curianls.

The Best Pictures of the Month

Dive Bomber

Lydia

Life Begins for Andy Hardy

The Little Foxes

When Ladies Meet

Best Perfornnances

Merle Oberon in "Lydia"

Alan Marshal in "Lydia"

Joseph Gotten in "Lydia"

Hans Yaray in "Lydia"

Bob Hope in "Nothing But The

Truth"

Bette Davis in "The Little Foxes"

Teresa Wright in "The Little

Foxes"

Charles Dingle in "The Little

Foxes"

Herbert Marshall in "The Little

Foxes"

Greer Garson in "When Ladies

Meet"

Joan Crawford in "When Ladies

Meet"

Robert Taylor in "When Ladies

Meet"

^ Nothing But The Truth

(Paramount)

It's About: A man who wagers he

can tell the truth for twenty-four

hours.

OYER Paramount way they've
taken their knock-'em-dead

comedian. Bob Hope, who, alas, is

growing stouter by the minute, and
set him squarely into the midst of a

1916 farce. The result is neither fish

nor fowl. What was screamingly

risque then seems as antiquated now
as a red plush album, but for all that,

and in spite of the bewhiskered story,

Hope brings in the picture—a laugh-

provoking winner. All credit is due

Hope, not the story.

He's silly enough, this funny man.

to bet $10,000 of Paulette Goddard's

money that he can tell the truth for

twenty-four consecutive hours. May-
be you think Edward Arnold, Leif

Erikson and Glenn Anders, who took

the bet, don't crowd our hero into one

tight corner after another.

Paulette Goddard improves with

each film, but it's Hope's picture and,

brother, he makes the best of it.

Your Reviewer Says: Mama, that man
is here again.

{Continued on page 95)

FOR COMPLETE CASTS OF CURRENT PICTURES SEE PAGE 104
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Here's the first story! Here's the furious story! Here's

the screaming story of the RAF's daredevil Aces in

Exile. From every conquered corner of the globe they

come-avenging 'angels' sky-writing their heroic history!

I

Ifyou never climbed a plane 5 miles up . . . then

streaked it earthward 500 miles an hour . . . If

you never loved and laughed one moment though

you were "going up" the next . . . then you can't

possibly imagine how exciting a picture this is!

THEIR COUNTRIES CONQUERED, BUT NOT THEIR COURAGE

Jacques, of BELGIUM

the never say-
die ace

!

li

Nick, of GREECE
striking back
with relent-

W-s.hero.e;ho;^o°';\<i°-^-^

,he hei9»^'5
"

iRONALD REAGAN
OLYMPE BRADNA . WILLIAM LUNDIGAN • JOAN PERRY

REGINALD DENNY - Directed by LEWIS SEILER
Screen Ploy bv Barry Trivers & Kenneth Gomel • Suggested by o Ploy by fronk Weod

SOUADRON
The 'Foreign Legion' of the RAF

WARNER BROS.' THRILLING NEW TRIUMPH!

less fury!

Michele, 0/ FRANCE
fighting-mad.
fighting for

freedom

!

Josef, 0/ POLAND
avenging his
home 5 miles

high

!

Olof, of NORWAY
flying hero of

a heroic land I

Jan, the CZECH
settling a score

in the sky!
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idkotuff
BY CAL YORK

PHOTOGRAPHS BY HYMAN FINK

Grin extempore:
Gary Cooper and
Claude+te Colbert
n a Giro's scene

Someplace: A funny

ha-ha look at Bill and
D!ana Lewis Powell

Bringing to light all the itenns Hollywood has been

whispering about for these eventful thirty days

EVENTS of the Month: A gala night

at Giro's after the premiere of

"Charley's Aunt " found all Holly-

wood wining, dining and gossiping.

Anne Shirley and John Payne were
the center of the "younger married

group"; Joan Bennett, with her new
short bob, and Barbara Stanwyck,

with her new coiflure, attracted the

most attention, with arguments pro

and con as to which is more becoming
—the short or long hair-dos. Cal re-

fused to be drawn into it. Proud par-

ents Ronald Reagan and Jane Wyman,

and Corporal Jimmy Stewart with

lovely Frances Robinson in tow, had
the most fun.

Incidentally, Jimmy and his erst-

while girl friend, Olivia de Havilland,

accidentally met in the foyer.

"Why, Jimmy, you've lost weight,"

Olivia exclaimed.

"And you've gained some," Stewart

came back, "and it's very becoming."
That was all. Each went on to his

separate table. . . .

The Chinese Moon Festival in

downtown Los Angeles, with three

nights of gala festivities in old and
new Chinatowns, had most of Holly-

wood riding in the parades and aiding

in the cause of Chinese relief.

Betty Grable and George Raft

brought loud cheers from the fans,

with Judy Garland and Bob Young.
Alice Faye and Cesar Romero, Fred

MacMurray and Dietrich signing au-

tographs like mad. Handsome Charles

Boyer with dignified Irene Dunne.

John Payne and Anne Nagel, Henry
Fonda with Marjorie Weaver, Joan

Bennett and {Coiitinued on page 10)
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...THE Epitaph of a Nice Girl

Everybody in town liked Ivy. Then be-

hind her back they began to give her a

sinister nick-name. It was "Poison Ivy"

—and every one knew what it meant

but Ivy herself. Slowly but certainly

that nasty whispered epigram became

her epitaph. Socially she was simply

finished. Men no longer sought her

company. Too often for her peace of

mind she was left out of parties that in

the past she could have counted on.

People were cool in their attitude

and sometimes dropped her without

a word of explanation. Hurt and

puzzled, she sought for an answer but

found none; people with that sort of

trouble* rarely do.

Few things are as fatal to friendship,

popularity, and romance, as a case of

*halitosis (bad breath), yet anyone may
be guilty at some time or other

—

with-

out realizing it. That's the insidious thing

about this offensive condition.

Consider yourself. How do you

know that at this very moment your

breath is not on the offensive side.-"

How foolish to guess ... to

take needless chances!

Why not let Listerine Anti-

septic help you. It's a won-

derful antiseptic and deodorant,

you know. While the condition

is sometimes systemic, food fermenta-

tion in the mouth is the major cause

of bad breath according to some author-

ities. Listerine quickly halts this fer-

mentation and makes your breath

sweeter and purer.

Simply use Listerine Antiseptic night

and morning and between times before

social and business engagements at

which you would like to appear at your

best. If you want others to like

you, never, never omit this de-

iiglitfui precaution.

Lambert Pharmacol Co.

St. Louis, Mo.

Before all business and social engagements let LISTERINE take care of vour breath
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Complacency, or Rooney conquers
the lemon: Mickey and his Giro's

date, Mary Lou Cook, in an in-

timate moment of a man's life

Gable grinned when he saw this

Fink picture: He looks obliquely
across a table at Ciro's. Lombard
knows all, sees all, says nothing

IIUPROIUPTWOS

interested in the Ciro's table

cloth is John Carroll; interested in

Mr. Carroll is Lorraine Gettman

Ralph Bellamy gathered in their share

of yens. Linda Darnell had all the

young swains on the sidelines moon-
ing like calves. No doubt of it, Linda

was the belle of the Festival.

Oddments: Martha Scott couldn't

be happier. Martha and her husband,

Carleton Alsop, expect the stork after

Christmas. . . .

To turn another page, Thomas
Mitchell and the wife from whom he's

been divorced for twenty-five years

have recently remarried. . . .

{Continued from page 8)

Mary Martin and her husband,
Richard Halliday, will call the new
baby, due most any time now, Heller,

of all things. Boy or girl, it's to be
Heller, simply because Mary likes the

name. Cal hopes it isn't—a Heller, if

you know what we mean. . . .

Gloria Vanderbilt, just seventeen,

startled all Hollywood by appearing
at the "Charley's Aunt" preview with
a six-inch-high pompadour atop her
pretty head. On her arm was George
Montgomei-y, ex-Montana cowboy,
who was even prettier. Incidentally,

this Montgomery lad is the favorite

swain these days, even handing Bob-
bie Stack a back seat. . . .

Wayne Morris in his Navy outfit is

the handsomest actor in uniform. If

you'd like an official look at him, turn

to page 26.

Favorite Stories of the Month:
Ginger Rogers had just returned from
the beach and stood by the RKO
newsstand looking over the maga-
zines. Her rather thin hair was
stringy, her {Continued on page 12)
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Here Is Such A Special

Introductory

Offer To Readers of

Photoplay-Movie Mirror

WE HOPE YOU DON'T MISS A WORD OF IT

LADIES . . . have you ever wished to own an expensive diamond
ring? Well, you know that the marching armies of Europe have
brought the diamond centers of the world to a virtual standstill.

With genuine diamond prices shooting skyward, it might be a long,

long time before your dreams came true. But here's amazing news.

If you act now, today, you can obtain a beautiful solitaire replica

diamond ring, nearly % karat solitaire, one of America's greatest

imitations, in a gorgeous sterling silver or gold-plate mounting, during
one of the greatest value-giving advertising offers in all history! Simply
mail the coupon below. Inspect this remarkable solitaire replica dia-

mond, wear it for 10 days. If you aren't delighted in every way, you
need not lose a penny!

Have You Ever Wished To Own I Beautiful

Expensive Looking Replica Diamond Solitaire?

I UST think! No other type ring so beauti-
J fully expresses the sentiment of true

love as a Solitaire ... a replica diamond
solitaire, gleaming in its crystal white
beauty . . . exquisitely set in a sterling sil-

ver or yellow gold-plate ring that proudly
encircles "her" finger . . . the perfect sym-
bol of life's sweetest sentiment ... an
adorable token of love and affection. Rep-
lica diamonds are decidedly new and very

fashionable. So closely do they resemble
real diamonds in flaming, dazzling colors,
the average person can scarcely tell them
apart. So you, too, should inspect this rep-
lica diamond solitaire. Mail the coupon, see
for yourself that it is one of the world's
most popular ring styles. Consider your
replica diamond on-approval for ten days.
If it doesn't amaze you and your friends,
return it and you aren't out a penny.

SEND NO MONEY.. . MAIL COUPON TOVAV
-TEST 10 DAYS ON GUARANTEE OF FULL SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK
THE beautiful, sentimental solitaire has a

gorgeous, brilliant center replica, nearly
% karat size and two dazzling replicas

on each side. The mounting reproduces in
fine detail the same popular ring styling
which has been the rage from Miami to
Hollywood. It is the ring of youth, of love,
of affection. You have your choice of gen-
uine sterling silver or yellow gold-plate
mountings. Remember, we're not trying to
tell you these are real diamonds. The origi-

nals would cost $100.00, $200.00 or perhaps
more. But these replica diamonds ARE one

"The Perfect Pair"

THE solitaire replica diamond ring, in either a sterling

silver or gold-plate mounting, is offered at $1.00. The
wedding ring to match is only 69c extra, both the solitaire

and matching wedding ring for only $1.69. Mail the coupon
today.

For Ring Size . . . Use the chart below. Cut out the strip

accurately, wrap tightly around middle-joint of ring finger.

The number that meets the end of the chart strip is your
ring size. Mark it down on the coupon.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

of America's greatest imitations. Not too

big, not too flashy, it takes the closest in-

spection to tell the difference. Stage stars,

celebrities, social leaders and millionaires

don't risk their precious originals but wear
replica diamonds without fear of detection.

The Solitaire is offered to you for only

$1.00. The solitaire and wedding ring to

match are specially priced at only $1.69 . . .

the perfect pair for only $1.69. Send no
money. Just mail the coupon below and
deposit $1.00 for the solitaire alone or $1.69

for both the solitaire and wedding ring,

plus postage charges. Inspect these beauti-
ful replica diamonds. Wear them, see how
real-like they sparkle, how amazingly bril-

liant they are, how envious your friends
may be. Convince yourself—compare these
replica diamonds with originals. Consider
them on-approval, on free trial for ten full

days Then if you can bear to part with
your ring, if you aren't satisfied in every
way, return them and get your money
back for the asking. Don't wait but mail
the coupon, today!

CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

The Diamond Man, Dept. 41, 207 N. Michigan, Chicago, III.

Send for my inspection and approval, replica diamond rings as
checked below. I will pay postman amount indicated plus post-
age on arrival on the understanding I can return the rings for
any reason in 10 days and you will refund my money imme-
diately without question.

Replica Diamond Solitaire—$1.00
Replica Diamond Solitaire and Matching Wedding Ring-
Both For $1.69

Size Sterling Silver Yellow Gold Plate

I

Name .

Address.

City

I

State
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(Continued from page 10)

nose peeling, her skin red. Finally,

Ginger pointed to a gorgeous picture

of herself on a magazine cover.

"Gee," she said, "if I could only

look like that."
•

An actor, jobless at the moment,
sat in Romanoff's staring at Barbara
Hutton, the heiress, and her swain,

Gary Grant.

"Look at them." he sighed. "Cash
and Gary."

•

Bob Montgomery, accompanied by
a friend, was on his way East to join

the Navy when a dignified elderly

man approached and reached out his

hand to Bob.

They go out to dinner at the new
Copacabana: George Raft and Gary
Cooper, Fink's tight-collar lad

"Hello, Freddie," he said.

"Freddie?" asked Bob's friend,

puzzled.

"Yes, Freddie March, my favorite

actor."

"Why, this isn't Fredric March,"
said the friend. "This is Robert
Montgomery."

"Don't tell me," said the now indig-

nant gentleman. "I know Fredric
March. Why, I wouldn't walk across

the street to see Robert Montgomery!"

Getting Down To Facts: Gal has
an interesting telephone conversation
to report. It took place between the

editor of Photoplay-Movie Mirror and
Mae Murray.

Said Miss Murray: "A lot of publi-

cations have made incorrect state-

ments about my name and my age.

I have only one name—Mae Murray

—

and only one tj-ue birth date: May
10, 1898."

12

These two rise and shine at the

Moon Festival in Chinatown for

Chinese Relief. Marlene Dietrich

and Fred MacMurray. Below: Three
lucky strikes at the ball game

—

Daisy, Larry SImms, Cesar Romero

Hello There, Miss Dunne: Irene

Dunne heard that a certain driver of

a sight-seeing bus for tourists in

Hollywood was dropping the most
scandalous tidbits as he pointed out
the stars" homes.

So, disguised with dark glasses and
a scarf over her head, Irene boarded
the bus. The driver, while not en-
thusing, very kindly pointed out

each home.
"And now," he finally said, "on the

left is the home of the beautiful Miss
Irene Dunne and her husband. Dr.

Griffin. They are the happiest and
most popular couple in Hollywood.
And what's more. Miss Dunne is my
favorite actress.

"

Irene gloated behind her dark spec-

tacles. Wait until she told her friends

about this.

At the end of the trip, she stepped
down blithely with the other pas-

sengers.

"Well, good-by, Miss Dunne," called

the driver, grinning from ear to ear.

"But you should really hear what I

say on your block sometimes."

Frustrated, Irene stormed home.
Note to Hollywood Chamber of

Commerce: Why not investigate those

sight-seeing busses? Many stars have
complained about the chatter handed
out by the drivers.

{Continued on page 14)
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Without meat, milk, eggs, fish, America could

never have an efficient army— in the field— on the

farms— or in the factory.

For these foods contain vital elements which
men need for the hard work the nation must perform.

FROM LEAN MEAT come several

members of that amazing vitamin

family we call B-Complex. Lean meat

is muscle—rich in strength-giving pro-

teins. Lean meat is a fine source of

mineral substances—of iron and cop-

per, for example, without which good

red blood cannot exist. Don't fortret

liver or kidneys either. In some ways

they surpass the lean cuts. And the

fat from meat is nature's most con-

centrated form of food energy.

Milk and eggs are also important

foods, contributing much to a well-

balanced diet.

From fish also we get needed pro-

teins, minerals and parts of the Vita-

min B-Complex.

You know how Uncle Sam is bet'?

ting on the stamina and courage and

alertness of all his nephews and nieces

now. Don't let him down.

Proper food, we all know, can

make the difference between men
and women of straw and men and

women of iron!

THE MAGIC FOODS
It takes only a few kinds ot simple foods to

provide a sound foundation for buoyant

health. Eat each of them daily. Then add to

your table anything else you like which

agrees with you.

MIIK—especially for Vitamin A, some
of the B vitamins, protein and calcium.

Irradiated" milk—for Vitamin D—
the "sunshine" vitamin.

MEAT, eggs and sea food

—

for proteins and sever;

the B-Complex vitamins;

meat and eggs also for iron.

WHERE YOU SEE meats displayed,

where you see them advertised in

counter and window signs, your
merchant is aiding our govern-

ment's program to make the nation

strong. Meat, eaten regularly, helps

to build up the individual— helps

to build up America's defense.

al of ^—

GREEN AND YELLOW vege-
tables for B vitamins. Vitamin
A, Vitamin C, and minerals.

FRUITS and fruit juices—for Vita-

min C, other vitamins and minerals.

This message is approved by the office of
Federal Security Administrator, Paul V.
McNutt, Co ordinator of Health, Welfare
and Related Defense Activities. It is brought
to you as our contributioo to National Nutri-
tional Defense by Photoplay-Movie Mirroi

BREAD, whole grain or en-
riched, for B Vitamins and
other nutrients.

Enough of these foods in your daily diet and
in the diets of all Americans will assure better

health for the nation, will increase its ener-

gies to meet today's emergencies.
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This is the Linstick that may very well change

vour Lipsticly life . . . Coty "Sub-Deb"!

"Sub-Dehr' gives you more than alluring

lolor ... it Kelps you avoid "Lipstick Parching"!

Yes, bleiuied through every Lipstick is a soft-

•ning ingredient that helps keep your lips

lenderA' soft and svireet. So why risk rough,

harshly chapped lips—ever? Today get a Coty

"SuK-Deb" Lipstick, 8L00 or 50^.

Four of the 9 exciting Coty sharies

a dramatic red red

i(ir(, //«» </ -so/l red

lliirinn "iMthi" shnde

Giro's sees why Lana Turner,

here with Judy Garland, is known
as one of the most daringly

dressed women in Hollywood

(.Continued jrom page 12)

Out for the Count of Nine: When
Gene Tieiney eloped with Count Oleg
Cassini, Hollywood dress designer,

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard S.

Tierney, were furious. But their

amazement was nothing compared to

Hollywood's when the parents sued
to prevent Twentieth Century-Fox
from signing a new contract with

their daughter, plus a $5,000 damage
claim. It seems the parents were a

corporation that was to receive

twenty-five percent of Gene's gross

earnings.

Well, you could have knocked
Hollywood down with the proverbial

feather when that bomb burst, seeing

as how Mr. Howard Tierney is a man
of considerable means.

Anyway, we are happy to report:

1. The case was dismissed by Su-
perior Judge Robert L. Munger.

2. Gene has hired a new agent,

Leland Hayward (Maggie Sullavan's

husband), to replace her parents in

the handling of her affairs.

3. She has moved into the small

apartment occupied by her husband
and his mother.

4. She swears she loves her hus-

band.

5. She swore she loved handsome
Robert Sterling a few months before

and almost married him.

6. The young lady is undoubtedly
in love with love and under the cir-

cumstances you can't blame Daddy
and Mother for being up in arms.

7. Her career is zooming, Gene
dashing from "Sundown" to "Shang-
hai Gesture."

8. Her brother, the Harvard lad,

planed to Hollywood to beg Gene to

give up her count. She refused.

9. Hollywood is quite frankly dis-

14

appointed over the whole thing, but

then everybody got married to some-
body in Hollywood this summer, or so

it seems to Cal.

10. Anyway, it's none of our busi-

ness and we wish Gene and Oleg

much happiness.

P.S. Incidentally, don't be dis-

couraged, girls, if your legs are a bit

on the too-plump side. Miss Tierney

possesses a pair that is much too

heavy and look how she gets by.

Gene concentrates on her face and
hair and thereby takes everybody's

mind off the lower extremities. Or
nearly everybody's, that is.

Temperature—Zero: We walked
onto "The Man Who Came for Din-

ner" set and stopped in our tracks

—

our mouths gaping. We'd heard those

rumors that Bette Davis and Ann
Sheridan were feuding, but never had
we expected to encounter the iciness

that seemed to fill the veiy air. Bette

and Ann were before the camera
waiting for the director to give the

word to go ahead, when suddenly

Bette turned to Ann.
"Since we're feuding," she said

coldly, "I may as well tell you I think

you stink."

Ann looked Bette up and down.

"And may I say I think you stink.

Miss Davis?" she said.

Not a soul spoke a word for a full

minute, which aged your old Uncle

Cal ten years. Then, just when we
could bear it no longer, the two girls

burst out in laughter.

They'd been clowning, of course.

But you should have seen their faces

later when they glimpsed us and you

should have heard their frantic ex-

planations lest we really think they

PHOTOPLAY combined with mo\ie mirror



Holding hands at Giro's: Ginger

Rogers and George Montgomery, a

question-mark couple. For inside

news, see the story on page 3

1

meant it. That's where we got even

with them.

Friendship, Marriage, Romance:
OHvia de Haviliand never missed a

day visiting Franchot Tone while he

lay ill in the hospital. This is one of

those "perfect friendships" that some-
times develop between a man and
woman. Franchot, incidentally, is

well again after a serious illness. . . .

The bride wore a very sore throat.

In Las Vegas, Nevada, Ellen Drew
rose from her bed of illness to marry
writer Cy Bartlett, Alice White's for-

mer husband. Despite the cold, Ellen

and Cy went through the ceremony
that had been postponed so many
times due to picture engagements.

Ellen, one of Hollywood's best young
actresses, has been married once be-

fore and is so proud of her seven-

year-old son. All Hollywood wishes

the couple happiness—even if the

bride did "dak dru her nose" when
she said her "I do's". . . .

"I'd certainly like to know how
Bonita feels about marriage three

years from now," Jackie Cooper told

Cal. "We're much too young even to

think of marriage now," he said.

"Bonita and I are both eighteen and
eighteen is too young for so serious

a step."

There's an aura of sadness about

young Cooper these days because his

beloved "Mom" is so very ill. It's a

shadow that even his happiness with

Bonita can't dispel.

And It Wasn't Harpo Marx: As a

rule Betty Grable is kind to auto-

graph hounds. But there is one she

would Uke to strangle with her bare

hands. Betty is one of the few stars

who drives her own car at night and
on the way home recently her heart

leaped into her throat when she real-

ized she was being followed by a man
in a black sedan. When she speeded

up, the other car speeded up. When

Girl meets Boy—Girl wins Boy

Girl guards her Charm with Mum!

Keep your Charm your winning asset—
prevent underarm odor with Mum!

SOME GIRLS live alone and like it.

Others marry their second best

choice. But happy Sue nailed the man
of her heart's desire and better still, she

plans to keep him. Sue knows that per-

sonal daintiness is one asset a girl viust

have. And every day she guards her charm

with Mum.

She knows that even the most refresh-

ing bath can't prevent risk of underarm

odor to come. Mum does. A quick, daily

dab under each arm and you know that

your daintiness and charm are secure, all

day or all evening long.

More girls use Mum than any other deo-

dorant. You'll like it, too, for—

SPEED—Only 30 seconds to prevent un-

derarm odor for hours!

SAFETY —The American Institute of

Laundering Seal tells you Mum is harm-

less to any kind of fabric ... so gentle

that even after underarm shaving, it

won't irritate your skin.

LASTING CHARM-Mum keeps underarms

fresh—not by stopping perspiration, but

by preventing odor. Guard your charm-
get Mum at your druggist's today.

CHARM IS WORTH GUARDING . . . PLAY SAFE WITH MUM!

TO HERSELf:

JACK'S FULL OF
COMPLIMENTS. MANY
THANKS TO MUM FOR ^ \
GUARDING MY FRESHNESS

AND CHARM

For Sanitary Napkin*

More u'(men prefer Mum for

this use, too, because it's gentle,

safe . . . guards charm. Avoid

offending—always use Mum.

A Product 0/ Bristol-Myers Company

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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Girls who use April Showers Talc Bnd that

its sweet freshness lingers on... all through

the hours of that important date! Whisper-

ing of romance ... creating an aura of deli-

cious femininirj'. Exquisite hut not Expensive.

r-*
I 1 1 o

I

NEW April Showers Perfume Girl

Beneath the umbrella, the shy young lady

reveals her true identity ... a generous bottle

of your favorite April Showers Perfume!

An adorable gift— for yourself or anyone

else only $1.00

CHERAMY perfumer
APRIL SHOWERS
Men Love "The Fragrance of Youth"

16

Expressedly for charity: Olivia de
Havilland and Margaret Lindsay

'go into motion at Basil Rathbone's
home to plan a British relief event

she slowed down, it slowed down. So
Betty put her hand on the horn and
drove down Sunset Boulevard like a

fire truck. The racket attracted a

motorcycle cop who stopped her and,

after listening to her story, he ap-
proached the driver of the other car.

"I don't know what's the matter

with her," said the "mystery man"'

who turned out to be a fifteen-year-

old youth. "I just wanted her auto-

graph!"

Betty's face is still watermelon pink.

She solved the problem, however, by
giving the cop her autograph.

Col Whispers: Alexis Smith, War-
ners' hopeful, is the blonde of the

hour; Pat Dane, M-G-M's tamale, is

the brunette of the moment. . . .

Richard Travis, discovered by Bette

Davis and placed in "The Man Who
Came to Dinner" cast, is causing many
a backward glance among the young
and beautiful. Watch for him. . . .

Tom Harmon, All-American foot-

ball star from Michigan, could scarcely

get the Stardust from his eyes. Tom
came to Hollywood to make "Harmon
of Michigan" and rushed the beauties

right and left. And vice versa, Cal

may say. . . .

The R.A.F. boys from England, sta-

tioned near Hollywood for flight train-

ing, are the pride of the Hollywood
stars, who take turns entertaining the

lads. But those boys have their minds
on their work and so far no Holly-

wood beauty has invaded the hearts

of these stout British lads, hearts that

so obviously belong to England. . . .

Mickey Rooney requests there be
no more remarks made about his

shortness. Reason: Mickey claims

he's actually growing.

Fun with a Fin: Errol Flynn knows
the smartest sailor in the United
States Navy.
Flynn met the boy. Emmet Rogers,

while on location at the naval air base
in San Diego with Warners' "Dive
Bomber" troupe.

Rogers, one of a crowd of sailors

besieging Flynn for autographs, pre-
sented two dollar bills for the star to

sign. Flynn hesitated, then signed. The
next day the sailor stuck two five-

dollar bills under Flynn's nose and
asked him to sign those.

Flynn balked and wanted to know
what went on.

"Well," said Rogers, "I sold those

two one-dollar bills in San Diego last

night for $1.25 each. I ought to get

six apiece for those two fives."

Sailor—Beware: The yacht that

Jimmy Cagney had hoped would bring
him so much pleasure rests alone and
forlorn on the waves of Balboa. Jim-
my can't use it for a most embarrass-
ing reason—he gets violently, over-
whelmingly, actively seasick.

He gave the boat to brother Bill,

who promptly gave it back. The up-
keep was too terrific. Besides, Bill's

wife. Boots Mallory, also suffers from
mal de mer.

So there it rests in its lonely beauty,

unused, month after month. For
heaven's sake, wouldn't you think
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Jimmy could make some use of a boat

so beautifully equipped?

Cupid Angle: The reports have
Lana Turner and Tony Martin marry-
ing almost immediately. Well, Cal ob-

serves, if they quarrel as constantly

after marriage as they have before, it

will be one long grand Civil War.

Cal's Rambles: Billy Conn, "The
Pittsburgh Kid" (see page 74), sat in

the ring ready to deliver a K.O. to his

thugish-looking opponent over on a

Republic set. We had a good chance

to study Billy, a handsome blue-eyed
curly-headed youngster, who took his

first movie adventure with all the non-
chalance of a veteran and who promises

one and all next time he'll beat Joe

Louis.

"Mr. York, here, is from your home
town of Pittsburgh," Jean Parker said

as Billy came out of the ring. He didn't

say anything. He didn't look at us.

His mouth was ever so slightly ajar

and his blue eyes fixed on some vague

distant horizon. Cal hopes it was on

a cinched championship, or otherwise

we'll think Billy has inhaled a whiff

too much of that Pittsburgh smoke. . . .

A lemonade on a warm afternoon

with the young Parson of Panamint,

Phillip Terry, brings news for you
gals. Phillip, tall, dark-haired and
brown-eyed, is a bachelor, and one

you will be seeing more and more
from now on. We tell you about

Phillip so you can get in on the

ground floor, for if the fan mail isn't

pouring in in that direction very soon

we'll be surprised.

And when has old Cal ever failed to

spot a wirmer, eh?

Newest movement in Hollywood is

David Selznick's series of plays. Star of

the first was Ingrid Bergman; of the

second, Seraldine Fitzgerald. After
opening night, there was open house

ot Ronald Colman's new restaurant
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Find your way to new Loveliness

Go on the Camay

MILD-SOAP DIET!

This lovely bride, Mrs. Allen F. Wilson of Detroit, Mich., says: "I'm thrilled by what
the Camay 'Mild-Soap' Diet has done for me. It's simply wonderful! I'm telling all

my friends about this wonderful way to help keep their complexions beautiful."

Try this exciting idea in beauty core

—based on the advice of skin spe-

cialists— praised by lovely brides!

You CAN BE lovelier—you can attain a

fresher, more natural-looking beauty

by changing to a "Mild-Soap" Diet.

How often a woman lets improper
cleansing cloud the natural beauty of her

skin... and how often she uses a soap not

as mild as a beauty soap should be!

Skin specialists advise regular cleans-

ing with a fine mild soap. And Camay is

milder by actual test than ten other pop-

ular beauty soaps tested. That's why we
say—"Go on the 'Mild-Soap' Diet!"

Twice every day— for 30 days

your skin Camay's gentle care. Be con-

stant—it's the day to day care that reveals

the full benefit of Camay's greater mild-

ness. And in a few short weeks you can
reasonably hope to see a lovelier, more
appealing skin

!

Trade Mark
Reg. U. S.
Pat. Off.

give THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

Camay is milder by actual recorded test— in tests against ten

other popular beauty soaps Camay was milder than any of them!

W

Go on the

CAMAY
MILD-
SOAP^
DIET!

Work Camay's milder lather

over your skin, paying special

attention to nose, base of the

nostrils and chin. Rinse with
warm water and follow with
thirty seconds of cold splashings.

Then, w hile you sleep, the tiny

I>ore openings are free to func-
tion for natural beauty. In the
morning—one more quick ses-

sion with milder Camay and
vourskin is read>' for make-up.
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Many girls do not realize that the

scalp perspires just like the rest of

the skin—and that oily hair, par-

ticularly, absorbs unpleasant odors.

If you want to be popular— guard

the fragrance of your hair. To be

sure you don't offend, make this

test—check up on your hairbrush,

your hat, your pillow.

There's a simple, pleasant way to

be certain that your hair can stand

a "nasal close-up". Just shampoo
regularly with Packers Pine Tar
Shampoo.

This shampoo was scientifically

developed to keep your hair and
scalp fresh and sweet-smelling. The
pure, medicinal pine tar it contains

works wonders— helps your hair be-

come soft and lustrous. The delicate

pine scent does its

work — then disap-

pears. Start the
Packers habittoday

!

PACKERS

SHAMPOO

Try new Million Dollar

I IDCTI/^I/ ^en Cents

LIlO I IvA For Trial Size

newit Stays On-
DON JUAN
Looks Better

. . . stays on thouRh you eat.
smoke, drink or kiss, if used
as directed. Lasting loveli-
ness for your lips . . . natu-
ral and soft looking, appeal-
ing . . . Not smearing—not drying. Vivacious,
seductive shades .$1 Dc I.uxe Size. Refills 60<.
ROUGE AND POWDER TO MATCH $1 EACH.

Larqe Trial Sizes at lOc Stores. Try Today.
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mU REVIEWS
VINDICATES PICTURE WAS RATED "GOOD" WHEN REVIEWED

VVINDICATES PICTURE WAS RATED "OUTSTANDING" WHEN REVIEWED

When is a chamber of horrors comical? When Vir-

ginia Grey, Red Skelton and Ann Rutherford wan-
der into it in M-G-M's "Whistling In The Dark"

ACCENT ON LOVE—20th Century-Fox: When
George Montgomery rebels against his life and his

marriage that can't be dissolved because of family
pride, he just ups and becomes a ditchdigger and
digs until he's straightened out all his problems.
Osa Massen, J. Carrol Naish and Cobina Wright
Jr. are all very nice, as is Montgomery, but the
story's too laden down with message to be very en-
tertaining. (Oct.)

^ ADVENTURE IN WASHINGTON—Co\um-
bia: Although very British Herbert Marshall is cast

as a United States Senator, his English accent is

forgotten in his very fine performance, but it's Gene
Reynolds as the tough lad who is brought to Wash-
ington as a Senate page boy by Marshall who steals

the show. Virginia Bruce is very pretty as a radio
commentator. (Aug.)

AFFECTIONATELY yOJ7K5—Warners: Every-
body tries so hard to be funny anil the situations are
so obviously and laboriously concocted that the result
is clumsy and verj^ unfunny. The story's about how
Dennis Morgan tries to win back his divorced wife.
Merle Oberon. Despite the support of Rita Hay-
worth and Ralph Bellamy, the whole thing misses.
(Aug.)

ANGELS WITH BROKEN H'/A'(;5'—Republic

:

Sidney Blackmer and Katharine Alexander can't
marry because they're afraid his divorce from Bin-
nie Barnes is illegal, so everybody, including Mary
Lee, Billy Gilbert, Jane Frazee, Leo Gorcey and
Gilbert Roland, pitches in to straighten things out.
(Sept.)

ARIZONA BOUND—Monogram: A good old-time
Western about a marshal who solves a series of
stagecoach robberies. Three favorites. Buck Jones,
Tim McCoy and Raymond Hatton. band to.gether
in this picture for some out-west shooting and rid-
ing. Buck and Tim are tops as Western heroes
and Hatton is a fine laugh-getter. (Oct.)

BACHELOR 7—Universal : Babv Sandv
gets cuter with every picture and in this one she
makes up for a lot of unfunny episodes. Kathryn
Adams is Sandy's mother and she sends the child
to Edward Everett Horton, Raymond Walburn and

Donald Woods to keep while she's involved with the
law. Even with Bert Roach and Franklin Pang-
born in the cast, it still isn't very funny. (Oct.)

BARNACLE BILL—M-G-M: Rough-and-ready
fun, with Wallace Beery as an old waterfront rap-
scallion always in trouble until his daughter Vir-
ginia Weidler succeeds in reforming him. Marjorie
Main lends a willing hand to the process, and Don-
ald Meek and Leo Carrillo are also mixed up in the
proceedings. (Oct.)

^ BIG STORE. M-G-M: This is supposed
to be the Mar.x Brothers' last picture, and they're re-

tiring on a high note of comedy. It's the Brothers
at their best, with plenty of able support from Tony
Martin and Virginia O'Brien. Margaret Dumont
hires Groucho and Harpo to protect her nephew,
Martin, from harm; and the picture takes them on
their zany way through a department store. (Sept.)

^ BILLY THE KID—U-G-U: The character of
the notorious young outlaw has been so white-
washed that you won't recognize him, but Bob Tay-
lor's sincere performance makes him a convincing
and understandable person. Ian Hunter, Brian
Donlevy and Mary Howard are the befrienders of
the outlaw and Gene Lockhart is the villain. See
it for Bob's performance and for the breath-taking
and dramatic scenerv, enhanced by Technicolor.
(Aug.)

BLACK CAT. THE—Universal: Nothing new
about this—murders in a spooky old house, suspect
heirs, a scary housekeeper, the blundering young
man who solves the mystery—but it's still good en-
tertainment, especially with such actors as Basil
Rathbone. Hugh Herbert, Broderick Crawford and
Gale Sondergaard. (Aug.)

BLONDIE IN SOCIETY—Co\\imb'a: The Bump-
strads get in a jam again when Arthur Lake accepts
an enormous great Dane dog but promises not to

place it in a dog show and Penny Singleton un-
knowingly enters it in a show. What follows
shouldn't happen to a dog, but it's a lot of fun for

the audience. (Oct.)

U^^^ BLOOD AND SAND—20th Century-Fox:
Tyrone Power as the ambitious, ignorant boy who

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mibror



heconies Spain's greatest matador, Linda Darnell as
his loyal wife, and Rita Hayworth as the siren who
lures him away from Linda, all give their finest

performances in this colorful, picture of Spain's
greatest sport, bullfighting. (Aug.)

y^y BLOSSOMS W the DUST—M G 'SI: No
tiner actress than Greer Garson could have been
I'hoseii to portray Edna Gladney of Texas, the wo-
man who devoted her life to providing homes for
nameless children. Walter Pidgeon as the West-
erner who marries Greer, Marsha Hunt and Felix
Bressart also create memorable i)ortraits. (Sept.)

y BRIDE CAME C.O.D.. T//£—Warners: Jim-
my Cagney, aviator, foils Bette Davis" elopement
with Jack Carson by stranding her in a desert
ghost town, to the accompaniment of all kinds of

slapstick. You'll get a bang out of the comic pro-

ceedings. (Sept.)

y CAUGHT IN THE DRAFT—Far-Amount: The
very idea of Mob Hope as a spoiled movie actor who
finds himself in the Army is funny enough, but
what Bob does to the infantry and the tank corps
and the whole Army is a riot. Dorothy Lamour is

his girl friend and Eddie Bracken and Lynne Over-
man his pals. Don't miss it. (Aug.)

yy CHARLEY'S AUXT—20th Century-Fox:
"Charley's Aunt" gets funnier with every genera-
tion and this latest version is a panic. Jack Benny
a' the Oxford student who is forced to play the
aunt of a fellow student is at his very funniest.

Complications set in like mad when the real aunt,
Kay Francis, .shows up on the screen. See it for

the best laugh you've had in years. (Oct.)

CRACKED A'{/7"5'—Universal: A hollow robot,

with Shemp Howard concealed inside, convinces
Stuart Erwin that robots are a good investment, so
crooked promoters Miseha Auer and Bill Frawley
promptly take .Stewart for all he's got. How he gets

it back forms quite a cute finish. With LTna Merkel.

ELLERY QUEEN AND THE PERFECT CRIME
—Columbia: Ralph Bellamy as the overly clever
detective, EUcry Queen, proves there's no perfect
crime when he solves the death of a promoter who
has ruined H. B. Warner and his daughter Linda
Hayes. Margaret Lindsay is Queen's capable sec-

retary.

^FATHER TAKES A n'/F£—RKO-Radio:
Gloria Swanson's return is the biggest news of this

picture, and it's good news indeed. She's perfectly
cast as the stage star who retires to marry Adolphe
Menjou, expecting a life of peace and rest. In-
stead, Adolphe turns out to be a playboy and his son
John Howard is the serious-minded one. Desi
Arnaz, Helen Broderick, and Neil Hamilton are
also happily cast. (Oct.)

FORCED LANDING—Paramount : Richard Arlen
is the hero aviator of this bang-up little movie that's
crowded with action. When enemy agents attempt
to wreck defense constructions, Dick steps right in

and plays havoc with them. Eva Gabor. a beautiful
blonde newcomer, provides the love interest. (Oct.)

y GET-AWAY. THE—M-G M: Unless you're fed
up with gangster fare, this remake of the old pic-

ture, "Public Hero Number. One," will entertain

you, for it's a rapid-paced, action-full prison drama,
well acted by such newcomers as Dan Dailey Jr.,

Donna Reed and Robert Sterling. (Sept.)

l/'y HERE COMES MR. JORDAN—Columbia:
This is one of the most delightful and imaginative
stories ever to hit the screen. It's all about how
heaven makes a mistake and takes Bob Montgom-
ery's soul before he's due to arrive there, so they
have to find him a new body to inhabit. Edward
Everett Horton, James Gleason and Claude Rains,
as an understanding chief from up above who helps
Bob. are wonderful. (Oct.)

y HERE IS A AM/V—RKO-Radio: Here's a pic-

ture that for sheer novelty takes its place among the
best of its kind. James Craig is the young farmer
who sells his .soul to Satan, symbolized by Farmer
Walter Huston, and then bries to get out of his

bargain. Edward Arnold is Daniel Webster, Simone
Simon the devil's henchwoman and Anne Shirley
is Craig's devoted wife. (Oct.)

HER FIRST BEAU—Columbia: Jane Withers is

the victim of violent puppy love when she meets
handsome Kenneth Howell, to the bewilderment of
her steady beau, Jackie Cooper, in this honey of a
little picture. (Aug.)

yy HOLD BACK THE Z)/( (FA'—Paramount

:

Suspense, drama and love abound in this picture
about the struggle by immigrants to enter the
United States from Mexico. Charles Bover is an
immigrant who marries schoolteacher Olivia de
Havilland in order to gain entry into the States and
Paulette Goddard is the foreigner who attempts to

weave Boyer into her schemes. It's different and in-

teresting. (Oct.)

y HOLD THAT Gf/O^T— Universal : You won't
care what Abbott and Costello are up to as they
wend their way from waiters to gas station attend-
ants to heirs of a deserted, haunted gambling
house, because they're man-sized panics all the
way through the hilarious nonsense. (Oct.)

HURRY. CHARLIE, HURRY — RKO-Radio:
Very funny in spots is this Leon Errol comedy,
with Errol inviting the Vice-President of the
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New under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses, or men's

shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used

right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being

harmless to fabrics.

Arrid is the largest

selling deodorant

... try a jar today

ARRID
39^ a jar

AT AU STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
(Alio in 10 cent ond 59 cent jors)

DON'T SAY TISSUES

I
^ PRONOUNCED^ SIT-TRUE

rsofter* stronger
more absorbentI

U. S. to a party atid three phonies plus the real V.
P. show up, Mildred Coles is Errol's daughter and
Kenneth Howell her boy friend. (Oct.)

I'LL WAIT FOR KOU—M-G-M: Robert Sterling
is the smart young night club racketeer who flees

the police and finds refuge and love on a Connecticut
farm. Marsha Hunt, as the girl who cares for him.
Virginia Weidler, Fay Holdcn and Paul Kelly add
plenty of punch. (Aug.)

y IN THE A^/^KF—Universal: Not quite so

funny as "Buck Privates," Abbott and Costello's

Army picture, this is funny enough to keep you
amused and entertained. Some of the gags are
hilarious and Uick Powell, Dick Foran, the Andrews
Sisters and Claire Dodd add class to the antics of
this pair of nitwits. (Aug.)

/ WAS A PRISONER ON DEVIL'S ISLAND—
Columbia: The eternal triangle again, this time on
Devil's Island. Donald Woods is a sailor sentenced
to three years, Edward Ciannelli is the crooked
doctor, and Sally Filers his unhappy wife in love
with Woods. You wouldn't care much. (Sept.)

KISS THE BOYS COODBKjE—Paramount:
Stage producer Jerome Cowan, musical composer
Oscar Levant, and director Don Amecbe search for

a naive .Southern girl for a Broadway show and
they discover ex-chorus girl Mary Martin for the

role instead. It's breezy and gay, arid Levant and
Ameche rate cheers, but it's Mary's picture. (Sept.)

ATA'OC/fO (77—Warners: Arthur Kennedy is a
young fighter who marries Olympe Bradna and re-

tires from the ring, only to be double crossed by his
manager, Anthony Quinn. Virginia Field is the
hussy who takes Kennedy from his wife. (Sept.)

^/y/ LADY BE GOOD~-M-G-M: It's a parade of
star personalities through a Gershwin musical, with
Ann .Sothern and Robert Young as a song-writing
team who hit the divorce courts twice before things
work out. Fleanor Powell, Dan Dailey Jr., Lionel
Barrymore, Red Skelton, John Carroll and others
all add to this big-time musical. (Oct.)

LADY FROM LOUISIANA—RepuhUc: Mediocre
story laid in New Orleans of the early '90s. with
John Wayne as the upstanding young attorney who
tries to eradicate the lottery racket and Ona Mun-
son as the daughter of the main offender. (Aug.)

LADY SCARFACE—RKO Radio: Packages of
money mailed to a New York hotel and picked up
in error by honeymooning Rand Brooks and Mil-
dred Coles motivate a lot of chasing and tearing
around. Judith Anderson is the leader of a group
of thugs. (Oct.)

y LOVE CRAZY—M-G M: You'll laugh yourself
dizzy at this riotous bit of fun, with Myrna Ley
about to divorce husband Bill Powell. In order to

thwart her plan. Bill pretends to be crazy and is

committed to an asylum. He escapes dressed as his
own sister and the fun gets whackier. (Aug.)

MAN HUNT—20th Century-Fox: For sheer
melodramatic tenseness, you can't beat this ex-

citing thriller. English sportsman Walter Pidgeon
is caught taking a pot shot at Hitler and the Ges-
tapo hunts him through Germany and England.
George Sander^ plays the Nazi who pursues Pid-

geon, and Joan Bennett is the cockney who befriends
him. The direction and performances are brilliant.

(Sept.)

^^ MANPOWER—Warner-^: George Raft and Ed-
ward G. Robinson are tough power line repairmen
who fight it out for the affections of B-girl Marlene
Dietrich. When Marlene's father is killed, Robin-
son marries her, but she falls in love with Raft. The
power line repair scenes are excellent and Alan
Hale as a practical joker does swell work. (Oct.)

MURDER BY INVITATION—Monogram: Al-
though this thriller has the same old plot of heirs'

trying to get a milliotiairess declared insane, it's

fast-moving and suspenseful. Wallace Ford is the
columnist who solves the murders and Marian
Marsh is his assistant. (Oct.)

MEN OF THE TIMBERLAND—Vniversa] : This
action drama has Richard Arlen as a forest ranger
who singlehanded frustrates a plot to despoil a
timber tract. Andy Devine is the lumber boss and
Linda Haves the heroine. All three are good.
(Aug.)

y MILLION DOLLAR BABY—Warners: Pris-
cilla Lane, department store clerk, becomes mil
lionaireized when eccentric Mav Robson gives her a

million dollars, but Priscilla finds the money stands
between her and her true but poor love, Ronald
Reagan. The story's got plenty of vitality and Maj
Robson and Jeffrey Lynn complement the splendid
work of Priscilla and Ronald. (Aug.)

^ MOON OVER MIAMI—20th Century-Fox: A
typical Hollywood musical, this, with music, rhythm,
color, song and scenery. The story has Carole
Landis and "etty Grable inheriting enough money
to get to ^liami in search of a rich husband for
Betty. There they find playboys Robert Cumniings
and Don Ameche as well as much fun. With Char-
lotte Greenwood and J.ick Haley. (Sept.)

MY LIFE WITH CAROLINE—RKO Radio:
Light, sophisticated comedy about a husband's ef-

forts to keep his wife from eloping with various

admirers, including Gilbert Roland and Reginald
Gardiner. Anna Lee is the fiuttery, attractive wife,
although why she should want to leave husband
Ronald Colman is beyond us. (Oct.)

NAVAL ACADEMY—Columbia: Three problem
lads. Freddie Bartholomew, Jimmy Lydon and Billy
Cook, find themselves redeemed and regenerated due
to the strict discipline of a naval academy. The three
boys are good, but the story isn't. (Aug.)

\/' NEW WINE—Gloria Productions-U. A.: Alan
Curtis plays the composer Franz Schubert who is

aided and encouraged by Ilona Massey in the
troubles that beset him. Although the story is in-

consequential, the glorious flood of music and
Ilona's beautiful singing of the "Ave Maria" are
well worth your time. Albert Basserman contributes
a memorable scene as Beethoven. (Oct.)

OFFICER AND THE LADY, THE—Columbia:
Rochelle Hudson is a pretty schoolteacher who re-

fuses to marry Bruce Bennett for fear he'll be
killed in a gun battle. He almost is, too, when gang-
ster Sidney Blackmer escapes from prison. With
Roger Pryor. (Oct.)

]y ONE NIGHT IN Z./5B0.V—Paramount : Fred
MacMurray, zany American, chases aloof Made-
leine Carroll all over wartime London and Lisbon
in this light comedy. Although it's pretty far

fetched, it has its gay and amusing moments. John
Loder does a swell job as Madeleine's English
suitor. (Aug.)

y OUT OF THE FOG—\\'arners: Although this

IS a beautifully executed picture, splendidly acted
and directed, we rather doubt if it will completely
entertain you. It's a bit on the arty side. Thomas
Mitchell and John Qualen find themselves at the

mercy of a cheap racketeer, John Garfield, who also

upsets the happiness of Mitchell's daughter, Ida
Lupino. With Eddie Albert. (Sept.)

PAPER BULLETS—Producers Releasing Corp:
The fate of three people, who as children lived in

an orphanage, is followed in this not-bad little

movie. Jack LaRue becomes a gangster, Joan Wood-
bury serves a prison term, and John Archer becomes
an engineer. Linda Ware sings two songs which
have nothing to do with the story. (Sept.)

PARACHUTE BATTALION—RKORadio: An
interestingly done movie of those lads who leap from
planes in Uncle Sam's behalf. All sorts of boys
who enter the service are revealed in the unfolding
of the story, including Robert Preston as the cocky
recruit and Edmond O'Brien as the boy who fears
fear. Nancy Kelly is the girl. (Oct.)

PARSON OF PANAMINT, THE — Para-
mount: Another good Western, packing plenty of
punch and dealing with a young preacher who dares
to do his duty in a small Western town. Phillip
Terry shows plenty of talent as the fighting fearless
parson, and (!^harlie Ruggles, Ellen Drew and Por-
ter Hall contribute to the entertainment. (Sept.)

PEOPLE VS. DR. KILDARE. THE—ilG U:
Far below the standard of the Kitdare series is this
installment. Dr. Kildare goes into the courtroom
to stand trial for malpractice, the suit being brought
against him by ice skater Bonita Granville who
emerges from an operation a paralj'tic. Lew Ayres,
Lionel Barrymore and Laraine Dav do their best.

(Aug.)

RICHEST MAN IN TOWN, THE—Columbia:
This weak little story of a small-town community
deals with the rivalry between a banker and a pub-
lisher. Frank Craven and Edgar Buchanan, as the
two old rivals in love and civic affairs, make up for
this puny, unreal little plot. (Sept.)

RINGSIDE MAISIE—M GU: Weakest in the
series is this installment, with Ann Sothern as the
good-hearted taxi-dancer. Maisic, who meets up with
prize fighter Robert Sterling and his suspicious
manager, (ieorge Murphy. Young Sterling takes
over most of the picture and there's not nearly
enough of Maisie. (Oct.)

ROAR OF THE PRESS—Monogram: Newspapei
reporter Wally Ford finds himself assigned to a

murder story right after his marriage to Jean
Parker, with complications setting in one right

after the other. Wally Ford's a good actor and
deserves better; as a good audience, so do you
(Aug.)

ROOKIES ON PARADE — Republic: You'll
listen to Bob Crosby's warbling, laugh at the antics
of Marie Wilson and Cliff Nazarro. enjoy the
singing of Ruth Terry and Gertrude Niesen and go
home refreshed. The .-Vrmy camp routines are very
cute and newcomer Bill Shirley is the surprise of
the show. (Aug.)

SAN ANTONIO «05£—Universal ; The Merry
Macs and Robert Paige take over a night club and
with the help of Jane Frazee and Eve .Arden, they
manage to put it over. This background serves as
a good excuse for the almost uninterrupted singing
and music, but if you're fans of the Merry Macs,
then you're sure to enjoy it. (Sept.)

SCATTERGOOD PULLS THE STRINGS —
RKO Radio: Second in the series, this story of a
runaway boy, Bobs Watson, maintains the high
standard of the fir.st. Guy Kibbee is so human and
natur,-il as Scattcrgood Baiiics. the small-town Mr.
Fixit, that it's a homey comfortable picture every-
one will enjoy. (Aug.)

PHOTOPtAY combined with movie mirror

AT 5 ft lOi — DRUG & DEPT. STORES



My Husband
fellout of^^we^

SliRGUANT J'0/?/v'—Warners: This superb
picture is an adventure into the soul of America
and a "must see" for all. Gary Cooi)er portrays with
moving dignity (he World War hero who entered
the war as a conscientious objector. Joan Leslie
as his sweetheart, Walter Brennan as pastor of the
hills, and the entire cast are splendicl. (Sept.)

SHE KNEW ALL THE ANSWERS—Co\\imh\a.:

Showgirl Joan Bennett takes a job in stuffy Fran-
chot Tone's Wall Street office in order to convince
him that she'd be a proper wife for his ward, John
Hubbard, but before she gets through. Tone is

humanized and his office tiearly wrecked. It's good
summer fare. (Aug.)

1/ SHEPHERD OF THE H/Z.Li'—Paramount

:

Straight from Harold Bell Wright's beloved novel
comes this story of the people of the hill country,
with Harry Carey as the man who comes home to

find hate for his desertion of a girl and her son
years before. Tom Wayne is the revengeful son
and Betty Field the girl who loves him. It's a dif-

ferent story, and one we feel you'll thoroughly en-

joy. (Sept.)

]/' SHINING VICTORY — Warners: Although
rather heavy and .slow in pace, this love story of a
famous psychiatrist is a fine, intellectually told

movie. James Stephenson as the surly doctor is a
splendid actor and .shows much charm; Geraldine
Fitzgerald, as his assistant. Donald Crisp and
George P. Huntley Jr., as fellow doctors in the
Scotland asylum, are all excellent. (Aug.)

I/' SUAfAfy—RKO-Radio: The gay, lilting music,
the dancing of Aiuia Neagle and Ray Bolger, the

ci.Iorful settings, the singing of John Carroll and
the clowning of Edward Everett Horton combine tu

make this a picture of complete charm. (Aug.)

STARS LOOK DOWN, THE—Gralton Film—
M-G M: A. J. Cronin's novel comes to the screen '

with an English cast under the guiding hand of

director Carol Reed, who turns from the suspense
film he does so well to move his camera into the
lives and hopes and dangers endured by the people
of a Welsh coal-mining district. With Margaret;
Lockwood, Michael Redgrave and Emiyn Williams,
it's gloomy but moving drama.

SWEETHEART OF THE CAMPVS—Columbia

:

This is all about an orchestra that invades a tech-
nical college and we shudder to think what would
have happened to this picture without the music of
Ozzie Nelson's orchestra or the tap-dancing of
Ruby Keeler, because it's dull enough even with
them.

THEY MET IN BOMBAY-UGSl: Clark
Gable and Rosalind Russell are a couple of jewel
thieves in the far East, trying to outsmart each
other, with amusing results. There's nothing very
new about this old plot, but the two principals give
it a big-time air and there are several laughable
twists. Jessie Ralph and Peter Lorre contribute
strong moments. (Sept.)

^ TIGHT j'HO/;^'—Mayfair-Universal: This Da-
mon Runyon panic has been translated to the screen
with all the Runyon flavor intact and you'll be
heartily amused at the awful consequences of wear-
ing shoes that pinch. Broderick (!!rawford is the
gangster who buys a pair of too-tight shoes from
clerk John Howard and Brod gives a swell per-
formance. With Binnie Barnes and Anne Gwynne
to add to the fun. (Sept.)

TIME OUT FOR RHYTHM—Co\umhia: Rudy
Vallee sings. Ami Miller dances. Glen Gray and
Eddie Duchin's orchestra supply the rhythm,
Brenda and Cobina and the 'Three Stooges are
pretty corny, Rosemary Lane and Richard Lane
supply the love interest, but all this good talent is

wasted in this I! musical (Aug.)

TOM. DICK AND HARRY—RKO Radio: Gin-
ger Rogers is the little telephone operator who must
choose between three suitors, business genius
George Murphy, zany, poverty-stricken Burgess
Meredith and rich Alan Marshall. Ginger dreams
of her future with each and her dreams are price-
less fun, as is the entire movie. You'll love it.

(Oct.)

TOO MANY BLOWDCS—Universal : One of the
worst pictures to come out of Hollywood in a long
time is this bad little number about a singer, Rudy
Vallee, and his jealous wife. Helen Parrish, who
save up for a divorce. (Aug.)

TWO IN A T/JA'/—Columbia: Russell Hayden,
an independent cab driver, gets in so much trouble
all because he and his girl friend, Anita Louise, try
to scrape up $300 to buy a gas station. Noah Beery
Jr., is ni it, too, but see it at your own risk.

UNDERGROUND — Warners: Gripping,
timely, thrilling is this picture dealing with that
brave band of German men and women fighting
against the Nazi system by means of the illegal
radio. Philip Dorn, unknown to his family, is the
voice of the radio and Jeffrey Lynn his brother who
falls in love with Dorn's accomplice, with resulting
tragedy. (Sept.)

WEST POINT WIDOW — Paramount: Anne
Shirley plays a nurse who keeps secret her mother-
hood in order that her West Point husband. Rich-
ard Denning may graduate; and Richard (Tarlson
is an amorous young interne who has no idea of
Anne's dilemma in this very pleasing little movie.
(Sept.)
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How a wife overcame the

"ONE NEGLECT"
that often wrecks romance

T COULDN'T UNDERSTAND IT when Paul's

love began to cool.

We'd been so gloriously happy at first.

. . . But now he treated me as if ... as if

there were a physical barrier between us.

Finally I went to our family doctor and

explained the whole situation frankly.

"Your marriage problem is quite a common
one," he told me.

"Psychiatrists say the cause is often the

wife's neglect of feminine hygiene. That's

one fault a husband may find it hard to

mention—or forgive.

"In cases like yours," the doctor went

on, "I recommend Lysol for intimate per-

sonal care. It's cleansing and deodorizing,

and even more important— Lysol solution

kills millions of germs on instant contact,

without harm to sensitive tissues."

I bought a bottle of Lysol right away.

I find it gentle and soothing, easy to

use. Economical, too.

No wonder so many modern wives use

Lysol for feminine hygiene. And ... as

for Paul and me . . . we're closer than

ever before.

Check this with your Doctor

Lysol is NON-CAUSTIC—gentle and efficient

in proper dilution. Contains no free alkali.

It is not carbolic acid. EFFECTIVE—a power-

ful germicide, active in presence of organic

matter (such as mucus, serum, etc.). SPREAD-
ING—Lysol solutions spread and virtually

search outgerms in deep crevices. ECONOMICAL
— small bottle makes almost 4 gallons of

solution for feminine hygiene. CLEANLY
ODOR— disappears after use. LASTING—
Lysol keeps full strength indefinitely, no mat-

ter how often it is uncorked.

: PASTE THIS COUPON ON A PENNY POSTCARD

ip^p What Every Woman Should Know
• Free Booklet Sent in Plain Wrapper

I Lehn & Fink ProJucIs Corp.

• Dept. P.M.M.-1141, Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.

" Send me (in plain wrapper) free booklet on Feminine

I Hygiene and many other Lysol uses.

• iVrtmp

; Street.

r City

• CopyrlKht 1941 by I.ehn & Fink ProducU Corp.
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How
to get

ahead

CERTAINLY tiot_ with a rumpled look-

ing blouse like this! Starch it with

Linit, the "friend of fine fabrics."

\

LINIT gives tubbable blouses— silk,

satin, spun rayon, cotton, linen—
long lasting daintiness, freshness.

Linit, the perfect laundry starch,

penetrates the fabric instead of

merely coating the surface. It

lays tiny fibres that catch dust

and dirt—keeps anything that's

starchable looking crisp, smart,

clean longer.

EDII HOLLYWOOD
inil ENLARGEMENT
Jusi lo net at Quainted. we will make a beautiful PRO-
FESSIONAL eiilargenient of any snapshot, photo,
koilak pidiire. print, or ncKative to 5 s 7 inch FUEE.
Please inchnle ( olor of eyes. hair, and <loIliiiiti for

prompt Information on a natural, life-like roior en-
largement in a KUEE FUA.MK to set on the table or

dresser. Your original returned with your FREE
PHOFESSIOXAL t'iilart;i iin iil . PU asi- sciul lOc lor

return mailitif. Art <ntiil<

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 110

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

FOR YOURSELF

$10.00 PRIZE
An Open Letter to Winston Churchill

DEAR MR. C:
You should be wai'ned of the

subtle pro-Nazi propaganda

being spread by some of our nicest

villains. It goes like this: The hero

is being knocked around by the Ges-
tapo and I'm all worked up. Then in

comes George Sanders as the head

Nazi—and, gosh, I'm sunk. You can

see it's a serious situation, Mr.

Churchill. Conrad Veidt murders
babies and I like it; Martin Kosleck

beats up the heroine and I sigh hap-

pily; Paul von Hernried cocks an eye-

brow and I murmur, "Heil Hernried!"

And, gee, I'm worried about this

guy Bogart too. He isn't a Nazi yet,

but he obviously has the wrong atti-

tude. And if he goes Fascist—well,

there goes my neutrality! You'd bet-

ter work fast, Mr. Churchill. I still

wear the Union Jack, but someone's

sabotaging my heart!

Mary Huntington,
San Francisco, Cal.

$5.00 PRIZE
Sing a Song of Boyer

HE'S coffee laced with cognac,

And gray gloves at a tea;

He's faintly Eastern music,

And "hands across the sea."

He's gay, exciting Paris,

And a gypsy violin;

Inspiration for five dollars worth
of delightful verse: Charles Boyer,

now appearing in "riold Back The
Dawn" with Olivia de Havilland

His eyes reveal a story quite

As thrilling as a sin.

He's caviar at breakfast,

And a hansom cab at dawn,
A staid and solemn portrait

Or an etching, subtly drawn.
He's mystery and enchantment
And a memory still new;
Mr. Boyer, I would love just holding
Back the dawn with you I

Mary Louise Slaughter,

Philadelphia, Pa.

$1.00 PRIZE
Thanks to Veronica Lake . . .

VERONICA LAKE in "I Wanted
Wings" reminded me somehow of

a wistful, hurt child who had just been
told there is no Santa Claus. When
I read her article "I Almost Gave Up'"

I began to understand the reasons fo!

her plaintive look and I sui-ely admire
her pluck in sticking it out, and also

her generositjf in sharing with the

public her experiences in gaining

Hollywood recognition which her act-

ing showed she richly deserves.

Her article will undoubtedly save

many ambitious but not so talented

young girls from the heartbreak and
disillusionment they would experience

in trying for similar honors in Holly-

wood and in my own sphere as teachei

of Dramatic Art in a small school. 1

am using Miss Lake's article to em-
phasize what I've preached for the last

five years—that a youthful face and
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figure, plus twenty lessons in acting,

are not an open sesame to Hollywood's
almost closed-shop. Already this ar-

ticle has helped me with my pupils,

but because your magazine has a wide
circulation, it will undoubtedly help

many other girls, too.

Ruth J. Butner,

Marydale School,

Indianapolis, Ind.

$1.00 PRIZE

Keep the Stars on the Screen!

I

WONDER if movie moguls and stars

realize that many of those stars who
make personal appearances in those

theaters where their pictures are

shown are stripped of glamour and
box-office appeal by this very means
they believe is increasing their popu-
larity? Or at least that is my im-
pression after hearing my young
neighbor boys, all movie fans, com-
ment upon a certain star's speaking

so elegantly in all his pictures and
then saying "I done" in a personal

appearance.

One of these lads volunteered, "If

he's like that I don't want to see any
more of his pictures." Certainly many
of the stars belong to fine families

and are well-educated, but it does

seem that the majority of those sent

out to build up box-office sales are the

sort who should be groomed in

manners and speech. I think it is

better to make no impression at all

than a bad one.

Too, young people who are steadily

growing into older fans are thrilled

by mystery and inaccessibility. So
keep the stars where they belong

—

on the screen! "

Mrs. Sam Thorne,

San Angelo, Texas

(Continued on page 10.3)

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awords the

following prizes each month for the best

letters submitted for publication: $10 frst

prize; $5 second prize: $1 each for every

other letter published in full. Just write in

what you think about stars or movies, in

less than 200 words. Letters ore judged

on the basis of clarity and originality, and

contributors are warned that plagiarism

from previously published material will be

prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Please do not submit letters of which

copies have been made to send to other

publications; this Is poor sportsmanship

and has resulted, in the past, in embar-
rassing situations for all concerned, as

each letter is published in this department
in good faith. Owing to the great volume

of contributions received by this depart-

ment, we regret that it is impossible for

us to return unaccepted material. Accord-

ingly we strongly recommend that all con-

tributors retain a copy of any manuscript

submitted to us. Address your letter to

"Speak for Yourself," PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE
MIRROR, 122 East 42nd St., New York
City, N. Y.

only

esca
If your skin is sensitive, fry the mild,

gentle soap preferred by women of

three generations—Cashmere Bouquet.

It's surprising how quickly your

skin may improve when you
find the soap that's right for you.

So, if you dream of having a skin

like "peaches and cream," why not

take a tip from the thousands of

women who have such good luck

with Cashmere Bouquet Soap.

Yes, though other soaps may
have proved irritating you too may
easily find your answer in a daily

Cashmere Bouquet facial. Cream
your face and neck with the gentle

lather of Cashmere Bouquet Soap.

Work it well around the large-pore

area of nose and chin. Rinse with

warm water, then a dash of cold.

Pat your face dry, don't rub.

That's the Cashmere Bouquet

Health Facial, a grand tonic for

complexions.

As a bath soap, too, Cashmere

Bouquet Soap, with the fragrance

men love, is luxury itself. Yet it

costs only 25c for 3 generous cakes,

wherever good soap is sold.

WITH THE FRAGRANCE MEN LOVE
NOVKMBER, U»41
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JOHN
PAYNE

...accommodating fellow!

CARMEN
MIRANDA
. . . looking for Romero

!

CESAR
ROMERO

. . . looking for an out

!

And there*

kind"
of

""""

•"°"'.":..o«"

"ROI

Cobina Wright, Jr. • George Barbier • Sheldon Leonard

Leonid KInskey • Chris-Pin Martin • Billy Gilbert

D/rec/ed by WALTER LANG • Proc/uced by WILLIAM LeBARON
Original Screen Play by Karl Tunberg and Darrell Ware • Music and Lyrics by Mock

Gordon, Horry Warren and Jomes V. Monaco

A 20th CENTURY-FOX PICTURE
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To the Navy!

WHO would have thought six months ago that

Wendell Willkie would have to be called in by

the motion-picture industry to defend Hollywood

against the accusations of war propaganda by the

Wheelers and the Nyes? Yet that is precisely what has

happened. Filmdom, no longer able to stand by in silence

while the senatorial pugilists deliver blow after blow,

has turned for a champion to the man who won one of

the largest popular votes ever to be cast in the history

of unelected presidential candidates.

To our way of thinking nothing could be more unjust

than these Wheeler-Nye attacks. Hollywood has of

course stepped into line with the times and tried to gather

the facts for a war-conscious people. For one thing,

Hollywood has in its defense a most significant virtue

over the propaganda-couched pictures of the totalitarian

countries—humor; a virtue born of the very blood and
bones of America. The biggest box-oflfice smashes of

recent months have been "In the Navy," "Caught in the

Draft," "Buck Privates." Can you imagine Germans
laughing at the antics of their own draft-dodgers or, what
is more important, being given the opportunity of doing

so? But America has faith in its sons and Hollywood
has faith in America—they dare to laugh.

Mirth-provokers, however, are by no means the total

score of Hollywood's contribution. There is "A Yank in

the R. A. F.," "International Squadron," "Parachute Bat-

talion" and among many others, the spiritual sermon of

"Sergeant York." The fact that the American people want
to see the serious side of life in the service is indicated by
the success of "Dive Bomber," which, far from over-

emotionalizing martial glory, is more like a newsreel of

the uns.elfish efforts of medicine to bring health and com-
fort to the men who live and die in the clouds.

AS a voice of the industry, Photoplay-Movie Mirror
has been able to present on a recent cover the

famous motion-picture star, Olivia de Havilland, in the

uniform of a volunteer Red Cross nurse to remind you of

the importance of giving to the cause during the nation-

wide November drive of that splendid organization.

Now. through the fine co-operation of Lieutenant Com-
mander Walter Winchell, we have the privilege of bring-

ing you on the next page his proud personal report on
Hollywood's contribution to the Navy.
So while the good senators rail and mouth false accusa-

tions against the industry, we are happy to dedicate this

issue of Photoplay-Movie Mirror, without the fear that

it will sound like pro-war propaganda, to the greatest

fleet in the world—the U. S. Navy!
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America's ace columnist- gives the lowdow

New role: Winchell as
a Lieufenani Commander
in the Nova! Reserve^ WAITER

GOOD evening, Mr. and Mrs.

America, and all the ships at

sea . . . especially the ships of

the United States Navy.
In honor of Navy Day, October 27.

the editor of PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE
MIRROR has dedicated this issue of

the magazine to the hundreds of

thousands of film fans, ashore and
afloat, now vi^earing the unifoiTn of the

United States Navy or Marine Corps.

And because I have just finished serv-

mg a month of training duty as a

Lieutenant Commander in the U. S.

Naval Reserve, he has asked me to

report on the new and closer tie that

exists between Hollywood and the sea

arm of the service.

The Navy's interest in the movies
has always been keen. On shipboard,

and at shore training stations, the fre-

quent showings of films have been
one of the most important items on
the program of recreation and morale
for the enlisted men. Hollywood has

gained the further high regard of the

Navy, over the years, with such fine

pictures of service life as "Hell

Divers," "Submarine" and, more re-

cently, "Flight Command" and "Dive
Bomber."
Now Hollywood has won a new

salute from the service. More than

a dozen of the top figures in the film

business, while others were sitting

around talking about it, have taken

off their coats and personally gone to

work to help the Navy.
Just a few weeks before he joined

the Army, Jimmy Stewart was handed
an "Oscar" by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, Holly-

wood's highest honor to an actor.

When the Academy meets again this

year, I have a proposal for its mem-
bers.

How about awarding "Oscars," or
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jn the higher-ups of Hollywood who are now wearing the Navy blue

at least some soil ol lecogniiion lo ihe

other movie men who have traded

their make-up kits and megaphones
for duffle bags?

Take Robert Montgomery, tor ex-

ample.

Right now Bob Montgomery is giv-

ing the greatest performance of his

life in the most dramatic show the

world has ever known Deserting the

screen at the very moment when he

was climbing back to the peak of

popularity. Bob applied for a commis-
sion as a Lieutenant in the U S. Naval

Reserve, flew the Atlantic by bomber
and is now stationed m London as

one of the naval attaches in the Amer-
ican Embassy

Originally granted a tourteen- week
leave of absence from his contract

with M-G-M, Montgomery recently

cabled a request that his leave be ex-

tended indefinitely and will probably

slay in the service for the duration ot

the emergency
As one of the naval attaches ot the

American Embassy in London, a dip-

lomatic post requiring a talent for tact

and a capacity for shrewd observa-

tion. Bob daily is being called on to

exert the same winning manner which

has marked his screen performances.

There is one great difference, though,

between his new and his old career

There'll be none of the ballyhoo

about Bob's dealings with the British

Lion that once colored his association

with M-G-M's Leo His billing, once

splashed on billboards the size of a

house, will be confined to initials ai

the bottom ol official reports.

Just before he left America, Bob
was quoted in a garbled news story

as saying he was "washed up" in the

movies. We doubt Bob said this. We
know it isn't so.

There isn't {Continued on page 72)
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Personal emissary ol Mr. Roose-

velt to South America was Doug-
las Fairbanks Jr., now a Lieu-

tenant in the Reserve. Lieuten-

ant Commander Wallace Beery

is one of Hollywood's best pilots
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Priscilla Lane's first marriage,

hidden from the world, kept

her under a cloud for one long

year. That's why she is deter-

mined everyone shall know the

facts of this romance—right

down to the last intimate detail

BY RILLA PAGE PALMBORG

"I figured he was the kind or man who woj.d
never want an actress for a wife," says Pat of

her fiance, John Barry, newspaper publisher

THE morning papers had carried

the announcement of Priscilla

Lane's engagement to John E.

Barry, owner, publisher and editor of

the "Victor Press," Victorville's only

weekly newspaper. One hundred and
twenty miles east of Hollywood, this

lively Western town has long been the

trading center of the cattlemen and
cowboys who ride the range. It is on

the north side of the San Bernardino

mountains, that towering range that

forms a wall between the rich citrus

groves of San Bernardino and River-

side counties and the vast cattle

ranges of the Mojave desert. The
long row of cattle pens along the rail-

road track, the high board fence en-

closing the rodeo grounds set in the

center of town, the tanned, lean cow-
boys, with bright kerchiefs tied around
their necks, their high-heeled, spurred

boots clicking against the pavement as

they hurry about their business, give

Victorville an air of old frontier days.

"That night two years ago, when
John and I met in the dining room at

Yucca Loma, I had no idea we would
ever fall in love," said Priscilla. "I

had just finished thirteen weeks on a

picture. Nervous and worried over

the outcome of my unhappy, secret

marriage, I had taken Bonnie, my

friend and stand-in, to this guest

ranch, six miles beyond Victorville,

for a quiet vacation. I liked the homey
stone bungalows set half a block apart.

There were a swimming pool and a

tennis court. The combination of

desert and mountains had all the

peace and seclusion I was looking for.

"That night, as far as I was con-

cerned, John was just one of the other

guests. We all sat around one long

table and helped ourselves to the

platters of fried chicken, mashed po-
tatoes and hot biscuits, served family

style. It wasn't until several months
later—about my fourth visit to Yucca
Loma—that he stood out as a per-

sonality.

"One night after dinner, Bonnie and
I walked over to the game room. It's

a large living room in one of the

bungalows, where everyone goes to

play cards and backgammon. John
stood looking over my shoulder while

I read Bonnie the names in the guest

book. 'Clark Gable, Beulah Bondi,

George Cukor. I don't know any of

them,' I said. John said he thought

that was funny since we all worked
in pictures. Before we knew it, he
and I were deep in a discussion of

the book everyone was talking about,

'Gone With the Wind.' That was the

beginning of our 'talk fests' that have
been going on ever since.

"Two days later he asked Bonnie
and me to go to a dance. It was held

over a store in Hesperia, a little com-
munity some sixteen miles up the

highway. I had never danced square

dances before. I found myself laugh-

ing and having fun. No one knew or

cared that I was a picture actress.

That was the beginning of our Satur-

day night dances. We followed the

'Three Sage Hens'—there is a violin,

piano and drums—from one grange to

another. We are still doing it.

"Driving home that night, John told

me about his newspaper. How he had
gambled all he had on it, built the

office building in Victorville, set up
his own press. How he and his two
assistants gathered the news, wrote
the articles and printed the paper. He
wanted me to let him know what I

thought of his own particular column,
'Desert Sage.' Later I learned that

excerpts from this column had been
reprinted in New York newspapers
and in Walter Winchell's column.
Through this column, which deals in

the desert of today, written in desert

rat vernacular, John had already
made a name for himself. He invited

me to drop into his office the next
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John Barry, of Vic+orville, Cal., had never seen

Pat on the screen, fell in love instead v/ith the girl

who loved roughing it at Yucca Loma, desert retreat

time I was in Victoi ville.

"As the days went by I became a

frequent visitor at his office. He asked

me to help him read proof. I com-
menced to drive around the country

with him when he was on the trail

of news.

"I'll let you in on a secret," smiled

Priscilla. "For nearly a year I have

been writing most of the beauty arti-

cles for the 'Victor Press.' I have

learned to set type. I poke around
the press so much that Ada Henry,

the biasiness manager, calls me the

printer's devil.

"I'll never forget the first 'steak

bake' John took me on. That Sundaj'

I didn't do a thing except eat. Now
we have everything down to fine team
work.

" 'Deep Creek,' high in the moun-
tains, is our favorite spot. We leave

the car at the side of the road. When
we get to the creek we take off our

boots. With boots and packs on our
backs, we wade up stream. John car-

ries the specially made tin-lined box,

packed with tomatoes, onions and
radishes and the thick, juicy steaks

and a bottle of milk, wrapped in dry
ice. The gun and Indian blanket are

strapped to my shoulders.

"While John builds the fire, I clean

the vegetables in the stream. Once I

forgot to take the milk out of the dry
ice and it froze. Another time I for-

got to tie the milk bottle to a branch
when I set it in the stream. It was
carried away in the current and
broken against a rock.

"It takes a good half-hour for the

fire to burn down to embers perfect

for broiling. While we are waiting,

we load our pistols and practice tar-

get shooting.

"Steak sizzling over hot coals, mixed
with cool mountain air, will set any-

one's appetite on edge. When the

meat is ready, we spread down the

paper it was wrapped in for plates.

We can't be bothered with dishes,

knives or forks. Like the cowboys do

on the range, we pick our steak up in

our hands. We dip the vegetables,

crisp from the cold mountain stream,

into the salt. It beats any banquet I

ever sat down to.

WE had known each other for

nearly a year before I realized

John had never seen me on the screen.

What's more, he said he didn't want
to. That he was interested in Pat

Lane, the girl who liked to rough it

on the desert, not Priscilla Lane, the

movie actress. As none of my pictures

had been shown in the one movie
theater in Victorville, neither John
nor any of his friends thought of me
as an actress."

"Pat" stopped talking. There was
a faraway look in her eyes.

"It never occurred to me that John
would fall in love with me," she con-

tinued. "I figured he was the kind of

man who would never want an actress

for a wife. He didn't like city life.

Except when he went to Stanford

University and the year he spent

abroad, he had lived most of his life

right there on the desert.

"He nearly bowled me over the

night he told me he loved me. We
had put the car in the garage. John
said he was hungry, so the three of

us, Bonnie, John and I, stopped at

the kitchen and raided the icebox, as

we often did. Bonnie said she was
tiled and went on ahead. It was a

r ' autiful moonlight night and, as we
walked over to my bungalow, I told

John how much I loved the desert,

what coming to Yucca Loma meant
to me. I guess he thought. "Perhaps

Pat could li'Ke it down here after all.

Maybe she could be happy living

down here.'

"We went into my sitting room and
sat down on the couch in front of

the fireplace. I didn't know what to

say when John told me he had been
in love with me for months. That he

was afraid telling me would spoil our
friendship. 'If you don't love me,
we'll keep on just as we have been,'

he said. 'Nothing must interfere with

your coming down here.'

"After he left, I sat on the couch
for nearly two hours thinking over

what he had said—what it would
mean to my future.

"When we met the next day John
acted as though nothing unusual had
happened. The following evening I

drove back to Hollywood to start a

new picture.

"That was when John commenced
coming into Hollywood to see me. He
met my family and I met his mother
and sister who live in Los Angeles. I

was happy the night he said he
wanted to see one of my pictures. 'I

better find out what this Priscilla

Lane is like,' he laughed.

"The only picture of mine showing
was 'Four Wives." The idea of John's

seeing me on the screen for the fii'st

time as a wife didn't appeal to me, but
there was nothing I could do about it.

His only comment after the picture

was, 'You are far sweeter and much
prettier off the screen than on."

"As usual, as soon as the picture I

was making was finished, I hurried

down to Yucca Loma. One evening,

sitting in front of the fire, we started

telling what we wanted most out of

life. Suddenly I realized that I was in

love with John. That life with him
was what I wanted more than any-
thing else.

"We made no promises. Wedding
plans were not discussed. Neither of

us wanted to rush into marriage. We
wanted to go on just as we had been
doing. 'If this lasts, we will know it

is real,' we said.

"Then Warner Brothers sent me to

New York on a personal-appearance

tour. I plunged into an entirely dif-

ferent life. Publicity, theaters, night

clubs, limelight. I was showered with

the attentions (Continued on page 79)
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BY RUTH WATERBURY

You've heard eyebrow-rais-

ing rumors about these five

couples; here are the facts

MR. ED JUDSON was waxing

philosophical at Giro's. "What
fun does she see in that?" he

asked.

By "she" Mr. Judson meant the

eye-beguiling Rita Hayworth, his

young wife. By "that" he meant the

new seriousness of Miss Hayworth re-

garding her career, a seriousness that

makes her want to stay in at night

studying, rather than going out to

night clubs to see and to be seen.

Home to Mr. Judson is strictly a

place for sleeping, making appoint-

ments and changing clothes, an ac-

commodation, in other words, and not

a retreat. But lately, since her triumphs

in "The Strawberry Blonde" and

"Blood and Sand," Rita has been re-

treating. Recently she has preferred

to remain, night after night, curled up

with a good script. Recently she has

yearned for rest, rather than play. She

has been given to sharp, driving

thoughts about ambition, not to the

easy ways of laughter and dancing.

"And what fun is that?" asks Mr.

Judson, who is a big businessman,

but who drops his business like a

tweed coat at five p.m. when he goes

home to don a dinner jacket for the

later evening's dancing.

Well may Mr. Judson ask, but right

there you get the fundamental difi^er-

ence toward careers between Holly-

wood's men and women. Hollywood's

male stars can take their careers up
until six o'clock and then let them
alone for the evening. But once a girl

gets really hit by stardom, it becomes
like a jealous god to which she must,

and will, sacrifice everything. When
love gets mixed up in all this, it is

just too bad for love.

It isn't that the course of true love

—like the old ungrammatical proverb

—doesn't run smooth in Hollywood.

LIII Damita and Errol

Flynn both claim the

break is final. Is it?

Half of Hollywood soys

Roz Russell is Mrs. Fred

Brisson. She says . . .
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It was common knowlf^dge that all had not been so blissful

as It once was in the Rita Hayworth-Ed Judson household.

The cause of the complications can be easily traced

Love in this town sure does run, and

is it smooth! Boy, and howdy. Love

is terrific, wonderful, thrilhng, glori-

ous, deathless, until it lands up in

front of a shooting schedule. One
touch of production delay and love

goes all to pieces—or to the divorce

court.

Which is why Photoplay -Movie

Mirror, as your authentic guide to

glitter, knows it is necessary to keep

you posted periodically on who is

playing Hollywood hearts with whom.

The five big heart headline couples

at the moment are Rita Hayworth and

Ed Judson; Lili Damita and Errol

Flynn (again!); Rosalind Russell and

Fred Brisson; Ann Sothern and Roger

Pryor (also again!); Gary Grant and

Barbara Hutton; and this is Ruth
" Waterbury, the old feedbox, reporting.

There are rumors of possible trouble

in the Judson-Hayworth household.

Definitely things are not as blissful

over there as they were and the cause

can most certainly be traced to Miss

Hayworth's increasingly busy acting

schedule. Quarrels there have been

between these two recently. Talk

there has been about the attentions of

a flirtatious actor-about-town to the

charmmg Rita. But the quarrel—and

the flirtatious gentleman—will prob-

ably be forgotten by the Judsons since

actually Rita and Ed also have much
in common.

Older, more poised, Ed Judson does

understand the demands of Rita's

career. He it is who originally coun-

selled Rita to he always friendly and
co-operative to publicity people, re-

porters and photographers. To Rita's

credit be it said that she has Uved

up to this good advice. She is defi-

nitely one of the most gracious and
sweet girls in the whole film colony.

Personally I think she is smart enough
to realize that she is primarily a

publicity-made star just as Ann Sher-
idan is. Equally, however, if she

wants now to pause in that publicity

campaign of being dressed, photo-

graphed, interviewed and stay home
to study singing, voice production,

dramatic acting, which lessons she

does take daily, that, too, is under-
standable. However, the trouble is

Mr. Judson doesn't find that staying

home any fun at all. He is not in-

terested in an acting career and if

Rita gets interested in hers to the

extent of twenty-four hours a day it

may get to be too much for both of

them. I hope it doesn't, for they are

two very nice people who, so far, have
shared a lot of happiness.

On the subject of her possible

elopement with Fred Brisson, Rosa-
lind Russell gets violently emphatic,

even emphatic for a girl who is even

emphatic about the number of sugar

cubes she will take in her coffee.

"I am not going to elope," Roz
practically screamed at me in answer
to my direct query. "You know the

kind of family I come from, a rather

old-fashioned family. When I get

married; when I fall in love, I'll do it

in an old-fashioned way. I'll send out

announcements. If I ever get to the

wedding stage, I'll have the photog-

raphers down while I sign the license.

I'll want to invite everybody to my
wedding. In other words, I'll be proud
to be in love and I'll tell the world.

As for Fred Brisson, he is my good

friend and also my agent. Right now
when I've decided to free-lance in-

stead of being under contract to

Metro, it has been necessary for me
to see more of him in the last few
weeks than I have seen of him for

months before. Since I have been
working for the past year without any
kind of a break, the only time I've

had to discuss business with Freddie
has been over a dinner table, or pos-

sibly out in a night club, or maybe
driving back and forth to the studio.

But none of that dating means that I

am eloping. We may have been ob-

served a dozen times practically talk-

ing our heads off, but I assure you it

has been business we've been dis-

cussing, not love, and most certainly

not elopements. I'm not going to elope,

no matter what the newspapers say."

WHEN it comes to the Ann Soth-

ern-Roger Pryor whispered
trouble, Ann offered Hollywood this

explanation. She said she had been

having house trouble, so Roger had

moved out of the house and into a

hotel. Ann insisted that was all there

was to it, and one could only assume
that this forthright girl who had al-

ways been utterly honest on all other

occasions was still being utterly honest

on this one. (Continued on page 80)
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He's restless, a rebel and a rover—and he's a chal-

lenge to every woman. Whether or not you could

conquer him depends on your reaction to this story

BY ROBERTA ORMISTON

THE HOLLYWOOD girls are that

vmy about Stirling Hayden. Only

a few have actually met him. He
doesn't go out much, but that doesn't

matter—stories still get aroimd. And
the girls, having heard Stirling is rest-

less and a rebel and a rover, rise to

the challenge, think "I could tame
him!"

We talked to Stirling in one of the

Paramount ofl&ces the other day. His

hair, burned Ught and bright by the

sun, fell over his forehead in curls.

It sounds odious, but it wasn't—far

from it. His blue eyes had sun
wrinkles around them. His skin had
a bronze cast. He was wearing an old

sweater and slacks and white socks

wrinkled around his ankles. He talked,

tersely, of putting into strange ports,

of being dead broke and cooking a can

of beans over a fire and sleeping under
the stars; and he talked of Hollywood.
When we asked StirUng how he felt

about his movie career he said: "I'm

leery about it. You can pay too much
for money, I figiu-e. Life itself, for

example, is much too much to pay for

it. But that's exactly what you giye

unless you work at the thing you want
to do most. More than anything else

I wemt to sail a boat!

"So—the way I look at it—I'll gain

nothing by staying in pictures once I

get an annuity for my mother and a

schooner for myself. Because with

Said Stirling Hayden when a movie career was first mentioned, "I'd feel

like a fool making faces in front of a camera, making love to dolls."

This is what happens in "Bahama Passage" with Madeleine Carroll

my schooner I can make any dough I

need—I don't need much—and be do-
ing the thing I want to do at the same
time."

The boy is father to the man . . .

When Stirling was nine years old, liv-

ing in a New York suburb, it filled

him with horror to watch his father

and his father's friends go into the

city on the same train every morning
and come home from the city on the

same train every night.

"After dinner," he says, "they'd

water the lawn. Saturday afternoon

they'd tinker with their cars. Saturday
night they'd play cards or go to the

movies. Sunday they'd take long

rides to get arbutus or bittersweet.

And Sunday night they'd go to bed
early to be ready for the same busi-

ness all over again."

His voice betrayed the fear he feels

for any part of such an existence.

"If any one of them had ever

wanted anything difJerent," he con-
cluded, "he'd long since forgotten aU
about it."

He's a strange blend, Stirling Hay-
den. He talks weU, wears his clothes

casually, and has easy manners. He
has all the unmistakable signs of

breeding. But there's also something
unconventional and hard about him.

It's as if his experiences, like a vice,

had tightened up his personality as^

well as his features.

Stirling grew up in a charming home
in a distinctly upper-class suburb.

He went to Wassookeag School, "an
institution," he says "with twenty-
four students and twenty -eight auto-

mobiles." It wasn't until '31, when
he was fifteen, that the fortune his

father had left crashed, together with

a lot of other {Continued cm page 66)
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Read this and you'll find yourself giving up

some of your pet ideas. But if they're the

kind we suspect, they should be abandoned!

LORETTA YOUNG was entertain-

ing a young friend in her dressing
' room. She shook her head at her

despairingly and then smiled.

"So!" she said. "So you think you
simply can't bear it if you can't have

a dress 'just like all the other girls

have' for the party. And your hair.

I suppose you want that in a starched

little roll exactly like Sylvia's. And
gold sandals like Amy's. And I sup-

pose if the boy friend doesn't send

you four gardenias in a prim row
exactly like all the other rows of

gardenias on all the other shoulders,

you think you'll die.

"Well, look here. I've ordered some
dresses sent in and you and I will pick

one out. But I do hope they won't

send us a single dress that is a bit

like a frock that any other girl may
possibly be wearing to the party. We
want something that will be you."

The young thing looked so appre-
hensive that Loretta laughed. "Never
mind, honey," she said. "We won't

get anything that you don't like and
that you won't be happy in. That's

part of the art of selecting a frock.

You must like it. But, honestly,

you're not the candy-box type and I

do want you to find it out before you
go making yourself look silly in a

white bouffant number with satin

bows looping up the lace ruffles. Not
you—with those lovely long legs and
that tumbly red hair and those green
eyes. I'd like—let me see—a dull gold,

maybe, with a draped bodice and a

very full plain skirt. And tiger

lilies. . .
."

The girl began to relax. "I hadn't

thought of anything like that," she
admitted. "It sounds lovely."

"I don't suppose you have," Loretta

36

said. "So many girls and women, too,

don't bother to think about those

things. They just see what 'everyone

else' has and does and think they have
to have it and do it, too. You're lucky,

really. You can't be like everyone
else. You can't be an indistinguish-

able member of a herd. You're too

distinctive to begin with. You have
no idea how grateful you should be.

Other women—intelligent ones—have
to work for individuality that counts."

Watching and listening to aU this

we had a feeling just here that Loretta

would have liked to shake all the

copy-cat women. This is a subject

close to her heart. She has always
been so interested in her sisters that

this concern has overflowed the family

boundaries and come to include va-

rious protegees, like the tousled red-

head she was lecturing at the moment.
"The thing is," she went on, getting

quite heated about it, "have you the

courage to walk alone? If you haven't,

then you'll never be anything but a

carbon copy and maybe a rather

smudgy one. You've worked in an
office and you know that the carbon
copy never goes anywhere. It gets

tucked away in a file on a shelf

somewhere while the original goes

off through the mails to sell a bill

of goods or at least to have an
adventure!"

She took a deep breath. "Gracious!"

she said. "That's rather good, isn't

it? An epigram or something!"

She went on, her enthusiasm grow-
ing. "When my sisters and I first

started in pictures we looked and
acted and talked as much alike as

three little tomatoes on a vine. Three
of us were as similar as all five of

the Dionnes {Continued on page 101)
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IF I mU EDITOR
Douglas Fairbanks, at our request, suggests

Dear Ernest Heyn,

iCAN well imagine myself as a citizen of,

say Kansas, and thumbing through the

pages of Photoplay-Movie Mirror. After
a time I am sure I would say, "Must get out

to that Hollywood place some day. Streets

are full of stars. Stumble over 'em every-

where."

To some degree I think we can charge the

persistence of that myth to publications spe-

cializing in Hollywood personalities. The
emphasis is always on the star. Quite nat-

urally, one gets to suspect that the town has

nothing else.

Too much of one thing is likely to become a
little monotonous. My conclusion is that your

articles concerning men and women before the

cameras would be even more interesting if you
told us something of the folk behind the

cameras. Among the thousands of behind-

the-scenes workers in Hollywood are stories,

live stories, interesting ones, and diverse

points of view that are worth telling. As a
single reader, I raise my voice to ask for more
about them.

Before you offer me an associate editor-

ship, however, let me illustrate from just a
few, of the meager observations I have been
able to make.

There is a make-up woman in Hollywood
who has lived a more interesting life than any
star. Every so often, with just a couple
of hundred dollars for initial capital, she packs

We gave Mr. Fairbanks' idea to autTior H

something new for Photoplay-Movie Mirror

her make-up kit and sets off around the world.

With her curling iron alone, she earns her way
from one country to another, having a glori-

ous time and learning more about people and
customs than could any first-class traveler.

What are the beauty secrets of the various

nationalities? What do people in different

countries think of Hollywood and motion pic-

tures? Our lady with the traveling make-up
kit can answer them all.

To carry on with another example: I heard
an ace cameraman not long ago telling a
group of visitors something about the secrets

of lighting. He was illustrating, with dia-

grams, how it would be possible for the aver-

age woman to appear twenty percent more
attractive in her own home merely by chang-
ing the electric lighting. I think this camera-
man is worth investigation, from a story

standpoint.

There is another gentleman in town who
has an army of "movie mercenaries" trained

to fight with any and all weapons, in the style

of any army past or present. Some of this

may come under the heading of trivia, but
surely to your busy staff there must be many
better examples available. Naturally, you'll

know more about that than I.

That's my say.

Sincerely,

Haynes; this is the illuminating result

DO THE teens in your town part

their hair in the middle and just

let it sort of hang loose, shoul-

der-length a la Hedy Lamarr? If so,

blame Hazel Rogers, globe-trotting

hair stylist of Hollywood, because she

brought the style back from the South
Seas and introduced it to Hedy for her
role in "Lady of the Tropics."

Anyone might think that dressing

stars' hair was excitement enough for

any young girl, but Hazel found it a

bit boring at times. One day she

mentioned this to Lilyan Tashman.
"If I had your money," she told

Lilyan, "I'd travel around the world."

"And if I had your talent, I'd travel

without money," Lilyan came back.

Hazel went home, packed up her
curling iron, drew her $325 out of the

savings bank and bought a ticket for

Germany. She found enough work

on the boat to buy a ticket to some
other spot and so on around the world.

She carried a sketch book and
sketched every hairdress she found,

no matter how weird, from the steppes

of Russia to the Fiji Islands. After

several years she came back to Holly-

wood and once more took up the task

of dressing stars' hair. She had a lot

of new ideas on the subject. She be-

came so popular that stars actually

fought over her.

Hszel takes a trip every once in a

while—sometimes on her own—some-
times at the expense of the studio

because a star on location in the

South Seas needs her hair dressed

just as well as a star on the home lot

and who could better do the job than
Hazel Rogers?

You'll admit that in "Gone With
the Wind" one of the most spec-

tacular scenes was that of the mount-
ed troops dashing through the city of

Atlanta. This was not a trick shot

—

those men actually rode at top speed

through streets filled with screaming

people, fear-maddened citizens, dying

soldiers. They are part of a real

Hollywood army, a private army, se-

lected, trained, owned and operated

by Captain Richard von Opel.

Captain von Opel, a small dark
mild-mannered man, is an American-
born Austrian. When the World War
broke out, he joined with the Austrian

troops as a cavalry captain. When the

United States entered, he re-enhsted

with his native country. After the

war he returned with his company
to the United States and started riding

schools, five of them, for Eastern blue-

bookers. The stock market crash

ruined his (Continued on page 81)
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The lady with the pleated

skirt is a first-rank star,

a brown-eyed beauty with

one sister and no hus-

band. She has a cute

nickname, a cuter face

and she played in a pic-

ture whose theme song

you're singing now. The
strong silent gent at the

right comes from a large

family, is an ex-vaude-

villian and in his last film

double-crossed a blonde

Ultoe Bttck ?
Some fast back talk from Hollywood—five

stars conceal their identities by going

into reverse. Can you name them? If your

backfield game falls short, they all do a

rightabout-face for you on page 48

If you've been doing your

Photoplay-Movie Mirror
homework you'll know the

lady above. She faced

you, in the same costume,

in a recent issue, her real

name is Gladys -Greene.

The twosome at the left

have two things in com-
mon: They played to-

gether in a recent thril-

ler; and both their last

names begin with "T"
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What's that loud noise you hear? It's probably your sides splitting. Then again it

may be the uproar caused by this zany explosion of Abbott and Costello into print

BY IDA ZEITLIN

w E SAT down
to lunch with
Abbott and

Costello. Abbott's the

thin one, Costello's the

fat one—to be known
hereinafter respective-

ly as Bud and Lou.

Fonnality doesn't suit

their type.

"Where's my cut-

lery?" Bud demanded.
Lou began tossing

knives and forks at

him. "Cutlery!" he sneered. "For

Photoplay-Movie Mirror he's gotta

have cutlery. For other magazines

he uses his fingers
—

"

"I'd hate to tell her what you use

your fingers for
—

"

"Go on, teU her. I'm not ashamed
of my habits."

"Your habits!" Bud ignored him
to get confidential with me. "Look,

honey, every habit he's got the gonifT

swiped from me. Now I can't get 'em

back—"
"Back and Bill went up the hill—"

Lou hummed.
By this time Bud was moaning be-

cause the kitchen was out of tripe.

"You're just the tripe to like that

stuff," murmured his partner.

"It's the first time they had it on

the menu and now they haven't got

it—"

"So all right," stormed Lou. "So
I like women. So you think I can

have 'em every time I want 'em? How
about some carrots? How about some?
How about?"

"Look!" If this were a picture, this

is the part where Bud's palm and
Lou's cheek would have met. "WiU
you live your life and let me live

mine?"
"Ya-a-h, carrots! Carrots make you

beautiful, he eats carrots, he looks

like a slug, carrots make you look

hke a slug, Q.E.D., that's Latin, in

English he looks like the same slug,

unquote, period." And to the waitress:

"Bring me some ice cream. Then
bring me some spaghetti and meat-
balls. Then bring me some fruit cup."

The waitress, who's used to them, took

their orders calmly and departed.

"He eats upside down," said Bud,
not without a certain pride.

Lou turned momentarily glum. "It's

my own patent, so Bill PoweU swipes

it for 'Love Crazy.' I'm suin'."

"One thing let me ask you," said

Bud coldly. "For yourself, you can

choke. But the lady has a book and
a pencil, see 'em? She's takin' you
down. So for the team and dear old

Universal and the love of Mike, will

you kindly eat like a human being?"

Lou laid down his spoon and spoke
with a soft, ominous deUberation. "I

should eat Uke a himian being?"

"You heard me. This guy," he ex-
plained in a courteous aside, "eats like

somebody's going to steal his food. He
cuts a steak in four himks and swal-

lows it whole. He's imnatural—

"

"I'm unnatural." Lou was still

speaking softly. "Who never had a

pain in his stomach in his life? Me.
Who is forever and constantly taking

pills? You. There is such a thing as

eating slow, I admit. There is also

such another thing as abusing it." He
removed his empty ice-cream glass,

sliced an insignificant corner from my
roast beef and placed it in the exact

center of his plate. At this point, the

silent became a talkie, slow motion.
" 'No, that's too big,' he says, so he

goes like this." Prissily he cut the

beef into four invisible segments.

"Then he forks it up. On top goes a

little bitty bread, little bitty mashed
potatoes, Uttle bitty peas, flypaper,

matches, dust, whatever stuff's layin'

around. Then he opens his mouth till

you can't see his face and drops it in.

Then he starts chewin'. In a six-day
masticatin' marathon, that guy could

give odds to a cow and make her look

siUier than he looks right now. By
the time he gets round to swaUowin',
it's tomorrow. Then he takes a sip of

water. Then he starts the whole biisi-

ness over again. Then he takes a pill.

Then—"
"I'U deny it in the next issue," said

Bud.
"With your puss in this one, there'll

never be another, heaven forbid."

They keep it up interminably.

They've done it so long on the stage

and air that (Continued on page 83)

The two members of Hollywood's greatest present-day comedy team caught when they're not

clowning: Lou Costello (below, left) with Mrs. Costello and daughters Carole Lou and Patty

on their new North Hollywood estate; Bud and Betty Abbott in the dining room of their home
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She hated him, and feared him. Yet she wanted to protect

him. Could that be love? The strangely thrilling story of two

who were frightened by something stronger than themselves

I

WAS a writer on the lot, fresh

from New York, and Vicky was
one of a hundred studio secretaries,

but she was blonde moonlight to me

—

or so I thought.

The first time I kissed Vicky she

went to my head like a Beachcomber's

zombie. Suddenly I had the idea of

making her a star. I didn't have

enough cash to do it alone, but why
not sell some of the other boys at the

studio a quarter interest in Vicky,

Star-to-be? Fantastic? I thought so

too until they fell like ninepins

slugged by a baseball bat. First

Lanny Craig, veteran writer just

turning passe. He needed a boost.

Twenty-five star-shares might do the

trick, especially if he got the inside

track on doing her material. Lanny
sent Hurd Evans, director, who wasn't

passing up the publicity break ^f

"discovering" another Jean Harlow.

We needed one more partner to round
out the budget necessary to launch
the Vicky campaign. Robin Ray, one
of those almost-good-enough male
stars, fell into the net. His career

badly needed to make the romance
columns. Vicky, he figured, would
supply the heartbeat. I didn't like

that, but she was so warmly reassur-

ing that I swallowed my doubts.

It was Jill, Vicky's sister, who made
me uneasy. Not because of anything
she said or did. She called me Peg,
short for Pegasus—some crazy notion
that I was the flying horse of inspira-

tion because I had had the idea of

starring Vicky. But after I would
spend the evening with Vicky I would
find it was Jilly I was thinking of.

Vicky's build-up was terrific. She
was seen everywhere with Robin Ray
while I moped around alone. That
didn't improve my morale. With the
psychology of the guy who's losing,

everything took on a personal slant.

When the dumb guy on the night
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BY STEVE FISHER
ILLUSTRATED BY SEYMOUR THOMPSON

switchboard of Vicky's apartment,

Harry Williams, tried to stop me from
going up to see her, I almost com-
mitted murder, with him as the corpse.

Jill laughed it off by saying he had
a mild crush on Vicky, like a lot of

others.

Then came the day when Vicky

phoned me. "Come to the apartment,

darling. We're celebrating. My test

has been okayed." At first I thought

I wouldn't go. I'd seen so little of her

the past weeks—and Robin had seen

so much. I wandered along the street,

stopped at a tiny shop and bought a

pair of brass knucks for a friend of

mine in New York. They'd make a

nice Christmas present, I thought.

Then I went into a bar. But this was
being childish. Maybe Vicky hadn't

changed as much as I thought she had.

She'd be waiting for me. . . .

I used the key to the apartment the

girls had given me for emergency
business meetings, opened the door

—

and then I saw her. She was lying

on the floor, eyes closed—and she

wasn't breathing! Through an ice-

cold vacuum I finally moved across

the room to her. Then I heard a

scream. "Peg—you killed her!" It

was Jill. . . .

I

DIDN'T say anything. A long time

passed. The room was quiet. It

was dark and quiet. "You killed her!

. . . Do you hear me?"
"Yes—yes, and do you think that I

—I could
—

" My voice choked off.

Jill was standing over me now. She
was there and I could see the outline

of her face in the light from the street.

Then she was down beside me, pull-

ing on my arm and crying.

'Forgive me for even thinking it!

Will you forgive me. Peg? I knew
Vicky so well. I loved her so much.

Can you ever forgive me?" .

"Listen, Jill, listen," I said. "Stay

away from me. I don't want anybody
around. I don't want—wiU you take

your hands off me!"
My face came up, bright and wet

and hard, and I could see in the

darkness. Jill took her hands away
and sat on her legs, sobbing. We sat

motionless and silent and the sodden

sounds from the street crept up to us

on an echo and chattered with the

tick of the kitchen clock.

"You'd better call the cops," I said.

The light was bright and hot and
my eyes burned and there was sweat

on my face. They kept smoking ciga-

rettes and talking. I tried to make
answers but my lips were parched

and stuck together.

Now they jerked me to my feet and
took me out into the hall. Somebody
hit me. It felt like my jaw was broken.

They picked me up and knocked me
down again. I had a mouth full of

ache. My tongue was cut. My eyes

were swollen. Some guy held me by
the front of my shirt. He pushed me
backwards into the same room with

the light. They sat me down.
"You're going to hang, mister. Make

it easy on yourself. Why'd you kill

her?"
"I didn't kill her."

"Tell us everything. Tell us what
you did all day."

"I—have. I've—told you."

"Tell us again, mister."

"I woke. She telephoned. Prom-
ised to see her—four o'clock. I started

to go to work but didn't. I didn't

feel like it."

"You didn't feel like it because you
thought she was in love with this

actor. This Robin Ray."

"Maybe."
"Put that (Continued on page 74)
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How Lin da Darnell Lives

HOUSES can be two-faced. There

are serene white Colonial

houses that belie the dissension

and loneliness that exist behind their

placid facades. And there are gloomy

piles of Victorian masonry which

house families disastrously carefree.

Some houses, on the other hand,

flaunt the life that is lived in them. . .

.

In Brentwood Heights, California,

there's such a house. Passing it you'd

be sure it was crammed with happy,

warm activity. There's something

about the way the branches of the

pepper tree are allowed to sweep the

roof, the little balcony opening from

a bedroom, a casement window flung

wide to the sweetness of the jasmine

vine, the sturdy httle boy who scamp-
ers across the lawn after a white rab-

bit that looks, for all the world, as if

it had escaped from the pages of

"Alice In Wonderland," the pretty girl

in slacks who slides off her bike at the

rural mail box on which black letters

spell DARNELL.
It's here Linda Darnell lives with

her mother, her twelve-year-old sis-

ter, Monte, and her nine-year-old

brother, Calvin, never called anything

but Bubber. Occasionally, when Mr.

Darnell can get away from his duties

as a postal clerk in Dallas, Texas, he
lives there too. While Undine Dar-
nell Hunter, Linda's twenty-two-
year-old sister, and her husband and
baby, from near-by Alhambra, are

frequent visitors.

There also are the Darnell pets.

These are strange and many and dear-

ly beloved and never parted with un-
til, their short life over, they are

buried with tears and flowers in the

garden.

There's the aforementioned rabbit,

Bimny Boy. There's a cat and vary-
ing numbers of kittens. There's Tony
Martin, who lives in a cage in the east

window of the dining room and pours
forth such cascades of song that you
tremble lest his golden throat will

burst. There's Toby, a silky collie,

guardian of the Darnell flock. There's

Missy, a white rat who inherited Tony
Martin's old cage when Linda bought
him a new one with a Chippendale in-

fluence. And turtles, snails, guppies

and fantailed fish live a communal life

in an aquarium.
Recently, when Linda and Mrs.

Darnell were house-hunting, they

couldn't find a one-story house to ac-

commodate them. They wanted a

bungalow because of Monte and Cal-

vin. Monte and Calvin, bom and
reared in a bungalow, were frightened

of the big house in which Linda lived

when they first joined her in Cali-

fornia. In fact they were always so

certain that any sound which ema-
nated from the mysterious regions

overhead came from either a ghost or

a goblin that Linda had to move im-
mediately. Now, grown a little older,

they accept houses having a second
floor. For days after they moved into

this house they tramped up and down,
up and down the curving stairway,

singing marching songs and laying

ghosts.

Actually Mrs. Darnell now has diffi-

culty keeping Monte and Bubber
downstairs. Whenever they are sus-

piciously quiet she is certain they are

upstairs peering admiringly into

Linda's room. They love Linda's

room, so beautiful with its blue broad-
loom carpet and natural chestnut

furniture, with light cream curtains

at the windows and a white candle-

wick spread tufted in pale rose on the

bed, with her dressing table topped by
three large mirrors and a cedar chest

Surprise contents of Linda's

treasure chest: Dolls in na-

tive dress of many countries

BY ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

(Left) Something for the tired coreer

girl is the bedroom of blue, cream and
rose where Manager Linda does family ac-

counts. (Below) The Darnell "front room"
has maroon-printed curtains with white

Chinese rugs chosen by Linda, and a cor-

ner already waiting for a Christmas tree



Ringing doorbells is fun when it's the Darnell

home and the whole family comes to greet

you with that old Texas hospitality

ANOTHER IN OUR SERIES

Father {he's mostly In Texas) and
Mother Darnell, Monte, Linda and
Bubber, christened Calvin for his

dad, not because of his silence

(Left) Linda is a Tony Martin fan—Tony, in

case you don't know, being her pet canary.

(Above) Monte, Bubber and Linda play circus

with their menagerie—everything in feathers

and fur, featuring Missy, the White Rat
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at the foot of the bed and the little

balcony beyond the French door.

They're permitted in this room, how-
ever, only when Linda is there—which

makes it even more wonderful. For

here Linda keeps her treasures. In

the cedar chest she has a collection of

dolls dressed in the native costumes

of many countries. On shelves are

the books that are important to her,

"The Nazarene" most important of all.

"I got as much out of 'The Naza-

rene' as I got out of the Bible," Linda

says. And Linda knows whereof she

speaks when she talks of the Bible.

Mrs. Darnell required all her children

to read one chapter of the Bible every

night before they went to bed. Until

they could read themselves she read

to them. And they all had

perfect Sunday school rec-

ords to boot.

success I've had in it."

Frances Klampt, who is a charge

of the studio school, comments on
Linda: "If Linda didn't want a mo-
tion-picture career she could write.

She has an immensely fertile imagi-

nation and a fine general curiosity.

She might even be able to earn her
living as an artist. She does lovely

light things with pastels and her pencil

sketches have real individuality."

Last spring Linda was graduated
from high school. Because of her

career she will not be able to go to

college. And from now on the studio

will not sit back, as the law required

them to in the past, and wait for Lin-

da to complete certain hours of study

every day. However, with Frances

CALVIN DARNELL, a

quiet man, has had the

same job for many years. He
sees no sense in giving it up
because his daughter acts in

pictures. At times he misses

his family frightfully. But
he isn't much at home, espe-

cially in the hunting season.

And if he can't get to Cali-

fornia for some special oc-

casion, Mrs. Darnell joins

him in Texas. Last spring

he took his summer vacation

early so he could stay with

Monte and Bubber, while

Linda and Mrs. Darnell

went to Mexico.

Without embarrassment
or dramatics Linda admits

she went to Mexico to see

her old sweetheart, Jaime
Jorba. Jaime is a Spanish

refugee who was forced to

leave Spain because of his

father's political ideas. He
and Linda met when they

were in the same class in a

Dallas school. They hadn't

seen each other for two
years, however, until Linda
went to Mexico where Jaime
lives now with an uncle who
is in the hemp business.

"Jaime's one of the men who inter-

est me," Linda began. Then she

changed her mind and decided to be
wholly honest. "Jaime's the one per-

son who really intrigues me," she said.

"He has high ideals and a superior

intellect. But I know, in spite of this,

that nothing ever can come of our
feeling for each other. Jaime never
would comprehend Hollywood or my
career. He's extremely jealous. He
would want his wife at home. I would
have to give up all the life but the one
I could live around him. And I

couldn't do that now—now that I've

been shaped by my work and the

ANSWERS TO

lU[u)ie Bad ?
(page 41

)

Right: Olivia ("Liwie")

de Havilland, star of

"The Strawberry Blonde"

James Cagney, who
kidnapped Bette
Davis in the Warners
film, "The Bride
Came C. O. D."

r
Below: Spencer Tracy
and Lana Turner, who ap-

peared together in "Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"

Jean Arthur, a prize-

winner at a costume
party, with her hus-

band, Frank J. Ross

Klampt's help, Linda has outlined her
plan for further education.

"In my own time," Linda explained,

indicating a large package of books
that had just arrived, "I'm going to

study psychology. It's so important

to know why you do things. I've had
four years of Spanish and I'll con-

tinue with it and take a year or so of

French, too. I definitely want to go

on with my art,"

BESIDE Linda's bed there is a night

stand where her mail is left for

her. Much of Linda's mail is bills, for

she handles all the household finances.

Every night she goes over the bills

that have come in, makes out checks
and leaves them in the letter box in

stamped addressed envelopes.

"That's the easiest way to keep
things straight," says Linda, who now
earns seven hundred and fifty dollars

a week, "and stay out of debt. It's

difficult staying out of debt. I know
how ridiculous that would have
seemed to me once, considering my
income. But it is, really.

"You see the California law re-

quires that fifty percent of my salary

be deposited in a trust fund. I don't

even see it. It will be wonderful when
I get it at twenty-one, of course, but

in the meantime the going is a little

lean at times. Out of the three hun-
dred and seventy-five dol-

lars I get I have to pay the

income tax on my entire

salary which is a very great

deal of money, give ten per-

cent of my entire salary to

my agent and one percent to

social security. I have to

contribute my share to the

Motion Picture Relief Fund.
And I have to keep up the

appearances which my stu-

dio position calls for.

"In fact," she went on, a

slight pucker between her

velvet-brown eyes, "we all

had to use the family car

until I bought a roadster a

month or two ago. The old

car finally reached the state

where I couldn't drive it to

the studio any more. You
know, we've transported

children and pets in it, and
soda pop and hot dogs and
honey corn do leave spots

on upholstery no matter how
careful you try to be.

"Now, of course, we'll

have to have someone to do
the family driving. I guess

we'll get a couple. But I

dread it. I don't Uke having

servants around— probably

because I've never been
used to them. They never

do things to suit us some-
how. And until now we've

managed well enough with a woman
coming in to do the cleaning and the

laundry."

Like most working girls, Linda finds

clothes a problem. By the time her

taxes, commission and overhead ex-

penses are paid there's not much left

for clothes. And, of course, she must
look fresh and chic always. She's

constantly on parade.

"So," she says, "I live in slacks. I

never wear a dress to the studio

unless something extra-special is go-

ing on. And my only fur is a white

fox I bought in a burst of self-indul-

gence. (Continued on page 91)
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A lone wolf at heart is

Tyrone Power who takes

to the desert to do his

cycling. On vacation with

Annabella at PalmSprings,

he spends his mornings

burning up the sands

In the first row of the headlight

parade at Universal is Deanna Dur-

bin who cuts a fancy curve for Hy-
man Fink's benefit. Right: Best cy-

clist at M-G-M is Joan Crawford who
wheels around from work on "When
Ladies Meet" to tell a good story to

Clark Sable on the"Honky Tonk"set

|{IK[ Hlklltii

Everybody knows the stars go on cycles, but

seldom are they caught doing it. That's

why these Hymie Fink exclusives— with

handlebars down—will get a whirl

from coast to coast

NOVEMBER, 1941

A vision on wheels is

Mickey Rooney, the

nonconformist who
turns his handlebars up,

gets his teeth into the

job and leaves the rest

of the boys behind
in a cloud of dust



1
Moneymaking: Robert Taylor, who will puf dollars in the M-G-M bank by some personable maneuvers in "When Ladies Meet







COUNT HIM OUT!

Most Hollywood people would condemn hinn for

what he did. But it takes a man like Randolph

Scott to know that what seems like a detour at

first is sometimes the shortest road to happiness

BY JOHN R. FRANCHEY

WITH his stock now being quoted at an

all-time high, he is taking it all very

calmly, which is definitely the wrong
attitude for a man whom the local "experts"

had counted out some two years back.

That makes twice.

He was equally baffling when his career was
at low tide and his agents were getting the

brush-off at the studios. He took it all very
calmly then. You couldn't teU that his days

were numbered just from looking.

The explanation is very simple. It is bound
up with Randolph Scott's fataUsm: What is

to be will be.

Heavens knows he hadn't the slightest inten-

tion of becoming a movie star when he took

off for a trip West the summer of 1928. Fash-

ionable Woodbury Forest prep school, as befits

a young Virginian ... a trick at Georgia Tech

. . . transfer to the University of North Caro-

lina ... a brief intermezzo with a lady he was
later to marry ... a short turn or two in busi-

ness . . . and then that trip West with a friend

named Jack Heath.

They didn't even know they were coming to

California. Ardent golfers, they stopped ofiE at

Dallas, Texas, were received with open arms
by Dallas society and the dazzling Dallas deb-

bies, and were sorely tempted to camp there for

a century or two. But wanderlust urged them
still farther West and inevitably to Hollywood.

Arrived in Hollywood, the two Virginians

discovered that they were in clover: No less

than two fancy golf tournaments were sched-

uled to be played oflf within the next six weeks.

They took a small apartment and prepared to

stay vmtil October.

It was Jack Heath who remembered that

they had a mutual friend in town, the-then

wife of Howard Hughes. They gave her a ring.

Being the lady she was, she invited the boys
to dinner. Also to meet her charming husband.

They were sold on Mr. Hughes from the start:

He was an ardent golfer, when he wasn't pro-

ducing pictures. They became a golfing three-

some right then and there.

Late in October, they reluctantly began pack-

ing their bags, arranged for their final tour of

the links with Hughes. They were on hole 17

when Scott remembered all of a sudden that

here they were going back to Virginia and they

hadn't seen the inside of a studio. It might be

pretty embarrassing when they got back and

everyone started asking questions. He said

something about it to Hughes.

"How would you boys like to work in a

picture?" Hughes came back. "That would be

better than taking a Cook's tour, wouldn't it?"

You know, of course, what the boys said.

Well, the next day it came off on schedule.

Randolph Scott and Jack Heath were over on

the Fox lot, working as one-day extras. They
had identical roles, if you could call them roles.

Dressed in the dashing getup of AustraUan
army officers, hats turned up rakishly on one

side, their chore was to suggest "complete

abandon." How complete the Scott abandon
must have been you can guess from the follow-

ing: James Ryan, casting director for Fox,

called him over and invited him to make a

screen test. He was so flabbergasted that he
said he'd do it, although on the way home that

evening he was mentally composing the polite

no-thank-you letter which he planned to send
Ryan later that night. He never sent the letter.

Waiting for him at the apartment was a message
to get in touch with the great Cecil B. DeMille.

DeMille, apparently, had received a glowing
report from someone on the Fox lot. At any
rate, he rolled out the red carpet for Scott and
told him frankly that he had him in mind for

the lead in "Dynamite," his next picture. Nego-
tiations were proceeding fine until C. B. dis-

covered that Scott was (Continued on page 92)
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Barbara Stanwyck

The courage my friend Barbara Stanwyck mentions

in her letters has been given to me by her staunch

friendship and kind thoughtfulness

Vivian Cosby

Editors' Note: Vivian Cosby,
Broadway playwright, had just be-

gun her new work in Hollywood
when, on the morning of New
Year's Day, 1939, her dress caught

tire. Ablaze from head to foot, she

fell unconscious to the floor. . . .

When word went out from the hos-

pital that she would live but that

she would be a shut-in for many
months, maybe years, Hollywood's

most famous stars flocked to her

bedside to pay tribute to the cour-

age of this woman who could come
up fighting after such an ordeal.

Foremost in this legion of new
friends has been Barbara Stan-

wyck. Without adding any words
of our own we are going to let these

letters, published with the permis-

sion of both, tell you of a moving
side of Hollywood you rarely have
an opportunity to glimpse. . . .

July 25, 1939

MY DEAR VIVIAN:
I'm so glad you liked your

room—and you don't need

courage—you have enough for a whole
army. As a matter of fact, I took some
away with me!

I shall come in and see you one of

these days. I'm at work again, but if

I get a day off, then I'll drop by.

Bless you,

Barbara.

Feb. 14, 1940

My dear Vivian:

I'm so glad you are getting along

as well as you say. Let's hope and
pray things will be brighter for you
from now on. The public at large

seemed to like "Remember the Night"

—and I was rather pleased with it.

I'm doing another in a week or so

with the same director, Mitch Leisen

—and I do enjoy working with him.

Thanks for writing to me. I do ap-
preciate it, and excuse my scrawl.

Since the hand injury I don't Avrite

very well any more. I guess I rate a

penalty for not having sense enough
to know that you shouldn't hit a win-
dow glass with your hand when the

window sticks.

Good luck, Vivian, and bless you,

Barbara.

Feb. 27, 1940

Dear Vivian:

You were sweet to be worried about

that rumor, but don't worry about

things you hear. Imagine putting a

sinister conception on my window
opening attempt. I tried to open the

window, it stuck. I carelessly hit it

with the heel of my hand. The glass

broke and my wrist was badly cut.

It was bleeding, and everyone was
excited, and all I could think of was
not bothering Bob, who was working.

They took me to the hospital for the

stitching that was necessary.

So I now hear the gossips tried to

make something out of the fact that

I didn't broadcast my stupidity. Well,

I'm not the morbid type, and if I were.
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Vivian Cosby

what in heaven's name have I to be

morbid about? I'm lucky and happy
and I know it!

As for you, don't believe anything

you hear in this day and age. That's

a rule you can't lose on.

Bless you,

Barbara.

March 8, 1940

My Dear Vivian:

I'm so delighted with the news of

your radio job. Isn't that just grand!

Good for you. This will really make
you feel ever so much better in every

way. Let's hope it will mean bigger

and better things for you.

I have not started work as yet. The
stories just haven't panned out as I

expected and I want to do a good one

not just a fair one. So I'll wait

around. I shall love to send you a

picture.

Now don't get too excited on this

writing job and ruin your health

—

take it easy and everything will be

fine for you

Always the best to you.

Bless you,

Barbara.

May 9, 1940

Dear Vivian:

So glad you enjoyed the radio

broadcast—and how grand your ma-
terial for Robinson went so well.

I am delighted you are getting bet-

ter. It sure has been an awful grind

for you, but your rewards will come
soon, I know.
The photograph shall be sent to

you, Vivian; it's just that I did not

have any that I liked very much.
But now I have.

Thank you for your nice letter and
lots of love,

Barbara.

June 5th. 1940

Dear Vivian:

What a soldier you are.

I've been playing a lot of golf—all

of it bad. I went to practice places

and hit bucketfulls of balls by the

hour. My enthusiasm failed to grow
so I thought I should get out on a

course. Bob was divinely patient

—

golf being his great enthusiasm at the

moment (and he's not bad, not bad at

all), but I'm not going to be a golfer

and we both know it now. I never
could get to care how seldom I hit

the ball. I've convinced Mr. T. he
should golf alone or with someone
who can be as intent as he is on cut-

ting down the score. My scores read

like the national debt and, also like

the debt, kept getting higher and
higher. Maybe I should take up
bowling. A high score is something
to work for there.

Do tell me about yourself.

I'll be in to see you one of these

days when you feel like seeing me.
As always,

Barbara.

July 3, 1940

My Dear Vivian:

Thank you so much for your sweet
and gracious (Continued on page 70)
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BY MARIAN H. QUINN

Close your eyes and pretend you're a

Hollywood star. While you're in this nnillion-

dollar trance, check yes or no on

these questions. They're the eye openers

that will give you a cinema-queen outlook on yourself

Are you apt to be rather uncommunicative before you've had

your breakfast?

Do you prefer, in general, men to women?

Will you do a thing over as many times as necessary to

make it perfect?

Does a picture that's hung crookedly upset your equilibrium?

Do you like to collect items like small china figurines?

Can you talk to strangers easily?

Do you, as a general rule, act on impulse?

When you are depressed, does it pep you up to go out and

buy something new?

Do you scoff at superstitions?

Do you enjoy getting up very early in the morning?

Are you interested in astrology?

When you get home from a date do you put your corsage

in water to preserve it?

Would you stop wearing red nail polish if your best beau

didn't like it?

Do you sometimes like to sit on the floor?

Are you interested in cooking, making menus, running a house?

Do you get quite upset when someone criticizes you?

F you had a majority of "yes's" in

the first set of questions your
movie-star prototype is Bette Davis
because she tallies "yes" on all of

them. In other words, if you were a

Hollywood queen, you'd be like her

—

a crisp, practical, hard-working per-

son with a sensitive talent and a flair

for smartly conservative clothes. This

autumn, you'd probably invest in the

new knicker blouse, a one-piece af-

fair with shirtwaist top and knicker
bottom that's perfect under your
woolen skirts and pinafores. You'd
like jerkins instead of sweaters be-
cause they're easier to get into; you'd
pay your last penny for a coat like

the one on page 58.

If you nodded your head vigorously

to most of the questions in the second
set, you'd be the Lana Turner type
movie star, a vivacious httle person

with a flair for clothes, a love of

experiment with all the new fashion

foibles. This fall, you'd probably be
sporting the new ankle-length fur

boots; or maybe you'd wear bright

fireman-red galoshes. You wouldn't
wear your conservative black crepe

for a special date, but you'd go gay
in a white wool jersey dress that

would startle your man into some
extra-special action.

A majority of "yes's" on the third

set means—get ready for a shock

—

your personality is Hke that of Hedy
Lamarr's. You'd be a colorful movie
star and your clothes would usually

be in contrast to your very feminine

personality. For instance, right now
you'd probably be daring enough to

wear men's patent-leather pumps, in

a boy's size, for your evening tripping

of the light fantastic. Or you might

look very feminine in a very mascu-
line fleece-lined pilot's coat of whip-
cord. You'd never be frilly in the

evening—you'd prefer, instead, the

new tailored dinner dresses with the

ultrasmart long sleeves.

If you ended up by seeing the fourth

set of questions in an affirmative light,

your movie double is Joan Fontaine,

a childlike, naive person who looks

like a little girl and is really an ultra-

sophisticate. Your clothes would be

naive, too—you'd be smart enough to

know that dirndls, that new fall fash-

ion revival, were made for your type.

You'd pull an Eton cap over your bob
to give you a puckish look and you'd

have a black velveteen suit, a white

blouse with a turned-down childish

collar and a red cummerbund, an out-

fit that would make you the wisest

little star in Hollywood.
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Footnotes on Notable Feet

Catching on as quickly as an autumn bonfire

is this new idea of snapped-in coot linings

to match the dress—or the occasion. Look

longingly at Ellen Drew, Paramount star of

"The Remarkable Andrew," in her short, collar-

less beaver coat with its wide full sleeves

and its bright plaid lining designed by
Edith Head. The coat tops a suit of beige,

all-out color for fall; it's topped itself

by a sleek militarized little beaver cap

Sound footing: V-

throaf lizord-trimmed

brown "Sf>«c" pumps
of •latticiz«d tu«de

Mitt Dr«w't Porit Fashion

shoes were selected from

the Vanity Slipper
Shoppe, Hollywood



Autumn walks are fun, this polo

coat mokes them fashionable

—

a soft, natural-colored wool

with large patch pockets, wide

revers and a sash belt. You'll

be talked about in the right way
if you follow Ellen Drew and
wear a red felt pork-pie that's

at home on every campus from

east to west, is a heady comple-

ment for any girl's wardrobe

News below: A "lo-

heeler" bow tie pump
of perfed and elast!-

c!zed Antique Tan
coif with flat bow
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Stride down the street in this

brown and white herringbone

tweed and you'll be invited for

more hot chocolates than you
can drink. Designed by Eaith

Head, it has a slightly flared

skirt, natural shoulders and
bracelet-length sleeves. Flair

plus fashion: The white pique

collar and cuffs, the beige

felt with its brown band trim

Supporting role !s

played by a "Woll
Toe" tailored pump
of Antique calf
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Look like this and Main St.

will think you're a movie
star. Ellen Drew wears a
mustard-colored sheer wool
outfit

—

a long slim tunic
with a set-in belt over a
pleated skirt. The attention-

getters are the hand-
stitched yoke; the sable
bands on the dropped
shoulders; the huge mufF;

and the sable hot with its

back drop of mustard wool

Underfoot: "Four-
L«a( Clover" pumps
of elasticlzed suede



Mark of the fashion con-

noisseur is a coat dress;

this one of Ellen Drew's is

of soft black angora wool

with a straight skirt and
full sleeves. A vest of leop-

ard matches the softly

draped muff; the whole out-

fit is an Edith Head inspira-

tion. A flange of black gros-

grain ribbon on the large

black felt is your card of

admission to the best
places—with the best people

Groundwork: "Button

Bow" pumps of block

elcsticized Chiffon
Suede, flaring bows
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Fiction version by

NORTON RUSSELL

PATRICIA RANDALL performed

a neat riffle on a snare drum made
out of an old kettle with a piece

of inner tube stretched over the

mouth, accented the effect with two
hght taps on the water pitcher, and

topped things off with a thunderous

kick of her right foot against the wash
boiler. Chauncey Jones, sitting on tlie

back steps of the Randall home,
looked at her adoringly, oblivious of

her round, horn-rimmed corrective

spectacles and the gleaming gold

braces on her teeth. He was used to

such disfigurements; after aU, he wore
their twins himself.

"We could hike up to the old gravel

pit," he said wistfully, "and go swim-
ming. It's full of water now."
"Wouldn't I look cute hiking in my

bathing suit!" Pat said in disdain.

"But Pat, you could wear your suit

under your hiking things. What's

PHOTOPLAY combined with movie mihrop



SMALL TOWK

The saga of what happens

when a wonnan turns sixteen,

forgets about banana

squashes and begins con-

centrating on weightier things

A Twentieth Century-Fox picture. Screen
play by Ethel Hill. Original story by Jerrie

Walters. Directed by Harold Schuster.

Copyright 1941 by Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corporation

wrong with that?"

Pat sighed tolerantly. "Look,
Chauncey, when a woman gets to be
sixteen

—

"

"Fifteen," Chauncey said.

"That was last summer," Pat in-

formed him coldly. "I was a child

then. Chauncey, you've gotta quit

living in the past—that's kid stuff."

"Well, why—if it's fun?"

"There you are!" she said. "That
proves we have no common ground,

even mentally." She lifted, with an
air of dismissal, the big kitchen spoon
which served her for a drumstick.

"Well," Chauncey tried a new tack,

"then how about a banana squash
with whip cream and cherries—^with

some pecans on top?"

"Since when have Tracey's been
putting pecans on a banana squash?"
Pat inquired.

"They don't. I just thought it up."

"Well . .
." For a moment Pat weak-

ened, then remembered herself and
her dignity. "No, Chauncey," she said

firmly.

"Won't you quit calling me Chaun-
cey?" he begged. "You could call me
Bill, or Windy—or anything—

"

"I'm sorry," Pat said. "Every time
I think of you, I think of Chauncey."
The screen door behind Chauncey

opened and Katie, the RandaUs' cook
and housekeeper, lowered her massive
bulk down the steps. With a set jaw,

she began dismantling Pat's drumming
equipment.

"In the first place, Maestro," she

said, "with your very kind permission

—I need these things. And in the sec-

ond place—how's for a little help with
supper, huh?"
Pat giggled. Katie, she had learned

long ago, was outwardly fearsome,
actually her {Continued on page 85)
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WITH $[\ HPPEHl
He's the man who made all the maidens mourn
when they discovered he had been a husband for

four secret years. His name is Roy Rogers and when
columnist Louella Parsons published the sad news,

his studio, Republic, was deluged with the written

lamentations of disappointed females. The out-

come? Well, the audience of Rogers is today pre-

dominantly admiring ladies—those who play with

dolls and those who don't. He's the boy from

Cincinnati who started out to be a dentist and

ended up in Hollywood as the star master of

Trigger; the head of a small Valley ranch

where he lives with his wife and adopted
daughter Cheryl; the right kind of guy who

is first in the hearts of his countrywomen.



FRIEPSHlPi;

By 'm/iiEss
Uncovering the secret and

sometimes amazing relation-

ships in the stars' private lives

EVER since Hollywood was a straggling settlement

along a cow trail that meandered west from Los
Angeles toward Santa Monica—but never got there

—

we have heard about Hollywood feuds. This big star "at

outs" with that one. This one insulting that one. Jealousy
or egotism or whatever it is that makes an actor "touchy,"

rampant!
However, it is not Hollywood feuds that I have on my

mind today, but something better, I think, and just as

entertaining. I mean Hollywood friendships.

True, you've heard about the palships of, say, Clark
Gable and Andy Devine, Joel McCrea and Gary Cooper,
Carole Lombard and "Fieldsie." Everyone knows about
them. But there are others, a good many others, of which
you've probably heard little or nothing.

I mean friendships like that of Ann Sothern and Ma
Milland. Maybe you don't know it, but two better friends

never traded hats, recipes and confidences. "Myrt and
Marge," they call themselves.

They met about four years ago when a mutual friend

brought Ann over to the Millands. Those were troublous

days for quiet, lovely Muriel Milland. Ray was just climb-
ing to the top and she was learning what it means to be
married to a celebrity. It was exciting and interesting, of

course, but terribly difficult, too. She wasn't an actress.

She didn't understand show {^Continued, on page 89)

Ann Sothern and Mai Milland, known as "Myrt and
Marge" to husbands Ray Milland and Roger Pryor

Barbara Stanwyck
and Hollis Barnes;
They cried together
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Could You Tame

Stirling Hoyden?
(Continued jrom page 34)

American fortunes. 'Til take a position

so you can keep on with school, public

school of course," his mother told him.

The time had come to break away from

the routine that would lead to days spent

in an office, a house in some suburb and

a commutation ticket that would entitle

him to take the same train every night

and every morning. And he knew it.

I'm going to sea," he told his bewild-

ered mother.
"If you want to go to work. Stirling,"

she protested, "why don't you try to do
something here?"
He didn't argue or raise his voice the

way boys do when they're unsure of

themselves. "I can only do best what I

want to do," he said, " and I want to go

to sea."

HE booked on a freighter out of Glou-
cester at one dollar a month. He

scraped decks. He washed dishes to get

enough to eat. He worked in shipyards.

He was coaler on a ship that sailed to the

British West Indies.

"I've never worried about being broke,"

he said, "unless I was in a city. It isn't

fancy to be broke in a city. You have to

stick around in dirty places, eat in them,

sleep in them."
He stretched. He walked over to the

window. He came back and sat on the

edge of a desk. It was then that he spoke
of that girl in Tahiti. . . .

In 1937, after he'd gotten his papers as

master of sailing vessels, he shipped as

mate on the schooner Yankee. In Tahiti

he met Marguerite Mersman. daughter of

the American consul. Practically nothing
is known of their friendship. Stirling

won't talk much about it. He says, "We
wrote each other for a year or more, then

we quit. I guess you always quit when
you don't get the breaks that make it pos-
sible tor you to be together." Then he's

silent.

However, his words and manner make
it clear he loved this girl. And the facts

that lie unalterably behind his words
make it clear that not even for her or

himself could he abandon his roving
ways. For he didn't settle down in the

South Seas as a merchant, an exporter,

or a hotel man. And he didn't return to

New York intent uoon engaging in some
business and having Marguerite join him.
Instead he told her to wait, that he would
come back with a boat, inaugurate a

fre'ght and mail service between Tahiti

and Honolulu, and they would be married
and live in a house beside the sea.

He had no difficulty getting his boat.

Paradoxically enough, he's a good busi-

ne--sman, like his father. But on his way
back to Marguerite he was wrecked off

Ha.teras in the hurricane of "38.

THE time that followed is one of the few
times when Stirling was unhappy be-

cause he was poor. The Coast Guard
picked him up and took him into Charles-
ton and he got to New York somehow.
In New York he and Larry O'Toole, a
newspaper artist who once had been a
shiomate, shared a furnished room on
West Fifty-second Street. Stirling man-
aged to earn enough to keep them alive

by modelling for tobacco advertisements.

It was at this point that Larry O'Toole
decided, since a Hollywood income would
solve all problems, that Stirling should
be in pictures. He deluged film friends

and strange casting directors with formal
and informal photographs and rhapsodic

Sta;i FiiuU
IN TH[ STORES

BY MARION HAMMON

KEEP NEAT KIT: Princess Pat has

the right idea about complexion care

—everything you need, when you need
it. The "Keep Neat Kit" holds eight

important preparations, plus a com-
plexion sponge and handy tissues. The
utility of the ensemble gives it instant

appeal and
at no great
strain on
yourpocket-
book. Prin-
c e s s Pat
"Keep Neat
Kit", $1.50

at most drug
and depart-
ment stores.

DOT-DOT-DOT-DASH! The Vic-
tory Symbol is the symbol of all

freedom-loving people. Newest con-
tribution is Eaton's fine writing paper
with an enormous 'V shadow-printed
over the face of the sheet. The en-
velope flap, too, is imprinted so that

your letter will leave a Victory greet-

ing with every-
one who han-
dles the mail.

Grand for writ-
ing to the boys
in camp. Eaton
Victory Paper,
$1 at Mc-
Creery's, N. Y.

* * *

GOOD CLEAN FUN: Bathasweet,
known for their bath pleasantries, have
two new products—A bubble bath that

piles the tub high with rich bubbles
and makes you fragrant and satiny
smooth. Eight ounces of the precious
stuff for only 50c. For shower addicts

there are the Batha-
sweet Shower Mitts,

made of plump ter-

ry-cloth, and filled

with powdered per-
fumed soap. Three
mitts for $1. You'll
find both at drug
and department
stores.

» * *

AS YOU LIKE IT: Whether you
wear your hair in a pompadour, rolls,

puffs, or curls, there's an ingenious

little device that keeps it lovely longer.

Called "Grip-Tuth'', it looks very
much like the old-fashioned tuck
comb, but each tooth is split, so that

it holds the simplest hair-do or most
elaborate coiffure firmly in place.

Grip-Tuth comes in a variety of sizes

and colors to match almost every hair

shade. Nice for anchoring those pert

bows. 25c at notion counters.

descriptions of the Hayden charm. And
nothing happened.
"Only a balmy guy like you ever would

have thought I'd have a chance," Stirling
told Larry. "And even if I got to Holly-
wood I wouldn't last long. I'd feel like a
fool making faces in front of a csimera.
making love to dolls."

And Stirling was off, on his way to a
national magazine that planned to use
a layout of pictures taken on a West In-
dies cruise.

If he could land this job it would, he
decided, be something like it. It would
take him to the Indies and give him a
chance to look over a schooner he'd
heard about down there and it also would
put enough money in his pocket to take
him and Larry out of their immediate
difficulties.

"We've practically decided on someone
else," the pictorial editor of that maga-
zine told Stirling reluctantly. For the
minute Stirling had come into his office

he"d known he was the man to do the job.

Besides, he guessed from the way Stir-

ling"s face fell how much he had counted
on it. And in the next breath he was
canceling the mental commitment he had
made with the other fellow and giving
Stirling the job.

It was the layout of this cruise, with
Stirling the central figure, that attracted
E. H. Griffith and resulted in Stirling's

taking a screen test.

He had no idea of staying in pictures
indefinitely, of becoming a star. He
thought of pictures as a stopgap, some-
thing that would get him out of the jam
he was in and help him finance another
schooner.

IT happens, however, that the camera,
in its mysterious way, caught Stirling's

roving spirit. His career, consequently,
was zooming and his producers were do-
ing everything they could to keep him
happy and put!

As a rule producers get what they
want. But they knew, nevertheless, that

they really couldn't tell about Stirling

Hayden.
It was just a few weeks ago that he

said something that should have fore-

warned Paramount.
"Heaven knows," he said. "I don't want

to wake up some fine morning and call

myself a fool for quitting the studios, for

not knowing a good thing when I had it.

But if I'm a success—and there wouldn't
be any point in staying if I'm not—I know
I'll find it increasingly difficult to get

away long enough to make any voyages.
And—even if I should make five thousand
dollars a week—if I became a guy who
was always so busy doing everything a

dozen people told me to do that I never
had time to do what I wanted to do I

wouldn't be impressed with myself. Not
even a little bit!

"So it looks as if my best bet was to

get that annuity for my mother and that

schooner for myself and"—he whistled
sharply

—
"to blow, be on my way."

Then it happened. One morning Hayden
walked into Paramount 's front office and
quit pictures cold. He was leaving that

night, he announced, chucking every-
thing, his rising career, the promise of

wealth and fame, to do his bit in these

days of emergency.
A man like that would probably do a

more thorough job of taming a girl than

she would of taming him. But before

you answer the challenge in the title of

this piece you will want to read the story

in December Photoplay-Movie Mirror. It

will give you the man's reasons for the

momentous decision he has just made

—

and it comes directly from Stirling Hay-
den himself.
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Here's proof my Face Powder makes

Skin look Younger!

"ELBOW TEST"

shows instantly how new

kind of powder makes skin

look smoother, fresher.

By g^/I^^^^S^

Wouldn't you like to see, with your own
eyes, how much younger your skin can

look — how much lovelier and more
glamorous?

You can—so simply and so easily—and

without cost! Make the test that is thrill-

ing women everywhere ... the Lady
Esther ELSOW test!

You know how rough and coarse the

skin of your elbow is. Well, I'm going to

send you some Lady Esther Face Pow-

Now more beaufiful women use Lady

Esther Face Powder than any other kind.

der FREE. Just take a little on a puff and

pat it gently on your elbow. .

.

See what happens! See how the coarse

skin of your elbow suddenly looks soft

and smooth—how the lines and rough-

ness seem to ease away.

If my powder can do that to the

abused skin of your elbow—just imagine

what it can do for the skin of your face!

Imagine how it can hide tired lines—skin-

taults and imperfections—big pores!

You see, my powder is different be-

cause it's made differently. It's blown by
Twin Hurricanes until it's softer and
finer by far than any ordinary powder.

It goes on a new, smoother way—more flat-

tering to the skm than words alone can

describe! You must see it with your own

eyes—that's why I ask you to make the

interesting Elbow Test.

Try All 9 Shades FREE

Your name and address on the coupon
below will bring you all 9 new shades of

Lady Esther Face Powder. You not only

can make the interesting Elbow Test—

you can also try all 9 shades on your own
skin, before your own mirror, and see

which one is your best shade—your Lucky
Shade. Mail the coupon NOW.

FACE POWDER

( You can paste this on a penny postcard)

Lady Esther, (?3)

7134 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.

Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your

9 new shades of face powder, also a tube of

your Four-Purpose Face Cream.

CITY STATE

// you I ive in Canada, tvriU Lady Either, Toronto, Ont.
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PHOTOPlH-MOVI[ MIRROR
DEAR JUNIORS:

The way I got into

pictures was really a

streak of pure luck. I was

singing with Ted Weems'
orchestra at the time and

we were playing an en-

gagement at the Strand

Theater in New York. Al-

though we didn't know it,

Gene Autry and Mr. Yates, pi'esident

of Republic Studios, were in the audi-

ence and heard me sing. After the

show, they came backstage and ar-

ranged for me to fly to Hollywood

immediately for Mr. Autry's new pic-

ture, "South of the Border."

Well, I simply can't tell you how

thrilled I was. The studio put me
right in the picture as soon as I got

here, with no test of any kind first.

We went on location to the desert

right away and almost the first thing

that happened was that I got terribly

sunburned.

After I faded out to almost my
normal color again, I had to ride

a horse for a scene. I hadn't been

on a horse many times before that

and while I wasn't exactly afraid

of it, still I was pretty uneasy. It

looked awfully big to me, but after I

had mounted it I felt a little safer.

I thought it very interesting when

I found out that horses that are used

in movies are trained to follow the

camera car. As long as the camera

car's running, the horse will keep

on galloping. When the car stops, the

horse stops. In my first picture, the

horse ran away with me, so I yelled

at the camera to stop, and then the

horse stopped too.

SINCE "South of the Border" I

played the role of Patsy in Gene
Autry's pictures, and I've enjoyed

every minute of it. He's wonder-

ful to work with and has been so

kind to me. He's my favorite movie

star. My big sister, Vera, is his secre-

tary. Norma Jean, my younger

sister, is only eleven years old. Her
nickname is Buckshot, but don't ask

me why. Not even my mother can

remember why we call her that. It's

been her nickname ever since she

was a baby. She still goes to school.

Of course, I do too, but I have a

teacher on the set, most of the time,

and in between pictures I go to the

Mar-Ken school for professional chil-

dren. It's the first private school I

ever went to, and I'm in the eleventh

grade. English is my favorite sub-

ject, but spelling throws me.

Ottawa, Illinois, is my home town.

I used to sing at school there and at

GUEST EDITOR — MARY LEE

Mary
angel

Lee, delightful junior

of Republic Pictures'

"Angels With Broken Wings"

Dad's lodge meetings although I never

thought of doing it professionally. I

just thought it was a lot of fun, even

though I never took singing lessons.

But when I was twelve years old, Ted

Weems and his band came to Ottawa.

We heard Mr. Weems was looking

for a girl singer and I finally got my
parents" pei'mission to let me try to

get an audition with him. He was
very nice and I landed the job.

I had to finish out the term at

school, but two months later, when
school was out, I joined the band and

toured the country with them for

almost two years. Everyone in the

band was wonderful to me and I was

crazy about them.

Ever since I can remember, I'd

wanted a wrist watch that was small

enough to fit a dime over it, although

I never expected to get one. You
know, it was just one of those things

you dream about. The boys in the

band found out about it and on my
fourteenth birthday they gave me
one. It was one of the highlights in

my life.

When I'm between pictures, I go

back to Mr. Weems and sing with the

band again. It's like going back home
to visit your family because in a way

I feel as though they were
my adopted family.

My real name is Mary
Lee Wooters, but I dropped

my last name when I was
with Mr. Weems because

they thought just Mary
Lee sounded more profes-

sional. Besides playing in

Mr. Autry's pictures, I've

also been in "Sing, Dance, Plenty

Hot," "Barnyard Follies" and now
"Angels With Broken Wings" for Re-
public Studios, where I'm under con-

tract.

I like ice skating and roller skating,

but my favorite sport is swimming.
Mr. Autry lets me come over to his

pool whenever I want to and I'm

learning how to dive there. He lets

me ride his horses too. He's really

one of the kindest men in the world.

My hobby is collecting autographs

and pictures of stars and famous peo-
ple and I get a kick out of every new
one I get. Besides that, I have a little

camera and I love to take snapshots.

I'd like to learn about photography.

I'm not exactly superstitious, but

I wear a wooden horseshoe on my
lapel and I think it brings me good
luck. It's funny that almost all the

good things that have happened to me
happened when I was wearing the

horseshoe.

It was fun to write to you, and it

would be nice if you'd answer this

letter After talking so much about
myself, I'd like to know all about you
Juniors too.

Yours,

Mary Lee

P. S. I think almost everyone has a

pet superstition, don't you? I've told

you what mine is, and I wish you'd

tell me about yours. If you'll write

and tell me about it, I'll give an auto-

graphed photograph to each of the ten

boys or girls who write the most
interesting letters about their super-

stitions. Miss Betty Turner will help

me judge them, and please write me
in care of Photoplay-Movie Mirroh
Junior, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
California. Please be sure, however, to

mail your letters before October 25,

1941. I'm looking forward to hearing

from you I

Owing to the great volume of con-

tributions received hy this department

we regret that it is impossible for us

to ret^irn unaccepted material. Ac-
cordingly, we strongly recommend
that all contributors retain a copy of

any manuscript submitted to us.
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in Hollywood

'M A SCREEN
STAR. I USE LUX
SOAP EVERY
DAY BECAUSE-

1

Star of

20th Century-Fox's
Confirm or Deny"

I CAN'T FACE A
MOV/E CAMERA
UNLESS AAV SKIN

IS SOFT AND
SMOOTH

in yourown homelownl

CLEVER WOMEN EVERYWHERE take Hollywood's

tip— find ACTIVE-LATHER FACIALS with

Lux Toilet Soap a wonderful beauty aid!

"Here's all you do," says lovely Joan
Bennett—"Smooth the lather lightly in.

Rinse with warm water, then cool. Pat to

dry." Try this gentle care for 30 days!

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
NOVEMBER, 1941 69



To My Lady of Courage

write-up in Photoplay. You are much
too good to me. You who deserve so

very much more.
I'm getting ready to go to work Mon-

day on the Capra picture and I am not
really of this earth at the present time.

I'm so excited I can hardly contain
myself.

I haven't forgotten the picture, Vivian.

You shall have it soon.
My best always,

Barbara.

August 5th. 1940

Vivian, dear:
So you got out! But that's marvelous.

How, why, when and where? I am so

hanny that you did have a change.
The picture is going along just fine.

Everybody is so nice and so terribly

interested in his work, it's a pleasure to

be there each day. And, of course, Capra
is in a class by himself. There's no one
really quite like him and when people
ask. "What's so different about him?"

—

you just answer, '"He's Capra, that's all."

You make other pictures to live, but you
live to make a Capra picture.

Do tell me about yourself, Vivian

—

how you're getting along.

Bob's picture, "Escape," was sneaked
at Long Beach Friday night. I did not

see it, of course, but the reports are
glowing. Let's hope so. He did work so

hard on it.

My best to vou, Vivian, and when you
have time write me.

As always.
Barbara.

August 18, 1940
Dear Vivian:
My goodness, didn't you have yourself

a timel I am so glad you are getting

better. And as far as the pain—why you
can do anything! I call you Courage
Cosby. You'll lick that in no time.

We've been working in the ice house
in Los Angeles. Capra built a roof-set

of an office building there and it's sup-
posed to be Christmas Eve—very cold.

And, my little one, I thought I would
freeze to death.

{Continued from page 55)

Swell to hear all about your "doin's"
and hope you have more grand times.

As ever,
Barbara.

September 3, 1940
Dear Vivian:

Well, aren't you getting to be the best
dressed woman! My goodness—Cr&wford
will have to look to her laurels.

My eye is better and I return to work
today. It was a silly thing, a little painful
and most annoying.
My son came home from summer camp

yesterday and he has grown so much
and his freckles are something! Not an
inch of white on his face and does he
hate that.

Well. I must get to work. We are go-
ing outside tonite and work in the rain.

Best to you always,
Barbara.

September 21, 1940
Dear Vivian:
Such lovely writing! Thank you for

sending me your article. I shall keep it

—if you don't mind.
The courage I've always admired in

you shines forth beautifully.
My eye has cleared up. I have finished

"John Doe" but for retakes—if any—and
am now getting ready for "Lady Eve."
written and directed by Preston Sturges.
That starts in October. And I like it

ever so much. I believe Sturges has a

wealth of talent and he shall be one of

our "biggest" some day.
Thanks again, Vivian, I've learned an-

other lesson.

Fondly,
Barbara.

October 14, 1940
Vivian, dear:

Well, here I am on another picture.

This time at Paramount with Preston
Sturges writing and directing. It's fun
and very pleasant.

Bob is taking his flying lessons seri-

ously—books and much studying and all

that. He will be a very good flyer some
day and I shall be very proud and casual
about it, but truthfully, right now it

does scare me a little.

I'm an utter coward about flying my-
self. So, of course I keep on flying. Once
I'm in the air I expect to relax, but I

don't and I grin all the time to prove
I'm not afraid at all. Flying to me is a
pounding heart, an ice-encased body, and
a petrified grin. Someday I'll laugh in
the air as comfortably as I do at the
end of every trip. I hope the next flight
will be the one I fly out of my fear on.
Bob, of course, is completely at home

in the air. And I've never bothered to
tell him how I feel. I can't abide scared
women, and I'm sure no one has any
right to keep others from doing what
they want to do. Particularly wives
shouldn't try to have their own way all

the time.

Course I've always thought it might
be fun to "queen" it over the house-
hold for a day, but my family'd probably
stop such goings-on by noon.
How I do run on. All I really started

out to say was I hope you liked the
candy. If there's any special kind you
like please tell me.

As ever,

Barbara.

November 13, 1940
Dear Vivian:
So you've read "John Doe." Now you

know why I was so excited about the
whole deal. You know we never did
shoot an ending on it as yet. The pic-
ture ended as Cooper carries me off the
roof, and I'm just as curious as you are
as to how they are going to end the whole
thing.

This one, the Preston Sturges picture
"Lady Eve," is going along just fine.

We call Sturges the "Mad Genius."'
You never know what he'll do next.
Wore his hat all day the other day "so
we'd recognize him." Came on the set

the day we were working in my bed-
room wearing a horrible-looking bath-
robe! Hope p>eople will like the picture
as much as we've liked making it.

Do you want any books. Vivian? I

thought maybe you would. Let me
know.

Fondly,
Barbara.

January 3, 1941
Vivian, deac:
The sweater is simply beautiful and

I can't tell you how pleased I am with
it and how proud to think you took all

lhat time to make it for me. Thank you
so much.

I have had the flu all during the holi-

days—Dion got it first, then me. So oui
Christmas was a little spoiled—especiallj

his. I've been up for two days now and
feel fair.

Just wanted to send this off today emd
do hope and pray this New Year will

be the one for you. Vivian.
As always,

Barbara.

Tucson, Arizona
Dear Vivian:
Of course you'll lick every problem.

I've seen enough of your courage to know
that no setback will discourage you. It

may be that you would have tried to do
too much if you'd not had this disap-
pointment. It's funny the way things add
up to blessings—after they're over! May-
be someday we'll be smart enough to

recognize blessings no matter how dis-

guised they come. On the other hand,
maybe all of us being that smart would
make for pretty dull living. (Stop the
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philosophy, Stanwyck, you're getting

confused!)
1 came down here to visit Bob on

location. I never thought I'd do that,

but Bob was so sweet about insisting

upon it that I didn't waste any time on
resolutions, and here I am.
Well, my ideas about a warm and sun-

drenched Arizona have evaporated. It's

rained and been cold all the time. The
company couldn't shoot, so Bob and I

have motored all over the place.

I came for a week end and have been
here ten days. The weather is clearing

now and I'm leaving tomorrow as I have
to start tests for "The Great Man's Lady."

Two weeks of them. From sixteen to

one hundred and nine is quite a trek in

make-up—or any other way. Wonder
wh i anyone who's lived one hundred
and nine years really thinks of us today.

Well, I'll know when I play the part.

Is there anything you want, Vivian?
When I think of you—chin up—my ad-
miration goes to you without limit.

God bless you,
Barbara.

February 1, 1941

Vivian, dear:

Your letter was wonderful! Just think

how you inspire people. I look at it a

little different than you. You say we
help you—not quite that. You bring out

the best in "we people" and it's really

your courage that brings out our little

messages—whatever they may be.

A year does seem a long time to an
ordinary person—but I do not consider

you as such. Therefore in a trite man-
ner I shall say—a year passes quickly.

It will for you, Vivian, and each day
will bring added health and strength to

you.
I do think of you always, and if

thoughts will do it you shall run in a

year. I feel it.

You don't need courage—just patience.

Love,
Barbara.

February 22, 1941

Vivian, dear:
How about our little flood? Cute? I

dare them to say it's a "California mist."

Well, I am working very hard with
"The Great Man's Lady." But it's fun.

Wild Bill, one of my "best beloved" peo-
ple is a joy. He keeps us all on our toes

and he just bubbles all day long. Joel

is in my "BB" group, too. He belongs
right near the top. We are all enjoying
every second of it.

You know I get up to a hundred years
old in this film, and Bill and I visited

the Eastern Star Home and talked to

several old ladies from seventy to ninety-
seven years old. And the house mother
told me this particular one was ninety-
seven—she was as spry as a colt and
had a great sense of humor. We had a
long talk and finally at the end she told

me the house mother was wrong about
her age—she was eighty-six. So you
see—it's never too late to cut years!
They were all pretty cute and said what
a wonderful home that was and how
happy they all were. They told me I'd

better be a good snappy old lady and not
a "picture old lady" who looked like

she had one foot in the grave. They
don't like that. And by golly none of
them out there looks it. So I have my
directions from the old gals!

And how are you, my lady of courage?
I expect to give you tango lessons one
of these days, so don't let me down. Not
that you would.
My love, Vivian, and let me know if

you want anything.
As always,

Barbara.
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Dirt is a destroyer ... as this

wise, young matron knows. The need to pre-

serve the lovely things that suddenly are hers is as keen as

the joy of ownership. As naturally as breathing, she plans

to keep this new home clean with Fels-Naptha Soap.
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WATCHING MY DAUGHTER make-up for

the first time brought back memories of my
first lipstick. How thrilled I was when Tangee

Natural changed as I applied it— producing a

rich, warm rose shade — even though it was
orange in the st Ick.

I THOUGHT OF MY marriage day. Wore
mother's wedding gown and, as always,Tangee
Natural Make-up. The pure cream base kept
my lips soft and smooth all through the cere-

mony and the reception. The matching rouge
harmonized perfectly, glowing softly through

Tangee's clinging, un-powdery. Face Powder.

MY DAUGHTER is 15 today-and the proud
owner of her first Tangee Natural Lipstick. Her
excitement and pleasure took me back over the

years since I first entrusted my make-up to

Tangee. And I know that she will depend on
Tangee as I have... for natural loveliness.

T/INGEE

"WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS LIPSTICK'

,_„0 FOR COMPUTE
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Hollywood Joins the Navy
{Continued jrom page 27)

a studio in the business that wouldn't
swap six glamour girls and an option on
Hemingway's next three novels for Bob's
services today.
But Lieutenant Montgomery likes his

new casting director. Uncle Sam seldom
makes mistakes in the roles he hands out
and Montgomery's assignment to London
was no accident. In the year he spent in
England making films, the actor became
one of the most popular Americans ever
to carve his own niche in London life.

The very men he is dealing with on an
official basis today are the young English-
men with whom, two years ago, he was
batting cricket balls and shooting grouse.

If and when Goering's gangsters rain
bombs on London again, it won't be the
first time Bob Montgomery has been un-
der German fire. Last year he drove an
ambulance in France and twice, during
the Nazi push around Amiens, Bob's
mercy wagon was raked by machine
guns. He came home when France fell,

applied for a reserve commission in the
Navy and, at the conclusion of his last

film job, asked for active duty.
No hero's part he ever assumed in mo-

tion pictures rates more raves than Bob
Montgomery's real-life role as ambulance
driver, naval officer and diplomat.

SPEAKING of diplomats, Douglas Fair-
bonks Jr., who is a Lieutenant (junior

grade) in the U. S. Naval Reserve, al-
ready has carried out with stunning
success a major mission to the South
American Republics.
Doug's tour of South America was no

mere good-will gesture by movie makers
seeking to promote box-office returns.
Young Fairbanks, who has all of his
father's flare for meeting and mixing with
people, visited seven Latin American
capitals as a personal emissary of Presi-
dent Roosevelt. In line with the Ad-
ministration's desire to strengthen cul-
tural relations as well as economic and
military agreements between the Amer-
icas, Fairbanks spent two months talking
with the top men of Argentina, Brazil.

Chile, Peru, Uruguay, Paraguay and
Panama and returned to give the White
House and the State Department a con-
fidential report on what the political and
intellectual leaders of Latin America are
thinking.
That Doug discharged his delicate mis-

sion with dignity and diplomacy is best
attested by the fact that the foreign
office of one of the countries he visited,

Brazil, inquired unofficially of our State
Department if the friendly film actor
could not be sent back as a permanent
member of the Ambassador's staff.

It is quite possible that Doug will re-
turn to South America on another official

errand. Next time he soars South per-
haps, like Montgomery, he will go as a
naval attache to one of our embassies.
The reserve commission in the Navy for

which Doug applied the day war broke
out in Europe was recently signed by
the President, and Lieutenant Fairbanks,

when he completes his present studio
chore, probably will ask for active duty.
The third actor to trade his dinner coat

of dress sets for the khaki jacket of a
naval aviator's duty uniform is Wayne
Morris. Not many months ago Morris
was filming the excellent air picture, "I
Wanted Wings." He's got them now.
Navy wings. And as a reserve Ensign he
is serving as procurement officer at the
Long Beach Naval Reserve Aviation Base.
The 26-year-old actor was a private

pilot with about 80 flying hours to his
credit before he put in his bid to the
Navy for a commission. In July he was
called up for duty for the duration and
assigned to the California base.

It is gratifying to note that Morris, who
has symbolized the rugged young Amer-
ican in so many screen tales, should be
one of the first actors to prove they can
duplicate in reality the roles they roman-
ticize in Hollywood's land of let's

pretend.

I

F there is anything of which big, blus-
' tering Wallace Beery is almost as
proud as he is of his young daughter,
Carol, it is the prized parchment which
proclaims him a Lieutenant Commander
in the United States Naval Reserve. Sev-
eral years ago Wally, one of Hollywood's
best private pilots, joined the Naval Re-
serve as a Lieutenant. Recently he was
promoted to Lieutenant Commander.

Wally's initial interest in naval avia-
tion came when he made "Hell Divers,'"
a vivid picture of Navy aces which dis-
closed for the first time many of the
activities aboard aircraft carriers and the
dive bombing tactics invented by the
Navy's air arm. In this connection, it is

an interesting aside to note that when
the picture was released in Euroi>e,
British military experts requested that
certain scenes of highly complicated
maneuvers be eliminated. The sugges-
tions for the cuts came too late, however,
and in Washington they'll tell you that
the first military adaptation of the dive
bombing methods shown in "Hell Divers '

was made by the Russian air force, from
whom the technique was borrowed and
developed by the Nazis.
Regular officers of the Navy's air corps

on the West Coast voice the hope that

Beery will be assigned to a California
base, if he is called up for active duty.
He's a mess-mate they'd be proud to

welcome, they say.

Another reserve Lieutenant Comman-
der from Hollywood already has received
his orders to repwrt for duty. He is Gene
Markey, writer-producer, and ex-hus-
band of two of the most glamorous figures

in the film capital's gallery, Joan Bennett
and Hedy Lamarr.
One of the movie colony's more able

yachtsmen, Markey has been a reserve
officer for eight years. He joined the
Atlantic Fleet in September and is now
a deck officer on one of the big battle

wagons based in the Panama Canal Zone.
Three other men whose fame in film-

INVITATION TO SMARTNESS
Five pages of some of the most exciting

clothes of the fall season, chosen for a special

preview showing in Photoplay-Movie Mirror, modeled for you by

MAUREEN O'HARA
Watch for them in the Decennber issue
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land has come from their activities be-
hind rather than in front of the camera
are reserve officers in the Navy, now
awaiting possible calls. They ai'e John
Ford, who has directed several excellent
sea pictures, including "Men Without
Women" and "The Long Voyage Home";
Gregg Toland, crack cameraman; and
Lloyd Bacon, another veteran director.

Ford and Bacon, who served in the Navy
in the last war, are Lieutenant Comman-
ders; Toland, a Lieutenant in the pho-
tographic branch of the Naval Reserve.
Hollywood is represented in the Marine

Corps by Captain James Roosevelt, the
President's eldest son, who was fast mak-
ing a reputation as a film producer before
his return to active military service.

During the time he was attached to the
White House, as a secretary and aide to

his father, Jimmy Roosevelt held a Lieu-
tenant Colonel's commission. He resigned
from this higher rank and took a cap-
taincy when he went into active training
at San Diego about a year ago and it

was as a Captain that he made his
j

extensive observation trip recently in the
war zones of the Far East and Europe.
Captain Jimmy's superior officer at

San Diego was Woody Van Dyke, known
to film-goers as the director of the "Thin
Man" series, who, after serving a tour of

duty as a Major in the Marines, was
retired for reasons of ill health and re-
turned to his studio job.

Another marine of the first World War,
who became somewhat better known for
his fighting in the smaller arena of a

prize ring, has shifted from the Marine
Corps to the Navy. As Director of Ath-
letics for all the Navy's training stations,

Gene Tunney holds the rank of a Lieu-
tenant Commander. His contact witii

Hollywood came in the days when he was
still world's heavyweight champion and
made a successful serial called "The
Fighting Marine."

ANOTHER Lieutenant Commander in
the Naval Reserve, who might lay

claim to being a Hollywood "veteran"
bv reason of appearing in two pictures,
"Wake Up and Live" and "Love and
Hisses," would probably meet with vio-
lent protests from that landlubber Ben
Bernie, did he also claim to be an actor.
Your correspondent, having enlisted as

an apprentice seaman and served on the
U.S.S. Granite State from April, 1917,

to December, 1918, during World War 1,

applied for a reserve commission in 1934,
and was made a Lieutenant.
Advanced to the grade of Lieutenant

Commander this summer, he spent a
month on active duty and in four weeks
learned more about just how great a

service we have as our first line of de-
fense than he could hope to tell you in

four years.

But the story of the United States
Navy isn't told in words. It's written in
the skies by the slashing strokes of fire

from the exhaust of fighting planes, by
the rolling smoke screens that mask our
mighty battleships on parade, by the
faultless ranks of sailors and marines
drawn up at attention when a President
of the United States meets a Prime
Minister of Great Britain in a history-
making conference at sea.

Most deeply, perhaps, is it written in
the proud stirrings in the heart of every
American who, on October 27, toasts the

j

greatest fleet afloat and realizes that to
the officers and men aboard its ships
every day is Navy Day.
For the motion-picture industry's con-

tribution to that Navy, both in manpower
and morale, here's a salute and a toast
from your New York correspondent,
Walter Winchell: "Here's to the land you
love—and the love you land!"
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Mary's
o longer

contrary

I Wake Up Screaming!
{Continued from page 44)

5)

Of course Mary's garden was beau-

tiful—all silver bells and cockle

shells — and pretty maidens in a

row. But she still was glum and

contrary.

You see Mary liked to chew gum.

But she never could find one that

was just right.

One day her dentist suggested she

try Dentyne. He told her Dentyne's

pleasant firmness would be good
for her teeth.

So Mary got a handy, flat, flavor-

tite package of Dentyne — and

promptly tried one of the six in-

dividually wrapped sticks. When
she tasted that temptingly dififer-

ent, uniquely warm and delicious

Dentyne flavor she stopped being

contrary in exactly one-tenth of a

second. "This is my chewing gum,"
cried Mary. "I'll never chew any-

thing else."

And now Mary sings as she gar-

dens.

Moral: You, too, will feel like

singing when you taste

Dentyne. Get a package
today.

6 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
STICKS IN EVERY PACKAGE

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE

down. He was jealous of this actor. Go
on. You didn't go to work. Where did
you go?"

"I walked. I walked out Sunset and
took a bus back. I had lunch. After that

I went to the newsreel theater on Holly-
wood Boulevard. I came out. I didn't

know what time it was."
"It didn't occur to you to look? You

had a date with the woman you loved.
But it didn't occur to you to look and see
what time it was?"

I couldn't see this guy that was talking
but I felt him and I knew him. I knew
him inside and out. I knew his name and
all about him. In the hours these things
had come to me. His name was Ed Cornell
and he was a homicide detective. He was
about thirty. He had red hair and thin
white skin and red eyebrows and blue
eyes. He looked sick. He looked like a
corpse. His clothes didn't fit him. He wore
a derby. Nobody in California wears a

derby but Ed Cornell wore one. He was
a misfit but the rest of them thought he
was smart.

I said: "When I first met her she
wouldn't give me a tumble until I pre-
tended indifference. I thought I would see
what she would do if I didn't show up."
"So you went to a bar.''

"I went to a bar."
"You went to a bar on Hollywood

Boulevard," said Ed Cornell, "but the
waiter doesn't even remember seeing
you."

"Well, it was a dark bar and it was
crowded."
"Then what did you do?"
"I thought."
"What did you think?"
"I thought today Vicky would be very

happy and it would be a lousy trick for

me not to show up and congratulate her."
"In other words you changed your

mind?"
"Yes."
"You didn't wait for her outside of her

agent's office on Sunset and pick her up
at, say—three-thirty?"
"No."
"You didn't pick her up and take her

to her apartment and kill her?"
"No."
"Did you ever argue with her about

Robin Ray?"
"Yes, plenty."

"What did you hit her with this after-

noon?'"
I tried to look at him but I couldn't

see anything. "Why don't you change the
needle,'' I said. He slapped me. He picked
up my hand and put out the lighted end
of his cigarette in the palm of it. I didn't
move.
"Why don't you talk, mister?"
I didn't say anything.
"You're smooth but I know personally

that you killed her. I don't care what the
rest of them think; I've never been wrong
in my life. I'm going to hang you, mister.

Now or later I'm going to hang you. I'm
going to build up an air-tight case. I

work when I'm off duty. I never stop
working. You're such a smooth baby. But
you'll see. Ed Cornell will put a noose
around your neck. Open your eyes and
listen to me! You'll never get away. As
long as you live you'll never get away!"

I keeled over.

THE assistant D.A.'s office was bright
' and sunny. He sat across from me in

a swivel chair. He was tapping a pencil

on the desk blotter and he looked upset.

"There's been a terrible mistake," he
said.

I didn't say anything.

"Are you—interested in the names of
the men who—who questioned you last

night?"
"No."_
"That's sensible. I can assure you that

at least two of them will be demoted be-
cause of it. It seemed logical that you
were the guilty one."

"Doesn't it now?"
He put down the pencil and folded his

hands. "No," he said. "We think we know
the identity of the killer. A man named
Harry Williams. He's been missing since
five-thirty last night."

"Harry Williams! The switchboard
guy?"

"Yes. It's our theory that he saw Miss
Lynn come in and followed her upstairs.
He had a pass key at his disposal. He
tried to embrace her and she fought him.
In his rage he picked up something and
hit her with it. The coroner tells us that
she was hit by something much harder
than just a fist. Whatever this object was,
Williams must have taken it with him.
We put out dodgers on him. He's being
word-mugged on teletype all along the
line—all state and local gendarmes. The
little rat hasn't a chance. . .

.''

I

REMEMBER that the fresh earth be-
' side the grave was brown and wet, and
that the black coffin was shiny in the
sun. I remember that I did not cry, but
just stood there, even when the men with
the spades went away, and then, after

that, I do not remember at all the things
I did that day.
For a while I escaped. I remember now

that for a long time I wasn't myself. I

was a guy caught up in a glorious vortex.
I was mad and gay and that isn't me at

all. I was in the middle of a silver cyclone
and the days and the nights whirled by
with a shrill musical screaming. I was
carried along in a clique of crazy people
and I didn't have to think.

But I began thinking of Jill. I didn't

want to see her again. I didn't want to

hear her name. But in the middle of a

party I would think of her. When I drove
in my car and saw the palms and the
stars I thought of her. When I kissed
girls that didn't mean anything to me at

all I remembered Jill. I don't know why.
Because I hated her. I was scared, think-
ing of her. Maybe she killed Vicky!
Maybe it was Jill!

Twice I ran into Ed Cornell. I ran
smack into him on the street. I do not

Picture with a punch: Billy Conn,

prize-ring sensation who makes

his movie debut in "The Pittsburgh

Kid," with his wife Mary Louise
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remember what he said either time. 1

didn't think about him after he was gone.
I thought only of Jill.

Then I could stand it no longer. I drove
over to the apartment. She had moved to

a one-room single on the second floor. It

was not nearly as nice as the other apart-
ment. Jill opened the door. She was
wearing a red silk dress and an apron
over it. She didn't say hello and I didn't

speak. Now she stood in the middle of the
room and looked at me.

"Hello," I said at last.

"You shouldn't have come." She said
it so low I scarcely heard.

"Didn't you want me to?" I said.

"No."
"You were thinking of me."
"That's something else," she said. "I

didn't want you here."

"Why not?"
"I don't know," she said.

"A long time ago Vicky said you were
in love with me."

"It wasn't true. It isn't love."

"What is it?"

"I don't know. I wish you'd go."

She scared me. "You've been talking to

Ed Cornell," I said.

"Yes."
"You shouldn't listen to him, Jill. He's

a hysterical fool."

"I know." She looked up. "It isn't Ed
Cornell. That isn't what's wrong with
me."
"Then what is it?"

"I don't know. It started even before
Vicky was killed. It started the first time
I ever looked at you. You came into the

room, and I was there and you stopped
and we stared at one another. It was as

though—we'd met before. It gave me a

chill."

"I remember," I said. "But I didn't

know you'd felt that way."
"Now I remember you all the time.

And I hate you. But I have an insane
impulse that makes me want to protect
you. I don't know why. It's just there.

It's like you're afraid in the dark and
I'm telling you it's all right." She leaned
forward. "Are you ever afraid in the
dark, Peg?"

"Jill, stop it!"

"It isn't pleasant," she said. "It's turned
my life into hell. Perhaps it'll be better
now that I've said it all. I don't know
why I should want to protect you. You
don't need it."

"No."
"Do you think we can forget?"
"I think so. I think so now. You had

to say some ugly things. Ugly things ggt
in your soul and make you wretched.
It's because you've been under a terrible
strain. Vicky's death and everything."
"That must be it."

We sat on the divan. The room was
depressing. I was afraid of Jill and I

talked much about nothing. Then she got
up to get a book to show me. She walked
across the room. I got up and she handed
me the book and I put it down. She
looked at me, frightened. But we just
stood there. My heart was beating so
fast that I had to lean against the wall.
Now she came to me. She didn't touch

me but she stood very close. I felt cold
sweat on my face. She put her hands on
my shoulders and put her face very close
to mine. I drew her hands down. My
throat swelled up with a scream. I choked
it off.

"Jill—you look like Vicky!"
"You must be wrong."
"No, you do. Jill

—

I'vi afraid]"
"Are you afraid, darling?"
"Jill—"
She was shaking me: "Darling! Dar-

ling!"

I looked at her, and it wasn't Vicky at
all. It was Jill—sweet and tender and
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GIRL
BAIT
Amazing Confessions of a

Murder, Inc., Henchman

COR months you've read

about smasliing the nation's

most sinister crime syndicate

— Murfler, Inc. And you were

shocked to learn that man\
of these gunmen were mere

boys — a legion of innocent

youths recruited into a vi-

cious army of crime menac-

ing our young men and threatening

our freedom as surely as an invad-

ing horde

!

"Girl Bait" is the astonishing con-

fession of a former teen-age Mur-

der, Inc., gangman with an

luininating introduc-

tion by Austin Mc-
Cormick, well-
known crime com-
missioner. Begin it

now in True Story

for November

!

YOU CAN WEIGH
WHAT YOU WANT
Dieting — no longer a rigidly

malnutritions formula. Today
any healthy woman can be en-

chantingly slim—provided she

has a reasonable amount of

patience and scientific facts to

guide her. "Weight Control

—

^'ou Can Weigh What You
Want," appearing in November
True Story, is a truly remark-
able article of wise instruction

by Dr. Norman R. Goldsmith,
l)rominent beautician. Nina
Wilcox Putnam, tiie famous
author, recently reduced 47
pounds by this simple method.
Don't miss this educational
feature in the new True Story!

In This

Issue

ir Eddie Cantor's
Favorite Love Story

if Life With Benny—by Mory Living-

stone

il The Secret Thoughts of Wol/y Wind-
sor

ir We Shall Build Good Ships—stirring

book-length novel

and a host of fasciiidtiug True
Storji features and departments
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compassionate. Jill was holding me in her
arms and it was all right. All at once I

knew that it would always be all right

so long as I was with her!

I knew that . . . and I wanted to shout,

shout! But instead, I choked up and be-
gan crying like a baby.
"Forgive me, Jill," I said. "I love you!"
"Do you sweet?" She was whispering.
I nodded, unashamed of the wet that

was on my face. I was glad and crazy
and mixed up—and in love as I had never
been in love before in all my life!

I
T WAS a fine California winter, the

days bright and warm, and the nights
crisp with wind and crystal clear. I

bought a season ticket for the Coliseum
and Jill and I went every Saturday.
One evening we decided to drive down

to Laguna for dinner, but the car raced
through the night, making scarcely a
sound, and we went on to San Diego.
The streets were thick with sailors and
girls. Welcome Navy signs appeared
everywhere.

Jill and I ate dinner and drove to the
harbor. Warships lay at anchor, side by
side. Destroyers, four abreast; long, sleek

submarines; cruisers and tenders. Their
yardarms blinked; searchlights combed
the sky. A night squadron of Navy Boe-
ings roared overhead.
We were silent, just sitting there in the

car, and then Jill spoke very softly.

"California's beautiful, isn't it? It's

pretty . . . and has sunshine, and some
very nice people in it."

"—Such as Jill Lynn."
"You're sweet! Only—I was thinking

of Vicky."
"Oh."
"She'll always be between us, won't

she? We both loved her, and she'll be
there. . .

."

"Jill?"

"Yes?"
"I—want you to know something." I

was turned toward her, my elbow on the
steering wheel. "Vicky was all honey and
silver. She was laughter at midnight.
Only she wasn't the first girl I ever had

—but you are the first, because it's all

different . . . I'm supposed to be eloquent.
But I don't know how else to tell you!"
She was looking down. "It's—nice of

you to say that, darling. Even if you don't
mean it."

"But I do!"
She was crying suddenly. "Do you

know—I believe it!

"Drive, darling," she said a bit later.

"Drive along the shore."
"Okay, and you sing."

I drove down the long ribbon of road,

the headlights glowing through the night,

and Jill sang. The sky was silver with
dawn when we arrived back in Holly-
wood. The streets were still and the rows
of tall palms stood like lonely totems. I

pulled up to the apartment and saw her
to the door. I walked back to the car,

whistling.
Ed Cornell was sitting in the front seat.

LIE WORE a thin, shabby topcoat, and
' ' he sat there shivering, his hands
jammed in the pockets.

"Isn't it rather early in the morning for

ghouls, Mr. Cornell?"
His white face was gaunt and haggard.

"I've been waiting for you since mid-
night," he said. "I was over there—across

the street. You didn't even see me when
you drove up."
"What do you want?"
"The usual things." He coughed. "You

—you can drive me—to my hotel—if you
wiU. I think I've caught pneumonia wait-

ing for you. The cars haven't begun
running yet. I can't afford taxi fare. It's

five miles."

"You've got nerve, I'll say that."

"I've spent too much of my own money
following you already."

"I'm crying."

"But they'll reimburse me when I

bring in the material for your trial. They
usually do in these cases." He had begun
snuffling. "You'll drive me, won't you?"

I started the car. I hated his high-

pitched voice. It was a sort of nasal

tenor, all one tone.

"I hope it isn't pneumonia," said Ed

The Jill and Peg of Phofoplay-Movie Mirror's "I Wake

Up Screaming" as the screen will see them: Betty

Grable and Victor Mature get set for Fox's "Hot Spot"

PHOTOPLAY conibiiied with movie mirror



Cornell. "I've got you just about where
I want you and this is no time to stop.

I could arrest you today, for that matter,

but you'd get some hot-shot lawyer and
yuu might wriggle out with life instead of

the death penalty."

"You're crazy!"

"Sure. They all think I'm nuts. And I

never get tired seeing the surprise when
we come up with Exhibits A to Z."

"Listen
—

" I sucked for breath. "Listen

—I'm not guilty of anything! If—if you
persecute me it'll be wrong."
"Thank you, mister."

"For what?"
"That's the first time you've flattered

my ego with fear. I've made progress."

There was a street car on Seventh

Avenue and I raced a block ahead and
stopped.
"You can catch the trolley," I said.

"Very well, mister. Thank you for the

ride. I hope you aren't angry. I'm only

following my conscience to the
—

"

I jerked the door out of his hand and
slammed it shut.

"THAT'S very queer,'' the assistant D.A.
' said. "Cornell has said nothing at all to

me. This office has concentrated on Harry
Williams. Cornell has no right to molest

you. Of course, he's doing it on his own
time."
"What do I care whose time he's doing

it on'?"

"Ah—you seem upset." He was playing

with a Dencil. "And isn't it strange Ed
Cornell should bother you'? He has taken

a similar interest in cases of this sort in

the past. But he's never failed to turn in

a brilliant case record." He paused. "He's

a queer chap, all right. One-track mind

—

with a noose at the end of the track."

He rattled the pencil. "Of course we
will surely prosecute if he brings in a

case. I may as well tell you that."

"You mean to say
—

"

"We'll check the facts, naturally. This
office isn't against you. But—

"

"You'd just as soon hang me, and close

the books."
"I didn't say that."

"What about Harry Williams?"
"I imagine we'd have to assume he was

dead if
—

"

"You make me sick," I said.

"Well, Ed Cornell caji be wrong. But
the fact is

—

"

"He's never been wrong yet!"'

"I was just going to say that. How did

you know?"
On Hollywood Boulevard all of the

street signs were changed, and now
they read "Santa Claus Lane." At night

people came from everywhere; they
packed the sidewalks, they jammed the

streets. They crowded into the bright

shops. Shops all decorated with Christ-
mas, dolled up like pretty girls, doors
open wide, every clerk busy, wrapping
packages in scarlet and blue and silver

paper.

"Darling, this is a nice cafe. But I'm
not hungry at all. I'm just kind of tired.

It's—nice sitting here where you can rest

—and sort of watch the boulevard."
"Shall I order a bottle of champagne?"
"No. This is fine."

"Jill—"
"Yes?"
"Let's get married!"
"When?"
"Tonight. We'll fly to—"
"No—in January. The old year's been

sad. I'd rather start new.''

"It's a date. Miss Lynn. New Year's Eve
in Las "Vegas!"

"Oh, that's thrilling!"

"Merry Christmas then—-from me to

you, with love."

"What is it? . . . Peg! Oh, darling! It's
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EVERY day your skin is different from what it was the day before.

Slight changes, indiscernible except perhaps through the microscope,

gradually encroach . . .

Until a day comes when a too-candid mirror shows blemishes you've
always hoped you might somehow escape—enlarged pore openings, oily

shine, blackheads, excessive dryness.

Ask other women who have had this experience what they have done.
Hundreds of them would tell you, "I've found the very help my skin needs
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ternal pore openings. And because it contains cholesterol it holds moisture
in the skin and so helps to keep it supple and pliant, and to relieve excessive

dryness.
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This special cream offers a method of cleansing that is differentl It not

only absorbs the surface dirt but penetrates
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^Meds

— by a society editor

My job is keeping up-to-date, so I've

used internal sanitary protection for

a long time. But Meds are my Icrtest

find! They're the new and improved
tampon brought out by Modess—and
I do mean improved!

Comfort? Why, you hardly know
you're wearing Meds! And what grand
protection^— they're the only tampons
with the "safety center." And imagine
—Meds cost only 20^ a box of ten, an
average month's supply— or 98e for

sixty! No other tampons in individual

applicators cost so little.

YOU, TOO, CAN HAVE
A BEAUTIFUL NOSE!

Nobody today need go through
life with the handicap of a
badly shaped nose, disfigured
features or blemishes. Get your
copy of •YOUR NEW FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE- . See how
Plastic Surgery quickly, easily
reshapes ugly noses, sets back
protruding ears. Learn how

SCIENCE "takes years off " the prematurely-
aged face, corrects scrawny necks, double chins,
excessive wrinkles, scars, birthmarks, etc. "YOUR
NEW FACE IS YOUR FORTUNE ', written by a
famous plastic surgeon, will be sent post-paid
in a private wrapper, for only 25c. Address:

FRANKLIN HOMSl, Publi^htt,
629 Dre>el Bliie.. Phila.. Pa. Oept.4P.

such a heautijul ring! When did you get
itr'

"Hey, Jill, you're crying. . .
."

"Shut up, you idiot! Don't you know
Christmas isn't for eight days yet? Eight
more shopping days— Look, the ring fits!"

"Must be some mistake. I'll send it

back."

THE sky was gray and heavy, and the
' lot was quiet, the little streets dark and
empty, and yet it was a fraud, for the
sound stages were alive; you could see
the wagging signal and the light flashing
red.

Outside of the door of stage ten the
red signal was wagging, and I waited until

it stopped, then went in. Almost the
moment I was inside the bell sounded
again and they had resumed shooting.
Robin Ray, wearing a hockey outfit,

came striding in talking.

I heard Hurd Evans' irritable, harangu-
ing voice.

"Cut!"
The main arc lights snapped off and I

moved forward. I could see the whole set

now. Hurd Evans sat up on a high stool

near the camera. He was wearing gray
slacks and an open shirt. His brown hair
was stringy and his face was covered
with sweat. They'd evidently been over
this scene a number of times.
"What was wrong?"
"What was wrong? You can't even

remember one line at a time, can you?
"You don't have to get nasty." Robin

Ray said. He looked very young and
handsome in the heavy tan make-un. He
looked like a champion hockey player.

I felt a tap against my arm. It was a
messenger. '"There's a guy on the lot look-
ing for you," he said.

"Who?"
"I don't know. Funny guy, though. He

must be drunk. He says he's going to

arrest you for murder."
"He says what?"
"That he's going to arrest you for

murder."
"Is his name Ed Cornell?"
"He didn't say."
It's Cornell all right. He's completed

his case. It must he a pretty thing. And
he'll hang you! Don't fret about that.

He's been after you jor a long time.
The scene had started again. Cornell

couldn't get into the sound stage while
the camera was in motion. There was a
side door.

I knew there was this side door. But I

couldn't move. There was a ringing in my
ears. Merry Christmas, people would say.
You're a cooked goose. We're very sorrn
jor you.

Wasn't it too bad about him, though '

This they would say afterward. He u-a,--

such a nice chap. Didn't look like a

murderer, did he? I was at the trial. They
had a beautijul case. A really beautiful
case. The proseciition was brilliant. He's
in the death house now. They say he's

ivriting letters to everyone he knows. He
writes fine letters but they won't do him
any good. He's going to die on Wednes-
day. I see by the papers—

I was at the side door. My hands shook
so that I could scarcely throw back the
bolts. I wanted to run. But you can't run
on such wobbly legs. Run where?
The darkness had come. It was black

and lovely. The little studio lights were
on. The secretaries were streaming out
of buildings and going toward the main
gate.

I walked right through the main gate.

Nobody stopped me. My car was in a
parking lot on the corner, but I didn't

dare take it. I got into a cab, gave the
driver the name of my hotel.

The hotel lobby was crowded. But it

suddenly struck me what a fool I was!
The cops would expect me to come back
here.

I needed money. I had less than twenty
dollars in my wallet. I moved to a writing
desk, sat down and scribbled a check.
I got up and walked across to the grilled
window marked Cashier.

"I wonder if I could get a little cash?"
A girl wearing horn-rimmed glasses

looked at me. I took my credit card out
of my wallet and dropped it there beside
tiie cLeck. I was trying to smile.

"Oh, yes." She read my name. She
reached for the cash drawer, and then
she glanced at my name again.

"Just a minute," she said.

"Sure."
She left her cubicle and moved toward

the desk. I turned on my heel and started
in the direction of the revolving door.
The cops had tipped off the hotel! But

I wasn't having any. No thanks, sister!

I arrived out on the sidewalk in a cold
sweat, made a run for a cab. I got in and
slammed the door. The driver turned
around and stared at me.

If I don't give an address he'll think it's

fishy.

I gave him the address of Jill's apart-
ment. I didn't know why. I wasn't even
thinking now. Five minutes later the
switchboard kid plugged in Jill's phone
and announced me.
"She says come right up."
"Is there anyone else there?"
"No," he said. "At least I didn't see

anyone."
/ could take a chance! I had to see her!
I couldn't go away without that. I went

up the stairs three at a time, and down
the hall. I knocked at the door.
Ed Cornell opened it.

There is one way out for Peg now—
but will he take it? Will Jill want him
to? Watch for the next installment of
this exciting story in December Photo-
play-Movie Mirror.

"Definitely a find" is the way Betty

Bryant of "Forty Thousand Horsemen"
is labeled. The film, a first World
War epic, is the first Australian
picture to be shown in the U. S.
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No Secret Marriage

This Time

(Continued from page 30)

every actress receives, but everywhere I

went I wished John were with me. I

couldn't keep him out of mind. I could
hardly wait to get home.
"The first night upon my return, we

talked seriously about marriage. Had we
been on the desert, doing the simple
things we loved, there would have been
no misunderstanding. But we were in

Hollywood where life takes on a dif-

ferent perspective.

"I guess the atmosphere of the luxury
and extravagance of my New York trip

still clung to me.
"Instead of Pat Lane, the girl with

whom John fell in love, I was Priscilla

Lane, the movie acti-ess.

"John showed little enthusiasm for the

extravagant plans I mapped out for our
future.

"He had nothing to say to my, 'I want
this. We must have that.' He knew
the things I was planning would not
bring lasting happiness.
"There was no arguing, no scolding.

John is the most unselfish and under-
standing person in the world. He said

he didn't want to stand in my way. That
I had a right to do and have what I

wanted. But he thought, under the cir-

cumstances, it was best to call the whole
thing off.

" 'I'll go back to the desert,' he said.

'You will always know where I am if

you want to get in touch with me.'

"I was miserable. I couldn't eat. I

couldn't sleep.

"In three days I knew that nothing
or no one counted but John. He was
in Hollywood in less than three hours
after I telephoned him.

SINCE then there have been no more
doubts, no more misunderstandings.

The way ahead lies straight and clear.

Each of us has certain work to do, obliga-

tions that must be fulfilled.

"John respects and admires anyone
who accomplishes something worth while,

whether it's making hats or acting before
the camera.
"He is proud of my success and eager

to help me, just as I am proud of his

success and eager to help him.
"He doesn't want a housekeeper for a

wife. He knows I will never be the little

woman who stays home to make the beds
and wash the dishes.

"He understands what my home in

Hollywood means to me. The home
Rosemary and I gave Mother. He knows
it is here I will live while I am making
a picture. That it is the place he will

share with me when I am working.
"Our home—John's house and mine

—

John will build on a high knoll over-
looking Yucca Loma. We have gone so
far as to stake out the big front room,
the dining room and the bedrooms. There
will be a patio and a big lawn and a
flower garden.
"That is as far as we have planned.

Until John knows where he stands in

the draft, we can do nothing more.
Neither of us thinks it wise to marry if

he is called into the Army. Since he is

thirty-five years old, it may be that
he will not be called.

"Whatever comes, this we know: We
have set a firm foundation for our life

together and waiting will not weaken it.

We will be married as soon as the time
is right—married in this room, with both
our families present. When that time
comes we will be so happy that we will
want all the world to know."
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The action of Ex-Lax is thorough, yet

gentle.' 'No shock. No strain. No weak-

ening after-effects. Just an easy, com-

fortable movement that brings blessed

relief. Ex-Lax is not too strong—not too

mild— right. Take Ex-Lax accord-

ing to the directions on the label.

It's good for every member of the

family. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

EX-LAX

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to acquainted with

new customers, "we will beautifully enlarge
one snapshot print or negative, photo or pic-
ture to 8x10 inches—FREE—if you enclose
this ad with 10c for handling and return
mailing. Information on hand tinting in
natural colors sent immediately. Your orig-
inal returned with your free enlargement.
Send it today.
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Round-Up of Romances
(Continued jrom page 32)

Hollywood did know that Roger's ten-
year-old daughter by his former marriage
had been visiting them. Just prior to the
little girl's arrival, Ann had had her bed-
room newly decorated. The house only
has two master bedrooms and no sooner
did Ann get her bedroom done than it

burned up. This is literally true, and a
rather funny story. Ann was so crazy
about the new decorations that she
wouldn't even let her maid clean up the
room. She did it herself each morning and
locked the room when she went to the
studio. One morning, apparently, she left

a lighted cigarette behind her. When the

frantic maid finally smelled the burning
hangings, got Ann at the studio and Ann
got home with the key, it was all too

late.

Naturally no movie star can be ex-
pected to sleep in a gutted-out bedroom,
so Annie had moved into the other bed-
room with her stepdaughter and Roger
had gone to a hotel.

That was the way things stood until not

so many days ago there appeared in the

newspapers this bombshell—a statement
that she and her husband were separat-

ing. "Due to our widely divergent ac-

tions," she said, "problems have arisen

which we felt might more easily be solved

by a trial separation."

Ann and Roger, as you can see, are

still fighting for their marriage. But at

this point not even they can prophesy
the outcome.
The break-up of the Errol (Fighting)

Flynns so immediately after their first

baby was born was really shocking to

Hollywood. Despite the numerous sep-

arations and reconciliations of this pair,

Hollywood had maintained the belief that

theirs was really a love match, no matter

how stormy. Therefore, where on all

other occasions Hollywood has always

laughed and said Lili and Errol would
be back together again soon, this time

it says just the opposite. Lili and Errol

both say it is all over. Perhaps it is.

but you can't be certain.

You can't be certain, either, in the case

of Lana Turner and Tony Martin. Their

friends say you can expect them to be

married any day soon. But these two
quarrel and make up, make up and quar-
rel, with Tony being now under the same
handicap with Lana that he was with

Alice Faye.
Tony's strongest medium is not dra-

matics. He is a personality, he is hand-
some, he has a swoon-making voice. In

radio, in personal appearances, he's tops,

but in pictures he's far from appearing

at his best. Meanwhile Lana gets in-

creasingly more important. It made a

tough setup with Alice. It will probably

mean a tougher setup with Lana, because
Lana and Tony quarrel more. Even if

they do marry, nobody in Hollywood

would give you a plugged nickel on the

success of the union.

You can tell, however, about Gary
Grant and Barbara Hutton, or, in other

words, unless all signs fail, there is noth-
ing to tell. Despite their recent trip to-

gether into Mexico, this is one of those

"as is" romances, similar to the Brent-
Sheridan romance, the George Raft-

Betty Grable romance. In the latter case,

of course, nothing can be done. George
is still undivorced. In the former two,

Hollywood thinks nothing will be done.

You can discount that chatter about
Laraine Day's marrying Ray Hendricks,

the singer, any day now. The slim Miss
Day knows how marriages slow down
young actresses' careers and she wants
nothing whatsoever to slow down hers.

Don't put too much stock, either, in those

Ginger Rogers-George Montgomery dat-

ings. They are intense and night-after-

night currently, but it is often thus with
Miss Rogers.

She seems to have as keen an ability

to get in and out of romantic compli-
cations as does the aforementioned Mr.
Brent. Perhaps she even learned the

trick from him, for once upon a time
they two saw quite a bit of one another.

Or maybe she learned some of it from
Howard Hughes, to whom she was sup-
posedly engaged a year ago. this same
Mr. Hughes who lately has been ringing

Miss Hedy Lamarr's doorbell, and prior

to either Hedy or Ginger has dated every
leading glamour girl in turn

OF course, other gentlemen ring Miss
Lamarr's doorbell, too. There is Mr.

John Howard, who still calls frequently;
Mr. Reginald Gardiner, who calls very
occasionally, and amusingly enough. Mr.
Gene Markey, who is an ex-husband, who
has lately been re-calling. But Hedy's
heart belongs to Johnnie. It honestly
does. Johnnie is the only person that

Hedy cares for passionately and com-
pletely. In case you have forgotten. John-
nie is the little boy she adopted nearly
two years ago. Because of her divorce she
still hasn't his legal custody. Until she
has, you may be sure that there will be
no romance in the Lamarr life. It is one
of those unbelievable things that a girl

like this should turn out to be all-

mother, but it is absolutely true.

That's the current romance round-up.
affairs of the Hollywood heart brought
right up to the minute. Of course. I don't
know how long this minute will last. They
do say that Brent and Sheridan . . . they
do say that that producer and his wife . . .

no, no, I do not mean Arthur Hornblow
and Myrna Loy . . . ah, well. I'll have to

check up on those and tell you more in

another couple of months, when I come
back again armed with my beaux and
arrows

WHAT KIND OF A HOUSE DO THEY LIVE IN?"

That's what many readers ask us in

their letters about Hollywood stars

NEXT MONTH
in an intimate and exclusive feature we give you o
picture of Ida Lupino and Louis Hayward as they really

are in their own home with special photographs by
Photoplay-Movie Mirror's own photographer
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If I Were Editor

(Continued jrom 'page 39)

business. It was about this time that

Prince Lichtenstein came to Hollywood
with the Austrian riders who were to

compete in the Los Angeles Olympics.
He asked Von to come with him and take
charge of the troops.

But it was Erich Von Stroheim who
; was respKjnsible for getting Von started

on the job of technical advisor in cav-
alry pictures. His first was leading the
charge in "Charge of the Light Brigade."
In that charge there were thirty-eight

casualties, and sixty-five horses killed.

"Had any general suffered such a loss

there would be nothing left for him to

do save drink a bottle of warm cham-
pagne and blow his brains out. I deter-
mined that never again would I work
with untrained troops, no matter how
well they could ride."

The only way Von could have trained

troops was to pick his men and train

them. With all the extra boys in Holly-
wood and all the cowboys, that seemed
like an easy task. It wasn't. The extra

boys were doing all right without train-

ing and the cowboys laughed at the idea

that they could be taught anything about
riding. As a last resort, Von visited the

imiversity and put his idea up to the

young men about to graduate. Out of

the hundreds who volunteered. Von
picked only forty tall handsome fellows.

He rented a field and a horse apiece

and started in to drill according to

Army rules.

He not only taught them to ride in any
territory, to jump, carry guns, spears,

flags, but he also taught them how to

walk like a soldier, salute, sit down,
stand up, enter a room, leave a room,
put on a glove, take it off, remove a

cap, address a superior, a lady, an under-
ling. In other words, when Von got
through, those boys were soldiers for

close-ups as well as long shots—for the
ballroom as well as the field of battle.

"Our first job, as a troop, was 'Maid of

Salem,' and we've never been out of work
since," says the proud Von.

\A/HEN Hollywood couples grab a plane
' and hop over the state line to find a

minister, did you ever give a thought to
the pilot of that plane? You should, be-
cause in nine cases out of ten he is Holly-
wood's own handsome, debonair "Honey-
moon Express Pilot" Paul Mantz! Paul
is dark and handsome and thirty-six; if

he had liked acting as well as he does
action he'd have given Gable plenty of
headaches.

"I'd rather give 'em thrills and chills,"

Paul laughs, failing to mention that once
in a while he gives 'em a few spills as
well. You see, helping cupid tie knots
is the least of Paul's work—most of it is

done for air pictures. No stunt the gag
man can think up is too tough for Paul
and his boys.

Paul, who became a pilot at the age of
sixteen, headed for Hollywood after he
heard about Dick Grace, veteran stunt
pilot who used to crash planes for pic-
tures at $1,500 a crash. Paul knew all

about crashes—he had experienced plenty
of them but never got a dime. He headed
west and spent two years banging at
studio doors before anyone gave him a
tumble.
One of his first stunts was to fly

through a hangar and just miss Slim
Summerville when he flew out. He ex-
plained to Slim about that blind spot on
the plane.

"You'll have to use your own judg-
ment about ducking in time because I

won't be able to see you."

Military Boot by
B. F. Goodrich
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These photos show standard
laboratory tests of antiseptic
properties of 3 leading baby
powders. Width of the dark
area around center of plate
shows power to prevent growth
of germs. Only the bottom
plate, holding Mennen powder,
shows definite antiseptic value.

Being antiseptic, Mennen
helps protect baby's skin against
germs. Made by exclusive Men-
nen process, "hammerizing," it

is smoother, more uniform in

texture. And you'll like its new,
delicate fragrance.
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plexion, and keeps it flower fresh for

hours and hours.
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"You can't tell me nothin' about duck-
in'," Slim bragged. "I began by duckin'
custard pies."

Pies sail through the air at fifteen

miles an hour, a plane at a hundred.
Slim didn't duck; he was so scared he
sank to the ground and the plane
skimmed on over him. Six years later,

the same thing occurred in Canada on
one of the Quint pictures, only this time
Paul managed to tiptilt the wing over
Slim's head. Slim isn't exactly sore at

Paul, but he just "ain't gonna tempt fate

agin."

When Paul isn't on a picture he still is

not idle. He is the very active head of a
charter plane service out at the Union
Air Terminal in Burbank, California. He
and his boys contract to fly anything or
anybody any place in any weather.

THE next time you sit in a theater
watching an air picture and you find

yourself ducking because the plane seems
to be coming right at you, just pretend
you're up there in the air with camera-
man Elmer Dyer and that you can't duck!
If you do there won't be any picture
because the greatest air stunts in the
world wouldn't add much to the picture
if the camera failed to catch them. They
can't all be taken from the ground—and
that's where Elmer Dyer comes in.

Elmer started out to be just another
cameraman, but it was pretty dull work
until one day, way back in the days of

early war pictures, when Dick Grace
invited him to go up and shoot some air

stuff. They were trying to photograph
the walls of a solid rock canyon. Dick
realized that the plane wouldn't make it

and yelled to Dyer, in the back cockpit,

to sit down because they were going to

crash. They crashed. When Dick came
to, he looked around for Dyer. Cold
sweat poured from his face when he saw
that back seat folded up like an accor-
dion. Then something told him to look in

the opposite direction. There on a
broken wing sat a very foolish but very
calm-looking Dyer, staring stupidly at

the camera crank in his hand.
"Gosh," he apologized, "I guess I lost

the camera."
After that Dyer was a hero—the brav-

est cameraman in town. He still is. If a
stunt has to be photographed, Dyer is

the man to do it. He and Paul Mantz
have chased clouds from Hollywood to

Denver to get a particular efiect. Once

they flew right into a cloud that was
black as ink. Worse than that, it was a
complete vacuum inside. Down, down,
down the plane dropped until it hit the
bottom of the cloud, which was air. They
flew out upside down but otherwise un-
scathed. "But there's just nothing like

having some good solid ozone under your
wings," Elmer insists. "A little in your
lungs doesn't hurt either!" Paul adds.

The next time you sit in a theater and
gasp because the lady on the screen is

so beautiful that she quite takes your
breath away, just give a word of praise to

the man who made her that way.
Leon Shamroy says boldly, "All women

are beautiful!" Then, with a twinkle in

his brown eyes, adds, "That's what I had
to learn in order to become a first-clas^

cameraman. No matter what a fact

looked like I had to make it look beauti-
ful. At first I thought the studio wa
handing me all the difficult faces in the

world and then I learned a neat littli

trick—you don't light the lady; you
light the wall behind her."

Indirect lighting is the secret, accord-
ing to Leon, who insists that few women
are so beautiful that they can stand direct

Ught. If you would be beautiful in your
own home, get rid of all those overhead
and wall-bracket lights and resort to

lamps. Place the lamps where you are

apt to sit, that is beside or behind chairs

and sofas. Light your walls rather than
yourself. See if you cannot so arrange
your lamps that thej' will cast some in-

teresting shadow upon the wall just back
of the spot your head will occupy.

"If a screen star has a bad left cheek.
I don't concentrate on the cheek," says
Leon, "I just toss a baby spot to the wall
back of the cheek and the audience is so

busy looking at the wall that they never
even see the cheek."

All you have to remember is to have
the light behind your head, shining upon
your hair and not upon your face. Many
a not-too-pretty woman has beer
stamped as "beautiful" because she was
smart enough to halo-light her hair, thus
forming a flattering frame for her face

"Of course, make-up has a lot to do
with beauty," Shamroy admits, "but
Colonial ladies caught their beaux by
moonlight and held them by candlelight

Just take a tip from great-great-great
grandma and never, never go near a

harsh, bright light."

This is tfie end of the table you didn't see on page 70;

Robert Taylor, Jimmy Stewart and a nice little smirker,

Frances Robinson, help Bob celebrate his birthday at Giro's
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Clamor Boys

(Continued from page 43)

it's become the natural medium of com-
munication between them. Profession-
ally, Bud's the sharp guy, Lou the inno-
cent forever smacked down, forever
bobbing hop>efully to the surface. In real

life he gives as good as he gets. That's the
chief difference. Also their private cross-
fire is more casual, more effortless, al-

most absent-minded, but marked by the
same undercurrent of tacit loyalty. How-
ever choice the invective they toss at each
other, the mildest attack on either by a
third party brings them shoulder to
shoulder against the world. In a scene
for "Ride 'Em, Cowboy," Bud had blown
his lines a couple of times.
"Want to rehearse it?" asked Arthur

Lubin, the director
"No."
"Will you forget it?"'

"Who's got a better right to forget it?"
bawled Lou. "Look at his profile. Whyn-
cha get him a blackboard?"
To try wringing from them a rational

account of their life and times is labor
wasted. We can vouch for the bare
facts, which we obtained elsewhere. The
boys vouch for the embroidery they
contributed. They raised pious hands,
spilled salt over their shoulders and
offered to drag in a notary to attest the
truth of each syllable. What you choose
to believe is up to you.

^OSTELLO was born Louis Francis^ Cristello in New Jersey, of Irish-
Italian parentage. He worked as a stunt
man in Hollywood, doubling at one time
for Dolores Del Rio. (Yes, that's true,
I didn't get it from Lou.) Abbott was
born William under an Atlantic City
circus top. His mother was a bareback
rider, his father advance man for Ring-
lings. In 1930 he and Lou met at a
Brooklyn burlesque house—Lou a small-
time vaudeville comic. Bud the theater's
cashier.

"My straight man doesn't show up,"
said Lou. "So I walk into the box
office—"
"To borrow a couple of tickets—•"

" 'Wanna be an actor?' I said. At the
time he appealed to me. Later I found
out different

—

"

"I jumped in to save the guy. The
customers were throwin' eggs at him to
make ham and eggs

— ''

"You're gettin' the wrong story, honey.
The boss won't pay you." The waitress
brought his spaghetti. "Continue, Bud.
I can't eat without a thing on my
stomach."
Cheated of argument. Bud lost interest

too. "So they liked my pretty face and
the rest is history."

"You spelled history wrong there—

"

Lou pointed a kindly finger.

From across the room a big shot waved
at them. "Hiya, neighbor," called Bud.
"We gotta be nice to him. We're trying
to promote a couple of trailers for dress-
ing rooms— Hey!'' The impact of an
idea hit them at the same moment. His
eyes questioned Lou, who nodded vigor-
ously. "How's about some publicity'^"

We didn't get it. "Photoplay-Movie
Mirror!" cooed Lou. "Nice Photoplay-
Movie Mirror, good Photoplay-Movie
Mirror, sweet Photoplay-Movie Mirror.
It comes out in Photoplay-Movie Mirror
like this: Wouldn't it be cute if Universal
gave the boys a trailer?"

They knocked around together in tab
shows, burlesque and small-time vaude-
ville till about six years ago when
Edward Sherman, the agent, cottoned to
their corny charms, took them over and

A QUIZZ
WITH BUT ONE ANSWER

• Do you know how to get 100 cents' worth of

value for every dollar you spend? *>
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little by little worked them into the
classier houses. In 1938 Ted Collins,

Kate Smith's manager, caught them at

Loew's State in New York and signed
them for a single appearance on her
broadcast. They stayed three years.

"Hiya, Neighbor" and "I'm a Ba-yad
Boy" became household words. Under
Bud's hectoring, Lou struck his form-
fitting theme line hot o£E the anvil one
night. Bud's "Hiya, Neighbor" stems from
practical roots. He can't remember
names, but figured—correctly—that a

guy couldn't get sore at a guy who
grinned and addressed him by so friendly
an appelation as neighbor.

In the Shubert show, "Streets of Paris,"

they drew such belly-laughs from a Uni-
versal executive that he waited only to

pick himself off the floor before signing

them for "One Night in the Tropics.''

The rest is history, whichever way you
spell it. "In the Navy" is topping the
fabulous record of "Buck Privates."

Theaters scream for them, audiences at

them.
They're both married to ex-show girls.

"That's his argument," says Bud. "Be-
tween you me, his wife cleaned the
theater

—

"

"Sure. She swept your wife out. That's

how you found her—

"

"Seriously
—

" they chorused, and
stopped. Bud gave Lou the high sign.

"Seriously," Lou went on seriously,

"they were having a fist fight. We pulled

'em apart. Then we played meeny-miny-
mo to see who got which. He got Betty,

I got Anne—

"

"With an e. Since they came out here
they stuck an e on it. For Ann Sheridan
it's good enough without an e

—

"

"Quit pluggin' Warners. Listen, honey,
we're both married seven years. The
only difference is, my wife was at the

wedding—

"

"Don't pay him no heed, honey. The
only difference is, I love my wife

—

"

Lou threw up his hands. "He loves his

wife and he's got three dogs. I don't

love mine and I've got two children. You
figure it out

—

"

"Sure, and what good are they? You
sit around, waitin' till they get married
and walk out on you. I can get new
dogs. Can you get new kids?"

"I got new kids. Patsy's four, Carol's

two, so he calls them old. What good are

your dogs? Can they say, 'Good luck on
your broadcast. Daddy?' "

TO return to sanity for a moment,
Uncle Bud's as fatuous about Patsy

and Carol as their father. He encourages
their humor by pretending to sit down
on the tacks they plant in chairs. He
gave the kids a couple of placards read-
ing. Papa Unfair to Organized Babies
and taught them how to picket. "He buys
them toys and wears 'em out himself.

The kids stand around beggin', 'Papa,

lemme ride in the swing.' He says, 'Papa's

in the swing, honey. You push me first.'
"

Their homes provide the boys with
material for a running gag, of which they
never weary. Lou starts it. "Why should
I tell you, and I won't tell you, that my
house is best. I'm keeping it a secret

from the whole world, that my house is

best."

"It's not bad." Bud flaps a magnani-
mous hand. "When he goes away week
ends, I let him keep it in my icebox."

"My place is three blocks long
—

"

"And an inch wide. He raises lead
pencils. I raise raspberries. They're so
big it takes a derrick to pull the pimples
off—"
"You should see his furniture. His

wife lets him pick it
— '"

"What's wrong with that?"

"The way it looks, it looks it. Take us.

We go to a nice store
—

"

"Then they go to another and another
and another. He sits on a chair, then she
sits on a chair, then they sit on a chair
together. They don't go to buy furniture,
they go to neck, they go to wear out other
people's furniture. They sample it, they
take bites out of it, then they come over
and sit down on mine."'
As a matter of fact, the Abbotts and

Costellos bought modest places, for
which they paid identical sums. We saw
them the day after a columnist had ac-
cused them of going Hollywood, because
they'd put in pools. The charge be-
wildered them. Through years of hotel
living and one-night stands, they had
dreamed of a house and garden and
swimming pool—to swim in, not to show
off with. Lou in particular had yearned
for flowers. All he knows about them is

that he likes them bright, so he goes to a
nursery, points and says, -Give me some
of those." As to the pools, it had never
occurred to them in their innocence
that they ought not spend their hard-won
cash to suit themselves. The pleasure
they'd taken in the pools was a little

dashed that day.
"Maybe we better not tell her aboui

the mermaids," said Lou gloomily.
"They're only tile anyway," muttered

Bud.
Lou perked up. "But mine has a

longer tail
—

"

"But mine has green tights
—

" Bud
murmured absently. His heart wasn't
in it.

^OSTELLO would rather go to a ball^ game than eat and regards the Yanks
as his children. Joe di Maggio is one of
his closest friends. Abbott has a mania
for collecting doodads. He's a sucker for
anything he can get gypped on. One
item he doesn't get gypped on is clothes.
He knows them, likes them, wears them
well and makes judicious comments on
those of his partner. " Omar the Tent-
maker makes for him. who else would?
They cut the stuff in London during a
blackout, throw him in. sew him up and
parade him down the boulevard as a
model of what the well-dressed garbage
man threw out last year."
Ten years ago they started playing

knock rummy and have never stopped.
They'll play for five minutes between
takes, or all night on a plane. Lou's the
heavy winner, and smug about it.

"Every time there's no groceries in the
house, how's about a little rummy, and
there's three hundred dollars worth of
groceries in the house, all on account of
a little rummy. Money you get like that
isn't really worth while. You can't spend
it, so you just run down to the market
and exchange it for cans—

"

"But v^hen I win two bucks, do you
pay me?"
"No," conceded Lou modestly. "I figure

Where's the sense in paying a guy two
bucks?"
They're cheerful but self-contained

about their success, having develof)ed
through the uncertain years what they
describe as cauliflower hearts.

"Anyway, how do we know we're
good? Does Universal tell us? No. We
gotta read up about ourselves in litera-
ture like Photoplay-Movie Mirror—

"

"We love Photoplay-Movie Mirror,
does Photoplay-Movie Mirror love us?
Put it down

— ''

"Put down about the trailer—hey!''

For the second time their glances met
and locked in perfect understanding.
"How's about Photoplay-Movie Mirror
giving us a trailer?" they yelped in

happy unison.

MAPLEINE
IMITATION MAPLE FLAVOR
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adoring slave. Chauncey tried once
more. "They got a swell show at the
Palace tonight."

"I don't want to go to the Palace," Pat
said. "I don't want a banana squash

—

with or without nuts. I just don't wanta.
And quit nagging me!" The screen door
slammed behind her.

"You're not getting anywhere. Windy,"
Katie said to the crestfallen Chauncey.
"Why don't you date some of the other
girls?"

Chauncey sighed, and got up to go.

"That'd be treason," he said simply.
Pat was saved from having to help

Katie fix supper by the arrival home of

her father. She met him in the hallway
and held out a glass in which she'd just

stirred some liquid with a spoon. At sight

of the glass, Mr. Randall said quickly,
"Hello, Baby. You're looking mighty
sharp today—new dress, isn't it?"

"Yeah, it was," Pat said dryly. "Six
years ago when Helene first got it."

She poked the glass under his nose.
"Never looked that good on Helen,"

Mr. Randall said. "You give it a certain

charm."
"Come on, now," Pat ordered. "Bottle

I the rose oil and drink this."

"But there's nothing wrong with me."
"Then why were you scouring around

1 for bicarb at twelve o'clock last night?"
Mr. Randall took the glass, making a

I face. "It's getting so a man can't even
I have his stomach to himself, any more."

Pat watched him affectionately while
! he drank the medicine. Her private
: opinion was that her father was the only
: member of her family that had any sense,
i Mother was all right, only she let Helen,

Small Town Deb
(Continued from page 63)

Pat's older sister, lead her around by
the nose. Helen, who upon reaching the
age of eighteen had demanded to be
called Helene, never thought of anything
except clothes and boys. And Tim, sev-
enteen—well, the way he went all gooey
over that drip Sue Morgan simply curdled
her, that was all.

HELEN, as usual, was late for dinner.
They were all at the table when she

came floating in, her blonde loveliness
set off by the new dress she'd worn that
afternoon to the tea Mrs. Richards had
given in honor of her grandson from
New York.
"Ah, here comes the Duchess!" Pat said

sourly. "And how was the tea, old thing,

old thing?"
Helen ignored her. "Mother, the party

was simply out of this world!" she
enthused.
"You mean they held a seance?" Mr.

Randall inquired.
"Of course not. I mean it was heavenly

—those tiny little cakes—the pink center-
piece— And that young Mr. Richards!"
"Hm! Now we're getting some place!"

Pat commented.
"Pat!" her mother reproved, in the same

tone of voice she used toward her
younger daughter at least twenty times a

day. "Is he attractive, Helene?"
"Oh, Mother, you've never seen any-

thing like him. He's simply something
from the Arabian Nights! So good-look-
ing. He's a medical student—but it seems
he's been studying too hard, that's why
he's here. Needs a complete rest."

"He better take the next train back!"
Pat said.

Helen looked exasperated, and Mr.
Randall said placatingly, "Now, Baby—

"

"He's coming over to play tennis to-

morrow," Helen added.
"The guy's dying," Pat said, "and she

asks him to play tennis!"

"He is not dying! He's simply over-
worked. We can play a set or two and
then sit around on the lawn."
"That reminds me," Mr. Randall said

significantly. "Tim, our lawn's that way
again."

"I'll take care of it tomorrow," Tim
promised with a meek acquiescence
which was fully explained by his next
remark. "I was wondering. Dad—•"

"The answer," Mr. Randall said, "is

no!"
"But, Dad—it's jam session night!"
"It's always jam session night and you

can wot have the car!"

Pat brightened. "Can't I go with you

—

just this once, Tim?"
"Got any more funny ideas?" he asked

witheringly.
"It won't hurt the whole family," Mr.

Randall said desperately, "to stay home
for one night."

"But Henry," Mrs. Randall said, "surely
you haven't forgotten you're taking
Helene and me to the Alexanders'
musicale?"
Her husband groaned. "Mary, some-

times I think you women just sit around
and figure what will make a man most
miserable."

"But, Henry—•"

"I'm sorry, Mary." Suddenly, Mr. Ran-
dall looked tired. "I had to bring home
some work from the office. Tim can drive
you to the Alexanders'."

HOW 5 OUT OF 7 GIRLS MAY WIN

To give you the added beauty of matched

makeup— Hudnut offers harmonizing

Marvelous Pov«^der, Rouge and Lipstick

• Five out of

seven women

—

surveys show

—

use powder, lip-

stick and rouge

that do not harmonize.

Yet, as you may know, cos-

metic authorities now agree

color harmony in makeup is

the secret of natural loveliness.

To insure color harmony,
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—
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cate, natural finish. And,
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. . . ingredients so pure they're

advised for sensitive skins.

Try Marvelous Powder and
for the added beauty of a

matched makeup, try Mar-
velous Rouge and Lipstick,

too. In true-to-type shades

—

one just right for you! At
your favorite cosmetic coun-

ter. Large sizes 55{i each.

Richard Hudnul, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City UF.u-41
j

Please send me metal, purse Makeup Kit containing har-
monizing powder, rouge and lipstick. / enclose lOt to help cover
expense of handling and mailing.

The cofor of my eyei /«_

Name

Street -City.
(Good only in U. S. A., excsut wher* legally prohibited.)
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Every month tamous
Hollywood celebrities and
executives make the Savoy-

Plaza their New Ycwk home.

To attribute the popularity

of this distinguished hotel

to any one feature would
be difficult. It is the combi-

nation of luxurious living,

supreme service and unex-

celled cuisine.

Henry A. Ro5l, Managing Director

George Suler, Resident Manager
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Tim, realizing that his father had been
trapped into letting him have the car,

gurgled delightedly.
"And I'll go with Mom and Helen!"

Pat exclaimed.
"You will not," Helen said. "There

aren't going to be any children there."

Pat's face grew stormy. "Childreri! It's

always the way—whenever I want to do
anything I'm either too young or too old.

What'm I supposed to do? Climb in a

hole like a bear and sleep for a couple
of years?"

"That's a marvelous idea," Helen said.

"But why stop at two years, pet?"
"Make it ten and I'll dig the hole my-

self," Tim promised.
In the end, everyone went out except

Pat and her father. Mr. Randall had a

briefcaseful of papers which he spread
out on the table after dinner. Pat, watch-
ing him, suddenly realized that he often
brought home work. And tonight he
seemed to be particularly tired, even
worried. Instead of starting on the
papers, he sat for a while in deep thought,
his hand pressed against his forehead,
abstracted.

"Pop," Pat said softly, "is everything
okay? At the office, I mean?"
Mr. Randall straightened in his chair.

"What, Pat? . . . Oh. Oh, yes, sure.

Why?"
"Oh, you've seemed a little beat down

lately—sort of off the beam. You know

—

worried."
"Maybe the heat's got me down."
Pat looked thoughtfully at her right

foot. "Where're you going this vacation?"
she asked.
"Why—I thought I'd replant my rho-

dodendrons and just putter around the
yard."
"You mean like last year, when you

painted the kitchen and cleaned out the
basement! Look, Pop, how about going
out camping on our land? That'd be
keen!"
Her father looked at her briefly, then

averted his eyes. "Punkin—we may not
have the land by that time."
"Why not?"
"That's a long story," he evaded. "Come

on—want to help me with these figures?"

THE next morning, Tim having a date
with Sue Morgan, Pat was able to make

a deal with him. For a consideration of

thirty cents, payable on Tim's next al-

lowance-day, she agreed to cut the lawn
and was busy pushing the mower when a

tall young man with gray eyes, a firm
chin and a friendly, humorous set to

his mouth pushed open the gate. This,

Pat decided, must be Helen's new dream
man. Jack Richards.
Unimpressed, she stopped the mower.

"You'll have to wait," she said briefly.

"Mom just took Sis downtown to buy
her a new dress." That new dress
rankled in Pat's soul. Helen had plenty
of clothes, but she'd insisted, that morn-
ing, she didn't have a thing good enough
to wear at the Country Club playing
tennis with Jack Richards. "And I

haven't had a new dress in years," Pat
had fumed. "Nothing but Helen's hand-
me-downs!"
Jack Richards grinned. "That'll prob-

ably take some time. Isn't the Country
Club near here?"
"So I've heard."
"Play tennis?"
"Sure, but

—

"

"Then," he asked, "what are we wait-
ing for?"
"Who, me?"
"Certainly you," he nodded. "Come

on."
Now this, Pat reflected as she raced

into the house for her tennis racket, was
a man! Helcnc was going to find out she

couldn't keep him waiting around!
It was an hour and a half and several

stiff sets later that they returned to the
Randall house. Jack's hair was mussed,
his flannels were dusty and his hand-
some face gleamed warmly.
"You're going to have to face the music

alone," Pat warned him. "I'll finish the
lawn."
Katie admitted Jack to the house and

showed him into the living room. There
was a comfortable sofa there. He sat
down on it and promptly went to sleep.
Helen, looking cool and lovely and grim,
waked him up.

"I'm sorry," he apologized. "I guess I

really overdid the tennis thing. That
sister of yours is a human dynamo."
"Do you mean you've been playing

tennis all the time I've been waiting for
you?" Helen demanded indignantly.
Jack grinned sheepishly. "Look," he

said, "I'm awfully sorry. We seem to

have gotten off to a bad start. Let's tr\-

again tonight. We could go dancing at

the Inn?"
Helen brightened. "Formal?"
"I'd even put on a monkey suit for

you. Date?"
"Date," Helen said, all forgiving smiles.
On his way out. Jack winked at Pat.

"It's okay," he whispered. "I'm taking
her out dancing tonight."
"Dancing! I thought you were all in."

"Don't worry about me," he said gaily.

"Well, somebody better!" Pat muttered.
While she was finishing the lawn

Chauncey Jones came by, wistfully men-
tioning a banana squash at Tracey's. but
she sent him off about his business. She
had more important things on her mind.
Here was Jack Richards, a perfectly swell
guy, and apparently interested in Helen.
Why he should be was beyond Pat. but
anyhow . . . And Helen was such a

dope she was going to keep him running
around to tennis matches and dances,
just to show him off to the other girls,

when he should be resting. Pretty soon
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he'd get sick of it all and give Helen
the air. It wasn't as if Helen could af-

ford to wait, either. She was practically

twenty already, and not a proposal in

sight.

Hat felt perfectly justified, that evening
' when Jack called for Helen, in mak-
ing him promise to leave the dance and
be in bed by ten o'clock. The poor guy
already had a bad Charley horse from
the tennis game. Helen looked daggers
when Pat extracted the promise and
Pat knew she'd catch it the next morning.
She did. Helen and Tim both ganged

up on her—Tim still smarting from what
he considered an exorbitant price for

cutting the lawn—and Mrs. Randall
promised them to speak to Pat severely.

"Though I'd like you two to remem-
ber," she pointed out, "that we had our
troubles with you, too. Your father and
I used to be afraid, Tim, that you were
a throwback to the m:)nkey age—and
there was a time, Helen, when we won-
dered whether you were just a quiet
child, or not quite bright."

Nevertheless, she talked to Pat and
laid down the law: Pat obviously didn't

have enough responsibilities, from now
on she was to pay more attention to the
cultural things of life, mind her own
business, not talk back to her elders and
help Katie in the kitchen.

Pat, depressed, sought comfort with
her father. "Can I help it if I get in

their hair?" she demanded. "They don't
treat me like a p>erson!"

"How about the way you treat Helen
and Tim?" Mr. Randall asked amusedly.
"Those drips!"

"Well, punkin," advised her father,

"why don't you fool everybody? Go out
of your way to be pleasant. Since you're
going to be forced to it anyhow, be a

good soldier and get some fun out of it."

"Okay," Pat said dubiously, "but 1

don't know how funny it's going to be."

She tried. She really tried. She stopped
in at the music shop and bought, with
her own money, a new swing record for

Tim; and she bought a style magazine
for Helen. The recipients of the gifts

were so surprised and suspicious that

they forgot to thank her. But, Pat
thought forgivingly, Rome wasn't built

in a day and you couldn't expect drips

to respond to kindness overnight.
But she forgot all her good resolutions

a night or so later when her father called

a family conference and revealed, at last,

just what had been troubling him lately.

The taxes were due on the large tract

of land to the north of town that he'd
bought some years before and he didn't

have the money to pay them. If they
could only hold on to the land, he ex-
plained, there was a good chance that

he and his partners in the venture could
persuade the Government to take it over
for an airfield. But in the meantime it

would mean cutting down family ex-
penses to pay the taxes.

"And since you children will be af-

fected, I thought it was only fair to let

you have a vote in the matter," he
finished.

Pat, looking at Helen and Tim, knew
how they'd vote, and she rushed into

action. "Listen, Pop," she cried, "you
know you don't want to let that land go!

You believe in it! So we do without
things for a while—why not? We won't
have a car and Tim can do his necking
in the park instead of the privacy of the
back seat. And nobody in this family's

too old to walk!"
"Now, wait a minute

—
" Tim interposed.

But Pat had turned on Helen. "I've

heard Mom say that all those clothes

she buys for Helen are an investment.
Well, if this isn't as important as that
I'd like to know what is! Pop, you hang
onto that land!"
Mrs. Randall said, "Why don't you go

to Chicago yourself, Henry, and have one
last try at seeing the regional board about
putting the airfield here?"
"But the taxes are due next week,"

Mr. Randall remarked.
"You could be back before then—and

we could wait until after your trip before
making a decision."

THAT was the basis on which it was
finally left. But Pat noticed that Helen,

in the meantime, went right ahead with
her plans for a party in honor of Jack
Richards. And on the night the party
was held, in the Randall garden, Pat was
strictly forbidden to attend. Feeling left

out of things, she watched from the
shrubbery.
The shrubbery turned out to be not

such a bad place after all. Toward the
middle of the evening Jack Richards
took refuge there, looking completely ex-
hausted. Pat bossily led him to a farther

corner of the garden and made him
stretch out on a bench.
"What's your father going to think

when he gets here and sees you looking
all worn out like this?" she fumed.

"I'll fool him," Jack said. "I'll puff out
my cheeks."
"You can't puff out those hollows

under your eyes. Mister, you've got to

stop this running around, morning, noon
and night."

"Yes, I know. But how?"
"You say 'no,' " Pat advised.
"Have you ever tried looking into

Helene's blue eyes and saying 'no?'
"

"It's a cinch for me," Pat said, "but I

suppose it's too much to ask of you."

First and Only Candy served the"Quints"

UM-M-M! You'll agree with

the "Quints" and millions of

Americans that Baby Ruth is candy

at its finest ! You'll love the luscious,

velvety-smooth coating, the chewy

caramel and tasty opera cream

center, the abundance of golden,

freshly roasted peanuts which make

up this great candy bar. Baby Ruth
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ingredients are all pure,wholesome

foods—nourishing and delicious.

Enjoy a big bar of Baby Ruth today!

CURTISS CANDY COMPANY
Chicago, 111.
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' ' food-energy sugar, and other palatable

ingredients, makes a pleasant, wholesome
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FIGHT HEADACHES
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Break Headache's Vicious Circle

this proved, sensible way
• A headache disturbs your nervous system;

with jumpy nerves often goes an upset stom-

ach, in turn affecting the pain in your head-
thus making a "vicious circle." Mere single-

acting pain relievers may still leave you feel-

ing dull, sickish.

Millions break headache's "vicious circle"

with Bromo-Seltzer because it acts 3 tvays at

the same time; helps stop pain, calm nerves,

settle stomach. 'Next time, try Bromo-Seltzer.*

"Just use as directed on the label. For persistent

or recurring headaches, see your docliir.

BROMO-SELTZER

To quickly relieve fiery throbbing and

ease parched skin, promptly apply

RESINOU
GRAY HAIR
KILLS ROMANCE

You know that gray hair

spells the end of romance . . .

yet you are afraid to color

your hairl You are afraid of

dangerous dyes, afraid that it

is too difficult, afraid that the

dye will destroy your hair's

natural lustre—afraid, most of

all, that everyone will know
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These fears are so needless I Today at your
drug or department store, you can buy Mary T.

Goldman Gray Hair Coloring Preparation. It
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friend won't guess. Pronounced a harmless hair

dye by competent authorities, this preparation
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with Mary T. Goldman's Hair Coloring Prep-
aration in the last fifty years. Results assured
or your money back. Send for the free trial kit

—so that you may see for yourself the beautiful
color which this preparation will give to a lock
from your own hair.

Mary T. Goldman Co., 7655 Goldman Bldg.

St. Paul, Minn. Send free test kit. Color checked.

Black Dark Brown Light Brown
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"I think I'd better take the next train

back to New York," Jack said gloomily.
"The whole thing is, Pat, the first re-
quirement of a doctor's wife is self-

sacrifice—and Helene isn't geared for

anything like that."

So he's really gone on her, Pat thought
Well, if it's serious. . . .

"Much as I hate to admit it," she said,

"if you think that about Helen you just

don't know your girl. Give her a few
days to cool off and see things the right

way—"
"Fine chance. If I'm here, I'll see her."
"But you won't be here," Pat said

excitedly. "I know just the place for you
It's on some land my dad owns, there's

a shack there, you can sleep eighteen
hours a day and you won't even have to

shave!"

lACK'S sudden departure on what he
announced as a fishing trip, keeping

Pat's connection with it a closely guarded
secret, left Helen without a date for the

big dance of the year, the Cotintry Club
Annual. Tim, too, was left high and dry,
his adored Sue Morgan having left to

spend the summer with her great-aunt
in Springfield. Providence came to

Helen's rescue when Dave Barton blew
into town and called her up the day
before the dance, but frenzied telephon-
ing failed to help Tim's situation.

"Why doi;'t you take Pat?" Mrs. Ran-
dall suggested calmly.
Tim choked. "Her?" he trumpeted

wildly.

"Certainly. If you take your sister,

you've a perfect excuse for not taking
Sue Morgan or any other girl."

Tim proved his desperation by consid-
ering the suggestion. "Well . . if she left

off those spectacles.

"And with a different hair-do," Helen
mused, while Pat, speechless with amuse-
ment, looked from one to the other.

"Okay," Tim said grimly. "You can
go with me. But understand—I shake
you the minute we get there."

Pat drew herself up. "Just what makes
you think I'd go any place with you?"
she inquired. "I appreciate you all tak-

ing such an interest in me now, but it

wasn't so long ago that you all voted
to put me in irons."

"Aw, Pat, it wasn't my idea. . .
."

"I don't care whose idea it was. You
can run my daily life, but my social life

is my own."
With dignity, she marched into the

kitchen, where Katie whispered, "That's

tellin' 'em! You play hard to get and
they'll come a-begging."
They did, particularly Tim, and even-

tually Pat allowed herself to be per-

suaded. She even agreed to let Tim take

her downtown to a beauty parlor and
pay for having her hair waved and
combed up to the top of her head.

In the midst of the day's preparations

for the dance, Mr. Randall returned from
Chicago, with a bad cold and the news
that the board had provisionally ap-
proved his site for the airfield, but that

nothing could be done until Eustace Rich-
ards returned from a vacation trip.

"But Pop!" Pat yelled. "He's Jack
Richards' father—and he's right here in

Elmhurst now!"
"Now, we're not going to take advan-

tage of Jack's interest in Helen to influ-

ence Mr. Richards," Mr. Randall warned
her sternly. ' "You just run along down-
town and buy a new dress for that dance."

Pat obeyed, but on her way through

the kitchen she asked Katie, "What kind

of a dress would be likely to wow an

old man with lots of money?"
After a busy afternoon in the beauty

parlor and the dress shop, Pat was ready

for the dance. Her hair still tightly con-

fined in pins, she was in her roc.

pirouetting before the mirror, wht n

Katie came in.

"Prepare yourself for a shock, honey '

Katie said sympathetically. "That Sue
Morgan just called up. She came back
into town and Tim's going to take her
to the dance."
Pat sank down on the bed, speechle.'-s

with disappointment. Tim rushed into
the room and out again, calling, "I'll take
you to the Prom next season, Pat—hon-
est I will!"

Pat picked up a fold of the dress and
looked at it, her lips quivering. Then a
last, forlorn hope came to her. Chauncey!
Twice he'd asked her to go to the dance
and she'd refused him. But a telephone
call to his home brought the information,
from his mother, that Chauncey was
taking his cousin Eloise.

Pat hung up the receiver, stark tragedy
in her eyes.

All dressed up and no place to go, she
thought. A pretty dress, a stunning hair-

do, and no way to exhibit them. For a

little while, people had liked her, wanted
her to look nice and have a good time
But the minute something better offered,

they forgot all about her. The only per
son who really liked her was Jack
Richards. . .

Her eyes opened wide and she jumped
up from the telephone stand. If only she
could get the car before Tim did!

TWO hours later she strolled onto the
dance floor at the Country Club, lean-

ing on Jack Richards' arm. Her hair

waved softly about her face and the new
dress fell in soft, sophisticated folds. She
looked three years older than she had
that morning, and she knew it. She
glanced around the dance floor with an
air of elegant boredom that didn't quite
succeed in hiding the bubbling delight
inside her.

Jack led her up to a good-looking
middle-aged man—his father. And after

a moment she foimd herself dancing with
this distinguished person, while Jack
went off to find Helen and make his

peace with her.

It was all exactly like a dream.
And Mr. Richards was a perfect peach.

It was so easy to talk to him that in ten
minutes she'd told him about the airfield

and the regional board and he'd prom-
ised to see her father the first thing in

the morning.
Then came a horrible moment. She

and Mr. Richards finished their dance
and he took her to a chair in the lounge,
then talked a minute, excused himself
and left her. Pat awoke to the realiza-

tion that, suddenly, she was all alone.

Jack and Helen were dancing. So were
Tim and Sue. Dave Barton. Helen's orig-

inal escort, seemed to have disappeared
entirely.

In a panic at being a wallflower, Pat
stood T'n and looked around for some
refuge—the powder-room, perhaps. Hei

eyes fell on a slim young man. distin-

guished in a beautifully tailored mess
jacket. There was something vaguely
familiar about him as he came toward
her—but his hair was combed and he
didn't wear any spectacles, or braces on

his teeth

—

"Chauncey!" she gasped.
Chauncey eyed her up and down

and evidently found her pleasing. "This

is my dance, Patricia,'" he said firmly.

"And no cracks."

"Why, Chauncey!" Pat said again.

"Now look here, Patricia," he growled

menacingly. "I want you to call me
Bill!"

Pat gulped. And then she smiled,

dazzlingly.

"Yes, Bill," she said meekly,
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Hollywood's Unknown

Friendships

(Continued jrom page 65)

business. She was just a "Hollywood
wife." No one was interested in her—or
so she thought.
Then Ann Sothern came to call. As

they all sat there talking—Mai and Ray,
Ann and some others—Ann's blue eyes
kept watching Mai, quiet, self-effacing
as always. Suddenly, Ann spoke up:
"Why, you're beautiful, Mai Milland!"
Just like that. And Mai, with her pre-

maturely white hair, her lovely clear skin,
her direct gray eyes, blushed as though
the compliment had come from a man.
But her answering smile was pleased
and graceful. Someone was liking her
for herself.

So began the friendship which has
since grown into one of Hollywood's
truest. They now see each other daily
unless Ann is working. They go to
movies together. They go shopping to-
gether. They borrow clothes from each
other. That's the kind of friendship it is.

ANOTHER filmland friendship of which
the world knows little is that of

Carole Landis and Victor Mature. Theirs
is a platonic friendship and I mean
platonic! There has been no romance
between them in the past and there cer-
tainly isn't now with Victor a newly
married man. But they've been pals ever
since an eventful day a long time ago
when both were working in "1,000,000

B. C." at the Hal Roach studio. The
weather was frightful—hot and sultry.

The company was tired, uncomfortable
and on edge. Nothing seemed to go
right.

Suddenly, trouble flared openly be-
tween Vic and the assistant director.

One word led to another. Victor, beside
himself with rage, doubled up his fists.

"I'll teach you to talk to me like that,

you !" he roared.
He let one go, but the blow never hit

its mark. Instead he found his arm
caught between a couple of slender hands
belonging to a beautiful girl clad in the
1,000,000 B. C. version of a sarong. Carole
Landis.
"Skip it, pal," she told Vic. "You want

to make the grade in pictures, don't you?
Well, this is no way to do it!"

She was smiling all the while and her
tones were like honey. But her grip on
Vic's arm was persuasive. He looked
down at her, first angrily, then sheepishly.

"Guess you're right," he muttered.
So they became friends, the hotheaded

Vic and the beautiful Carole, feminine
1 to the finger tips, but whose mind clicks

1 like a man's. They've never had a social

: date, but many's the time since "1,000,000

I B. C." that they've gotten together to

; compare career notes and to exchange
; advice. So, one night at Ciro's shortly
• after Vic's marriage and his return to

; Hollywood from New York, they gave
people something of a shock when they

i embraced like long-lost brothers and,
forgetting their respective parties, spent

1 the evening tete-a-tete. The columnists
: saw it and made sly allusions. Vic was
I already forgetting his wife! Scandal,
: scandal!

But, I'm telling you straight. There
I wasn't any scandal and there isn't any
t scandal. Carole Landis and Vic Mature
Jare just friends—all the better friends
(because there has never been anything
' else between them!

There is heartbreak, though, in the
story of Madeleine Carroll and young
Stirling Hayden. They met during the
filming of "Virginia," in which Madeleine,
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you remember, was starred and Stirling

played his first screen role. This being in

a Hollywood movie represented the worst
kind of a "jam" Stirling had ever been

i
in. He was scared green,

i He was even more scared—at first

—

j

when the beautiful, the glamorous Made-
leine ofiferod to help him. But that was
only at first. Madeleine has poise and
charm and tact. Almost before he knew

I

it, Stirling Hayden not only was at ease
' with her, but was falling in love with
her. By the time "Virginia" was finished,

he was head over heels.

Whereupon, fate laughed sadistically

and turned a knife in his heart. Though
Madeleine would never, could never feel

anything but friendly affection for him,
Stirling was cast with her in ''Bahama
Passage" and the two of them went with
the rest of the company to the West
Indies on location. There they were
together constantly, of course—in the
daytime because they were working
together; during those long, languorous
Caribbean evenings because the "Bahama
Passage" company was small—and iso-

lated—and a man in love is drawn to his
adored as steel to a magnet. But when
''Bahama Passage" was finished and the
company came home, Madeleine left im-
mediately for Montreal to meet the hand-
some French captain who has owned
all of her love since the summer of 1939,

when they first met in Paris. And young
Stirling Hayden was left in Hollywood,
a star, yes, but with a scar on his heart
which fame and success can never erase.

ONE of Hollywood's strangest friend-
ships is that of Eddie Albert and

—

Madame Ouspenskaya! Believe it or not!

It began when Eddie, burning with the
desire to play Edgar Allan Poe in a pic-
ture, enrolled in Madame Ouspenskaya's
dramatic school for coaching. Soon they
discovered all kinds of mutual interests

—music, books, sailing, even dancing!
That is, Madame doesn't dance, herself,

but she expressed a desire to see real

jitterbugs in action and so Eddie took
her to the Los Angeles Palladium where
they had so much fun they made a date
to do it again.

Pretty soon, Ouspenskaya-Albert dates
became a habit. They went to Giro's.

They had each other to dinner at home.
Eddie taught her Portuguese songs and
to play the guitar. She taught him
Russian songs. They had a wonderful
time and all the while they were build-
ing a friendship which will last them a
lifetime. I saw them only the other Sun-
day morning riding horseback—tearing
along the bridle trail on Sunset boule-
vard, Madame ahead, Eddie racing to

catch up with her. And they were laugh-
ing as only tried and true friends can
laugh.

It was common misery that first drew
together Barbara Stanwyck and Hollis
Barnes, the attractive hairdresser. It

happened on the "Annie Oakley" set at

RKO. Barbara, married then to Frank
Fay, was bitterly unhappy. And it

seemed on a certain day that she could
bear it no longer. After a scene which
had gone badly because her mind and
her heart weren't in it, she walked into

her dressing room and burst into tears.

"What shall I do?" she begged the
quiet, attractive girl waiting there to

give her a new coiffure. And then, sud-
denly she saw that this girl, whom she
knew then only as "Miss Barnes," was
crying, too.

""What shall 7 do?" Hollis Barnes
sobbed back.
And so they had a cry and then they

hashed over their troubles; gave and
took advice; finally laughed and kissed
each other and decided things could be

worse. And Hollis has been Barbara's
dearest friend ever since.

The friendship of Fred Astaire and
Jerry Asher dates back to "know when"
days. Jerry Asher is a writer, one of the
most popular in filmtown. He is a chap
with a salty wit and a flair for anecdote.
He entertains Fred as few others can. I've

seen the latter throw back his head and
laugh at something Jerry has said until

the tears ran down his cheeks. But the
roots of their friendship go deeper than
that. They had their beginning when
Fred first came to Hollywood and was
doing some work at Metro and Jerry was
a publicity man there. One day, Jerry,
hurrying across the lot, was accosted by
a quiet-spoken chap, loitering in front of

a sound stage.

"Say, could you get me inside?" he
inquired. "I'm supposed to see the
director."

Jerry looked at him in amazement.
"Gripes, man, just tell 'em who you are!

They'll let you in!"

But still the other hesitated. "Maybe
they don't know me."

"I think they will," Jerry told him. ''I

think they will know Fred Astaire."
But he took the latter in, anyway, and

at Fred's anxious request met him outside
the studio every morning afterward for

a week and passed him through the gate.

To this day, the two have remained fast

friends.

John Wayne and Ward Bond (the
movie menace), another pair of Holly-
wood pals, knew each other "when."
They went to the University of Southern
Galifornia together, joined the same fra-
ternity (Sigma Chi), played football
together and shortly after their gradua-
tion stowed away together on a ship
bound for Honolulu. Not that they got
very far. They were soon discovered
and ignominiously transferred to a
California-bound ship while the as-
sembled passengers and crew of both
ships looked on and made facetious
remarks. They laugh about this and a
dozen other similar escapades every time
they get together, which is often.

John's wife, the beautiful Jo Saenz
Wayne, daughter of the former Cuban
Consul to Los Angeles and his French
countess wife, is Loretta Young's best
friend. The two attended Ramona Con-
vent in Alhambra (near Los Angeles)
together when they were little girls.

Loretta is the godmother of the Waynes"
eldest boy, Michael, and Jo was one of

Loretta's bridesmaids when the latter

was married last year.

THEN there are Errol Flynn and Bruce
' Cabot. Their friendship isn't as old

as many in Hollywood, but born of

mutual tastes and temperament, it is one
of the closest. They swim, hunt, fish,

sail, play golf and tennis, fly together.

They go to parties together. They take

trips together. They are thoroughly com-
patible.

Then there is the friendship between
George Murphy and Cesar Romero. You
know a bit about that from the story.

"Dance If You're Blue'' in October
Photoplay-Movie Mirror. George and
Cesar knew each other "when"' and
between them, forged of shared trials

and hopes and defeats and triumphs, is

a bond which nothing can break.
Julie Murphy is a part of this friend-

ship, too. While Cesar was building his

new house, she gave him a "kitchen

shower." She is alwaj-s tr^'ing to find the

"right girl" for Cesar. Not that he has

trouble getting dates, but Julie will never

rest until he is married. And Cesar, every

time he dates a new girl, brings her over

to the Murphys' first.

I think it's all very swell. Don't you"
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How Linda Darnell Lives

(Continued from page 48)

"Sometimes," she concludes, "I really

don't know where to turn. For no mat-
ter how careful I try to be about money
my mother, who doesn't understand the

expenses entailed by our scale of living

today, is convinced I must be throwing

money away."
Mrs. Darnell's -room and bath adjoin

Bubber's red-white-and-blue room on
one side and the rosebud chintz room
that is Monte's pride and joy on the other

side. Her room is the master bedroom.
For in spite of Linda's importance in the

studio and outside world—importance

that will be increased by her splendid

work in "Rise and Shine"—Mrs. Darnell

maintains her position as head of her

house.
In true Southern style the Darnells

call their living room "the front room."

Their "front room" is lovely. Linda
insisted its Spanish beams be painted

white. She chose ivory chintz printed

in maroon for the windows and blue and
white Chinese rugs for the floor. The
sofa is maroon. There are two chairs of

delft blue. There's a grand piano. The
white walls are a charming background
for the dark mahogany. And already
Linda and Mrs. Darnell are planning

how the Christmas tree is to stand close

by the big fireplace. Christmas is a

big day for the Darnells, as it is for most
happy families.

ON Christmas," Linda says, "my father

will come on from Texas, I hope.

And Undine will be here with her hus-

band, Harry, and, of course, Harry Wen-
dell Hunter, Junior. He's the pride of our

lives. Even when I'm in production

with practically no time to myself I

manage to see him two or three times

a week.
"Monte insists Harry is big enough to

have a hobbyhorse this year. And
Bubber can't decide whether to give

his white rabbit to Harry or Father.

Father will win in the end, I'm sure, for

he can't possibly take care of a rabbit

back home, away all day as he is, so

he'd naturally leave Bunny Boy here."

She smiled gently, the way people

smile when they're basically contented

and secure and happy, irrespective of

the difficulties that may ruffle the surface

of their lives occasionally.

We mentioned this to her. She agreed,

gratefully.

"This is the best time of my life, I

think," she said. "Professionally I can
see I'm getting somewhere. Quite sud-
denly I realize the wonderful, exciting

things I can do for Monte and Bubber.
And I've learned enough to know how
much more I want to learn and what
subjects I want to concentrate upon."
The rays of the sun sent a low shaft

of gold over the garden. Just before we
turned into the main road when the

house would be hidden from view we
waved again at Linda. She stood in the

:
doorway, her arms about Monte and Bub-

: ber who were on either side of her, hav-
ing rushed out the minute they heard
the crunch of gravel and knew her "com-
pany" had gone.
The little Texas bungalow in which

the Darnells used to live and the charm-
ing house in Brentwood Heights are very
different in some ways but quite the
same in others. For no house in which
they live ever will be two-faced. They're
a family who put their mark upon a
house. You would know, looking at any
house in which they lived, that theirs is

the American way of life, that theirs is

a life warm and active and abundant.

BEAUTIFY YOUR PANTRY

Nothing to compare

with its Double Thick Edg

A nickel goes a long way—
Royledge! More women choose
this modern shelving than any
other brand in the world— because:

It won't curl. Its patented edge is double thick and extra-

strong— made especially to hang flat.

It lasts much longer. You put up Royledge in a jiffy-

keep it up for months. It stays fresh, clean and crisp, with-

out laundering.

It's more beautiful. Royledge'S many lovely patterns . .

.
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BABY HELPS
A dozen leaflets, written by Mrs.

Louise Branch, our own Baby Page

Editor, have been reprinted and are

available to readers, all 12 for only

10c. Send stamps or coin, mentioning

the ages of your children, to:

Reader Service, Dept. PM114, Photoplay-

Movie Mirror Magazine, 205 East 42nd

Street, New Yorit, N. Y.

Hair
OFF Face

Lips

Hannvi ^'^'"^ ^^^^
*m&ppy m I had ugly hair . . . was unloved . . . dis-
couraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Notliing was satisfactory. Then 1 developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I

have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREE book, **How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explainsthemethod and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
oWigation. Write Mme. Annette Lauzette. P. O, Box
4040, Merchandise Mart. Dept. 33, Chicago.

SCREEN STAR BEAUTY
at uau

Helen Macfadden's amazing book Help
Yourself to Beauty tells you how to ban-
ish skin defects—gives you many com-
plexion tips—tells you how to control
your figure—tells how screen stars ac-
quire allure—how to improve facial out-
lines—how to cultivate personality—how

to be a lovelier you!
The price of this splendid 180-page cloth
bound book is only $1.00 postpaid. Send
for your copy of Help Yourself to Beauty
—TODAY. Macfadden Book Company,
Inc., Dept. WG-11, 205 E. 42 St., New
York, N. Y.
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You Can't Count Him Out!
(Continued jrom page 53)
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totally innocent of acting experience. He
recommended a dramatic school. And
Randolph Scott, amazing himself more
than he did Jack Heath, decided to take
the advice.

LJ E put in eight months of apprentice
' ' work at the Pasadena Community
Theatre under Gilmor Brown. He was
no meteor. A chance meeting with a

lady he knew gave him a hot tip that

landed him the juvenile role in "Under
A Virginia Moon." The play was a mis-
erable flop. But not for Randolph Scott.

He was spotted by a producer who was
reviving "The Broken Wing." He got

the lead.

"The Broken Wing" made him. He
was deluged with offers; he signed with
Paramount.
His first three pictures were only mod-

erately successful. Then Paramount
clapped him into an outdoor saga. He
was an overnight sensation as a man of

the West. He did nineteen pictures one
year, most of the purple-sage epics. He
thundered through eighteen of Zane
Grey's novels.

It was inevitable that Westerns and
outdoor spectacles should pall on him and
that he should demand and obtain more
variety. Musical comedy, drawing-room
pieces, deft comedy—he tried them all.

Hei'e and there he came out on top, but
mostly he didn't. Suddenly the Scott

stock began the toboggan ride. At which
the experts began counting him out

—

washed up.

They failed to reckon with the Scott

sanity and levelheadedness. Mulling it

over, he reached two conclusions: He
had been trying to accomplish with an
acquired talent dramatic feats possible

only to natural-born specialists in the
particular fields. Moreover, he had been
ignoring his true forte, naturalness.

In this frame of mind he tackled his

chores in "Western Union" with the re-

sult that critics hailed him as "a new
Randolph Scott, back in his true milieu,

the great outdoors." More to the point,

Darryl Zanuck, impressed no end, put
him under contract to T.C.-Fox, pre-
sented him with the male lead in "Belle
Starr" and promptly blocked out a pro-
gram of picture-making which will take
Mr. S. well into 1942, the first of which
chores, a throbbing tale known as "Sioux
City," to begin just as soon as our hero
reports back to Zanuck after tarrying at

Universal in "Paris Calling," opposite
Elisabeth Bei'gner, no less.

TO get a glimpse of the "new Randolph
' Scott" at close hand we trekked out to

Santa Monica where T.C.-F.'s strong,

silent man is bivouacked these days.
Villa Scott By-The-Sea, if you like

details, is a man's manse, a snug harbor
that would delight so seafaring a man
as Stirling Hayden. The motif is nautical.

Lamps and woodwork and even the
prints on the walls glorify the seven
seas. Once the place housed Bebe
Daniels who still owns it. But it has
been redecorated. Mostly by Mr. Scott.

The living room is not so spacious as

it is charming. The atmosphere is virile

and lived-in. Book shelves hug the

walls. "How Green Was My Valley" was
lying spread out in a divan. Pipes were
laid out neatly on the desk. A huge
phonograph, obviously not a very late

model, was flanked with countless al-

bums of records. There were albums
of swing music, you noticed, but they
were by far in the minority.
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"Sorry to have kept you waiting," Mr.
Scott said, appearing out of nowhere and
dressed in a lounge model blue suit,

white shirt and foulard tie, a far cry
indeed from the typically Hollywood
getup of slacks and sports coat.
North of a notebook, this reporter is

happy to observe, Randolph Scott be-
haves beautifully. He does not parry
questions. Nor does he, as is too often
the Hollywood custom, get awfully con-
fidential, pour out his soul and then let

you know that "all this is strictly on the
cuff and definitely not for publication."
To this good day he finds interviewing
something of a cross to bear. All inter-
viewers, he maintains, write the same
story, whether they call it Valiant Vir-
ginian or Southern Gentleman. And he
resents it. Why? Well, for one thing,
he has a contempt for a professional
Southerner. Secondly, he admits that
willy-nilly he has lost much of his
Southern individuality, which is under-
standable considering that he has sj>ent
the last third of his life in the West.
"Why I should baffle anybody, least of

all this knowing little community called
Hollyv/ood, passeth understanding," he
began, tackling the question head on.
"I consider myself a perfectly normal
individual. If I am 'reserved,' as some
insist, it is because I was raised in the
school of suppressing the emotions,
through which people have drawn va-
rious conclusions, "rhere are those here
in Hollywood who feel happier when
they are dramatizing their feelings. I

think that is their privilege.

VOU could boil it all down to this, 1

' guess," he went on. "I happen to be an
introvert. And I am happier behaving
in that fashion."
How one particular introvert behaves

Mr. Scott proceeded to unfold for the
next hour or so.

He does nothing so spectacular as p>earl

fishing, sailing a huge yacht (of which
he has none) into uncharted Mexican
waters and scaring the pants off the poor
studio. Anything that smacks of exhibi-
tionism he avoids like a plague.
For excitement he rides horseback,

rides (as has been hinted at) like the
wind. On the aquatic side, he lives more
intimately with the sea than your showy
dude yachtsman. He swims constantly.
A distance swimmer, he can battle even
the Santa Monica tides for longer pe-
riods than he has time to spend. It helps
to keep his weight at 187 dripping wet.

"I was born under the sign of Aquarius,
the swimmer," he says by way of ex-
planation.
This business of keeping in form is

the closest he comes to departing from
the legendary Scott sanity. When he
worked for Paramount, he spent any-
where from eighteen to twenty hours
working out in the studio gym. Now
he uses his own gadgets, which are set

up in the basement.
One of the millions, he is fond of

bridge. He plays it for money and for

free. He plays it well. His favorite part-
ners are the Fred Astaires and Walter
Van Pelt. When the Van Pelt gentleman
is busy, Bruce Cabot fills in.

At least three nights out of the week
he spends at home. He likes it. He reads

his way through 100 books a year and
subscriptions to twelve magazines. Of
late he finds that his reading list is get-

ting heavier and heavier. Serious books
on economics and the world crisis weigh
it down. This "twilight of the gods is

certain to brighten into burning day-
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light," he says. "But it will have a

terrific impact on our lives." This is a

sample uttei'ance of Scott the thinker.

With a library of 1,500 records to

choose from, his automatic phonograph is

almost constantly in use, flooding the
place with Beethoven, Wagner and
Strauss or with Shaw, Lombardo, King
(Henry) and Goodman, when he's in that

, kind of mood.

INEVITABLY you lead up to his ro-
,

' mantic life. For a while it looks as if

;
you are going to hit a snag. He sits there
studying the matter for ten seconds may-
be before beginning.
"One aim I have always had in the

i back of my mind—and I realize I repre-
i sent the minority—is to detach my private
life from my public life." Another pause.
"I married a nonprofessional (Mariona

I
Du Pont Somerville) and she dislikes

I

publicity. True we are separated. I don't
know how much that ought to alter

cases." Another pause. "We're still friends.

We correspond, not necessarily with any
,
intention to carry on with the marriage."

I

The short-lived marriage to the Du
( Pont heiress he will not dwell upon. He
presents only the lady's side of the mat-
ter. She had devoted all her life to

breeding horses and racing, had invested
a fortune in her stable and was a promi-
nent figure in the horsey set back in

Virginia. The collapse of the marriage
was a case of not being about to recon-
cile two life patterns so unsympathetic
and far apart—in more ways than one
—as Hollywood and, say. White Sulphur
Springs.

The horsey set, by the way, is no term
of sneering sarcasm. Randolph Scott,

himself, speaks of it with respect. Breed-
' ing a horse which was later to win—-and

to be the only American horse to do it

—the Grand National in England is to
Randolph Scott a rousing feat indeed,
especially since it was accomplished by
Mariona Du Pont Somerville Scott. If

anyone leaves R. S. five million yen, that
will be the life for him. Meanwhile, he
will go on working for a living.

Separated from his wife, Randolph
Scott, naturally, gets his quota of ro-
mance. You don't see it recorded by the
camera. Mostly he goes out to enjoy him-
self and not to waste photographer Hymie
Fink's nice plates, when they could be
used to such good advantage recording
the social life of, say, Errol Flynn or
Tony Martin.

"I go to Giro's just often enough to

enjoy it," he says, which means every
three months or so.

HIS lady friends are about on a par with
each other. If there is any current

favorite, he won't say. He doesn't think
it's the thing to do. "Perhaps the lady
would prefer not having her name linked
with mine," he says very gallantly. This
may be Southern chivalry or Scott re-
serve. Or a combination of both. For
instance, all during the filming of "Belle
Starr" he referred to Gene Tierney as
"the little lady," which is indeed "Gone
With the Wind" politeness.

You would think that anyone who had
lived the bachelor life as long as Ran-
dolph Scott, including eight years or so
with Gary Grant, would be thoroughly
sold on it. He is and he isn't. He'd
marry tomorrow (well, maybe not tomor-
row; a Scott looks before he leaps. Be-
sides, he's still married) if an "impossible
she" came along, a lady with some
glamour, more gusto, and still more grace.
However, he isn't keeping a light burn-

ing in the window for this creature. Why?
Let him tell it: "I think I'm unlike most
bachelors in that I happen to be self-suf-
ficient. People are not vital. I'm a firm be-
liever that a man is happier doing some-
thing, even if it's reading and thinking."
Even those lighthearted days, dating

from the time he and Gary Grant shared
a modest apartment in Westwood right

up until the time they parted last year,
after six years of life together in a sea-
side manor a few houses away from where
Scott now lives, were not exactly a con-
stant Mardi Gras. They were light-

hearted days but not frivolous, Scott ex-
plains. Economics had brought Gary and
him together in the beginning. Habit had
prolonged the stay.

Their seaside menage at Santa Monica
provided paragraphers with good copy
(and better speculation). It was a per-
fect setup: Two handsome bachelors, one
gay and impulsive, the other dashing
and reserved; a lordly house leased to

them by Gonstance Talmadge; a private
ocean not accessible to photographers;
and a guest list right out of a Mickey
Rooney dream.
Those six years of life on the half shell

may have been interesting and memo-
rable but they affected Randolph Scott
not one bit.

"Gary and I led our own lives and
respected each other's privacy. Some
friends we shared. Others we did not.

Some things we did together. Others we
did on our own. We agreed right from
the start that a human being must, at all

costs, retain his individuality. And I think
we succeeded."

If the Scott individuality is sanity and
levelheadedness, the gentleman certainly

has a good case.

Too good a case, if you ask Hollywood!

Vera Vague,
Jerry Colonna

and Dorothy
Lewis, starring

in Republic's

"Ice-Capades

of 1941".

BETWEEN '1CE-CAPADEr THE STARS COOL OFF WITH..

Pepsi-Cola's catchy flavor goes big in

Hollywood— just as it does all over

America. Millions prefer this tall drink

simply because it tastes better— goes

farther. Treat yourself to a big 12-

ounce bottle of Pepsi -Cola today—
and enjoy a bigger, better drink. One
nickel gets you a lot.

Pepsi-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y., and is bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers from coast to coast
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Close Ups and Long Shots
(Continued jrorn page 4)

KIRKEBW
HOTELS

C&<i<i/^(^a4ia^^t>H^s
^ ilic pins, rings and emblems fo

les and clubs. Attractive prices 30^

Finest quality, gold plated, silver

Over 300 designs.

DeiL J. METAL ARTS CO
,
Inc., Roilieilir, N. V.

GIVEN ABOUT
SIZE OF DIME

Nothingto Buy! Send no Money—Send Name & Address.
Ladies! Girls! Lovely Watch or Cash Given. Give Away FREE
Pictures with White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for rli;ips

and mild burns, easily sold to friends at 25c a box ( with F'K KE
picture) and remit per catalog: sent with order. SPECIAL:

—

Choice of 20 premiums for sending only S3 collected. 4»lrh yt-ar.

Be first. Write for salve and pictures, sent postage paid by us.

WILSON CHEM. CO.. INC., Dept. 65-5 TYRONE. PA.

NRTWNftL DEFENSE

against hosiery ^
Be prepared! Don't let a sudden
run spoil your day! Just a drop

of RUN-R-STOP-the famous
"

colorless liquid, STOPS runs and
snags instantly and permanently,

in all silk and Nylon hose! Easy

to carry; easy to use, easy to re-

move. Comes in a gay colored

vanity. Carry RUN-R-STOP in

your handbag, and end runs'

Get it today! 10^ at all dept.,

drug, shoe, hosiery & lOf stores.

Dcpt 33, Morristown,
( 1 50 in Cin.id.!

)

N.J.

a married woman . . . now it is said that
Dietrich doesn't want to do "Hilo Hattie"
if Pasternak isn't there to oversee it all

. . . and all this jumble can be blamed
on young love not having good business
sense. . . .

Does it mean that Pasternak will be
dropped
Grayson.

or Dietrich Miss

WELL, there's one story . . . and here
is the second one . . . about Judy

Garland, this one. . . .

There was never a girl more in love
than was Judy with David Rose . . . yet
over her romance from the first there
fell two shadows . . . the bright shadow
of Deanna Durbin and the mocking
shadow of Martha Raye. . . .

Judy yearned to make her romance
just as perfect as the story-book blending
of Deanna's love story . . . but the gla-
mour that surrounded Deanna's simply
wasn't possible to Judy's love story be-
cause Dave was a divorced man . . .

divorced from Martha Raye ... it just

wasn't in the lines for Judy to be able to

copy Deanna's wedding . . . she wanted
to . . . she's just as romantic as Deanna
. . . but she knew, all too well, that

the comparisons between the two stories

were always being made ... so she
eloped. . . .

The case of Robert Montgomery is a
much more subtle one . . . Robert Mont-
gomery has long been a thoi-n in the
side of Hollywood . . . and all because
he thought too much ... he talked too
much . . . and he was a very good actor
and a very public-spirited citizen. . . .

If he hadn't been such a good actor,

it would have been easy to have disposed
of him . . . bury him in some bad pic-
tures until the public forgot him . . . then
either make him come back begging and
promising to be good and revive him
with good pictures ... or if he wouldn't
be good, drop him altogether. . . .

The tried-and-true disposal method
was put into effect on Mr. Montgomery
. . . but no matter how awful the picture,

Mr. Montgomery was always good . . .

this was largely because he, himself,
couldn't help it ... he was plenty dis-

gusted . . . and said so . . . that was the
trouble . . . lots of actors are disgusted
with the roles they play . . . but mostly

they don't say so ... at least they don't
say so in places where they will be over-
heard . . . but Montgomery said so in

places like the Herald Tribune Forum in

New York City . . . from which he could
practically be heard around the whole
United States. . . .

This Herald Tribune Forum speech
came a year ago last summer just after
Mr. Montgomery had returned to Holly-
wood from driving an ambulance in
France . . . Hollywood hadn't known
what to do about that . . . here was
its general pain-in-the-neck turning out
a hero ... so when Bob came back
the producers decided to forgive and for-

get . . . they patted him on his fine,

broad back and expected him to play the
angel child . . . the only trouble laeing

the Herald Tribune asked Bob to talk . . .

and Willkie was nominated. . . .

I
T can be told now that Hollywood told

' all its people to vote for Roosevelt . . .

but Mr. Montgomery was pro-Willkie
... he organized committees ... he
talked for Willkie ... it was freely said

in Hollywood that now they would really

"get" Montgomery . . . but then the elec-

tion came . . . and the heat of the battle

was forgotten . . . and "Rage In Heaven"
came up . . . and over at Columbia a

weird, amazing, rather beautiful story
now called, very ineptly, "Here Comes
Mr. Jordan" ... no actor but Bob Mont-
gomery was willing to play the leading
role in this latter picture ... it being the
role of a dead prize fighter . . . but he
wanted to play it very much indeed . . .

so he did . . . and he's played it magnifi-
cently. . . .

It finished up his contract, too, this

picture . . . studios started bidding for
him . . . but, just as he had promised his

more intimate friends last winter, he did
not re-sign with anyone . . . for Robert
Montgomery is rabidly American . . .

he felt he had a duty to help somehow
in this war . . . and that is why he is now
far away in London working on the staff

of the United States Embassy. . . .

Fascinating, isn't it, these stories be-
hind the stories . . . Kathryn Grayson
. . . Judy Garland . . . Robert Montgom-
ery. . . . Oh, yes, and Roz Russell . . .

well, Til tell you that story some other
time ... I promise. . . .

Complete, tube in vanity

Jack Benny watches the passing Giro scene with a fond eye.

His pretty dinner-party partner is Mrs. Mervyn LeRoy
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The Shadow Stage
(Continued jrovi page 6)

^ Unfinished Business (Universal)

It's About: A woman who marries jor

spite.

IT has a measure of gaiety, charm and
' sophistication but not nearly so much
as it could have. We felt, somehow, the

necessary "oomph" that lifts a picture

from the amusing to the hit class was
missing. Yet, make no mistake, it's

definitely a good little movie and one
you'll undoubtedly enjoy.

Irene Dunne, a small-town girl enroute

to the city, meets debonair Preston
Foster, who completely sweeps her off her
feet and just as promptly forgets her.

Out of spite, she marries his brother,

Robert Montgomery, while both are in

their cups, but never forgets Preston,

who involves her in a romantic moment
during a party given by the newlyweds.
The two, Foster and Dunne, caught kiss-

ing by kittycat June Clyde, are de-
nounced by the spiteful wench, which
sends Bob off to the Army and Dunne
to the chorus, their marriage a wreck.
A year later Bob returns, still con-

vinced his wife loves Foster. A surprise

really jars him into the real truth—he's

the head man in his wife's heart.

Foster is the outstanding performer of

the picture, turning in a grand per-
formance.

Your Reviewer Soys: Amusing fare and
fairly amusing.

;

>^ Belle Starr {20th Century-Fox)

It's About: A notorious woynan bandit of

1
the mO's.

WHEN Hollywood is through white-

washing historical characters of un-
savory fame, their own mothers wouldn't

know them—or even like them. Here
comes "Belle Starr," for example, a hard-

\
fighting lassie of Grandma's time, who
turns out in pictures to be Gene Tierney,

if you can believe it, a gently bred
Southern girl who undertakes to refight

the Civil War after it's already been
(fought and lost.

^ In her agony for revenge. Belle joins

I
up with a Southern rebel. Randy Scott,

• marries him and participates in his

escapades, believing the old South is

about to be avenged. When she discovers

that the cause in behalf of the old South
is only a front for thieving and killing,

she washes her lily white hands of it all

and gets herself killed by an ornery no-
^good.

;
Miss Tierney does a pretty good job

of it, too. In Technicolor, she and some
beautiful scenery vie with each other
for top honors, she's that pretty. But
must the poor old Northerners constantly

be made to seem such heels, we rise to

ask? Wasn't there a gentleman among
the lot of them—or whom is Hollywood
trying to please?
Dana Andrews as a Yankee Major and

John Shepperd as Gene's brother are
very believable and quite good. But
when you boil it all down, it's the same
old movie you've seen a dozen times
with all its punch and power lost in

Belle's needless whitewashing.

Your Reviewer Says: The same old story.

Lydia (Korda-U. A.)

It's About: A flashback review of the
suitors in one woman's life.

i

MARK IS YOUR GUARANTEE

*The ONEIDA LTD. name— a mark of quality—
appears on the back of these Oneida Ltd. lines:

Wm. a. ROGERS

1881 ^ ROGERS

Simeon 1. & George H. Rogers Company

Qy^QY HELPS ^ dozen leaflets, written by Mrs. Louise Branch, our own Baby Page
Editor, have been reprinted and available to readers, all 12 for

only lOc. Send stamps or coins, mentioning the ages of your children, to:

Reader Service, Dept. PM-114
PHOTOPLAY-MOVrE MIRROR, 205 East 42nd Street. New York, N. Y.
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T/i/s sensible treatment

works while you walk!

• First, the soft felt pad helps
relieve pain by lifting off pres-
sure. Then the Blue-Jay medi-
cation gently loosens the corn
so that in a few days it may be
easily removed, including the
paiti.producing core! (Stubborn
cases may require more than
one application.)

Blue-Jay Corn Plasters cost
very little— only a
few cents to treat /^"X.'.'f^
each corn— at all (eoSSoiUiilp'in,;

drug counters.

Felt pad (C)
helps relieve pain
by removing
pressure. Medi-
caliiin (D) acts
on com.

In a few days
corn Is gently
loosened so It
may be ea,slly re-

moved.

BLUE -JAY
BAUER & BLACK CORN PLASTERS

Those magic
her success.

m TOO, CAN EARN $30

A WEEK
Nancy E 's story
could have been your--

!

Left with two little

children to support
. . . not much money
to depend upon . . .

unable to leave the
children to work in
shop or office— even
if she could have been
sure nf getting a job

!

Yet. today Mrs. E

—

is making $30 a week
as a C. S. N. gradu-
ate and plans to es-
tablish a rest home for convalescents I

letters "C. S. N/* are responsible for
Tiwy stand for:

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
This scliDul for 42 years has been training' niL*n ami
women, IS to 60, at home and in their spare time, for

the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. The
course is endorsed by physicians. Complete nurse's
equipment is included. Lessons clear and concise. Easy
Tuition Payments. Be one of the hundreds of men and
women earning $25 to ?35 a week as trained practical
nurses. High school education not required. Best of all,

you can earn while learning! Mrs. A. B. R. earned
three times the cost of the course while studying.
Doctors say C. S. N. graduates make their best prac-
tical nurses. Send coupon today and learn how you can
bei:ome self-supporting as a nui"se.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 1811, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago. III.

Please send free booklet, "Splendid Opportunities
in Js'ursinK." and 16 sample lesson pages.

yame .
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CORNS GO
FAST

Pain

Quickly

Forgotten!

Costs But A

Few Cents To Be

Foot-Happy Now!

No waiting! When you apply
Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads on
your corns, callouses or bun-
ions, tormenting shoe fric-

tion stops; pressure is lifted;

quick relief is yours. These
thin, soothing, protective
pads ease new or tight shoes;
prevent corns if used at the
first sign of sore toes.

3-WAY QUICK ACTION!
Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads are used
to relieve pain ofcorns, callouses,

bunions, sore toes, as well as to
prevent corns. Or, you can use
them with the separate Medica-
tions included for speedily re-

moving corns, callouses. Easy to
apply. Stay on in bath. Sizes for
Corns, Callouses, Bunions, Soft
Corns between toes.

ECONOMICAL! Large, family
size box— 1 5 Corn Pads and 12
separate Corn-removing Medi-
cations—cost but a trifle. Insist on
Dr. SchoU's!^ For FREE sample
(please mention size wanted ) and
Dr. SchoU's Foot booklet—write
to Dr. SchoU's Inc., Dept. 106,
213 W. Schiller St. Chicago, 111.

Clinic andLaho ratory Tested

QfSchoI/sZinopads

CLUB PIN & RING
CATALOG

PINS 30- up-RINGS S1.50
al.ly made . . . silver, gold plated, -•- ^-

r new book shows over 300 handso
arl, up-IO-lhe-minute designs by ^fT ' ' ' ^
sli.n craflsmen, . olde... large.l 5'_>.^^-«
kers. Wnle for your Free copy today!

'

•mt

BASTlim BROS. DepLSZ.IIocheslcr. H.Y.

YOUR CHOICE of Jeweled Elgin. Wilthim
'"inois wrist watch. New ttyled sixe

Reconstructed movement. Accuracy
inteed. Given with every Simulated
ond ring when ordered and paid for

jr purchase privilege plan. Payments;
$3.50 down, within 20 days after arrival, at

r post office. Balance of S3.89 anytime
,in a year i total only $7.3 9. Remember,
cost of watch IS included m price of the
. Extra surprise free gift enclosed for

nptness. Send NO money with order,

TS''":Tvl''"' ''"S si". It comi

MON^.J*')' '"urn mail in special gift box, postpaid

r',TH \ H, KENDALL JEWELERS

YOU'LL ALWAYS^
BE CONSTIPATED

UNLESS-
You correct faulty living habits—unless liver

bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty
foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.
F. M. Edwards in treating patients for consti-

pation and sluggish liver bile. Test their good-
ness TONIGHT! 15i, ZOi and 60^.
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THE celebrated French director, Julien
' Duvivier, makes his first Hollywood
picture in "Lydia" and turns in a heart-
warming story that women will love and
men will find tauntingly intriguing. How
a suitor really seems to a woman deep in

her heart is bound to be piquantly inter-

esting to both sexes, especially the male.

Merle Oberon, as the elderly spinster

who looks back over the romantic years

of her life and lays bare her real feelings

and emotions before the men in her life,

is a treat and a surprise. Miss Oberon
emerges a superb actress, who outshines

all previous efforts for sheer technique
and skill.

With such players as Edna May Oliver

and John Halliday as competition, Miss

Oberon is a standout. The men who
loved Merle but failed to win her are

Joseph Gotten, the faithful and devoted

young physician, George Reeves, her

first love, Hans Yaray, the blind mu-
sician, and Alan Marshal, to whom she

gave all her love and who failed her.

Yaray turns in a terrific performance,

with Alan Marshal the surprise of the

picture.

An album of memories brought to life,

with no emotions hidden, "Lydia" is a

different and fascinating movie.

Your Reviewer Says: A tale told with the

heart.

»^ Whistling in the Dark (M-G-M)

it's About: The kidnapping of a radio

crime story writer.

ADIES and gentlemen—Red Skelton. If

M-G-M can introduce their new prize

comedian by way of the screen, we can

introduce him by way of Photoplay-

Movie Mirror pages and, take our word
for it, you'll be glad to know Red from

now on, for Mr. Skelton is a comic that

will give all other comics a first-class

run for their money.
•'Whistling In The Dark" is no great

shakes of a howler, serving solely as a

vehicle to present Red to the public,

but with Mr. Skelton's very funny pres-

ence, the picture certainly takes on a

certain hit appeal.

Red is the author of perfect crime

stories written for the radio. In fact, his

plots are so good he finds himself kid-

napped by Conrad Veidt, rascally cult

leader, who forces Red to work out a

perfect crime that will erase a young
man that stands between Mr. Veidt and a

fortune. That Ann Rutherford and Vir-

ginia Grey, Reds sweetheart and the

sponsor's daughter, get kidnapped along

with Red doesn't make him any happier.

Anyway, it's corn, canned and scalloped,

we admit, but it's funny and gay and
what more could we ask?

Your Reviewer Says: A new comic makes
comical news.

Flying Blind (Parannoun+)

It's About: Spies and intrigue on a honey-
moon air express.

COBS and gobs of plot, loads and loads
of noise, thrills galore and romance

ablooming everywhere, went into this

potpie of a B thriller, the third in the
aviation series starring Richard Arlen.
When Richard, pilot of a honeymoon

air express, neglects his romance with
air stewardess Jean Parker, she threatens
to elope with another man, but instead

finds herself in a plane with hero Arlen,
villains Roger Pryor and Nils Asther,
who are attempting to steal an impor-
tant military secret, and a daffy bride,

Marie Wilson, and her husband, Grady
Sutton, The climax is a thriller-diller

with more whoop-do-do than you can
shake a stick at—all of which spells

entertainment with a carnival spirit.

Your Reviewer Soys: Action in the air.

World Premiere (Paranriount)

It's About: A movie producer that runs
afoul of saboteurs.

I
OHN BARRYMORE plays John Barry-

J more as John Barrymore, a hut-nut
movie producer who pilots a movie
troupe to the nation's capitol for the
premieres of his picture. Thinking to bol-

ster his product, producer Barrymore
orders his press agent to hire a couple
of extra players to pose as saboteurs de-
termined to destroy the picture. Oh, sure,

they turn out to be real saboteurs. Barry-
more, believing it all a publicity stunt,

couldn't be happier as their insidious

plots mount and mount.
Ricardo Cortez is the picture's star, who

makes life one merry chase for Virginia
Dale, the heroine. Eugene Pallette is the
financial backer of the movie, who wishes
with aU his heart that he weren't.

It sounds funny, and should be funny,
but the truth is, my friends, it isn't. It's

a washout with a capital wash.

Your Reviewer Says: Not funny, Barry-
more.

This Wonnan Is Mine (Universal)

It's About: A smuggler aboard a Western
trading vessel.

WE pause to shake our weary, graying
head at the vagaries of Hollywood.

Into our midst, for example, comes the

luscious Carol Bruce of "Louisiana Pur-
chase' fame. What does Hollywood do
with this eye-filling beauty but cast her
as a stowaway on a trading vessel bound
for Oregon ports during the 18th
Century. Nothing transpires but a

lot of unfunny chit-chat among Franchot
Tone, representative of the company that

financed the expedition, John Carroll,

who assured Miss Bruce she was bound
for Paris and a singing career, and poor
Brucie herself. Walter Brennan as the
ship's captain carries on a great deal
when he discovers the stowaway, but
finally saves the heroine and Tone from
invading Indians by blowing up the
ship. The last scenes depicting the con-
flict between the Indians and the white
men are the only exciting moments of

the picture.

Nigel Bruce just went along for the

ride.

Your Reviewer Says: Just another unin-
spired movie.

Scat+erqood Mee'l's Broadway
(Pyramid-RKO)

It's About: Scattergood helps the village

playwright present a smash success on
Broadway.

EVEN better than its predecessors in

the series is this latest installment in

the life of Scattergood Baines. the Mr.
Fix-it of a small town. Its homey flavor

is embellished by moments of bright

comedy and some corny gags that are

still good.
When William Henry, one of the village

boys who has written a play, goes to

New York and falls into the hands of

Frank Jenks and Bradley Page, a couple
of slick but engaging crooks, Scattergood

PHCTOPL.w combined with movie mibrob
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follows to help him out of a jain and even
ends up as producer of the play himself.

Guy Kibbee fi^s the role of the shrewd,
honest merchant to perfection and
Mildred Coles is charming as the girl

friend of Henry. Joyce Compton as a
showgirl is excellent, as are the rest of

the cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Pleasant fare.

^ Dr. Kildare's Wedding Day
(M-G-M)

It's About: Tragedy in the life of a young
doctor.

IT comes as a shock that jars the emo-
tions—the sudden, tragic death of

Laraine Day as Nurse Lamont, the be-
loved of Lew Ayres, the famous Dr.
Kildare of this popular series. Although
we'd been forewarned, it still seemed a
rather brutal demise for a character so
beloved. Whether Miss Day has made
a mistake in insisting upon her release

from this series or not remains to be
seen, but we definitely feel her exit need
not have been so shockingly conceived.
Through the solicitous comfort offered

by Lionel Barrymore as Dr. Gillespie,

Dr. Kildare is finally able to return to

his work after his grievous loss. All the
characters so beloved in this series are
present. Nils Asther as the orchestra
leader whose hearing is affected is very
good. But all incidental counterplots are
lost in the tragedy of Miss Day's passing.

Your Reviewer Says: Emotion hits the Kil-
dare series.

Wild Geese Calling

(20th Century-Fox)

It's About: A hoy with wanderlust who
finds a permanent haven through love.

HENRY FONDA can and does get
himself involved in some of the slow-

est, dullest, most aimless pictures of any
actor we know. The miracle is he sur-
vives, all of which is a tribute to a talent

so fine it can't be downed no matter what.
"Wild Geese Calling" has Henry a

likeable, naive sort of goof, bitten by the
wanderlust and encouraged in his in-
ability to stay put by the eternal flight of

wild geese on the move.
In Seattle, Henry runs into Blackie, a

disreputable character played by Warren
William, and Joan Bennett, a waterfront
chorus girl whom he marries. But the
geese overhead bid him follow in
Blackie's trail to Alaska and there he
meets disillusionment that peels down
eventually to contentment.
Joan Bennett wins a prize as the most

miscast actress of the month. Ona Mun-
son, as usual, is one of those "tough
babies." It's draggy, shiftless and simply
about nothing in particular.

Your Reviewer Says: A washout.

^ Sun Valley Serenade
(20th Century-Fox)

It's About: A hand that adopts a refugee.

SONJA HENIE returns to the screen,
a svelte, sly little puss, who enchants

with her skates and skiis, her smiles and
charms. Her two skating numbers, es-
pecially the grand finale, are sleek,

smooth, smart.
The story is a snug little bug-in-a-rug

idea, with Sonja a Norwegian refugee
who is adopted by John Payne, pianist
with Glenn Miller's orchestra. Johnny,
of course, expected a baby, but not quite

„. CONTAINS NO ACID!

CUTEX
OILY

CUTICLE REMOVER

CRIMINAL—
fhaf's what it is— fo

let your cuticle get

ragged, unsightly,

sore like this.

WONDBRFUL—
that's the way your
cuticle lool<s and
feels with Cutex
Oily Cuticle

Remover.

CUTTING encourages
hangnails! With Cutex

Oily Cuticle Remover you wipe
away dead cuticle— leave it

softer, smoother. Get a bottle

today— see how much lovelier

your hands look!

Every Saturday—Look for
special Cutex display at your
favorite store— Cutex Cuticle

Remover, Cuticle Oil, Brittle

Nail Cream, Orangewood
Sticks, Emery Boards.

Northam Warren, New York

* Used by more women than all

other Cuticle Removers combined.

- "Cheers ^o'^

V.v^^ ^^^^^^^ -M^^^^l
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STOCKINOS

. . . and wrapper from
|

SAYMAN'S 1

VEGETABLE WONDER
SOAP

For a limited time, you can get

lovely sheer silk stockings at a BIG
SAVING. These silk stockings
have picoted hems and reinforced

mercerized heel and toe . . . are

beautifully tinted in smart new
shade of Bali beige . . . Just PRINT
name, address and stocking size on
wrapper from bar of Sayman's
Vegetable Wonder Soap. Mail
wrapper with 25c in COIN. This
offer is made to acquaint you with
Sayman's Vegetable Wonder Soap,
which lathers at a touch in hard
water, soft water, hot, cold, min-
eral or alkali water . . . rinses

completely . . . leaves no soapy
film. Send Sayman Soap wrapper,
name, address, stocking size and
25c to Sayman Products Co.,
2129 Locust, St. Louis, Missouri.

SAY/lt/llMS VeqetaAle

Wonder*

T "T '•^ISANDS SOL
I, V_ysAVS: "MIDJ<y FINE"! ONI

f iiaRANTrr

NEW!
Dual Bands— Magiclenna —Microdial

-\Vr
ABOUT CIGARETTE PACKAGE
SIZE! PATENTED FIXED POWER
CRYSTAL! :[. , Ir- ,r-

I
., i .

i
OWNERS REPORT

2-3 YEARS OF SERVICE!- THOU-
ILL..

DGET RADIO WORKS
" YEAR SERVICE

GUARANTEE. f I .pl-i-

l.M!. !

'

,!, l-L.! NO Kl E( l iUCli'V KK'.m:IHE['>' '

n.i

-J'l'i HI •
, (ash, Clieck) (or postpaid dellverv .n GUARANTEE

i„,-r„,,!, $_ 99 plue postaee chareea on arrival ri:l' I > M \ "i'

I 1,1.1 1 OUR .MIDGET NOW! FREE M\<.1( 11 '.NA
SET RADIO CO. Dept. L-11 Kearney, Nebr.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels evei-y day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Effective in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10<J and 25c!.

• Now. at homo, you cm quickly and easily tint telltale

streiiks of pray to natural-appcurliiK shades—from litihtcst

blonde to darkest hlrick, Iirownatone and a small brush
does It— or your money Ijiick. XTscd for 28 years by thou-
sands of women (men. too)—Brownatone Is giiarantced
harmless. No akin test needed, active colorlnR aRont Is

purely veKctable. Cannot uftccl waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not w.osh out. Just brush or comb It In. One applica-
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
COc at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youthful charm. GetBIIOWNATONE today.

SO grown-up a baby as Sonja.
When the band moves on to Sun Valley,

Sonja trots along, determined to marry
John. In order to accomplish this, she
must first break up the romance between
her foster parent and Lynn Bari, singer
with the band. How she finally lands her
man is quite a cute story, interestingly
interspersed as it is with wonderful sports
scenes in beauteous, enchanting Sun
Valley.
Lynn Bari is a coming star if ever we

saw one. The music of Glenn Miller's
orchestra, plus the clowning of Milton
Berle, gives the story the dash it needs.

Your Reviewer Says: A glamorized sports
picture

Tillie The Toller (Columbia)

It's About: A dumh but beautiful sten-
ographer who revolutionizes an industry.

DLONDIE herself (Penny Singleton)
^ discovered Tillie, another comic-strip
character, in a Cincinnati broadcasting
station and brought her to Hollywood.
Miss Kay Harris, who is Tillie, is worth

discovery. She is pert, pretty, talented,
and makes an ideal Tillie. William Tracy
is Mac, even to the rigid forelock. Jack
Arnold is a smug Mr. Whipple and
Daphne Pollard a cute and tiny Minyisy.
The first of the series flounders around

a bit due to poor writing and direction.

But give Tillie time. She's always a
winner, isn't she?

Your Reviewer Says: Not up to the other
series.

^ Our Wife (Columbia)

It's About: The battle between an ex-wife
and the fiancee of one man.

WHY in the world Columbia hasn't
called this "Our Husband" instead

of "Our Wife" is a mystery to us. After
all, there is but one husband, Melvyn
Douglas and, of. the two women con-
cerned, one is an ex-wife who won't be
shaken loose and the other is the fiancee
who won't be sidetracked.
The story has Douglas, an inebriated

musician aboard the same ship as Ruth
Hussey, a scientist; her scientist father,

Charles Coburn; and her non-scientific
brother, John Hubbard, who went along
for the laughs. The scientists befriend
Douglas and he in return befriends them
until ex-wife Ellen Drew steps in and
attempts to win him back with a nasty
ruse. The dialogue leaps out like a tongue
of flame occasionally, bringing a lot of

laughs.

Your Reviewer Says: A pocket edition of

a laugh riot.

The Little Foxes

(Goldwyn-RKO-Radio)

It's About: The ruthless greed of a family
set against itself.

THE gripping melancholic tale of the
' greedy avaricious Hubbards has been
told with a perfection seldom equaled on
the screen. Whether the public will wel-
come so much brooding heaviness is

problematical, however, but no one can
deny the magnificence of the acting, writ-
ing and directing.

Bette Davis, as the cruel Regina, holds
her own with such members from the
New York stage cast as Patricia Collinge,
Charles Dingle, Carl Benton Reid and
Dan Duryea. Herbert Marshall is perfect
as the sick husband whom Bette permits

to die rather than lift a hand to help.
Teresa Wright, a newcomer, is Holly-
wood's next young star.

In all departments the film is perfection
itself, the screen presenting an even
stronger version than the stage.

Your Reviewer Says: An Academy Award
contender.

Lite Begins for Andy Hardy
(M-S-M)

It's About: A boy's first encounter with
the world.

A NDY HARDY grows up—the hard^ way. With high school behind him,
Andy can't quite make up his mind about
college. First he'd like a fling at earning
his own living in New York, so reluctant-
ly but wisely Judge Hardy and his wife
stand by while hunger, a golddigger and
the tragic death of a friend teach Andy
a much-needed lesson.
As usual, Mickey Rooney is tops as

Andy and Judy Garland perfect as the
annoying girl friend. Pat Dane, a new-
comer, is really the big news of the pic-
ture, with Ray McDonald rating plenty of
raves on his own.

Your Reviewer Says: One of the best of its

kind.

Dive Bomber (Warners)

It's About: The experimental work of
flight surgeons in the Naval Air Corps.

WARNERS have added a new twist to
their perennial aviation story that

makes it a brightly interesting document
of our own air forces at work.
A feud between Flight Surgeon Errol

Flynn and Flight Commander Fred Mac-
Murray that eventually grows into
friendship is a framework upon which is

draped some of the most beautiful avia-
tion shots ever shown on the screen.
Alexis Smith has little to do but

registers as a comer. Ralph Bellamy and
Regis Toomey lend grand support.
This is the picture made on location at

San Diego's Naval Base with the per-
mission of Uncle Sam.

Your Reviewer Says: Timely, informative
and entertaining.

When Ladies Meet (M-G-M)

It's About: A wife, a husband, the other
ivoman and a lover.

ONCE in a while—and not often enough
—Hollywood comes forth with a

star-studded picture, smart, ultra chic
and even lush in all departments. When
it does, the results are worth your time.
"When Ladies Meet" is real honest-to-

goodness movies at their best. It talks
neither of socialistic problems, propa-
ganda, messages or whimsy-pooh. It has
a lot of great big names, Joan Crawford,
Robert Taylor, Herbert Marshall, Greer
Garson, behaving up to the truest movie
standards; Joan, an authoress in love with
publisher Herbert Marshall, who is mar-
ried to Greer Garson. Taylor is, of course,
the lad in love with Joan. The sets, the
clothes, the chitchat, will draw in the
customers like flies.

Honors are divided between Miss Gar-
son and Miss Crawford. Both girls do
splendid jobs. But there's no question
of divided honors for Bob Taylor, who
walks away with every scene.

Your Reviewer Says: A real hit.
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Tanks A Million

(Hal Roach-U. A.)

If s About: A boy genius in the Army.

FOR five reels or about fifty minutes
running time, a very amusing little

something happens on the screen in

"Tanks a Million."

The fun is all about a draftee, a former
railway information clerk, William Tracy,
who annoys his superior officers by spurt-

ing from memory long passages, giving
sections and even pages from the Army
Manual.
James Gleason, as the enraged officer,

and Elyse Knox, as the eye-filler, fill in

the vacant spaces. But it's Private Tracy's
picture and he makes the most of it.

Your Reviewer Says: Small-sized panic.

The Blonde From Singapore

(Colunribia)

It's About: An adventuress in the Far
East.

THOSE jewels are here again and so are
those inevitable jewel thieves that keep

prowling around our movie plots.

Florence Rice, a scheming actress, who
poses as a missionary's daughter, swipes
the pearls (hot property) from Leif Erik-
son and Gordon Jones. Then she sets

out to woo Alexander D'Arcy, only to

find herself out on a limb with the be-
wildered audience.

Your Reviewer Says: "We are not amused."

^ Badlands of Dakota (Universal)

It's About: A love triangle in the raw old

West.

EVERYBODY and everything that be-
longed to our historical and even

hysterical old West have been incorpor-

ated in this shoot-'em-dead movie.
Robert Stack is a handsome young

Easterner who does a Horace Greeley,
meets his brother's (Broderick Craw-
ford's) fiancee, Ann Rutherford, marries
her himself and starts all the rumpus.
Richard Dix is Wild Bill Hickok, Frances
Farmer is Calamity Jane and Addison
Richards is Custer. It's just a straight-

from-the-shoulder Western and as such
you can take it or leave it.

Your Reviewer Says: We'll take it.

^ Alonna of the South Seas

(Paramount)

It's About: A jealous lover in the old

South Seas.

AS long as there are movies there will

be the same old South Sea romance,
it seems. And Dorothy Lamour in her
imitation sarong will be the beautiful
native girl.

Technicolor has stepped in and colored
this one into a thing of heavenly beauty.
The scenery alone is worth the price of

admission. The story has native Jon Hall
returning from the States with his newly
acquired education to take over his post
as ruler at his father's death and marry
his betrothed, Miss Lamour. But jealous
Philip Reed has other ideas and it takes
the inevitable volcano in eruption to
change his mind.
We have a feeling Paramount never

intended this to be anything but a visual
treat, and with Dorothy and Jon in

sarongs they've achieved their aims.

Your Reviewer Soys: The eyes have it.

HEY!
NO GIRL

LOOKS PRETTY

IN A FADED DRESS!

Look your prettiest in dresses

kept fresh and gay in color with RfT

• For a few pennies you can turn last year's

frocks into bright, sparkling "beau-catchers."

TONIGHT, with a few packages of RIT from

your nearest store, you can do wonderful things.

Choose your flattering colors among RIT's 28

shades. You'll look pretty, proud and
HAPPY with Rit's color magic!

• But be sure you get RIT. Colors

sink in evenly and beautifully. No boil-

ing. Perfect results.

NEVER SAY DYE . . . SAY

RIT
28 Colors

Use White Rit to
take color OUT I

TINTS & DYES

WANT TO DO SOMETHING''
ABOUT YOUR COMPLEXION ?

WHICH OF THESE

FAULTS MARS YOUR

COMPLEXION BEAUTY?

V Externally-caused blemishes?

V Enlarged pore openings?

V Rough, "dried-out" skin?

V Chapped skin and lips?

]Vrost complexions would be lovelier if it

weren't for some common skin fault. If you'd
really like to "do something" about your
complexion, do what thousands of women
all over the country are doing every day!
Use the greaseless, snow-white MEDICATED
cream, Noxzema!
NOXZEMA is not just a cosmetic cream.

It contains soothing medication that helps

...heal externally-caused blemishes

...it helps smooth and soften rough skin

...and its mildly astringent action helps
reduce enlarged pore openings.

Nurses were the first to discover the remark-
able qualities of this delightfully soothing,
medicated cream. Now women everywhere
use it regularly, both as a night cream and
as a powder base. Why
not try it? Find out what ;

^1^1:^.

it may do for you! S^s

SPECIAL OFFER!
LIMITED TIME ONLY

75* JAR
At oil Drug and

Coimetic Counters

: UNLI

49*
hOXZEMAj
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Pol/udqe

—which means that cereal

is tops not only for breakfast

but for lunch and dinner too

Ida Lupino, who does some things

with cereal that make husband
Louis Hayward ask for more, please

WE'RE no prophet, but we're willing

to bet next week's breakfasts
against a used postage stamp that no

Ida Lupino performances will ever be

labeled type casting. The reason? Just

think of the pictures she's been in lately,

the meanie roles she has played with re-

straint, gusto, madness or whatever they

called for and contrast them with the

real Ida and you'll see what we mean.
For instance, currently she and husband
Louis Hayward are high-lighting Colum-
bia's "Ladies in Retirement," a cheerful

little opus centering on the body of a

muider victim sealed up in a house and
—well, on second thought better wait

until you see it to find out what the

Haywards have to do with things. Don't

look for any romance between them in

the picture, though; although it's their

first film together, they oppose each other

from start to finish.

Following "Ladies," Ida is scheduled
for Warners' "The Hard Way," in another
one of those non-sweetness and light

characterizations she does so superbly
and eventually for the same company's
"The Corn Is Green," if rumor can be
believed. We hope it can; the picture of

Ida busily undoing all schoolteacher Bette

Davis' highminded efforts to improve the
lot of underprivileged Welsh miners is

one we'd like to see.

But the picture of the off-screen Ida
is something else again. Call on her as
we did at the charming California type
farmhouse in Brentwood where she and
Louis live and you'll find it hard to be-
lieve that the on- and off-film Idas are
the same. She may be concentrating at

the piano (her major hobby is composing
music), working in the garden (she
knows every flowering gizbo and gim-
mick by name) or as I discovered her
casually slack-suited, her hair tucked
little-girl fashion behind her ears, romp-
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ing on the wide rolling lawn with
Dutchess, the police dog. No matter what
she's doing she's pretty as a picture and
so cheerfully good-natured and, yes,

downright domestic that you'd think she'd
never heard of meanie roles.

She's serious as anything about the
domestic business—runs the house and
plans the menus herself and on occasion
can and does prove that she's a "home
cookin" mama with a fryin' pan" by
whipping up a meal—a darned good one,

too—from start to finish. Being British,

she and Louis have an inherent fondness
for English food, but Ida qualifies their

traditional preferences by saying, "I love
American food and I must say I even
prefer the American version of good old
English porridge. Maybe cream of wheat
is especially good for children, but Louis
and I eat it, too, lots of different ways

—

sometimes with honey or maple syrup
or fruits and then back to plain cream."

If you haven't tried cream of wheat
for some time, why not get a box of it

and discover—or rediscover, most likely

—the reason why the Haywards rate it

so highly? Don't make the mistake of

considering it simply as breakfast food.

Ida says it's equally delicious for other
meals; she serves it as a dessert pudding,
as a luncheon casserole and as a substi-

tute for potatoes.

As A Dessert Pudding

11/2 cups cream of wheat.
1/3 cup sugar
V2 tsp. cinnamon
V4 tsp. ground cloves
1/4 tsp. mace or nutmeg
2 eggs

BY ANN HAMILTON

1 qt. milk
4 bananas

Cook the cereal in boiling salted water
as directed on the package. When done,
stir in spices and allow to cool. When
cool, beat eggs, beat in sugar and add
with milk to cereal mixture, stirring well.

Slice bananas and fold in, then turn into

buttered baking dish and bake at 375
degrees F. until firm. Serve hot or cold
with cream.

As A Luncheon Casserole

2 cups cooked cream of wheat
1 tbl. butter or margarine

^'2 cup grated cheese
2 tbl. minced onion
1 cup condensed tomato or mushroom
soup
Salt, pepper and paprika to taste

Place a layer of cream of wheat in a
buttered casserole, cover with soup,
sprinkle with cheese and onion, dot with
butter and seasonings. Repeat alternate
layers with remaining ingredients and
bake at 325 degrees F. until cooked
through and brown on top. For variety,

add a layer of diced cooked bacon or
chopped green peppers, or put in a pinch
of marjoram, savory or basil. If pre-
ferred, combine the ingredients and use
as filling for stuffed baked green peppers.

As a substitute for potatoes, the cream
of wheat should be poured into a long
narrow loaf pan while warm and allowed
to cool. When cool, cut into half-inch

slices and panfry on both sides in hot
fat (dip each slice in flour if mixture is

too moist to fry evenly) or place slices

around meat in roasting pan and allow

to brown. Panfried cream of wheat is

something to remember when served with
jelly, honey or syrup or fresh or stewed
fruits.
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Now She Shops

Cash And Carry
Without Painful Backache

Many sufferers relieve nagrfng backache quickly,

once they discover that the real cause of their trouble

may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help

most people pass about 3 pints a day.
Wben disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, putlinesa

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or

scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wTong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. Tliey

give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney

tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

YARN
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

FREE—Sul Di iscOift Offer. Free in-

struitions. saiiinle hook lOlll colors.

Style Fla.sll 9i; new looilel.s. Free
lor the askins. WOOL TRADING
CO.. Estab. 1920. 361 Grand St..

Dept. X-n New York City

HAWKING
Lx>osen Uiick, sticky secretions causing hawk-
coughing. stufTed-up nose. Ask your Drug-

gist for HALL S TWO-METHOD TREAT-
MENT. Use the Expectorant and the soothing

Nasal Ointment. Satisfaction or money back!

Send postcard for FREE Health Chart TODAY!
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Dept. 2311TOLEDO, OHIO

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS

When diamond-dazzling Zircons
from the mines of frir-iiway
.uystic Siani are so EfTective
and Inexpensive? Stand acid,
cut glass, full of Fire, true
backs, thrilling beauty, ex<iuis-
ite mountings. Examine before
you buy. Catalogue FREE.

THE ZIRCON CO.
Dept. 12 Wheeling, W. Va.

MU MD GIVE IllH HOSE

NvLON ^iPRicE
/Jif Combination Ori/er

Wear Hose We Furnish
Women almost crazy over
this sensational half price
with guaranteed silk hos
ceptional first week

With
Nyloi
combination offer,

•. Read these ex.~ " An-
1 drews. Iowa, $35.97; Stella Scott, Okl
$36.74; W. C. Stock. Pa.. $36.25. Gu£
anteed by Good Housekeeping as adve
tised therein. Ru.'ih name and addre;
penny postal. WILKNIT HOSIERY CO
Midwiy 8-Bll. Greenfjold. Ohio

"S^Scratchinq
Relieve Itch Fast

Relieve itching of eczema, pimples,
rashes, athlete s foot and other skin
troubles. Use coolmg antiseptic D.D.O.
Prescription. Greaseless, stainless.

Stops itching quickly. 35c tri.il bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for D. D. D. Prescription.

"300 Names For Your Baby"

"What Shall I Buy Before Baby Comes?"

"Time Saving Ways to Do Baby's Laundry"

These and 9 other practical baby helps, now avail-

able to readers of this magazine. Written by Mrs.
I.onise Branch, our own Baby Page Editor, all 12
yonrs for just 10c in stamps or coin to cover costs
Ivut give ages of your children and address Reader
Service, Dept. PM.115.

PHOTOPLAY.MOVIE MIRROR MAGAZINE
205 East 42nd Street New York. N. Y.

HEAD COLDS
CATARRHSINUS

TRY THIS FOR RELIEF OF THE NASAL CONGESTION
To ease such nasal congestion symptoms as sniffling,

Eneezing, hawking-, stulfed-up feeling, watery eyes,
roaringearsand pounding pressure, FLUSH thenasal
passage with SINASIPTEC. Based on a physician's
Buccessful prescription. SINASIPTEC washes out
thick, crusty, sticky, old mucous as it soothes and re-

I
duces swollen, irritated tissue. Ask your druggists.

Send Today for An Amazing 25c Test
Jnst mail 25e with name, address today for new special com-
plete Smasipiec and Nasal Douche packafjce for thorough trial
to American Drug Corp., Dept. A- 18 600U Maple, St, Louis, Mo.
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Are You Afraid to Walk
Alone?

(Continued from page 36)

were a few years ago. What's more, we
were almost exactly like all the other

girls in our classes at school.

"Well, it didn't take us very long to

discover that we didn't like it when
people couldn't tell which one of us
they were talking to. Girls who were
getting somewhere in pictures had some
individuality—some qualities which set

them apart from other girls—and it took

us only a short time to decide that we
wanted a slice of that apiece, too.

"It doesn't matter much whether you
are trying to be a success at school or

in a job or just in your particular small

set. Maybe you just want to be popular,

to attract men—or to attract one special

man. You'll have much better luck if

you make the most of your own special

assets than you will if you merge into a

common background, made up of all the
people who are exactly alike.

"So-o-o, you'll have to take inventory
of yourself and your assets. And your
liabilities. Don't use your favorite movie
star or your best friend as a yardstick
while you're doing this measuring

—

please! Find out what you have.
"I mean that if your hair won't go into

those starched little rolls, like Sylvia's,

find out what you can do with it. Your
face isn't a bit like Sylvia's. Why should
it have an identical frame?
"Remember to start with the little

things. The frock, the hair, the hat. It

will take some initiative just at first

Then you'll find it's fun and that it pays.
Just pluck up courage to walk alone for

a very little while and you'll find a lot

of people wanting to trail along with
you!"

Incidentally, if you want a good ex-
ample of what individuality did for Lo-
retta Young, get a good look at her in

Columbia's "Bedtime Story."

A NN SO-THERN, of M-G-M's "Panama
Hattie," enters this discussion right

here and with excellent reason. Ann
really had to work to make her indi-
viduality register. She worked and
studied for nearly ten years before she
was sufficiently sure of her own, rounded-
out personality to begin to battle for the
sort of parts she wanted—to make the
place she wanted for herself on the
screen.

So, you see, Ann knows what it is to
"walk alone."

"It's the inventory that's important,"
she insists. "Tot up your assets and
liabilities—ruthlessly, without coddling
yourself or your vanity. But don't be
too hard on yourself. Remember that
what you want may have some bearing
on what you should do and be. If you
look like a fluffy little number and still

have a strong desire to do a mean
rhumba—by all means experiment with
the rhumba and see how you come out.

"It doesn't make much difference what
your job is," Ann says. "Acting isn't

very different from any other sort of
job. I knew a girl who was a stenog-
rapher—a good one. But what she wanted
to be was a crackerjack private secretary
—as who wouldn't? In the office where
she worked there were ten or twelve
stenographers and two really high-
powered, high-salaried secretaries—one
who looked after the Big Boss and one
who served his assistant. One day my
little friend took that necessary inven-
tory. 'What have those two women got
that I haven't got?' she asked herself.

DON'T LET SIMPLE PILES

TORTURE YOU. GET PAZO
FOR RELIEF!

SUCH A RELIEF FROM PAIN
SUE, I USED PAZO!

Millions of people suflering from simple Piles have found prompt

relief with PAZO ointment. Here's why; First, PAZO ointment

soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain and itching. Second, PAZO
ointment lubricates hardened, dried parts—helps prevent crack-

ing and soreness. Third, PAZO ointment tends to reduce swelling

and check bleeding. Fourth, it's easy to use. PAZO ointment's per-

forated Pile Pipemakes application simple, thorough. Don't putup

with the torment of simple Piles. \bur doctor can tell you about

PAZO ointment. Get PAZO ointment from your druggist, today.

Grove Laboratories, Inc.

Dept. 204-MWG-4.St,Louis.Mo,

Gentlemen: I want PAZO, FREE!

Name

r n r r Orfer Limited,

r K C L MAIL TODAY!
(Good only in LI. S A )

(Mailed in a plain wrapper)

Address .

City . State..

$NAK»,nMS,ntH
rtoiinNiw.MMiu
TIlllUIMrAtlUl

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
DEPT. 104-A Cincinnati , Ohio ( cs£j?-^if£^rs t^^^rfo t

GIVEN!
NOTHING to BUY

Send No Money!
7-Jewel Chrome Finish
Send Name and Address

Simpty Give Away FREE pictures with well known WllII'E
CLOVERINE Brand SALVE used for Chaps, mild burns,
easily sold at 25c a box (with picture FREE) and remitting
per catalog sent with order. 46th year. We are reliable,
SPECIAL: Choice of 20 premiums given for returning only
$3 collected. Write for Salve and pictures, postage paid
by us.
WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 6S-W. TYRONE. PA.

COLOR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK

Gives a natural, youthful

appearance. Easy to use in the clean

privacy of your home ; not greasy ; will not

rub off nor interfere with curling. For 30

years millions have used it with complete

satisfaction. $1.3S for sale everywhere.

I

FREE SAMPLE
I

BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. 1
1

1

1

I 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.

' Name.
Street

I City - -- State.

I
GIVE ORIGIN.\L H.MR COLOR

FARR^S FOR GRRV HniR
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MostWOMEN of

MIDDLE AGE

38'52

It

Yrs. Old

Suffer Distress
At This Time

—

If this period in a woman's life causes you
to get easily upset, cranky, nervous, blue

at times, suffer weakness, dizziness, hot
flashes, headaches, distress of "irregulari-

ties"

—

Try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound—made especially to relieve female
distress due to this functional disturb-

ance. Pinkham's Compound helps build up
resistance against annoying symptoms of

"middle age." Famous for over 60 years!

I sweetheart Ring in 1/30 lOK rolled

Gold plate; your size, your choice, FOR Belling 4 boxes of

Hosebud Salve at 25c each. Patriotic Lapel Pin FREE with
each rine for prompt selling. Order45alve. SendNoMoney.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 52, WOODSBORO.MARYLAND.

Xeg sufferers
WTiy continue to suffer without .attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet— - THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years ol
success. Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS,3284 N.Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. IVI-51, Milwaukee, Wisconsin I

BOOKLET

WOMEN WANTED
You can make money supplying consumers
with the well known Rawleigh Products.
We supply stocks, equipment on credit;
and teach you how. No experience needed
to start. Over 200 easily sold home necessi-
ties. Large repeat orders. Permanent, inde-
pendent, dignified. Many women now mak>
ing splendid income. Full or spare time.

WRITE THE W. T. RAWLEIGH CO.
Dept. K-90-MFD Freeport. III.

Be a RADIO Technician
Learn at Home. Many Make $30, $40, $50 a Week
Jf jou want better pay quick, and a job with a future,
learn Radio, Television. Hundreds I train jump their
pay. Radio has gronti fast, is still growing—that's why
It pays many $30, $40, $50 a week—why many earn $5 to
$10 a week extra in spare time while learning. Mv Course
can help you get better rating, extra pay in Army, Navy,
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nbarrassi nc) scaly s
disease Pson.isis. Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Tliousands cid for scaly
-spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have Konc. the
red patches gradually ttlsappeared
and they enjoyed tlie thrill of a
cle.ir skin apain. Dermoil is used by
backed by a positive agreement to Kiv
2 weeks or money is refunded without (|iiestloii. Generous
trial hottle sent FKER to those who send in their Druggist's
n:ime and address. Make our famous "One Spot Tost" your-
-elf. Write today for your test hottle. I'rint name plainly.
Ilesults may surprise you. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett
and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES. Box
S47. Northwestern Station. Dept. 2S04, Detroit, Mich.

Always a sound question!

"Checking up, she found that she
dressed nicely, met strangers pleasantly,
had an engaging voice on the telephone.
She did her work swiftly and neatly.

What more could a man want? Well,
one day when she was taking letters

from a minor executive she remembered
that she had taken letters from him the
day before. He had contradicted himself
somehow and she plucked up courage
to tell him about it—and to hunt up
the carbon of his first letter to show him.
He was delighted and was thanking her
effusively for saving him from a stupid
error—she was feeling pretty hotsy about
the whole thing—when he said, suddenly,
'What's your name? I want to ask for you
again—but I can never tell all you pretty
little girls apart!'

"That did it. 'He didn't even know my
nameV she said. 'And I'd been working
there for months. When I went back to

the big office I looked around and real-

ized why he couldn't tell us apart. All
the stenogs and the switchboard girls

were just "pretty little girls" and not one
of us was a person. Those secretaries

were people. They had poise and they
had opinions and they expressed them.
They didn't even look like the rest of us.

When we were all working on our page
boy bobs in the rest rooms, the boss'

secretary was wearing her hair parted
on the side and in a smooth little knot
on her neck. We had giggled and said,

"She's trying to be quaint." Now I knew
she hadn't been trying to be anything
but herself. And I knew, too, that no
one—ever again—was going to get me
mixed up with a whole herd of girls

just like me!''

AT this point, Bette Davis, the star of

Warners' "The Little Foxes," a girl

who also ought to know, rises to remind
you that if you make up your mind that

it's worth the struggle to be yourself, to

live your own life, to mark your own
path, you'll also have to make up your
mind that you will be criticized and mis-
understood. "You will be," she says,

darkly, "a target. You don't have to fol-

low the mob. You don't have to be 'one

of the crowd.' It's fear that makes you
try to follow a pattern. Fear of not being
liked by everyone, fear of being thought
'queer.' Fear, really, of the spotlight.

"There's a funny thing. If you are
really ambitious to succeed at something
—almost anything—the spotlight is what
you really want. But you're afraid of

it, too. That little circle of white light

looks a pretty lonely spot and you run
from it and hide in the shadows of

everyone else!"

Someone asked Bette if she hadn't
ever felt this fear, herself. She was
forthright. ''Certainly I have. And don't

bother to tell me that because I am
successful in my field now, I can afford
to be different! I had to learn to afford
to be different before I could tackle
trying to be successful. Let's take an
up-to-date example. It would have ap-
plied to me with different names.
"Suppose you were a girl who wanted

to be an actress and you admired Hedy
Lamarr. If you wanted to be like Hedy,
the first practical thing you'd find out
would be that Hedy doesn't want to be
like anyone else! The last thing she
wants to do is imitate anyone in the
tiniest fashion. Hollywood can make
wonderful use of one Hedy, one Claudette
Colbert, one Carole Lombard. It would
have no use at all for two of any of

these women.
"If you looked exactly like the gorgeous

Hedy, you'd be awfully lucky if you

could find one little peculiarity to make
your own. You'd have to build your
whole personality, stake everything, on
that one difference. Well, suppose you
don't look a bit like Hedy. You look a
good deal like a great many other people.
Hunt for your peculiarity and try to

make capital of it. You can't make much
capital of a face, figure or even talents
which too many other people possess.

"I learned first to look different from
other people—and not to mind. After that
it wasn't quite so difficult to learn to
behave differently, too. To manage my
life in my own way. I lived for a while
in a modest house on a modest street
in Hollywood. You would have thought
—almost—that I had affronted someone,
that I had let down some important
tradition of the acting profession doing
that. I was once discovered staying at
an auto camp when I was on a trip and
apparently people were shocked at my
doing that after I had become a star.

The reason I was doing it was that one
member of the party couldn't afford to
stay at a more expensive place. Anyhow,
I rather like auto camps!"

"Didn't you mind at all? The people's
being shocked?" we asked her.

Bette's honesty is one of her most
engaging attributes. "I minded a little

bit," she admitted. "If I hadn't, I

wouldn't be recalling it to tell it to you
now. But I knew I shouldn't mind. And
I wouldn't today. You see, one of the
important things you have to learn is

that if you make up your mind to be an
individual, then you will be a target for
criticism—often.

"Sometimes this is because people can't
understand and sometimes it is because
they don't want to. But you can't let this

sway you. I knew that that was the right
thing for me to do at the time. If you
decide that about any issue, no matter
how big or how trivial it seems to out-
siders, then you must stick with your
gims. You must be criticized for being
genuine. But you'll be liked and respect-
ed, too.

"It takes courage. At first you think
you are completely alone. Can you take
it, you wonder? Walking alone? Hon-
estly, it's worth it!

"Some of the most pathetic people I

have ever known have been people with
plenty of money. Money blocks them so

if they don't understand it. They spend
most of it trying to ape someone who has
a little bit more money. I know a woman
who has more money than most of us
ever heard of. She sometimes buys a
dress she likes and wears it, whenever
she feels like it, for several years. It suits

her. It makes her comfortable. She looks
and feels well in it. She doesn't care who
knows how old it is. That's true freedom.
Her money will never make her miser-
able because it will never rob her of that

important quality which is herself. She's

a good showman. And she knows that

even with all the wealth in the world
it sometimes takes a bit of courage to

walk alone. It's a challenge and she likes

it and people love her for it."

"Someone," we suggested, "might raise

the point that it isn't so difficult to dare
to be different when you are successful

Bette Davis."

"Well!" said Bette, firmly. "I do wish
that everyone who reads this article

would take some time off—a month, per-
haps—and stop trying to be what she
isn't and try to find out what she is

—

whatever her circumstances. She will

probably find—and she may be surprised

—that she's very nice and that people
are glad to know her.

"But it will take courage—just at first

—to walk even that little way alone!"
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Speak for Yourself

{Continued jrom page 23)

$1.00 PRIZE

THERE'S one comedian that I'd like to

rave about. Her name is Judy Canova.
One dull week end I saw one of her pic-

tures and was she good! She's really one

of the best.

You don't have to wait till she says

something to laugh. Just a look at the

clothes and shoes that she wears in her

pictures is enough to make you roar

(although when she's dressed properly

she's quite attractive). And her singing!

I'd rather listen to one of her sour hill-

billy songs than a dozen sweet populars.

'Prescription to the sad and blue: See a

Canova movie.
1, Miss M. Skozlek,

Fairhaven, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE
Speaking Freely

AM an ardent movie fan, but I wonder
if I might speak freely on a subject that

as bothered me considerably, namely,
'glamourizing noted criminals.

My youngsters react these pictures in

their play and why they should be led to

believe that Jesse James and others were
heroes is beyond me.
Recently I saw "Billy the Kid" which I

enjoyed immensely and in which Taylor
and Donlevy both played magnificent
parts. It was "Kiddie Show Day" and I

couldn't blame the children for thinking
Billy must have been wonderful; but
what was the effect on their young, un-
trained minds?
A few years ago a little boy was tied

to a post and burned by his companions
in imitation of a movie they had seen.

Why cannot this practice be stopped
and our children given some real heroes
to worship? It is not too much to expect
that our grandchildren may some day
see pictures in which Dillinger and other
criminals may be depicted as martyred
heroes instead of dirty rats.

It would be grand if parents, magazines,
actors and producers would co-operate to

give our children something better to

follow.

1
Dolores L. Graham,

I
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

$1.00 PRIZE
Down with Dead-Pan Dick

ip EING a Dick Powell fan from way
^ back, I hope we have seen the last

of these Blondell-Powell marital com-
edies (?) in which Dick serves as noth-
[ing but a dead-pan stooge for flamboyant
Joan. Those critics who used to rap Dick
(for being "too cute" should see him now
—he's almost in the Ned Sparks class.

Oh for the singing, smiling, gaily con-
fident Dick Powell of "Thanks A Mil-
ton"!

Miss M. L. Dailey,
Racine, Wis.

HONORABLE MENTION

open letter to Marion Morrison: In
r» the September issue of Photoplay-
JVEovie Mirror you were so kind as to at-
tempt to enlighten me with a few overly
ased patriotic American facts which are
jbvious to every American but which
ire totally irrelevant to the point stressed
n the picture, "The Devil and Miss
Tones."

This picture was not intended to repre-

sent or exemplify a communistically or
radically instigated strike against pro-
duction or defense as you intimated. It

simply illustrated very clearly the prob-
lem of the little man and how he is used
for the purpose of satisfying the whims
and egotistical desires of those who de-
light in making the most of their sup-
posed superiority. This unjustifiable situ-

ation, which is very common in everyday
life, was very delightfully portrayed and
a child could easily have understood the
idea of the story.

John Frank LaSell,
Hollywood, Cal.

VA/HEN I go to see a "Western" I leave
^" the man of me at the theater door;
I'm no longer in my late thirties but a
boy again. I don't care if the plot is

hokum. I don't care if Happy's six-gun
shoots twenty times without reloading. I

don't care if he licks ten men in a fight

and comes out of the battle without a
scratch. I don't care because I'm a boy
again—a boy in the saddle—riding along-
side Hoppy, with the wind in my face, a
popping six-gun in my hand and the
rustlers just ahead.

LuNDY Howell,
Emmett, Idaho.

r'OULDN'T there be better roles for^ George Sanders? This is a selfish

plea, for I am grievously wearied by the
stale repetitions fobbed of? on the cus-
tomers as fresh triumphs by the present
stars. Of those stars now getting the
cream of the leads, each has a small
stock-in-trade, a little bag of tricks—and
nothing more.
Now my nominee, Sanders, has im-

agination, versatility, shading, change of
pace; he brings to each role a conception
not of George Sanders but of the char-
acter he's playing. He can be suave, bru-
tal, humorous, hateful, romantic. His
voice is singularly full, his pantomime
graphic. In short, he's tremendous.

Anton di Rosso,
New York, N. Y.

NOW that Melvyn Douglas is nearing
the top of the ladder of success, don't

you think he would double his box-office
appeal by appearing a few pounds lighter

in his next picture?
Kathleen Corcoran,
University Heights, O.

I
WANT to thank the moving-picture

' industry and their designers for the
wonderful ideas that I get for my own
wardrobe. From the pictures that I see
during the year I create my own clothes
and all the compliments that I receive
on them go to the credit of these de-
signers. Of course, I don't wear them
just as I see them on the screen. I deglam-
ourize them some and add a practical

touch here and there.

Pat Philapy,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

WHY don't some of those Hollywood
big-wigs recognize the merits of that

fine young actor Gene Reynolds? In
"The Penalty" Gene's name was stuck so
far back in a corner it looked as though
he were just a bit player when he was
really one of the stars.

Any boy who can steal a picture from
such fine actors as Edward Arnold and
Lionel Barrymore deserves a break, don't
you think?

Beverly-Ann Salter,
St. Charles, Mo.

IT'S SO EASY TO KNOW ABOU)

Facts every woman should
know—for her satisfaction.
No reason to be without
information.

The
MODERN WAY
A .simple, dainty, medi-
cated suppository —
cleansing, deodorizing,
astrinsent and soothing—ready lur uistaut

use—that is Boro Pheno-Form, for years the
choice of thousands of smart women. So
simple, convenient and satisfactory!

Simple, because each single medicated
cone is complete in itself. Convenient, be-
cause ready for instant use. Satisfactory

—

three generations of women testify to its

satisfactory use.

FREE!
Interesting and infor-
mative booklet ex-
plains the Boro Pheno-
Form way of Feminine
Hygiene. Get your
copy now.

Ask Any Druggist Anywhere—or write

Dr. Pierre Chemical Company
162 No. Frankli?i 5/.— Chiaif^o. Illinois—Dept. K12

-DR.PIERRE'S

TYPEWRITER
STANDARD OFFICE MODELS

About ' 3 MFRS. ORIG. PRICE

^«''loJ«"'' top a Week
All mntkis rc.mplctoU- relniilt like now.

FULL 2.YEAR GUARANTEE
No Money Down—10 Day Trial
Send for FREE pnee sm.ishinf; 1 iter-

/3

SIK II I

.SEND TODAY
FREE COURSE IN TYPjNG INCLUDED

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCH
Dept. 1103. 231 W. Monroe St., Chicatjo. III.

lOe
A
DAY

GIVE

SEND NO MONEY-SEND NAMEAND ADDRESS! Girls!
Ladies! Boys! Charmintr Wurch or Cash Commission Given— SIMPLY GIVE AWAY FREE Pictures with well known
White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE formild burns and chaps,
easily sold to best friends at 25c a box (with picture FREE)
and remitting per catalog. SPECIAL:—Choice of 20 premiums
for returninp:onlyS3 collected from salve senton trust. 46th yr.
Nothing to buy. Send for salve, pictures, postage paid by us.

WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 65-P. TYRONE, PA.

£ASY WAY....

^MT BLACK
This remarkable CAKE discovery.

TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo, washes out
dirt, loose dandruff, prease. grime and
safely gives hair a real smooth JET BLACK
TINT that fairly glows with life and lustre.

Don't put up with faded dull, burnt, off color hair^

a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Cake works
gradual . . . each shampoo leaves your hair blacker, lovelier, softe
easier to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full cake
50c (3 for $1). TINTZ comes in Jet Black, light, medium and dark
Brown, Titian, and Blonde. Order today ! State shade wanted.

Obl^l^ Ivlwl^b age on our positive assur*
ance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage
if remitUnce cnnits with order ) Don't wait - Write todav to

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept.846, 207 N. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO
CANADIAN OFFICE: D»pt846. 22 COLLEGE STREET. TORONTO
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Casts of Current Pictures

Rallying for relief: Charles Boyer, who's seldom photographed

without a hat, and Irene Dunne at a Chinatown benefit festival

•ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS"—Para-

mount. Screen play by Frank Butler, Seena Owen
and Lillie Havward. Story by Seena Owen and
Kurt Siodmak. From the plav by LeRoy Clemens
and John B. Hymer. Directed by Alfred Santell.

Cast: Aloma, Dorothy Lamour; Tanoa, Jon Hall;

Corky, Lynne Overman; Revo, Philip Reed; Kan,
Katherine deMille; Hinh Priest. Fritz Leilier; Nea.

Rita Shaw; Tarusa. Esther Dale; Raaiti, Pedro de

Cordoba; Ikali, John Barclay; Aloma (as a child).

Norma Jean Nelson; Nea (as a child), Evelyn Del

Rio; Tanoa (as a child), Scotty Beckett; Rezo (as

a child), Billy Roy; Moukali. Noble Johnson.

"BADLANDS OF DAKOTA" — Universal.

Screen play by Gerald Geraghty. OriRinal story

by Harold Shumate. Directed by Alfred E. Green.

Cast- Jim Hollidav. Robert Stack; Anne Grayson,

Ann Rutherford; Wild Bill Hickok. Richard Dix;

Jane Frances Farmer; Bob HoUiday, Brod Craw-

ford; Rocky. Hugh Herbert; Spearfish. Andy De-

vine; Jack McCall. Lon Chaney, Jr.; Hurricane

Harry Fuzzy Knight; General Custer, Addison

Richa'rds; Chapman, Bradley Pace; Uncle Wilbur,

Samuel S. Hinds; Mercer, Carleton Young; Rus-

sell, Glenn Strange; Joe, Don Barclay; Benson,

Em'mett Vogan; Chinaman, Willie Fung; Judrie,

Edward Fielding; The Jesters, Dwight Latham,

Walter Carlson, Guy Bonham.

"BELLE STARR"—20th Century-Fox. Screen

play by Lamar Trotti. Story by Niven Busch and
Cameron Rogers. Directed by Irving Cummings.
Cast; Sam Starr. Randolph Scott; Belle Starr. Gene
Tierney; Major Thomas Crail, Dana Andrews; Ed
Shirley. John Shepperd; Sarah, Elizabeth Patter-

son; Blue Duck, Chill Wills; Mammy Lou, Louise

Beavers; Jasper Tench, Olin Rowland; Sergeant,

Paul Burns, John Cole, Joseph Sawyer; Jim Cole,

Joseph Downing; Colonel Thornton, Howard Hick-

man; Colonel Bright, Charles Trowbridge; ^fJ--

(icant, James Flavin; Carpetbagger, Charles Mid-
dleton.

"BLONDE FROM SINGAPORE. THE"—
Columbia. Screen play by George Bricker. Story
by Houston Branch. Directed bv Edward Dmytryk.
('ast: Mary Brooks, Florence Rice; Terry Prcscott,

Leif Erikson; "Waffles" Billiniis, Gordon Jones;
Senicanf Burns, Don Beddoe; Prince Sali. Alex-

ander D'Arcy; Sultana. Adele Rowland; Sir Regi
nald Bevin, Lumsden Hare; Tada, Richard Terry;
Captain Nelson, Emory Parnell.

"DIVE BOMBER"—Warners. Screen play by
Frank Wead and Robert Buckncr. From a story by
Frank Wead. Directed by Michael Curtiz.' Cast

:

Doug Lee. Errol Flynn; Joe Blake. Fred MacMur-
ray; Lance Rogers. Ralph Bellamy; Linda Fisher,

Alexis Smith; Art Lyons. Robert Armstrong; Tim
Griffin, Regis Toomey; Lucky James. Allen Jenl-nis;

John 'Thomas Anthony. Craig Stevens; Chubby,
Herbert Anderson; Senior Surgeon at San Uiego,
Moroni Olsen; Szt'cde Larson, Louis Jean Heydt;
Corps Man, C\'\R Nazarro.

"DR. KILDARE'S WEDDING DAY"—M-G-M.
Screen play by Willis Goldbeck and Harry Ruskin.
Story by Ormond Ruthvcn and Lawrence P. Bach-
mann. Based upon the characters created by Max
Brand. Directed by Harold S. Bucquet. Cast:
Dr. James Kildare, Lew Ayres; Dr. Leonard Gil-

lespie, Lionel Barrymore; Mary Lamont, Laraine
Day; Vernon Briggs, Red Skelton; Molly Byrd,
.\lma Kriiger; />). Stephen Kildare. Sainuel S.
Hinds; Constan:o Labardi. Nils Asther; Dr.
Walter Carew, Walter Kingsford; Mrs. Martha
Kildare. H^mma Dunn; Dr. Lockberg, Miles
Frank Orth; Cono-.'cr, George H. Reed; Sally,
Marie Blake; Mrs. Bartlett, Margaret Seddon.
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"FLYING BLIND" — Paramount. Original
screen play by Maxwell Shane and Richard Slur-
phy. Directed by Frank McDonald. Cast: Jim
Clark, Richard Arlen; Shirley Brooks, Jean Parker;
Eric Karolek, Nils Asther; Veronica, Marie Wil-
son; Rocky Drake, Roger Pryor; Riley. Eddie Quil-
lan; Bob Fuller, Dick Purcell; Chester Gimble,
Grady .Sutton; Miss Danila. Kay Sutton; Coren-
son's Sccty, Charlotte Henry; Nunnally, Joe Cre-
ban; Lew West, William Hall; Leo Qualen, Dwight
Frye; Dispatcher, James Seay; Police Officer,
George McKay; Jerry, Pat West; Scout Leader,
Darwood Kaye; Pilot. Bill Kellogg; Telephcnie
Operator, Gayle Mellott; Messenger Boy, Scotty
Groves; First Business Man, Bob Ireland; Second
Business Man, Raymond Cooper; Sales-woman,
Mildred Shay; Colonel. Sam Flint; Justice, Frank
Darian; Murph Corenson, Dick Keane.

"LIFE BEGINS FOR ANDY HARDY"—
M-G M. Screen play by Agnes Christine Johnson.
Based upon the characters created by Aurania Rou-
vrol. Cast: Judge Hardy. Lewis Stone; Andy
Hardy, Mickey Rooney; Betsy Booth, Judy Garland;
iMrs. Hardy, Fay Holden; Polly Benedict. Ann
Rutherford; Aunt Milly, Sara Haden; Jennitt
Hick. Patricia Dane; Jimmy Frobishcr, Ray Mc-
Donald.

"LITTLE FOXES, THE" — Goldwyn-RKO-
Radio. Screen play by Lillian Hellman. From
the play by Lillian Hellman. Directed by William
Wyler. Cast: Regina Giddens. Bette Davis; Hor-
ace Giddens. Herbert Marshall; Alexandra Giddens,
Teresa Wright; David Hewitt, Richard Carlson;
Birdie Hubbard, Patricia Collinge; Leo Hubbard.
Dan Duryea; Ben Hubbard, Charles Dingle; Oscar
Hubbard, Carl Benton Reid; Addie, Jessie Grayson;
Cal. John Marriott; William Marshall, Russell
Hicks; Manders, Lurien Littlefield; Mrs. He-zcitt,

X'irginia Brissac; Julia, Terry Nibert; Harold,
Henry "Hot Shot" Thomas; Simon, Charles R.
Moore.

"LYDIA"—Korda-U. A. Screen play by Ben
Hecht and Samuel Hoffensteiii. Original story by
Julien Duvivier and L. Bush-Fekete. Directed by
Julien Duvivier. Cast: Lydia, Macmillan. Merle
Oberon; Granny, Edna May Oliver; Richard,
.Wan Marshal; Michael, Joseph Gotten; Frank,
Hans Yaray; Bob, George Reeves; Butler, John
Halliday; Johnny's mother, Sara AUgood; Johnny,
Bill Roy; Old Ned, Frank Conlan.

"NEW YORK TOWN"—Paramount. Screen
play by Lewis Meltzer. Based on a story by Jo
Swerling. Directed by Charles Vidor. Cast:
Victor Ballard Fred MacMurray: Alexandra Cur-
tis. Mary Martin; Paul Bryson. Jr.. Robert
Preston; Stefan Jano'wski, Akim Tamiroff; Sam,
Lynne (Overman; Vyvian, Eric Blore; Gus Nelson.
Fuzzy Knight; Shipboard Host. Cecil Kellaway;
Bender, Oliver Prickett; Master of Ceremonies,
Ken Carpenter; Toots O'Day, Iris Adrian; Brady,
Edward McNamara; Henry, Sam McDaniel.

"NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH"—Paramount.
Screen play by Don Hartnian and Ken Englund.
From the play by James Montgomery and the
novel by Frederick S. Isham. Directed by Elliott
Nugent. Cast: Steve Bennett, Bob Hope; Gwcn
Saunders, Paulette Goddard; 7'. T. Ralston. Edward
Arnold; Tommy Van Deusen. Leif Erikson; Dick
Donnelly. Glen Anders; Linda Graham. Helen Vin-
son; Mr. Bishop, Grant Mitchell; .Mrs. Donnelly,
Rose Hobart; Samuel. Willie Best: Mrs. Ralson,
Alary Forbes; Mr. James P. Van Deusen, Clarence
Kolb; Mrs. James P. Van Deusen. Catherine Dou-
cet; Dr. Lothar Zarak, Leon Belasco.

"OUR WIFE"—Columbia. Screen play by P.

J. Wolfson. I-'rom the play by Lillian Day and

Lyon Mearson. Directed by John Stahl. Cast:
Jerry Marvin, Melvyn Douglas; Susan Drake, Ruth
Hussey; Babe Marvin, Ellen Drew; Professor
Drake Charles Coburn; Tom Drake, John Hubbard;
Dr. Cassell, Harvey Stephens; Hattie, Theresa
Harris.

"SCATTERGOOD MEETS BROADWAY"—
Pyramid-RKO-Radio. Screen play by Michael
Simmons and Ethl Stcne. From the stories by
Clarence Budington Kelland. Directed by Christy
Cabanne. Cast: Scattergood Baines, Guy Kibbee;
Mirandy. Emma Dunn; Diana, Joyce Compton;
Bard. Bradley Page; Bent, Frank Jenks; Davy,
William Henry; Peggy, Mildred Coles; Hipp, Paul
White; Qneniin, Chester Clute; Squire, Carl Stock-
dale; Elly, Charlotte Walker; Rhumba Dancer.
Sharon .Mackie.

"SUN VALLEY SERENADE"—20th Century-
Fox. Screen play by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan.
Sotry by Art Arthur and Robert Harari. Directed
by H. Bruce Humberstone. Cast: Karen Benson,
Sonja Henie; Ted Scott, John Payne; Phil Corey,
Glenn Miller; Nifty Allen, Milton Berle; Vivian
Dawn, Lynn Bari ; Miss Carstairs, Joan Davis;
Specialty, Nicholas Brothers; Murray. Wittiam
Davidson; Specialty. Dorothy Dandridge; l^rse,
Almira Sessions; Band Leader, Mel Ruick.

"TANKS A MILLION"—Hal Roach U. A.
Original screen play by Paul Gerard Smith, Warren
Wilson and Edward E. Seabrook. Directed ' v
Fred Guiol. Cast: Dodo, William Tracy; Ba
James Gleason; Charlie, Noah Beery, Jr.; Se^
Ames, Joe Sawyer; Jeanne, Elyse Knox; C^'
Rossmead. Douglas Fowley; Radio Anno:
Knox Manning; Skivic, Frank Faylen; Men '

>

Dick Wessel; Cleary, Frank Melton; Lieut,
Caldzvell, Harold Goodwin; Major Green, \\\
Gould; Major, Norman Kerry.

"THIS WOMAN IS MINE" — Univer-al.
Screen play by Seton I. Miller and Frederick Jack-
son. Based on a novel by Gilbert W. Gabriel. Di-
rected by Frank Lloyd. Cast: Robert Stevens. Fran-
chot Tone; Ovide de Montigny. John Carroll; Cap-
tain Jonathan Thorn, Walter Brennan; Julie
Morgan, Carol Bruce; Duncan MacDougall, Nigel
Bruce; Second Mate Mumford. Paul Hurst; First
Mate Fox, Frank Conroy; Angus McKav. Leo G.
Carroll; Lamazie, Abner Biberman; John Jacob
Astor, Sig Ruman; Roussel, Morris Ankrura.

"TILLIE THE TOILER"—Columbia. Screen
play by Karen DeWolf and Francis Martin. Story
by Karen DeWolf. Directed by Sidney Salkow.
Cast: Tillic Jones, Kay Harris; Mac, William
Tracy; Simpkins, George Watts; Mumsy, Daphne
Pollard; Whipple, Jack Arnold; Bubbles, Marjorie
Reynolds; Glennie, Bennie Bartlett; Ted Williams,
Stanley Brown; George Winker, Ernest Truex;
Perry Tweedale, Franklin Pangborn.

"UNFINISHED BUSINESS" — Universal.
Screen play by Eugene Thackery. Directed by
Gregory La Cava. Cast: A'aiiO' Andrews, Irene
Dunne; Tommy Duncan, Robert Montgomery;
Sti-7-c Duncan. Preston Foster; Elmer, Eugene
Pallette; Frank, Dick Foran; Aunt Mathilda. Esther
Dale; Billy Ross, Walter Catlett; Richard, Richard
Davies; Katy, Kathlyn Adams; Uncle, Samuel S.
Hinds; Clarisse, June Clyde; Sheila, Phyllis Barry.

"WHEN LADIES MEET"—M-G-M. Screen
play by S. K. Lauren and Anita Loos. Based on
the play by Rachel Crothers. Directed by Robert
Z. Leonard. Cast: Mary Hozvard, Joan (Trawford;
Jimmy Lee. Robert Taylor; Clare Woodruff, Greer
Garson; Rogers Woodruff, Herbert Marshall;
Bridget Drake, Spring Byington.

"WHISTLING IN THE DARK"—M-G-M.
Screen play by Robert McGunigle, Harry Clork and
Albert Mannheimer. Based upon the play by
Laurence Gross and Edward Childs Carpenter. Di-
rected by S. Sylvan Simon. Cast: Wally Benton.
Red Skelton; Joseph Jones, Conrad Deidt; Carol
Lambert, Ann Rutherford; "Fran" Post, Virginia
Grey; .Sylvester. "Rags" Ragland; Philip Post,
Henry O'Neill; "Bucs" Baker, Eve Arden; Jen-
nings, Paul Stanton; Gordon Thomas. Don Douglas;
"Noose" Green. Don Costello; Robert Graves. Wil-
liam Tannen; Beau Smith. Reed Hadley; Hilda,
Mariska Aldrich; Upshazv, Lloyd Corrigan; Deputy
Commissioner O'Neill, George Carleton.

"WILD GEESE CALLING"—20th Centur.v-
Fox. Screen play by Horace McCoy. Based on the
ncvel by Stewart Edward White. Directed by John
Brahni. Cast: John Murdock. Henry Fonda; Sally,

Joan Bennett; Blackie. Warren William; Clarabella,
Ona Munscn; Pirate Kelly. Barton MacLane; Len
Baker, Russell Simpson; ^Ia:ie. Iris Adrian; Mack,
James C. Morton; Manager, Paul Sutton; Jennie,
Mary Field; Delaney. Stanley Andrews; Head-
waiter. Rtbert Emmett Keane; Guide, Michael Mor-
ris; Mahoney, George Watts.

"WORLD PREMIERE"—Paramount. Screen
play by Earl Felton. From the story by Earl
Felton and Gordon Kahn. Directed by Ted Tetzlass.
Cast: Duncan DeGrasse. John Barrymore; A'i(/.v

Carr, Frances Farmer; Gregory Martin. Eugene
Pallette; Lee Morrison, Virginia Dale; Mark ^awii-

ders. Ricardo Cortez; Franz vcn Bushmaster. Sig
Rumann; Joe Bemis. Don Castle; Luther Skinklcy,
William Wright: Mullcr, Fritz Feld; Signor Scalet-

ti. Luis Alberni; Peters, Cliff Nazarro; A'l.rcH,

Andrew Tombes.
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• Actual color photograph of tobacco hanging insiJc curing ham-}. ;M. TalUy inspects a leafoffine, Itght tobacco, be.

Take my word for it— tobacco like this

IS piena^xpensive!" says
J. M. Talley,

tobaccw warehouseman of Durham,
N. C. ^'fiut that doesn't stop Luckies.

I've seen them go after this finer leaf

in my warehouse again ?nd again—and

pay the price to get it!"

Smokers, the higher-priced tobaccos

Luckies buy are worth the money be-

cause they're milder am'' betrer-ra'

—just naturally mor*'^j<'yahi

smoke than the ordiry^ry. ^^'"J-

Wouldn't you like thes? tgbactJ
your own cigarette? ' *
Remember:»he ir«i«^t^^n Icnc r''^'

experts see who I
^>ba

And with these •

ers and w.ir

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBAC^ BEST-
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YOUR STAR IS LUCKIT.. if your Smile is Right!

Your smile is YOU.' Help Iceep your
gums firmer, your teeth brighter

with Ipana and massage!

YOU don't have to be a beauty to have

beauty's rewards — popularity, suc-

cess, the man you want most to win.

Even if you're "plain" let your hopes

soar high. Fortune can be more than

kind . . . fortune can be lavish if your

smile is right! A lovely smile is a mag-
net to others . . . the charm that wins

hearts—and holds them.

So help your smile to be at its best.

But remember healthy gums are impor-

tant if you want your smile to have

brightness and sparkle. That's why it's

so unwise ever to ignore the first warn-

ing tinge of "pink" on your tooth brush.

Never ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

If you see "pink" on your tooth brush

. . .see your dentist. He may merely say

your gums have become tender because

today's soft foods have robbed them of

work and exercise. And like many mod-
ern dentists, he may suggest "the health-

ful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

Ipana is specially designed not only to

clean teeth brilliantly and thoroughly

but, with massage, to help firm and

strengthen your gums. Massage a little

extra Ipana onto your gums every time

you brush your teeth. Notice its clean

and refreshing taste. That invigorating

"tang" means circulation is quickening

in gum tissues—helping gums to health-

ier firmness.

Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth

Paste at your druggist's today. Let Ipana

and massage help you to have a smile

that lights up your loveliness!

A LOVELY SMILE IS MOST IMPORTANT TO BEAUTY!"
say beauty editors of 23 out of 24 leading magazines

Recently a poll was made among the beauty editors of 24

leading magazines. All but one of these experts said that a

woman has no greater charm than a lovely, sparkling smile.

They went on to say that "Even a plain girl can be charm-

ing, if she has a lovely smile. But without one, the loveliest

woman's beauty is dimmed and darkened."

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE
A Product of Bristol-Myers
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Nut-brown October finds the motion
picture theatres doing very well, thank
y"u-

For "The Chocolate Soldier" (not prop-

aganda for candy or warriors) comes
singing to the screens of America.

A lusty duet when Nelson Eddy joins

with the sensational new star Rise
Stevens.

MissStevensis unquestionably a thrush.

Her voice has the liquidity of a bab-
bling brook. Although unlike the famed
stream of Tennyson it only goes on to

the ultimate convincing note.

There has been some curiosity about
this new excitement. It is a blending of

two famous works.

Ferenc Molnar's"The Guardsman" has
been embellished and enriched with the

historic score of Oscar Straus' "The
Chocolate Soldier".

It might well have been called "The
Chocolate Guardsman '.

*

But be that as it may it will unques-
tionably be called a great hit.

*

Eddy is in rare form. Director Roy Del
Ruth gets a half-Nelson on his audience
with a whole Nelson on his screen.

This is a film to see and to hear. To see

beauty in the unstinted M-G-M manner.

And to hear "My Hero", "Sympathy",
"The Chocolate Soldier" and other
Straus songs of romance, as well as stir-

ring pieces fromWagner, Schubert. Bizet.

In the cast also are Nigel Bruce and
P'lorence Bates. Victor Saville's is the
producing hand.

To be not brief but all-

inclusive, "The Chocolate
Soldier" has everything

from A to . .

.

Zip and zest.

Advi-rti^cment for Mfira-Qoidwyn-MnyiEr Picture*
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Her First Picture Since Famed "Nit

Orieinal Screen Play by S. N. Behrman.
Salka Viertel and George Oppenheimer

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Directed by GEORGE CUKOR
Produced by GOTTFRIED REINHARDT

DECEIVIBER, 1941



ClOStllPS A«oio«6s«on

Paulette Goddard:
She didn't waste

any time pouting

EVERY wise movie fan knows that

that old, old legend about "Miss

So-and-so's stealing the picture''

is simply not true ... as readers of

Photoplay-Movie Mirror, you are only

too aware that scenes are too well

written, too well directed and, most
importantly, too well cut for any bit

player to outsmart a star at the box
office. . . .

But as for "careers' " being stolen

. . . that can be done . . . not only can

il be done but it is done . . . done
through this device that critics con-

tinue to fall for . . . through this device

of bit players' apparently stealing

scenes ... or whole films ... or whole
studios for that matter. . . .

On the surface it all looks spon-

taneous and natural . . . yet in truth

nothing is less simple or more un-
natural . . . for every move in the

Hollywood game is a move plotted out

long in advance. . . .

It is these moves and countermoves

that inner Hollywood discusses now,

as the winter of 1941 closes in . . .

now while the curtains are drawn
against the rain and the fogs of Holly-

wood's late autumn and while the

fire of the eucalyptus logs burns low

on a dozen hearths in a dozen impor-

tant producers' houses. . . .

Gathered aroiand those hearths are

groups of men almost entirely un-
known outside Hollywood . . . the

"big" agents . . . the men who "control

properties" . . . properties that range

all the way from the acting brains of

Mr. Gary Grant to a poem by Alice

Duer Miller . . . from Mr. Gable's

dimples to the lilt of Connie Boswell's

voice. . . .

If once you can listen in on their

conversations, you know who is going

to be starring, not in 1941 or 1942 but

probably in 1945 . . . you know, too,

v;ho will probably be "through" in

1943 and 1944, no matter what their

box-office rank is today. . . .

Yet no matter how much they plot

and they plan . . . these inside gentle-

men of inside Hollywood . . . they still

have to do their work with human
beings . . . wild, beautiful, young, im-

passioned human beings who will per-

sist upon doing wild, beautiful, mad,

young impassioned things and thereby

upset the finest maneuvers. . . .

BY RUTH WATERBURY

They are, these nights, for instance,

discussing that vei-y new leading man
and that glamour girl who loves them
and leaves them . . . the fellow has a

great big glittering future if ... if he
survives this first great love that has

captured him . . . they are talking

about casting him in a really terrific

lole . . . but is it safe, they wonder. . . .

They talk about the indomitable will

of Paulette Goddard . . . how she won't

let anything, including her own anger

and disappointment, get her down . . .

they say this particularly after looking

at "Hold Back The Dawn" in which
Paulette was originally cast for the

lead that Olivia de Havilland now
plays (and beautifully) but in which
Paulette finished by playing the much
smaller role of Charles Boyer's ex-

girl friend . . . did Paulette waste time

pouting when that change was made
in the casting? . . . yes, she did . . .

for about five minutes . . . after that

she was too busy . . . too busy with

her singing lessons, her diction les-

sons, her dancing lessons, her himt
for utterly chic clothes, her intez'views,

her being Mrs. Chaphn, her enter-

taining . . . and most importantly, too,

busy playing the smaller role mag-
nificently . . . you can't keep a girl

like that down . . . inner Hollywood
lecognizes that fact these evenings

and therefore reckons on Miss God-
dard for many years to come. . . .

THEY speculate, however, on the

case of Jane Russell and a publicity

campaign gone wrong for the simple

reason that "The Outlaw" after being

held for months is not being released

until December . . . will the public

be tired of this girl before it has evei

seen her ... or will it eventually take

her to its heart and its box office? . . .

They watch the careful grooming

that David Selznick has given his two

potentially great stars, Ingrid Bergman
and Alan Marshal, and great is their

admiration for the patient shrewdness

of this producer who always accom-

plishes just what he set out to ac-

complish . . . they look at the box-

office statements on "Dr. Jekyll And
Mr. Hyde" and "'When Ladies Meet"

. . . two remakes that are doing ter-

rific business and they wonder if that

is the answer (Continued on page 83)
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15-count *em-15

of the Greatest

Songs Ever

Written, Sung

and Swung as

Never Before!

IT'S A BLUE

HEAVEN 1

"MY MELANCHOLY BABY"

MEMPHIS BLUES"

"SHINE"

"ST. JAMES INFIRMARY

BLUES'

"TIGER RAG"

"CUDDLE UP A LITTLE

CLOSER, LOVEY MINE"

"BY THE LIGHT OF THE

SILVERY MOON'

"WAIT TILL THE SUN
SHINES, NELLIE"

"AT A GEORGIA
CAMP MEETING"

"WAITING AT

THE CHURCH

"AFTER THE BALL"

"ST. LOUIS BLUES"

"BIRTH OF THE BLUES"

"THE WAITER AND THE

PORTER AND THE

UPSTAIRS MAID"

"PADEREWSKI MINUET"

^^^^-f^'^^MOOWT PRESENTS _

W - Bm CROSBY • MARY M?P«» /j

Picture ^^mSS^^
Story by Harry Tu|«nd

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING
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$10.00 PRIZE

A Boo for on Encore

HY ail the remakes of pictures

still easily remembered by

most movie-goers?

For example, three of the current

important pictures are: (1) "Smilin"

Through"—which I've seen and cried

over in two versions and don't care

to sit through again in spite of Jea-

nette MacDonald; (2) "Dr. Jekyll And
Mr. Hyde," which won Fredric March
an Academy Award not so many years

ago—and which I couldn't stand again,

and (3) "When Ladies Meet"—charm-

ing fare but not important enough to

waste admission on a second time.

Doesn't Hollywood have any orig-

inal stories left? Hasn't the public

indicated that the story is the impor-

tant thing—regardless of stars—and

no matter how good a story is, it gets

stale with too much retelling?

Now, if the powers-that-be insist on

remakes, why don't they go a little

further back into the years? A re-

vival of "Peter Pan," for instance,

would thrill everyone who has ever

read this immortal story and would
incidentally help the crying necessity

for suitable juvenile films.

For a good, exciting comedy, I

v.-ould suggest that Paramount dig out

of its files a little number titled

"Seven Keys To Baldpate," put Bob
Hope in the leading role and then it

would have something worth reviv-

ing. This picture has been forgotten

by all but a few and would be some-
thing new to the present generation.

The trouble with "Smilin' Through,"

"Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Hyde" and
"When Ladies Meet" is that they can

be remembered by too many people.

Might as well start remaking "San

Francisco" or "Naughty Marietta"—

they were good, too, t'he first time.

Sue Anna,
Lexington, Ky.

$5.00 PRIZE
Flynn Heads the List

MAKE this an open letter to press

agents. Hey, fellows! How about

some new angles for 1941? I mean

—

FOR YOURSELF

we're not biting any more on the fol-

lowing dead fish: Flynn's hair-raising

personal adventures, Lamour's sa-

rongs, Sheridan's ooomph, Raft's heart

aftairs and John Garfield's sessions in

the doghouse. There are others, but
these will suffice as examples of en-

durance tests to which we fans are

put.

How about a little more tom-tom
stuff about a player's acting? After

all, a shoemaker is supposed to stick

to his last and he's judged on the

quality of his work, not on the style

oi his smock or the number of his

amours.
G. Rayne,

Vancouver. Canada.

$1.00 PRIZE

Sound Familiar?

I
BELIEVE I shall go placidly balmy
if something isn't done soon about

the so-called "classic" expressions

that are worn threadbare by constant

use in various pictures, i. e.:

1. "This is bigger than you or me.

It's bigger than both of us."

2. "You're through, washed up, fin-

ished."

3. "This isn't like you. After all

we've been to each other. Doesn't

that mean anything to you?"

4. "You're good and clean and fine,

but I can never love you. I'll marry

you if you still want me and I'll try

to make you a good wife."

5. "But you don't know what

you're saying. You must be mad."

"Mad? I'm sane for the first time

in my life."

6. "I'll print a story that will rip

this town wide open."

7. "It's the only decent thing that's

ever happened to me. I'm in love for

the first time in my life and nothing

is going to happen to change that."

8. "We can lick this thing together."

9. "We're up against a pretty tough

team, boys. I've taught you all I know
about football, the rest is up to you.

Now go out there and fight!"

10. Etc., etc., etc.

Even Shakespeare's supremacy
would have been short-lived had his

A Canadian comments
on Errol Flynn, now fly-

ing high in "Dive Bomber"

famed expressions become standard

equipment with him.

Sarah D. Passafiume,
New York, N. Y.

$1.00 PRIZE

Quick-Change Livvie

I

GET tired of seeing Hedy Lamarr
being Hedy Lamarr and of Rosalind

Russell playing the ever suave Miss

Russell. Even the great Davis is some-
times a little too Bette-ish. But there's

one gal in Hollywood that can't be

typed—Olivia de Havilland is never

herself. She is gentle Melanie ("G. W.
T. W.") or reckless Amy ("The
Strawberry Blonde") with equal ease.

She is a competent and versatile ac-

tress who can change her personality

to fit the part, rather than change the

part to suit {Continued on page 95)

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards the

following prizes each month for the best

letters submitted for publication: $10 first

prize; $5 second prize; $1 each for every

other letter published In full. Just write in

what you thinic about stars or movies, in

less fhan 200 words. Letters are judged

on the basis of clarity and originality, and

contributors are warned that plagiarism

from previously published material will be

prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Please do not submit letters of which

copies have been mode to send to other

publications; this is poor sportsmanship

and has resulted, in the past, in embar-

rassing situations for all concerned, as

each letter is published in this department

in good faith. Owing to the great volume

of contributions received by this depart-

ment, we regret that it is impossible for

us to return unaccepted moterial. Accord-

ingly we strongly recommend that all con-

tributors retain a copy of any manuscript

submitted to us. Address your letter to

"Speak for Yourself," PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE
MIRROR, 122 East 42nd St., New York

City, N. Y.
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MAN!
3l!!hataMan

Brokh&r has a« €/c
^r <^ir\s... Father has
htf e^/e on b/t)ff)er/

We always loas

one +00^'

,V hot
wa^r/

WARNER BROS, delightfully pre-

sent the most affable, laffable family

that ever stepped out of America's

screens . . . into America's heart!

FREDRIC

MARCH
MARTHA

SCOTT
In the big new hit based on the

yearns most celebrated best-seller!

With BEULAH BONDI • GENE LOCKHART
EUSABETH FRASER • HARRY DAVENPORT
LAURA HOPE CREWS • GRANT MITCHELL

Directed by IRVING RAPPER
Screen Play by Casey Robinson • From the Book by Hartzell Spence
Music by Max Steiner * A Warner Bros, -First National Picture



Most Impressive relief

party of the season was the

concert sponsored by Mrs.

Basil Rathbone at the Bev-

erly Wilshire Hotel: Left:

Bette Davis and husband
Arthur Farnsworth canne

early, listened intently to

the magnificent program

More people looked at Goddard than

at the models: Paulette talks of furs

and feathers with designer Irene at

the latter's Bullock's Wilshire show

U Ul tORK
PHOTOGRAPHS BY HYMAN FINK

The best way for you — and the stars

themselves— to find out about those

undercover Items Hollywood hushes up

NSIDE SECRETS: Those four boys
of the Crosbys' are more than four

little lively children. They are

blessings in disguise, for Cal hears it's

due to that quartette's forming a

strong firm bond that the Crosbys'

marriage has endured.

It hasn't been smooth sailing for

Bing and Dixie, any more than it has

for any other couple. It's true, Bing
is a very rich man, but he's a selfish

man in a way, too, devoting almost all

his spaie time to golf, his horses and

his race track. He cares little about

night life or any kind of party, has

little interest in clothes and usually is

seen wearing the most casual of sports

clothes.

Family relatives, we're told, entered

into a lot of the squabbles—just as

they do in your marriage, and yours,

and yours. But Bing has such quan-

tities of them, it seems, all wrapped
up in his business enterprises.

Religion is another factor, with Bing
and his four boys going their way and

Mis. Crosby hers. Discipline of the

children is also a constant bone of

contention, with Bing's devotion to

his own interests leaving most of it

up to Dixie.

"You've got to take a hand right

now," a friend overheard Dixie say

to Bing one day.

"Well, our mother brought up all

us kids all right. Why can't you?"

Bing challenged.

Only, as the friend suggested, the

Senior Mr. {Continued on page 10)
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NOTE HOW LISTERINE GARGLE REDUCED GERMS

The two drawings illustrate

height of range in germ reduc-

tions on mouth and throat sur-

faces in test cases before and

after garghng Listerine Anti-

septic. Fifteen minutes after

gargling, germ reductions up
to 96.7% were noted; and even

one hour after, germs were still

reduced as much as 80%.

BEFORE AFTER

AT THE FIRST SYMPTOM OF A

COLD o« SORE THROAT-Listerine, (fff/M/
Listerine Antiseptic reaches way back on
the throat surfaces to kill "secondary
invaders" . . . the very types of germs
that make a cold more troublesome.

This prompt and frequent use ot full

strength Listerine Antiseptic may keep a

cold from getting serious, or head it off

entirely ... at the same time relieving

throat irritation when due to a cold.

Its value as a precaution against colds

and sore throats has been demonstrated
by some of the sanest, most impressive

research work ever attempted in connec-
tion with cold prevention and treatment.

Ten Years oj Research

Actual tests conducted on employees in

several industrial plants during a ten year

period of research revealed this astonish-

ing truth: That those who gargled Listerine

Antiseptic twice daily had fewer colds and
milder colds tiian non-users, and fewer
sore throats.

Kills "Secondary hnaders"
on Tissue Surjaces

This impressive record is e.xplained, we

believe, by Listerine Antiseptic's germ-
killing action ... its ability to kill threat-

ening "secondary invaders"—the very

types of germs that live in the mouth and
throat and are largely responsible, many
authorities say, for the bothersome aspects

of a cold.

Tests Showed Outstanding Germ Reduc-

tions on Tissue Surfaces

When you gargle with

Listerine, that cool amber
liquid reaches way back
on throat surfaces and
kills millions of the "sec-

ondary invaders" on
those areas—not all of

them, mind you, but so

many that any major in-

vasion of the delicate

membrane may often be
halted and infection there-

by checked.

Even 15 minutes after

Listerine gargle, tests have
shown bacterial reduc-

tions on mouth and throat surfaces rang-

ing to 96.7%. Up to 80%', an hour afterward.

In view of this evidence, don't you
think it's a sensible precaution against

colds to gargle with Listerine systemat-

ically twice a day and oftener when you
feel a cold getting started.-'

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis. A\o.

Where illness often starts

GENUINE DUPONT
"lUCITE"

ILLUMINA LISTERINE

THROAT

LIGHT
BAUERICS INCWOeO
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ALL OUT
for a

BIG PICTURE

WHEN the unusual story

OF Republic's new hit,

"LADY FOR A NIGHT,"
WAS first discussed at the

STUDIO, it was
AGREED that it

DEMANDED a

CAST of truly

DISTINGUISHED
TALENTS .. .a

CAST of top-

RANKING stars

-EACH one
CAREFULLY
SELECTED with

A particular

CHARACTER in

MIND . . . First,

THERE was the

GLAMOROUS
SOUTHERN
SHOW-BOAT
SINGER-The girl

WHOSE charms
BROUGHT all Dixie

TO her feet in

HOMAGE. Who could be better

SUITED to that role than vivacious

JOAN BLONDELL,starof a score

OF screen triumphs! And when
8T come to the two handsome
BLADES who were rivals for her

LOVE -Republic shot the

WORKS again!

AND so you will see tall, bronzed
JOHN WAYNE pitting his suit

AGAINST RAYMIDDLETON...
WHAT a threesome! Star

CASTS like these are

FEW and far between!
BUT this story — this

DRAMATIC romance
OF the land that lies

BELOW the Mason-Dixon
LINE — could only be done
JUSTICE to by just such

A group of your favorite stars !..

.

SO don't miss

LADY FOR A NIGHT,
STARRING
JOAN BLONDELL,
JOHN WAYNE and
RAY MIDDLETON .. Its

Jinx AWop

on

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

. Sf,\\n>an.

o- V^f^- Vic Ce^a""

Crosby failed to devote his spare time

almost exclusively to golf, horses and

racing.

There are two sides to every mar-
riage, of course, but we're only recit-

ing these incidents to assure you the

stars have their marital heartaches,

too.

With Bing in South America at the

moment and Dixie reported on her

way to join him, this vacation from

the woes of home cares may bring

a fresh new happiness to Bing and

Dixie. As someone said, it would be

a blow to the whole industry if the

Crosbys should part.

Let's hope the four little Crosbys

keep on being that tie that binds.

Events of the Month: The opening

of John Anderson's Wilshire Bowl
Theater Restaurant was the sensation

of the month, with all the favorites of

yesterday occupying the stage and the

favorites of today applauding them
from the audience.

Clara Kimball Young, she of the big

brown eyes, brought loud applause

from Lana Turner and Tony Martin,

Alexis Smith, John Shelton and his

bi'ide Kathryn Grayson; the stars of

today greeting the stars of yesterday.

Betty Compson, slim blonde and
beautiful, brought cheers from Mae
West, bediamonded Lil, from her box.

John Barrymore gave a hand to

Bryant Washburn; W. C. Fields, mak-
ing one of his rare appearances, gave
every one of the beloved old-timers a

loud cheer.

It's a great show and one Holly-

wood is taking to its heart.

A Quiz: What is Hollywood's fa-

vorite game? It's tennis, my friends,

and no two ways about it. The annual

fall tennis matches brought the usual

stream of greats and near-greats to

watch the professionals smack their

way to fame.

Mickey Rooney, one of the best

players in this or any other town, was

10 PHOTOPL.w combined with movie mirror



The man who usually si+s at Greer
Garson's right at a dinner party

is Benny Thou, M-G-M producer

there every day. The Gary Coopers
and WilHam Powells scarcely missed
a match. Pat Dane and her intended,

Cedric Gibbons, turned bright eyes
left to right—and right to left. Jea-
nette MacDonald and husband Gene
Raymond were one of the most pop-
ular couples at the games. As for

Rudy Vallee, he lived there. He must
have. He never missed a single sec-

ond of the sport.

Listen, Fans: Here's your chance
to own a souvenir of your favorite

star. Anne Lehr's Hollywood
Guild Memento Mart makes this

possible. By donating personal

souvenirs, with an autograph, for

Anne to sell to you, many stars

provide milk for babies in the

Guild nursery. Souvenir prices

range from fifty cents to five dol-

lars plus ten cents for handling.

Get an initialed gear shift knob
of Nelson Eddy's ($5) ; some china

novelty of Jane Withers' ($1);
earrings of Ann Sheridan's ($4);

a cartridge of Gene Autry's (50c)

;

a necklace of Jeanette MacDon-
ald's ($5); a belt of Gary Cooper's

($2); handkerchiefs of Joan Blon-

dell's ($1); a John Garfield rolled

gold chain ($4): a bracelet of

Martha Scott's ($2.50); a tie of

Ralph Bellamy's ($1.95)—and
so on.

It's a wonderful idea! "I have
had untold pleasure in owning
Bette's amber bracelet," writes

one of Bette Davis' fans. You can
have the same thrill.

Send ten cents for a catalogue
to: Anne Lehr, Hollywood Guild
Memento Mart, 1284 Crescent
Heights Blvd., Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.

Cai's Report Card: With that first

month's report card about due, you
lads and lassies all over the land.

Professor York S. D. (snooper dooper)

Wake your skin to New Loveliness

with Camay — Go on the

vv

MILD-SOAP'DIET!

This lovely bride, Mrs. John B. LaPointe of Waterbury, Conn., says: "I can't tell

you how much Camay's 'Mild-Soap' Diet has done for my skin. Whenever I see

a lovely woman whose skin looks cloudy, I can hardly help telling her about it."

Even many girls with sensitive skin

can profit by this exciting beauty

idea— based on the advice of skin

specialists, praised by lovely brides!

You CAN BE lovelier! You can help

your skin—help it to a cleaner, fresh-

er, more natural loveliness by changing
to a '"Mild-Soap" Diet.

So many women cloud the beauty of

their skin through improper cleansing.

And so many women use a soap not as

mild as a beauty soap should be.

Skin specialists themselves advise reg-

ular cleansing with a fine mild soap. And
Camay is milder by actual test than 10

other popular beauty soaps.

Twice every day— for 30 days—give your

skin Camay's gentle care. It's the day to

day routine that reveals the full benefit

of Camay's greater mildness. And in a

few short weeks you can reasonably hope
to have a lovelier, more appealing skin.

/

(f
i'rade Mark
Reg. U.S.
i'at.Off.

Camay is milder by actual

other popular beauty soaps

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

recorded test— in tests against ten

Camay was milder than any of themi

W

Go on the

CAMAY
MILD-
SOAP''
DIET!

Uork Oaiiiay's luiUlor lather
over y<)ur skin, paying! special
attention to nose, base of the
nostrils and chin. Rinse with
warm water and then 30 see-

onds of cold splashings.

DECEMBER, 1941

I 111 II, wliile von hlirp, the tiny
pore openings are free to func-
tion for natural beauty. In the
morning—«ine more quick ses-

sion with milder Camay an<I

> our skin is ready for make-up.

u



Familiar look on a familiar

Carole Lombard always looks like

this at Giro's wi+h husband Gable

gets ready his first grades of the term.

So all you Hollywood students stand

by while Photoplay-Movie Mirrors

bulletin board records the grades.

To Vivien Leigh and Laurence

Olivier for their bravery in becoming

parents during the most hazardous

moments in their England's history-

one hundred percent.

To Director Joseph Von Sternberg

(who has been handed another chance

by Hollywood) for his haughty im-

perial manner of forcing studio people

who wish to consult him to write their

names on a blackboard—a long ses-

sion after school while Professor York

carefully explains this is America, pal,

the land of the free and equal

To Linda Darnell for her heart-

whole loyalty to her Texas high-school

beau Jaime Jorba—a place at the head

of the class.

Favorites of today, John Shelton and

bride Kathryn Grayson, watch favor-

ites of yesterday at the opening of .
.

.

To Errol Flynn, for his ill-timed

leaving of wife and baby and his re-

fusal to reconsider—a very black

mark.
To Sol Baiano, Warner talent scout,

for his eagerness in helping every

newcomer and discovering Alexis

Smith—a round red apple from

teacher.

To Twentieth Century-Fox for cast-

ing Jack Oakie as a freshman in

"Rise And Shine," which boosts Linda

Darnell as a senior—er—well, gosh,

what would you do in a cast like

that? Right—let's call recess.

What? No Manicure? Some movie

friends of Henry Fonda were on a

fishing trip with him recently and

brought this story back to Hollywood.

On a rather dull day. when the fish

weren't biting too hard. Hank offered

cheerily to cut everyone's hair. They

took him up on it, submitted with

grins. But to their amazement, Henry

did the neatest bit of barbering they'd

ever received.

In a formal-fete mood: Jean Arthur

and bandleader Kay Kyser don their

whites for a British Relief event

Now comes the funny part. Shortly

after their return. Cameraman Gregg

Toland needed another hair trim. He

sent word to Henry just as a gag.

To the delight of the entire "Ball Of

Fire" cast and crew, and to the con-

sternation of Toland, Fonda showed

up on the set and proceeded to trim

Toland's locks.

Home at Midnight. Little Cinder-

el las? Hollywood or Podunk—it's the

same problem everywhere. We mean

the old one: "How long should a girl

be allowed to stay out on dates at

night?"

Linda Darnell, who was eighteen on

October 16, has declared a rebeUion

against her date programs. Hitherto

Mrs. Darnell has insisted her daughter

be home at eleven-thirty sharp.

(Continued on page 14)

... the Wilshire Bowl Theater Res-

taurant. Linda Darnell likes the

star attraction— a Dietrich dummy

PHOTOPL.^Y covibined with movie mirror
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Isn't It

Wonderful To

Be in the Movies,

Fibber Dearie?'^

Molly, it's Posi-

tively a Pleasure

to Perform for our

Palpitating Public

in Person!''

Sw Radio s Big f.„ ^

TAINT FUNNY, McGEE-IT'S HILARIOUS!

With Gildersleeve, Mrs. Uppington, and
all the other famous characters who make

life blissful in Wistful Vista.

Produced and Directed by ALLAN DWAN

DECEIVtBER. 1941 13



Let Tills

BE YOUR GUIDE TO A

Better Figure
This name stands for style, for sat-

isfaction and for skill. Created by a

sculptor-designer wlio Vno-wsjigiires

as well as fashions, foundations by

Maiden Form are made only from

tbe finest of materials, by the most

skilled of workers. Maiden Form's

brassieres, girdles and one-piece

foundations are designed to mould

to perfection— and to continue to do

so, even after months of wear. No
wonder so many thousands of wom-
en insist on seeing this name, when

buying foundation garments.

These are typi-

cal examples of

Maiden Form's

exquisite bros-

sieres, girdles
and *"Once-
Overs"

Fc>undotion"fyle

Booklet GC: —
Maiden Form
Brassiere Co., Inc.

New York, N. Y.

Tfter« 11 a Maiden Form
for Evry Type of Figure I

Scoop view of two famous
foursomes spending their

money for fun and British

Relief. Left is Ronald
Colman, Charles Boyer,

Mr. and Mrs. Colman
in an "Our Gang" mood

Right: Two plus two makes
a prize picture at the same
event. Orson Welles el-

bows Dolores Del Rio; Ar-

thur Hornblow, Jr., faces

front; his wife Myrna Loy

gives a special grin for Fink

(Continued from page 12)

"Now that I'm eighteen, I think I

should be permitted to stay out until

one or one-thirty. I care nothing

about staying out until two-thirty or

three o'clock in the morning and have

no idea of doing so, but if a girl is

asked out dancing she can hardly

leave at eleven in order to get home
by eleven-thirty. I think one or one-

thirty a reasonable hour for an eight-

een-year-old girl."

Of course, Jane Withers is a mite

younger, being fifteen, but Mrs. With-

ers solves Jane's date problems by
going along unless it's a crowd of

young people together.

Lana Turner at eighteen almost

ruined her career by spending late

hours in night clubs. On the other

hand, friends suggest if M-G-M had
permitted Kathryn Grayson to go out

more, she might have met other men
besides her one secret beau, John
Shelton, and not become a bride at

eighteen.

So it's a problem. Is Linda right?

Is Mrs. Darnell right? Or what's the

wise middle ground, mothers?

News From Lt. Richard Greene:
At last Cal has an answer to those

who have written for news of Richard
Greene. A friend who received this

letter from Dick has given us per-

mission to print it. Hope it cheers

all you thousands of Greene fans who
can't forget.

It reads:

"I enlisted on Friday, Sept. 13, 1940.

and spent three months as a rookie

in the tank corps. I got up at 6 a. m.

and swept, scrubbed and peeled po-

tatoes. Then I was sent to Sandhurst
for four months in an officer's train-

ing school. Now I am a second heu-
tenant in the Lancers, a mechanized
regiment in the Royal Armored Corps.

"When I left Twentieth Century-
Fox, I was getting $1500 a week. My
salary as a rookie was $.20 a day

and my present salary is $2.25 a day.

"Never again will I take comforts

for granted. It's a good thing, though,

that the war carried me awa\' from

Hollywood. I shudder to think what

would have happened to me, with all

the adulation that a film player re-

ceived. Looking back over my time

in the Army, I reaUze that it has done

me a tremendous amount of good."

Cal's Monthly Tidbits: Robert Tay-

lor took his mother plane-riding the

other day—her first time in the air,

too. Mrs. Brugh said afterwards she

was afraid to look up, down or over

and could only keep staring at the

back of Bob's head as he sat in the
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A wife kibitzes— on invitation:

Mrs. Spencer Tracy listens in on a

business conference between Spence
and M-G-M's talent scout Grady

pilot's seat and wishing she were in

Nebraska—^or some place on the

ground. Bob received his new pilot's

license recently.

Bride and bridegroom Judy Garland
and Dave Rose have become Mr. and
Mrs. Hero to the parents of the five

children they pulled out of Lake Ar-
rowhead. The children had gone out

beyond their depth when Judy and
Dave, in their speedboat, came to the

rescue.

The town is breathless over the

romance of seventeen-year-old Gloria

Vanderbilt and agent Pat di Cicco,

who is fifteen years older. Pat, a

former husband of the late Thelma
Todd, has been assiduously courting

little Gloria, who has recently re-

nounced a formal coming-out party.

The town places little credence in

the announced dramatic meeting of

Betty Grable, George Raft and his

v>^ife in Chicago. That George is at-

tracted strongly to Betty, no one
doubts. That he will get a divorce,

everyone doubts. Odd, isn't it, that

plain little, wiggling-for-her-living

Betty should have more appeal than
the glamorous, ultra Norma Shearer
who never got quite that far with
Georgie. Or on second thought, it

isn't odd. Men like their gals down
to earth, and that's Miss Grable, folks,

down to earth.

'Tis rumored Jimmy Stewart will

be among those draftees over twenty-
eight years of age who will be mus-
tered out in November. The town
couldn't be happier if it's true, but
some say Jimmy will stay on anyway.

Let's hope he comes home. He's
done his duty. He's been swell about
it and we need him in pictures to keep
up our morale. What say, folks?

The Bride Goes A.W.O.L.: Rumors
thicker than pea soup have been float-

ing through the village concerning
Deanna Durbin's reported unhappi-

BUCHANAN
Roger Clark Ruth Donnelly Melville Cooper

Screen play by Claude Binyon

DIRECTED BY WESLEY RUGGLES • A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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Left: In case you
can't guess, Gene
Markey and the two
gentlemen are talk-

ing about nuts and
bolts—or the equiv-

alent. Miss de Hav-
illand doesn't like

n. and b. Now . . .

HEREyou are, and there she goes again . . .

the girl you'd like to be

!

How you envy her buoyancy . . . her
sparkle! That wonderful ability to do and
^o whenever she desires—never saying "no"
to invitations, keeping active, living without
discomfort in spite of the "time of month."

Isn't it time you learned what she already
knows . . . that much functional menstrual
pain is needless?

With the trustworthy help of Midol, mil-
lions of women of menstrual age have proved
this to their own satisfaction and comfort.
Broken the bonds of the calendar, and re-

gained many "lost days" for active living.

If you have no organic disorder calling for
special medical or surgical treatment, Midol
should make you the "girl you'd like to be"—taking the dread from trying days, giving
welcome relief throughout the period.

You can put confidence in Midol, for it

contains no opiates. One ingredient is often
prescribed for headache and muscular pain.
Another ingredient, exclusively in Midol,
increases relief by reducing spasmodic pain
peculiar to the menstrual process.

There's only one way to discover the com-
fort in Midol. Try it ! Among thousands of
women recently interviewed, more reported
using Midol to relieve functional menstrual
pain than all other preparations combined.
And 96% of these Midol users said they
found Midol effective.

If you don't see Midol on your druggist's
counter, ask for it. The large size, a trim
aluminum case to tuck in purse or pocket,
is only 40«f; the small size, 20L

Relieves functional Periodic Pain

ness over her latest picture, "It

Started Witti Eve." Our "inside"

friends tell us all has been far, fai-

from serene on the Universal front

with Deanna's chin (which is surer

than a weather indicator that a storm
is a-brewing) becoming firmer with

every scene. And Universal knows so

well what it means to have Miss Dur-
bin displeased.

"Home with a cold," was the ex-

planation given by the studio for

Deanna's absence from the set—which
undoubtedly was true. But home with

a peeve was also undoubtedly true,

too, for old Cal discovered the un-
happy atmosphere was generated by
Deanna's belief that hubby Vaughn
Paul wasn't getting enough credit for

his work on the picture. It seems
Mr. Paul had quite a bit to do with

the development of the story and
Deanna thinks he should have screen

billing (his name flashed on the

screen) as assistant producer.

This fighting for hubby's rights is

an admirable thing and Cat's all for it,

but—and we make it a big but

—

knowing something of the sensitive-

ness of Mr. Paul, of his reticence and
honest desire not to push himself

ahead too fast, but to grow and de-

velop on a slower but surer founda-

tion, we're wondering if Deanna's
well-meant insistence will not one

day reap a reverse harvest.

On the other hand, it's every man
for himself in this politics-ridden

town of Hollywood and one almost

has to have someone higher up do a

bit of scheming in order to get ahead.

But will Mr. Paul like his wife to

do the shoving, Cal wonders. Doesn't

it take something from a marriage to

have the wife the aggressor, as it

were?
Anyway, we may be wrong about

the whole story and. frankly, we hope

. . . the conversation switches

to Olivia's new hat. Result: The
lady takes a new hat-titude

so. The picture eis it now stands isn't

one to our particular liking. What do
you think?

Cal's Chuckle of the Month:
Wrapped in his sarong, dark and
handsome Philip Reed made quite a

hit with the lady reviewers in the

audience at the preview of "Aloma
Of The South Seas."

"Gee, he's terrific," one blonde
whispered to her friend, unaware that

right next to her sat the handsome
Phil in person, pleased as Punch.
"Where's he been all my life?" the

other cutie asked. "I could certainly

give up Joe for that guy. Wouldn't
it be wonderful to meet a fellow like

that? Just to speak to himi"

By the time the picture was over,

Phil, who has waited a long time for

his chance, was so overcome with it

all he stumbled over the blonde's feet

in getting out.

"Pardon me," he stammered and

waited.
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She fixed him with a glassy eye

and snapped, "Listen, Jack, pick up
your feet, see."

Phil thinks now it was just the

sarong. But the police won't let him
wear it to previews.

Farewell, A Long Farewell: They
came into town together. Tall, thin,

and a bit on the gawky side, they

came job-hunting from up Montana
way, Frank James Cooper and his

partner Slim Talbot. Frank got a

job selling photographic coupons to

anyone who wanted his picture taken.

No one did.

Sheepislily, they talked over this

movie-acting business. Shucks, they

couldn't act, but they could ride, by
golly, so they got jobs as extras. Then
a director chose Frank to play a small

scene in "The Winning Of Barbara
Worth." But then a funny thing hap-
pened about that scene. When the

picture was released, people, especial-

ly women, all over the country asked
about the strange, shy cowboy and
instantly producer Sam Goldwyn
placed him under contract and
changed his name to Gary Cooper.

"Slim goes with me." Gary tried to

explain. "We're a team."

Go together they did on every pic-

ture Gary made since that day in

1925, with Slim as stand-in and Gary,

almost from the first, as star, until

after "Ball Of Fire" was completed.

Then Slim told Coop he'd been offered

a job as foreman of a 1000-acre pro-

perty in Oregon and he wanted to go.

Coop was for it, although a part of

all the things that had touched Coop
left with Slim.

But a crossroads had come in the

lives of these two men and each had
to go his way, still loyal, still friends,

still pals. They always will be.

Front-row fans at the Ice Follies.

Virginia Grey with Richard Arlen

II% Mom's a Modern
\

ir

Y MOM knows the answers . . . and lolls 'em to me ! She's a good

sport . . . that's what makes it so swell

!

For instance, a fancy new hair-do wouldn't stop her from taking

a quick trip on a toboggan with the crowd. And she

can skate circles and figure-eights around me any winter day !

When the big holiday doings come up, Mom spends hours helping

me pull myself together . . . fixing me up from nails to

nylons so I can't help but click.

She taught me the trick of never missing any fun that's coming

my way, too— even on those trying days of the month.

You see, Mom took me in hand early . . . told me about Kotex

sanitary napkins. How Kotex is more comfortable because it's

less bulky . . . less apt to rub and chafe.

She doesn't just dish things out in headlines!

It was Mom who put me wise to the fact that Kotex has a

moisture-resistant "safety shield" and flat, pressed ends (they mean
a lot to a girl's confidence in these days of bias-cut clothes). I

always know my secret is safe with Kotex.

Of course, Kotex in 3 different sizes— Junior, Regular, and

Super— is swell. To me they're just like play-suits, date dresses

and formals : each one suits a different day's needs— perfectly.

But I was talking about Mom. She's a modern like me
isn't she a peach ?

Be confident ... comfortable .

.

— with Kotex*

!

Completes a girl's education. Send today

for tiie new free booklet "As One Girl

To Another". It gives the answers to

your intimate questions . . . tells what to do and

not to do on "difficult days". Just send your name
and address to Post Office Box 3434, Dept. MW-12,
Chicago, Illinois, and you'll get a copy FREE.

(Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Oft.)
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RUBYRtu
! Glamorous daring red for your lips with

IRRESISTIBLE RUBY RED Lipstick . o cotor

that flashes like precious rubies. Wecir

this richest of reds as a brilliant occent

all costumes. Ruby Red Lipstick is WHII!^

TEXT to be softer, smoother, non-drying,

end keeps your lips lovelier longer. Match-

ing Rouge, Face Powder and Foundation.

Only 10c each at oil 5 & 10c Stores

IT'S

LASTS lONGER.

SMOOTHER

USE IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

18

m\\ REVIEWS
VINDICATES PICTURE WAS RATED "GOOD" WHEN REVIEWED

VVINDICATES PICTURE WAS RATED "OUTSTANDING" WHEN REVIEWED

Hollywood version of "The New York Story"; Larolne

Day, Edward G. Robinson and Edward Arnold
line up for the M-G-M film of newspaper life

ACCENT ON LOVE—20th Century-Fox: When
George Montgomery rebels against his life and his

marriage that can't be dissolved because of family
pride, he just ups and becomes a ditchdigger and
digs until he's straightened out all his problems.

Osa Massen, J. Carrol Naish and Cobina Wright
Jr. are all very nice, as is Montgomery, but the

story's too laden down with message to be very en-

tertaining. (Oct.)

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH 5£/45—Para-
mount: Dorothy Lamour is back again in Techni-
color and her sarong. Jon Hall is the native who
returns from the states with his new education to

take over his post as ruler and marry his betrothed.

Miss Lamour. But jealous Philip Reed has other
ideas and it takes the inevitable volcano in eruption
to change his mind. (Nov.)

ANGELS WITH BROKEN H^/.VG5—Republic

:

Sidney Blackmer and Katharine Alexander can't
marry because they're afraid his divorce from Bin-
nie Barnes is illegal, so everybody, including Mary
Lee, Billy Gilbert, Jane Frazee, Leo Gorcey and
Gilbert Roland, pitches in to straighten things out.

(Sept.)

ARIZONA BOUND—Monogram: A good old-time
Western about a marshal who solves a series of
stagecoach robberies. Three favorites. Buck Jones,
Tim McCoy and Raymond Hatton, band together
ni this picture for some out-west shooting and rid-

ing. Buck and Tim are tops as Western heroes
and Hatton is a tine laugh-getter. (Oct.)

BACHELOR DADDY—Universal: Baby Sandy
gets cuter with every picture and in this one she
makes up for a lot of unfunny episodes. Kathryn
Adams is Sandy's mother and she sends the child

to Edward Everett Horton, Raymond Walhurn and
Donald Woods to keep while she's involved with the
law. Even with Bert Roach and Franklin Pang-
born in the cast, it still isn't very funny. (Oct.)

1/ BADLANDS OF DAKOTA — Vr^iversa\:
.Straight-shooting Western, with Robert Stack as
the Easterner who marries his brother's (Broderick
Crawford) fiancee. Ann Rutherford, which starts
all the rumpus. Richard Dix is Wild Bill Hickok,

Frances Farmer is Calamity Jane, and Addison
Richards is Custer. (Nov.)

BARNACLE BILL—M-G-M: Rough-and-ready
fun, with Wallace Beery as an old waterfront rap-
scallion always in trouble until his daughter Vir-
ginia Weidler succeeds in reforming him. Marjorie
Main lends a willing hand to the process, and Don-
ald Meek and Leo Carrillo are also mixed up in the
proceedings. (Oct.)

BELLE STARR—20th Century-Fox: The no-
torious woman bandit of the 186d's has been so
whitewashed that much of the punch of the picture
is lost. Gene Tierney plays Belle, who turns out to
be a gently bred Southern girl who attempts to re-
fight the Civil War. She marries Southern rebel
Randy Scott and participates in his escapades until
she finds out his cause is only a front for thieving
and killing. With Dana Andrews, John Shepperd
and Technicolor. (Nov.)

1/ BIG STORE. THE—M-G-M: This is supposed
to be the Marx Brothers' last picture, and they're re-
tiring on a high note of comedy. It's the Brothers
at their best, with plenty of able support from Tony
Martin and Virginia O'Brien. Margaret Dumont
hires Groucho and Harpo to protect her nephew.
Martin, from harm; and the picture takes them on
their zany way through a department store. (Sept.)

BLONDE FROM SINGAPORE. r/ZE—Colum-
bia: The ever-present jewel thieves are here again
in this tired plot, with Florence Rice as a scheming
actress who swipes the pearls from Leif Erikson and
Gordon Jones, and then sets out to win Alexander
D'Arcy, only to find herself in a spot. (Nov.)

BLONDIE IN 50C/£rK—Columbia: The Bump-
steads get in a jam again when Arthur Lake accepts
an enormous great Dane dog but promises not to
place it in a dog show and Penny Singleton un-
knowingly enters it in a show.' What follows
shouldn't happen to a dog, but it's a lot of fun for
the audience. (Oct.)

y'\/ BLOSSOMS IN THE DUST—M-G-M: No
finer actress than Greer Garson could have been
chosen to portray Edna Gladney of Texas, the wo-
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man who devoted her life to providing homes for

nameless children. Walter Pidyeon as the West-
erner who marries Greer, Marsha Hunt and Felix

Bressart also create memorable portraits. (Sept.)

y BRIDE CAME C.O.D., THE—Warners: Jim-
my Cagney, aviator, foils Bette Davis' elopement
with Jack Carson by stranding her in a desert

ghost town, to the accompaniment of all kinds of

slapstick. You'll get a bang out of it. (Sept.)

CHARLEY'S /Jt'iVT—20th Century-Fox:
'•Charley's Atint" gets funnier with every genera-
tion. Jack Benny as the Oxford student who is

forced to play the aunt of a fellow student is at his

funniest. Complications set in when the real aunt,

Kay Francis, shows up. See it for the best laugh

you've had in years. (Oct.)

CRACKED NUTS—VnWersal: A hollow robot,

with Shemp Howard concealed inside, convinces
Stuart Erwin that robots are a good investment, so

crooked iiromoters Mischa Auer and Bill Frawley
promptly take Stewart for all he's got. How he gets

It back forms quite a cute finish. With Una Merkel.

^t/' DIVE BOMS£/?—Warners: Timely, in-

formative, and entertaining is this picture about

the experimental work of flight surgeons in the

Naval Air Corps. A feud between Errol Flynn and
Fred MacMurray is the framework for beautiful

aviation shots. Alexis Smith registers as a comer,

and Ralph Bellamy and Regis Toomey lend grand
support. (Nov.)

DR. KILDARE'S IVEDDIXG DAY—M-G-M:
The sudden, tragic death of Laraine Day, fiancee

of Dr. Kildarc, on her wedding day comes as a

jarring shock. Through the comfort offered by
Lionel Barrymore as Dr. Gillespie. Lew .^yres as

Kildarc is finally able to return to work after his

grievous loss. Niles Asther is very good. (Nov.)

ELLERY QUEEN AND THE PERFECT CRIME
—Columbia: Ralph Bellamy as the overly clever

detective, Ellcry Queen, proves there's no perfect

crime when he solves the death of a promoter who
has ruined H. B. Warner and his daughter Linda
Hayes. Margaret Lindsay is Queen's secretary.

t/' FATHER TAKES A H^/F£—RKO-Radio:
Qloria Swanson's return is the biggest news of this

picture, and it's good news indeed. She's perfectly

cast as the stage star who retires to marry Adolphe
Menjou. expecting a life of peace. Instead, Adolph
turns out to be a playboy and his son John Howard
is the serious-minded one. Desi Arnaz, Helen Brod-

erick and Neil Hamilton are happily cast. (Oct.)

FLYING BLIND—Paramount: Loads of noise and
thrills and romance are packed into this thriller

about spies and intrigue on a honeymoon air ex-

press. Richard Arlen is the pilot who neglects his

romance with Jean Parker until they find themselves
in a plane with villains Roger Pryor and Nils

Asther, and dafTy bride Marie Wilson. (Nov.)

FORCED LANDING—Paramount: Richard .\rlen

is the hero aviator of this bang-up little movie that's

crowded with action. When enemy agents attempt
to wreck defense constructions, Dick steps right in

and plays havoc with them. Eva Gabor. a beautiful

blonde newcomer, provides the love interest. (Oct.)

^Z' GET-AWAY, THE—U-G-M: Unless you're fed

up with gangster fare, this remake of the old pic-

ture, "Public Hero Number One." will entertain

vou, for it's well acted bv Dan Daikv Tr.. Donna
keed and Robert Sterling. (Sept.)

l^ HERE COMES MR. /OR/?.-l-V—Columbia

:

This is one of the most delightful and imaginative
stories ever to hit the screen. It's all about how
heaven makes a mistake and takes Bob Montgom-
ery's soul before he's due to arrive there, so they
^ave to find him a new body to inhabit. Edward
Everett Horton, James Gleason and Claude Rains
are wonderful. (Oct.)

y HERE IS A M^iV—RKO-Radio: Here's a pic-

ture that for sheer novelty takes its place among the
best of its kind. James Craig is the young farmer
who sells his soul to Satan, symbolized by Farmer
Walter Huston, and then tries to get out of his
bargain. Edward Arnold is Daniel Webster, Simone
Simon the devil's henchwoman and Anne Shirley
is Craig's devoted wife. (Oct.)

l/'W^ HOLD BACK THE D.-J If '.Y—Paramount

:

Suspense, drama and love abound in this picture
about the struggle by immigrants to enter the
United States from ile.xico. Charles Bover is an
immigrant who marries schoolteacher Olivia de
Havilland in order to gain entry into the .States and
Paulette Goddard is the foreigner who attempts to
weave Boyer into her schemes. (Oct.)

\/' HOLD THAT G//05T—Universal : You won't
care what Abbott and Costello are up to as they
wend their way from waiters to gas station attend-
ants to heirs of a deserted, haunted gambling house,
because they're man-sized panics all the way through
the hilarious nonsense. (Oct.)

HURRY, CHARLIE. HURRY—RKO-Radio:
Very funny in spots is this Leon Errol comedy,
with Errol inviting the Vice-President of the U. S.
to a party and three phonies plus the real V. P.
show up. (Oct.)
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MILITARY BOOTS RATE-come rain or

snow! Swanky military cut—and con-

trasting Chevrons besides—make them

very '41 in style. They pull on or off,

quickly and easily, over any type of

shoe. For neat feet—on campus or city

street— it's bright to go "Military"!

LASSO BOOTS ! a style snitcheJ from

a cowboy! Look just like leather range

boots, too— (thanks to the patented

Textran process!) Equally right— on

stormy davs— withdressy town clothes

or campus casuals! You'll be "that

way" about LASSOS

—

sec them today.

HEELS TO FIT AfL YOUR SHOES

Both "Lassos" and iMilitary " Boots by

B. F. Goodrich come in a choice of heel

heights. You'll get a sleek fit, whether you

prefer high-heeled day and evening shoes,

or cuban-heeled types^or whether you live

your life in "flats."

2 SMART NEW BOOT STYLES BY

B F. #^ J • V WATERTOWN—VrOOariCn Massachusetts



The fragrance of April Showers Talc . . . deli-

cate, provocative .. ."the fragrance men
love"! Dust it on after your bath ... let its

sweetness linger about you . . . through the

romantic hours of your date with Him.

You'll find it Exquisite hut not Expensive.

NEW . . , April Showers Perfume Girl

The most adorable gift you've seen! What
appears to be a coy young miss is in reality

a generous bottle of delightful April Show-

ers Perfume! Give it to others . . . and to

yourself. only $l.OO

CHERAMY perfumer
APRIL SHOWERS
Men Love "The Fragrance of Youth"

20

/ WAS A PRISONER ON DEVIL'S ISLAND—
Columbia: The eternal triangle again, this time on
Devil's Island, Donald Woods is a sailor sentenced
to three years, Edward Ciannelli is the crooked
doctor, and Sally Eilers his unhappy wife in love
with Woods. You wouldn't care much. (Sept.)

KISS THE BOYS GOODSy£—Paramount:
Stage producer Jerome Cowan, musical composer
Oscar Levant, and director Don Ameche search for
a naive Southern girl for a Broadway show and
they discover ex-chorus girl Mary Martin for the
role instead. It's breezy and gay. (Sept.)

KNOCKOUT—WaTners: Arthur Kennedy is a
young fighter who marries Olympe Bradna and re-
tires from the ring, only to be double-crossed by his
manager, Anthony Quinn. (Sept.)

LADY BE GOOD—M G-M: It's a parade of
star personalities through a Gershwin musical, with
Ann Sothern and Robert Young as a song-writing
team who hits the divorce courts twice before things
work out. Eleanor Powell, Dan Dailey Jr., Lionel
Barrymore, Red Skelton, John Carroll and others
all add to this big-time musical. (Oct.)

LADY SCARFACE—RKO Radio: Packages of
money mailed to a New York hotel and picked up
in error by honeymooning Rand Brooks and Mildred
Coles motivate a lot of chasing around. (Oct.)

\/' LIFE BEGINS FOR ANDY HARDY—
-G-M

—

Andy grows up the hard way when he
takes a fling at earning his own living in New
York; and hunger, a golddigger, and the tragic
death of a friend teach him a much-needed lesson.
Mickey Rooney is tops as Andy, as is Judy Garland
as the annoying girl friend. Pat Dane and Ray
McDonald rate plenty of raves. (Nov.)

LITTLE FOXES, Goldwyn-RKO
Radio: An Academy Award contender is this grip
ping tale. Bette Davis as the ruthless Regina holds
her own with such members of the New York stage
cast as Patricia Collinge, Charles Dingle and Dan
Duryea. Herbert Marshall is perfect as the sick
husband and newcomer Teresa Wright is a coming
star. (Nov.)

\/\/ LYDIA—Korda-U.A. : Different, fascinating
and heart-warming is this flashback review of the
suitors in one woman's life. The men who loved
Merle Oberon but failed to win her are Joseph Cot-
ten, George Reeves, Hans Yaray and Alan Mar-
shall. All give fine performances. (Nov.)

MAN HUNT—20th Century-Fox: For sheet
melodramatic tenseness, you can't beat this exciting
thriller. English sportsman Walter Pidgeon is

caught taking a pot shot at Hitler and the Gestapo
hunts him through Germany and England. George
Sanders plays tlie Nazi who pursues Pidgeon and
Joan Bennett the cockney who befriends him. (Sept.)

^ MANPOIVER—Warners: George Raft and Ed-
ward G. Robinson are tough power line repairmen
who fight it out for the affections of B-girl Marlene
Dietrich. When Marlene's father is killed, Robin-
son marries her. but she falls in love with Raft. The
power line repair scenes are excellent. (Oct.)

MURDER BY INVITATION—Monogram: Al
though this thriller has the same old plot of heirs'
trying to get a millionairess declared insane, it's

fast-moving and suspenseful. Wallace Ford is the
columnist who solves the murders and Marian
Marsh is his assistant. (Oct.)

^MOON OVER MIAMI—20th Century-Fox: A
typical Hollywood musical, this, with music, rhythm,
color, song and scenery. The story has Carole
Landis and Betty Grable inheriting enough money
to get to Miami in search of a rich husband for
Betty. There they find playboys Robert Cummings
and Don Ameche as well as much fun. (Sept.)

\/' MY LIFE WITH CAROLINE—RKO Radio:
Light, sophisticated comedy about a husband's ef-

forts to keep his wife from eloping with various
admirers, including Gilbert Roland and Reginald
Gardiner. Anna Lee is the fluttery, attractive wife,
although why she should want to leave husband
Ronald Colman is beyond us. (Oct.)

I,/ NEW WINE—Gloria Productions-U. A.: Alan
Curtis plays composer Franz Schubert who is aided
and encouraged by llona Massey. Although the
story is inconsequential, the glorious flood of music
and Ilona's beautiful singing of the "Ave Maria" are
well worth your time. Albert Bassernian contributes
a memorable scene as Beethoven. (Oct.)

NEW YORK TOWN — Paramount: Fred
MacMurray, a sidewalk photographer in New York,
shows naive New Englander Mary Martin how to

live off the town. But when he tries to marry her
off to prosperous Robert Preston, he learns that all

the best things in life are free. Akini Tamiroff and
Lynne Overman aid MacMurray in this enchanting
comedy. (Nov.)

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH—Paramount:
In spite of its bewhiskered story. Bob Hope makes
this picture a laugh-provoking winner. He bets
$10,000 of Paulette Goddard's money that he can
tell the truth for twenty-four hours. So Edward
Arnold, Leif Erikson and Glenn .Xiidcrs crowd him
into one tight corner after another, with howls of
laughter as the result. (Nov.)

OFFICER AND THE LADY, THE—Columbia:

Rochelle Hudson is a pretty schoolteacher who re-
fuses to marry Bruce Bennett for fear he'll be
killed in a gun battle. He almost is, too, when gang-
ster Sidney Blackmer escapes from prison. (Oct.)

OUR Columbia: All about one husband,
Melvyn Douglas, and his troubles with two women,
one an ex-wife, Ellen Drew, and the other his fiancee,
scientist Ruth Hussey. Charles Coburn is Ruth's
father, also a scientist, and John Hubbard her non
scientific brother. It's got a lot of laughs. (Nov.)

^ OUT OF THE FOG—Warners: Although this
IS a beautifully executed picture, it's a bit on the
arty side. Thomas Mitchell and John Qualen find
themselves at the mercy of a cheap racketeer, John
Garfield, who also upsets the happiness of Mitchell's
daughter, Ida Lupino. With Eddie Albert. (Sept.)

PAPER BULLETS—Producers' Releasing Corp
The fate of three people, who as children lived in
an orphanage, is followed in this not-bad little

movie. Jack LaRue becomes a gangster, Joan Wood
bury serves a prison term, and John Archer become-
an engineer. (Sept.)

PARACHUTE BATTALION—RKO-Radio: An
interestingly done movie of those lads who leap from
planes in Uncle Sam's behalf. All sorts of boys
who enter the service are revealed in the unfolding
of the story, including Robert Preston as the cocky
recruit and Edmond O'Brien as the boy who fears
fear. Nancy Kelly is the girl. (Oct.)

y PARSON OF PANAMINT. THE — Para
mount: Another good Western, dealing with a young
preacher who dares to do his duty in a small West
ern town. Phillip Terry shows plenty of talent as
the fighting fearless parson, and Charlie Ruggles.
Ellen Drew and Porter Hall contribute. (Sept.)

REG'LAR FELLERS—P. R. C: The cartoon
strip characters, played by Billy Lee, AlfaHa
Switzer, and Buddy Boles, are back again for an
other series of fun. It's a picture for kids. (Nov.)

RICHEST MAN IN TOWN, THE—Columbia.
This weak little story of a small-town community
deals with the rivalry between a banker and a pub-
lisher. Frank Craven and Edgar Buchanan, as the
two old rivals in love and civic affairs, make up for
this puny, unreal little plot. (Sept.)

RINGSIDE MAISIE—U-G-yi: Weakest in the
series is this installment, with Ann Sothern as the
good-hearted taxi-dancer, Maisie, who meets up with
prize fighter Robert Sterling and his suspicious
manager, George Murphy. Young Sterling takes
over most of the picture and there's not nearly
enough of Maisie. (Oct.)

SAN ANTONIO ROSE—Universal: The Merry
Macs and Robert Paige take over a night club and
with the help of Jane Frazee and Eve Arden, they
manage to put it over. This background serves as
a good e-xcuse for the almost uninterrupted singing
and music, but if you're fans of the Merry Macs,
then you're sure to enjoy it. (Sept.)

SCATTERGOOD MEETS BROADWAY—Pyra
mid-RKO: Scattergood Baines. the small-town Mr.
Fix-it played by Guy Kibbee, helps William Henry,
the village playwright, outwit Frank Jenks and
Bradley Page and present a smash success on the
Broadway stage. Its homey flavor is embellished
by some bright comedy and corny but good gags
(Nov.)

SERGEANT YORK—Warners: This superb
picture is an adventure into the soul of America
and a "must see" for all. Gary Cooper portrays with
moving dignity the World War hero who entere<;

the war as a conscientious objector. Joan Leslir
as his sweetheart, Walter Brennan as pastor of th>

hills, and the entire cast are splendid. (Sept.)

)/ SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS—Paramount
Straight from Harold Bell Wright's beloved nove
comes this story of the people of the hill country,
with Harry Carey as the man who comes home tc

find hate for his desertion of a girl and her son
years before. Tom Wayne is the revengeful son and
Betty Field the girl who loves him. It's a dif

ferent story, and one we feel j-ou'll thoroughly en
joy. (Sept.)

STARS LOOK DOWN. THE—Grafton Film-
M-G-M; A. J. Cronin's novel comes to the screen
with an English cast under the guiding hand of

director Carol Reed, who turns from the suspense
film he does so well to move his camera into the

lives and hopes and dangers endured by the people
of a Welsh coal-mining district. With Margarei
Lockwood, Michael Redgrave and Emlyn Williams,
it's gloomy but moving drama.

SUN VALLEY SERENADE—20th Century
Fox: Sonja Henie is a Norwegian refugee adopted
by band player John Payne, who's in love with
Lynn Bari, the band singer. When the orchestrr.

goes to Sun Valley, Sonja goes along, determined
to marry John. Sonja's enchanting and her skat

ing numbers are excellent. The story's cute and
the sports scenes are wonderful. (Nov.)

SWEETHEARTS OF THE CAMPUS—Co\am
bia: This is all about an orchestra that invades a

technical college and we shudder to think what would
have happened to this picture without the music of

Ozzie Nelson's orchestra or the tap-dancing of

Ruiiy Keeler, because it's dull enough even with
them.
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TANKS A MILLIOX—Ha\ Roach-U.A.: Running
abuiit fifty minutes, this small-sized panic is all

about a draftee, a former railway information clerk,

William Tracy, who annoys his superior officers by
spouting from memory long passages from the Army
manual. James Gleason is the enraged officer and
Elysc Knox the eye-filler. But it's Private Tracy's
picture. (Nov.)

\/THEY MET IN BOMBAY—M-GU: Clark
Gable and Rosalind Russell are a couple of jewel
thieves in the far East, trying to outsmart each
other, with amusing results. There's nothing very
new about this old plot, but the two principals give

it a big-time air and there are several laughable
twists. Jessie Ralph and Peter Lorre contribute
strong moments. (Sept.)

THIS WOMAN IS M7.V£—Universal: Lus-
cious Carol Bruce is a stowaway on a trading ves-

sel during the 18th Century with John Carroll,

Franchot Tone and Walter Hrennan all on the ship.

The only exciting moments in the picture are the
last scenes depicting the conflict between the Indians
and the white men. Otherwise it's completely un-
inspired. (Nov.)

^^ TIGHT SHOES—Mayfair-Universal : This Da-
mon Runyon panic has been translated to the screen
with all the Runyon flavor intact and you'll be
he^ntily :iniused at the awful consequences of wear-
ing' vliiH s I hat pinch. Broderick Crawford is the
gaii^^tci wlio buys a pair of too-tight shoes from
clerk John Howard and Brod gives a swell per-

formance. With Binnie Barnes and Anne Gwynne
to add to the fun. (Sept.)

TILLIE THE rO/L£.R—Columbia: First of a

new series, this introduces Kay Harris, who is pert,

pretty and talented and makes an ideal Tillie. Wil-
liam Tracy is Mac, Jack Arnold the smug Mr.
Whipple, and Daphne Pollard Mumsy. It flounders
around a bit due to poor writing and direction, but
give Tillie time. (Nov.)

TOM, DICK AND HARRY^RKO-Radio: Gin-
ger Rogers is the little telephone operator who must
choose between three suitors, business genius
George Murphy, zany, poverty-stricken Burgess
Meredith and rich Alan Marshall. Ginger dreams
of her future with each and her dreams are price-

less fun, as is the entire movie. You'll love it.

(Oct.)

TWO IN A T^X/—Columbia: Russell Hayden,
an independent cab driver, gets in so much trouble
all because he and his girl friend, Anita Louise, try

to scrape up $300 to buy a gas station. Noah Beery
Jr., is in it, too, but see it at your own risk.

t^^^ UNDERGROUND — Warners: Gripping,
timely, thrilling is this picture dealing with that
brave band of German men and women fighting
against the Nazi system by means of the illegal

radio. Philip Dorn, unknown to his family, is the
voice of the radio and Jeffrey Lynn his brother who
falls in love with Dorn's accomplice, with resulting
tragedy. (Sept.)

UNFINISHED BUSINESS — Universal;
You'll undoubtedly enjoy this gay movie about
small-town girl Irene Dunne who meets and falls

in love with debonair Preston Foster who promptly
forgets her. Out of spite she marries his brother,
Robert Montgomery, but she can't forget Foster,
who is the outstanding performer of this picture.
(Nov.)

WEST POINT WIDOW — Paramount; Anne
Shirley plays a nurse who keeps secret her mother-
hood in order that her West Point husband, Rich-
ard Denning, may graduate; and Richard Carlson is

an amorous young interne who has no idea of Anne's
dilemma in this very pleasing little movie. (Sept.)

^i/" WHEN LADIES MEET—M-G-M: A star-
studded picture, this, smart and entertaining.
Robert Taylor is in love with authoress Joan (Craw-
ford who is in love with publisher Herbert Marshall
who is married to Greer Garson with obvious com-
plications. Both the girls do splendid jobs, but Bob
Taylor walks away with every scene. (Nov.)

^/WHISTLING IN THE DARK — M-G-M:
M-G-M's new prize comedian Red Skelton, is intro-
duced to you in this comedy, and Skelton proves
himself a prize indeed as the radio crime story
writer who's kidnapped by Conrad Veidt in order
to create a perfect crime for Mr. Veidt. It's corn,
we adxnit, but it's funny and gay. (Nov.)

WILD GEESE CALLING—20th Century-Fox;
Henry Fonda is the boy with wanderlust who
meets Joan Bennett, waterfront chorus girl, and
marries her. But he follows disreputable Warren
William to Alaska and meets disillusionment before
he finally finds contentment. It's slow and aimless
and dull, and Joan Bennett is thoroughly miscast.
(Nov.)

WORLD PREMIERE -PaTumoum: John Barry-
more is a movie producer who takes the cast of
his movie, including Ricardo Cortez as the star
and Virginia Dale the heroine, to Washington for
the world premiere. A couple of saboteurs get
mixed up with the troupe, but Barrymore happily
believes it all a publicity stunt. It should be funny,
but it turns out to be very unfunny. (Nov.)

If soap irritates your complexion, switch to

mild, agreeable Cashmere Bouquet Soap!

When one woman out of two reports her skin is

sensitive to soap, no wonder so many to(iay are try-

ing mild, gentle Cashmere Bouquet Soap.

For three generations, women of elegance and

charm have chosen Cashmere Bouquet for daily

skin care. Give your skin one health facial daily

with its mild, agreeable lather. Rejoice when you

find it the care that agrees with your skin.

And to be like "peaches and cream" all over,

scented with the fragrance men love, bathe with

gentle Cashmere Bouquet Soap. Get three luxu-
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SHADOW STAGE
i

REVIEWING MOVIES OF THE MONTH
A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, outstanding

Emotional masterpiece, "Rebecca" style:

Cory Grant, Joan Fontaine in "Suspicion"

Exciting and timely show: Tyrone Power,

Betty Grable in "A Yank in the R. A. F."

Suspicion (RKO-Radio)

It's About: A naive English girl who
marries a lovable ne'er-do-well.

ALL the disturbing and magnetic

qualities of "Rebecca,"' a picture

that brought fame to all concerned

and especially to its diiector, Alfred

Hitchcock, are embodied in this emo-
tional masterpiece, brought to the

screen by the same director, a past

master at the art of suspense in

pictures.

Here, my friends, is intelligent,

brilliant movie-making. Here is an

example of what can be done when
time, talent and intelligence are

brought together.

Again Joan Fontaine creates that

feeling of helpless hopelessness that

marked her work in "Rebecca." A
naive English girl, carefully brought

up by her parents, Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke and Dame May Whitty, Joan
falls head over heels in love with

Cary Grant, a scamp, a playboy and
a bit of a scoimdrel.

It's not until their honeymoon is

over that Joan is brought face to face

with her husband's weaknesses, his

lying, embezzling, worthlessness, all

relieved by his complete lovableness.

Then a darker, more evil thing creeps

into their lives, tearing them asunder

The Best Pictures of the Month

Ladies in Retirement

Suspicion

A Yank in the R. A. F.

Sundown

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

Best Performances

Ida Lupino in "Ladies in Retire-

ment"

Louis Hayward in "Ladies in Re-

tirement"

Joan Fontaine in "Suspicion"

Cary Grant in "Suspicion"

Tyrone Power in "A Yank in the

R. A. F."

Betty Grable in "A Yank in the

R. A. F."

Ingrid Bergman in "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde"

Lana Turner in "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde"

Spencer Tracy in "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde"

with dread and suspicion. The ending
is weak. It should, to our notion, go on
to its inevitable climax. Desperation

does bring on fearful, undreamed-of
consequences. Why not have them
completed, rather than leave the au-
dience wondering as to what eventu-

ally did come about?
However, this is the picture's only

fault and one that may be remedied
before its release.

So see it, rejoice at its emotional

beauty, its shading, its lights and its

so dark shadows.

Your Reviewer Says: A triumph of di-

lection and acting.

^ A Yank In the R. A. F.

{20th Century-Fox)

It's About: The amorous and armor-
mis adve7itiires of an Arnerican lad in

London.

HISTORY, incorporated in a slap-

dashing love story, adds up to

pretty good entertainment with Ty
Power, the fearless, cocky, gum-
chewing American, joining the R.A.F.

and wooing night-club dancer Betty

Grable on the side.

The pamphlet-dropping flights over

Berlin, the tremendous scenes at Dun-
kirk, glimpses of London's first-aid

FOR COMPLETE CASTS OF CURRENT PICTURES SEE PAGE 106
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THE SHADOW STAGE

Off-+he-bea+en-path drama: Gene Tierney, George
Sanders and Bruce Cabot in Wanger's "Sundown"

Riotous: Molly McGee, Lucille Ball, Fibber Mc-
Gee and Edgar Bergen in "Look Who's Laughing"

stations and the R.A.F. quarters are

intriguingly interesting.

There's the eternal triangle, of

course, with Betty, the little American
in London, charming the English offi-

cers right out of their jolly senses.

Reggie Gardiner, who tries desper-

ately to meet her, and John Sutton,

who not only meets her but almost

wins her, are so very good.

People from Oklahoma aren't going

to be happy over an aspersion made
on their general vicinity, but with

that exception, it's an exciting and
timely show.

Your Reviewer Says: An up-in-the-
air, up-to-the-minute movie.

^ Sundown (Wanger)

It's About: Guarding the far-flung out-

posts in Africa.

DRUMS beating out the mysteries

of Africa mount to a quick tempo
of sustained action in this story of a

British government outpost. In fact,

the picture at times almost loses itself

in a whirlwind of shooting, spying

and gun-running. Still, with George
Sanders, Bruce Cabot, Joseph Calleia,

Reginald Gardiner and Gene Tierney

to inject some fine acting, "Sundown"
emerges a worth-while epic.

The black and white of the picture

fails to do it justice, for the scenery
fairly cries out for color. Bruce Cabot
as Commissioner of the post steals

most of the honors, with George San-
ders shining in a dramatic death
scene. Reggie Gardiner, as usual,

went along for the laughs.

Miss Tierney stars in this picture,

made outside her own home studio.

As the supposedly half-caste girl, she

is very beautiful. Carl Esmond turns
in some good work as the gun planter.

It's off the beaten path and, at

times, exciting. We think for these
reasons you'll like it.

Your Reviewer Says: Something dif-

ferent under the sundown.

Ladies in Retirennen+

(Colunnbia)

It's About: One woman's terrific sac-

rifice for those she loves.

IN A subdued and quiet vein the

stage play, "Ladies in Retirement,"
translated to the screen in a superb
manner, creeps up on its audiences
slowly, eerily, stealthily. We are

tensely aware, long ahead of their cul-

mination, that dreadful things are

about to happen and yet the suspense
never relaxes for a moment when they

do transpire.

Ida Lupino, we feel, is responsible

in a great measure for this compelling
quality of repulsion and sympathy,
equally blended, that runs hand in

hand throughout the story. Ida has

learned the lesson of quiet under-
playing and although she ruthlessly

murders in order to provide a per-
manent home for her mentally ill sis-

ters, never once does she lose the

sympathy of the audience. And that's

play-acting, brothers and sisters, what
is play-acting.

Louis Hayward (Miss Lupino's

husband in private life) easily rates

second honors as the rascal who, in

conjunction with the maid, Evelyn
Keyes, uncovers Miss Lupino's dark
secret. Miss Keyes is very good her-

self, progressing rapidly as an actress

of ability.

We especially liked the work of

Isobel Elsom. the victim, and Edith
Barrett as one of the demented sis-

ters. Both were splendid. Less con-
vincing, we felt, was Elsa Lanchester
as the second sister.

The moors of England, misty, scary
and weird, provide fitting atmosphere
for the dark story.

Your Reviewer Says: Brilliant tale-tell-

ing.

^ Look Who's Laughing
(RKO-Radio)

It's About: A radio entertainer who
goes to a small town for a vacation.

LAUGHS follow one after tbe other
at the comic antics of Fibber Mc-

Gee and Molly, and Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy in this riotous, un-
sophisticated comedy.
Edgar Bergen's a radio entertainer

who with Charlie McCarthy lands in

a small town for a vacation, leaving

his devoted secretary, Lucille Ball, at

home. Fibber McGee is president of

the Chamber of Commerce of the

town and, with the help of Molly, is

trying to get Neil Hamilton, head of

an airline, to buy the local flying field

for an airport. But a couple of land

sharks want to get the field for them-
selves and it requires everyone's com-
bined efforts to thwart them. On
this slim thread of plot is built a com-
bination of gags that, though corny,

ai-e always good for a lot of laughs.

One of the most hilarious scenes is

one in which McGee is at the controls

of a runaway airplane.

Your Reviewer Says: Good, clean
wholesome fun.

{Continued on page 100)
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new nail shades

by CUTEX
For fhaf "Profess/ona/ Loo/c"-and Longer Wear USE 2 COATS

Cufex Oft her fingers, Cutex on her toes, she

shall havefun wherever she goes . . . in these

gay new picture-hook nail shades by Cutex.

Sugar Plum—a real faiiy-prince?s color

— deep, dark, exciting! Gingerbread—
warm and amber-tinted—a cunning new
snare for your dashing prince charming!

There's fairy-tale magic, too, in the way
Cutex flows on... in its sparkling, flattering

lustre! Only 10^ in the U. S. If you go in

for "simpler sophistication," try the new
Cutex charmer

—

Sheer Natural.

Nortliaiii Warren, New York



New Dreamflower Shades! Scorning to flatly match your

skin, Dreamflower shades sufl'use it with an added sweet

delicacy of tone that miraculously seems your own!

New Dreamflower Smoothness— ethereally soft and

clinginp. Gives your face a dreamy '"soft-focus" quality

... an all-over smooth look almost too good to be true!

Adorable new box!— all little blossoms

too sweet to be real— Dreamflowers!

This new luxury in a big, big size— only

3 forty-nine cents! 2 smaller sizes, too.

"Pond's new Dreamflower Powder is

heavenly! Among ihuse luscious new
shades you can't help finding a flat-

terer. And such unbelievably silky

texture!"
MRS. JOHN ROOSEVELT

"The darlinp new Dreamflower box

caught my fancy first—and then the

new powder itself won my heart. It's

perfect!"
MRS. A. J. DRF.XEI, III

Free— All 6 Dreamflower shades

POND'S, Dept. 8MM-PM, Clinton, Conn.

I'd love to try the new Dreamflower Powder, and see for
myself how flattering it is. \^ ill you please send me free

samples of all 6 of the new Dreamflower shades right away?

My no

Address-

CitY. Stale-
(This otfer good in U. S. only)



After One Year

THIS is the twelfth issue of Photoplay-Movie Mirror.

Do you mind leaving the Hollywood scene for a

few minutes to come into my office and get a glimpse

of what has happened to the magazine that so many of

you write me is your favorite?

If you will look at the cover of this issue, you'll see

the line "Largest Circulation of Any Screen Magazine."

That claim is based on the latest figures released by the

ABC, which is the nickname we editors and publishers

give to the Audit Bureau of Circulations. The first six

issues of Photoplay-Movie Mirror acquired a total month-
ly sale of 743,934 copies. Our next closest competitor,

which formerly could claim the largest circulation, had
over 120,000 less monthly for that same period.

Latest reports indicate that our circulation is now well

i
over 800,000.

I
Recently at a convention of Pacific Coast distributors

I was asked to tell why I thought Photoplay-Movie Mir-

ror had succeeded,

j
When we merged Photoplay and Movie Mirror we

j
determined that it would really be "two great maga-
zines for the price of one," and our publishing house

allocated many thousands of dollars to the color section

which was added to the book. In addition I was allowed

to purchase the work of the finest writers in America,

including Hedda Hopper, Faith Baldwin, Louis Bromfield,

Ruth Waterbury, Sara Hamilton, Dorothy Kilgallen and
others. The figures show that more readers went out

and bought copies of our September issue than were
bought by the readers of both Photoplay and Movie
Mirror a year ago.

Yes, Photoplay-Movie Mirror tries to be a bargain

—

but more than that, we try to be a magazine you can

thoroughly believe.

I don't pretend that Hollywood likes all the things that

"Fearless" writes, because as you who follow his stories

know, "Fearless" is not a great respecter of persons.

However, he does try to be fair, truthful and, far from

trying to break down reputations, he wishes merely to

show that Hollywood stars are human beings just as we
are. We are not perfect physically, we get irritable and
have fights with our associates, we have friendships we
don't often talk about, we have our little pride about our

age and we have our problems with our relatives. That
doesn't make us bad people; it does make us understand-

able people.

The same is true of the candid writings of Hedda Hop-
per and Dorothy Kilgallen. Miss Hopper has just agreed

to do a new series for you and I hope to offer you many
more stimulating articles by Miss Kilgallen.

A LETTER reached my desk the other day which is

so much like many others we have been receiving

that I shall be immodest enough for the magazine to print

it. It comes from Marjorie Giroux of Vancouver, British

Columbia, and she says:

"I guess I'm one of the many, many thousands who
have written you cci-cerning your super-elegant

movie magazine, Photoplay-Movie Mirror. I usually

look inside a movie mag to see if there are the

kinds of stories and photos of stars I like in it be-
fore I purchase it, and to be frank, I used to do
that with Photoplay-Mevie Mirror. But since the

last seven issues I've had no cause to. It's just

pure confidence. I know there are in it the things

I like to read. I buy an extra copy to send to a

pen-pal of mine overseas. . .
."

There are things about this publication, I know,
that some of you don't like; I welcome your frank

criticisms. But I do hope you will continue to go along

the road with us as hearteningly as you have in our first

year of life. I like to think that we have carried out

our promise to give you two great magazines for the

price of one.
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Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, hunnan,

hearty, forthright pastor of a New
York church, who watched the stars

as they worked, as they romanced,

then decided to inform the public

Dr. Peale with Mrs. Peale, Mar-
garet Ann and John Stafford.

Dr. Peale was technical advisor on
"One Foot In Heaven," saga
of an American preacher with

Fredric March, Martha Scott

BY WILBUR MORSE JR.

\ Minister

" i i OVIE stars work too hard to

do much sinning!"

* He grinned a little as he
said it. this genial, easy-mannered
minister who had climbed down from
his pulpit in a fashionable Fifth Ave-
nue church to spend two months in

Hollywood as a technical director on
"One Foot In Heaven," Warner
Brothers' saga of an American
preacher.

Hollywood has been pictui-ed in a

dozen different waj's by visitors re-

turned to their normal day-to-day

existence after a whirl on the merry-
go-round of the movies. Some have
labeled it phony. Others have called

it chaos. To some it is wild and
wicked and to as many others it is a

veritable paradise, where every pass-

er-by on the sidewalk is a glamour
girl and gold pours out of bottom-

less baskets like jellybeans from a

slot machine.

But to Dr. Norman Vincent Peale,

PHOTOPLAY CO?72b!7ied U'ith MOVIE MERROB



Above: Asked a

leading question by

Dr. Peale, the frank

Bette Davis did not

hesitate to answer,

gave hinn a star-

tling insight into the

life of an actress

Below: Martha Scott,

Fredric March and Dr.

Peale talk with Mrs.

William H. Spence,

widow of the minister

whose life March por-

trays in the picture

Looks at Hollywood Morals

human, heai'ty, forthright pastor of

New York's Marble Collegiate Church,

Hollywood was none of these. It was,

he said, as if he long had heard

legends of a land, then visited it him-

self to find it utterly different from

anything he had expected. The lotus

land of rumor proved, on inspection,

to be a country of conscientious, hard

workers.

Hollywood and the movies for years

have patiently borne with blue-nosed

investigators from one religious or-

ganization or another who have
peered at its people and its product

with a "holier than thou" attitude and
then pompously issued pronounce-
ments that lashed at its morals or

manners.
It was, therefore, something of a

pleasant shock to have one of Ameri-
ca's best known and most widely

respected clergymen turn public de-
fender of filmdom's reputation. It

was even more of a novelty to have a

leading churchman not only defend

Hollywood but lay a large and lofty

bouquet at its feet.

After mingling with hundreds of

Hollywood celebrities for two months,

diligently reporting for duty on a

movie set six days a week, meeting

the stars at their parties, watching

them as they romanced and relaxed.

Dr. Peale prepared a list of "Holly-

wood Discoveries" that should interest

every film fan who has ever dreamed
of the capital as a gay, abandoned,

modern version of a frontier dance
hall.

"I have made ten discoveries about
Hollywood that I believe are contrary

to the average layman's impression of

the place," said Dr. Peale.

"1. A minister can feel very much
at home in Hollywood.

"2. It is the hardest working place

I ever saw.
"3. I found its people not blase

and sophisticated, but wholesome,

friendly, home-loving folks.

"4. The handful of actors who have
bad reputations, the few irrespon-

sibles, do not represent Hollywood
and are frowned upon by the motion-
picture community.

"5. It is more than a money-mak-
ing industry, for its leaders and per-
sonnel find a satisfaction in getting

over a message of Americanism and
the better things.

"6. It is a vast, efficient place of

business, where a great commodity is

being produced for the pleasure of

80,000,000 American movie-goers and
not a scene of revelry.

"7. To watch the making of a movie
is one of the most interesting and fas-

cinating experiences • any man can
have and one marvels at the ingenuity

and resourcefulness, the infinite pa-
tience and skill required. One's re-

spect for the people who make movies
increases every day.

"8. Holly- (Continued on page 84)
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ekc/u^u^/ THE REAL REASON

It was almost impossible to get this

story, for the boy himself wouldn't talk. But

we finally uncovered this amazing truth

BY HELEN GILMORE

j_|AS Stirling
Hayden really

quit Hollywood?
Or is it just a pub-
licity stunt? Or
will he change his

mind, as any man
has a right to do,

and return after

all?

We give you the

answer on the best

authority in the

world, the man
himself. Young

Hayden has quit Hollywood. It is not

just a publicity stunt. When you know
a little more about him you'll under-

stand why this lad would never lend

himself to such a—well, "phony" is the

word he would use to describe such

a setup.

As for changing his mind, you can

bank on this: He won't change it while

the world is the kind of a place it is

today. This doesn't mean he will never

go back. Never is such a long, long

word. But for the present and for

many moons to come young Hayden
has locked his Hollywood door and

thrown the key away.

Everyone is asking why. Why, with

fame served up like a golden oyster

before him, has this blonde young
giant chosen to turn his face away from

the Hollywood feast?

A lot of people would like to know
and a lot of peTople haven't been able

to find out. The boy isn't talking. His

studio isn't talking.

In fact, there is no more difficult

story to get in all Hollywood today.

We bring it to you culled from many
sources, from friends, from fellow

workers, patched together out ot a crazy

quilt of the boy's own thoughts ex-

pressed and half expressed. And they

all add up to the likeness of a man.
heartening, inspiring.

In order to get a proper under-

standing of the picture you must bear

in mind that Stirling Hayden went
to Hollywood for one single purpose:

to make some money. "Sure," he says

with that grin that loses its hardness

by its sheer honesty, "everybody goes

there for that reason." Well, not quite,

Stirling. A lot of people go there be-

cause they like to act.

Not so our young viking. Stymied
for the time being in his efforts to

pursue the seafaring life for which he

had equipped himself, and needing

cash to meet his own expenses and

those of his mother, he took the chance

Hollywood offered, the part in "Vir-

ginia" which in that single picture

was to make him one of his studios

most valuable properties.

But as for being an actor
—"I'm no

actor! I'm a sailor," he snorts. "I

wasn't acting when I appeared in 'Vir-

ginia' and 'Bahama Passage.' I did the

best I could. But I couldn't get used

to having a guy follow me around,

powdering my face before every 'take,'

combing my hair, fixing my necktie,

brushing my clothes. I couldn't get

used to standing there before the cam-

eras, saying the same lines over and

over, making the same gestures. I

couldn't get used to sitting in some
projection room watching myself in

the 'rushes.'
"

Other young actors feel much the

same way when they first start their

studio life, but they get used to it.

Hayden never did—not quite. By

spells he'd sell himself on the idea

that he too was getting used to it. But
underneath it continued to gripe and
went right on griping until it became
one of those nebulous contributing

factors when the moment for his big

decision came.

WHEN the papers broke the news
of his departure, harsh com-

ments went out in certain quarters

that he couldn't have chosen a more
melodramatic gesture than to fling his

California license plates into the At-

lantic Ocean when he reached

Gloucester, which was his old sea-

going stamping ground. In simple jus-

tice to the boy let it be said what he

did was a most natural thing for him
to do. He wouldn't be driving a car

again in California for a long while so

his license plates were no longer of

any use to him. He took them off and,

since at the time he happened to be

standing on a wharf, he simply

dropped them overboard into the

ocean There was no thought of

melodrama about his action Anyone
with the most elemental knowledge of

human psychology who had ever met
Stirling Hayden would never have

made the accusation. He doesn't think

that way.

Yes, Hollywood has bitten Stirling

deeply. When he left, the town's

cynicism came to the surface. Some
said it was all sheer publicity—a press

agent earning his beer. Others said it

was Madeleine Carroll—that their ro-

mance had hit a snag and Stirling

was no guy to stand around and take

it. Still others opined he was bound

to run away {Continued on page 76)
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Jimmy Stewart: "I never heard any
movie fan, man, woman or child,

say, 'I don't like Jimmy Stewart"
"

Barbara Stanwyck: Far and away
she is one of the three "best

sufferers" on the screen today

nerisms at you on the slightest provo-
cation . . . I've never heard any movie
fan, man, woman or child, say: "I

don't like Jimmy Stewart." ... I

guess in real life George Raft must
be as much of a killer-diller with the

Sweet Sex as he is with a machine
gun on the screen. Any lad who can

get himself linked romantically with
Norma Shearer, Marlene Dietrich and
Betty Grable all in the same year
certainly deserves the title of Holly-

wood's Most Glamorous Grandpa . . .

Phooey on remakes.
•

For sheer whimsical charm on the

silver screen, Burgess Meredith takes

the fudge cake . . . Seeing "Dr. Jekyll

And Mr. Hyde," which Victor Fleming
was responsible for, made me decide

that those other four directors must
have done most of the work on "Gone
With The Wind" . . . Hollywood names
are often deliciously incredible. My
favorite monickers on the screen title

sheets are Van Nest Polglase, Omar
Kiam, Pandro Berman, Hermes Pan
and Slavko Vorkapich . . . Errol

Flynn gets braver and braver in every
picture I see. He's just not afraid of

sleet or storm or villains or wild

horses or crashing airplanes. Gosh,
he's wonderful . . . Bank nights, Wal-
lace Beery and "Blondie" pictures

chase me out of theaters ... I love

movies with duelling scenes, espe-

cially when Basil Rathbone or Doug-
las Fairbanks Jr. is doing the duelling.

•

I think the "Dr. Kildare" pictures

are pretty good entertainment ... I

think Ilka Chase looks like Virginia

Weidler grown up, or vice versa. And
their acting has a great deal in com-
mon. That minxy, witchy tang, junior

and senior ... I wish stars, semi-stars

and starlets would stop announcing at

intervals to the press that they are

dying to marry their current flame,

Joe Schmaltz or Lizzie Zilch, and
would hop off to Yuma on the very
next skyliner were it not for the

devastatingly unfortunate fact that

their contracts forbid them, in stem
black and white, to marry before five

years are up. If that's all that's hold-
ing up the orange blossoms, they can
hop right to it. Any lawyer would tell

them that a contract forbidding mar-
liage is against public interest and
would be null and void in any state

in the union.

I guess John Ford will never make
a picture without a rainsoaked street,

a pipe-smoking fellow silhouetted

against a thick white mist, a blind

man singing a falsetto ballad, a silent

scuffle in the dark. Any more than
Ernst Lubitsch will ever make a film

without a shot of a champagne cork
popping, a foreign-brand limou-
sine, or the flash of a French maid's
petticoats . . . Most dour actor I ever

encountered was Maurice Chevalier

. . . I've been to plenty of rodeos but
I've never seen any cowboys who
looked like Gai-y Cooper. Maybe
that's what's wrong with the Lone
Prairee . . . Most exciting thriller film

this year was "Man Hunt" . . . Cary
Grant looks prettier than any of the

boys in a pork pie hat.

•

I miss John and Elaine Barry-
more's comic entrances to and exits

from the front pages. They were
cheering pinches of fluff in gazettes

forced to mirror gore, horror and
tragedy ... I haven't really roared at

a Bob Hope picture since "The Ghost
Breakers." That really topped them
all . . . If any foreign correspondent

behaved the way Joel McCrea did in

"Foreign Correspondent," he would
be an ex-foreign correspondent within

twenty-four hours. A short cable from
the home city desk would do it . . .

I never saw any platinum blonde hair

that looked real, except Jean Har-
low's . . . I've often wondered who
selects those "Selected Short Sub-
jects." My guess would be a guy
with a grudge (Continued on page 68)

Irene Dunne: "Of all the actresses

who emote through clenched
teeth I think she is the best"

PHOTOPIAV-MOVIE

Color Portrait Series:

Who joins this month the parade

of Hollywood's biggest stars heard

over the air every Sunday night

on the Gulf Screen Guild Theater's

coost-to-coost CBS broadcasts. Tune

in Loretto for a brilliant radio per-

formance and see her in Columbia's

new film, "The Men In Her Life"

page 35

^od Mc(2tecL

Appearing in Paramount's

"Sullivan's Travels"

page 38

^canette Ma.c'Pona.tJl.

Appearing in M-G-M's

"Smilin' Through"

page 39

Appearing in Paramount's

"The Remarkable Andrew"

page hi
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mrumJi
m SUCKERS!

by

Carole Iannis
as told to Gladys Ha

Men marry her: Carole
at the time she was
the wife of Willis Hunt

They let men hurt them because they

don't know how to handle men. A startling

confession by a girl who sees her mistakes

Men like her: En-

thusiastic cadets at

Fort Ord gave her

a puppy after a
personal appearance

A SUCKER? Me? Listen! A great,

terrific constant thing came into

my life. A man, of course. For
obvious reasons I can't use his name,
but he is an actor and—it was love

I felt. Real love. I knew it and I stiU

know it. There I was, there was little

Carole being so happy, so ecstatic, so

deUrious, so wilUng to forsake all

others (again) and all that!

Glamour girls are hard, eh? Glam-
our girls are self-sufficient, vain, pam-
pered, flattered, foolish, spoiled, pop-
ular, too popular to care whether Tom
walks out or not because Dick and
Harry, twenty of each, are lined up
to take his place?

Let me tell you this: Every girl in

the world wants to find the right

nian, someone who is sympathetic and
understanding and helpful and strong,

someone she can love madly. Ac-
tresses are no exceptions; glamour
girls are certainly no exceptions. The
glamour and the tinsel, the fame and
the money mean very little if there

is a hurt in the heart.

Most of us have hurts in our hearts

—don't you think otherwise.

Why all you have to do is think us
over . . . think of Marlene Dietrich,

Hedy Lamarr, Lana Turner. For all

of Marlene's beauty and exoticism,

for all the adoration she has from men,
what is her deepest concern, her dear-

est love? Her daughter Maria, as

everyone who really knows Marlene
will tell you. Hedy is simply lac-

quered with loveliness and acclaim,

but what does she do? She adopts

a httle son who is her whole life. Take
Lana—the romances she has had!

Yet I know she really wants mar-
riage. She's told me so. Marriage
and home and stability, that's what
Lana talks about when we're just two
girls together.

If glamour girls are so smart, so

shrewd, so devastating to men, why
don't we have home and love and
marriage? Or, having them, why
don't we hold them?
Glamour girls are not smart with

men. In many other ways, yes, but

not with men. I give you the story I

started to teU as proof: There I Wcis,

as I said, but in love. This went on
for months. We were constantly to-

gether every possible moment. I felt

this, at last, was it. I saw no one else,

didn't want to see anyone else. I lived

in a dream when, suddenly, a little

girl, a nonprofessional, not pretty

really, clothes just so-so but not chi-

chi, vivacious perhaps, but that was
all, stepped in and—here I am!
No such thing as a broken heart,

the medicos say. Well, maybe not. . . .

To continue my demonstration of

how un-smart I was, when I first met
X., as I'll caU him, I was going with
another fellow who was simply mag-
nificent. He was fine, substantial and
devoted. So I meet X. and, bang, out

the door goes the other fellow! I

threw out a wonderful future and
(here is where I show myself up as

a candidate for the giggle-house) I

told X. what I had done! That's not

being very smart, that's being very
dumb. For (Continued on page 77)
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HONBT-TONi:
A girl has to use her head to get what her heart wants

—

especially when a man's like Candy, "not the marryin' kind"

Fiction version by

LEE PENNINGTON

Screen play by Marguerite
Roberts and John Sanford. Di-

rected by Jack Conway. Pro-

duced by Pandro S. Berman.

Copyright 1941 by Loew's Inc.

AS the train for Yellow Creek
pulled away from the water

^ tower two men jumped from
their hiding place in the scrub brush
and swung onto the last car. Their

bodies, one lithe and one burly, were
silhouetted against the evening sky,

clearly visible to another group of

men running across the tracks. The
newcomers—one carrying a smoking
pail, another a piUow which was
rapidly losing its feathers—streaked

after the first pair, screaming vigorous

western oaths and cries of "thief,"

"crook" and "cardsharp." A few
drew guns and fired after the now
rapidly moving train. At the shots,

the burly man ducked abruptly into

the car; his companion, in mocking
enjoyment of the pursuers' rage,

bhthely thimibed his nose at them
and then followed his friend through
the car door.

"This being run out of some little

one-horse town by a tar and feather

party is becoming altogether too fre-

quent. Candy," the burly man com-
plained when they had foimd seats,

"we'd better lay low for a while."

Unexpectedly, Candy Johnson
nodded agreement. Candy didn't mind
being called a cardsharp—in his

estimation the world was made up of

suckers and those who were not suck-
ers and the suckers were the legit-

imate prey of the non-suckers—and
he got as much satisfaction from
depriving his victims of revenge as he
did from acquiring their money. But
the eternal necessity for flight was
growing monotonous.

THE
CAST

Morjorie Main

Albert Dekker

Chill Wills

"You're right, Sniper," he said

slowly. He pulled a paper sack from
his pocket and began munching a

caramel. "I've been thinking that the

thing to do is get myself a town, run
it to suit myself. That way, if any-
body gets chased it'll be some other

feUow, not me. Now I figure
—

" he
broke off as he glimpsed a girl seated

at the opposite end of the car. Re-
turning the candy to his pocket he
rose and sauntered with casual pur-
posefulness down the aisle.

The girl gave no sign that she was
aware of his presence. She was look-

ing out the window, her hair a vibrant

golden halo against the dust-grayed

glass. As Candy hesitated, wondering
whether to base his approach on the

primness of her dove-colored travel-

ing dress or on the voluptuousness of

the figure which it accentuated rather

than concealed, her handkerchief slid

to the floor. Candy smiled knowingly.

"Your handkerchief, ma'am," and
he handed it to her with a bow as

confident as it was graceful.

Ehzabeth Cotton whirled away from
the window, her face coloring in con-

fusion. "Why^—why, thank you." For
a moment blue eyes looked deep into

blue eyes, then Elizabeth's went back
to the window.
Candy dropped into the opposite

seat. "It's a nice new handkerchief,"

he observed, "for such an old trick."

There was no escaping the meaning
in his soft voice or, when she faced

him, the sardonic amusement in his

eyes.

"You seem (Continued on page 86)

"For such a liHle thing, she's sure

spunky," Candy summed up Elizabeth
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Poetically Speaking —

TO

A merry tale all told in rhyme

Of love and bugaboos and crime.

Max Fleischer made it up one day

And Paramount said, "That's okay!"

, . . they've got us rhyming too!

Hoppi+y loved Honey Bee
Asked her to a nitery,

Little knowing also there,

Would be Bugville's Dead-End pair

Smack, mosquito, Swat, the fly.

Had been hired for to spy
By that dreadful Mr. Beetle

Whom you won't like, not a leetle.

He was jealous as could be
Of Honey Bee and Hoppity.
So when Swat and Smack reported
How they danced, why. Beetle snorted!

Hoppity fell down a wall.

Found a garden home for all.

But the Dickens' sprinkler system
Soused the Bugs until they hissed 'im.

\Aow, then, Beetle loudly cried

Honey Bee must be his bride

)r her honey shop he'd close.

loney donned her wedding clothes

VI

in the middle of the church

liuddenly there was a lurch.

|\ll the Bugs began to whoop
t^t the excavator's scoop.

But Hoppity now saw a dream.
A skyscraper was built by steam

There our hero led his people

Up the eighty-story steeple,

In the Dickens' penthouse bower
Wooed his lady on a flower.

There you have the gay storee

Of Hoppity and Honey Bee.

\



Gm^ KmOih
It was Ginger who lost her heart first. She saw George on the screen, arranged

A FEW weeks ago Hollywood
was agasp over a brand-new
romance. Agasp, because the

lady in the case was no other than
Ginger Rogers and the man a tall,

shy, cowboy who wasn't as yet within
shouting distance of Ginger's pinnacle

of stardom. But George Montgomery
and Ginger were being seen every-
where together. Romance rumors
spread thick and fast.

Then the town, sniflSng the signs,

as it thought, decided with the speed
for which it is noted that the moon-
light and roses for Ginger and George
were over.

But for once Hollywood is mistaken.

Not that this charming romance is

the most serious in the world, for

there are certain counts against it, as

there are in all such sentimental

matters. Likewise there are some facts

in its favor on which you can bank.

George Montgomery is head over

heels in love with Ginger and has al-

ready asked her to be his wife when
and on that word "when" hangs the

story of this Montana cowboy.
And Ginger—what about her an-

swer? Well, you can take our exclu-

sive word for it that when her stal-

wart young man saw her off on the

streamliner headed east to visit her

aunt and uncle in Kansas City, Ginger
was, doing some concentrated think-

ing about him.

The job of making these two talk

about themselves hasn't been easy.

But after a mellowing luncheon
George did let down some of the bars.

"I think," he said frankly, "Ginger
is the loveliest girl I have ever met."

As far as Ginger is concerned, George
is her ideal come true.

It all happened at the movies, of

all things. Ginger and a friend had
gone to a neighborhood theater to

see "The Cowboy And The Lady."

From the screen stepped forth a six-

foot-two, blue-eyed young man

—

and like thouseinds upon thousands
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BY SALLY JEFFERSON

o/ad Geo^ jVlxmloome/i^ Fell mSo^
a meeting. Now he's asked her to marry him when — but this is what happened

of other fans the nation over, Ginger,

a star and an Academy Award winner,

sat enthralled before the spectacle of

this handsome movie hero.

She went home with her heart in

her throat. No difference that she

herself was a star of the first magni-
tude, no difference that in a precious

niche in her home rested the Oscar
given her for the best performance of

the year, no difference that she had
received thousands of letters herself

that began, "Dear Ginger: I saw you
in a movie last night and I can't for-

get you. . .
." No, no difference, for

now, at last, it was happening to the

star herself. She couldn't forget her
movie hero, either.

She telephoned her agent, Leland
Hayward (Maggie SuUavan's hus-
band) , next morning and asked that he
arrange a meeting with Montgomery.
There, alas, is where Ginger leaves

her little movie-fan sisters behind.

They cannot telephone a meeting with
dream lovers, but this is Hollywood,
of course, where anything can happen.
Ginger's agent, in turn, telephoned

George's agent, Johnny Maschio, who
savmtered out to Twentieth Century

-

Fox to arrange a meeting. A few
nights later Ginger's telephone rang.

It was that boy from up there on the

screen, and he was asking for a date.

He got it. With agent Maschio and his

lovely wife, Constance Moore, they

went to Giro's and danced.

IT MAY have been Ginger who lost

her heart first, but George was not

far behind. This was the girl he'd

been waiting for and he'd known some
lovelies. Only a few nights before

he had escorted Gloria Vanderbilt to

a swanky premiere, amid the "ohs"
and "ahs" that went up from the

storming tourists. George himself,

just twenty-five, and Gloria, a fresh

seventeen, were a handsome pair.

Very quietly, {Continued on page 93)
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The first question
Hope refused to

answer had to do
with his wife Dolores

You're familiar with the game,

but you never heard such ques-

tions and answers as these. Bob

tells all—or pays a penalty

we impose on him. Out of thirty

questions he balked at four

—

just look at the consequences!

1. (Q) Have you ever been deliber-

ately rude?
(A) Well, I wasn't exactly friendly

with that salesman trying to peddle

me a lot in a local cemetery. Struck
me he was a bit previous.

2. (Q) Of what are you most intol-

erant?

(A) Crosby's horses. That's my
shirt waving from the flagpole at

Santa Anita.

3. (Q) What is your honest opinion

about working wives?

(A) Indispensable, particularly in

the event of a lapsed option! But
kidding aside, if there are no children

and her work does not interfere or

disrupt normal home Ufe, I say okay.

4. (Q) What is your best parlor trick?

(A) I have a jolly little something
I do with three hard-boiled eggs from

my last adio script and a few bars

of Beethoven's Fifth.

5. (Q) How did you propose to your

wife?

(Bob took the consequences. Give

us a fashion portrait modehng one of

Crosby's loudest shirts.)

6. (Q) Do you have any special

phobia about women's dress?

(A) I don't like green, and I don't

like slacks on the street. And let's

say I don't like clothes to hide too

much.

PHOTOPLAY combined vaith Movn mirror



This is the Hope's idea of il-

lustrating the spirit of one of

his best gags, penalty for No. 10

GAME CONDUCTOR: KAY PROCTOR

7. (Q) What happens most frequently

in your nightmares?
(A) Believe it or not, I'm going up

in an elevator in my long underwear.
Don't ask me why; I like to guess.

8. (Q) How long did you keep the

last book you borrowed?
(A) I still have it, as Bette Davis

can testify.

9. (Q) Do you peek at the ending of

mystery stories?

(A) Guilty! Knowing what buz-
zard killed Mamie at the crossroads

is one temptation I can't resist.

10. (Q) What is your pet peeve in

the picture business?

(Bob took the consequences. Illus-

trate for us the spirit of one of your
best gags.)

11. (Q) Are you a putter-offer?

(A) No. I always say, "Never put
off till tomorrow what Madeleine
Carroll wants to do today."

12. (Q) What was your greatest

extravagance?
(A) A huge, cream-colored, nickel-

plated Packard which I bought sec-

ondhand in my not-so-palmy vaude-
ville days. Every ham has to get a

Packard out of his system. This little

secondhand number eventually cost

me twice as much as a new one by
I
the time I got it in running order.

I

Darned thing leaked four gallons to

I DECEMBER, 1941

the mile. I well remember the time it

stopped dead in the middle of the

Holland tunnel. It cost me fifteen

bucks to have it towed out and the

cop's parting shot was, "Did you have
to come all the way from Ohio to do
this?"

13. (Q) Do you have to be coaxed
to perform in private?

(A) How private?

14. (Q) Do you squawk about a bad
bargain?

(A) I yell bloody murder for thirty

seconds and then forget all about it.

15. (Q) How badly has Bing Crosby
beaten you at golf?

(Bob chose the consequences. Give
us proof you bet on a Crosby horse

and a sketch of the immediate
result.)

16. (Q) Are you a good bluffer? Tell

us about one you pulled.

(A) I do okay. How do you sup-
pose I convinced Dolores I was a good
bet for a husband?

17. (Q) What is your theory about
training children?

(A) I don't believe they should be
permitted in the company of grown-
ups too much; it's too easy for them
to pick up smart-aleck talk and ideas

from their elders and I hate preco-
cious kids. I think military school is

good for boys {Continued on page 97)

Hope turns all colors of the

rainbow in one of Crosby's

shirts as a penalty on No. 5

(9

An "I won't tell" attitude on

query 27 ended in Hope's hav-

ing to dash off this masterpiece
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Well-grounded is the Hayward home;
the garden is Ida's hobby. The com-
bination den and library (opposite

page) is their favorite room, holds

their books, records, radio and
games. They both dote on two pos-

sessions: Duchess, their police
dog, and their oversized fireplace

This game of gin rummy goes
on forever. Ida and Louis

play at the drop of any one
of Louis' cherished old hats;

settle their accounts weekly.

Stanley Lupino, famous En-

glish comedian, was the father

of Ida; Hayward's father was
a mining engineer in S. Africa

Special trivia on Mr. Hay-
ward is that he must have his

cup of tea before arising in

the morning and that he holds

a pilot's license. Currently

working together in Colum-
bia's "Ladles In Retirement,"

Ida and Louis are both serious

actors valued by Hollywood





A picture to remember: Alice Faye of "Week End In Havana," in the last screen-star portrait taken of her before
she announced, as Mrs. Phil Harris, her retirement from films to devote a year of her life to motherhood

1



Kound-Up of

4
Teresa Wright: She overheard a con-

versa+ion, found out exactly what she

wanted to know about her role of Bette

Davis' daughter in "The Little Foxes"

Phillip Terry: He likes acting, toy trains and keeping

bachelor quarters. He almost got married recently,

but changed his mind, which is one reason for the

long line at the "Parson of Panamint" box office.

Right: Alexis Smith: She's glad she's tall because

she can weor smart clothes and look men in the eye
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Five flashes in the Hollywood heavens that pronnise to nnaintain a steady beanni

Photoplay-Movie Mirror puts out this special extra on their reflected glory

A DARLING LITTLE FOX:

THE room clerk looked over the

guest list and reiterated there was
no Teresa Wright domiciled within

the hotel walls.

It was too much; the last doggone
straw. First Miss Wright, who shook

us all out of our doldrums as the

daughter of Bette Davis in "The Little

Foxes," had been too ill to see us.

Then, at our apologetic insistence she

had agreed to a meeting at Mr. Gold-

wyn's fine studio on Sunset Boulevard
in exactly thirty minutes. We tore

down Fountain Avenue to the studio.

Only Teresa wasn't there. Three-
forty-five came and departed, and she

still wasn't there. At four she tele-

phoned. The studio car hadn't yet

arrived. "Tell her we'll go out there,"

we yelled at Mabel, the publicity sec-

retary, and tore off. And still, after

all that, she wasn't even registered.

"There's a Miss Muriel Wright
here," the clerk suggested. "Muriel

T. Wright. Could that be the one?"
It was. And in no time at all we

were having tea around the gorgeous

blue outdoor swimming pool of the

hotel with that tiny five-foot-two-inch

hazel-eyed, brown-haired Muriel T.

Wright.

Her real name is Muriel, too, only

there seemed to be another Muriel
Wright on the stage at the time of

her debut, so they chose her middle
name, "Teresa." That, of course, was
when she became a part of the New
York hit, "Life With Father," which
is still going, by the way.
Teresa had had the experience of

seasons of summer stock and the role

of Emily in the second company of

"Our Town" behind her when she was
given that "Life With Father" role.

She had read five times for Oscar
Serlin, the producer, before he finally

decided upon her. It was in that play

that Mr. Goldwyn saw her and begged
her to come to Hollywood.

"Will I have to pose in bathing

suits, and make leg art, and just sit

about?" she asked, and Mr. Goldwyn
assured her she wouldn't, that a

wonderful chance awaited her. So she

came, and you who have seen "The
Little Foxes" know the rest.

Bette Davis is her idol. Odd that

her apprenticeship should have been

served at the Wharf Summer Theater

in Provincetown where Bette Davis
also served. While Bette ushered in

theaters, Teresa, who was there on a

scholarship, waited on tables and
made herself generally useful. From
that experience came the chance to

understudy the role of Emily in "Our
Town" which she later played.

Shy, nonaggressive, not pretty but
with a distinct quiet charm of her
own, Teresa Wright is the type of

young lady who talks little of herself

and her plans, but keeps them locked

quietly within. Around her neck she

wears the same tiny old-fashioned,

heart-shaped locket she wore all

through "The Little Foxes." One of

the cast of "Life With Father" gave
it to her. The old-fashioned bracelet

she picked up in a little jewelry shop
on Hollywood Boulevard to wear
through the picture still adorns her
left wrist. She wears no make-up but
lipstick and looks a mere pocket edi-

tion of her screen self. To be honest,

Teresa looks as little like her screen

self as it's possible to believe.

Her plans are hanging in the bal-

ance at the {Continued on page 80)

BY SARA HAMILTON

Left: Nils Asther, a Swedish edition of Boyer with a French-

English accent that's oo-la-la and a flair for acting that's tops.

Below: Pat Dane, who was tossed out of M-G-M and coaxed
back in a week. That's what a girl gets for being beautiful



You'll get the idea quick as

it's our Fink at work and the stars at play

Caught in a corner: Ronald Colman and
Olivia de Havilland plot and plan a British

Relief at Basil Rathbone's. Outstanding
Hollywood social center, the Rathbone home
is open house for all charity group meets First nighters after a first big event in their lives are

Ronald Reagan and Jane Wyman, who have a Giro's cele-

bration of the birth of Maureen Elizabeth. They were so sure

it would be a boy they didn't even have a name chosen but

rallied quickly and are now top proud parents of Hollywood
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Greg Bautzer's grin is for Fink;

the handshake is for a Copocabana
pal. Left to right: Killer Mack Gray,

side kick of George Raft, attorney

Bautxer, sidekick of Dorothy Lamour

One of the best liked young
couples in Hollywood takes in a
formal night at Giro's. From two
appearances, the subject of the

John Payne-Anne Shirley con-

versation is daughter Julie Anne

1

The latest bit of N. Y.-Hollywood
news concerned this Giro's couple.

Report is that Buddy Rogers may do
a play on Broadway and that wife

Mary Pickford may be his backer

Young marrieds and young "may be" marrieds double-
date at the new Gopocabana. Judy Garland and Dave
Rose look at the floor show; Tony Martin and Lana Turner
just look. Lower right, Jimmy Stewart jaws about
something terrible to the table at large; his date,

blonde Frances Robinson, carries on behind his back
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IT
was a great idea that Lanny Craig, the writer, Hurd

Evans, the director, Robin Ray, the juvenile lead, and
I, the newest writer at the studio, had—to make a star

of Vicky Lynn. Vicky had the stuff for stardom and with

the publicity buildup we four gave her, Hollywood was
soon talking fast about her. The only trouble was that she

was going places with Robin Ray—just for publicity, she

said; but I'd fallen in love with Vicky and I was jealous.

I wondered, though, if I did love Vicky or if I was
just fascinated by the magic legend I'd helped to create.

That was after I met Jill, her sister. Jill's face stayed with

me morning and night and even when I was kissing

Vicky I caught myself thinking of Jill.

It was only after the terrible tragedy that I realized

the truth—that I was in love with Jill and never had
really loved Vicky at all. It was Jill who got me through

the awful days that followed Vicky's death. I get groggy

even now when I think of the afternoon I walked into

the apartment to keep a date with Vicky and found her

lying still and cold on the floor—murdered.
But Jill and I found our way out together and gradually

we began to plan for happiness—our marriage, all the

things we'd do together once the new year came. If it

hadn't been for Ed Cornell that's the way things would
have happened, too. Ed Cornell was the detective on the

case and though the D. A. had told me they had a fair

idea the murderer was Harry Williams, the kid on the

switchboard who'd had a crush on Vicky and had dis-

appeared the day of the murder, Ed Cornell haunted me.

He was a crazy guy with just one craizy idea—that I had
killed Vicky. And he meant to get me for it.

It was while I was on the set watching Hurd Evans
direct a new picture that a messenger told me there was
a guy outside waiting to arrest me. I got panicky then

—

I could see Ed Cornell's pale, dravm face, could hear
him saying, "You're cooked, baby! I'm going to make
you fry!"

My first thought was to get to Jill, somehow. I bolted

from the studio by a side door, grabbed a cab and went
to her apartment. The fellow at the switchboard plugged
in Jill's phone and announced me. "She says come right

up," he reported. I took the stairs three at a time. I

knocked at the door.

Ed Cornell opened it.

BY STEVE FISHER
ILLUSTRATED BY SEYMOUR THOMPSON

HE didn't look any different, just tired. The old derby
was shoved back a little, and the white skin of his

face seemed dead. His eyes were dull. There was no
light of victory in them, no sui-prise. It was as though
he had expected me to show up.

"Hello," he said.

A big, heavy-shouldered, plain-clothes man stepped out

from around the corner. He moved up, jerked my wrists

together. There was a click, and I was wearing handcuffs.

I looked down at them.

"Listen, how—did you know—I was coming here?"
"I know everything you're going (Continued on page 70)



"I was very wise yesterday and very clever," she said to him. "But today is different.

Today I'm afraid," He knew then that she was realizing both of them were trapped
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Be a bright little patriot and take your color

cue from your state flower for the gayest-

hued season that's ever dazzled America

BY MARIAN H. QUINN

m

Alabama goldenrod

A bright gold wool fiirless coat

with a taupe belt

Arizona saguaro cactus

Be as draught-resistant and as

showy in the Lasso boots on page

60— maybe a pair of red ones

Arkansas apple blossom

The apple-blossom pink and blue

wool striped collars and cuffs on

your wool dress

California golden poppy
The gold buttons you'll wear on

anything; maybe they'll be mas-
sive carved ones for your suit

Colorado columbine

A purple crepe lining for your

black day suit

Connecticut mountain laurel

The new plaid combination—
purple with mountain-laurel pink,

navy blue and white

Delaware peach blossom
A wool dress the color of peach
blossoms under your dark coat

Florida orange blossom
A needlepoint purse worked in

orange-blossom pattern

Georgia cherokee rose

A simple white crepe dinner skirt;

a sweater of yellow pailettes

Idaho syringa

White or cream rayon slipper

satin waltz dress; wear a black

snood and black gloves with it

linois wood violet

Violet silk stockings (honest!)

with your violet evening dress

Indiana zinnia

Be as vivid in a bright orange
or red hat worn with black

Iowa wild rose

Sequins forming a pattern of

roses all over your evening bag

Kansas sunflower

Bright woolen jacket of orange;

matching orange gloves

Kentucky goldenrod
Circular yoke of gold crocheted

yarn topping a black wool

Louisiana magnolia
Magnoha-pink rose on the big

pillow muff of black lace you'll

carry with your chemise dress

Maine pine cone
New combination of pine-cone

brown with baroque pink

Maryland block-eyed susan

Smart suit: A black jacket with

a yellow skirt

Massachusetts mayflower
Interpret it broadly; be shipshape

in a wine middy-top dress

Michigan apple blossom

Pale pink crepe blouse; deeper

pink jacket; black skirt

Minnesota moccasin flower

Soft-soled moccasins of gold-

trimmed white kid for dancing

Mississippi magnolia
Pink velvet piping on your black

dress

Missouri hawthorn
A waist-length red velvet cape

trinmied with jet for evening

Montana bitterroot

A whole suit of peachy pink for

the tea-dancing hour

Nebraska goldenrod
The gold service insignia of your

beau on the left-hand (nearest

the heart) glove

Nevada sagebrush
Sage-green shoes to go with a

sage-green monotone costume

'^^^ Hampshire purple lilac

j^ Clogs of purple satin for your
purple dance dress

New Jersey violet

A purple felt hat with your dark
blue wool suit

New Mexico yucca
A creamy white dog collar of

pearls to make you as imposing

New York rose

Red-as-the-rose red with black;

perhaps knitted red gloves

North Carolina oxeye daisy

A snow-white angora felt cloche

with a yellow grosgrain band

North Dakota wild prairie rose

Belt with a buckle that's made
of a cowhide prairie-wagon wheel

Ohio scarlet carnation

Carnation-red wool jacket piped

in black to wear with a black skirt

Oklahoma mistletoe

The dress on page 63; wear it

and see what happens

Oregon Oregon grape
A grape-colored suede bag, only

contrast to an all-black outfit

Pennsylvania mountain laurel

Pink brushed-wool hat for your
dark suit

CvJ? Rhode Island violet

^/ A violet plaid tweed coat

South Carolina jessamine

Over your black dress wear a

tight-waisted tunic of yellow wool

South Dakota pasqueflower

A purple wool suit and its sure-

fire accessory—a yellow sweater

or blouse

Tennessee iris

The lining of the black peplum
on your black wool, a blue as

deep as the iris

"st^ Texas bluebonnet

Blue suede gloves, blue velvet

bag as an accessory team

Utah sego lily

The white and orange cockade of

finely pleated ribbon on your red

velour hat

Vermont red clover

A clover-red corduroy dress

Virginia dogwood
A creamy satin waistcoat to

wear over a black-velvet skirt

Washington rhododendron
Deep pink snakeskin gloves to

match the belt on a black dress

W. Virginia great rhododendron
Combine a pale pink with Dublin
green in a jacket; wear it over

a nut-brown dress

Wisconsin violet

Dog collar of purple velvet on
your beige dress

Wyoming Indian paintbrush

A harlequin necklace; one side

orange-red, one side green
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Cross Your Fingers and hope

you'll have a fall outfit like this:

a black silk crepe by Filbert

with a brief apron peplum in front,

decorated with jeweled buttons of

gold, aquamarine and topaz colored

stones; a copper colored velvet

bonnet to go to your head



Talk of the Town at

twilight: A black wool suit

with pockets beautifully

embroidered in white, silver

and gold threads. With

this Filbert model, Maureen

O'Hora wears a medallion

necklace of Mayan inspira-

tion, a puckish little hat of

black velvet and maline

with long maline streamers



Perfect for a Proposal on the stairs—or anywhere else: A

printed satin and silk jersey evening dress for festive eves.

Enormous black tulips are etched on the white satin skirt; the

bodice is softly draped black silk jersey. The dress is from

Raab and Harmell; the fashion preview by the titian-haired O'Haro



ONE-MAN ummi
A story that has the sweep of yeors behind it—a color-

ful nostalgic account of Wallace Beery and of some ex-

ceptional telling incidents he remembered not to forget

BY MAY MANN

Milestone in Beery's

film life was his role of

the German officer in

"The Four Horsemen
Of The Apocalypse"

THE big low-slung sports car was
ambling down the Sunset Strip

where Beverly Hills meets Holly-

wood. The hour was well after mid-
night. Only occasional nodes of night-

spot trade showed signs of activity

along the winding foothill boulevard

which otherwise was devoid of traffic.

As the driver of the car was smoking
comfortably, he noticed a powerful

sedan bearing down on him. Hastily

he swxmg his wheel to give the other

car additional room, but, instead of

passing, it drew alongside, forcing him
over to the curb to avoid a crash. He
didn't need a blueprint to teU him
this was a stick-up.

Quickly his eye took in the situa-

tion. No help in sight. But the car

had been stopped in front of a vacant

lot. With a swift movement he yanked
the ring of? the little finger of his

right hand and tossed it over into

the lot with nothing but the briefest

flash to bespeak the three magnificent

diamonds it contained.

"Come on. Beery," one of the men

snapped. "We've got you covered.

Hand over your waUet and watch
and no funny business."

With his famous deadpan expression

Wallace Beery obediently reached into

his pocket, passed over his wallet and
removed his wrist watch. The heavy
car jerked into motion and sped down
the road. A wily grin broke across

Beery's broad face. He kissed his

hand to the vacant lot. "I'll be back
to get you tomorrow, sweetheart,"

he said.

Next day passers-by paid no atten-

tion to the huge hulk of a man bent

double while he searched the ground
of a vacant lot. Presently he straight-

ened up. Wallace Beery had had the

incredible good fortune to find his

diamond ring.

You see, to him it has always been
more than just a rjng. "Guess you'd

call it a symbol of some sort," Wally
says. "Thirty-six years ago when I

hit Broadway via the freight route I

swore if I ever got my name up in

lights I was {Continued on page 98)

Across the street from this marquee
sat young actor Beery, drinking sodas

by way of celebration at his bright-

lights debut at the Astor on Broadway



The laugh riot of the

old Essanay days was

big burly Beery as

a Swedish housemaid

LieutenantCommander
Beery of the U. S. Naval
Air Reserve with his in-

separable companion,

adopted daughter
Carol Ann who wor-

ships him. "I'm going

to make a real first-

class star out of her,"

W a II y says firmly

1

Above: The "happiest man
in the world" and his wife,

Gloria Swanson, the little

extra girl at Essanay, whose
wide eyes, curls and pe-

tite figure completely up-

set the equilibrium of the

rough-and-ready Wally.
Left: The fightingest kids

on the Kansas City block

were Policeman Beery's

three sons, tough about
everything but their mother
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Have you heard about that star with the

amorous mother? Or about that movie wife

and her mother-in-law? Well, listen . . .

UNDOUBTEDLY you remember every sensational word ot

the bitter court battle Jackie Coogan waged, and lost, with

his mother, Lillian Coogan Bernstein, over an accounting of

the $4,000,000 he had earned as a child. You probably know, too,

that that case resulted in the passage of the Coogan Law% by which
fifty percent of every minor's earnings must be deposited by the

studio in a trust fund for him. Because of that law, Jackie Coo-
gan's name will never be forgotten by the state of California.

You may recall the Freddie Bartholomew fight with his parents

after he had struck fame and gold in Hollywood, or Mary Astor's

defending heiself against her parents' suit, when she wanted to

sell the house in which they were living, a house which she had
bought and paid for while she was still in her earning teens. You
may possibly even recollect Maurice Costello's suit against his

daughter, Dolores, for nonsupport, or Hal LeRoy's attempt to get

back his dancing wages from his father.

Yet probably, reading these occasional stories, you regard them
as exceptions to the rule that have produced the Selznick brothers,

the devoted Lanes, the happy Ameches, the adoring Cagneys and
such.

Oh, yeah?
Those stories are not exceptions—or they are exceptions only

because they got in print. It's the loving families that are excep-

tions. The sponges are the usual ones.

Have you ever heard, for instance, the {Continued on page 104)
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Speaking for Myself

(Continued jrom page 34)

aga nst the customers ... I can take
Cnarles Laughton only in small doses,

and when I'm feeling very strong. I

can't remember suffering through any
picture the way I suffered through
"Rembrandt"—unless it was "Flame Of
New Orleans," which Laughton had
nothing to do with.

I never understood why Ginger Rogers
got the Academy Award for her pierform-

ance in "Kitty Foyle," a mediocre pic-

ture. But if she won an Oscar for her
work in "Tom, Dick and Harry," Fd
cheer. That was a honey of a picture

. . . They might just as well stop casting

Robert Taylor as a gun-totin' bad man.
I just refuse to believe it . . . Fve always
adored Eugene Pallette's version of the

dumb, exasperated, blundering, heart-of-

gold detective ... I can't define it, but

there's a quality about Rosalind Russell

that makes me certain that if she and her
leading man took an i. q. test together,

she'd get the highest score ... I think

Ingrid Bergman is an excellent actress,

but I can't see her as Maria in "For
Whom The Bell Tolls," although I know
that Ernest Hemingway can. I think
Annabella would be more the type. And
she looks so wonderful with a cropped
coiffure.

Fm not too impressed by Jean Gabin
in his French movies, so Fm anxiously

waiting to see what Hollywood makes
of him ... I think movie trailers are

wonderful. They pack more suspense,

trenchant dialogue, fast action and oomph
in three minutes than a lot of films pro-
duce in eight reels. . . . Sometimes the

movies do a fine job in translating a

novel to the screen; other times the re-

sult makes you gnash your teeth. "Little

Women" was one of the excellent jobs;

"My Son, My Son!" one of the worst . . .

I love those new Puppetoons, but Fd like

to see the artist make some of the char-
acters (the heroines, maybe) pretty . . .

I never saw Walter Pidgeon give a bad
performance.

•

The Wheeler-Nye investigation of the

movie industry strikes me as absurd on
the face of it. I can't see why the mo-
tion-picture producers shouldn't be free

to follow the proclaimed national policy

of the United States Government, which
is anti-Nazi and has been virtually from
the hour Hitler came into power. I can't

see why motion pictures should not re-

flect national public sentiment, which is

certainly anti-Nazi. I can't see why a

medium as important as the cinema
shouldn't have as much freedom of ex-
pression as the press is allowed. And
above all, I don't see why the movies, a

theatrical medium, should be forbidden
to borrow from current history the great-

est "natural" villain since Simon Legree:
the Nazi ideologist.

My favorite Deanna Durbin picture
was her first

—"Three Smart Girls" . . .

Fm in accord with whoever it was who
said a Hollywood producer could make
a fortune with a film in which the frail,

lovely heroine goes running through the
haunted house carrying a gorilla in her
arms! ... I could stand seeing more of

Geraldine Fitzgerald and less of Ellen
Drew . . . Norma Shearer looks younger

StoDi \mAh
IN THE STORES

BY MARION HAMMON

A LOVE OF A GLOVE: Make your
own leather gloves! That's the newest
fad and a practical one too. You get

a package containing leather cut to

your correct glove size, sewing silk

and a blunt needle. Each piece is

numbered and the edges are perfo-
rated to making sewing easy. Just fol-

low directions and in a few hours
time, you
have a hand-
some pair of

hand-sewn
gloves. Make-
A-Glov costs

$3 a package;
is sold at lead-
ing depart-
ment stores.

FANCY DRESS: Here's an old fa-
vorite in fancy dress—Pond's new
Dreamflower Powders, new lovelier
shades, flower-light texture, warmer
tones, in a new package feminine and
blossom-sprayed. The dreamflower
theme of the box is taken from a 17th
century Fi'ench brocade—a white
ground spattered
with blossoms.
Pond's Dream-
flower Powders,
10c, 25c and 49c
at toiletries
counters every-
where.

MORE FUN! All Hollywood is play-
ing Dig, a game based on the gold rush
technique. It's a new kind of spelling

game that can be m_astered in a min-
ute and builds up party morale easily

and inexpensive-
ly. Dig is one
of the Parker
Brothers games,
fun for grownups
and children
alike, costs $1 at

game counters.

HEADY FRAGRANCE: There's much
more to hair care than a new coiffure.

Keeping your hair clean and sweet-
smelling is even more important. Just
get a good shampoo and use it reg-

ularly. Packers Pine Tar Shampoo,
for instance, is splendid for that pur-
pose. The delicate pine scent does its

work, then disappears, leaving the
scalp clean, the hair soft and fragrant.

A small bottle of Packers Pine Tar
Shampoo costs a dime at 5c & 10c

stores and there's a large size at drug
stores, too.

and prettier today than she did ten years
ago—and she's still the most band-boxy
of all the glamour girls . . I hope before
I die I will get to attend a party given
by Mr. and Mrs. Easil Rathbone . . .

Mickey Rooney makes me grit my teeth.

I get Lana Turner, Tony Martin, Betty
Grable, Alice Faye and Artie Shaw all
mixed up, because their romances are all
so mixed up with each other ... I never
can understand why the B picture-
makers don't crash through more often
with a corking good murder-mystery
film. There are certainly millions of
murder-story fans—whodunit novels sell

like hotcakes—and they're inexpensive to
make. I guess the trouble is there aren't
enough Alfred Hitchcocks to direct them
. . . Claudette Colbert looks better than
anyone else in a tailleur . . . Edna May
Oliver rarely fails to amuse me.

I wonder why the movies—so flexible
and so adept at trickery and fancy cam-
era work—have never succeeded in doing
a good job on big dance production
numbers. Most of those Busby Berkeley
effects are so silly they lose all semblance
of reality without achieving good fantasy
... I wish there were some way of
dubbing in Spencer Tracy's acting with
Nelson Eddy's voice . . . Far and away
the best sufferers on the screen are
Margaret Sullavan, Irene Dunne and
Barbara Stanwyck. They're all four-
handkerchief girls. But Sylvia Sidney,
when she was torturing the celluloid,

gave them all a run for their money . . .

All Warner Brothers starlets look alike.

I'm sure that in real life I'd be mad
about Edward G. Robinson; he sounds
intelligent, affable and charming, from
all I've heard. But in the movies he tires

me with all those fake mannerisms . . .

I think the most wonderful picture I've

ever seen, for brilliance and imagination
and good taste and sheer entertainment,
is "Here Comes Mr. Jordan" ... I never
played Screeno in a theater, ne\-er will

... I wonder why nobody's ever thought
of sending Shirley Temple on a Peace
Mission to war-torn Europe. She. if any-
one, ought to be able to end World
War II. Look what she did in all her
cinema plots for show business, the Civil

War, the Old Homestead and the British

Empire! . . . I'm a pushover for a Jimmy
Cagney oifture, but I didn't like "Straw-
berry Blonde."

"The Little Foxes'" was a flawless mo-
tion picture, if you are looking for an
example of what the screen can do to

rival anything ever done in the theater.

... I like Myrna Loy. especially when
she plays with William Powell ... I think
it would be a swell idea if Hollywood
made another sequel to "The Invisible

Man" with the transparent terror doing
fancy espionage and sabotage stuff all

over Europe, maybe as an agent of the

British Intelligence—a sort of invisible

Noel Coward . . . And speaking of Noel,

one of the all-time movies of all time
was his "The Scoundrel," for my money
. . . Don Ameche is prettier off screen

than on. So is Cesar Romero ... I would
rather see a good single feature at a

neighborhood cinema than do almost
anything else except take a stratosphere

flight, eat a hot dog with mustard at a

Yale-Army football game, or watch
Tallulah Bankhead on the stage.

The End.
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at beauty counters

everywhere

Lorr Laboratories,

Paterson. New Jersey

Founded by E. T. Reynolds

Someday you're going to take the trip of your dreams . . . someday

you're going to do something wonderful, spectacular . . . but today, now7

What are you doing to make yourself the sort of person to whom things

just naturally happen? ^

Your hands, your fingernails, do they invite adventure? Give them a

chance—Dura-Gloss will give you the most beautiful fingernails in the

world, will lend your nails personality, high color, brilliance, shimmering,

shining, sparkling, beauty, help you find the excitement, the fun that is

rightfully yours. There's a big bottle of Dura-Gloss waiting for you in your

favorite shop . . . why don't you go get it now?

DURA-GLOSS
FOR THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FINGERNAILS IN THE WORLD
DECEMBER, 1941 69



Playing out one of the most intriguing nnystery novels of

1941: Victor Mature and Betty Grable as Peg and Jill in

Fox's "Hot Spot," film version of "I Wake Up Screaming!"

I Wake Up Screaming!
(Continued jrom page 56)

to do," Ed Cornell said. He talked in

the old way, that dry, nasal voice, the

tone of which never changed. "I know
you like a book, mister. We may as well

get moving."
"Wait a minute."
"For what?"
I swallowed. "I'd just like to see

—
" I

nodded toward the door. "You won't
mind?"
Ed Cornell shot the plain-clothes man

a look. "We'll be out in a minute."
Jill sat limply in a big cushioned chair.

Her face was deathly white, and her hair

looked yellow. She wore a green dress,

and green sandals. We just looked at

one another. There was in her look
misery and compassion and tenderness.

Ed Cornell began to talk.

"It wasn't her fault . . . the kid sending
you up. We told him what to say."

See, her eyes said, see, darling?

"I would have nabbed you on the

studio lot," Cornell went on, "but the

cops have a deal with film executives.
They don't want any arrests on the lot."

Jill was motionless, immobile, watching
me.
"So I sent one of the messengers to

say I was looking for you. If you stopped
to reason ... no cop about to make an
arrest would announce it like that. I

simply wanted to get you off the lot.

You were a cinch to either come here
or go to the hotel. We had you both
places."

Jill's eyes were watching mine. I spoke
to her.

"You—you don't believe him, do you?"
"No. But he says—you haven't got a

chance."
"No." I turned on Cornell. "This guy's

so smart! Haven't you heard about him?
He gets perfectly marvelous cases into

court. Foolproof. What have you got,

Cornell? Material proof!"
"Do you think I'm lying, mister? Do

you think I've worked all this time," he
said, "to have the thing fall through?
No. You were intensely jealous of Vicky
Lynn. I have witnesses who'll testify to

it. Friends of yours."
"That's not true."

"On the day Vicky Lynn was getting
her screen test you wrote her a note.

You said that she was your day and
night obsession. You said ij she loved
Robin Ray you'd kill her!"

Jill turned from the window.
I remembered the note. But I'd never

sent it. I'd balled it up and jammed it

in the pocket of my suit.

I'd worn the suit only because it was
raining that day. It was an old suit and
it had hung in the closet ever since.
Cornell must have searched my room.
"That fixes the motive," he said.

"I have the rest, too," he went on.
"You didn't show up at the studio that
day, remember? They pay you almost a
hundred and twenty-five dollars a day
for your services . . . but you didn't
show up."

"I was upset."
"Certainly! The jury will love that!

You arrived here early in the afternoon.
You had a key Vicky had given to you.
Have you missed the key lately? I found
it in your hotel room one day."

Jill crossed the room, restlessly.

"You let yourself in with that key.
The apartment was empty and you de-
cided to wait for Vicky. Lanny Craig
arrived at five o'clock with the switch-
board kid. At that moment you were
hidden in a closet."

"That's fantastic"

"Is it? I have a shoe that belonged to

Vicky. It had been in the closet. Some-
body had stood on it and it's crushed.
Moreover, there was a cigarette stub
mashed out in a corner of the closet."

He looked at me coldly. "You wanted
material evidence. I've got a barrel of it."

I
ILL suddenly walked to a closet door,
turned the key in the lock, and put

the key in her pocket. Her unexplained
movement upset Cornell and he watched
her curiously. She walked past him and
out into the kitchen. I heard running
water. Then I saw her drinking.
Good Lord! Doesn't she even care!

"Well, we'll get this over," Cornell said.

"I'll construct the picture briefly:

"You were in the apartment when
Vicky came in. There was a bitter scene
over Robin Ray. In a fit of jealous rage
you killed her." He paused. "But the
very fact that you were in the apartment

waiting, that you had in your possession
the lethal weapon with which to kill

—

"

"The

—

letJial weapon?"
Ed Cornell nodded. "All of these things

add up to the one word: premeditated.
That promotes the murder to the first-

class degree, and fries you in oil."

The iron bands were burning against
my wrists. In the kitchen Jill was taking
in the garbage pail. You could hear her
banging around.
"After the murder you left the apart-

ment," Cornell went on. "But you met
Harry Williams in the hall. You were
or the spot. Williams would testify he'd
seen you leaving the scene of crime.
You had to get him out of the way."

"It doesn't matter," I said. I was think-
ing of Jill.

"It does to me," said Cornell. "Once
we get you to headquarters, mister,
you're going to tell us exactly where
you buried him!"

Jill had come back into the room.
There was a row of books on the desk and
she fussed about, straightening them up.
"You figured," Cornell said, "that ifd

look as though Williams had done the
murder and lammed."
"But how did I kill these people?"
"You don't remember?"
"No!"
"Brass knacks," Ed Cornell said. "They

were the first thing I came across when
I searched through your stuff. Remem-
ber Vicky was hit just behind the ear,
with a weapon the size of a fist, but
much harder—

"

I felt as though I were going to col-
lapse. If he'd held out any hope that I

could puncture his story, it was gone.
I had bought the brass knucks in a hock
shop on Main Street, meaning to send
them East as a Christmas present.

I could see the whole setup. It would
look as though I had bought the things
for the express purpose of murder. Cor-
nell's case was complete. / was through!
He watched me for a minute, his face

very white.
"Let's get going," I said.

He shrugged and turned to open the
door.

I

SAW Jill move across the room. I

' saw the thing in her hand. I tried to
shout but it was too late. She'd knocked
Cornell's derby off and come down with
a terrific blow at the base of his skull.
She was using a flat metal bookend.
Ed Cornell's knees buckled. His eyes

flickered, and he looked at me. Jill was
backing up. I saw blood run in a little

stream down around Cornell's neck. Till

the very last moment he kept watching
me, almost as though he were shaking
his head, repeating again and again.
You'll never get away. Then he hit the
carpet with a thud. Jill was bending
over him.

"He'll be all right. A doctor told me
once how to hit a person."'

"Jill, listen—you can't—can't do this!

It makes you an accomplice! Besides,
there's another detective in the hall."

Her face was white. But there was no
hysteria. She had planned this.

"The kitchen,'' she said. "The cubicle
where we put the trash at night to be
picked up. There's a door that opens on
the hall. You can squeeze through."
"But this other cop

—

"

"I'll take care of him,"' she said. "I'll

meet you on the steps."

"Jill
—

" I was wretched. "I can't let you
do this."

"Hurry!" she said.

She had pulled in the garbage pail, and
the door was open. It was just large

enough to crawl through.

(Confi?u<ed on page 72)
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New kind of Face Powder

makes her Skin look Years Younger!

By

Once this lovely girl looked quite a bit

older. Some people actually thought she

was approaching middle age . .

.

For she was the innocent victim of an

unflatteritig shade of face powder! It was
a cruel shade—treacherous and sly. Like

a harsh light, it showed up every tiny

line in her face—accented every little skin

Now more beautiful women use Lady Esther

Face Powder than any other kind.

DECEMBER, 1941

fault—even seemed to exaggerate the size

of the pores, made them look bigger.

But look at her now! Can you guess

her age.? Is she 20-30-35?

She has found her lucky shade of face

powder! She has found the shade that

makes her look young and enchanting.

How oW does your face

powder say you are ?

Are you quite sure the shade of powder
you use doesn't lie about your age—
doesn't say you're getting a bit older?

Why take that chance? Why not find

your lucky shade—the shade that makes
you look your youngest and loveliest?

FACE POWDER

Send for the 9 new shades of Lady Esther

Face Powder and try them all, one after

another. Let your mirror tell j^ou which

is the perfect shade for you!

Lady Esther Powder is made a new
way. It's blown by TWIN HURRICANES
until it's softer and smoother by far than

any ordinary powder. That's why it

clings so long—and that's why its shades

and texture are so unusually flattermg.

Try All 9 Shades FREE

Find your most flattering shade of Lady
Esther Face Powder! Send for the 9 new
shades and try them all. You'll know your

lucky shade— it makes your skin look

younger and lovelier! Mail the coupon
below now, before you forget.

r 1

j ( You can paste this on a penny postcard) '

I Lady Esther, (74) I

j
7134 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.

[

[
Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your

[

i 9 new shades of face powder, also a tube of
|

! your Four-Purpose Face Cream. '

I NAME I

j
ADDRESS

j

I CITY STATE I

I
If you live in Canada, ufriu Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.

I J
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In the other room Jill had opened the

door. She was calling the detective in

from the hall. I heard her say:

"He's in there, officer! In the bedroom!"
The apartment had none, of course.

But the detective didn't know it. He was
already throwing his shoulders against

the closet door. I got down on my hands

and knees and began wriggling through

the cubby hole.

I landed out in the hall and struggled

to my feet.

The apartment door stood open and I

could .see the detective crashing against

the closet. Jill slipped into the hall. The
cop was so busy he didn't notice.

Jill joined me, and I followed her down
the stairs to a side exit.

We started in the direction of Western
Avenue. It was four blocks, and the side-

walks were dark. Jill and I were half

running. Somebody was out walking his

dog and we slowed down our gait as we
passed him. The guy turned around and
stared after us.

"Do you suppose he saw—

"

We stopped. Jill gazed down at the

handcuffs. I was wearing slacks and a

tan sports coat. Jill jerked the coat back

off my shoulders. She had me duck down,
and taking the back of my coat she swung
it up over my head. It was off now,

except the bottom of the sleeves, and it

hung in front of me. It was turned inside

out, but she folded it neatly.

With a little imagination it would seem
as though—because it was a hot night,

which it wasn't—I was carrying my coat.

The handcuffs were entirely hidden.

A block from Western a siren screamed
in our ears. We stood back up against a

dark store front. A police car, red head-

lights shining, raced past.

The detective must have discovered the

ruse. We reached Western.
"Walk slowly," Jill said.

We crossed the sidewalk and she

opened the door of a taxicab. I got in and

she climbed in beside me.
"Sixth and Vermont," she said.

"Jill—"
"Yes, darling?"
"Why'd you do it? Do you know what

the cops will do to you for this?"

"Of course—Oh, Lord!"

"What's the matter?"
"My ring!" she said. "Our engagement

ring ... I was washing out some stock-

ings when Ed Cornell came and I'd taken

it off. It's on the bathroom shelf!"

"Shall we go back?"
"Darling, it's serious! We could have

pawned it. How much money have you?"
"Just a few bucks." I said.

"I've got fifteen dollars."

"Then we're practically set for life."

"Don't worry. Peg! We'll be all right."

"Sure, we'll be swell! But we won't.

What am I doing in a jam like this? And
why did I have to get you in it? After

all that guy's evidence how can even you
trust me?
"Because I would anyway. But also, I

know that Vicky intended to give up
Robin Ray. She told me."
Suddenly that was a scene too: Vicky

telling Jill she was going to give up
Robin Ray. I couldn't think any more.^

"Did you tell Cornell she said that?"

"Yes. He didn't believe it."

"It is good having you here. ... I don't

know where we'll go. But we'll get mar-
ried. See, Jill—we'll—

"

"No. we won't."

I looked up.

"They'd find us right away if we tried

to get married," she said. "Don't worry

about that."

In the interurban station Jill went to

the information booth and I sat down
on a waiting room bench. A train was

72
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being called. Now I saw Jill. I saw
the neat green sandals with the red cork
heels, and my eyes came up.
She had tickets in her hand. I rose and

followed her. We were going toward a
gate marked San Pedro.

I couldn't use my hands and I was
clumsy getting on the car. We found a

seat, and I took the side by the window.
The coat looked all right now in my lap.

1 watched everybody that came in. Then
the train began to move. . . .

We took a room in a shabby hotel in

San Pedro. It was musty and the wall-
paper was stained where rain had dripped
down from the roof, but it had the air of

cleanline.ss, with a big old-fashioned bed
and a small rickety cot in a little alcove.

It would do nicely for both of us.

Jill had no trouble in picking the lock
of the handcuffs with a hairpin and when
they were off, I rubbed my wrists for a
very long time, and stretched my arms.

In the morning the winter sun was
feeble on the windows; the harbor was
the color of slate, and choppy. The room
reeked with an old wooden smell. Jill

came in with a tray covered by a napkin
and I sat up in bed. I needed a shave.

The fashion is Free France; the
model is Joan Leslie. The new Saphi

Scarf was originated by the Free

French Committee. Sales percentage

goes to French refugees in Africa:

Americans get the fun of wearing it

But the winter morning felt good and the

surroundings were .strange and pleasant.

"This is a quite wonderful breakfast,"

I said. "How much did it come to?"

"Sixty-five cents. It leaves us thirty-

one dollars and fifty-two cents."

"Spoken like an adding machine!"
She grinned, sipping her coffee. But she

looked worried.
"What's the matter, Jill?"

"Nothing," she said. "I think we'd bet-

ter move to another room."
"Why?"
She handed me the morning paper.

"Hey—this is swell!"

"What's swell?"

"My name in big type like this," I said.

"Darling, would you mind very much
sobering up? Do you realize half the state

is looking for us? What are we going

to do?"
"I asked you that yesterday. You said

we'd just be careful of the police."

"I know. I was very wise yesterday
and very clever. Today it's different. I'm
scared, Peg!"
"I'm glad we have that emotion at

separate times."
"You aren't scared today?
"Well, I wasn't. I was just thinking how

nice the harbor looked. I forgot I was
me."

THE darkness came at five, and at six
' we left the hotel. The day had been
very long, and we had not eaten since
breakfast. The street was dark with lamp
posts only at the corners.
We walked over the railroad tracks

down to the old Fifth Street Landing.
Near by there was a hamburger stand.

We ordered bowls of chile con came
and hamburger steak on a plate with two
fried eggs each. After we had started to

eat the counterman turned on a dinky
radio. He leaned on the counter and be-
gan talking about football. He was very
much concerned about the Rose Bowl
game. I kept saying "Yeah," and "You're
certainly right about that.'' The first thing
I knew we were going over the fine points
of the Notre Dame game, and then he
began talking about Rockne.
He would not stop talking and I was

suddenly trying to listen through his

voice to the seven o'clock news. I could
get whole chunks about the international

situation. But when it became local the
counter man was shaking a pancake
turner in my face. He had actually seen
the four horsemen on the gridiron. It had
been in the Coliseum, and he remem-
bered the occasion very well. "Let's see,

how many years has that been?"
Just as he said that I heard my name

on the radio. I lost all of what followed
until the announcer said: ''Jill Lynn, who
is with the fugitive, will be charged
u'ith—" then the four horsemen, and after

that: "

—

posted a five thousand dollar

reward for the pair. Mr. Cornell, active
as a homicide detective—

"

"I tell you they don't have games like

that any more."
"No, I guess not."

The news went off. There was a station

announcement, then the theme of a dance
band came on.

When we 'walked off the band was
playing "The Last Time I Saw Paris."

"Did you hear the news?"
"I got a little of it."

"There's a reward."
"Yes, I heard that part."

We were walking across the tracks.

"We'd better get another room."
"Yes, I think we should."
"We'll find one right away," Jill said.

We walked up a very dark street. There
were old buildings on it and a big, gaudy
clothing and jewelry store.

I didn't see the man who stood in the

doorway until he stepped out. He was
big and heavy-set. "Got a match, buddy?'
he said. Then I saw the way he was look-

ing at us, trying to make sure.

He was a cop!

It was quite dark here, but he must
have decided that we were the McCoy
because I saw him go for his gun. I didn't

wait. I hit him. The guy's head jolted

back against the window.
Jill and I were running. On the

nearest corner there was a taxi. The
taxi was big and very old. When I was
inside, on the back seat, I almost passed

out.

Jill was leaning forward and shaking

the driver. Jill was saying: "Long Beach."

We took a small apartment in Long
Beach. I paid nine dollars for two

(Co»iti7iued on page 74)
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"Please give me your honest opinion. Just feel

these two unidentified napkins and tell me
which is softer."

In city after city young investigators like

Mi.ss Gordon made this request to more than

10,000 women. One napkin they showed was

a leading "layer-type"' napkin. The other was

Modess—a "flufl-type.
"

805 out of 1016 women in Shreveport, La.,

said Modess was softer. In Charlotte, N. C,
606 out of 1023 picked Modess. In Boston,

Ma.ss., 892 out of 1019! There were ten cities

in the test and when all the figures were

added, the results .showed that i out of evert/

i women had voted for Modess!

Not in every home was this softness test

Only users of the "layer-type " napkin which

was being tested were asked to take part.

You'd expect most women to choose the nap-

kin they were already using—yet Modess got

3 votes out of every 4 ! Out of 10,302 women,
8102 said Modess was softer!

'Which is softer?" asks Carrie Gordon

— and 3 out of every 4 women who

made this softness test answered, "Modess is softer!"

"I do solemly swear. investifjators were Comparing notes at the end of the day. The

put under oath. Each swore before a notary

public that her figures were accurate, and

that she had conducted the test in a fair

and impartial manner.

girls found that the figures, of course, varied

from city to city. But the final tabulations

showed that 3 out of 4 women picked Modess
as .softer. Isn't it amazing that women could

go on using one type of napkin without realiz-

ing that another and newer type might be

softer.''

Does softer to the touch mean softer in use? Well—we believe it

does. And we're willing to back our opinion in this way— we'll

take the loss if you don't agree! Buy a box of Modess napkins

today. If you're not completely satisfied with Modess, just send

the unused napkins to The Personal Products Corporation,

Milltown, N. J. We'll gladly refund the full purchase price.

Modess
'It's Softer!"— said 3 out of every 4 women making the softness test
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Romance is ageless as the

"Eternal Feminine" of soft,

smooth hands

T/t:ep this ageless charm in your

x\. hands! Have almost professional

hand care right at home, by using Jergens

Lotion regularly. Jergens treats your

skin with 2 ingredients, so "special" for

helping soften and smooth harsh skin

that many doctors use them.

Your hand skin may lose its youth-like

pliancy from constant work with water.

(This tends to dry out nature's softening

moisture.) But every use of Jergens sup-

plements nature's moisture. Easy ! Jergens

Lotion isn't sticky. Get this favorite

Jergens Lotion today.

"MRS. SIKES HAS A 'LOYAl' HAND," SAYS

SONIA BARRINGTON, NEW YORK PALMIST

"This hand indicates an enthusiastic,
spontaneous and very honest nature,"

the famous palmist says, "with a

lively, friendly interest in people."

Mrs. Sikes, Atlanta, Ga., writes, "Regular and

generous use of Jergens Lotion has made my
work easier and my hands noticeably soft."

TRBE! PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

(Paste on a penny postcard, if you wish)

The Andrew jergens Company, Box 3526

Cincinnati, Ohio (In Canada: Perth, Ontario)

Please send my free purse-size bottle of the famous

Jergens Lotion.

Name

Street ^

City—

FOR SOFT,

ADORABLE HANDS

{Continued jrom page 72)

weeks' rent and a dollar deposit on the
electric lights.

By Christmas my beard was very good
and I put on a pair of dungarees and a

seaman's woolen cap that Jill had bought
at a rummage sale and went out on the
street in daylight. It was a cloudy day,
almost gray, and the air was crisp and
cold. Jill would not let me spend money
on food but I bought a little table-sized
Christmas tree that had been marked
down to fifteen cents.

Jill made popcorn and these white puffs

I hung on the small branches with strips

of tinsel. It took me a long time to com-
plete the job; when I was finished the
tree was all white and silver. The early

darkness had come outside, and it looked
very pretty.

"Oh, Peg, it's beautiful! How did you
ever dress it like that?"

"It's nothing, really, Miss Lynn. Give
me a string of popcorn and I'll do as
much for you."
She laughed. "Supper's on. And please

hurry, darling. This is our Christmas
dinner."
She had turned off the lights in the

kitchenette and lighted little five-cent

candles. They were red candles and they
flickered very brightly, one at my place,

and one at hers. I sat down, and Jill

brought the first course. It was a bowl
of bread and milk on which she had
sprinkled some sugar.

"I think on Christmas we should say
grace."

"All right."

She bowed her head and folded hei

hands. There in the candlelight it seemed
to me that she looked very lovely.

"Dear God, we thank You for the food
we are about to receive. And we thank
You for

—
" She looked up. "Oh, Pegl 1

am thankful!" Tears splashed down hei

face. "Do you know something? This is

the loveliest Christmas I've ever had!"
We ate the bread and milk and when

we were finished she brought on white
flakes of tuna fish which was meant to be
the turkey. We stayed in the kitchenette

drinking our coffee until very late and
the radio across the court was tuned to

Christmas carols. The carols sounded
clear and sweet. Our candles burned
down to fat red stubs and we blew them
out and went into the other room.

ON the third of January we ran out ot

money and there was not enough
food left for supper. Less was printed
about us in the papers these days. The
only news items were those concerning
gasoline station attendants who claimed
they saw us.

Jill and I did not talk about the food
situation. We agreed that we should not
appear together outride any longer, it

was too dangerous. When I left that day
I said I was going to try and find some
kind of a job.

"Peg, be careful."

"I will. But there should be some kind
of a job I could do. I'll take a walk along
the waterfront."
She was picking at a thread on hei

skirt. "What time will you be back?"
"In time for

—
" I caught myself.

"Say it. Peg! In time for supper."
"There'll be supper," I said. "You wail

and see!"

All of that morning I marched doggedly
from place to place. I went into lumber
yards and shipyards, and to factories. In

the late afternoon I was hungry and very
tired. I walked along the beach and after

a while I lay down on the sand and closed

my eyes.

There was a cooling breeze from the

ocean. It felt very good and I began to

think of Hollywood. Could Lanny Craig
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have killed Vicky? Somehow 1 was un-
able to entertain the thought. Robin Ray
had been in love with Vicky. Jill had said

that Vicky was going to tell Robin she
was leaving him for me.

I suddenly sat bolt upright.
I remembered it had once been in the

gossip columns that Robin Ray was in-

capable of holding his women. He had
been thrown over by a couple of second-
rate stars and it embarrassed him very
much, li u Happened again it could hurt
his career

I was on my feet.

I recalled ttiat day in the commissary
we had first discussed promotmg Vicky.
There had been a big, shiny ring on
Robin's finger. He wore it constantly; yet
I hadn't seen it since the day of the
muiuei! 11 . e had hit her

—

I paused. Could this have happened in

his car?
Yes, that was it! He had picked her up

on Sunset after she signed the contract.

They could have argued and in a wild
rage he could have hit her.

All of the scattered thoughts that had
been in my mind were falling together
and I was beginning to see the picture
they made. Now one more link dropped
into place.

"I'll drink to the dope that put a new
windshield in my car and didn't make it

shatterproot glass. I'll drink to him."
Robin had told me one day in a bar.

"Did you break your windshield?" I

had said.

"Yes, that was about a month ago."
The murder had been committed a

month before he said that!

I thought it out slowly. There could
have been the argument in the car. He
had lost his temper and hit her. In the

excitement he had let go of the wheel
and swerved against the curb, and the
windshield had shattered. Vicky was un-
conscious or dead from his blow. His
only thought was to get her home.
He had carried her up the back steps.

If by this time he realized she was dead,
it was too late to change his course.

He had to get her into the apartment
somehow and he must have searCiie^ ner
purse for the key. He wouldn't have
found it. She had given it to me. What
had he done? There was a fire escape on
that side of the building.

The fire escape windows in the apart-
ment had been open when I found
Vicky's body!
Robin must have left her there on the

floor and gone into the hall. But Harry
Williams had been coming down the hall.

Robin had been in the position Cornell
had charged me with facing.

It was complete now. Complete! But
how cuuld I prove it?

I didn't know. I wanted to talk to Jill

about it. The apartment was several
blocks from the waterfront and I was
already out of breath. The street was
crowded with people, and I brushed past
them. I was late. Jill would be worried.
That last block was awful. Then I came

in through the little courts and to the
door of the one which belonged to us.

I unlocked it and went in. The room was
empty. I glanced toward the kitchenette.
There was no one in it.

"Jill," I said. I was suddenly scared.
"Jill!"

There was no answer.

Why didn't Jill answer me? What was
the meariing of this deadly silence? Could
something terrible have happened to her?
The cops, for instance—had they got
hold of her, and if they had, did it mean
third-degree torture for her? If it did,
I pist couldn't go on!
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Watch out for mean little Dry-Skin Lines

before they start

YES, A VERY DRY SKIN may tend to wrin-

kle early! Does this worry you?

Then give thanks to Jergens skin scien-

tists! They've made a new face cream for

you—Jergens Face Cream—that helps you

have skin like satin, so fine and smooth.

A "One-Jar" Beauty Treatment, they

call it ! Because Jergens Face Cream

—

(I) cleanses expertly; (2) softens your

skin; (3) acts as a fragrant smooth-skin

Night Cream; (4) gives you a lovely

foundation for powder.

Pretty complete beauty care— isn't it? 10

days' use will convince you Jergens is the

ALL-PURPOSE ... FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

FOR A SMOOTH, KISSABLE COMPLEXION

one cream you need every day! Try it!

50)i, 25^, $1.00, $1.25 at beauty

counters. Get Jergens Face Cream today.

Endorsed by r~ /

,

Great Fashion Creator

"WORKED WONDERS
ON MY SKIN..."

"Formerly coarse and dry,

—my skin is now clear,

smooth and soft, thanks

to Jergens Fare Cream,"
writes Mrs. Eileen Scott,

Vancouver, B. C. "It's

really a One-Jar Beauty
Treatment !"

— — t Generous Sample of lovely new
ff\CC! Face Cream. Mail coupon now.

1(*iiste on penny postcard, it you like)

The Andrew Jergens Company, 1609 Alfred Street

Cincinnati, Ohio (In Canada; Perth, Ontario)

Please rush my free sample of the new Jergens

Face Cream.

Name

Street-

City-
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The Real Reason Why Stirling Hayden Quit Hollywood
{Continued jrom page 30)

fT^air \ady..Ao you dream of glamorous

sJ hair—sparkling with seductive lustre

—

surrounding your face with an aura of

loveliness? T^eslh Colonme will help your

dream come true This magic-like rinse —
created by Nestle, originators of permanent

waving— reveals loveliness you may never

have realized your hair possessed. Colo-

rinse brings dancing radiance to your hair

—a new warmth of color— a richer, lovelier

tone. You'll thrill to the silky softness, the

glamorous sheen that Colorinse imparts.

You'll like the way it makes your hair

easier to comb, easier to manage. Colo-

rinse will not brush or rub off but it

washes out easily with shampooing. What-

ever the color of your hair, you'll give its

beauty a touch of glamour with Nestle

Colorinse. Choose your own shade from

the 14 flattering colors on the Nestle Hair

Chart. 7or a perject hairdo— useT^estle Shampoo

BEFORE and Trestle Superset after Colorinsing.
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someday—any man with the sea in his

blood and sails in his heart would do the
same. Very little help that the studio in

a handsome gesture had offered him the
wherewithal to buy a yacht. "To go
where? Catalina?" Hayden is reported to

have said as he rejected the offer with
thanks.
Then he made his flight back to Holly-

wood from Gloucester, a story which
the newspapers didn't carry but the local
grapevine did. Hayden back? Ah, said
the bright boys, so it was just that old
Hollywood ailment, contract trouble.
But they weren't quite right. Stirling

came back at the urgent request of his
studio to "talk things over." When,
after a friendly conference with studio
heads, he still felt he must hold to the
course he had mapped out for himself
and explained why. Paramount was glad
to give him a long leave of absence.
Once more he left Hollywood to the

confoundment of the wiseacres who
couldn't conceive of a man's turning his

back on fame and fortune—not a man in

his right mind.
But Stirling Hayden is most definitely

in his right mind. You can be mighty
sure he knows what he's doing and he
knows why he's doing it. Remember
this. He's been a sailor since he was
fifteen years old, sailing the seas of the
world as almost everything from cabin
boy to skipper. He has owned and op-
erated his own schooner. His papers per-
mit him to take any boat up to seven
hundred tons—that is, prior to the war
situation.

And by his own definition of himself,
even now, he is a sailor.

Then consider the daily cry of news-
paoers, broadcasts, newsreels, Presiden-
tial appeals: Ships and more ships if

the present world crisis is to be saved
for everything this country holds worth

while. Such urgency could not indefi-
nitely fall unheeded on the ears of a
sailor. Mark our words, they haven't
fallen unheeded on Stirling. Not that
he'd do what he's going to do because of
any politician's mouthings. You can
be sure it will be done because he's
worked it out in his own hard-hitting,
clear-thinking way.
'What is this next step? We believe

he knows. But he can't and won't talk
about it. In these days of international
trouble there are many posts which a
man is under oath not to reveal—at least

until the period of decision and danger is

over. More power to Hayden for keeping
the trust.

But one thing is sure. There can be
no doubt as to his motives. Although no
man in shoe leather detests what he
thinks is flag-waving with quite the
degree of hatred that Stirling does, he
broke down his carefully guarded wall of
reserve one day to say to a friend that
a man can't stand by forever and watch
the world he knows blown to bits. The
time comes when he has to do something
about it. It may not be an ideal world

—

the setup could stand a lot of improve-
ment—but it's the best he's seen to date
and a person could do worse than get in

there and pitch.

For the sake of the man who hates
flag-waving we'll let those words stand
without any embellishing. They do a
pretty good job by themselves. Big news
may be crackling around Hayden's head
any day, any minute. Or the job ahead
may be part of the silent sea that takes
its men unheralded and lands them in

ports of storm unsung. But as we go to

press this is the latest word.
Whatever comes, Photopl.ay-Movie

Mirror wishes Stirling Hayden the best
of everything with his new bosses.

Good luck, sailor!

The girl at whom
everyone will be
looking takes e

look at herself:
Jane Russell, who
makes her bow in

"The Outlaw," poses

with famous artist

James Montgomery
Flagg and the draw-

ing he made of her.

Labeled Hollywood's

newest find, Miss
Russell has been
a "talked about"
for the past six

months, is at pres-

ent the subject
of speculation
by front offices.

For a better close

up on this new long

shot, see page 4
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Glamour Girls Are Suckers!
{Continued jrom page 37)

the minute you let a fellow know so
completely that he's the whole floor

show, you're sunk.
Then, when it happened, when this

other gill moved in, I was as deaf, dumb
and blind as any novice in a nunnery
could ever be. When, instead of his saying,
"Dinner tonight?" he said, "I have a
conference," I believed him. The same
old homespun line, without so much as a

gold tassel at the end of it, and I let

him hang me with it!

When it began to be one of those
things where the phone just doesn't ring,

the flowers don't come any more, I still

believed in—well, I don't know in what
[ believed. Perhaps I should say I still

hoped.
"Then the good old grapevine of Holly-

wood began to give out code messages:
Other fellows would tell me they'd seen
X. with this girl, dining and dancing
here and there, what fun they were
having, how "serious" it looked. I said

the usual banal things: "Well, why tell

me about it? We were just good friends."

No one believed me any more than I

believed myself.
I swear that I have never in my life

been so terribly unhappy as I was dur-
ing the X. interlude. I have been mar-
ried twice and twice my marriages have
failed. Twice before then, I had felt

let-down and miserable, but this hurt me
more than I can find words to say.

I married, the first time, a boy I'd

known at home in San Bernardino. It

was an average everyday -girl marriage,
but it didn't work. Then, when I had
become a so-called glamour girl, a "ris-

ing star," I married Willis Hunt. That
wasn't a success, either. Let the blame,
Lf any, fall where it may; we won't go
into that. But I do say this: If I had
been the super-smart gal a glamour girl

is supposed to be, I would have made
my marriages successful.

So you might rightly hail me, "Hi
Sucker!" because, as the nicks on a gun
indicate how many men a killer has got,

nicks on the heart of a glamour girl

indicate how many men she didn't get!

There is very little I can do about it,

either. Being a glamour girl doesn't
help any. I can only do what other girls

do, cry my eyes out at night, hope and
pray, pretend I don't care, do the best
acting job of my career for the benefit
of friends and family, for the sake of my
own pride.

I
THINK I have always been a sucker.

' By a sucker I mean someone who is

very vulnerable, who wears her heart
on her sleeve, who is easily hurt, who,
in fact, almost asks to be hurt.

I was brought up, most of my life,

in San Bernardino, here in California.
My folks moved from Fairchild, Wis-
consin, where I was born, to San Diego
and then to San Bernardino where I lived
until, at the age of sixteen, I climbed
aboard a bus for San Francisco to make
my fortune as a torch singer.

You always hear a lot of talk about
all the people, usually men, who "dis-
cover" glamour girls. Well, let me tell

you this: Carole Landis "discovered"
herself! She even rechristened herself.
Born Frances Ridste, I figured that Ridste
would be a hard name to pronounce. I

wanted something sort of flowy and
graceful and made up Carole Landis.
From the age of seven I was stage-

struck. Since that time when I knew
I wanted to be an actress to the present
day when I am one (I hope, I hope) in
"Hot Spot" at Twentieth Century-Fox, I
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Use pl\ESH*2 and stay fresher!

PUT FRESH #2 under one arm— put your
present non-perspirant under the other.

And then . . .

1. See which one checks perspiration bet-

ter. We think FRESH #2 will.

2. See which one prevents perspiration

odor better. We are confident you'll

find FRESH #2 will give you a feeling

of complete under-arm security.

3. See how gentle FRESH #2 is— how
pleasant to use. This easy-spreading
vanishing cream is not greasy— not
gritty—and not sticky.

4. See how convenient FRESH #2 is to ap-
ply. You can use it immediately before
dressing—no waiting for it to dry.

5. And revel in the knowledge, as you use
FRESH #2, that it will not rot even
the most delicate fabric. Laboratory
tests prove this.

FRESH #2 conies in three sizes— 50?^ for

extra-large jar; 25^ for generous medium
jar; and 10^ for handy travel size.

Free offer—to make your own test!

Once you make this under-arm test, we're

sure you'll never be satisfied with any
other perspiration-check. That's why
we hope you'll accept this free offer.

Print your name and address on postcard
and mail it to FRESH, Dept. 8-D, Louis-
ville, Ky. We'll send you a trial- ^^CJ^j^
size jar of FRESH #2, postpaid. "

~"

Companion of FRESH #2 is FRESH #1

.

FRESH #1 deodorizes, but does not
slop perspiration. In a tube instead

of a jar. Popular with men too.
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Head of the sirens-

in-socks bicycle bri-

gade is Jane With-

ers. Fink catches her

starting out on a

bike hike, with her

mother helping pack

lunch— and kitten.

The Withers has

three bicycles in her

barn, one equipped

with a radio

painstakingly made me what I am to-

day, take it or leave it.

I worked in the dime stores, waited
on table in cafes after school (my father

was a machinist, not a millionaire) until

I had saved enough for my bus fare

to San Francisco—and a job. I didn't

try Hollywood then because I thought I

wouldn't have a chance here. Glamour
girls are vain, you think? Oh, little

do you know!
I landed in San Francisco with $16.72

in my dollar purse. I stayed at a cafe

job in San Francisco until I had saved
$100 which, I decided, was enough for

a siege of the screen ramparts. In

Hollywood, I was a little hungry. I made
friends (not with millionaires, as fiction

would have it) but with chorus girls, ex-
tras and bit players who would be able

to tell me where to go for work. That's

how I landed in the chorus Busby Berkel-
ey was training for "Varsity Show"' at

Warners. I finally did a solo dance in

that, not because I was a smart little

glamour-digger who knew her onions
but because the star didn't want to do it

and someone had to.

That's how I began. Then I tried the
stage. Being seen in a Los Angeles com-
pany of "Roberta," featuring Bob Hope,
gave me a break at a Broadway show
which was a flop. Eventually, after a

lot of crying-far-into-the-night routines,

I returned to Hollywood.
D. W. Griffith, the old Maestro, was

seeking a cavewoman for "One Million,

B.C." I didn't think I looked much like

a female Tarzan, but D. W. hired me.
Then I landed in "Turnabout," "Road
Show" and "Topper Returns." Then
Twentieth Century-Fox bought up half

of my contract, I made "Moon Over
Miami," "Dance_ Hall," now "Hot Spot"
—and here I am!

UERE I am. ^That's the way one
' ' "glamour girl" got that way and I

tell it hoping to prove that I discovered
me. I trained me in the way I wanted
to go and, with the exceptions of one
topaz bracelet and one diamond wrist
watch, I covered me with such diamonds,
minks and other luxuries as I possess.

Glamour girls, to smash another popular
misconception, are not so dumb about
getting along in the world. But they
are dumb with men.
We "do'" for men rather than demand

from them. When I was married to Willis
Hunt, I give you my word I'd up and
light his cigarettes for him. I'd come
home from work and rub his back when
it hurt him. I should have been the one
to be pampered. I wasn't. Marlene. I

know, does the same sort of thing. After
hours of work, instead of being enter-
tained, she often takes the pains of en-
tertaining men at her home, mixing the
drinks, waiting on them.

\A/HAT is more, we not only do not de-
mand attentions from men, but we

don't demand gifts. In fact, we make it

very clear we don't want them. We make
it even clearer that our affections are not
to be had by bribes, however costly.

Instead of "demanding" to be taken to

Giro's and other expensive places, we say
—I've said it myself a hundred times

—

"Oh, no, no, let's have a quiet little

dinner at some tired little drive-in some-
where and just go to a show."
But we are constantly seen at Giro's

and similar places, you may say. Yes,
we are, quite a bit. But not always of
our own volition or choosing.
So many men in this town want to go

out with us just because we are glamour
girls. That's another reason why we're
suckers—we go out with them! They
want to go out with us, not because
they are fascinated with us, let alone in

love, but so they will get their names
in the papers the next morning. It's like

a man's buying expensive champagne not
because he really likes or appreciates the
wine but because the label is impressive.

I had an experience of this kind that
is really something. A wealthy New
Yorker called me on the phone one night,
mentioned a mutual friend in the East
who had asked him to call me, asked me
if I would go out with him, seemed to

be a very nice person. No reason, surely,

why a man like that would take out a
girl for any ulterior motive.

Well, we went to Giro's. He didn't

like to dance and so, when someone
asked me to rhumba, I asked to be ex-
cused and accepted. When I came back
to our table this man said, "Look I

brought you—remember? But if you
dance with another man, no one will
know I am with you!"

I should have known. After all, he
couldn't have been attracted to me per-
sonally; he had never laid eyes on me
before. I certainly should have known,
but we fall for it time and time again.
We fall for it because, I think, we so

much want to believe we are not just
make-believe to men, not just manne-
quins, not just the equivalents of shiny,
chromium-trimmed cars, sleek yachts,
Ghauvet ties or other expensive acces-
sories with which men advertise their
importance to the world.
Who wants to be an accessory?
Well, I've learned one lesson now

—

these days, unless I go out with someone
bigger than I, a bigger name, someone
established (Gene Markey is an example
of the kind of man I mean) , someone
who can gain nothing by being seen with
me, I don't go out!

Now that I have convinced you, I

hope, that glamour girls are suckers, with
men at any rate, I'll give you my opinion
of why we are:

I
THINK it is because we want so badly

' to have some sort of natural, normal
life, to be just Two People who are just
two p>eople. Because we want this so
much, we overdo it, we overdo everything
—the wrong way. When we are publicized
glamour girls a man expects us to be
exotic, aloof and expensive. Wants us
to be, I bet! But we bend over back-
wards, if we like a guy, to be just a per-
son, an average girl. Believing, wanting
to believe that's what he really wants.
We are as simple as curds and whey
and hence the little girl who doesn't have
the glamour buildup can walk right in

—and does.
If we were not suckers, we would

learn to play the parts men seem to ex-
pect us to play and put the sucker's shoe
on the other foot. But no, not us, we
never learn.

And another thing: Glamour girls, you
may have noticed, marry and keep on
getting married. Other women have one,
at most two unfortunate experiences and,
very often, remain single thereafter. I've

heard many such women say, "No more
marriage for me, I've learned my les-

son!" But glamour girls keep right on
altar-hopping and hoping.
Maybe, too, the men have a great deal

to do with the lack of luck-in-love sus-
tained by glamour girls. They are never
natural with us. They figure. Here's a

glamour girl. I must handle her difTer-

ently from other girls. So many men
want her. She is so sure of herself, so

flattered and spoiled.

Men are afraid. So they act indifferent

to us, cool, casual or do\VTiright cruel,

thinking not only to "handle" us by these
means but also to demonstrate their own
dominance and superiority. And in the
"handling" everything gets mixed up and
unhappiness for all concerned is the
result.

But results mean nothing to us. We
can't read the writing on the wall. So
listen! Listen hard and. so help me Han-
nah, you'll hear me falling in love again!

You'll hear marriage bells ringing out
again one day, sure as shooting. For
here is the pay-off. Here is the tag line.

Here, heaven help me, is the truth: Right
now I want marriage more than I want
anything in the world. I want love, mar-
riage, home, children.

... A sucker? Who? Me?
The End
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.HERE IS a new treat in store for you and your family

the first time vou ser\ e Signet Prepared Prunes. You will find

them delicious and tasty because every bit of their natural

goodness and flavor is saved as we pack them in glass ready

for your table.

With Signet Prepared Prunes there's no washing— no cook-

ing—no fuss or bother. They come to you all cooked in a

syrup that isn't too sweet— they're packed in an easy opening

glass jar that makes them convenient to serve with any meal.

Signet Prepared Prunes are rich in natural nutritional prop-

erties so vital to health. They have an abundance of vitamins

A. Bj, C and G together with large quantities of iron, calcium

and other minerals making them one of America's

finest health foods.

Buy Signet Prepared Prunes today ! Your grocer

has them—or can get them—and remember they're

packed exclusively in glass under the continuous

inspection of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

IN GLASS
Pioneer packers of California fruits in glass

UNITED STATES PRODUCTS CORP., LTD. • SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
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moment. It will either be the Lou
Gehrig picture for Goldwyn or the

Molnar play, "The King's Maid," in

New York.
She was born in New York City on

October 27, but spent most of her life

in New Jersey, attending grade school

in Orange, New Jersey, and high school

in Maplewood, where she graduated. She
is alone in the world, it seems, except
for her daddy, an insurance broker. He
was so eager to have Teresa attend with
him the New York premiere of "The
Little Foxes," but Teresa, who was play-
ing summer stock in Gloucester, de-
murred.

"I want to go when no one knows me,"
she explained, "when I can get honest
criticism from audience reaction."

So a week after it had o{>ened she went
to an early show and took a seat in the
balcony.
When the final scene was flashed on, a

woman sitting behind her said to her
friend, "Is that the end of the pic-

ture? Well! Anyway, I don't care
what anybody else says, I don't like

the girl."

Teresa got her honest criticism. She
got a chuckle for herself, too. And oh,

yes, it's a secret, but she has a beau
out here in Hollywood. He's a secret,

too.

Tall, Tan and Terrific:

C YES of brown, hair the same,
^ He's a bachelor—what a shame!

Or is it? Maybe these Hollywood beau-
ties, and we fans, too, for that matter,
need a bit of bachelorism sprinkled
among our eternal benedictism. At any
rate, from now on you are going to hear
lots and lots about Phillip Terry, the
hero of "The Parson of Panamint."
So let's catch up on our Terryana.
A native son he is, born in San Fran-

cisco but yanked off, when just a child,

through all the boom towns of the West,
for his father's business was oil—Terry
Sr. invented the present method of
"cracking" gasoline.

In lona. New Jersey, Terry received
his high-school education. "Then, back
home on the Coast, he entered Sacred
Heart College in San Francisco where he
managed the football team and ran like
fury on the track team.
Then rah, rah, Stanford became his

alma mater, with Terry working in the
oil fields during simuner vacations. At
Stanford he received the first intimation
from his inner self that he wanted to be
an actor. Wanting to be—and being

—

Phillip soon discovered were two differ-

ent things, so after college he sailed for
England and the Royal Academy of Dra-
matic Art in London.
For five years Terry toured the prov-

inces of England, acted on the London
stage and finally returned home with an
accent you could cut with a dull razor
blade. No jobs were available. But with
that fascinating voice he had no trouble
crashing radio and signed with a Holly-
wood Columbia Broadcasting System
company, consisting of Thomas Mitchell,
Ian Keith, Walter Abel and Burgess
Meredith, to put on Shakespearean
dramas. A movie test, which by mistake
found its way to the wrong studio, won
him a contract with Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, where he played small parts In

"Yellow Jack," "Thunder Afloat" and
others. Then came a Paramount offer, a
small role in "Northwest Mounted

Round-Up of Pace Setters
(Continued from page 53)

Police," a good role in "The Monster and
the Girl" and then the role of the young
parson of Panamint. Now he goes into
'lorpedo Boat" at Paramount and "Pub-
lic Enemies" at Republic.
A licensed airplane pilot, with his own

plane, he's a skyrider of the top rank.
He adores toy electric trains and sp>ends
half his life snapping switches and caus-
ing all sorts of collisions on his living-
room rug.

He lives alone, likes it, almost got
married a few months ago—but didn't

(goody goody). He's about thirty-three
years old and so gentle with annoying
waiters you can't believe it.

In short, Terry is exactly what the
doctor ordered for adoring young things.

And those not so young.
The line forms to the write. Enclose

stamps, please.

Tall, Blonde, and Alexisfying:

We wrote a note, quite sharp in tone,

to the principal of the Hollywood High
School. Lookie here, it said in content,
no more of this business of beautiful
girls' getting themselves graduated from
your school, going into movies and doing
so well that busy women like us just
can't ignore them.
Anyway, we added, after Lana Turner,

what business have you in turning out
another beautiful and talented girl like

Alexis Smith?
It's a good thing Lana went straight

from school to movies, while Alexis re-
mained to graduate and go on to Los
Angeles City College for two years. At
least it gave us so much time to get our
breath.
You know whom we're talking about,

don't you? You've surely seen Alexis
in "Dive Bomber," with Errol Flynn, and
playing bits in other pictures, haven't
you? Well, anyway, she's marvelous.

Tall, five foot seven, and a natural
blonde who can act. Will that girl go
places!

So many times we've heard tallish

girls despair of their height, so we asked
Alexis about it. "Oh, I never think of

it," she said. "It never occurs to me I'm
quite tall. Besides, look at the advan-
tages—being able to wear smart clothes
and look men in the eye."
Her real name is Smith. The Alexis

is Dad's disappointment over a boy to

call Alexander.
She was bom in Penticton, British

Coltombia, but when she was five her
father, who is sales manager for a
dessert company, moved the family
to Los Angeles and Alexis embarked
on the business of becoming a genius,
either as a dancer or a concert
pianist. She does both well today, but
during her high-school days she acquired
a taste for dramatics and that's where
she detoured. In fact, she even won the
declamation contest in the State of Cali-
fornia, playing a scene from "Queen
Elizabeth." At one of the City College
plays (she majored in drama) Solly
Baiano, Warners' talent scout, sat out
front and watched her. At the end of the
performance he invited her to Warners
where she won a contract. Blessed be
Solly, we always say.

Freckles go hot-footing it across her
nose and forehead like fury. Her hair
is silky fine, she isn't concerned with
being a beauty or anything but an honest
hard-working girl. She's a bachelor girl,

too.

When her six-months' contract threat-

ened to expire in six weeks she pestered
the directors on the lot until they gave
her bits to do and kept her busy. War-
ners rewarded her with a new contract
and "Dive Bomber."
But we're warning that principal,

enough is enough. After Lana and
Alexis, anyone else is bound to be an
anticlimax.

Unsolved—One Handsonne Mystery:

Want to solve a real mystery, one
where no one really gets murdered but
a lot of people should? All right then,
find out why Nils Asther isn't the big-
gest, box-office, sex-appealish hit of the
day.

In true mystery -novel fashion, let us
give you the facts: Nils is Continental,
but not too much so. Just enough to give
him that intrigue and quality women
love. He's tall, six feet or so, amcizingly
slender, dark, gray-eyed, gallant, natvu-al,

with an accent ooo la la, viva la Sweden,
the land of his birth. He acquired that
English-French accent by years of travel
in both lands. There isn't a trace of "I
van' to be alone" in it. And on top of

all this, he can act like nothing you've
seen this side of heaven. If you remem-
ber, "The Bitter Tea of General Yen"
(or "My Bitter Yen for General Tea," as
we calls it), youll agree with that state-
ment.

So, with this vivid Swedish edition of

Boyer in their midst, what does Holly-
wood do? They let him get out of town
for six years to travel the world over
as he willed, India, Morocco, Egypt. Then,
when he finally returned, they almost
let him get away again before someone
(we'll remember that guy in our prayers)
put him in a small role in Universal's
"The Man Who Lost Himself." From
there he went to Paramount for "Night
Of January 16th," followed by "Forced
Landing" and then over to M-G-M for

the last "Kildare" picture. All good
little movies, we agree, but, brother, what
he could do with Lamarr and a boudoir
scene.

But does the New York state, the
Guild and Helen Hayes recognize his

worth? Are they on their toes? You
can bet they are, for Nils himself showed
us the wire wanting him for Miss Hayes'
newest hit, "Candle In The Wind." Un-
fortunately, illness prevented his accept-
ing.

The strife and strain of constant con-
cern over his mother, ill in Sweden,
brought on his illness. It was impossible
for him to get a visa to fly through Ger-
many to Sweden, but while he waited for

it, hoping against hope, his mother died.

He is only now recovering from the
shock.
Maurice Stiller, the Swedish director

who discovered Garbo, also discovered
Nils—flying down a mountainside on a
pair of skiis—and instantly engaged him
for pictures. Nils had already served his

term on the Swedish stage, having be-
come a member of the Royal Theater in
Sweden.

In 1927 he was brought to America for

his first picture, "Sorrel and Son," and
then over to M-G-M he went, to play
with. Greta in "Wild Orchids" and "The
Single Standard." He left Hollywood
after firmly establishing himself with his
fans and returned last year to be with
his nine-year-old daughter Evelyn. He
was divorced several years ago from
Vivian Duncan.
He never remarried. (The mystery
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thickens by the minute, with all these
married heroes to frustrate our hopies.)

He lives quite alone now after a summer
spent in the Valley with his daughter.
So there are the clues. Add them up

and, please, if you ever get near the
answer to Hollywood's ostrich-like be-
havior, let us know.
And oh, yes, he pronounces his name

—

Neels Astor.

The Unmelancholy Dane:

Oh, what beeg eyes you have, honey
chile! And how they flash and melt and
grow limpid in turns. Too bad the
movies fail to do justice to their startling

beauty; otherwise, folks would realize
the camera just had to have Pat Dane
and those eyes.
M-G-M just had to have her, even

after they'd tossed her right out of their
own studio and said, "And don't you
ever come back, see?"
Then they went right out and coaxed

her back. That's the way Pat is. Take
her or leave her. They took her.
Their ire was stirred when Miss Dane

was chosen as a Ziegfeld Girl for the
picture of the same name. Halfway
through, Pat decided the whole business
of rising at the horrible hovu" of six in
order to be made up and on the set at
nine wasn't worth it. Anyway, she'd
been out the night before with Howard
Hughes or Pat di Cicco or Rudy Vallee,
or some other Hollywood eligible, cavort-
ing about Giro's, and the six o'clock busi-
ness, under the circvmistances, was im-
possible.

So after holding up sets a couple of
times they yelled, "Out with you, bright
eyes," and she out-ed.
Mervyn LeRoy saw her the following

week end and, not knowing of Pat's in-
difference, invited her to act in pictiires
at—of all places—M-G-M. Pat laughed
and told LeRoy her story. He, in turn,
went straight to headquarters and begged
to have her reinstated. So, because she
was so "booful" and because she prom-
ised to take picture-making more serious-
ly, they shot her straight into "Life Be-
gins For Andy Hardy" and then into a
top-spot role with Robert Taylor and
Lana Turner in "Johnny Eager."

Pat's an incongruous lass. She talks
like Vassar 1940 until midway in the con-
versation; then a bit of Main Street bar-
room creeps in and before one can catch
his breath, she's talking away again, in
that slow drawl of hers, exactly as if

nothing had happened.
She was born Patricia Byrnes, down in

Jacksonville, Florida. She idolized her
dad and traveled with him during aU the
school vacations when he made the
rounds for a large insiu-ance company.
School she loathed. How she even man-
aged to get through the Andrew Jack-
son High School and two years at the
University of Alabama is a mystery to
us. She might have finished college if

she hadn't had the brilliant idea of go-
ing on to New York and designing clothes
professionally, instead of whipping up
sketches for her sorority sisters.

For a year and a half, Pat designed
and modeled for a large wholesale house
in New York and did all right for herself,
too. On the side, she dabbled in poetry
and the handsomest men in town. It was
while she was holidaying in Hollywood
that she decided to try movies and you
know what happened there, which, more
or less, brings us right back to where we
started. Except she's settled down to a
steady beau now, Cedric Gibbons, ex-
husband of Dolores Del Rio, whom she
will marry after Christmas. So say they.

The End

HusbandJelloutof^re
HOW A WIFE OVERCAME THE

"ONE NEGLECT"

THAT OFTEN WRECKS ROMANCE

I . I couldn't understand It when Paul's love began to cool. We'd been so gloriously happy
at first. Then, he began treating me as if ... as if there were a physical barrier between us.

2. Finally I went to our family doctor and ex-

plained the whole situation frankly. "Your
marriage problem is quite a common one," he

told me. "Psychiatrists say the cause is often the

wife's neglect— or ignorance— of feminine hy-

giene. That's one fault a husband may find it

hard to mention—or forgive."

3. "In catsf like yours," the doctor went on,

"I recommend Lysol for intimate personal

care. Lysol solution does more than cleanse

.and deodorize. It IciUs millions of germs on in-

stant contact, without harm to sensitive tissue.

Lysol spreads easily into crevices, so virtually

search^ out germs."

Check this with your Doctor

Lysol is NON-CAUSTIC— gentle and
efficient in proper dilution. Contains no
free alkali. It is not carbolic acid.

EFFECTIVE— a powerful germicide,

active in presence of organic matter
(such as mucus, serum, etc.). SPREAD-
ING— Lysol solutions spread and
virtually search out germs in deep
crevices. ECONOMICAL—small bottle

makes almost 4 gallons of solution for

feminine hygiene. CLEANLY ODOR—
disappears after use. LASTING— Lysol

keeps full strength indefinitely no mat-
ter how often it is uncorked.

•PASTE THIS COUPON ON A PENNY POSTCARDI-

4. You can bet I bought a bottle of Lysol

right away. I find it gentle and soothing, easy

to use. Economical, too. No wonder so many
modem wives use Lysol for feminine hygiene.

And ... as for Paul and me . . . we're closer

than ever before.

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

1^^ What Every Woman Should Know
Free BookJet Sent in Plain Wrapper

Lehn & Fink Pboddcts Cohp.
Dept. PHH-124I, Bloomfield, N. J.. D. S. A.

Send me (in plain wrapper) free booklet on
Feminine Hygiene and many other hysal uses.

Name-

SiruL.

CUy— -SlaU-
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You can marshal an army of thin-

veined and undernourished men. But
you can't win a victory with such an
army.

Strong bodies and sturdy hearts are

as important to America today as are

big guns and powerful planes.

And part of the strength of men
grows on trees and in gardens—// we
only know where to look for it!

{Did you know tomatoes are fruit.-'

They're not vegetables— they're ber-

ries!) ...
FRUITS— fresh, dried or canned—

and fruit juices— fresh or canned

— are sources of Vitamin C, minerals

and other vitamins. Many are alkaline

in reaction. Many provide needed bulk

and roughage. All are nourishing and

stimulating.

And because fruits are so tasty and

contribute in such a variety ofways to an

adequate diet, they are just as good for

national strength as they are welcome
to the national palate. There is all-out

aid to the nation's man power to be

harvested from the orchards and the

gardens of America.

It isn't only the boys in camp who
need their top strength for defense to-

day. This is a time to muster the phys-

ical and mental resources of every man,

woman and child of this nation for the

protection of America.

Properfood will mobilize the strength

of individual Americans, so that, all

together, we can give our nation her

maximum strength.

YOUR FAVORITE FRUITS contain
dietary essentials you can't see or
taste, but that you need as much as

you need fresh air, to keep healthy.

Stores which feature fruits are aid-

ing our government's program to

make the nation strong.

This message is approved by the office of
Paul V. McNutt, Direaor of Defense Health
and Welfare Services. It is brought to you as

our contribution to National Nutritional

Defense by Photoplay-Movie Mirror

THE MAGIC FOODS
It takes only a few kinds of simple foods to

provide a sound nutritional foundation for

buoyant health. Eat each of them daily.- Then
add. to your table anything else you like

which agrees with you.

MILK AND CHEESS— especially for
Vitamin A, some of the B vitamins,
protein calcium, phosphorus. Vitamin
D milk for the "sunshine" vitamin.

MEAT, eggs and sea food
for proteins and several of
the B-Complex vitamins;

meat and eggs also for iron.

6REEN AND YELLOW vege-
tables forB vitamins. Vitamin
A, Vitamin C and minerals.

FKUITS and fruit juices—for Vita-
minC other vitamins and tninerals.

BREAD, whole grain or en-
riched, and cereals with milk
or cream, for B Vitamins and
other nutrients.

Enough of these foods in your daily diet and
in the diets of all Americans will assure better

health for the nation, will increase its ener-

gies to meet today's emergencies.
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Close Ups and Long Shots
(Continued jrom page 4)

on remakes ... to reverse the usual pro-
cedure and make them more expensively
the second time than they were made
originally ... or is the success of these
pictures a mere matter of timing . . .

getting out just after the stars of them
have all just been in good strong pic-

tures and therefore are in strong popu-
lar favor. . . .

They argue as to whether or not it

will affect the future of Bette Davis that

Warners wouldn't pay the extra $2,500

that Metro paid . . . over and above
$35,000 ... for a story that Miss Davis
wanted ... a novel called "Marriage Is

A Private Affair" . . . and which will now
be played by Myrna Loy . . . and they
say that if Rosalind Russell is as shrewd
in the future as she has been in the

past at selecting her stories she will be
in the top-ranking ten before another
year is finished . . . but they wonder if

Martha Scott can survive both the awful
casting she has had so far plus the ab-
sence from the screen she will have to

take before her baby is born . . . they
speculate as to whether Metro is right

in its theory that Abbott and Costello

will hit the peak of their popularity with
their sixth picture . . . for which sixth

picture, "Rio Rita," Metro has borrowed
these two clowns. . . .

THESE are some of the subjects they
talk about inside Hollywood . . . these

"big" men of whom the general public
knows nothing, hears nothing . . . and
listening to them you do not wonder
that love has such a hard time surviving
in Hollywood, or innocence, or trust . . .

for emotional things are not "properties"

. . . they are hard to make "deals" about

. . . and they so seldom let the big boys
collect their "ten percent.". . .

Yet in the end, for all their strategies,

these big boys have to depend on those
very same qualities to save them their

tremendous incomes . . . their futures
. . . the movies' future depends upon
stars' having "color" of temperament, of

rebellious hearts and flashing minds . . .

for it's the colorful Gable and not the
sober MacMurray who is top at the box
office . . . it's the wacky Rooney not the
polite Freddie Bartholomew who draws
the younger set . . . it's color you and I

want and all the little people like us who
pay our money at the box office and take
our choice. . . .

They used to argue that Disney had
the best stars . . . the ideal stars . . .

Mickey Mouse and Pluto and Clarabella
and the whole cute crowd of the Silly

Symphonies . . . perfect stars, the big
boys used to argue . . . weren't alive . . .

couldn't talk back ... no moods, no
nerves . . . wonderful for the producers.
So what happens? ... so Disney's,

though it is now reopened, was the one
studio that closed down temporarily
due to labor troubles . . . the human
element, you see. . . .

Crazy place, Hollywood, but wonder-
ful . . . when you're on the inside
of it. . . .

The End

Attention, Reagan Fans!

You've been asking for a break on
your favorite, Ronald, and his pretty

wife, Jane Wyman. Next nnonth

we're giving it to you

—

LOVE AMONG THE REAGANS

Look here—you dream-angel!" Baby said.

"You know I ought to be home in bed.

Why, what if my parents could see me now

!

Say—where are you taking me anyhow?"

'Oh dear, what's wrong with him? Can't we help?

It's awful to see an angel yelp!

By Jove! I see! It's a clear-cut case

Of wing-chafe. Look at this tender place!
"

Good thing my Johnson's was here at hand.

For chafes and prickles that powder's grand!

It's soft and silky, and what it's got

Makes angels of babies who are not!
"

P. S. If you 've got a baby who's prickly or hot.

Try Johnson's! It doesn't cost a lot!

Johnson'sr Baby ?owd£i
"it's heavenly Soft"
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Fragile

LINGERIE
that

wrinkles easily

has body and
lustrous finish

when starched with

LIMIT
"The Friend of Fine Fabrics"

Cheer up! Even the sheerest lin-

gerie stays fresh, sleekly smooth,
clean looking longer if you swish
it in a thin solution of Linit—

a

teaspoonful to a gallon of luke-

warm water. Linit restores the

original "dressing". It penetrates

the fabric, not merely coating the

surface. Linit does a beautiful job
on any starchable fabric!

ED|[ HOLLYWOOD
I net ENLARGEMENT
.Tust U> tic'l Hi'(iuainteil, we will make a lieautiful PRO-
FESSIONAL enlargetiient of any snapshot, photo,
kodak [)i(-tni'e, print, or negative to 5x7 incli PRKK.
Please iruliide color of eyes, hair, and clotliing fur

prompt information on a natural, life-like color en-
largement in a FKKK FRAMK to set on tlw table or
dres.ser. Your oriKinal returned with vour FRKK
I'ROriOSSIONAI, enlarKenieiil. I'lease send lOc for

return inailin;; Art rjuiik

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 118

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

A Minister Looks at
{Contvrm.e.d jr

wood is on the way to learning there is

a high resourcefulness that need not
drag in a drinking scene to fill up a dull

spot in action,
"9. The public doesn't know Holly-

wood and should demand a more ac-
curate account than is usually pictured.
Hollywood needs a campaign to sell it to

the country as it actually is. I believe
the people are tired of the doings of

a few empty-headed glamour boys and
girls who give the wrong impression of

a great and decent industry. Hollywood
would gain in public favor and so in

business and influence if the country
could be shown its real character.

"10. Hollywood is a mine for sermonic
material and it will live in the sermons
of this one parson for days to come.'"

NEVER before had "wicked" Holly-
wood been given such a tribute by

a member of the clergy and it was natu-
ral for one to wonder whether the good
doctor had been shown only the most
appealing side of the film capital while
being carefully kept away from any
phase or personality that would have
offended him.
Dr. Peale was quick to dispel any

such suggestion.

"Naturally, at first people were con-
scious of my being a minister," he said,

"and acted with some restraint. But
soon they began taking me for granted,
being on the set every day, and were
themselves. And at the end of two
months of intimate association with them,
I had just as high an opinion of Holly-
wood folk as I did when I first walked
on the set."

Nor were Dr. Peale's commendations
for the movies and the men and women
of the film colony to be taken as any
sign that he did not think Hollywood
had room for improvement,

"I think I ought also to say," explained
Dr. Peale, "that I am strongly opposed
to the inordinate and unnecessary use
of drinking as stage business, I lay the

fact to some producers and directors who
are probably 'cafe-minded'. I also feel

that the general attitude in Hollywood
toward divorce is too easy and lax due
probably to the high-strung life and
temperamental characteristics of the
actors.

"Some moral stiffening would be in

order and a new emphasis upon the
permanency and sacredness of marriage."

Dr. Peale's impressions of the stars he
met were just as vivid as his reactions

to Hollywood as a place.

Bette Davis, he found: "A girl with a

great spirit; alert, eager, vital."

"I asked Miss Davis," recalled Dr.
Peale, "what she considered had been
the secret of her success.

" 'I'm just a girl who loves to act,' she
told me. 'The way to succeed in any-
thing is to love it and then work your
head off at it.'

"

Jimmy Cagney, to Dr. Peale, was:
"Surprisingly quiet, likable, rugged."
Ann Sheridan told Dr. Peale she her-

self wasn't sure what being an "oomph
girl" meant. To the minister, however,
the actress appealed as "a hard-working,
slightly reticent person, with a great re-

spect for her profession."
Aware that when he returned to his

pastorate, the younger people of his

congregation would besiege him with
inquiries about the personalities of the
stars and the stories behind their success,

Dr. Peale explained that he had asked
everyone he met the same leading ques-
tion, how he had achieved his fame.

Hollywood Morals
3771 page 29)

It was from Olivia de Havilland, whom
he regarded as "pretty, enchanting, mod-
est and humble," that Dr. Peale received
his most intriguing response.
"She told me," he reported, "that she

felt there had been something almost
supernatural in her success, that it had
seemed that one door after another was
opened to her as if by the hand of some
unseen guardian angel. There is a great
spiritual quality to that girll"

Fredric March, whom Dr, Peale came
to know best of all the Hollywood stars
he met by reason of the fact that March
was playing the role of the minister in

"One Foot In Heaven," was: "a man I

was proud to make my friend. He has
great intelligence and great sincerity.
"Now and then in this life we meet

people for whom we form a very deep
affection and such was my reaction to
March. I worked intimately with him
for two months and am not overstating
it when I say I think he is truly a great
man.

''I base this respect not only upon his
genius as an actor, but also upon his con-
sideration and his desire that everyone
have full credit for his or her part. I also
noted his infinite patience and his humble
willingness to take suggestions. He has a
genuine interest in people and every-
where on the set and in the studio when
people spoke of him they did so with
an obvious' enthusiasm. 'He's a great fel-

low,' they would say, or 'He's a wonder-
ful man.'

"I have a tremendous admiration for
Fredric March and am pleased that uni-
versally people have agreed with me that
he is the most perfect choice of an actor
to play the leading part in the first great
picture about a clergyman. March him-
self considers 'One Foot In Heaven' one
of the greatest films he has ever made.
In many respects it is the high spot of
his career to date.

"As the Reverend William Spence,
strong, forthright, interesting and sincere
minister of the gospel, Fredric March
will walk straight into the hearts of the
American people."

MARTHA SCOTT, who was cast op-
posite March as the quiet, patient

minister's wife, won Dr. Peale's enthusi-
astic tribute. "Completely captivating,

cultured, alert, active and tremendously
accomplished," was the minister's mem-
ory of the young star. "Everyone in

Hollywood loves her. She will, I believe,

become as famous a figure in her era as

Maude Adams or Mary Pickford were
in theirs.

"Her husband, Carl Alsop, told me a

story about Martha Scott which I be-
lieve illustrates her sweet simplicity, her
innate modesty. At a preview of one of

Martha's pictures, just as she was becom-
ing the most talked about and sought
after young actress in Hollywood, Martha,
who herr2lf was the target of everyone's
attention, looked around the theater and
excitedly asked her husband: 'Are there
any celebrities here'?'

"

Although he was working on the set

with scores of famous film folk, lunching
every day with hundreds of others in

the studio's storied "Green Room," Dr.

Peale confessed that during his stay in

Hollywood he himself was just like any
other eager tourist when he happened to

pass some star whom he long had ad-
mired on the screen.

"The one man I'd always wanted to

meet, the one actor I've always enjoyed,

is William Powell. And I never did get

to meet him," said Dr. Peale.
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"I saw him, though," added the mellow
minister, with a little self-deprecatory
smile, and a laugh at himself in his eyes.

"He passed within just a few feet of me!"
The account might have been that of

an adolescent autograph hunter, instead

of a mature man who himself is a celeb-

rity, and Dr. Peale was the first to rec-

ognize and laugh at his own naivete.

Among the other stars whose work he
respected, whose personalities he ad-
mired, but whom he met only casually or

saw at one of the innumerable Holly-
wood functions he attended, were Spencer
Tracy, Claudette Colbert, Gary Cooper
and Ingrid Bergman.
Errol Flynn impressed the observing

parson as "a symbol of the soldier of

fortune, a handsome, rollicking roman-
tic." Dr. Peale reported how he had
watched with fascination a sixteen-year-
old schoolgirl fan approach the person-
able actor and ask for an autograph.

"She was trembling, actually trembling
with excitement as she talked with him,"

the preacher related.

Joan Leslie was "fresh, sweet, sincere,"

Dr. Peale declared and then added an
inside story of how the girl came to be
cast as the feminine lead in "Sergeant
York." Sergeant York himself, it seems,

had insisted that whoever was chosen
must be a girl who did not smoke. Few
actresses in Hollywood could meet such
a restricting requirement.

MENTION of smoking prompted a re-

quest to Dr. Peale to elaborate on
Hollywood's morals and manners in gen-
eral.

"Hollywood has been libeled too long,"

the rector responded. "It is not at all

the immoral place it has been pictured.

"There is a certain free and easy
atmosphere that is misunderstood for

immorality. The 'dears' and 'darlings'

that are so carelessly exchanged are not
signs of promiscuity but merely a gay
companionship that prevails in the
studios.

"To begin with, the stars work too
hard to do much sinning! After a long
day at the studio, they're too tired to

gallivant. And besides they couldn't face

the camera if they led as wild a life as

they're reported to do. Debauchery
would show in their faces and the cam-
era can't be fooled.

"Hollywood is just as healthy morally
as any other community.

"Indeed, I was surprised at the deep
undercurrent of religious principles of

many of the men and women in the
studios. Time after time, I would get
into a general conversation with a star,

a writer or a director, only to have them
switch the talk to religion and reveal
their private beliefs which guided their

behavior.
"One of the most inspiring incidents

was the day I talked with Hattie Mc-
Daniel. In her rich resonant voice,

which could be heard all over the set,

she began to tell me about her religious

convictions.
"Her father had been a Baptist<minister

and had molded her in a faith that had
lasted all through her life."

"My father was quite a preacher,"
Hattie told the New York clergyman.
"And he was quite a pray-er, too. There
never was a man who could pray so
long! Sometimes when he'd start sayin'
grace, he'd go on and on until my mother
would say, 'While you're prayin', the
rest of us is goin' to get eatin'.'

"

"And how about you, Hattie, do you
pray, too?" Dr. Peale asked the big,

hearty colored woman.
"Does I? Does I!" cried Hattie. "I gets

up in the morning and I goes out on my
porch and I looks at the beautiful day

. . . A€C L/%1J%1EI»

THE llfElf^Eyr AXD TRUEST
OF RE1>!$ Here is the long-sought true red ... a red so

clear and pure it is a perfect foil for all fashion shades — an exquisite

complement to this year's lavish furs. And Tangee's pure cream base

helps protect your lips against splitting, peeling, coarsening — keeps

them smooth and lovely. Try both lipstick and rouge in the Tangee

Red-Red shade. Try Tangee's Famous Face Powder, as well. It is cling-

ing, lasting, ji/7-powdery.

Another Tangee Lipstick Favorite —THEATRICAL red. . . a !)right and vivid
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If you're attracti\ e, yet still lack part-

ners at a dance— perhaps there's a rea-

son. Does your hair offend?

You must know that your scalp per-

spires, too, and that oily hair, in particu-

lar, collects unpleasant odors. Check up
on your hat, your hairbrush, your pillow.

You can play safe so easily. Simply
use Packers Pine Tar Shampoo regu-

larly. This scientific shampoo was es-

])ec-ially developed to keep your hair

and scalp fresh and dean. Since it con-

tains pure, medicinal pine tar, it works
wonders for oily hair and scalp odor.

The delicate pine scent in Packers
Pine Tar Shampoo does its work

—

then disappears. Start

tlie Packers habit to-

night — l)e sure your
hair can stand a "nasal

close-up"

'

PACKERS

SHAMPOO

EXPECTANT?
Pregnancy is made much safer
by consulting a doctor regular-
ly. Accumulation of poisons,
dizziness, high blood pressure,
otlier dangerous developments
are often prevented by regular
monthly examinations. Above
all, ask a doctor's
advice on infant
feeding. ^ • Ik

Doctor Rtgularty

and I thanks God for the sun and the
sky and the flowers . . . why, I thank God
for everything good that happens to me
every day!"'

"It was thrilling," declared Dr. Peale,
"to find a woman so vigorous in her
faith, so reverent and so unashamed in

her fervor. Everyone on the set could
hear her, but she wasn't ashamed. She
was proud of her faith. And I know
those men and women on the set re-
spected her all the more for it.

"THERE was another day that a little

' incident gave me an insight into the
serious and sincere side of the men and
women who make up a studio. Fredric
March, as the Methodist minister in the
picture, was talking to Martha Scott,
citing some of the principles for which
they stood in their little Iowa community.
"High on the electricians' platform

above the stage, I noticed one electrician,

or 'grip' as they are called, listening to

the speech with particular intensity.

Later he came to me and said: 'That
minister, he had something he really be-
lieved in, didn't he? He had something
he could hold on to, no matter what
happened. I'd like to get something like

that . . . something that would fill my
whole life.'

"A great many of the men and women
out there in Hollywood, who have been
held up as empty-headed, loose-living

wasters, are making the same secret
search for an anchor, that 'something
they can hold on to.'

"I believe 'One Foot In Heaven' is go-
ing to be a tremendous influence on a
great many i>eople who see the picture.
For the first time, the movies have pre-
sented a minister who is a virile, vig-
orous, straight-shooting man.
"Too often the preacher is depicted in

the movies as a weak, bloodless, sissy

sort of person.
"This story by Hartzell Spence, the

biography of his own father, a Methodist
minister, gives a true picture of what
the average small-town American minis-
ter is like; his life behind the walls of

his parsonage, the sacrifices he must
make, the courage he commands.
"More than that, 'One Foot In Heaven'

shows America at its best, the philoso-
phies, the principles, the American way
of life we want to defend.

"I believe this film will attract to the
motion-picture theaters a whole great
new audience of people who will learn
for the first time that Hollywood can
turn out fine pictures which can be
entertaining and at the same time inspi-

rational.

"It was a privilege to have been a part
of its production and a pleasure to have
known and worked with those really

splendid people who make up the movie
colony."

Honky-Tonk
{Continued jrom page 41)

to think," she accused him, "that I

dropped it on purpose." Candy smiled
gently. "To give you a chance to speak to

me, I suppose," she added indignantly.

"Well," crushingly, "I didn't!"

"Now, wait a minute, honey," Candy
soothed. "Don't get mad just when we're
getting acquainted. Tell me about your-
self." There was no answer. Candy
grinned and said craftily, "I expect you're

from back east—Maine or New Jersey?"
he paused questioningly and involun-

tarily Elizabeth answered:
"Boston."
"Boston," Candy repeated smoothly.

"Your father probably lost'his money—

"

again the inquiring pause, but this time
Elizabeth clamped her full red lips to-

gether and did not reply "—and you
came out West," Candy continued specu-
latively, "to get a job." Still no answer
and Candy, tiring of roundabout methods,
switched to a direct attack. "I suppose
you spent your last nickel to get here and
that you could use—oh, ten dollars, say,

until you get a job."

For a moment Elizabeth didn't under-
stand, then as the full meaning of his

suggestion swept her mind, sheer rage
possessed her. She turned on him furi-

ously, but before she could speak she

saw, walking through the aisle behind
him, a Salvation Army woman. She was
passing a tambourine, taking up a collec-

tion, and that gave Elizabeth an idea.

Swiftly the anger left her face and she
turned on Candy a smile so dazzling that

he leaned forward eagerly.

"You're right,"' she told him. "I could
use ten dollars."

Triumphantly Candy held out a bill,

thrilling at the touch of her fingers

against his own, but his triumph turned
to bewilderment when Elizabeth, signal-

ing the Salvation Army woman, dropped
it into her tambourine. Thanking her
profusely, the woman thrust the tam-
bourine at Candy, and Candy, with
Elizabeth's disdainful eyes on him, could
only add another ten to the collection.

The woman disappeared down the aisle

and so, before Candy recovered from his
daze, did Elizabeth. It wasn't until she
was gone that Candy realized that for the
first time in his life he had been taken for
a sucker—and that he was liking it.

RANDY'S first few hours in Yellow^ Creek told him that it was a typical
honkv - tonk, gold - rush town, peopled
largely by prospectors, grubstakers, gam-
blers and women with light morals and
dark pasts. The sheriff, Brazos Hearn,
had elected himself by pinning a badge
on his vest and he ran the town as des-
potically—and as crookedly—as he ran
his saloon, the Placer.
At the Placer Candy ran into two old

friends. Gold Dust Nelson, whose brassj'
hair and flamboyant figure marked her as
a typical dance-hall girl, and Judge Cot-
ton. The Judge—he'd given himself the
title years before—was a talkative, per-
suasive old reprobate, usually tight.

"I have to stay sober now, though," he
told Candy sadly. "My daughter came out
from Boston—got here this evening—

"

with a start Candy realized that the
Judge's daughter was the blonde who had
played him for a sucker on the train

—

"and she thinks I'm a real judge—and
respectable." He sighed. "Elizabeth being
here sure puts me in the hole."

"Afraid the girls won't like you when
they find out you've got a grown daugh-
ter?" Candy asked.
"Worse than that," the Judge explained.

"I set myself up as a justice of the peace
for a while. It wasn't much of a job—one
of Brazos Hearn's boys would have got
it if it had been—and it wasn't long before
the pious people in town put their own
man in, but I collected a few fines. And
now people are asking what happened
to the money. Well,"' resignedly, '"it's

gone—and it looks like a case of me
skipping town or being run out—and with
Elizabeth here

—
"" he shrugged expres-

sively, then asked. "Could you let me
have enough money to pay up, Candy?
It's only $500."

Candy fingered the hundred-dollar bill
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in his pocket—all that remained of his

last three-card monte winnings—and was
about to refuse. Then he had another idea.

The Judge had been useful in the past,

might be useful again, and he had a
sneaking fondness for the old coot. Be-
sides it wouldn't be a bad notion to have
the blonde girl's father under obligation

to him. So he said, "Sure, Judge. I haven't
got it now—but I'll get it."

CINCE Brazos Hearn was the only man
^ in town with real money he was,
Candj' figured, the logical man to get
money from, so a few hours later, Hearn's
fumbling hands and his bluster having
proved poor opposition to Candy's supple
fingers and nerve. Candy left the Placer
with $5,000 of Hearn's money in his

pocket. Sniper was with him and between
them they supported the Judge who, in
relief at Candy's helping him out of his
difficulties, had forgotten about staying
sober.

It was when Candy delivered the Judge
to his lodgings that he saw Elizabeth for
the second time. She took one horrified

look at the Judge's swaying figure, then
ran to help him into the house. In a
moment she was back, facing Candy in

the shadows of the shabby little porch.
"You had no right to come here," she

blazed. "We're not the same kind of

people, you and I."

"For such a pretty little thing you're
sure spunky," Candy said admiringly,
then, seriously, "I think we are the same I

kind of people, honey. That's why 1

came."
"Why—you—of all

—
" Elizabeth gasped.

Candy didn't let her finish. He pulled
her roughly into his arms and she felt the
hard almost brutal pressure of his lips.

"Because," releasing her, "I wanted to

kiss you—and you wanted me to." He
laughed as she struggled futilely against
the strength of his arms, but his voice
was gruffly caressive when he said,

"You're crazy about me. honey, just as
I am about you. And there's no sense
fighting it."

CHE did fight it, though, during the next
^ few weeks; fought every effort he
made to break down her resistance. Candy
accepted her rebuffs with sardonic good
humor, only reminding her occasionally
that someday she would give in. Mean-
time, however, he was busy with his own
affairs, for with the money he had won
from Brazos Hearn he was beginning to

take Brazos Hearn's own town away from
him; to run it, as he'd once vowed to
Sniper he would do, to suit himself.

From the start the going was easy.
With the exception of Hearn and Eliza-

beth everybody in town was rooting for

him. The law-abiding minority, headed
by Mrs. Varner, approved him because he
financed a mission for her. Mrs. Varner,
hard-voiced and soft-hearted, was the
widow of a minister who had hoped to

reform Yellow Creek. Since his death she
had run the boardinghouse where Eliza-

beth and the Judge now made their home,
and had tried to carry on his work.
Candy's gift of a mission was the first

substantial aid she had received and
because of it she blinked her eyes, though
she couldn't close them entirely, at his

second contribution to Yellow Creek.
That was a new saloon and gambling
house, the Square Deal.

"It seems monstrous," Elizabeth fumed
one day to Mrs. Varner, "that that

—

person—should build a mission and then
—this," she pointed angrily at the Square
Deal which they were passing on their

way to the grocery store. She added ir-

relevantly, remembering Candy's kisses,

"He's a beast." i

"THEY GAVE ME leading colas in plain paper

cups," says Hollywood's Rita Hayworth. "And
there was so much difference in taste— well, it

didn't take me two seconds to pick my favorite!

'This is it!' I announced.

" 'OKAY, SWEETHEART, you and the United

States agree,' they told me. 'It's ROYAL CROWN
Cola!' Winter and summer, it's my favorite

pick-up now." (Only 50 for a big bottle that
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"Candy?" Mrs. Varner asked. "Why
Candy's like most men. And most men,"
she reflected, "are like bacon. 'Streak of

fat, streak of lean; streak of good, streak
of mean.'

"

"But what," Elizabeth asked woefully,
"if a girl's a vegetarian?"
Mrs. Varner snorted. "A vegetarian has

a tough time in this country. 'Bout as
tough as you've had trying not to fall in

love with Candy. You'll marry him yet,"

she prophesied.
"No you won't," a grim voice said be-

hind them. They turned to see Gold Dust
emerging from the Square Deal. Ever
since Candy's arrival in Yellow Creek
Gold Dust had tried to stake a claim to

him; she was jealous of his preference
for Elizabeth and Mrs. Varner 's remark
brought her jealousy to the boiling point.

"In Boston, maybe, when a guy hangs
around you the way Candy does, you're
safe to figure that he's going to marry
you," Gold Dust said insolently. "But out
here things are different. Men are differ-

ent, too—especially Candy. Candy's just
not the marrying kind."
The light of battle flared in Elizabeth's

eyes and she said scornfully, "When a
man isn't the marrying kind it just means
that he isn't married yet."

"Not Candy," Gold Dust contradicted.
"A fancy room in a fancy hotel's more
his style," she taunted and disappeared
into the Square Deal again, leaving Eliza-
beth white with mingled rage and de-
termination.
Not the marrying kind? she inwardly

challenged Gold Dust. Well, she would
prove that he was—and from that time on
her attitude to Candy began to soften.

Then came the night when instead of

evading his kisses she returned them with
an ardor she hadn't known she possessed,
the night when she was forced to admit
to herself that she wanted to marry him
not to defy Gold Dust but because she
was in love with him.
Candy sensed her responsiveness and

said huskily, "Let's go to Sacramento,
honey. We'll get you some black lace
stockings and diamonds to sparkle in your
hair. You'll knock their eyes out at the
Sierra Palace hotel."

Elizabeth's own eyes clouded; she re-
membered Gold Dust's "Fancy room in a
hotel," but she murmured complaisantly
—almost too complaisantly—"Anything
you say. Candy." She drew herself out
of his arms then and turned to a cupboard
in the wall. "Mrs. Varner keeps this for

emergencies," she smiled, bringing out a
bottle of whisky, "but she won't care if

we drink some of it for a toast to

—

Sacramento."
Candy eyed her quizzically. "Aren't

you forgetting, honey, that I don't drink?"
Elizabeth hadn't forgotten; that Candy

didn't drink was one of the things that
always puzzled her about him, but she
said in pretended surprise, "Don't you,
Candy? Why not?"

"I like it too much," Candy said frank-
ly. "If I have one drink I want two and
if I have two I want three. And after

three drinks I don't remember anything
—but I always wake up and find Trouble
sitting on the bedpost."
"But one drink, Candy," Elizabeth said

persuasively, "just one little toast to

—

Sacramento? ' She held out a brimming
glass, standing so close to him that he
could feel the soft warm flesh of her arm
beneath her thin silk sleeve. For a mo-
ment they stood there, then Candy took
the drink and downed it in one gulp.

"To Sacramento," he said.

D UT they didn't go to Sacramento. They
*^ went, after Candy had had several
drinks over the three, only as far as the
new justice of the peace who, grumbling
at being disturbed in the middle of the
night, finally consented to marry them,
and then back to Elizabeth's room at Mrs.
Varner's.
When Candy waked up next morning

he had no memory of the ceremony. His
startled eyes encountered Elizabeth, who
smiled at him inscrutably, and then, at

the foot of the bed, a strange creation

which reminded him vaguely of himself.

It wore his clothes but its body was the
bedpost and the knob that served as its

head was crowned with his own hat.

"What's that?" he demanded groggily.

"That's Trouble,'' Elizabeth answered.
"Trouble sitting on the bedpost. We had
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a lot of fun building him last night." She
laid her left hand caressingly on the

creation and Candy saw, on her third

finger, a signet ring he himself had worn
for years. He raised his eyes to her face.

It still wore the inscrutable expression

but now she was whistling. The tune was
"Here Comes the Bride." Slowly the

truth dawned on him.
"Good morning, Mrs. Johnson," he said

levelly. Elizabeths answering good morn-
ing was wary and Candy went on. as

though to himself, "I always like to figure

that a door works both ways. When I

walk into a room I want to know I can
walk out again."

Elizabeth tilted her chin. "The door to

this room," she said stormily, "works
both ways."

"Well, as long as you remember that,"

Candy observed philosophically, "there's

no reason why this marriage should go to

waste, even though I was conned into it."

He leaned forward before she could make
any answer and, touching the pink rib-

bons at the neck of her nightgown, he
said, "I always did like pink ribbons."
A smile twitched at Elizabeth's lips.

"Better than black lace stockings and
diamonds?" she asked pertly.

Candy grinned delightedly. "You'll
have those too, honey," he promised and
held out his arms.

AFTER Candy's marriage his life was
one of those spectacular shots to

power that leaves everyone gasping. He
could have had any political office he
wanted, but he was too shrewd to accept
any of them; instead he put men of his

own choosing in office and they carried
out his orders so well that soon, for every
dollar sp>ent in the town, half of it went,
eventually, into Candy's pockets. Brazos
Hearn hired an out-of-town gunman to

kill him, but the plot was so badly
planned that even though Candy killed
the would-be assailant it was clearly a
case of self-defense and he emerged a
greater favorite than ever. He could, of
course, have run Hearn out of town after
that, but he let him remain and from
then on Hearn, too, took his orders from
Candy.
Strangely enough, it was the Judge

who proved to be his greatest opponent.
Elizabeth's arrival in Yellow Creek had
stirred in her father some latent spark of
decency and paternal protectiveness and
her marriage neai-ly floored him. He tried
to break it up, tried to convince her that
Candy's money, hence her own, was made
dishonestly, but Elizabeth wouldn't listen;

it was as though her love for Candy had
blinded her to everything but his love for
her. Finally the Judge gave up talking to
her, but he devoted every effort to
wrecking the empire Candy had built up,
in the hope that if it fell Elizabeth would
come to her senses and leave him. Sniper
tried to warn Candy against the Judge's
enmity but for Elizabeth's sake he re-
fused to take any drastic steps against
his father-in-law.
For if EUizabeth was blind in her adora-

tion of Candy, he was equally slavish in
his devotion of her, especially after their
realization that they were to have a
baby. Candy had never thought much
about children, never cared especially for
them and certainly had never planned on
having a family, but from the moment he
knew that a child of his own was on the
way he could talk of nothing else. Al-
though their elaborately turreted house
was only recently completed he made
plans for a new nursery wing for his son
—he never doubted that the baby would
be a boy—plans for his education, for his
future. His son should have everything
that money could buy—and to get the
money he called together his puppet offi-
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cials and ordered them to increase the
lake on every business in town, legiti-

mate or otherwise.
"But you can't get away with it

now, Candy," Joe Kendall, the Mayor,
protested and District Attorney Adams
backed him up with, "Everybody's
squawking already about taxes and rents
and food prices."

Candy looked up from the heap of

glittering jewels on his desk. Elizabeth's
birthday was coming soon and he was
determined to get her the biggest diamond
Yellow Creek had ever seen. "Then it's

up to you," he told Kendall, "to see that
we do get away with it. And to you," he
turned to Adams, "to stop their squawks."
He tossed a ring to the jeweler who was
also the City Clerk. "One like that," he
said carelessly, "but twice as big. And be
sure it's ready Tuesday. The Governor
and a couple of senators are coming to

dinner and I want to make their eyes
bug out."

The protests continued, though, in-
creased in volume until the town, once so
solidly behind Candy, was just as solidly

opposed to him and his pnalitical machine.
Finally a town meeting was called to

discuss ways and means of breaking down
his organization. Sniper learned that the
Judge had promised to appear at the
meeting and disclose all the graft and
corruption in the town's political organ-
ization and he persuaded him to get the
old man out of town. The Judge consent-
ed readily to taking a trip, as Candy
suggested, then forestalled the plan by
getting off at the next station and re-
turning.
He arrived when the meeting was in

full swing and marched determindedly
toward the speakers" platform. Brazos
Hearn watched him. In another minute
the Judge would reach the platform,
would make the speech that would end
Yellow Creek's graft—and Hearn's easy
money—forever. There was only one way
to stop him. Hearn leveled his gun at the
old man and pulled the trigger.

ELIZABETH'S baby was born that night
^ —born prematurely. It lived only a
few minutes. Elizabeth's life, too, was
despaired of and for hours Candy paced
the hallway outside her door, refusing to

listen to Sniper's plea to "Come down
and do something before the whole town
blows wide open."
For the Judge's murder was the match

that set off the fireworks in Yellow Creek.
The whole town was up in arms at the
realization that a murder had been com-
mitted and that no attempt had been
made to arrest the murderer. Candy was
the only one. Sniper urged, who could
hold the townspeople in check; more-
over, he warned that Kendall, Adams and
the others were getting out of hand. "'If

you don't start giving them orders,'" he
reported, "Brazos Hearn will. He's already-

got them half believing that he was act-
ing in their interests when he killed the
Judge." But Candy wouldn't stir from the
house while Elizabeth was in danger.
At last she rallied sufficiently for him

to see her and he tiptoed, more noisily

than with his usual catlike stride, into

her room. She turned a grief-worn face
to his when he dropped to his knees
beside her. "I lost our baby. Candy," she
said dully and her apathy tore at his

heart more than anger or bitterness
would have done.
He took her hands in his and held them

against his cheek. "You didn't lose your-
self though, honey, and that's all that

counts."
After a moment she whispered, "Why

did that have to happen to Papa?"" There
was no reproach, no hint that she held
forces which Candy had set into operation
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responsible for her father's death, only
bewilderment which was harder to bear
than direct accusation would have been.
"The Judge figured that there was

something that was right for him to

do," he said heavily, "and he got hurt
doing it."

Elizabeth nodded wisely. "He said you
weren't good for me," her faint voice
continued. "He said it would be right for

me to leave you. But that would have
hurt, too—hurt so much that I—I couldn't
do it. I could never leave you. Candy
You know that, don't you?"

"I know it, honey," the words came
with difficulty past the sob in his throat.

He kissed her then—lingeringly, tenderly,

as though it were the last kiss they would
ever share—and got slowly to his feet,

forcing himself to leave her.

By the time he started downtown with
Sniper a law and order party had been
organized; it was fully armed and it

outnumbered the town officials who had
barricaded themselves inside the court-
house before which the armed citizens

crowded threateningly. At first they re-

fused to let Candy and Sniper pass, then
one of the ringleaders said, "All right

—

go in. And tell those highbinders in there
that we want Brazos Hearn for killing the
Judge. The rest of 'em can leave town if

they go with their hands up and their

pockets empty."
But the officials in the courthouse had

no intention of leaving town or of send-
ing Hearn out to meet the mob. As Sniper
had prophesied, they were now taking
their orders from Brazos Hearn; Adams,
Kendall and the rest already had become
resentful of Candy's highhanded con-
trol; Hearn had played on their resent-

ment and had finally convinced them
that their only chance to save their own
skins was to turn against Candy and

accept Hearn himself as their new leader.
Contemptuously, he explained the new
situation to Candy, then in triumph he
pulled his gun and ordered, "Reach for

the sky, Candy."
As though in fright Candy slowly

raised his hands. But suddenly one fist

shot out, catching Hearn on the jaw.
Hearn fired, but since he was ofi: balance
his shot went wild. Before he could fire

again Candy's own gun was out and his

shot went straight to Hearn's heart.

COR a moment there was silence in the
l^room, then Kendall said, "Killing
Hearn's your business. Candy, but what
happens from now on is our business.
There's just one thing we want to know.
Are you with us—or with that mob out-
side?"
"With you," Candy declared unhesi-

tatingly. "With you every step of the
way." He studied the faces before him for

a moment, then added, "We'll sure make
things hot for the militia."

"Militia?" Kendall and Adams spoke
together.
"Sure." Candy pulled a telegram from

his pocket and passed it over. It was from
the Governor, offering to send militia to

quell the Yellow Creek disturbance.
Candy had received it just as he was
leaving the house and hadn't bothered to

reply, but as he saw Adams and Kendall
bent over it, a scheme began to form in

his mind.
"I wired him to send 'em along," he

lied.

"Then 1 reckon there's nothing to do
but wait till they get here and watch 'em
shoot down that mob out there," Kendall
said smugly.
Candy shook his head. "But they'll be

firing in here," he said regretfully. "You
see." he was rapidly making up a story,

"not being here 1 didn't know what was
going on. I thought—I'm sorry, boys

—

but I thought the mob had taken over the
courthouse and were inside and that you
fellows were out there trying to force
them out. So I told the Governor to

have the militia take the courthouse and
let the folks outside alone." He stopped.
No one spoke. No one seemed even to

breathe, but every face showed fright.

"Of course," Candy went on slowly,
"everyone's in front of the courthouse
and it's getting dark now, so maybe we
could get out the back way—" he stopped
again, hardly daring to believe the
mounting terror in the men around him.
"But that's not our way," his voice sud-
denly was a call to battle. "This is our
town—we've got the politics and the
money sewed up and we'll fight to keep
them sewed up—even If It means a belly-
ful of lead for every one of us!"
Incredulous silence greeted his out-

burst. Kendall was the first to break it.

"Anybody that wants to get a bellyful of

lead saving this town for Candy Johnson
can do it," he snorted. "As for me, I'm
getting out the back door before thai

gang out front remembers there is a back
door."
Five minutes later when they were

alone except for the body of Brazos
Hearn, Candy signalled to Sniper and to-

gether they walked out the front door.

The crowd moved toward them threaten-
ingly, but apparently forgot all about
thim when Candy, pointing at the court-
house, said carelessly, "You'll find Brazos
Hearn inside. Dead."
When they'd walked a short distance

Sniper remarked, "Politically, as far as
this town goes, you're dead." Candy only
shrugged. "Yes, sir," Snlp>er grumbled,
"you sure committed political suicide."

Candy didn't reply. He was thinking of
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another suicide—the Judge's—for the
Judge must have known that not only
Hearn but any other of Candy's hand-
picked political henchmen would have
shot him rather than risk his telling all

he knew about their methods of mulcting
the town. And since, knowing that, the
Judge still came back, it meant only one
thing. He thought Candy was such bad
medicine for Elizabeth that he was will-
ing to risk his life to give her a chance at

freedom from him. He hadn't succeeded;
Candy knew that Elizabeth would never
leave him, no matter what had happened.
But this knowledge, instead of comfort-
ing him, only forced him to face the
decision he'd been trying to fight off ever
since the Judge's death: If Elizabeth was
to have her chance, her chance at a
decent life free from the taint of her
husband's misdeeds. Candy himself would
have to do the leaving. Unconsciously he
squared his shoulders.
"Now that you've given the town back

to the suckers," Sniper's cynical voice
brought him back to earth, "we'd better
clear out—fast. That mob won't be satis-

fied with Hearn very long. They'll be
after you next. Better start running,
Candy."

Start running. Yes, he'd run, as he had
so often in the past, as he had sworn he
would never run again. But not from the
mob this time. This time he was running
for a different reason, a reason which
Sniper would never understand.

IF Elizabeth had been a weakling the
shock of Candy's disappearance would

have resulted in complete collapse; in-

stead, it filled her with determination to

find him again and this determination
was greatly aided by an astute post card
from Sniper who figured Candy was a

mighty unhappy man.
Her unexpected arrival in the small

dingy hotel room in Pocatello left

Candy speechless for a minute. Then con-
trolling his desire to take her in his arms
he demanded with false belligerence,

"What are you doing here?"
Elizabeth ignored his question to ask

one of her own.
"Why did you leave me, Candy?"

"Why? You ought to be able to guess
that Without me telling you. It's just that
I got around to looking for that door that
opens both ways." Elizabeth's quizzical
expression told him that his story wasn't
getting across and with an effort at harsh-
ness he said, "I'm a guy that likes ex-
citement—and all at once you just weren't
exciting."

"You're lying. Candy,'' Elizabeth said
softly, 'but not very well. You left be-
cause you thought I'd be better off

without you."
Candy stiffened. "Why should I pull a

sucker trick like that?" he shouted.
Elizabeth smiled, the patient, tender

smile of a motner for a child. "Because,"
she said, "you're in love with me." Her
arms crept around his neck. "I know
you are, Candy. That's why I came."
Candy shoved her aside roughly.

"That's not the reason you came," he
yelled. "You came because you're crazy
about me, just as I

—
" he checked himself

frantically. He hadn't meant to let her
know he was still crazy about her. On the
contrary, he'd meant to make her think
he no longer cared; ever since she'd been
in the room he'd been forcing himself to

stay away from her, in the belief that her
pride would at last force her to leave
him, as he knew she should do "—just

as," he gulped, then finished savagely,
"—as you always were and always will

be."

Elizabeth smiled again, but this time it

was the triumphant smile of a woman
gloriously, crazily in love, a woman who
knows her man loves her no matter how
he pretends otherwise. "Sure, Candy,'
she said softly. She placed her arms about
him again and her voice was muffled
against his heart. "Sure I'm crazy about
you. Just as you are about me. And
there's no sense fighting it."

No sense fighting it, he said to himself,

and suddenly knew that she was right.

There ivas no sense in fighting when her
arms were close about him when her
lips, warm and red, were eager for his

own. So he stopped fightmg and began
kissing her instead. It was much nicer

that way
The End

A hero In their midst: Hostess Louella Parsons. Mrs. Dorryl Zan-

uck and Mrs. fHerb Stein with the lion of the Hollywood moment,

Enrol Flynn, at a party given for Ben and Bebe Lyons. Flynn was

the center of congratulations, the grinning recipient of hand-

shakes on his recent informal encounter with a Hollywood columnist
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Mrs. Chelsea's Daughter Was Dancing Alone!

Surprise Romance
(Continued from page 45)

from time to time, he had been seeing
Hollywood's loveliest redhead. Miss Greer
Garson—and incidentally, this will come
as a surprise to those who little dreamed
of this friendship.

So George was acquainted with the
loveliness of beautiful women and radi-
ant young girls. There was no need to be
swept off his feet by Miss Rogers, who
is not one of Hollywood's beauties; no
need to feel awed by her superb talent,

for Miss Garson is one of Hollywood's
finest actresses; no need to be impressed
with her wealth and possessions, for
Gloria Vanderbilt is one of our richest
heiresses. No need—well, anyway, he
met Ginger and, despite everything in

the world, knew she was the girl for him.
"If I thought marriage meant a con-

stant dull round of paying back dinners,
paying calls because someone called on
us, of dull routine living, I wouldn't
want it," George told us.

"Well," we said, "it wouldn't be with
Ginger, you know. She isn't very social-

minded, gives few parties and goes to

few, lives pretty much to herself."

His eyes were warm as he spoke. "I

know it," he said. It was plain he'd
thought it all out and found one more
point in favor of marriage with the
woman he loved.

"Just what kind of girl do you want?"
we asked point-blank.
"A truly old-fashioned kind," he an-

swered. "A one-in-a-lifetime kind. A
girl who neither drinks nor smokes.

"If my marriage lasted but a few years
it would still be my last," he went on.
"I figure on having one marriage in my
life. None of this marrying after three
weeks' courtship and then divorcing in

six months. I'm just not that kind."
"Is it possible to be happily married in

Hollywood, do you think, George? Really
happy?"

"Yes, perfectly," he answered. "Cer-
tainly it's possible."

"Well" (and we got right down to solid
foundation here), "do you think an actor
and actress can marry and be happy?"

"Yes. Yes, I'm sure of it."

All thought through carefully, you see,

to the very finish. His life and Ginger's
mentally placed and put—waiting for the
day.

THEY saw each other the very next
night after the first date. For that mat-

ter, we saw them together, too, at—of all

things—a drive-in hamburger stand.
George Montgomery with a hamburger in
his perfectly huge hand was looking at
Ginger as no man with a hamburger
clenched in his fist should look. It was
our first intimation that a romance was
brewing.
They met the following night at

Johnny Maschio's for dinner. A four-
some at the Ice Follies, swimming in

Ginger's pool for George and Ginger,
tennis and long talks led to the Labor
Day week end.

"To our notion, the one enormous factor

that cinched George Montgomery's heart
was Ginger's ranch just over the Cali-
fornia state line in Oregon. George him-
self, out of his small earnings, has made
down payments on two ranches of his
own up in Montana. A woman who also

loved ranches and the get-away-from-it-
all life was—well, it was a blessing from
above, that's all.

George drove up to join Ginger at her
ranch for a four-day holiday.
"We fished, took walks, loafed, rested

and talked," George told us. "It was
really swell to get away, to get really
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People change diets and clothing with the

seasons. One person requires a "hard" tooth-

brush—another "soft." One person demands
tooth powder—another paste.

So Campana has left the "old-fashioned
groove"and— for the first time in hand lotion

history-offers you"2 KINDS"of CAMPANA
BALM. To serve every skin. In any season.

In any climate!

Double Action in every drop

Softening action— plus protecting action.

Softening is not enough. You also need to

protect your skin against outside irritants!

**HoM8ework doesn't exactly groom your
hands for a party,** I thought — as Dick

telephoned for a date.

"Thank goodness for Campana Balm."
I said. "No hangnails, no roughness to

SDare my sheer, silk hosel**

Campana
Balm

':^^gm for CHAPPED skin

"All is well! Dick says I h
hands. He treasures their softness—

I

eafcguaxd it with Campanal**

Thrilling moments that every girl longs for, dreonns
about. Why not make them reel? Invite adventure
ond romonce with the magic fragrance of Blue
Walt7 Perfume, the haunting bewitching scent that
no mon can resist. Its subtle intoxicating fra-

grance whispers your charm, gives yog new con-
fidence In your own loveliness. Just try it and see!

aiUE WALTZ PERFUME 10< atiiJ! 5 &J0< stores
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LIPSTICK • FACE POWDER •

10<

ROUGE

HOSIERY
SHORTAGE

BY DYEING YOUR OLD "ODD"
STOCKINGS INTO LOVELY

MATCHED PAIRS WITH |{|J

• Just take those unmated stockings (hon-

estly, haven't you a drawerful?) and dye them

with gentle RIT! You'll get extra pairs this way

that cost hardly anything . . . saving precious silk

hosiery that is hard to get. Saving dollars, too!

• RIT is quick, easy and sure to please. If

you are dyeing one dark and one light stocking,

it's best to take the color out of both

with White RIT. Then re-dye any

shade you prefer. Especially popular

shades are Rust, Tan and Light Brown

;

also Black! At your nearest store.

NEVER SAY DYE... SAY

RIT
28 Colors
verywhere

TINTS & DYES

acquainted. When the vacation was over
we drove back to Hollywood together.
No, better not say that." He thought a
moment. "Heck, why not?"
We looked at this big handsome lad,

so out-of-place in the blase, sophisticated
atmosphere of Hollywood, and saw Gary
Cooper as he had been ten or even fif-

teen years before—shy, unsure of himself,
a bit scared, maybe. Only Gary had had
a home of some means behind him.
George, one of an enormous brood, was
born to Russian parents who spoke with
thick accents and who had come to the
New World to make a home on the
Montana cattle ranch they leased.

When it came time for high school,

the family moved into Black Eagle and
George Montgomery Letz (his real name)
tiekked across the river to Great Falls

lo school, where he starred on the foot-

ball and baseball teams. He enrolled at

the University of Montana to study in-

terior decorating, the only outlet he could
think of for his talent for drawing and
sketching—another interest he and Ginger
have in common. Then he came to Holly-
wood to be with an older brother and
began looking for a job. He found one,

decorating the walls of a cafe at $10 a

week.
He tried movies and they would have

none of him. He was twenty, shy, un-
certain of himself.

He did double in trick riding shots,

riding up stairs on horseback, performing
difficult stunts. Between efforts he found
a job, a strange job for a twenty-year-
old Western kid. He became a bartender
in an out-of-the-way cafe. Finally, a

chance came to make a test for one of the
Lone Rangers out at Republic. The test

was pretty awful. "Well, don't worry."
the director said, "we'll try again after

lunch."
"I sat out in the car all through lunch

hour and sweated," he said. "It was
awful. ' But he got the job and was
killed off in the Fifth Episode.

I T got so bad finally he went home to
' Montana. When his engineer brother
sailed for South America, George came
back to Los Angeles to see him off

and, because he no longer tried, Holly-
v/ood came to George. An agent saw him,
signed him, sold him to Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox where, to the amazement and
envy of every male on the lot, George
became the object of every female's de-
votion. They mothered him, looked after

him, despaired because of him.
That's the man at whom Ginger Rogers,

older than George, looks with a signifi-

cant light in her eye: a man who had
never been east of Black Eagle, Montana,
until he recently made a personal-ap-
pearance tour to Dixon, Illinois, with
Louella Parsons.
Yet they are alike, these two—Ginger

and George. Both are from ranch states.

(Ginger comes from Texas.) Both are
shy of people, both retiring, both idealists.

Two discrepancies face them—age and
fame. Ginger is older than George, but
history records that many successful
marriages have surmounted this obstacle.

As to the inequality of fame, things are
being done about that. After "Cadet Girl,"

George will be raised to the rank of top
leading man when he plays in "My Gai
Sal."

When plans materialize to co-star
George and Ginger in her Twentieth
Century-Fox picture, "A Self-Made Cin-
derella," the time will be at hand for

these two idealists in a strange land to

come to a final decision about each
other.

Our bet is—well, you don't care about
that anyway!

The End.
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Speak fo
{Continued

her personality. For beauty and real

acting ability, she gets my vote. Oscars
to Olivia!

Mrs. Rodney Surci,
Vicksburg, Miss.

$1.00 PRIZE
Inspiration

I
N your October issue of Photoplay-

' Movie MLrror I read the article, "How
lo Get a Fan Letter Answered." In it

Nelson Eddy told of how he couldn't
sing all of the songs his fans wished.
This gave me an inspiration.

Why can't Hollywood have a picture
just for this purpose. There could be
gathered a group of singing stars, among
them Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDon-
ald, Kathryn Grayson, Judy Garland, etc.

No story—nothing but singing. The stars

could take turns in singing.
If this plan should ever be taken up

I would be very grateful if Nelson Eddy
would sing the song about the Cossacks
from the picture "Balalaika."

Sylvia Goldberg.
Perth Amboy, N. J.

$1.00 PRIZE
From England to Hollywood

I
CAME over here from England some

• time ago and I want to express my
feeling of gratitude toward such gay film

stars as Jeanette MacDonald, Mickey
Rooney, Deanna Durbin, Judy Garland,
etc., whose happy faces for a time helped
to dispel the gloom of war. Owing to

the danger involved if one ventured out
at night, one had to snatch pleasure
during the day and not only I but my
friends were and always shall be grateful

lor the gaiety of the comedies produced
by your American studios.

It was from the people mentioned that

we gained even more courage and hap-
piness. Please keep on giving England
light comedies, for in times like these I

know they will be appreciated.
Juliette Garvey,

Verona, N. J.

$1.00 PRIZE
Spec-ulation

WHENEVER the screen wants to de-
glamorize one of their queens they

stick a pair of specs on her nose and let

us know that this makes her an ugly
duckling. Then, when the plot thickens
and the time is ripe she whips them oft

nnd lo! she dazzles our hero with the
beauty they had heretofore hidden, at

the same time sweeping the floor clean
with her inches-long eyelashes.
But what about us poor things who

must wear specs and who can't whip
them off when the time is ripe. How do
you think we feel when we realize the
heroine is telling us she was unpopular
with the boys and that they all laughed
'til she whipped off her specs and became
the belle of the ball. Does that mean I'll

never git me man because of my mul-
tiple eyes? 'Tis a fate worse than death.

Lillian Houtwed,
New York, N. Y.

HONORABLE MENTION

THANK you, "Fearless." for your article

"The Truth About the Stars' Figures."
We poor liousewives get pretty tired of

being unfavorably compared with those
paragons of feminine perfection that flit

about on the screen.

• Yourself
Torn page 6)

Now I like Hedy Lamarr and I think
Ann Sheridan is wonderful, but any
wife likes to be able to find some flaw
in another woman her husband espe-
cially admires, even if she is a movie
star!

Mrs. Ronald K. Field,

Kila, Mont.

AS a movie exhibitor I want to thank
you for the boost you gave Kathryn

Grayson in your last issue. Too many
young stars are dropped by their studios
because of the fact they fall in love and
want to lead a happy married life the
same as you and I. Kathryn Grayson has
the qualities our customers want.

Mrs. B. p. Vieths,
Hawley, Minn.

KA UST Henry Fonda be forever cast as

a clumsy, girl-shy moron? He is a
very fine actor and it's about time he
was given a break. I'd like to see him
in a part he could sink his teeth into.

E. S. Glascoe,
Missoula, Mont.

VA/E miss you, Mr. Fitzpatrick. We miss
colorful travelogues that transported

us to every romantic spot on the globe.
Everyone is patriotic these days

—

everyone is proud of America, yet many
of us are familiar only with our own
little immediate world. I think it would
be a splendid tribute to our freedom if

you would give us a series of short sub-
jects based on "Getting Acquainted With
America."

Miss Tracy Kenyon,
Woodhaven, N. Y.

\A/HAT a relief it was to see Ralph
Bellamy in a legitimate role in "Dive

Bomber." His work as a flight surgeon
in this picture was splendid and should
open the gates to better parts in the
future. Those wealthy, country-hick
roles he had fallen into were getting
very monotonous.

Thelma Louise Smith,
Memphis, Tenn.

IT was interesting to read about a
prominent star's working as a clerk in

the basement of a well-known store to

gain experience for a picture. She should
have learned from the other clerks one
point invaluable to all movie actors

—

to greet the public with a smile. Wise is

the star who remembers that a pleasant
smile in public and courtesy toward the
fans makes someone like a foot-weary
clerk more eager to spend her money at

the box office.

Dorothy F. Ray,
Pasadena, Cal.

WHAT about Alan Hale? Is there an
actor in pictures who has more con-

sistently pulled mediocre movies out of

their ruts? Time and again I've seen
him put realism and meaning into a role

that actually could have been left out
entirely but through his artistry outshone
the starring part. Whenever you see his

name in the cast you know you can
expect at least one good performance

—

he's never given a bad one.
Then why not give him a real oppor-

tunity? Surely there are great stories
to be filmed that demand a mature and
characterful leading man, rather than
the usual "glamour boy."

1 want to see him where he deserves

—

in the lead!

Mrs. M. E. Carlisle,
Long Branch, N. J.

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING

BERESFORD Set 167.50

Engagement Ring 125.00

AVONDAIE Set 237.50
Engagement Ring 175-00

C^HE'LL be thrilled with the beouty of a lovely

Genuine Registered Keepsoke Diamond Ring . . .

with traditional quality and value through five

decodes. The Keepsake Certificate of Registration

and Guorontee is assurance of high stondards of

color, cut ond clarify. See these new matched

sets at your Keepsoke Jeweler's . . . S50 to S2500.

Extended payments con usuolly be arranged.

BEFORE YOU ANNOUNCE
YOUR ENGAGEMENT . . .

send the coupon or write for the

valuable book. "The Etiquette

of the Engogement and Wed-
ding," for coming brides ond
grooms.

Rings enlarged fo show details.

Keepsoke Diamond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

214 S. Warren St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Please send me the helpful book 'The Etiquette of the En-

gogement and Wedding," with illustrations of newest ring

creations. I enclose 10c to cover mailing expense.

Name

Street and No

City PMM-I2-11
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N6W under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses, or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being
harmless to fabrics. i

Arrid is the largest

selling deodorant

. . . try a jar today

ARRID
39^ a |ar

AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS

(Also in 10 cent ond 59 cent jars)

SITROUX

CLEANSING TISSUES

SOFTER Say "Sit-True"
for tissues that are as soft as a

kiss on the cheek.

STRONGER As strong as

a man's fond embrace. Sitroux

is made from pure cellulose.

MORE ABSORBENT
Drinks in moisture. Ideal for

beauty care and a thousand

and one uses everywhere.

AT 5 & 10<-DRUG & DEPT. STORES
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facing facts

Some incidental thoughts about the power

behind the powder puff, including a iev/ dressing-table tricks

BY GLORIA MACK

• Be a magician and play some tricks with powder. All you need

to know is that dark powder conceals, light powder accentuates. For instance, if

your jawline makes you look like a too-determined woman, soften it by first

powdering it with a shade the color of your neck. Then cover your whole

face with a light glowing powder. You'll look nice and pretty if you use

two shades of powder always, a darker one over a lighter or vice versa, depending

on the time of day or night and on the efEect you want.

• Don't get confused at the powder counter. It's simple to know what

shade you should wear. Just remember always to choose a tint that is two shades

lighter than your skin tone, a shade with life in it. But if you're a high-colored

person, you're an exception to this general rule; then you'll match the

shade of your powder exactly with your skin tone.

If you're on the pale lily-white side, choose a delicate pink shade; if

you're too sallow, get a deeper shade of pink.

If you can't find just the shade you want, buy a lot of boxes and do some

experimental mixing. That way, you'll never have to be a compromiser.

• Keep your powder under control. Don't sally forth with your eyebrows

sprinkled with white. Use an eyebrow brush after every powder application.

Unless you want to look like a candidate for the circus, be sure the powder

in your compact is the same shade as the box on your dressing table.

Hang your head in shame if you keep on using the same box of powder all yerr

long. That will never do because your skin changes tone constantly.

Have a variety of powder shades on your dressing table aiid see that they

correspond with the seasonal changes of your skin during the year.

• This is the girl Gene Raymond thinks is the

nicest person in Hollywood—his wife, Jeaneite

MacDonald. They live happily together, are

appearing just as happily in "Smilin' Through,"

their first co-starring picture.

On the subject of the dressing table, Miss

MacDonald has this to say: "Like any art, the

art of the powder puff has its rules and a badly

powdered face is—well, you've seen them. Since

the keynote of powdering is daintiness, make
very certain the puff and the compact are both

dainty and fresh."

Jcanette

MacDonald

C> Be a power behind the powder puff and learn how to use it

correctly. Never drag the puff across your face; you'll come up with streaked

make-up. Instead, press in your powder with up and down strokes of the

puff. If you're going to be stingy about using powder, you might as well

not use it at all, because you'll shine through in about five minutes unless you
apply it heavily and thoroughly. But don't walk out looking like a

circus rider; there's another step that is an essential—the powder brush,

with which you brush off all surplus powder to give you a nice even glow.

PHOTOPL.AY combined with movie mirror



Play Truth and

Consequences with

Bob Hope
(Continued from pacje 47)

and girls should be taught to be useful.

18. (Q) Who disciplines your chil-

dren, you or Dolores?
(A) Unfortunately, that task has fallen

on Dolores because I"m not home enough.
As it is, I get up half an hour earlier

in the morning to play with Linda and
Tony so they'll know who I am.

19. (Q) Have you ever lied out of a

tight spot? What was it?

(A) During "The Ghost Breakers" I

pinched Paulette Goddard's scooter and
we.it flying arovmd the lot. Going down
a hill I did a nose dive over the handle-
bars and ruined the suit I was wearing
in the next scene. I walked back to the

stage and when I got within sight and
hearing, I pretended to fall and got up
audibly apologetic for the hole I just

tore in my trousers.

20. (Q) If a neighbor's dog kept you

awake, what would you do?
(A) Feed it one of my relatives! But

I'm a fine one to talk with the Great
Danes, cockers and Scotties I keep
around my place!

21. (Q) If you could do it, what
change would you make in your

appearance?
(A) Another pair of eyes in the back

of my head, so I could be in the other
fellow's close-up; and stronger wrists, so

I could hit that white pill farther than
Crosby on the sixteenth.

22. (Q) Have you ever attennpted to

reform another person and what were
the results?

UPSET AS HUSBANP SAWS
OFF CHRISTMAS TREE, MESS-
ING UP NEWLV VACUUMEP RUG

BUT RECOVERS WHEN HU9BANP PRE-
SENTS CHRISTMAS GIFT...ABISSELL
FOR QUICK, THOROUGH CLEAN-UPS

COMPLETELY HAPPY AS BISSELL'S HI-LO BRUSH
CONTROL ADJUSTS ITSELF INSTANTLY TO NAP-

LENGTH OF ANY RUG, CLEANING THOROUGHLV

REGISTERS PELIGHT AS BiSSELL'S
"STA-UP" HANDLE STAMPS UP ALONE
WHEN SHE WANTS TO MOVE CHAIR

^ See the B/sse// Leaders, to *752
—and others even lower

PEEKS AT TOY BISSELL FOR PAUGHTER.
I?ES0LVES TO USE EASY-EMPTVING BiSSELL
FOR ALLC¥\ILY CLEAN-UPS SAVING
VACUUM FOR HEAVY- DUTY CLEANINGS

B/SSm SWEEPERS
SmiiP QUICKLy-empTY BAS/Lf

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

YARN
SUNRAY YARN HOUSE,

Lowest Prices I—Write
today for FREE Sample
card over 1000 colors.
tS: monthly Style chart

;

instructions. Gift offer.

BUY NOW'
while our

prices are

still low.

in 12 Weeks inShopeofCoyne
- Learn by Doing — many earn
hile learninjf , Free employment
er prraddatinn. You don't need ad*

- ... Send lor Big New Free Book,
and my"PAV TUITION AFTER GRADUATION" PLAN.

, C. Lewis. President, COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
SCO South Paulina Street, Dept. dl-64, Chicago. III.

Y HAIR

Bob Hope looks at Madeleine Carroll

with a gleam in his eye; you'll know
what that means when you play "Truth

And Consequences" with him on p. 47

.WOMEN MUST
SPARKLE!
Ask glamorous celebrities

—exciting women of style!

No need for $1000 dio-
monds. This fiery BLU-
BRITE* ZIRCON diamond
dazzles everyone — and

• Now, at home, you can quick-

ly and easily tint telltale streaks

of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde

to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush does it-
er your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-sands ot

women (men. too)—Brownatone is guaranteed harmless.

No skin test needeti, active coloring agent is purely vege-

table. Cannot affect waving ot hair. Lasting—does not

wash out. Just brush or comb It in. One application im-

parts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears

Easy to prove by tinting a test lock ot your hair. 60c at

drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee, lie-

tain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONIi today.

KIMBERLY GEM CO., inc.
503 Sih AVI. Dept. KHTl ^IW TORK CITY
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Here's a good lip from little Miss
Constance Blake, who like many
youngsters, depends on Resinol
Soap and Ointment for the daily

care her delicate skin requires.

Why not use Resinol Soap to
cleanse and refresh yowrskin? Then
see how smooth and soft it feels.

For skin irritations, externally
caused, apply specially medicated
Resinol Ointment. It allays the
burning itch, and so aids healing.

Buy both from any druggist today, and
follow this special ekin care. For sample
write Resinol, MG-10, Baltimore. Md.

Resinol OrNTMENT
AND SOAP

^ Mractii^eFREECafa/oq
* Artistic pins, rings and emblem '

classes and clubs. Attractive pi

Finest quality, gold plated, silver, etc

Over 300 designs.

Write De;l. J, METAl ARTS CO., Inc., Roehtsler, N. Y.

your baby suflfers from
teething pains,just rubafewdrops
of Dr. Hand''s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is

the prescription ofa famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for theentire teething period.

(A) Yes, Madeleine Carroll. The re-

sult? She still won't talk to me.

23. (Q) Given the opportunity, do
you think you would make a good
screen lover?

(A) Why not? What's Gable got I

couldn't get from a plastic surgeon and
I don't mean Carole.

24. (Q) What was the first joke you
told as a professional comedian?

(A) "We call our cat Carbide because
it has a-cet-y-lene kittens." Need I say
I worked behind a net at the time?

25. (Q) Are you sentimental about
keepsakes? Which ones do you
cherish?

(A) Very sentimental. Two of my
most cherished possessions are my moth-
er's old-fashioned sewing machine which
she brought from England, and Dolores'
baby ring. She gave it to me just before
we were married and I wear it con-
stantly, on and off screen.

26. (Q) What was the best business

deal you ever turned?

When I borrowed $35 bus fare to Cali-
fornia. I'm only kidding; I came first

class on the Chief. It's one of the finest

trains I've ever ridden under.

27. (Q) What endearing nickname
does Dolores have for you?

(Bob took the consequences. Write
a poem to Madeleine Carroll.)

28. (Q) What was your prize flop?
(A) A benefit I played at Madison

Square Garden in front of 20,000 wit-
nesses. I spent a good ten minutes on
the buildup for the best gag in my
collection, only to have it murdered by
the impressive entrance of Governor
Lehman. That cured me of being a
Democrat.

29. (Q) What Is your definition of a

glamour girl?

(A) Mascara, wired for sound.

30. (Q) Name the three most alluring

actresses in Hollywood.
Madeleine Carroll. Madeleine Carroll.

Madeleine Carroll.

The End

One-Man Cavalcade
{Continued from page 64)

going to get me a sparkler like all suc-
cessful show folks had in those days.
I was a chorus boy in Raymond Hitch-
cock's show, 'The Yankee Tourist,' when
he fell suddenly ill. The curtain had to

go up, so they threw the part at me
and I had gall enough to take it. From
chorus boy to star in fifteen minutes.
"Things aren't geared to operate as

fast as that nowadays," reflected the
lovable scamp of a hundred pictures as
he sat in his shii't sleeves on the break-
fast porch of his Beverly Hills home.
"But they did then. Seeing my name up
in lights on Broadway gave me the big-

gest thrill of my life. I sat across the
street from the Astor Theater, looking
at the marquee and drinking ice-cream
sodas by the peck. Then I went out and
bought my sparkler and I haven't been
without it since."

Neither has Wallace Beery been with-
out his stardom. Not a single other top
name of his first starring era—Mary
Pickford, Gloria Swanson, even Charlie
Chaplin, if considered as a star and not a
producer—remains to join him on the list

of ten biggest money-makers at the box
office. But to the astonishment of all,

up pops Wally as a record-maker.
Or is it astonishing? There is a hu-

man, earthy quality about the man and
what he does that endears him to all

erring mankind. We love his naive scal-

lawaggery, as eloquently exemphiied in

his latest picture, "Barnacle Bill," and
rejoice in his vast good-natured strength.

Perhaps it's because we sense that a deal

of living has gone into this man, happy
and otherwise, since the days when he
and his brothers, Willie and Noah, were
the three young sons of Policeman Beery
in Kansas City.

WITH that pumpkin-pie grin of his,

Wally recalls, "Some folks declared
I was the orneriest kid on the block.

Willie and Noah and I were always in

fights. We were tough about everything
but Mother: pretty soft about her—even
took piano lessons just to please her.

"But the piano lessons were what fin-

ished me off. No real he-man, even if

he was only twelve, could sit and poke
ivories. I ran away and rode the rods to
Memphis and rode 'em back again when
the jobs didn't keep up with my appetite.

"I started off as engine wiper down in

the railroad yards and then Willie, who
v/as with Ringling Brothers' Circus, got
me a job manicuring the elephants.
"One day Noah wrote saying he was

making twenty-five dollars a week on
Broadway. Sounded like good money to
an eighteen-year-old, so I jumped a
freight train headed for New York.
I managed to get a job in the chorus
of 'Babes in Toyland' and after a couple
of seasons of musical comedy as seen
from the chorus lines the Raymond
Hitchcock chance came along."

A FEW years later the Essanay Studio
in Chicago, which had developyed the

biggest and most popular stars of the day.
Broncho Billy Anderson. Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne, offered
Wally a year's contract at seventy-five
dollars a week to play comics and later

to direct. As the Swedish housemaid
who leaped from burning buildings and
jumped out of runaway wagons, big
burly Wally became the laugh riot of

the hour.
In the very midst of all this slapstick

Wally found his love idyl. She was fif-

teen-year-old Gloria Swanson, then an
extra at Essanay. Her wide smoky gray
eyes, curling brown hair and petite

figure completely upset the equilibrium
of the rough-and-ready Beery. She, on
the other hand, was flattered by the
attentions of Essanaj^'s swashbuckling
star and director and they could be both
seen and heard in his bright yellow
roadster with its flashing silver trim-
mings and loud horn that resounded out
over Lake Michigan.
When Wally went to California with

Broncho Billy Anderson he kept the
mails boiling to Gloria. But he was de-
termined that the first to share his good
fortune must be his parents. After he
was able to bring them out and set

them up in a cozy white bungalow with
a red geranium hedge he sent for Gloria

Just rub it on the gums

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Buy it from your druggisf today
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^YOU GIRLS! —
WHO SUFFER FROM
DYSMENORRHEA

which makes you

WEAK, NERVOUS-
If you suffer headache,
cramps, backache, feel

"dragged out," blue,
cranky—due to functional monthly dis-

turbances—try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound!
Pinkham's Compound is made espe-

cially to relieve such female distress-

it helps build up resistance against such
tired, nervous feelings. Hundreds of

thousands of women remarkably helped.
Follow label directions. Try it!

M\Hrl3 Cut Rate P^ie^si
BUY NOW! FINE QUALITY YARN!! I

FREE Sami'lo card—over lOOO Colors including I

Style Book—over 150 latest models. FREE in-

I

t.truction Gift offer. (Est. 22 years.) Write today. I

F&K YARNCO.,8SEsse)tSt..Dept.A-l3.NcwVork.N.V. |

FALSE TEETH
Wilhoul Scrwbbins .' Wilhout Brushing!

RETTO DENTURE CLEANSER lemoves

stains, tartar, decaying food particles quickly

and easily. Banishes "Denture Breath"— leaves

mouth refreshed. Recommended by dentists.

Hundreds of thousands of cans used. More for your

\
money. Don't be satisfied with any cleanser until you try

Retto. Yoti'll like it better or youi money back.
Insist on Retto Cleanser and Retto Adhesive at ail

100 Stores and Drug Stores. FREE simples'

RETTO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. H, Cleveland, Ohio

GIVEN ABOUT
SIZE OF DIME

Nothine to Buyl Send no Money—Send Name& Address.
Ladies! Girls! Lovely Watch or Cash Given. Give Away FREE
Pictures with White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps
and mild burns, easilysold to friends at 2,'ic a box (with FKEE
picture) and remit per catalog sent with order. 46th year.
Be first. Write for salve and pictures, sent postage paid by us.

WILSON CHEM.CO., INC., Dept. 65-T, TYRONE, PA.

Hair
OFF up"
Chin Arms Legs

"Bffpym I had ugly hair . . . was unloved . . . dis-

coiu"aged. Tried many different products . . . even
FEizors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", ex-plains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligatioa. Write Mme. Annette I.anzette. P. O. Box
4U4U, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 53, Chicago.

Kidneys Must
Clean Out Acids

Excess acids, poisons and wastes in your blood
are removed chieflv by your kidneys. Getting up
Nights, Burning Passages, Backache, Swollen An-
kles, Nervousness, Rheumatic Pains. Dizziness.

Circles Under Eves, and feeling worn out, often
are caused by non-organic and non-systemic Kid-
ney and Bladder troubles. Usually in such cases,

the very first dose of C.vstex goes right to work
helping the kidneys flush out e-xcess acids and
wastes. And this cleansing, purifying Kidney
action, in just a day or so. may easily make you
feel younger, stronger and better than in years.

A printed guarantee wrapped around each pack-
age of C.vstex insures an immediate refund of the

full cost' unless you are completely satisfied. You
have everything' to gain and nothing to lose under
this positive money back guarantee .so get Cvstex
Irom your druggist today for only :i5p.

and her mother. Wally and Gloria were
married and the girl who was soon to be
one of Hollywood's greatest glamour
queens of all time contented herself with
cooking and sweeping and making 'Wally
the happiest man in the world.
Or perhaps contented wasn't quite the

word in the light of events.
Proud of her beauty, Wally showered

his fascinating little wife with clothes
and expensive baubles. An amusing
warning of ructions on the home front
came when Wally, delighted with a rob-
in's egg blue Easter ensemble Gloria
had designed, bought her a new car to

match it. Carried away by her new
grandeur, Gloria stepped out of the Alex-
andria Hotel, in those days the Ambas-
sador of Hollywood, and, regally settling

herself in the back seat of the car while
motioning Wally to the front, said,

"Home, James." Like a flash Wally
reached over and bodily pulled the
startled Gloria over to the front seat.

"Don't ever give me that 'Home, James'
stttfE!" he roared.
But the incident didn't end there. Rid-

den by dreams of stardom, Gloria be-
sieged and beseeched every director on
the lot to give her a chance in pictures
Her beauty and magnetism won out.

Over the protests of Wally, who loved a

simple home life, more and more film

opportunities began to come to her. This
created a home vs. career situation and
Gloria definitely chose the career. Finally,

it became obvious that there was no
course left but divorce.
"That was the end of the real romance

of my life," Wally admits.
Heartbroken, he went completely ber-

serk, openly neglecting the studio and
spending days at a time fishing in the
mountain streams.
A year later found him in Japan, inak-

ing movies for the Japanese, no less.

America's entry into the first World War
brought him back to this country, but
the day he reported at camp the Armis-
tice was signed.

BEERY, who had been one of the most
popular figures in pictures, then spent

months looking for a job. By a strange
irony it was Mickey Neilan, then Gloria
Swanson's heart interest, who offered
Wally his comeback in American films

as the German officer in "The Unpardon-
able Sin."

So able an actor did he prove him-
self that he became greatly in demand.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, monarch of the
studios, succeeded in capturing his
contract. He has just completed his

fourteenth year on that lot and signed a
new long-term contract.

In the meantime Wally met Rita Gil-
mann, a tall willowy blonde who played
extra parts in his pictures. After eight
months of courtship he asked Rita if she
loved him enough to give up thoughts of

a career and make a home. She accepted
and for fourteen years their marriage
lasted.

It was through Rita that Wally met
Carol Ann, who is the niece of Rita's

aunt. The baby's mother had just died
and Wally offered to take the child.

"Carol Ann is the happiest thing that

ever happened to me," Wally says simply.
The three were inseparable compan-

ions for years. Then one morning two
years ago, just before Wally's birthday,
Rita Beery walked into the room and
said, "Wally, I want a divorce."

Wally was flabbergasted.
"I just want my freedom to begin a

new life," she continued.
She had been ill for several years and

he humored her in this, as he had in

everything else. They agreed on a $100,-

000 settlement and sharing the custody

NOW I FEEL LIKE
SIXTEEN
AGAIN!

"Droopy posture gone . . . low
"inwii Ictrlin^' h.anislied . . . the
energy of a young girl recap
tured . . . Tum-E-Lift makes me
feel like a new woman again!"
—such are the phrases to be
found in the testimonials we
constantly receive. Kor ex
ample: '

I like my Tum-E-Lift
... I feel like 16 again and I

am 37 now," says Mrs. A. S
of Detroit.

So don't let waistline bulge
and a tired back get you down!
Lift up that dragging, sagging
abdomen with a Tum-E-Lift,
the controlling, slenderizing
supporter-belt which brings in-

vigorating mid-section comfort.

YOUmil FEEL NEW, TOO!
Hecatise you'll iind Tum-E-Lift a pleasure to

wear. You'll rejoice in its energizmg all-day
support. Mrs. C. L. of Arizona writes: "i can't
tell you how much your Tum-E-Lift has meant
to me. It made a lot of difference in my fig-

ure, and 1 feel great comfort wearing it. Don't
think I'll be able to do without it again." . . .

Order a Tum-E-Lift today, see for yourself how
it will make you feel and look fresher at oncel

WITH FRONT LACES FOR
PERFECT ADJUSTMENT
(NEW IMPROVED MODEL)

Tum-E-Lift is scientifically construcie.,
to provide pei-fect comfort, perfect sup.
port. Lightweight—amazingly strong!
Adjustable front panels, of firm, rich
broadcloth, control your figure the way
vou want it—merely tighten or loosen
the laces—and presto! your mid-section is
a slenderized, healtiiful. flat-fronted pustu

HOLLYWOOD INSPIRED! HOLLYWOOD DESIGNED!

acle"

'ent

.49

Here's [he secret of Tum-E-Lift—

i

of 2-way s-t-r-e-t-c-h—a lightweigl
' "loth that's powerfully

> its strength. V
top, long metal ribs in ' "

short ones in back—absolutely preven
•*riding-up*'. curling, rolling, or bul'^ing
Detachable garters. Color: Nude. Detachable crotch ol
soft, melanese for personal convenience. An exclusive
slenderizing abdominal support—obtainable onlv from
us. Remember, you get the same fit and comfort vouwould expect from a made-to-order supporter-belt cn<;'
ing 2 to 3 times the price of Tum-E-Lift.

LOOK INCHES SLIMMER AT ONCE
Just like magic, Tum-E-Lift smooths and
lifts your bulging "tummy", lending
prompt relief to weakened abdominal
muscles. You look inches slimmer in-
stantly. Ye^, Tum-E-Lift is flexible— it al-
lows complete freedom of movement.
Bend, stoop, walk, sit, recline—this mar.
vellous support is always delightfully
comfortable,

SEND NO MONEY. For thrilling satisfac-
tion try the slenderizing Tum-E-Lift on i

tu-DAV FRKE TRIAL. Send no money-
just mail coupon. Pay postman $3.49 plus
lew cents postage when package arrives
If Tum-E-Lift doesn't make "a world of
difference" send it back and your S3. 49
will be refunded.

I-

suk Ism ran

Cittch

-\l
Stik lades fna
Crotch to

Hetl .

I" "FREE TRIAL COUPON « — »W
I

5 -i^ *'y.^9.'*"*'' CO.. Dept. 434 ki

I

I

I

I

S. J. WEGMAN CO.. Dept. 434
6425 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood. Cal
Send me for 10 days' approval a genuine Hoiiywooo
Tum-E-Lift Supporter. I will pay postman $3.49
plus postage. If not satisfied, I mav return it for re-
fund. I enclose dimensions asked for in picture above.
My present waist measure is Hips are
(Waist sizes from to 38") Height is......
I am accustomed to wearing a long , short girdle.

Check one.
I

I

I

p TUm-E-LIFT IS OBTAINABLE ONLV FROM US.
^

• Kill. lUJl. S. .1. Weemjiii i:o.

\ame ...

Address

$3.49 now. Mark
iKid 1 Ic Sales Tax.

OBTAINABLE ONLV FROM US.
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of Carol Ann. Wally drove his wife and
adopted daughter to the station and re-
turned to his house, which now seemed
empty and hollow.
Five weeks later, Rita returned.
"Have you changed your mind?" Wally

asked eagerly. But it seems she had
merely come back to ask an additional
$50,000 in the settlement. Wally gave it

to her.

"But the greatest shock of my life was
when I picked up the paper and read
that my wife had married another man
just one week after the divorce," Wally
declares.

For days he moped about the house,
swept by one wave of loneliness after
another. When he could stand it no
longer, he jumped into his plane, flew to
Reno and humbled his pride by pleading
with Rita to let Carol Ann return with
him for a visit. Carol Ann has been
Wally's constant joy ever since.

It is heart-warming to see the worship
that shines from the child's eyes as she

^ Skylark (Paramount)

It's About: A dissatisfied wije who re-
models her husband.

THE premise is way, way off the beam
' in thi"- meant-to-be-big-stuff movie.
In this day and age one can't imagine
a wife's walking out on a husband who
provides lavishly and loves deeply sim-
ply because his business entanglements
prove annoying. Who does she think
she is, for heaven's sake? In this case,

she's Claudette Colbert who listens to

the siren song (in deep bass) of the other
man, Brian Aherne, and almost suc-
cumbs, leaving her desperate and ador-
ing husband Ray Milland in a snit.

American businessmen such as our ad-
vertising executive Mr. Milland do, we
admit, find themselves torn between new
accounts in business and old accounts at

home—and what a home, by the way.
But wouldn't you think a wife would
understand the situation? Well, any-
way, everyone at the preview was mad
at Claudette for her inconsistent be-
havior (she was most unfunny in the
comedy sequences, too) and sour at Para-
mount for miscasting Brian Aherne, who
is anything but the "listen, chum" guy
they tried to make him.
But we did like Milland; and Walter

Abel, when he stayed sober; and the
beautifully appointed and unstinted ac-
cessories, all of which win our one-
check approval.

Your Reviewer Says: A big A that turned
out to B—unfunny.

^ Birth of the Blues (Paramount)

It's About: A young Southern gentleman
who organized the first "Blues" band.

I
T'S cozy, that's what it is, with all those

• old familiar numbers from way back
to "Wait 'Til the Sun Shines, Nellie" up
to "Melancholy Baby" to conjure up
dreams and memories.

In fact, there's a Bing Crosbyish air

about the whole picture, slow, easy-going,
good-natured and lackadaisical. You just

can't help liking every minute of it, the
music, the cast, including Mary Martin,
Brian Donlevy, Carolyn Lee, Rochester
and J. Carrol Naish.
Bing, a down-South lad, wants to play

Negro music, hot and wild. After many

gazes at the man who has always within
her memory been father to her.
Wally says fondly, "I'm going to try

to make a real first-class star out of
Carol Ann."
Recently Wallace Beery, the one-man

cavalcade of motion pictures, experienced
the proudest moment of his life. It was
the day when commissions were being
handed out by the Navy to those men
who had earned them and his name was
called strong and clear.

'Lieutenant Commander Beery, United
States Naval Air Reserve!"
A fifty-six-year-old man, resplendent

in a new naval officer's uniform over his
powerful frame, stepped forward, saluted
smartly and turned away quickly to hide
the blur in his eyes. Wallace Beery's
country had just bestowed upon him the
greatest honor which in his opinion it

could offer: it had accepted him as a de-
fender in its Naval Air Reserve.
Happy landings. Commander!

The End.

setbacks, he finally rounds up his first
white band to play blues and, through
the aid of Mary Martin's singing, gets a
hearing.

In no time, he's a sensation and so,
you see, that's how blues music was bom.

Your Reviewer Says: Mighty lak a CUte
little picture.

Mexican Spitfire's Baby
(RKO-Radio)

It's About: A war orphan who almost
wrecks a marriage.

THERE are too many things going
' on to find out just what this is all
about. As nearly as we could make out,
however, Leon Errol attempts to soothe
the troubled waters between Lupe Velez
and hubby Buddy Rogers by having a
war orphan brought over from Europe.
He hopes the little thing will make all
things right.

The "little thing," however, turns out
to be a glamour girl, orphaned from War
Number One, but despite this, or maybe
because of it. the story gets duller and
duller and unfunnier and unfunnier.
Even Zazu Pitts isn't funny.

Your Reviewer Says: Phooey!

The Pittsburgh Kid (Republic)

it's About: A girl manager and her fight-
ing prodigy.

VOU just know sport-minded fans are
' going to hurry off to the movies to see

Billy Conn, the guy that nearly kayoed
Joe Louis for the championship. What
they are going to see is the usual prize-
fight picture, relieved in its monotonous
plot by the casting of Jean Parker as a
fight manager.
But—and here comes the good news

—

they are going to be agreeably surprised
at Billy. As a screen personality, he's
not half bad at all.

The women will admire his handsome
physique, his curly hair and naive man-
ner, which he carries around off the
screen as well.

That Parker's a cute trick, too, and
turns in a grand performance.

Your Reviewer Says: I'll be home soon,
Mom, after the picture.

SEAL-tOTE
COTE

SEINSATM)NAL
NEW AID TO

LONGER NAILS
SEAL-COTE is amazing! A thin coat
applied daily over your polish quick-
ly forms a crystal-hard, microscop-
ically thin transparent film that gives
additional protection to nails. Every
woman who wants long nails can af-
ford Seal-Cote!

25<p AT BEAUTY SHOPS
A.ND COSMETIC COUNTERS

Thrilling neiv aid to

LONGER NAILS
Seal-Cote Co., 759 N. Seward, HollywooJ, Calif.

SEALCOTE

The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 24)
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Hold

Your

Man!

Js THERE a sure

w ay to hold the

affection of your

sweetheart or hus-

band? Should you

meet hi ni ni ore

than half way ? Or

will he love you

better if )ou treat

him like a little

boy? Do you forgive and forget or

rise up and stand firm on your rights?

Lawrence Gould, noted psychologist,

gives a delightful recipe for a more

understanding home—shows how to

keep your man from slipping from

under your wing—presents many fas-

cinating clues to everlasting happiness.

Don't miss "He's \ours Forever ' in

the December Physical Culture . . .

Vhysical Culture
now on sale!

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viacose Home Method. Heals many old

leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 Nonn Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois1

S1MUI.ATEO 1^ ~ "'"1""

DIAMOND RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send you smart new yellow K*>ld

plate engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance dirsign engage-

ment ring set with flashing, simulated diamond solitaire with six

side stones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite

Honeymoon Design mounting. Either ring only $1.00 or- both for

$1.79. SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring siic-

Wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Kiish ordei now!

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO. Dept. 927M

Can't Keep
Grandma In

Her Chair
She's as Lively as a Youngster—
Now her Backache is better

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,

once they discover that the real cause of their trouble

may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

eicess acids and waste out of the blood. They help

most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When dLsorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it iiiay cause nag-

ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or

scanty passages with smarting and burning some-

times snows there is something wrong with your

kidneys or bladder.
,

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan s fills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kadney

tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan 'a Pills.

^ Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Hyde
(M-G-M)

It's About: The supremacy of evil over
good in a scientist.

r\ESPITE all the reports you've heard
to the contrary, this is a gripping,

compelling, interesting picture. True, it

loses something of its value for having
been made three times for the screen;
true, too, that the Fredric March version
(John Barrymore made it first) was a

more grotesque and shocking interpre-
tation. But it's still a good movie and
always will be as long as people are
fascinated at the morbidly repellent.

Spencer Tracy, as the scientist, seems
a bit old for his passionate love for Lana
Turner and in one or two instances seems
to overact considerably; but on the whole
it's the best scary-cat fun we've had
in a long time and as such we enjoyed it.

Lana is convincing and beautiful, but
it's Ingrid Bergman who walks off with
the honors. As unfortunate Ivy, the bar-
maid who falls victim to the evil Mr.
Hyde, Miss Bergman turns in her best
performance.

It's a pretty gallish dish of story-
telling, as you know, but who can resist

the horrible fascination of exploring the
unknown recesses of a man's baser self?

Your Reviewer Says: A frightening,
thought-provoking horror.

Sing Another Chorus (Universal)

It's About: A college shoio, a rascal and
a fashion review.

^OLLEGE shows, especially movie col-^ lege shows, are eternally trying to

hi* Broadway, it seems, with enterprising
young people such as Johnny Downs be-
liind the movement, aided by snappy
feminine admirers—to name Jane Frazee
as one.
There's that ubiquitous villain, this time

played by Walter Catlett, and his volup-
tuous co-worker Iris Adrian to throw a
monkey wrench or two into the works.
But you know how it is; everything just

ends up too dandy for words, with mem-
bers of the audience kinda looking around
guiltily at each other when the lights

go up for having sat through an hour
of such folderol.

The story and the comedy are a bit on
the odorous side. But the music is fair.

Your Reviewer Says: Give your eyes a va-
cation and listen to the music.

The Kid Fronn Kansas (Universal)

It's About: Trouble on a banana planta-
tion.

A BLIGHT, sabotage and every kind of

conceivable trouble hit the banana
plantation of Leo Carrillo, threatening to

put it completely out of business. Fore-
man Andy Devine and his nomad friend
from Kansas, Dick Foran, receive the
blame for all the pesky trouble until

Foran, escaping from the jail to which he
has been confined for murder, uncovers
the real rascals and, after a stiff fight,

subdues them.
A lot of action is mixed up in the story,

which moves along right friskily. In
fact, the trio of actors, Devine, Carrillo
and Foran, are slated for more such ac-
tion pictures, which should be good news
to those who enjoy this type of enter-
tainment.

Your Reviewer Says: Yes, we have some
bananas.

That's why thousands of women
everywhere are turning to MINER'S

LIQUID MAKE-UP as the perfect pow-

der base for the make-up glamour

men admire.

A powder base or complete make-

up it imparts a velvety smooth finish,

helps conceal blemishes and keeps

your complexion gloriously fresh-look-

ing all day long. Try it loday.'

5 flattering shades, including •

EVENING WHITE for evening wear.

MINER'/

)0c. 25c, & 50c at cosmetic counters

FREE Generous Sample
Send coupon and 3c stamp

f
Rich. . . . n

f Btun . . .

\ Suntan. . .

V Evi. Wlllll

MINER S, 12 E. Uth SI.. Dept. E12.New York

I enclose 3c stamp to cover marling

cost Send me qenerous sample ol

Miner s liquid Make.up FREE!

// you pre/er a cream base

TryMINER'S FOUNDATION CREAM
with Lano/jTi—10c at all 5 and lO's

TYPEWRITER
STANDARD OFFICE MODELS

About '/] MFRS. ORIG. PRICE

^"riU'r^ 7 op a Week
All ni..,h-ts . nnii'lctely rci>uiU llk.^ ii^--,v,

FULL 2-YEAR GUARANTEE
No Money Down— 10 Day Trial
Send tor FREE rir.< c sm.ishini; 1 jK i

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCH.
Dept. 1203. 231 W. Monroe St., Chicago. III.

GRAY HAIR
KILLS ROMANCE

You know that gray hair

spells the end of romance . . .

yet you are afraid to color

your hairl You are afraid of

dangerous dyes, afraid that it

is too difficult, afraid that the

dye will destroy your hair's

natural lustre—afraid, most of

all, that everyone will know
'

• your hair is "dyed".
These fears are so needless! Today at your

drug or department store, you can buy Mary T.
Goldman Gray Hair Coloring Preparation. It

transforms gray, bleached, or faded hair to the
desired shade—so gradually that your closest

friend won't guess. Pronounced a harmless hair

dye by competent authorities, this preparation
will not hurt your wave, or the texture of your
hair. If you can comb your hair, you can't go
wrong! Millions of women have been satisfied

with Mary T. Goldman's Hair Coloring Prep-
aration in the last fifty years. Results assured
or your money back. Send for the free trial kit

—so that you may see for yourself the beautiful
color which this preparation will give to a lock
from your own hair.

Mary T. Goldman Co., 7650 Goldman Bldg.

St. Paul, Minn. Send free test kit. Color checked.

Black Dark Brown Light Brown
Medium Brown Blonde .Auburn

I
Name

I
Address _

^ City State..
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Hollywood's celebrities

have helped to make the

Savoy-Plaza's guest regis-

ter an album of distin-

guished autographs. Stars,

writers, directors, pro-

ducers prefer the Savoy-

Plaza as their New York

home because of its service

designed for those who
make an art of living.

Henry A. Rost, Managing Director

George Suter, Resident Manager

OVERLOOKING CENTRAL PARK

FIFTH AVENUE • 58th to 59th STREETS

NEW YORK
HAND-COLORED in Oil

PHOTO E NLARGEMENT
Beautifully mounted in 7x9 white
frame mat. Made from any photo-
graph, snapshot or negative.
Original returned. Send 25c and
stamp—no other charges.

COLORGRAPH. Dept. MG-12 PLUS 3c STAMP
17 N. LeClaire Chicago for Mailing

25«

ALMOST LIKE A MIRACLE
—is whatwomen of society, stage, screen,

I

office, ond tiome say oboul FaSet, the new
[ tissue form. Yoo too will be enctionted wittl

Mhe new firm beauty it will bring to your face

-^and neck. FaSet lifts, helps rebuild muscle

tissues, remove double chin and heavy face

, ,
~ ' lines. Soft, porous, wostiable, deligtitfully

comfortoble towear during sleep orleisure
* Stt

hours. Adjustable, on and off in o moment.

Not sold by stores — Obtainable only direct. Send check or

M. O or hay bostman $1 .25 plus postoge. (Plain pockage.)

FaSET CO., DEPT.A-3,B0CKVILLE CENTRE, L. I., N. Y.

r-FOR A MORE BEAUTIFUL—

.

The Outlaw Trail (RKO-Radio)

It's About: A young bandit who turns
marshal.

YOUNG TIM HOLT is a personable
young lad who finds himself in consid-

erable deep water for the first half of this

film. Intending to aid in a bank robbery,
Holt turns hero instead when he aids
the Marshal in catching the band of rob-
bers. When the Marshal dies from
wounds, Holt takes over his job and turns
good boy from there on in. The transition
—from robber to Marshal—is so fast one
can't be sure which side of the morality
fence young Holt is on. But he's a like-
ly enough lad, either way, and fans are
sure to go for him.
Like his famous father, Jack Holt, Tim

seems destined to be a Western star to

reckon with one of these days.

Your Reviewer Soys: A Western for small-
circuit theaters.

Niagara Falls (Roach-U.A.)

It's About: A meddlesome honeymooner
and a quarreling couple.

THE names Slim Summerville and Zazu
' Pitts should be enough to bring on sev-
eral loud guffaws. You can expect noth-
ing of the sort in this sad little weak-
tea story of a honeymooning couple. Slim
and Zazu who, after a twenty-year
courtship, arrive at a Niagara Falls hotel
for their honeymoon. Unable to keep his
nebby nose out of other people's busi-
ness. Slim maneuvers a quarreling couple
into a bedroom for a night's duration
and keeps guard over them, hoping they'll

make up.
His own bride is left—as Keats would

put it
—

"alone and palely loitering." The
couple, Tom Brown and Marjorie Wood-
worth, turn out to be—unmarried.
Sounds comic, but, brethern and sis-

ters, it ain't.

Coiffure^

8 oz. Bottle

BRILCOMB
Endorsed by leading Beauty Salons. A
new non-greasy, non-sticky hair dressing

which will make your hair radiant,

lustrous and well groomed. Helps to

prevent dandruff.

If not available write to

Petges, Inc., 610 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Your Reviewer Says: Run
quickly.

by this one

Ellery Queen and the Murder Ring

(Columbia)

It's About: The jamous detective solves
a hospital murder.

A LL Hollywood, or all of it who saw
'*the preview of this Ellery Quee^i story,
is talking about the side-splitting per-
formances of two dumb bunnies, Paul
Hurst (a fine actor) and Tom Dugan, who
play their roles straight. They will simply
roll you in the aisles, these two. They

prove to be far and above the story that
surrounds them and should be grabbed
up as a team by some smart producer.
Ralph Bellamy is again the detective,

Ellery, whose exploits lead him into the
realm of medication with the strange
murders of Blanche Yurka, hospital own-
er, her son and a nurse. It's all pretty
mysterious until those two pop up—and
then it's plain riotous.

Your Reviewer Says: The comedy relief is

such relief.

Gentleman From Dixie

(Monogram)

it's About: Dark doings in the deep South.

AFTER his release from prison, Jack
La Rue returns to his brother's stock

farm down South to find villainous John
Holland, the man who framed him into

prison, up to his old tricks.

Jack, permitted to remain on the farm
as a trainer by his brother's wife, Marian
Marsh, earns the love of little Mary Ruth,
Marian's stepdaughter, and remains to

straighten out the nasty undercurrents
of deviltry.

Mary Ruth, an M-G-M contract play-
er on loanout, is an accomplished mu-
sician. Her performance on the piano
is the highlight of the picture.

Your Reviewer Says: A child's talent
makes it all worth while.

Burma Convoy (Universal)

It's About: Men and trucks traveling the
Burma Road to bring supplies to the
Chinese Army.

FAST-MO"VING, timely melodrama is

this well-plotted movie that deals "with
the truck caravans along the dangerous
Burma Road and the attempts of spies to

get information as to their movements in

order to plot guerrilla attacks.

Charles Bickford is the leader of the
truck drivers who wants to return to the
United States. But when his younger
brother, Frank Albertson. tries to join

the caravaneers and is killed because he
has discovered who's responsible for the
leak of information to the enemy, he sets

out to avenge his death.
Evelyn Ankers provides the heart in-

terest as the daughter of a canny Scotch-
man, Cecil Kellaway, who shines in a

small part. Keye Luke as a Chinese in-

vestigator, Truman Bradley and WUly
Fung are also very good.

Your Reviewer Says: Dramatic and excit-

ing mystery melodrama.

IIF—
you liked Henry Fonda in "The Lady Eve"

or Olivia de Havilland in "Hold Back The Dawn'
r

THEN—
don't miss our fictionization of the Warner Brothers' picture

THE MALE ANIMAL
the most delightful story to journey from Broadway to Hollywood

See next month's PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR
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'"S" PS ORIASISa^^^BHp^^KH (SCALV SKIN TRDUBLE)

D€ Rm Ol L

disease Psoriasis. Apply \f dSi *

n o n - staining Dermoil.
Thousands tlo for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared
and they enjoyed the thrill of a
tiear skin again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is

backed by a positive agreement to prive definite benefit in

2 weeks or money is refunded without question. Generous
trial bottle sent FREE to those who send in their Dmggisf s
name and address. Make our famous "One Spot Test" your-
self. Write today for your test bottle. Print name plainly.
Results may surprise you. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett
and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box
547. Northwestern Station. Dept. 2604 Detroit. Mich-

ROLLS DEVELOPED
25c Coin. Two 5x7 Double Weight Professional
Enlargements, 8 Gloss Deckle Edge Prints.
CLUB PHOTO SERVICE. Dept. 19. LoCrosse. Wis.

HAWKING
Loosen tJiick, sticky secretions causing hawk-
,
coughing, stuffed-up nose Ask your Drug*

Eist7or HALL S TWO-METHOD TREAT-
MENT. Use the Expectorant and the soothing
Nasal Ointment. Satisfaction or money back I

Send postcard for FREE Health Chart TODAY I

F. J. CHENEY & CO. Dept. ?3i2 TOLEDO, OHIO

Stop^ltch
Relieve itching of eczema, pimples,
athlete's foot, rashes and other skin
troubles. Usecoolingantiseptic D.D.D.

Prescription. Greaseless, stainless.

Stops itching quickly. 35c trial bottle
. proves it— or money back. Ask your

.jtfL ^''"gg'st for D.D.D. Prescription.

liven
NOTHING
TO BUY

I JimCCf ^IDIC Send Name and Address Send
LAUItO & UlKLa no money. ? Jewel wrist watch
.vith metal bracelet. Or Cash Commission. EITHEB
Watch. Cash or other valuable premiums given. SIMPLIJ
GIVE AWAY PUEE big colored pictures with vvell known
WHITE CLOVERINE Brand SALVE used for chaps,

mild burns, easily sold at 23c a bos (with picture PRp;E)
and remitting per catalog sent with order. 46th year.

We are fair and square. Be first. Write for order Salve

and pictures today sent postage paid by us.

WILSON CHEIM. CO.. INC.. Dept. 65-X. TYRONE. PA.

FREE BOOK ON
COLON TROUBLES

The McCleary Clinic, HC1105 Elms
Blvd., Excelsior Springs, Mo., is putting
out an up-to-the-minute 122-page book
on Colon Disorders, Piles and Constipa-
tion and commonly associated chronic
ailments. The book is illustrated with
charts, diagrams and X-ray pictures of
these ailments. Write today—a post-
card will do—to the above address and
this book will be sent you FREE and
nostpaid.

£ASY WAY....

^MTBLACK
This reniarl<abie CAKE discovery.

TINTZ Jet Black .Shampoo, washes out

dirt, loose dandruIT. grease, grime and
safely gives hair a real smooth lET BLACK
TINT that fairly glows with life and lustre-

Don't put up with faded dull, burnt, off color ha
a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Cake works
gradual . . . each shampoo leaves your hair black'er. lovelier, softer,

easier to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full cake
50c (3 for $1). TINTZ comes in Jet Black, light, medium and dark
Brown. Titian, and Blonde. Order today! State shade wanted.

CPM^ ||J|A|k|PY .lust pay postman plus post*
wIsl^V I^W Iwlwl^t age on our positive assur-
ance of satisf,iction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage
if remittance comes with order ) Don't wait -Write today to

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 847, 207 N. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO
CANAOMK OFFICE. Dapt.S47. 22 COLICCE STREET. TORONTO

DECEMBER, 1941

Mr. Celebrl+y

(Producers Releasing Corp.)

It's About: The efforts of a young veteri-

narian to keep the custody of his nephew.

A YOUNGSTER, Buzzy Henry, is the
outstanding player in this warm sen-

timental little story and you'll be charmed
by his ingratiating and sincere perform-
ance. With his ability and poise, he's

bound to go far.

When his grandparents attempt to get
him away from James Seay, his young
veterinary uncle, Seay takes Buzzy to

Celebrity Farm to hide out. There they
find that several notables who have been
living on the bounty of a wealthy ec-
centric are about to be evicted. Among
them are Francis X, Bushman, Clara
Kimball Young and Jim Jeffries, who'll
bring you nostalgic recollections of their

past glories. Several exciting horse races
are interpolated in the story and it's a
horse trained by Seay who saves the day
for all.

It's packed with hokum, yes, but it's

a lively and heart-warming picture, and
Seay and Doris Day are very pleasing.

Your Reviewer Says: You'll like this.

'^Week End In Havana
(20th Century-Fox)

It's About: Romance in Cuba.

CUT to the Zanuck pattern of musicals
that literally abound with color,

dancing, music and Carmen Miranda,
"Week End In Havana" is frothy, gay and
tuneful, a pleasant treat for the eyes and
ears. Laid in colorful Cuba, the sights,

especially that Miranda, are something
to see,

A good strong breath would blow away
the featherweight plot that has Alice
Faye, a New York shop girl, enjoying a
Havana vacation at the expense of a
steamship company.
John Payne, executive of the company,

endeavors to extract a waiver from Alice
that will free his company of all blame
for a grounded ship. What he does ex-
tract is romance that takes like a vacci-
nation.

Cesar Romero, as Carmen's flirtatious
manager, is clever and the Miranda songs
are hot-pepperish as usual.

Your Reviewer Says: Enjoy the sights,
sounds and the heartbeats of Cuba.

Two Latins from Manhattan
(Colunnbia)

It's About: A feminine song and dance
team who take the place of a Cuban
sister team in a night club.

THIS tried so hard to be sparkling and
' gay, but it fell down miserably. It's

trite and corny and the musical numbers
seem to drag out forever.
Joan Davis is the press agent of a New

York night club. When two Cuban en-
tertainers, imported for the floor show,
fail to show up Joan persuades her room-
mates, Joan Woodbury and Jinx Falken-
burg, who are down on their luck, to
substitute for them.
Of course, the real entertainers finally

arrive and then everything gets very
complicated.
Despite her lack of screen experience.

Jinx is very charming and should do very
well. She and Joan Woodbury are a pair
of very attractive pseudo-Latins and
it's too bad their material in this picture
is so slight.

Your Reviewer Soys: Uninspired.

AN INTIMATE MESSAGE
TO YOUNG WOMEN

Continuous Action for Hours — wirti Safe New Way
in Feminine Hygiene

9 It IS deplorable how many youn? women will

remain blind to fa^-ts—deaf to accurate infor-

mation In feminine hygiene they may con-

tinuotisly risk their health nerves, hapoiness
with overstrong solutions which can actually

burn, s- ar and even desensitize delicate tissue.

Thousands of modern women avoid this risk

by using the safe new way—Zonitors, These
dainty, snow-white suppositories kill germs in-

stantly at contact. Deodorize—not by tempo-
rary masking—but by destroying odors. Spread
greaseless, protective coating to cleanse antisep-

tically and give continuous medication for hours.

Yet! Powerful as they are against germs.
Zonitors are nevertheless harmless to delicate

tissue. Non-poisonous, non-caustic. Even help
promote gentle healing. No apparatus; nothing
to mix. Try Zonitors. At all druggists.

EI2CC • revealing booklet of inHmate
• facts, in plain envelope. Send

name, address to Zonitors, Dept.

370 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co.. Dent. 424. New Haven, Conn.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

47'
Size 8x lO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for fuJI lenpth
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes^ pet animals, etc.

3 for$1.00
SEND NO MONEY irTna'S"''?
(any sizel and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fade-
less. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or ^end 49c
with order and we pay po^taee. Big 16x20-
inch enlargement sout n. 0. 7Hc plus post-
ai^e or send 80c ami v^ . \.:\\ v-lngt:. Take advantage of thiB amazlns
offer now. Send ymn |ili.>t,., t.iiiav. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
113 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1551-W CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

''The Work

I Love
AND$20tO$25AWEEK!

'I'm a TRAINED PRACTICAL
NURSE, and thankful to
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF
NURSING for training me,
at home, in my spare
time, for this well-paid,
dignified work."
YOU can become a nurse, tool Thousands of men
and women. 18 fo 60, have studied this thorough,
home-atudy course. Lessons are easy to understand
and high scliool education not necassary. .Many
earn as They learn—Mrs. II. W. of Mich, earned
825 a week while still studi'ing. Endorsed by phy-
sicians. Uniform and equipment incl\ide<l. Easy
tuition payments. Alud year. 8end coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. ISI2. 100 E»!.t Ohio Street, Chicago, HI,

Please send free booklet and 10 sample lesson paeea.

City.
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* FOR THRIFT AND UPLIFT! The Truth about Hollywood Relatives

{Continued jrom page 67)

AT home:
Learn to color photos and miniaturea
in oil. No previous experience needed. Gnod
demand. Send for free booklet. "Make
Money at Home" and reauirements.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
2 315 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1389 Chicago

tFREE5x7 PHOTO
ENLARGEMEN
ANY SUBJECT OR GROUP
Send any clear snapshot, photo, bust,
full length, groups, scenes, baby,
mother, dad. sweetheart, etc. We will
enlarge to 5x7 on salon quality photo-
graphic paper FREE. Just send print
or negative. We will also include in-
formation about hand coloring by ex-
pert artists who specialize in repro-
ducing life-like likenesses and FREE
FRAME. Your original returned with
your FREE enlargement. Send now
and kindly enclose 10c for return mail-
ing. (Only 2 to a customer.)

IDEAL PORTRAIT COMPANY
P. O. Box 748 F.D., Church St. Annex. New York

YOUR CHOICE <

antccd.

$3.50 down, with.f

your posr office. B
within a ycjr Uotal
the cost of watch ii

promptn<
uit rusf

<f
rcturi

Give Your lazy Liver

Tliis Gentleludge"
Follow Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice To

Relieve CONSTIPATION!
If liver bile doesn't flow freely every day into

your intestines—constipation with its head-
aches and that "half-alive" feeling often result.

So stir up your liver bile secretion and see how
much better you should feel! Just try Dr.
lOdwards' Olive Tablets used so successfully for
years by Dr. F. M. Edwards for his patients
with constipation and sluggish liver bile.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! They not only stimulate bile flow to
help digest fatty foods but also help elimina-
tion. Get a box TODAY. 15<f, 30<;, 60^.

cwclcd Elgin. W,lthjm
ch. New ityled size

I movement. Accuracy
with every Simulated
ordered and paid for

vilege plan. Payments:
20 days after arrival, at

lance of S3.89 anytime
.nly$7.39 . Remember,
included in price of the
free gift enclosed for

Send NO money with order,

me, address, ring size. It comes
ail in special gift box. postpaid.

H KENDALL JEWELERS
TopcVa. Kansas Dept. WG.I241

story of that movie wife and her mother-
in-law? Or the story of another glamour
girl and her mother who married a man
younger than the daughter? Or the one
about the glamour girl and her step-
father? Or the one about the executive
with a brother, a brother who sends
around pep memos to the big brother's
office force? Those memos are written
on a distinctive blue paper the big
brother provided for the younger brother.
In private Mr. Big explains to the hired
help that blue is just to flag them, to let

them know any orders written on such
tinted paper are to be strictly dis-

regarded! Do you know—well, listen. . . .

The truth about Hollywood relatives

is that practically every star has at least

one blood relation and often five or six

leaning luxuriously against the bank roll,

refusing to work and constantly threat-
ening that if they are not supported in

a style to which they never could have
attained through personal endeavor, they
will turn on the heat of bad publicity.

OF course, some of the Hollywood rela-

tives work. There is the pleasant and
amusing case of Mr. Pankey and Mr.
Yule, respectively stepfather and real

father of that gay young man, Mickey
Rooney. Mr. Pankey is Mickey's mother's
present husband; Mr. Yule is her ex-
husband and the father of Mickey; both
gentlemen are on the M-G-M pay roll.

Joe Yule is there as an actor, and a good
one when it comes to playing character
comics. Mr. Pankey is in the Metro ac-
counting department. It makes for peace
all the way round and a nice kind of

plenty, too. Mickey lives with his

mother but is good friends with his dad,
and everybody's happy.
The Crosbys ai'e a wonderful mob, too.

Larry and Everett are both in the agency
business, though naturally Bing works
through that agency on all his vast
financial dealings and the "ten percent"
from these movie-radio-record earnings
alone are enough to keep the brothers in

platinum pin money for life. But they
represent a lot of other actors and
singers, too. Bob Crosby does okay with
his Bobcats, his band and occasional pic-
tures. Pa Crosby keeps an eye on Ring's
horses (which isn't hard as long as he
doesn't look too much at the winner's
circle) and the bookkeeping on the Cros-
by stables. There is a whole crop of

younger Crosbys coming up, Bing's four,

Ev's one, Larry's two; and not one of

these small fry has any idea except that
some good "show business" work lies

ahead of him.
Claudette Colbert's brother is so com-

pletely independent of her that he re-
fuses to use either her professional or
their family name but works as an agent
under the name of Charles Wendling. It

is true that he works through the same
agency that handles Claudette's affairs,

but he handles other personalities and
not his famous sister.

Maybe these cases of independence are
based upon the relatives concerned be-
ing male. On the whole, the male rela-
tives aren't so bad. When you come to

the women—well, let's start with that
mother-in-law.
The man involved is an important star

who until recently had never married.
His mother was very proud of this fact.

"I'm his best girl," she always beamingly
boasted as they attended parties together.
That no mother should be a mature son's
best girl seemed to be a healthy idea
that never entered her tightly waved
head.

The son, periodically, fell in love. But
he never stayed in love long. Marruna saw
to that. They were almost without ex-
ception dominant girls he fell for, but
Mamma could outmaneuver them, never-
theless, until one girl, an absolute dove
of a creature, came along. She looked
gentle. She was gentle and that, appar-
ently, was what fooled Mamma. Prob-
ably she figured such a guilelessly little

thing wasn't worth worrying about. So
imagine her feelings when one night she
got a phone call from Yuma, a phone
call from her son and the dove, asking
her blessing on their union.
Mamma tore her hair. Mamma wept

her eyes out. In vain did the son, return-
ing to Hollywood next day, assure her
that he was making over to her the
luxurious house they had lived in, that
he was establishing a trust fund for her,
that he would see her daily, that he
would always care for her. Marrnna said
she wanted no part of all that. What
she demanded was an annulment of the
marriage.
The little dove ignored that gently. As

the star's wife she saw to it that they
got a home immediately. It was a home
no bigger than the mother's home, no
more luxuriously furnished. It didn't

even have a swimming pool as the other
house had. In fact, the girl started right
there and continued to do everything
humanly possible to make the mother
feel not only equal to her, but her su-
perior. That did no good, however. The
mother went about Hollywood telling

everyone how marriage was bound to

hurt her boy's career, how neglected she
was, how lonely. She began to get VeLri-

ous illnesses, or at least she said she did.

She didn't stop at inferring that it was
her son's apparent heartlessness that was
making her ill; she told the town so in

so many words.
The wife, however, had one weapon

that the mother could not lick: her
absolutely unselfish love of the man they
both wanted.
By her very telling the star that what-

ever was his happiness was her happi-
ness, she blunted every attack of the
mother's upon her. The son, hitherto
blindly devoted, began clearly seeing his

parent's selfishness. The mother still has
her big house and her steady, luxurious
income, but the son has stopped seeing
her, no longer goes to call. The son con-
tinued to call for the first year or two,
until his mother simply got too bitter

and shrill. The marriage is an ideally
happy one.

THEN there is the story of the star who
is one of three sisters, all of whom came

to Hollywood hoping to land in glory.

Only one of them, after a hard struggle,
clicked. The others kept on trying their
luck until the girl signed her first im-
portant contract. Then they relaxed.
"Why should we work?" they ask. "Sis
has plenty." So the star supports them.
It makes her angry and outraged, but she
has no recourse unless she vv'ants to take
some bad publicity. For instance, once
she refused to give one sister an extra
large check, so the sister turned up on
the set of her picture the next day, do-
ing a stint of extra work for $5. She let

it be whispered about that she was pick-
ing up that $5 because of the star's lack
of generosity. That star said to me, "I

don't mind the money half so much as
what it is doing to those girls' characters,
being supported and being willing to be
supported by me. Gosh, they are only in

their twenties and yet they are deliberate
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"When

Busy Hands
areCHAPPED

UIHnT happens to

75,DDD CIRIS

inunDinc

uinsHincTon?

Five o'clock has tolled in Washington.

Out of hundreds of buildings into crowded

streets stream thousands of girls—eager,

young, alive. During the day they are im-

portant cogs in a great machine, but "after

hours" . . . what?

What's happening to these throngs of

girls in the nation's capital? Here's the

first inside picture, as told by one of them,

direct from Washington. You'll be fasci-

nated and amazer* when you meet the

fastest living people in America, so be

sure to read "Miss Smith Goes to Wash-

ington," the book-length true novel in

December True Story.

Jiue StoiY
MA ! M' A:\4 < IJ 4 4A

TABLECLOTH
SiiiiTiinnnf ' Wiitfi pi (x)l' ! Women buy
(pii sight: Many t;oij;tous patterns!
Looks like Hne linen—wears better!

No washing or ironing. Wipe clean

witli damp cloth! Amazing low prices

—low as $1.00. Also tomplete big-
[.rofit line dresses, shirts, hose, lingerie.

ACTUAL SAMPLES FREE! free' sam-
PLE.-i uiile cloth falpr its. Complete .licss line inelutlcd FREE.
B. J. MELVILLE CO., Dept. 2098, Cincinnati, Ohio

^^^^^^
Amazing "MAGIC" Cleanser makes Laun-
dering, Houseclcaning, Dishwashing real
PLAY. Sells every housewife on t)ne
minute demonstration. Makes ti'emendous
profits for Togstad Dealers.

SAMPLE FREE
"MAGIC" is one of more than 300 fast-
selling Food, Cosmetic, Medical and Farm
Products which you get from Togstad.
Write today for FREE S.-VMPLE and details.

C. I. TOGSTAD COMPANY
Dept. B. Kokomo. Indiana

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not dige.st. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Effective in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. lOd and 25<f

parasites. It makes you feel that that

: old gag about blood being thicker than
water should also read that it's not so

clean as water, either."

There is also the case of the star with
the amorous mother. This star has the

power to pick her own casts, with the

result that a lot of ambitious boys, un-
able to make the grade with the

daughter, began courting Ma, thereby
hoping to get not only in the star's good
graces but also in her pictures. This
didn't fool the star at all, but Ma fell

for the flattery and began believing she
was irresistible, so much so, in fact, that

when one smart young man came along
and proposed to her, she quickly mar-
ried him, not stopping to think that he
was younger than her child and had no
visible means of support. He has now,
though, for the star had to come through
with a house and an income, an income
large enough, apparently, for him to feel

that work is something like Ol' Man
River that can forever stay away from
his door.
Another nice complicator is relatives

who look on the bottle when it is full and
who keep on looking until it is empty.
There are two stars in town, male stars,

who each have a brother to fit this de-
scription.

Both these minor brothers go around
the local bistros crying in their beer,

or anybody else's beer, about how their

famous brothers neglect them. One
brother in particular is famous for land-
ing roundhouse punches where they will

do the least good except for giving his

stellar brother the worst paragraph in

the next morning's paper.
For, of course, the headline always

reads "Joe Blank's brother in night-club
brawl."

SHEER courage would do away with
much of this relative blight, the sheer

courage that Paulette Goddard showed
when she sued back at her stepfather

I

when he brought her into court on a
charge of nonsupport.

In the case of procedure, Paulette
pointed out that she had not only sup-
ported herself since she was sixteen, but
also supported her mother, who was still

then married to the hurt Mr. Levy, who
was no relation to Paulette herself what-
ever.

Most stars won't do that, however, and
it is a harder thing to do when an elderly
mother or father, a crippled sister or a
weakling brother is involved. One major
star even has a heck of a time with his
grandparents, who spend money like

water and weep crocodile tears in public
about how abused they are.

Rather than have such troubles aired
to the public most stars pay and pay
and pay.
So the next time you hear all those

charges of nepotism in Hollywood, listen

to them with a certain degree of cynicism.
It's true that there are brothers and
sisters and first cousins and in-laws on
all the studio pay rolls, but it is often
true because that is the only way to keep
these bad actors away from the court of

uninformed public opinion.

Once when the late Jean Harlow was
having a dress made, she told the de-
signer, "I want this cut so tight that you
can see my muscles ripple when I move."

It's too bad that the stars can't have
their bank rolls cut that tightly too.

They'd cut a better figure when their
careers are over if they could. They'd
have some reserve left in the bank to

live on in the lean years. But they can't
do it now. Their relatives won't let

them; they're too busy making hey-hey
while the spotlight shines.

The End

MUST the hands that are busy all day
suffer from chapping, cracking, or

redness? No! If they are chapped, you will
be delighted with the comforting effect of
Mentholatum applied to the stinging, red,
or cracked skin. Mentholatum quickly
cools and soothes the Irritation. It also
assists Nature to more quickly heal the
Injured skin. Jars or tubes, 30c. For gen-
erous free trial size write ^ ..^
Mentholatum Co., 150 Harlan /^^^'lilr"'*^

Building, Wilmington, Del.

^MENTHOLATUM
BUY DEFENSE BONDSandSTAMPS

^ SHOW THEM YOU CARE!
•Itl Get LATEST CATALOG Of

smart, new, low-priced Xmas
birthday and military gifts

ENTERPRISE. Dept. 50

68 W. Washington, Chicago

^GUARANTEED JEWELRY
'
Solid sterliDgsilver Birthstone RiDg;

r lovely 13 set sparltling Dinner Ring
r an All-Occasion Ring with simulated

Ruby and 8 brilliant marcaaitea. FOR selling l bnien of
RosebiidSalveatlirjccach. SendNoMoney. Order4talve-

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. BOX 1 7, WOODSBORO, MARYLAND.

Sntaht OtoAf
COWBOY BOOT

like wildfire— pays huge profits t

saledmen and women. 249 othe
fast-selling specialtieB. inoluding
Zipper shoes. Air Cushion Ineoh
ehoea. protective shoes for De-
fense workmen, etc. Dresa. work,
sports stvles. Prices low as
$2.98. Snies equipment includ-
ing .\CTUA1. SAMPLES fm
nished FREE. Write TODAY
about building a hia biiai

ness for vonrielf

MASON SHOE MFG. CO.
Deot. A<12a

Chippewa Falls. Wise

Be a RADIO Technician
Learn at Home. Many Make $30, $40, $50 a Week
If you want better pay quick, and a job with a future,
learn Radio, Television. Hundreds 1 train jump their
pay. Radio has grown fast, is still growing—that's why
It pays many $30, $40, $."iO a week—why many earn $5 to
$10a week extra in spare time while learning. My Course
can help you get better rating, extra pay in Army, Navy.
Free 6i-page book tells about many good job oppor-
tunities Radio offers. MAIL THE COUPON NOW.

• MB. J. E. .SMITH. Dept. l.NT \

• National Radio Institute, Washington. D. C. !
; Mail me your book FREE. (No salesman will call. !

; Write Plainly.) •

: NAME AGE \

• ADDRESS

: CITY .STATE..
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Tennis-match twosome were Mr. and Mrs. Bill Powell.

If you want to read about whom they saw, see page i i

Casts of Current Pictures

"BIRTH OF THE BLUES" — Paramount.
Screen play by Harry Tugend and Walter DeLeon.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger. Cast: Jeff Lam-
bert, Bing Crosby; Betty Lou Cobb. Alary Martin;

Memphis. Brian Donlevy; Aunt Phoebe Cobb,

Carolyn Lee; Louey, Rochester; Pepper, Jack Tea-

garden and His Orchestra; Tuxedo, J. Carrol

Naish; Limpy. Warren Hymer; IVolf. Horace Mac-
Mahon; Ruby, Rnby Elzy; Deek, Danny Beck;

Suds, Harry Barris; Leo, Perry Botkin; Henri
Lambert, Minor Watson; Piano Player. Harry
Rosenthal; Skeeter, Donald Kerr; Maicie, Barbara
Pepper; Grant, Cecil Kellaway; Jeff (as a boy),

Ronnie Cosbey.

"BURMA CONVOY" — Universal. Original

screen jilay by Stanley Rubin and Ray Chanslor.
Directed by Noel Smith. Cast: Cliff IVeldon.

Charles Bickford; Anne McBrogal. Evelyn Ankers;
Mike IVeldon. Frank Albertson; Lloyd McBrogal,
Cecil Kellaway; Victor Harrison. Truman Bradley;

Smitty, Willy Fung; Maisie, Viola Vaughn; Lin Tai
Yen. Keye Luke.

"DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE"—M-G-M.
Screen play by John Lee Mahin. Based on the

novel by Robert Louis Stevenson. Directed by
Victor Fleming. Cast: Dr. Harry Jckyll. Spencer
Tracy; Mr. Hyde, Spencer Tracy; Ivy Peterson,
Ingrid Bergman; Beatrix Emery. Lana Turner; Sir
Charles Emery. Donald Crisp; Dr. John Lanyon,
Ian Hunter; Sam Higgins, Barton MacLane; The
Bishop. C. Aubrey Smith; Poole, Peter Godfrey;
Mrs. Higgins. Sara Allgood; Dr. Heath, Frederic
Worlock; Interne Fenwick, William Tannen;
Marcia, Frances Robinson; Freddie, Denis Green;
Mr. H'ellcr, Billy Bevan; Old Prouty, Forrester
Harvey; Colonel Weymouth, Lumsden Hare; Dr.
Courtland. Lawrence Grant; Constable, John Bar-
slay.

"ELLERY QUEEN AND THE MURDER
RING"—Columbia. Screen play by Eric Taylor
and Gertrude Purcell. Story by Ellery Queen.
Directed by James Hogan. Cast: Ellery Queen,
Ralph Bellamy; Nikki Porter. Margaret Lindsay;
Inspector Queen. Charley Grapewin; Miss Tracy,
Mona Barrie; Page, Paul Hurst; Sergeant Veli'e,

James Burke; Dr. Janncy. George 2ucco; Mrs.
Stack. Blanche Yurka; Thomas. Tom Dugan; John
Stack. Leon Ames; Alice Stack. Jean Fenwick;
Dr. Williams. OHn Howland; Dr. Dunn. Dennis
Moore; Miss Fox, Charlotte Wynters; brothers,
Pierre Watkin.

"GENTLEMAN FROM DI XI E"—Monogram.
Original story and screen play by Fred Mvton Di-
rected by Al Herman. Cast: Thad Gcrrill, Jaik La
Rue; Margaret. Marian Marsh; Jupe. Clarence
Muse; Betty Jean, Mary Ruth; Lance. Robert

Kellard; Bro7vley, John Holland; Warden, Herbert
Rawlinson.

•KID FROM KANSAS. THE"—Universal.
Screen play by Griffin Jay and David Silverstein.
Original story by Griffin Jay. Directed by William
Nigh. Cast: Kansas, Dick Foran; Panch, Leo
Carrillo; Andy. Andy Devine; Smitty. Ann Doran;
Cesar, Francis McDonald; Walker'. James Seay;
Linda, Marcia Ralston; Jamaica. Nestor Paiva;
Chief of Police. Antonio Moreno; York. Leyland
Hodgson; Russell. Wade Boteler; Moloney, Guy
Usher.

"LADIES IN RETIREMENT" — Columbia.
Screen play by Garrett Fort and Reginald Denham.
From the play by Reginald Denham and Edward
Percy. Directed by Charles Vidor. Cast: Ellen
Creed, Ida Lupino; Albert Feather. Louis Hay-
ward; Lucy, Evelyn Keyes; Emily Creed, Elsa Lan-
chester; Louisa Creed, Edith Barrett; Leonora
Fiske, Isobel Elsom; Sister Theresa, Emma Dunn;
Sister Agatha, Queenie Leonard; Bates, Clyde
Cook.

"LOOK WHO'S LALTGHING"—RKORadio.
Screen play by James V. Kern. Directed by Allan
Dwan. Cast: Edgar Bergen. Edgar Bergen; Char-
lie McCarthy, Charlie McCarthy; Fibber McGce,
Jim Jordan; Molly, Marian Jordan; Julie Patter-
son, Lucille Ball; Jerry, Lee Bonnell ; Marge,
Dorothy Lovett; Gildersleeve, Harold Peary; Mrs.
Uppington, Isabel Randolph; Bill, Walter Baldwin;
Hilary Horton. Neil Hamilton; Cudahv, Charles
Halton; Mr. Collins. Harlow Wilco.x; Hotel Mana-
ger, Spencer Charters; Mayor, Jed Prouty; Kclsey,
George Cleveland.

"MEXICAN SPITFIRE'S BABY" — RKO-
Radio. Screen play by Charles E. Roberts and
Jerry Cady. Directed by Leslie Goodwins. Cast:
Carmelita Lindsay, Lupe Velez; Mattheiv Lindsav,
Leon Errol; Lord Epping. Leon Errol; Dennis Lind-
say, Charles "Buddy" Rogers; Aunt Delia, Elisa-
beth Risdon; Fifi. Marion Martin; Pierre, Fritz
Feld; Lady Epping. Lydia Bilbrook; Clnimlev.
Lloyd Corrigan; Miss Pepper, Zasu Pitts; Hot'el
Clerk, Jack Arnold.

"MR. CELEBRITY" — Producers Releasing
Corp. Original story by Martin Mooney and
Charles Samuels. Screen play by Martin Moonev.
Directed by William Beaudine. Cast: Danriy
Mason, Buzzy Henry; Jim Kane. James Seay;
Carol Carter, Doris Day; Mr. Mason. William
Halligan; Trovers. Gavin Gordon; Johnnt Martin,
Johnny Berkes; Judge Culpepper. Jack Baxley;
Cardo the Great, Larry Grey; Francis'X. Bushman,
Francis X. Bushman; Clara Kimball Young, Clara
Kimball Young; Jim Jeffries. Jim Jeffries.

"NIAGARA FALLS"—Hal Roach-U. A. Screen
play by Paul Gerard Smith, Hal Yates and Eugene
Conrad. Directed by Gordon Douglas. Cast:
Margy Blake, Marjorie Woodworth; Tom Wilson.
Tom Brown; Emmy Sawyer, Zasu Pitts; Sam
Sawyer, Slim Summerville; Potter, Chester Clute:
State Trooper, Edgar Deering; Chuck Ed Gargan;
Trixie, Gladys Blake; Head Waiter, Leon Belasco;
Honeymooners. Rand Brooks and Margaret Roach;
Clerk, Jack Rice.

"OUTLAW TRAIL, THE" — RKO Radio.
Original story by Arthur T. Herman. Screen play
by Norton S. Parker. Directed by Edward Killy.
Cast: Steve Haggerty, Tim Holt; Ellen Grant,
Janet Waldo; Smokey Ray Whitley; Whopper,
Lee "Lasses" White; Red Hagr/erty, Morris Ank-
rum; Tom Haggerty, Edward Waller; Idaho, Glenn
Strange; Joel Kesbitt, Roy Barcroft; Andrew
Grant, Joseph Eggenton; Clemens, Carl Stockdale;
Sheriff Saunders, Merrill Holmes; Kurt Holladay,
Ethan Laidlaw; John Davis, James Farley; The
Mayor of Remington, Guy Usher.

"PITTSBURGH KID, THE"—Republic. Screen
play by Earl Felton and Houston Branch. Based
on a novel by Octavus Roy Cohen. Directed by
Jack Townley. Cast: Billy Conn, Bitly Conn;
Patricia Mallory, Jean Parker; Cliff Halliday, Dick
Purcell; Joe Barton, Alan Baxter; Barbara Ellison.
Veda Ann Borg; Max Ellison, Jonathan Hale;
Feets Johnson, Ernest Whitman; Knockout Riley.
John Kelly; Magenta, Etta McDaniel; Garvey, Dick
Elliott; Morrie, John Harmon; Devlin, Robert Bar-
ron.

"SING ANOTHER CHORUS" — Universal.
Screen play by Marion Orth, Paul Gerard Smith
and Brenda Weisburg. Original story by Sam
Robins. Directed by Charles Lamont. Cast:
Andy Peyton, Johnny Downs; Edna, Jane Frazee;
Stanislaus, Mischa Auer; Mr. Peyton, George Bar
bier; Francine La Verne, Iris Adrian; Peggy, Sun-
nie O'Dea; Ralph, Joe Brown, Jr.; Theodore Gate-
son, Walter Catlett; Ryan. Charles Lane; Morris.
Peter Peters; Boris, Ronald Peters and Rosario and
Antonio.

"SKYLARK"—Paramount. Screen play b>
Allan Scott. From the play produced by John
Golden. Based upon a play and novel by Samson
Raphaelson. Directed by Mark Sandrich. Cast:
Lydia Ken yon. Claudette Colbert; Tony Kenyan.
Ray Milland; Jim Blake, Brian Aherne; Myrtle
Vantine. Binnie Barnes; George Gorell. Walter
Abel; Federick Vantine, Grant Mitchell; Charlotte
Gorell, Mona Barrie; Theodore, Ernest Cossart;
Ned Franklin, James Rennie: Maitre D'Hotel, Fritz
Feld; Jewelry Clerk, Leonard Mudie.

"SUNDOWN"—Walter Wanger-U.A. Screen
play by Barre Lyndon. Directed by Henry Hatha-
way. Cast: Zia. Gene Tierney; Capt. Bill Crawford,
Bruce Cabot; Major Coombes, George Sanders;
Dewey. Harry Carey; Pallini, Joseph Calleia:
Bishop Coombes, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; Kuypens.
Carl Esmond; Lieut. Turner, Reginald Gardiner:
Hammud, Marc Lawrence; Ashburton, Gilbert
Emery.

"SUSPICION"—RKO Radio. Screen play by
Samson Raphaelson, Joan Harrison and Alma Re
ville. Novel by Francis lies. Directed by Alfred
Hitchcock. Cast: Johnnie, Cary Grant; Lina, Joan
Fontaine; General McLaidlaw, Sir Cedric Hard
wicke; Beaky. Nigel Bruce; Mrs. McLaildlaw.
Dame Mav Whitty; Mrs. Newsham, Isabel Jeans;
Ethel (Maid), Heather Angel: Isobel Sedbusk.
Auriol Lee; Reggie Wetherby, Reginald Sheffield:
Captain Melbeck, Leo G. Carroll.

"TWO LATINS FROM MANHATTAN"—Co
lumbia. Original screen play by Albert Duffy. Di
rected by Charles Barton. Cast: Joan Daley, Joan
Davis; Jinx Terry, Jinx Falkenburg; Lois Alorgan.
Joan Woodbury; Armando Rivero, Fortunio Bon
anova; Don Barlow. Done Beddoe: Marianela, Mar-
quita Madero; Rosita. Carmen Morales; Tommy
Curtis. Lloyd Bridges: Felipe Rudolfo Maclntyre.
Sig Arno; Charles Miller, Boyd Davis.

"WEEK END IN HAVANA"—20th Century
Fox. Original screen play by Karl Tunberg and
Darrell Ware. Directed by Walter Lang. Cast:
jVaii Spencer. Alice Faye; Rosita Rivas. Carmen
Miranda; Jay Williams, John Payne; Monte Blanca.
Cesar Romero; Terry McCracken. Cobina Wright
Jr.; Walter McCracken, George Barbier; Boros,
Sheldon Leonard: Rafael, Leonard Kinskev: Driver
Chris Pin Martin; Arbolado. Billy Gilbert; Mr.
Marks, Hal K. Dawson; Captain Moss. William
Davidson; Tailor, Maurice Cass; Passengers. Harry
Hayden and Leona Roberts.

"YANK IN THE R.A.F.. A"—20th Century
Fo.x. Screen play by Darrell Ware and Karl Tun
berg. Original story by Melville Grossman. Di-
rected by Henry King. Cast: Tim Baker, 'Tyrone
Power; Carol Brown, Betty Grable; Wing Com
mander Morlcy, John Sutton; Roger Pillby, Regi-
nald Gardiner; Corporal Harry Baiter, Donald
Stuart; Squadron Leader, Morton Lowry: Al, Ralph
Byrd; Thorndyke. Richard Fraser; Flight Lieu
tenant Redmond, Denis Green; Flight Lieutenant
Richardson. Bruce Lester; Wales. Gilchrist Stuart;
Croup Captain. Lester Matthews; Canadian Major.
Frederick Worlock; Mrs. Fitshuph, Ethel Griffies;
Hcad-vaitcr. Fortunio Bonanova; /(ij^rHC/or. James
Craven; Radio Operator. G. P. Huntley; Intelli-
gence Officers. Stuart Robertson, Dennis Hoey.
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Try Maybelline today. See what

difference it makes . . . what thri

ing things it can do for yo:

eyes! Be sure you get genuii

Maybelline — the Eye Mak

up in Good Taste. The Sol

or Cream -form Mascar

75c. Solid-form refills, 35

Maybelline Mascar
smooth - marking Ey

brow Pencil and E;

Shadow come in tl

popular harmonizii

shades. Attracti'

purse sizes at e

10c counter

RGEST-SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS



With MAUREEN O'HARA

it's Chesterfield for Christmas

She is appearing in the

20th Century-Fox Production

"HOW GRtCN WAS MY VALLEY"

FOR CHRISTMAS

Here are your Milder Better -Tasting

Chesterfields again ... in the most attractive, up-to-the-

minute Christmas gift package of the year.

Buy them for the folks at home — send them to your friends

and don't forget to mail them to the hoys in the Service.

CIGARETTE T^^^O^^YOU CAN'T BUY A BETTER

Copyright 191 1. LtccErr Si Myers Tobacco Co
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